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A Proposed Survey of Land-Use for 

the Farn Foundation 

The Farm Foundation was established in 1933 by the late Alexander 

Legge to promote "the general welfare of the rural population of the United 

States of America in such ways as the Board of Trustees may from time to time 

_ determine". 

The Board of Trustees have asked me to recommend ways in which such 

an organization could contribute something of lasting value to the problem of 

rural land-use. To this end a survey of the field has been authorized. 

The survey is premised on three assumptions: 

(1) That there are in existence valuable ideas which are as yet 

inarticulate, and that part of them are of such a nature that 

other agencies cannot or will not act upon them. ‘ 

(2) That the function of the Survey is to discover and compile 

such ideas for the consideration of the Board of Trustees. 

(3) That such ideas are likely to be found, not only among the 

professions commonly recognized ae dealing with land-use (such 

aS economists, biologists, and sociologists), but among other 

thinkers such as educators, philosophers, geographers, 

‘ historians, ecologists, or even laymen. 

The survey is to be completed by May 15, 1934. In order to start 

off with a concrete basis for discussion, I have prepared the attached outline 

of my own present line of thought. 

This is admittedly of a casual nature, and clustered around only that 

category of land-relationships commonly known as cenbentatten. ts? 

You have been selected as one of a limited list of persons who might 

be able to advise the survey:
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(a) What other land-relationships are of permanent importance to 

society, and at the same time susceptible of cultivation with 

the tools available to a foundation. 

(b) What ideas pertaining to any land-relationship should this survey 

examine? Who has them? Are they published? If so, where, when, 

and by whom? (We are here asking for your own ideas, as well as 

those of others which you consider valuable). 

This is an advance canvass of the possible field. Any thought you 

can give to these questions will be appreciated. Replies are to be considered 

between now and April 15. Between April 15 and Way 15 the suggestions which 

seem to be the most promising are to be followed up by personal interviews. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aleo Leopold 
2 Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin



The Farm Foundation end Lend Conservation 

Aldo Leopold 

The conservation movement may be defined as a realization by the 

public that it has an interest in the manner in which land resources are used, 

and that the free and unguided play of economic forces often subverts that 

interest. 

The first response to this realization was a series of conservation 

laws. ‘These have been of three kinds: (1) prohibitions and compulsions, 

(2) subsidies, and (3) attempts to develop profit motives as a basis for 

better land practice. 

Compulsions have failed signally and completely, as wat to be expected. 

Prohibitions and subsidies have been mildly beneficial in some instances. 

Profit motives have often been successfully developed, especially 

through agricultural extension work. It is a conspicuous fact, however, that 

their success has been confined largely to high-grade land in the early stages 

of deterioriation. Poor land, or land in an advanced stage of deterioration by 

erosion, grazing, or fire, cannot be profitably restored by individual owners. 

It is cheaper to abandon it and buy elsewhere, and this will continue to be true 

as long as we maintain a favorable ratio between population and land area. 

At present we have a large and increasing acreage in advanced stages of 

deterioration. By a peculiar coincidence, the public resligation of this fact 

happened to coincide with: 

(1) the most acute stage of unsalable surplus in staple crops. 

(2) A public demand for recreation and conservation areas. 

(3) seute unemployment. 

(4) A public realization that abandoned farms not only often 

continue to deteriorate, but in so doing damage other lands, 

as well as rivers, highways, reservoirs, and other public utilities.
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The result has been a wholesale program of public purchase of low- 

grade and deteriorated lands. hese public areas are being developed for 

conservation and recreation purposes by work-relief funds. 

there is probably no other way, or at least no sounder way which is 

immediately available, to utilize lands which have already entered the 

deteriorated class. 

The public purchase formula, however, leaves entirely unsolved one very 

important problem: how to prevent good lands from continuing to ran down and 

thue entering the deteriorated class. Failure to arrest the further 

deterioration of good lands invelves three penalties of very deep social and 

economic consequence: 

(1) It will eventually swamp the public ownership policy by loading 

it with more land than the tax-base can carry. 

(2) It will narrow the man-land ratio, and thus tend to depress 

labor and living standards. 

(3) It will place american agriculture definitely in the category 

of destructive (as against self-sustaining) industries. 

It is unlikely that governmental initiative alone can be counted upon 

to find any permanent solution for the problem of stabilizing agriculture on 

lands which are still good. The reasons for thie opinion ere: 

(a) Government officials are now much preoccupied with the very 

complex job of buying and repairing land-wreckage. Yew of them 

as yet foresees the problem of checking land-deterioration at its 

source. 

(b) Political action always tends to wait until an abuse needs cure. 

The fact that prevention is cheaper has little political reality. 

(ce) The problem is ethical and social as well as economic. ‘The 

average voter or political leader is as yet unconscious of a 

land-ethic, or of its social and economic bearings.
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{d) the only fully-developed governmental tool applicable to this 

job is that ordinarily called extension. This is much too 

weak and too slow, and labors under the handicap that it works 

best on the high-grade non-threatened areas where it is, for 

this viewpoint, needed least. 

As a prerequisite to effective governmental action, it seems necessary 

to plant in the public mind a new conception of agriculture. ‘the public must 

see the farmer, not only as a food-grower who competes with other industries 

for his share of the national income, but also as the custodian of a public 

interest, for the safekeeping of which he has given bond, and the public has 

signed as his surety. In other words, for every farm wrecked by destructive 

land-use, a farmer ie evicted and foisted upon industry, and a tax-payer accepts 

the obligation sooner or later to pay for the public purchase, repair, or 

administration of the wreckage. 

The present conservation program can mean only this. The only other 

possible meaning is that the nation will use its good land until it is all poor, 

and then move out. 

Gosts of Prevention vs- Cure 

The farmer's role ae custodian has both an economic and a social aspect. 

The economic conclusion which flows inevitably from the foregoing 

premises is that it may be cheaper for the public to prevent destructive land- 

use than to cure it ex post facto. No research hae ever been focused upon this 

question, although it would seem to be susceptible of definite measurement in 

many instances. 

For example, we now know what it costs for the government to check 

erosion at a certain stage on certain soils in certain states. This cost is a 

capital outlay, and can be expressed as a definite annual carrying charge per acre. 

How does this “coset of cure" per acre per year compare with the public
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income from the restored area? ‘This income would be tax revenue if the owner- 

ship is still private, or net revenue from products if it is being publicly 

operated for forestry, game, or other purposes. 

Again how does this "cost of cure" compare with the costs of a 

"let her wash" policy? This is susceptible of at least partial measurement in 

terms of flood-damage, flood-prevention worke, reservoir amortization, 

navigation improvements or other public liabilities which ordinarily accrue from 

eroding watersheds. 

If the trouble be not erosion, but rather depletion of soil, timber, 

wild life, or range, the same economic comparison of alternatives is, to a 

large extent, feasible. 

To make such comparisons will require an economist with special aptitude 

for understanding biological techniques and land policies. 

Vehicles for Prevention 

The superior economy of prevention is already evident in enough cases 

to raise the question: By what means shall the public prevent abuse of private 

lands? 

Zoning is one means already available. Zoning has the merit of being 

local in its administration and flexible in its specifications. It has, however, 

the weakness of any prohibition, it is negative rather than positive, and 

therefore, in end of itself, insufficient. 

It would appear necessary for zoning to be supplemented by some kind of 

positive inducement. The profit motive, as already pointed out, is only a 

partial answer. Like extension, its power decreases at the rate of deterioration 

increases. There must be a continuing differential operating to stimlate and 

reward land-use which conserves the public interest-which assures the public 

that it will not be called upon to reclaim a wreck. 

Social and ethical forces certainly have a role here. However, there
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must also be an economic force. 

Possibly the existing legal and economic structure does not contain the 

vehicle for exerting economic pressure of this kind. If not, a vehicle must be 

built de novo. 

More likely, however, some modification of the tax system, or of some 

of the economic “aides" dispensed by public treasuries, can be made to serve the 

purpose. 

Public subsidies for land exploitation are of long standing. There is, 

then, nothing inherently radical about public subsidies for lend conservation. 

The federal government already subsidizes forest fire-control on private 

lands. Many states subsidize forestry on private lands. ‘The fire subsidy proceeds 

on the theory that private fire prevention is cheaper than public fire suppression. 

The forestry subsidy proceeds on the theory that a private forest renders a public 

service. Both theories are strictly applicable to the broader question of whether 

all the uses of a given piece of land, collectively regarded, promote or subvert 

all the public interests in that land, collectively regarded. 

If subsidies are to be employed as a vehicle for rewarding good use of 

private lands, then there should presumably be one subsidy, to be granted or 

withheld on the basis of the owner's “total score" for all the public interests 

involved. 

To sum up: Prevention of destructive land use calls for a suitable vehicle 

whereby the public can reward the landowner who conserves the public interest. The 

job of finding and testing such a vehicle is a job in economic, legal and 

technical research. 

Sthies of Land-Use 

The foregoing argument, expressed in social terme, conceives of the farm 

not merely at the nation's bread-basket. It conceives of the farmer as the 

custodian of the country's physical and economic continuity. The social dignity
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implied in such a role is of vast import to the future. 

There ie little doubt that in bringing to the farm machines better 

than those previouely used, we have brought with them ideas which are not 

indigenous to land, and which are not necessarily as good as the machines. 

The agriculiral folk-school movement is merely one of many symptome of anxiety 

lest mechanization undermine the indigenous rural culture it was intended to 

| serve. 

I em not competent to weigh these questions, but it seems certain that 

any public recognition of a deeper lend relationship than that pertaining to 

the banker's mortgege and the public's taxes is bound to have a beneficial effect 

upon rural society, and henee upon the whole social order. 

There may be a doubt, for example, as to how much the practice of 

conservation will swell the farmer's immediate income, but there can be no doubt 

that it can vastly diversify his recreations without any cash outlay, and build 

up his pride and satisfaction in his farm. It ie also beyond doubt that public 

recognition of his custodial function will tend to augment his importance as a 

citizen. 

Rural education hat either almost entirely ignored these obvious 

opportunities, or has tried to exploit them by unsuitable non-local material 

fed out through untrained teachers. ‘Their deliberate cultivation in » sample 

locality is a logical supplement to the economic research program here proposed.
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i December 31, 19))1 ‘ 

? Mr. John Collier, Commissioner, 7 
: Office of Indian Affairs, i 

Washington, De Ge : } : 4 
; j 

Dearyommi s \\ Collier: ! oe a 

The sifpation as regards the Seminole deer controversy ! | 
is\Atill confrqnfed with the finding of conclusive answers to two 
queekionss (1) Mo the deer on the Reservation parbor fever ticks; ey 
and, \ta) If-so, csa they~ve eliminated by the continued dippi 
oe wile a . | oe f 

As yef/we cannot definitely whether or not there are t | 
fever ticks on| the Reservatjom. in my report of October lst, I ‘ 

! stated that thld could be determined in two ways; by killing at 1, a 
least a hundred\ Neer or b ntrgd ging eattlee The former method a 
is obviously th@\skerter-orie awg/if\he fever ticks were found it ae 
could be said with reaseniablg vortai ne that the deer were not ih 
ticky. However, if a few feyse ticks mare telen from these deer, a A 
large portion of the deer fepdiation woh] dj\have been eliminated and \ : 

‘ the question as to whet they .» erbdicated by dipping ry 
would remain to be answered. For-dbviot asons we prefer the ‘ 
second method, eh, though time-consumi. saves valuable ree ae} 
stocking animals and leads to the same en But in view of the ae 
tremendous cattle pressure now being appl th estion arises - 

"will we be perep ste’ to prosecube this expérinz its comple- : i 
tion? Would it be wise as a last resor kill the hundred deer j 
and hope they are not carrying fever t¥oks? I, personelly, do not a) 
want to gemble with the lives of a huxgfed decr when this thoroughe 
ly acclimated stock is irreplacable. I am wondering if your thoughts i 
on this matter coincide with mine. 13 

The use of cattle to determine if fever ticks are present ‘4 
on the Seminole Reservation will involve certain aoe poy emp az 
on the part of the Office of Indien Affairs and, in view of the rew 
quests for definite statements, a word of clarification seems to \ 
be in order. A considerable amount of delay seems to have becn i 
unavoideble in the purchasing of cattle and in the construction 1 ay 
of fences. An additional five miles of boundary fence along the 

-  gouth line where it crosses the southern extension of Lard Can ie 
Strand remains to be constructed. I was advised that work could. ft 
neon 5° forward on this part of the fence due to high water condi= | 

4 tions. This, however, must be completed before cattle are permite Pe 
¥ “ted to range over all parts of the Reservation. id 

\ , : | oa ie 
4 : Pike | . 0 He ep en 

a i \ eri
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| 
Superintendent Mill advises that funds are not available b 

for the purchase of more cattle. This is unfo tunate, for if all : parts of the Reservation are to be checked simultaneously about 
five or six hundred head of cattle would be needed. There are now 
several thousand head ranging lands adjacent to the Reservation 

_ Which provide a check on the situation thereon. It therefore be= — 
comes.the Fesponsibility of the Office of Indian Affairs to obtain 

mor ttle quickly as possible. Definite conclusions are at | begt/ slow under\the circumstances and we must await the checking 1 . off p sufficient number of cattle on the Reservation before con- ! 
clupive stat s can be made. ! ' 

You no’ doubt will be interested to know thet cattle reng- : ing how.end-formerly-on the range south of the State quarantine } 
fence ftn- segtion aroma the Reservation have never been subs ha 
a to an agtive dipping \program, that is, dipping every ; ourteen days./ /When this ce was constructed, all cattle south of it were rembyed and the Pange was kept free of cattle for some | ss times «=A few yadrs ago, under preegure from catilemen, cattle 
were again perm ed to nange iw Ahhe so-called quarantined aree 
and they are thePe-nc ontrany state law! ‘this is, of course, confidential, = [ 

f Sincerely youys, : ‘ 
| 

i 
_ RVKerp f Roy Komare i; 

a | c/o tir. Baker By i 
br. Leopoli | 4 
Mr. Stoddard tary a 

a | 

| ; ‘ i 
| 

| | : 
, 

% 
2 

i ad a
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December 16, 2942, 

tr. John Collier, 
Gonmlestonar of indian Affaire, 
Department of Interior, 
Waahington, 0, G, : 

Dear ie. Colliers ; 

Suieenslitio, Sattar ee bane nnioteee cain tae pedaiiten of the ae you 
Komerek brothere the gonduct of the yA aes nm investigation under the 

vies oak wnat, Jee tins fet thet Genetor 
pg, Pygmy -n-t gle. ie wy the House Committee 
on Affairs, there are Roof tive statements thet may 
now be nade in the light of fiel@eeearch findings this 
to date that aid the mewbers of at Conuttten tn arriving 
gh © Ginnt oondnaion Go.0 @a vdaine favoring or oppoming | 
that bill. yen 

ve wouyy he: better then to feel able to nske 
definite ste: A strongly thet there have been too 
many statenents malt ter to dete on insufficient evidence 
and short tine tnwidtiyet y/) We surely do not went to ve guilty 
of going chend and ting uythe type of prelininary report that 
thie deer problem hes p #0 seny times before. 

heve s9/fer failed to revenl any fever ticks on Hendry County 
5 tion{in Floride, wee, Oe Seek ee De oer} Se 

y Komarek collected end examined deer, 
or ‘ / lotely free of ticks end the reneining four 
wore wety htly/Anie a oo Se 
nuaber 1ea_fr — four, Three of these nine 
deer were on cies Sceereditnns thous tx tae Parte ome 
We eae ie clin te Ets ae eae ee 

of the pA omen Mind yr lll «orate: Sd ve 
killed by Indfens on the and found no ticke of any kind 
on them. ‘ 

Although the number of specimens exemined end the tine in- 
velved ave in cur opinion too omall ond too short to arrive et fine) 
vonelucions, both the number and the tine considerably excesd thoes 
tevolved in iavertigetions which were subject of reporte on which 
the Florida Live Gtook Senitery Board eleims it bared ite dectaton



Mr, John Golider =u 12/16/41 

favoring the of deer ao » necessory method of extermina’ 
o. eaked ee bs en ~—e 

Roy Komarek has learned that no reinfestations of fever ticks 
Seraeeh ciitintin te ttle tein Tn wait te Go Sines 
pastures adjoining the Indien slong ite entire north line 
perture ejotnine the tervatton's vert or 
pasture Seservation's west Lines ony, 
during period no fever ticks heve shoen up the eattle in 
spring chack dipping in those areas tnvelving 135 square mlles, 

The absence of a fever tick reinfestation ‘2 tor” . 
and 6 half on thos lends adjacent to the ie 
Se at ae eee *S those ranges 

; ere not now carrying ‘ Be regards the of cattle 
on those ranges as furnishing « very good aeans of determining if fever 
ticks re-ocour there, 

tanstecblan of tah tee tiem pibdle mien previously teen Milied ener sume he om the our 
% would not be unreasonable heavy mortality aneng introduced 

unacelimeted dear which might be for re-stocking purposes; this 
eenceety tesuane 6 Se Sueane eiturtion with whieh cattle 
end deer in that part of Floride have ae aoe 

A seeeone of the yoor, If then there exiete a of tick free 
native deer on the wiry Tety Indien Reservation and adjoining cattle 
ranges north and wey) rexyrvolr may well serve ae an effective 
SS <a a ele toes Or hte eee 

praetioelly to a = ie : 

Pinelly, although Wo sey so with complete definitenoss, all 
Seek ne Riceeal te tae ena St Sate SONGS tend we te 

of the a Ghie of teem 0 ew eattan tater tr tou Me 
would b(/ entailed tq swaiting conclusive findinge of the present researeh 

r with the solution of this problem se releted 
te the Indian ferervetton,* 

enna a een on < 
CAN ay 

dotm fi, Dakar 
temcutive Director 

Pies }



From: the December 5th issue of 
LEESBURG COMMERCIAL + Florida 

WASHINGTON Wews 
From Our Congressman 

JOH HENDRICKS 

Recently the newspapers carried a story that in the battle between 
Mr. Ickes and me to permit the state livestock sanitary board to go into 
the Everglades and clean up the cattle tick, Mr. Ickes had won round 
number one by stalling hearings in the house Indian affairs committee 
on the bill introduced by Senator Bepper. The victory was short-lived for 
we perevaded the committee to give us hearings and made an excellent 
showing. Inside information is that Mr. Hres has been waiting on a 
report from the Audubon Society, which in all probability will be favorable 
to us and the department is now beginning to talk turkey and I believe that 
they will yield. It would be a shame to spend all the money that the 
federal government and the state has spent in Florida to eradicate the 
cattle tick and then let one rotten apple spoil the barrel. We hope 
that this can be cleared up by agreement and that we won't have to enact 
the bill forcing Mr. Ickes to give his permission. 

' ry



‘eminole Indien Reservation 
Immokelee, "lor ida 
December 12, 1941 

tre Re He Tabb, “strict Inspector 
Us S» Bureau of Animal Industry 
LaBelle, Florida 

Dear irs Tabbs 

Pursuant with your request I am submitting for your the following 4 
data concerning three deer which I inepected on recent |visit to the 
State Hunters camps south of the Reservation: 

Doe deor + killed 3 miles east of Charlie Camp Nos | » 5S, 19h., 
Infested with 17 male and 22 Agerre: d partly ehgorged female - 
ticks of the gonue Ixodes, I) riety. 

Doe deer ~ killed 2 miles northwest % % AL (ire Tommy Prairie), ‘ 
| Date 9, 1941. Infested wit fettly engorged female tick of B, 

the genus Ixodes, a harmbess ‘bys 3 

Doe door = killed 5 miloe yépefiwoot ad Camp 41 (Ore Tommy Prairie), 
: Dee. 10, 1941. / Infested w 5 malem and 6 engorged end partly 

engorged femal eke of nus Ixodes, a lese varietye ' 
One manpages nattached) /ffemale dog tick, Det Yeriabilis 

; wae also teken this dyer. ' 

TI would like a te my appreciation of your cooperation in 
} making pocsibye/a cirait ugh the Big Cyprece te visit the deer camp a 

the friend! of my enroute and the camp hoepitelity was also a 
i much appreci . val 

With kindest 1 8 and best wishes for a happy holiday season, I am 

f Sincere ly yours, 

ec ‘ } Roy Komerek 
He Le Stoddard i 

Aldo Leopold 

oa 4 t * ae ‘yy i Z i HeciN Ce ot aa
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December 5, 191 

Mr. John H. Baker, 
National Audubon Society 

New York City 

Dear Mr. Baker: 

Mr. Stoddard and Hd Komare} |have asked 

me to write you, since both had to r discus-= 

sing your letter of December 3rd, and I had rush into 

town and mail this to you and g-tetter to Roy marek, 

copy of which is herewith engtogeds 

Messrs. StO/@Gard ant/Komarek both agree 

that it should be all rights ko go/gviead with the proposed 

letter as outlined in your leg o them of the 3rd in- 

stant, except. in the bh paradraph on page two, where . 

you say ",...that jecte-say, that\during that period no 

fever ticks have ghéwn up ‘em the bttle in spring check 

dipping in those fess involY¥ing about 135 square milese 

That area has bedr declared jtjick free." The underlined 

' sentence snould De\ on d,/¢s @ area has not been de- 

clared tick free. 

To be Sure this letter is agreeable to 

; the inv¢stigator the field, I am sending him a copy 

today the pro ed letter and he will wire you promptly 

any changes or a tions, though we are. quite sure he will 

agree hous t it is substantially all right. There- 

fore, b ing out this proposed letter, please wait 

until you had time to hear by wire from Roy and bear 

in mind that he cannot receive this letter until December 

7th or 8th. 

Respectfully, 

Pp 
Rnel: 
e/e Roy Komarek 
pr. Leopold Richard Parks 

Mr. Gollier Secretary to Messrs. Stoddard & Komarek
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424 University Farm Place 
December 4, 1941 

Mr. Roy Komarek 
Sherwood Plantation 

: Immokalée, Florida 

Dear Roy: 

I did not understand the situation south of the 
reservation correctly, but as a result of your 
explanation, I now understand it. 

These long distance attempts to keep uo with a compli- 
Gated local situation are bound to encounter slight 
difficultires of this kind. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

Seminole Indian Reservation 

Immokalee, Florida 
November 26, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Olace 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Ed has sent me a copy of your letter to Stoddard in which you view with 
alarm, the clean-up south of the Reservation. I am enclosing a copy of 
my letter to Ward Shepard and hope this brings the red flag down to at least 

' half mast. 

The situation down here, I think, involves more than a fight for the Indians 
only. We are fighting here for the preservation a comparatively small, 
though none-the~iess valuable,thoroughly acclimated herd of deer. We 
challenge the BAI and fight for the right to attempt to demonstrate that 
the se peer need not be killed, that the deer in all portions of every ewamp need not 
Bast be slaughtered and that the pattern at Toosahatchee woven by the BAI 
does not necessarily fit the Big Cypress. It is an attempt to avoid what 
Applewhite admitted occurred in Toosahatchee - that after the deer were killed 
there all of the deer in one portion of that swamp were tick free. My hunch 
is that the dipping of cattle worked in one part but did not work in another. ‘ 
Fever ticks have not been reported from lands adjacent to the Reservation for 
about a year anda half. Joes not that suggest the same situation prevails 
here? I am inclined to think it does but I would not go so far out on a limb 
and say that dipping here will eradicate what ticks are left. What I do say 
is that now that the deer are greatly reduced south of the Reservation, we 

have an opportunity to make a darn good check. 

In my report it seems I ventured a little bit too close to the trees and while 
I knew the ecological forest was there, I did not acknowledge it. I recognize 

that the ecological approaltch is the only approach to the solution of wildlife 

versus economic interest contests . ‘The chief value of reconstructing the 

ecological picture in the conflict between deer and cattle at this stage of the 

game, I think, is to demonstrate to the wildlife public that the cudomary 

practice of fighting with firecrackers, writing congressmen and passing 

resolutions should be supplemented with biological buckshot. 

With best personal regards, I am 

Roy! Komarek



Seminole Indien heeervation 
; Immokales, Flor ida 

November 26, 1941 

Myre Sard Uhepard 
Office of Indian Affairs 

‘ vashington, Ue Ge 

Deer Mr,e Shepards 

Your aemorandum to Commiosioner Collier of November 7 ani your letter of 
November 32 to lir, Beker requesting coument on the lact paragreph of this 

; memo was received yesterday and I hesten to clarify 2 statement in ay report 
of Seteher 1 referring Ww justification for killing decr south of the Resorvations 

At the time this report wes mitten I was buried up to wy eare with the thought 
that the Reeorvation and adjacont lands to the north snd west provided an 
encouraging soteuy for a field experiment te determine, 1) if a source of fever=tick 

‘ infestation we logated on the Reservation, ami, 2) if euch an infestation were 
definitely located here could it be removed by the dipping of cattle or by a 
combination of dipping and land handling euch ae burning the range. Now for ; 
such on experiment to be clear cut any possibility of on infestation from an 

' outeive couree must be eliminated. Phe situation to the north and weet is 
reasonably favorsble eince theese lands gupgeg to be tick free by reason of the 
fact thet fever ticke have not been repurted taken fron cattle ranging thereon 
for a good meny wonthee The saxgrase of the Svergledes toward the saat, apparently, 
ie not e favorable faver tick environment for it is my underetanding thet no : 
ticky door have been taken along the odge of the 'Gledes. Thie leaven Collier 
County south of the Reservation to be congiderad. ‘The BAI hao recorded from ua 
thie section a considersble number of ticky deer and while T have not inepected 
any deer killed in Gollier County I have seme, though meagre, inforstation 
wubstantieting she cleim thet theee deer were ticky. I, therefore, accept this 
ae fact until other evidence comes to lights I am going inte Vollier County next f 
week ond while the odds are very much against ay encountering any fever ticks 4 
there in view of the fact that extremely few are showing up on the deer, it te 
not imposeible that I may be presont et e camp chen a ticky deer te killed and | 
may obtain a definite check... é 

The extremely bogey nature of the ewanp land south of the Reservation mekes it 
impractical, I think, to introduces cattle there in an attempt to free the deer 
(what deer are left + most of them have elready been killed) of fever tieke, should a 
this prove to be possible on the Reservations It was with thie im mind and with 
the thought that the Resorvation sontituted a good ovpertunity to conduct an 
experinent ae stated above, particularly since the denger from infevtetion fron ‘ 
the south was boing reducod snd there fe no hope stopping the deér killing that ' 
I wrote, “s..definite proof ae to whether or not thee lends (the Reservation and a 
adjacent lands) are infested with the tropical variety of cattle fever ticke must 
be conditioned on the reduction of deer in the rough swamp country south of the 
Reservation followed by the appearance of fever ticks on cettle on the Besorvation ee 
or in the pastures to the north and weet." I oan readily seo that my eagernese to ! 
find some way in which the nucleus of deer on the Reservation and adjoining etate 
geme refuge could bo saved while at the seme time effecting tick eradication has
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Mr. Yard Shepard 

led me to make the unguarded statement that I believe the killing of deer south of 
the Reservation was justified. In the light of existing knowledge thie would seem 
justifiable since the introduction of cattle in this vaet area does not seem feasible. 
This doce not mean, howver, that I underwrite the BAT's deer reduction program. ile 
are dealing here with a local cituations and there is evidence to indicate thet fever 
ticke gight be elimineted in the northern portion of the Big Cypress Swamp through 
the dipping of cattle. If I am right in accepting the BAI's ticky deer recorde in 
Cellier County and that cattle could not be introduced south of the Reservation, the 
only known, practical method of eraiicating the ticke te killing the deer. %e are weak 
in thet we have no alternative to offer, or I should say am mana a prectical alternatin 
was not offered before the deer were killed down there. ‘hie weakness rises from the 
fact that there is no definite ecological informetion available which would permit 
us to say thet the ticks gould or could not be eliminated by any means other than the 
killing of deer or dipping cattle tanging among the deer. ‘e simply do not know the 
answers to ecological questions, We do not fully understand the mechanics of tick 
infestation among deers What was the etetue of tick infestation among deer before 
dipping started? Did areas oceur at that time in which deer were tick free? thy 
the spotty distribution of tick infestation on deer at present? what are the 
ecological factors necessary for deer to maintain a fever tick infestation’ that 
effects do land handling prseticee have on fever tick populations? few do the habits 
of deer influence tick infestation? On such questions and a host of others we remain 
in the dark though thie type of inforaation should have been obtained before the 
deer xxugxax killing program got under wye ‘hie progrem yet remains to be justified 
from an ecological standpoint end an intelligent decision one wy or the other cannot 
be rendered until the ecology of the deer-fever tick situation is thoroughly understood. 

Regarding the statement in the second paragraph of your letter of November 12 to 
My. Baker inquiring as to whether I thought the boggy swamp land south of the Reserve ti 
is an important souree of deer for restocking the Reservation, at present, the anewer 
is obviously no» ‘The bulk of the deer south of the Reservation have already been kille: 
and the State Hunters, I presume, are now mopping ups However, if the deer were saved 
on the Reservation and in the state game refuge adjoining the northwest corner, thie - 
nucleus should serve to ultimntely restock a good portion of Gollier County south of 
the Reservation once the population pressure in thie protected area built up 
sufficiently. After the hunters are removed fran Collier Gounty a good mary of these 
desr should drift southward through natural dispersal, ‘There would be no drift to 
speak of northward for the northern boundary of this refuge is also the northern 
limit of the Big Cypress Swemp and the country to the north ie very open palmetto 
prairie. Since the survivel of any deer used for restocking the Big Cyprese cannot 
be predicted with certainty, every possible effort should be mde to preserve this 
remaining thoroughly acclimeted deer herd. This point is particulerly important in 
this region because of the presence of a severe insect situation. uring the fly 

. Season cattle bunch up ae protection against the ravages of horeeflies and locel cowmen 
state tint a cow straying from the herd at this time is almost certain to meet deaths 
Big Cypress deer must be able to withstand this insect attack or have acquired a certat: 
amount of immunity. In view of thio situation, it 4s not unreasonable to expect 
heavy mortality among introduced, unacelinated deer which might be used for restocking 
purpose@. This point, I think, should be brought out. 

Hoping T have clarified my position and with much appreciation for your counents, 
IT om 

“incerely yours, 
ee 
Stoddard 
Leopold Roy Komerek 
Baker
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/ ‘ December 3, 191 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard, < 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: ; 

I have just been all over the correspondence on the tick- 

deer matter during the past two months with Mr. Collier and Mr. 

Shepard of his Bureau, the two Komareks and yous I have also care-= 
fully re-read Roy's preliminary report of October 1st. It does seem 
to me that it would be consistent with your sound policy in avoiding 

publication of premature conclusions to submit afg$tatement designed 

to assist Secretary Ickes and Mr. Collier at thig|stage of events 
somewhat along the following lines; 

"You ask whether, in view of t “that Senator Pep- 
per's bill may shortly be acted upon by the Hou ommittee on 
Indian Affairs, there are any defin ue statemen that may now 
be made in the light of field resgép or thi§’ year to 
date that may aid the members o fo ittee in arriving at a 
sound conclusion as to the wisgov avgring or opposing that 

bill. 

"We would like nothing betket than to feel able to make 

definite statements wee eel strerngly that there have bem 

too many statements me@fé in thix\mattéw to date on insufficient 

evidence and short tin¢ investighbions. We surely do not want to 

be guilty of going ahead and wrifting up the type of preliminary 

report that this deer oblem b4g produced so meny times beforee 

my 6 true that intensive field studies and collections 

have so fa ailed tofteveal any fever ticks on the Hendry County 

Indian Resdrivation in/Hlorida.e From the last week in July to the 

' middle of Sehtember, y Komarek collected and examined nine deer 

of which fiv pletely free of ticks and the remaining four 

were very ligh hfested onl ¢ with Gulf Coast ticks, the larg- 

est number taken from any one animal being four. Three of these 

nine deer were taken on the Indian Reservation, three in the 

State Game Breeding Ground, and three near the Sawgrass about 

three miles north of the Reservation. In addition, he examined 

the hides of six deer killed by Indians on the Reservation and 

found no ticks of any kind on theme 

/ "although the number of specimens examined and the tine 

involved are in our opinion too small and too short to arrive at 

final conclusions, both the number and the time considerably ex- 

ceed those involved in investigations which were subject of re- 

ports on which the Florida Live Stock Sanitary Board claims it , 

ased its decision favoring the killing of deer as a necessary 

a: method of exterminating the tropical fever tick in South Floridae 

f Ue “a ,
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"Roy has learned that no reinfestations of fever ticks 
‘ have been known to occur for about a year and a half in the fenced 

pastures adjoining the Indian Reservation alongs its entire north 
line and extending for six or seven miles to the north, as well 
as in the pasture adjoining the Reservation's west line; that is 
to say, that during that period no fever ticks have shown up on 
the cattle in spring check dipping in those areas involving about 

suuuee 135 square miles. /That area has been declared tick tree./ 

"The absence of a fever tick reinfestation during the past 
year and a half on those lands adjacent to the Reservation is 
highly significant and is an indication that the deer inhabiting 
those ranges are not now carrying fever ticks. He regards the 
presence of cattle on those ranges as furnishing a very good means 
of determining if fever ticks re-occur there. 

t "The program of the Florida Live Stock Sanitary Board 
calls for introduction of tick free deer in al¥|jareas in which 
the deer have previously been killed under its|Killing program. In 
our opinion it would not be unreasonable to expect heavy mortali- 
ty among introdu¢ed unacclimated deer which mi be used for re- 

' gstocking purposes; this especially beca severe insect 

situation with which cattle and deer in that pa f Florida have 

to contend, especially at certain sgesens of the « if thera 
exists a reservoir of tick free ngtjwe~dder on the Hendry County 
Indian Reservation and adjoining/gAttle Phnges north and west, ; 
such reservoir may well serve dsfan effgotive source of natural 
re-stocking of areas to the south\andAygst in Collier county 

where the Board's deer killing vane has already been brought 
practically to a conclusis se 

"Finally, althéugh we da@nnot Yay so with complete definite— 
ness all information at we have|been able to obtain to date 

would lead us to think\that no "Agnger" to the effectiveness of 
the deer killing progryhof the/#oard or risk of harm to the cat- 

tle industry h pPoRnte would be entailed in awaiting con- 
clusive fin s of the present research project dealing specifi- 

cally with Afe soluti of this problem as related to the Hendry 
County Indilah Reservatiijon." 

If you agree Ahat some such statement as above would be ap-= 
propriate for yok to; e now, may I suggest that you be so kind as to 

edit it at once and Send it to me with copies by same mail to Mr. Col- 

lier and Aldo Leopold. If the figures as to number of deer examined 

and the time element involved can be lengthened by bringing the data 

above given up to date, it would seem to me to make the statement just 

that much stronger. . 

Except for the conclusion in the paragraph at the bottom of 

the first page and top of the second, I have drawn wholly on your and / 

the Komarek brothers! letters and reports for the data above set forth. 

Sincerely, 

e/e to Roy Komarek (S) John H. Baker, 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 

. (Copied for them) 
xeeeexexeNote: Omit this statement as it is erroneous. HLS & HVK '
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42h University Farm Place 
Movember 26, 1941 

Mr. Ha V. Komarek 

Gooperative Quail Study Association 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Mi: 

I was not at all questioning your attitude on the 
matter of reports. 

On the matter of cattle south of the reservation, 
I didn't know that the control had already started. 
I fully accept your judgment that it should ontime. 

; I, too, wish I could come down, but at the moment 
it seems impossible for me to get away. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION joo?” 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

November 21, 191 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
2) University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In reference to yours of November 15th. I spent a 
couple of days with Roy, going over the situation, previous to 
his report. We both realized, of course, that the situation ; 
at present was not all we could wish. The unfortunate part is 
that the B. A. I. has eliminated fever ticks throughout most of 
southern Florida, except for parts of Hendry and Collier coun- 
ties. In other words, we were called into this thing several 
years too late, The Be A. Ie, apparently by pure luck, has éséab- 
lished a fact and Roy and I do not feel there is any reason not 
to accept it as that. Apparently, throughout the early history 
of this deer question personalities got tangled so that, until 

we came on the scene, nobody believed anybody else. We feel 
that,from a practical standpoint, they must have eliminated the 
tick, for cattle today are being shipped out of those areas that 
formerly were "ticky". However, whether or not it was absolute- 
ly necessary to kill these deer (or at least generally as they 
did) is entirely another question. Roy's idea in putting in cat- 
tle is simply to go ahead and carry through the B. A. I.'s ori- 
ginal experiment or experiments, where they tried to mix cattle 
with deer. In the past the weakness has been that they used wes- 
tern cattle, which were not acclimated to Florida and the type of 
terrain in which they were put, and: any cattleman would say that. 
In conversation with Knapp and Applewhite, they admitted to us 
that they used western cattle and said they had to because they 
had no funds to get native cattle. We feel this information 
should be kept under cover until the final report. 

Herbert and I have discussed the present pressure that 
is being put on us for a report. If we were only interested in 
fighting for the Indians I think such a report might possibly be 
feasible. However, looking at it from a long range viewpoint, it 
seems best to keep a great deal of information to ourselves. 
From the strategic standpoing, I cannot see where we would lose 
(in fact, I believe we would benefit) should this legislation 
passe In the final outcome, it would make our stand stronger be- 
cause such a thing was railroaded throughe
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As to the clean up south of the Reservation; at the 
present stage I think the clean up there is unavoidable, for 
they have been going at it since January lst and have already 
thinned the deer considerably--so much so that the infestation 
of fever tick has been lowered until they are not finding many 
infected deer anywhere, from what reports we can get. The more 
I think of this investigation, the more I feel it would be very 
wise--if it were possible--for you to come down here and meet 

with Stoddard, Roy and me. I know you are busy, but I think we 
have gone far enough to go over among ourselves the program thus 

far. It seems to me the Audubon Society should naturally pay 
your expenses and for your time. 

I have answered your letter, as Herbert had to leave 
for Alabama for a few days. Roy plans to come up here in Decem- 
ber. This investigation has turned out to have many ramifications 
and I, for one, have had to change my ideas several times. In 
fact, when this legislation first came up about forcing Ickes! 
hand, I felt we ought to fight it tooth and nail; now I feel it 

is giving us some of the finest and most damning ammunition the 
deer problem has produced to date. 

Hoping you may be able to make a trip down this way 

and with best wishes, I am, 

Sincerely, 

EVK:rp cA 

c/e to Roy Komarek only.
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November A, 19h2 

Mr, John He Baker, 
Pa Audubon Society, 
1 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Bakers 

In the absence of My. Stoddard I writing in refe 
erence to your resent correspondence left, he and 
I discussed the situation and we have and akged him 
to write you direct if there is anything fur e cen furnish 

without showing his hand too m Le to o on the paras 
graph on which Mr, Ward Shepary wi shay une 

TI might s ne BQ e you de not hear from 
Roy soon (ne nay 'be atone of ite ommpa et present and if 
80 may be gone headquarte: P at leest two weeks), that 
there seem /to be reli , 2 yea ge dla i tloks : : 
have been taken south bhie. RK @tion since Roy has been there. — 

T am 8 that, at this time we cannot make a thorough 
vente / We surely {i not want be guikty of ng ahead and 

ting the type \% prelimgyary report it 8 deer problem 
has pondanen ores. Unfortunately, in black and 
white © be-eanetasive and definite but, when it comes 
right it, don't have enough backbone to stand up by 
themsel ves. ; 

Please Mr, Collier and others interested that 
we are do all ‘an and that right now we are being serious- 
ly held up mmental red tape because of the cattle 
end men to then. I strongly feel that the Indian Sere 
vice should see to it that those cattle be es in imnediatelye 
Considerable time has elapsed since the cattle were requested 
oes though there may be valid reasons why they have not been 
delivered, the fact remains that pee | are not yet on the Resere 

vations, tt seems to me that the fact that cattle were on the 
Reservation would be of strategic importance in wr kind of : 
hearing, so I urge you to see if some of this red tape cannot 

be cute } 

With best wishes, I am, an 

Sincerely yours, 

+ a 1a Be Ve Konarek, @/¢e ope : i 1  assistent Direetor



> TELEPHONE: 

VOLUNTEER 5-0535 Bu 

Emergency Conservation Committee ’, 

734 LEXINGTON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

IRVING BRANT, TREASURER MRS. C. N. EDGE, CHAIRMAN ELLSWORTH D. LUMLEY, SECRETARY 

November 14, 1941 

ACTIVELY CAMPAIGNING FOR 
THE PROTECTION OF: 

To Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS 
Virgin Forests 

Birds of Prey 

Bald Eagles Dear Fellow Member, 

Fish-Eating Birds 

Waterfowl Subject: SLAUGHTER OF DEER IN THE SEMINOLE RESERVATION 

OF FLORIDA. 
Elk 

Alaska Brown Bear let us unite to defeat Senate Bill 1476, introduced 

Fur-Bearing Mammals by Senator Pepper of Florida, to permit indiscriminate slaughter 

Antelope of the deer within the Seminole Indian Reservation in Florida. 

Mountain Sheep 

This slaughter is proposed on the plea that the deer 

presen Toi harbor a tick which carries cattle fever. Cattle fever has been 

: eradicated from New Mexico to the Atlantic, not by slaughter of 

Poisoning, ice a and deer, but by dipping the cattle. As a means of preventing cattle 

other ceontck operaciones fever, the slaughter of the Florida deer is useless, irrelevant 
against natural predators Soren 

and vicious. 
Steel-Trapping 

Hunting of any uncommon S 1476 has passed the Senate and has been referred to 

species the Committee on Indian Affairs of the House of Representatives. 

Scientific collecting ef Only by immediate active opposition to this bill can we save the 

rare species Seminole deer. Write or telegraph your protest immediately to: 

a The Hon. Will Rogers, Chairman of House Committee on Indian Af- 
rganized Crow-shoots . : 5 

fairs, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 
Introduction of forelgn species 

Oil pollution of rivers, harbors, Important as is the preservation of the Seminole deer, 

and oceans however, the defeat of S 1476 has a far greater significance: 

Drainage’ of ewaripe This is the first opportunity in a decade for scientists and 

conservationists to act in protest to the wholesale slaughter of 

Graeina tre Revone Fores wild creatures by government agencies, state and federal. Scien- 
Construction of public highways tists have passed resolutions, circulated protests, and published 

shee uOn icles areas pamphlets, against indiscriminate campaigns of wild animal destruc- 

tion - all of which have been safely ignored by politicians and 

bureaucrats. Now we may do something. Let us do our utmost with- 

out delay. 

Counting on your immediate cooperation, believe me, 

Sincerely yours, 

Mrs. C. N. Edge, Chairman ; 

Enclosure: 
Statement of Mr. John Collier, 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs



Excerpts from a Statement of 

MR. JOHN COLLIER, COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Subject: SLAUGHTER OF DEER IN THE FLORIDA EVERGLADES 

The Senate of the United States has voted a bill which, 

should the House pass it and the President sign it, would place the 

might of Congress behind the slaughter of deer in the Seminole Ever- 

glades. This is a situation that may well interest conservationists 

and friends of the Indian throughout the country... 

It can be stated as a fact now definitely known, that no 

cattle fever is being- spread from the deer of the Seminole area, 

or from any other source within the Seminole area, to the outside 

world... 

A pressue group of rather frightening energy has forced 

the Congressional measure, ordering immediate killing, through the 

Senate, Whether this group will prevail in the House, we have no 

means of estimating... ~ 

This case of the Seminole deer has a far more than local : 

interest, Throughout this country, across the years, interminably, 

this and that and another campaign of slaughter of wild life is car- 

ried forward at heavy cost to the United States government, directed 

now against one species of wild life, now against another,.. Because 

these campaigns of extermination involve expenditures of public money 

into the many millions, pressure groups quickly take form, so that 

the killing operation moves as an endless spiral. The stand which 

Secretary Ickes and I have taken in regard to the Seminole deer is 

; @ mere example of the stand that needs to be taken by citizens with 

regard to many so-called control campaigns, directed at so-called 

predators of many species, four-footed and winged, and rodents of 

many species, Indeed, sooner or later, these campaigns would ap- 

pear to be directed at nearly the whole of the mammalian kingdom 

still existing on the ranges and in the wilds. 

/
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November 13, 1942 

; wre John 4H. Baker 

ite 
Now York City 

Dear Mrs Bakers : 

Your letter of the 10th instant, en a@ letter 
por peep se Hele: feaSbrin Stey epg peng A na has been ree 
ceived and y considered; also With Mre Be Ve 
Komarelte 

Now, 96 now, we woplaitke ve. to oblige 
a Mer is Geliiey with a atatenigh *) ie shen, strong, and 

eative as to the findings £0“ the deer - cattle tick 
studies, especially if it wouX« fm heating off this House Mill, Sut we feol » DY thdb/there have Already vecn 
too many statements of this sort Ge on insufficient evidence 
end shortetine ex ans - in co eogger} Tn —, an exe 
eeedingly complex Ae mip ot 6 preliminery con- 
shnaheun’ aaa ae fy are ap be ia vet. By and probably 

would be pointed to jy, the poaition as and ineon= elusive. in my gpinig Jons on of such a 
tne? oaks Set of re ode oe Se taeeeee’” strength or 1 be ean 
out and evaluyated.> And such sénelusions oan best be formed by 
Pirough / brady, Dain coacnen ate eat coe tube judguedt= more me 

gh Be bs ated over the full periods. We cannot 
very well " yp} TLela Pine te take he 
sequence, Wii shing parte efter only four or five mon! 
of field «# wo ‘eporting on them separately. For these 
reasons we forl comp ea to decline to make an interim report 
at this time. The recent confidential report by oy Komarele, 
copies of which you have, is as far as we feel we can GO now, 

it is true that intensive field studies and collections 
have so far failed to reveal any fever ticks on the Reservation. 
However, @ conelusion thet there are none there would be prema= 
; teak wee eek tne grid alte DA agli ap weve 
@ final and oy speed on the part the Indian Service 
in getting these cattle onte the round will hasten the time
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when «a final report be made, ff, oe rare sw 
Sanne of tne Nesorvelite for a resonable hong of time, these 
eattle fail to pick up any fever ticks, ea conclusion thet there 
are no fever ticks on the Reservation would probably be war- 

ranted, gon igen lig hg gy Bl yd png oden -~ ay 

upon and made ite “ut we do not want te be responsible 
for even this atatement until it has been checked and double}+ 

ghecked. I believe this is along the lines of our understand- 
ing vhen the study was undertaken. 

If assured that such matter would - 
; Salis 3 ee See 45 Semen” oe pool Solas 

the President, if or when e veto | ve under con= 
sideration, in an attempt to infl on in our favor. 

Hoping you will appreet positi this mate 

* 

BLS sep 
Enel: 

le Stoddard, 
Director 

Pe Se hy 4 of set ins sneest for Goneh eet shaw 
Collier giv him, copies are going | 
to Aldo ’ Roy-ZGinarek, Personal, I fee) that this 
letter oo os & ae Bill than any 
report eould at # stage of the games. 

He be Se 
e a Bor” 

f
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ca i atin 

Memo to_M@s Herbert hb. Sted@era 
(copy to Prof. Aldo Leopold) 

From John H. Baker 

Will appreciate your or Roy Komarek making direct 

reply to Mr. Ward Shepard at the office of Indian 
Affairs in Washington, with copies to Aldo Leopold 

end me.
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Office of Indian Affairs, Washington k 

November 12, 1941 

Mr. John H. Baker, 

National Audubon Society, i 

1006 Fifth Avenue, 

New York City. 

Dear Mr. Baker: 

; Commissioner Collier asked me to look over Mr. Komarek's 

very interesting and suggestive preliminary report and also 

: . to send to you the enclosed copy of my memorandum commenting 

on it. We realize, of course, that Mr. Komarek's report is 

‘ preliminary and confidential. Nevertheless, we feel that its 

t conclusions thus far are very significant. 

. It would be helpful to have Mr. Komarek's comments on 

the next to the last paragraph of my memorandum. We would be i 

‘ particularly glad to have his views as to whether the big 

swamp south of the reservation is an important source of deer 

for restocking the reservation, and whether he feels that 

there is sufficiently conclusive evidence of fever-ticks on 

the deer there to warrant reducing the deer in that area at 

the present time. Or, does he think both these points demand 

further study. 

* ‘ 

Commissioner Collier, is, of course, tremendously interested - 

in the progress of Mr. Komarek's study and eagerly awaits his 

further conclusions. ' i 

Sincerely yours, © 

‘ Ward Shepard 

. 
a



WARD SHEPARD 

November 7, 1941 

MEMORANDUM for the Commissioners 

The most important fact in Komarak's report is that 
during the last year and a half no tick-fever reinfesta- 
tion has occurred north and west of the reservations 

He. thinks there may be a few fever-ticks on deer on 
the reservation probably coting from the dense swamp south 

of the reservation. 

His proposes is to reduce deer in this swamp to elim- 
inate ticks an m stand by for a couple of years to see 

if there will be a reinfestation north and west of the 
reservations If there were a reinfestation, that would 
prove the reservation deer are infected. 

Cs 

Komarek'rightly brings out the inconclusiveness of the 
BeAele experiment to find out whether cattle grazing with 
deer would free the deer of tickse 

I feel that Komarek's conclusion that the deer in the 
big swamp south of the reservation should be reduced is 
rather drastic particularly if it is a source of overflow 
deer on the reservation. In view of the fact that there 
has been no reinfestation in a yeer and a half, may it not 
be that both the reservation deer and the swamp deer wre 
free of ticks. I think Komarek should be queried on this 
point. 

On the basis of this preliminary report I think there 
is no justification for slaughtering the deer on the reserva~- 
tion until there is much more definite evidence than now 
exists that they are infected. 

Ward Shepard. 

ll ds 7
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4eh University Fara Place 
November 15, 1941 

Mr. Herbert Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

- Wow that Ward Shepard has brought out the point, I confess I 
somewhat share his apprehension about a clean-up south of 
the reservation, This may be unavoidable, but it considerably 
changes our strategic position. In recommending such a 
Clean-up, we should be fighting for Indians only, rather 
than for a national, cautious, ecological approach to the 
conflict between deer and cattle. 

I realize, of course, that it 1s dangerous for me to 
try to form judgments at this distance, bat I was a little 
worried about Komarek's report at first reading, and 
Shepard's memo clinches my apprehension. 

I am not sending copies of this to anyone else. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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November 10, 1941 

' Mr, Howbert L. Stoddart 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomeville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert Stoddard: 

fhe enclosed is self-explanatory, I am inclined to agree { 

with Mr. Golifer. I ao not ese why report cannot | 

ve Grafted that will really help 6 bill and yet 

not prove embarrassing to you in the research . 

As there ia no time to be if you would, 

in case you agree, undertake at formiate much a { 

report, sending copies to Nr. Coll Aldo Leopold and 

me dlrect. 
4 

I will be in Wa the Lith, ond if Mr. “| 
Collier is there wil further. } 

ms , iE 
; 

tive Director i 
THinje 
eet P Aldo f 

‘if
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THR INTRRIOR 

Office of the Commissioner 
of Indian Affaires, Washington, D. C. 

November 7, 1941 

Mr. John f. Bakor, 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenne 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Bakers 

The situation about the deer tick bill H. R. 1599 (S. 1476) 
soems to be as follows: 

The full power of the preseure groupe has been called into 
action by the Bureau of Animal Industry. These preseure groups can 
pretty nearly deliver the votes of most of the members of the House 
from the western states. 

It is rather doubtful whether, if the bill be reported out 
of committee, the necersary objectors could be found to push it off 
the Coneent Calendar. At loast it's not certain they could be found. 

Our own position is made difficult through the circumstance 
that we make veference to the scientific investigation but can not 
recite any conclueione yet arrived at by the investigators and we have 
to be indefinite as to the time when the investigation will be completed. 

’ If the bill passes the House and goes to the President, it is 
rather likely that the Senators from Florida may prevail with the 
President, whether to sign the bill.or, more probably, to instruct 
Secretary Ickes to bring the controversy to an end. 

It seems to me that we need to make a great effort to obtain 
at leact an interim report which will be available for the public to 
read and which will establish, if it be the fact, that no injury what- 
soever and no needless expenditure will eneue, if the finnl decision 
be delayed until the investigation is completed. Just ae much as ie 
established should be incorporated in such a report. 

When Secretary Ickes gots back -- about the mid(le of noxt 
week -= Secretary Chapman and I shall talk with him about the situation. 

Are you going to be here at any early date? What do you 
think of the possibility of getting at leart some findings, available 
to the public, which will be clear, strong, and indicative? 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

. John Collier 
Commirsioner
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Oetober 27, 1941, 

Mr, Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Ur, Stoddards 

I quote the following from letter just reeset from 
Coumtestoner John Collier: 

"In the discussion ior dy you mentioned the 
question of what other wild ay¥, ye hosts to the fever 
tick, That subject, I presugfé /Povestigators have not been able to investigate bed vot have not found any infested area, But tr ther® ect she heavily infested eres somewhere in Florida, where di Recent species might be ex amined in the search for fever Ret Thies question may be supererogatory; I presume they are PYrauing this item in euch menner as they , 

Do you want to answer direct to Commissioner Collier, 
sending me a copy? 

ly yours, 

AY Hy Baker 
Executive Director 

SHB45 

Copies tos 
Commissioner John Collier 

; Professor Aldo Leopold 

: j
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October 18th, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I lmow that Doneld Peattie will greatly appreciate, as I do, 

you kind letter of enthusiastic approvel of the draft of 

text of the special pamphlet explaining the National Audubon 

Society. I am at once sending him a copy of your letter 

end am also distributing copies to each of the other directors 

of the Society. } 

Eve lordially, 

Y 
iM | 

John H. Baker, 

JHB: mje Executive Director



October 10, 194) 

Mr. John Collier, 
Gonniseioner of Indian Affaire 
U. & Department of the Interior 
Yashington, DB, 6. 

Dear Mr, Collier 

Thank you for the copy of your Lette: Ostober bth to 
Mr. B. V. Konarek, which you enclogg ah your note to ne of 
October 14th, I am delighted to Yar thi} it hee deen 
feelied to place 180 head of enif he Hendry County 
Recorvation. < L : j 

. In thie conection, I am mre yo ey be interested in | 
the following quotation from Profectae Aldo Leopold’ » 
letter to me of October sth. SS 

"I Just received 9+ = MA Komorek's Letter to i 
you dated Oc V.6 a 

T am imasdia’ { convinesd|by the logic of hie 
proposal te « tc the Int reservation with an 
experiments) of cattye. Thie ie on extellent 
atratectc as wel ae regsdrch move, and I hope 
that John Gollier cen do something about it.” 

Sinoerely yours, 

ee 
JWrmse Exeoutive Director 
eot Wr. &, ¥, Komaret: 

Frofeceor Aldo Leopold
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October 6, 1941 

Mr. E. V. Komarek, 
Assistant Director, 

Cooperative Quail Study Association, 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Komarek: 

This acknowledges your letter ictober 1. 

Superintendent Hill has been authorized to purchase 150 
head of cattle, and it is hoped that he-~will be able to get 
delivery in the near future. Under/far Ny ations it is necessary 
that bids be obtained. As local offtle e}} being purchased, how- 
ever, there should not be too gergst a dely in their reaching 

the reservation. J 

I am sure Mr. Hill wil @ everything he can to 
assist in the enterprise. A copy of Wis letter is being sent 
to him to keep him advised. Your Lotter Rie e very encouraging 

. and appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Sgd) JOHN COLLIER ‘ 

' Commissioner
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Oetoder 15, 1941 

. Mr. 2. ¥. Komarek, Accistant Direotor 
Cooperative Mall Study Association 
Shervood Plantation 
Thomasville, Ceormia 

Door Mr, Komareiet 

I talked with Mr. dom Collior, Commiesioner of Inffen Affaire 
a Scat cena ines oe coeas' cn Qnateet f September 4th. 

Te 4 with me that 4 would be desingiTe Wa oubett at your 
earliest conventence a raport worthy o/f bp t's attention. 
We cannot guarantee to get 10 in the Yyoe! ¥//s hende or have 

. him read it. ‘The first thing to 40 hayé the report on 
han? and, even Sf the Prosident vere net to/foat it, it Gould 

. have great value with Seeretary Ickes a Me vitelly concernet, 
who woul? read it with an eye to ensuing = : 

It would seen thet, in part, perhape it might be valuable for use 
at any hearing thet may be bet bre Reuse Committee on Intian 
Affairs with regard to 7 7 

The House counterpart of § coon e D411 appears to be 
atymied for the tine being, Hough Committee on Indian 
Affaire 9 We averntimmadtc that 1}7/not de acted upon by that 
Conmittes without a hearing, etiedtch wo vould have ample notice 
and et which we would have ample opportunity to be heard. 

Bver ¢ Lys 

ae 
Ruacutive Director 

SRBimse ;
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424 University Farm Place 
October 6, 19h 

Mr. John H. Baker 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City, New York 

Dear John; 

Our grouse season opens on October 18. I went without a vacation 
this summer, hoping to take some time off during the last ten days 
of October. My eyes have been giving me trouble, and I really need 
to lay off; hence I mst regretfully absent myself from the Conven~ 
tion. I would, of course, particularly like to be there to take 
part in the discussion on deer, tut if Herbert Stoddard can come, 
you will of course be assured of adequate handling of the question. 

I frequently think that my term as a director has been prety dilute, 
and I heartily approve the rule which drops me in the near future. 
It of course goes without saying that this will make no difference 
in my availability when something comes up where you need me, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I just received a copy of 24 Komarek's letter to you dated Oct. 1. 

I am immediately convinced by the logic of his proposal to stock 
the Indian reservation with an experimental group of cattle. 
This is an excellent strategic as well as research move, and 
I hope that John Collier can do something about it. 

Ba has already broached the matter to John Collier in another 
letter of October 1. 

ce H, Stoddard



Ootober 1, 19h1 

Mr. John He Baker, Director, 

aoa 1 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, Ne Ye 

Dear Mr, Bakers 

I spent most of last week down the Seminole 
Reservation ea the situation with I was much 

fp netting up ¢ tceudh vepert, wha Vpeesive 
‘tein tae Gand Gack o¢ oo eon b py will be t to yous 
oe ee ee 

and I met withDre Appt te of the BeAsl yo 
and have ext Roy w hearted gooperetions 
there wae a great deal of m are '» due as 
much to clashes of personality <<" ing else, and Roy has 
made friends with he yartoul partie guch as the 
Sewinoles, Indien yf wh Local BeAcls officials. 
The next few woeks fig intends tp visit the various state 

ag well as where deer were previouse 
ap Uelunné Gate We wy 

and_fhis is confiden' ~<Roy has found 
no reason G6 | is Geukarke Gecy and Be tole thee the 
BALL, al ng such @laughter, will not be passed, 

@ light seige of Dengue fever, but is 
ever that ea good shape. 

one thing he would like, and that is that sbout 
: ees eee Coc 2" are Ge Sererneen 

just as soon as possible~-the movement of these to be under 
play on 2 sol alse. agg gel Aare aly 
on er importance doing @ Pight away. Such 
things are apt to get Involved in Govertmental red tape and 
take considerable * 

5 Oe eerene OF Seeeneh Soevens ane SF meee 80 
not satisfactory please let se know. With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

meds? : asalouin’ Tiiestor



Oetober 1, 1942 

Mie John Collier 
Commissioner of ‘indian Affairs, 
Washington, De Ge 

Dear Mr, Colliers 

I have just returned from a vi to the Semi- 
nole Indian Reservation and went over the tion in de« 
tail with my brother Roy. 

At ent feels cessary to put 
about = head : ane +e Reservation jue soon as it 
is possible to 80, It should be Unterstood, ver, that 
the movement of these cattle f a to, another, etc., ; 
meuld ve eatiogy meer bie de ) |e does not believe = 
there are many, if any, ticks ngs on, and if there 
—— a they a {n one on the extreme 
wes edge of Reserva is ona I met several of the 

cee ae ae he ie tees tends cane we oo were any A eh i up 
eattle within athe providing these cattle were 
ee aca j py course, In@ien Bureau would 
have to realise that aid show up on the cattle, a regu 
lap peseegure of di i fpurtecn days would have to be 
instituted, This mighb oméyhat costlye My brother and I 
diaeussed eg 11, the Superintendent, in great 
detail. truction of a drift fence and atationing 
Indiens wifd the they could be kept from going off the 
Reservation where eS ee ee I understand from 
Mire 7411 Go has been all for a token herd of 
150 head ndieng wish such cattle. Mr. Nill feels 
that the cen be constructed immediately; therefore, 
it would help great deal if Mr. #111 was authorized to ob- 
tain the cattle and put them on the Reservation under A iggy 
erte direction, The cattle would have to come from tic 
areas and then dipped thoroughly before being allowed to set 
foot upon the Reservation proper. 

Hoping these cattle can be obtained promptly and 
with best wishes, I am, 

Sincerely, 

EVE erp 
e/e Myre Baker 
Dre Leopold 

: Be V ~~ Assistant Director
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Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Can you possibly arrange to be with us on the 20th and 2lst 
of October for the two important days of our Thirty—Seventh Annual 
Convention? On the afternoon of the 2lst, Tuesday, we have scheduled 
"The National Audubon Society's Part in,the Florida Deer Killing Campaign 
Controversy," discussion led by Mr. J onal Colter, Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs. Seti 

We would particularly value your participation in that dis- 

cussion, and Mr. Collier joins with me in urging you to arrange to be with 
us. I am also writing to Herbert Stoddard, who I hope is about to submit 
a preliminary report which may be useful in connection with any hearing 
that may be held by the House Indian Affairs Committee. 

There is a lot on our program this year that I think would 
particularly interest you. I regret exceedingly, of course, the prospect 
of your retirement as a director this fall under the rather rigorous 
terms of our existing by-laws. I would appreciate very much indeed your 
counsel and advice, and I am confident that we may rely upon you for con- 

: tinuation of such whether you have official status as a director or not. 

One of the other aspects of that afternoon's program that 
would be of particular interest to you is "Restraints on Unnecessary 
‘Defense! Uses of Wildlife Concentration Areas." Albert Day is supposedly 
handling this job in Washington, and I am arranging that he be here to 

lead the discussion on that subject. 

Ever My ely, 

oe 
John H, Baker 

Executive Director



CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

on 
SOUTH FLORIDA DEER + FEVER TICK INVESTIGATION 

fics cue i? 
Prom the beginning of this Invee three major 

} intereste were sesognlsed! the Seainole Indians ind the office 
| of Indien Affairs; eattlemen and the Gureau of Animal In- 

; dustry; and the sporting publie and conservationists in general. 

Without reviewing the claims and countereclaims which 
Sone ee, Se oe See ee ee eee 6 ee ts co 
recognising importance of the problems ved to each 
group is worthy of repetition. 

fhe Seminoles, for many years, have openly, to — 
have anything te do with the Pederal mal’ vanenaed ite 
efforts with suspicion. This suspict to some 
extent, but, in recent years, the Indian made progress 
in gaining, with difficulty, the conf: co of Indianse 
Since the Seminoles p pet that decr the Big Gy- 

Even wile, the cadlan Servies’34 in e)gistionst positions “fay” 
move to permit the deer 16 18, Gx on: $0 inahune the Reseree- 
tion without first demonstrat: 0 the satisfaction of the Semi- 
noles that the deer are actually infeéted with fever ticks, would, 
it is quite certain, be interpr 00 @ Violation of their con- 
fidence in the Federal Severmment end such progress as has been 
a en \\ ’ 

The Bureau in! that the Gy= 
press Reservation and \a¢ Yorrivory vould constitate 8 focus 
of fever tick be e} its tick-eradication pro- 

the nivhin-the Southeast in general is a coredit 
fo this has maintained thet deer must be reduced on the 

| Reservati effect ete tick eradication. a opinion, 
ite 8 equall important as that of the an Service. 

tionists, and some cattlemen who have 
never been with deer reduetion, have deplored the kile 
ling of deer for obvious reasona, ‘Unfortunately, there has de- 
veloped in this ¢ a general mistrust or loss of confidence in 
any stotononte nace by Pederel omployecs and the State Live stoak 
Sanitary Board reg the tick situation, 

. who iene tt S chnoene “ anal; eee = or 8 a 
Sola, scone tr ektbelan on ground ang draw its. own inde- 
pendent conclusions, and, if possible, hopes to offer a solution 

® References to “fever ticks" in this report refer to the 
tropical variety--Seophilus annulatus sustralis.
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to the controversy ——y satisfactorily to all. it does not 
} accept the permise that wildlife must necessarily perish before | 
{ @m economie or any other interest. as 

Fever tiek eradication has been completed, according to 
the Be Ae Ie, in all parts of Florida except Collier Gounty and 
the lower portion of _— County. Deer have been eee 
reduced in the former and it is my understanding that fever ticks 
are now showing up only om an occasional deer, No deer reduction 
haa taken place in Yendyy county and it is proposed by the Be As. Te 
to conduct this work ¥ in the lower part of this poten south 
of the State Quarantine Fenee, which includes the Reserva fon and 
a large State G,me Breeding Ground that adjoins it on the weet and 
for two miles east from the northwest corner. 

In order to understand the discussion ch follows, 4 
brief description of the Reservation and surr terrain is 
essential, The Heservation extends from the B ; Gounty line 
1, miles to the west, ite southern boun northern boun- 
Gary of Collier Gounty and it varies from les in width, 
and contains noo miles, On the east, it « for some 
distance into sawgrass of the t te oe the 
north it merges with the more opem,/wet\prairie, with scattered 
eypressheads--exeept that along Ap jepn third it is traversed 
by two major swamps known as Lard tywend and Kissiwaie Billie 

Swamps West of the Reservation\ Man a a ty west of Kissimale 
Billie Swamp) the country is again \woré or less open wet prairie 
with considerable serub cypress anti numerous pine islands. Towards 
the south, however, KissijmieDiliie\g@wamp and Lard Gan Strand 
spread out, the sof) ig extremely, rogey and the swamp becomes 
thicker; almost imper b ably denk¢ in places. This dense, bogsy 
swamp type extends inte the Reseyyation perhaps a mile or so in 
some places, but the Wilk of it Lies te the south end may extend 
for ten miles towards the Tamiesf Trails 

Abou a tn agé, before the cattle range was fenced 
and when di was % started in this region, attempts were 
made to up the tle ranging in the lower portion of Hendry 

bon ( of which now in the Reservation and the State G,me 
B ng ) bub of them had gone wild and it became 
economically continue this, The State then hired 
range riders who ieiiled the remaining individuals, whieh are re+ 
ferred to ayo “wild eattle”, In questioning local cowmen, 
one of whom had been - ae a range rider, I find that these 
eattle did not penetrate the boggy country south of the Reservation 
very fer except ee ee eee oe Lee 
mown to cross it, going as far as © Toniemi Tralle I had long : 
suspected that there was a connection between eattle and the pres- 
ence of fever ticks on door gg Beg yo ofl patie to a cere 
tain extent, still speculative. ese ticks were introdueed into 
the Big Cypress by cattle and the wild cattle,which at times wan- 
dered several niles below the Reserva en, catentes this infeste- 

on 8 rough swamp country, Apparently, however cause 
of the boggy nature of the soil and the occurrence of better foraging
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eonditions to the north, they did not extend their range south- 
ward into the extreme lower part of the peninsula, Pioneers of 

this wild eattle hord no doubt drifted to the south when weath~ 

er conditions pogun toes, Sate finding environmental conditions 
in general inferior to existing further yg oe prine 
cage range became what is now the Reservation and country 

northward, ‘he southern limit of their range occurred somewhere 

Giitics.s op uae ween eaen to pd apngg ln he pa or have range a fow s ers 
further south. ‘he area south of the Trail was, therefore, 
never infested with the imported tropical veriety of the fever 

* 
4 ‘ 

Whe deer pleked up the fever ticks introduced by the catq- 

tle (it has beon determined to my satisfaction that deer are 
hosate to the tropical fever tick and I am ly certain that 
the deer in the rough swamp area south of the tion were 
"“tieky" when deer reduction was started in thip| part of Collier 
County January of 19,1) and the terrain in parts of the 
oe fee Soeeey Se cast enn Was aks to complete 

aan Gyaee OS See grees ane abundant enough 

to on the infestation when the cattle we peer, 

apparentay, do not constitute a T_BOR vehicle extending 

fever tick infestation for their SeSsona} range is probably some- 

what restricted, pum oneny 1h Ae binity of large swamps. 

Yor this reason, and the fact th 4 ntry south of this 

boggy, rough swamp opens up somemkat, 7» did not spread fever 

tiek infestation south of what 1a h6 the Tamiami Treil. 
‘ é 

The above oxplapat tion Tor the ebse of fever ticks 
south of the Trail wy a onfiGential by Dre Enappe 

Some few : \@: of Dire Te He Applewhite 
Inspector in Gharge af\tick ergGtcation for the BAI in Floride, 
records of f ok ‘reein: tions and the localities from 
whieh "ti have - ken, He stated that a shortage 

of office prevented him from compiling this information . 

for me invited > 2 oe the files of the BAI in Jacke 

sonvilles have n ime to this, but Dre Knapp, execu~ 

tive head the Stavg Live Stock Sanitary ae a result of 

@ similar my brother, is now this informa- 

tion on a use, However, from the tion I have 

been able to gather from Mr, Tabb, District BAI Inspector in La~- 

Belle, ant Sven ctheree BO ren tneeee in tne fpunse papeeree of 

for about a year and a half in the fenced pastures ade 

joining the mecervattcn Sloss see sete stare sajeining tie west 

or 7 miles to the and the pasture adjoining the west 

line, That is to say, during the period above nore ears, we 

fever ticks have shown up on the cattle in spring eheck Gipping in 

Cae ange oon 05 Wie Gents Qenmeette, Perrtalaa} ve tan bveee 

and eas’ of he Sonep louehudang Me Seeteven. Ever= 

gledes, which is an area of 155 square miles, The range 

north and west of this fence has been declared tick-free.,
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Dre Knapp stated recently that the Garson cattle (those range 
ing in the pasture adjoining the west boundary of the Reservation) 
and cattle ranging along the ivergiades never were infested with very 
many fever ticks when dipping wes first started, Several local cow+ : 
men and the Seminoles state that decr they have killed on and north 
of the R,servation were never very heavily infested with any kind of 
ticks, from the last wed in July to the middle of September, I have 
¢ollected and examined nine deer, of which five were completely free 
of ticks and the remaining four wore very lightly infested See 
Gulf Coast ticks, the largest number taken from one animal. foure 
Three of these deer were taken on the Reservation, three in the State 
Game Breeding Ground, and three near the sawgrasa about three miles 
north of the Reservations in addition, I have examined the hides of 
six deer killed by Seminoles on the Reservation and found no ticks of 
any kind on them. Pever ticks do not crawl very much and a BAI in+ 
spector advises that if they were present they ad have remained on 
the hides, The nuuber of specimens is too small justify any con- 
Glusions except that it indicates deer during riod examinations 
were made harbored very few ticks of any kinds. this seme period 
Gulf Coast ticks appeared to be quite attle, for on Sept} 
ember 5th I was present when 289 head r ng ture atin 
the north line of the Reservation were Gipped and, e no fever ticks 
were found, Gulf Coast ticks were nosed im many of sows! carde 
Ticks in general, I understand, post abpyndant during the epring 
monthse ; 

To ow of thinking, th beenge of a fever tick re-infestae 
tion during past year and a half eG,the eattle ranging lands ad- — 
jacent to the Reservation nigh iwportant piece of information, 
but the question “Are che a6er mm he } ation end surrounding 
lands infested with fe ticks?” \pemeinw to be definitely answered. 
However, in my thinking/{ go beyonti\this with another query: "If a 
fever tick-infested deck (is taken ip this section, does it necessarily 
Suan 80 aae be point. of infestat: 2. lanes, * oe Meee 

not be Ghet-The focus estation ie loca n denser 
swanp country bélow th i aenvation?® I cannot answer these questions 
to = own satigfaction, Such information es I have at hand merely 
pointe to suggested ans e 

In my\ opinion, fact that a fever tick re-infestation has 
not occurred for _some ¢ leomediately north and weat of the Reserva« 
tion is an indteation at the door ninhabi ting this renge are not now 
carrying fever » though in former yoars they may have, Purther- 
more, I regard the presence of these cattle in this range aa a bie f 
good means of determining if fever ticks occur there, Dr» fore te 
and Dre inepp were recently asked if they aeee but a definite state- 
ment was not fortheoming, The only alternative fa determining if the 
deer are fever tick-infested is to kill and examine a large series of 
deer, When questioned how large a series be considered, it would be 
necessary to examine before it could be definitely stated that the ‘ 
deer are not carrying fever ticks, Dre Knapp answered "fifty to a 
hundred." However, I hesitate in taking this alternative for two reae 
sons: (1) I strongly believe, as stated above, that if deer are in- 
fested with fever ticks, the cattle should pick them Ups f= suffi- 
cient time, and if the ticks do m@tnappear on the cattle in two or
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threes yoars, this should constitute evidence that the deer are not 
po map (2) 1b is my impression that the deer population in 
thia section is comparatively light and, in view of the fact that no 
fever ticks have been found on the cattle for a he and a half, were 
I to reduce this population by a hundred deer, it is readily apparent 
that these animals oy be sacrificed without a fever tick volte 
taken. Purthermore, geins brought about by pestesees in the 
Game Breeding Ground would be lost and the possible use of this Refuge 

as an area from which the Collier County deer range south of the Res- 
ervation could be restocked naturally would vanish. : 

fhe last re-infestation of fever tioks in lands adjacent to 

the Reservation occurred somewhere in the State Geme Breeding Ground 

*gome time ago" (this is the most definite information I could get 
without consulting BAI files), when 700 head of stock were dipped at 

Rooky Lake (in the Game Breeding Ground) and two fever ticks were 
collected by a BAL inspector, one from each of two cows. Subsequently, 

the cattle were removed from this Breeding a, about a year 

and a half ago, re-introduced. Since then, no fevpr bi cks heave shown 

up in this herd. My huneh is, that the c ef two consecutive 
wet years, burning of the range, fluctua Y levelea which 

no doubt traps many ticks, and the dipping of eatt) ve ll combined 
to eliminate fever ticks $n this range however yp ti gece aa 
though slight it may be, that the deor he maintained a pocket 
of fever ticks here which, due to ~pfavorable conditions for reproduc~ 
tion, or some other reason, have gt bui]¥ Ap in numbers large casa 
to show up on the cattle yet. Th wo fe Another possibility, that if a 

few fever ticks did show up in this\axré ee have been intro« 

dueed from the vessy swamp oun south of Reservation and it 

might not necessarily indjéptetha deem pleked up the ticks on the 
Reservation. If, however after Yeer were killed out south of the 
Reservation, where I belipve this \a justified, and a sufficient 
length of time followed |te be certain the fever ticks were eliminated 

in this swamp and these ticks ther y showed up on cattle on the Reserva- 
tion or adjacent lands, ar ve to be assumed the point of ine | 

festation was loss$ad7 m thy i ation or the range to the north and 

west, if this 9 ocedure were to be followed, time would be an import~ 
ant factor=-pi: vee | two -years~oand itiga ig ny conclusion that 
the BAI would/¢bject strpiglye I see no reason for anyone to be un+ 
easy for fear \that the B Ad 8 eradication program would be endangered 
any more than the existgyee, at present, of a few fever ticks in Cole 
Lier County no endangers ite yreseate Moreover, I understand that 
about one deer in now being killed in collier County is = 
to be "tieky". Assuming that a hundred deer (end that is the leas 
number I would consider_a good series) were killed in the Lard Gan ‘ 

Strand section of the R servation and the G,me breeding Ground and 
two were "ticky". This, sa long as “ticky" deer remained in the rough 
swamp below the R, servation, would prove nothing definitely, oxcept 
thet fever ticks were attached to two deers 

It hae beon admitted that 1t is possible to eradicate the 
tropleal variety of fever ticks where cattle and deer occupy the same 
range, and this has been done in some sections of Florida, I have not 
had an opportunity to visit such areas but I am led to believe that 
this hes boon peosthio only where the deer population was thin and the 
eattle ranged frequently in those areas occupied by deers; but where
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- deer were concentrated in swamps where it is alleged that eatle do 
not frequent, re-infestations have cecurred. In the reports and lete 
ters submitted to us for review by the BAI, Fish end Wildlife Service, 
and the Bureau of Entomology, very little fe mentioned about the nature 
of those swamps, and apparently no attempt has been made by previous 
investigators to "dissect" them te determine if fever tick infesta~- 
tions. were heavier in some parts than in others or if these ticks were 
non-existent in still other parts of them, After the BAI encountered 
éiffieulty with re+infestations in Orange County in the Game R“fuges 
where deer were apparently quite numerous, it seems to have adopted a 
blenket policy which called for deer reduction wherever a decor con- . 
centration occurred, It is admitted that fever tick infestations among 
deer have been spotty and there is reason to believe that deer in one 
portion of a swamp wom be "tiecky", while those in another part of 
the same oo might be “tick-free", A case in point, ommk see ar 
ciconbtel ly thout explanation y oe & recent @ 
Ones, cerned with the Toosahatchee Prese: n Orange Gounty. 
After deer reduction had been in progress for s time, it was found 
that the deer on one side of the Cheney hi eh crosses the area, 
were “ticky" but those on the other side free", (Apparent- 
ly the BAI ie in possession of considerab: ormation than it 
has released.) Here we have another one of Mre Coblier's “lethal | 
belts"{ Were I dogmatic I could say fast.the south ef of the 
Reservation appears to constitute andp ‘Lethal belt", but it so 
happens that this line roughly coipexdea with a change in the swamp 
and may have considerable to do fe the gpparent “tiek-free" eondi- 
tion of the lends adjacent on the\nerth and west, All thie simply ea- 
tablighes a oo and suggesta that he il swamps or all parts of the 
same swamp contain the type of hebitat éseential to the tropical varie- 
a of the fever tick in « page 5a it te qemplete that part of its life 

story which oseurs on thie grout ev 

In using cattle Ms @ means jof eradicating the fever tick from 
deor existing in swamps and to detgymine if fever ticks are present, 
further elaboration on thd subject 4eeme advisable at this point. 
Pirst, it should ned_that’ the BAI appears to have conducted 
an experiment Lieve, fodsshatehee Preserve and MeCrory's Pas- 
ture (two State G, R fuges in Orange County) to determine if 
continuous dipying of cattle confined to the swamps would eradicate 
the fever tick\on the depp. It should also be stated that a detailed 
account of this expe in@ieating the nature of the — the 
type of cattle a, has not to my knowledge been ftea for 
review, and such thon as I have been able to glean is piecemeal. 
I must, therefore, take issue with Dre MeKenny's conclusion that "The 
biological aspects of this situation are very well understoodss.." or 
assume the BAL, the Fish and Wildlife S,rviee, and the Bureau of Ento- 
mology have not let their hair down and told all, Inasmuch as the BAI 
cites this em eriment to justify the conduct of its program in other 
swamps, it assumes some importance.e 

As I understand it, the swamp areas of these two refuges were 
fonded inte pastures to facilitate dipping activities. Cattle were 
introduced, but it is said, due to lack of feed, the cattle did not 

2 the swamps and, therefore, attempts to eliminate the fever 
ti from the deer in this manner failed, Sothing ie said of the 
Sype of cattle used, and my impression is that drought-stricken cat-
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tle from the western ranges constituted at least part of this herd 
and later some of these were transferred to the oe Seminole In 
dien R,servation near Lake Okeechobee, If this is the experiment 
did not prove ae such unacelimated cattle do not do very 
well even on some of better south Florida . Several pure- 
bred Hereford bulls were placed by a rancher on more open, higher, 
palmetto prairie north of the Neservation--one or two of these died and 
the remainder had to be stall-fed for some time to pull them through 
Se gee Cee ee Pre, See, SAO Demteenas SS bovtee socieanents 
Obviously such eattle a not be expected to forage in the swamp as 
do native cattle = through generations, heave acquired oe 
habits, Furthermore, if wlatable grassy areas occurred in the vi x 
of the ae eattle would probably concentrate on these areas 
not go into ewamps very wuchs 

renee tee tae” ineluded in this report Gecause it is not 
ae that BAI would contest ~ other than the 

ng of deer, advanced in an attempt eradi fever ticks from » 
deer by using cattle, backing up its position by biting the past exe 
perience just reviewed. 

Anticipating statements from ty to the eet that cate 
tie do not forage in the Lard Can Styéaé-in the Game ding Ground, 
I have diseus the matter with loéea nen who know the Screen? 

keds ad Eatennen eaters et of only the wild cattle, but 
the cattle now in these pastures ‘tus ba Ait : it at various tines: 
of the year. Native eattle in ine ee: 4on derive a considerable 

Srerescar) teen cautlls aot ieion ite andy particulary | n ; h=dixe’ an 
in periods, must spend nda ‘@! wee rambling the 
deeped Eavtneal of tee my ste ndek the water recedes in the dry sea- 
sons, I have beon in fie One sreading Ground a number of times 
hunting deer and also spent aay /there with a local coman on a 
cow hunt in order to beceh more liar with the habits cowse We 
found a good ight in s6veral parte of the swamp and a good 
deal of cow si. pLases-in its 

trong] that rough swan ce Feat at tan’ nessovatt 8 swamp coun Reservation 
mey be Tne ple fever tick Telustentons While I have 

examined deor this seotion, I am reasonably certain they 
were (and a few be) infested with fever ticks, 8 garding 
the occupied cattle range adjacent to the Reservation previbusiy ren 
ferred to, I suggest thet the seattle ranging therein be care ¥ . 
sheeked when they are dipped thig coming springs I also suggest that - 
eattle be placed on the R,servation as eae i tee Beatonsthan at 
of a drift fence confined to the western half the Reservation, If 
a sufficient number of cattle can be obtained, they should be separated 
prey pa Ree gage cy Rage eda cing Aig elle | pee. Po Ginaentel el be and Kissimmie Billie Swamp, and the other allowed bo range towatd the 
Everglades, This would be preferable,for a check would be obtained 
over the whole Reservation, A drift fenee, however, should separate 
the two herds to facilitate handling, ¥
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Dr. ewhite and Drs were asked if eould seo, 
any enjosslin” [ placing nabtte an th Rgeerretions Bay offered . 
none provided the Indian Service would assume the res aw 
conducting an “active tick eradication aera is, dip ; 
cattle every 1) daya--if fover ticks should appears . 4 

In closing this report I say that ol) information obtain~ 
od thus far suggests the Lentative 00 ugion that there is no justi- 
fieation f to inelude peal ne poy oy end. 

ceperene “enee: Se Sie newt aoe, Cover mes Samiee oe ag to weth+ 
er or not these Lands are infested with the tropical variety of cattle 

Gaees Shee need OF tae Eancovabnan Saabenen be" Un eee of 4 coun appearance 
fever ticks on cattle on the Reservation or in the pastures to the 
north and weste 

Réepe etfully aubmit 

Copies tor 3 
Ve 

He le Sqoddard & He Ve Komerek Oa 1 Tha 
Drs Aldo Leopold ? 
Original to: Mr. John Hy Baker
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4oh University Farm Place 
September 18, 1941 

Mr. #8. V. Komarek 

c/o Seminole Indian Reservation 
Immokalee, Florida 

Dear Bd: 

Needless to say, I am in entire sympathy with your 

latter to John Collier and your letter to John Baker. 

I am particularly pleased to have you steer up the 

question of Indian game as a declining resource. 

I think Collier will get four point. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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September ), 1942 a 
Wr, John Collier, a 
Commtasioner of Indian Affairs, 4 " 
Washington, Ds Ce é ; 

m 4 ‘ ‘ 

| Dear Mrs Colliers ; 5 

: When Mr. Stoddard, my brother and I FirB} went on the 
Seminoles Indian Reservation we discussed among oLfeclvee the pos= 
sibility of actually developing game as a resourpe for Indians, 
Tn going | @ great deal of ethnologseal rature pertaine ae 

: ing both to Seminole end Menominee Indium Rave = to find 
where any in’ ee eee considered game ag anythiys but in the 
light of a ana = resourcée--one wrTak al , bomhy cally come 
to an end, We challenge that id \ 

A few wecks ago, Drs Pdikx Keogtys of the University of | . 
Hawaii, an old friend of mine, bed Ay : for several dayses fi ie 
During our discussions I brought UgNAp’fact that wo believed , | 
that ethnologists were wrone—end thy gam uld be developed iu 
and wonnasd beak as surely -as—acxi cul’ eveps and other things 
we try to make the Indidye doe Ncausddf his work with the Ke- 
nominees, during the edvly part of\whieh I algo was on the Menon} 
nee Reservation, we ditquseed the] possibility of such an area dew ne 
veloping more game than \t hage /} m his accounts, I gathered ‘ 
that no steps have beer de _to-4 crease the amount of game availe ae 
able by propoyfanewt nigommiques, He ested that i write 
eo” aoe Le adght Gli bs a wba being in the eaclae iy 
stration of/ fndian affairs. Sai 

Th ae em of 20 mt ope that I ig at year care hea 
A liest opportugy / stop spend a few : us a 

and let lit, steduard and t Sak oth anil Gite) Oct minivan ean ae 
fifty thousand acrés in this imzediate vicinity that are being nn 
managed for gam@e Dre Keesing was such impressed with the amount i: 
of game we have been able to produces an 

I oan see no reason why game should not be put under mane ; uae 
agement on these Indian reservations and amet get just as import- ey 
ant a means of livelihood as any other economic pursuit, T have nhs 
noted in a great deal of the literature about the Seminoles that ty 
the only way to save the Tribe would be to make them into cattlee 
men or farmers. ee att we cannot sec we ig not possible to 
have them continue to live as hunters in ir old way of life if Te 

ay that is the way they wish to lives ao. a 

en A | yeh at! 
Pn Ver i ¥ sai nie eu Grea OM 
eS Ne ed veda gee ee aa Ga Ae ae 8 eC Al eG



Mire John Collier wae September by 19/2 

My brother Roy writes me he is getting splendid cooper- 
ation from the Indian Burcau officials and we wish to express 
our gratitude for such ron We hope the bill to allow the 
Seminole deer to be killed will not pass, I fear this bill would 

'  g@pen the way to the spoilage of our Indian reservations for 
other purposes beside the particular matter at hand by being 
used as a precedente I hope some means will be found to kill ‘ 
the bill--by Presidential voto if necessary. 

Z enjoy "Indians at Work" and your fre t editorials 
which now coma to me regularly. P 

With best wishes, I am, . 

' ; 

} Sinee 

j 

BVKirp ; 

Ask mt Di ree tor 

(y 

: 
t 

My : nee a
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September ), 1942 

Mr. John B. Saker, Director, cs 
Net$ond) Audubon Society, . 
1 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 

Dear Mr, Bakers ; 

I ume were at the Ay Oe Ue ably saw ’ 
Stoddard; r, I am writing you in the evenf|that you did 
not get theree 

ire toscana and I expeet to go down to Reservation 
me ore? ings with Roy as soongs_ Re SG turns, at 
which time “— to write up a po¢limary report. 

j Lo fe pyc lg Mn 2h Seninole deer has pase 
sed the Senate but has not yet Ded Kc gf ee one t am 
wondering if there would be any chesdép’of attaching on amendment 
or rider to this bill in the-House kh\the effect thet the Seminole . 
deer are not to be kill L-mithl st 1dUgfind tely proven thet the ‘ 
deer on the reservation And in a imetdiate vicinity carry fever 
ticke? Confidentially,/ Roy has dt been able to go into experi« 
mental work for the sipple z oy | net he hag been unable to find 
fever ticks on deer on\the resergdtion or on deer or cattle adjoine : 
ing ite ; : 

: Thig As also to advise you that he has asked Dr». Applee 
white for p seion gy bey Pl hunters within the next ' 
few weeks rever cattle fever ticks are supposed to occur, Likee 
wise, we have requestefi/from tho Be Ay Ie the specific localities 
where cattle\Rever t have been taken within the last year or 30. 

; i In the t of this, 1t seems some guch rider ought to 
be attached to that bi11, I see yet a further chance of defeating 
the bill, and that is 7 Presidential veto, Would it be possible 
for you or Secretary Iekes to reach the President direct on this 
matter if such a report of ours should warrant such action? It is 
eo Le because I kmow from some of the previous inves- 
tigators, & deer from some localities have been infeated with 
fever ticks; however, it appears that, as far as we are concerned, 
See greek 16 65201 050 omakl mek Gah’ thave wey be sane arene in | 
whieh deer do not carry fever ticks, Thus, the Seminole reserves is 

ee if it 1@ tick free, would act as a reservoir for deer and 
sh sufficient breeding stock to repopulate areas where deer / 

i i Agony | $s Wt Loan ets ny NIB EO a
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ire John He Baker “2+ September hy 19h 

have had to be killed. 

All of the above remarks are confidential and should not 
be used in es sort of publicity; however, if it wonld be possible = 
to put the matter before the President, Mire Stoddard, Roy, end I 
would go to e great deal of trouble to write up a report worthy 
of his attentions t 

It likewise seems imperative if the bill sons yeas that, 
for some time at least, all deer that page kill be ¢ ned by 
Roy. It seems to me that might also be attached es a rider to 

-- pead somewhat to the effect thet any deer kille}ij under this bill 

on the Seminole Indian Reservation be examined a competent ine 
vestigator--not of the Be As Ie 

Hoping to ses you some tine down and with best 
wishes, 1 am, . 

se { . 
EVKsrp ' ” 

e/e Roy Komarek sis atioie 
Dre Leopold 

fi : i‘ 
* th 
Peete . } hal d yo } aot



44 ( : COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION ey 

4 So i” ' SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

4 THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA ny 

October 13, 191 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
2) University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We are enclosing copy of Roy Komarek's report on his 
work on the Seminole Reservation thus far. Ed and I feel this 
is a very good report and concur in Roy's statements and pre- 
liminary conclusions. The parts in brackets are what, in our 
judgment, John Baker can use at his meeting if he cares to, 
while the part not in brackets we consider highly confidential 
and not to be made public. 

I am glad you approve putting in the cattle, as 
probably the most reliable means of determining whether there 
really are any cattle fever ticks on the Reservation. This 
seems to us the best method of finding out. We are informed 
that cattle will be put on as soon as possible and this should 
be in the very near future. 

I have gone over the copy of your letter to Senator 
Walcott and also the comments on the revised pheasant manuscript. 
These certainly are to the point and should greatly improve this 
manuscript. I was glad to learn that you find it greatly im- 
proved and about ready to be published. It was my intention to 
write and ask for a copy to read over, but we are in the worst 
mess here we have ever been in, as a result of the recent hurri- 
cane, which hit our place right on the nose and caused great 
damage to pine, hardwood, and ornamental trees and shrubs, as 
well as to our house. That big oak on the east end of the 
house went down and crushed the two east end rooms like an egg 
shell and it is going to be a tremendous job getting it out and 
rebuilding those rooms. In addition, I have to arrange for sal- 
vage of as much of the merchantable timber as possible, taking 
over ninety large trees off our outside fence, and a few other 
chores of like nature. Many of our preserves, especially in the 

: weatern portion of our area, were likewise hard hit, so you can 
imagine what a jumble we are in. I have also developed a small 
infection of the left eye, which is compelling me to reduce my 
reading to a minimum temporarily. The boy is in the Army now, 
having started October 9th, so we are alone here again. We are 
very happy that no one was injured in the storm, as as far as we 
know, that is true of our whole district. 

With kind regards and best wishes, I am, 

BLSzp me yours,
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ee 4 SOUTH FLORIDA DEER ~ FEVER TICK INVESTIGATION 

October 1, 1941 

: From the beginning of this Investigation, three major interests were 
recognized: the Seminole Indians and the Office of Indian Affairs; the cattle- 

men and the Bureau of Animal Industry; anf the sporting public and conservat.on- 

ists in general. Toa 

Without reviewing the claims and counter-claims which have run rampant 

: in and out of the press, a brief statement recognizing the importance of the 

problems involved to each group is worthy of repetition. ; 

fhe Seminoles, for meny years, have refused, openly, to have anything 

to do with the Federal Government and regarded. ite efforts with suspicion. “his 

suspicion still continues to some extent, but, in recent years, the Indian Service 

hae made progress in gaining, with difficulty, the confidence of these Indians. 

Since the Seminoles persistently insist that deer on the Big Cypress Reservation 

are "tick-free® and have no desire te see their deer killed, the Indian Service 
is in a difficult position. , Any move to permit the deer reduction program to 

include the Reservation without first demonstrating to the satisfaction of the 

Seminoles that the deer are actually infested with fever ticks, wovld, 1% is 

quite certain, be interpreted es a violation of their confidence in the Federal. 

Government and such progress as has been made would de lost. 

The Bureau of Animal Industry, fearing that the Big Cypress Reservation 

. and adjacent territory would constitute a focus of fever tick infestation erdanger- 

ing its tick-eradication progrem, the success of which in the Southeast in general 

de a credit to this Bureau, hes maintained thet deer must be reduced on tho . 

Reservation to effect complete tick eradication. In my opinion, its problem is A 

eovally as important as that of the Indian Service. i 

im Sportamen, cengervationists, and some cattlemen who have nevei beex 

in sympathy with deer reduction, have deplored the killing of deer for obvicus ‘ 

reasons, Unfortunately, there has developed in this group a general mistrust pa 

or loss of confidence in any statements made by Federal employees and the State : 

_ . Live Stock Sanitary Board regarding the tick situation. si 

: i This investigation does not concern itself with who is right or who ; 

is wrong. It merely attempts to analyze existing data, examine the situation on ts 

the ground and draw its own independent conclusions, and, if possible, hopes to 

offer a solution to the controversy mutually satisfactorily to all. it does not 

accept the promise that wildlife must necessarily perish before an economic or 

any other interest. i 

* References to " fever ticke" in this report refer to the ‘ 

tropical variety--Boophilus annuletus australis. i? 

j : ie 

+ ee 
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Fever tick eradication has been completed, according to the B. A. I., 

in all parts of Florida excent Collier County and the lower portion of Hendry - 
County. Deer have been materially reduced in the former and it 1s my under- 
standing that fever ticks are now showing wo only on an occasional deer. Wo 
deer reduction has taken place in Hendry County and it is proposed by the 3. A. I. . 

to Gonduct this work only in the lower part of this County, south of the State t 
Quarantine Fence, which includes the Reservation and a large State Game Breeding 4 
Ground that adjoins it on the west and for two miles east from the northwest 
corner, i 

In order to understand the discussion which follows, « brief description 
of the Reservation and surrounding terrain is essential. The Reservation oxtenée 
from the Broward County line 14 miles to tha west, its southern boundary is the 
northern boundary of Collier County and it varies from 3 to 5 miles in width, : 
and contains 55 square miles. On the eact, it extends for some distance inte 

: the savgrass of the true Everglades; toward the north it merges with the more 
epen, wet prairie, with scettered cypressheale--except that along the western third 
it is traversed by two major swamps known as Lard Can Strand and Kissimmes Billie 
Swamp. West of the Reservation (immediately west of Kissimmee Billie Swamp) the 

country is again more or less open wet praizie with considerable scrub cypress 
end numerous pine islands. ‘Towards the south, however, Kissimmee Billie Swaso 

end Lard Can Strand spread out, the soil is extremely bogey and the swamp 

becomes thicker; almost imponetrably dense in pleces. This dense, bogey swamp : ' 
type extends Into the Reservation perhaps a mile or so in some places, but the 
bulk cof it lies to the south and may extend for ten miles towards the Tamiami 
frail. 

About ton years ago, before the cattle range was fenced and when 
dipning was first started in this region, attempts were made to round up the 
cattle ranging in the lower portion of Hendry County (part of which is now in 
the Reservation end the State Game Breeding Ground) hut many of them had gone 
wild and it became economically unfeasible to continue this. The State then hired 
range riders who killed the remaining individuels, which are referred to locally 

as “wilé. cattle". In questioning local cowmen, one of whom had been employed as 
a range rider, I find that these cattle did not penetrate the bogey country 
south of the Reservation very far except, perhaps, during very dry times and 
very few were known toe cross it, going as far as the Tamiani Trail. I had long 
suspected that there was a connection between cattle and the presence of fever 
ticks on deer, but my analysis of this is, to a certain extent, still specula- 

tive. These ticks were introduced into the Big Cypress by cattle and the wild. 

cattle, which at times wandered several miles below the Reservation, extended. 
this infestation into this rough swamp country. Apvarently, however, because 
of the boggy nature of the soil and the occurrence of better foraging conditions 
to the north, they did not extend their range southward into the extreme lower 

part of the peninsula. Pioneers of this wild cattle herd no doubt drifted to the 
south when weather conditions permitted, but, finding environmental conditions 
in general inferior to those existing further north, their principle range 
became what is now the Reservation and the country northward. The southern 
limit of their range occurred somewhere north of what is now the Tamiami Trail ; 

and no cattle have been introduced or have been known to range (except a few 

stragelers) further south. The erea south of the Trail was, therefore, never 
infested with the imported tropical variety of the fever tick. i
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| he deer picked up the fever ticks introduced by the cattle (1t 
has been determined to my satisfaction that deer ere hosts to the tropical 
fever tick and I am reasonebly certain that the deer in the rough swamp area 

. soath of the Reservation were "ticky" when deer reduction was started in this 
. part of Collier County January of 1941) and the terrain in some parts of the 

bogey swamp country was such as to permit the ticks to complete their life 
: cycle on the ground end the deer were abundant enough to carry on the infesta- 

tion when the cattle were removed. Deer, apparently, do not constitute a very 
good vehicle for extending fever tick infestation for thelr seasonal range : 
is probably somewhat restricted, particularly in the vicinity of large swamps. 
For this reason, and the fact that the country south of this bogsy, rough 2 
swamp opens up somewhat, deer did not epread fever tick infestation south of 
what is now the Tamiami Treil. 

The ebove explanation for the absence of fever ticks south of the 
Trail wes verified, confidentially, by Dr. Knapp. t 

i Some few weeks ago I requested of Dr. T. H. Applewhite, Inspector 
in Charge of tick eradication for the B. A. I. in Florida, racords of fever 
tick re-infestetions and the localities from which "ticky" deer have been taken. 
He stated that a shortage of office personnel prevented him from compiling 
this information for me, and invited me to go throvgh the files of the B.A.I. 

' in Jackeonville. I have not hed time to do this, but Dr. Knapp, executive 
head of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board, as a reeuit of a similar request 
vom my brother, ig now compiling this information on a map for my use. How- 
ever, from the information I have been able to gather from Mr. Tabb, District 

s B.A-I. Inspector in La Belle, and from others, no re-infestetions of fever 
ee} ticks have occurred for about « year and a half in the fenced pastures ad- 

j joining the Reservation along the entire north line and extending for 6 or 
oa 7 miles to the north and the pasture adjoining the west line . That is te say, 

during the period above mentioned, no fever ticks have shown up on the cattle 
i in spring check dipping in the range south of the State Quarantine Fence to 

the Reservation and east of this fence (excluding the Reservation) to the 
Everglades, which is an area of about 135 square miles. The range north and : 
west of this fence has been declared tick-free. 

Dr. Knapp stated recently that the Carson cattle (those ranging 
in the pasture adjoining the west boundary of the Reservation) and cattle 
ranging along the Everglades never were infested with very many fever ticks 
when dipving was first started. Several local cowmen and the Seminoles state 
that deer they have killed on and north of the Reservation were never very i 

‘ heavily infested with any kind of ticks. Fron the last week in July to the } 
middle of September, I have collected and exanined nine deer, of which five 
were completely free of ticks end the remaining four were vary lightly infested 
only with Gulf Coast ticks, the largest numver taken from one animal being 
four. Three of these deer were taken on the Reservation, three in the State 

Game Breeding Ground, and three near the sawgrass about three miles north of 

: the Reservation. In addition, I have examined the hides of six deer killed 

by Seminoles on the Reservation and found no ticks of any kind on them. Fever 
ticke do not crawl very much and a B.A:I. inspector advises that if they were 

; present they would have remained on the hides. The number of specimens is 

too small to justify any conclusions except that 14 indicates deer during the 

i period exauinations were male harbored very few ticks of any kind. During this 

; seme period Gul Goast ticks appeared to be quite numerous on cattle, for on
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September 5th I was present when 289 head ranging the pasture adjoining the 

north Line of the Reservation were dipped and, while no fever ticks were 

found, Guif Coast ticks were noted in many of the cows' ears. Ticks in general, 

I understand, are most abundant during the spring months. 

To my way of thinking, the absence of a fever tick re-infestation 

@uring the past year and a half on the cattle ranging lands adjacent to the 

Reservation is e highly importaat piece of information, but the question "sre 

the deer on the Reservation and surrounding lands infested with fever ticks?” 

remains to be definitely anawerad, However, in my thinking I go beyond this 

with another query: "If a fever tick-infested deer 12 taken in this section, . f 
does 14 necessarily follow that the point of infestation is located in this 

section? Might 1+ not be that the focus of infestation 1s located in the 

denser swamp country below the Reservation?" I cannot answer these questions 

to my own satisfaction. Sach information as I have at hand merely points 

to suggested anewers. 

In my opinion, the fact that a fever tick re~infestation has not. 

occurred for some time immediately north and west of the Reservation is an 

indication that the deer inhabiting thie renge are not now earrying fever 

ticks, though in former years they may have. Furthermore, I regard the 

i presence of these cattle in this range as a very good means of determining 

a if fever ticks cecur there. Dr. Applewhlte and Dr. Knapp were recently asked 

if they agreed, but a definite statement was not forthcoming. The only 

: alternative in determining if the deer are fever tick-infosted is to kill and 

examine a large series of deer. When questiond how large a series be considered, 

it would be necessary to examine before it could be definitely stated that the 

deer are not carrying fever ticks, Dz. Knapp answered "fifty to a hundred." / 

However, I hesitate in taking this alternative for two reasons: (1) I strongly 

believe, as stated above, that if deer are infested with fever ticks, the : 

cattle should pick them up, given sufficient time, and if the ticks do not 

appear on the cattle in two or three years, this should constitute evidence 

that the deer are not tick~infested; (2) it is my impression that the deer 

population in this section is comparatively light ond, in view of the fact 

that no fever ticks have been found on the cattle for a year and a half, were 

I to reduce this population by a hundred deer, it is readily apvarent that 

these animals might be sacrificed without a fever tick being taken. PFurther~ 

more, the gains brought about by protection in the Geme Breeding Ground would 

be lost and the possible use of this Refuge as an area from which the Collier 

County deer range south of the Reservation could be restocked naturally would 

vanish. é 

: The last reinfestation of fever ticks in lands adjacent to the 

Reservation, ocevrred somewhere in the State Game Breeding Ground "some time 

ago" (this is the most definite information I could get without consulting 

B.A.1. files), when 700 head of stock were dipped at Rocky leke (in the Game 

Breeding Ground) and two fever ticks were collected by a B.A.I. inspector, ’ 

one from each of wo cows. Subsequently, the cattle were removed from this 

Breeding Ground and, about a year and a half ago, re-introduced. Since then, 

no fever ticks have shown up in this herd. My hunch lis, that the combination 

of two consecutive wet years, burning of the range, fluctuatings in water f 

Levels which no doubt traps many ticks, and the dipping of cattle, have all 

combined to eliminate fever ticks in this range. However, there is a possibility, 

| i | 
t he 
e S ~
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thougt. slight it may be, that the deer have maintained a smell pocket of 
fever ticks here which, due to unfavorable conditions for reproduction, or i 
for ecme other reason, have not built up in numbers large enough to show up 

on the cattle yet. There is another possibility, that if a few fever ticks 
did show up in this erea they might have been introduced from the boggy awamp 
country south of the Reservation and it might not necessarily indicate the 
deer picked up the ticks on the Reservation. If, however, after deer were 

» killed out south of the Reservation, where I believe this is justified, and a 
sufficient length of time followed to be certain the fever ticks were eliminated 

in this swamp and these ticks then showed up on cattle on the Reservation or 
adjacent lands, it would have to be assumed the point of infestation was located 
on the Reservation or the range to the north and west. If this procedure 
were to be followed, time would be an important factor~-possibly two years-—and : 

it is a foregone conclusion thet the B.A.I. wovld object strongly. I see no 
‘reason. for anyone to be uneasy for fear that the B.A.I's eradication program . 
would be endangered ony more than the existence, at present, of a few fever 
ticks in Collier Gounty now endangers its program. Moreover, I understand 
that ebout one deer in fifty now being killed in Collier County is alleged 

i to be ‘ticky". Assuming thet a hundred deer (and that is the least number I 

would consider a good. series) were killed in the Lard Can Strand section 
, of the Reservation and the Game Breeding Ground and two were "ticky". This, 

es long as "ticky" deer remained in the rough swamp below the Reservation, 
; would prove nothing definitely, except that fever ticks were attached to two 

Anes. ammmannat ines wees, 

It has been admitted that it is possible to eradicate the trepical 
variety of fever ticks where cattle and deer occupy the same range, and this 
has been done in some sections of Florida. I have not had en opportunity to 
visit such areee but I am led to believe that this has been possible only j 
where the deer population was thin and the cattle ranged frequently in those 

areas occupied by deer; but where Geer were concentrated in swamps where it 

_ is alleged that cattle do not frequent, re-infestations have occurred. In 7 
the reports and letters submitted to us for review by the B.A.I., Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Entomology, very little is mentioned about 

_ the nature of those swamps, and apparently no attempt has been made by previous 
investigators to " dissect" them to determine if fever tick infestations were 
heavier in some parts than in others or if these ticks were non-existent in : 
still other parts of them. After the B.A.I. encountered difficulty with re- F 
infestations in Orange County in the Game Refuges where deer were apparently 

i guite numerous, it seems to have adopted a blanket policy which called for 
deer reduction wherever 9 deer concentration occurred. It is admitted that ‘ 
fever tick infestations among deer have been spotty and there is reason to 
believe that deer in one portion of a swamp might be "ticky", while those in 
enother part of the seme ewamp might be "“tick-free". A case in point, sub- 

mitted confidentially without explanation by Applewhite during a recent 

eyo conference, is concerned with the Toosahatches Preserve in Orange County. 
After deer reduction had been in progress for some time, it was found that 
the deer on one side of the Cheney highway, which crosses the area, were 
"ticky" but those on the other side were "tick-free". (Apparently the : 

; B.A.I. 48 in posseseion of considerably more information than it has released.) , 
Here we have another one of Mr. Collier's "lethal belts"! Were I dogmatic 
I covid say that she south boundary of the Reservation appears to constitute 
another "Lethal belt", but 1t so hapvens that this line roughly coincides with 

Ae
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@ change in the swamp and may have considerable to do with the apparent “tick 
free" condition of the lands adjacent on the north and west. All this simply 
establishes a lead, and suggests that not all swamps or all parts of the same 
swamp contain the type of habitat essential to the tropical variety of the 
fever tick in order for it to complete that part of its life history which 
occurs on the ground. . 

In using cattle as a means of eradicating the fever tick from deer 
- existing in swamos and to determine if fever ticks are present, further 

elaboration on the subject seems advisable at this point. First, 1t shovld be 
explained that the B.A.I. appears to have conducted an experiment in, I believe, 
Toosahatches Preserve and McCrory's Pasture (two swampy State Game Refuges 
in Orange County) to determine if continuous dipping of cattle confined to 

* the’ swamps would eradicate the fever tick on the deer. It should also be 

stated that a detailed account of this experiment indicating the nature of the ; 
: ’ gwamp, the type of cattle used, etc., has not to my knowledge been submitted 

for review, and such information as I have been able to glean is piecemeal. 
I must, therefore, take issue with Dr. McKenny's conclusion that "The biological 
aspects of this situation are very well understood..." or assume the B.A.J., 
the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Entomology have not let their 

; hair down and told all. Inasmuch az the. B.A.1. cites thie experiment to 
justify the conduct of its program in other swamps, i6 assumes some importance, 

ay As I understend it, the swamp areas of these two refuges were ; 
i fenced into pastures to facilitate dipping activities. Cattle were introduced, 

but 1¢ is said, due to lack of fe-d, the cattle did not satay in the swamps 
and, therefore, attempts to eliminate the fever ticks from the deer in thie 
manner feiled. Nothing is said of the type of cattle used, and my impression 

i is that érought-stricken cattle from the western ranges constituted at least 
; part of this herd, antl later some of these were transferred to the Brighton j 

: Seminole Indian Reservation near Lake Okeechobee. If this is true the experi- 
ment did not prove anything, for euch unacclimated cattle do not do very well 
even on some of the better south Florida ranges. Several pure-bred Hereford 
bulls were placed by a rancher on the more open, higher, palmetto prairie 
north of the Reservetion--one or two of these died and the remainder had to - 
be atall-fed. for some time to pull them through and, after two years, they are 
only now berinning to become acclimated. Obviously such cattle would not be 
expected to forage in the swamp as do native cattle which, through generations, 
have acquired "somi-acuatic" hebits. Furthermore, if palatable grassy areas 

occurred in the vicinity of the swamps, tha cattle would probably concentrate 

on these areas and not go into the swamps very much. : 

The foregoing is included in this report because it is not improbable. 
that the B.A.I. would contest any proposal, other than the killing of deer, 

advanced in an attempt to eradicate fever ticks from deer by using cattle, 

backing up its position by citing the past experience just reviewed. 

Anticipating statements from the B.A.1. to the effect that cattle 

do not forage in the Lard Can Strand in the Game Breeding Ground, I have 

@iecussed the matter with local cowmen who know the Big Cypress country very 

well, and they tell me that not only the wild cattle, but the cattle now in 

those pastures range oll through it at various times of the year. Native i
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Cattle in thia section derive a considereble amount of their food (probably 

most of it since grase god is not much in evidence) from aquatic end marsh- 
dwelling plants, end, particularly in dry periods, must spend a good deal of 

time rambling through the deever portions of the swamp to which the water 
recedes in the dry sensons. I have been in this Game Breeding Ground a number i 
of times hunting deer and also spent one day there with a local cowman on a 
cow hunt in order to become more familiar with the habite of cows. We found : 
a good many cows right in several parts of the swamp and a good deal of cow 

sign at other placea in it. i 

Thus fer I have arrived at no definite conclusions, but I strongly 
suspect that the rough swamp country south of the Reservation may be the 
princinle source of fever tick infestation. While I have not examined any 
aser from this section, TI am reasonably certain they were (and a few may still 

be) infested with fever ticks. Regarding the occupied cattle range adjacent 

i to the Reservation previously referred to, I suggest that the cattle ranging 
cage therein be carefully checked when they are dipped this coming spring. I also 

suggest that cattle be placed on the Reservation as socn as possible end by 
means of a drift fence confined to the western half of the Reservation. If 

a sufficient number of cattle can be obtained, they should be separated into 
two herds--one herd confined in the vicinity of Lard Can Strand and Kissimmesa 

: Billie Swamo, and the other allowed to range toward the Everglades. This ; 
would be preferable, for a check would be obtained over the whole Reservation. 

i A drift fenee, however, shovld separate the two herds to facilitate handling. : 

Dr. Applewhite and Dr. Enapp were asked if they could see any 

objection te placing cattle on the Reservation. They offered none provided 

the Indian Service would assume the responsibility of conducting an “active 

i tick evadicetion progran'=-that is, dip the cattle every 14 daye--if fever 
! ticks should. appear. 

Is. clesing this report I may say that all information obtained thus 

far suggeat: the tentative conclusion that there is uo justification for 
extending deer reduction to include the Reservation and adjacent lands to the 

north and west; that definite proof as to whether or not these lands are infested 

wish the tropicel variety of cattle fever ticks must be conditioned on the : 

reduction of deer in the rough swamp country south of the Reservation followed. 

by the appesrence of fever ticke on cattle on the Reservation oy in the pastures 
to the north and west. ‘ ; 

Respectfully submitted, i 

Roy ¥. Komarek 
. 1, 1942 
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New York, 

July 16, 1941. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

Sorry you could not be at yesterday's hearing. Copy of my remarks 

ig enclosed herewith. I do not yet know what action, if any, was taken 

py the Committee. The hearing was endless. Senator Pepper led the 

ouestioning of personnel of the Bureaus of Animal Industry and Entomology 

from 10:30 a.m. until 5 p.m., after which John Collier and I, together 

with three representatives of hunting interests in Florida, had a chance 

to say our bit. 

Your letter to the Committee was on hand as well as one from Herbert 
Stoddard and quite a few other eminent scientists. 

It is possible that Senator Pepper's standing with the President is 
such that the Committee wfll refer the bill to Congress for action. 

The membership of the Committee, at least those present at any time 
during the hearing, is not an impressive one from the standpoint of any 

intelligent understanding of the questions at issue. Those present were: 

Senator Elmer Thomas of Oklahoma, Chairman, Senator Pepper, Senator Chavez 
of New Mexico, Senator Langer of North Dakota, and for a few minutes, 

Senator Wheeler of Montana. 

Very little, if any, new data was forthcoming from any of the wit- 

nesses insofar as I was aware. The recent session of the Florida legis- 
lature appropriated $50,000 for restocking with deer. Statement was made 
that those brought in to date from Missouri cost approximately $40 a head, 

including transportation. 

It was said that over $2,000,000 had been spent in Florida by the 
Federal Government since 1923 in connection with cattle tick eradication 
program; $76,144 was so spent in 1940, largely in southern Florida; over 
$22,000 was spent in Collier County and over $12,000 in Hendry County. 

It was stated by Dr. Knapp that very few of the deer killéd lately 
had been found harboring ticks. His contention was that it hes been demon- 

strated that it is not necessary to exterminate the deer, but simply to 
reduce their numbers severely; that in practice it has been found that re- 
infestation of cattle does not take plac areas with few deer. 

Sincerely yours, 

jhb.e 

John H. Baker, Executive Director |
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REMARKS OF JOHN R. BAKER 
Executive Director, National Audubon Society 

fs 1006 Fifth Avenue, New York City } 

at Hearing on Senator Pepper's Bill S. 1476 before 
The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on July 15, 1942. 

It is clear that there is no one in this room who wants to kill deer 

Juet for the sake of killing deer. There are some here who want to kill 

many of the deer, if not exterminate them, in certain Florida counties be- 

cause some of those deer may harbor some ticks which may harbor some disease ( 

organisms, such that if some of those ticks harboring such disease orgen- | 

1 lems were to transfer from deer to cattle, some of those cattle might ac~ 

quire "tropical fever". It therefore seens logical to deduce that every 

possibility of controlling these diseased ticks without killing thoiz | 

mammalian hosts should be exhausted before the Killing program is pursued 

further. It seems to ue that those possibilities have not yet been ex~ 

hausted. 
: 

Mey I ask Senator Pepper whether he would feel it in order to recon 

mend comparable killing program if it were now found, as seems poesible, 

that one of the mammalian hosts of these tropical fever ticks is the 

Seminole Indian? 

é The history of the development of our nation is unfortunately replete 

with instances of governmental projects conceived, approved, and carried ; 

out withont ous considerat ton of the biological facts involved or of the bilo- i 

logical consequences. The deer-killing program in Florida, to which this ’ 

proposed bill relates, sunnlies an outstanding example of just such action ' 

based upon inadeouate basic information. 

ae
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When the Department of Agriculture and the Florida Livestock Sanitary 

Board desired to extend the deer-killing program into the Seminole Indian 

Reservation in Hendry County, Florida, the Netional Audubon Society was ap- 

pealed to by the Department of the Interior to conduct an independent field 

research investigation of sufficient scope to ascertain the biological facts 

that would serve to enable the parties at controversy to resolve their is- 

sue on a sound scientific basis. In response to an inquiry from the Devart- 

ment of the Interior, the Department of Agriculture stated that it would 

not oppose such an investigation and that it acouiesced in the selection of 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard of Thomasville, Georgia, as the person to suvervise 

and plan the field research, draw the conclusions and make report. 

Mr. Stoddard is widely recognized as a scientist eminently capable of 

carrying out this assignment with care, impartiality, thoroughness and abil- 

ity. He and hig aseociates made a preliminary investigetion in April 1941 

and detailed field research work has now been going on for some time, with 

the Seminole Indian Reservation in Hendry County as a bese. 

k Preliminery study indicates that, while a classic piece of work may 

have been done by official bodies in charge, in eradicating cattle fever and 

the cattle fever tick (Boophilus amnulatus) over the Southeast in general, : 

very inadequate studies have been made in the area where the "tropical var- 

iety" (B. annulatus australis) occurs. ~ 

Statistically egnificant numbers of terrestial mammals, reptiles, and 

birds will have to be examined from sections of heavy known infection with 

the fever ticks (tropical variety)-- which has not been done -~ and eubjected 

to controlled experiments as well, before it can ve safely assumed that none 

of these creatures other than deer act as hosts for this tick. The possibility
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that land handling prectices may have contributed to the build—up of ticke, 

and conversely, thet the situation can be relieved by environmental manipu- 

letions should be investigeted. A good deal of field checking of assumptions 

on which the deer killing campaign has been based will undoubtedly have to 

be made. 2 

Simultaneous with the examination of animals and the periodic examin- 

ation of cattle, it is proposed to begin experimentation with fever ticks ‘ 

and possible host animals. 

There are questions as to whether the pathogenic disease orgenism can 

be perpetuated in deer and other wild animals in the absence of cattle; 

whether it would be practical to eradicate the pathogenic organism instead 

of the fever tick. 

Our belief and contention is that the scientific studies on which is , 

based the deer killing banhien in central and south Florida, where the so- 

Called tropical variety of the cattle fever tick prevails, are entirely in- 

adequate and that until adeovate studies have been completed, further en- 

couragement of the deer killing campaign should be withheld. In addition 

to opposing this bill, we believe we are making a constructive contribution 

, through sponsoring and financing independent research project of adequate 7 

scope. 

It would seem to be within the power of your Committee to assist in 

providing time for determination of the facts by field studies and experi- 

mentation. We, therefore, venture to encourage your Committee to kill this 

bill, S. 1476. !
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oh University Farm Place 
July 14, 1942 

Mr. John H. Baker 
Executive Director 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Averme 
New York City, New York 

Dear Johns y 

I sent you and Senator Walcott a copy of my letter 
to Senator Thomas from Delta, and am now sending a 
copy to Stoddard, with a copy of this letter. 

The difficulty about going to the hearing was not , 

only my own schedule, but the itinerary already _ 
laid out for me by the Pish and Wildlife Service ; 
in Colorado, Utah, and Oregon, involving a dozen v 
dates and a dozen men in each state. I could not 
have delayed this western trip except underd extreme 

necessity. : 

I hope you will let me know the outcome of the 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ie 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Stoddard
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July 12, 1941 ‘ 

Hon. Slmer Stohman, Chairman, Ving 

Senate Committee on indian Affaire, , 

Senate Office Building, va 

Washington, De Oe ; : , 

Dear Senator $tohman: “aN 

: It has come to my attenti et there \ 
has been referred to your Committee a Bill (Sphy76) by Sene \ 
ator Pepper of Florida, the purpose of which to force the \ 

Department of the Interlor--through oner of In~ \ 
dian Affairs-«to imnediately cooperate with and Federal 
officials in killing off the decor within the c se of the 
Seminole Indian Reservation in Hpfidgs, how vy Flowgda, where 

‘ it 1s alleged |that the deer arg’9 é 9 the cattle fever 
tiek. ' 

Wy purpose Q writing is to urge that you 

and your Committee report unfavdeRxOx7 on this Bill. A compe~ 
tent field investigato; st Saxbing mi desirable 
seieéntific s es ty? ON ¢ if deer of the | 
Reservation actually ing ed da with the fever ticks, (2) | 

If there is a4 oth¢y way of b py aling the matter than by the 
wholesale killing of \valuable pd desirable animal life, (3) i 

to ene other scidutific daye/having to do with the deer 

: Our belief and contention is that the 
scientifip/ studies off which the deer killing campaign in the 

central emi sduth Pildrida sections where the so-called "tropi-« ak 
cal varie" of wne/gartie fever tick prevails is based we aa 

nbirely ixsdeouaté And thet, until adequate studies ha een | ora 
completed, Nwitner encouragement oF the deer killing campelgn ¢ | a 

should be witaneld., it fs within the power of your Comittee © i 
3O assist in providing time for determination of the facts by 
field studies and experimentation and I hope you will see your i 
way clear to dooperate in thiae 

; Sincerely yours, ' : 

BLS trp : We 

: Herbert L. Stoddard, ‘ a 
Director Bar
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Delta Duck Station 

Delta, Manitoba 
July 11, 1941 

The Honorable Elmer Thomas, Chairman 
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs 

Senate Office Building 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

I understand that Senator Pepper's Bill on the Florida deer question is to 

come before your committee next Tuesday. I am unable to attend, but I re- 

quest that this letter be incorporated in the record of the hearing. I 

speak in behalf of myself, and as the special representative of the National 

Audubon Society in this case. 

In my opinion the Department of Agriculture has reached its decision to 

exterminate the deer on very imperfect evidence. The evidence that deer 

carry the cattle fever tick is satisfactory, but the evidence that the tick 

is not carried by other animals is non-existent. In short, the supposition 

that the program of deer-extermination would alleviate the situation is a 

pure assumption. No department should exterminate an important wildlife 

species on the basis of an untested assumption, nor should it seek, through 

Congress, to force the hand of another department. 

As you know, the Audubon Society, at the request of the parties at issue, 

is now examining those aspects of the question which need further investiga- 

tion. I request that pending our findings, Senator Pepper's bill be held 

in abeyance. 

Speaking for myself only, I think that conservationists dissent from another 

assumption which underlies this case: that any economic development, no 

matter how problematical, is always more important than any wild resource, 

no matter how unique. In short, I challen@ethe Department of Agriculture's 

decision, even if it were proven that exterminating the deer would dispose 

of the cattle fever tick. The general region in question contains the last 

Seminole culture, the last wild eastern cougar, and one of the last groups 

of pure eastern wild turkey. All of these wild resources would be damaged 

or obliterated by the extermination of the deer. Hach of them is more 

valuable, to me, than any local cattle industry which might supplant then. 

Fach of them is so rare and valuable that the nation as a whole should have 

@ voice in their disposition; more is involved than the temporary wishes of 

local citizens. The federal moneys spent for promoting a cattle industry 

on this untested range would, if spent on restoring grass and water to 

range of known value, produce mch larger returns, both in beef and in
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human welfare. 

In short, conservationists are growing weary of a national policy which 
automatically gives wild resources the lowest priority in every conflict 
of interest. That the Department of Agriculture has automatically rated 
the wildlife involved in this case as less important than the problematical 
economic developments is, I think, evident to everyone who has followed 
its history. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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July 8, 1941. > 

Senator Frederic A. Walcott ; 
Norfol#, Connecticut 

Dear Fred: : ~~ 

Confirming tphone call, Senator Elmer Thomas, Chairman 
of the Senate Committee on Indian affairs has called,at the in- 
stance of Senator pemgees a hearing at 10:30 AM next Tuesday, 

: July 15, 1941 on the Pepper Bill 81476. . 

That bill provides in effect that the Department of 
Interior be instructed by Congress to proceed forthwith to 
cooperate fully, in Florida's deer killing program. 

That program has been pushed by Dr. Métiler, Chief of 
the Bureau of Animal Industry in the Department of Agriculture. 

Several apparently very "hit or miss" field investigations were 
made, one of them by the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

When it was decided to extend the killing program into 
the Seminole Indian Reservations, Secretary Ickes refused to permit 
it. A considerable fight consequently developed between the De- 

partments. Our Society was then appealed to to conduct an inde- 
pendent research investigation as to the bidlogical facts lying 
at the basis of the controversy. We decided to ask Herbert L. 

Stoddard to supervise the project. Aldo Leopold worked with ime 

in inducing Stoddard to accept. Stoddard hesitated until he was 

assured that Babrielson approved of his being chosen by us for tnat 

job. Collier of the Indian Bureau obtained that assurance. 

I then went to work on Governor Holland of Florida, and 

through him with Dr. J.V. Knapp, Chairman of the Florida Live Stock 
Sanctuary Board, they placed at my disposal all of the reports on 
which the killing program had been based and with their entire 
approval these were put in Stoddard's hands, as well as Leopold's. 

Stoddard and his two assistants, the Komarek brothers, made 
the preliminary survey in April and the report. The younger Komarek 

is now and has been for a little while in the field undertaking detaibd 
investigation under the supervision of Stoddard.
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July 8, 1941. 

Here is a case of a Government project pursued without 
adequate preliminary investigation of the biological factors involved 
or the biological consequences of the Act. It is also fundamentally 
important as affecting the question of better land use whether by 
wild-life or domestic live stock. 

It certainly would be helpful to have strong representa- . 
tion at the hearing next Tuesday from other wild-life conservation 
organizations other than our own and particularly from the American 

Wild Life Institute which is so prominently engaged with research 
investigations. : 

I understand that you will communicate with Aldo Leopold 
to free him for the time necessary to attend the hearing from any 
commitment involved in the American Wild Life Institute program. 
I have wired him asking him if he could attend the hearing at our 

travel expense. 

I feel that it would be especially helpful if you 
personally might arrange to be heard at the hearing. I will hope 
that you might manage to go down with me. I w delighted to 
furnish you with further particulars if you desixe. 

Ever /Sincerejy, 

John H. Baker 
/ Executive Director 

JHB: MC oe 

ce-Mr. Aldo Leopold
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State of Florida 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

Tallahassee 7 
: June 26, 1941 

Spessard L. Holland ‘ 
Governor ' 

Ralph Davis 
Executive Secretary 

Honorable John H, Baker ; 
_ (Executive Direetor ; 4 

National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr, Bakert 

Beir_tTiokebeer Investigation 

I appreciate greatly ur letter of May 26th advising 
‘ee to the crelepaantn in conneetion with the pre+ 
liminary survey completed by Mr, Stoddard and the 
Komarek Brothers, : 

It is too bad that we shall have to wait s0 song for 
authoritative findings but I well realize the ee 
ty of the task and I hope that the findings will of 

; such finality as to remove all discord from now on. 

Assuring you that I relate your kindness in furnish 
ing me with the ment resent facts in the case and with 
kind personal greetings, I remain 

. Yours faithfully, 

Sd. Spessard L. Holland 

Governor. 

SLH/)
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; June 13, 19/2 . 

Mr. John 3,Baker, Executive Director, 
National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Aves, 
New York, NeYe : : 

Dear Mire Bakers Hak ag 

Your letter of the 10th has been received and gone : A 

over very carefully by the Komareks and me t feel quite sure ‘ 

that Roy will handle his fiscel affairs satisfactorily and we 

will endeavor to keep expenses 8s low as sible and still 

do a proper jobe / 

satin ak Meares y oeer ise fantea & S 3 oC 
etter so office oO enc. t hy 

you will Wier AS siete” as we y lous to the cenbanbits 

Ta regard to the lbttle effpt jublicity for cireulation 

in Floride, We would suggest % our/ gffice prepere 

whatever yeu have in mind fo \ be pi/send a copy to us 
and to Aldo Leapeds verere reldgueyY6 think that something | 
along that line wight be nite Dart and proper. But we ‘ 

feel that we should aliases lot 3 eare so as not to rub 
anybody's fur the w way dor ond ay a0 would lke to 
have an opportuni by (ef @iseusa ¥t fre { angles before 
releases in this co#yection, Kgy tells me that se 

gets out the little \dex ervatipn magezine for the Florida 

Commission of Game ay\ Fresh siolvor Pish has been after him for 
‘a short artiote fpr thaboubiication, We discussed it this 
morning ax ( Aronia a that-toy tell this man to go ahead and « 

write p fyat be b ae ule sak aede th.te wa nore one 

seems okey) we wi find it on to you and Aldo Leopold for 
your approvel. Uherg jaas also been one or two other requests 
that have \\ n referrer to yous. From our angle the less 

publicity Wie better but we of course realize that a little 

publicity « A nt sort might be helpful and desirable f 

from your viewpoint, 

Roy tells me that yesterday he = perennees a suitable car 

for general use end has most of his ngs together. he is 

doing some experimentel live trapping of mammals here to 

deteraine the merits of certain types of trepe, but will ve 

ee es em thin a few days when things : 

are lined ups 

Mi Sincerely yours, ge 

Herbert L.Stoddard Cae 

Copy to Aldo Leopolde 3 y « 

f ‘a
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June 3,192 

Mr. John H,Baker,ixecutive Director, 
pa Audubon Society, 
1 Pifth Ave., 
New York, N.Ye 

Dear Mr. Baker; 

» Your letter of May 29th has been received and discussed 
with Roy Komarek. ee er ee ro ee ore cee Nae oo. oe 
fee oe with the studies in lower om 5 oor ow 
in g that your letter is bien | satisfact to us, we 

hope that there will be no difficulty in fi ng the work. 
I will discuss the various matters you bring in the order in 
which you bring them upe 

Your discussion of use of publicity sho t we are 
thinking along the same lines in ne etter. @ no 
objection to allusions to the worl,Tfrox \time to time. But we 
do not think it would be goat 7614 9 fet out preliminary reports, 
or to give publicity to findidg ys of the work for 
a considerable time. 

As to Roy Komarek!s—a: e peruenes that his salary 
start on April 9th (not 29th.ag civen in _ letter) ,Due to 
the unexpected delay getting\autl Pi zation to go ahead we ‘ 
eres that this plan/fhould be \bhanged,and Roy has expressed a ' 
lingness to handlp| this as fpllows; Consider him as on 

salary at the figure\Agreed upgy from April 9th through April 20th, 
or the period of our kkip to Bik Big oypress. Then continue him 
on salary f ollowing two weeks,or until May 5th. Then 
start him regular salary beginning June lst. I think this 
exceedingly fair on 's part, as he worked hard after returning 
from the Cypressjfamiliarizing himself with the various ages 
and staged of southerp ticks, getting his At eaeeronege*ner, 
atudying 1 tory hnique, and otherwise preparing start 
the work. s continued during most of his time until 
well into May, Wien he started putting in a portion of his time 
on BAS gear aalee ts as it seemed that there might be a considerable 
time b now plans to get his field outfit and traps 
together aft get started in the work on the Seminole Reservation 
by the middle of next week,though the exact time of leaving here 
depends on his getting several pleces of necessary equipment in 

hand. 

Regarding fence and expense accounts for Roy Komarek. I 
believe that it date matters and prove entirely satisfactory 
for Roy to handle all such matters directly with your office 
ot ra me with copies here. I am sure that you will ; 
find that he will keep expenses as low as is possible and still | 
do a proper job in the field. ; ; 

Roy will do the best he can in getting a "marsh buggy" at La
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. Belleor Inmokalee,and will certainly get one as cheaply as ~~, 
consistent with oe that will serve the ee” Hew will be 

eee eke eens mn such matters and t up with you 
rect » substantial amounts are involved. 

Regarding our vert? for supervision. B.V.Komarek will have 
to share this responsibil gp Bian me,as outlined in our previous 
correspondence. Due to our interest tn this qrovest we ~~ 

Hliy sen Sie ok emteate tbglabease eotgnste ant tb atin : per. necessary 3 @ expenses au @ 
at the rate of five cents per mile. There will be no charges for 
other time devoted to this Fay ye gra the office end becomes 

7 so heavy that we are compe lfc yp Ie: cc mal yl agg 
ont be after working the matter out satisfac ly with yous. We 

will keep this expense as low as we can afford to , as we fully 
realize what you are up against in i oeene project. We feel 
that we ere meeting you more than half way in bhis matter, end are 
undertaking the work at considerable personal bacrifice,due to 
our interest in this more or less pioneering tempt. 

“e do not know what brother of saw at La Belle. 
This man was servicing our car at a Standard $s ce Station. As 
he seemed friendly we pretended we ETEO. only int ted in the 
bunting gaa fishing the section provided, and rr. about 
guides. told us of his brothef/end rF stated that he himself _. 
had worked for the Audubon Sow o« We AZd not disclose our identity 
or what we were doings. Later Mb ys > used to be State 
Conservation Officer for that ay ° gee me a gone line on 
various individuals in La Belle nf Camo ee. He believes the best 
informed end most religkTe man om\our viewpoint is his former 
Warden Yoemans. S 

After the end of mext week would be best to address R 
Komarek care Seminole\ {n@ian Reggrvation,Imnokalee, Florida. 4 \ 
will keep the post madter the Anformed as to his whereabouts. 

bo N has been Géferred until September 1llth,when he or 
his bro eV 6K will sepeee before the Board ond request 
further rremnent.s was told by the Board that he would be 
— rrment 41 the Job was Senge ane unless the Board 
‘ound it utely ssible to do 80. ey appeer very much 

interested ect, I carmot say what I would do itn case 
they refuse t oy, and do not see a we should try to 

es that oridce hay oy we me to oy In iat csi te s 
anything may Oo any of us, and we w 8 y have 
do our best tae things movinge 

T think it would be all “o to send Governor Holland a 
eopy of our preliminary report if you care to do so, But it should 
be with the distinct understanding that it was for his own 
information to should not be  agper around or given publicity. 
I will call on when the work gets underway sometime,and if he 
shows sufficient interest to warrant it, will try to keep him 
informed of the progress of the work. He is so very Nae? {end so 
an I) that I do not feel like calling on him very frequently. 

I believe that I have about covered every matter that you have
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brought up in letter, and I can assure that the field 
wort will be etarted at the earliest possible date, We are ali 
very keen on the whole matter. We appreciate fully that there is 
considerable migundarstanding. regarding our proposed work games ‘ 
the cattlemen end others in da, oe only way to a eir 
respect is to go in and do a good job. for’ all @38eLast week I 
pant coveral taye lseking over lend en tho Kise Prairie 

section, getting as far down as Bassenger and Fort » Was 
mach amused to hear that the President of some cattle association 

Ye. eine hi ail aecebe: ciate ' te <> aie oor eaib eas 8 00' oO my 
_ that dem. einen mem Stoddard to cone on his Land to Look over 

{te possibilities.So I am running inte the reaction a bit in my 
works oom eee tee Ser reniet wane Wee tne Seen Seeneenenenee 
end have no fear of their oe sm after the ow what we ave 
trying to dos But there has evidently deen 8: scussion , 
a@song them presented by someone with a diffe viewpoint/ 

Am couins a copy of this letter pold, and 
hope that he will toe an active interes ject. Tn 
fact he might find it very interesting to visit region 
later, and keep in touch with the fxeld werk for they Audubon 
Society. ‘y 

A co wo nenhiaee hy d 8 . the bil1 that i 
Sena wer ntroduc 3 oye th can oppose 

successfully. - r e 

— kind regards ; 

C 3 Cy Setvert 1.,Stoddard.
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424 University Farm Place 
June 2, 1941 

Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Director 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City, New York 

Dear John: 

I agreed verbally to act for the Audubon Society 
and am now glad to affirm my consent in writing. 

Tho fiscal arrangements seem to me so far entirely 
reasonable, and I don't think any influence needs to be 
brought to bear on Stoddard to round up something con- 

: crete at an early date. That is his habitual conduct. 
As to the technical prospects, I don't think he would 
have ccasented to go ahead unless he had discovered a 
lead. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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National Audubon Society i, 
(5 1006 Fifth Avenue yh 

New York, N. Y. 

May 29, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

ss Madison, Wisconsin 

% LEE Dear Aldos 

ie gine Z 7 I sincerely trust that it is wholly agreeable to you to 
= gp act as this Society's representative as requested by Herbert 

\ 937, Stoddard with regard to the Florida Tick-Deer investigation, except 
‘ Acs as concerns fiscal policies. You will observe that request in his 

po preliminary report of which he sent you a copy direct. 
_ ie 

: I may say that if there be anything with regard to the 
fiscal policy that in your opinion should be differently handled, 
I shall hope that you will not hesitate to so advise me. 

: The time element in this particular situation is, of course, 
an —o one. I guess we can count on you to use your influence 

yh with “erbert Stoddard to try to get enough basic information during 
Sey, the first year to furnish some real aid to the people in Washington 

& 5 3 in putting an end to the pressure to which they are being constantly 
See subjected. 

"Seg EN 

—~ Fp SS Sorry that you could not be at the Directors! meetings this 
y anf spring. Hope opportunity may develop to see you soon. 

Phe ; 
Ev incerely, 

= Executive Director 

= 

sneering JHB/sm 
Enel.



May 29, 1941 

tir. Herbert L, Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation — 
Thonesville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert Stoddards 

We had a Board meeting Mondey st which your preliminary report 
was discussed, and it was voted, I am happy to say, that this Society 
proceed to finance one year's investigation of. the Tick-Deer. relationship, 
ete., in Florida, in secordance with the recommendations contained in 
your reports this with the understanding thet we are startine on this 
job with every intention of finishing it, whether it takes more than one 
year or not. However, the Directors are willing at this tine to commit 
the Society definitely to only one yesre I am sure you will agree that 
this is wholly reasonable. 

I have not had opportunity to communicate with Aldo Leopold as 
to his willingness to represent the Society in this matter except as 
regards fiscal policy, but I am doing so by this mail, as well as sending 
him e copy of this letter, and I hope that we are safe in assuming that 
it will be agreeable to him to accept that obligation, 

' Now, as regards publicity, we have no desire to publicize the 
project in any way thet might seem to refer to or imply the nature of 
any seientific conclusions, I do not think that it will be wholly pos 
sible to avoid publicity of certain kinds, because there is a bill in 
Congress to force the Department of Interior to permit the killing of the 
deer and this must be opposed. It is also a good thing, I believe, to 
let our members kmow that we have undertaken such investigation. Furth- 
ernore I believe it would be helpful to our Society, in connection with 

: its relations with the sportsmen in Florida, let slong the state adninis- 
tration in thet state, to make from tine to time such mention as we feel 
will let people in Florida know thet such an investigation hes bee n under- 
taken and is proceeding, and it has the backing of such and such groups. 

If, at any tine, it might seem desirable to brosch in publicity 
the subject of findings, we would not for ome minute think of acting 
without obteining your prior and entire approval, Furthermore, we would 
feel that on general principles it would be desirsble to withhold any 
comment on findings for final report. I do not, at the moment, foresee 
any need of reference to findings prior to that tine. 

As regards the effective date of Roy Komarek's employment on © 
this project, we are willing to leave the matter to you, with entire 
confidence in your fairness. You recently sugeested that it be April 
igth, last. I wonder whether, in view of the inevitable delay that hes 
ensued, you still feel that thet should be the effective date. We have
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no way of knowing whether Mr. Komarek has been steadily at work on the project from 
that time or not, If he has, gambling upon the year's investigation being approved, 
then we fee] that that should be the effective date. If he has not, we think that 
it would be only fair to the Society to set that date which would represent the 
actual time devoted to this matter by Mr, Komarek, : 

As regards his salary, it is to be in eecordance with our understanding when 
we met in Tallahassee in March -- at the rate of “1800, per annun, As regards his 
expenses, our understanding is thet ve will rely upon his being economical in ow 
interest. We do not feel that we can envisage with sufficient accuracy at this date 
just what the expenses would approximate, and we do not want to restrict hie opera - 
tions unwisely by any arbitrary limitation now, Perhaps the experience of, let us 
say, the first three months would give us a fair yardstick for some kind of reason 
able limitation in later montha, -  . 

As regards the special iteme of equipment, that will be necessary, we will 
appreciate your proceeding with the acquisition of thoses in the case of the "marsh 
bugey", that 18 an item thet might conceivably cost quite 2 lot, but I take 4¢ that 
you have in mind getting a second or third hand outflt in reasonably good condition 
that can probably be obtained quite inexpensively, If the cost of the equipment 
that you need is going to be quite substantial in your opinion, we would appreciate 
having some word from you shout it before vou procesd, 

We shall now have to see what we can do with regard to the raising of money 
to meet the costis 

Our understanding is that there is ‘not to be an additional charge by you ; 
for your general supervision of the project, except insofar as it may entail out-of 
pocket expenses for you, and those we would certainly be glad to reimburse you, 

It 4s good to hear of the fine cooperation of the Office of Indian Affairs, 
particularly of Mr, Gardin, and the various people on the Hendry County Reservation, 

You speak of a brother of Ray Barnes at La Belle. If that te J, A, (Judeon) 
Barnes, I might say that we found him to be unreliable but not as smart or dishonest 
as his older brothors 

Reverting to the matter of expenses, shall we plan to send salary checks to 
Roy Komarek in your care? If not, whore? At whet address shall we send checks to 
reimburse him for expenses? W411 he need money advanced for expenses? If so, how 
much? 

Incidentally, what is hie present status with the Draft Board? I presume it 
may stand that he has been deferred until sometime in September, What, may we ask, 
would you propose to do in the event that his drafting cannot be deferred beyond that 
tine? 

I am a little hesitant about providing a copy of your preliminary survey to 
Governor Holland, but may decide to do a0, In any event, it would seem to me that
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Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard May 29, 1942 

he would appreciate very much the gesture that would be involved in any call that 
you might find opportunity to make on him to give him some first-hand account of 
what you have done to date, I am simply advising him thet ~e have definitely approved 
the project on the basis of a minimum one-year's duration, and that we are opposing 
the Pepper 8411 in Washington, 

, Sincerely yours, 

ee 
Reemeutive Director 

onp/am 
Copy to Prof, Aldo Leopold
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May 26, 19h1 ; 

Dear Committee Member: 

Most of us are aware of the controversy that 

has been raging for some time over the alleged necessity 
of exterminating e11 deer in southern Florida in order 
to rid the country of cattle fever ticks. I reported at 

some length on this subject at the Denver meetings last 

June. I have talked with hunters and lifelong residents 

of the counties in which the deer are being sleughtered, 
end it is the almost universal opinion among these people 

that destruction of the deer will not alleviate the tick 

situation. 

Secretary Ickes in January, 19],0 disapproved 
proposals for the slaughter of deer in the Seminole 

Reservation of the Florida Everglades. Indian Commissioner 

John Collier concurred in Ickes view that such extermina- 

tion was unnecessery. It was pointed out that the pro- 

posed plan constituted an unwarranted invasion of rights 

granted to the Indians under the Indian Reorganization 

Act of 193). 

The control of the cattle tick is practicable 

without deer extermination, as has been proved in Hast 

Texas and Louisiana; extermination of the cattle tick 

within the Everglades is not needful to protect the rest 

of Florida, but only to secure a lifting of the cattle 

quarantine from the Everglades area, locally, and to 

encourage cattle breeding enterprise within this local 

area. But the Everglades is an inferior cattle country 

while it is a perfect deer country, and even from the 

narrowly economic view this region is worth more as & 

deer range than it is as a cattle range. Moreover, the 

Seminoles themselves were unanimous that under no condition 

and for no price would they consent to the extermination 

of their deer. 

If you feel you can oppose the attached bill, 

please write to your senator and representative without . 

delay, stating your reasons for opposing destruction oF 

eer on the Seminole Reservation. 

Sincerely, 

HEY. acm bhen De 
WJH:K on acntie Pe



77th Congress, 1st Session. S. 1176. In the Senate of the 
United States. May 7 (legislative day, May 5), 19,1. Mr. 
Pepper introduced the following bill; which was read twice 

and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs. 

A BILL Providing for Federal assistance in eradicating the 
cattle tick in the Seminole Indian Reservation in Florida. 

Be it enacted the the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That 

it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior and the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs to aid, assist, and cooperate 

with in any way, falling wthin the scope of their duty, the 

duly constituted authority of the State of Florida and the 

United States Government, when acting according to law, in the 

eradication of the cattle tick in the Seminole Indian Reserva- 

tion in the State of Florida. 

It shall be unlawful for the Secretary of the Interior, 

the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or other Federal agent, 

or agents, to interfere with, or attempt to prevent the 

efforts of the State of Florida and the United States Govern- 

ment, or their agent or agents, in the execution of the laws 

of the State of Florida with respect to the eradication of 

the cattle fever tick on the Seminole Indian Reservation in 

the State of Florida, when provision is made by the State of 

Florida for the prompt replacement of any deer which may be 

slain in the course of such tick eradication campaign in such 

reservation, when such deer are found to be carriers of the 

cattle fever tick.
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1 or agents, to interfere with, or attempt to prevent the efforts 

2 of the State of Florida and the United States Government, 

3 or their agent or agents, in the execution of the laws of the 

4 State of Florida with respect to the eradication of the cattle 

5 fever tick on the Seminole Indian Reservation in the State 

6 of Florida, when provision is made by the State of Florida 

7 for the prompt replacement of any deer which may be slain 

8 in the course of such tick eradication campaign in such reser- 

9 vation, when such deer are found to be carriers of the cattle 

10 fever tick.
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| A BILL 
i lan Providing for Federal assistance in eradicating 

=e. the cattle tick in the Seminole Indian Reser- 
a vation in Florida. 

By Mr. Perper 

May 7 (legislative day, May 5), 1941 

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Indian 
Affairs Z
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR —p Que 
OFFICE OF TH® COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS () ), ; ow, 

Ay 

N expe’ 

May 5, 1941 
Hon, Claude Pepper 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Peppers 

I have your letter of May 2 referring to the téstimony which I gave on March 28, | 

1941, before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations. You characterize 

my remarks as an “unwarranted, undeserved and unbecoming attack #++tupon the integrity 

of the Supreme Court (of Florida).” You ask that I address an apology to the Supreme 

Court of Florida directly or through you. 

The portion of my testimony to which your letter refers is a recital of the events 

clustering around a litigation in the Supreme Court of Florida. I quotes 

" “eH Legislation was obtained from the legislature of Florida which contemplated 

the slaughter of all or most of the deer in the whole State of Florida. After this 

legislation was passed a suit was brought testing this legislation. The lower court 

sustained the contentions against the legislation, and the Supreme Court followed and 

sustained the lower court. This was in 1937. 

"Then a very interesting thing happenes. Immediately after the Supreme Court enjoined 

the enforcement of this statute, all of the States of the South clear out to Arkangas and 

Louisiana clamped a quarantine on the State of Florida, They quarantined everything | 

there — dogs, hogs, sheep, and all livestock were quarantined — as though there existed 

an emergency of some sort, Under the pressure of this quarantine the Supreme Court 

promptly somersaulted and withdrew its injunction, and very interesting was the pressure 

that was brought to bear upon the Court." 

It was to the quarantine, not to the Court, that my remarks, above quoted, had their 

primary referance. The action of the Court had created no state of facts calling for 

quarantine against the State of Florida. The Court's action had not added to the popula— 

tion either of deer or of ticks, The tropical variety of the cattle tick, responsible for 

the cattle fever in Florida, cannot exist in the several states which invoked the quar 

antine. The levying of this spectacular quarantine had no evident purpose except to in- 

fluence the action of the Court. 

At an early subsequent date, the Supreme Court altered lts position and the executive 

branch of the State, in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United 

States Department of Agriculture, went forward with the killing of the deer. As you 

imow, the deer in northern Florida were never exterminated except in part, and the exter- 

mination in southern Florida will go forward for at least two or three years from the 

present date of 1941, In other words, the lifting of the quarantine, immediately follow- 

dng the changed action of the Supreme Court, was as unreasonable as the earlier levying of 

the quarantine, except in the one particular, that the Court had now acted the way that the 

authorities invoking the quarantine had wanted it to do.
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The above are the facts, but I am now glad to add that the following words in my 

testimony, which I quote again, wre improper’ "Under pressure of this quarantine the 

Supreme Court promptly somersaulted and withdrew its injunction*** "%, 

These words were improper because I have in fact no knowledge that the Court changed 

its position as a result of the extraordinary pressure used on the whole State of Florida 

by the other states. I am glad to adopt the opposite presumption, which I should have 

done in my testimony before the Com mittee, and to extend through you my sincere apologies 

to the Supreme Court of Florida. 

However, I should add the following remark, The Court of necessity had before ait 

fact as well as law. At the time of the Court's action adverse to the deer-slaughter 

statube, strong elements of public opinion were ranged on one side, while on the other ~ 

side was ranged what appeared to be a good deal of scientific authority. The quarantine, 

once it was invoked, stood there as the paramount element in the stiuation. The hegisle~ 

tive reason for the deer-slaughter statute was solely an economic one, and the quarantine, 

over which the State of Florida had no control, but which had been arbitmarily levied by 

numerous surrounding states against Florida, was of the greatest economic importance. A 

consequente of not allowing the slaughter to go forward would have been to perpetuate the 

quarantine with its paralyzing economic effect upon Florida. To presume that the Court 

took the quarantine into account would not be, I suggest, to criticise the Court. It is 

the forces which arbitrarily levied the quarantine and then as arbitrarily lifted it which 

deserve criticism. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Hohn Collier 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

ee Secretary Ickes 
Mr. Greenwood 
My. Zimmerman 

Wr. Murphy
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UNITED STATES SENATE 

Committee on Foreign Relations 

fay 2, 1941 

ir. John Collier, Commissioner 
Indian Affairs 
Departuent of the Interior 

Washing ton, DB. C. 

Dear Mr. Colliers 

T am shocked to discover on page 591 of the Hearings before the 
sub-committee of the Comsittee on Appropriations of the House of Represen- — 
tatives, Seventy-seventh Congress, First Session, Part two, the unwarrented, . 
undeserved and unbecoming attack you made upon the integrity of the Supreme 
Court of my State. 

I shall ask you to address to the Supreme Court of Florida, or to 
me for the Supreme Court, an apology or I shell be compelled to do what I 
ean to require you to retract those remarks, 

T have always entertained the belief thet you were an honorable 
gentleman, ¥ you are to justify in uy opinion that conviction, you will correct 
this injustice at the earliest possible tine. 

Very sincerely yours, 

/s/ G.A0DE PEPPER
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MEMORANDUM REPORT ON PRELIMINARY SURVEY ; 

OF CATTLE FEVSR TICK » DEER SITUATION IN SOUTH FLORIDA . 

' seepsereatae / 

From April 9 to April 20, 191, inclusive, Herbert L. Stod- 

dard and Ee Ve and Roy Komarek conducted a preliminary survey of the 

deer situation in the Big Cypress + Everglades section 

ef South Aree) object of this survey was to determine whether l 

a sega study the deer « fever tick situation is warranted and 

likely\fo-yiels wopth while information. 
We raf cette Sy Bernard Travis, who had conducted one 

of the studies fpr the Us Se Bureau of Itomology and Plant Quaran- 
tine to determine \dhether iz, served as hosts of the tropi- i) 

cal form (Bs ennuletus st: of thée\gattle fever tick in the ree i 

gion where deer are being Bh ed ‘in the @ gn against the fever 3 

tick, waged by the U. 5S. bureen of Animal intustry and the State Live 

Stock Sanitary Board, br. Travis discussed his report on the owbjoct 

with us and proved extremely helpful in “ys. 

* On the 10th we visited Chuluot™in Seminole County and cone 

ferred with Messrs. George and Gaston Jacobs, cattlemen, who for years 

have run cattle over Orange and Brevard counties and south to Kissimmee. 

Gaston Jacobs, a man in his eighties, has run cattle on "open range” 

\ in this general region for over 65 years; while his son, a men in his 

\ sixties, has had a lifetime experience in the cattle business, in 

\ }\ which he is still engaged. 

j \\ We spent the night in Okeechobee City and on the llth con- 
hua on down Highway 26 to Dania, where we had a conference with Mrs ' 

‘riche Re Gardin, the Indian Agent, who has charge of the work with 

the Florida Seminoles. lr. Gardin was very helpful and cooperative i
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and did much to expedite our work. 

The next two days were devoted to acquiring familiarity 

with the Everglades region south of the Tamiami Trail where the cate 

tle fever tick is alleged not to occur. 

On Monday, April 1th, we had a conference in lverglade 

: with Mr sham Copeland, who is in charge of the Collier intere 

ests Collie ad Hendry counties, Mr. Copeland gave us an inter- 

est viewpoint |gn the general situation and the policy of the Col- 

lier\Nstate in the handling of their vast acreage in the region. He 

also ca li he considered might be helpful in any 

studies undert on the deqm - cattle fever situation. We ran into 

Bob Allen in fverklade “2 a vi pleasant discussion with him. 

Qn the 5h we t ee by John Cypress and a 

group of Seminoles from the y County\Reservation, which lies 
some thirty-seven miles tot southeast. to the very high water 

(whieh has prevailed in this section for t st eighteen months, 

we are informed) especially equipped trucks required to navigate 

the flooded prairies and bog holes lying as Dheaahen and the 4 

Reservation. With the help of the Indi and this equipment (and our { 

own especially equipped truck) we made the trip to the Reservation f 

without undue difficulty and arrived shortly after dark. i 

' Here we camped until the morning of the 19th, becoming fae 

. miliar with such portions of the terrain as were accessible under 

prevailing water conditions and very briefly studying the general 

\ exology and animal life of the Reservation and the land adjoining to 

. the north, No attempt was made to make an "investigation", but parae 

sites were secured from a number of hogs, dogs, cottontails, cotton | 

vats, and one deer; while several blacksnakes, kingsnakes, one indigo 

snake, and other reptiles and birds were examineds "



Splendid cooperation was obtained from Messrs. Fair, Bure 

ney, and Hansen of the Indian Service, and from several of the Semi+ 

noles. Mre Hensen has a lifetime of friendship with the Indians and, 

with his assistance, rapid progress was made in gaining the frienchsip 

and cooperation of the Seminoles. Radio comamication is held twice : 

daily between the Reservation and the indien Agency at Dania, so, in : 

spite si ation, the group in charge here are in close touch 

with, outside\ world. ; 

We lef e Reservetion early on the morning of the 19th on 

the hour trip kalee, where we started our homeward journey 

up Be (where oo with a brother of Ray Barnes), 

Acadia, Bartow, on out o deer «fever tick region. We arrived 

at Sherwood at 5 ta te a i f 

. Seed fear 
Desirabilit Sudena) nvestigation : 

Ae o veeult of this proliainasy ey, we are agreed as to 

the desirability and worth whileness sr investigation, | 

In our opinion, such an investigation e st be planned in deteil in | 

advance, but should be sufficiently el ce as to follow, as far as 

is desirable, the leads that will develop during the course of the j 

field work. d 

Sinee the matter of an investigation was first broached, we 

have been accumulating “background"-ele: reports, publications, and 

other material having to do with the cattle fever eradication work, 

. _ the drainage and general ecological history of the Big Cypress and 

Everglades region, the Seminole Indiens, and pertinent information. 

‘bearing on the region in which it is alleged that deer must be eradi= 

cated in the interest of the livestock industry. Much wns material
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of this nature will have to be assembled if our investigation is un- 

derteken. 

However, preliminary study of that in hana indicates to us 

thet, while a classic piece of work may have been done by official 

bodies in charge in eradicating éattle fever and the cattle fever 

tick ( annula ) over the Southeast in general, very ine 

adequate studie ve been made in the area where the “tropical varies 

ty" (Be annulat ) occurs. ; 

j We beliéve that statistically significant numbers of terres- 

tial pti}s, anti birds will have to be examined from sec+ 

tions of heavy We infection\with the fever ticks (tropical variety)<-- 

which has not bear done--and jec to controlled experiments as 

well, before it ¢ nbs Og @ a t none of these creatures 

other than deer act as hosts this tick, The possibility that land 

handling practices msy have ¢ontributed # buildeup of ticks, and, 
conversely, that the situation can be relievpi by environmental meni pue 
lations should be investigated. A good deal fielé eheeking of a 
Sssumptiong on which the deer killing ¢ gn has been based will une 
doubtedly have to be made. I refer to sch matters as the Tamiami { : 

Trail scting as e "lethal belt", spparating tickeinfeoted and tloke “f 
fres ground, alleged present freedom fren tover ticks on several game | 

preserves where deer have been killed out, the type of environment 

where large numbers of fever tickeladen deer have been reported taken, : 

ete. As the matter has come to a head on the Hendry County indian + 
i Reservation, a special attempt should be made to find answers to all 

" q the questions that have been brought up by India Commissioner Collier 

in his communications on the subject, é 
F 

‘ we
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Ratimated Time Sugh Investigations will Require 

We believe thet plans should be laid to finance a study of 

at least one year after field headquarters are established, as few 

properly proven answers to even the simplest questions can be ex- 

pected in less than this period, As this period drews to a close, 

the question of continuance should be decided on the basis of import~ 

ance ished worke 

We fee \thet the Audubon Society is in the same position as. 

the vestigators n being obliged to complete a "model" investigation-« 

if any is undertakens doubtedly, all the information of a more op 

less obvi fatuye, or that whleh ean be secured without gruelling 

field work in difficult country hes already been secured by the shorte 

period, traveli ae ave already looked into and re» 

ported upon the p ems involvgd/in w we ere forced to consider a 

very superficial manner. Any y Mer se a. ta een only be . 

dug out by persistent study and ex erimentat e And proof will have 

to be conclusive in all matters reported upon, for our techniques and 

results will be closely scrutinized end se ized of any 

loopholes exist. 

All parties concerned with the proposed investigations 

should realize that this is the first time that wildlife interests 

have seriously challenged the general premise that wildlife must give ; 

way before alleged economic interests, as Aldo Leopold puts it, Hence, 

we feel that both the Audubon Society and the investigators are more — 

‘ or less "on tne spot" and should make every effort to conduct a "model 

\ investigation" that may be used as a precedent when comparable situae 

> tions arise in the future. Nowever, it is to be hoped that, in the 

future, ample investigetions to safeguard wildlife interests will be: | 

made before killing campaigns are undertaken, not after they are nearly 

finished. BE
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In the light of this analysis, it would appear very foolish 

to atart the job unless it is to be finished, and we do not believe 

; that either the Audubon Society or the investigators can afford to do 

80. So, while we can plan for at least a year of field and laboratory 

work and make every effort to conclude the work in this or a lesser 

period akes longer to do a proper job it should be finished, 

edure at Start osed investigati 

P We pr @ that field headquarters be established as soon 

ae po the +idiag Reservation in Hendry County, where we are 

assured unusual iwi freedom of action so necessary to the 

proposed studied. One of oy ae questions to be answered, and one 

on which future staps depend, is termine whether either the deer 

or other animal life upon the nole Yeservation in Hendry County 

are actually fever tick intended’ id, If] go. to what extent. : 

Hence, we prepene as e sivas otep ter headquarters are ese 

tablished that adequete samples of deer and] pther terrestial animal 

Live be enentnsd 00 Aoterains ts ete /—— 

We would consider it an adv e for the Indian Service to 

put in a herd of cattle, provided these cattle are not dipped for , 

some time. If cattle are introduced in the Reservation ranges and well 

distributed for a short period over the various land types, periodie 

examination should reveal whether the range is infested with fever 

ticks or note We feel that the Indian Service will introduce such a 

a herd of cattle with our approval, as they expressed a desire to do so 

\ and inquired as te whether such action would interfere or assist in 

‘. our investigations just before we visited the Reservation, Only six 

| _ miles of fence remain to be constructed before the Reservation will 

ve completely fenced. While not expressing any opinion as to the
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suitebility of the Reservation lends se cattle range, we do feol that 

such introduction during the early pert of our studies would constie 

tute « very velueble experiment, and s check on the work with wild 

animals previously mentioned. 

Simulstneous with the examinetion of enimals (which «111 

be live-trapped where practicable) and the periodic examination of : 

eattle, e to begin experimentation with fever ticks snd pos- 

sible t animal As soon as engorged fever ticks of the race Be 

ustrelip)can be secured, seed ticks will be hatehed in 

great bers and living nimale that might conceivably serve as hosts 

will be ¢« ung oeapaan safeguarded conditions, as a check on 

the examinations ¢@ various wild animals. We are assured by Mr. Gardin 

that the Indian Service will re ‘objection to such experimentation 

on thelr promises lee 44 fae P td be fever tick infested 

or not--provided routine precs ms and s ds are celnee’ 

The question as ko ei te Pp ants disease organism 

can be perpetuated in deer and other wild anim 6 in the absence of 

eattle; whether it would be practical to erad 6 the dethogenic or~ 

ganism instead of the fever ticks and ques ih ala nature are 

recognized as probably requiring an extended investigation to solve. 

While we would expeet to begin work on such problems and push the neces- 

sary experimental work as time and opportunity presented, we would have 

no expectation that answers would be fortheoming in one yeare We would 

also expect to carry on extensive studies over the region es e whole, 

% to gather data on matters of importance in connection with the deer - f 

\ fever tick problem, as time could be spared from the intensive studies 

and experimentation, Naturally, we would expect that important leads 

would develop during the course of the field work, and such leads might 

Well determine the time and scope of the investigations. Aid
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While we + wed propose to make our participation in any ine 

vestigations conditional on the following procedures, we consider them 

important to the full suecess of the investigations. We would like to 

have Professor Aldo Leopold represent the Audubon Society in matters 

other th cal in the proposed studies. That is, any scientific 

repor o 57e 8 tted to the Society through him and any publicity 

to th@ studies to\e given out through hime We would like to make 

; cle : t this tt that we would consider any premature publicity as 

to what ees se to co as likely to prove harmful or at 

least embarradsiné In our Sen with the Indien Service, Stete and 

Federal sorters ine sportsrigy and sonservetion societies we would ex« 

pect only to state\tn very zode Sree our ais on the wert progressed, 
and not to give out solenti ft ndings il, in our judgment, they 

were amply proven and de : sefatcds. mts alize will be difficult | 

to do in a study on a problem wads han feee ed such extensive and 

" rediculous publicising. —— i 

Facilities for th ; 

Mx. Gardin has personally offered the use of a very confor- 

table trailer for the living quarters of the field investigator, and j 

the Indian Service will build a Seminole type laboratory building for 

use as long as headquarters are on the Reservation, For this we will 

only have the cost of flooring and sereening., They also have kindly 

consented that the investigator ean accompany the truck parties thet 

i make the very difficult trip to Imuokalee onee or twice a week, This is 

% very importent, considering the nature of the countrys 

\ It will undoubtedly be necessary for the field investigator 

to have a "marsh buggy" to get about over thia largely flooded region, :
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and this will have to be purchased or assuebled. This vehicle appears 

to be more practical than horse transportation during the sumer months 

due to flies and other difficulties of the comtry. 

the Gooperative Quail Study Association will assist with the 

loan of = compound mierescope and such other laboratory equipment as 

Gan be sp end will take care of such stenographic work as may 

_: prove rable. they can also loan Large numbers of live traps and 

other/Heeessary articles where such can be spared temporarily. 

It will\indoubtedly be necessary also for the investigator 

to erlal for’ animal cages and traps, as well 

as some labora quipment, pupplies, and other things essential te 

. the successful p: ss of the 3 however, every attempt would be ‘ 

made to keep expensed.es 1 hes with the nature of the work. 
Due to differing qu Aitiesati we propose to sk any 

investigations as a team, with tay Kenarek/ renal the work 

and H. L, Stoddard or i Ve Komarek, or both, visiting the field work | 
as frequently as seems desirable or Wastes of such 

wouk. ¥} 

. Respect submitted, [ 
Apri 29, 1942 

Herbert Le Stoddard 

\ ae : : 

A : 

: : rai oy il
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April 30, 1942 
Mr. John H. Baker, : 
National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Avenue, 

3 New York City 

j Deay” e SR 

I am ene Y ing memorandum on our preliminary studies of the de > cattle fever problem in South Florida and expense account. rt sorry this has been delayed, but I had to make a field trip : to th Carolina ——* to accumulations here before I could get or’ 

As to the/expense a t3; we were able to keep the expene ses of the thr¢g of us prac cally to an average per diem of one man by camping |dut most of @ time. 

Goncerning\the stabenment rvices. Due to our intense interest in the work-and the rod in bird and mammal notes, ' Be Ve Komarek and thé writer have deci that we will halve the charge for our services or ly aske a the statement for services for twelve days covers\the charge [for both of us. ithe er one making trips in connection with the work will ask $12.50 per day. I believe you will agree that we are meeting the Audubon Society more than half way in this; especially when you consider the time we have spent and will have to sp in _Seeeiae, Desturoune for the work, preparing reports on the wo Xe ° 

Since Roy Komarek is busy roundi up background material, getting his laboratory technique strai ened out and preparing his field outfit, we propose thet his salary (already agreed upon) “be considered as starting on April 9th. ] 

I am enclosing an extra copy of the memorandum for Comnis- sioner Collier if you see fit to send it to him. Am also sending & copy to Professor Leopold. 

Please let us know at your earliest convenience as to whethe er Sa oar is set to go ahead and our suggested procedure meetg your approval. With the coming on of warm weather we would like to get the field studies and experiments started as soon as pose sible. 

With kind regards and best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

ALS erp j : ae Enel; Herbert L. Stoddard, ‘ 2 ; e/e Prof. Aldo Leopold Director an p es
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National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 

i New York, N. Y. 

March 17, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jag 
; LEE Dear Aldo: 

tr a i The enclosed set of papers will pretty well complete your file 
ee on the Deer-Tick controversy. I got it all from the Florida Live Stock 

Nc? Sanitary Board. I doubt if there is anything else to be "forced out of 
Wed the B, A, I.", but I'l] try. Of course full set of copies had been 

in@ine, sent to Herbert Stoddard. 
res 

' \ I arranged an interview for him with both Komareks, March 11, 
at Tallahassee; I think the outcome was very satisfactory to Stoddard, 

as well as to mes Roy Komarek has been drafted, but the Governor, 

Herbert and I have written letters to the Chairman of the Draft Board, 

requesting his deferment in view of the interest of two federal depart 
b ments and the State of Florida. 

é NY I had a very satisfactory talk with Dr. Knapp of the Live Stock 
& Sanitary Baard, and arranged for Ed Komarek to see him. The Board has 

iw See just imported some Fallow Deer from Missouri] I urged them to tranship 
ea oe SEN them within the State; Knapp said people everywhere in the State object 
~~ FT SZ to their deer being teken; I therefore told him that Stoddard will be 

f glad to supply deer from the estates of people in northern Florida. 
F _— We'll see soon what comes of that. 

- Ever sincerely, 

wll Ral 
Ey John H. Baker 

—_ Executive Director 
a 

—_— 

— JHB/sm 
te Sie (Signed in Mr. Baker's absence) 

Encls.
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STATH LIVE STOCK SAvITARY 

BOARD 

Aet of the Lecielature of 1922, eroating the 
State Live Steck Sanitery Board, and Providing 
for State-wide Tick Eradication.
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SHAPTSR 9201 (No. 83) 

dn Act to create a State +ive Stock Sonitery Board and to make the same a 
body corporate, and te preseribe the powers and dutier of said Board, and to 
preseribe the qualifications of the members thereof, their compensation and 
tern of office, and providing for the siving of » bond by the membera of said 
Board for faithful performance of the duties of their office; providing for the 
employment of « State Veterinarian, prescribing his duties, tern of office, 
compensation and bend to be given; providing for the divieion of the State of 
Vlorids into Quarantine Areas and Zones; preseribing the wothod and system of 

Tek Bradiention York in the State of Florida; providing for notices to be given 
by eafd Ste Live Stock Sanitary Board; preserthing the method and manner of 
conducting Tek Mradication York and designating where the rame ir to be begun, 
and @efining the word "eattle* and providing for the payment of the cont and 
expense of carrying on said Pick Bradieation Work; providing for the levy of « 
tax to provide the necessary funds for Tick Bradieation Work; prescribing the sethod 
of the enforcement of Mok Bradication York and providing for the sale of cattle 
thereunder; preseribing the dutier and compensation of Sheriffs in connection with 
dutier imposed upon Sheriffs ty this Act. Providing for the disbursement of the 
funde arieing f om the sale of enttle made by authority of thin Aet; and the payment 
to the owner of the net proceeds of any and nll euch sales: providing for the repeal 
of all laws and portione thereof in confliet with thie Act, and providing when this 
Act shall become effective. 

Be IT BMACTED BY THE LYGISLAYURA OF THE STATS OF FLORIDA 

SROTIOW 1: There is hereby created and extebliahed » Board to be known mid 
desienated ae the State “ive Stock Sanitary Beard which ehall be compored of seven 
péractical live etock mon resident citisene of the Stete of Florida ond actively 
engeged in the live stock industry, vho shall be appointed by the Governor, and 
hall hold office for four yeare or until their eveeeerore sholl have been duly appeia 
od ond qualified. Provided, however, that of the firet Board so appointed, one nen 
ber shell be appointed for only one year, two menberr for two years, two menbers 
for three years, and two members for four years, A majority of the menbers of said 
Board shell constitute «a qnorum for al] purposes of said meeting. Before entering 
woon the discharge of their duties ae members of said Board, each member shell be 
segatet to wubsoribe to the following onth of offlee: "I do golemmly evenr (or 

i thet I will eupport, protect and defend the Constitution end Government of 
the United Stater ané of the State of Pleride; that 1 am duly qualified te hold 
offiee under the Constitution of the State, and that 1 will well and ire 
perform the duties of nenber of the State Live Steck Senitary Beard, on which 1 en 
now about the enter. So help me God." Bach menber of enld Board shall be ired 
to give a good and sufficient bond im the penal mum of Ten honeand( $10,000.08) 
Dollare in seme eurety company, authorined to do businerr in the State of *Leride, 
payable to the Sovernor end his enecersor, and conditioned farthe due and faithful 
performance of hie duties as a mowber of the State Live Stoek Sanitary Board. © 

The enl¢d State Live Steck Sanitary Board shAll be and the same ie hereby declared 
ané created a corporate body. The sald corporation shell heve power te contract and 
be contracted with, to hve ani poresess 211 the powers of « body corporate for all 
purposes necessary for fully carrying out the provisions and requirements of this 
Act. ‘he e014 Bonrd shall have « corpornte seal te be selected by it.
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SUCTION 2: he offieisl headeuarters of said Board ehall be at Tellahesene, but it 

nay hold ite meetings at other placer in the State of Florida, ae said Board may demand 
by resolution, or ae say be eelected by « anjority of the mexbers of the said Board 
in any enll for a mecting. The first annual meoting of the maid Board hell be held at 
soon after the aprointment of ite senbers as may be practicable, and thereafter the 
annuel meeting of gaid Board shall be held om the firet Monday in Merch of each year. 
Special meetings of the Romré may be called at any time by the Chairman of the Board, or 
upon the written requent of the meee of the meuhers. At the first aeating of the 
Board it shall elect « Chatraan of the for the ter» of his membership. 

SOTIONS: Mo mewber of the State “Ive Stock Sanitary Beard shall receive any com 
pensation for the work he mar render, under the | magponamnt of thie Act, eave and except 
that the members of anid Bomrd shall receive their expenses necessarily peld or in- 
ourred in the discharge of their duties ae members of said Board, 

SECTION 42 Said Board shell collect, preserve, and digreminate Information concerning 
infections, contagious, commmicabdle, or other dieeaser of cattle, hogs, and other dom 
estic animals, their origin, leeslity, nature, eppearance, manner of digeemination or 
contagion, and mathod of trentuent required for the mosesefel eradication and contre) 
thereof, end shell take euch meneures ae in the judgment of said Soard may be neceseary 
end proper for the control, euppreesion, eradication end prevention of the spread there- 
of, and to protect cattle, hogs, and other domectic animels therefrom in the State of 
Florida, ani to one #11 svech animale ae said Bonrd shall find or have reason to 
believe to be infewted with or exposed to amr euch direase or digeares. 

| SECTIONS: The vord “eattle” ae weed in this Act shall be interpreted to meen any 
bull, bulle, steer, steers, ox omen, cow cows, heifer, heifers, calf or calves? aleo 
wich horee, horser, mule, mulve, age or aeees, which muy be fowld to be infected with 
eattle fever tick tnargarepes Anovlatua) The word “Board” ag herein weed shell man 
the State Live Stock Sanitary Board of Florida. 

SECTION 6: The Board chall have the power and it ehall be ite duty from time to time 
to make, promigate and enforce rules an? regulations for carrying out the provieions and 
requirements of thie Aet, ant to establich, maintain and enforce quarantines in any of the 
tones, or counties, or parts of counties, or any place, seation, or district within the 
State of Florida, or the whole of the Stete, and to preseribe quarantine districts, sones, 
regione, ani areas, their loeation an? bounderies, except ac hereinafter provided, for 
the work of the eradication of the cattle fever tick (Margeroptm anmlatur) and to restrict 
regulate or prohibit the movement or transportation of cattle, hogs, or other domestic 
animale inte or out of meh denignated dintriete or arene, when deemed by eald Board 
nesereary to prevent the spread of diesemination of contagious, infections, or commni- 
cable Giseases anonge enttle, hogs, or other domestic animale. 

The Board shell publish in euch newepaper or newepepere ae it may select, of the zone 
or county, notice of the establishment of euch quarantine |ines, and shall post public 
noties of euch quamantine lines at the door of the Court Nourse of the County affected; 
provided that notice shall be published in et leet one mewepeper in ench County in which 
och Lines are ontablighed. 

SeOTion 73 The “oard shall have the power, and it shell be ite duty, ae soon ae 
practicable after ite organization, to employ e person vho shall de an experienced expert 
in infectious, contacions, ani commnicabdle diseases of cattle, hogs and other damentic 
aniomls, who ehall be a person of recogniged ability and « gradunte of « recognized and 
® reputable college of veterinary medicine, and who ghell be known and deeignated as the
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State Veterinarian. Said State Veterinarian e#hnll be the chief exeeutive officer of enild 
Board and Secretary thereof, The State Veterinarian ehell be paid m enlary of Four 
Thoneend (94,000.00) Dollare anmmally, mgete monthly, ond the Soard shell prescribe the 
povers anf @utier of said Veterinarian, hell not be dientoend. ere for cxuse, ani 
shell give a bond in the eum of Ten Thouennd ($10,000.00) Dellern, payable to thea Governor 
or hig enecerrore, conditioned for the faithful performance of hia duty, The torm of 
amployment of the State Veterinarian hall be for the period of fou years. | 

SACTION Gs: It is hereby found and declared thet the territery and osttle in the State 
of Florida are infested with the cattle fever tick (Margnropus Amwiatus) end for the 
purpoee of eradicating the cattle fever tick (Nergerepus seacdats) ané controlling and 
preventing the propogation and epread of the same, the State of florida, ts hereby divided 
into eixtoon soner, “¢ ie the intention of this Act to {nelude the entire territory of the 
State of Florida in sixteen gones, an? should there be any part or portion of such terri- 
tory mot included in the sones by thie Act ermated and p= for, the Board shell by 
resolution declare said part or portion of the aforesaid territory of the State of | 
Florida to be » part of an afjncent or adjoining sone, ond may proesed ae to euch pert mt 
ee declared by such rerolution the come as if meh part had by thie Act been incotporated 
in eveh afjoining sone. / 

Vpon any sone being freed of the cattle fever tick, the Hoard shall enter it finding 
of such feet upon the aluuter of enid Board, and shall have authority at the esme time to 
designate and commence syetonatic tick eradication work in the adjacent or adjoining sone 
or FOneH. 

When the “oard shall heve placed any zone or pert of none under quarantine for the pur-~ 
pose of carrying out systematic tick eradication, due notice thereof shall be given by 
publi¢hing the intention of the Board in a meaner penton in mch County in said gone 
is to commence, and also by posting a copy of esf4 notice at the decor of the Court 
House in each county or part of County included in any cone at lenet two weeks before 
the commencement of the work. 

- SROTION G3 Poe 8 eee EE Ne SO OF Ns Cente TR ERY 
Florida ie divided into # tones to be known from one te sixtesn. 

ROW WO. 1: Shell consist of the following territery: All of Palm Beach County, 211 
of Broward County, all of Dede County, and all of Monroe County. ‘ 

2008 No. 2¢ Shall consiet of all of St. Lucie County, 211 of Ckeechobee County, al) 
of Bighlande County, 011 of that part of Plater County north of the towaship line between 
Townehipe 3° amd 40, all of Ysceola County, all of Brevard County gouth of the townehip 
line between Townships 24 anf 26, all of Polk Connty lying south of Atlantic Const Line 

Railroad running between Baines City and Yompa and Yaet of the range line between 
Ronges 26 and 27. 

ZONE Mo, 3t Shell conriet of all that part of Lee County lying south of and each of 
Caloosahatches River, and ell of Goliler and “endry Countien. 

TOWER no. 4: Shall consiat of thet part of Lee County lying north and went of Coleoeaha 
tehee River, all of Glades County lring south of townehip line between Towaships 39 and 
40, all of Charlotte County, 211 of Befoto County, all of Mardee County, 211 of Kanatee 
County, and al) of Sarasota County.
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ZOHR We. 8: Shall consiet of 011 of “ernando County, all of Paseo County, all of Mille 
borough County, 11 of Citrus County, all of Pinellas County, #11 of Polk Count ly- 
ing north eof Atlantic Goast Line Hallresd running between Haines City and Tampa ond 

weet of range line between Ranges 26 and 27. 

2OUB Ho.G: Shell consist of sll Sumter County, a11 of Lake County, all of Seminole 
County, a11 of Orange County, 11 of Brevard Gounty lying north of township line 
between Townships 24 nnd 26, and that part of Volusia County lying south of township 
line between Townchips 19 ané 20. , 

ZONE 8G. 7: Shell coneiet of all of Levy County, nil of Alachua County, all of Marion 
County and all of Putnam Gounty lying weet of the $4. John's River. 

“08M MO, St Shall consist of that part of Volusia County lying north of township line 
betvoen Townships 19 ané 20, all of Flagler County, and that part of Putnam County 
lying east of ft. John's River, 211 of 9%. John's County, and all of Duval County lying 
south and each of St. John's River. : 

2088 WO. 9 Shall conelst of all of Naesen County, and oll of Duval County lying north 
and. weet of &t. John's River. 

ZOMR no. LO: Shall consist of all of Clay County, oll of Brefford County, all of Union 
County, sll of Seker County, all of Colusbia County, 211 of Suwannee County. 

208 Wo. 11: Shall consist of all Dixie County, oll of Lafayette County, 11 of Taylor 
County, all of Madison County. 

BOWE Ho. 12: Shall consist of 211 of Jefféreon County, oll of Leon County, all of Gade 
Se eras ots of Ciraety Geuaty, ail of Giulia Gounty, ant thes part of Pantide 
Gounty lying east of the Apalachicola River. 

ZOWN No. 18: Shall congist of that of Franklin Ceunty lying weet of the Apalechi- 
@ole River, all of Calhoun County, oi of Jaekeon County, that part of Holmes County 
lying east of Choetawhatehes River, all of Vashingten County, and oll of Bay County 
and that part of ¥Valton County bring weet and south of Cheetawhateheo River and Choe- 
tawhatahee Bay ond Enact Fass. 

ZONK Wo. 4s Shall consist of thet vart of Holues Gounty lying veet of Choctawhatehee 
River, all of Bkealoove Gowtty, oll of Sante Rona County, al) that part of Yelton County 
lying north and weet of Choetawhatechee River and north of Choetawhatchee Bay. 

2ORR Bo. 15: Shall coneiet of all of tweanbin County. 

The State Live Stock Sanitary Board shall comeenee systematic tick eradication work 
in nones designated a xones nushers two and thirteen, ent alo in Gadeden County; and 
thet part of Duval County lying weet and north of St. John's River. 

Should the County or part of County adjacent to any county or sone in which tick 
eradication work is being carried on, or any county entirely eut off from infested 
territory by naturel boundaries, wish to take up the work of systematic tick eradtention 
this may be done when agreeable to the Board by presenting te the Board a petition sign 
ed by a najobity of the cattle owners in enid County or part of County, provided eaid 
eattle owmers ovn a majority of the cattle in said County or part of County, and upon 
said petition being filed with the Board it shall be the duty of the said Board to in~ 
vestignte and determine whether or net a gajority of the cattle owners in said County
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or part of County ere represented by seid petition, and if they find = majority of the 
gattle owners of said County or part of Gounty have signed said petition, and a majority 
of the cattle in eaid territory are represented thereby, and they are prepared to commence 
tick ernfifieation work in eaid Gounty or part of County, the Board shall then proclaim such 
territery te be under quarantine anéd ghall proceed with the work of eyetematic tick erad~ 
ieation as hereinbefore provided. The findings of the Board in euch aatters are to be 

final. 

SHCTION 16: . The Board shall have the power to seleet, appoint, commission and employ com 
petent persone in any county or zone in the State of Florids to be known og Live Steck 
Inepectora; to employ labor, agente and representatives os the said Board may determine, 
and fix the terme of their employment, their compensetion, powers and duties; to purchase 
ell materials, ani to inevr all other expences of vhateoever natare in connection with and 
required for the work of tick eradication; Provided that any and ell Live steck inspectors 
appointed under the provielone of the Act shell be required to give a bond im the sum of 
Gne Thowgand ($1,000.00) Dollare executed by a surety company authorined to execute Legal. 
bonds in this State, which bond shall be conditioned upon the faithful performance of their 
dutiog. J 

SUCTION lis When any sone ox part of sone shall have been paleed under quamantine, and 
dipping vate, fences, corrsle and pene shall have been constructed, the Board may and shall 
by resolution fix the date when much regular syetematie dipping of centile ghall begin. The 
resolution shall contain a schedule showing each dipping vat by uene or momber and shall 
show the date on which the firet regular systematic dipping of cattle ie to be held at : 
each such vat and the date of each subsequent dipping at each auch vat, and notice of adop- 
tion of euch resolution and schedule shall be given by publication in a newspaper published 
in mech county once « week for two muecesrive weeke and by posting a capy two woke before 
aipping shall becin at the Court Bouse door in each sounty in said sone, or ae near ae may 
be convenient to each and every dipping vat so to be uned. It shall then become the duty 
of each and every perron, firm or covporation who ie then or thereafter the ower, custo~ 
dian or perron in charge of xum any cattle then or thereafter being within gaid sone or 
part. of sone, to be dipped within said sone or part of sone, fourteen days from and inolud- 
ing the first dipping date in sald sone ae syecified in the aforeeald regolution, to dip 
all of such anttle at one or more dipning vate deserfbed in the revolution and schedule 
aw shell be most convenient upon the date epectfied for dipping at euch vate reepectively, 
and to dip or cause te be dipped all euch cattle eat each and every fourteen days from ant 
after the date of the first dipping of euch cattle in such vat as shell he moet conven 
dont until euch tine as the Soard shall dlecontinue dipping in such sone or part of sone; 
provided, however, vhen any owner, dustodien or percon im charge of any cattle which are 
infested with the cattle fewer tick, vy an order, rule or regulation of the State Live Steck 
Sanitary Board be required to dicinfest mueh cattle by dipping same an hereindefore provided, 
that onewhalf the setusl, necescary and reasonable «pense incurred in collecting together 

and driving such cattle te and from the dipping vat by such owner, custodian or person in 
charge of snne, in compliance with euch order, rule, or reguletion of said State Live Steck 
Sanitary Board shall be paid by the sald Board to euch owner, dustodian or person in charge 
of euch enttle, provided such actual, mecescary and reaeonable expense is inewrred with the 
approvel and consent of the State Mve Stoek Sanitary Board or the Stete Veterinarian, and 
provided further that in the event eald State Live Stock Sanitary Board or the State Veterin- 
arien and the owner, custodian or person in charge of mch enttle are unable to agree upon 
the cost of collecting together and driving euch cattle te and from dipping vat or vate, 
then the cost shell be determined by three disinterested parties, ome to be selected by 
the enid Boar? or State Veterinarian, one by the owner, custodian, or person in charge of 
much cattle, and euch disinteretted persone shall jointly acree upon the third digsinterest- 
ed person, ond the findings of such disinterested persone shall be binding upon the Board 
and the owner, custodian, or person in charge of euch cattle. In the event the arbituators |
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refuse or neglect to determine the actual, necessary or reasonable expense herein mentioned, 
then the Stete Hive Stock Senitary Board moy at ite option proceed to collect together end 
drive to and from the vat oy vate the cattle of mek owner, custodian, or person in charge 
of euch cattle, and one-half of the expense so ineurred ty the sald Board ghall be and be 
come a charge againet the owner, custodian, or pereon in charge of much cattle, and if not 
paid in thirty days, then a lien won the cattle se collected together an@ driven to the 
vat or vate ie hereby created for euch emount in favor of said State Live Stock Senitery 
Board. 

Whenever the State Live Stock Sanitary Board shall adopt the pasture rotation method 
of tick eradication, as provfed for in thie Act, ané shell require the removal from the cone 
or part of sone in which syetematie tick eradication work is being carried on of cattle of 
any owner, custedian or pereon in charge of euch cattle, the void Board shall furnigh the 
necessary agsietants required to renove auch oattle from wich cone or part of sone, or in 
lieu thereof the State Live Stock Sanitary Boaré way, at ite election, pay to gach owner, 
custodian or person in eharge of such cattle, the eetual nocenary or reasonable expense 
to be incurred by such owner, custodian er person in charge of euch cattle in ao complying 
with the requirements of the Board in removing much cattle from ench gone or part of sone 
ae hereinbefore provided, 

Tn the event the State Live Stock Sonitary Board and the owner, custodian or per 
som in charge or any cattle shall be unable to agree won the setuel necentery ant réeason- 
able expense of collecting together and driving much cattle to and from the dipping vat or 
vate, and such owner, custofinn or person in charge of exch enttlé ghell, during the tine 
of such Aigngreenent, be compelled to comply with the requirements of thie Act an to dipping 
enttle, euch owner, custodian or pernon in charge of oth eattle shall be entitled to recover 
from the Board one-half of the actual necesnary end reasonable expenee so ineurred by him under 
this Act. ‘The amount thereof to be fixed by arbitration as hereinbefore provied, 

SROTION 12: Any such cattle within any euch County, cone or part of rome which have not 
deen dipped wider the supervision of the Board and in ageordance with thie Aot, and any rules 
and regulations adopted by the gald Board pursuant to thie Act shall be, by pald Board, ite 
agents and employees, wen inte custody, penned or confined, end kept at eueh places as 
shall be denignated by paid Board and held until redeemed or sold. the Board, it agentes 
or employeon, the live Stock Inspectors, are hereby authoriged and empowered to enter into 
any Fangs, prenives, pasture, pen bara or other enclosure or place where cattle may ~ and 
take into custody, remove, pen and dip any cattle vhich have not been dipped ag herein ~ 
provided, and if not redeomed by the payment to sieh Board of all coeta of teking inte cus tody, penning feeding sad dipping, an? within two daye thererfter, the aid Board shall deliver to the Sheriff « written notice stating the time when, and the place where, quch 
cattle were taken into custody, the wamber thereof end eny mork or brand thereon, ani the 
name of the ovner or owners of such gattle, if such owner or owners be known, and therenpen 
the Shariff ghall forthwith give actige to whom it may concern and to the ownera, Lf known, 
that on the dey and hour specified, which ehsll not be lege then ten nor more then twenty days 
from end after such notice shal) be published, he shall. offer for eele and sell for cash to 
the higheet bidder, the cattle deneribed in said notice, taking place where euch anttle are 
then penned, whieh notice shell state the time and place such cattle vere taken into eetody, 
the number thersof, any marke or brenig thereon | which notice shall be given in « newspaper 
published in such County twiee, the firet publication to be at least ten days befors the 
sale, tf there be euch a newspaper, and by porting a copy ef euch notice at Least ten days. 
before such sale at the Gourt House door anf at two dipying vate in the vicinity vhere such 
cattle were taken into custody, end by eorving & copy of any euch notice in the manner pro~ 
vided by lav for the serving of eummons ad reepondendum won the owner or ane of the owners 
ot least ton dars before the date of meh eale, if euch owner or agent and aie address be. 
imown to the Sheriff ané he reeides and can be found within the State of Ploriday and if euch 
cattle shall not be redenmed before the sale thereof by paynent of all costs. and expennes ine 
curred by much Board in taking Into curtedy, feeding, penning and dipping of ech cattle, —
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end all Sheriff's costs, then euch Sheriff shall offer for sale and shell sell and deliver 

to the highest bidder for cnsh all cattle se sold, shell @eduet from the proceeds all ' 

Sheriff’, eoste, and vay to the Berrd all coste and expenses inewrred in taking into cur~ 

tod, penning an? feeding and dipping much cattle, ond forthwish pay into the Fine and 
Forfeiture Fund of such Oounty the balance of such proeeeds, anf euch sale and. delivery 

shall veet im the purchaser an absolute title and right of possenelon of wath eattle, | 

superior to all other title, liens and claims, exeept the lien for unpaid taxes on mush 

cattle, and if any former owner or owners of euch cattle so sold ghall within twelve months | 

from and efter the date of such sale file with and establish to the satinfaction of the Goun- 

ty Cousisaionors gaid sale, the County Commissioners shell theroupen deliver te such claim | 

ant the full asount of each ast balance. he torm "Sheriff's coste,* me weed in this Act, 

shell be telcon and held to mean such coets ae Sheriffs are allowed by lew for similar ser- | 

atts ak Se bom “Sumnens oo nea ak ee os on tela tomate | 

reawonable and necessary expenses for such keeping and feeding incurred by meh | 

Sheriff, to ba shown by a qworn, itonized etatement thereof filed with the Clerk of the | 

Gireult Court. | 

SROTION 13. the State Live Stouk Sanitary Board may, in ite diseretion, exploy the pasture 

rotation method of tick eradication in conjunetion with msretematio dipeing of cattle as 

provided im this Act. 

SROPIOMLA. Thal] not be neceweary under the provielone of this Act to dip the fently | 

miles cow or her enlf, if euch cow or ealf are at all tines tick free and ere ot all tines 

kept in a tiek-freo encloeure. When it ghall be snde to appear to the Sonrd thet any widew 

iy the owner of any cattle mubjeet te the provisions of this Act, or any rule, requlation, | 

we avtat of the Searls anh vad wide sheath Ve GsSNed 00,08 Sev iy aul be tho auty | 

Section 9 of Article of the Constitution of the State of Merida, it ghell be the duty of 

queh Board to provide for the dipping of the eattle of much « provided the number of | 

gudh cattle aholl not exceed twenty-five head. 

SROTION 16, For the purpose of carrying out the provishone an@ intentions of thin Ast ine 

eofar ac they relate to tick eredication, a speciel levy of one helf will on each dollar | 

of the aesoseed valuation of all texable property within the State of Florida te hereby | 

levied for the year 192%, snd annuelly theresfter, said levy to be levied anf collected ar 

all other tax levies are levied and collected, and to be remitted to the State Traneurer. 

The funds derived from said tax levy shell be and the same are hereby appropriated and made 
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SECTION 16. Upon the presentation to the Comptroller of any accounts duly approved by the 

said “tve Steck Sanitary Board, secompanied vy euch tteaiged vouchers as chall be required 

by hin, the Comptroller ts hereby authorized and required to audit the same end draw 
warrant on the Mate Treaeurer for the amount for which the account is audited, payable 

out of the moneye recefved from the special tax in thie Aet provided, 

SUGTION 27. The State Live Steck Sanitary Board is hereby authorixed to forward to the 

Comptroller of the State at the end of oach aonth a requisition for euch eum of woney for 

currant and in@identel expenses for the onaving month ae said Board may deem to be necessary 

and sufficient. Soon Vin reunigs of ouch vaqntetiien the Seuredtion Salk valores SE 

Pregl mal Ang Bscdg 1 og Morea Beniny-woie Hype renenit the amount nened in 

the requi¢ition to the State Stock Sanitary Board, which emount so advanced shall be 

covered and accounted for to the Comptroller by proper vouchers and payment of any mx wh 

expended balence during the current nonth sn‘ before the suseee@ing monthly advance is 

made, and the Comptroller shell audit the account and vouchers and draw hie warrants on 

the Treaqurer for the amount due, end shell pay over to the Treamurer such warrant end 

amount returned by the State Mive Steck Senitary Board as provided for in thi Section, taken 

wp by the reeuiaition of the State Live Steck Sanitary Board given to the Treasurer. j
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SUCTION 18. The systematic @ipsing of cattle and the enforcement of thie law shall not be 

in any way dependent upon the holding or result of any election. 

seeriow 19, Any portion of any law which may be im conflict with the provieions of this 

Act is hereby repealed, Pie Act shall be Liberally construed and if any portion thereof 

be declared invalid, the reasining portion of the Aat shall not be affected thereby, and 

it ie the intention of the kegislature to preserve any and ell parte of paid Ast if pow 

gible. ‘thip Act ghell not be construed to repeal any lew in foree for the protection 

of domestic animals unless in direct conflict herewith. 

SRCTIGN 20, Thie Aet ghell take effect immediately upon ite pausage and approval by the 

Governor or uoon ite becoming a law without eueh epproval.



CHAPTER 17273 (Mo. 802) 

Senate Bill Mo. 96 

AN ACT Relating to the State Live Stock Sonitary Board, and Preseribing the Powers 
and Duties of Said Board with Respect to the Smployment of ea State Veterinarian ae an 
Beployee of Said Soard, and With Reepect to Said Board Fixing the Powers, Duties and 
Compensation of Such State Veterinarian ae an Employee of Seid Board, and With Respect to 
Combating aad Treating Contagious, Infectious and Communicable Disensen of Live Steck 
or Domestic Animale, and Defining Live Stock or Domentic Animals, and Defining Contagious, 
nate or Communicable Direnses of Live Stock or Domestic Animals, and 4nthoriging the 

State “ive Stock Sanitary Board to lxamine or Test and Live Stock or Domestic Animale 
Under Quarantine for Contagious, Infectious or Communicable Diseares, and Baking it 
Unlawful for any Perron, Fira or atpeetion Knowingly or Yilfwlly te Move or to Allow 
to Stray or Drift Into the Stete of Florida and “ive Stock or Domestic Animale Which are 
Affected with Gentacious, Infections or Communicable Diseases, and Authoriging the State 
Live Stoek Sonttary Board to Promulgate Ruler and To Concerning the Introduetion 
of Live Stock or Domestic Animals inte the State of Florida, and Making it Unlawful to 
Manufaeture for fale, Se11 or Offer for Sale in Florida any Bielowienl Products Intended 
for Masnostic or Therapentic Purponer With “sinmale, Bxcept Upon Written Perslenion from 
the State Live Stock Senitary Beart, Unlese Such Product ts Officially Approved by the 
United States Bureau of Aninal Industry, and Vakking it Unlawful for ony Pereon to Inject 
or Otherwise to Administer to any Live Stock or Domestic Animal in Florian that is Produc. 
ing, or Thet ig to be “eed an Food for Man, any Virue or Other Substance Containing 
Pathogente or Yisense Producing Germs of « Kind That ie Virnlent for Man or for Aninela, 
omnes Sen Fernterion to ao so from the State “ive Stock Sonitary Beart, and “epenling 
all and Parte of “eve in Conflict Merewith wd Bxpreeely Repealing Shepter 13892, 
Lave of Florida, Aete of 1929. 

BS If BVACTED BY THE LAGISLATUNE OF THE STATY GF FLORIDA: 

SECTION 1. That the State Live Stock Sanitary Board shall have the power, and it 
hall be ite duty, imsedintely upon thie Act taking effect, to employ a person, who 

shall be an experienced expert in contagious, infectious and communienble diseases of 
eattle, hoge and other domertic animale, who gholl have head at least five years experience 
in tick eradication, tuberculosis eradication] hoe cholera contrel, Bang diseases 
control, hemorrhagic septicimis, anthrax and other contegious and infectious end commn- 
feable digeneee of live stock and domestic animals, and whe ¢hall be a person of recognized 
ability and o gratuste of e reaegnized and reputable college of veterinary medicine, and a 
reeident of the State of *lorida for five years, who shall be known @ the State Veterinarian 
bat who shell be an eapleyee of said “ive Stock fenitary Board and whose powers, auties. 
and compensation shell be fixed by the sald State Live Stock Sanitary Board wherever by the 
terms or provisione of Yhapter 9201, awe of Florida, Acts of 1922, rights, owers, privile- 
geaor duties are veeted in or prevertbed for the Stete Veterinarian or the Secretary of the 
State Live Stock Sanitary Board, much righte, powers, privileges and dutiee eghall be 
deemed to be verted in and prescribed for, and ghall be exereieed by, the State +ive Stock 
Sanitary Board. 

SECTION 2. That the worda “live stock” or “domestic animale® oe used in thie Act, or 
by the State Hive Stock Sanitary Board, shall mean any equine animal or bovine aninal,. 
sheep, goat, pig, deg or poultry and shell be taken to inelude the singular and plural.
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SROTIOW 3. The following named diseaces and any other contagious, infectious or 
commniceble diseases now or hereafter proclaimed by the Stete Live Stock Sanitary Board 
to be of « dangerous trenemisrible anture shall be known ae dangeroum tranemierible die~ 
ensee within the meaning of thie Act: Olenders, anthrax, dlackleg, contacious pleuro- 
paeumonia, rinderpest or cattle plague, homorrhagic afm septicemia, foot and mouth dig 
ense or apthous fever, southern cattle or Texas fever, sheep scab, mange of cattle or 
horses, hog cholera, evine plague, Swine erysipelas, fowl cholera, fowl plague or fowl 
peet, redlee or kydrophobin, maladie du colt or dourine of the horns, tuberculosis, Bang 
digease or infestions abortion. 

SRGTiOw 4. Whenever any of the Giseaces enumerated in Section J of thie Act, or any 
other disenees now or hereafter proclaimed by the State “ive Steck Sanitary Board to be 
of ¢ dangerous traneaissible nature, chell oxiet enywhere within the Stete of Florida, or 
vaauarer it is deemed necegeary or advisable te examine or tert or treat any animal, the 
State “ive Stock Sanitary Bonrd shell have power, through ite representatives and scents, 
to establish and enforce quarantine of and to examine or tert any infected, expoend, 
maepected or susceptible animals, and any goodie, products, or materiale that may carry 
contagion, and quarantine on or in or for or againet any premiane, ares or locality 
within the State of Flerida, under existing lew 

SHCTION 6 It hall be unlawful for any pereon, firm or corporation knowingly or wile 
fully te transport or move or te allow any live stock or domeetic animale to stray or 
aérift into the State of Plorida, which are affected with any of the Ciseacer enumerated in 
Section 3 of this Act, or any other diesarer now or hereafter proclaimed by the State live 
Stock Sanitary Hoard to be of » dangerous tranemigeidle neture, except thet nothing in this 
wection shall prevent the State ive Stock Senitery Board from permitting, in writing, 
animale thet heve resected to the tuberevlin tert of Tang Aleence Blood test, to newe into 
Florida,under quarentine, for imnediate slaughter. 

BROTION 6. The tate ive Stock Sanitary Board ie hereby authorized and it shell be 
ite duty to promlgste rules and regulations governing the introduction of live stock or 
domestic animale into and/or within the State of Fieride. Such ruler and reguistions 
shall require when deemed necessary that all live stoek or domertic animale sacoved inter- 
atate into the State of Florida, be covered by an officiel health certificate and requisite t 
test charte approved by the “ive Stock Sanitary Officiele of the State of Grigin. 

SROTION 7, The state Live Steck Seniteary oard iv hereby authorized to cooperate with 
the officials of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry in tuberculosia erat ientionsand 
Bang diseare control work and the owners of Live stock and domestic. animals to secept in- 
demnity for animale found to be diseased and slaughtered in accordance with the special 
Acts of Gongrens now in effect and ap ropristing funds for this purpose, or thet may here« 
after be available from euch source. 

Section 8. It shall be unlawfel for any person, firm or coppération to manufacture 
for sale or sell or offer for sale any biological product intended for diagnostic or ther~ 
epentic proposes with animale except upon written permiesion to do go from the State Live 
Stock Senitery Board or unlees euch product ie officially approved by the United States 
Bureau of Animal Industry of the United Stater Department of Agricul ture. 

SeeTiow 9. It e#hall be unlawfal for any person to inject or otherwige administer te 
any live stock or domestic animal that i produeing or thet is te be used ae food for man, 
any virus or other mibetance containing pethogenic or digenses producing germe of a kind 
thet ie virulent for man or for animale except upon written permission te do se from the 
State Live Stock Sanitary Board. é
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SROTION 16. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of hig 
Act or any rule or regulation promulgated by resolution of the State Live Stock Sanitery 

Board pursuant to thie Act, shell be puilty of a misdemeanor snf shell be punished eccerd- 
ingly. 

SRCTION 11. If any claure, sentence, paragraph or part of thia Act whell for any rene 
son be adjudged by any Court of competent jurididetion to be invalid, such judgment ebell 
not affect, impair or invalidate the remainder of this set, but shell be confined in ite 
operation to the cleuse, sentence, paragraph or part thereof directly involwsd in the 
controversy in which euch Judgnent shall have been rendered. 

SRCTION 12, All laws and parte of lewe in conflict herewith are herehy repealed. 

SeCtION 13, Chapter 19892, Lawe of Florida, Aete of 1929, is hereby repealed. 

SECTION 14, Phie Act ghall take effect immediately won becoming a law. 

Approved May 9, 1935, 

Filed in Office Seeretary of State May % 1935.
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State-wide tick eradication war inaugureted in Florida in 1923 by the State Live 

Stock Senitery Board, im cooperation with the U, 9, Bureau of Animal Industry and suc~ 

cusefully completed, “one after Zone, until the Orerige County aren wae reached in 1931. 

Phie erean should have been released im 1932, however, it was discovered that ticks 

renained in certain swampy portions of the County and a second campaign of tick eradi-~ 

cation wos undertoken, which Likewise proved unsuccessful, whereupon, the Jonrd enlisted 

the services of the U. % Buren of Entomology and Plant “Syarentine and the J. 8. Bureau 

of Biologics Survey to investigate and determine why the methods employed in tick . 

eradication, heretofore wuecersful, had failed in thie area. 

These Agencies, eeoperating with the State, determined thet the cattle fever tick 

found in thet part of Plorida war the Boophilus annuletus, variety Asutralis, or tropichl 

variety of the tick, which propagates on deer, a¢ woll ae cattle, and not the Boophilus 

annulatua, the tick ensountered tn north and wert Florida, ani whieh does not propagate 

on Geer. 

During the time the Board wan condusting these invertigatione and experiments 

in the swampy areas in “range County, systematic @ipoing ef cattle wae continued in that 

aren, and the mgular work of the tick eradi¢ation was undertaken ant completed in all 

remainiie Florida counties, which are now tick frea, with the exception of certain 

very limited insecesoible awamp deer-protected arene in “range, Sseeola, Highlanda and 

@ladee Coumtien, and portions of the Dig Cyprees Swamp in Collier and Hendry Counties. 

The State Live Stock Sanitary Board, to determine if ticks oovld be eliminated 

from deer and the evamp areas by an oxtended dipping campaign, coupled with close grating 

and regolar disturbing of deer bede, place several thousand head of cattle on the 

NeGrory Ranch and Game Preserve, in 1934, and hae dip ved these cathle systenatically te 

date, to plek up and destroy ticke dropped by deer, however, deer killed during the re- 

cent hunting seacon in this Preserve were found to carry cattle fever ticks, from which 

the Board concludes that, due to differences in habite of cattle and deer, in bedding and 

graning, cattle do not penetrate the recesses of the swamps inhabited by deer, which
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constitutes the reservoir of tick infertation, andtherefore, ticks cannot be eliminated 

by this mothed, This conclusion is confirmed by the following excerpt from report of 

investigation by the ¥, &. Bureau pf Biological Survey, airected to the Florida Commlesion 

of Game ond Fresh Water Fish, under dete of January 22, 10371 

"es It in to be regtetted that the attempt te eradicate the fever tick 
in Orange County by meane of closely herding enttle on deer range seane to 
have Biled. However, the lack of feed for cattle in the dense evamps of 
this Gounty has wade 1¢ impracties) to hol@ the cattle in these areas fer a 
sufficient time to expect the vent regults, and it ig usually the deor taken 
from there ewamps which are reported an inforted with fever ticks. Therefore, 
it eppears thet the only means of eradicating the tiek from meh arenes ie by 
murrounding the area and killing the @eer within the enclosirea.* « * 4 

the J. &, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, cooperating with the State 

Live Steck Sanitary Beard, conducted extensive investigations av regards host animals 

and reported definitely that the enttle fever tick, Reophilua axmlatue, variety Aus 

tralia, @1¢ not propagate on any wild aninel except deer. Among the many enimele birds 

and reptiles captured and examined were skunks, rabbite, Paccoons, oppogeums, bobeate, 

wildeats, aquirrele, foxes, doge, hogs and turtler. 

From the experience of the Board and investigations and determinations of the 

5, &. Burenu of Biologtent Survey and“, 8. Bureau of Entomology gna Plant Suarentine, 

it 1a imposible te complete tick erpdication work by dipping cattle unlese the State 

Live Stock Sonitery Board ie authorised to kill the deer in thewe Limited eqmmp 

rene lying within came preserves, 

‘The Board has exhausted every known and euggented method to solve this provlem, 

throweh a period of five years. A teet care wae carried to the Supreme Court to determine 

if the Board gould leeally kill the deer in these ticky deor-inforted evampe and in a» 

recont decision the Bonrd wae advined that the present law 414 not grant that authority, 

therefore, unless the 1987 Legislature gives the State Live Stocic Sanitery Board author- 

ity to kill these deer, the Board oan only attempt to held a quarantine line around these 

areae in an effort to prevent a general reinfestation of ticka in the State. 

STATE LIVE STOCK SANITART BOARD OF FLORIDA 

By W. L. Koon, Chairman, K 
March 15, 1937. 3. V. Knapp, Sectutery, State Veterinarian
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Clark, 3. C. ani Zetek, J. 
1925, Sick biting experiments in bovine anid cervine piroplacmosis. ; 

Am J. Trop. Hed. 5(1), Jan. pp. 1%26. 

Firoplaems found in peripheral bleed and in emenre mede from brain of white 

talled deer, Qtogoileus ghiriguengis, in 1917. 

TMekes, Boophilus gnguletus, ver. suctralia, collected fron infected deer in 

1920. 

Progeny of these ticks placed on eusceptible, non-Smaune calf. 

Calf showed pricpleema (tick fever organiens) in Wlood om 10, 13, 14, 15, 19, 

20, 21, 28 and 24 day after the seed tieks han been placed on 1%. 

hie shows that in Penama, the tiek fever orgeniams oeeur in the blood of deer 

under natural conditions and that these organiams ean be tranmitted to cattle by the 

progeny of ticks found on deer. 

eke, Bogphilus annulatue ver. gustralig, vere collected at on abattoir from 

cattle. The cattle from which these ticks were taken ware infected with the orgeniam 

which gauses tick fever. 

The progeny of those ticks were placed on a young dbreeket or highend forest deer. 

(This particular specter of deer is not a» susceptible to tick fever as the nore 

common white teiled deer). ; 

Tick fever orcaniems were found in the Blood of thie deer on 10, 15 and 25 days 

after the eeed ticke had been placed on it. 

This denongtrates that the tick fever organism can be traneitted from cattle to 

door.
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| UNITHD STATES 
DMP ARTNUNT OF THR INTERIGR 
Office of Indian Affaire 

Yaghington 

Merch 23, 1940 

Mr. J. B. WAL Liems 
(H4itor of the "Ploride Gattleman*) 
Kiewinnee, Florida : 

Dear Mr, Vil) tamst 4 
Firet, I want to otete our appreciation of your apypromgh and attituée, as 

representative of the livestock interests of Plerida, in the whole matter of the 
Gch ae Canin Gere ee Teekay she Sutacion! den, You have recognised 
that the iseues were purely fac » and that thie Department will eonform ite 
policy to the faete whatever they be. You hawe been confident in the factuel 
Dasie of your own position and have not made amy effort to set up an ex parte ar giment. 

T am confident and encouraged, to know that you will continue to help ue seek for the decisive facts. 

; It appears, now, that addition! rosearch ie going te de needed, because spparent- ly the suffictent facts do not exist in eny records secessible to you or to us. Hefore mentioning same of the topics requiring further investigation, I point out sah oF Phavihe ty Orent “apne from the stentpaiat of tise, The quarentined 
area of Florida is a very limited one. Within the greater part of that quarantined aree the extermination of deer, visely or unwisely, ie going forward, wut te not | finished, The danger of the invarion ef a feversfree aren by infection from a. quarantined ares ie stated both by the Sureau of Animal Industry and by the Bielogi- Gal Survey to be slight ant unimportant, even in thone cases where eattle are bang shipped out of the quarantined area; but the portion of the area occupied by the Sho, BOURLiA eions Otc eenh Se so nanme are Sune Chlaunl athe mkicae Seminole | there no danger except. the peesible ehipr of tha Ride of 0 fown-tise-infoctes dna This item concerning the tine-elenont i= mentioned here because from sources in and out of Florida there hee case a sug gention that the conclusion of this aatter of exterminating the Seminole deer ie critically urgent from the point of time, Such is certainly and entirely net the case. 

However, you sleo understand that from our point of view the early settlenent of the leeue is very desirable. 

I now mention some of the relevent questions not adequately answered from exist- 
ing records. 

1. What other aningla, beside the deer, are in Florida hosts to the cattle téck? The stetietical basis of the findings by the Buresn of Entomology are, of course, totally inadequate. Thay even amount in some eaves to an examination of one single
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enimal from a mammalian or bird species. The Bureom of Animal Industry has stated 
that the northern variety of the eattle fever tick haa ether animale in addition te 
cattle, horses, mules and deer ae ite hort. When, apparently in order to exert 
pressure upon the Sapreme Coutt of Ploride in the uatter of deer extermination, cer- 
tain southern states were led to impowe momentary quarantine again the whole state 
of Florida, their quarantines presumed by their language that other naimale beside 
deer, m, for exemple, sheep and gontm, ware hosts te the cattle fever tick. ‘Tame, 
these querantines were lifted ae soon ae the Supreme Court of Florida had reversed 
iteelf; 1 merely refer to thé ciroungtences that the quarantine aid aver that other 
animals, each ag gonte and sheep, horees and mules, in affition to the cattle and 
deer, carkied fever tick. 

2. In the deer iteelf not merely a carrier of the fever tick, but infected by 
the protexoan parasite which the fever tick carries, which cauece the cattle fever? 
The record ie flatly contradictory upon this point, wheee importance ie self-evident. 

3. nected with Z above: If cattle (and also probably horses and mulee) be 
iisitlain Wee's aemtuahttet’ elas Se ee es er ea 
wikl 1 Live ont ; 

4. Why, in other parte of the country, partiowlarly Lovisiana and fast Texas, 
4i4 44 prove possible to eliminate the cattle fever without killing the deer? We 
have not been sble te get eny satiefactory anewer to thin queetion. 

5. Why, in Portas iteelf, hee it proved poseible to get rid of the cattle fever 
while not getting rid ef more then a certain percentage of the deert There are spec 
Wlative answere to this question, but they require more of empiricn] muppert than the 
record reverie. 

6. Ig there experimental evidence, or oan it be obtained, establishing whether, 
if cattle be kept out of, and the deer be kept rigidly confined within, a given area, 
Shik’ dod: Rector GAaetES oF Mn pennalive Gomitag tn fries, ak Guaelins ) prnetical 
ly of no ixportanes in the matter of the controlof cattle fever? We have suggeeted 
that the experiment to determine this question be tried here ani sow with reapect to 
the Seminole Reservation, but te date no response upon thie point hae been forthoom 
Inge 

The above list does not exhaust the questions whose anewer might be conclusive ene 
way or the other. 1 am very hopeful thet the eclentifio investigation of these sev- 
pO scrubs Ragen ener edward db edge “apo end preferable by a 

selontific corps not heretofore conneoted with any official or unofficial 
dogmatic position, 

However, from whatever source mupplied, the conelusive data, if 1t be unquestion- 
ably seeurate end eufficient in quantity will ensble any clear-thinking person to 
aupply the needed vardiet. ence, I am hopeful thet you will continue your own 
search for data and thet you will maintain close contact with ue here. 

Sincerely yourr, 

a/e John Collier, Commierioner
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AUYHORIZATION DEER RE-STOCKING VROGRAM FOLLOWING COMPLETION 
TICK MRANTCATION, 

QRANGR coumeys 
Seation 5, Chapter 18744, Speclel Laws of 1937: 

“Seebion $8. When the Board ahall have completed the work of freeing the said areas 
or ee digtriet thereof of the esttle fever tick, it shall become the duty 
of Bonrd, under the provisions of thin Act, to replace with tick free deer the wild 
deer renoved from euch area or tine district, vhen the State Comniseton of Game 
aad teak Wher Pach eats im leuuh end Veh Coote thavent diel! Ve yall Gud of ths 
funde belonging to the State Live Stock Senitary Board or out of funde provided by law 
for such purposes.” 

QOLLISE CONN: ; 

Seetion 8, Chapter 19747, Speotal Lawe of 1990: 

"Seetion 5. When the Board shall have completed the work of freeing the eald area 
of onttle fever tick, it shall become the duty of enid Soard, unter the provisions of 
this Aet, to reetock with tick-free deer to the extent te which deer had been removed 
from the area, the coet of same to be defrayed from funds of the State Bive Stock San- 
itary Board and the crocesds of spécial hunting Licenses hereinafter provided for. The 
area shall be so reetocked within » period of thirty-eix (36) menthn after the comple. 
tion of the tick eredleation program.” 

SovomyY coowrrs 

Section 8, Chapter 19680 . Special Laws of 1079: 

"Section 6. Under the provistone of thie Aet, to reatock with tiekefree deer to the. 
extent to which deer hed wen removed from the area, the cort of same to be defrayed 
ty the State Live Gtock Sanitary Board; the State Live Steck Senitery Board is hereby — 

to deposit with the State Commigeion of Geme and Freeh Vater Fish, each thirty 

(a0) dave, on coment oqusl $0 Sventyfive (906,00) Bellare for cagh dear slenghtered ov 
removed otherwise; euch funte to be credited by the State Commission of fame and Fresh 
Water Fich in a fund to be known on Hendry County Restocking Pund.* 

QSCROLA COURT: 

Ssetion 10, Chapter 18761, gpeciel Laws of 1987s 

‘Section 10. * * * 

When the Board shall have completed the work of freeing the eald areas or any 
quarantine district thereof of the cattle fever tick, it shell thereupon become the 
duty of the sald Board to replace with tick dree deer the wild deer removed from euch 
aren or quetantine dietriet unter the provision of thin Act.* ;



The ueanl methods employed in tick eradication vere not euceeseful in the Orange 

Gounty area. See Exhibit No. 1, statement ised in 1937 referring to thie problem 

setting up the discovery of the existence of the tropical variety of the cattle fever 

tick in this area. 

Proof that the topical variety of the cattle fever tick exits in Florida and prop- 

agates on deer ae vell ae cattle ie contined in Mxhibit No. 2, Bishopp's Doounent 

4351, covering ¥. B. King's, Senior Entomologiat, Bureau of Entomology and Plant 

Quarantine, U. 8. Bepertwent of Agriculture, Orlande, Florida, report of invectiga- 

tions and the determination that the Boephilue anmilatue, variety Australis, or tropical 

variety of the cattle fever tick, propagetes on deer as well an cattle in certain ewamp 

areas in Florida, following 14 nontha' eutdy beginning June 1933, 

The State Live Steck Senitery Board afvoeated the removal of the deer from the deer 

tick inferted swamps to effect tick eradication. 

Opponents of the deer reduction program charged that the tropical variety of the 

cattle fever tick would propagete om other wild animale after the deer had been re~ 

moved. To be able to answer theese charges the State Live Stock Sanitary Board requested 

the U, S. Bureau of Mntomology qn Plant Quarantine to come to Florida and study the 

hoat limitations of the tropical variety of the cattle fever tick among «11 animals and 

ereatures inhabiting these svampe. Ty war found that the tropienl variety of the cattle 

faver tick did not live on or propagate on any other animale, birde or reptiles of 

these swamps. Seo Bxhibit No. 3, report of br. “ee A. Strong, Chief, U. &. Burean of 

Mntonology and Plant Guarantine, dated January 25, 199%; also reports of Dr. F. 6. Bis 
hopp dated Tebruary 12 and 15, 1937.
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Conservationists and sportemen continued their attack on the deor reduetion program 

denying the existence of the tropical variety of the cattle fever tick, denying thet it 

propagated on deer, alleging thet it could be removed by dipping, and alleging that if 

the deer were removed it would progagate on other wild animals, birds and reptiles of 

thie ares. To anewer these charges and to prove the neceasity for the removal of deer 

to complete tick eradication in the swamp arear of Florida, invebigntions were requested 

of the U. &. Bureau of Biological Survey. See Mxhibit Bondy reports of Dr, F. D. Mom 

Kenney, substantiating porition of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board. 

The 1937 Legislature passed special lave autherizing the deer reduction program te con- 
plete tick eradication in Sladen, Highlands, Orange, and Ysesola Counties in Florida. 

See copies of these bills attached, Brhibit Mo. 5. 

Anorganisation was formed in Florids called the Florida Deer Protective Aecocla= 

tion, for the purpone of opposing the deer reduction program of the State Live Stock San 

itary Board to complete tick eradication in Florida. ‘Thir Association by ite President, 

obtained temporary restraining order in the Cireuit Gout, Leon County. See copy attach 

od, Sxhibit Mo. 6. 

The cage wae carried to the Suprene Cowrt, which affirmed the Cirenit Court Order. 

See Bxhibit No. 7. 

In o further effort to get the correct and full information before the publie relative 

to the existence of the tropiesl variety of the cattle fever tick in Florida, thet it 

propagated on deer ae well ae cattle, and that it 414 not propagate on other wild animale, 

birds or reptiles in the ewamp areas in question, the State Live Steck Senitary Board 

requested a statement for publicity purposes from the U, S, Bureau of Entomology and 

Plant Quarantine. See Mxbibit No. 8, report entitled, "Ticks and Dear in Florids”.
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In view of the Cireuit Court's restraining order affirmed by the Supreme Court, 

which effectively stopped the completion of tick eradication in Florida, the States of 

Alabama, North Carolina, Tennesse, Georgia and ‘oulsiana quarantined againet the 

movenant of live tock from Florida. See Yxhibit By. 9. 

Recauce the quarantine of the States adjoining Plorida peralyred the cattle industry, 

the Floride Suprene Court entertained a petitien for rehearing ant reversed their pre- 

vions decision. See Mxhibit Mo. 10. : ; 

fee opinion of Juetice Buford, concurring specially, Mxhibit Yo. 11. 

The Legivlature of 1929 passed especial laws authorizing the deer reduetion pregran 

to complete tick eradication in Gollior and Hendry Counties. fee txhibit No. 12, 

Sines the favorable ruling of the Supreme Gourt we have completed the deer reduce 

tion program in “lades and Mighlands Counties and these arean have deen released from 

State and Federal quarantine, Ye have completed the removal of the deer from Ssceola 

and “range Counties, and there remaing only the check @ipping of the cattle to prove 

the effectiveness of the program before thie area will be realy for release. 

Unéer authorisation of the 1939 Act the deer reduction program was underteken in 

Cellier County July let, 1959, and lepprogreseing in a saticfactory manner. 

Refore undertaking the deer reduction program in Hen@ry County a authorized by the 

1989 Seeislature, » prelininary survey of the Gounty wae made, at which tine the question 
of conducting the program on the Sominole Indian Reservation wae given consideration, 

andconferences foquented with “r, 7. J, seott, Indian Agent, Dania, Florida, who 

opponed the deer reduction program on the Reservation and made a recommendation te the 

office of Indian Affaire in Yashington.
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Following reports of Mr, Scott, Br. J. %. Shillinger, in Charge Dieonses, Ue 8. 
Bureau of Biological Survey, vieited Florida for the purpose of inveatignting thie eitue- 

tion ani filed his reports. See Bxhibit Mo. 12. 

The next development wae press release by Secretary of Interior Iekes., See Exhibit. 

We. 14. 

Following press release of Ickes, the State Live Stock Sanitary Board Leeued etate- 

nents dated February 1, 1940, February 10, 1940 and Marah 2, 1940. See txhibite Hoe, 

18, 61 and 17. 

¥e also present for your informetion Indian Sommieeioner Gollier's report Yo. 91751, 

Mxhibit No 18, (The reply to this report ir on the yellow sheet enclosed herewith)
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UNITED STAVES DRPARTMEN?T OF AGHICULTURE 

BURSA OF EWPOMOLOGY AFD PLANT } 

QaRauT lia 
WASHINGTON, >. G. 

September 6, 1935 

Br. J. V, Knapp 
State Veterinarian 
Talloharres, Florida 

Dear Dr, Knapet 

I am tranemitting herewith @py of a report juet received from 
Dr. ¥. ¥. King on the investigations he carried yet on Mergaromus 

ammulatus australis ant Mareeronus anauletus pt “riande, 

I regret that moterlal woe not at hand for a nore complete 
comparivon of the typies) cattle fever tick and the veriety guntralis 
but the information gained does not emem te indionte that there ig 
any very marked difference in these two varieties either an regards host 
habite, developnental period or longevity. Jt is noted aleo that the 
remtlts obtained et Srlande with aa, are fairly comporable with 
reeilte of studies made « number years ago at Dallae, Texas. These, 

ae you know, were reported in Bureau of Mntomology Bulltin ile. 106, 
which wae published im 1912. 

Youre very truly, 

Jf ¥. ¢. Bighopp 
+ Prineipal Entomologist, in Charge, 

Ineecte Affecting Men and Animele. 

Rnel.
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REPORT OW LIFA EIGTORY STUDIES OF TUR AUSTRALIAN CATTLE TICK, 
MARGAR@BUS ANMVLATUS AUSTRALIS, AT ORLANDO, FLA. 

By 

W. ¥, King, Senior lntomologist, 
Bureau of Bntomelogy 4 Plant Quarantine 
United States Depertment of Agriculture. 

In cooperation with the Tick @rafieation Division of the Sureav of Animal Industry 

and the Plortés State Live Stock Sonitery Beard, etudien vere undertaken in 1933 to de- 

termine the larval Longevity and the duration of other stages in the developnent of the 

Anctralien,or tropical, variety of the cattle tick under Mori@a conditions. Sxperiments 

were conducted alee on the developuent of this tick on deer in comparison with cattle. 

The arrancenents for the work were made Jointly by Doctors F. 6. Bivhopp, ¥. M. NeXellar, 

T. %, Sole and J, Ve Knapp. 

Preevinosition, Iné@ubation end Larval Longevity 

During the fourteen nonthe from June, 1933, to July, 1954, « emall series of tubes 

containing engorged female ticks was started once ench month and recerda vere kept of the 

beginning of oriporition, the beginning of hatching, and the date of death of the last larve 

in each tube. All of the ticke used were collected from cattle in the southwestern part 

of the wtate, principally in Hendry and DeSoto Counties, by inspectors of the Tek Bradica- 

tion Mivieton. 

Regarding the identification of the ticks, no definite charaetere are known for di~ 

tingulehing variety australis inthe female atage from the typicn] form. Male specimens 

were, however, forwarded with ench collection and the great majority of these ghowed the 

think epine, or projeetion, at the postertor end of the abdomen, distinetive of the Aus- 

tralian variety. In a very saell proportion of the specimens this spine was much reduced 

or lacking but the impreesion war gained that this might oceur ae a normal variation and 

aia not necessarily indicate a sixture of the two forme. In any event it was evident that 

variety australis wee by far the predominant form in the southwestern area and the records 

given here undoubtedly pertain largely, if not entirely, to thie form.
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the monthly series consisted of from five to seven tubes containing one engorged 

fomnle each, and twe or three larger tubes containing several gspectmene each. These 

were kept on moist aand in the shade out of doors. During a part of the time two or 

three ad@itional tubes were also kept in the lbaoratery for comparison. ith very few 

exoaptions, the larvae in the tubes containing tut one female and kept out of doors 

lived the longest ané only the records from such tubes have been included in the summary 

of the date given here. 

the glage tubes used for individual feunles were 5-1/2 inches long by 1/2 inch in 

diameter, open at both onde. The bottom end was filled to a depth of about one inch 

with a temped plug of moiet sand and the other end was stoppered with a tight plug of 

eotton wrapped in gaure. The tubes were placed in shallow holes in @ bed of sandy 

soll and vere protected with a sereen eae, the top of which wae covered with a plece of 

canvas to keep off direct rainfall anéd sunshine. (See accompanying photograph) This cage 

wae located in a boarded shed, or nursery, which wae partially covered with narrow skate, 

furnishing about 60 shade, 

The contact of the sand plug with the soil provided the necessary moleture, and in 

faet produced on execensive ancunt in reiny weather, reeulting in condensation of water on 

the ineide of the tubes. During the mummer of 1993 heavy rainfalle censed a flooding of 

the sand bed and, om several ocengions, the tubes became chout half filled with water by 

seepage thru the bottome. %o far as could be observed, thie did not materially affect 

the viability of the eges or reduen the longevity of the Larvae. The gand bed wae pro- 

teoted afterward from further flooding, but « repetition of the first two series during 

the same months of the following year did not give markedly different remolte. 

in the larger tubes containing several females and larger maeeoe of larvae, the 

moisture seemed to be excessive most of the time and many of the larvae became stuck to 

the idee of the tubes or maeved in gummy cluaps. Longevity was below the average in
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euch tubes. ‘The length of larval Life war aleo lower in the tubes kept im the labora 

tory, tet in thie case wae probebly due to a lack of moisture and, at timer, a higher 

temperature. 

A qommary of the records obtsined from the tubes containing one female tick each 

ant kept out of doors im given in fable 1 at the end of the report. The maxieum and 

winiowm periods as shown in this table are as follows: 

Minimm Periods = Haximun Periods 
Humber umber 
of fime of Year of Tiae of Tear 

eT snevonenvisinmngnn itMnentnoinipanosiiinesenn 

Preoviporition 3 June to Setober 20 = February, 

tnsntiethen 2h September 10L Dee. to Mar. 

Larval Longevity se - a") July to Sept. 179 = Nov. te May 

Total period (from 
colleetion of the 
fonnle to denth of (a) 
Inet larva) 84~- 108°" June to Sept. 219 «= Get. to Bay 

seinen ioenanalensahnesinnainninoasenpnlishananiinalisninilniaainineneanandinneitimetiiiaintiiitsaetlieniuimineatnsti 

(a) The first figure ie for oll the larvae in one tube, the aecond for sll in the 
éeries. 

The neximom Larval longevity of 179 days occurred in a tube containing a fensle 

collected “etober 1 and in which the egue tegen hatching on Movember 10, or at the begine 

ning of cool weather. While an inerease in the length of life at thie time ef year would 

be expected, it is of interest to note thet the longevity decreaeed markedly among the + 

next several lote of ticks, beginning with the specimens collected “etoder 31. It inereas 

ed agein efter the begining of warm weather and showed a secondary maximum of 122 days 

in May (from femaler collected “arch 6). ‘The decroare in length of life coincided with an 

inerense in the ineubation and preovipoeition periods, remulting from the cold weather, 

and as ® consequence the total period from the dropping of the female toe the death of all
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Larvae wae held about level or even reduced, instend of showing a great increase in 

proportion to the lengthening of the tine prior to hatching, (Se chart 1.) T+ ie 

indieated therefore thet the vitality of the larvae iq leesened by the effect of cold 

during the ege stage. 

Somarizon of the Different Patods in the Life History 

of the tve Jarieties of Narmeromus. 

The following tatmlation givers « comparigon of the minimum and marigum duration 

of the different etages in the life cyele of M. gnaulotus ond . enoulatus gustralig. 

The reeorda for the former are taken from the data published by Munter and Hooker and by 

Hooker, Bighopp and Wood in the Burean of Entomology Bulletine Now, 72 and 106. Their 

data were obtained at Dallar, Texas, and show considerably higher maximum periods, 

Minimum and Maxiown Duration of Pertedea 

M. eanulatue HN. annulatus 
auetralia 

i i 
Pre-ovipowition Qu 2-20 

Incubation BLL 86 21-101 

Larval. Longevity 29-246 54179 

Total Period Bt BOE 84-219 

Length of Development 
on hont animal 209 20-49
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Zick Host Teste 
Ag previously mentioned, the predominant form of the eattle thor in south and 

central Florida has beon the Australian variety, Hergeropme aunulatus gustralis. The 

cecurrence ofreinfeetations in certain range areas where the cattle hed previously been 

Completely freed of ticks by Shammmk the ugual renéication procedures, and the finding 
of infewted deer on there and other rangem, led to the belief thet the latter animal 

could set an en effective host of this variety of tick and wae therefore responsible 
for nainteduing the tick population, (#) 

Jn ander to secure information ax to the devdopnentot ticks on a deer in comparison 
with enttle, to young deer and two calves wore obtetned and placed in specially constructed 

‘pene at Orlando, The deer (one tuck and one doe) had deen cnptured ae faune and roared in 
captivity. They were about = year old when obtained. 

Tt was originally planned to rm simultaneous teste to comere varioty australis 
from cattle with those from deer, and further comparisons of both of these vith the orth 
American Cattle Tick, or typieal gnuulatug, from enttle.  Suiteble material from gore 
then one gouree wae weunlly not available at a given time, however, and this prevented 

carrying ont the teets eimltaneously, Moreover, it seon became evident that the com 
parative resulte obtained from single aniuale would be of little value becauee of oxtrene 
differences in individual susceptibility of tick attachment. There remained the poseldiliy 
of comparing the results from the same animal at different times, but thie of course ; 
introduced other uncontrollable factors much as changer in the physieal condition of the 

aninal and the condition of the hatr, doth of which apparently have considerable influence 
on the development or attachment of the ticks. 

A totel of eight infestations vere mate furing the course of the work and these are 

summarised in Table 2, to of the infestations (Tests Nos. 5 and 7) were made on a single 

(nm) The original deseription of uss by Sey wan baged on wpecimene taken from deor in Florida, It is quite porsible refore thet there wore the subspecies now known aa
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animal merely for the purpore of ineres#ing the atock of ticks from a particular 

souree. another test (fo, 3) with cattle ticks from Louisiana, vas nearly a complete 

failure, probably @ue to the peor condition of the Inrwal ticks, fhe fellure to ob- 

tain an inerensed «tock of ticks from thie tent, unfortunstely, tervinated the exper= 

iments with treice] aamilatug. 

the remaining five teste were carried out with weriety gustralis, pert of which 

were ovigtaally obtained fron cattle ant part from deer. Complete developnent. seourred 

on the deer in all of these, although the totel aunber of ticke recovered varied from 

& miniown of 3 in Tort Mo. 4 to a maximum of 504 in Best Bo. 6. While the latter mum 

ber was Larger dhe the waseweriod fren one off the ealtes tn the wane test, the develop 

mont was much greater on the colvee in all other ease. 

| ‘The moat obvione explanation for the extreme 4iffewences in the nunber developing 

on the deer ie to be found in their ability and astural inclinetion to free thenselves 

of ‘the ticks, 4n applying the seed ticks it was obnorvad that the deer vere extremely 

songitive to the crawling movements of these minute paracites ant, with repeated licks 

of the tongue, would remove large numbers almost as soon as they touched the heir. In 

mont envee it is probable thet the m@jority of the seed ticke ware removed from the parts 

of the body thet could be reached in thie manner very soon after they were applied. Most 

of the specimens that became attached were found on the neck end head and many of these 

before reaching naturity were eoratched off by the deer with the sharp hoofs of their 

hind feet. 

At the time of applying the lerval tioke for Test Mo. 6, a difference in behavior of 

one of the doar (the Dusk) me quite notisesble, the animal on thie oocasien naking mach 

lene effort thanpreviously to remeve the ticks. “t @ae thought probable et the time . 

that a larger proportion would mnture end, ‘ep ear to walal ta ee teble, this proved 

te. te She onsns The aniwele were in winter cont at the time and this may have been 

partly responsible for the decrensed sonsitiveness, Bngorged ticks were taken from
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all parte of the body in this instanes, although the neck continued to be the prineipal 

site of ettachunnt. 

So definite conclusions ean be drawn from the teute es to what influence previous 

feedings on deer nicht have on eubsequent host preference, In the first two teats, the 
entinated percentage of development on Galf Yo. 2 (with ticks from cattle) was nearly 

three times os Large ae thet on Calf No, 1 (with ticke from deer). %o comparison of 

the individual auneeptibility of these two enlvew to ti¢ke of the seme source Ls availe 

able, however, 

In the sane teste the percentage of development on Deer No. 2 (with ticks from 
eattle) was ebout twice a large ar that on Deer No. 1 (ticks from deer), Heverthel oes 

thin might be taken as some evidence of an increased preference for deer in the latter 

lot, singe the develgpmont on Deer Yo. 2 was compuratively guch greater in subsequent 

toate with ticks of the exme source on both animale - ebout seven timer on great ag on 

Deer Ho, 1 in Tomt To. G, and thirteen tines as great in Test Be. 8, 

Ta Tent No. G, im which an unueually large proportion of development occurred on 

one of the doer, the tieke were the progeny of females engorged on deer. However, ag 

previously mentioned, thin seems to have been accounted for in large part by the behav 

lor of the deer after the larval ticks were applied; 1.4., ler asttvity on the part of 

the deer in attempting to remove the ticlea. 

In view of the numerous eourcer of variation in the development of ticks it is 

evident thet a large serien of tests would w required to settle euch ea point. 

In one of the torte (Mo. 4), the seed ticks thet ware applied to the animals were 

the progeny of engorged females reported as heving boon taken from a cow convaleccing 

from tick fever. Thess were placed on one of the deer and ono of the calves, vith the 

other two animale kept as controle. Winety-one adult ticke were recovered from the teat 

oalf but only three from the deer. Wo symptoms of illnege developed in either of the 

onimale and temperature records for the calf, taken et intervals during the following
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manth, @i¢ not exesed normal (varying from 101.6 to 102.2°%,), Bleed aneire taken on the 

Lith and 19th days were reported nagative by Doctor Enepp for the two test animals, the 

Calf used in the tent war presumably non-immne wince it had been born and reared in a 

tick free area. It is probable therefore thet the ticke were not infective. 

The yitenteals rewult of the teste in the demonstration of the fact that variety 

Sustrelie may develop in large numbere on a deer howt under some conditions, Thie te tn 

confirmation of field observations on the finding of tick infestations on feer under 

natural conditions. f A , 

A half dozen field colleations of cattle tieke from deer, mate by inspectors of the 
Tick Mradicetion Service, wore forvarded to the Orlands laboratory for examination and 
for use im ¢onneption with the experimental work. ‘The notes on thove colleetions are 
wiven in Zeble 3, ‘



fable 1. Pre-eviposition and Incubation Periods and Lerval hengevity of gamuletus at Orlando, Florida. 
(feets containing — mangas camel oe ee out of doors om moist sand) 

engorced Humber | gvinesttiog : herwl Longevity | Pate | Zotal Foriog Fecal. alka Se Stlowsleanic grveleaun J weliected tubes i yer; , thi peerage fariatio: = werace | vari 5 

Fane 6-8 8 5.8 3.4) 25.2 2em26 | (76.8 6% 87 Sept.19-29(b) (109.8 | 91-118 June 29 | i (76.3 105. 7- uiy3 } 6 3.2 | Be | 25.6 as27 | (79.8 68104 Nov.10-12 209.3 | 98-132 
t r 1934 

dugust 1 | 5 $.6 | me | 24.0 ae (220.0 11%-138 Jon. 13 186.6 | 14-165 
i i 124.7. | 150.0. Sept. 2 | 4 Hos | 2.2 21.23 {128.0 084144 Fed. 21 1s4.2 | mene .1 | § 36 | 4 | 358 | 3438 | (7.4 | 150-179 May 8 210.8 | 19%,219 ct. | 4) «| 88 | Be Go.2 | s9-95 | 120.0 May SL | 204.0 | 19% 212 Dee 2 | 5 | 84 | G-22| O74 96-101 | 93.2 S110) July 6 200.0 | 188-216 

, iy 17.0) w | 62.0 | reer | 73.0 | seos | guly 28 | 192.0 | sa.a02 / Bes 1.4 52 oe 68.2 66-71 | 83.8 | 6809 ame. 8 169.5 | 185-785 Feb. 16 «| 8 14.4; 18-18 60.6 50-63 [| 86.6 | 66-97 Aug. 6 163.8 | 142-171 Kaveh 6 L 1.7 | 7-15 00.2 | 48.86 | 96.6 5-110} aug. 25 158.3 | 136172 March 16 7 9.6 | 910 | 47.0 44-51 | 96.9 | G2112 | Sept.10 (153.2 157-178 April 6 ? 4.6 | 45 a6 41n44 | 94.7 == BGG. Sept? 145.8 © 133-154 Hay 5 6 5.8 6 | 26.5 26-27 | 84.8 | 75-95 | Sept. 7 (117.2 108-125 June § 3 he? | 8 247 23u26 | $8.7 | S82 | Sept.2l 95.0  B4-208 July 4 5 | = | = (885 | ame | 88.8 =| -MA86 | Mow. © 6 11S.8 | 99-104 
so : j i 4 ; 

(a) Omitting tuber on which the females failed to oviposit or in which the exee fatled te hateh. 
(») Where two figures eve given, a lapse of several éaye oceurred between the times when live 

larvae vers last noted and the next obesrvation, and beth dates have bean averazed.



Table 2.~ Cattle Tick Hort Tete (Margeronus spp.) 

Calf Mo. 1 Me. 1 Calf Ho. 2 Deer No. 2 

sik iit Achpnesinebesilidaneninseiiekn AUN iateseiloieeniilbbopsiiiaiichind Me lncid 

BPOUEEH ic csrccccscenceescee Verkoty Verlety 
CN ickhenkesisivecesssy Tot. s00) Cattle  settas 
Date collectod....csecccses October 16, 1935 Oeteober 25, 1933 
Date firet hatehing........ December 14, 1935 January 9, 1934 
Date Llervae applied........ Janury 26, 1994 ' ‘¥ebruary 21,(a) 1934 
Metinated mumber.....+.++++ 2000-2800 ween oo OO B00 omg 
Date first recovery of 

engorged femaloa cores Ped. bs 4 Feb. 18 Mar. 15 Max. 16 

Bate last recoverye.ce..ss+. Mar. 6 Mar. 6 Kaw. 26 Mar. 26 
Period of development...... 22=%9 daye 23-89 days 28-33 daye 2B—33 days 
Number walee recovere?..... 27 & 4 1 
Munber engorged femalon.... 143 15 260 a7 
Total ticks recevered...... 170 18 301 18 
$ POCOVETE ses screccescecee GeS—8.5 0.70.9 20,1-23,4 1.2-1.8 

ta) Feats not Started on same date due bo delayed hatehing of ogee in feat No. 3, 

aos sort Calf Bo. 2 oe 

GPOCLOHe e ceecsscceewesnseee 

COIOE ch deWW ads dae viewers coe Fe ee same 

Date eollactet....csserscne Cetober 20 (t), 1933 

Date firet hatehing,.....+. Jen. 28 to Mar. 14 

Date Dayan applies coovcee ar Bag 
Betinated mmber (a).....+6 600 
Date first recovery of 

engorged females...... (») June 2 i a 
Date Last recoveryecersecss June 8 ~ - 

Period of evelopment....s 28a S4, days 9 0 

Mumber mallee recovered.... 9 9 0 
Soluk vlaka aoe females. a 0 o 
Total %: recovered ..... 4 ° 0 
4 POUOVETOR. oc ccecesccccnrs 0.6 0 6 

(a) A poor hateh war obtained in the eges from the Louisiana femaloe and only a emall 
number of seed ticks were available. These were probably in » weakened condition 
at the tine pall i coger the few females recovered from the experiments] aninals 
aif not lay fertile eges so the terete could not be repeated, 

Yo) An accidental infestation from a previous lot of ticks eceurred on thie enimel snd the 
records are omitted. i



Table 2 continued 
ost cieteeretretneeteenecnee eentemeene mneanenaenmeneeineneaneiememnnsnmemenmnemnenennenenetemnnentendttnemactnenahtinedtmemnantnntantnemneaneaeieeineientmeienedaemanenenennnn desire nmenmementemREmntnemmeimmameetneemienel 

sirhinseeilianiasen AMARA AMA Acs Tcl biiinicecsunaiainatieans 
Calif Ho. 1 Deer Ko. 1 

siesineiaensjunltiale-aiehienlnnieaeeiutabeiaeiditonerieeuiniaieoatetilinptiehbeninsnuialteidilintesoniennuaniamaitiilinonaniaienieciomsaienie 

BPOCLOR. cercrsecevaceeeerrreareeeenveneneestone Variety suatrells 

POOF OR es heed dsdeenececdecaseeveesserenareressves Gow (Southern ‘orida) reported as 

eonvaleseing fron eplenetic fover(a). 
Date COLLMCCOM er cceeesesneescevencvecnnccenens April B 1934 

Date firet hatching. ....cssscesceresoneweeseees Hay 1, 1934 
Date Lavae RPPEEAE Lc ce cndccnnedonesetuaseonenes Ang. 16, 1934 

Eetinated PI, og cand bhbeonenednneonsens see 

Date first recovery of engorged foumlee......+- = ' Sept. 11 
Date Laat POCOVOTY ee reescereetenrerrrveneeeerre Sent. 13 Sept. 18 

Period of Development... ciscosoevsceveneveveoeeed 21-29 daye 29-84 daye 

Warher salow reeover Olercccenecutencrerenenccs 4 ° 

Ranber engorced females. SOCCER HEHEHE Oe a7 3 

Totel ticks POCOVOLOEe eo cevensecrreereseeeneune 91 3 

© WOT ihsunancecerisdennerosesenenenesens 4. BaG,2 0.15-0.2 
RONEN OTT TL SLOT ONT LL LC LL ALE LL LOLA LOLOL DLO ONL LLL LLL LLL LLL LA LAL LL ALLL LLL LOTS, 

(mn) Bo evidence of Siiseae Soeharel im viner of tee bent animale and the tempera- 
tures of the calf 414 not exoeed 102.2°7. Blood smears taken on Aug. 27 and 
Sept. 3 were reported negative by Dr. 7. ¥. Kaapr. 

ete NNR ee A RN AN A RN RRB Nt ARREARS AA nee trate een mReneR nt ceNee Aarntescema mete AES AE aR AAA NR REA RE NE SC 

fect No. 6 

Deer No. 2 wae infested on Ang. 6, 1933, with « few seed ticks reasining in the 
vinle from Test Yo. 1, in an effort to obtain m eufficiont wupsly of this lot for 
further teste. Only one engorged female wae recovered, howewer, ond thie one failed 
to prottuee viable egies. 

ee —— ee Sear 

BPeCde te sceceweveveeenrcercee 

GOUPEG ce cesecesceceeseccesvee From several near mn dear kept in emall 
; porture near Plant Oity, Fis. 

Date POLLOEEOR Lis. ceccecacces October 15, 1984 

Date firet hatohings .cserceee Rov. 30 & De. 1 

Date Larvae epplieds.correres December 26 

 Retimated mowlere..s.cseeeeeee 5000 Eile ouch 
Date firet rowovery...c.rseee 1 BN. - 16 Jan. 16 
Date last recoveryeccs.secese Fat. 29 Jan. 31 Feb. 33 Jan. Th 
Period of development.....+0. 34 daye 20-56 daye D149 daye 21-36 days 
Wumber males recovered....... 94 174 14 88 
Mamber engorged femalete...+. 255 536 62 439 
Potal ticke recoveread......+. 387 lO 76 B04 
SO PONE isisvenesscscevens GT 14.2 1.8 10.1



Table 2 continued. 

Teat Yo. 7. 

About 200 seed ticke from ogen deposited by a half dosen partially engorged 
females taken from cattle in Southern Florida were placed on Gelf fe. 3 in an effort . 
to build up a stock of ticke f om cattle hosts for further tents. This became nec- 
essary because of the inerensing difficulty of obtaining engorged ticks on range 
aattle, due to the progress of the tick erafication campaign. 

Fifteen adult ticke (one male and fourteen females) were recovered from. the 
calf between the 23rd and the 24rd days after infestation, » recovery rate of about 
7.89 ae compared with the 6.7% in the previous test. 

eens REE CRE TT C NANN NAO ELC CT ATONE NN TC CTA CCN Lt OLE LCL CC LO CL LN I CC LTD 

BPOCLe Reece recccceserneneecenvonnees . variety auaicalia 

BOUPCR esse sccvenersererereeresesenoe “Progeny of ticker om Oglf Mo. 4 

in Test Yo. 6 (one generation on calf 
after previous development on deer) 

Bate POLING Rs acecnnecwenercdvnawed Jan. 18, 1938 

Date firet hhatehings ss-cncreccenene Mar. 16 (ogee kept in warn 

chamber) 
Date Larvae eppliedsccacsescesrevee Kar. 26 

Botimated mumber.....cccceseeeucene siuiipsMiMMU I I selmi 

Date firet recovery of engorged 
f TOMBLO Mee cdececccevecsnrentee Apr. bs Apr. 19 Agr. 18 

Date last POCOVOTT eneccsccsenerovee = Apr. Pe) May 4 ‘ 

Period of ovelopmentesreceseransce daye Be BS days 213? doye 

Mumber malom recovered. scocencceses 113 0 22 
Puaber engorged famaled. soccavccese 465 14 160 

Total tloks recovered. .cscceessevos S78 Mw 182 

$ VOCWTERO sr pce rinndesdadeonsonses 11.6 0.8% 3.6



i. dune 7, 1983, rand thoes eieeet ot Sele eat eo eeaceaeenaLatas 
from an ear and three pieces. of kin eut from 2 wil on 

: in Sseeola County, Florida, 17 of the tieks wore found on the 
ear. specimens wera brought to Ovlando by Doctors Applewhite and Wirthiin. 
Photographs were talcon of the tieke attached to the oar. 

8. done 28, 1935. 2 fomeles and 7 nymphs from the Left ear of a 
dco Mitheh neae Kaho EMRE te Fea Gooner, Plorida. Mo other ticks 
were found on the animal by Dr. Wirthlin, who brought the specimens te Orlande. 
4 piece of the cer with ticke attached war prevorved in formalin, 

S July 2%, 1933, 4 males variety auattalis) © feneless 2 aysphs and 4 Larvae 
from a plege of hide out from a doe in the Teogoeschetchee @eme Praserve 
in Orange County and brought to Orlando by ©, 4, Adema, Three of the femele ticks 
were slightly ged. The rider who found the deer reported that an engoraed 
tiek was sideshak evagiuudty but had disappeared when given to Mr. Adame. ‘ 

4 Get. 16, 1933, 12 males and 35 fennlee (malew all ne ET ee Ro 
Sree 8 vary itiot at stan of Ma Oryraes Samy in Shiiey + Florida. 

i brought to on “et. 20 by Doctors Cole and Knapp. All enttle had 
Sight Sf Sen dese Kalen te tee eee tan naan eras aa: bens peteubies seodariy. 
Might of ten deer killed in the area have been found infested the present infer 
tation te probably a Little sbove the averse, although not all of the ticke on this 
anil were collected. Six of the females brought to Orlane were sbout one half 
engorged and 12 others vere partially so. Larvae hatching from eges laid by these ticks 
were used in Hort Tort No. 1. 

5. Hovenber 22, 198%. 7 males anf 23 females fron deer. Box labeled “sBelle, 
Florida. (lo other date).. Six of the male ticks were variety gustralig, the other 
one being doubtful an it lecked the posterior epine. 

6. Oct. 15, 1934, A large number of ticks sent to Orlende by Doctor ole from seven 
tame deer kept in & mall pasture noar Plant City, Plorida. A number of these deer 
were found to be heavily infested and it was reported thatthe deer elone hed main- 
tained the infestation in thie pasture as the surrounding area had been tick free for 
gome time. The progeny of these ticks were used in Test Mo. 6.



Table 4, Temperature # Raimfnll ot Orlando, Florida 
from June, 193% to November, 1934, 
{U, 8. Weather Bureau Records) 

Ueon Zemparaiure Eoath chee 

iiileiidillte sii dmount from Norma}, 

a se Rs 
dagnet 81.6 9.18 ae 
ooo 82.2 14.10 2 90 

C 78.2 3.84 ~0.92 
Noventher 6E.6 LFA: #0.02 

owe ae i. ae ~ ¥ 4 J 
Pebrunry — 89.8 5.87 95 
Hareh 65.4 4.88 00 
April 70.8 4.58 15 
May 76.4 8.08 79 
June 20,0 13.38 oe 
daly 81.8 8.00 205 
Aneiet 82.0 1.27 mb 5S 

ae 79.6 $.14 ate OB ; 
75.0 1.80 3.26 

Hoveaber 7.2 0.09 ~1.G2
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WNIT states DEPARTVRLT OF AGRICUBTURE 
RORMAT OF WTOMOLOOT AMD PLANT 

QUARART IVE 4 
WASHIVOTON, D.C. 

Yebruary 1%, 19237 

te. J. Ve Knapp 

State Veterinarian 
Pallahasses, Florida 

Dear Dr. Knapyt 

There are tranenitted herevith twe cooler of a lict of ticks 

and other oanaunonas tes eolleeted by Mr. B. ¥. Travis and “r. 0. ¢. 
Van Hyning in areas where the cattle fever tick wae present. There 

ie also enclosed « eummary statement regarding the hoets teken and the 
parasites founé during the course of thie eurvey. Wither of these 
etetenente may de prenented ae evidence in connection with the court 

ease now pending. 

Yours very truly, 

/s/ ¥. ¢, Bighoop 
Principal @ntomologist, in Charge, 
Ineents affecting Man ond Animals. 

feb/eey 
2 enels. : 

ec to Dr. T. ¥. Cole 
Dr. ¥. H. MeoKellar
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Samsary of ticker and other paraeiter collected on domertic 

and wild anianle and tirde ty agente of the Sureen of 
Rutenology end Plant quarantine, U. 8. Department 

of Agriculture in Florida in areas where the [ 
cattle fever tick occurs. 

The following ie » sumaary of the collections of ectoparasites of birde 
and masmalea made by the Barean of Sntomology and Plant Quarantine in areas 
in Florida where cattle fever ticks occur. Moet of the records are from 
near Christmar, Florida. 

Braminations were made of the following hoste: 17 deer, 3 eshunke, 3 
cottontetl rabbits, 1 mardh rebbit, 4 horses, 4 oposeuns, 6 dogs, 10 hogs, 
1 cow, 1 gray fox, 17 raccoons, 2 wildeate, 10 cotton mice, 1 gray squirrel, 
1 fom squirrel, 18 cotton rete, 2 crows, 1 chuch-wille widow, 2 turkey vultures, 
1 ded white, 2 wild turkeye, 2 Florida red-chouldered? hawke, 2 Floride burrowing 
owl, 32 southern seadowlarics, 1 white-eyed towhes, 1 red-bellied woodpecker, 
2 Tlorida gracklem, 1 ground dove, 1 brown-headed nuthatch, 1 Floride berred 
owl, and 1 killdeer. 

The enttle fever tick (Boophilug oan oti matte wae taken on 4 
deer and on nome of the other mammale or * exam « A totel of 115 maler, 
115 fesaler an? 51 nymphe of the cattle tick were collected from the four ine 
feeted aninals. 

Other paragites found on deer weret Gulf Const tick (anthrone nacalatua) 
Dleck Legewd tick (Ixodes door bese aa 
oe oer el ae 

The species of paraeiter fount on the other masinale and dDirde were: black 
legeed tick » Anorioan dog tick 
rabbit tick ; . Gulf Gonnt tick | 
bird tick » Tough shield tick cee 
several ae of miter, biting lice, gueking lice and fleas, 

/s/ ¥. €. Bishopp, 
Principal Btomologiet, in 
Charge, 
TIneeets Affecting Man and Raimale 

Feb. 13, 1987
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Girt of ticks and other paragites taken on hosts captured near 
Chrigtman, Ploride, where enttle fever ticks cceur. Collections and 
identifications sade by sesbers of the 8, Bureau of Matomology and 
and Plent Quarantine, UV. 8., Separtment of Agriculture. 

Betoparnasiters from 15 cotton rete, 14 with ticke (not cattle ticks), 
6 with Anoplura, (suckling ltee), 7 with mites, 1 with flea. 

7 vacooone, 211 with Nellophaga (biting lice) only. 
9 eotton micey all with ticks (not eattle ticks), 1 with mites. 
1 hog with Anoplura. ; : 
1 skunk with Vallophags. f 
1 gray aquirrel with fleas. 
1 fox equirrel with fleas. 
26 nenfovlarke, ell with ticks (not enttle ticks) 
1 red-bellied woodpecker, with ticke (not eattle ticks). 
2 Vleride grecklee, 1 with Mallophaga, 1 with mites. 
1 ground dove, with Mallaphaga. 
1 @row, with Mallophaga. 
1 wild turkey with Meallophaga. 
1 Drown-headed nutheteh, — Mallophaga. 
1 red-shonldered wi ; . 
1 Florida Barred Sun hicohaee tut 1 Mpnebeseid, 

Ae notes above, none of the ticks collected on these hosts wore erttle 
ticks, to er dabioaten daaabahaes tak thans eine of Demmesaien mete iin 
meiilip ow and those on the bi were larvae and 

or or lervae, 
nyaphe, ee 3) ‘emelee o : 

Feb. 13, 1937



Bigh, #26903 2 wales from raccoon, Feb. 7, 1937, 
nye Bere mas. : hi 

Seven Mallophaga and 1 flea from same host. 

Bish. ¢26904 Three Mallophaga from Fildeer. Bonita Springs, Fla., Feb. 3, 1937. 

Mieh. #26905 _ ; 24 nymphe uneng'd to full eng'd, 2 eet eer 
PRET: Ser. |e Seuthern s %, 1957, Bonita Springs, Fla. 
Det. ¢. WW. Smith. 

Bish. #26906 Dinas 1 female slightly engté ‘ 
é males 

8D. siete ) from raccoon 
Teb. &, 1927, Immokalee, Fla. Det. 6.¥, Smith 
Twelve Mallophege, biting lice, from same host. 

Bieh. #26907 Dermegen’ rigbilis 2 site, 3 Menaies wigng'e to fends } 
xodes ricinun sean Eig, 1 male, 1 female } engoreed. from 
o, b. ’ 182 * mine OM, Plas, Det. 6, 4, Smith, 

Bigh. #26902 Wine Mallophagn from reecoon, Feb. 6, 193%, Imnckalee, Fla. 

Bish. f2Go09 | L male. 
; gd o % eng’d, & nymph } ong’, 
_Smaaria, 1 fensle 1 enzorged. from raccoon 

+ . 00 y » Det. G. Hs Smith. 

Bish. #26910 Seats 2 males } 
Tote Lexie ee engorged ) from raccoon, Feb. 9, 1937. 

Gy » Det. &, W. Smith, 

Bish. #26011 2 sumphe slightly engoreed, from Pkawlda 
Sappaaen lex. 2 ne 1937, Inmekalee, Fla. , 

Bigh.#26912 Three Kaliophage from Turkey Burzard, Feb. 9, 1987, Imnokeleo, Fla. 

Mish. #26915 Twelve Nellophagn from skunk, Feb. 7, 1937, Immokelee, Fla. 

Bish. #26887 gemmulakis, 1 sele 6 eng'd females, from wildent, 
Senay =i sas tract, nesr Christmas, Fle., Det., ¢.X, Smith, 

Bish. $26823 Thirty Mellephaga from deer #87615 ¢. ) 
Bish. #26824 Fifteen Mallophage and 10 Anoplura, sucking lice, from deer rn 
Bish. #26044 ae, a from deor $87517¢. pe from 

ert te-ta Deer oseeoln) on Paavy-Vilson tract 
Nov. 23, 1936, near daateeont ; oem . 

Bish.§26825 Wine Mallephaga and 3 Anoplura from deer #57750 0. at osceols) 
on Peavy-Wileon tract, “ov. 22, 1936, near Christmas, 

February 13, 1937.



SGET OF REL SGRANs 

WASHINGTON, D.C. Feb., 15, 1937 

a, ¥. MiAPP 
| STATE VRTSRINARIAN TALLATASSER, FLORIDA. 

IN AUDITION TO LIST OF HOSTS AWD PARASTYNS DATED JANUARY TWENTY FIVE Tus 
FOLLOWING BIRDG AND ANIMALS HAV! BEAN EXAMINED FoR PAMAGTYES IN AREA 
WRERB CAIWLE TICK OCCURS SRVNW COMMON RATS WINT WAADOWLARKS TWELVE 

si Dasvaalle S00 CURVGN IGE On GRAGUNGTPER SPANNGS GUO RRCHOKARED ‘OCH ICKIES 
ON! BUVRRIRD {VO GHRIXES OWE ROBIN CAM FOX SQUIREAL FIVE DOGS ONE HAT 
Se ATR SPRGTES GF RICKS FOUND ON TINS Homes BUT Non oF TemaR weet 

/s/ ¥. 6. BIsHORY l



gory PART OF BXUIRTT #8 

WHINY SVATRS DAPARTMRNT OF AGRICTLPURE 
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine 

Washington, DB. ¢. 

Gan, 25, 1957, 

or. a v. Knapp 

State Veterinarian 
Orlando, Florida 

Dear Dr. Knapp: 
Ady Weil 

Sey © + entntin joet received from Dr. T. ¥. Gole of the Bureau of 
Anime) aatier ie Dea corte tee ee te ae ee 
under way by ° Bureeu of “ntomology and Plent Gaarantine relative to the hoste of the 
cattle fever tick in Florida. 

Posing Sms G. . Vonllyning was employed by thio Bureau to collect hosts in # 
the arene in “lorida where the eattle fever tick wae atill persieting, Moat of the col- 

lections made vy “r, Yentiyning ond Listed below wore from such areas, 

Bish Bo. Host deselity Rate Ticke Qther Parasites 

21126 Pla. Micank St. Cloud GS-35 © 12 or 16 biting lice, 

21127 Crow “ 6-33 0 About 23 Biting Lice, Hye 

| Stes au Sarin 
21128 rn wille ‘ 

Se A few chiggers, Prombloula 
izcitens. 

21129 Mareh rabbit near 
Conway 644-83 3 rabbith ticke 1 flea, Sedionerile simplex 

22320 Cottontell 
rabbit Convay 6-433 ciy'd,” Seteeaieeaila,  bemataian vesteies 

issoria aelaehelee 
21131 turkey 

wolture %¢.@loul 6-6-35 0 & biting Lice. (Zethionterms 
Asreingle). 

a11a2 Bob white St. Cloud 66-35 0 2 biting lice, ; 
(pacture) 

Misa Norse M.Cloul 6-6-83 0 several horse flies 
| (Zebeans).



Bishe ost Locality Rate Ticks Other Feragites 

21188 Gposman St. Bloud 6=8-33 3 FP, OM American 0 
dog tick, 

a24a4 Dog Buetin 10-4034 °- About 6 meking lise 
Méosnatiug piliferns 

- 0 % fleeh flies (Sercepha- turtle Gaineaville 4a oS 8 

am cistudinis). 
21196 Fla. door 8. side of 6u24-83 o 4 sucking lice 

Big Cypress 40 parasitie ne Sweep, Hap lor suteng_sasanae) 
21107 Fla, wild 

turkey Naples Gn Be BS 9 1é Biting Lice (hse 

B1198 Fla.Red Tanokaloe S223 ° , 3 biting ideo (Degeertel- 
shouldered have. ls ‘tusea) 

P1199 hog Immokalee 6~ 29-23 1 Ameriosn dog | 

P1156 Pls. burrow LaBelle 6-14-23 ° 14 biting Lie (tte 

oT Eirotala ane eectinatwn) = 
21187 Fle. turrow 

ing owl Innokelee Gol fe dS e Aboot12 biting lies © 

2115¢ dog Innoke lee 615-83 14 Amer tean 
dog tiolks, 

tor masiebitigy” 
21LLS9 sty — ie 

ow Lark ba LbeBE 8 Several oh: e 

(Grebleuls sosints) 
21160 Verse * bh Gon BS 9 Rany horse flivs ' 

Re Hye Rear 

‘ zante) 
2116 horees (2) Immokalee, Fla. 6-17-93 0 1 horge. fy, (Zabans - ,



Bish. Host? Ageality” Rate Tigks Other Parasites 
21164 Mareh rebbit Tanckslée G1 7-83 1 rabbit tiek 0 

21166 margh rabbit " Sn L Ba BS 6 rabbit ticks  Ghigzers (2rombicula 

Swe 
21167 =—«- Fla. oporsune " 6-19.23 8M, 4 F uneng'd Prose (gtenoeanheli. @ te sh, enetd. Anertean 2 LoL, Bueniaey 

1 young fem. ticks, Bemmecentor rd Ly Z ' 1 ¥ with 7 youtg in pouch Merlebilig. higeors (Lrombiouls 
Saritens) 

During the prosent winter (1936027) Mr, 2B, ¥, Travis, Assistant Bntomologiet, im the investigation of game paragites is giving particular attention te howte of the cattle fov~ or tick in Florida, and thas far he hag wubaitted the following collections which have deen identified by spectaliate in the Sureau of Yntonology and Plant @uerantine. 
S ‘ i 

Christmas, Tex. M-22—86 senmerig, ’ 

26782 2 doge « 132686 1B Amertean dog tick secede 7 2 x ieee 
| Midcings scemularia. 

267830 deer « 1122.36 SM, Gulf Const tiek Amblyomun macvlotun, 
SLB, 40 P Black legred ttek I hen ric! : B67S4 southern seam ; asian d dow Larke4 * 11-2286 @ lervae Bird ticks hyselia ghordetit, 
7 Larvae, 1 nymph rabbit tink hy eal’ 

denoris naluctris. 
26785 2 deer * 11025-26 76 M, 82 ¥ Bleck legred tick Ixodes 

‘taht eae Sagalatum. 
26736 Pla. Gray Fox * 1123.36 1 F Bleck Legeed tick. Ixodes rieimus 

sanmulario. 
28737 8 hogs " M226 10 7, 6M, Ameriean dog tick 

27 F, 2, eee 
Seawilerig. 2 ¥ Gulf 

cast t ‘gaguletum. 
26740 white-eyad 

towhee ® 11-85-36 = Lprve Bird tiek Hes 
2 larves rabbis tie lammmairenl be denote 
Baluctris.



26741 2 deor Ponvy-Wileon tract 11-28-36 2 F Mnck legged tick Imodee 
Christmas, Pla. ziginue seayularis. 

26742 «= S paecoone = * 11-24-86 4M Amertenn dog tick 
augue 1 F mata beget Sock en ene 

26745 deor “ 18-26-36 OM, 5 F Black legeed tick Ixodes 
riginua seepularis. 

26746 2 dewr Tosohatchee Tract : 
Chriatmag, Fla. 12-2836 8 M, 97, Black legeot tick Taoten 

ao Se Oe Be Oe cavine 
‘ever tele Hoovhilug ammalatus 
suatral is. 

26747 door Poavy-Wilwan 19-28-95 169 #, 26 7, Black Legred tick Ixodes 
trnet, Christmas, Ya. Elgious scamilarte. 

26748 deer Forohatehas Tract 
Ghrietaas, Fla. 1P29-36 BB My 42 F, Black leweed tick Ixodes 

PRR, sptren 

BWP, ve arene tevptent 

soarintas ‘ 

26748 doer Toschatcher treet 
Christmas, Pla. 12-136 6 MK, Gut Comet ae 

gaculatune 2 Me 1 ¥ pieal. cattle 
+ Boonhilus ganulatuas, 

Axodes, nioims seanuleris. 

267500 deer Feavy-¥ileon Tract 
Christmas, Mla. 1%1-56 1 F Black legeed tick, Inodos 

Eieims scapularis. 

26751 wild eat Myrtle ‘sland, 12-81-35 8 7, Mack legeed tick. teoges 
Oraeols So., Pla, Bicinus seapvlarin, 

26782 raccoon Tosohatehee tract 1-2-27 1 F Ixodee texanne, 
Christmas, Fla. 

26783 Raseoca er eet Lee BF 8F, 10 aymphe, Ixodes texans. 
oriia 

26784 Spersum % Le Be27 14, 3 F Mack legzeod tick Inedes 
rieimus sesrularis. 

Youre very troly, i 

/e] LAR A, STRONG, Chief of Buresu.
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Gory 

daguet 18, 1936 

State Livestock Sanitery Bosra = | 
Capital Building 
Tallehasdes, Florida 

Gentlement | 

Ruclosed herewith ie a copy of a report made by Dr. F. 6. Hokenney 
on the recent investigation on the iafestation of Florida deer with Texas | 

fever tics. 

The best interests of all organisations concerned were carefully | 
eeneenes saline Se eens Pee ee bean ) 
our services have bean of sone + im the furtherance of the work | 

- of eliminating Texas fever. | 

Very truly yours, J 

/sf im 5 Beene, det 
» & Bureau of Bielogical Survey 

Sesohanek ot tha Taseohan cen i 
Wanhington, D. 0. 4 

| 

| 

|



am. USITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURR 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGIGAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Angust 15, 1936 

datroduetion 

Upon request from the Bureau of Animal Industry, an inveetigation wae made 

during the month of July, 1936, to confirm reports that the white-tailed deer 

(Qdocotlens virgiaignug) were harboring a variety of the Texas fever tick (Booyhilue 

samulatng), variety Australie). and thereby preventing an eradication of the parasite 

from southern Plerida. 

Gheorvations were maee on topography ean¢d extent of the arene involved, habite 

af the deer, relation of the deer to cattle in reguré to using the same ranges manage- 

ment of the cattle on the range, and when found to be infested, the effect of tick 

infestation on the deer. Attewpte were made to correlate these observations with the 

presence or absence of tick infestation in dear in order to present e possible solution 

to the sroblem. 

In addition to the sbove observations, expertenente vere condusted to determine 

whether or not the deer were carrying the piroplaema of Texas fever, or other infections 

traneniseible to cattle, in their bleed. 

Tn order to make some of theaestudion it was necessary to obtain epecimens of 

deer from an aren thought te be infected. As these specimens were thought to be a 

fair sample of the deer in the suspected area, some idea wae obtained ae to the extent 

and degree of infertation. 

Itinerary of York 

On arrival at Jackeonville, Ploride, uly 9, the problem wae discussed with Br. 

T. ¥. Gole, in charge of the Buream of Animel Industry work in Plroida. The sien atten
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noon I went on to Orlane where I contacted Dr. J. H, Yoder, Bureau of Animal Industry 

auperiveor of the tick eradication werk in Orange and Onceola counties. July 10 to 

13 wer epont in going over the area in and around the MeGrory and Tooscosohatchee refuren 

in company with Dr, J. 1, Yoder in addition to contacting Hr. Kelsey of the Bureau of 

Biologics’ Surwey ot Daytona Beach, and Dr, King, in charge of the Bureau of Untomology 

laboratory at Orlando. 

On July 14 » gurvey wae mate of a enall area onset of Melbourne in company with 

Dectors Cole and Yoder. ; 

After completing » preliminary ourvey of the area in Orange anf Osceola countios 

I moved to LaBelle on July 15, and on the following two days, in company with Dr. Cole, 

Dr. J. ¥. Knapp, state veterinarian, Dr. lauterdale, regional supervisor of the Bureau 

of Animal Industry, an@ Mr. Tabb, leeal supervisor, of the Bureau of Animal Industry, 

made s preliminary eurvey of some of the aren north of the Bverghader and the big Cypress 

Sreminp 6 

The following day, July 18, made « similar survey of the smell aren called the 

Telegraph-Cyprens region in Charlotte and De Sote counties. 

A necting of the State Game Commision war held in Winter “sven on July 20, and 

I met with this eroup in order to explain the plan of investigation, and to obtain a 

permit for taking epecimens of deer from the State. 

The next week, July 20 to July 27, wae spent in making a survey and taking deer 

apecinens from the Big Cypress breeding grounie in company with Mr. Ray Barnes, leeal 

warden, of the State Gane Commieeton, Mr, x. L. fellison and Mr. Tabb, employeee of the 

Bureau of Animal Industry. 

Experimental animals were injected with materiol obtained from deer in the Big 

Cyprere aren on July 28, snd close observations were made on the animale for the next 

two days. 

On July $1 I contacted Mr. H, 8, Sehlier, Miami State Game Commigeloner of the 

Bverglades and Big Cyprese area, ax well ae Mr. Newt Lewis, in regard to the problem
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of tick infested deer in the reglon just surveyed, Thon on the following day, Ancuet 

1, im company with Mr. Tabb, went to Port Meyer to contact a loca) conservation group i 

im regard to recommendations they were reported to have made. 

Returned to Oriande on August 2, and the following day discussed probles of tick 
infested deer with Mr. H, & MeDonsld, Orlando, State Game Gomuieeioner of district in- 

eluding Orange ané Oseeole counties. Also discussed the same problem with Dr. applowhite, 

regional supervisor of the Buremu of Animal Industry. Talked with Mr, J, M. Black, chief 

werden of thie district, on August 3, in regard to obtaining some deer specimens from 

Tooroorohatches or MeOrory refuger. l 

Mr. H. 8, MeDonald, Kr. Black of the State Conservation group, and Dr. T. w. Cole 

of the Bureau of Animel Industry, held a conference on August 4 in regard to a possible 

solution for eradicating fever ticks in deer, at which conference I was alec present. 

During August & and 6 I Iumted in the south end of the MeOrory refuge for dear 

specimens in company with Mr. Black and Mr. Story of the State Conservation group, bat 

wes unable to find the type of specimen desired. 

On Auguet 7 1 went to Tallahassee in order to eit in on a conference between Dr. 

%. W. Cole and Dr. I. %. Kennedy, Executive Geeretary of he State Game Comnienton, and 

returned to Washington the following evening. f 

Exhent of Areas Studied 

The areas which were known to be infented with tleke, and which were given particu. 

lar attention ae to management features, ineluding fencing, dipping schedules, location 

of dipping vate, and ereay usable by cattle, were (1) that portion of Orange County just 

att of the St. Johns Hiver end extending inte the northern portion of Osceola County 

comprising the territory within and between the Tooroorohotehee and MeCrory refuges; (2) 

a portion of Brevard Gounty enrt of Melbourne along the St. Johns River, referred to ag 

the Melbourne and Jane Green arene; (3) 2 nerrow strip of lan? including the ouwhinhn penne 

tion of Teuriette County ond the weetern portion of Mlades County, known ae the Telegreph-
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Cypress areas ant (4) the eastern half of Collier County comprising the larger portion 
of the Big Cypress Svanp breeding crowds. ne 

Managenent Practices 

Management practices of the Bureau of Animal Industry and the State Livestock 

Sanitary Board were investigated in some detail te ascertsin the possibility of other 

faotores than the present of deer being reaponsible for the failure to eradicate the 

tick in the original infested arene. Yxaninetion of the records of the Bureau of 

Aninal Induetry reveoled thet the Tooseonohatehes area wae vacated for about four years, 

vhigh, nevording te previous experience, should have been sufficient tine to free the 
aren of ticks where other tieke then the Remhilue gumvlatus, var. sustrelin, vore on- 
evenbered. Mawever, in the Seessssephatahon ares the eabthe picked up a heavy infer 
tation of the parasites after being introduesd inte the vacated area. This would ine 

@icate thet thie particular veriety of tick hed adepted iteelf to deer and was able to 

propagate indefinitely on thie species, 

the system being ured at present in the MeGrory end Toosocrohatchee areas in an 

effort to eradicste ticke in deer hae considerable merit, and should be successful if 

the work ie performed with themoughnoss. This ayetem consiets of fencing the areas 

into pastures sufficiently auell to permit the gathering of cattle without too mach 

labor end expense. These cattle are then driven into placed known to harbor tick infested 

deer in orter to mix the deer ant cattle a thoroughly as poeaible., In addition to thie 
the deer are dieturned by dogs and other means in order to prevent them from uping the 

tame area too long and to prevent continued nee of a few bedding grounds. Whenever a 

ved@ing ground is Sinemet, Yah thas Yeon used by the deer several times, thin small 

plot of ground ie burnt ever in an effort to deetroy any parasites that might be present, 

and to prevent the deer using the bed ground for some tine. This ayetem keeps the deer
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noving, onl provided they are inferted with ticks the peranites are more apt to drop off 

where the cattle, which are dipped at regular tntervale, have a better opportunit for e 

poking then up. Thie sytem cannot be used, however, In those arenes where cattle cannot 

enter the swamps, or vere there le net sufficient fencing to permit regular dipping of 

the cattle. 

investicntions snd Nemulte 

- Seven deer were taken from ‘he Big Cyprens Swamp breeding grounds in an effort 

to determine, if porsible, the pereantage end dietribution of deer which might be 

carrying Texae fever ticks in» ¢iven area. Beginning at = point approximately 25 miles 

south of Immokeles end approxiaately 6 miles west of the highway between Immokalee and 

Bvergledes, the deer were taken at 5 to 10 miler apart, working ines sorthearterly diree- 

tion toward Bonita Springs. Such a method gave a sample of the deer precent through the 

center of this breeding ground. 

Three of the seven deer taken were found to be infeeted with Zoonphilus annslatus, 

ver. dugtralip. One of the infected animale, an adult seven-point buck, was found to 

tarry on extremely heavy infestation of fever ticks. The paragiters were in various stages 

of development from mymphs to engorged females. Thie aninel wan in relatively poor flesh, 

rpobably due to the heavy parasitic infestation. The other two tick-inferted deer, one 

uale end one female, carrie’ only few fever ticks. The deer showing heavy infestation 

with the Texas fever tick aleo ehowed e Light infestation with harmless ticke (Agblyoms 

Bagulstam and Dermacentor yariabilig. All of the aninele whowed rome infestation with 

lice (Spicholipeurus yaralielus). 
ss Micali pesdeaeenten Wiiehabihiai-tin dantiindh om weuts tain Yate eaten: ok 

one animal there war n heavy infestation of Liver flukes (Fagoioloides). All of the 

tick-free animals were in excellent flesh, and all of the deer examined were axceptionaliy 

free of intestinal parasites. Larva of the sore fly (Cephenomyig) were found only in the 

buck carrying the heavy tick infeetetion, The gartrointestinel tracts of 211 the aninals
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were well filled with food, and o superfictel examination of the contents of the rumens : 

revesled principally myrtle browse, graes tipe, cooo plums, and palmetto berries. 

Considerable attention war given to range and habite of the deer in this region, 

teh Vl Cone. thas veney Yow Mew were earoying ttdte thd vanes wen eempsuhh Of wnaith 

palmetto covered islands entirely evrrounded by denee swamps. It ie very probable thet ach 

eonditions tend to inorease the tick infeetation on deer due to the fact that in these areas 

food is plentiful and the aninals are undinturbed, so thet the range of the deer le very 

Limited, “t wan observed thet emell palnetto chumps in thie swampy erea were a faverite 
dedding place for the deer, and it wes evident many meh places had beon used for some tine 

as a bed ground, Although a group of deer may use several of these tiny islands as ded ground 

each one iv used sufficiently often te keep it infected with tieks ané parnit the ticks to 

reinfest the deer, 

Zu trave2ling Uhevegh the eonter af thin preserve me ovidense wis found of any tour 

having been drowned by the recent flood in thie section. fhe only report which sould be 

confirmed of deer having beon found dead as a result of high water concerned tve animale 

cought behind a railroad bridge at Bonita Springs. 

hee attempt on the part of he State Liventouk Sanitary Meart and Dereon of suinal 
Industry to confine deer to the Cypress Swamp by means of 85 niles of wire fence wterting 

at the Gulf on the northern boundary of Cellier County end edtending in an easterly @irec- 

tion into the Everglades, has little or no hope of success, an deer pase through this fence 

with topunity. 

Uaperinentel Erocedure 
To detornine if the deer were carrying the pirppleema of Texas fever or other infec 

tome digeases, blood sneare vere nate and spproximately 10 ce of oxalated dleod were ob- 

tained from each deor thet vas killed, A comporite tomple was made of the. bleod obtnined 

from the deer, and two three-year old cattle were infected intravenously vith 20 ec each of 

this mixture. Temperature readings were taken each doy for ten days, at the end of which
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time blood emearg were made from the experimental animale. The two cattle showed no dele 

) terious effects from the injection, and the blood smears fron the deer end eettle revesled 

nothing of iamortance, 
’ 

Gonclusions and Recomuendations 
As s remalt of the recorded observations ant investigations, the Burem of Biolo- 

gies] Survey makes the following recommendations for eradicating the Texas fever tiek in 

doers 

| 1. ‘het any reduction of deer in those areas where cattle 

ean be uamaged be held in sboynnce until efter the coming hunt~ 

Gee wenaen tn ciidaie to Gutinrnine Ue wineue of the preems 

aystem of eradicating fever ticks in deer, 

Daring the next hunting weacon it will be poretble to examine 

@ muter of deer taken fron the area around ant within the NeGresy 
and Toosooschatchee refuges. In come the deer are still infested 

it will enable Interested partion to obtein infornation es to the 

i extent and degree of infeststion more seouretely than by sampling 

methods, Ry witing until thie time it will also give the preeent 

syeten of uanagement evfficient time for a fair teat. 

Provided the syrtem of dicturbing the deer, and inteagtve grar- 

ing is net sueceesful, a program of redoing or destroying the 

infested deer should be adopted, 

It 42 obviows thet eradication of Texas fever ticks in deer will 

be of benefit to the deer as well ee to cattle. The omaciation, with 
| Pewatting wtortlity ant poor heslth, would seriously reter@ the nor 

mal inorense in deer population. Many of the deer tiken by hunters 

would be wasted, as a heavy infestation of ticks causes sufficient 

eomaciation to render the animal unfit for food. Such conditions would
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eventually repult in a lose of revenue te the State from fever hunting 

permite. Consequently it ie to the best interests of gil orgenizations 

concerned to completely eradicate the tick, 

8 Sufficient sampling in areas suspected of harboring tlow-infested 

deor should be done to determine the oxtent and degree of inferted deer. 

While it would be possible to obtain some of this information during 

the hunting season, sauplee from an area once a year are not miffictent, 

and some of the infested deer are within refuges or breeding grounds not 

open to hunting. The samplen ghowld be token when representativer of 

interested organizations are present. Any paraniter or specimens renoved 

from the deer for identification should be sent imeediately te the Bureau 

of Biological Survey, and report of the identification will then be sent 

to interested organinations, 

Close oocperation of interented parties will aleo serve to eliminate 

the practice of nativer in certain arese {legally killing and marketing 

deer neat and resorting to the alibi thet the deer vere spreading ticke 
among their cattle end that they were employed by the Burean of Animal 

Industry or the State Livestock Senitary Board. 

%. In thowe arene known te have tick-infeeted deer, and in which 

cattle cannot be partured, 1% will be neceseary to resort to some redue- 

‘don of the deer in order to effect complete eradication of the Toxas 

fever tick. 

Tt would not be practical to attempt to eradicate the fever tick 

in euch areas an that east of Melbourne, and in the Bverglader, by 

attempting to pick up the ticks from deer by mixing them with eattle, be~ 

@ause the cattle cannot be adequately controlled in such areas, even if 

it were poseible to obtain » euffictent number of cattle for that purpose.
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However, we are of the opinion that ae yet tick-inferted deer are 

very localised, ani, consequently, 1t would be necessery to remove 

comparatively few deer. If the program of eradication is delayed 

too long 1t ie only inviting » epread of the infortation anong deer, 

with serione consequences, 

The eradiestion of ticks from Southern Florida will mean a removal, 

of the exieting quarantine againet the movement of Livestock within 

thig area. Thie is too important to the improvement end marketing of 

livestoak, with conesenent com-erelal develonment of the area, for any 

state organization to be guilty of retarding meh progress. It cannot 

he ragarded ae # local eroblem because there is always the pbesibility 

of an infected deer carenes being illegally teken to « clean section 

of the state, cauetng a reinfestation of Livestock and deer in thet 

section. 

4 Where it te neeeerary to destroy some of the deer in a local- 

ived. aren we would muggest thet euch reduction be done by meaner of 

shooting or trapping rather then by using poisoned bait. We are com 

vineed that polwoning would be impractical and difficult or impossible 

te eontroly further, 1t woold not be wise to arouse public eriticiem 

of the project, which eriticiem has always sccomahied euch attoupte to 

dinpoee of confemned animals. 

5, Organiaations interested in the eradication of fever ticks 

in dear and cattle should work im ol ee cooperation im order to avold 

mieunderstanding, and so that all concerned may be reniily informed 

an to the progrese of the work. y 

This work is of eufficient impertence to the best interests of 

fame conservation as well ar the Livestock industry, and every effort
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should be made by intererted organizations to cooperate in every way 

in order thet the work may be accompliched in the most efficient im 

manner and im the shorteat poeeible time, 14 is muggested thet the 

Burean of Animal Industry men in charge of the work in Florida, and 

the representative of the Game Comaleston in whore district the work 

is being done, have conferences f equently in orier to prevent etreuw 

Intion of felee rumore, and that the work may be conduded in « manner 

nesting the eporeval of both organizations, 

6. A committee of public relations shoul’ Be appointed from organ- 

isetions performing the work in order thet the public will receive cor 

reet information, and thereby prevent fales reports from veing ¢ireulated. 

All information to the Press or othere ehould have the eporovel of this 

committee. 

Tn thie way it will be poresible te educete the public to the fact 

thet the work is being done in the beet interests of game conservation 

ae well ae for the afvantage of domeetic Livestock. 

{s/ ¥. D. McKenney 
Astociate Veterinarian 
Section of Disease Control
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UNITED STARS DEPREMBNT OF AGRICULTURE : 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SYAVaY 

WASHINGTOR, D.C. 

January 22, 1937 

br. J. ¥, Rangp 
State Veterinarian 
State Mtvestock fanitary Board 
Tallehagses, Florida 

Bear Dr, Knappt 

Bnclosed herewith is copy of the report mate by Br. PF. D. MeKenney 
on the resulte of his second survey made in Florida on the infestation 
of deer with Texas fever ticks. 

We realize the immensity of the problem confronting your organiza 
tion in the eradication of the onttle tiek which is infeeting the deer. 
Ve hope that our servicer have been of nome value to you in expediting 
your work, ead thet every effort will be unde te conserve ae many of 
the deer ag pomeible and «till make the ticks! eradication complete, 

Very truly yours, 

/o/ Tha %, QaRRIMLSON, niet 

Enelosare 15473 |
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UNITED STATES DEPARTHENT OF AGRIOTLITRE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL suRVEY 

VASCINGTON, D. ¢, 

January 18, 1937 

ce OR PUREE AY oY at AGAS AO! WERE FLORID: OE RT TE 
PROTON OF WRITETAILED DEAS WITH A VARIPTY ©) 

Antrofuction 

In order to obtain further information concerning the white-tatled deer (Odecoll- 

#08 Mircinianug) os 2 fector in the eratication of Texan fever tick (Roophilug annulatug, 

Australis) in the tattle of seuthora Ploride, a second eurvey on the extent of infestation 

in deer was made @uring December 27, 1986, to Jamary 7, 1927. Tt wae anticipated that 
during the hunting genron nore apecinons would be available for study and thet it would 
ve poesible to include arene in thie investigation not previously studied, “t wae also 

Planned to obtein » series of blood smears and Wlood samples from deer for aninal inoc 
wlation ant study for the presence of piroplaama of Texan fever. 

Due to the fact that it vae necesrary to obtain all of our specimens and mat- j 
erial during the three daye rensining in the hunting season, and that contacts vere extrence 
ly difficult to make because of the holidays, reculte of this eurvey vore not as sation 
factory ae expected, shthong a fow tick specimens were obtained for animal inoculation. 

Surver_in_Ares of Orance County 

On arrival at Orlande, Florida, December 28th, a conference wae held with 

Doctors i. ¥. Cole and T. H, Applewhite of the Bureau of Animal Industry, and Dr. J. We 
Knapp of the State Livestock Sanitary Board. The following morning (December 29th) a 
trip wae made to the hunting camps in Toosoosohatchee and MeCrory gane preserves to ine 

spect deer hides for the prowence of cattle fever ticks, and to talk with any hunters
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who might be encountered, ss well as to Mr. MeGullough, Manager of the Toosovgchatchee 

refuge. There were very few hunters still in the field, the majority of them having left - 

the preceding week. Two hides were inepseted tn the morning, one of which showed » heavy 

infestation with Texae fever ticks. The following moraing a trip was again made to the 
main came in bath refuges in hopes of obtaining specimen, tut no deer hed becn reported 
killed and no report of Imntern going into the field had deen received, so I returned to 

Orlando. 

The hunting camps on the NeCrory refuge wore visited in the afternoon vithout 
MVUKCO AR. The only group of hunters which were encountered had seon no deer. 

At 6100 P.M., that ovening a return trip wae made to the hendquartere camp on the 

NeGrory refuge, and tvo deer hides which had beon brought in during the afternoon vere ine 

epected for the prenence of cattle fever ticks. Both hides were negative fer all ticke with 

the exception of a few Ixaden richie aeamilaria. 

Survey_of Area in Collier Geunty 
On the afternoon of Decenber 30, I procseded to Collier County in hoper thet 

hunter vould be wore numerous in thie ares and thet specimens eould be obtained from 
saet Gollior County ant the western part of Hendry County, We had aot had the opportunity 
for examining deer taten from this area, and there was little information ar to the extent 

of Texas fever tick infertation in deer or this seetion, It @ee found on arrival thet thir 

Partietlar area had beon closed to hunting and that (t would be imponsible to obtain epece 
imens. ie 

In 2 cooperative plam betwoen the Conservation Commigeion and the State Liverteck 

Sanitary Board to eradicate Texas fever ticks in deer ani cattle, the breeding ground in 

Collier County hed been opened to the public for hunting, Both dees and bucks were being 

shot in an attempt to decrease the number of deer, ax they were known to be hadly inferted 

with ticks, Ag many hunters were reported to be in the Collier County breeding ground, it 

was thought afvieable to obtein ae many specimens as possible to supplement previous infor- 

mation on thie area. two days, December 71 and January 1, were epent in visiting as many
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comps in the Big Crprese breeding ground ae could be reached. 

During the two days spent in the Collier Gounty breeding ground, 26 deor hides were 

inepected, of which 14 were found to carry a heavy infestation with the Texas fever tick, 

Roophilus annulatue, australis/ 
I returned to Orlando on January 3 in hoper of obtaining further deer epecimens from 

Onceola County, which eran (14 not close the deer hunting renson until January 31, 1 left 

Orlando early Monday morning, January 4, for thet part of the “eCrory refuge whieh te in 

Oneeola County. Three hunting camps were visited, but ae besitos pertios were found and 

none were reported in that section. 1 returned to Orlando at 9100 Pale 

Romlte of Smevey, 

Only four deer carcnnron were seen during the ontire time. In moet inetences the 

anor vere drapeed at the potat they wore ‘shot, snd the hile wlly Vee presented at the 

compe for inspection before removing them from the quarantined area. Beemee of Rhis 
feet it was imporeidle to obtain blood samples or blood smears for lsberstory study and 

animal inoculation, Sampler of tieke vere removed from infected hides ané matled to 

Wanhington for confirmation of Identity and anfael duecdlation. Partly or fully engorged 

females were obtained ag far at poesible, althengh it war €iffiewlt te find the parceltes 

in thin stage of development. { 

Ty tg to be regretted thet the attempt to eradicate the fever tick in Yrance County 

by seane of elisely herding cattle on deer range seeme te have failed. However, the 

Lack of feed for cattle in the dense seampe of thie Count’ hae made 1t impractical to hold 

the onttle in these arcae for » mficient tine to expect the best remlte, end it te 

umually the deer taken from these awamps which are reported an infected with fever ticks. 

Therefore, it sppeare that the only mean¢ of eradicating the tick from euch areas tn by 

surrounding the area and killing the deer within the encloeure. | 

Im the opinion of the author, the prepesed preetics of permitting the public an ine 

definite open season on deer, without ol se eupervision, in an attempt to eradiente the
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Texae fever tick te not to be recomended, Rewlts of the check on tick infested dear 

hides im the Collier County breeding ground during the hunting season indicates that wm. 

experviaed hunting may tend to spread and dimeeninate the tick infeatation rather than : 

clearing owb the infeeted areas. A more efficient method of contucting the neceseary re- 

fuetion of deer ie to surround an infested area with an organized group of hunters and kil). 

all deer within the enclosure, Samples taken oubelde the encloard area would give degired 

information ag to which way and how far the quarantined area should be extended. After the 

Vick~infasted deer have been removed from an area s fev hunters sheuld be Left to keep 

Seer from re-entering for « given length of tine, Such a method would accompli¢h the de- 

sired ree lts quicker and with the lose of a minioun ausber of dear, 

Musik of deer then in suanantinol arees uring 

During the 40 daye of the past hunting season the Bureau of Aninal Industry required 
an inepeetion of ell deer hides before they could be resoved from areas querantined against 

Texas fever. their records of the number of deer infested vith Texas fever ticks are as 

followes ; 

Orange County preserves (Including a snall portion of Oxceola County): 
. . inspected, 29 of which were infented with Toxas fever tickn, or 26.1% of infested deer. 

Collier County breeding grounder | 

450, Nido wore tnepectedy with 248, oF Sif of the total, infested 

The reeults of the inspection in Gollier County by the Burewn of Animal Industey are 
from a mich larger number of animals than I war able to obtain uring the two surveys of ‘ 

thie aren, but the results are approximately the same. @f the 28 hides I mgm inepected tn 
Collier County, 14 were infoeted with tleks, or 63,86, 

The mumber of hides inepected from the Orange County preserves were too few from which 

to draw conelucions, but of the four hides inspected from this area, oe wae found to be in- 

fowted with fever ticks. Acopy of the report of the Bureau of Animal Industry, dated Decon 

ber 28, on #11 deer shot in the counties under quarantine ie attached,
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Gontacts with Game Commtesion and Sportanen 

The spertenen encountered in the field during thie survey expressed no opposition 

to the proposed plan of reducing the deer in order to affect tick eradication in deer and 

tattle. Some of them etated that they had doubted the veracity of reports regarding the 

deer being inferted with the eattle fever tick, but since they hed been shown that the 

gonditione exieted, they wore of the opinion that eradication of the tick would be bene- 

ficial to deer oa well ae to cattle. Im several inetancer deer were teken which were 

very heavily infested with tikes, and in wich emaciation war present te the degree of make 

ing the carcass waterirable tor food, 

Hr. NeGullough, Manager of the Toosoosehatchen refuge, informad me during my visit 

on Deeenber 29, that. he had, provigasly boon very mesh eppered to any pregran of tiek 

oreiication which called for the willing of deer, but after obtaining all possible relééble 

information on the wubject and talking with those in charge of the tick eradication work 

he wat convinced that reduction of the deer ws the only solution. He further stated that 

the club. endorsed the program and that they vould Like the work to progress as rapidly as 

poselble in order thet they wicht be able to rebuild their deer population as toon ag pom 

— etblle. 

After finishing the eiirvey of Collier County, I went to “femi on December 2 in an at~ 

tempt to see Mr, H. 8. Shaller, Gome Gomnierioner of the Fourth @istriet including Collier 

County. I arrived in Mant at 10:50 A.M., and went directly to Mr. Shaller's office, but 
found thet hin office had been closed for the New 'ear's holidays and that he had not rew 

eeived my telegram, All attempte te locate Mr. Sheller or hie 4istrict warden were unew- 

eonefal, 

On my way to Orlando on Sunday, Janvary 3, by way of LaBelle, I stopped to seo Dr. Fred 

Garner, Winter Haven, Florida, Game Commissioner of the Thrid district, but learned that
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he aleo wae cut of the city for the day. January Sth, I returned to Winter Haven to eee 

Dr, Garner, from whom I Learned thet the majority of the members on the Game Commierion 

desired a court decision on the Legality of the State Livestock Sanitary Board shooting 

deer during the cloeed seavon for the purpowe of eradicating the Texae fever tick. Dr. 

Garner wee also of the opinion that the Comuigeion, although realizing the neceseity 

for a re€uetion of deer in certain areas, were without authority to extend the open 

seagon or to cooperate in any way in the taking of infeeted deer after the close of 

the searon on December Slet. 

T left Winter Haven at 1310 P.M., returning to Orlando where I had an appointment 

with itr, ms L. WeBonald, Game Commiesioner of the Fifth district, at 5:30 P.M, and. 

“yr, MeBonala was of the same opinion as Dr, Garner in regards the attitude of the Com 

miseion, In order to avoid critieiem of the Gane Commiesion by a group of eportemen re~ 

ported to be opposing the work for permitting the destruction of deer, the Consigrioners 

. wih to have the matter brought inte court. 

Resolution of Sounty Gonnigsioners 

On sy return to Orlende on the evening of January 4, I learned that the Commigeion- 

ers of Grange County hed mot during the day nnd passed o resolution acking the Governor 

to intercede for the enttlemen and to permit the killing of deer in the program of tick 

eradiention, The oattlemen of Piroida are threatened by a quarentine in Georgia agninet 

Plorida cattle, which in addition to the expensive dipoing program would be an undue herd- 

ship on Flroids cattle owners, Thin resolution wes aleo brought before the Gommiseioners of 

Oscools County the following morning, January Sth, an’ passed there alee. 

| The morning of Janusry 6th, I learned in talking with Doctors Cole and Applewhite 

of the plane thet were being made. to bring « teet case before the State Supreme Court 

to give the State Livestock Senitary Board the authority to kill the deer necessary to 

effect the eratication of the Texas fever tick.
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The biological aspects of thie situation ere very well understood at present and 

attempts have been made to educate the sportemen and conservationists relative to the re 

q-iremente necoseiry for complete eradication of the Texas fever tick. 1% appears that 

effeetive programa in the future will have te be made through the serietence of State Lege 

ielative enactments, or State Supreme Court action, which will oneble the State Comin 

sion af Game and Freeh Water Fish te enter into practical cooperative action with the 

eattlenen, the State Livestock Sanitary Bomrd, and the “, 8, Bureau of Aninal Industry. 

T Left for Wachingtom et 2:90 P.M., on Janunry 6th, and arrived in Yaehington, D.¢., 

at 10200 A. M. January 7th. 

/s/ ¥. 3, Kekenney 
, Associate Veterinarian
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‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF anRICUL TORR 4 
BUREAY OF ANIMAL InpusTRY 

: Local Office 

' DRER TICK INFESTATION 
NOVEMBER 20. DSCEMPER 28, 1986 
(According to reports received) 

Deer Quarantined Aron ae Deer Rance 
Rovember December Grand Totel November Dacenber Total 

—ninsninnnnnsitnttinnenineent dy total Bely Total Meky Total Free Free Free 
Brevar¢ ° 6 ° 0 ° 0 2 4 6 
Collier 75 144 106: «204 181 348 5 6 / 

Citrue o o 0. ° 9 0 0 3 3 

Hendry 0 ° 0 ° o 0 18 ° 18* 

Fernando ° ° 0 0 o 9 10 23 33 

Mighlande 2 © 3 682 5 & 9 1 1 
Oranre-Oeeoola 8 24 BO 83 28 107 7 Bo) 7 

Polk 0 o ° ® o o 3 1 4 

Seminole~Volusia ° 6 o ° 9 o o 4 4 

TORALS ss y To ae a Be Lele a — : — = 

85 198 129 309 124 495 46 46 a 

“1 tieky deer open range Collier County Hovember 14 and 1 Hendry County Yovenber 23, 

Oranve County by Preeerredt 
(ineluding Orceola County) 

a Some Preserve = inapeeted ML tieky (4 of there in Ogeoola County) 
son ' 6 

Teoeoohntehee 16 ® a CF 
Orange Land Company 1 * o * 

—ettntartntnttinnnnnnhentntnennenniniintntnnntannttn 
tintin 

Totale 107 innepeted 28 Teky 
26.1%
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A BILL 
TO Bo REPT TLD 

AW aC? PROVIDING FOR, AUTWORT’IWG AWD RELATING To TET WHOVAL OF WILD DERM, BY SLAUGHTER 

OR OTHRAVIGM, RY THE STATE LIVE STOCK SANITARY BOARD FROM GMNTAIW ARZAS IN THN COUNTY OF 

Tce a teers ace neetctae poe pee mallee ifn eh 
; ION OF RULES AMD REGULATIONS IN SRRRNTO BY THE BOARD, PRRSORIBING THE 

POWERS AYO NOTING CY THR STATE CONNISTION OF GAME AND FRESH WATER PICH UMOER THIS Alt; 

AND PROVIDING PREALTIVS FoR THE TIOLATION oF THe PROVISIONS OF EMIS AGT AND CY TAR RULES 

AND REGULATIONS OF YEE SPATS LIVE MOOK SARTITARY BOARD ADOPTED PUBMUANY THERETO. 

BE LF BVACTHD BY THE LECICLATUNE OF THE STATE OF PLORI GAs 

S8OTION 1. It ie hereby found and declared br the “egieslature that wild deer ta 

cortein areas of Wades Sounty, to-wit: 

Tome@hips 40 and 41 South Range 29 Bast 
fownships 40 and 41 South Range 3) Baat 
Townshipe 40 and 41 South Range 21 Rast 

are infested with and ta the cattle fever tick, Boophilue anmlatws, variety 

auetralis, whith te emits of trenemitting, propagating, or cor spreading, and 
eanging the tranemiseston, propagation communication, and spread of eattle tick 

fever, oni thet ench cattle tick fever cannet be controlled, suppressed, or eradicated 
without the revewnl of quch wild deer from euch erean. 

SECYION 2. The State Live Stock Sanitary Board, hereinafter called the Board, 

shell have the power, and it shall be ite duty, to quarantine the arene Gewerlbed in 
thie Aet for the work of the eradication of the cattle fever tick, Boophitus anmlatus 
variety Auctralie, or tropieal verlety of the tick. The Board sill publish in uke 
much newepaper an it may select in the County noti e ef establishsert of queh quarantine, 
and shall post public notice of such quarantine at the door of the Crurt “ours. 

SkevTOw 3. When the areas in thie Act deseribed #hall heve bean placed under 
quarantine, ee Meant shale. Seetantth provhte Bes Wie mieeees tetas war Sees Soe 
‘by slaughter) of all wild deer, or such portion thereof as may be found necewsary, from 
wuch areae, ‘The reonoval of said wild deer, or portion thereof, ahall ba accomplished in 
sudh manner ee may appear to the board to be the mont feeelble and practical, and wméer 
much rules an¢ regulations as the Board may preeeribe; provided, that the removal of wild 
door ty slanghter dal), be eteriel on Ww the Kenet Cwengh diy semnisutenal some, 
representatives and employees. ‘The said commission shall be taken as euffietent dencé 
of the agency or employment of the comnigsioned perron by the Board. 

sReTIOW 4, pe gs Ne al me ie gisele, gat 
eT nap fe ng cor egal eggs yg Ay allow ar geelly Aengisal agli y premiees, 
public or private, within the reat in thie Aet ee ee tee 
out the provisions of thie Act, and of #11 roles and regulations of the adopted 
purevant to thie Act. 

SRCTIONS. The State Commiweton of Game and Fresh Water Fish is authorised and 
empowered to cooperete with the Board in the cerrying out of the provisions of this Act, 
and it shall have the right to have a representative present whenever the wild deer are 
renoved, either by slaughter or otherviae, and to make and keep an accurate accoujtoof 
the sald wild deer so removed.
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SUCTION 6. When the eareae in this Act deseribed ehall have been placed under 
quarantine by the Board, it shall notify inwiting the Commiesion of Game and Fresh 
Water Figh, and said Commission shall thereupon have the right, in ite @feeretion, 
te declare am open season or open seneone for the hunting of deer in such quarantine 
areas for meh period or periods of time, during the existence of guch quarantine, 
os the eaid Board mey from time to time determine, euch hunting to be carried on under 
reguletione preseribed by the Board ani approved by the Gommiseion of Game and Freeh 
Water Vish. 

SROTION 7, The State Gomniguion of Game and Freeh Water 7ish in authorized and 
empowered to police the areas in which the Board may be conducting the werk authorized 
unfer this Act to enforce the provisione of the game lawe protecting animale other than 
wild doer, L 

SHOTION 8. Any person violating any of the provieione of thie Act or any of the 
rules and regulations of the Board adopted pureuant thereto, hall be guilty of a mia 
demeanor and ghall be panighed accordingly. 

SECTION 9. All laws or parts of laws in conflict with the provigions of this 
hati lets Wolter ectehade nok hb Wuseh as auth 20 tes Pecdotaeuse ae sale be ak 
etrued as anenling thie Act by Implicetion. 

SACTION 10, The Legisleture declares that thie Aet is enacted fer the purpose of 
aeoting an emergency, and the seme ghell expire, and the authority herein granted shall 
be withdrawn, at the expiration of two years after the taking effect of thie act. 

SQTION 11. If any section, sub-section, sentence, claure, or phrase of this 
Agt is for any reason held to be unconstitutional, ech unconstitutionslity shall not 
effect the validity of the remaining portion of thir Act, ineluding the remaining pore 
tione of any section, eub-tection, sentence, claure or phrase. ; 

SECTION 12. This Act shall take offeet upon ite paseage and approval by the Gov- 
ernor, or upon ite becoming « law without such Approval.



Gory (exATBI? 6 - Cont.) 

A BILL 
YO BS ENTITLED 

AY AC? PROVIDING FOR, AUTHORIZING AND RELATING TO THE ERMOVAL OF WILD DEMR, DY SLADOUTER 
OR OTHURWISE, BY THE STATS LIVE STOCK SANITARY BOARD FROM CERTAIN ARMAS IW THE COUNTY 
pg Mpls gf fee oo Mong myth ped pontine eeagy Maen t-aoneg 
FOR OF RULMS AND REGULATIONS If AULATION THERETO BY THE BOARD, FRiSCRIBING 
PAR POWERS AMD DITINS OF THY SPATR COMMISSION OF GAME AYD FRBSH WATER FISH UNDER THIS 
ACT; AWS PROVIDING PRMALTING FOR THR VIBLATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT AMD OF THE 
RULES AND EMGULATIONS OF TUR STATY LIVE STOCK SAWITARY BOARD ADOPTUD PURSUANT THERETO, 

Be If BWACTED BY THA LRGTSLATUR OF THE STAT OF FLORIDA: 

SMOTTOW 1. It is hereby found and declared by the Legislature that wild deer in 
certain areas in Highlands County, towit: That portion of Highlands County South of 
the fownghip line between Townships 36 and 37 south, are infested with and propagate the 
cattle fever tick, Boophilue auakathin, verte Australis, which is capable of trane 
sitting, propagating, communicating, eyrending and caucing the tranemierion, propagation 
communication ané epread of ench cattle tick fever, onf that much cattle tick fever 
@annot be controlled, supprenced, or eradicated without the removel of auch wild deer 
from wach arene. 

SUCTION 2, The State Live Stock Sanitary Board, hereinafter called the Board, shall 
have the pewer, and it shall be ite duty, to quarantine the areas described in thig Act 
for the work of the eradication of the cattle fever tick, Bodphilus annulatus, variety 
Australie, or tropical variety of the tick. Lap tony mpael qrmwin drag we. gad 
as it may select in the County notice of establishment of such quarantine, and 

poet public notice of meh quarantine at tho door of the Courty liouee. 

SHCTION 3. When the arear in thie Act desertbed shall have been placed under 
quarantine, the Beard shell forthwith provide for the removal (which may include removal 
vy slaughter) of all wild deer, or euch portion thereof ae may be found neoeseary, from 
such areas. The removal of wala wil deer, or portion thereef, ahall be accomplished 
in euch manner ae may appear to the to be the most feasible and practical, and 
water such rules and regulations as the Board may prescribe; provided, that the removal of 
wild deer by slaughter shall be carried on by the “oard through duly comalenioned agente, 
ee ee eee The enld commission shell be teken as sufficient 

dence of the agency or employment of the commiesioned pereon by the Board. 

SSCTION 4. ‘The Board, and its members, representatives, agents, and employees, 
ave hereby granted police power and authoriged and empowered to enter upon 211 premises, 
public or private, within the areas in thie Act deseribed for the purpose of carrying 
out the provisions of thie Act, and of all miles and remriations of the Joard adopted 
pureuant to this act. 

e2eTiow 6. the State Commigetén of Game and Frosh Water Fich ie authorized and 
empowered to cooperate vith the Soard in the carrying out of the provisions of thie Act, 
and it shell havethe right to have a representative present whenever the wild deer are 
removed, either by slaughter or otherwise, and to make and keep en accurate aecownt of the 
anid Wid deer eo removed. 

SHOTION 5. When the areas in thie Act described ehell have been placed under quer- 
antine by the “oard, it shell notify in writing the Gommiesion of Game and Fresh Vater 
Fish, ond seid Commiecion shell thereupon have the right iu ite diseretion, to declare
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an open searon or open seasons for the hunting of deer in such quarantine sreas for 
euch period or periode of time, during the exigtence of such quarantine, ae the 
eaid Hoard may from time te time determine, such hunting to be carried on under regule- 
Yo pigeamaiealaas cael cto asied a dacreuncahadiors tn vhcinatcud 

SHOTION 7. Sie Git Seartneten of Sas a Matt Maher #4gh in authorized and 
empowered to police the arear in which the may be conducting the work euthorired 
under thie Act to eaforce the provisions of the geome laws protecting animale other than 
wild deer. ; 

SMOTION 8. Any person violating any of the provigione of this Aet or any of the 
rolee und regclations of the Board adopted pureuent thereto, shall be guilty of a mis- 
deneanor and #hall be punished accordingly. 

SNOTLOW @, ALL Laws or parte of laws in conflict with the provisions of this Act 
are hereby repealed, aad no laws or ache of the Legiglatwre shell ever be construed as 
amending thie act by implication. 

SROTION 10, “he Legislature declares that thie Act ie enacted for the purpose of 
medting en emergency, and the seme shall expire, and the eutherity herein granted ¢hall 
be withdrawn, at the oxpifation of twa years after the taking effect of this Act. | 

SMOTIOH 11. If any section, gub-section, sentence, clause, or phrase of thi¢ 
Act ie for any reason held to be wnconstitutionsl, sueh unconetitubionality shall not 
affect the yelidity of the rensining portion of this Act, including the remeining portions 
of any fection, sub-section, sentence, clause, or phrase. 

SOTION 12. Phie Act shall take effect upon its passage and approval by the Gov. 
ernor, or upon ite becoming slaw without such approvel.



GORY (BXUTRIT 5 & Cont.) 

CHAPTER 18744 ~ (io. 1038) 

HOUSH BILL BO. 1846 

AM AGT PROVIDING FOR, AUPIORTZING AND RYLATING TO Tre REMOVAL OF WILD DmeR, BY SLAUGHTER 
OR OPHRRWIGH, BY THK STATA LIVE SLOCK SANITARY BOARD FROM CARTAIN ARRAS IN te couNTY 
Fe crane rng PaRENhe TEASED VEDER. GUARANETER BY SAID DARD; PROVIDING 
yor W OF RVLHS AND PROULATION® IN RELATION TAWRRTO BY THE BOARD; PRESCIIBINO 
THE POWERS AMD ONTIRS OF THE SPATE COMMISSION OF GAME AWD FRESY WATER PISH UNDER THE ACT; 
AND PROVIDING PENALPING FOR THE VIGLATION OF TY% PROVISIONS OF THIG ACT AND OF THR RULES 
AND REQULATIONS OF THH STATE LIVE SPOCK SANITARY BOARD ADOPTED PURSUANT THERETO. 

BR IT AWACTAD BY THE LNGTELATURE OF PER SPATE OF FLORTDAS 

smeTrow 1, I ig hereby found and declared by the Legislature that wild deer in 
certain arene of Orange County, to-wit: — 

- The South + of Township 2% South Range 31 iinet 
rae as Renee 33 Bast 

The South 4 of Township 22 and all 
of Townships 3% and 24 South Range 32 East 

Thome portions of Townships 22, 23, and 
®4 South lying in Srange Counts Range 34 Reet 

ans tafewtes vith-anl prejagite the cattle fever tick, Boophilus annmilatue, variety Aur 
tralie, which is capable of tranenitting, propagating, commnicating, spreading and cane 
ing the tranemisrion, propagation, communteation and spread of much enttle tick fever, and 
that suoh cattle tick fever cannot be controlled, euppreased, or eradicated without the 
renoval of wuch wilé deer from euch arene. ‘ 

SHOTION 2, The State Live Stock Sanitary Bord, hereinafter called the Board, 
shell have the power, and it shall be ite @uty, to querentine the arene deecribed in this 
Act for the work of eradication of the cattle fever tick, Boophilus annuletus, variety 
(eeeeite, or renee, vere Be Vm the Board shall publigh in euch newspaper as 

may eeleet in the County notice of extablighwent of euch quarantine, and ehll post 
public notice of meh quarantine at the door of the Gourt Houwe. 

SReTiow &. When the areas in thie Act deweribed shell have been placed wader quar- 
antine, the Bonrd ehrll forthwith provide for the reaoval (which may inelude removal. by 

slaughter) of all wild deer, or such portion thereof ae nay be found necessary, from euch 
arene. The removal of naif wild deer, or portion thereof, shall be secomplished in such 
manner ar may appear to the Bosra to be the most feasible and preeticnl, and wider euch roles 
and regulations ae the Board may prescribe; provided, that the removel of wild deer by 
sleughter ehall be carried on by the Board through duly commieeioned agente, representa 
tives, and employees. ‘The seid commission shell be taken ac sufficient evidence of the 

agency or employment of the commiesioned percon by the Board, 

SKCT'OW 4, The Board, and ite menbers, representatives, agents and employees, are 
hereby grented police power an? authorized and empowered to enter uson all prenines, pub 
lic or private, within the areas in thie Aet deseribed for the purpose of earrying out the 
a gg of thie Act, and of all rules and reg-lations of the Board adopted. pureuant to 

this Act.
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SRCPTON 5. When the Board whell have completed the Work of freeing the said areas or 
any quarantine district thereof of the cattle fever tick, it ehall become the duty of said 

Board, under the provielone of thie Act, to replace with tick free lg wild deer reneved 

from such aren or quarantine dietriet, when the Stete Comission of and Preeh Water : 

Fish ghell #0 direct and the conts thereof shall be paid out of the fands belonging to the 

State “ive Stock Sanitary Board or out of funde provided by law for eueh purpose. 

SEOTIOW 6, The State Gommterion of Gane and Freeh Vater Yieh te avthroized and empowert 
af to cooperate with the in the carrying out of the provisions of thie Act, and it 

shall have the right to have « representative present whenever the wild deer ore renoved, 

either by slaughter or otherwise, and sake and keep on securate account of the anid wild 

deer so removed to the end that pid aveas may leter be reetoeked with tick free deer. 

SKOTTON 7. When the areac in thie Act deearibed ghall have been placed under quaran- 

tine by the “oard, 4t shall notify in writing the Commierion of Game and Preah Water Fish, 

and watd Commtecion gill thereupon have the right, in ite diseretion, to declare an open 

season for thelunting of deer in euch quarantine area for such period or periods of tine, 

during the existence of much quarantine, ar the oaid Board may from time te time determine, 

gush hunting te be carried on under_regolations prescribed by the Soar? and aporoved by the 

Comviceion of Gane and Fresh Water *ish. 

SHOVIOW 8. The State Commiesion of Game ond Fresh Yater ich ie authorized and enpew. 
ered to police the areee in which the Beard usy be conducting the vork authorized under 

this Act to enforce the provieions of the geme lews protesting aninals ether than wild deer. 

SMOTION 9, Any person violating eny of the provielone of this Ast or any of the rales and 

regulations of the Board adopted gurmant thereto, ghell ve guilty of a miedemeanor and 

shall be punished accordingly. 

SROTTOW 10. All lawe or parts of laws in confliet with the provisions of thie Act 
are hereby repesied, ané no lewe or sete of the hegislature ghall ever be construed ae 

anenting thie Aot by implication. 

SRCPIOW 11. The Legiglature declares that thie Act is enseted for the purpose of 
meeting an energency, and the same shell expire, an@ the sutherity herein granted shall be 

withdrawn, ot the exoiration of five yeare after the teking effect of this Act. 

gecrtow 12. 4y any Seation, sub-section, sentence, cleuee or phraee of this Act ie 
for any reason held to be unconstitutional, euch unconstitutionality shell act affect 

the validity of the rensining portion of thin Act, incluting the remaining portions of any 

Section, sub-section, sentence, clause or phrase. Abi ad 

GROTION 13. This Act shall teke effect upon ite passage ant spprovel by the Governor, 
or upon ite decoming a law without such aporoval. 

Aporeved by the Governor June 11, 1937. 

Filed in Offices Seeretery of State June 11, 1927.



GORY (uxhibit vo. 6 - Gont.) 

” GHAPTER 18751 - (ie.1048) 
HOUSE BILL WO, 1804 

AN AGT PROVIVTEG YOR, AUTHORIZING AMD RELATING TO THE REWOVAL OF ¥ILD DUNR BY SLAVORTER 

OF OTHMEVISM, BY THE STATE LIVE STOCK SANITARY BOARD FROM CHRTAIW ARWAS IN THE COUNTY ; 
or Saab BN Pie STATE OF FLORIDA, PLACED UNDER QUARANTINY BY [41D BOARD; PROVIDING 
FoR IOP OF RCLRS avy BECULATIONS IN RELATION THNRWTO BY THY BOARD, PRESCRIBING 

PU POWNEE AND DVTIVS OF THR STATE COMMISSION CF GAME AND FROSH WATER FISH UNDER PUIS 

ACT; AND PROVIDING Pevaleles YOR THE VIOLATION OF THE PROVISIONS GF THIS AOT AND OF THE 
RULES Aly RROULATIONS OF Tie STATE LIVE STOCK GANTTARY BOARD ADGPTED PURSUANT THEHTTO. 

BE IN MRACYED BY TUR LAGISLATUR OF THE STATE OF FLORTDAs 

S20TTON 1. It is hereby found and declored by the Legieleture that wild deer in 
certain arene of Osceola County, toowit: 

The Beat 4 of Township 25 South Range 31. Bast 
Townehip 26 gouth Renge 32 Bast 
Townehip 26 South Range 32 Bast 

are infester with and propagate the eattle fever tick, Boophilus annulatue, variety Aur- 
tralis, which is capable of transmitting, propagating, communicating, spreading and cause 
ing the transmission, propagation, communication, and epread of such cattle tick fever, 
and that eueh enttle tick fever eannot be controlled, euppreseed, or eradicated without 
the removal of each wild deer from such arent. 

SuCTION 2, ‘The State Live Stock Sanitary Board, hereinafter called the Board, ehall 
have the power, ant it «hall be ite duty, to qumrentine the arene deseribed im thie Act 
for the work of the eradiention of the cnttle fewer tick, Boophilus annulatus, variety 
Auctenlie, or tropical verlety of the tick, The Hoard shall ovblish in euch newspaper 
oe it may seleet in tne County notice of extablishwent of such quarantine and shell poet 
publie notice of euch ovarantine at the door of the Court Houne. 

SECTION @, When the areas in thie Act deseribed shall have been pleced under quar- 
antine, the Board shall forthwith provide for the removal (which may include removal by 
glaughter) of e11 wild deer, or meh portion thereof ae may be found necessary, from 
euch arene. “he removel of eid wild deer, or portion thereof, shell ba secomplished 
in such manner as may appear to the Board to be the most feasible and practical, and une 
der such rulee and regulatione ag the Board may preseribe; provided, thet the removal 
of wild deer by sleughter hall be carried on by the Board through duly commiartoned 
agents, representatives, and employees. The saif commieeion shell be taken ae euffi- 
eclent evidence of the agency or employment of the comnieeioned person by the Joard. 

SECTION 4, The Board, and ite mewbers, repreeentatives, agente and employees, are 
hereby granted police power and authorired end empowered to enter upon 211 premises, public 
or private, within the areas in thie Act deseribed for the purpose of carrying out the 
provisions of this Act, and of all rolee and regulations of the Board edopted purmuant to 
thie Act. 

SH0PTIOW 6. The State Commission of Game ond Freeh Water Fich in authorized and em 
powered to cooperate with the Board in the carrying out of the provisions of this Act, and 
it shall have the right to have n representative prenent whenever the wild deer are removed 
either by ak eleughter or otherwise, and to make and keep an accurate secount of the said 

wild deer so removed.
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SRCTION 6. When the ereas in thie Act deseribed msl] have been placed under quar- 
antine by the Sonrd, it shall notify in writing the Commiesion of Game and Freeh Wetor 
Mich, and said Comiieetion shall thereupon heve the right, in its diseretion, to declare an 
open tearon or open seacons for the hunting of deer in euch quarantine areat for such period 
or perioce of time, during the exietence of such quarentine, ae the said Board mey from 
tine to time determine, mich hunting to be carried on under regulations preserived by the 
Bowrd and apyroved by the Commieclon of Gome and Fresh Vater Figh. 

GRGTION 7, The State Comiarion of Game ond Fresh Water fish is authorized and empowe 
ered to police mma the areas in which the Board may be conducting the work suthorired under 
thie Aet te enforce the provisions of the geome lews protecting animale other than wild 
deer. 

SWCTION & Any pereon violeting any of the provielone of thie Act or any of the reles 
ani reguletiona of the Board adopted pureuant thereto, shell be guilty of o misdemesnor and 
hell be punished aecordingly. 

SAGIION 9, All lews or parte of laws in confliet with the provisions of thie Act ere 
hereby repesled, and no lawe or acts of the Legielature shell ever be construed ae emending 
thie Aet by iopliesation. 

SECTION 10. The Legislature declares that thie Aet is enacted for the purpose of meet- 
ing an energency, and the same shall expire, and the authority herein granted shall be with 
drawn, at the expiration of five yeara after the taking effect of this Act. i 

“hon the 4oaré shall heve completed the work of freeing the enid arens or any quar- 
antine district thereof of the cattle fever tick, it ehall thereupon become the duty of said 
Bosra to replace with tick free deer the wild deer removed from euch area or quarantine 
district under the provieione of this Act. 

SHOTION 11. If any Section, sub-section, sentence, clause, or phrase of thie Aet is 
for any reason held to be unconstitutional, mch unconetitutionality shall not affect 
the validity of the remaining portion of thie Aet, ineluding the remaining portions of any 
Section, sub-section, sentence, clause or phrase. . 

SRCTION 12, Thie set shall take effect upon ite paeenge end aporoval by the Governor, 
or upon ite becoming a law without such spproval. 

Beeame s law with eut the Governor's approval. 

Filed in “ffice Seeretary State June 14, 1937.
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UNTVED SYATER UMPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BWYOMOLOGY AND PLAN? Quan. ; 

anting 
WASHINOPOR, 0.6. 

Hov. 9, 1937 

tr. J. V. Knapp 
State Veterinarian 
Tallahnenee, Florida 

Dear Dr. Knapp l 

Rr. Travia haw indiented through br. spare. Det wee See © 
statement from thie Buream concerning the hoat tionghips of the 
trepical cattle tiek which way be used for publication or partial pub- 
lication. A brief statenent has, therefore, been drawn up and is 
enclosed herewith, You are at liberty to male public the facts set 
forth in this statewent, 

\ We understand that you were furnished with a copy of Dr. King’? 
report on the life hintery of the tlek on cattle and deeramd with the 
liet of animals exenined ond ticke found by Dr. Travie an a reeult of 
ee ee 

Very troly yours, 

/a] Avery &. Hoyt 
Acting Chief of the Bureau 

Mnclowure



SIGKS AND DENR IN FLORIDA ; 

Yn an effort to determine what aninal are attacked by the tropteal cattle tick (Gears gamba and furnish 46 the means of 
propagating 1 re and Plant Quarantine, United 
Stated Department of Agriculture, hae made an exanifintion of snimale and 
birde in the vieinity of Chrietmas, Florida, These collections were uade 
in areas where the tropical cattle tick was known to be prevalent. The 
following wild animals and birds were carefully examined in the course of 
this works 3 skunks, 4 rabbits, 4 cposeuns, 1 gray umukeretx fox, 17 raccoons, 

# wild cats, 10 cotton mice, 1 gray squirrel, 15 cotton rete, 82 birds of 
vartoue species, and 1? deer. 

‘the tropleal cattle tick vhich transmits eattle fever wae found in oll 
stagwe of development on four of the deer and on none other of the manualg or birds examined. Seat one tent eran an Ok Sette nee emma of 
tranemitting cattle fever, vere found on some of theno. % appears, there 
fore, that the tropieal eattle tick breeds readily on deer, anf that other wild snimale or birds aro aot of importance in mainteining an infestation of thie tok. The ticks found on birds and wild animale other than deer belong to entirely different species, incapable of tranmitting cattle fever. These 
ticks are rather comson and their presence has doubtlese been responsible for tax tet thet various wild aninals serve as hosts for the tropical cattle 

cea ere tee ot leer ae breeders of the tropics! cattle tick is fur 
ther ned by experinents carried out at Orlando, Florida by represon- 
tatives of the Bureau of Intomology and Flant Quarantine, In thewe tente deer and calves were infested with seed tick of this species, and their developnent was watched, The ticke on the deer grew, became fully engorged with blood and continued to miltiply almost ae rapidly ae thowe on the calvers 

11-887 
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GOPY (EXHIBIT No. 12) 

HOUSE BILL 1976 
By Mr. Stewart of Hendry County 
Read Viret time 5-20-39 
Placed on Socal Gnlender : 

ABILE £0 BE BNTITERD 

AF AG? PROVIDING FOR, AUTHORIZING AND RXLATING TO TUS REMOVAL OF WILD DNUR, BY SLAUGHTER 
OR OTHERWISH BY THE STAT LIVE STOCK SANITARY BOARD FROM G@IRTAIN ARRAS IN THR COUNTY oF 

In THR STATR OF FLORIDA, PLACED UNDER QUARANTINE BY SAID BOARD: PROVIDING TOR 
Gil ilowhes oy ates oe acleaee te une monet ok oer tee PRESCRIBING THR 
POWERS ANP IVUPIES OF THR STATS COMMISSION GF GAME AWD FRESH WATAR FIGH WHDER THIS act: PRO. 
SIDING FOR THE RESTOCRING OF QUARANTIWE ARMAS WITH TICK FREY DEER: PROVIDING FOR ? AYMSICE 
OF DOWER SLAVGHTERED BY om $i¥8 SPOCK SANITARY BOARD: AND PROVIDING PENALTIRG FoR THE 
VIOLATION OF TRIS ACT AND OF P48 RULES AMD BEGULATIONS OF THY STAT! SANITARY BOARD ADOPTED 
PURSUANT TIURETO. 

BS If SNACTED BY THE LECISLATURS OF THR STATE OF FLORIDA: 

SMOTION 1. It is hereby found and declared by the “egislature thet wild deer in that 
ares of Hendry County lying South of the Township line running between Townehip& 46 and 
47, to-wits That area South of the State Guarentine Fence and the Big Cypress Swamp end 
the aren adjecent thereto, are infested with and propagate the cattle fever tick, Boophilus 
anmubatus, verity Australis, which is capable of transmitting, propagating, commntenting 
spreading and causing the tranamiseion, propagation, communication, and spread of euch cattle 
tick fever, and that sueh cattle tick fever cannot be controlled, suppressed, or eradicated 
without the removal of such wild deer from euch areas. 

SUCTION 2, The State Mve Steck Sonitary Board, hereinafter called the Board, shall 
have the power, and it ghall be ite duty, from time to time to presertbe quarantine dis- 
triete in that aree of Sendry County pve Aye of the Township line running between 
Townshipe 46 and 47 towlt: That area of the State quarantine fences end the Big 
Cypress Swamp and the area adjacent thereto, and to fix the loeation and boundaries of euch 
quarantine dintriets for the work of the eradication of the eattle fever tick, Boophilus 
anmilatus, variety Australis, or tropical variety ef the tick. "he Board shall publish in 
such a e¢ it may select in the county notion of entablichment of such quarantine 
lines, shall post public notice of such quarantine linge at the door of the Gourt House. 

SECTION 3. When any distriet in thet area of Bey Soy lying South of the Town 
ship line running between Townships 46 and 47, to-wit: + aren Bouth of the State quar 
antine fence and the Big Cypress Swamp and the area adjacent thereto shell have been 
placed under quarantine, the Board shell forthwith previde for the resoval (which may inp 
clude removal by slaughter) of all wild deer, or euch portion thereof as may be found nege 
essary, from such aren. The removal of said wild deer, or portion thereef, shall be accom 
plished in euch manner ax nay appear to the Board to be the most feasible and practicnl, 
and under such rules and regulations ae the Board may preseribe; provided thet the removal, 
of wild deer by slaughter shall be carried on by the Board throngh ite duly commissioned 
agents, representatives, and employees, exeept as hereinafter otherwise provided. ‘The said 
commission shell be teken as sufficient evidence of the ageney or employment of the commige 
sioned person by the Soard, 

SROTION 4. The Soard, and ite membere, representatives, agents, and employees, are 
hereby granted police power and authorized and empowered to enter upon all prenises, public 
or private, within the arene in thin Act deseribed for the purpose of carrying out the 
provisions of thie Act, and of ol] rules and regulations of the Board adopted purevant 
to thie Act.
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SROTION 6. “the State Commiecion of Game and Fresh Veter “ish ie authorized and emovwered to 
cooperate with the Board in carrying out the provisions of this Act, and they hall have the 
right to have « representative present whenever the wild deer sre removed, either by elaugh- 
ter or otherwigs, and the Soard shall make and keep an sccurate account of the said wild ‘deer 
#0 removed, an? ehall furnish a certified copy of said secount to the State Comnineion of 
Game snd Fresh Yater “teh, to the end that eaid area aay be later restocked with tick free 
deer by the Board. 

SHOTION G. The State Commiacion of Gane and Fresh Vater Jigh is authorised and empowered to 
police the areas ané quarantine districts in which the Boerd may be pureving the work anth- 
orized under thie Act to enforee the provisions of the geome laws protecting animale other 
then wild deer. 

SECTION 7, Any person deriring te hunt deer in the quarantined aren may do eo by the purchase 
of the regulat hunting lieenge ae ie now providéd by law. 

SECTION 8. Under the provisions of thie Act, to restock with ti¢kefree deer to the extent to 
which deer hed been removed from the area, the cost of same to be defrayed by the State Live 
Stock Sanitary Benrds the State Live Stock tani tary Board 19 hereby required to deposit 
with the State Commission of Game and Freeh Water Fish, each 30 days, an amount equel to 
$25.00 for onch deed slaughtered or removed otherwise; euch funde to be credited by the State 
Commission of Geme and Freeh Yater Tish tn a fund to be known ae Hendry County Reetocking Fund 

SROTION 9. The Board shell be reeponeible for damage to timber by fires, unless it is extabe 
lished that persone not connected with the Board are reqponeible for said fires and are tried 
and convicted for setting sane. 

SRCTION 10. Any person violating aay of the provisions of this Act or any of the rules and 
regulations of the 3egrd adopted purmuant therete shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 
shhll be punished secordingly. ‘ 

SUCTION 11. All laws or parte of laws in conflict with the provisions of thie Aet are hereby 
ee and no leve or acts of the Legislature shall ever be construed ae amending thie 

Act by implication. 

SROTION 12. The Legislature declares that thie Act ie enacted for the purpoee of meeting an 
emergency, and the same shall expire, and the authority herein granted shall be withtrawn, 
at the axpiretion of two years after the taking effect of thie Act. 

SROTION 13. If any Section, sub-section, sentenes, clause, or phrase of this Act ie for any 
reason held to he unconstitutional, euch unconestitubionality shall act sffeet the validity 
of the remeining portione of thie Act, ineluding the remnining portions of any Section, eub- 
section, sentence, clauce or phrase. ’ 

SSOTION 14, ‘This Act shell take effect November 20th, 1929, A.D.



COPY (8zHIBIT 12 ~ cont.) 

HOUSE BILL WO. 1485 
CHAPTER 19747 

AE AG? PROVIDING FOR, AUTHORIZING AND RELATING To THE REMOVAL OF WILD Daw, BY SLACGHTER 
OR OTHERWIGS, BY THe #PATY LIVE STOCK BANIPART BOARD FROM CHRTAIN ARRAS IN THM OOURTY OF 
ae STATE OF FLORIDA, PLACHD UNDER QUARANTING BY SAID BOARD: AND DISPOSITION 

80 REMOVED OR SLAUGRTURED, PROVIDING FoR T7* ADOPTION OF BRULEE AND REOULATIONS 
38 MLATION THERETO BY THE HOARD; PRESCRIBING THE FOWRRS AMD OUTING OF THE STARR COMMISSION OF 
PANE AND FRESH WATRE FISH, AWD BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF COLLINR COURTY, FLORIDA, 
WRDER TRIS ACT: PROVIDING FOR YH HECTOCKING OF QUARANTTERD ARRAS WITH TICK.FRRR DORR: 
PROVIDING FOR SPRCIAL WNUTING GHATONS AND SPROTAL NONTING LICRWERS YOR NUYTING Dah: PRO. 
VIDING FOR THR LIABILITY OF THE STATE LIVE STOCK SANITARY BOARD POR DAMAGR TO TIMBBR BY 
ROASOW CF PIRRGs AND PROVIDING PYBALTIZS FoR THE VIGLATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT 

AND OF THN RULRS AWD REGULATIONS OF PER STATE LIVA STOCK SANTTARY BOARD ADOPTED FURSUART 
THERETO. 

De IN BBACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF TH STATR OF FLORIDA: 

SRCTION 1.. It ie hereby fount and declared by the Legieleture that w/14 deer in 
Collier Gounty, are infested with and propagete the cattle fever tick, Heophilus annuletus, 
variety Australis, which ie capable of tranenitting, grentant ‘ne communicating, wpresding 
end causing the tranemieeion, propagation, commmication, and spread of euch cnttle tick 
fever, and that euch cattle tick fever eannot be contrélied, suppressed, or eradionted 
without the removeal of euch wild deer from such areas. 

SHOTION 2, The State live Stock Sanitary Bonrd, hereinafter eglled the Soaré, shall 
have the power, and it shall be ite duty, from time to time to preseribe quarantine 
aietriete in Collier County ané to fix the location ané boundaries of such quarantine diste 
riete for the work of the eradication of the cattle fever tick, Boophilus annulatue, 
variety Australis, or tropienl veriety of the tick. The Soard shell publieh in euch news- 
paper ae it may s¢lect in the county notice of establishment of such oe lines, snd 
shall post public notice of such quarantine lines at the door 6f the House. 

SRCTION 3 When any district in Geliier County #hell have been placed wiier quar 
antine, the Board shall forthwith provide for the removal (which may include removal by 
tleughter) of al1 wild deer, or euch portion thereof as may be found necessary, from euch 
digtriet. Provided, all deer so removed by slaughter or otherwise by the said Board pur~ 
muant to provisions hereof, shell be dietrituted frae of charge to hoepitala, or other 
charitable institutions, or other needy persons within the State of Florida; provided, 
however, tne Shoal aay extnge ont wap quah Goat an may te neehnnny fur experisantel, 4 
other ourposes of the eaid Board. renovel of enid wild deer, or portion thereof, 
shall be accomplished in euch manner ar may apoear to the Board to be the most feasible and 
ynenen. and under such rules and regulations ac the Board may prescribe; provided, 

bat the removal ef wild deer by eleughter shall be carried on by the Soard through ite 
duly commissioned agente, representatives, and employees, except ar hereinafter otherwise 
provided. The said commiecion shall be tiken as evffielent evidence of the agency or em 
Ploynent of the comuiesioned person by the Board, 

GHCTION 4. The Board, anf ite members, representatives, agents, and employees are 
hereby granted police power and authorized and empowered to enter upon all premises, pub- 
lie or private, within the ereae ia thin Act deseribed for the purpose of carrying out the 
provisions of thie det, ané_of #11 rules and regulations of tha Board adopted puranant te thir 
Atte i
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SROTION 5. When the Beard shall have completed the work of freeing the seid aren of cattle 
fever tick, it shall become the duty of said Board, under the provisions of this Act, to 
restock with tick~free deer to the extent to which deer hed been removed from the area, the 
cost of same to be defrayed from funds of the State Live Steck Sanitary Beard and the proceeds 
of special hunting licenger hereinafter provided for. The aren shall be go resotcked with 
in a period of 86 months after completion of the tick eradication program. ‘ 

SROTION 6. The State Commterion of Game and Fresh Water “igh and the Board of County Con~ 
miseloners of Collier County are anthorised and empowered to cooperate with the Board in 
carrying out the provisions of thie Aet, and they ehall heve the right to have a represen- 
tative present whenever the wild deer are removed, either by elaughter or otherwise, and 
the Board shall meke @hd keep an seonrate account of the enid wild deer eo removed, and 
shell fornish a certified copy of said aecount to the Board of County Comnisctonere of 
Collier County, to the ond that eald ares may be Inter restocked with tick free deer by 
the Board. 

SRCTION 7, The State Comnigeion of Game end Fresh Water Mish ie authorized and empowered 
to poliee the arese ant qurantine dictricts inthich the Board uay be pureving the work 
authorized under this Act to enforce the provisions of the game Laws protecting animale 
other than wild deer. 

SECTION 8. From July 1, to “etober 31, inclusive, 1939, 1940, and 1941, any pereone desir- 
ing to hunt deer in the quarantines area may obtain « epeeial license therefor from the 
Gounty Judge of Collier County, upon payment of a fee of (8,50. Separate licenses mist be, 
obtained before the privilege of hunting deer during each of the periods herein epecificale 
ly designated. At 211 other times, only the authorized agente of the Board may bunt deer 
in quarantined arenas. After deducting his fee of 50¢ per License, which is herein allew 
ed, the or shell remit the proceeds of euch epecial License fees to the State 
Treamurer of florida, who shall retein seme in ® special fund, which ie herein end hereby 
apecificelly appropriated for the purpose of reatecking the quarantined areas with tick 
free deer. 

SUCTION 9, Except for the periods of time when pernone other aap the authorized agents 
of the Board ere permitted to hunt in the quarantined areas, the “oard shall be reeponeible 
for damage to timber by fires, unlesr it is established thet pereens not connected with 
the Boerd are responsible for said fires and are tried and convicted for setting same. 

SHCTIOW 10. Any person violating any of the provietons of thie Act or any of the rules 
and regulations of the Board adopted purmuant thereto ¢hall be guilty of a aledemennor end 
shall be punished accordingly. 

SECTION 11. All lawe or parte of lewe in conflict with the provisions of thie Act are 
hereby repealed, and no laws or sete of the Legielature shell ever be construed oe amending 
thie Act by implications. 

SHCTION 12. The Leginlature declares that this Act is enacted for the purpose of meeting an 
onergnecy, and the same hall expire, and the authority herein granted shall be withdraw 
at the expiration of five years after the taking effect of this Act. 

S8OTION 13. If any Section, sud-séetion, sentence, clause, or phrane of this Act ie for 
any reacon held te be unconstitutional, mch unconetitutionslity hall not affect the 
validity of the remaining portions of this Act, including the remaining portions ef any 
Section, sub-section, sentence, clause, or phrase. 

SNCTION 14, Thie act shall take effect upon ite passage and approvel by ‘he Governor, or 
upon ite becoming a lew without euch approval. 

Approved by the Governor May 30, 1939. 
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 71, 1939.
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Gory (uxnrerr is) February 1, 1940 : 

SECRETARY ICKES' REFUSAL TO PERMIT SLAUGHTER OF TICK 
IEPUSTED OBER OF SEMINOLE IEDLAN ANSORVATION BLOCKS 
TICK MRADIGATION WORK IW FLORIDA: 

Seeretary Ickes’ refusal to pernit the slaughter of tick infested deer on Seminole 

Indien Reservation in Hendry County, Florida, endencere the cattle industry, not only of 

Florida, wut of Southeastern United State, 

Geeeeteny lekes' powition in not wll taken. In 1906 the UJ. S. Department of Agrt~ 

evLtural quarantined the States of Kiesissippi, Virginie, Korth Carolina, South Carolina, 

Georgia, Alabema, Lowiniana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Florida, and portions of Tenne- 

ssee, Nissourl and California on account of the exietemce of the cattle fever tick, and 

thie quarantine could be Lifted only by eliminating the enttle fever tick from these 

States. The work of tick eradication hae been completed in thene states and the quaran— 

tine lifted except from e few counties in Texes and Florida. The quarantine will never 

be lifted from Florida as long as cattle tick infested deer are permitted to remain in the 

Seminole Indian Reservation. 

The 'U. S. Department of Agriculture has spent over $20,000,000 durigig the last 20 

years to eradicate the cattle fover tick from the above mentioned states, in addition to 

the trenentous amount of money contributed by the States and the onttle owners, cooperate 

ing with the Government in this work, and now, when the work of tick eradiontion reaches 

an ares of Government owned land in Florida (the Seminole Indien Reservation) the Departe 
ment of the Interior refuses to extend Florida the cooperation necessary to complete tick 
eradication. The tick eradication progran preseribed by the U. $. Department of Agriculture 
wae perfect so long an the work was confined to State-owned and privately owned lande, but 

the 20-year program of the . §. Department of Agriculture is now repudiated by Secertary 

Token, representing the U, $, Department of Interior, when the work mast be necomplished 

ontland owned by the Government and under hie juristietion. 

Secretary Ickes states that the Seminole Indian Reservation is an inferior cattle range 
but ie perfect for deer, ant infers the work of tick eradication on the Seminole Indien : 

Reservation to complete the work in Florida is of no economic importance to the cattle ine 

dustry.
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Seerotary Ickes apparently overlooked the fects, scientifically determined by represen- 

tatives of hie Department, as well eas the J. 5, Bureau of Entomology and Pletn Quarantine 

(1et) that cattle fever ticke propagate on deer in Florida, ané (2nd) thet the tick in- 

fosted decor must be eleuchtered to complete tick eradication, and (Sra) that the swamp 

areae 6f Collier and Bendry Gounties, including the 95 sections comprising the Seminole 

Indian Reservation, harbor tick infested deer. Furthermore, Seeretary lekee fails to 

explain how he will prevent the ticks sow propagating on deer of the Seminole Indian — 

Reservation from spreading to the cattle pastaring immediately adjacent to the Reservae 

tion, and from these cattle to cattle of other herde and eventually throughout Florida 

and to other Stetes, He ip willing, apparently, thet Florida eattlemen dip their cattle 

every 14 days year in and year out in order that some 40 to 50 Indians on the Seminole 

Indien Reservation may not be teoporarily deprived of approximately 200 tick infested 

deer.
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cory ( exIETY 1s) Statement iseued by State Live Stock 
Rissnr an tke Tallehseree, Fla., 

SUGRSTARY ICKUS JROPAMDIZRS Ve G. OMPARMMEVT OF AGRICULTURR TIGK 
BRAVICATION PROGRAM IN SOUTMRASTERN STATES BY HEFUGAL TO FREMIT 
SLAUGHTER OF TICK INPetry DATR OW BAMINOLM INDIAN RASERVATION In 

FLORIDA. 

the tick eradication campaign, nearing completion in the Southeastern States, has 

reeeived a serious eet-back in feeretary Iekes' refusal to permit the slaughter ef approx 

imetely 200 tick infested deer on the Seminole Indian Reservation, home of 40 to 50 Indians, 

to complete tick eradication in Florida. 

the VY. S.Depertment of Agriculture quarantined the Statee of Mississippi, Virginia, 

Yorth Cerolina, South Garolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkenene, Oklahoma, Texas, 

Florida, and portions of Tennessee, Miesourl and California in 1006 on account of the 

eattle fever tick, which closed cattle markets to the southern etates, but offered a pro- 

gram which covlé be undertaken aooperatively by «tate and sovernnent to destroy the tick 

and 14f% the Federal quarantine. “ver 18 million dollare hae been spent by the UV. 8, 

Department of Agriculture in freeing the southeastern states of the cattle fever tick, in 

addition to gigantic eume spent by States and cattle owners. The work wns completed. 

except a few counties im Texae and in the Big Cypress Swamp in the Florida Bverglader, 

where it was determined by the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey ( « Division of the 

Department of the Interior) and the U. §. Department of Entomology and Plant Quarantine 

that the tropical variety of the cattle fever tick war being propagated on deer and in 

these game protected awamp arene that the deer, heretofore not a factor in tick eradication, 

must be slaughtered to complete the work. Deer reduction programs to complete tick eradica- 

tion were suthorized by the Plerida Legislature in 1997 and 1939 and the work wae nearing 

completion when interrupted by Secretary ‘ekes decision. In 1937 when tick work wae stopped 

in Pieridae by a court order, an embargo wae placed on Florida livestock by the States of 

Alabama, Georgie, Korth Gerolina, Mississippi, South Caroling, Louisiana, and Tennessee, 

es all southeaetern states are in danger of reinfostations ne long as the last tick romaing 

in the srea. Georgia has suffered reinfestations from movements of Florida cattle. i



; 
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Over one hundred cattle and dairy owners attended the nesting of the State hive Soak 

Sanitery Hoard in Tampa, February 8, and urged that the Board cooperate with the State 

Gatthenen's Association and the State Dnirynen's Anndetation, cattle end land ownere throughe 

out Florida end the southenstarn states to bring all infornation to Secretary Jokes’! atten 

tion and requent his cooperation thet bick eradication in the southeastern states may be 

completed.
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gory 4 (uxaTeI? 17) 

‘ 
On July 1, 1906, 984 counties, compriging in whele or in part 15 states of Alabama, 

Arkenaae, California, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missisetppi, Miscourt, Herth 
Carolina, Oklehoma, South Geroling, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia, Smanganedit syetomatic 

tick eradication work for the purpose of freeing thie ares of the cattle fever tick and 

lifting the federel quarantine theretofore laid vy the , &. Department of Agrieutture, 

EIGK SRADIGATION IN FLORIDA 

Tiek eradication wae unfertaken in Florida in 1918 on the county option plan, which 

wae uncussereful except in Dade and Browerd counties. 

Statewide tick eradication vas authorised and commenced in northvest Florida in 1923 
by the State Live Stock Sanitary Board in cooperation with the U. 8. Burean of Animal, 

Industry, and successfully completed sons by cone until the “range County aren wae reach 
in 1971, Orange County should have become tick free ond released from quarantine in 

1932. However, 1 wan discovered that ticke remained in certain swampy portions of the 

county, and s second campaign of tick eradication was undertaken, which Likewise proved un- 
euseeseful. Thereupon, the State Live Stock Sanitary Board and the 0, 8, Bureau of Animal 

Industry enlietéd@. the services of the U. 8. Bureau of Tntomology and Plant Quarantine and 

the ¥, 8, Bureau of Biological Survey to investigate on? determine why the accepted and 

time proven nethods employed in tick eradication throughout southenstern United States and 
Florida, and slways heretofore suaceasful, had failed in this area. 

Specinens of ticks eubmitted from eattle of the ewamps of Orange County (NeOrory Ranch 
and Game Preserve, and Tosohatches Game Proeerve) to the Zoological Division of the U. 8, 
Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D. 0., were clessified as Boophilue ansulatus, 

variety Australis, or tropieal variety of the cattle fever tick. This wee the first doter- 

The U. S. Burenn of Entomology and Plant quarantine detailed Dr. ¥. V. King, Senior 
Entomologiet, to study thie question at Orlando, Plorida, Yoctor King and his associates 

conducted extensive midies and experiments during » 14-month period beginning June, 1933, on
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the Boophilus ansulatus, variety Australie, or tropieal variety of the cattle fever tick, 

under Florida conditions. Doctor King, in bis report deignated ae Bishopp's Deeument 4381, 

definitely determined thet the Boophilue anauletue, variety Australis, or tropical variety 
of the cattle fever tick, propagated readity on deer ae well av enttle under Florite condi- 
tiona. Dito wae the first detersination thet deer pronageted the eatile fever tick in 
Zlorigg. end henceforth deer oust be congidered in the completion of tick eradteation in 

Florida. Yeretofore the position of the U. 5, Bureau of Aninal Industry had beon that deer 
were not a factor in tick eradication and thie information wae included in all bolletines 

iseued by that Hureeu on the exbject. “he mason deer are a factor in tick eradication in 

sab-tropisal Florida and were not a feetor in middle, north and weet Floride and other 

southonetern states is because, up until 1931 the eattle fever tick encountered wae the 

Boophilus ansniatus, Sorth American variety, whieh does not propagate on deer, while the 

cattle dever tiek encountered in the latitude of Yrange County and south, is the Boophilus 

anmulatua, variety Australis, or tropical variety of the onttle fever tick, which does 

propagate on deer. 

During the time the above experiments were being conducted, the regular work of tide 

eradication was undertaken and completed in ell remaining Florids counties, which are now 

tick free with the exeeption of deer tick infested portions of the Big Cypress Swamp in 

Collier, Wendry and Lee counties. 

To deteruine if ticks could be eliminated from deer in swamp areas by an extended dipe 

ping campaign, coupled with close grazing and regular dieturbding of deer beds, the State 

Live Shock Sanitery Bonrd phkced severe] thourand head of cattle on the MeCrory Rench and 

Gane Preserve in Orange County in 1934. the cattle were @tpped regularly for a period of 

three years to destroy the ticke in thie area, picked up by them, whieh had been dropped by 

deer; However, deer killed during the 1925, 1936 and 1937 hunting seseone in these game pre- 

serves ware Hund to carry cattle fever ticks. This led to the conelueion that due to aiffer- 

ences in habits of cattle and deer in feeting (enttle grazing and deer browsing), enttle do 
not penstrate the deep ewamp recentes inkpbited by deer, which constitute the reservoir of 

tick infestation, and therefore, bicke cannot be eliminated by this method. Thie conclusion
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is confirmed by the determination of the U. 8 Burem. of Biological Survey, Washington, 

De Gey ae indiented by report of Br. F, B, NieKenney, Aseociate Veterinarian Section of 
Disease Control, dated January 22, 1937, as follows: 

Sawelt ig to be regretted that the attempt te eradleate the fever tick in Orsnee County by weane of closely herding cattle on deer range scons to have failed. However, the lack of feed for the cattle in the dense svampe of this County hae msde it impractical to hold the enttle in these areas for a sufficient tine te expect the best rewlts, and it ie usually the deer taken from these swamps which are reo ported as infested vith fever tieke, Therefore it appears that the only aeane of erdaienting the tick fron such sreae is by surrounding the ares and killing the deer within the encloruer.* 

Doctor NeXenney in his repert dated August 15, 1936, «tated: 

“The next weelr, July 20th to July 27th, wes epent in making # eurvay and taking deor specinents fron the Big Gyorees Breeding Grounds, in company with Mr, Rey Barnes, local warden of the Gane Gomaission. * * * Seven deer vere taken from the Big Cypress Swamp Bree@ing Grownde in an effort to determine, if possible, the percentage and Aistrivution of deer which might be carrying Texas fever ticks in a given area, * * * Taree of the seven deer taken were foynd to de infested with Boophilus guaulatua, variety Australie. One of the infested animals, an edult Y=-point buak, wee found to sarry extremely heavy infestetion of fever ticke.* * * ¥ 

During the hunting season of 1936, the Zoologion] Pivielon of the 5. 8, Burenu of Animal 
Taduetry, Washington, D, 0., claemified ticke taken from deer killed as follews:. 

"Orange County Preserves (ineluding ® small portion of Osceola County): 107 hidee vere inspected 28 of which were infested with Texan fever ticks, or 26.1% of infested 

Collier Gounty Breeding Grounde: 459 hides were inapeeted with 248, axles or 546 of the total, infested with Texas fever ticke.* 

Quoting Deetor MeKenney, 

sees” °* Méee T ope inapested in Goliter County, 14 were infected with ticks, or 

A second survey wae made in 1937 by the U, S, Bureem of Biologics! Survey, and we eyote 
the letters tranenitting this reperts r
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*UNIPRD STATHE DUPAPTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

; Bureau of Biologicel Survey 
Weehington, D. G. 

January 22, 1937 
Dre a. ¥, Knapp 

State Veterinarian . 
State Live ——" Board 
‘Tallahasees, dn. 

Deer Br. Knapp: 

nelowed herewith ie copy of the report made by Dr. F. D. MeKennay on the rewilte of 
hig second ourvey gady made in Plorids on the infestation of deer with Texas fever ticks. 

We realise the immensity of the problem confronting your organieation in the eradica- 
tion of the enttle fever tick which is infesting the deer. We hope thet gur services 

heave been of some value to you in expediting your work, and that every effort will be 
Se Sere SF S'S ae Ge ee a etill make the tick eredication 
comp ie 

Very truly yours, 

/o/ (RAW. OADRIMLSOR, CHIRY* 

*UNTDED STATSS DEPANINEN? OF ACRICULIYKE 
Bureau of BMologleal turvey 

“Washington, », 6. 
Jonvary 22, 1937 

Mxseutive Secretary, . 
Florida Srantgeten. Gane & Freeh Water Figh 

- Pallehasres, “Lorida. 

Dear Sir: : ' 

Rachoneh barnes to wie of the seperh mete Sy te, 5.2. Nonna on the remuilte 
of his second survey made in Florida on the infestation of deer wi ‘Texas fever ticks. 

In the interests of concorvation it 1s regrettable thet other means then the reduetion 
in the number of deer cannot be recommended for the eredication of the cattle tick, but 
in view of our present imowledge 1t seems that thie is the only feasible plan, and ve 
sincerely hope this progrem can be carried out vith » minimum of inconvenience to 211 

Very trely yours, 

/sf TRA ®. GABRIMLGOM, Chier 
Enelowure 16474 
on to Br. 9. V, Knapp end Dr. 7, ¥. Gole®
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STUDINS ON THE HOST ANINALS OF CATTLE 
Paver TICKS. 

In view of repeated charges by uninformed persone that the cattle fever tick would 

be found and propagate on other animals, reptiles and birde efter the deer head been re- 

meved, the State Live Stock Sanitery Yeard requested the 9. &. Burewa of Hntomology ard 

Plent Quarantine (the highest authority in the land on this subject) te make studies of 

the heet animels of the cattle fever tick in Pleridsa. We quote this Buranu's statement 

of findings, with letter of transmittal: 

"UNITED STATES IBPAMINEYT OF ACRIGULTURE ; 
Bureau of Untomoleg and Plant Quarantine 

Washington, B. 6. 

4 Reve Dv, ‘1987 

Dr. #..¥. Knapp 
State Veterinarian 
Tallshanres, Ploride 

Dear Doctor Kaapps “si 

Or, Travis has indicated through Dr. Bishopp thet you deeire a statement from thie 
Burean concerning the hoet relationships of the tropical eattle tick which may be need 
for publication. A brief statement has, therefore, been drawn up and te enclosed here- 
with, You are at liberty to make public the facts set forth in thie statement, 

We underatand that you were furnighed with a copy of Pr. King's report om the Life 
history of the tick on ¢attle and deer and with the list of animale examined and ticks 
found by Dr. Tr,vis as a result of collections mgde by hin in the arear of Floride infected 
with the cattle tick. 

; Very truly yourn, 

/o/ AVERY &. WYE, Acting Chief of 
Bureau 

Encloeures. 

SXGES_AVO DERR IN FLORIDA 

In an effort to determine what aniaahe are attacked by the tropics! cattle tiek (Soophil- 
ue ennulatue australis) and furnish it the seane of propagating iteslf, the Sureau of tn- 
tomolegy and Flant Quarantine, United States Department of Agriculture, has made an examina» 
tion of animale and birds in the vicinity of Ghrietmas, Florida. These collections vere 
mate in areas where the tropiesl cattle tick was known’ te be prevalent. The follewing wild 
animale and birds were carefully examine? in the source of this work: 3 akunke, 4 rabbits, 
4 opossums, 1 gray fox, 17 raccoons, B wild cate, 10 cotten mics, 1 gray squirrel, 15 cotton 
rate, 52 birds of variour species, and 17 door. 

The trovical cattle tick which transmits gattle fever wae found in all stages of develop- 
ment on four of the deer and on none other of the memnale or birde examined. However, var- 
fous other kinds of ticks, none capable of transmitting cattle fever, were found on eame of 
these. J+ avnears, therefore, thet the tropical cattle tick breode readily on deer, and that
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other wild aninals or birds are not of importence in maintaining an infestation of thie 

tick. The ticke found on birds and wild aniaals other than deer belong to entirely dif- 

ferent species, incapable of tranemitting cattle fever. These ticke are rather comson and 

their presence hae doubtless been responsible for the belief thet various wild animals 

serve aa honte for the tropical cattle tick. 

fhe importance of deer ae brevders of the tropical cattle tiek is further emphasized by 

experinente carried out at Orlande, Florida, by representatives of the Bureau of Entomology 

and Plant Qusrantine. In there tests deer and calves were infested with seed ticke of this 

species ond their development wae watched, The ticks on the deer grew, became fully en- 

gorged with has blood, snd Gontinued to mltiply almost as rapiély as those on the ealves. 

‘11-827 MaA.*
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COPY (PART GF ExnTBIt 18) (Wae handed to J. Williame for use of 
i committee - iditer of "The Cattleman") 

hy REPLY TO COMMISSIONAR COLLIER'S REPORT TO SNORUTARY 
IGKHS DATED JAMUARY 15, 1940. 

The deer reduction program of the State Live Steck Senitary Yoard started in Collier - 

county July let, 1939 gnd not 2 years age as etated by Mr. Colifer, and further the nunting 

during the months of duly, Anguat, September and Seteber, 1929, was contucted by sportemen 

and not employees of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board. These sportemen-lunters killed 

approximately 2000 of the deer so far killed. 

The guecess of a tick eradication program ie predicated on the 100% dipping of all 

gattle within a certain aren every 14 days for a period of time evfficient aot only to kill 

the ticks on the cattle, by dipping, but also to allow those not on cattle (send ticks) to 

aie of starvation. Although the dipping of 100% of the cattle each 14 days wae the goal, it 

frequently cecurred in the vast pastures and open range areas thet cattle were mieeed, yet 

ticks were eradicated and thie ie explained by the very simple ressoning that ae cattle vere 

dipped an® ticks killed the number of ticks dropping to the ground ani reporducing theneelver 

wee materially lessened, and as dipping continued it wae not many sonthe until the few ticke 

dropping to the ground made no host contact and thue reached the vanishing point, end when 

we understand thet only a few of the progeny of ticke which drop to the ground are picked 

up by a hoet, it will ® sasily observed that practically, although not accepted theoretical- 

ly, it does not require the dipping of 100% of the cattle every 14 deye to accomplish tick 

eradication. The same is true of the deer. An the deer are reduced in on area tick infer 

. tation om the gound Likewise reduces and the possibility of a few deer, which might be left, 

producing « eufficient number of engorged. female ticks te drop to the ground to continue 

infestation in extremely unlikely. The laet tick on depr ie eliminated in the same manner as 

the laet tick on enttle, which le explained by the law of averszeé. 

We have had mony examples of reducing the deer in deer tick infested evamps and thereby 

freeing that area of ticks. The deer vere killed in Telegraph Cyprees Swamp, where both 

the deer and he cattle were ticky, and three yearn later both the deer and the cattle, now 

renging in the ewamp, are tick free. Ye do not presume that we killed every deer in accom 

plishing thie reenlt but the dipping of 211 the cattle in and around the swamp, theese years
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before we killed the deer, a14 net effect tick eradication, and this result was obtained 
only through elimination of deer, 

The sane ie true with rererence to Gow Oreck Pasture in Okeechobee and St, luete Count. 
jee. This swamp aren and the cattle could not be freed by dipping the eattle, therefore, 
the deer were killed and now both the cattle end the deer, which have returned to this 
area, are free. 

Thie came is true with reference to Righlends and Glates counties, where special laws 
were passed to kill the tick inferted deer, The deer were killed in 1937 and the areas, 
where the deer were killed, have become restocked from eurrounding territory and aser teken 
there by huntere in the fall of 1939 were tick free and the cattle using thet range are now 
aloo tick free. 

Supporting these statements, our experiense in tick eradication has deen that when 
@ipping starte, preetically ell the cattle are found to be tick infested, but as the work 
proceede and the number of teks on the ground becomes lees, more and more cattle some to 
the vat free of ticks until ell animals being dipped are free. In our experience kil) ing 
deer in lrenee county, the same conditions prevailed relative to the tick statue of deer, 
That is, at first o large number, around 406 of the deer killed, were found to be tick ine 
feasted. As the deer were killed and therefore the number of tieke dropping to the ground 
and reproducing more ticks wae decreaced, the percentage of tick infested deer becene leas 
and less and during the last 6 monthe of the deer reduction program in thie area no tick ine 
fested deer vere killed. In other words « long before you get the last deer you get the lest 
tiek just ae long before you dip the last cow, you get the last tiek. Thie same fact wae 
true in the NeGrory Rench anf Game Proserve in Osceola County. 

At the time the speciel lLawa authorising the removal or slaughter of deer inCollier 

and Hendry counties vere passed by the Legislature, it wae aseuned that these laws would 
cover the slaughter of deer én the Seminole Indinn Reservation the nme an in the remainder 
of these counties, therefore the question of jurietiction wae given no coneideration. 

++ te not a fret that the deer on the Seminole Indian Revervation constitute any great 
part of the Seminole Indians! food ‘supply. Ae a matter of feet, there are many more Indians 

of the Miecowukee tribe living off the Reservation than live on it. A majority of the
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Wigeowsbes fntions Live in camps along the Yantan! frail, Céllier Geunty, and gain their 
Livelihood by selling Indian lore and trinkete te the traveling motoriate. Some 40 or 80 

Indians, including women end children, live on the Reservation and the younger men work, ree - 

ceiving » wage of apvroxtmately $2.00 por day. Thie money te mostly spent for foot and — 

clothing ond they eat from cans and paper bage the same ae other people of their station and, 

except for the old bucks and women, their dreer ie the same an other rural Floridiene and 

they drive around the country in automobiles. 

There ere more deer and better hunting outeide the Indian Reservation, then on it, and 

nost of the venison killed by the Indiane is cold in Miami because it brings a fancy price 

and gives the Indien cash with vhich to buy things that he would rather have than venison. 

Deer were not a fantor in the work of tick eradication in Yast Texae and Louisiana. 

Records of the Zeologice} Division of the U. S, Bureau of Animal Industry covering the mxkex 

clessification of cattle fever ticks encountered in the State of Lowisiena indicate that the 

tropical variety of the tick 41¢ not exist in that State. 

The tropical variety of the cattle fever tick is common in Nexico, and therefore, it 

follows thet this variety of tick would be encountered in South Texas counties along the Hex 

ican border, and it hae beon elaseified by the Zoological *ivieion of the i. S. Bureau of 

Animal Industry oe exinting in those counties. However, thie part of Texne containg no 

large ewampy areae with heavy deer population and, therefore, the dipping of the cattle 

elinineted the tick in Texae jJuet as it 444 in uplend Florida, where cattle mingled with 

deer. If all Florida had been dry upland country, with eattle mingling with deer, we would 

have hed no deer problem. Gur deer problems are confined to those portions of the State 

comprising large swampy areas lying within game preserves in which the deor peyulation has 

flourished, and because the tropical variety of the tick propagates on deer as well ae 
cattle, thoes tick infested swampy geome prererves constitute e reservoir of ticke. The deer 

is n browser and the cow a graver, ant it is impossible te get them to mingle in the swaxp 

recesses. However, they do mingle on high pleces in the swamps and wlong their bordérs re- 

gulting in the reinfestation of the cattle.
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The deer reduction program in Collier county started July ist, 1999, and fully 766 of 

the deer have been rovoved and we believe that the program will be complete within the next 

two gears. The ticky deer were removed from the Orange County. svaeme in a little ever a year 

and thet area ie much larger and more inaccessible then the Seminole Indian Reservation. 

the deer ie a very locel enimal and our experience hae been that ea# long ac bunting is 

being conducted in one of these areas the deer from adjacent territory do net filter inte 

it, but a few wonthe efter the hunting conser and everything becones auiet, the deer gradu. 

ally return to there arens. As a matter of fact, the Gow Creek Gane Preserve, Telegraph 

Cyprese Swamp Game Preserve, Reedy Greek Game Preeerve, Hernando County Game Preserve, have 

all been restocked with deer by thin method. : ; 

To answer the eritieiam of Florida Conservationists thet when the deer were killed the 

ticks would propagate on other wild animale, birds and reptiles inhabiting theee deer tick 

infeeted ewanpe, the State Live Stock Sanitary Beard requested the ¥, 8. Bureau of Bntomoe 

logy and Plent Quarantine to thoroughly investigate the hoet Limitations of thie tick and 

it wae determined by eurveye made by that Bureau in 1933, 1936 and 1937 that beare, hogs, 

raccotns, otters, ete., do not carry or propagate the cattle fever tick. See reporte of 

Strong and Biehopp. 

The wpectial Aete of the Florida Legislature, authorising the removal of the deer faxm 

from these deer tick infested arene, sleo authorize that the areas shell be restocked with 

tick free deer by the Stete live Steck Sanitary Board. : 

SOMLTHR coum, *Seetion 5, When the Board shall have completed the work of freeing 
the said area of cattle fever tick, 1t shall become the duty of seid Board, under the pro- 
visions of thia Act, to restock with tick-free deer to the extent to which deer had been 
removed from the area, the cost of same to be defrayed from funds of the State Live Stock 
Senitery Board and the proceeds of special Wunting licenees hereinafter provided for. The 
area shell be so re#tecked within a period of 36 months after the completion of the tick 
eradication progran.* 

Se "Section 8 Under the provisions of thie Act, te restock with tick-free 
deer te t to which deer hed been removed from the aren, the cost of came to be deo 
frayed by the State Live Stock fonitary Beard; the State Live Stock Senitery Board ie hereby 
required to deponit with the State Commiaeion of Game and Fresh Water Fieh, ench 20 days, an 
anount @qual to $25.00 for each deer slaughtered or renova otherwise; such funds to be 
eredited by the State Oomulssion ef Gane and Fresh Water “ish in a fund to be known ae Hendry 
County Restocking Fund." ;
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A high deer-proof fenee around the Seminole Indian Reservation would net be a tick 

barrier, because (1) thie fence vould not be respected by poachers or Indians, who are 

known, in gomeon anf out, to paddle deer in Miami; (2) thie portion of Ploride ts | 

cubject to annuel storme and thie fence would traverse swamp arene where it vould be 

gubject to falling treer, fleoiea, and other destructive elemente. In short, a fence 

would not remain effective long. 

Froeuming the Reservation could remain fenced, the deer inside would continue to 

propagate the tick and the Reservation become, year after year, more intensely infested 

with tieka. Deer are subject to the ravages of the ticks the same ae cattle, and many 

deer killed in Goliier and Hendry countieer are so heavily tick infested that they are 

poor and unfit for food. The removal of the deer from the Seminole Indian Reservation 

and the restocking of this area with tick free deer will reerlt im nore and better deer 

for the Indians in «a few years.
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42h University Farm Place 
April 25, 1940 

Prof. W. J. Hamilton, Jr. 

Department of Zoology 
Cornell University 
Ttheca, New York 

Dear Hamilton. 

_1 am mach pleased to have your comments on the 
Florida situation, particularly since you have recently been 
on the ground. As I think is clear from the correspondence, 
I am not worried about deer, but cougars. I am reassured by 
your opinion that thie localized work would not necessarily 
mean the end of the cougar in the eastern states. 

I am also reassured by your opinion that there are 
insufficient technicel ground for considering deer extermination 
a8 essential to tick eradication. 

I don't know what to do, but I would certainly sug- 
gest, for one thing, that in view of your personal trip, the 
Mammal Committee publish an explicit report, pointing out the 
technical doubts as to the soundness of the extermination program. 
I was disappointed that the Biological Survey fell for the thing 
86 readily, and you could ¢all them te account on a factual 
basis a whole lot better than less qualified mammalogists. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

April 16, 190 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
2h university Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Dr. H. H. T. Jackson has forwarded me under 
date of April 10, your letter of January 11, 190 re 
the Florida deer situation. 

I too, received the selfsame letter which was 
addressed to Edminster from Ransom Page, under date of 
December 26, 1939. Page, a former student of mine, wrote 
further upon acknowledgment of his first letter. 

The Florida deer situation is a complicated one, 
and a problem which the Biological Survey, the National 
Park Service, and most likely the Audubon Society are 
much concerned. I have had numerous correspondence with 
the first three organizations and also with the Bureau. 
of Animal Industry and the Commission of Game and Inland 
Fish at Tallahassee. 

The eradication program SS designed to remove 
deer from the lower, frost free Florida Peninsula, under 
the assumption that once this was done, an important host 
of the tropical fever tick, Boophilus annulatus, variety 
gustralus,; would be effectively eliminated, Perhaps you 
know that Secretary Ickes has taken a militant stand 

against this program and has refused to permit the exter- 
mination of deer on the Seminole Reservation. As might 
have been expected, Ickes' stand has brought down upon his 
head a storm of protest, all of which appears to have been 
prompted by the exterminators themselves, You will recall 
that in southern Louisiana and Texas, where similar con- 
ditions prevail, and deer are even more abundant, cattle 
fever has been about eliminated without destruction of 
the deer. 

I spent ten days in southern Florida during late 
March and early April, primarily to collect vertebrates, 
but during that period I had ample opportunity to inquire 
from diverse groups, including at least one cattleman, 
what the people in that region really thought of the deer \



campaign. Not one favored the program, and all felt 
certain that the money appropriated for the campaign 
would soon be exhausted and the deer no longer disturbed. ; 

Near Fort Myers, and in the cypress swamps and 
hammocks at least 20 miles due east, deer are abundant, 
and Mr. Dwight Dyies assured me that panthers (called such 
in Florida) were by no means scarce, If the deer (and 
panther) show alarming decrease in Collier and other southern 
counties, it seems likely that the area will become repopu- 
lated, in time, from northern counties. 

You probably remember that in an effort to stamp 
out hoof and mouth disease in California, thousands of 
deer (I believe 20,000-l10,000) were killed in a few 
counties, but within a decade or so they were as abundant 
as ever. 

It is a deplorable situation, but one which I do 
not see can be remedied very readily, as the Florida 
ecattlemen are very strong politically, and they have the 

active cooperation of the Bureau of Animal Industry, even 
though some members of this bureau and other federal biolo- 
gists decry the destruction and feel that the effort is of 
no value. 

I do not know that a single attempt has been made 
to learn what other species of mammals might carry the variety 
of Boophilus responsible for the fever. This should be done. 

i pigs are too thick skinned to be disturbed by the 
tick, nevertheless they run wild with the cattle and might 
very easily be a host. Incidentally, one cattleman told me 
he had killed many deer for food, from time to time, and 
had never once seen Boophilus on a deer, 

What can be done? I hardly know, unless to 
; tolerate this slaughter and hope the futility of extermina- 

tion will soon be seen by those responsible for the slaughter. 
I think I know what should be. Appoint an unbiased investi- 

gator to make a thorough study of the whole situation. Who 
is the man, and where are the funds to come from? 

Sincerely, 

WJH:K W. ‘ Hamilton Jr. : 
Chairman, Committee on Land 
Mammals, American Society of 
Mammalogists.
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49% Wniversity Farm Place 
Madisen, Wisconsin 
Jamary 11, 1940 

Messrs. John H. Baker, Executive Director, National Association of Audubon 
Societies, 1006 Fifth Aveme, New York City 

Victor H. Gahalane, Rare Species Committee, A. 0. U., @/o National 
Park Service, Washington, D. C. 

I. N. Gabrielson, Chief, U. $. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 
H. H. &. Jackson, President, American Society of Mamaalogists, 

U. S. Blological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

Gentlemens ; 

I think your organization should be apprised of the following report 
extracted from a personal letter to F. C. Maminster from Ransom Page, Box 194, 
Bergen, Now York, under date of Decenber 26: 

*Y am enclosing a photo of a puma shot in lower Florida. I spent 
part of November and December this fall in this same locality--near Naples, 
Collier County, and while there two pumas were shot in that vielnity. It 
seeus they have been especially destructive of cattle since the State of 
Florida started « deer exterminetion campaign in this county to clear out the 
fever tick and improve the "Cattle range", and consequently more are being 
hunted and shot. 

"Seventy-five State hunters have been afield in Collier County since 
last spring, hunting largely at night, shooting from horseback with jacklight, 
collecting a bonus on each deer hide in aidition to monthly pay. 

‘Both panthers, as they are locally called, that I saw after being 
shot, were credited with killing 20-30 head of cattle and the cattlemen are 
still having trouble. 

"It ia planned to put paid hunters in Hendry and other lower Florida 
‘Cattle counties’ soon to contime the deer extermination. 

"Looks as though the wiping out ef the deer may mean the end of this 
last frontier for the puma in eastern United States. 

*fhought you might be interested in this little angle." 

1 for one am of the opinion that the preservation of the puma in 
Florida would warrant « special reservation. I would also suggest that one of 
the conservation bureaus should assign a competent mamaalogist to make and 
publish a report on this situation in some conservation magazine of wide cirou~ 
lation. The recent interest shown by the Biological Survey in rare species is 
hardly compatible with the silent acceptance of the Florida campaign. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec err Professor of Wildlife Menagament 

0
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42k University Farm Place 
March 6, 1940 

| : 

The Hon. Harold L. Ickes 
; Secretary of the Interior 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Secretary! 

I have, on occasion, been critical of your 
conservation policies. It now gives me satisfaction 
to uphold and endorse your refusal to permit the 
attempt to exterminate deer on the Seminole Reservation 
in the interest of cattle fever tick control. 

I am interested not only in deer, but in the 
last easterly remnant of cougar which will certainly 

pass out when the deer do. Florida and the U. 5S. 
Department of Agriculture hove no right to exterminate 
the last eastern couger without consulting national 
conservation interests. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 

ce Holt 
Stoddard



2000 I Street, N. W. 
: Washington, D. C, 

CONFIDENTIAL March 2, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You are aware, of course, of the controversy that has been 
raging for some time over the alleged necessity of exterminating all 
deer in Florida in order to rid the country of cattle fever ticks, 
and no doubt you have seen recent newspaper reports of the refusal 
of Secretary of Interior Ickes to permit the extermination of deer on 
the Seminole Reservation. I am sure that you will be interested, 
therefore, in the attached mimeographed excerpt from the report of 
Indian Commissioner Collier to Secretary Ickes, on which Mr. Ickes! 
decision was based, 

As might have been expected, Secretary Ickes' refusal to allow 
the extermination of deer on the Seminole Reservation has brought dow 
upon his head a storm of protest from Congressmen, Experiment Stations, 
and others, which plainly has been promoted by the exterminators them- 
selves, as indicated by the attached carbon copy of a statement issued 
by the State Livestock Sanitary Board at Tallahassee. 

It is significant that to date the exterminators have given only 
two answers to the very pertinent question as to why it is necessary to 
exterminate Florida deer whereas in southern Louisiana and Texas, where 
similar conditions prevail and deer are more abundant, cattle fever 
has been eliminated without destruction of the deer, notwithstanding 
the fact that Texas deer also were found to be infested with fever ticks. 
These answers are as follows: (1) lhe carrier tick in Florida is a 
tropical variety, and (2) in Florida the deer are on a wildlife refuge 
in great concentration. Obviously answer number 1 is wholly inadequate, 
and answer number 2 is not even true. The Seminole Reservation is not 
a refuge, because the Indians utilize the deer for food; and there is 
not a heavy concentration of deer on the Reservation. 

I have been drawn into this scrap because of my personal friend- 
ship with Commissioner Collier, but obviously I am anxious that my name 
should never be used in connection with it. Because I am sure that no 
unbiased biologist can fail to sympathize with the position taken by
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Commissioner Collier and Mr. Ickes in the absence of demonstrated 

necessity for exterminating the deer, I am writing to urge you to 

lend these gentlemen your support. They are now being flooded with 

letters of protest from the people who have an interest in extermin- 

ation, in which are cited such formidable statistics as, for example, 

an evaluation of $150,000,000 on the Florida livestock industry. 

The fact that this evaluation is ten times greater than that calcu- 

lated by the Department of Agriculture for January 1, 1939, is not 

likely to be evident to busy administrators not familiar with agri- 

cultural statistics. 1 am sure, therefore, that as President of The 

Wildlife Society you have here a splendid opportunity to put ina 

good lick for conservation by writing to Secretary Ickes in commen- 

dation of his stand in defense of Florida deer. The quicker you do 

so the more effective your effort will be. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours,
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ils etl Statement issued by State Live : 
Stock Senitery Board, Tallahassee 
Florida, Vebruary 10, 1940. 

S@ORETARY ICKES THOPARDIZES U S DEPARTMENT 
OF AGRICULIURE TICK ERADIGATION PROGRAM 

IN SOUTHEASTZAN STATES BY REFUSAL TO 
PERMIT SLAUGHTER OF TIOK INFESTED 
DEER ON SEMINOLE INDIAN RESERVATION 

IN FLORIDA, 

The tick eradication campaign, nearing completion in 

the southemstern states, has received a serious set-back in 
Sesretary Ickes refusal to permit the slaughter of approximately 
200 tick infested deer on the Geninole Indian Reservation, home 
of forty to fifty Indians, to complete tick eradication in 
Florida. 

The U 3 Departwent of Agriculture quarantined the States 
of Mississippi, Virginia, North Garolina, South Sarolina, 
Si Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, tae 
and ons of Temessee, Missouri and California in 1 on 
account of the cattle fever tick, which closed cattle markets 
to the southern states, mt offered a progran which could be 
undertaken cooperatively by state and goverment to destroy thé 
tick and lift the Federal quarantine. Over 18 million dollars 

has been spent by the U S$ Department of Agriculture in freeing 
the southeastern states of the cattle fever tick, in addition 
to gigantic sums spent by States and cattle owners. ‘fhe work 
was completed except a few counties in Texas and in the Big 
Cypress Swamp in the Florida Everglades, where it was determined 
by the U S Bureau of Biological Survey (a Division of the 
Department of the Interior) and the U 3 Department of Entomology 
and Plant Quarantine that the tropical variety of the cattle 
fever tick was being propagated on deer and in these game 
protected swamp areas that the deer, heretofore not a factor 
in tick eradication, mist be slaughtered to complete the work. 
Deer reduction programs to complete tick eradication were 
euthorized by the Florida Legislature in 1937 and 1939 and the 
work was nearing completion when interrupted by Seoretary Ickes 
desision. In 1937 when tick work was et in Florida by 
a court order, an embargo was placed on Florida livestock by 
the States of Alabama, George, North Carolina, Mississippi, 
South Carolina, Louisiana and Tennessee, as all southeastern 
states are in danger of reinfestations as long as the last tick 
remains in the area. Georgia has suffered reinfestations fron 
movenents of Florida eattle,



Over one hundred cattle end dairy omers gttended the 
mecting of the State Live Stock Sanitary Board in Tampa, February 
8, and urged that the Board cooperate with the State Cattlemen's 
Association and the State Oeirymen's Association, cattle and 
land owners throughout Florida and the southeastern states to 
bring all information to Secretary Ickes attention and request 
his cooperation that tick eradication in the southeastern states 
may be completed. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR 

Bureau of Biological Survey 

Special Report on Studies of the Fever Tick Situa- 
tion on Seminole Indian Reservation, Hendry County, 

Florida, December 17 - 22, 1939 

JB Shillinger, Section of Disease Control 

By arrangement I met Dr. T. H. Applewhite of the United States 
Bureau of Animal Industry staff in Florida and Dr. J. V. Knapp, State 
Veterinarian of Florida, in Jacksonville on December 17. In dis- 
cussion with these men during the day I had presented to me the latest 
developments in the National and State programs of tick fever eradica~ 

tion. 

By way of explanation it may be pointed out that moneys available 
for tick fever erafication in the United States are as follows: 

Period 1906 - 1940 

eS eeerecrrerrrrrer oe lee | 

States) 
Counties)......... cece eee cee 32,434,799 

Potal:............. $00,000,040. 

The program has progressed to a point where the original plan of 
complete eradication of the disease from the United States is almost 
completed. Enabling legislation in Florida has been enacted that will 
permit the final cleanup of this disease with the exception of the areas 
under Federal control comprising the southern (Hendry County) site of 
the Seminole Indian Reservation. 

The tropical variety of the fever tick, kmown technically as 
Boophilus ennulatus, variety austrdéilus, is parasitic on deer as well 
as on domestic cattle. At various points within the State of Florida 
it was found necessary to kill the deer to make the process complete. 
(A map is furnished showing the approximate locations of these areas). 
After a lapse of several years repeated checks by the responsible agents 

show that their action was effective. 

Originally this program of deer removal was met with frank oppo- 
sition from officials of the Commission of Game and Inland Fish as well 
as individuals concerned with wildlife conservation. These objections 
were freely expressed in local newspapers. When it was shown by the
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livestock interests thah an actual cleanup of the fever-carrying tick 
was essential for the cattle industry, much of this opposition was ; 
dropped. It was apparent in the State legislative activities as well 
as in court action that however important the deer of Florida are re- 
garded, the livestock industry is of much greater economic importance 
when the question had developed into a contest between the cattlemen 
and the sportsmen. It is agreed that the native cattle of Florida are 
small. This is likewise true of the native deer. Fever tick infested 
premises do not permit of the intppduction of good sires for cattle im- 
provement from non-quarantined areas. 

On December 18 I conferred at length again with Dr. Applewhite, Dr. 
Enapp, Mr. R. H. Tabb, local inspector at LaBelle, and Superintendent 
F. J. Scott. We discussed the manipukation of the fever tick eradica~ 
tion program as it is being applied in the deer range areas, especially 
in the cypress swamps. We drive over some of the cattle and deer ranges 
where the elimination of deer is in progress, stopping at several stations 
to examine the procedures where killed deer are being checked by local 
officials. Thus far, of the two counties yet to be freed of fever ticks, 
only the western part of Collier County is being worked. Up to the pre- 
sent time there have been taken from this area: 

2,200 deer — of which 

900 deer were tick infested. 
During the month of November the proportion was: 

277 deer taken - of which 
78 deer were tick infested. 

The legislature has provided for a 5-year period for taking the 
deer from Collier County and a 2-year period in Hendry County. There- 
fore, those charged with the responsibility sre anxious to begin action 
at the earliest possible date in the latter named county in order to 
effectively complete their project before the legel limitation expires, 

December 19 was spent in conference with Mr. F. J. Scott and ine 
specting the range on the Hendry County Seminole Indian Reservation. 
Mr. Scott has taken a position opposing the removal of deer from the 
reservation because these animals constitute a source of food for the 
Indians. The factor of fever tick eradication for the benefit of the 
cattle industry is obviously of no concern to him because the Hendry 
County Reservation is not suitable for cattle range; and the Glades 
County Reservation has been freed 66 this parasite. He did propose 
the construction of fences surrounding the Hendry County Reservation. 
No specific plans of fence nor costs of construction were discussed 
because of the impracticability of this plen. It is evident that the 
costs of construction and permanent maintenance would be very high and 
would not afford the necessary security against the spread of the disease- 
carrying ticks.
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The question of deer infestation on the reservation was brought 
up. It was questioned whether the deer on the reservation were 
actually infested. While no animals were available for examination, 
it is an established fact that infested deer have been collected in 
various locations on lands adjacent to the reservation border, and from 
an area recognized by local residents as the Lard Can Strand which 
is now @ part of the reservation. At this season tick infestations are 
much lower than during the warmer months. 

December 20 was spent with Mr. Scott discussing additional fea- 
tures of Indian land and game administration. Together we visited 
the Glades County Reservation. { was impressed with the very differ- 
ent situation of this northern group. Probably this great difference 
was brought about by the character of the land on which the Indians 
are located. Here there are ample lands suited for cattle grazing. 
Since fever ticks have been eliminated from this area good quality of 
cattle have been introduced among the native herd and Mr. Scott is 
justly proud of the prices they obtained from the sale of their im- 
proved stock. 

We returned to the eastern part of the State on December 21, via 
the Tamiami Trail through a dense cypress swamp area along which are 
@ number of Seminole Indian camps, characteristic of those on the 

Hendry County reservation, 

December 22 was occupied in conference with Dr. T. H. Applewhite 
end Dr. B. N. Lauderdale, U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry representa- 
tives engaged in animal disease control in Florida. 

Discussion 

1. It is evident that the livestock interests and sporting 
interests of Florida are confronted with a disease problem which does 
not lend itself to compromising action. 

2. In order to prevent fever ticks from perpetuating their species 
it is necessary to disinfect the host animals at specified intervals, 

or remove them from the infested range. 

3. Fencing with the view to establishing a barrier between the 
infested area of the Hendry County Seminole Reservation and the non- 
quarantined area of the State would appear to be of prohibitive cost 
for construction and permanent maintenance. 

4. Based upon past experiences, such fences are not totally 
effective, especially on land subject to overflow.
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5. <A quarantined area of this character would be a constant men- 
ace and would serve as a probable focus of infection for the cattle 
industry throughout the country. 

6. local sentiment in Collier and Hendry Counties appears to be 
overwhelmingly in favor of complete and final extermination of the 
fever tick even at the expense of the deer for a temporary period. 

7. The gratifying success obtained in producing good quality 
cattle on the Glades County Reservation is attt£ibutable to freedom 

from tick fever. 

8. Assurance should be given that any plan for removal of deer 
from tick-infested range would embrace requirements for restocking of 
the Indian Lands, as well as other areas within the State. 

9. Since the Indians hunt extensively off of, as well as on 

the reservation, ample restocking should be provided throughout the 
two counties involved. 

J. B. Shillinger 
In Charge, Dieease Control, 

Division of Wildlife Research
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Office of Indian Affairs 

Washington 

COMMISSIONER COLLIEGR'S REPORT TO 
SECRETARY ICKES, JANUARY 15, 1940. February 6, 1940. 

SUBJECT: Whether to exterminate the deer of the Seminoles. 

‘ The following is an excerpt from a memorandum submitted to the De- 
partment in connection with the provosed extermination of deer on the 

Seminole Reservation in Hendry County, Florida: 

"We have conferred at Washington with the representatives of the 

Bureau of Animal Industry of the Department of Agriculture, and of the 
Biological Survey of this Department, and at Miami with the Florida rep- 

resentatives of the Bureau of Animal Industry. We have met with our 
Seminole Agency officials, and with the Seminole councilmen, chiefs and 

other leaders from the several branches and areas of the tribe, and we 

have traversed the Reservation. 

"Because it bears upon the subject of deer conservation or exter- 
mination, I mention that our 70-mile journey to Big Cypress (the most 
remote Seminole encampment) required 10% hours of very hard, continuous 
going, our light car being helped along by a six-tired truck, a huge 
jack, planking and logs, and ten men to push and haul: this, though 

winter is the dry season. We drove for miles through lakes. Why 300 
Seminoles could hold off the United States Army through three wars, 

and why a total extermination of the deer might take years of time and 
then, probably, be not accomplished, can be realized only when one goes 

deep into the Seminole area of the Everglades. 

"The Seminoles were unanimous that under no condition and for no 
price would they consent to the extermination of their deer. And it 

is my recommendation that you should withhold consent. 

"L. SOME GENERAL FACTS WHICH HAVE A BEARING. 

"For about two years, the Florida Board of Sanitary Control, in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry, has paid hunters to 

slaughter the deer north of the Tamiami Trail and outside the Seminole 

Reservation. The Game Conservation Commission of Florida has been re- 
sistant but has been overridden in the State Legislature by the cattle 

interests. 

"If one postulates that the total extermination of the deer is an 
attainable result and would be effective in wining out the cattle- 
fever tick (a disputed question), and if one accepts that all the rest 

of the extermination will have been in vain if the Seminoles! deer are 
not also exterminated, one must ask: why did not these agencies (State
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and Federal) obtain clearance in advance with the Seminoles and the 
Department of the Interior? Florida has no jurisdiction over the 

Seminole Reservation. Neither has the Department of Agriculture. 
Whet they have done is to spend lerge sums in killing thousands of i 

deer, and now they move in upon the Seminoles and insist that all 

of this money will have been thrown away unless the Seminoles agree 
to the destruction of their most important food supply. And the 

Florida officials even state, pursuant to a ruling by the Attorney 

General of Florida, that it is the Seminole Tribe or the Department 
of the Intérior which must furnish the money to hire the killers of 
the Seminoles! deer, and the money for restocking at some future date. 
So the Bureau of Animal Industry informs us. 

"Before discussing the strictly scientific question: 'Can the 
deer be exterminated, and is such destruction necessary for the control 

of cattle-fever in these counties?,' I mention some recent Seminole 
history. 

"In 1935, you and I met with the Seminole Tribe, and we promised 
them that within their Reservation area (and in a wider area if possible) 
they should be henceforward undisturbed, and particularly that their 
access to wild game (i.e., principally deer) should te protected. Our 
field men renewed these assurances froin time to time, and we subsequently 
have completed the fencing of their reservation on the west, north and 

east, and have held before the Southern Seminoles the program of basing 

the life of about 70 percent of all the tribe upon this Reservation, 
expanded by the hoped-for nurciease of a contiguous township. Commencing 
with our meeting of 1935, and due to very able handling by certain of 

our field men, the Seminoles! attitude has changed from bitter distrust 

of the government, to confidence and liking. 

"Also, the tribe voted itself under the protections of the Indian 
Reorganization Act. 

"We should hesitate before throwing this whole movement into reverse 
and discouraging the trust and hope of the Seminoles. 

"2, WHAT ABOUT THE PROPOSED EXTERMINATION? 

"In Hast Texas and in Louisiana the cattle tick is stated to have 
been eradicated. In both of these States deer are at least as numerous 
as in the Florida Everglades. The deer were not exterminated; no 
systematic effort at extermination was made; vet the tick was eradicated. 

"The Bureau of Animal Industry should explain this fact. We have 
not been able to get an explanation. 

2
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"That follows, however, leaves this question aside and assumes the 

premises upon which the extermination of the deer in Florida is based. 

Assuming these premises, still the extermination of the Seminole deer 
is not necessary and almost certainly would not be effective. 

"If even a very few of the tick-carrying deer remain unslaughtered, 
then (it is admitted) the slaughter of the rest will have been in vain. 
In Collier County it is asserted that 41 percent of the 2,200 deer 
slaughtered have been found tick-infested. It is presumed by analogy 
(no positive evidence exists) that a comparable infestation exists among 
the Seminole deer. From that presumption, it follows statistically that 
if as many as three Seminole deer remain alive, the killing of the rest 
will have been useless. 

"Conceivably, if the Seminoles should join in the hunt, in a number 
of years the last deer but one or two would have been killed. It is 
hardly conceivable that, meantime, other deer from the unkilled residue 
in the neighboring infested areas would not have filtered into the 
Seminole Reservation. But with ceaseless hunting (the Seminoles helping) 
across a good many years, the final end might be accomplished and the 
last deer be slain. 

"Then, presuming that other warm-blooded animals (bears, hogs, dogs, 
raccoons, goats, otters, etc.) do not carry ticks, and presuming that all. 
the scrub cattle plus the horses and mules through this inaccessible 
waste land and swamp and lagoon country, will repeatedly have been dipped$ 
presuming all of these facts and results, the fever tick will have been 
eliminated from this section and the deer~extermination will have contrib~ 
uted to the result. 

"But what a web of presumptions} And the initial one, of consent 
and active cooperation by the Seminoles, already is known to be ficti- 
tious. 

"The several succeeding presumptions are, every one of them, to 
greater or less extent in the domain of the unproved. 

"And all to what end——the above presumptions, and the proposed deer— 
extermination within the Seminole Reservation? To the end that a region 
of the country ideally suited to deer, and poorly suited to cattle, shall 
become exempted from the cattle quarantine and, for an indefinite mumber 
of years, denuded of deer. A few more of low-grade cattle would struggle 
for a mournful livelihood, and their transshipment would be facilitated. 
This, however, as is indicated above, would probably be a theoretical re~ 
sult, not an actual one. 

3
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"I transmit a statement, dated January 5, from the unpaid attorney 

of the Seminole Tribe, which gives the position of the Indians. Their 

position was more fully stated to us by their leaders, at an all-morning 

conference at Miami last week, and I am satisfied that the Indians were i 

expressing their own views vninfluenced by any white advisers. 

"RECOMMENDATION: 

"Tere has been spent upon cattle-fever eradication in Florida a 

total of $5, 389,546. ; 

"For approximately $40,000, or three-fourths of one percent of the 

amount heretofore expended, the Seminole Reservation could be fenced with 

a sufficiently high single fence, or with a 6-foot double fence, and the 

deer could thus be effectively confined. 

"T recommend that the State of Florida and the Bureau of Animal In- 

dustry be invited to construct such a fence, and that the Seminoles! deer 

be left unmolested." 

4



AN INVESTIGATION 

of the 

SOUTH FLORIDA DEER CATTLE FEVER TICK SITUATION 

ANTRODUCTION 

In July of 1939 the killing ofdeer, as a cattle fever tick eradication measure 

undertaken by the Bureau of Animal Industry in cooperation with the Florida State 

livestock Sanitary Board, was extended to the Big Cypress Swamp located in Collier 

and Hendry Counties, as the work was nearing completion in that part of Florida 

lying to the north. Authorization to kill deer in that portion of the Big Cypress 

Swamp in Collier County had been obtained through action by the State Legislature 

but legislative permission to ih deer in that part of the Big Cypress Swamp 

lecated in southern Heniry County was conlitionea on tick eradication agencies 

obtaining authorization to kill the deer .on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Re- 

servation. Evidence supporting the contention of these agencies that the Seminole 

Reservation was infested with cattle fever ticks was regarded by Secretary of the 

Interior Ickes and John Collier, Commisssioner of Indian Affairs, as insufficient 

to justifying killing the deer thereon and they decided to ask biologists outside 

of government employ to seek to obtain through field research factual information 

that would furnish sound basis for a resolving of the controversy. 

These gentlemen asked the National Audubon Society to sponsor and finance such 

an investigation, The Society asked Herbert L. Stoddard, then Director of the 

Cooperative Quail Study Association and his assistant;, Z. V. Komarek if they 

would undertake the planning and supervision of the field research work and pre- 

paration of report under such sponsorship. Mr. John H, Baker, Executive Director 

of the Society, then reported to Mr. Collier that Messrs. Stoddard and Komarek 

would accept and the Society would sponsor and finance such investigation provided 

that the Department of Agriculture, of which the Bureau of Animal Industry is a 

part, would join with the Department of the Interior in making the request.
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Secretary Ickes obtained assurance of such cooperation verbally from Secretary Wallace 

just prior to the latter's retirement as Secretary of Agriculture. The official letter 

received by Secretary Ickes in December of 1940 was sent by Secretary Wickard and 

reads: "Naturally this Department has no objection if the Audubon Society or any other 

scientific organization wishes to carry out further research and experimental work in the 

field of the fever tick and its eradication. With the understanding that our position 

on the particular administrative problem that has been under discussion is unaltered, 

I can say that the sugcestion that Mr, Herbert L. Stoddard conduct the research project 

is entirely agreeable to us." 

Mr. Baker then conferred with Governor Spéssard Holland of Florida who expressed 

sympathetic interest in the investigation and asked Dr, 

of the Florida Livestock Sanitary Board to make available to the Society and to Messrs. 

Stoddard and Komarek as its representatives any ani all information available in the : 

files of that Board, 

In April of 1941 Stoddard, 2. V. Komarek and the writer made a preliminary survey 

of the Big Cypress country and other parts of south Florida to obtain a field 

impression of the terrain and the problems iivolved in tick eradication. Existing 

information concerning the deer-fever tick controversy was reviewed and from 

scientific literature a background of the life-history and ecology of the cattle 

fever tick was obtained, After considerable thoughtand mch discussion it was agreed 

that there was room for further investigation along biological lines provided that 

time and opportunity made the investigational work possible. It was likewise agreed 

that no definite statements could be made as a result of our preliminary survey and 

in fact that no conclusive atatements of any kind would be made regarding the 

relation of the cattle fever tick to deer until reliable field information was at 

hand. 

The writer was detailed to handle the field work of the investigation under 

the guidance of Stoddard and H. ¥. Komarek. In June



| of 1941 headquarters were established on the Big Gypress Seminole 

Indien Reservation, York in the field was carried on continuously 

until June 1942 and thereafter intermittently until June 1944, 

In September of 1942 word was received that an agreement had been 

’ reached by the Office of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Aninal . 

Industry whereby 67 deer were to be killed on the Seminole Indian 

Reservation under the supervision of the Fish end Wildlife Service 

to determine if cattle fever ticks were present. The writer, repre- 

senting the National Audubon Society, wes invited to participate j 

tn this project begun on Septesber 15, 1942 and he reusined as ob- 

server until the work was completed the following Decenber. 

At our suggestion a breeding herd of approximately 400 heed 

of cattle was placed on the Seminole Indian Reservation for the 

purpose of determining if this area was fever tick infested. From 

February 1941 to June of 1944 these cattle were periodically rounded . 

up and inspected for fever ticks, for the most part in cooperation 

| with the Buresu of Aninel Industry.



ORIGINAL PLAN OF STUDY 

The preliminary survey of the Big Cypress region having resulted 
in the decision to carry forward an investigation, a tentative plan of study 

was developed. Existing information concerning the ecological relationship 

of the cattle fever tick to deer was meagre and, since no energetic attempt 

hed been made by any government or other agency to increase knowledge of this 

Pelationship, it was felt that no conclusive statements as to. the need for 

Killing deer in certain areas in south Floride were werranted, Accordingly, 

the original plan of study, which was intended to be flexible and subject to 

change es field conditions made desirable, had as itn general objective the 
accumlation of all possible ecological data on the Australian Cattle Fever 

Tick, Beophilus anmletus gustralis, in the Big Oypress Swamp, with parti« 
cular emphasis on the relation of thie species of tick to deer and deer 

population densities. 

Tick eradication experience indicated that no wild animal other 

than deer was host to the cattle fever tick, But tick eradication officials 

had been stating for more than a decade that,based on their experience, deer 

were not a factor in tick eradication, This opinion held until the program 

entered a sub-tropical region where, for reasons not yot entirely clear, 

deer did become a factor in tick eradication. By assuming that, because a 

control procedure was successful under one set of environmental conditions, 

it should be necessarily successful in another environment (in this case a 

very different sub-tropical environment) the program stumbled into o pitfall. 

It failed to recognize the impact of environmental change. 

The series of wild animals previously examined for ticks by repre- 

sentatives of government agencies was not, in our opinion, lerge enough to 

permit » definite conclusion that no wild animals other than deer were hosts
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to tle cattle fever tick, While tick eradication officials felt secure in 

pursuing an intensive program over a vast srea of the Big Gypress Swamp, 

involving the killing of several thousand deer, we feared that, through some 

unknown environmental factor, some wild animal other than deer might have 

become host to the cattle fever tick in this area, ertainly the scope and 

the expense ef the deer Willing progran in the Big Oyyrees Swamp, even if it 

were deemed advisable, justified the expense of examining wild animals in 

statistically satisfactory mumbers to determine with reasonable certainty 

that the deer killing would successfully eradicate the fever tick, this even 

though such killing had been successful in areas near Orlando, Florida, Until 

thie fear of ours was removed by further investication, we did not feel dis- 

poood, to accept others’ conclusions based on limited findings, : 

A second objective of the investigation, therefore, was to subject 

to experimentally high concentrations of the cattle fever tick a series of 

Big Cypress Swamp vertebrates that might possibly be hosts also to determine 

Af this tick would attach itself and complete its life cycle, In afldition, 

it was proposed to collect for tick inspection purposes a statistically ample 

series of oll Big Gypress Swamp vertebrates which might conceivably be hoste 

to this parasite, and to do this in areas of previously determined hich fever 

tick populations, 

It is obvious from the foregoing that the proposed investigation 

wap Nosed a he pration What eveen Of high Sever then ennsentection: could 

be found, However, later familiarity with the deer killing program in 

Collier County disclosed that on deer being killed fever ticks were being 

found at the rate of only one fever tick infested deer in fifty, ‘More than
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6,000 deer hed already been killed in this county, Yo attempt to find an area 

or areas of hich fever tick population where deor killing had been in progress 

for more than 18 months and the talk of the deer had been killed was for all 

practical purposes impossible, The origins] plan of study was therefore ne~ 

cesearily abandoned and special consideration was then given to the Seminole 

Indian Reservation, where it appeared the possibility of conducting an 

ecological investication might still be present, : 

Tick eradication officials had been vigorously insisting that the 

Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation wes fever tick infested and by im 

plication it was assumed that several aijoining townships in the southern 

portion of Hendry County were likewise infested, since euthorisation was 

sought to kill deer in all of the southern part of this county. In view of 

the vigor with which this authorization was soucht, and inasmeh as no deor 

had been khlled for tick eradication purposes on the Reservation and on eke 

joining extensive state game refuge, it was presumed that opportunity might 

_ ‘Present itself on these areas to study the relation of the fever tick te 

Geer in a locality undisturbed by continuous, intensive hunting. Efforts 

wore then directed to determining the status of fever ticks on the Seminole 

Indian Reservation, for this area in particular was alleged to be fever tick 

infested. Two methods were available in determining whether fever ticks 

occurred on the Reservation: 1) killing » large series of deer for tick in 

spection purposes; 2) introducing a large number of Cattle as "trap animals" 

to be periodically rounded up and inspected for fever ticks, Obviously to 
kill » large number of deer on such a comparatively mall aren would have de- 

feated the purpose of the investigation, which was to study the relationship 

of the cattle fever tick to deer. Since cattle are regarded as the preferred
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host, reliance was placed on the periodic cattle inspections te determiae the 

status of fever ticks on the Seminole Reservation. Ultimately, the investi~ 

gation resolved itself to make that determination. 

It should be noted that the original intent was to make an exhaust} 

ive biological field study with the purpose of gathering ecological data which 

night establish e lead whereby the cattle fever might be eliminated without 

the killing of deer. 1 was to be an attempt to demonstrate the kind of in- ’ 

vestigation that should precede all control programs involving the welfare 

of any species of wildlife, We were not interested in a short term "trevel- 

ing investigation" where the schedule might call for the interviewing of 

sportsmen, government officials and cattlemen and where the field work might 

be limited to the inspection of a few animals for fever ticks and a cursory 

examination of the terrain, followed by a report reiterating what alrealy 

had been said. It wae clear to us at the outset that, with the exception of 

Dr. W, V. King's work in observing the experimental attachment of the 

Cattle fever tick to south Florida species of deer, scarcely any scientific 

investigations were made prior to the inauguration of the deer killing proe 

grem in Orange County, Florida in 1937. This fact alone represented to us 

a principle of sufficient importance to wildlife conservation to warrant 

carrying on the periodic inspection of cattle on the Seminole Reservation, 

even though the original plan of study hed to be abandoned. This decision 

Wee Sede PASAT bSRRe wrowshy Ok boneress torforee authorization to kill deor 

in the southern part of Hendry County, including the Reservation, ‘the deer- 

fever tick controversy, like most controversial issues, was characterized 

wy © host of presumptions, assumptions and loose statements, and we found it 

impossible to add new factual data of a biological nature because the in- 

vestigation was becun as the deer killing program was neering completion.
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It was nob qunpriains to us that throughout our association with 

the deer cattle fever tick investigation frequent requests were made for state- 

ments favorable to this or that side of the controversy, Political steam- 

rollers wore slready pressed firmly ageinst the Interior Department's front 

doors. Wildlife conservation interests were represented by Indien Affairs! 

John Collier and Audubon's John H, Baker who, armed largely with « considerable 

smount of intestinal fortitude end « genuine interest in wildlife, were in a | 
pathetically helpless position. Why? Because, we submit, an approximately 

NWuyear-old costly, eminently successful fever tick eradication program was 

nearing completion. Wine years following the failure of this program in ¢er- 

tain south Florida deer areas and efter more than 6,000 deer had been killed 

_  4n the Big Cypress Swamp, where eradicetion of an apparentiy vestigial Sie 

nant of the fever tick was in sight, wildlife conservation became activated 

enough to push forward « biological investigation under its own power, And 
ironically the spark plug that ignited this ection came not from a wildlife 

organization but from a government egeney whose chief interest is its Indien 

wards. 

LIER HISTORY OF THE CATTIZ FuvER TICK 
; About a decade before the turn of the century, and for a subsequent 

decade or more, 2 considerable amount of research was done on the biology of 

the Worth American Oattle Fever Tick, Boovhilus annulatug, by representatives 
of federal and state agencies, as well as universities. Pioneering in this 

work were Cooper and Curtice in 1891 and Hunter ani Hooker in 1907. A large 
uusber of investigators aided further details to its biology and the practical 
application of eee in eradicating the cattle fever tick was begun on 
® transcontinente] plan in 1906. 

By wey of briefly summarizing information from available literature,
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a discussion of the life history of the North American Cattle Yever Mick 

conveniently begins with the engorged female which, due to its size, is very 

conspicuous. The fully engorged female drops to the ground where, sheltered 

by dead leaves or other debris, she deposits e large number of eges ranging 

from 1500 to $000. In 15 to ag many eg 200 days, depending on conditions 

of moisture and temperature the ees hatch inte very small simlesged forma 

Called “seed ticks", hn on shegtebion tn securing 0 hewt the sock thihe 

congregate in masses and aseend to the tersinals of grass, weeds or brush. 

There, through some sensory organ, they show great activation, waving their 

front legs rapidly when a host such ag a cow approaches. As the host brushes 

past, the seed ticks secure 2 foothold, crawl to the more tender parts of 

the animal and attach themselves. In from 5 to 12 days the seed ticks molt 

while ot421 attached to their host and in the process develop inte Selegged forns 

' calledmymphs., Subsequently, in 5 to 11 days the mymphs, still attached, molt a 

second time and become sexually mature, Mating vecurs on the host. ‘the 

fenale contimass to feet on the blood of its host for a period ranging from 
48 hours to 66 days and when becoming fully engorged drops to the ground 

where the life cycle as described is repeated, Throughout their entire 

life on the ground, fever ticks have not been known to move more than a few 

feet. It will be noted that during ite various developmental stages, the 

Cattle fever tick remains attached to the host. It is because of thie habit, 

ani the fact that it is a comparatively short+lived species, that its 

eradication was possible. : 

The nearest locality in which conditions approaching E 

those in Florida existed and in which investigetions were mde of the offeet 

of environment on the cattle fever tick, is Louisiana, (Dalrymple, Morgan 

and Doson, 1698). The conclusions from their experiments are summarised as 

follows;
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1. Goncerning the eggs of the cattle fever tick *....the conclusion 

is that rainfall even as great as occurs in Louisiana (62 inches annually) 

has no influence on the incubation." 

2. “the cement covering agglutinates the egzs in masses, and should 

flooding of the ege~infezted lands take place they may be washed into ditches, 

and off into larger water areas where the young on hetehing are lost." 

3. By inference from experiments made "....direct sunlight is de= 

structive to egg life, and thus, in a measure, accounts for the predominance 

of ticks in woods ever open pestures," 

4, "Whe only relief we can expect to derive from our winter seasons 

in the consideration of egg condition, is the extension of the incubation 

period and a corresponiing reduction tn the muber of broods." Subjecting 

eggs to 15°F. for 2% hours aid not destroy ege fertility. 

5. Results of experiments show "....that ordinary rainfall will not 

reduce the numbers of seed ticks, but that in eases of very heavy showers, : 

sufficient to flood flat or level lend, great numbers of seed ticks are 

drowned, or like masses of eggs are washed off tuto ditches which carry then 

out into larger water areas finally to perish, These results have thrown 

some light ugon the conditions, which naturally disinfect pastures in the 

alluvial and level districts of the State." 

6. Subjecting cattle fever seed ticks to temperature slightly lewer 

than 15°F. resulted in the survival of "....one specimen out of many 

hundred, " 

7. “Applications of water upon female ticks, placed upon soil easily 

* dreined, did not materially affect them, but excessive applications to level 

land soon flooded the specimens and drowning resulted. There is no doubt 

but this condition is a potent one in accounting for the natural disinfection 

of the alluvial and flat lands of the State..." ;
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8 Gubjecting siult female cattle fever ticks to temperature of 20°F. 
for 24 hours resulted in death to all specimens, 

Gotten (1911) running » series of environmental experinents states 

that heavy rains break up fever tick egg masses ani wash off the gelatinous 

Coating severing the individual egz., When this occurs he concludes, "Washed 

eggs lose their moisture five times as rapidly as those not washed and are 

thus more easily destroyed wy hot, dry, winds." 

Compared with other species of ticks the cattle fever tick is 

short-lived in the absence of » host, During the warm summer months it is 

stated they can exist without food in some localities for only three months 

(Willoughby, 1904), Longest period of existence without food is said to be 

more than eight months, (Hllenberger and Chapin, 1919). 

Due to limited library facilities » search for published records 

of the hosts of the cattle fever tick was necessarily incomplete. However, d 

in gonsral, it may de said that the fover tick is primarily a host of the = bosuli: 
ungulete group. Among domesticated animals cattle are said to be the pre- 

ferred host (Bllenberger and Chapih, 1940) while horses, miles, and sone= 
times sheep and goats, are important hosts. Accidental occurrences of thig 

tick have been reported on dogs and man. Deer and buffalo are the only 

known hosts among wild eninale. ° 

The above discussion refers to the North American Cattle Fever 

Tick, Similar exheustive data concerning the Australian Cattle Fever Tick 

in Florida have apparently never been obtained, The life history of the 

two species is reported to be similar, tut this is apparently based on 

limited experimentation conducted by Dr. King in the Orlando area.
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On the basis of the experimental and investigational data reviewed, 

the environment of the Big Cypress Swamp mst have exerted a profound effect — 

on fever tick populations, especially during the rainy seasons when this ex 

; tensive, level area is completely inundated except for the scattered high 

palmetto patches, old Indien mounds and hammocks, It should not be inferred 

from this that the fever tick could not exist there but it does point to an 

indication that during periods of high water, which may at times extend for 

half o year or more, the nortelity of fever ticks mst have been high in 
this extensive swamp and that there may have existed sharp fluctuations of 

tick populations due to unfavorable climatic conditions, That this enviren- 

ment probably did hold down fever tick populations is indicated by statement 

of Dr, J, ¥, Knépp of the Ploride State Livestock Sanitary Board that cattle 
Yenging along border of the lverglades, ani those ranging a pasture immed- 

fately west of the Reservation, never were very heavily infested with fever 

: ticks. b 

It can be seen from this brief sunmary of a very small part of the 

research on the fever tick that a great deal of scientific effort preceded 

the freeing of cattle of fever ticks. That similer intensive scientific 

effort was not made in an attempt to free deer of the fever tick is a fact 

every conservationist and sportsman should remember when the next control % 

. Program endangering wildlife is launched. ; 

METHODS OF BRADICATING FEVER TICKS 

As a result of early exhaustive investigation, two practical methods 

of eradicating the cattle fever tick were developed, both of which are based 

on the life history of the tick. the first, ani most widely used method is
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usually referred to os “systematic dipping"; the second is celled the pasture 

vasating method. 

Pioneering research disclosed that the hoste of the cattle fever 

tick were almost exclusively limited to domestic livestock and that in its 

life cycle it remained on only one host. It was also determined that this 

tick could not complete ite life cycle in less than approximately 20 days and 

the longest time it could live without « host was about $ months, Thus it 

will be seen that by passing cattle through a lethal arsenical solution at 

intervals less than is required for the tick to complete its life cycle, all 

ticks attached to the cattle will perish, the ticks are unable to complete 

their life cycle and therefore, cannot perpetuate themselves. If this pro- 

cess is continued long enouch, the cattle operating as "trap animals" will ; 

collect large mumbers of ticks which will killed by the argenicel dip and 

those ticks unable to find « host will starve to death. So in practical 

systematic dipping cattle and usually horses and miles wore dipped every 14 

days and the procedure, to be on the safe side, continued for approximately 

a year. 

In the pasture vacating method, as the name implies, all cattle , 

horses and mules are removed from the pasture for a period sufficiently long 

to starve out the fever ticks that may be present. With the exception of 

_ @ertain areas in south Florida containing localised deer concentrations, 

these two methods of eradicating the cattle fever tick were eminently 

successful, 

The first record of the occurrence of the North American Cattle 

Fever Tick, Boophilus anmlatug, in the United States was published in 1621
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by Sey who described the species from specimens 
collected from deer in "Bast 

Florida," (Selmon and Stiles, 1900), At that time he states these ticks 

were found on deer "in considerable ausbers." Thet deer might be a factor 

in tek eredication was recognized in 1916 os is indicated by the following _ 

quotation from a goverment bulletins "Cattle are the usual hosts for this 

tick. Frequently, however, horses, miles, deer and sometines even buffaloes 

and sheep serve as hosts. But none of these latter animals, with the 

possible exception of deer and buffalocs, are susceptible to tick fever, 

consequently they suffer from the tick as = simple parasite ani not as & 

transmitter of @isease, although they mst be considered in plans for eredice- 

tion," (@raybill, 1916). Mo statement is made ag to why the author thought 

deer might be a factor in fever tick eralication. It is presumed that be- 

@ouse this species of tick hai been found on deer these aninals should be 

considered in the eradication program. In a later revision of the same bul- 

letin, (Bllenberger ani Chapin, 1919) it is seid that "...as far as deer and 

animale other then cattle, horses and miles are concerned no consideration 

need be given thon in practical tick eradication.” No ressons are given for 

thie reversal of opinion. However, officials in charge of this work state 

thet im the course of practical @ipping procedure no difficulty was encountered 

in obtaining complete elimination of the fever tick through areas where deer 

were present in all of the southern region with the exception of south 

Florida. 

hon the pablic decane alarmed over the proposed Killing of deer, 

requests were msde for an explanation as to why this was necessary in south 

Floride and not in other states. Here sgain we find contradiction in official
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opinion. lscKeller (1931) writes: "the fear is sometimes expressed that deer 
that may be on the vacated pasture will serve to continue tick infestation 
when the livestock is removed. This has not been found to be the case. Many 

large pastures in which deer were mumeroug have been made tick free by the . 
Vacating method and have remained so, in spite of the presence of dcer in 

them." Mohler (p. 77, Sonate Hearing, July 191) in = letter to John Collier 
sayst "Regarding tick eradication in Louisiana and Texas, there were no large 

gene preserves containing hunireds of infested deer in these states ani deer 

Here not uumerqug on the cattle range. Therefore the usual eradication 

methods, that is, systematic dipping of cattle, horses ani miles, proved 
effective." 

With such divergent opinions existing among officials of the Bureau 

of Animal Industry, it 4s little wonder that the public became confused and 
suspicious, flatly rejecting dogmatic statements as “oxplanations" of the need 
for killing deer in south Florida, In this instence we uphold the demande of 
the conservationists and sportsmen for further information ani the right of : 
the public, where the welfare of wildlife 4s concerned, to expect satisfactory 
explanations based on research, We have been unable 40 find references to 

any Diclogicel investigations made in the early days of tick eradication in 
an effort to determine more specifically the relation of Boovhilus gamuletug 
to deer. At that time this species of the cattle fever tick was kuown to 

parasitize deer but to what extent these animals wore infested with fever 
ticks, whether or not deer became so inflsted only in areas where cattle 

. Maintained the infestation, and similar questions, have never to our knowledge 
been investigated, It appears that through an empirical procedure, or trial 
ani error method, it was found that cattle on ranges where decr were present 

Could be freed of the fever tick, in states other than Florida, by systematic
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dipping as well as pasture vacating. But in the absence of wildlife research, 

coordinated with practical application of the tick eradication program, there 

ig no data upon which to base a comelusive explanation of why this was 

possible. Ue ere, therefore, forced to the conclusion thet no one knows 

definitely why the cattle fever tick wes successfully exterminated on deer 

Anhabited ranges over almost el) of the trenscontinentel quarentine aren, 

There are opinions, to be gure, but there are no explanations based on wild~ 

life research, 

It would be somewhat unfair to criticize the lack of a better under- 

standing of the relationship of cattle fever tick to deer during the early 

days of tick eradication, as the subject of wildlife conservation was then 

more of a curiosity than a reality. However, thet wildlife dees not yet com- 

mand its justified attention should become evident as this report develops. 

The first record of occurrence of the Australian Cattle Fever Tick, 

Boophilus annuletus sugtralig in Plorida dates back to 1912 when it was re~ 

corded from Key West. Yor about twenty years its occurrence in the state 

apparently received little attention, In 1932, however, the systematic dip~ 

ping of cattle for fever tick eradication in several areas near Orlando, 

Florida failed to produce results, for the first time since the program's 

inception. Gattle ranging three large game preserves in Orange and Oscecla 

. Gounties were dipped according to regular procedure, but, within a few months 

after release from dippinc, they were found reinfested with fever ticks. 

Tn view of the possibility that the procedure might not have been thorough 

enough, the cattle in these preserves were subjected to dipping for an addi~ 

tional 18 months under closer supervision. However, reinfestation with 

fever ticks again occurred. About that time, it is said, a deer heavily ine 3 

fosted with ticks was killed in that vicinity by » local hunter. Samples of
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the ticks from this deer were collected by a representative of the Bureau of 

Animal Industry end sent to the Bureau of Entomology for determination. These 

specimens were identified as Boophilus gamlatus gustrelig and tick eradication | 
officials became aware for the first time that they were dealing with a vare 

lety of fever tick not previously encountered in Florida, The Bureau of 

Animal Industry then requested the U. 5S. Fishand Wildlife service and the 

Bureau of Entomology to investigate the problem, On the basis of these ine 

vestigations, which were regarded by mauy as inedequate (an opinion in which 

we concur), it was concluded that the deer in these areas were responsible 

for holding over fever tick infestations and that the deer had to be drasti- 
Cally reduced to exterminate the tick, Through legislative ection authorize 

tion to kill the deer in the affected areas wos obtained and from March 3, 

1938 to December 31, 1939 715 deer were killed, of which 122 were fever tick 

infested. The deer killing continued for approximately ten months after the 

last fever tick infested deer was killed, Periodic inspections of cattle 

Teintroduced on these areas for approximately two years revealed that the 

fever ticks hai been completely eradicated. Taken from official testimony 

in the Senate Hearings, that is the record of fever tick eradication in the 

first areas in Florida where systematic dipping of cattle alone failed to 

exterminate the fever tick, When it was first announced that the deer in 

these and other sreas in Florida hai to be killed, e heated controversy 

arose which continued for approximately ten years. 

SVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE KILLING OF DRER 

The following review of evidence supporting the killing of deer 

in Florida is taken from official reports of investigations submitted to us, 

at the request of Governor Spessard 1. Holland, by Dr. J. V. Knapp, head of 

the Florida State Livestock Sanitary Board. In these reports there is ample
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evidencte to indicate that investigators were assigned to answer more e less 

specific questions, and there is reason to believe that these investigations 

were made after an aroused conservation=minded public assumed an inquiring 

attitude, A request by tick eradication officials for a thorough, intinsive 

investigation is conspicuous by its sbsence. 

Tt should be mentioned here that the Bureau of Animal Industry was 

unable to conduct its own investigations due to the existence of an inter~ 

- departmental egreement with other government agencies, This Bureau's position. 

was essentially regulatory, to enforce dipping snd quarantine regulations and 

depended on other governuent agencies for investigational work in certain 

biological fields. In the deer-fever tick situation investigation in the 

fields of external parasites ani wildlife were outside the province of the 

Bureau of Animel Industry, consequently, the Bureau of Entomology and the 

: Fish and Wildlife Service were called upon for assistance. 

Two investigators from the Bureau of Entomology were assigned pro- 

jects concerning the relation of the cattle fever tick te deer and other 

wildlife. Dr. W, ¥, King conducted » controlled experiment to determine if 

the south Ploride deer, Odocotleus oseeols was a host to either or both of 

the species of fever ticks occurring in Florida. Mis work disclosed that 

both species of this tick were capable of completing their life cycle on 

this species of deer though he experienced some difficulty in obtaining at- 

tachment of seed ticks due to the fact that the deer had a tendency te Meck 

them off, He also observed that the Australien Cattle Fever Tick, Boophilus 

Bamulatus gustralis, the more tropical species, attached itself more readily 

than the North American Cattle Fever Tick, Boophilus gnnulatus, and that the
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life history of the two species was essentially similar. This experimental 

work, which we regard ae of hich order, provides experimental verification 

that the cattle fever ticks of both species is capable of completing its 

life cycle on deer occurring in Moride. If more factual data of this type 

Coubined with adequate field investigation had been in existence before the 

deor killing wes begun, mch heated controversy might wll hare been er-dded, 
Dr. B. ¥. Trevis of the Bureau of Zntomology was assigned to 

oxemine a series of wild animals to determine if they were hosts to the 

Cattle fever tick and 0, 0. Van Hyning was similarly employed by the Mloride 

State Livestock Senitery Board. 4 combined list of wild aninals exemined 

by these investigators in areas where fever ticks occurred follows: 

24 raccoons 3 crows 1 gray fox 
of settee ttee § Mais tertiary my Seiten Sate 

skunks brown headed chuck-wills-widow 
2 gray squirrels muthatches 2 turkey vultures 
2 fox squirrels 3 redeshoulderead 1 bobwhite 

58 meadow larks hawks i white-eyed towhee 
2 red bellied woodpeckers 2 Pla. barred owls 1 kilideor 
4 Fla. grackles 4 opossuns - 2 wildeats 
2 ground doves 17 deer 3 eottontail rabbits 
1 marsh rabbit 

Of the animals listed none were found to be infested with the cattle fever 

tick extent deer. From four of the 17 deer 226 afult ant 51 nymphs of the 
Cattle fever tick wre collected, In our opinion this list of animals ex 

amined for the purpose of determining wild animal hosts of the fever tick is 

extremely inadequate, both in number of species and auuber of individuals and 

the list is certainly not large enough to justify any definite conclusions. 

While the field investigators drew no conclusions from their limited findings, 

the tick eradication officials referred to this limited examination of wild 

enimalc as an investigation on the basis of which they concluded that no wild 

animals other then deer are a factor in tick eradication. When, hovever,
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they were asked what,in their opinion, constituted an adequate series of deer 

upon which to determine whether or not the Seminole Indien Reservation was fever 

tick infested the answer was 50 to 100. ‘There is, to de sure, an indication, 

such as the successful eradication of fever ticks where wild animals of various 

species occurred, from which it would appear that wild animals other than deer 

were not a factor in tick eradication. But, we maintain, to proceed on such a 

large scale deer killing program, as was carried out in Collier County, without 

adequate research precaution, in a subtropicel area where due te the influence 

of some unkaown environmental factor some other wild animal might possibly be- 

come host to the cattle fever tick, appears to us to have been dangerous. 

Forthersore, to submit to the yubl!c definite conclusions containing the ap- 

parent illusion of scientific thoroughness, which were in fact baged on in- 

adequate investigation was, in our estinetion, » violation of ecientific 

principle. 

A five-day inspsetion tour of southern Florida, primarily interviewing 

tick erafication officials and cattlenen, was mae by Dr. J. B. Shillinger of 

the Fish and Wildlife Service in December 1939. His report essentially unier- 

writes the Geer Biliing program Wat afifis ao eviginel data. It is typical of the 

"traveling type of investigation. 

Or. _. MeKeany, also of the Fish and Wildlife Service, spent approximately 

six weeks doing investigational work visiting fever tick infested areas. He 

states in his report that, in afdition to answering charges of conservationists ani 

sportsmen, t!ie Bureau of Biological Survey (now Pish and Wildlife Service) was 

requested *...to prove the necessity of removal of deer to complete tick 

Qradication in swamp arees in Florids...." From this it is clearly evident that 

his assignment was not to be « thorough biological investigation with a viewto 

deteraining if the fever tick could be eradicated without killing the deer. We 

emphasize the point. 

He examined 7 deer from the Big Cypress Swamp, 3 of which were Sever tick 

infested. He hela many interviews and briefly reviewsdthe re-dipping of cattle



in the Grange-Osceole County areas, stating that efforts were being mafe to scatter 

the deer by running them with dogs. Deer beds when discovered were burned out to dis~ 

infect them and to prevent deer from using them for some time. Tick infested areas 

were again visited in December 1936 and January 1937, and blood smears and blood 

samples of 7 deer were collected. ‘The deer blood injected into two three-year old 

Cattle showed no deleterious effects. ‘This test was made apparently to determine if 

deer carry the organian of cattle fever. veKenny also inspected 30 deer hides of 

which 15 were fever tick infested and states that the re-dipping of the cattle in 

the Orange-Oscelola areas was not effective in eradicating the ticks. “lack of feed 

for cattle in the dense swamps of this country," he states, “has mefe it impractical 

to hold the cattle in these areas for e sufficient time to expect the best results,* 

and he further reports that it "appears" that the deer mst be killed to effect con- 

plete fever tick extermination. Hie conclusion, "The biclogical aspects of this 

situation are very well understood at present and attemptshave been made to educate 

the sportenen and conservationists relative to the requireneats for complete 

eradication of the Texas fever tick." 1s wholly unwarranted and his report:very 

definitely does not support such a statement. In reports submitted te us we are 

able to find but three factors of any ecologicel significance: the first has the 

benefit of experimental verification; the other two are logical suppositions. They 

are as follows: 1) The Australian Cattle Fover Mick Roophilug euyulatus australis 

has been observed under experimental conditions to complete its life cycle on the 

south Florida species of deer and this tick hes been collected from south Florida 

deer existing in the wild, 2) Deer in certain areas of south Floride received and 

perpetuated fever tick infestations in high ground in dense swamp areas; 3) Be- 

cause of localized concentrations deer were capable of maintaining fever tick 

infestations. Befoni this an understanding of the ecological relationship of the 

cattle fever tick to deer is obscure in his report, and precisely how, where and 

why fever ticks were capable of persisting in certain swamp areas is not male 

Clear, for no investigations were made to obtain such information.
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Since in the life history of the cattle fever tick it remains on the ground 

during about half of its developmental period, where it might be vulnerable to 

environmental control, there existed doubt that investigation of possible control 

measures, other than the killing of deer, hed been fully exhausted. Such 

investigations as were made were concerned almost exclusively with substantiating 

the claim of the Bureau of Animal Industry that deer in certain south Florida 

areas were fever tick infested, and emphasis was placed on reduction of the 

deer as a host, with little thought given to the possibility of eliminating the ~ 

tick on the ground. In the reports of official investigations we find mo indica- 

tion that an energetic attempt was made to determine precisely where deer re- 

ceived tick infestation. In those areas where regular dipping failed to effect 

complete tick eradication, there existed a combination of a localized deer con- 

centration and more or less dense swamp containing very restricted high ground. 

In all cases these areas were subject te overflow during the rainy season at which 

time the only high ground out of water occurred in "islands" some of which were 

brush~choked while others were relatively open. These islands varied in size 

from a few feet across to a half acre or more where mouniis or hammocks oc- 

curr ed, and under wet conditions this restricted high land was practically all 

that was available to deer for bedding cround. It would seem, therefore that a 

thorough unierstanding of these sreas, and their relation te deer and to fever 

tick infestations, was important, but existing knowledge of these limited bedding 

grounds is contained in the simple, though obvious generalization advanced by 

tick eradication officials, that the deer became infested and that fever tick 

infestations were perpetuated in such high land in certain swamp areas. There is 

evidence to indicate that fever tick infestations among deer were somewhat : 

localised within these swamp aress, anf it is reasonable to assume that not all 

deer beds were infested ani that, therefore, by no means all parts of the swamp 

were tespotsible for the @ifficulties encountered, But whether tick infested
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deer beds were concentrated in cortain parts of swamp areas where they operated — 

as focal points of infestation, whether such infested bedding ground was 
associated with certain types of cover which was localized, whether or not such 

afeas could be disinfected by the energetic use of such an agency as controlled 

fire; these and other similar questions were not, apparently, considered im- 

portant enough to justify investigation by government agencies. However, in 

the absence of investigation to obtain such information, we feel that op- 

portunities for determining whether fever ticks could be eradicated without kill- 

ine GH CHES ane ARTY GURGNARES aah 2 3p Cematien, ond eqtetes thet Te 

killing of deer was premature and not altogethed adequatel) justified. 

The vigorous re-dipping of cattle in the Orange-Osceola game preserve areas 

for an additional 16 months received a great deal of publicity from tick eradication 

officials and, because of this failure of the regular tick eradication procedure, 

attention was focuged on the need for killing the deer. Among the documents 

placed at our disposal there is no account of this experiment infficating the kind 

of cattle used, weather conditions during the experimental peried, seasonal move- — 

ments of cattle, etc. and it is to be reg arded as a more cautious re-check of 

ugual systematic dipping procedure. Aside from the burning out of deer beds when 

encountered, and the attempts et scattering the deer with docs as reported by Mce- 

Kenny, little attention was given to such land handling practice as controlled : 

burning of the range ss of possible assistance in eradicating the fever tick. 

It is stated that dipping failed in this area because cattle did not contact the 

high spot s in the dense swamps. However, in the Senate Hearings it is stated 

that sbout 1000 head of Hereford cattle shipped into Florida from the drought- 

stricken West were used in this experiment and it is understood that these cattle 

received supplementary feeds such as cotton-seed mesl. It should be evident that 

such unaeclimated cattle could not be expected to cover the range as thoroughly . 

as native cattle which are acclimated to Floride range conditions. 
fo what extent the thorough application of controlled burning of ranges,



particularly in connection with systematic dipping, would assist in eradicating 

: fever tick populations in the south Florida deer problem areas was, as hag been 

stated, given Little consideration. Yet there is evidence to indicate that burn- 

ing of pastures had considerable effect on the elimination of fever ticks in 

Georgia. Willoughby (1904) states: "A thorough burning over of pastures in 

the fall or winter will destory nearly all ticks." Since many of the areas in 

which deer were killed were timber holdings where fire had been either excluded 

or very restricted, we have wondered if the absence of regular burning of woodlands 

wes not a factor, at least in part responsible for deer maintaining fever ticks in 

certain areas. To observant individuals who spend a great deal of time in the 

woods, and to cattlemen in particular, it is evident that in the absence of fire 

brugh-choked roughs develop and ground vegetation becomes rank and that under such 

conditions ticks in general become much more abundant than on lands which have been 

burned over regularly. That fire in the southeastern woodlands and ranges is 

necessarily an evil with no benefits is not borne out by existing knowledge 

dased on a great deal of experimentation and, contrary to the beliefs held by many 

well-meaning people, fire when properly handled at certain times of the year and 

under certain weather conditions may not only be a useful but necessary cultural 

practice on forest end game lands as well as cattle ranges. While fire when im- 

, properly used can, and often does, do a great deal of damage, it does not follow, 

necessarily, that it does not have its benefits. Yor the past twenty years high 

populations of quail and turkeys have been consistently maintained on game lands , 

widely scattered throughout the Southeast, larg ely through the use of controlled 

burning. In recent years both federal and state forest services, guided by care- 

fally made forest and silvicultural plans, have control-burned extensive areas of 

southern pinelands in national and state forests and the contention, long held by 

Floride cattlesen, that burning of the range results in more thrifty cattle is 

now supported and verified by controlled burning experiments made in Florida and 

. Toaisiona. In view of the above discussion we feel that enorgstic experimenta- 

tien, to determine the value of a thorough use of controlled burning as a pos-
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sible uethod of assisting in freeing deer of cattle fever ticks, should have been 

mafie before the deer killing program was begun. 

Up to about thirty years aco burning over of cattle ranges in Florida was 

general practice, and only limited areas naturally protected by topography and 

noisture escaped burning at frequent intervals. Furthermore, hunting was general 

over all huntable terrain of the state. Henee, while deer were numerous end wide~ 

spreai, there were no “deer concentrations” such as developed on private and state 

game refuges during more recent years. The serious difficulty with cattle fever 

coincided with the exclusion of fire from large areas of woodland then brought 

under forestry management, and with the higher concentrations of deer made pos- 

sible by refuges where hunting pressures were lessened or entirely removed for 

extended periods. It is true also that the trouble with the cattle fever ticks 

coincided with the improvement of cattle strain through the bringing in from other 

states of pure bred stock. However, the influence, if any, of the two first 

mentioned land handling trends was worthy of thorough investigation before whole- 

sale deer killing or “deer extermination” was resorted to. We believe that 

gbnormally high deer populations are almost as dangerous and undesirable in the 

southeast as elsewhere and that fire is an indispensable tool in proper land 

handling of the ares - an opinion based on long field work in the region. 

THE FLORIDA DEER REDUCTION PROGRAM 

fhe killing of deer for purposes of eradicating the cattle fever tick, as 

stated before, was met with a creat deal of antagonism by the public and among 

charges uade were that the deer in south Floride wore in danger of doing exterminated. 

Public impression at that time appears to have been that, in order to eradicate the 

fever tick in certain problem areas, complete extermination of the deer thereon 

would be necessary. As a result sportemen protested, declaring that it would be 

impossible to kill the lest remaining deer in such dense swamp areas as for 

example, the Big Cypress Swamp. Whether or not it was the original intent of the 

tick eradication agencies to actually conduct a deer extermination campaign in 

those areas, which as = result of public reaction was later modified, cannot be
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said with certainty, though it is understood that in the Orange-Osceola area com 

plete extermination of the deer was very nearly accomplished. However, in answer 

to these public charges the Bureau of Animal Industry and Stete Livestock Sanitary 

Board insisted that they contemplated reducing the deer only to = point where they 

would cease to be » factor in tick era@icstion and that this work would be carried 

on only in certain restricted areas ani not over the state as a whole. Apparently, 

as a reguit of this unfavorable publicity the deer killing program was thereafter of- 

ficislly referred to as the “deer reduction program.” 

The following summary lists the sreas in which deer were killed to eradicate 

the fever tick. ‘The deer reduction program, it is stated was applied to these areas 

when reinfestations of fever ticks appeared after the cattle had gone through the 

process of systematic dipping. Reinfestations in Collier and Henfiry Counties occurred 

lergely in the northern fringe of the Big Cypress Swamp but deer were killed through- 

out the Swamp ares. There ig also reason to believe that deer were killed in other 

areas during the regular legal hunting season by local cattlemen who feared they : 

would be forced to go through another period of dipping if a reinfestation oceurred. 

NO. DEER NO. DEER 

AREA SIZE KILLED FEVER TICK INFESTED 

St. Lucie-Okeechobee 4 ? . 

Polk ? ? 

Charlotte a ? 

i 
Gollier® 

tbe AIMS EUR aa EL Rae tone 
states total to that time 7,047 deer!!? 

When reinfestation of fever ticks occurred among cattle, it aprears that the 

general procedure of the tick eradication egencies was to circunseribe an ares, 

invariably containing dense swamp, utilising definite landmarks such as roads as 

boundaries, and apply the process of deer reduction to the entire area within. As 

far as we are able to ascertain, no investigations were mefe with the possibility 

in mind that more localized killing might accomplish fever tick eradication end
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thereby leave an adequate number of irreplaceable, thoroughly acclimated deer 

for restocking purposes. Local hunters in most cases were employed to kill the deer, 

though, as might be expected, this activity attracted hunters from all over the 

state. This was especially true of the Big Cypress Swanp where as many as 0 hundred 

hunters were employed at one time. Camps, which served the purpose of operation 

bases, were strategically scattered to cover the deer reduction area and these were 

at times moved about as hunting conditions made necessary. Three to four nen uguslly 

operated from a camp and where possible the camps were so located that the hunting 

range of one overlapped another. When kills were made the deer were inspected im- 

mediately and all ticks collected, together with the deer's car tips as evidence 

that deer were killed. These were placed in small manila envelopes on which such 

data as the date, where the deer was killed, sex of deer and nane of hunter was : 

reported. ‘These envelopes were then taken up by the field supervisor in charge 

of the work and gent to the office of the Buresn of Animal Industry in Jacksonville 

and the ticks were forwarded to the Bureau of Entomology for identification. 

It was to be expected that in such an extensive deer killing project as was 

carried out in the Big Cypress Swamp, where men were employed largely for their 

ability to kill deer, errors in deer records probably occurred, and as time went 

on there is reason to believe that certain practices prevailed which made the 

scientific accuracy of an unknown portion of them questionable. The efficiency 

of the hunters was largely determined on the basis of the number of deer killed 

and in order to weed out “gold bricks" the hunters were required to kill a reason~ 

able quota of deer, the mumber depending on hunting conditions, or be discharged. 

As a result of this pressure there appears to have been a certain amount of exchange 

of @eer ear tips among hunters of one camp with hunters from other camps and there 

is reason to believe that ear tips from deer killed outside of the quarantine area 

algo wore male use of by hunters to maintain their quotas. Just what sort of data 

accompanied such ear tips and how extensive the practice was is not known and would 

of course, be difficult to determine. There is little question, however, that many
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of the hunters were dependable and fully capable of making careful records, bat 

on the other han there were those who, however expert as woodsmen, had no conception 

of scientific methods. 

The deer reduction program was arbitrarily besed on the systematic dipping of 

cattle, and the killing of deer usually continued for about a year after the last 

tick infested deer wes killed. After the deer killing was terminated wherever pos- 

sible, cattle were reintroduced into the areas and inspected at intervals as a 

check to determine if the fever ticks wore climinsted. In all of those areas where 

decor were killed cattle checks following the deer killing revealed that the fever 

ticks had been completely eradicated. In large parts of the Big Cypress Swamp, 

however, there are no cattle and the success of the deer reduction program in 

that area can be determined only by failure of fever tick reinfestations to appear 

as time goes on. f 

BESTOCKING OF DEER IN SHOT. OUT AREAS 

Before the deer reduction program was begun in Floride, a sum of $25,000 of 

the State Livestock Sanitary Board's funis was set aside and 
earmarked for re- 

stocking purposes in sfeas where deer were killed as part of the cattle fever tick 

eradication program. At that time a great deal of publicity was given this proviso 

and it appears to have been generally assumed that deer could 
be obtained in large 

quantities without much difficulty. Farthermore little attention seems to have 

been civen the wisdom of importing deer from such states as fer north as Wisconsin, 

Anvolving a radical change in environment from a sub-zero northern climate to one 

having sub-tropical temperatures. Thus far, restocking animals have been obtained 

from Georgia, North Carolina and Wisconsin and some Japanese Sika and Zuropean 

| fellow deer were liberated im one of the shot-out areas. Just what kind of results 

will be obtained from such a heterogeneous assortment of animals one can only 

guess and this effort, to pat it bluntly, demonstrates the widely accepted belief 

that so lone as an enimal hae four feet and is capable of growing a set of horns 

it is optimistically considered worthy of use in a restocking progran. It alse
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demonstrates the tendency on the part of state game departments to accept the 

philosophy that the way to win friends and influence sportemen is to release 

game in large numbers regardless of the biological merits of such » procedure. 

From a purely game management standpoint such exotic species as the Japanese 

Sike and European fallow deer have no place in our native woodlands and should 

yo be confined to public parks, whereas the release of Wisconsin deer in south Florida 

certainly does not command support as a proven came management practice. It can be 

said with little fear of contradiction that more money has been wasted on restock- 

ing programs than on any other conservation measure. 

There is considerable reason to believe that a thorough investication of areas 

where deer were killed for tick eradication purposes is in order before the re- 

stocking program continues. Some of these areas are of comparatively small size 

and it should be determined to what extent breeding stock remained after the deer 

were killed and to what extent deer are present on lands afdjacent to such areas. 

If such thorough investigation discloses the fect that complete extermination of the 
deer was not effected and a scattering of deer remain the wise procedure, in our 

opinion, would be to apply intensive protection backed by convictions in the local 

courts. Bven though the residual breeding herd may be small, it consists of thoroughly 

acclimated animals which, if given the benefit of energ etic, complete protection, 

Gan be depended upon to restock the shot-out areas with much more certainty than by 

releasing unacclimated deer whose ability to adept themselves to an entirely new 

set of environmental conditions is unknown. Such artificial effort may end in 

extremely limited success, complete failure or a misconception that such success as 

might be obtained was due to imported stock, when in reality existing stock, thouch 

of small mumbers, might have been the determining factor for success. 

Regarding the Big Cypress Swamp, with which we are more familiar, there ig 

reason for uaintaining an optimistic attitude toward the possibility of restocking 

this area by naturel dispersal of the deer remaininc. Along the edge of the Ever- 

Glades, from several miles north of the Seminole Indien Reservation to at least a 

muaber of miles south of the Reservation, a considerable mumber of deer remain by
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refuge, since the deer reduction area roughly followed its border. There 

are no doubt a few deer left in the Hendry County Game Breeding Ground, and 

an adequate breeding herd was left on the Seminole Reservation, inasmuch as 

the unrestricted deer reduction progrem was not applied to this area. There are 

no doubt also a few deer scattered throughout east Collier County for it would 

seem almost impossible to have wiped them out completely in such rough swamp 

country, in the course of the deer reduction progran. 

In west Collier County there occurs an extensive swamp known as Fickahatchee 

Strand, which is some twenty or thirty miles long anf in places ten ailes wide. 

By reason of the fact that much of this swamp is very dense some difficulty was 

experienced in killing the deer in this portion of the Big Cypress Geamp. It is 

probable, therefore, that a scattering of deer remain and that the breeding stock 

‘left though small in mumbers will increase, civen sufficient tine and intensive 

protection. A thorough investigation of this possibility is certeinly in order 

before money is wasted on a restocking progran that is predicated on the use of 

unscelimated animals whose restockine value connot equal thet of environmentally 
adjusted native stock. 

tm the discussion above attempts have been made to emphasize the wisdom of 

employing a gaue management practice fundamentally based on the demonstrated 

; ability of our native game species to recuperate from decimation by man when 

given adequate and intensive protection. The present day large deer herds 

in Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin and other states in the North and those of 

Pisgah National Forest and Ocala National Forest in the South all had their ; 

beginnings in decimated populations which have been restored in large measures 

by natural regeneration of native stock, assisted by efficient, intensive law 

enforcement. Since the success of such a procedure, while not having such 

great publicity possibilities, is clearly demonstrated, the Florida Game 

Commiggion and sportsmen of Florida might well profit by the experiences 

of the states mentioned.
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By agreement between the Departments of Interior and Agriculture a project 

was organised to determine if deer on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation were 

infested with the cattle fever tick. This project originally contemplated the 

killing of a series of not more then 67 deer on the Reservation ares for fever tick 

inspection purposes, inspections to be made jointly by representatives of the 

Buresu of Animal Industry of the Department of Agriculture, the U. 8. Fish end 

Wildlife Service and the National Audubon Society. ‘The project, unier the super- 

| wiigtion of the Pigh and Wildlife Service, was begun on September 15, 1942 and con- 

timed until the 9th of the following December. 

In this cooperative effort the writer insisted thet,in so far as practicable, 

the joint inspection of the deer be hanf@led in such manner as to avoid any pos- 

sible controversy over the findings. If fever ticks were found he was especially 

anxious thet as an independent investigator representing a wildlife conservation 

organization, he be in a position to personally observe the findings. 

Phe project was guided in the field by the following instructions from the 

Office of Indian affairs: all deer were to be Killed by Seminole Indians ty means 

of "fire" hunting, meat and hides of all deer killed were to be distributed among 

the Indians on the Reservation; no rumning dogs were to be permitted but a dog 

on leagh could be used for the purpose of recovering crippled deer. The Bureau 

of Animel Industry inatructed ite representative that the deer were to be 

inspected for ticke immediately after being killed. In aidition it was mutually 

sgreed that only live, attached fever ticks would be accepted as evidence that the 

Reservation deer were fever tick infested. 

Personnel concerned in this joint investigation, in addition to the writer, 

"were as follows: During the first six weeks the Pish and Wildlife Service was 

represented by ¥. P. Baldwin, Junior Refuge Manager. He was succeeded by Harold 

$. Peters, Atlantic Flyway Biologist, during the latter half of the project. ; 

Phe Burean of Animal Industry was represented by R. H. Tabb, supervisor for tick
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eradication work in Collier and Hendry Counties. Under his direction the fol- 

lowing men participated at various times as inspectors; Robert Raulerson, 

W. J, Kelly, William lee, arthur M. Whidden, G. L. Sistrunk, San Carson and 

Harding ¥. Dreggors. The four Seminoles employed as hunters were Watts Billie, — 

Bouton John, Albert Billie and Little Fewell. 

The following procedure was used in carrying out the project in the field: 

Two hunting parties, each consisting of two hunters and two inspectors, were em 

ployed. A buresu of Animal Industry inspector end the Fish ani Wildlife Service 

representative accompanied one Indian hunter while the second hunter was 

instructed to hunt slone in the same direction about = quarter of a mile away. 

Similarily a Bureau of Animal Industry inspector and the writer accompanied one 

Indien hunter while the second Indian hunter hunted in the same direction at some 

u distance. When en unaccompanied hunter made a kill we were with only one or two 

exceptions able to go to him within a few mimates to inspect the deer. 

As the project progressed, hunting success (exclusively at night with the 

aid of a powerful headlight) fell off sharply due in part to the fact that the deer 

were remaining in the denser swamps to which the water had receded. Requests were 

then made for the use of running dogs and assistance of State Hunters to obtain 

the deer. This was finelly granted but the use of free-running dogs was limited 

to a two-week period and the total number of deer, including those killed by fire 

bunting and those previously killed by the writer on the Reservation was reduced, 

the total mot to exceed 50, leaving § dser yet to be obtained. Hunting was again 

carried on by two parties. In five days the eight deer were secured ani the 

project was terminated. 

A total of 43 nights were spent in fire hunting, 3 attempts were made to 

recover crippled deer using a dog on leash and one unsuccessful daytine hunt was 

held as an experiment in "still hunting". The result of the 47 hunts was a kill of 34 

deer. Eleven deer were shot at but not killed, of which several were badly hit. 

Only one was recovered. Two deer were shot at while standing close together one 

night. Both of them were killed but only one was found. At the time, it was
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thought one got away but the Stocknan found the remains about two weeks later. 

While the actual kill during the joint inspection period was 3% only 33 of course 

appear on records of deer inspections. During the period of unrestricted hunt- 

ing where free running dogs were used 16 deer were jumped in five days and the 

limit of 6 deer killed. A deer killed by Seminole Councilman Josie Billie on the 

Reservation was jointly inspected and is included in the record of 2 deer killed. 

SUMMARY OF DEER KILLED BY CONSECUTIVE 10-FIRE HUNT FSRIODS 

I ncn eetencteneneneeimancccnnneeenenncsene RE SALE DEBE CRIPPLED 

1st. 10 hunts 22 1 

Sa a5 mae a 
® 1 

lest 7 fire hunts 2 1 

Door tilled by Joate Billie needa ae 
: TOTALS he 1 

SULOURT OF DERE LNSEECTIONS 

Of the 42 deer killed on the Seminole Indian Reservation for joint 

inspection purposes, on 23 no ticks of any kind were found anf on the remaining 19 

infestations of harmless ticks were very light. Ne fever ticks were founi on these = 
Seer. During 1941 the writer examined § deer taken on the Reservation of which 6 

were completely tick-free and 2 had light infestations of harmless ticks only. 

The totel number of deer inspected for fever ticks from the Reservation was 50 of 

which 29 harbored no ticks of eny kind. Wo fever ticks were found on any of these 

deer. Also during 1941 ten sfditionel deer were inspected by the writer. Your 

of these were killed in the State Game Breeding Ground adjoining the Reservation, 

three just north of the eastern half of the Reservation ani three were killed by 

authorized state hunters six to eight miles south of the Reservation. Wo fever 

ticks were found on any of these deer. 

The following table shows the rate of harmless tick infestation among the 

deer examined. Harmless ticks were of the species, Amblyomma maculetum, Dermacentor 

Tarhabilig and Ixodes sp.
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LOCALITY NO. TICKS OW NO. DER SHOWING THIS 

Seminole Indien Reservation 0 3 
1 
2 4 
z 3 

1 
2 1 

2 
‘ 11 1 

13 1 

State Game Refuge 9 2 
4 2 ; 

Northeast of Reservation 0 2 
2 1 

South of Reservation 1 1 
i2 1 
ho 1 

SE Leesan RSET ernest sheet tnnttnseeseeessennsnereesneeemnnaniceceneee 

SEFSC?T OF DEER KILL ON RESERVATION DEER HERD 

The total number of deer removed from the Seminole Indian Reservation during 

1942, to the best of our knowledge, approached 60. Forty-three were killed during 

the joint inspection of deer ani at the termination of Indien CCC work it has been 

estimated that sbout 15 additional deer were killed by Seminoles for food purposes. 

While this considerably reduced the deer population, it is our opinion that suf- 

ficient breeding stock remained to repopulate the ares provided that hunting by 

Seminoles is restricted. The fact that 1% deer were jumped by dogs at the close 

of the deer inspection project, together with the fact that deer were often seen 

by riders in gathering cattle for inspection during 1943 and 194% substantiates our 

impression that restocking of deer on the Reservetion will not be necessary. 

Before discussing the status of the cattle fever tick on the Seminole Indian 

Reservation a brief description of the area and afjacent country should be help- 

ful in understanding the problem. 

The Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation is located in the extreme south- 

east corner of Hendry County toward the northern limit of the Big Cypress Swamp 

proper. It extends from the Broward County line 1% miles to the west, its southern
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; boundary is the Collier-Hendry County line ani it varies in width from three to 

five miles, containing approximately 36,000 acres. On the east it extends for about 

a half mile or go into the dense sawgrass of the true Everglades; toward the north 

$8 mamgne with the move opm, ceuscheh higher, yuluntte waists with euatterel epyrece 

heads. However, in the western third it is traversed by two major swamps known 

as Lard Can Strand and Kissimmie Billie Swamp. lard Can Strand is predominantly 

Cypress ani contains « seattering of high areas permanently out of water which are 

locally known as “hammock" and usually support cabbage palm anf oak trees. These 

"islands" of high ground are very often brush-choked or covered with a dense crowth 

of scrub palmetto. The main run of the swamp where the water may become waist 

deep is in many places very open, though some parts of the Strand have a dense 

understory of brush. On both sides of Lard Can Strand the country is relatively 

open prairie which during the rainy season is inundated and dome-shaped cypress 

heads, palmetto patches and oak hammocks are generously scattered about. Kissimmie 

Billie Swamp on the Reservation contains a considerable amount of cypress and in 

the main run of the Swamp pop-ash, clear of a brush understory is abunfant. High 

ground guch as is found in Lard Can Strand is also present in Kissimmie Billie 

Swamp perticularly along its eastern efige where a series of hammocks totalling about 

ten acres Sot more are located. 

It may be well here to mention that the cypress "strands" of the Big Cypress 

Swamp may be likened to watercourses where the water is deeper and tree growth larger. 

While during the wet season most of the Big Cypress is covered with water which is 

in constant notion areining in a southerly or southwesterly direction, the channels 

of the strands, if they may be called such, retain water except during long dry 

periods. The Big Cypress is a country of extremes, for while it is a vast sheet 

of water during the more or less reguler periods of extended rains, it becomes 

unbelievably dry during the drought verieds, when the only standing water is to be 

founl in deep ‘gator holes in the strands or cypress heads. At such times it takes 

on the appearance of broken forest country interspersed with level open prairie and 

it is hard to visualize, except by association of cypress trees with water, that this
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at certain times is swampland. 

Forth of the northwest corner of the Seminole Indian Reservation lies the 

Hendry County State Gane Breeding Ground. 
It contains epproxinstely 36 square 

niles anf for three miles has » common toundsry with the Reservation. 
Lerd Can 

Stren has ite beginning (locelly know es Point of Cypress, the nost northerly 

projection of the Big Oypress Swamp) at the northern bountary of this refuge end 

rung in a southerly direction for roughly 12 niles. At the southern boundery of 

the Reservation there occurs « large expanse of brush-choked bogey. svanp which is 

approximately the southern limit of Lard Cen Strand. Fron this coneral area severe} 

: other large strands develop which contein mch dense undergrowth. 

Kigsinnie Billie Swamp originates to 
the northwest of the Reservation ani runs 

for several miles.in » southeasterly direction. It enters the Reservation at the 

western boundary turns sharply to the 
south and continues for ten or twelve 

niles. 

three ailes of this swamp are located on the Reservation. At about the southern 

terminus of Missimmic Billie Swenp in the vicinity 
of » point called Bast Crossing 

sone & of 10 miles below the Reservation there oceurs 
an extensive swamp aren Cone 

taining mamerous high hamocks which renain 
sbove water during the wet season. It 

was fron thie general locality that the highest 
concentration of fever tick infested 

Aecr was reported by tick erafication officials 
in the eastern half of Collier 

In 1940 agencies responsible for tick eradication were vigorously and definitely 

insisting that deer on the Seminole Indien Reservation were fever tick infested. 

This contention was based on two recorés, ss follows: 1) In Deceuber of 1937 the 

hides of 7 door said to have been killed by Seninole Indians in that pert of Lert 

Gen Strand now included in the Reservation were inspected by # Bureau of Aninal 

Industry inepector end were found to be fever tick infested: 2) Fever tick infosted 

aver were killed in Collier County by authorized 
paid deer hunters a mile or so 

south of the southwest corner of the Reservation.
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Im attempting to eveluate these records we decane confronted with a very 

Gigagreeable situation which became more difficult, since we were not disposed 

to risk our repatations on conclusions where the scientific accuracy was question- 

able. ‘Throughout tho investigation tick eradication officials were extrenely 

cautious in discussing the deer-cattle fever tick subject perhaps through fear 

that any information disclosed might be uged against them at Congressional Hearings. 

Since there were so many conflictine statements, the problen resolved itself to 

whet and whe to believe end what and who mot to believe. 

dn interview with the Buresu of Aniusl Industry inspector who, it was alleged 

inspected the hides of deer stated to have been killed by Seminole Indians on lands 

now « part of the Seminole Reservation disclosed the existence of some doubt con- 

corning the first record. This inspector stated that he had sever exawined any 

hides of deer killed by Seminoles and that such deer as he inspected came from 

several uiles below the Reservation. In view of the nature of the country end 

the difficulty of obtaining precise information from Seminoles and the fact that 

the recora of the locality in which these deer were killed was investigated about 

four years after the incident occurred, it vas not unreasonable to believe that 

some error might have been made. This record was therefore, held in abeyance until 

substantiated by further investigation. 

Concerning the recorés of fever tick infested deer reported killed a mile or 

g0 south of the southwest corner of the Seminole Reservation, we maintained that 

this 444 not necessarily mean thet the Reservation was fever tick infested and there 

was no supporting information to indicate that e focal point of fever ticks was 

present thereon. There, was, however, evidence that a heavy infestation of fever 

ticke occurred emong deer several niles south of the Reservation and this indicated 

. the possibility thet these deor may have become infested in that ares and not 

necessarily on Reservation land. While in extremely localized concentrations 

of deer a lance vert of the herd probably is sedentary in habits there was ample 

reason to believe that unter pressure of hunting with dogs the range of sone 

individuals was greatly increased and further that normally some deer range widely
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at certain times of the year, such as during the rutting season. Therefore, 

these infested deer might very well have received their infestations several 

miles from where they were killed and there was more reason to believe that such 

on area was located several miles south of the Reservation and not necessarily on 

the Reservation. | 

The fever tick infested deer mentioned above were killed by authorized state 

hunters operating from a camp located about a half mile south of the southwest corner 

of the Reservation and surrounding their activities a rather intriguing situation 

developed which demonstrates the character of non-biologicel problems the investiga~ 

tion at times met with. Investigation of reports frequently made by Seminoles thet 

state hunters had trespassed on the Reservation in the vicinity of the southwest 

corner revealed that the south line of the Reservetion was not posted or clearly 

marked and the south boundary line was not fenced for about five miles through dense 

swamp, the unfenced portion being within easy hunting range of this camp. It was 

evident that the hunters had trespassed on the Reservation, as was to be expected 

i under the circumstances, especially while fire hunting, when it is sometimes dif- 

ficult to determine one's exact position. This trespass problem was not our con- 

cern except that it raised the question of whether tick eradication officials had 

recent knowledge that deer haf actually been killed on the Reservetion which was 

being withheld because of the legel implications involved. fhat this possibility 

was real end not imagined is best illustrated by the following testimony of Mr. 

Dave Turner, then President of the Florida Cattlemen's Association which is quoted 

verbatim from the Hearing before the House of Representatives (pp. 164-165): 

‘MR. MCINTYRE: While this gentleman is testifying, if we as nembers of 

the committee would agree to pay hig damages, I am wondering if he would 

Se 

THE CHATRWAN. Does the gentlewan want to assume that responsibility himself? 

wR. TURNER. I do not think that a witness has to answer e question where 

it implicates himself. (Laughter). 

HE CHAIRMAN. He does not want to give any incriminating evidence.
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WR. MCINTYRE. I understand, Mr. Chairmen, from various sources, that 
that has ectually been done. I assume no one who hes come down here 
wants to testify about it. I was just wondering if there was any way 
we could get at it. If there is, I would like to know it. 

WR. TURNER. For the benefit of this committee, I was born and raised in 
Florida, and all I have ever mafle is tied up in Florida in pasture land 
and Cattle. Naturally, you men thet are from cattle States know a 
Cattleman well enough to know that where he is born and raised he cer- 
tainly finds out about things like that." 

Since extensive areas of dense swamp are located in the southwestern part 

of the Reservation, there was always the possibility that a small pocket of fever 

ticks might be found there and any information, therefore, that fever tick in- 
fested deer had actually been taken there at a recent date would have been use- 

ful in making further investigation. However, it was felt thet such testimony as 

cited above may have been a strategical move intended to strengthen the case for 

obtaining permission to kill deer on the Reservation and we were of the opinion 

that further investigation was needed to determine definitely, one way or the 

other, the status of fever ticks on the Reservation srea. 

When the tick eradication pregram entered the southern portion of Hendry 

County much of the land adjoining the Seminole Reservation was unfenced end open 

range, Beceuse of the imprecticability of dipping operations in such an extensive 

swamp area all of the cattle that could be economically rounded up were removed 

end in 1933 the remaining wild cattle, numbering several hunfired, were killed by 

governnent employed range riders. An electrified, 6-strand barb wire fence was 

then erected, roughly following the northern limits of the Big Gypress Swamp 

extending from the Everglaies some 80 miles across the state to the west coast. 

This fence, known as the state quarantine fence, was originally built in the 

hope that it would confine the deer to the swamp but in this respect 1t failed 

for deer passed through it without difficulty. The area below the State Fence 

was designated a quarantine area and cattlemen were prohibited from using this 

range. Subsequently, however, quarantine regulations appear to have been rela xed 

and cattle were placed in a fenced pasture at Rock Lake in the vicinity of Lard 

Can Strand six or seven miles northwest of the Reservation.
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tn 1937 cbout 700 heal of cattle were dipped in this pasture ant 1% has been 

reported that fever ticks were found on two steors. This pasture was then vacated 

ani no cattle entered the area below the state quarantine fence in the vicinity of 

the Reservation until around 1940. Prior to thet time quarantine regulations 
were 

apparently agein enforced tut Inter unler 
pressure of loco! cattlenen cattle were 

again peraitted in the quarantine ores ani Wy 191 eattle rancing these lenis mn- 

dered about 2000 head. At irregular intervals these cattle were 
inspected for fever 

ticks ty representatives of the Bureau of Aninel Industry ani the State Mvestock 

ganttery Board ant when the Andubon investigation 
was begun no fever ticks hai heen 

reported from these eattle since they hei been placed in the ares, apptoxinately 
26 

months previously. hie we held was significant for these 
cattle had been ranging 

vastares which contained mich sore extensive 
areas of both Kissimte Billie Svenp 

and lard Can Strond end deer appeared to be just as munerous in the Henfzy County 

Gone Breeding Ground, afjoining 
the Reservation, as on the Reservation, 

severa) thousend deer haf clresiy been killed in Collier County ent from this 

experience ond fron sintler experience in other areas where deer were Killed tick 

eradication officials stated that the fever tick infested deer appeared to be 

hocelized within the dee Id2ling area. In castern Collier County, for exemple, 

the majority of the fever tick infested deer were Killed in « somewhat locslised 

ares sight or ten siles southwest of the Reservation. Thig led us to believe that only 

cortedn parts of a swanp might by repeated utilisation by deer te capable of carsy- 

ing over fever tick populations. Certain fectors, it seemed, had to be present be- 

fore fever ticks could persist in these swanp areas but Just what those fectors wore 

had not been investicated. Since cattle-occupied pastures sijoining the Reservation 

appeared to be within normal cruising range of deer inhsbiting meh of the dense 

svanp on the Reservation it was felt that if a focal point of fever ticks existed 

on this area cattle in the adjoining 
pastures stood « good chance of becoming fever 

tick infested. But im approximately 18 months no fever 
ticks haf been reported from 

then. Pastures edjoining the Reservation had 
been vacated of cattle for long periods
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some years previously and it appeared that this together with burning of the range 

by cattlemen, illegal hunting and hich water conditions might all have possibly — 

contributed to the elimination of the fever tick on these lands and that the 
prineips) focal points of tick infestation were then located at a considerable 

distance south of the Reservation. It was questionable, therefore, whether or not 

the Reservation was fever tick infested and to make this determination with cer- 

tainty it was requested that the Office of Indien Affairs co ahead with ite previously 
Considered Seminole Livestock program and place cattle on the Reservation, for 
existing evidence indicated that such a project would not jeopardize the tick 

eradication program. 

At the beginning of the investigation we were afvised by Mr. Dwight R. Gardin, 
then Superintendent of the Seminole Indian Agency that the Office of Indian Affairs 

for some time had under consideration the placement of cattle on the Big Cypress 

Reservation es part of its Indian rehabilitation program and we were asked if such 
® project would interfere with our study. ‘This we considered on opportunity to _ 

determine 1f the Reservation was fever tick infested, without killing a larce 

series of deer and accordingly we suggested that several hundred head of cattle 

be introduced on the area as soon as possible. 

A totel of 413 head of cattle, which constituted » foundation herd for the 
Big Cypress tribe of Seminoles, was put at our disposal for use in determining 

the status of fever ticks on the Reservation. On December 10, 1941 149 head of 
native range cows, some having various amounts of Brahma breeding were placed 
on the Reservation. Those were obtained locally in Hendry County. From Brighton 
Seminole Indian Reservation at Brighton, Florida a herd of 116 head was moved to 
the Big Oypress Reservation on Aprilli, 1942. This herd consisted of 10 gerade 
Brehma bulls obtained in the Kissimmie Valley section, approximately 30 head of 
Angus-Hereford crosses, a few brafords and the balance was of native stock with 

some Brahma breeding. On May 1, 1942 2 herd of 14S head of native cows obtained
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Bie sttve tengee meat lake Tales, Yievide wes pleted on the Reermaiton. all SF tine Suttto conn Seen Songne Mee of the Suttle Swear tick tad ono acttor o “evarel wrosentton 18 uae iatented to 4p then all Yotfuse entering the Inccevation Mau © slemtecvtenting, howmwe, tho fisvt host wos sineel on the coun in ths writer's absence end was not dipped. The other two herds were dipped at Heart-x vat and driven five niles to the Reservation. The cattle were driven through Me Sete (arentine Pease st Sheaay Gyyeces sat were coustet tne the quarentins 
area by a tick eradication representative. 

2ESCRIPTION oF pasrumes 
m Meatlttade the henling of the ectite the Secsevetien was divided tate the following six pastures. 

Boat Lending Pasture - approximately 7 sections 
Mats Desture ie located in the northeastern portion of the Reservation, It “ensiate largely of low prairie interspersed with palnette patches anf a for 

scattered cypress heads. Maiden cane, locally considersd excellent cattle forage 
during certain times of the year, is sbundent. A considerable number of deer 
hie for sone distance Nes in the Bresglatne, which may te deserited as a vast aren of eamerase interypersed with sloughs, ayrtle flste and hich Insite or 

hemocks which remain above water during the wet season. None of the deer killed 
iene the ates of the Bremglaton Sn Osllter County ne feuad. fever tie: tnfortes, 
Seutheast Posture - approximately 7 sections 

Mls Mote So sinter to the ene dessetbel shove eunaph thet £1 csstainn 
on Slongntod, somewhat narrow, smamp oallel Dr. Golden's Strand ant the serap 
cypress Covers extensive areas. During the rainy seasons deer are frequently 
afen in Vinee yaatunee Nes when the wonge to Gey thay apparently follow the 
water to the deeper slouchs in the Bverglades. Because of their accessibility 
sui conperatively open character these tw pastures, shich exbrace slnost al) of Me sector Nalf of the Reservation, are probsbly banted mere regularly ty: Seutnotee 
then the western portion. 

SRADQUARTERS PasTURE
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Centrally located, this pasture contains more comparatively dry ground dur- 

ing the wet season than any other of the Reservation pastures. It is very open 

palmetto prairie containing scattered pine islands, cypress heals, open scrub 

cypress and a scattering of oak hammocks. Only an oceasional deer was seen in 

this pasture. Since the three pastures just described were comparatively open 

with no large areas of dense swamp ani the deer population was light it was felt 

the possibility that f ever ticks might oceur in this part of the Reservation was 

not as great as in the western half. 

Zour-sestion Posture - ' sections 
In this pasture the range begins to take om 2 more rough, brush-choked ap- 

pearance and the eround over much of the area is boggy during the periods of daily 

showers. Undergrowth in the pine islands, hammocks and cypress heads is in general 

heavy, though there are several wet prairie openings. When conditions permitted, 

it was grazed as heavily as possible though it was used primarily as a bull pasture. 

Judging from the deer sign which was abuniantly seen around the sawgrass ponds 

quite a mumber of deer ranged in this pasture. 

Hopt-besiquarters Pasture - 6 Sections | 
In the southern portion of this pesture the range continues to be more or 

less brugh-choked and the boggy ground during the wet season makes it difficult 

/ to negotiate by horseback. One deep-water swamp known as Cance lake Strand is 

located in this pasture. Toward the northwest there is an extensive area of scrub 

cypress where the herbaceous and brush understory varies from sparse to very dense. 
Pine islands, some open, some supporting dense sew palmetto are numerous and 

brushy high hammocks are widely scattered. Deer sign was common, particularly 

in the southern portion of this pasture. 

Gowbone Island Hasture - 18 Sections 
By reason of the occurrence of dense swamp covering large areas and the 

recorded killing of fever tick infested deer by the Buresu of Animal Industry 

near its southwest corner, Cowbone Island Pasture was of particuler interest. 

Large portions of two major swamps of the Big Cypress, Lerd Can Strand and
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Kissimmie Swamp are located in this pasture. Much of the southern portion con~ 

sists of deep-water swamps, rough, palmetto-choked pine islands and scattered high 

hammocks. fhe restricted high ground, which is characteristic of the Big Cypress 

Swamp in general, occurs in open situations as well ae in the dense swanps. There 

are present numerous prairie openings, and serub cypress with both open and dense 

brash understory is ebundant. A lerge part of the area included in this pasture, 

particularly Kissimmie Billie Swamp, has en excellent reputation among local cattle- 

sn‘ tar the chiar to eatanetn entitin, exquctaliiy chenre, tn tadtty ouaittien, 

Deer were numerous in this pasture, but they id not appear to be unusually localized. 

Deer bede were fount widely scattered, both in rough areas and very open situations. 

Thirty deer wore killed for tick inspection purposes in this pasture. 

MBATHER CONDITIONS DURING ERPERINENTAL PERZOD 
, 

Yor epproxinately 16 months before field work was begun in June of 1911 the 

Bic Cypress Reservation end lands sfjoining were alnost continuously under water, 

with dry periods very restricted. By January of 1942 the water table had creatly 

receded and during the following four months the range becane so dry thet cattle 

watering holes hai to be dug. In Jane the rains came and moderately hich water 

prevailed for several months. By November 1 the water teble again hai noticeably 

receded and extremely dry weather set im, necessitating 
digging the water holes 

deeper. this dry period continued until July of 1943. Conditions were again 

noderately wet for « short period during the summer but the fell of 1943 was un- 

usually dry and this dry weather continued until June of 19% when the project was 

terminated. From the standpoint of determining the status of the cattle fever |, 

om the Big Gypress Reservation, weather conditions throughout 
the experimental 

period were unusually favorable. 
: 

HOVEMENTS OF CATIER 

In order to obtain a relisble check on the status of the cattle fever tick 

on the Seminole Indian Reservation it was necessary that the cattle thoroughly range 

over all parts of the ares. Little ai@ficulty was experienced in this respect with
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the sualler pastures, but when cattle were first placed in Cowbone Island Pasture 

they had a tendency to restrict their grazing to several large openings in the 

northeastern part of the pesture anf would return to this section after they 

were driven several miles away across Lard Can Strand. This was probably due 

: to the fact that no cattle had been on the Reservation for a number of years and 

an abundance of forage wes evaileble in these openings. However, they gradually 

learned their way around and thoroughly covered both Kissimmie Billie Swamp and 

Lard Con Strend to the satisfaction of Buresu of Animal Industry representatives. 

As a result of the protracted ary weather these swamps were easily accessible to 

the cattle and they practically lived in them for long periods, making it in- 

creasingly difficult to round them up for inspection. 

METHODS OF INSPECTING CATTLE 

fwo methods of examining cattle for fever ticks were used, both of which 

were developed and employed by the Buresu of Animal Industry in routine cattle 

inspections. These are referred to by tick eradication men as the "wet" and 

"ary" methods of inspection. In wet inspections the cattle, after passing throuch 

a vat containing an ersenical dip, are confined at the end of the vat in a small 

"arain® pen with an inclined conerete floor large enough to hold eight or 

ten cows. While surplus dip is draining from the cattle in this pen inspection 

of the cattle is made by sight. The thorough soaking matts the hair of the 

cattle and the ticks become readily visible. The animals are kept in motion so 

that doth sides may be viewed, and suspicious looking blemishes are examined 

closely to determine if ticks are present. When ticks were removed from any animal 

they were jointly identified. In dry inspections the cattle are confined in a 

chute and inspection is made by sight and touch on both sides of each animal. 

The hand is passed over the body and any raised places, such as scabs, ere 

closely examined to determine if ticks are attached. Particular attention was 

given to inspecting the neck region, the eseutcheon and the tender portions of 

the skin under the fore and hind legs. With very few exceptions, cattle on
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the Reservation were inspected by the dry or chute method. Calves were almost 

always chute inspected, or oxemined when thrown for branding. 

When facilities were available on the Reservation for inspecting cattle, 

the Bureau of Animal Industry was invited to have its representative present when 

cattle were being inspected. However, at that time the Reservation was regarded by 

this Bureau as a non-cooperative area and the invitation was rejected. But as a 

result of the egreement between the Department of Agriculture and the Department of 

Interior permitting the killing of a series of deer for tick inspection purposes on 

thie area, the Reservation was given cooperative status. From October 1, 1942 

and thereafter Seminole cattle were jointly inspected by the writer ani representatives 

of the Bureau of Animal Industry. 

SORCIUSION 

During a period of more than two years cattle ranging the Big Cypress Seminole 

Indian Reservation numbering from approximately 400 te 700 head were inspected for 

cattle fever ticks, for the most pert in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal 

Industry at intervals designated by this Bureau. No cattle fever ticks were found on 

any of these cattle during this period end infestations of harmless ticks were in 

general light. In efdition a total of 50 deer were killed on the Reservation area 

for tick inspection purposes of which 42 were jointly inspected by representatives of 

the Bureau of Animal Industry, the Fish and Wildlife Service ani the writer. fo 

fever ticks were found on any of these deer. On the basis of the above investiga- 

tions it is reasonable te conclude that the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation 

was not infested with the cattle fever tick during the period covered by investiga- 

tion. Accordingly, the Reservation was released from quarantine in June 1944. 

SUMMARY OF CATTLE INSPECTION DATA 

| Boat Lending Pasture | é 8 

eer oon et en 
Gattle inspected inspection ee 

Bbeyh. 90 SNS - Se ke te



o § “ 

~ ds Gi H Th Sept. 10, 1943 wet 1e a 

165 = May 31, 19h wet 0 0 0 
ee nae eens onieeigetseaetetantnisiinenarenes, 

nm sotttnane collected from 7% Boat Landing cattle and 56 from Cowbons Island 

Cattle ranged this pasture approximately 15 months. 

Southeast Pasture, 
é 2 a 

No. Date Method of i 3 i 

173 Feb. 4, 1943 ary 6 1 2 
192 Apr. 11, 1983 ary 27 0 1 
iss June 18, 1943 dry 1 ° 1 

Cattle ranged this pasture approximately 6 months 3 j 

é 8 
Headquarters Pasthre Z 4 

No. Dat « Method of : 

139 Feb. 4, 1942 ary 126 0 6 
uy Jane 3, 19h2 ary ° 0 0 
283 “Oct. 9, I9he ary 21 10 9 
28h Hov. 12, 19h2 ary 7 ° 19 
179 Jane 17, 1943 ary 0 0 2 

a ae 

Cattle ranged this pasture approximately 1% months 

: g 
Four-section Pasture & 3 ga 

No, Date Method of : fi hi 

105 May 26, 19h2 ary 2 © 1 
7 June 3-4, 19h2 ary e.. ° ° 
17 Rov. 12, 19h2 dry 16 ° 0
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si Dec. 22, 19h2 ary a 0 °§ ie 

16 Feb. 3, 1943 ary a 3 0 a / 

7 Apr. 11, 1943 ary & i oH 

27 Sept. 2, 1943 wet ° 2 0 . 

LLL LLL LLL LLL LCE Cte aLesttttt tment eetttitetememaea 

Cattle ranged this pasture approximately 13 months. | & 

a # ; West ae 3 83 

Ho. Date Method of Ee hi 

131 May 21, 19h2 ary 5 6 ° 

1 Oct. 8, 19h2 ary 7 ° ° 

267 Bec. 12, 1942 ary 226 ° 12 

99 Feb. 5, 1943 ary 30 ° 9 

108 Apr. 13, 1983 ary 17 0 2 . 

17 Sept. 2, 1983 wet 0 38 ' 39 

Cattle ranged this pasture for approximately 12) months. 

Cowbone Island Pasture a I 

No. Date Method of 

211 dune 16, 1942 ary ° % 3 ; 
188 Oct. 7=22, 19h2 wet 15 2 bh 

206 Dee. 18, 1942 ary 134 1 1 

182 Feb. 3, 1943 ary 83 1 4 

185 Apr. 7-9, 1943 ary 37 1 9 

236 June 16, 1943 ary ° 8 3 

114 Sept. 1-10, 1943 wet 1 mh 12 

215 Mey 25—~ June 3, 194% wet & 1 3 

46 June 19%) wet * no fever ticks 

*Gattle inspected by R. i. Tabb, Bureau of Animal Industry and K. A. Marmon, 
Supt. Seminole Indian Agency in writer's ebsence.
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Exeept for one month cattle were maintained in this pasture continuously for 

approximately 2 years. 

12-Section Pasture » 

Wo. Date Methed of 3 J 

172 Sept. 3, 1943 vet a - - 

229 May 25-26, 1944 wet 1 1 3 

cemuceeenettnasacsarasarsiiainiasi
tnctnttietett Cll OOOO NOON 

Gattle range in this pasture approximately 11 months. 

ONCLUSION ‘ 

By reason of the fects that deer had been Gr
asticelly reduced end the cattle 

fever tick practically exterminated before the Audubon
 investigation was begun, op- 

portunity for original study of the relationship of the cattle fever 
tick to south 

Florida deer was lacking. Field work was, therefore, largely confined te de~ 

termining the status of the cattle fever tick on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian 

Reservation. Four to seven hundred head of cattle were periodically inspected, 

for the most pert im cooperstion with the Bureeu of Animal Industry at dates set by 

that Bureau. Daring this time no fever ticks were found on any of these cattle, 

and populations of harmless ticks were comparatively light. A total of 50 deer 

killed on the Reservation area were inspected for fever ticks, 42 of which were 

jointly inspected with representatives of the Bur
eau of Anima) Industry and Fish 

; and Wildlife Service. No fever ticks were found on any of these deer. On the 

basis of these investigations it is reasonable to conclude that the Big Cypress 

Seminole Indien Reservation wes mot infested with the cattle fever tick. This is 

contrary to the opinion held by the Buresn of Animal Industry and Florida State 

Livestock Sanitary Board , both of which had previously maintained that the 

R eservation was fever tick infested. 

| The following summarized @iscussion is concerned with questions over which : 

controversy arose while deer were being killed for tick eradication purposes.
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It has been determined to our satisfaction that deer in certain areas of 

South Florida were infested with the sustralian Cattle Fever Tick, Boophilug 

Snmilstug australis, This confition of deer in the wild is supported by controlled 

experiments conducted by the Bureau of Entomology, where this species of tick was 

observed to complete its life cycle on south Floride species of deer. 

That deer in certain swamp areas of south Florida were capable of maintaining 

infestations of the Australian Cattle Fever Tick is accepted only as a logical 

supposition, due to the lack of detailed information concerning the restricted 

high ground in those areas where it appears that the deer received tick infeste- 
tion. in our opinion « thorough, energetic investication of such high ground 

where it is logicel to suppose the tick infestation was maintained might have re- 

vealed information making possible the eradication of the fever tick in those areas 

without killing the deer. Since such thorough investigation was not made and since 

experimentation to determine the value in tick eradication of such land handling 

practices as controlled burning is lacking we are forcedto reserve judgment as to 

whether or not deer had to be killed to eliminate the fever tick in certain swamp 

areas of south P lorida. 

While regular systematic dipping of cattle was successful in eradicating the 

cattle fever tick on ranges where wild animals other than deer occurred ani from 

this it would eppear that such wild animals other than deer were not a factor in 

fever tick eradication, we maintain that this question should have been thoroughly 

investigated by examining large series of wild animals im areas of high fever tick 

concentrations before widescale killing of deer was becun. We do not accept the 

interpretation of tick eradication officials that the series of wild animals col- 

lected by the Bureau of Entomology justified the conclusion that no wild animel 

other than deer was 2 host to the cattle fever tick, and we regard such an assumption | 
as @ violation of scientific principle. 

Control programs affecting wildlife all too frequently become involved in 

heated controversy, which very often results from inadequate biological investiga- 

tion and it would seem that despite its demonstrated economic importance wildlife ig
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still regarded as of ingufficient Amportence to justify thorough study to safe- 

guar @ it. te do not accept the 
prenise that « wildlife interest ms

t nee” 

semstty cite way ve en. commanan saneerocs: on wo cnasrange we Tg) Of O57 

ceateel preeren, fotor
al or ether wise, vo saizsate ani comttame She 

seecamtton of « content mongare sara
tvins aay eqesce of SiMiAGy <A! 

vneeunch tastacteal tavesttganio
n venevenaan co gonenaae waaner wut SOGWTSrl=n 
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annulatus. Again in north Georgie it was net necessary to dip mules but when 

the tick eradication reached south Georgia, where the same tick eceurred, miles were 

founi to be fever tick infested and were dipped periodically, Failure to recognize 

the importance and effect of environmental change was, in our estimation, 

fundamentally responsible for later extended controversy over the killing of deer. 

The deer-cattle fever tick controversy appears to have followed the usual 

pattern of most controversial issues ani characteristically generated « great deal 
more confusion than enlightenment. Meme-callinz, charges and counter charges were 

| | Pepactougly hurled with equal dexterity by both sides ani, when the deer killing 

program reached the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation, vigorous disegree- 

ment arose between the Departments of Acriculture and Interier. This culminated 

in three Congressional Hearings, the records of which reed mch like eross- 

examinations during a criminal court session end added little if anything to 

& real understanding of the situation. One thing is certain, if all the money and 
time that was spent in controversy had been devoted to an intensive biological 

research investigation, when the Bureau of Animal Industry was first confronted 

with its unforeseen problem in fever tick eradication, that Bureau's later aif- 

ficulties would largely have disappeared. 

Looking back through a decade of controversy, it is disappointing to find so : 

little scientific leadership in the field of wildlife conservation. ‘There was an 

abundance of moral support in the form of resolutions deploring the killing of deer, 

prominent conservationists issuing statements viewing with alarm the unnecessary 

slaughter of » valuable wildlife resource, and the hunting season was very 

definitely open for out door writers. All this is necessary ani very cood if wild- 

life ever hopes to get its justified attention, for such drum-beating soon be- 

comes audible to vote-conscious ears. But such action appears not to be enough. 

If there is 2 lesson to be learned out of the deer cattle fever tick controversy 

it is simply that public pressure may stay the execution but not prevent it. 

For almost ten years the deer killing program went forward in Florida in spite 

of just such oppomition and it was not until the Bureau of Animal Industry sought
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permission to kill deer on the Seminole Indian Reservation that the 
progr om 

really hit a snaz. But vy that time the deer killing program was nearing 

completion and opportunity for additional study was cone. In short, the 

appesl to the National Audubon Society to meke an impartial 
biological 

investigation was made almost ten yeers too late, 

While it is refreshing to note that wildlife interests were 
capable of 

 amgtering up @ considerable snount of strength, it is somewhat discouraging 

thet no wildlife orgenization assuned the leadershinby conducting its own 

investigation when, at the outset of the Floride deer killing program, satisfactory 

explanations for the necessity for killing the deer were not forthcoming. Since 

the controversy centered in Florida and concerned a game species, it would seem 

that this leadership should heave been assumed by the Florida ¥reshwater Fish 

and Game Commigeion when the deer problem first arose. The least it could have 

done wes to gend e qualified representative of its own to accompany government 

investigators in order that the Commission might become familiar with the 

Diological factors involved. However, it appears that the Governor at that time 

wes syupathetic with cattle interests ani that the Commission presumably for 

reasons of political expediency, assumed a position of passive resistance. 

Unless further outbreaks of cattle fever ticks occur in Florida, the matter 

4s best considered closed, with no further dragging of skeletons from closets and 

rattling of bones. But attacks on wildlife species may be expected with increased 

frequency as afditions] parasites ani diseases, aided by new methods of fast, 

world-wide transportation become established throughout the continent. Press 

items about insect-borne diseases such as Rocky-mountain spotted fever, bubonic 

plegue, malerie and many others are constantly elerming a "jittery" public and 

demands for wholesale extermination campaigns are te be expected. It would seem 

up to the conservation agencies to carefully scrutinize ell such demands and 

assure ample @is-interested research end experimentation when need is called for. 

Such research might well be centered in a well-financed "wildlife research founde- 

tion” rather than to be left to the controversial interests or the affected 

public agencies.
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November 24, 1944 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

As you know, it is Herbert Stoddard's and my fervent 

wish that you be so kind as to write an introduction for Roy 

Komarek's report on the tick deer research project. I shall be ; 

glad to write a preface setting forth why,and how, the National 
Audubon Society undertook the project, but I feel strongly that 
forceful presentation of the significance of the project in re- 

lation to the broad field of natural resource conservation had 
better be treated by you. 

As Roy's report seems to be on the short side, I 
would not wish to put any limitations upon the amount of space 
that you might use for such introduction. 

I am sure that Herbert and Roy would appreciate, as 

I would, your critical comments and suggestions that might enable 

Roy to improve the quajity of the report before it is put in 

final draft. 

Very sincerely yours, 

JHBs HP i H. Baker 
President 

CC: Mr. Roy Komarek 
Mr. Herbert L, Stoddard 

Signed in Mr. Baker's absence.



November 24, 1944 
Mr. Rey Komarek 
North Carolina Division 
Game and Inlend Fisheries 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Dear Roy? 

Throughout your first draft of the report you have made running 
counents and, I think, stated some conclusions as it goes slong, end I am 
wondering whether it might not be more effective method of presentation 
to first recite all the facts as to what you did and found, end then pre- 
gent your comments and conclusions in one batch at the end, I do not have 
any strong feeling about this, and em not et all sure in ay mind which 
procedure would be best, but f want to raise the question, 

I have some feeling that the report is rather short, and that 
when put into print, it might distinetly give that impression to many 
readers. I am certainly not in favor of padding a report with a lot of 
pp Migs A tg ey dhe yy ey Radio Anglo wey Rom pam 
in your rush to get this first draft in type, you may have overlooked 
ineluding in it quite e bit of important data that could very well be added, 
especially if it ts decided that it would be desirable to lengthen the 
report. 

How for some comments as to changes that I have ventured to make 
by way of suggestions to you. It seems to me that the way in which you 
had recited how it came about thet we decided to undertake the project was 
not quite consistent with my recollection, Therefore, I have made con- 
siderable change in what you had at the foot of the first page, and the top 

of the second. You may, of course, see, by looking at your @piginal and sy 
notes thereon, just how I went about malcing the suggested change. ; 

It seems, too, that it would be well to insert on pege 2,reference 
to our going at the outeet to Governor Holland and obtaining his sympathetic 
interest and eid, 

There seems to be no consistency in the name you use for the 
Indian Reservation in Hendry County, 

I think “Ts sense in some of running coments a pretty eriti- 
suecen st ste I know 
that this existed, and caused you a great deal of annoyanes, inconvenience 
and delay. I am wondering whether, however, you may not have allowed that 
to assume disproportionate importance in your text, Dées it, after all, have
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very much to do with the essence of the problem that you were attempting to F 
solve? Might not it be better for you to cover that by one frank statement 
in your conclusions? I doubt whether the inefficiency of the Bureau made 

: eny real difference as regards whether there were, or were not, fever ticks 
on the reservations whether or not it wes necessary to kill deer, or whether 

. oy not the program of the Bureau of Animal Industry or the Florida State 
Livestock Sanitary Board should, or should not, be continued, 

. Is it necessary on page 3 te qualify the cooperation of the Bureau 
of Animal Induetry by the words "for the most part"? 

: in on Dad 06 ore 0 pn oy “tani we athe tometer 
tions were made", ete. "% it be well to be specific, rather than use 
the word "scarcely"? In the following line,et the top of page 7, you refer 
to. this fect representing # "principle*, Ie "principle" the right word? 

Also, on page 7, is there any difference between “presumptions* 
and "essumptions"? 

On page 7 you refer to political stecmrollers ageinst the Interior 
Departnent's front doors. I am not so sure thet the steamrollers were not 
also operating in the opposite direction,to some extent, on the Department 
of Agriculture's front doors. Shouldn't we steer clear in this report of 
any implied taking of sides in the political row? 

At the foot of page 10 you.state that, due to limited library 
facilities, 2 search for published records of the hosts of the cattle fever 
tick wes necessarily incomplete. If that stateuent is necessary, 0, K., but 
it seems to me to constitute an admission thet you have not completed the. 
job, and that perhaps it should be completed before you write the report. 

On page 11, you say “accidental occurrences of this tick have been 
reported on doge ani man". How do you know it was accidental? Wight it not 
have been normal? 

There seems to be an inconsistency of statement in the first para- 
graph on pege 12, beginning “It can be seen from thie brief summary", 

pean SS, sok any ne etary Meh tom penton oe 
almost as dangerous", ete, don't think you justify the word "slmost" 
unless you explein it. 

ee Oe ee SSS ee eae eee, wen 
isn't quite at just what they protested, 

Have you the name of the strand right when you 11 4t 
"Pickahatchee"? T heve alvays heard At referred to either as the 
"Thickahatchee" or the"Fackahatchee". 

: On page 32, shouldn't the Bureau of Indian Affairs be included 
with the other agencies that were going to jointly mike the inspections? .
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On page 3°, you first say thet officiale were very loth to discuss 
the subject, and then add, “there were so many conflicting statements", 
This doesn’t seen consistent. 

I may be stupid, but I don't get the point of the story related. 
on pages 41 and 42, being conversations with Br. Turner, If I don't get 
it, surely many readers would not. 

On page 54, you again use the phrase, “for the nost part” with re- 
lation to the cooperation of the B.A.I. oe 

Are you sure that on page 56 you have underlined the moet tmportant 
statenent? May it not rather be the following sentence, beginning “The sig- 

; nificant fact is"? i : 

Would you not wish to emphasize by underlining, the last sentence . 
in the principsl paragraph on page 57, beginning “Failure to recognize”? 

I doubt if you should aske am flet a statement as you do about the 
failure of public pressure on page 58 It would seen to me that public 
pressure, as I interpret it, was really never developed, True, there was 
pressure fron sportsmen, but that was widely recognized as selfish in character, 
and not made in the public interest, 

I om inclined to feel that the way you phrase astters et the foot 
of page 58 would lead the reader to say, “Well, if thet be so, why did the 
Audubon Society waste tine and effort on this investigation at al1?". It seens 
to we there was emple reason for the investigation, even if it did start late. 

While I agree with your finsl conclusion on page 59, I wonder rhether 
it might not seen to you suitable, in view of the fact that this will be 
printed as a report of the National Audubon Society, that you rephrase it in 
some such way as to urge that the Netional Audubon Society be sufficiently 
finenced,ae regards its research activities, to permit it to function as, in 
effect, a wildlife research foundation, the need of which you recognize, I 
think thet would also have the advantage of being a specific recomsendation, 
rather then a generel one, ebout which no one would do anything but talk. 

While the shove page revisions concern your origins] draft, I think : 
the remarks have been so identified that Professor Leopold and Mr. Stoddard 
cen spot them in their revised copies. I am dictating this on Thanksgiving 
Day, and leaving for Louisiane for ten days tonight. I will not have oppor- 
tunity to check the letters before they go out. If, on my return, I find any 
errors of significance, I will write you again. 

Please don't feel it is necessary to anavwer the questions that I 
have raised in this letter other than by either adopting or rejecting them in 
the next draft of your report. 

ee Ry Aber 
JHB: HP John H. Beker 

President 
P, S, Will heve to write you when I get back about the photographs and maps. 

SS 
Mir. Herbert Stoddard Signed in Ur, Baker's ebsence.
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Mrs John He Baker, Exec. Dire : 

‘ National Audubon Society 

1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York, Ne Ye 

Dear Mr. Beker’ % . 

Enelosed ie memory m and expense unt covering é 

| my recent trép to the Big Cypagee THK Re for the purpose 

of inspecting the cattle thyrfon in canedtion with the Deer= Cattle . 

Fever Tick Investigations 
: 

On thie past\inepection, /] wes certain I would not ‘ 

be gone frem the plase@\over ke ae and I made definite plans 

to take up our peam soon wt back, ‘That week passed 

leaving me in a stew ana a while it looked as though we would : 

not get the rest of Sow! ong olan cattle in another week's ridings ; 

This was one tine fo h paengnyes heving present the BAI man 

who once told m the’ Big Cypress would not go into 

the dense ewamps!\ 

With 50 personal regardé, I an 

; ot 
Gancerely, 

i 

Roy Komarele | 

ec ’ 
Aldo Leopold 

wa



MEMORANDUM 

Cattle Inspeetion = Big Cypress Indian Reservation . ,, 
Auguet 30 - “eptember 11, 1943 

Lrimpaany_ 
On August 14 Mre Ke As Marmon, “uperintendent Seminole Agency, advised that 

he and Mr. Ry He Tabb, local BAI representative, had discuseed the advisability of 
i changing the cattle inspection date on the Reservation, previously agreed upone 

Pending authorization by Dre Applewhite, State BAI Supervisor, and myself they had 
set the week of “uguet. 30 for the inspection in the hope that dry weather would 

- continue and the hurricane rains which sometimes occur in the month of September 

would hold off. This change was agreeable to both Dre Applewhite and mee Accordingly 

: I left Birdsong Plantation, (16 miles from Thomasville, Ga.) 3 AM Monday Auguet 30th, i 
arriving by train and bus in Fort Myers that night. The following morning I rode 

with Mr. Marmon to the Reservation and the firet bunch of cafile were inspected the 

next days Difficulty in rounding up the cattle necessitated remaining on the 
Reservation longer than I had planned and I wae not able to away until Friday 

: afternoon September 10. I left Fort Myers at noon and retu to Birdsong Plantation . 

: 5 AM Sundays 

The cattle were jointly inspected by my i \he following BAI men: Re He Tabb, 
i Robert Reulerson arid G. Oupree. BAI furniptiod ders and had erranged for three 
5 more but the men did not show up when Tad mpkdlee. The Indian Service also 

furnished three riders, the Reservation Stedkme two ceminolee. Mr. “armon was 

2 present during the first week of the inspection 

: The roundup was started oft /Monday “ug 30 in Cowbone Island pasture (18 secs.) 
but after two days of riding Uep: then half] gf the cattle in thet pasture wére brought 

to the penee Subsequently, it\ took threes /ipye more to gather enough cattle out of 

this pasture to make a good indpaction. Pegause the cypress was only moderataly vet 

and mosquitoes were the eatslegere seat‘ered in emall bunches, spending 

most of their time feeper watéF of the cypress strands where mosquitoes wore 

Rob-so numerous, 

Piftyooight d of cattl¢ from Cowbone Island pasture were inepected ‘ednesday 

morning and the 6: tion pas was ridden that afternoon. Sixesection pasture 
“ gattle were inspec re AM and those in 4esection pasture were gathered and 

: inspected in tho af Friday cattle in the newly acquired l2section pasture ‘ 
; adjoining the Reservation to the north) were gathered and inspected. Saturday morning 

screvworm cattle wore treated. Ye were short of xxm manpower, about out of grub 

é and Reservation horse feed ws gone, all this combined to break up the weekeends 

} The roundup of “owbone Island cattle was reoumed Monday. Tuesday roiled by and 

| we were still short. Finally, luck came our way and ednesday evening most of the 

: cattle from this pasture wore gathered though we wore still a few head short. It rained 

‘all morning *hursday and remained overcast during the afternoon. Since cattle cannot 
j be dipped in ouch weether without blistering them cattle in Northeast pasture were 

gathered during the afternoon. Friday morning the reminder of Cowbone Island cattle 
- and those from Northesast pasture were inspected. 
5 and 5 horses 

aa A total of 625 head of cattle/were inspected. No fever ticks were found. Because 
s of the wet condition of the cowpens all of the cattle were dipped and inspected in the a 

drain pen inetead of as heretofore inspecting them in the chutes A total of 384/43
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108 ’ j 
specimens of ticks were collected of which were Gulf Yoast ticks (qgblyoas \ 
maculetum) and FL were American Dog ticks (Dermacentor yariebilie)y/ Zxodes. ‘ 

: When I arrived on the Reservation some parte of the area wore very dry, others { 

; euch as the larger strands were full of water which had drained from farther north i 

where a considerable amount of rain had fellens ‘The water level in Kissimmie Billie i 

Swamp was high, yet the sawgrass ponde slong its eastern edge and the low areas toward 

Lard Gan Strand were very dry. By the time I left the Reservation we had considerable 
rainfall and the range was very wet all overs In general, the summer season “35 

a commparatively dry and the cattle have continued to do unusually well. 

i Deer killing by BAI was terminated Auguet 14 lest, and all of Hendry County and 

part of Collier County are expected to be released from quarantine December 1 of this 

4 years One more Inspection of the cattle on the Reservation will be held during fly 

: season, about may 1, 1944 with BAI participating. ‘ 

s Several deer were killed by Seminoles on the Reservati ince the last inspection | 

in June and an 8point buck killed by ecrewvorms was found the dipping vat by 

the Reservation Steckman. ‘hile gsthering cattle our riders r¢ported seeing two deer. { 

fabb advices that while BAI has now terminated is are ing, Collier County 
and that part of Hendry Younty Below the State Fence is still o to year-round 

j public huntinge He said that in the bill gran I permission kill deer it was 

stipulated that the licensed sport hunter wa lowe kill deer at anytime in this 
area and that the bill is in effect until 194k. 

4 ff 

SUMMARIZED CATILE INSPECTION DATA\S con dipped - wet inspected) 

Pasture ' No. cattle State a Ixodes ' Dermacentor : Amblyomma 
* inspects nepeeted . ' y £ nacul s tum 

Cowbone Island * ga {| See ae ‘is 
4 4 ' 56 ois *§ 0 '  ™ ‘ax 

i 6-Section ; 171 bas s 0 , 10 ’ 38 

i 4eSection y 9/2745 ’ 0 é oO ‘ 2 
12-section 172 "9/3/43 ’ 0 . 6 AE i 

Nor thea st ‘ 65 § 9f9/43 ’ ° ' 1 . 6 
® , 7A | : 9/10/43 ' @ 1* ' 3 ' Se 

* Tick specimens splocted frie 56 heed of Yowbone Island cattle and 74 head 

from Northeast piedures 7 | 

& Varses inepecte Sept 0.- 5 Dog Hicks Jermacener varia bilis 
t 

Roy Komarek i 
Birdsong Plantation 

Thomasville, Georgia 
September 20, 1945 

i
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j BXPENGE ACCOUNT 

: August + September, 1945 cattle inspection ’ a 

o Mileage = Birdsong Plantation (16 milee from Thomasville) to Thomasville 1 
pee RR eatation ~ 32 miles round trip. 
7 Two trips at .05 per mile 3-20 : 

RR Pare = Thomasville to Tampa and return 13.18 

Bus Fare = Tampa to Pt. Myers and return 5.06 ; 

Per diem subsistence = 2 days, Auge 30 and Septe 10 ‘ 
‘ at 4.00 per day 6.00 : 

; Groceries - Subsistence while on Reservation 6.52 

Taxi = Tampa RR station to bus station 250 

Telegram - To superintendent Seminole Agency : 
Thomasville to Fort Myers 69 

Salary per diem - August 30 to Septe 11 box! igclusive. 
13 days at 10.00 per day 430200 

Total $167.15 

| Cs
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September 15, 1944 ‘ 

: Mr. John He Baker, “xec. Dir. 

i National Audubon “Society 

1006 Fifth Avenue 

New York, Ne Yo \ 

Dear Mr. Beker: | 

Enelosed is memorandum repor Sxpe de account 

covering the final inspection of cattle on the Seminole “Indian 

Reservation which was held in May and f this years This 

é ~dempection concluded the field work r-cattle fever tick 

: investigation, report on which we orward you about ten 

days ago. 

fo ly yours, 

oF Komarek



MEMORANDUM REPORT 

Gattle Inspection - Big Cypress Indian Reservation 

May 22 = June 4, 1944 

ATEUIERARY 

During my inspection trip to the Seminole Indian Reservatin in September of 

1945 it was decided to hold the next and final inspection of Reservation cattle at 
"fly time" in the spring of 1944, In anewer to my request that I be advised well 
in advance when a definite date had been set, Mire Ke Ae Marmon, Superintendent of 

the Seminole Indian Agency wrote me stating that he and llr. Re He Tabb, Collier= 
Hendry County tick ersdication supervisor fotpY BAI had agreed upon the week of 
Way 22 and that the first cattle would be inspected vy, May 24. Accordingly 
I left Thomasville early Monday morning May 22 and Arrived in Myers that nights 
The following morning I accompanied Mr. Marmon to Reservatipne For reasons 
discussed later in this memo we were unable to inspect any cat until Thursday 
morning and as a result of subsequent difficulties I did not ve the Reserve tion 

until about noon Saturday, June 3 arriv : iyor venings I left 

Pte Myers at noon Sunday and returned Thomasvi Monday morning June 5S. 

On our way to the Reservation Ma and I Tabb in LaBelle who advised thet 
horseflies hich up until recently\had beei-very dbundant, had auddenly dieappeareds 
Ae @ protection against the ravagés.of such flies cattle "bunch up" making round ups 
more thorough and less difficultand be nad hoped to take advantace of this habit. 

‘ However, since the date set for the inspeétion didnot coincide with the peak in 
} fly population the cattle were widel/ scattered. Proetically all of Tabb's dependable 
. men had quit @ other jobs ufid he expressed the opinion thet too much could not 

he expected atin seein crew he was able to gete As a result considerable 

difficulty was eee tting @ reasonable thorough inspection. 
When the rider turned from Cowbone Island pasture Tuesday night the Reeervatia 

Stockman advised that iaccording to plans made it would take thee woeks to a month 
to gather the cattle|and that before we could expect to get all of the cattle out : 
of Cowbone it would be necessary to build a hodeup pussture theres Tabb had told 
us that he woulld not be on the Neserve‘ion until “hursday as plens previously made 
were to spend four days in this pasture and to inspect the first bunch of cattle 
Friday. After two days already spent in Cowbone, when I arrived on the Reservetion 
only 67 cows were in the pens out of 150-200 head which had been left in this pasture 
at tho lest inspection. Disagreement among the three adult ridere as to how many 
cows still remained in Cowbone indicated that the Stockman was not sure where all of 
the cattle were since for over a month most of hie time was apparently spent in 
buidling a new set of cowpens.s (Incidentally, the Indien Service finaly got around 
to building a decent set of cowpens for the last inspection!) From this it aeared 
that some of the “owbone cattle might have broken out of the Reservation or into i 
some of the vacated pastures and I felt a lot of time, which I could not spare, could — 

be wasted. The bulic of the cattle were in two relatively open pastures where a good : 
count @ould be obtained more easily and I suggested that the cattle in these pestures :
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be gathered first and the vacated pastures be ridden in order to determine with 

more certainty what was left in Cowbone. This was finaly agreed upon after sone 

argumonte : 

When Tabb came in Thursday he said that two of his riders were going home Friday 

night and that there was little possibility of doing anything over the weekeend 

since these men would not be back until Sunday nighte I then suggested to the 

Stockman that we try to get a crew of Indians to go to Uowbone Saturday and Sunday 

to build the hold-up pasture so that the range riders gould devote al of their 

time to riding during the following weeks ‘The question then arose as to who would 

pay the Indianes Marmon said he was about out of mengy since theend of the fiscal 

year was near. ‘Tabb, however, said that if I would go along with the crew he would 

pay the Seminoles frmmhis funds. Apparently there is some friction between the 

Stockman and the Seninoles for he asked me to see about get @ crew to work on 

Saturday end Sunday. We finally got 7 or & Indigne to go an full day was put in 

Saturdays Sunday morning we got an early start and only o feiled to show 

upe By noon the job we almost completed.s Throug “tht rk it was necessary for 

me to assume the leadership which it seemed to me should have\been the Stockman's 

responsibility but in order to get things done-Witheut mating bp I was forced to 

organize the work ae well as aseist in buid}in fied. About 2 o'clock Sundey 

afternoon the Stockman and I were stringirigy | Wire on e wing of the holdeup 

pasture, and ac I tested kuxkm the wire % {was tight enough it broke 

raking a deep gash in the fleshy part of my\hand nd the lower part of my thumb. 

The Stockman immediately took me mae heey met Prank Brown, Sr. and 

Percy Brew the etockman's fa and rs Brown offered me the use of 

his ear and got a friend of c=5 the nearest doctor in Ft. Myers. 

Ae a result of this good luck Browne able to return to the Reservation 

and continue to round up the @ wi interruptions About 8:30 Sundey night 

the doctor sewed up and ing day at hie recamendetion I took en 

antietetenue inj + Tuesday morning I returned to the Reservation with Marmon 

and in spite of accident ime wae loste 

On Monday i3 22-23 67 heed of cattle were gathered from Cowbone 

Island pastures eday le in 12-section pasture were gathered and the following 

day the cattle from pastures were inspected. Friday la-section pxsture 

was re-rode for strays and over the week-end the hold-up pasture was built in 

Cowbone. Monday and Tuceday, May 29-30, 101 head of cattle wore gathered in 

i Gowbone pasture, Wednesday morning cattle in Boat Landing pasture were gathered 

and these together with the Cowbone cattle were inspected that afternoons Thursday 

Southeast, 6-section and 4-section pastures were checked and no sign of cattle 

found. 47 head were gathered from Cowbone pasture the following dey and inspected 

Saturday mornings We wore still short a number of head and Tabb agreed to let 

Percy Brem return to the Reservation the following week to assist in obteining 

the remaining cattle in Gowbone. ify hend had ewollen up om@iderably by this time 

and Tabb said that it would not be worthwhile returning to the Reservation until 

the following Thursday. Since I wes anxious to be somewhere else besides in the 

Big Cypress Swamp if an infection set into my hand and since there was a possibility
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that only & few mor cows would be gathered during the fallowing week I suggested 

to Tabb thet he and Marmon inepect the balance of the cattle. This they agreed to 
do, in fact Tabb said he wouldn not inspect them unless Marmon or I were there. 

Yaxm Marmon advised later that he and Tabb inspected 46 more head frm Cowbone on 
dune & in my absence and stated that he had obtained a release from quarantine 
from Dr. Applewhite, state supervisor of the Bureau of Animal Industry. 

SONDITION OF RANGE 
During thie inspection the range was extremely dry, in fact so auch so that 

it was necessary to dig deep water holes in Cowbone Island pasture in order to 
get water to water the cow horses. This dry weather, with only occasional showers 
had prevailed since the last inepcetion in September of 1943, 

PERSONNEL 

The cattle were jointly inepceted by myself and the wing BAI mens , 

Re He Tabb, Percy Brown and Frank Brown, Sr» Range ridere baployed by BAI were 

Frank Brown, Sre, Percy Brown and two boys, one 12 years o14 land the other about * 

15. Indian Service riders were Reservation Stocknéa Prank Be » Jf» and the 

following Seminoles; Junior Cypress, Big ee Johinep> Buster (part time) 
~~ \ 

and William Osceola (15 years old). y )) 
fe SPEC SUMMARY OF QATILE INsPE0rTON ve. 

A total of 786 head of cattle, approxiate g A50 of which were exell calves 
were inspected. From these a total of only raless ticks were collected. No 
fever ticks wore found. Harhdess ticks-were as Follows: Ixodes sp. & specimens, 
Deraacentor variabilis, 3 speo{sens and | aaeuletum, 1 specimen, All 
mature stock was dipped: emall|calves were) ¢hute inspected.



EXPENSE ACCOUNT 

Final Inspection of Cattle on Seminole Indien Reservation 

May 22 - June 4, 1944 

Per diem ealary, $10.00 per day = 14 days, Monday May 22 to 
Sunday June 4, both dates inclusive 140,00 

Per diem expenses, 4.00 per day - 4 days 16.00 

Subsistence on Reservasion « groceries 5.74 

Train fare = Thomasvilée to Pt. Myers, Pla. and return. 17.96 
Taxi - Tampa AR Station to bus station  sciteceonislet ace 

: Total ~ $180.20 

~



September 6, 1944 

Mr. John He Baker, Bxec. Dir. 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifthe Avenue 
New York, Ne Y. : 

Dear tir. Baker: ae 
I am very happy to eay thet a revi draft of deer-fever tick report went forward to you yesterdey by expfase collect.) However, in order 

that we would have a clear copy on hand on vhich\further revisions and additions 
might be made more legibly, I did not send Aldo Leopold a but made the ore eesemd copy on regular second sheet pape: his IT no y result in an 
daposition on your office staff but we comnhe tel. t stenographic help 
here and = are not available in own, condehvently I hed to re-type the 
report myself. With a dead thumb on/y right hard resulting from a barbed=wire 
cut received on the Reservation the finished prodjgt has a somewhat unfinished 
appearance but hope you will accept as @ noble pffort and pardon all of the 
corrections. Before making fuxthor revisions ould now like for you and Aldo Leopold to read over the réyort orftically giving ue the benefit of your criticisms and suggestions. . ee 

Regarding your bo to Stoddard that I receive additional compensation while preparing the decr-tick report I may say that my original 
intentions simply did not Dah Outs Th hoped there would be breaks in our 
regular farm work ellowing m@é to steel/a few daye from time to time and that the 
pressure would ease up enoug ge carat do my writing at night. I think, 
however, that know enough sbopt farming to agree with me when I sry those 
intentions we hly optomistiec and I pinky reallized that I wouldn't get 
to first base until I could ley farm work aside and really dig in. Since we 
did not put in any 8 year that opportunity came about two wecke ago 
and I made the most of ite But since my income ie derived entirely from my 
brother's consult. organization and since considerably more time will have to 
be spent on the re I think it would be a finenciel imposition on him to 
continue to carry on his payroll for such time. For this reason I an going 
to take you up on your suggestion to Stedderd that I be reimbursed to tho extent 
of $150.00 while I get my report in shape for publications T don't, however, want you to feel that the reasons for defy in getting out thie report were 
financial. You may recall that at our last meeting in Tallahassee you made a 

/ similar suggest but at that time I felt I could work up the material in my spare 
time. For the past two years we have maintained an overextended farm program, 
long on acreage but short on help, where we took little time out for relaxation. 
Under such conditions my results were so incoherent and terrible that I scrapped 
wheat I had written and started all over againe The way the administration handled 
the peanut situation last year wore our patriotisa so thin that we abandoned the 
idea of growing them this year and if it had not been for that decision I would 
have been stacking peanuts instead writing a report on fever ticks during the 
past two weeke. The over-all picture, miligtary as well as food production, 
is now much brighter and we have made definite plans to scale down the ferm program 
to where £d and one colored hand will be able to handle ite I have long felt that 
my place was in the Armed Serviees and rejected an opportunity to get into A4rny
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malaria control work when I returned from the Big Cypresee That desire is 
still with me and my plens are now to get the deer=fever tick report ready 
for the preds as soon as possible and then to enter some branch of the Armed 

Services if they are still accepting men over 30, 

The photoes enclosed with my report are not all final prints. The enlargements 
are probably entisfactory for reproduction but the contact prints were those I 
had on hand and sent along to give you an idea of what to expest in the way of 
illustrations. I have a number of other photographs such ae seminole villages, 
Seminoles skinning deer, phote-flash of our fire hunting party, otee, which 
might be used but the fifteen photos submitted Ithought would be more then 
enough forsepaee devoted to illustrations will no doubt be Limited. 

I have in mind using we ayuntning two of them in one cut if 
pesslble.e One of these will show distribution two species of fever 
ticks in United States, a second, localities in deer were killed 
for tick eradication purposes, and the third, mino Li dian Heservation, 
adjecent pastures and if possible all of Colli one wheya deer wore killed. 
If you have eny idea as to the format in which t veport will be published 
‘please advise so that I may drew the maps to £1} the pegos 

° 
On page 27 of my report the areas hich dee, lled in Florida 

‘are listeds Checking the figures of Applemite's létter of May 26 last 
against his testimony in the Gongr¢sSional Hearings reveals e rather staggering 
discrepancy amounting to almost 1909 deer. ‘Then\I checked the deor kill 
records of Applewhite's teetimony with those appearing in a Biennial report 
of the Florida Came Commission and\ i find they/don't jibe either! This is 
another illustration of why Leathe of dicussing the deer-fever tick 
eanwene oe must 90 Prbuénh profi atitetenents with the words ayparenpiy* 
or “approximately.” 1 yy gation was over until I ran into thi: 

(C PA » Sincerely yours, 

© ee ee Roy Komarek Re 
TF
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September 11, 1944 

Mir, Roy Komarek 
Birdsong Plantation 
RF. No. 1 i 

Thomarville, Georgia : 

Dear Roy’ 
§ 

: The revised draft of the deer fever tick report arrived 

. and I will read it on sy way to Gleveland by train tonight. , 

On wy return at the end of the week, I will arrange to ; 

have copies made and will forward one prouptly to Aldo Leopold. 

Rest assured thet it never occurred to me thet the rea- 

sons for delay in getting out the report might be finencial, It 

just seexed to me to be pretty unfair te you to offer you no finan- 

cial ravard for. the vast amount of work that you would inevitably 

have to do in getting up the report. 

I om a little surprised thet you sre anxtous at this stage 

of the war to enter some branch of the armed foreea, It looks to 

- me ae though the Buropesn phese of it would be over this fall 

and that the Jap phase of it vould very likely be over before men 

now starting training would be ready for action. f ; 

I will be writing you further ss soon es I em prepared 

to make any comments on your report. . 

Sincerely yours, 

John H, Beker 
: Executive Director 

Copies tos 
Mr. Herbert Stoddard: 
Prof, Sido Leopold ,/ 
aHBeS 

Signed in Mr. Baker's absence
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dune ah, 1943 

Mre John He Baker, Rxec. Director 
Netional “udubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
Mew York, Ne Yo 

Dear Mrs Gaker: : é 

: Gnelosed is a memorandum and my expense account coyering my recent 
trip to the Big Uypress Seminole Indian Re or the purpose 
of inapecting cattle for fever ticks. whi rvation I 
apparently ate something thet very @efinitely did no ee with mo 
and the “ootor's vile medicine is j uae ten gn vting me ightened 
outs ‘This accounts for the delay f this in the maile 

I just note that I failed to en / o that deer killing 
/ has been terminated in Hendry County ( wrote you some time ago, 

termination of the deer killing tovijér Younty io still slated 
for September. I have not been ab: 6 got further details. 

Gd hae called my attefzion to x let®apenclosing copy of a letter 
from Vollier referrihg to a repokt on the deer-tick investigations 
Daring our eonferende| in Tallehedspe the conclusion was reached that 
a preliminary report, kould not made and that information would be 
withheld until a find \conclusive/ statement regarding the etatus of 

i cattle fe on Le Re as pr tion could be made. For the past 
j year or @ investiga ticn 6 been concerned chiefly in obtaining 
| a defin answors the question, “Are fever ticks present on the 
i Big se Reservatiqn’" To submit a report without answering that 
i question \conclusively /would have little significances cni might even 
| prove rvassing,/ Any report if it is to have force must bend the 
i BAI over exposing BAI reasoning concerning the status of 
\ fever ticks Reservation. Should euch « draft be relecsed and 
| six months from now fever ticks show up on the Reservation, I would 

heve te enliet in the Army and recuest iumediate oversese dutys 
Collier ani Ickes no doubt have obtained a great deal of satisfaction 
from the release of the Aeservation from Federal quarantine but thie 

i action does not affect our decisions in the slightest. - 

i 
{ With best personal wishes, I am 

| } Sincerely, 

i Roy Komarek .



‘ ; MEMORAN DUM 

Cattle Inspection + Big “ypress Reservation 

June 14-19, 1943 

TPLNGRARY 
I left Birdsong Plantation (16 milee from ‘homasville, Gas) 5 AM Monday, 

June With and arrived in Pte Myers by train 6:45 that evenings The following 
morning I rode out to the Big “ypress Indien Reservation with Supte Ke A» Marmon 

arriving there in the afternoons Cattle inspections were held tiednesday, 

Thursday and Friday. “arly Saturday morning, June 19th, I left the Reservation 

with Marmon, made the 12:30 AM train out of Pt. Myers and returned to Birdsong 

Plantation Sunday at 5 AM. 

In addition to myself, the following persone participa in inspecting 

Reservation cattles Re Me Tabb, Robert Raulerson, Gs. Dupree] af the BAI, and \ 

Aote Townsend, local cattleman. The Indian Servic e riders 
(Reservation Stockman Frank Brown, Jre, and two Seminoles) te ndup the : 

cattle. BAI furnished one. In addition, Acie Tewnsend and hi sons (12 and 

14 years old) assisted. 

The roundup wee started in Vowbone nd past (18 sections) Monday morning 
and continued through the next day. Ea Yedneadéy/morning these cattle were 

inspected and returned to Vowbone pasture be A@ot feadquerters pasture was 

checked for stray cattlee Jhureday tho catt Headquarters pasture were gathered 

and inspected in the morning. SF Gonciderakls argument with the Reservation 

Stockman who was inclined to 1 the rotmdyp 4 long, that sfternoon we rode 

Southeast pasture. It wae laye/in the evening wheh we found the cattle but fortunately 

a full moon was shining and were able inake the twoehour drive to the cowpens 

through the moonlight without\mishap. Frifidy morning these cattle were inspected 

and the famk Boat Landing pestyuke and 4-sggtion pasture were checked for strays 

during the afternoon. 

A total of head of le were inspected. No fever ticke were founds Only 

seven specimens ticks, al rmless species, were collected; 6 permacenter variabilis; 

1 Ixodes. In add » 13 ges, 10 of which are regularly used on the “eservation, 

were inspected but of any kind were found on thems. F 

Dry weather hes prevailed since the April inspection and up to this writing the 

Reservation has been very dry for more than six monthe. The cattle have covered the 

range thoroughly and eonditions for the development of tick populations have continued 

for a longer continuous period than was expected. With BAI participating in the cattle 

inspections there should be no opportunity for eriticiem of the cattle experiments 

Effective May 19, 1943, the Federal Querantine was lifted from the Sig Uyprese 
Reservation by the Department of Agriculture though Hendry Younty is etill under 

Federal quarantinee However, this has little significance because the Se servation 

hae not been released from State quarantines Inasmuch as the tick eradication people 

publicized the fact that thoy could not release a part of a county from quarantine 

since it wae alleged that the tick eradication program was operating on a county-wide 

basis the above action by the Department of Agricultume is amusing and I presume 

somewhat embarrassing to the BAI.e A little more than six months ago the Big Cyprese 

»



June "45 cattle inspe -2= 

Reservation was, in theeyes of BAI, sn area from which the seourge of the cattle 
fever tick would spread if the deer were not killed oute But now, by Federal 
declaration, this seme area ie a small tick-free island surrounded by Federal 
quarantine! and the deer wore by no means ell killed oute If the simple moral 
hidden in these words can be so forcibly put across as to make wildlife conservationists 
scientifically alert to future encroachments of control programe on wildlife 
populations the deer-tick investigation will be abundantly repaid for ite efforts. 

Despite the foreed action of the Department of Agriculture in lifting the ; 
quarantine from the Reservation we are not yet prepared to declare the are tick-free. 
Re-infestations of fever ticks have been known to occur as long es two years after 
release from querantines. There is no subsititute for time and until cattle have 
been on the Reservation for at least such an interval no final statements can be mado. 

Through Mr. Re He Tabb, local tick eradication supervisor, I was advised that 
Dre Applewhite, State BAT supervisor, had advanced the dete flor the next cattle 
inspection on the Reservation from August 9 to September 13)dnd thet if no fever 
ticks were found the cattle would not be checked again until jsome time after Cheictuas. 
Thie is agreeable to me for it coincides with a proposal I @ to Applewhite during 
the deer killing, namely, that I contemplated four A during the year 1943, 
The September inspection will be the fourth held + bb also said, though 
off the record, that he expected both Hendry and “ollier “oun would be released 
from quarantine and declared tick=free some tis ter Ohristma obably following 
a check of all cattle in early springs 

SUMMARIZ&D CATTLE INSPScTION/Hat A/eattle chute inspected) 

Pasture ‘ Noscattle : Date } Ixodes : Dermacentor : Amnblyomna 
LnS pee ted 118 pe Cc 4, : re. 0 MA CULE Us 

Cowbone Island 1 age é aes \Ys e?.4 e } 0 Southeast + +189 8/43 ‘i a. * ° 
Headquarters reap Vhs : 2 ; 0 

* Includes 1 Sholts steer Bi 
| Includes 6 cholts 
° Includes 3 Mac steers 
Total number cat inapected » 603 
Total number tick (specimens edlilected = 7 (#11 harmless), : 

Roy Komarek 
Birdsong Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 
June 24, 1945



EXPENSE ACCOUNT 

Cattle inspection # Big Cypress Indian Reservation 

: June 14-19 (ines) 1945 

i Reilread fare, Thomasville, Gas to Ft. Myers, Fla. and return. 17618 

Mileage + Birdsong Plantation to “homesville AR station end 
return ~ 532 miles. Two trips at .05 per wile. 5020 

Per diem subsistence + 1 day ~ Monday June 14 4,00 

Groceries ‘ aa 2.69 

j faxi ~ Tampa RR station to Bus station +30 

Salary per diem at $10.00 per day ~ June 14 to 19 
inclusive + 6 days pit. 

Q i: |
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Apral if, 1943 

; Mere John He Bakeg, Exec. Dir. 
" National Audubon Society 

1006 Wirth Avenue 
New York, Ne Le 

Dear wr. Saker: 

I have just about fully recuperated from my t recent vipidt to the 
Big “yprese Indian Neservation and am enclosing a memo on April 

cattle inspections AAlLa@o enclosed are emo covering ebruary 

inspection ani my expense account gsyartmr~doth 1 Se 

; No fever ticks have been found oxf fhe cettle ani I am actually 

beginning to feel there are none \dbwn ther 

A few days ago & dropped GNG a oumigetgndd office in Tallahs: see 
and my attention wae called\ga&an APNre rikee’ ont of Washington which 
appeered in this rast Thuredgy\hlorida Times-Union under the head 

i “Gattle sre ound on Semir A oxvation Troe of Ticke"s I have only 
the one copy of thie clippyhg andNgiges the postman is due by here 
shortly I will not be afb¥@ to ory out in full but T can't resist 

quoting one or two paragraphs ns Seblow: 

. hearing Dre vr (aseistent chief BAI) emplain that 
: cattle deer on the reservation had been found tick<free, 

Chairman «) cowmenteds 
"It se the Lecretary of the Interior may have been right 

about ine: ng that these deer were free from ticks. Your bureau 

mey have in wronge 
“Well, did not say positively they were ticky," replied Ure Willer. 

“Sut we haVe had ticky deer very close to that fence." 

With kindest personal regards, I aa 

ec and encl. Sincerely, 

Prof. Leopold “” K



MEMONRAN OUM 

Cattle Inspection = Big Cypress Indian Reservation i 

Pebruary 1-7, 1943 

Introduction 

Following the December cattle inspection on the Big Cypress Indien Reservation, 

or. Yoder (BAI Orlando) advised that the next inspection would be held on January 16. 
thie, however, did not constitute a monthly inspection and accordingly IT wrote to 
Dr. Applewhite (Stete BAI supervisor, Jeaksonville) regarding an extensione Toward 
the latter vart of January he advised this inspection date would be moved up to the 
week of February 1 but he would not commit himself to any subsequent, inspection dates. 
While I hed hoped for a further smaxem extension I did not argue the point with the 
BAI field men for they are not authorized to make decisions. In so far as cattle 
inspections on the lieservation are concerned, BAI decisions ar to be made in Weshington 

ITINGRARY 

I left Sherwood Plantation (16 miles from thomasville, Gee) the Big Cyprese Reservation 
Monday, Febs 1 shortly after 2 Asi. Trains were ru late and I did not arrive 
in Ft. Myere until 7 Pelle that nighte T left ite vy owing morning with 

Mre Ke As Marmon, Seminole 4geney Superintendent, arriving on Resarvetion in the 

afternoon. Catile inspections were completed ErTdipvevening febX\Syand i left the 
Reservetion before daylight the next morning dy \to catch a 12.30 train out of 

Pte Myers. eturned to sherwood lente biog day Febe 7s 

PHRSOONEL < 

The Reservation cattle were inspected by | Ap Yme ( lre Yoder, iobert Reulerson, 

Jemes iupree) and i. As many es tenmen partMigated at one time, in rounding up the 

cattle. Indian Service personne faetedm the » Gypress Keservation Stockman and 

three Seminole riders assisted Jyf two dape\by >) righton Reservation Stoclkunan 

and one of his Indian riders. /fhe 3AI furnibhed two riders who rode throughout the 

i roundup. In addition, Hr. valkgér choults, p4ttlemen from ialicllewhose eteors had 

escaped into the Reservation pkdvided a rip} for the entire roundup period end himself 

: assisted in gathering the cated \ert of ghd time. Gince sufficient help was available 

I did not participats-in_iigs rod Wee 

‘ CATTLE+INSPLUCTION [ATA . 
A total of 470 hedd of cattle dud 15 horees were inspectede lio fover ticke were founds 

Of the 470 head of \eattle 461 owned by the Indian Service end the remaining 9 

were steers which ht escaped to Reservation pastures. even of these eteers wore 
owned by Mr. va Ucor re OY LaBelle and had escaped from his pasture edjoining the 

south line of the ere efor at the southwest corner. Four of them had been in Cowbone 

Island pasture for several months and the other three were recovered in Southeast pasture 

where they probably had been ranging for more than a wonthe ‘wo of the nine steers 

wore owned by Mre Bob Soberts of Immokalee and had eseaped from his pasture adjoining 
the north line of the Reservation at the northwest corners ‘hese two steers had been in 
Cowbone Island pasture for more than six monthse 

Of the 461 head of Indian Service eattle inspected (cows, calves, bulls) S were newborn 
ealves waich wore not counted during the last inspections 

Five of the fifteen horses had been renging in ‘est headquerters pasture for several 

monthse Six of the remaining ten are regularly used in cattle work and four wore 

at lerge in “eadquarters pastures
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SUMMARIZED CATTLE INSPECTION DATA (All cattle chute inepected) 

Pasture ' Noecattle ' Date : ' Dermacentor ' Amblyomma ' 

' inspected ' inepocted ' Ixodes' yariabilis ' maculetum 

Cowbone Island ' 162 2/3/43 ' Bat * ay ‘ Li 

West HQ (6-sec) ' 99 ‘afs/as ' 5 9 &. 0 
4e“eotion ' 16 pulls! 2/3/45 ' : . 
Southeast ' 173° § 2fh/43 + ‘ 2 ' i 

* Includes 4 “hoults' steers, 2 Roberts steers and 4 newborn calves 

{ Number ticks collected from Vowbone cattle and bulle in tiest NC Pasture. 

© Includes 5 “hoults steers ani 2 newborn calvese (| 

Total nuuber cattle inspected - 470. “otal number ticks (211 |hprmless) collected 205. 

5 horses from, Yest "Q Pasture inspected Febs 5, 1943 = no tic! slens kind found. / 

10 horses (riding stock) inspected Febe 5, 1943 - 5 Inodogs 5 Lermacentor varighilies 

_ and 1 Amblyomma meculatum collected. 

CONDITION OF RANGE AND MOVEMENTS OF CATTLE 

Dry weather has continued since the December 2 ineheetion and due to the scarcity 

of rainfall during the past four months, nge on/Mebruery Ll wes very dry. Water 

levels had dropped to such an extent that Xie only PO leble drinking water for cettle 

was restricted to the boggy-edged getor holég and Ay £11 deep lekes located in sone of 

the dense cypress strands. The few dx water hgMp%on the Reservation had little or 

no water in them and the cattle wepeToRed to ed out these scattered areas to quench 

their thirst. 

Sry range conditions, co@l weather and the absence of insect pests caueed the cattle 

- to scatter and rangoall tnroush dense swhitp areas and both BAT and Indian Service 

riders agreed that the cattle wa S thoroug covering the pastures occupied. this 

made the roundup diffi is \idica ty the showing made in backriding Cowbone 

Island Pasture - ten, ng frombefete deylight to derk brought only ten"hesd 

to the pens. 

GATTLE RANGING SOU OF RUSHRVAT ION 

As has been mention n pre @ memos, cattle were olaced by ir. talker “hoults 

of LeBelle with thek BAI in # pesture edjoining for tw miles the south 

Reservation line at the southwest corner in tho area referred to ith alarm by 

BAL during the Congressional Hearings as being tick infested. these cattle, #11 steers, ; 

were not subjected to periodic inspections, though as of February 1, 1943 about 

100 heed were removed from the ares becauee of poor rarge. No fever ticks were found 

when they were dipped cute 

During my visit to the Reservation I learned that these cattle, in considerable numbers, 

i had escaped from their pasture and are ranging over & wide area south of the Resorvation 

It will probably. teke several months to round up the remaining 250 head and if no 

fever ticks are found this will add support for the discontinuance of all deer killing. 

COOPERS! TION ; 

Cooperation on the part of the Indian Service in mainteining cattle shere requested has 

greatly improved. However, suggested ropatks to the chute were not teken care of and 

certain ehanges were left to be done hurriedly and somevhat crudely before I arrivede



MEMORANDUM 

Cattle Inepection = Pig “Yyprese Neserveation 

April S14, 1943 

ITINERARY 

I left “herwod Plantation (16 miles from Thomagville, Gao) 2 A.ds Monday April 5. 
Traine were again running lete and I arrived in Pt. Myere 7800 thet night. ‘The next 

morning 1 acconpanied Superintendent Ke 4. darmon to tho Kevervatione tue to extended 
dry weather travel by err wee voscible and we arrived at Aeservation Headquarters 

about 2130 P.f. coming in by way of Jevil's Garden. : 

Reservation Stockzan Frany Brown, Jre sturted the rounduy in Cogbone Island .asture 

early Wonday mornings ue to the large areca in this pasture athe 7 mile drive 
to the cownpens et the dipping vat, gathering cattle in vowbone Pheture requires at 
least tro dayse ‘ednesday morning, April 7, wo atarted th: dattte inspection but 
found we mere abouts GO head short and it became necessary to eobbd treo additional 
deye backridings Because of dry weather and the f ct 4hat Woree Flies which cause © 
esttle to “bunch up" were not present the cattle were widely sua d makings the 

round up difficult. 

Yednesday evening acconpanisd by Sunerintandeyt Aarmon trove the Stockman's pickup 

with the ridera' bedrolls to a cap in Kics$igve Billig /iwemp where we apent the night. 
About 20 heed of cattle were gathered the falNoring pSpAines and inepected at the 

Cowbone Ialani comens. Upon returning to ti Nrugt foich we had to park about a 
-quirter of a mile fron the cane wa found the bay Myf hed gone deed. About 11830 that 

night the Stockman and a BAI man cags-t7p reese Friday morning the remainder of 
Conbone Island enttle wore inepect4 nd PMoOxned t \Yhis pasture. 

Saturday, April 10, cattle in Sopthonest oactuk@ were rounded up and inspected early 

Sunday aerartee Cattle in ‘est Q pasture wepqg gathered Monday and these and the 
bulls in the 4 Section vasture weve inspoctes Jucsdey mornings 

I left the Reservatio afternmsan_s “uperintendent Mermon and took the 12: 30PR 
trein out of ft. Yyeys/the next day. Returned to Sherwood Plentation 3 AM Thursday 
April 15. 

PERSONNEL i 
Those participating | tick 1 ctors, besides myself, were as followaj Ne He Tabb, 
local SAT supervisor, > erson, Ge Dupree and Leon Willis of the BAI. ‘Two of 
theee men riding their own horses assisted with gathering the cattle. Indian Service 
provided six riders; Reservation Stockman Frank Brown, Jr. and 5 Seminole ridere = 

Morgen Smith, Harjo Osceole, Junior Vy ress from big YVyprees Keservation and Jack Smith 
and John Josh, two exserienced Seminole cowboys from Brighton Reservations 

DISCUSSION 

No fever ticks were founds during thie inspection and hermlese ticke were lees abundant 
than during the Februery 1943 inspection. 

Dry weather has prevailed sinee the February inspection and the rence wee so dry the 
cattle water holes hed to be dug deeper. The emall lakes in Kiseimmie Billie Swamp 
were almost completely dried up and water holes five feet deen hed to be dug in order 

to get wholesome water to water the horses. 

Mosquitoes were so few in number thet netting was not needed in sleeping outofdoors 
and horseflies were only occasionally observed. This combined with dry range conditions 
made gathering the cattle difficult for they hed not sterted to "bunch up" as probction 

from insect pestse Screwworms, however, were giving considere»le trouble and practically
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all of the newborn calves and a number of cows had to be tre:ted. 411 thie onused delay 
and required more time for the inencetion than I hed anticipated. ‘xistence of friction 

between the white Recervation Stockman and one of hie Snglieh=apeaking Seminoles riders 
wes obvious and the Indian riders probably were not putting Sorth their beset efforts. 
However, despite all these handiesps a few more head of cattle were ineoeoted during 
this inensction then during the Februory inansetion. 

‘ SUMMARIZE) GattLS INSPIOTION DATA (ALL eet‘le chute inspected) 

" No. cattle ' date ' lermacontor' Amblyomma ; 
Pasture ' insnceted ' inspected ' Ixodes ' variabilis ' meculs tum 

Vowoone Island ' 165 "h/7eo/hs ' 357 9. ' a 
feet 4Q(6*eection) 108 "h/13a/s3* Opt 2 ‘ 9 

AwSection . 13. bulls! 4/13/45 Qo © : © 

_ Sgutheas : $ 471a/b3 _! ! 1 Skane ifianecloh asta 

* Includes 4 Reservation bulls, 4 Shoults steors aseaned intd Beservation from south 
of the Reservation end 3 steers of Vose Babcock asceped & his pesture along the 
eewgress north of the Meservat ion. 

total number of castle inspected - 498. In addition 36 newborAtelves were inspecteds 
foteal number of tick specimens collected = 94 ( bormlese) 

13 horess insnected 4/13/45, Bick specimens ~ 2 Ixodes; 2 vermeoentor veriabibie. 

GATTLE RANGING SOUTH OF RESURVATION 

Cattle are still at large south of the RessrvAiNér/though eo forts are being made to 

eether tham. To dete avproximately 2e—heed (A cteers) have been rounded up and dipped 

oute No fever ticks have thus fof AS QU Le BAGSS 150 heed are still at lerge and 
as BAI men expressed it were se Aver thm, country" below the Keservations 

April ITs 1945 

Roy Konarek



EXPENSE ACCOUNT 

February and April, 1943 Cattle Inspections 
on 

Big Cypress Seminole Indian feservation 

PEBRUARY 1943 Cattle Inspection ‘ 7 : 

Railroad fare Thomasville, Gae-Fteliyers, Mla. and return 17618 

Mileage « Sherwod Plant:tion to Shomasville railroad 
atation and return. ‘wo trips at .OS per mile. 3.20 

Per diem subsistence at $4.00 per days 1 dey 4,00 

Meals on Aeservation through courtesy Mrée We Utanley Hanson 

9 meale at «50 per meal 4,50 

Taxi = Tampa RK station to Bus station 250 

TOTAL 2936 29438 

APRIL 1943 Gattle Inspection f 

Railroad fare Thomasville, Gas-Fte liyers, Whe mm 17618 

Mileage = Sherwod Plantation to Thomrsville ke ad ; ‘ 

station and return (32 1: aund > ee) 
trips (64 miles) at .O% per m 3.20 

Per d&em subsistence at $4.00 yor dey. 2 da 8.00 

Meals on Reservation through cokNtevsy Mrse Stenley Henson 

20 meale ats r me 10.00 

‘ Salary per diem at 00 per daye April 5 = 14 both 
dates inffusive - 10 dhye. 100,00 

Taxi = Tampa RR s on to Bus tion 50,80. ‘ 

TOTAL 8 138.685 156.88 

Sen 5 Seen 

: Total expenses February & April § 168626
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May 12, 1943 

, Mre John He Gakor 
National 4udubon “oetety 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New fork, N. Ye 

Dear Mr. Saker: 

: four letter of May 4th enclosing excerpt from your report |to the Society 
and check covering expenses for Pabruary and A spectiona on 

; the Big Cypress Indian Reservation have been received 

' I have called Stodderd's nd id's attention to.whet you have Written 
: concerning the deer-tick investigation #pi we finli no obgection to the 

Pi } releases of this information. ‘"owevep, A wuld ® to advise you that 
a statement appeared in the Jackeonvblle Tine don to the effect that 

+ : the deer killing would be terminated Sapbem 1. ‘thie me released a 
i few daye ago and quoted Ore Knapp, I belteve, in an appropriation 
ao ha discussion before the State egal DUPE boddard read the item but 
i forgot his paper in the ULoctor's o G whild > ing an anti-rabiee shot. 
i I shall try to get s copy Af it through\the Geme “oumission in Tallahass:e 
| in case you are not on a Tlprida newspaper clipping services 

With kindest personal regakdg, } 
' 
i i, 

| 
\ ; ce ~ineerely youre, 

Prof. Leopol, 

| Roy Komarek



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

TA 

Seminole UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR F ha en 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

ES URNBTON 8 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

February 10, 1943. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
42, University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to recent communications from Mr. John H. 

Baker, Executive Director of the Audubon Society, Syracuse, New York, 

requesting that a copy of the report entitled "Deer Sampling on 

Seminole Indian Reservation", by Harold S. Peters be sent to you. 

A copy of the report is enclosed herewith. 

Very truly yours, 

fe C. Presnall, In Charge, 
Wildlife on Indian Lands, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 

Enclosure



Final Report 

DEER SAMPLING ON SEMINOLE INDIAN RESERVATION 

. Hendry County, Florida, 

September 16 to December 10, 1942 
by 

Harold S, Peters, 
Atlantic Flyway Biologist, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Introduction 

At the invitation of the Indian Service the Fish and Wildlife Service 
was asked to supervise the sampling of deer on the Seminole Indian Reservation 
in southern Florida. This deer sampling was part of the Bureau of Animal 
Industry's program to eradicate the cattle fever tick from southern United 
States; since it was to determine whether cattle fever ticks were present on 
the 35,000 acres of the Big Cypress Indian Reservation. 

Since 1905 the BAI have been working at this important task of cleaning up 
the cattle tick which carries cattle fever. They have succeeded in eradicating 
this tick from all but two counties in southern Florida (and a small strip 
along the Rio Grande in Texas). During the past 9 or 10 years they have been 
attempting to clean up these ticks from Hendry and Collier Counties, in southern 
Florida. ‘They were unable to do this by the usual method of dipping cattle 
periodically and killing off all wild stray cattle. This led them to believe 
that the white-tailed deer was acting as a reservoir for the cattle fever tick 
and carrying enough ticks to prevent entire eradication. This had previously 
been found to happen in two counties farther north in Florida, so the BAI and 
the Florida Live Stock Sanitary Board secured permission from the Florida 
legislature to kill out as many deer as possible in these two counties in an 
effort to finally clean up this last spot in the southeastern states. 

As part of this deer reduction program they asked to kill the deer on the 
Seminole Indian lands. The Commissioner of the Indian Service, Mr. John Collier, 
objected to this because the deer belonged to the Indians, being promised to 
them (as I understand it) by the Government. The Commissioner believed it was 
not necessary to kill out the deer and thought the work was without sufficient 
scientific background. Consequently he asked that such killing on Indian lands 
be prohibited and suggested some outside scientific investigation be made to 
determine whether the deer actually were a factor in maintaining a population of 
cattle fever ticks. After some conferring among interested agencies it was 
finally planned that an independent investigation would be undertaken by the 
National Audubon Society, under the direction of Herbert L. Stoddard, After 
a preliminary visit to the area by Mr. Stoddard he enlisted the services of 
Roy Komarek for the actual fiield investigations.



Several congressional hearings were conducted on this matter and other 
conferences held to try and iron out the deer-cattle tick controversy. Field 
work by Mr. Komarek failed to turn up any cattle ticks on the Reservation, so 
no report could be rendered by him. Consequently in the summer of 1942 a 
conference was held in Washington of the interested agencies at which it was 
decided to allow a sample of the Reservation deer to be killed and examined to 
see whether they carried any cattle ticks. The number of 75 was agreed upon, 
including 8 which Komarek had killed in 1941 in his investigations. Copies of 
two letters setting forth the results of this conference are attached following 
this sheet - which please refer to. 

The deer sampling was tied up by the Washington officials by a number of 
restrictions, allowing no lee-way on the part of the field men actually 
assigned to carry out the deer killing. These have been explained in Mr. Wm. 
P, Baldwin's report to Regional Director Silver under date of October 29, 1942. 
This was written after the first five weeks of deer sampling. 

Among these restrictions were these: Hunting to be only at night, with 4 
Indian hunters with head lights who were to shoot the deer; no dogs could be 
used; no guns could be carried by BAI personnel; joint inspection of each deer 
by BAI men and representatives of the National Audubon Society and Fish and 
Wildhife Service; no changes could be made in this hunting procedure without 
permission of the Indian Service and BAI. 

During the first period of the hunt there were 22 deer killed in 12 
nights, an exceptional kill. However soon thereafter the country began to dry 
up as the annual dry season progressed. This made the deer hard to find by this 
night hunting on foot, since the deer retreated with the water, retiring into the 
heavier swamps. This made it necessary to change hunting methods to continue 
taking deer, but for over six weeks all efforts on the part of our Service 
representative to induce the Indian Service to relax the tight restrictions 
were of no avail. Meanwhile the unproductive night fire hunting had to continue, 
with the result that during one stretch of 9 weeks only 11 deer could be 
killed. This certainly is a waste of men, money, time, and effort in these 
war times. Finally permission for unrestricted hunting came; coupled with a 
reduction in the total deer needed from 75 down to 50. The 8 deer needed to 
complete the total of 50 were obtained in 5 days in early December, 1942. 

All of these 50 deer were carefully inspected but no cattle ticks were 
found. This should serve the purpose of indicating that no cattle ticks are 
on the Reservation - or if they are present that they must be in very small 
numbers. It is hoped that the deer killing can be stopped and that further 
periodic inspections of the 500-odd cattle on the Reservation will suffice 
to determine the presence of cattle fever ticks. 

: It is highly important to halt this deer reduction in both Collier and 
Hendry Counties, Florida, as the deer found there is a dapvanes ABtion 
of the white-tailed deer (some authorities even claiming it to be a distimt 
species). Consequently if it is entirely killed out it may be very difficult 
to restock these counties with deer from farther north. Also these few 
remaining deer furnish food for the Indians and sport to many persons. 
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United States Department of Agriculture 
Bureau of Animal Industry 

Washington, D. C. 

: duly 23, 1942 

Hon. Claude Pepper, 
United States Senate. 

' Dear Senator Pepper: 

Dr. J. V. Knapp, State Veterinarian of Florida, has informed the Bureau of 

Animal Industry of your conference on July 22 with Secretary of Interior Ickes 

relative to the Seminole Indian Reservation - ticky deer controversy, which 

conference was also attended by Hon. Joe Hendricks, Hon, Dave Turner and Dr. Knapp 

of Florida and by Commissioner John Collier and Mr, Wm. Zimmerman of the Office 

of Indian Affairs. 

We are advised that as a means of settling this controversy, it was suggested 

that the Florida Livestock Sanitary Board be authorized to kill not more than 75 

deer on this reservation and that the condition of these deer, that is whether 

infested with or free from fever tick, would be accepted by all concerned, in 

determining the status as regards fever tick infestation of all deer running on 

the reservation. It was further understood that if no fever ticks were found on 

the deer killed and no fever ticks are found on subsequent inspections or dippings 

of ;¢attle on the reservation, the area comprising the Seminole Indian 

Reservation will be released from State and Federal quarantine. 

It was also understood that in conducting this investigation all parties in- 

f terested will cooperate fully with each other and that representatives of the 

. J an Service and the Audubon Society will be welcome at all times to be present 

yt the killing and inspection of the deer. 

A 
This proposed plan is satisfactory to the Bureau of Animal Industry and we will 

be glad to cooperate with the Florida authorities and the Indian Service in 
putting it into effect, with the understanding that the deer are to be taken from 

the sections of the reservation selected by the Florida Livestock Sanitary Board 

and that if any fever ticks are found the regular methods of tick eradication 

may then be applied to the reservation as a whole, 

The Bureau of Animal Industry appreciates your interest in this matter and will 
be pleased to have you advise Secretary Ickes of the Bureau's willingness to 

cooperate. : 

Very truly yours, 

(Sgd.) A. W. Miller, 
Acting Chief of Bureau 

c 
0 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

August 18, 1942 

Mr. Chester E. Faris, 
Supt., Seminole Agency, 
Ft. Myers, Fla. 

Dear Mr. Faris: ; 

In brief: As a further measure for determining the presence or the 
absence of fever ticks and the need of any action beyond present action in the 
Big Cypréss Reservation, we have decided to kill up to 75 deer, or a number 

totalling 75 including the deer already examined by Mr. Komarek. The Bureau 
of Animal Industry will inspect these deer for tick and so will the scientists 
of the Audubon Society. It will be a joint inspection. The actual killing 
should be done under our own direction. Decidedly by preference, it should 
not /be a killing through routing out all the deer population with hunters, but 
if practicable a quiet killing by night. Mr. Komarek thought that this was 
entirely practical. It was Mr. Komarek's view that killing this many deer 
would not encroach upon the breeding stock, and would not create havoc at all. 
If the results in the terms of fever ticks are negative, then it's the end of 
the controversy. ; 
ye \ 

Z I am anxious to hear from you as soon as possible, as to the technic of 
yy night killing, or any counter-suggestion that you might make. I think that 

the Seminole Indians themselves could handle the killing job, if they can be 
/; | persudded that it is a legitimate element in the investigation. 

I should explain that our initial formula was the trapping of this 
number of deer, and this formula was acceptable to the state and to the Bureau 
of Animal Industry, But upon further study we concluded that the trapping process 
would have to begin experimentally and might take quite a long while and that 
injury to the deer might be serious. 

Please make the subject of this letter your first business. i 

With best wishes, 

: Sincerely, 

(Signed) John Collier, 
} Commissioner 

cc - Mr. Gabrielson: Inviting your suggestions and advise upon the above. 

coPY



First Period of Hunting. September 16 to 30, 1942 

During the First Period of the deer examination on the Seminole Indian 

Reservation, the Fish and Wildlife Service was represented by William P. 

Baldwin, Jr., of Manning, S. C. For 12 nights ofthis Period fire hunting 

was conducted by four Indian hunters, with representatives of our Service, 

National Audubon Society, and Bureau of Animal Industry following the hunters 

and examining jointly the deer as soon as they were killed. 

Fire hunting had never been employed on this Reservation and the Indians 

were not familiar with the method, However, due to the good numbers of deer 

present and the wet condition of the Reservation it was found very easy to shoot 

good numbers of deer, ‘Twenty-two deer were killed in the 12 nights. Six deer 

were killed on one night; five deer another night; four another night, thus 

indicating the ease with which the first deer of the project were secured. In 

fact those concerned with the project in the field feared the required number of 

deer would be secured too quickly, so the BAI asked if the hunt couldn't be 

spread over several months in order to be more likely to secure any cattle fever 

ticks which might be present, At a conference in Ft. Myers on October 11 it was 

finally agreed to proceed with the hunt as quickly as possible without trying 
to spread it over several months, 

The 22 deer killed in 12 nights of hunting required a total of 401 hunter- 

hours to secure, an average of 18.2 hunter-hours per deer, This was considered 
a very excellent record locally. ‘i 

From October 1 to 11 no hunting was carried out on the Reservation, this 

period being devoted to an inspection of the cattle on the Reservation and in 

a conference held in Ft. Myers on October 11. There were 51) head of cattle 

examined during this time and no cattle fever ticks were found. Of the 22 deer 

killed in the First Period only 4 had any ticks on them, a few individuals of 

Ixodes ricinus scapularis and Amblyomma maculatum. Highteen of the deer were 
tick free. No cattle fever ticks were found. 

Second Period of Hunting. October 12 to 22, 1942. 

During the Second Period of the deer hunting our Service was again ' 
represented by William P. Baldwin, Jr. Extending over 10 nights of the 
Period from October 12 to 22 night hunting was continued with four Indian 
hunters. Only 4 deer were secured, in a total of 229 hunter-hours - an average 

of 57.2 hunter-hours being required per deer. : 

The Reservation was beginning to dry up very markedly during this Period, 
with the approach of the annual Winter dry season. This forced the deer to 
retreat into the deeper swamps where they could easily find water, These thick 
swamps could not be penetrated easily in night fire-hunting, so it required a 
very noticeable increase in the number of hunter-hours to get deer, as compared 

to the First Period of hunting. 
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Mr. Baldwin and Mr. Komarek realized after the end of the First Period of 

hunting that they could not expect to continue killing such good numbers of 

deer by night fire hunting alone. Consequently they wrote a memorandum to 

the Indian Service to request permission to use s dog during the day time to 

facilitate the hunting. This memorandum was presented to Mr. Marmon, local 

Seminole Indian agent, at Ft. Myers on October 12. As the second period of 

hunting progressed and it became increasingly difficult to secure deer by night 

fire hunting it was realized that permission to change hunting methods was 

very necessary. 

In accordance with instructions sent by Dr. W. B. Bell, I had left my 

headquarters in Charleston S. C. on October 23 to proceed to Ft. Myers to 

relieve Mr, Baldwin and to represent our Service on the deer project. When I 

arrived in Ft. Myers on October 24 and met Mr. Baldwin and Mr, Komarek we 

discussed the project and decided to renew our request for a change in approved 

hunting methods, Mr, Baldwin left Ft. Myers the evening of October 24 to return 

to his station at Manning, S. C. 

Mr. Komarek and I conferred with Mr. Marmon in Ft, Myers on the morning of 

October 26 and were told that Commissioner Collier had refused permission to 

use a dog in our hunting, and would not permit the BAI men to carry guns. Mr. 

Baldwin wrote a full report on his part in the deer project under date of 

October 27 and submitted it to our Atlanta and Chicago offices. In this report 

he urged that permission be granted immediately for short hunts with a slow- 

running dog and also that the BAI men be allowed to use guns in the hunting. 

} Third Period of Hunting. October 26 to December 1, 1942. 

I began active work on the deer project the night of October 26 when night 

| fire hunting was resumed. In the first five nights of hunting we secured three 

// deer, But the country was rapidly drying up and the deer were clearly found to 

/| be retreating to the heavier swamps. Consequently on November 1 I submitted 

ai, a\ memorandum to Regional Director Silver again stressing the importance of 

securing permission to use a dog and for the BAI men towe guns. 

“ty From October 26 to November 5 we hunted 10 nights and secured only 4 deer. 

This made a total of only & deer taken in the past 20 nights of fire hunting, 

j eet over a calendar period of 5 weeks (since October 1). Our night hunting 

/ proving so uneconomicable that I decided to phone the Atlanta regional office 

! on November 6 to urge action on our plea for the modification of our hunting 

i ro, Still no action, nor satisfactory reply could be secured from our 

/ Atlanta, Chicago, or Washington offices. Mr. Marmon told me he had written his 

Chicago office suggesting modification as we had requested, but he received no 

reply. 

The week of November & to 13 was devoted to the monthly cattle inspection 

on the Reservation. A total of 516 cattle were examined, and no cattle fever 

ticks were found. 
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Night fire hunting was resumed on November 13. Fourteen nights of fire 
hunting, during the period of November 13 to December 1, yielded only 3 deer. 
This was most discouraging to us, but with no word from Atlanta, Chicago, or 
Washington regarding a change in hunting method we were forced to continue the 
strenuous night hunting with a consequent waste of time, men, money, and effort, 
For the approximately 9 weeks from October 1 to December 1 we were able to kill 
only 11 deer, as compared to 22 deer which were killed in the first 2 weeks of 

the project in late September. The Reservation was becoming very dry with the 

advancing season and all signs found in the field pointed to the retreating of 
the deer into the deeper swamps. Of course a good number of deer had been 
killed during the project on the Reservation, and others had been killed by 
BAI hunters and sport hunters in lands immediately surrounding the Reservation. 

These were undoubtedly deer which ranged partly on the Indian lands. 

For the entire Third Period (October 26 to December 1) we hunted a total 
of only 24 nights and killed only 7 deer. This was discouraging, to say the 
least, but finally, on December 1, a telegram was received from our Washington 
office advising us that the Indian Service and BAI had finally compromised and 
were allowing us 14 days of unrestricted hunting - providing that no more deer 

would be killed than would bring the total to 50. 

Mr. Komarek and I interpreted this telegram to mean that the original 
number of 75 deer were being reduced to 50. Since we had killed 34 on our 
project to December 1 this meant we needed only $ more deer after including the 
8 deer killed by Roy Komarek on the Reservation in 1941. We thought it might 
be possible to secure these & deer within 14 days hunting with dogs and more 
guns in the hands of the BAI men and ourselves. 

However, on December 2, we were visited by Dr. Applewhite and Dr. Lauderdale, 
of the Jacksonville office of the Bureau of Animal Industry. They told Komarek 
and me that they interpreted the telegram to mean that we still had 16 deer to 
kill and that Komarek's 1941 deer were not to be included in the 50 total. I 
suppose this interpretation of theirs was in line with their original desire to 
kill as many of the deer from the Reservation as possible! Dr. Applewhite's 
telegram from his Washington office, which he read to me, did not specifically 
state whether Komarek's 1941 deer were included in the 50 deer total. Evidently 
Dr. Applewhite put his own interpretation on the telegram. After discussing this 
matter further Dr. Applewhite suggested that I contact my Washington office for 

clarification of this matter and then notify him! 

Plans for carrying on the special period of 14 days of unrestricted hunting 
were made while Dr. Applewhite, Dr. Lauderdale, and Mr. Tabb (all of BAI) were 
with Komarek and me at our Cowbone Island camp on the Reservation. The BAI decided 

_ to put 6 of their hunters on the Reservation (where they had never used more than 
2 at once in previous night hunting) and to provide dogs for the hunting. They 
agreed that they would not use more than 4 of these BAI men in case we decided to 
have more night hunting, since Komarek and I could not be sure of joint deer 
inspection with too many BAI men hunting. They also agreed that none of their 
BAI men would approach any deer killed until either Komarek or I were present to 
insure joint inspection. Another point they agreed upon was that no records of 
cattle fever ticks would be accepted by any of us unless they were found actually 
attached to a deer at the time of such joint inspection. 
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On December 3 we secured confirmation of my interpretation of the un- 
restricted hunting figure of 50 deer - that Komarek's 1941 deer were included 
in the 50, and that we had only 8 more to kill. Mr. Marmon received a similar 
wire from his Chicago office. Mr. Tabb was notified of these telegrams so he 
could pass on the information to Dr. Applewhite. 

Fourth Period of Hunting. December 5 to 9, 1942. 

Unrestricted hunting began early on the morning of December 5. The BAI 
started this 14 day period with 6 hunters, each with guns. Four Indian hunters, 

each with guns, and Komarek and I made a total of 12 guns, We divided the 12 i 
men into two parties of 6 each, each party with a good hunting dog provided by 

», the BAI men themselves. j 

x. One deer was killed on December 5, one was killed on December 6, one on 
December 7, and 3 were killed on December 8. This brought the kill to 6 of ; 
the 8 required deer in just 4 days - leaving only 2 more to kill in the next 
ten days. The BAI put on two more hunters, beginning the morning of December 9, 
so there were 14 guns that day! We were fortunate in jumping two deer immediately 
after reaching the hunting area at Graham's Island. These two were killed by 
9:10 a.m. on December 9, thus completing the kill of 50 deer on the Reservation, 
and the conclusion of the deer project. ; 

Of these & deer there were 3 killed by the Indians and 5 killed by the 
white men. I killed one of these and the BAI men killed the other 4. As in 
previous cases the deer meat was given to the Indians. This was one of the ‘ 

original stipulations of the entire project ~ that the venison be for the Indians 
entirely. \ 

During the five days of unrestricted hunting we jumped a total of 18 deer 
with’ the use of dogs, and shot 8 of these. This indicates that some deer still 
remain on the Reservation, mainly in the heavy impenetrable swamps, but it is 
impossible to determine how many are still present. I believe that a sufficient 

number of deer have now been killed on this Reservation to indicate that cattle 
; fever ticks are not present - or if present, are extremely scarce and probably of 

little importance as a reservoir of possible infestation for cattle. 

Ticks Found on Deer from the Reservation. A 

During the four hunting periods mentioned above, there were 42 deer killed. Ne 
Of this number 23 had no ticks of any species, while 19 were found to harbor \ 
non-fever ticks. There were only two species of ticks found ~ Ixodes sp, 
(undoubtedly these were i. ricinus scapularis), and Amblyomma maculatum. There 
WERE 4 deer which had both species of ticks, and 15 deer which had only Ixodes. 
No deer were found with only A. maculatum. A total of 67 ticks were found on 
the 19 infested deer. One deer had as many as 13 Ixodes, and another had 11 
Ixodes, but most of them had only several ticks present. 

A few deer had biting lice (Tricholipeurus virginianus Peters), chiggers 
(Trembicula irritens), and wingless parasitic flies (Lipoptena sp.). Probably 
more deer had these parasitic Hippoboscid flies than had lice on them. 
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Fifth Period of Hunting. 1941 records of Komarek. 

When Roy Komarek, representing the National Audubon Society, first began 
his studies on the Reservation to determine the status of the cattle fever tick 
he wished to sample the deer population. Permission was given him by Commissioner 
Collier, so with the assistance of certain Indians and Pete Townsend he did some 
hunting in an effort to see whether the deer carried cattle fever ticks. 

During the period from July to November, 1941, he shot eight deer on the 
Reservation. No cattle ticks were found on these. In fact, only 2 had any 

ticks. 

These & deer were accepted by the Indian Service and Bureau of Animal 
Industry as part of the 75 deer to be taken from the Reservation. This reduced 
the required number to only 67. So when our active hunting began in September, 
1942, we were striving to secure only 67 deer. However, as we were restricted 
to night hunting with lights it was found impossible to secure 67 within a 
reasonable time. Cansequently when the decision was reached to reduce the total 
number of deer to 50, it was decided to include these 8 deer killed by Komarek 
in 1941. This meant that only 42 deer had to be killed on our project. 

. Summary of Five Hunting Periods. 

The deer project on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation was easily 
divided into five distinct periods of hunting - each different in certain results 
and methods, as shown in more detail above. For other details of the hunting 
see Tables 1, 2, and 3 of this report. 

Night fire hunting was employed during the first three periods. This 
proved very successful only during the First Period. Thereafter, with the drying 
up of the Reservation, decrease in deer population, and possibly to the fact that 
the deer learned to avoid the lights the results rapidly decreased. This is 
shown in Table 3 in detail. 

After 6 or 7 weeks of futile attempts to secure modification of our hunting 
methods we were finally granted approval for unrestricted hunting. This was 
employed during the Fourth Period, and resulted in the killing of 8 deer within 
5 days. Finally, it required 12 weeks to kill a total of 42 deer. Over a 
space of 9 weeks of these 12 weeks, we were able to kill only 11 deer. This is 
certainly a very poor showing and a sad waste of men, time, effort, and money. 
It is believed that the approximate total cost of this 12-week project to the 
four cooperating agencies would be almost $5,000, 

The Fifth Period of hunting is that of Roy Komarek in 1941, when he killed 
8 deer in connection with his field investigations. 
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1. Table of Deer Killed on Reservation 
No. Date Sex Age Pasture Sect. Hunter Inspected by Ticks 

1 9-17-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 31 Boutin John Kelly & Baldwin None 
2 9-18-42 Buck Spike Southeast 35 Albert Billie Kelly None 
3 9-20-42 Doe Adult Southeast 34 Billie Buck Kelly None 
4 9-20-42 Buck Spike Southeast 33 Albert Billie Kelly None 
5 9-20-42 Buck Spike Southeast 32 Watts Billie Komarek & Baldwin None 
6 9-20-42 Buck 7-pts. Southeast 28 Watts Billie Komarek & Baldwin None 
7 Q-21-42 Doe Maiden Southeast 29 Komarek & BrownKomarek & Brown None 
8 9-22-42 Buck 3-pts. South Hdqrs. 36 Little Fewell Raulerson None 
9 9-22-42 Buck Spike West Hdqrs 35 Watts Billie Lee None 

10 9-22-42 Doe Adult West Hdqrs 35 Albert Billie Raulerson None 
11 9-22-42 Doe Maiden West Hdgrs 35 Albert Billie Raulerson 1 Ixodes sp. 
12 9-22-42 Doe Maiden South Hdqrs 36 Boutin John Lee None 
13 9-23-42 Buck Spike Cowbone 25 Watts Billie Lee & Komarek 2 Ixodes sp. 

3 A. maculatum 
14 9-23-42 Buck Cowhorn Cowbone 36 . Boutin John Lee & Komarek None 
15 925-42 Buck 9-pts Cowbone 30 Watts Billie Raulerson & Komarek None 
16 9-25-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 23 Ldittle Fewell Raulerson & Komarek None 
17 9-27-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 25 Boutin John Raulerson & Komarek None 
18 9-27-42 Buck Spike Cowbone 25 Boutin John Raulerson & Komarek None 
19 9-27-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 25 Watts Billie Raulerson & Baldwin None 
20 9-27-42 Doe Maiden Cowbone 25 Watts Billie Raulerson & Baldwin 1 Ixodes sp 

1 A. maculatum 
21 9=27-42 Buck Spike. Cowbone 17. Albert Billie Kelly & Komarek None 
22 9-27-42 Buck Spike Cowbone 17. —s- Billie Buck Kelly & Komarek 1 Ixodes sp. 
23 10-12-42 Doe Adult South Hdqrs 25 Little Fewell Raulerson & Baldwin 3 Ixodes sp. 
24 10-12-42 Buck Spike South Hdqrs 25 Little Fewell Raulerson & Baldwin3 Ixodes sp. 
25 10-15-42. Doe Adult Cowbone 23 Boutin John Raulerson & Komarekl Ixodes sp 
26 10-17-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 25 Watts Billie Raulerson & Komarek None 
27 10-22-42 Doe Adult Northeast 16 Josie Billie Raulerson & Komarek None 
28 10-26-42 Doe Adult South Hdgrs 30 Boutin John Raulerson & Komarekl Ixodes sp . 

: 3 A. maculat 
29 10-29-42 Buck Young South Hdqrs 31 Albert Billie Whidden & Peters 13 Izodes sp 
30 10-29-42 Buck Spike West Hdqrs 26 Boutin John Sistrunk & Komarek 4 Ixodes sp 

2 A. maculatum 
31 l1-1-42 Doe Maiden South Hdqrs 30 Boutin John Lee & Komarek 1 Ixodes sp 
32 11-15-42 Buck Spike Cowbone 20 Watts Billie Carson & Komarek'.;2clxodes sp 
33 11-27-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 23 Albert Billie Raulerson & Peters 1 Ixodes sp 
34 11-27-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 23 Albert Billie Raulerson & Peters None ‘ 
35 12-5-42 Doe Maiden Cowbone 29 Watts Billie Raulerson & Peters None 
36 12-6-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 28 Watts Billie Raulerson & Peters 6 25 sp 
37 12-7-42 Doe Maiden Cowbone 20 Watts Bille Dreggors & Peters 1 = sp 
36 12-8-42 Buck Spike Cowbone 31 4H.S. Peters Dreggors & Peters None 
39 12-8-42 Buck ll-pts Cowbone 29 4H. Dreggors Raulerson & Peters 11 Ixodes sp 
40 12-8-42 Buck Young Cowbone 23 + ‘Boss Parker Greene & Komarek 3 Ixodes sp 
4l 12-942 Doe Adult Uowbone 28 D.W. Starling Starling & Peters 2 Ixodes sp 
42 12-9-42 Doe Adult Cowbone 28 jd. F. Dotson Raulerson & Komarek 1 Ixodes sp 

43 7-8-41 ? ? Northeast 17 + Komarek Komarek None 
4 7-21-41 Doe Adult Cowbone 18 Komarek Komarek None 
45 7-21-41 Doe Fawn Cowbone 18  Komarek Komarek None 
46 7-29-41 Buck 8-pts West Hdqrs 26 Komarek Komarek 1 A. maculatum 
47 = 8-8-41 Buck 6-pts Cowbone 21 Komarek Komarek None. 
48 8-14-41 Buck 4-pts Cowbone 21 Komarek Komarek None 
49 8-27-41 Doe Adult Cowbone 25 Komarek Komarek None 
50 11-14-41 Buck Spike Cowbone 16 Komarek Komarek 2 non-fever ticks 

~~



fable 2. Showing areas hunted in different pastures at night. 

COWBONE _ PASTURE 
Sept. 17-Oct.22 Oct. 26—-Dec.1 Sept. 17 to Dec. 1, incl. 

Section Nights Deer Nights Deer Total nights Total deer 

Number Hunted Killed Hunted Killed Hunted Killed 

16 2 0 2 0 4 0 

17 8 2 a 0 9 s 

18 8 0 0 0 8 Q 

19 13 0 9 9° 22 0 

20 5 0 5 3 10 i 

21 7 0 4 0 ad 0 

23 6 2 4 2 10 4 

2h 10 QO ti 0 17 0 

25 10 6 , 0 17 6 

26 3 0 $ 0 6 0 

28 3 0 9 0 12 0 

29 7 0 10 0 17 0 

. 8 x 8 0 16 1 

31 6 x 7 i 13 a 

32 5 oO 9 0 wy 0 

33 3 0 7 0 10 0 

35 2 QO i 0 2 0 

36 3 2 3 Q oe i 
Total 13 3 16 

WEST HEADQUARTERS (OR SIX-SECTION) PASTURE 

22 2 i 3 0 5 0 

: 23 4 0 3 0 7 0 

26 . 4 0 4 1 8 1 

27 5 0 7 0 12 0 

34 3 9 7 0 10 . 0 

35 4 a 2 o 7 2 

Total 3 1 4 

HEADQUARTERS PASTURE 

7 0 ° rs 0 0 0 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 3 0 ° 0 3 0 

18 3 0 ° 0 3 0 

19 1 0 6 0 7 0 

2h 0 9° 4 oO h 9 
zi Total 9 0 0 

SOUTH HEADQUARTERS PASTURE 

25 3 2 5 0 8 2 

30 2 oO 6 2 y 2 

31 1 0 2 1 3 A 

36 3 2 2 Q 5 2 

Total 4 . 2 7, 

,



Table 2, - Continued - 

3 NORTHEAST PASTURE 

4, oO 0 0 0 0 0 
15 1 0 0 ° a 0 
a6 3 0 0 0 3 0 
17 3 0 1 0 4 ° 
20 i 0 a 0 4 0 
21 3 0 a 0 4 0 
22 4 0 1 0 5 0 

: a i Qo a Q 2 QO 
Total 0 0 0 

SOUTHEAST PASTURE 

26 3 0 a 0 4 0 
27 4 0 a 0 5 0 
28 4 ‘ 3 0 7 1 
29 2 2 4 0 6 1 
32 s 1 1 0 2 1 
33 3 1. i 0 4 1 
34 2 1 0 0 2 i 
35 3 1 9 Q > 1 

Total 6 f 0 6 

EVERGLADES (unfenced area) 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2h A 0 i. 0 2 0 
25 2 0 1 0 3 0 
36 2 0 0 Q 2 0 

Total 0 0 5 

Summary of deer killed on Reservation: 

Sept. 17 to Oct. 26 to Dec. 5 to 1941 by Total 
Oct. 22 Dec. 1 Dec. : Komarek 

Cowbone Pasture 13 3 6 30 
West Headquarters 3 1 ° 1 5 
Headquarters ° 0 Oo 0 ° 
South Headquarters 4 3 9 0 7 
Northeast 1 0 0 a. 2 
Southeast 6 0 0 0 6 
Everglades 0 0 O ex: ee 

27° 7 8 8 50 
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Table 3. Results of Night deer hunting by Periods. 

First Period Second Period Third Period Totals 
Sept. 16 to October 12 to October 26 to and 
Sept. 30 October 22 December 1 Averages 

Number of Nights 
of Hunting 12 10 2h 46 

Hunter hours 
of Hunting, 401 229 501* 1131 
Total for period Lune 

Deer Killed 22 4 7 33 

Hunter hours per 
Deer Killed 18.2 57.2 71.6% 34.3% 

Summary: 33 deer were killed in 46 hunting nights, with an average of 4 
hunters each night. This means that 33 deer were killed in 
about 184 hunting (or hunter-) nights, an average of 5.58 hunter- 
nights being required for eachder for the entire period of 

night hunting. However a great difference is evident between the 

three periods of hunting in the time required for deer killed, as 
shown in the last horizontal line of the table, "Hunter hours per 

deer killed". 

* Third period, showing 501 hunter hours of hunting. This figure is 
reached by figuring the number of hours spent in travelling on truck or 
marsh buggy from camp to scene of hunting, and adding this number of 

hours (which totals about 98 hours) to my figure of 403 hours actually 
spent in hunting. This total of 501 hunter hours thus compares with 
the hunter hours shown for the First and Second Periods, as Baldwin used 

the time spent in travelling by truck in his total hunter hours. 

*# This awerage number of hunter hours required per deer was reached by 
dividing the total number of hunter hours (1131) by the number of deer 

killed (33) in the 46 nights of hunting. 

Interpretation of above table: 

From the figures shown it is easily seen that with the drying up 
of the Reservation and the receding of the water the deer retreated to 
the heavier swamps which were difficult or impossible to hunt on foot 
at night. This required many more hunter hours per deer as the project 

advanced through the Second and Third Periods. Of course this increase 

in effort required per deer was partially due to the decrease in the 
deer population on the Reservation (from our night hunting and from deer 

killed by BAI and sport hunters around the Reservation) and possibly 
because the deer learned to avoid our lights. 

Night hunting during the Second, and especially the Third, Periods was 

uneconomical and not a sound method to use for this project. 

1



Abundance of Deer on the Reservation 

At some time during the Congressional hearings on the Seminole 
Reservation deer problem during 1941 the statement was made that probably 
about 200 deer might occur on the Big Cypress Reservation. I do not know 
just who first made such a statement or what facts he had to justify the figure 
of 200 deer. However, after this figure was mentioned it seemed to be taken 
for granted by men present at the hearings that it actually represented the deer 
population, and subsequent references to the problem were evidently based upon 
that mythical figure. I say mythical figure because I feel sure no one could 
determine exactly how many deer used the Reservation. 

Persons not familiar with the Big Cypress area of southern Florida and 
with the habits of the deer can have no correct idea of the numbers of deer 
present, Since the Reservation contains only about 35,000 acres it is a 
relatively small area, and being only 3 miles across in some parts it is very 
probable that few deer actually live upon these Indian lands without ever going 
off of them, This means that numbers of deer would range across the Reservation 
or use it at different times for refuge or feeding. The Reservation is too 
small, and too narrow in places, to permit an appreciable permanent deer population. 
Hence, the number of deer on the Reservation is merely a guess. I know of no way 
in which they could be counted or even estimated very accurately. 

Since many of the Reservation deer range on and off the Indian lands it 
would be possible to kill off most of them by hunting on lands adjacent to the 
actual Reservation. For about a year and a half the BAI maintained one of their 
hunting camps just south of the western part of the Reservation. This camp was 
in Collier County and wasused in their deer reduction work. Mr. Tabb gave Mr. 
Baldwin records of 136 deer killed at this BAI camp from April 1941 to October 
1942. Other BAI camps in nearby Collier County may have taken deer which likewise 
ranged on the Reservation at certain times, When the so-called "Breeding Grounds" 
(formerly game preserve) northwest of the Reservation were opened to public 
hunting in early October, 1942, in connection with the BAI program of deer 
reduction in Hendry County a good number of deer were shot while our project 
was in progress, There is little doubt but what many of the deer killed there 
used the Reservation at certain times in their life. Another BAI hunting camp was 
set up just north of the Reservation (opposite the west Headquarters pasture) and 
killed 4 deer with a week or ten days in late November and early December, 1942. 

It is impossible to determine how many deer may have been killed by BAI 
hunters and the general public during the past several years which might be called 
Reservation deer. Certainly the figure might run into several hundred deer which 
would certainly have ranged upon Indian lands part of their life. Since some of 
these BAI hunting camps are still in operation, and public hunting is still in 
progress, there is little doubt but what more deer ranging on the Reservation 
will be killed as long as the deer reduction program is carried on adjacent to 
this Seminole Reservation. Consequently the Reservation might be practically : 
drained of deer even with no more being killed actually upon the Indian lands. 
This is an important point well worth consideration by the Indian Service and BAI. 

There are still some deer remaining on the Reservation after our killing of 
50 during this project. Just how many, I do not know. Mr. Tabb (BAI) tried several 
times to get Roy Komarek and me to make an estimate, but we never would do so as 
we could not be sure how such figures might be used - and they could only be a 
guess. § 
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Cattle on the Reservation 

The National Audubon Society's representative, Roy Komarek, asked that 
cattle be placed on the Reservation early in their investigation. This could 
not be done at once as the area was not completely fenced, and not completely 
separated into pastures. Some of the boundary fence and pasture division 
fences were built as a CCC project, and others were finished by personnel on 
the Reservation. 

Mr. Komarek wanted cattle well distributed over the Reservation so they 
might assist in determining whether cattle fever ticks were present. After 
some delay the first bunch of 149 head were introduced on the Reservation in 
December, 1941. A second lot of 116 head was added in April, 1942, and a third 
lot of 148 were added in May, 1942, making an approximate total of around 410. 

The cattle were inspected every month or two after being introduced, but 
they were not kept in the pastures where Mr. Komarek wished to have them kept 
in every instance, so not complete benefit of their presence could be obtained. 
This was partially due to changes in Reservation personnel, changes in Agents, 
and some misunderstanding. The Chicago office did not make it clear to the 
Seminole Indian Agent that these cattle were placed on the Reservation as an 
experiment on cattle ticks rather than as a project of cattle raising. 
Consequently some difficulty has been experienced in having the cattle placed 
in the most desirable pastures from the tick standpoint. They should have been 
kept in southwestern Cowbone Pasture and southern West Headquarters Pasture 
especially. This was not done until after some strenuous objections being 
raised by Komarek at the way the cattleman was handling the animals. : 

The Indian Service local representatives did not fully understand the 
importance of regular and periodic examinations of the cattle, and did not with 
to round them up when requested. However, they were dipped during the week of 
October 5, 1942, and chute inspected during the week of November 9, 1942, and 
again during the week of December 14, 1942. Mr. Baldwin was present at the 
October inspection and I was present at the November inspection. No cattle 
fever ticks were found at either time, and none have been found since the cattle 
were first placed on the Reservation. At the November, 1942, inspection we 
found 165 Ixodes sp. and 15 Dermacentor variabilis on a total of 516 head of 
cattle; both of these species of ticks being harmless. I do not have the re- 
sults of the December, 1942, inspection. Mr. Komarek was present at each of 
these inspections, as was Mr. Tabb and others of the BAI. Indian Service 
representatives were present also. Consequently it was a joint inspection 
each time. 

I believe it entirely feasible to use these cattle as possible traps for 
any cattle fever ticks which may be found or be present on the Reservation. If 
these animals are kept in the pastures as recommended by Mr. Komarek, and are 
inspected periodically for the next year I believe they will help determine 
definitely whether any cattle fever ticks are present on this area. This should 
make it unnecessary to kill any more than the 50 deer which have been taken so 
far. The few remaining deer will furnish a seed stock to repopulate the area. 
However, these cattle should be handled according to recommendations of Mr. 
Komarek and the BAI and it should be definitely understood that they are being 
carried mainly for this tick project. The Indian Service representatives should 
be so instructed by their Chicago office without further delay. 
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Personnel, and Cooperation 

The Fish and Wildlife Service was represented by William P. Baldwin, Jr., 
from September 15 to October 24, 1942. I arrived on October 24 to continue 
the project, and finally left Ft. Myers on December 12 after the 50 deer were 
taken. Mr. Baldwin rendered a report on his part of theproject - which should 
be referred to for more complete information. 

The National Audubon Society was represented by Roy Komarek. He was 
present during the period of September 17 until mid-December, 1942. Either 
Komarek or I were present to insure joint inspection of all deer killed during uw. 
my part of the project. He cooperated with all agencies to the utmost and 
the friendliest cooperation existed at all times between he and our Service. 

The Indian Service field agent, K. A. Marmon, has an office in Ft. Myers 
to handle all Seminole Indian matters for the state of Florida. Unfortunately 
he was a new man shortly before our project started and had not been informed 
of the background controversy and of the need for cooperation with the other 
field men, He conferred with us often at his office, but did not participate 
in any of the hunting or deer examination on the reservation. He was present 
at the cattle examinations, however. No other Indian Service personnel were 
present to assist or cooperate, except the cattleman, Frank Brown. He had not 
been instructed of the importance of handling the cattle from the cattle 
tick standpoint so did not give us good cooperation. The Indian Service was 
not an active participant in our project, much to my surprise, as they should 
have been the most concerned agency, They did not give us much assistance in 
the form of services or transportation. 

The Bureau of Animal Industry part of the project was under the immediate 
supervision of their local inspector, R. H. Tabb of LaBelle, Florida. He 
assigned the various BAI hunters to the project and made regular weekly visits 
to our hunting camp, staying overnight at least. Most of our transportation 
from Immokalee to the Reservation was furnished by his trucks or marsh buggies, 
as was most of the transportation within the Reservation to the scene of our 
nightly hunts. He also brought our mail and much needed groceries and other 
supplies as needed, since we did not go "out" each week. Mr. Tabb, was, in turn, 
supervised by Dr. Lauderdale and Dr. Applewhite, both of the Jacksonville office 
of the BAI. These two men visited the hunting camps about once a month during 
the project and conferred with Komarek and me at each visit. Dr. Yoder, another 
BAI supervisor from Orlando, also spent some time with us at one cattle examin- 
ation. A number of BAI hunters served from time to time on the project; the 
BAI always had at least two men present to serve as joint inspectors with 
Komarek and I. One of their best men, Robert H, Raulerson, served throughout 
the entire project. Probably a total of about 14 BAI hunters assisted us at 
different times from October 26 until December 10. The cooperation and 
assistance of the BAI personnel was generally highly satisfactory and should 
be especially mentioned, in spite of occasional differences of opinion and 
the difficulty of securing accurate and definite information from them about 
cattle ticks on other lands in Collier and Hendry Counties. 
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Suggestions for Future Reservation Studies 

Fifty deer have been killed on the Big Cypress Reservation and carefully 
_ examined for cattle fever ticks. None of these ticks have been found on 
either the 50 deer nor on the cattle which have now been pastured on the 
Reservation for an entire year. This indicates that possibly no cattle fever 
ticks are present in the 55 square miles of the Reservation. 

It has been five years since any cattle ticks have been taken from 
lands now included within the Reservation - according to information secured 
from the records of the congressional hearings, presumably based on records 
in the files of the BAI. This would indicate no further necessity of killing 
more deer on the Reservation. Consequently I suggest that the deer sampling 
be declared completed and that periodic examinations of the cattle on the 
Reservation for the period of one more year be used to determine whether any 
cattle fever ticks might be on these Indian lands. If no fever ticks are found 
during this period the Reservation should be declared free and removed from 
quarantine by the BAI, 

However, since the number of deer to be taken on the Reservation was 
reduced from the agreed total of 75 to the present figure of 50 it is 
possible that the BAI may wish to take still more deer on the area, If there 
is a conference to decide this possibility, or to fix hunting conditions for 
any further deer sampling, I strongly urge that this conference be held at a 
suitable time and place so the following interested and experienced persons can 
attend: Mr. H. L. Stoddard and Roy Komarek, for the National Audubon Society; 
Mr. F. C. Lincoln and myself, for the Fish and Wildlife Service; Mr. K. A. 
Marmon, for the Indian Service; Dr. Applewhite and Mr. Tabb, for the BAI. I 
think this is highly important to the continued economical success of any 
further deer sampling. Previous conferences have been held to include only 
officials who had little practical knowledge of the country and hunting 
conditions and actions of deer. Consequently it is my suggestion that with 
the /above mentioned field men sitting in future conferences that a sensible 
and @conomical method of hunting could be agreed upon in case any more deer 
are to be taken. 

io f It is further strongly urged and suggested that some study be made by 
“some agency, other than BAI, of the deer reduction work in both Collier and 
Hendry Counties, It is my feeling that possibly this killing has progressed 
far enough and that the deer have been reduced to such small numbers as to 
preclude their maintaining any cattle tick populations, It seems impossible 
to secure definite information from the BAI as to the taking of deer infested 
with the cattle fever tick in areas near the Seminole Reservation. They (Tabb) 
told us that deer were killed south of the Reservation within the "last two or 
three months" which were infested with cattle ticks, but no definite records 
were given Komarek or I. If this was so why did they close out this same camp 
rather than keep it running for 4 full year after the last deer with cattle ticks 
was killed - as is their expressed practice? We were not able to secure any 
satisfactory answer to this question from Dr. Applewhite at our conference on 
November 11 at the Reservation headquarters. There is too little check made j 
of such field work by the BAI hunters, and I believe this should be done. ‘ 

i ‘ 
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SUMMARY 

During the period from September 16 to December 9 a systematic 
deer sampling was taken from all parts of the Seminole Indian Reservation. 
Shown on a map of the Reservation are the places at which 50 deer were 
killed under the joint field work of the Bureau of Animal Industry, Indian 
Service, National Audubon Society, and Fish and Wildlife Service. Table 1 
gives details of each deer killed, and Table 2 shows each square mile of the 
Reservation that was hunted, with the results. Table 3 shows the results of 
three distinct periods in the deer sampling. On other pages of this report 
are given further details of this field work. 

The 50 deer were carefully examined and no cattle fever ticks were found. 
Several examinations of the cattle on the Reservation likewise produced no 
infestation of the cattle tick. Consequently no cattle fever ticks have been 
found on the Reservation during this project - and none during the previous 
five years. 

I believe it is not necessary to kill any more deer on the Reservation. 
I suggest that the cattle be examined periodically during the next twelve 
months to determine whether they might pick up ticks on the area. After this 
time, if no ticks are found, the Reservation should be declared tick free and } 
released from quarantine. 

The deer reduction program of the BAI in Hendry and Collier Counties f 
should be checked by some other agency to see whether it might be possible 
to stop the killing, providing the deer population is reduced to such a point 
that the deer could not carry over even a small population of cattle ticks. 
This would leave a small residue of the sub~species of deer found only in this 
southern Florida section which would be sufficient to repopulate the country, 
thus making it unnecessary to restock with deer from northern areas. 

December 20, 1942, 
Charleston S. C, 
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February 4, 1943. 

lr. Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Georgie. 

Dear Herbert? 

From recent letters of yours and the Komareks, it seeus 

quite clear to me that the BAI people have every intention of 

omheoing & pirtitene Se Se aes Be a oe 

on the Hendry County abion in. Florida. 

Ap I see it, the SAI's participation in any such check- 

Z ups should have ceased automatically as of the date that it was 

deternined that no fever ticks were found on the fifty deer or 

on any of the cattle checked on the Reservation up to that tine. 

nae © oT. tok tae aeatanines of am aie te 

cattle is a satter exclusively between the Bureau of Indian 

Affaire and the National. Audubon Society, and te to be carried , 

on because of your desire, as our representative, to continue 

the checkups of the cattle over period of time thet you consider 

adequate to anable you to reach scientific conclusions. The BAI 

; people, on the other hand, made a compromise with the Buresu of | 

seen At ee ee Oe ee a eal oy aad 

was concerned, and whether that involves any conelusion 

on their part as to the adequacy of the time period is inmaterial. 

I heve telked with Mr. Collier on the telephone this morning 

ané understan@ that he fully agrees with me in my views as above ex- 

pressed, He says, however, that he has no official advice other 
than whet I now have said to hin over the telephone of any.expressed 

desire or plan of BAI personnel to participate further in checkups 

of the cattle on the Reservation. 

fir. Collier further asks thet you be so kind as to write 

: é4rect to him at his Chiesgo office, with copy to him at his 

Washington office, to give him up to date information on this point. 

If, in so doing, you confirm what I believe from your correspondence 
to be the facts, then he will have in hend excuse for taking the 

watter up with the BAI te obtain definite understanding. 

I am leaving today for a couple of weeks in Texas snd 

: Louisiana and hope to go from there to Florida, If so, I will wire



ir. Herbert L. Stoddard ~2e 2/4/43. 

you in the hope that we can get together either in Tallahassee 
or Thomasville, at least for s few hours. 

If ection in this matter seems to you very urgent, 
please do not hesitate to telephone Mr. Collier long distance or 
wire hin at our expense, 

1 

John H, Baker 
_ Bxecutive Director 

Copies tot 

Hr, John Collier ae 
Prof, Aldo Leopold 

JHBSS :



\ suv 

COPY Ni 

UNITED STATES DEPARTWENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Washington, DC 
\ January 28, 1943. 

Dear Mr, Bakers 

I got out the files and I found there was no written _ | Set 
agreement with BAI, but there was an expression of understand- 7/; | 
ing by all parties, including The President, in letters that | ) 
went back and forth, The understanding was cleart that if the 
deer were killed and no fever ticks were found, the Seminole , 
Reservation should thereupon be declared tick free by the BAI, 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

(sgd.) JOHN COLLIER : 
Commissioner 

Copies tos 
Mr, Stoddard ! 
Prof. Leopold
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denuery 26, 945 

ire Harold &» Peters | 
Us S» Fich and Sildlife Service | 

107 River oad, Ashley Vorest i 
: Cherleston, fo. Carolina q 

Soar Harolds ey 

Your letter of January 23 has been received and enothdr to] ir. Stoddard has beon 
referred to me for reply since you ack the same of yath, letieree 

; Ae you now know, have boon deferred from Spgieeiive Service tho next six | 
monthe and 1% will continue te bo my dubic STDs to be p int during the 

periodio cattle inepsetions on the jig ¥ eo Relekvations Us. Yoder called = ; 
for a January 10th inspsetion wut after’ whiting tf jr. Applewhite thie wae : ' 

extended to February 1. In order to ¢ own expy~rses and travel I em hoping 

the eatile inspection iaterval ean be extgh igh/ it no fevet ticks shew up ; 

during the cowing inepegiion I believe a dote6nth invervall can be agreed upon ; 

but 1% would sui: as better eS : indeed by anothhr month. Ae you 
know the cetile on the \eseryexten ging Mdpocted auch wore frequently 

- then any in Cellier or tie Vountiess \ Prom pXrely e ecientifie etanipoint Peake § 
i frequent inspsctions are dofstreble but ih|view of tho deep pemple taken, none i 

of which were fever tick invhuted, i+ seeps to mao the incpegtion interval could Vig 

: be increased without dangor\\ // J 

Le the queetion yo ta oo Togerding wows agency checking UAI & determine if enough . 
"a foe have veon felled to acgyaplish tick eradieation has been etuked out in the 

pack of wy ainf [for the pasf\year but I cannot ey anything definitely without 

putting myself|\ey out dn a/Piub. ve, as you put it, “euspsot" onovgh deer hove 

been killed to wkoomplish Jifi's purpose but can anyone sey Befinitely enough 

deer have been ; hek up hie stateaeat with bislegieal proof. ‘hs answer i 

is no. Wo contro ferinent hee been made to observe the benavior of a fever 
( tiok population one conesntruted deer hard es the dowr density Ls decrenaed, i 

BAL elites ite*exporienca" that ee deor are redueed ao are fever ticks reducad 

‘ end shen thin de earried far enough tick eradication in acepaplished. This nN 

\ dllustrates & vell known, accepted biological principle but what worries ae RK, 

is how are you going te determine if the big vyprees dear reduction program a 

“nas been eerried far endugh? ‘ou reelive of courua, that if we asde a atateaent ; 

baeed on suepicion without date obtaine. through a contsolied axperiaent we fe 

/ atani 9 very god eqhnce of getting into some very deap and very hot water j 

On the feeervation I think 1 can recomend ageinst further killing of deer because ha 

on that area we have a dettle check but such a check ower tho butik of tho Fay a 
Cysreae Sem would be duposeible. As far as saving the “outh loride deor from ‘ 

extinetion ie concerned |i doa't think cherea is auch a the spectew will We, 

ir be extersins ted since there ere a considerable a aber af dor in the saegrace of 4 

the Svergledes and below the fred. ? a 

f Bect regerde and renenber me to Vill Seldwin shen you see him. ‘iould be interested oe ig 

i to hear abo t Bull's island deer project - or are you follare keeping ender your hates 
Bingorely, eas Bibs 

.) 4 i \
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January 26,1945 

re John Ms Baker 
‘uduben Lociety 
1006 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NeYe 

Dear Mr. Bakert= 

As lioy recently wrote I hed « discussion with 
Governor Helland about the dear-fever-tick vorke use of 
the amount of other demands, one may well call th r demnds, 
on both Stoddard end myself 14 was becoming eviden at neither 
of us covld very well visit the reservation to check jcattle ~ not 
at the frequency with which it appsare th mes About 
thet time the white man here on my farm decided to for 
greener pastures, just as I had agreed ta increase o ttle 
production some fifty per cent or b pich made mattére etill 
worees Fortunately however Pelliné fort 1 Roy oughto remain 

with the work until ite bitter gri sponge not only was emi very 
good terme with all the warrin Aft ctions Ay~ hed d finitely been 
reeponeible for the lessened friottae, eaet publicly. In other 
words the situation seemed to be we hand and perhaps best be 
left thet way, particularty a 1 co use “oy in essential prodev- 
tion here on the farm ne 

the draft board /deffere’ hig for six monthe as when we began 
and told mo to keen the leve] gy increase it, of production heres 
Stoddard likewise bells very shoy't/of labor in the timber work, (moet . 
of hie perso 8 in\the_earny) Aoy can be used to great advantages 
Thus bet rm anh ber work we have made it financdaly 
possible/fér “oy to “carry on", in between the necessary trips to the 
reese rvatjipne 

I w you as fous as we to hsve the inspections for thie 
year as 8 pos e and at rather definite intervals, if fever-ticke 
do not s>o BAI fires rather arbitrarily set.Jan, 16 as the 
next inspection without eneulting use However we felt we had, egfanat 
their protests, initisted the cattle work and therefore have some eay 
in future esttle inspectionss *herefore Roy wrote “pplewhite and they 
pushed up the date until Peb. 1 wich waen't much of e concession but 
still was some. Under the circumstances we felt it wise to accept the 
date so that at that time Soy would have a goo bargaining position 
when future inspection dates are sete oy fecls thet inepectione need 
not be held more than every three months ani our intention is to get 
the local BAI representatives to accede to thiese ‘ie suspect hovever 

; that we will have trouble doing thies Local authorities though very 
definitly not wanting anyfriction or Roy reporting a non=coope ative 
attitude, do not want to commit theuselves on matters of policys It 
maybe wise for you and Vollier to apply some pressure in fas! ington 
for quarterly inspections at the present time.



Boker #2 

I would suggest that for future incpections, (after the fet 

of which we hope there will not be more than four, in 1945, that Ro 
put on a per diem basis = at $10.00 per oy plus all expenses which is 

considersbly less then either Stoddard or“esould make jt fore Roy hopes 

to make these trips ae short 2s possible end sees a cae why they shou 

take more than a week. It should be stressed with Collier that 4t will be 

up to hie men to round up the cattle for inspect one In the pest Hoy has 

helped because he was present but we see no reason why cither he or the 

Audubon Soc. should take thie responsiblity os woll es edditional coste 

Likewiie it should be up «o the Indian Service to furnish transportation from 

For: Meyere to the reservations 

in souging Holland out on the possibility of stopping the deer 

killing he said he had been informed by Knapp that fever ticks had been 

taken at Cowbons Island which is on the rese vation. As far a6 we are 

concerned there were none taken there since we stante I suspect that 

here again Knapp did ad he did in lieshington = implis at they were taken 

recently when in fact such records are many years olde | However the Yovernor 

asked me to check with Knapp and then report beck to wiether any fever 5 

ticke have been taken anywhere near the reser 942, Holland had 

once before been informed that we had found fev the reservation 

which I rather definitely told him was not e0e oy and th hove. gathered 

the impression that the deer killing maynot ke carried o ch longer and if 

this is so it might be wise not to i Ate aux movement to stop deer killings 

By doing so the BAI would get their/“¢ nder" " I know. I believe they are : 

carrying, on a little longer simply e6"save fog! hey could Likewise make 

future cattle inepeetions unples aan 4 ust ploute' the deer killing has been 

proceeding under great difficulty dud te Ape ebundanee of high wages in 

local war jobs and is probad dying a yey den the 

“nis about co the mord hertiveg® matters at this time. Roy is 

leaving for the reservaffon Monday A.M. and upon his return se should know 

shen future inspectiond bre to be heli and whether we will have to fight it 

out higher up for quartehly inspectjohs. Governor Hélland asked that I pass 

on his good wishes for tha New Ye o youe I think if you can get down here 

this summer be w 9 of us to go over the "investigation" thue 

far as wel the finel reporte Certain phases of it such ss background can 

be gotten ether e gh the final report cannot be releaseduntil the area 

is declare}; "tdek-free" the BAI or we have checked the cattle for a reasonable 

length of « Stodd and i both have more time in summer and we can due 

our chare report/then though of course the bulk of the field work will 

have to be di H6y, If wildlife is in danger of war exploitation it seens 

to me we can elF use the tick deer case ae an example, even though the vork 

ien't finished or the report writters It hes occurred .o me thet it might be 

vise for you to write up « short chapter, introductory to the investigation, and 

. the Audubon Soc. position in this work and in the whole matter of wildlife 

protection. Then when the verious "“echeptere" are kitten we can psse the whole 

\l- thing on to Leopold for sditing, rewriting, es soll es edditione by him. I may 

be wrong but it aprecrs to me that perhaps the best way to handle the final 

report is to use the investigation ae a ekeloten #88 which to hang conservation 

procedure, etc.s instesi of it being simply “report". I realize such a work 

is going to require a great deal of aatention, work, and editing but it would 

hen be & “conservation book" based on an actual exemple and actual worke 

pi am from all of us, 

i, Le. hor pu bane! Sincerely 

ce Lepold Buf ReV¥.fon rok



Jenuary 25, 1943. 

Mr. John Collier 
Commissioner of indien Affeirs, : 
Departwent of Interior, 
Merchandise Wart, 
Ghieego, Tilinocis. 

Dear Mr. Colliers 

By way of confirming this worning's telephone conversation, may 
: I say thet from various communications from parties at interest I have 

come to the conclusion, as regards the tick deer matter, that nothing ' 
is of more importance right now than designation of the Hendry County 
Reservetion by the BAI as a tick free area. It was our understanding h 
that the BAI was committed to you to so declare it in the event that no 
fever ticks were found on any of the fifty deer killed as per final 
agreenent. , j 

If then our understanding is correct, there is no point in the 
BAI heaving any officiel responsibility in connection with further inspec- 
tions of cattle on the Reservation, 

As we understand it, the reason for further inspections of the 
cattle there would simply be that our representative, Mr. Stoddard and 
his associates have asked for your cooperation in mainteining check of 

; the cattle for fever ticks over specified period of time and at suffi- 
elently spaced intervels in order that they may cone to what in their 
minds will be a conclusion efter an adequate period of time, The SAI 
by contrast compromised upon an inadequate period of time and an inadequate 

: eheck of deer in order to arrive st an earlier settlexent of the controversy 
between it and your Bureau, f i 

There seem to be indications thet the BAI field uen at least expect 
to go right on with a responsible part 4m the check-ups of the cattle on 
the Reservation, even though, as we understand it, the matter has. been 
fully and finally settled as far as the BAI is offietelly concerned. 

You ssid over the telephone that you were concerned about continus- 
tion of the deer killing program in the immediate environs of the Hendry 
County Reservation and that you felt that this might Just as effectively 

result in the killing off of the deer that inhabit the Reservation. I think — 
I said that thet seemed to me an entirely separate Lasue and that I per- 

: sonally doubted whether it would have more than partial such affects that 
in my experience most animels quickly learn where they are safe and where j 
they are not. I think I aleo expressed the opinion that, if the BAI were
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Mr. John Collier <2 1/25/49, 

not now forced to live up to ite commitment to declare your Reservation 

tick free on the basie of the results now obtained, there would seem little, 
4f any, point 4n any one's entering into any future deal with them Snvolvy~ : 
ing a commitment on their part, whether on or off the Reservation, j 

lly vote would be for tackling the eituation outside the Reservation 
as 4 separate matter and after the Reservation has been officielly declared 
tick free. t i 

1 think you seid that you intend to speak to Dr. Gabrielson and 
perhaps to representatives of the BAI when in Washington leter this week ; 
and that you will be so kind as to communicate with ne shortly thereafter, i 

i If there is eny way that I can be of apsistance to you, please call on 
Ree h - 

John \f, Baker 
Executive Director i 

eres 

Copies tot : : 
Mr. Herbert L, Stoddard 
Prof. Aldo Leopold



Jenuary 19, 1943, 

Ur, Roy Comarek, 
Birdsong Plantation 
ReFeDs Novi, , 
Thomasville, Georgia, 

Dear Royt 

This will acknowledge receipt of your report of the recent deer killing activities. I won't cospsaey same at the moment as I went to read it with care before 364 * 

te anietense ute sropey iygvert Stoddard's letter to me of Janusry lst, we shall p wary at the reguler rate through this month of January, and\\bpfdeve ir. Benjamin will have already sent you check for sane for ere 

It is our understanding that, evel if you have to devote tine to inspection of eat: February inetead of Iste in January, there will be no salary gempensition entailed but only refund of out-of-pocket expe: f pp y this arrsngement. 

I note what ou probable further deferment in connection with ag pakke y/bout I take A that no couuntention from me to your local DPRtt Boars” ging to be nevessary. 

: So much for nere scknowledguent of receipt of the report and confirmation arrangements, I shall be writing to Herbert Stoddard wi, to policy matters involved in continuation of the project, of report, ete, 

Sver cordially, 

John 8, Baker 
Executive Director 

Copies tos 
Sr. Herbert L.Stodderd 
Prof. Aldo Leopold
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January 1, 19435 

Mr. John H,Baker, Director, 
National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Ave., 
New York City. 

Dear Johns 

Your letter of December 21st yw, received,and 
i am sorry for the delay in answe: ° I had to : 
discuss the matters you brought th na Roy Komarek, 
then wait an opportunity to get the typewriter. This is my first 19h letter. 

Roy got through his work on the } ation and 
up here in'time to enjoy Gkrisimas « He is now busily engaged in surtasbfz ing ¢\ date and putting his 
information and impresSfons on paper while they are fresh. 
This will result in the| long proriised field report along 
the lines we discussed\\n Tallehagsee, and on which Ed 
worked off and ox\as oppertunity presented but was prevented 
from completing du@\to pressure Of more vital work, This 
Report is for the Information of all concerned but not: 

‘ for publication,, gi are agreed that the Final Report 
and the one for publication will have to await the outcome 
of the cattle gyperiment 4n the Reservation during the 
coming year anfiia he It would be more than merely 

' embarassing if \s\Finay Report were published, then fever 
tick& turn up inthis the most important experiment of 

the » 28 I feel sure you will agree. And this very 
thing though it seems to us unlikely, 

ta|qonnection with the Reservation area being declared 
"tliok " by BeA.I. it soens to me that you and probably 
Commises x Golifer are laboring under a mistaken idea 
judging from recent correspondence, though of cours, we 
have no memo of the "conferences" of the "higher upi« in 
Washington, and what decisions were reached by them. We 
expect the B.A.I. to stop deer killing and pressure for 
further killing on the Reservation (and we hope outside) 
as @ result of the deer killing experiment and the result 
of the cattle inspections to date. If it was their intention 
to declare the Reservation "tick free" at this stage of 
the game, what use would there be in ek the cattle 
experiment, about which 8.A.I. are so insistant? And why shovld 
we have to make further trips to the Reservation roundups 
for these inspections? I think you will find that BAI. has 
had no intention of declaring the area "tick free” until 
the conclusion of their customary check period of around 
two years of cattle inspections. I hope you are right, 
but believe you are mistaken in this ‘2.2.
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We sincerely wish that the area would be declared 
"tick free" and the study could be terminated at this 
time as under prevailing conditions I am finding 1t more 
difficult all the time to discharge properly my many 
obligations, including this onee 

| The B.A.I. in field conversations have assumed 
what we regard as a rather dictitorial attitude regarding 
the number and time of\ the cattle indpections in the 
fubure, We feel that Roy and fa shquie go to the Reservation 
during the latter part of January ‘this month) and make 
a complete and careful inspection, Roy breaking Ed into 
this work at that time. This will t ut a week or ten 
days we believe, though we expect v best to 
get the \+ndian service to have ti cattle perly rounded up 
and ready for inspection before elr comi Then we 
believe /that an inspection once ery three/onths for / 
the remainder of the year should Se ample, ough it 
remains to be seen whether | oI, will to this 
schedule, It is our plan , up of understanding 
as to this, and as to the cooperation expected of the 
4ndian Service in the ter, at \the conclusion of the 
January inspection. continued) cooperation will 
probably have to be conditional oh/ the acceptance of our 
plan, as’ we cannot make\ the in tions at more frequent 
intervals | under ee onditionss\ Neither do we feel that we 
should do/ the Indi ervicé's work for them, as Roy had 
to do for so long,” ep things going at all. we have 
every reason to nk & Collier took Marmon severely 
to task for his/lack of egoperation, but the latter's 
letter of explanation Collier cannot be accepted as 
the truth of the\matbex. We do not yet know just how long 
BeAeLe will insisi_that the inspections continue after this 
year Va ups we feel that one more inspection six months 
later Should.conclude the matter. Settling of this whole 
schedule ssitate onemtey "sonference" of the 
powers that be in Washington, vr the local B.A.I. men 
seom/to have no authority to settle anything, though they 
are experts at "stalling". We feel that the Audubon Society 
has made 4t possible for Roy Komarek to attain a very 
exceptional insight into the behaviour of Homo spbéens... 
beaureaucratts in this study. 

I would recommend that Roy Komarek's salary run 
through this month, and probably be terminated !ebruary lst. 
This will permit him to get a good deal on paper and handle 
the January cattle inspections. If the latter run over into 
Sebruary, this will be figured as covered by January 
salaryse Begins this will be satisfactory to you, and with 
our best wishes for 19,3, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

Copy to Aldo Leopold. | Herbert L,Stoddard
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- December 21, 1942. 

ir. John Geliter, Commissioner, 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, ; 

Kerchandise Mart, é 

' Chieago, Illinois. 

Desr Mr. Colliert 

‘Thank you for sending me & copy of Supt. Narmon's letter to . 

you of December 14th last. I note that your covering meno of 

Decenber 16th was addressed to me and Mr, Stoddard jointly, so I 

eesune thet copy of the barnon letter was sent to him direct. 

Hae the Bureau of Aninel Industry (or Department of Agriculture) 

offietally declered the Hendry County Reservation tick free? If not, e 

are you assured of such official decleration shortly? 

i : t ‘ 
We understand that Roy Komerek has slready left or will very 

shortly lesve the Reservation,- his job coupleted except for sufsission 

of his finel report to Mr. Stoddard. ay 

' Ye sre prepared to continue financing periodic travel expenses 

and compensation of Mesers. Stoddard and EB, + Komarek to participate 

in inepeetions of esttle on the Reservation according to plen, which 

we understand will heve been definitely agreed upon between the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs end Er, Stoddard, We would, of course, like to have 

definite knowledge of the detaile of thet plan when agreed upon, ve 

assume that the plen will involve not only the frequency and conditions 

of inspection but the manner in which the eattle are to be handled on 

the Reservation through the entire period of tine covered by the agree 

nent. 

apt yefoardhergyleene Hy adi heaped ncn yor 

4s finished at and thet no tropical / x ticks have been found et 

eny time on either deer or cattle the tion during the ; 

period of the present project. \ i 

‘ why 

é Wha 
7 : Executive Director ; 

Copies tot 
Br 

omaed j



December 21, 1942. 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard, ‘ 
Sherwood Plantation, 

, Thomasville, Georgia. 

‘ Dear Herberts 

I have this morning a copy of Commissioner Collier's meno 

to you and me of December 18th, enclosing « copy of Supt. Marmon's 

letter to him of December 14th, I note thet Mr. Marmon states that 

F Roy planned to leave “after the cattle inspection." Will you kindly 

let me know what is to be the effective date for termination of our 

salary payments to Roy? We have taken care of the monthly payment 

due the middle of December. We are, of course, anxious to experience 

cessation of thet cost at the earliest feasible date. 

I shall be anxious to hear from / when opportunity offers ; 
as to what you now recowmend as to charac of report to be now 

submitted. | 

Ever die 

sly My 
Executive Director 

FHG05 ; 

Copy to Dr. Leopold L



Yon desr— 

“Seminole Indien Reservation 
: . Tumokeles, "loride ‘ 

Dacenber 9, 1942 

Mre Herbert Le Stoddard ; 
Georerative Quail Study Aevoe. . 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dour He Le 

An extremely pleasant feeling of good fortune charged the ephere thie morning 
when the lest two of the allotted eight decor bit duste| |In five days of 
hunting with two crews 16 deer were jumped of wh axippked2z killed. 
None were erippled and with one doubtful exception none we off of the 
Reservation, Of the & killed 6 were lightly iafected with ss ticks and 
2 completely tickefree. This bringe the totet-maber of deer MWiled under joint 
inspection to 42 of which 19 were lightl, \ with harmless ticke and 23 
wore completely tick-froee 

I em somevhat curious to know what went ei\belipd the scenes in regards to the 
special two-weck hunting period with no hetie ferred. The Seminole Agency 
superintendent hae hed no inforasticn wut Pe Nocal BAI supervisor's version 
about as follows. Collier bi ntlyinerpre<ey the sudden drop in our hunting 
success as evidence that we/hd killed AMY most or the de@r and pressed for 
teraination of the deer kil t profects) |BAI challenged hime likewise apparently, 
eaying “Let us put our men pr the Rese: on with guna end doge end if we don't 
kill a certain number of t\an @ given /time we will agree to close out the project". 
I would not be at Aided hows not the substance of the discuesion 
betwen Interior@r ul tus iT have a peculier feeling that RAI will hold 

i fast to the | whereby 67 deer wore to killede Our experience 
during the past five days tainly gives them considerable ammunition and Tabb 
has repeatedly e1 to statement out of me to the effect that there are 
ae he pute it ete" of degr/left on the Reservation. I have not coumitted myself 
and just as ly a tonned out the question I enewered "I don't know". 
IT have felt all e there were still quite a few deer left (but I don't 
want to be quoted on thied) but due to the drying up of the Swemp they fed most 
of the time in the denser strande shere water remained ani such areas could not 
be hunted at night profitably. 

Que to a Pield Day to be held on the Reservation Friday and because the Stockman 
will bo gone over the wosk-end to visit hic wife who fe in confinement we will i 
not be able to etating the cattle inspection until Monday. I hope to be on ay 
te the red clay hills toward the end of next woek or early the week following. 

We heave put in a pretty full day + deer hunting end moving camp - and 911 Lighte 
have gone out but oure so must close for the time beings Tomorrow I am going 

, to give Petere a lesson in the art of washing clothes. je have not been able to get 
our clothes laudered for the past month = need I eay any mores Regards to all. 

ee, heap wa Sincerely, 

Baker 
: | Roy Konarek ¥



Ya ber 

December 8,19h2 

Mr. Roy Komarek, 
Seminole Indian Reservation, 

Immokalee, Fla. 

My dear Roy; 

Your welcome letter of the 3rd arr: yesterday and we 

were delighted to hear of the turn of Ba came over last 

night and went over your letter and mt correspondence on 

the work down there. He plans to write to you nte about 

the possibilities of his coming down bhere to get) some coaching on 

the inspections of cattle before you leave, and /i think it 

would be fine if he can, But of course this a not hamper your 

plans in the last as he can undoubtedly the inspestions 

properly anyhow, and the sp godine P.of the termination there is 

the important thing.Baker suggests row pictures for a final 

report. I know you have me Ay of the s¢@n and types of country, 

but a few of the cattle indpections, Indian hunters and so 
forth might prove in esting in addition. You may or oat not 

have en opportunity t + such-pictures now, as you will 

probably be in a real getting those final eight deer (which 

may turn into sixteen s B.A«I. does not give up easily,as 

we all know. 

Baker also s ested th t it might help if I could spend @ 

few days.down ther s is absolutely out of the question 

and get more so days Since “arks left I am simply 

buried paper work (1 unfortunately assumed a lot of 
things , 1. rv work, and the main paper work on the 

Preliminary | iis Georgia btras, and so on, when [ thought 
I would hav¢ ja full time Secretary right on). But this would 
not help an ,under the new program for terminating the work. 
It looks alaa as if that preliminary report on the peer-Tick 
work _ + as well be worked into the Final Meport,as 
Ea has been so rushed that he has never finished his compilation 
from your on field reports.,If you get as busy in the Army as we 

are herd, that final Report is going to be an “extra straw" for 
all concerned. But you young fellows can"take it" I guess (or 

hope). 
Judging from what has come across our desk here, Gollier 

has never ones yee own, or Ed's or my request for better 
cooperation with the cattle theres The tone of all those 
communications showed that one too many straws had been heaped 
on the camel's back I guess, and he may be peeved. He should be 
grateful that somebody has the guts to tell him the truth about 
conditions on the Reservation,so he can straighten things out, 
without publicity. Bd joins in sending best wishes, and write 
when you can. Many thanks for your detailed letters. 

Sincerely, 

Copies to Saker and “eopold. Herbert L.Stoddard.



: feminole Indien Reservation 
Tmmokaldo, Floride 
December 3, 1942 

Myre He le Stoddard 
Cooperative Quail Study Aesociation | 
Shervood Plantation 
Thomeeville, Georgia 

Deer Ye Le i 

The score to date is 34 deor killeds 13 infested (extremely [bght) with harmless 
ticks, 21 completely tick free. : 

Last week Herold Peters recoived a wire advising thet the Secrataries of Interior 

and Agriculture were te confer, supposedly ea dy to disodkg our requet 
for a change in hunting procedures ‘eres ony d enother wire advising that 

@ new hunting echedule had been agreed upsin”d: rend Mohler (BAI). For e 
period of two weeks 211 hunting restricticy 6 Ho removed with tho BAI moving 

in to kill not to exceed SO deer total, thy’ ysing BAI mon behind the gune and 

dog 3+ 

Applewhite and Lauderdale (BALApckeonvite) vinited us in camp on the lesarvation Fj 

yesterday to discuss this new/gévelopmen Pleandecre discucred for moving in six 

BAI hunters and there follo abe sontrove between Petere and Applewhite over the 
interpretation of the "SO 4 F\ total". Apphewhite mainteined, that in reducing the 

number of deer to be killed fkom 75 to 50/ fhe lower figure dif not include the 

8 deer I had inspected in SAL Re tor intained that it did thus making it 
necesrary to itil) Aly Onore de® [a Ai two weeks period instead of 16 ae Applewhite 

. ineisted. Pets At I came into Pt. Myers yesterday and he diately wired Lincoln 

for the correet iy rpretation\and had Superintendent wtrlng ka wire Collier. 

Replies to both were received) today advising that the 50 deer total included the 
& that I had pre\tously inep 4 leaving 8 to kill using BAT men and dogs in the 
teo week period : the BAT men do not k1ill the & deer in the two week 

limit I presume thore Wi) he another conferencel? If they do and no fever ticke 

are found se feel the project might be terminated, or there might «leo be another 

conference! ‘hat has transpired between BAT and Indien Service ie e deep dark secret 
but there is reason to believe there are some pretty hire-powrred polities behind 

this things All we know is that & deer are to be killed éx within a tvo~week period : 

and starting at daylight this Saturday you may be assured thet al) efforts will be 

made to get the crittere before the expiration periods 

Collier did not answer my wire snd hae not as yet acknowledged receipt of ite 

Perhaps it aggravated himd The manner in which Indian Service operates amazes me, 

Both Applewhite and Peters were advised promptly of the new devebpment in hunting 

but “earmon had not been inforsed of the change! 

ee 
Beker ! 

Leopold Sincerely yours, 

Roy Komerek
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; Dece
mber

 
2, 1942, 

Mr. John Collier
, 

Com
mis

sio
ner

 

of Indian Affairs
, 

Departe
ent 

of Interio
r, 

. 
Herchan

dise 
¥art, 

Chicago
, 

Illinoi
s. 

Desr Er. Collier
t 

; 

Er. Roy Komare
k 

has sent me a copy of his telegr
em 

to you of 

Novembe
r 

22nd. If you heve taken action thereon
, 

I would grestly
 

; appreci
ate 

advice about it. 

Bvident
ly 

not only Mr. Komarek
 
but also Mr. Peters of the Fish 

and Wildli
fe 

Servic
e 

feel strongl
y 

that, unless the use of one free é 
ruming

 
dog be permitt

ed 
as well as suthori

ty 
given to the 5.4.1. in- 

epector
s 

to do some of the shootin
g, 

the personn
el 

involve
d 

in present
 

effort
 
to kill snd check upon « certsi

n 
number

 
of deer may not comple

te 

_ ‘the job during
 
the balanc

e 
of their natura

l 
lives. 

IT can well unders
tand 

how hesita
nt 

you might be to authori
se 

the 

us
e 

of a dog. You would natura
lly 

shy from that seemin
gly 

inhune
ne 

method
 
of tak

ing
 

the deer. ly in
cl
in
at
io
n,
 

howeve
r, 

is to feel that 

#uch au
th
or
iz
at
io
n 

involv
es 

the lesser
 
of two evils.

 

4s regards
 
authori

sing 
the 3.4.1. inspect

ors 
to do some of the 

killing
, 

I would not think that object
ionabl

e, 
provid

ed 
thet they do 

s0 in accorda
nce 

with a plan of operati
on 

whereby
 
they are under some 

check and control
, 
presuma

bly 
by the represe

ntative
 
of the Fish and 

Wildlif
e 

Service
, 

as well as under instruc
tion 

of your superin
tendent

. 

It does seem to me that the best solutio
n 

nov would be for the 
BAI. to agree that enough deer have been killeds that the

re 
ts Little 

if any point in comple
ting 

the killin
g 

program
 
agreed

 
upons and that the 

. area will now be declare
d 

tick free. If it is not wil
lin

g 
to do so, 

then it seems to me that you would be justifi
ed 

in author
ising 

such pro- ‘ 
eedure

s 
as will speed up the comple

tion 
of the progra

m 
so that it ean be 2 

finish
ed 

soon. Se tang then, the wetdbe oF Veo pavome
nl 

ievedi
ed 

: 
seome to be at rather

 
low ebb. 

As regards
 

that morale,
 

I gather from various
 

communi
cations

 
that 

I have receiv
ed 

that no respon
sible 

offici
al 

of the Bureau of Indian
 

Affaire
 

has,in the past couple of months at least, spent suffici
ent 

tine 

on the reserva
tion 

really to familia
rize 

hinself
 

with the deteils
 
of the



ir, John Golder _— 12/2/42 : 

problem or to make certain thet instructions are clearly understood end 
; @arried out. I gather that such representatives have cecassionelly 

dropped in in the lete afternoon and left the same evening; whereas, to 
get this whole situetion froned out and under proper eontrol, it would 
probebly require someone staying right on the job in the field with the 
men for at least several days. - 

I have a feeling thet the difficulty in obteining re hatter 
cubitiies Gandhi dake tone euubeeion a2 to bers oa ee oan 

‘ handling cattle inspections ond the distribution of the cattle in the 
pastures, is te-te-found wearing a good deal on the nerves of the personnel 
engaged in the Job down there. 

I hope you will pardon me for writing you sbout these matters ehich, 
after all, ere of administrative concern to your Bureau, I vould think 

: _ thet you would be wise if you were agein te send some representative there, 
with full suthority to see thet everyone involved clesrly underatands the 
conditions under which the program is to be completed,—- someone who will 
etay there long enough to make sure thet the difficulties are ironed out : 
and thet the instructions are carried out. 

With cordial personal regards, and beat wishes, , 

Sineerely yoars, 

John 8, Baker 
Bxecutive Director j 

Copies tot 
4 Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard : is : 

Dr. Aldo Leopold ; 

Ties : F



December 2, 1942. 

ir, Herbert L. Stoddard, 
"Sherwood Plantation, 

Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Herbert Stoddards 

Roy Komarek has sent me a copy of his telegram of November 22nd 
to Mr. Collier and his letter and memo to you of November 21st and 

3 22nd. 

I have no word from any one involved as to whet, if anything, 
has been done by way of reply to Roy's telegram. 

I am very sywpathetic indeed with Roy because of the many annoy— 
ances to which he has been subjected, and I have no doubt that he is 
entirely correct in his findings that the administration of the Bureau 
of Indian Affaits is inefficient to say the least, insofar as the Hendry 
County reservation is concerned, 

My feeling would be, after reading a number of his recent commun : 
ications, that unless Mr. Collier has done something quite recently, of 
which I have no knowledge, the situation 1s not going to improve down : 
there and Roy is not going to be able to succeed in influencing the 
other personnel involved to go along with him in good spirit in accord 

ance with his recommendations. My analysis would be that the Bureau 
would have to send someone down there with authority to iron things out 
and leave very definite and clear instructions,— someone with sufficient 
authority such that those instructions will be carried out. ‘ 

I have a feeling thet, if you yourself were able to spend a few 
days there, you might be able to straighten everything out to everyone's 
satisfaction, even though possessing no authority from the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs. I gather the situation calls for diplomacy more than 
anything else. 

I am writing Mr. Collier as per copy herbert and we will see what 
the answer may be. | 7 ‘ 

Sine yours, 

John . a 
Copy to Executive Director 
Prof, Aldo Leopold 
8505 

Enclosure
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November 23, 192 

Mr. John Collier,Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
U.S.Depte of the Interior, 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Commissioner Collier; 

Various commbnugications recently feceived ffom 
Mr, at Komarek and from the represenati of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service from the Seminole Infijan Reservation 
in Florida indicate that the authorized ods of killing 
deer in the work now going on thers are longer proving 
effective. This is to be expected from ture of 
deer. All of the men on the job there are ally 7 
desirous of bringing this wo: quick ccess 
close, and are trying hard do se\under what appear to 
me to be very unnecessary handica: Mr. Komarek has 
already been deferred f the t several times in 
the interests of this wor s matter will again come 
up late in December, Mr. K is very anxious to get 
into the Service fee @ belongs, and it is even 
very questionable Bo 11 again defer him, 

Komarek and jthe Fish Wildlife Service, who are 
good conservationists and iable and intelligent men, 
have for several\ weeks been/trying to get authorization 
to use slow dogs, gn leash, in getting the remaining 
thirty * is request is not granted very soon 
and be given authority from your office to make 
neces decisi in the field, it is very likely that 
they will fail in|making the necessary makunl ans for a lpng, 
long + Hence/{ am writing to urge you that you 
author the of such dogs, and methods of hunting as 
prove to expedite the work, and make it possible 
for the f men to get the er deer in a reasonable 
period of time. Ard to —age you as well to instruct the 
represenatives of the Indian Service on the Reservation to 
cooperate better with the investigational work, If this is 
not done it is my feeling that the responsibility for 
failure of the work will rest largely with the Indian 
Service. 

In my opinion, the use of dogs is very necessary and 
desirable, as well as humane, if properly conducted, as it 
would be there. Many crippled deer that would otherwise be 
lost will be recovered by the use of dogs, and at this season 
of the year there is no injury to fauns, or to pregnant does, 
or other objectionable features. Hoping that you will take 
favorable action on this matter at once, and with kind regards, 

7 Sincerely yours, 

Herbert 1, Stoddard.



ey 

Noveuber 19, 1942, 

Mr, Herbert L, Stoddard, ; 
Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Georgia, ; 

Dear Herberts 

Thanke for yours of the 15th, in which you approve of the idea 

of my sending on to lx. Collier for his information copy of Roy's letter 

and memorandum of Hovember 7th, I think that our doing so will help. 

i How as to the points that Roy raises in his letter of November 

13th to you, it would seem to me that, as long as the deer are to be 

killed up to a certain limited number and that the National Audubon 

Society is not responsible for the killing program, it is not of much 

consequence just how the deer are killed, Neturally, we would not want 

to be a party in any way to killing practice which would be generally 

construed as most inhumane, I have no doubt that, if Mr. Collier has 

resefvations about permitting the use of qo#s, that reservation is based 

upon a feeling on his part that thet is not @ humane practice. Tf, how 

ever, you felt otherwise and were to write him setting forth your reasons 

why you feel that such practice is now desirable, I think that he might 

yield, I would be glad to have you write him direct about it, sending me 

a copy. 

On the other point as to permitting the B.A,I, men to carry guns, 

I suppose that Mr. Collier is distrustful of what the 5.4.1. men would 

do with them and suspicious that they might kill more than the agreed upon 

number of deer. ly own feeling is that he would be wholly Justified in 

waiving any such cautionary reservation under the existing circumstances. 

Here again, I think thet if you expressed such an opinion with your reasons 

in a direct letter to him, with copy to ma, it might be fruitful, 

I know that you are just as anxious as we are to avoid getting 

the National Audubon Soctety into any position of responsibility for the 

present killing program on the reservation. We are there as inspectors. 
I don't believe that the 5.4.1. people would have any reservation about 

responsibility for killing, 

It looks to me as though you were a pretty good typist, but I 

shall understand that there are plenty of good why answers to 

letters may be considerably delayed, | 

With best wishes, \ 
Since ay’ 

bs John H, Baker 
Copy to Dr. Leopold Jiiiss Executive Director
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To___ Mr, John Collier, Commiesioner __November 22, 192 9 

Street and No. _y, 3, Dept, of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs __ 
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e foregoing terms. a 
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Seminole Indien Reservation | 
Imnokalee, Plorida 1 

: November. 21, 1942 : 

Mire Herbert Le Stoddard : 
Cooperative “uail Study Ascociation - : 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Re Le | 

I regret to announce thet only one deor was sacrificed at alter of science 
since we resumed hunting after tho cattle inspections las ik. The score now 
stends at 52. Twenty of these were completaly t lve infested only 
with harmless ticks. 

The swamp is fast dryin: up and the water a: terhole which’ less than two 
months ago overflowed is now a foot lowe ia loohe\ like etale coffee brewed in 
the woode. But the going is much sas moequitges have about disappesred end 
the nights are pleasantly cool. Under\these condjfions the swamp is most 
delightful + but we are still troubled Mtk"agépdvations" which unfortunstely 

go to bed with us and are not #0 easy to dof. I would much rather take 
the heat and high water, the a oe 

This pest week we heve eeen by ght or nide\ deor OGt of which the possible kill 
should have been five. The/ Indians shot|qt five, killed ones the other four 
wore not hit herd enough to|\make the uee/ gf a dog on leash profitable. This 
supports my early contentio wt Semi: ¢ are not such expert fire hunters, 
Their method of 2 90 ne subing the daytime, Peters and Tabb are 
beginning te Indian deliberatly attempting to prolong the 
hunting since get 64.00 a day which io a pretty good grub stake. I'm 
beginning to ‘der mysslf Wut I'm not ready to make an accusation. I know 
there are ups dnd downs in ing ae in bird shooting where even a good shot 
may hit a s when he @ down very few birdse Of the five shote the | 
Indiane fired I 290 ree of them including the one thet brought dowm the 
only deer killed. three ences the Indians approached the deer too slowly 
and needlessly close for a good buckshot throwing guns Deer usually will not 
ateni a light very long, psrticularly old bucks, but in all three cases the 
deer allowed the hunters to get within esey renges I'm satisfied that had BAI 
hunters been behind the guns we would have had all five of the deer. Seminoles ; 
are simply not energetic fire hunters. One of the BAI huntere said one of our 
hunters does not turn the light emzklg to one side of his head in order to line 
up his gun with the light beam and holds his gun in front of him when he shootes 
This Indian killed two deer one night end the BAT man cannot understand how 
the redekin wes able to killa the deer and how he failed to have his teeth 
knocked outd 

Peters received a wire from his of fice advising thet Pish and Wildlife 
representatives were to meet with Uollier last Monday concerning requested changed 
in hunting methods. . yet to hear whet action if any wee taken. “eenwhile 
my blood pressure cont 8 to arcend and I have sent the enclosed night letter 
to Gollier hoping it will do some good regarding both ay blood pressure and the deer 
killings : a



3 at tie ; 

Everyone in camp has a pretty tough time trying to keep from becoming too discouraged 
but we still maintein a certain amount of our good nature. Confidentially, Peters 
received a letter from one of his superiors stating that the deer-tick controversy 
was a “ticklish” subject ond that action on the proposed use of BAI men might 
be delayed, meanwhile advising to be patient! But how punishing patience can bef 
He also advised Pete to keep uxg us oli ina fhappy frame of mind": “@ advise Pete 
by the hour guzk preataely at it will take to keep us in such ea frame of mind. 

T still have my troubles with the eattle as you will note in the enclosed memoe 
Seep t a tet tS te eee, =I was tempted at the time to write Collier 
direct but I have taken your advice to “keep my shirt on" seriously and decided 
otherwise. frarkly, whet I had in mind wae drastic and I think it is time eoue 
sort of definite action be taken. I was going to edvivse Gollier that I was 
terminating my association with the cattle inspections due to the fact that 
Indian Service field personnel failed to carry out my instructions. Obviously, 
we cannot afford to be associated with a project thet ie onjy half done. If the 
cattle do not range over the area thoroughly for a long pexfibd, which they have 
not done, our inspection d=ta will be practically useleas. : 

It must be difficult I'm sure, for you to understang why solmuch trouble is 
experienced. It ie due entirely to personnel and €#miniatra ion - and there's 
not much of either in the field. ‘The Big “ypress Reserve tion s to be unofficislly 
regerded as an illegitemate child and close syperyieion ie ab ae fo be sure 
Marmon is a new man but in view of the Paot Abeer lier is so txterested (apparently) 
in the deer-tick study I should think Margépwould\cbnoi der thie of major interest 
but he shows up on the Reservation only phat ee ry two wecke. Tabb the local 
tick eradication supervisor has viel oka n camp At lesst once a week and 
frequently spends two or three days with om Pi Aidition, we have hed br. Lauderdale 
from Jacksonville BAI office and Dr. Yoder Rr6pOrlando BAI spend time with us 
while we vuxexkumtdmgx were in oyrdak gun p in Lard Can Strand. These men ~ 
certainly keep the BAI posted Ayr‘ ae Sythe fields In short, the Indian 
Service has made a big to do /faho terest saving the Geminole deer but 
have expressed leas interest; ¢h agencye \ 

The Reservation Stockman is a\ ko Al d Big Cypress reared Ylorids cracker 
and since he got his gevernner ° ppeare he has outgrown his britches. Just 
before our last sat [ib pectiorn? # and I had just finished supper when he 
ceme in my chick#e Without previous warning es to his change of attitude he started 
off in no uncer a and highYy profane language to advise just how the cattle would 
be handled and thet if thingy Hidn't go like he wanted then to he would quit. This 
attitude still prbvei ls to tain extent end I can't predict whht is in store 
for the future. kite: di set ‘sing the situetion with Mermon yeeterdsy he said he 
‘sak ge to the RebewEIiW tenevren to one wnt he could doe) & the etantion ie 
not remedied I cannot see how we cen do anything else tut discontinue our connection ; 

] with the cattle inspections. The Indian Service on the Big Vyprese Reservation 
does not seem to be able to do anything efficiently. Locally, the stock anewer 
to the question, "%hom runs the K,eervation" is "It rune iteelf". 

It would certainly be a welcome relief to run up to the pineywoods for = few days. 
but I'm s all fired anxious to get rid of this mess down here thet I want to make 
every day count. IJ have been hoping that we could wind up by Xmas so thet I could 
look forward to the Army instead of the umbkdaxgaz Big Cypress after the Holidays. 
I told Pete last night that if we could use the BAT hunters and a dog we etill had 
an outside chence of getting the remaining deer before Xmas! All I got out of him 
was “an outside chance is right". But I'm an optomistic hunter and I won't eay we 
can't get them until the day we quit hunting. — 

Regards to all. Sincerely, i 

; jay



Selo * Hoy Komarek 

November 22, 1942 

WMEMORANLUM 3 

Distribution of Cattle on Big Cyprees Reserve tion 
a : aE 

Following the rounding up of the cattle in the Northeast Pasture, I suggested 
to the Reservation Stockman that since we had gathered the bulk of them we inspect 
very early the next morning. Inspection it vac anticipeted would require about 
three hours and the cattle could be driven well down along the south line in 
Cowbone Islend Pasture before the heat of the days ‘The remainder of the herd in 
Northeast Pasture, I suggested, could be gathered later. ‘lowever, the Keservation 
Stockman, Frank Brow, Jr. decided not to follow this procedure. Most of the cattle 
were penned on a Monday and we beckrode the pasture early the next morning to 
gather the cows we had missed in the first round. Inspection was completed shortly 
after one P.M. and right after lunch th: cattle were driven to Cowbone Pastures 
It wac a very warm day and by the time we had reached the in the north end of this 
pasture a considerable number of the cows, particularly ifbreed angus fron 
Brighton Reservation, were showing the effects of the heat With their tongues hanging 
out and saliva drooling from their mouths. Because of the dition of the cows 
we could not drive them to the southwest corner of stion but I requested 
that they be driven about a mile from the gap. Brom stating that it would 
be too hard on the cattle but I did not press him for some of’) cows were pretty 
hot. I mention these details to avoid any fytire eriticiem whi be passed on 
to me regarding the handling of the cattley” At how hed done as I suggested the 
cattle could have been driven to the sou} btion of CowboneIsland pasture 
before the heat of the dey and subsequed got the cattle would not heve 
been necessary unless they started to tirN? >> ‘de Ae it turned out, Brown and 
three of his Seminole riders gathered some eh thé cows in thie pasture (the herd 
was packing up on severel open prek eraao\{ih the northweet corner of Sowbone 
pasture) farther toward the so spiipests a, had She difficulty in doing this end 
only about 90 head were driftéd te the onde TRZRHOHN7 RBZ POLLO RAAKK 

The cattle have hed a tf ney to pagki up in the nothwest aorner of Cowbone 
Island Pasture probably b they we btained from ranges to thenorth and 
there is e marked tend for dat tle / drift back to ranges frou which they are 
removed. Also, first put in this gasture it was very dry and 
the only water a ble was located ebout a mile@ from the noth line. From 

purely a range ligation standpoint #hm Brown should have drifted the cattle 
wostazward and thuard to nt them with other parte of the renge. From the 

standpoint of « ‘tick exper im this should have been done. If thie had been 
done at all it t dons Afry energetically for thecattle have utilized only 
a portion of the claims the cattle will not remain in the western 
portion of this pasta x I am convinced he did not try very hard to make them 
stay there. He does not show very much interest in the tice wk and when the first 
bunch of cattle, 215 head, were inepected he was not present to assist with 
penning the cows and loading the chute. ‘het is typical of the kind of cooperation 
I have been gettin: from him and since the new Superintendent (who lives in Ft. Myers) 

is sort of, shall I say, wishy-washy I don't expect him to crack down and meke 
the Stoclman follow my instructions. 

I requested tht cattle be placed in the ‘est, Neadquarters Pasture and Brown 
said it would be all right to gubxthe move those from Headquarters (cows and calves) 
in thie pasture. It was agreed, or I thought ita was clear (it wee to the BAI men 
who was present) that theese cattle should be driven to the fer southern portion 
of the West Headquarters Pasture. I wes not present when this drive was made end 
because of deer hunting could not check up. However, a few days ago I was advised 
by a BAI man who was present, thet these cattle were teken through the gap at the north 

i end of the pasture and were driven no farther. In deer hunting wo have seen very Littd 

cow sign in the southern portion of this pasture and the cattle are bunched up at the 
. ‘ north end. ‘This is just another illustration of how instructions are followed. 

CC. Baker, Leopold.
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Seminole Indian Neeerve tion 

i Immokalee, Florida 
November 13, 1942 | 

Ure Herbert Le Steddard 

Cooperative Quail Study Association 
Sherwood Plentation z 
Thomesville, Georgie : 

Dear Mele 

We heve just wound up the cat’le inspections found no vr ticks. 
Inepection data is as followes } 

Nove 10 - } 

Northeast Pesture 7 215 head-dry cove nepected 
Ticks collecteds Ix@aGa span 2 s e3 Dermacentor 

; . , imenae i 

Inepectoras api Ro fhe Rauleree William Lee, BAI; H.Seretere, 
Pash and Wildlife |ervices Roy /ipmarek, Audubon. 

Nove 12 [ 
Headquarters Paowdke - Dag (hd 142 calves = chute inepected. 

: Ticks collecstg xoles Spe, 97 specimens; Lermagentor 
: ris yi Vs A apecinense i 

Inepectorss ve on, Lee, Peters, Komerek and ir. Yoder 
of Orle ee Ste 7 

ie th Headgu Node eres “ate lis = no ad 

ret dame es above. — 

Tota ber cattle (including calves) inspecteds 516. ; 

Today we move ebone Camp in Lard Gan Strand and will probably remain } 
there for the two weeks deer huntinge Our mail service will be irregular 
but we have arranged to have our mail brought in from time to tine. 

Wedneeday we met on the Reservation with Ore. Applewhite and Leuderdele of 
BAI, Jackeonville, Or. Yoder BAI, Orlando, Kell-Tabb, BAT, LaBelle and Maraon 
of the Indian Service. In addition, Marold Peters, Seminole councilman 

Joeic Millie and a BAI hunter were presents As usual this conference wae 
characterized by a lot of hot air with an absence of definite decisions. 

Yor the past month or more Peters and also Beldwin have been attempting to 
obtain permission to he ae free running dog which I think will be necessary 
if we expect to get the deere In feet, overyone is agreed thet this will 
be esvential and the Indians do not object but the Chieago office of the 
Indian Service has thus fer failed to trananit authorize tjone BAL or Supt. d 
Marmon will not deviate from previous inetructione, aay definitely inetructed 
that free-running doge were not to be usede Meenwhile, two BAl huntere who 

have deer hounds quit to work on e locel airbase and we ero now confronted with
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the problem of finding a deer hound! However, Applewhite said that BAI would 
locate one - that was the only definite decteion made} Incidentelly, BAI 

has lost most of ite hunters through the draft or because of belter paying 
jobs. They have only two camps operating in Collier County which may mean the 
deer will get a break. 

Along with permission to use dogs Peters had requested that BAI men be permitted 
to carry gune and participate in the hunting under Fish and Wildlife supervision 
A eimilar request made by Beldwin and I failed but I think such authorization 
will be granted. All the field men are agreed on the need for using theese 

experienced deer hunters lancluding Marmon) and I think Collier will give us 
the green light but. as you know the Indian Service moves slowlye In the 
meantime we will have to be content with fire hunting which is not prducing 
results. , 

I discussed the subject of working out along te, tile peetion schedule 
but got nowhere with Applewhite. His sktpulati¢n was thet cattle should 
be inspected once a month while the deer killing/wes going and said he would 
make no statements concerning future cattle ineppetions untfl/resulte of the 

deer killing on the Reservation were knowne In thet he we finite for I 
called his attention to thé fact that the re se usend head of cattle 
ranging between the Keservation and Ab bs Nua re ence where deer are 
now being killed by sport huntere (pened to hurting October 2, 1942) and thet 
BAI was not inspecting these cattl¢ /except at thd time they were moved out 
of the quarantine area to be slaughtered in Tampge He beat a beautiful treil 
around the bush but gave me mo eatisfactory e: br to enlighten me as to why 

it was necessary to make oud equenb ca ttl spections on the Reservation 
and no systematic inspections e belag migdein the ares adjacent to ite He 
talked at great lenghh about 0 xperience". BAI's bush beating ebility f 
amazes Harold Peters: Inc there ere several hundred heed of cattle 
ranging (for at least the /As manths) in « pasture bordering the Reservatia 
south line at the south w the very area where fever-ticky deer 
were supposed to have be recently as about three months ago (that 

seems to be A standard BA and these cattle have ae yet not been 
inspeoted. ewhite said wet he was not consulted when the agreement wes 
made to kill deer on the Reservation and thet hie instructions came 
from Yashington % in a position to discuss the matter. 

It is unfortunate |that no one in the field hes been authorized to make needed 
changes in method of hunting end we heve repeatedly run into a stone wall 
when field conditions mede thie necessary. the whole thing was cut and dried 
in Washington and we continue to follow the seme old beaten path which seems 
to be leading ue only to a blind alley. ‘the eastern portion of the Reservation 
is practically all d&ied up and the deer in this seetion have follwed the 

water back into the sewgrase which ine way ie fortunate in that this seed 
stock will be preserved. Sut this reduces our hunting area by elmost a third. 

The western half @8 the Reservation hes also dried up considerebly. Some of it — 
is very rough country to hunt and I don't anticipate much luck without a dog. 
T am enclosing a map of the Reservation showing where the deer heve been killed. 
You will note a good sized area in the west central portion where we have not 
killed a deer. It is necessary to hunt this area with a mareh buggy which is 

. Mot available all of the time «nd while we have hunted it several times and have 
seen quite a few deer tacks we just have not been lucky enough to be in the right 

place when the deer come out of the several deep etrande loceted there. 

Moving to Cowbone camp requires two marsh buggy trips end I feel relieved that 

shix I earl, this to you without eny delay. Regerds to all in the pineywoods. : 

ee. Beker Sincerely, 
; Roy Komarek ;
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November 11, 1942 

, Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
Cooperative Quail Study Association 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

. I have before me copies of Roy's letter of November 7th to you, 
end enclosure. 

Do you see any reason why I ehould not loan those to Mr. Collier 
for hie information? I would like to clear with you first. 

I think that doing so might serve both of two purposes, namely, 
(1) canee him to bring up with the BAI question of prompt termina~- 
tion of the present deer killing operations on the Reservation on 
the ground that it involves altogether too much time and ense, 
end enough hae been determined to satisfy all parties, and (2) 
cause him to formilate some policies and give in, tiene to the 
personnel of the Seminole Indian Reservation vith berard to the 
handling of the cattle from now forward. hy 

wz | 3 
John H. Baker 
Sxecutive Director 

JHBt mje : 
ect Professor Aldo Leopold



: November 5, 1942, 

Wr. Roy Komarek, 
Seminole Indian Reservation, 

Immokalee, Florida, 

Dear Roy? 

@lad to have your letter bringing m= up to dete, Here's check 
for salary from September 17th, the dey that I believe you started 

on this particular assignment, to Octgper 6 mn, We will plan to 

send you another such check on Novenhé: StH, and I would certeinly 
hope - and no doubt you do ~ that pie pregynt assignment will have 

ee ee LL t 

I tried to rench you by telepisyc Ft. Myers thet Sunday noon 

and agein from Bvergiades sbout 4 otek that afternoon. I was glad 
to have your wire from Pt, lyere. ie 

I think thet Herbert Storderd's telk with Silver of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, fo: opfthe, the Det together that he end 4 end I 
had at Tallahassee, toféther with Qy telephone conversation with ir, 
Nernon must have had effect on|\Dr. Applevhite's decision. I do 
not overlook your own ar? eeion of/opinion in the matter, Rest assured 
that I know nothing, nod ae I undgstand it doen Mr, Collier, of any 
consideration being gives let -siéne agreement entered into, to delay 

-in the present phasa of the work, 

It is poset that there 4s apparently enough help on the reser~ 
vation el al possible to have the eattle inspected frequently. : 

a ; 
I of thank at in the eards* that the B.A.I, now decide that it 

hae had AQuch and ay) it might as well declare the area tick free 
without bothering bot the killing of t ning thirty odd deer. 
Certainly, DRisekFéconmendation were to to ite headquarters from 
its inspectors on the reservation, the chance} of such action would be 
enhanced, /) 

&: youre, 

far 

Copies tor Mes 
John 4, Baker 

Ur, Herbert L. Stoddard ‘ Byeeutive Director 
Dr. Aldo Leopold 

ohhes
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November 7, 1942. 

Mr. Herbert L, Stoddard, 
Sherwood Plantation, : 
Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Herbert! 

Se a he cea ee ay Mae NYS / 

October 25th and your reply. 

I am indeed sorry that he } ihn Sener io ney 
annoyances and inconveniences. y too bad, but I do hope 

that hw ap Ms ates on ") asked, 

I don't see why the BeleT, dose eal] it @ day and declare 

the reservation tick free without mora bother. i think I sug- 
gested to Noy in ay letter to him the obits day, of which I sent 

you a copy, that 4t would seem to me that, 1f the local B.A.T. 

inspectors on the Job yere tecxeconnenc to their headquarters, 

it would probably co 4 val 

° K 
sick, re 

8B 

Copy to Dr. Aldo Leopold



: Seminole Indien Keservetion ' 
: Iemokalee, “loride 

: Rownber 7, 1942 

Mrs Herbert Le otoddard . 

Coorerative “vuall Ytudy Asomciation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear H.L. i } 

Tho encloeed memorendum probably ia not exactly fyhat you a-Wed for but I 
think it will throw a little light on why “misdnerstandingg’) occur and 
what I have to contond with. After I tal with’ Ore Apples) this week 
T showld have some definite informe tiop-eenaerning g long jérm cattle ; 
inspection sckcule which should be ype ase to fheezpdre te in the form 
of an agreomente 

I don't think 1 gan furnish any definite figureb]regarding the cattle 
earryinme capaci ty of certaiz eons Revefye thony in feet, I think 
thie would be rather denger> Th hould Ap left to the discretion of 
the Reservation tocknen = b n vis ae recent experience mentioned 

in my memo I wonder if he he disere tion! 

The deer killing hes slow ‘oN derebly. Peters ie aggraveted because 

we ore not getting wore f pet admit I am getting quite bored but 
if you look at the revo dogh fot look so bed. In fect, you ean juggle 
them so ac Oa make ycurse pf you ere doing pretty well! In 32 nights 
of hunting eve killed 30°-Geere One other deer wes killed by an Indian 
during the de t wo did not inspect 14 until after he brought it to 

' headquertore. icious. ‘ie found no ticks of any kind on it 
and he suspects |the Indian might heve picked them off. ‘ish and “ildlife 
aocept it but r Sal hee note Since the lest a inepection we have 
hunted 20 nigh nd killed & deer which were teen on G nighte. ‘The other 
13 nights were “tater haule". Of the 31 deer killed 11 were infested only i 
with harmless ticks, the other 20 complevly tick-free. At thepresent rate 
I doubt very wuch that we will got the remaining 36 deer of the agreed 67 
before my deferment is up on December 27. If this oecurs T am at the moment 

Webating whether tw continue or vo in the Army. ‘there is a possibility that 
this thing may drag on longer than I would like to remain with it for you 
know my patriotic sentiments. If by Ames we have only a few deer left to 

obtain I would, of course, see the job through. I will keep you posied as to 

progress in the deer killing. If it is necessary to continue a wonth or 
two after imac steps will have to be tuken to get me r¢-deferred, If thie 
thing lumbere along beyond that 1 don't think I have a right to be deferred! 
In faet I don’: think I have thet right nos, 

Peters suggests that Ed take my plece after mas. He advises that an the f 

last ten nighte cf hunting heave teken off five pounds and recommends the 
Big Oyprees for wight reduction! 

Regards to all. . 
We aetee Sincerely / 

Roy Komerek



; MEMCRAN DUM 

Distribution of Cattle on Big Cypress Indian Reservation 

There hes recently been some misunderstanding regarding the distribution 

of cattle on the Big “yprees Reservation in connection wkh the investigation 
to determine 4f cattle fever ticks are presente For the purpose of clarification 
and to avoid further micunderetending thie memorandum ie submitted. 

In order to obtain a reliable check on the »resence or absence of fever 
ticks on the Reservation two things sre essential: 

‘ 1. As large 2 number of cattle as the renge will eustain. ‘the 
grotter the number of host animals per the greater 
are the chances for a host picking ’ ek if the 

. species 18 praesent. 
2. "requent inspections of cattle ove long per of tines 

The cat.le carrying capacity of the Sig -ypr%ss hearrva ie difficult 
to estimate due to the fact that it veries.indry and yet a» Thies can 
be determined definitely only through Pipartomes Si “Let of this r 
the Reservation hag carried approximfgly 400 any oF mature cattle and tho- 
odd calves many of vhich range from Lf to three \r\ndred pounde. At the tine 
of the last inspection (week of Octobdr 5) cows of calves were in excellent 
condition ani they should con%inue ilk ifty coyddtion since the range has 
dried up in most places. YowSysy, it\gry relastyAly dry through the sumer 
months. In the judgement of cs Ee a I have telked 1 is estins ted 
the Reservation could teke care Af wbout 600 head and sone heve refed thie 
figure to 800 head. If such phy on is anticipsted it would be well for ; 

' the Indien Service to sequi: th @xtions nerth of the Reservation to be 
on the safe side. About af was uy understanding thet ie land 
was to be purchased, 

Ifa relin} check off f ticks on the Reservation is exvected it 

is essential Nelo be well distributed over the entire area. This, 
however, is the ilpql"And—the handling of the cattle will no doubt have to 
be modified to suili|wexther conditions, for during the wet sexson some cattle 

may have to be shifded from one pasture to snother. One point must here be 
emphe sized - that @4 large « number 0! she poesible be maintained in i 

the western half of \the Reservation, sp ifically in the fouth Headquarters ; 
(4 sections); fest fleadquarters (6 sections) and Cowbone Islend (16 sections) 
Puetures, and that some cattle be maintained in those pastures (uring every 

month of the year. It is extremely important that in dry tines these pastures 
be stocked as heavily ae possible. ‘ecision 2» to how many cattle be maintained 

' im these pastures should rest with the Reservation Stoeckdan but he should 
understand that maximum stocking is eseéntial and this should be given every 
consideration shen his decision is made. If hoavy rains necessitate the removal 
of some of the cattle from one pasture to enother and a representative of the 
fudubon “ociety is not prevent the Stockaan is expected to remove as many as 
he thinks edvisable keeping a record of the date, the nuaber removed and the 
pasture they were removed to. 

FREQUENCY OF INSPECTIONS 

In check in epectione, the 9ureau of Animal Industry hes followed a policy 
of inspecting first at the end of a two week period, then four weeks, gradually 
lengthening the interval between inspections to three and six months if no 

ie. fever ticks are found. This is continued for a year or more followed by one : 
. or two annual inspections through the second and perheps the third year. Inspections
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on the Reservation, I think, should follow this general plan, that is the 

inspection interval should be increase as tive goes on, assuming of course that i 
; no fever ticks are found. However, before e proe@ecdure of inspection is decided } 

upon I think it would be wise to discuss thie with Dr. Applewhite of the 
Jacksonville BAI office. Certeinly, there has been enoich squabbling in the 

tick controversy and in these times all efforts should be made to bring the 
investigation to hermonious close. ‘The BAI hae now changed its attitude of 
complete non=coop¢@rativeness as far ae the Reservation area was concerned to ; 
one of complete cooperation and I don't think there would be any difficulty 
in arranging a program satisfactory to all. If we could get the» to commit 
themselves to a cer. procedure controversy would be avoided later. My 
plan is to make as i inspections as is necessary. In view of the extra 
help now available through the coopersetion of the BAI two inzpections will 
be made before imas if possible; one during the end of this weck or early 
nex' week and another just before Mmas. If no fever tie¢ks are found I- should 
think the next inspection could be delayed until about Arch, another just 
before the wet season sets in towerd the end of May and|qtill another at the 
end of the wet season about November lst. Then one in spring @&zkax 
and one insjection in the fall of 1944, 

REASONS FOR MISUN ERSTANOINGS 

Failure on the part of Indian Servig § men to kee e@ ashington 
office informed asi to activities on thg servation hae cawwed a great deal 
of unnecessary mispnder standing. Poyhgf Super ndent Hill had requested 
thet I furnish him with blind copieq «f my co os. and memos. I reminded 
him thet ae an impartial investige to couMi Mot do this but resquested that 
he be present at the time of inspection WAy’T also sing Wel on mumerous 
occasions that he ride over the-fseervatherAwith me to familiarfbe hinself 

: with conditions. Tlowever, 6 i hurry and he wes not present at 
any of the inspections anf Aid not ade¥p? my Wavitetion to show him vhat the 
Reservation looked beyonq headquatters. His failure to keep the ‘ashington 
office advised placed Mr4 Pollier in gn ambarrassing position during one of 
the hegarings when Volliek\testified Ayet the Rescrvation cattle were being 
dipped every 14 nd Ox.Ninepp doftredicted hime Rneppxmcay Despite the 

; fect that I re told Milt we would chute inspeet he advised Collier 
that we were ping. In fact through his negligence the dippingvat wes not 
in operation/ds long as was superintendent. 

I cite the followi etaile regarding the most recent misunderstanding 
concerned wi hen t of the enttle to give you e be ter picture of 
why such thing Sometime before the inspection last month I advised 
the Reservation Sto n thst the cattle must be returned to Cowbone pesture 
following the inspection. He apparently thought thst over for avhile and 
just before we inspected, he advicsd that this pasture was too net and thet he 
had to move the cattle to another pasture to avoid losses. I presused he knew 
what he was talking about and agreed to hie request. ‘et #k&x dry weather has 
set in and Cowbone pasture wes noticeably drying up- It had been unusually : 
dry through the sumer and the cattle from this  «sture were in good condition. 
I feel now that the cattle could heve been returned to Cowbone but I know that 
sometimes it is advisable to shift them from one pasture to another. At any 

| rate I adviced the Stockman that the cattle must be returned to Cowbone early : 
in November and that as many as possible must remain therein through the dry : 
86250.
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; No further comment wae made and i dianiceed the abject from my mind as auaing 

the Noweaber ine eetion of catile would teke plece ec setntiaax scheduled, 

On ‘ednesday October 21, Ure J. Jennings (Sxteneion “ivision, imshington office 

Indien Service) and Mr. Ke Ae Mearmon (‘upte SominoleAgensy, Pt. Myers, Fle.) 

: came to the Sig Cympes Seesrvation just before dark. 34111 Baldwin ("ish and 

‘Aldlife Service) and I had been edviced that they would be in but asewned they 

sould romain through at least the morning of the following day at which tine 

we intended to diseves certain details of the deer hunting whh themeso thet ue 

would notlose a night's hunt ‘je had rounded up the Indian hunters and were 

about to levve on @ hunt when Mire Tabb (local BAI field agent in charge of tick 

eradication) advised thet he hed Learned indirectly that Mermon and Jennings 

would eet supper ond leave thet nighte At the lest moment Baldwin, Tabb end b 

went to see them ani in the course of a short hurried discussion Jenninge remarked 

thet only 150 head of the cattle wore purchased for the tick experiment end I 

implied he felt the saex distribution of the reet of the cattle emg wae not 

necescarily to be enrried out as I directed. ‘Thie did not set well with ae and 

TY advieed that the cattle work had been a constent fFovation to me and reminded 

him that lest spring Messrs. Srietel and Faris (\«, FER ton baste Indian Service) 

xs Yontgorery (Indian Service cattle expert) eni/PYormer \umindle Agency 

Superintendent Hill came to the Heeervation at bh time it decided that 

more euttle would be placed on tho ‘erervation any that their /dfetribution would 

be at my discretion. “his shor’ conference with Jennings eng /arman ended with 

no defhie decisions being mada. 
2 % 

On Friday Oc 23 Beldwin any (/ went to x2 { Myers to meet Herold %. Peters 

(Atlentic Flyway logist) and to n out corta\ih difficulties concerning 

the deer killing program wih larmons| \Petere came fo relieve Beldwin as Fish 

and ‘Aldlife representative ip the didy work. Y fwre to meet “armon the 

; following day but instead he hebus jo e w-fylled up to the Franklin Arms 

Hotel about nines oll caviatag ge haMta_ge-to Miami end would not be able to 

gee us in the mornings “© hod port discussion on the street ani sarmen 

stated thet the Reservation folios Frenk Brown, dre had advised that the 
eattle should not be put 4 ynd paeture because it wea too wet and as 

he expressed it most of o 64 aie. In return I advised tht Cowbone 

Ieland pasture we rapidly\c ¢Mof thet this sren wee locally know ae excellent 

winter range it the cat o/in excollent condition (187 head) at the tine 

of the last tion after F ng therein for at least four months and thet if 

the Indian © t soe fit to allow cattle to range in thio prsture 

it moe useless to cattle inspection programe I emphasized the fact 

: that I would not. md the placement, of cattle in ie besware if they would not 

mapport theme At |the close of our conversation larmon ausured we thet he wanted 

to cooperate with he invostigetion ent stated the cattle! suld be dietributed 

ao I directed. | 

following this discussion I anticipated no more trable and our hunting 

shhedule was arrenged to permit ting off for the castle inepection plemoed f 

for thowsek of Novenber 9. liowver'; fhe Reservation & n returned to 
headqerters after spending a week ani a half at Brighton Resorvatén assisting 

with cattle work, he advice’ me thet “ermon had instructed him to return 

there to finish thie work on “November 9 ami a few days following. Me advised 

further that the cattle were being inepected too often, that this handling me 

‘herd on them ani offere. several other BSURENEXSURSR se why the cattle 
should not be inapected emong thom thet inasmuch ae the deer are being killed 

it was not necessary to inspect the cattle: ; 

As a result of thie unexpected development, the Severvation Stockuan, 

Péters and I met with Marmon in fort Myere Friday afternoon November 6 to get F 

* this thing settled once and for all. As a result of thia discussion, it was 

decided that the cattle inepection wuld proceed as sbhediled on Monday November 9 

* and that cattle be placed in Gowbone Ieland eni fest Headquarters pasturese I am i 

taking a horee to Cowbone hunting camp following the cattle inspection and will
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ride this range as much as I am able though this of course will be limited 
because of hunting at night. I intend to obeerve the movements of the cattle 
and determine to my own satisfaction whether or not this pasture will take cere 
of a good mmber of cattle. One of the BAI men will have his horse in cemp 
end iy. fabb has offered the services of this man rho is en experienced cowan 
to assist me. If thie range will not apport about 200 head of cattle during 
the aimampy dry esnson then I heve been il] advised by reliable local cattlemen. 

If they do, then my hunch thet the Nesorvation Stockman does not want to exert 
himsel? is correct, ‘This seeme to be characteristic of Reservation personnels 

There is one statement he wade that may bare some close observation. He etated 
thet the Indians themselves, that is the Indian cattle herders, have been talking 

over the effects of frequent handling of cattlenccessi tated by the inspections 

and thet they claim this is hard on them aleo. I will not. be surprised if I 

here more about this stuation but T heve a pretty good idee vhere they got their 

idese 

P have just recoived word from tr, Tebb who me by ahpeintment in “ort 

Myere and he advises that Or. Applewhite (In che tick era tion in Floride, 

office Jacksonville) and Ur. Applewhtite would vi the Reesor this 
Wednesday afternoon and be present for at lerst + of theea inepectione 

Mr. Marmaon advivzed yesterday afternoon thit he eukkzaak could fot make 1% but 
I called him this evening to let him ee Rre Ay wee coming downs 

He hae rearranged his schedule and “i be on ThA Reser on Yednesdey also. 
Among other things, st this time I wu arrange ttle inspeetion schedule 
that will be autually eotiePfactory th/all, T hope}| At least T'11 try to get 
something definite down on pepers : : 

November 7, 1742 
Roy Komarek ‘ { 
Yeminole Indian &egorveation 
Tamokaleo, *lovrida \ 

i O¢. Leopold 

Baker 

|
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: Seminole Indian Reserve tion 
s : Immoke lee, "lorida 

c October 30, ipsa 5 

Mare John He Bekey Sxece Uirector 
National Audubon -ocioty 
1006 "ifth Avenue 
New York, Ne Yo 

bear ‘Gr. Bakers | 

In order to drop you « few lines and incidéyitally my 
expense account, this efternoon i bly, sicss we Pind 
80 neceseary uhon the nights are of YW puReul t are And the 
sight of a pay check would be parytfoulerly interesting to ue at this 
time for I find myself riding on the short en\\of my bank accounts 

; I ms sorpy to niesed ygyr phone call in 
Pts Uyers eometine ago. Bie happened wt on that pertiouler 
Saturday propects for a reeked wook~ond_oéked good but while I 
wae washing arsenical dip i OX my clothes a conference was being 
arranged in Mt. Myers to A<iscuda Nhe deer killing. ‘%e are now without 
radio communication and/t1 ny “alter Greeh of “ish and “ildlife 
Service errived at heady dne-nounced advieing that a meeting 
wis scheduled with ore \Ap wie of BAI Sunday afternoons se left 
the Rese ion Sunday he g/about 7330 and arrived in Ft. Myers 
just in + to got a bite ext before the usetings Mr. liaraon 
gave me and I understood him to say that you would call 
agein in the 

This meeting was celled primarily to give us clearance 
in prosecuti) deer killing project ae quickly ae povsible. “uring 
the first tuo pgeks of hunting we had unusually good luck killing es 
many a6 ix deor in one night. About thio time Ore Leuderdale of 
Jacksonville jl office visited ue in esmp in Lerd Can Strand advising 
thet thet we should slow down since by some sort of agreement which 
I have not seen, the doer killing was to be spread over a four month 
period. I had felt allelong that the extremely good luck was just $89 
good to Inst and it hee turned out thet way but we mented to makdil, % 
BAT would accept the deer records if this luck continued, I was very 
much surprised thet Applewhite agreed to let the deer killing go ahead — 
as quickly ae possible without offering to argue the noint. 

As of last night we heve killed 30 deer, 10 of which 
: were infested only with harmless ticks. the remaining 20 were completely 

: tick-free. 366 cows of which 187 wore from Lowbone Islend pasture in 
the western part of tho Reservetion and 141 calves wore inepected early in 
Octeber ani no fever ticks were founds Inmsemuch ae plenty of help is & 
available the cattle sill egsin be inspected next weok, op, dag, week following. 
T plan to hold another inepection just before imase Sincerely o¥ 
00. Ree Sloddard ie ea 

: poy Komarek
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October 28, 1942 

Mr. John He Baker 
National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Bakers 

Your letter of October 26th hés—just been receive 
ed and contents gone over with a great deal inter 

este : fro 

I do not want to ans 8 letter before discua- 
sing it with &d and havi ap & memorandum on 
the subject and give us eri of his ideas. 

At the present moment, I nf not entirely sure it : 
will be necessary to inspect attle for a full two 
no from the prégénte Since cattle have already 

en on the Res tion some\six months it would only 
seem ile > keep the jz ~ ogy up for another 
year and a 3 However, 11 let you know further 
about this as soon\as possible. 

best wishes, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS erp 

Herbert Le Stoddard, 
Di rector 

e/e Roy 
Dre Leopold ;



Fort Myers, Florida, 
October 25, 192 

Dear Eds 

Just another note from Ft. Myers about the investigation 
which grows more complicated as the days grow shorter. 

To start off--Bill Baldwin has been relieved--or I should 
say was given a reprieve--and left for his refuge yesterday. Harold 
Peters, who at the moment occupies the bed next to mine, is to continue 
where Bill left off! Will wonders never cease? 

A The deer killing score to date is 27 deer, 7 of these were 
| infested with harmless ticks; the others completely tick-free. In ad-~ 

| dition, last week I inspected 12 more cows from Cowbone Pasture, and 
one from the pasture just east of it. From these I collected 17 ticks, 
all harmless, No fever ticks found to date. It sgems I never will get 
around to typing a memo. The week ends I haven't en hunting I've had 
to go to Ft. Myers. I will try to get this to you this week since 
we will hunt from Headquarters. 

The period of lean hunting that I pated has arrived. 
Since we dipped the cattle we have killed only ) deér} which includes 
over a week's hunting in Cowbone Pastures—~This is due to several 
things. We have no doubt skimmed off/thé-eream, the Indians crippled 
two or three deer that were not recovered and muffed several other 
chances. They are definitely not thé best fire hunters in the world. 
Apparently a number of deer were oat ae ough palmetto areas at- 
tracted by palmetto berries and we Bot mo of those. But also of 
great importance is the fact that the imp is drying up rapidly and 
the deer are staying back in-thé strand 

As a result of by s anticipated reduced deer kills, Bill and 
I submitted a memo to Collier through Marmon, requesting the use of 
free-running dogs. A wire\ from Collyer's office and a letter advised 
that we could not use dogs ‘except on/a leash to recover cripples. If 
dry weather preva we expec o wind up the deer killing before 
Xmas I don't se w we can avotd using dogs. 

A Mr. {Jennings of\the Extension Division of the Indian Ser- 
vice came to Headquarters d &s is typical of govt. brasshats, he 
stayed only a hours. e came in just before dark and we presumed 
he would spend i nd talk with us the following day. We had 
just started to gé te to eat and get our hunters together when, 
through accident, Tabb learned that Jennings and Marmon, who accompa- 
nied him, would eat supper and leave out that night. Bill and I caught 
him just before he started to eat and we had only a short talk with him 
for we did not want to lose a night's hunt. We asked him about the 
use of dogs but he was nonScommital. However, when he returned to 
Chicago he no doubt was instrumental in handing down the decision 
that no dogs be used. We probably are at fault for not discussing 
our plan more fully but damn it, every time an official comes to the 
Reservation he usually stays only long enough to get something to eat. 
Our plan is to use only one free running dog which can be easily caught 
(so the state hunters say) if the deer is being run off the Reservation. 
We visualize stationing the guns at strategic places along a dense 
strand, using the dog to jump the deer. By such procedure it may be 
possible to kill the deer shortly after it is jumped. We do not have
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in mind long chases such as frequently occur in ordinary hunting where. --. 
several dogs are used. Such restricted use of one free running dog I don't 
think should be obfectionable. Fire hunting would, of course, be continued 
as long as this produces results. 

There also has developed a misunderstanding regarding the hand- 
ling of the cattle on the Reservation. After we inspected the cattle in 
Cowbone Pasture I wanted them placed back in there but the Reservation 
stockman said that it was too wet and stated there would be heavy losses 
if this was done. I presumed he knew what he was talking about and went 
with him on that inasmuch as another inspection will be held the lst of 
November. However, when Jennings mentioned that only 150 head of the 
herd were purchased for the tick work I blew up and told him that the cat- 
tle program has been an aggravation ever since it started. Unfortunately, 
Stanley butted in and we switched to the subject of dogs. Friday night 
when we got to Ft. Myers, Marmon met us along the streé just as we got in 
and mentioned the cattle subject, stating that the ockman had misunder- 
stood me and said that I wanted the calves put in ¢ one also. I told 
him frankly and in no uncertain language thatthe ha ling of all the cat- 
tle by agreement was supposed to be under my“dt and that if he or 
anybody else protested putting the cattle back into one Pasture I would 
terminate my association with the cattle-experiment. uggested that I 
write up a memo on the subject which I Shall, draw up in longhand here and 
type as soon as I get to the Reservatio Orrow morning. 

There are so many irritating arbducties down here that every=- 
one is constantly tearing his hair and if/T/ever have anything to do with 
the Indian Service again it will only be to avoid capital punishment. A 
couple of days ago as I was piging_*e the BeAeIe inspector's camp on my 
way to check a few left-over Cattle; Josie\Billie (one of the Seminole 
Councilmen and our interpr¢éter) stop me, reporting that he just brought 
in a deer. I immediately got the B.A,}I. man and we inspected the deer (in 
carcass) and the skinned hide togethe We found no ticks. Then the ques- 
tion arose, would BAI accept\this ai record. Tabb suspicions that the 
Indians might nt ao omeone else was not present. Baldwin 

accpeted the record but I don't know if BAI will. 

In o r to giv s a better chance to kill more deer it has 
been suggested t I be agcompanied by a BAI man (who has his horse on 

the Reservation) d hunt from horseback, which will permit us to cover 

more territory. to do this was asked of Jennings and Marmon, 

who stated they wou. e to think it over--it is specified somewhere 

that the Indians are to kill the deer. The next morning Stanley came to 

my chickee, reporting that Marmon requested him to tell me to go ahead. 

That afternoon the stockman, who had driven Jennings and Marmon to town, 

came in with a message from Marmon, requesting me not to hunt and to see 

him in Ft. Myers. When I got to Ft. Myers, Marmon showed me a wire from 

the Chicago office, stating that "State Killers" were not to kill any deer 

on the Reservation. I told him then that I was authorized to kill deer on 

the Reservation and as far as I know this has not been rescinded and I 

asked if I would be permitted to carry the gun and do the shooting. He 

finally said he would let me do this. So as it now stands, hunting proced- 

ure is as follows; A BAI inspector, Peters and two Indian hunters will 

compose one party; a BAI man and myself on horseback will compose the 

second; two Indian hunters and a BAI man will compose the third. In the 

latter party the Indians will carry the vials at all times and watch or 

assist with inspection on the ground. When they return to camp the vials
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will be given to Peters. All deer will be skinned in camp as usual and the 
hides checked jointly. 

Baldwin has been sore continuously because he was instructed 
that Fish and Wildlife Service was to supervise the killing of the deer 
but BAI and Indian Service have been issuing the orders. He said he would 
submit his pet peeves in the form of a report to Silver in the hope that 
Fish & Wildlife might get the authority they want. The deer killing is 

. bad enough but what goes with it is worse. 

Incidentally, during the last cattle inspection we dipped the 
cows and threw the calves, dry inspecting them. The stockman had reported 
that the pens were full of water but when we went to check the vat we 
found them bone dry! Lauderdale and Tabb suggested at we dip and since 
that has been their regular inspection procedure I it go at that. 
Some time later, Tabb reported to me that theugh Wa ngton and Jackson- 
ville offices he was advised to request that the catble be shute in- 
spected! This I planned to do anyhow. I do: damn how the 
xeeecattle are inspected as long as BAI men are p and they accept 
the findings. I'm getting so disgusted with the whole ed thing and 
one of these days if things don't go the,we y IL want the 'm going to tell 
them all where to go and get into the Atty wi er8 I belong. I plan on hav- 
ing one inspection the second week in/November and another just before 
Xmas, at which time I hope the allotted deer/nave met their Waterloo. 
After that an inspection once every three of four months and if nothing 
shows up increase the inspection inte alé /This is enough this time. I'm 
in good physical health but men I'm gQing nuts } 

/ Regar ° 

) Roy Komarek 

Copied from ©& aker & Professor Leopold



October 28, 192 

Mrs a. Ve Komarek, 

Seminole Indian Reservation, 
Immokalee, Florida 

Dear Roy: 

I just read your letter of October 25th and note that you 
are still having difficulties with the gove t officials, 
which I am very sorry to hear, I am not at surprised that the 

' deer killing has slowed down and thig to be expected, 

I am ——— a cory of a letter just recei trom John 
Baker, and Hd I would like very-much to have inelude in 
your memorandum anything you think +i ~ concerning the cattle 
handling procedure and the time,y¢ hink necessary to continue the dipping and tick inspections. rh /9f your difficulties, it would 
seem a good bo a] to make your memoraridam as detailed and em« phatic as possible, and we can nga *5as @ basis for an agree- 
ment to be drawn up in case the add an Service does not agree to 
follow the procedure outitied and ape rate ara tt and it will have to be understood shat wee not pbligated to conduct these 
ai aoe We may have to get\ quite emphatic with thems mean+ while, please keep your shirt om|if possible and don't do anye 
thing drastic if rou ie avoid Life 

We sympa thorough th your predicament and are 
back of you red percént. I cannot understand the lack 
of coopera you constantly running into down there and 
it 1g to/me as if were about time Commissioner Collier 
told/ the 1 men inj po uncertain terms exactly what they have 
to do if investigation is to continue. 

Ikeep us and all here join in sending best regards and wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

HLSsrp 
c/o Prof, Leopold 

My, Baker



‘October 26, 1942 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 

Sherwood Plantation 
Thomacville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

I wrote Mr. Collier that you said to me that in your opinion it 
would be desirable for our representative to be present at the 
inspection of the cattle on the Hendry County Reservation once 
every two months for a period of two years from the date of 
initiel such inspection. 

Mr. Collier replies: ‘ 

“As for the advisability of going ahead with the 
cattle every two months for two years, I think that 
would be for Mr. Stoddard to determine. If it is 
necessary to scientific result, then it should be 
done.* f 

In view of this, it seems to me that it would be helpful if you 
would write me your definite opinion, sending a copy to Mr. Collier. 

i 

In view of the fact that Indian Bureau affairs seen to be handled 
without, shall I say, a great deal of precieion and clear coordina- 
tion between men in the field and in the office, why wouldn't it be 
just as well if you, in writing euch letter as sugcested, were to go 
further and outline just what you think it would be desirable and 
necessary for the Indian Service to do during the said two years in 
the handling of the cattle or otherwise in order to supply the exact 
kind of cooperation that you, ae our representative in this matter, 
recommend and want. A 

“i ly, 

John H, Baker 
Executive Director 

JHBimje 
cet Professor Aldo Leopold
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September 1h, 192 

Mr. John H. Baker, 
National Audubon Society, 
i Fifth Avenue, 
New York city 

Dear Mre Bakers ; 

Your two letters of September 11th regqhed me this 

morning and, of course, it is now too late tojdet a letter : 

to you at Houston on Tussdaye 

Roy Komarek is in the office now and re to proceed 

to the Reservation in time to arrxge by Friday 18th, which 
is as early as he can make it cofsiderihg the late date at 
which we were notified. 

’ As I oe the correspondence’ and ae there as yet 

4s no assurance that the program ¥4o start by the 15th as 
was suggested, ma Kom s willing to undertake this check- 

ing and continue his a: bious on She eattle on the Reservae 
tion with the understanding that thecilling of the 67 deer 
will proceed as effidiently anli\quickly as . He has 
been deferred until |danuery lsf, but naturally is anxious to 
get inte the Army as\goon as Ye/can. In case he gets no coop- 
eration or % Lobg-effictel bodies connected with the deer 
killing ¢ © até-get into further squabbles, he will 
not feel igated satay on there somerianents hoping that 
things be atra tened out and proceed satisfactorily. 

are all Agreed here that the proper way to handle 
the matte atandpoint of all concerned is to establish ? 
me in th killing programe The deer killed by the 
Indians should be brought as ene as possible to the camps, 
where the B. A. 1. and Roy Komarek can make the necessary in- 
spections for fever ticks, We want it distinctly understood 
that ticks detached from the carcasses or dead ticks are not to 
be considered as evidence that the deer were ticky. It is al- 
80 obviously impossible for Roy to be present when deer are 
killed and inspected for ticks if there are to be two or more 

-BeAele Inspectors in the field at the same time with Indian 
hunters, We are very anxious to cooperate in every possible 
way provided =r that the work is carried on with reasonable 
Gispateh and efficiency. 

In regard to the delay in Roy Komarek's report. We 
happen to have a war under way and peanuts are very essential
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to the war effort. When Roy got back here he found some hun« 
; dred acres of peanuts ready for harvest and has been working 

Gay and night to get these in the stack. We feel since this 
is a preliminary report anyhow, which might be entirely upset 
by the findings both from the cattle experiment and the deer 
killing, that getting this report in your hands is less im- 
portant than saving the peanuts, 

I may say that, up to this time, we haye received no 
word from anyone as to just what agreement has| been arrived at 
in regard to this deer killing program. In fab}, the last we 
heard a total of 55 deer had been agreed upon, ich we now 
understand has jumped to MG Why? Thi b@ |getting dan- 
or close to the tot deer popul Reservation. 

f this should be the case, it looks very much f the BeAsIe 
had accomplished its original desire 

Commissioner Collier se io s : ised thet he had not 
heard from us as to what we p (ahead to A Oe I might say that 
Roy Komarek has anxiously been\aiting Aord here as to what 
plans have been made so he could heke“his accordingly, and he 
has been ready to return for sevehalk weeks, as soon as we were notified that all was re§dy—td\ 20 meade Even now, we are 
afraid when he arrive g 2k day 40, wil counter considerable 
delay before field work really }harta. 

I think 14 oi be fine/Jf you can drop by hore for a 
good discussion later Ms the peyth » 

; wit nd regards from all here, I am, 

i Sincerely yours, 

HLS spp 

c/o br. Leopold Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Mr. Collier Director
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August 18, 1942 

Mr, Herbert L. Stoddard 
; Sherwood Plantation 

Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert Stoddards 

Mr, Collier telephoned me this afternoon, afte: had read my 
letter to him of August 17th, of which ent a copy by air 
mail earlier today. 

In effect, Mr. Collier said that ye as) fd Komar had suggested doer Wy Jackddghtne at nights © the’ matter of the killing of the deer by Jeqpten ting at night) provided he ey taken care of as regards funds and equtpnanty pf that he, Mr, Collier, was very loath to let the B. A. people ant charge of the killing, 

I said that it noengl/to me » somone representing the Indian BureauBewoneg.. should He in cha ee, no matter who might pull the trigger, and that ormgounta es of the B.A, I. and the Audubon - Society sh present-—as participants in the inspection of the 
deer killin. 

Mr, seemed agree that this was a reasonable position 
to take the cumstances, but added that he felt that he should che: eB, A, I, as to its being agreeable to thems thabphe would advise me ,s soon as possible as to the outcome of such further negotiations. 

This just to keep you posted, 

Sincerely yours, 

John H, Baker 
Executive Director JEBimjc 

Copy to Prof, Aldo Leopold
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August 17, 1942. 

iy, John Collier, Commissioner, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Department of the Interior, 
Washington, Dy Cs 

Ky dear Commissioners : 

I have read with care Secretary Ickes!’ i hi 
and his later letter to the President; £0 ng | dent's memoran- 
dum, following my telephone call to his ‘seexet: and Mr, Bs Ve 
Komaxek's memorandum of the Washington con! rem! Anguet Sed, of 
cael als sulepuduu A 

As I understand the pre Yom" of the matter, it is thiss 

(2) The idee of twap ng de alive has been abandoned, this 
because among other 24 “Bar)\ Gabby on has now stated ~ as I thought 
be would = Chad the ie and Waid] Service has had no experience in 
live trapping deer 44 such arga and doubts the practicality of its 
this in spite of present: bye to the contrary in the name of the Fish 
and WA, peleipdd by Senator Pepper. 

The idea is thet 55, not 75, more deer than have 
already oe eee ee eee 
then at with the understanding that the B.A.I. has com 
mitted 1 the Big Oypress Reservation tick free in the 
event that no fever ticks be found on said 55 deer. 

(3) Inasmuch as,in the opinion of our investigators, they would 
not be willing to declare flatly thet the area was tick free based 
ee tk Gee it looks to me as though the announced 

Ctitnguses Of tte Behe to declare the ares tick free on such findings 
indicates a desire on the part of that Bureau to save tts face and de~ 
clare the area tick free, 

(4) The question is what ie the agreement as to the procedure in 
the event that one or more fever ticks be found on those 55 deer? I : 
note that Secretary Ickes in his letter to Senator Pepper maintains that, 
even if existence of some fever ticks were to be assumed, still the dan- 
get of infestation would be practically zero, I realize that we have © 
reasonable confidence that there are no fever ticks on the reservation, 
but am I to understand that the pressure on the Secretary and on you is 
such that you are willine to gamble the loss of your fight on that
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assumption? 
‘ 

(5) What chance is there that the availability of the report 

within a few mays may be accepted as justification for further con- 

sideration? It would still appear to me that the B.A.T.'s principal 

desire is to beat the gun on thet report. 

(6) Our representatives are investigating the biological facts 

ana should not in our opinion be drawn into the controversial or
 

political aspects of the matter if at ell possible to keep them out 

of 44. Question now arises as to who in the event of agreement on 

Ve 55 deer Milling progian, 14,88 00 the MISS Soe, ae ie 

T note that in Ickes! letter to Senator Pepper, he winds 

up with the statement? "It would be my suggest on that the cost of 

the trapping operation be shared between the Pppal ent of Agriculture 

and the Department of the Interior." That quid seen to teke care of 

the matter of cost, except insofar as eur repr ntative has to be 

compensated for his tine and his out 0 packet| travel expense in order 

to be present to share in the of RA deer killed. Our 

Society 1s willing to meet of the dests Involved, with 

the assumption that said executed with euch expedition 

as to keep such costs at a minimun, and we are writing Mr, 

Stoddard to that effect, 

(7) The (ote, Ramat! to feel that there has been a ten- 
deney on the p: [Ge tne Tay on no dovbt umeonsciously, to 

ask thom to do mich of the jirk of non-investicative character that 
has to do inh Rounding and inspection of oxttle on the reserva- 
tion skotae-t6 Convey to you that fooling of theirs and 

hope that connection with all further handling of the 

ca Bureau may find it possible Sant oc adequate Labor 

and . JY eather that they have gladly out in the past 

but Simposed upon. 

(8) Apparently the Pedal Government does not have the power 

to impose quarantines, else i* would not have been necessary for the 

Seioks Se te pest Wo orn permease Se ee SO ee 

impose quarantines on ¢ » ‘The net effect of the whole set-up, f 

however, appears to be to ive the Department of Agriculture, in essence, 

we paces te cael apadliiels I would think that, 4f the Departnent 
has any legal powers, it must be on the basis of authorization with 

é4geretion rather than instruction, If that be the case, then I would 

think thet the President of the United Stetes might be legally able 

though instruction to the Secretary of Agriculture to cause the BeAsls 

to lay off as regards policy of stimulating application of quarantines 

or itself applying them. I @iseuss this because it would appear that 

your and Seeretery Ickes’ tendency to compromise the matter ie based 

upon fear that quarantine against all Florida cattle might now be applied. 

In this letter, I have of course ventured to discuss matters that 

ao not have strictly to do with the investigative phase, and you will
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I am sure, appreciate that I do so simply out of desire to be helpful 

to you and in order to clerify my om thinking by putting these thoughts 
on paper before discussion with you tomorrows 

Ever sincerely, 

John H. Baker 
Executive Director 

2 og 

Copy to Dr. “C) 
:y



August 17, 1942, 

liar, B. Ve Komarek, 
Thomasville, Georgia, 

Dear Hd Komareks 

This afternoon I had a telephone call from stoner Collier, 
Saying that he was just back from a trip and like to know whether 
the Society would be agreeable to participating compromise plan, the 
essence of which is that 55 additional be ed, contingent upon 
the BeAsI.'s agreement already obtained the Big Cypress 
Reservation tick free in the event be found on said 
55 deer, 

Mir, Collier added that sufficient reasons, with which 
you and I are quite familfar, to live trap the deer does not 
seen very feasible thd’ trat-ett or Roy had made the suggestion to 
him that it would be for quitker certain to kill the said 55 
doer by Jackdiichtant (es ont. you kindly let me know for 
the record whether NN Jif, indeed, initiate that suegestion? 

T he ai aiid, your letter of August 11th with the 
enclosed of the nington conference Pe arte I also have 
before ne char of toneeany tall eet ee oe 
whieh he on 30th, and of his letter to Fresident Roo + 
of August sulted from the President's request for further 
information t of my further message to him on July 25th, I 
mention these confidential letters, although I do not feel fee to pass 
copies on to you, in order that you may realize that I have been kept 
apparently pretty thoroughly informed as to what was going on. 

It is evident that the BeA,sI, 4s still interested in beating the 
gun on Roy's report, There are indiwations, however, that it is now 
seeking & face-saving way out, as indicated by ite apparent willingness 
to declare the area tick-free on basis of examination of only 55 more 
doer, 

I am relieved to learn that Dr, Gabrielson maintained ~ as we folt 
an aan har ee a es et oe 
and that it might take a of years, 

Certainly, neither you nor Roy should be 4mposed upon by the Indian 
Service and there is no reason whatever why you should go beyond the re~ 
sponsibilities inherent in obtaining biological facts, Certainly 4% is 
up to the Indian Service to provide the personnel and the equipment to 
handle the rounding-up and checking of the cattle. You may count upon it
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thet I shall make strong recommendations to ir. Collier in support of 
your position, : 

Now let us assume that the compromise plan is agreed upon all 
around and that the 55 deer are to be jacklighted and killed at night. 
Question arises as to who is to do it and at whose expense? I see no 
reason why we should be involved other than to have representative 
present to check the inspection, I may say that in Secretary Ickes! 
letter to Senator Pepper, the final paragraph is "It would be my sugges~ 
tion that the cost of the trapping operation be shared between the 
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the Interior," Shift- \ 
ing from trapping to killing would not alter, 1t seems to me, the 
Secretary's willingness to stand the cost, 

I think we would prefer thet our repre: ‘ives not do the actual 
killing of these 55 deer. 

I note that you sent to ir, Sellder a f your memorandum of 
the Washington conference of Augy ro 

As far as the funds « \ cqneeprt to meet your or Roy's costs in 
inspecting the deer killed undéx Wie proposed program, we will treat — 
that, including compense«tien for\eQ spent and out of pocket expenses, 
as an item thet we mig Kin predgrly concluding our part in the 
project, We shall h¢p: that } may“ possible for you and the repre- ; 
sentatives of the BeAsI, and Florida interests to cooperate as to timing, 
ete. so as to suit our conysintenc 

to me ap tholigh Roy's report would be here in a day or two, 
The that is ble for consideration in Washington, the better ~ 
and it it ble that its availability end content might lead the 
BeAl, ive the 55 deer killing program. 

I have O.K,'d your Yashington expense account. You will recetve ' 
reimbursement shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jom A. Beker : 
Bxecutive Director 

shed 

Copy to Dr, Aldo Leopold
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August 17, 1942. 

Mr. Herbert L, Stoddard, / 
Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Herbert Stoddards 

ee oe oe et ee a vacation for the 
office staff, I find that I have not your 

Letter of July 16th, ; 
I too that the conterit o's may be useful in 

eutties Wa Manas ant meer oy’ wot deer on the reservation 
are to be killed in the near fadyy Ee he eet ee 
that that decision as ihe < ng Of 55 more deer may : 
been agreed upon ability of Roy's report. If so, 
it cannot be ie 

Yes, it is the investigation was not started 
tae oF tree -yun ‘a time when fever ticks for experimental 
and life Mjstory st: available, end it is still more regrette- 
ble that/ yt project could not have been definitely laid out on a much 
longer te4m basis. / /N 5 8, what has been done has, it seems to 
ne, beon\y riyrhile, and I an only sorry the situation has been 
such a codpler-goritionl one, and that you and your associates have, 
I think, ir bly been drawn somewhat into the controversy and have 
had to give time ond thought to aspects of the matter other than the 
biological factors. Surely you have done the best you could under the 
cireunstances, and we of the Society are all deeply grateful to you, 

I am writing Bd Komarek by this sané mail 4n anawer to his re 
cent communications, and I think you will want to see the letter, 

Byer * 

| Ne 
; Johal H, Beker 

Executive Director 

: THES 

Copy to Dr. Leopold
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; August 11, 19)2 

Mr, John Ee Baker 
sual ote Audubon BocLety, 
x Pifth Avenue, 
Mew York City 

Dear irs Bakers 

After talking to Collier, both he and I thought it ade 
: visable that I go to Washington, so I met with film and others, 

as per the attached memo. 

I think it was decidedly worth while, fpr there apparente 
ly was a great deal of confusion as to trap the deers 
br, Gabrielson said he had not been informed tha Pish and 
Wildlife Service was supposed to do it-and felt we did, 
that it might be possible but didn haan practical at present. 

Not having heard from hon, foy expects to enlist bee 
fore the end of tne month and, ‘upon getting ta the Replacement 
Genter, will probably get into a\pesitton where he can ve of the 
most service to the Army and stil iG trainings 

I gether that cit atataa of the investigation stands as 
it did before I saw odVAler--th +6 Q 2 periodic checkups on 
the cattle to be made! from now a f wish you would strongly 
stress to Collier that\it is the indian Service's job to take care 
of and menage their he’ i end hae all I will do is act as a tick 
inspector and e job-of gétting the stock up, penning, etce, 
is thetrs a at I have m6fe important work to take care of and 
cannot see @hy the Audubon Society should pay me to act as a cow 
hand. & it st gs me that it is hard to get this idea over 
to the In Servicessthat we are investigators, not cow hands! 

: Sorry. ve been able to see you but hope you get 
down this way very longe 

Before Roy leaves his report will be sent to you with a 
copy for Colliere 

I am enclosing my expense account for the Washington cone 
ference and hope this meets with your apprbval.s 

With best wishes, I am, - 

Sincerely, 

EVE srp 
Enel: : : 
c/o Dre Leopold Be Ve ene 

Asslatant Director



MEMORANDUM ON WASHINGTON CONFERENCB 

of August 5, 1942 

SeapHbAHESE 

On the morning of Monday, August 3rd I met with Messrs. 
Collier, Gabrielson, Cahalane, and Zimerman in the office of lir. 
Collier. I was plainiy spoken and told Mr, Collyer that Roy 
wanted to go into the ae would net go bac the Swamp 
unless certain requirements, as follows, were 

(1) That any wrery ine or program lLooki the continuae 
tion of this investigation would ha a worth while 
purpose behind it--not just because of a dif nee between 
Goevernnent bureaus. 

(2) If oor reine was contempléy puld have to be ay an 
outfit who knew what they We: A nd had suffici funds 
and equipment to do it prop ff at times like these he 
had no desire to stay on the ation for a long period, 

(3) That such work would» aust th the proper type of 
equipment and that/ the preseht Indian Service equipment such 
as trucks is abouf/worn wae 

(4) That the Indian § ce retg@in Mr. Paris or a man of his 
calibre dur: any\project s0/ atudye 

Howeyor, upon discussion, it turned out that br. Gabriel- 
gon had not /oeen con ed concerning the feasibility of trapping 
deer in the fig Cypress juntil after discussions had gone along 
that line. + Gabrielgon stated that he did not feel such trap- 
ping was pradticable that mer know nothing of trapping in 
that country; would take time to learn how and at what 
seasons to trap; t if sufficient funds and time were available ’ 
it might be done. In other words, he felt much as wee-that it 
might be possible but don't seem practical under the present 
atatus of this investigation--that such a trapping program might 
teke two years or more--or longer time than the cattle method, 

Another point I brought out was how one could examine a 
live deer without killing ite A cow will stand in a chute, but 
I doubt if a wild deer would. Larvae of the cattle fever tick are 
not so large that one can stand off a nes 3 and see them, [ven 
be — the examination mainly consists of feeling the ani-~ 
mall's Skins



oe | 

gph m2 all this didcussion made itr, Collier realise 
that, from a prac Seal atandpoint, the feasibility of trapping 
deer with as thin a population and in the type of country was 
practically non-existents le therefore iat ana. (as Mrs Ickes 
is apparent putting some pressure on him) thet, in case the 
BeAele intended to go into this killing program, the compromise 
of killing 2 deer, which with the 20 already iilled would make a 
sauple of 75, be worked oute My suggestion was thet we would not 
wish to take the responsibility of saying the area was free of 
cattle fever ticks on the basis of such a samples. Uowever, if the 
Be Ae Ie would accept such a compromise and if the pyprseorye 54 
deer did not show any fever ticks thereby they would sccept 8 
and declare the area tick free, I saw no reason for not going 
ahead, particularly under present war conditi Such killing 
under proper auspices would atill leave enough a breeding 
stock in that onery for the deer to come ba He thereupon 
called the Secretary's Office and offere eh 4& compromises 

I told Mre Collier there was need for ac 3 thet Roy was 
ready to go into the Army, and did net-want to sit twiddling 
bis thumbs until they made up their’ ztiic ° and thet I was not go- 
ing to ask the raft Board to defép’ him ther unless I thought 
it absolutely necessarye My owi Sel, os ve been that we have 
gone as far as we can as investigators amd thet if the Be Ae Ie 
insista on over-riding our resul Ba to” us te and going into a kil- 
ling program there is not much we den‘do, Because of war condle 
tions and the consideradké eon: fon\and misunderstanding that the 
cattle fever program he@“and is\oeusing) I cannot help but feel 
that if the Be As Ie acéepts the\doupromise it would be worth while. 
However, since returning, I find |that Roy will not undertake such 
@ program unless he i {ven auf. 33 elent funds and personnel to do 
the job quickly and geb it over/yithe 

= I made mysé pore clear that we did not care 
to go into extended work and felt 1t unnecessayr, but if such 
had to be the Service would have to go a great deal 
further in perati: th us, for their men (outside of Messrs. 
Paris and | ) hav little to make the investigation a suce 
cess; in fact) cases ‘eo oon aot a hinégrance, Howe 
ever, I believe” nm any r work we would get much better 
eooperations 

Dated; August 11, 192 
Be Ve Komarek, 

Assistant Director 
c/o bre Leopold, COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

Mr, Baker 

Mr. Collier
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July 16, 192 
Mr. John H, Baker 

National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Bakers 

Your letter of July 10th has been gone over carefully. 
Roy is now engaged in writing his report and, le I do not know 
in what form it will be presented, I would antilchpate that it 
will be one that can be passed on to the Indi reau and others 
interested, or at least the group that would hawp need of all: pose 

sible information at the earliest possib I would expect 
the contents to be useful in settling as to whether 
or not the deer on the Reservation are to be kil in the near 
futures 

’ My only reason for diffpfenti ng between Roy's present 
report and a slightly more compl¢te one t we can prepare later 

/ ig because we will not know positively’ whether there are fever 
ticks on the Reservatkon or not ty Aattle have been run over 
the terrain for a considerab period and properly inspected for 

tickse As this work 1 vy impo at part of the investiga- 

tion and is necessary Ap comp it, >t is obviously impossible 
for us to present a ff{¥al report \:ntil this phase of the investi-+- 
gation has been complpted. Of cbhyrse, we are all very sorry 
things have worked ou ‘es th Yaves The necessity for Roy go- 
ing into the A is refvettabYe because he would be the ideal 
one to make odd o~iirspi étions of the cattle. 

is also yrfortunate that the investigation was start- 
ed two or tiree years|too late and at a time when fever ticks for 
experimental, and 11f story studies seem no longer available. 
It is also retta that such a limited period for the studies 
was avai! r in the field would little more than lay a 
good foundation for any comprehensive field and experimental 
study such as the one that should have been made. However, we 
all feel we have done the best we could under the circumstances, 

With best wishes, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS trp Herbert L,. Stoddard, 
Dir 

c/e Dre Leopold “ee



July 10, 1942 

Mr, Herbert L. Stoddard , 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Stoddard: 

I note that we are to consider Roy Komarek'e salary as in effect 
until duly 15th, Thie is azrecable to ue and cheek will be sent 
him on that dete for the balance then: due. 

We shall endecvor to make adequate allowance in our this year's 
budget for occasional tripe by you, or Bd Komerek, or both, and I 
know that you now think that the first such check-up should be made 
about October lst, and thereafter at intervals of two or three months 
until cattle fever ticke are found or it 12 quite certain that there , 
are none on the Hendry Country Reservation. 

I am very eled to know that there has been a white cattleman in 
; charge of the cattle on the Reservation for some little time now. Mr. 

Collier told me in Washington this week that the Bureau has every 
intention of maintaining him there as long as needed, 

; The moving of the Indien Bureau from Washington to Chicago will un- 
éoubtedly reeult in that Bureau's exercising less political influence 
than heretofore. Common gossip in Washington + and I suspect it is : 
pretty much correct in -thie instance ~ is to the effect that the 
moving of some of the older agencies out of Washington is motivated 
primarily by desire of New Dealers to gradually reduce the power of 
membere of the Cabinet and increase the power of Bxeoutive Acsietants 
to the President, In any event, in so far as prompt end helpful 
action on the part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Florida is 
concerned, the moving to Chicago is not helpful. On the other hand, 

: there may be no 411 effects ac far ac the completion of your present 
investigation is concerned. ; .



Mr. Horbert L. Stoddard De July 10, 1942 

Secretary Ickes, Mr. Collier and, to a considerable degree, I too 

have kept you under pressure for early delivery of report of the 

investigation. Ae far ac I am concerned, and I think it is true of . 

the othere also, our attitude has not been based on any failure to 

recognize the complexities of the eubject or need of adequate tine 

for investigation. ‘The Society has been at all times desirous of 

obtaining data of lasting, scientific value. At the sane time we have 

recognized the existence of a political emergency and have been, 

naturally, hopeful of obtaining report of the investigation at the 

earliest possible date. You now dietinguieh in your letter of June 

27th between what you call Roy's "#eld #eport” and “a final report". 

% would cay that the more definite and strongly put the content of 

the "field report" can now be made, the better. And 2 certainly trust 

that it nag ag eureeadle to you to havo copies of that "field report" 

submitted /ts Béeretary Ickes and Mr. Collier to assist then in 
\ disposing of the political iseue end help in bringing to an end the 

deer killing progran. I am sure that both of them would be very much 

disturbed Lf they weré now told that they would have to wait another 

six months or a year before getting » report that they could effectively 

use, I am confident you have all such considerations in mind already. 

I am writing Roy a separate letter of appreciation of 1 that he 

has done on this job. | \ 
1 | \ 

suot yours, 

\/ 

aga H. 
Executive Director 

THB aje 
e/e Or. Leopold ;



daly 8, 19h2 

Mr» John li, Baker, 
National Audubon Society, 
1006 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City i 

Dear Kr, Baker: 

Your letter of June 30th hi ceived and 
discussed with Yd and Roy Komarek. 

Under the condition ems reeereeey fo 
ask for any further deferment’ f6 oy) pnd it is likely he 
will be inducted into the Arm hin Athe next month or two. 
During that interval he will\d aoe g up his report as far 
as possible at the present stagda Sf the game. 

I believe/t-covemad the matter of our further 
. activities in conn don witk\the titk study in my last lete 
ter to you, and abgyt as well I can at the present time, 
If the Indien Servig¢e can mainftain a reliable white cattle- 
man on the Reservation to hanGe those cattle along lines 
recommended Roy, ~~ sel asf ous that all necessary will 
be an oce trip-t0_Gxamine the cattle for fever ticks. 
It seems ikely that this will have to be done more often 
than ab once ev three months--but this cannot be state 
ed with certainty, course, I presume such trips will 
have to made by » 80 no large expense should be ine 
volved, 

vest wishes, I an, 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS srp 
c/e Dre Leopold Herbert L,. Stoddard, 

Director 

Pe Se I am sending copy of this to Aldo Leopold so he will 
be in touch with the present status of the study. 

He Le Se
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June 27, 19h2 

Mr. John He Baker 
ational Audubon Society, 
a Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Bakers 

Your letter of June 18th was given con rable study 
Ed Komarek and I both thought it best to delay| answering 
for a few days, since we knew Roy was coming from the 
Reservation and we could discuss the t of the field 
work and what is necessary to be done in the PCs 

7~ has just arrived and w » Grit K\he should ‘wpend from . 
now until a. (when he w prode ly go in the Army), 
roughing out his field reportghd making a trip to Jackson} 
ville to go over some record br »/xoplevini te 's offices 
This he cannot do before July {by,/Gee to the absence of Dr. 
Applewhite in the field, If th: ems the best plan all 
around, eet eee on o ~ until the 15th of July. ; 

I think, in figuring our fiture finances, it would 
be well to plan for] an occasi op) trip to the Indian Reservae 
tion for the purpose\of checkihk the cattle ee eee 
Roy thinks provably \tye next sftp for this purpose (on the 
part of Ed csyset$, or both) should be about Octe 
ober lst, two or-thrée month intervals until cattle 
fever ticks are f or it is quite certain that there are 
none on Reservation yeseens x “et say in passing that 
= has dno feygr ticks on his check of the cattle up 
until the\ time he t the Reservation, 

It see all round for -t to prepare his field re» 
port while matters are still fresh in his mind and with as 
much detail * he can at this time, Naturally, the report 
will have to be added to or modified as the results of subse« 
quent sheeks of cattle make necessary. A final report on the 
investigation cannot well be turned out until the cattle have 
been checked land rechecked for a sufficient length of times 

In regard to your letter of June 22nd, ~ informs us 
that they have a white cattleman on the Reservation at this 
time and we a11 consider it the responsibility of the Indian 

|



Mr, John He Baker “2 June 27, 192 

Service to maintein a competent white man on the job for 

; such period as the cattle are being used as a part of the 

investigation, This is of the utmost importance for, in the 

absence of a reliable stockman, there is no assurance that 

the cattle will be forced into the various parts of the 

Reservation that require checking by this means. 

With kind regards, I am, 

Sincerely yo ‘ 

HLS srp 
‘ igrbert \lje Stoddard, 

Dirgetor 
c/c Dre Leopold 

©



MEMORANDUM REPORT 
j : f 

jf : Suewsery of Caitle Inepectionm on Mg “yprese Reservation = 

RHROE TED 
* 

It had been my hope, upon my return to tho Reservation in Jeruary, that, 
arrangements for the placement of cattle in the western part of the Reservation 

would proceed as quickly ao possible in order to permit several inapeotions 
before July let. Hovever, perzonnel troubles and other difficulties were 

encountered shich caused a great amount of delay. ‘ork on the south line fonce 
lumbered along due to the fact Se 
going to ani from the job location and only efter = camp was esteblish A 
work progress catinfactorilys Sut, this again was interrupted when the Indians 
refused to go down cn the south lines After a week'o delay, Ahey wre finally 
persuaded to finish the job ani on April 24 the fence was eveds imaadintely 
thereafter, the Reservation eteckman resigned and cince the: ve had to continue 

without the assistance of an experienced, white cattlemans lve milea of north 
_ * and weet boundary fence then ropeined to be worked was not until 

about two weeks leter thet the weetern portion of the nm wae ready for 
cattle. On May lst, the lest herd (149 head) came in but the; 6 wore in 
euch poor condition 1t wee necessary to hold tp is emaller, rough pasture 

i where they could be looked after until they f dad from their strenuous 

tripe Four of theee cons died on the Reng ldr several dayee 

Repeated requests for neteriale, equim a cow horees have 

gone unheeded. Ae long ago as & oarly in SBQMEesr, Pete Townsend requested the 
Superintentent to obtein lusber for-eoxpen garecend splash boards at the dipping 
vate This mterial has nover ap wets ~In, the t inspection we had to close 
gaps with long cypress poles ihe add nod wrrecthly turn cattle. Subeequently, 
Rayond Fendersaon, the second opener amploydd, constructed gates out of cyprocve 

poles but these Likewhes did rot hold ups By t of a consignment of rough lumber 
for a horee barn wie delivered \o headquarfgre and since I felt the dipping vat 
should be in operating gonditioxy stop tions were made, Mre Yeody Rosch 

and I took five hunatgd-feot of whit lumber, hauled it twenty miles north of 
the Reservation eal planing mil}, hed it tongue and grooved and spent the 
following day Afing splash a lls. ater wo wore advioed by Mre Tabb, District : 

Tick Inepector, 4hpt he could pt charge the vat end Mre Roach and I went to ; 

—— Reserva sea to seo qf y dip was on hand there. [nough dip was not 
available ani e ‘sp. nargpnt a Ati ty was ordered and prompt delivery wae ascurede 
Several deys Fg wri-ne dip arrived. Mme was on short end I finally / 

: decided te hold inspedtio ithout this precaution for I wanted to place coxs 

' 4m the Western (Gowbone Island) section of the Reservation at the earliest possible 
dates Yortunately we found no fever ticks ond at this writing the dipping vat 
still is not charged. 

T have repestedly asked Superintendent Hill to do everything posible to 

obtein several cow horees and riding equipments ‘This hae not been done though ) 

after talking with Mr. Faris thie may yet come to par®s iio have been forced : 

to handle eattle without the benefit of a single decent cow horse. ‘Sarly in 
February fifteen or sixtcen, apparently worn out, artillery horees wore shipped 

to the Reservation from Ft. BORE» Korth Uarolim. “heee are big, heavy, draft ’ 
type animale and by no etretch of the imagination were they meant for cow worke : 

It ie obvious thet difficulties wore ee using euch eteck in handling 

y cattle, and only about a half dozen of these fit to ride. in addition ve ; 

have two horses which the Indian “ervice bought several years ago for rifling fences 

and that's all they are good for. Two other horses wore brought in from Brighton 
Reservation but one of these bucks and hae not been used since Fete Sowmeend left 3
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/f and the other is a small horse which “organ "mith (our only experienced Seminole 

J 7 cow herder) saye gives out quickly. [4 is rarely used. 

Our riding equipment conviete of fow eaddlee. ‘hree of these are NeCleldand (Army) 

trees which are held together by generous use of oes wire. One of these and : 

the fourth saddle (the only stock eaddle we have) borrowed from Brighton 

Indians. ‘hon a drove tho cows to the Reservation from the State lence we head 

to borrow two gaddles from Pote Townsend. Mre Montgomery, oat tlewen from the 

Southovst who visited the Reservation eith “vy, Bristol of the «shinton of flee 

adviood Mr. Hill thet he could not purchase saldloe, thet the Indiene would heave 

to buy them. If the Indinn Service joes not provide riding equipaent I'm afraid 

comobody ‘Seghe? 0% hurt. Sur saddlés are in such bed shape they are actually 

dangerous to isd on a horse that possesses any lifes 

The above rome of operating conditions, ft don! ric ron the elaboration 
of spseific, detailed incidents hich have cropped uy At various\Xaese It suffices 

to say that the argraveations ond exnepcrations about by conditions 

‘hae had a denornlizing effect on everyone. it is nobleurpricing % the two 

comen employed en tho Keservation did not remein fo longe 1% eurprising, 

however, that, outwardly at lenat, the sendy abl in « cheerful 

nature, Yorcomlly, on several ocencions P Tevoe fous sidered terminating 

the invectigetion ae far ac I wma concerfgd. Only tubborn determination to 

fulfill whet I felt wae an obligetion tp fre sia the Kudubon Society 

prevented me from doing thie. T have t all along/that I ws obliged to make 

com eort of check on the cattle Aanging : nr and by the end of this 

month that obligation will be ful€iiled, xy tt ad work terminated. lly 

deferrment from Selective ‘ervice éypires Srly-16 and thie obligation to serve 

in tho armed forces transcends a11L6m 

Cattle inspection data fo 4 SS tione of pastures indicated on 

attached eketech map of the Big fyp Yoxorvations Onttle on the Sosorvation 

have been chute inepected, spe fopton being given to cloce exemination 

of the under par(X\of the neck Witter the legs. ‘The second end third herde 
were dipped and apected in the drain pen at Heartell vat, headquarters of 

Mielaniels ranch, ing the Reverve tions 

HEADQUARTERS POSTURE 
Six sections in piich headquarters 1o located. 

149 cows pleced fr this pasture December 10, 1941 (146 cows penned) : 

First inepect ebruary 4, 1942 = 139 head (7 broke through pon gape, 

other probably calving) inapectede 152 specimens of ticke collected, 

fever ticke 6 + this . ae Sage Sever Stake (26 pean Dermacentor veriabilis) 

Second inspection, June 3, 1942 - 154 cows, 95 calves (calves dropped since 

early in feb). No ticks of any kind collecteds iInepection made during 

intermittent rein which wetted hair making examination XR bettere One 

cow cslved night before inspection and ws not inspected, At this inepection 

there should hove been $6K46668 159 cows. Three sre uneccounted for 
and ~ eseaped noticed during eng Thie herd was turned 

back same pasture but, some of the cows will be placed in other 

pastures ne soon se is possible. 

SOUTH HEADQUARTERS PASTURE = 

i Four sections immediately south of headquarters pastures 

. 116 head of cows and bulls from Brighton Reservation placed in thie 
i pasture April 11, 1942.
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j 166 cows, 5 calves inspected May 26, 1942. KAMA ticke,all harmless, collected; 
2 Ixodes, 1 Dermacentor variabilis. 

8 of thie herd inspected June 3 and 9 othere June 4th, 1942 © no ticke of any & 
kind founds 

79 head of this herd moved to Gowbone Islend pasture Ney 26, 1952. ‘The remainder 
placed in headquarters pasture temporarily. 

WEST USAIQUARTCRS PASTURE 

Six sections adjoining on the veut the above two pastures. 
147 head placed in this pavture Way 1, 1942. 149 come were being driven ; 

: te this pasture when they wore Chightened cand sso cacaped inte headquarters 
a where they have rewnined since. Of the 147 head, 4 are known to have 

a 7 
On May 21, 192, 135 head were penned at tho dipping vet pens and Morgan 

amith, Saainole cow herder advised that two cows were too Amak to drives 
While loading she chute, the chute gate bree and four hehd cocaped Inte 
the holding pasture and wre not recovered, aoneequentiy) joniy 131 head 

were inspected. Five speciuens of ticke (212 Ixedes) all|ternlece, were 
collected from this herds 

Due to a misunderetanding these cows were returns k headquertera ; 
pasture and on Kay 27,131 head were moved into tho Levect Dy Corhone 
Teland pasture in the western part of the Patetvasions The many day one 
more cow of this herd ws aleo placed in Ah bone Island pavtures 

COBONE ISLAND PASTURE iv )) 
18 sections of the wstern ~ of the\page 3m in which are located 
KAssianie Uillée Svaap and lard Gan Sted y af 
79 cows moved in thie pasture onMey 26, RR 131 head moved in on the 
following day and one cow wy 26 the ta now ranging in thie pasture 
4@ 211. ‘these will be insf¢ a\the Door pert of this month. 

Rey Komarele 
rees Neserve, i 

Sumo Be 1902 A
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May 6, 1942. 

Mir, Herbert L. Stoddard, : 
Sherwood Plantstion, 
Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Mr, Stoddards 

Mrs Baker is absent from the office on a short to 

Florida. Before he left, he directed me to advise you of the 

action taken by the Board of Directore_in regard to your research 

E project at their meeting on April oe * was os followst 

"In connection with the tické# r Top ch project, it was 

year, aor tise stabs’ oo pent eof igri lst snd that 

the salary of the research Pald/“orker for the three months 

ending June 30th next would be PRES that the Executive 

: Director had advised Mr, Stoddard Bkgt, subject to approval 
by the Board, the Society would stand back of continuation 

a can i. ud x ype de. by the Sain 

eaakan ae nor 4 to inform Mr, Stoddard that 

the Society dénds to eee 1} project through to conclusion 

aontale ioe oie eet gga ge Bansal» slap a 
. the matter to velib-aaminiiens The Executive Director was 

instructed to endeavor to ascertain before the date of the 
next Board meeting what costs, if any, might be entailed in 

ratte tay 356. a hater ported ota ang 
X dd representa? on at haurings of the House Committee on 
nfiten Affairs phd the Senate Sub-Committee on Agricultural 
pikopriations /#nd on various efforts he had otherwise made 

in hing ton” attempt to block hasty Oongressional action 
an thbscutéer," 

J Very sin yours, 

See to lir, Baker 

Copy to Dr. Aldo Leopold
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{ ‘ Dipping Cattle before Untering Reservation 

May 1, 1942 

The third and last herd of cattle, consisting of 149 head of serub native 
atock (sone show Brame blood), was placed on the Reservation Friday, 
May 1, 1942. ‘The herd, all dry cows, was purchased near Leke Wales, { 
Plorida and ceme from tough, pineywoods - wkwe grase range. In all, 
150 cows were purchased but one cow could not stand trenuous trip 
and was left behind in a small pasture several mil, the State 
Fence. - , 

The cows were trucked to Nigger Jim Hammock along the Latelle-Vlewiston 
highwey and were branded en route to the Stabe at Sha, ree , 
where they arrived about 4 PM thursday. Shortly after deyb 
following morning they were counted thy cei the Sta Dennis : 
Dana, a BAT Inspector, then driven 9 ato Her vat about five miles 
north of the Reservation where they by re scr The etrength of the 
dip was checked the day before by Inspector. ° 

Surprisingly, no ticks of any.kind Mi taken S49 those cows which were 
inspected in the drain pen i he usual Confers 

After allowing the cows to re couple of hours they were driven 

to the Reservation and placed xn Nad section pasture adjoining the 
west side of the headquar »» They will remain in this pasture 
for about two weeks to let fi yo down and regain weight lost as 
a result of the long strony ray At the end of this period, they 

i will be insp: d and pla hrs far weetern portion of the Reservation 
where Lard 0a nd and Kiséimmie Billie Swaap are located. By thie 

' time all fence be completed and the dipping vat will be repaired, 

When the cows we ing driven pest headquarters they beceme frightened i 
by the sudden ap of a bunch of curious Indien boye and as a 
result, three co re separated from the herd, One of these was roped 
and later put on a ek and placed with the rest of the herd. ‘the \ 
other two, however, could not be located and remain in the headquarters 
pasture. 

At thie writing, there are %$@ 151 cows and 80 odd calves in the six- 
seetion Headquarters pasture; 116 in the four-section pasture adjoingng 
ot the southy and 147 in the six-section pasture adjoining to the weet. 
fhie makes a total of 414 mature cows and bulla and 80 odd calves, 

As soon as possible all of the cattle will be inspected and placed in 
the weetern half of the Reservation which under present dry conditions 
should more than support them. ‘The eastern half where there appears to 
be leas chance of fever ticks ovcurring, wihl be held for emergency uses : 
for during high water it may be necessary to give the cattle more range. 
No one knows definitely how many head of cattle various parte of the : 
Reservation will carry during the wet season. it 

Roy Komarek 
. May 4, 1942 :
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oN York, April 28, 1942. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 7 

Ret Tick-Deer Matter 
Dear Aldo: i 

I may say for your very confidential information that, 
as far as the administration in Washington is concerned, efforts to 
push through the deer killing program prior to consideration of 
Stoddard's report are at an end at the personal wish of the President, 
following his receipt of a message that I managed to get into him 

several weeks ago. 

That does not, however, necessarily settle the matter 

as regards Congressional action, but it did cause the Bureau of 
Animal Industry representatives to testify in a very lukewarm fashion 
at recent hearing held by the Senate Sub-Committee on Agricultural 
Appropriations. Mr. Collier had his chance to testify before that 
Committee late last week, and I did yesterday morning. We do not 
yet-know the result and may not for some time. 

I think the President's interest in the matter has now 
been developed to a point where we can count on his aid in delaying 
or blocking action until such time as Stoddard's report may be in 
hand. I hope so. 

I 

Sincere]yj yours, 

John H. Baker 

; Executive Director
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Lar MEMORANDUM p {par 
5 ae i. a 2 ch a We 

Comments on Mr. Baker's letter of Feb. 26, 1942 het 

Mr. Baker's letter of February 26, Stoddard's reply of March 9 and Ed's ‘ 
memo of March 6 have been gone pver thrououghly and while the pointe raised 
by Baker have been sufficiently: for his enlightenment, I think some comment 
from the man in the field should be in the record. 

Pirst, I should like to say that in accepting the field work of this investiga- 
ti tion, at no time have I entertained the supposition that I to act as 

a one~man Congressional investigating committee where t was to 
hastily cover a lot of ground and write a report. It ld seem 6 is 
what Messre. Baker and Collier anticipated. Seemingly, they do no\t\realize 
what it takes to conduct a field research project of fhe type undeftaken 
and do not fully appreciate that ecological facts t% be conve tly 
bottled up in test tubes where they can casily be identified by bing 
through « text book. 

Early in the geome I made a definite attempy to anal ‘the situation and adopt ! 
some sort of plan of procedure. As I in my report of October 1, I 
was not interested in determining who wad Fight or wh 8 wrong in the tick 
controversy. My only obejective ae been\te determips/if wholesale slaughter 
of deer is the only method of eradigtying the-fever’ ticks emong deer and 
ginee cattle were to be available fob, placeme m the Reservation field 
experimentation offered the logical Approach toa solution of the problem. 
However, anyone familiar with such perlmegtal work fully realizes that, : 
positive statements cannot be exp ort time and time in such 
undertakings is measured in yoa Ajhe. While the question as to 

4 whether or not time would be a prosecute the experiment to ite 
; completion was ever“present in m 31d,/the work was continued in the hope 

that the Pepper Bil ld be killed or action on it delayed. 

Obviously, to study ip to ticks to deer some area of high fever 
tick population had to located. No fever ticks had been found in a long 

, time among the cattle ing lands adjacent to the Reservation and the deer 
in Collier County had dy been reduced to such an extent when I arrived i 
in the Big lypress last thet few fever ticke were showing up. The 
Reservation was the only place where an experimental area might be located 
and it wae the area in question since the status of ticks among the deer 
ranging this section wae not definitely known. ‘Since this is an important 
question, Mr. Baker, I presume, wonders why it hae not been anewered. By 

- way of expbnation, I may say, that if the primary objective wae merely to 
determine if the Reservation deer were infested withm fever ticks and 
further investigation was not contemplated, this might heve been done rather 
simply by killing 100 to 150 deer. But even if such a seemingly large series 
of deer had been killed without disclosing the presence of any fever ticks 
I, personally, would still not make a positive statement until efter cattle 
had been placed on the Reservation for at least a year and preferably two . 
years and no fever ticks were taken from them. t 

I have been extremely reluctant to kill a large series of deer which conetitute k 
a valuable source of restocking particularly sinee existing evidence indicates 
that if a fever tick infestation occurs on the Reservation it might not be very 
large and the periodic dipping of cattle might eliminate it. However, Messrs. 
Beker and Collier pressed for definite information to the point where I was } 

beginning to lose patience and accordingly, I wrote to Mr. Collier to see if (
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he was agreeable to killing a hundred deer. In his reply he indicated definitely : 

thet he was not in favor of this action and further steted that even if such i 

a series of deer were killed without without any fever ticks showing up he 

doubted that thie information would sway thaza to a favorable decision those 

in defense of the Pepper Bill. 

Personally, I have not been in favor of killing a large number of deer for 

" least one very good oe If this were done without finding fever ticke ; 

that could be possible) a good portion of the res d would he 

eliminated. On’ the other hand, if fever ticks ma ete he Pa dv cides 
under no circumstances, could have been withheld from the beminoles. Obviously, 

this information would have become public property ani the BAI would surely 

be expected to make the most use of it. I have attempted to maintain a neutral 

stand but at the same time I have no desire to furnish with information, 

before the whole picture ie completed, which would te 8 then ite 

case and jeopardize further attempts to obtain info dion on otfyr importent 

questions relating to fever ticks and deer. 

Boiled down the investigation at present is concernefl with an expgriment 

using cattle to determines 1) If fever ticke ocaur on the Re tions 2) 

If so, can they be eliminated through the fertodigal d cattle; 
| 3) If periodical dipping alone will not éyadicate Bea ticks, will dipping 

plus limited deer reduction and perhaps/ ome environabntal control destroy 

the fever tick population. The so-cal Toosahatc Ph experiment hae not . 

satisfactorily proved that periodical dipping in ar of high deer concentra- 

tions will not eradicate fiver one e «Why deer fof lations have not been 

j so high, periodical dipping of cab has etfoutée complete eradication of 

, fever ticks but no governmental Ac hae raised the question, let alone 

conducted the experiments; if perisd pping of cattle in sreas of high 

deer populations fails to erad fa fo icks, will restricted deer reduction 

‘ plus periodical dipping erad the tid If fever tick eradication is 

sctusliy tied up with daex high\ deer pope ations then reduction of the deer 

populat, to a lower level Q oping should succesefully eliminate the 

ticks and, there a large enots fy herd would remain for natural restocking ‘ 

and artificial res ng would not have to be resorted to. m 

It should be clear su rimentation will require considerable time, 

perhaps, two or three ge. If the deer-killing bill attached as a rider 

to the Agriculture Bill passes or the Audubon Society “he it is not 

financially prepared continue the investigation, obviously,”  ngeesear}.ly 

will terminate the p te But in the event the deer-killing bill3p& sée% 
and the Audubon Society aranges to continue the project, I am forced to 

recommend that we eT ea be closed unless the Indian Service allocates 

sufficient funds A lle the cattle operation on the Reservation and provides 

ang experienced, white, cattleman to be in charge of the herd and the 

maintenance of fences. In view of the peronnel difficulties which have existed 

on the Reservation since last June causing unnecessary delays and after having 

acquired some first hand knoweldge of the Seminole's nature, there is a serious 

question in my mind that prompts me to doubt if satisfactory personnel can 

be obtained to handle the job. I have been extremely reluctant to voice my 

personal opinion on this matter but I have reached the height of my patience 

and I do not desire to continue the work under existing conditions. My services, 

I hopefully believe, would be of much more value to the Army. 

Regarding Stoddard's letter I have only one comment in connection with his 

suggestion that a neutral observer be present to inspect Seminole deer if they ; 

are killed on the Reservation. Confidentially, I have absolutely no respect 

for the integrety of the BAI field men, especially since I learned that at least 

on one occasion ticks contained in three envelopes were not specimens collected
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: from the deer recorded on those particular envelopes. As I mentioned in previous ‘ 

; correspondence, I would not want this job unlees the ticks were identified 

' jointly in the field by a qualified federal inspector and myself. I do not 

have a reputation as a tick taxonomist and fever ticks could easily be placed 

in envelopes before they reached the Jacksonville office (where finel identifi- 

t cations ere made) and my identifications challenged. Yor obvious reasons, 
The BAI might feel it had to resort to such action. 

Comments on Baker's letter and Ed's memo follows , 

' 1) I have made a number of side trips off the Reservation but have limited 
them for two reasons! 1) An intimate knowledge of the Reservation and adjacent 
lands appeared to be most important 2) Most of Gollier ¥ n be negotiated: 
only with a good marsh buggy and I did not think the for such 

a vehicle justified its purchase. I have spent a g deal of e@ on the 

Reservation and adjacent lands both oh horseback and/ qn foot which\ie a pretty 
good sized backyard covering over 150 square miles. 

3) My only excuse for obblldneng what fe er I have ¢ is simply 
to get some idea of the tick status in gopetaty sat de these’ have 
been difficult to get for I have been inflg sted tting specimens only 

from certain areas and to get them requ of d horse try of fifteen to twenty 

miles, hunting very often almost contintously ell n Inte Deer are not 
abundant enough on the Reservation to very many/ gonspicuous trails, 

‘ consequently, Bailey's trap did n@% pan ¢ 

; 4) When Mr. Turner came to the Reservation with Mr. Tabb, ticke hardly 
entered the conversation. We rodp’éguther in Tabbés marsh buggy from 
headquarters to the south line phy a the biting cold wind did not 

promote conversation. We ta SS Gt cows and cattle range. ie 

spent a few minutes in Burney’ Gere we left and Turner said he 
understood we werg putting cat on Reservation to see if they picked 

j up tickee He a we planne (ip them, to which I answered no unless 

fever ticks showed which case we would dip every 14 daye. He asked 
if I had killed many d him a few and I said that even if we 

1 killed many deer on Rese on it could be possible that fever ticks 
might be there in suc! 11 numbers that they might not show up. Then I 
explained that the BA m after they killed deer in Toosahatchee did not 
declare it tick free after cattle had been reintroduced there and 
had remained on that for sometime without encountering a reinfestation 

and I was following ite procedure. Some time later I met Tabb and Turner 
; in Immokalee and was asked if we had held an inspection yet and #a I told 

them yee but that we found no fever ticks. I don't know where Turner got 
that we inspected 131 cows. He asked me if we checked all of them and I Y 
felt that I should answer him honestly (but indefinitely) and told him we 
scratched all but a couple which were calvinge Mr. Baker should realize 

that the sources of information for Tabb and Turner are manye ‘The truth of 

q the matter is that Pete penned up 146 of the 149 head put on the Reservation, 
of which 139 were inspected. Due to the fact that thexpanm getes had not 
been erected at the pens, long poles had to be used to close the gaps and 
seven cows squeezed through them mixing with the remainder of the herd #0 ; 

that we could not get them. ; 

5) Before Hill brought the cows on the Reservation I told him to see 
Tabb about getting them through the State Fence. This he did and one of 
Tabb's men was present to count them into the quarantine area. “omebody 
from Tabb's office had to be there to unlock the gate at Shaggy Cypress 
which is one of the few places along the fence you can drive cattle through
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{ without cutting the wire. ; 
{ 

6) In the first herd of cattle there were 149 head = one cow wae lost ; 
; several milee north of the State Fence and has not yet arrived at the Keservation. 

I think Hill decided to accept only the 149 head and did not pay for the cow - 
‘ that was lost inasmuch as the cattleman from whom they were purchased was 

. supposed to deliver them to the State Fence at Shaggy Cypress. 
I don't know where Collier got the idea we were dippinge Mill has 

been afraid that he would lose a few cows in dipping and I have told him 
repeatedly thet we would not dip unless we found fever ticks. : 

The dipping vat ie still not finished = the lumber for the splash 
{ boards hae not yet arrived. Two weeks ago I was told it would be here last 
4 woeke 

Somehow a report got to Washington that one of the ¥vation e had gotten 
out and was heading for her former pasture, 10 miles/¢r more north\of the 
State Fence. No one here knows where the report originated. It pay have been 
that some cowhand north of the State Fence saw the 106% cow with/a/ US brand i 
and assumed that it had come from the Reservations J think th neident 
was responsible for Turner coming to the Py ates | 

In previous correspondence I have refe to the trpilble experienced from 
the use of Seminoles as fence riders and pointed out |the lack of coordination 
such a6 the existenes of a gap in the ndrith boundary/ffence and the absence of 
wire on the south line of the dquar te: asture bon the first herd of , 
cows was put on the Reservation jkehas I Reretsfring from a two weeks 
marsh buggy trip south of the ReserYwion an ‘ew days before I left for. 

+ Thomasville. When I returned to rvation in Janmary Pete Townsend 
! had his hands full in building ge&w ai trying to handle COCO work, an 

added responsibility he wae no y 6 hie when he accepted the job. 
Re had had time only to ride th forndary of the headquarters pacture, 

personally to check i end hed\re) i09/Gr Seminoles to ride the other fence 
lines. Shortly r the repo al > missing cow reached here, Mr. Hill: 

j came in and asked ride a portion of the fence with him. In view of 
this experience I the fenced thoroughly riding into the 
heads as far as possi ing the fenee where necessary to make sure 

% there were no breaks. e Indians had reported the fence okay but on this 
i trip we found three b: 8, two in cypress heads where the wire hed rusted 
‘ through and the third re e tree had fallen across the fence. Thies occurred 

after I had seen Tu nd I don't know where he got hie information. At 
any rate, at this break there wea fresh cattle treil and Pete went out 

‘ the following morning rounding up 22 head which had gotten oute ‘Some time 
: later Woody Roach told me he rounded up 9 head which hed gotten out. After 

all this happened Tebb put on a fence rider to ride the Reservation line. 
Since then no cows have been reported off the Reservation. 

To date five dogs belonging to State Hunters (picked up two and three at a time) 
have been picked up on the Reservation. “ome deer of course heve been chased — fin 
on the Reservation but how many of those drifted back below the Reservation hey 
is anybody's guess. r 

The State Fence is not in very good shape. I have seen it broken in several ' 
places. I have never been able to pin Tabb down to tell me how often cattle are 
dipped in the quarantine area but since I've been here dipping ecems to take place 
only when the cattle are branded of just before they are driven through the State 
Fence out of the quarantine area to be sold for slaughter. 

Roy Komarek 
April 24, 1942
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Dipping Reservation Cattle Before Sntry , 

April 11, 1942 

Friday, April 10, I rode with liaymond Hendercon, Keservation Stockman; Woody 
Roach, Road Foreman, and Seminole Jimmie Voctor to the State Quarantine 4 
Fence gate at Shaggy Cypress to assist in driving o herd of cattle to the i 

; Reservation and to dip and inspect them before entry. ‘e camped at Shaggy 

Gyprese that night end early the next morning received the herd on the 
- quarantined side of the fence while a BAI inspector (Mr. ‘ileon) counted 

thea through the gete, a total of 116 head. ‘hey were then driven to 
: Heart-H vat (\iefeniele ranch headquarters where Bete Townsend lives) 
; where they were dipped, allowed to dry and after rest for about two 

hours were driven to the Reservations The BAI inspec charged the vat ‘ 

to 18 (standard strength for syetematic dipping) the before. ‘The 
cattle wore inspected in the drain pen in the usual BAI{menner. Four, 

engorged female ticks, all ef the Genus 8 species, were t 

collected from the 116 head. ‘ 

The herd consisted oc Braforde (Herefords2rgnma crosces) «& Hereford= 

Angus crosvee but all othere were seid hefe e\p)\ consi derable amount of 

Mative, cracker cow blood in thems A h¢r dry cows or heifers j 

except for s few crossbred bulle. J re were 10 purebred ' 

Brahma bulls included in the 116 hee% & (except the Srehme bulls) 7 
a: cane frou the Brighton Reservation neahh Okeechobee. “hie range, 

i I understend consiote of much_opan grassy but has « considerable 

amount of cabbage woods on i 

The entire hord was ple he until the south line rence ie 

completed) in a four-sectipn pasture adjoining the headquarters pasture 
(now containing cattle) o\the vouthe/ ja soon as fencing is finished 

they will be moved to a p are farjMer weet toward Lard Can Strand 

and Cow Bone I ch B-+52b6 the moet likely area where . KG 
fever=ticks a be encountered, ’ 

NOTEs Whoh\the first d of gattle came to the Keservation, 2 BAI 

: inspector d@ then ugh the State Quarantine Fence. If there 

had been any to illegal entry of these cattle south of 

this fence, the rtainly should have called it to the attention : 

Z of the Indian Service officee An inspector wae present at the State 
i Fenee under inatructions from the District Inspector when both herds ; 

went through. ; ; iv 

i! en 

ae 

, Roy Komarol hy 

| see 
. Dolo Nic ee an 

* m fe Se eee
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MEMORANDUM } i 

Dipping T. Le “illiams cattle Ned 
Sate April 4, 1942 , 

On my way out to Immokalee Friday, April 3rd, I met Fete townsend, foreman 
of MecDaniels ranch, who informed me that the land along the ‘Glades and 
north of the Reservation, xaxbaensxaka which had been open range, wae sold 
recently forcing T. Le Williams to move his cattle. He further advieed 
that they would be dipped at MacDaniels pene thet afternoon or the following | 
morning. On my weturn to the Reservation I stopped by to see Pete and : sth 
learned that due to a little misunderstanding between Williams and Macleniels / 
Willieme did not use the MacDaniels pene but drove some ten or F 
fifteen wiles farther west to Rock Lake dipping { 

Barly Saturday morning I picked up Pete and " ", the fedebal fence rider _ 
patrolling the north boundary of the Reservation,| and drove Rock Lake 
dipping vat, arriving there before dipping had rted. Cattle wore "wet 
inepetted" in the drain pen, one of the fad 1 tick men eting from 
one side while I handled the ekax othy i 

A mixed herd, cowe, calves, steers,/¢f 346 head, re dipped from which 
four specimens of ticks, 211 harmlasp, were collpg¢ted and retained by 
the Federal inspector. ‘The unseasohal, cool wether is probably responsible 
for the scarcity of ticks. ¢ hos ef hor re also dipped and Cie 
declared "clean". . 

Inquiry revealed that thie herd /eNoeing driven to range in the vicinity 
of Bonita Springs in Collier’ pe Mich is in the quarantine ares. 
However, due to the exis ps bogey slough vest of Rock Lake dipping 
vat these cattle wore to Arough the State Quarantine Fence, 
thenee along the north side \ ‘ence sround the slough and back 

\ through the again, cotNinuthg the rest of the distance in the so-called 
quarantine ar This must mean that the BAI feels ite inspections plus 
the one dipping % precaution to prevent an infestation in 
the range outeide tine ereae In other words these inspections 
are relied upon termine if fever ticks are present but if any should 
escape notice the would kill them. f 

Thies is the same a that was dipped (at which I was present)= details in 
my memo of Sept.6) Sept. 6, 1941, seven months ago, and was found free of 
fever-ticks at that time also. In these somewhat hurried inspections the : 
only difference in tick populations thie time as compared with the lest 

; ‘ inspection was that in September Gulf Yonet ticks were noted quite frequently 
in the ears of the cattle. “uring this inspection no ticks were obeerved 
in the rae or underparts. ‘he four collected were engorged females (probably 
Ixode8)""Were taken frou the shoulders of the animals, 

ad Roy Komarek 
cc Dated Apr. 6, 1942 
Mr. Baker i 

Mr. Leopold ; 

: ee 
i \ PEN Ns
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Warch 24, 1942, 

My, Herbert L, Stoddard, 
Sherwood Plantation, 

Thomasville, Georgia, 

‘Deer Mr, Stoddards 

On summing up the costa to dete, 1 find that figure is 

$2,567.50. This includes $109.27 of my traveling expenses on sundry 
trips to Washington in connection with ihe tick deer matters also 
95.51, our cost for telegrans, The ye Mae is Roy's salary and expen- 
ses and your end Sd Komarek's fees ph xpphses., Of the total srount, 
$022,49 wae paid out by the Society po Tuly 1, 1941, and was in- 
eluded in the costs of our / nffeeding the current one. 

We actually ey SO this project for the current 
fiseel year, We have paid out during ghis fiscal year $1,745, leaving 
an unexpended budgeted balance of 430. SX 5 wll sleeieewar tome 
gare of Roy's salary at the present rate for the three months April, May 
and June. I take it oe Sesant correspondence that you feel very defi~ 
nitely that he se on $Q job in the field during that period, 

We will hay & meeting |pf the Board of Directors on either 
the 7th or the 14th of April, ind/H will submit the whole matter for 

decision et that meeting as to $hé continued financing of the project. 

In the meantine, please though no question hed 
been raised the period of in continuance, 

Very & , i 

Ww 

a Beker . 
Bxecutive Director 

~ Thank you for copy of your letter to Senator Russell, which should 
De f 

Copy to Prof, Aldo Leopold 

anes
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Maveh 18, 1942 

Senator Richard 8, Russell, \ 

Senate Office Bullding, \ 

Washington, De Ce i Ne 

Dear Senator fussells ay 

We have been informed that meee Chairmen of the pubsCommi ttee 

ee a ee we before you the oultural 

ply Bille Aa you thie Bill has a legislanive oe 

in effect, provides for the killing of the deer Ine 
dien Reservetion in lendry — Flort to era te 

the last of the cattle fever ticks. ' \, 

I do not know how familiar you are wi and bitter \ 

fight thet hes gone on between the cattle interests the one hand> 

and the conservation ané wildlife int erent mon the o over the 

matter of killing out the Florida de<p’to wintrol or cate the 
fever tick. ‘The cattle interests phroush F Ue Se Bureau of Ani- 

mal Industry, and State and los < 8 associations have con« 

tended that it is ence easenth 4 Ane interest of the cattle 

industry that the deer be iilled. Moo/oonservation and wildlife ine 

terests and the indian Seryids are wt ng that the deer be killed 

if it 1s proven that ther 1s ndot ution of the matter, but 

have maintained from the/ first th the Qtestion has not been adequate- 

ly studied to demonstrate that the \deer killing 1s necessary to eradi~ 

gate the fever tickse \\ 

I also do not—ims Neth 4 are familiar with the investiga- 

tions my assooks = ahd I have-teon conducting on quail and other up- 

Lend game in $¢uth Georgia for the past eighteen years. In any case, 

we wore requested nearly k year ago by the Us S. department of Ine 
terior (through the Ind Service, which has jurisdiction over the 

Seminole Lan a] and thee Ss Department of Agriculture (wbteh, howe 
ever, showed et terest make a <e impea study 

of the whole math ‘i central and south Florida, This we are doing 

to the best of our ability, and we heve had a competent and well 

trained investigator (Mr. Roy Komarek) constantly in the field since 

last June, and feel we are making excellent progress in the studye 

‘he cattle interests, however, seem disinclined to await the 

outeome of thie investigation and are trying by every moans to gain 

authority to oe the deer killing cempaign at once, as evidenced 

by the recent Bille before te Senate and the Houses the rider re- 

ferred to seems elearly an attempt to ‘paiiread" the matter through 

at once, and we want to enter our protest at this procedures As an



Sense Richard Be Russel) “> March 18, 19h2 

adopted Georgi I urge that you use influence to stop this 
has Leghsheteen so that our survey of the whole question can be 
Geaeieaene T assure you no harm will be done the cattle industry 

.— until our studies are completed~-when we will recommend 
% the deer be killed only if it seems the wise and necessary 

thing to doe 

Sincerely yours, 

5 POOrE Le I 
fe pine ator 

Sooper (Well Study Association 
RLS erp 

0/es Dre Aldo Leopold os 
John He Baker 
John Collier 
Roy Xomarek a 

¢
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March 17th, 1942 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 

Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgie 

Dear Mr. Stoddard: 

I om very grateful to you for sending me all of the informa’ in your : 

good letter of March 9th, with enclocure of 3a Komarek’s memo to you. 

I find that I was careful to state in my/ Rye to you of February 26th, 

that nothing therein was to be const 4G i deating any critical 

attitude whatever on my part. I was / tp ing to summarize for your 

information some of the aspects of # ston heering that had 

impressed me. IW 

The part of our Society in this matter deen ond ie, as I see it, 

the sponsoring an@ financing of an impart ats dentific study and we 

delovated full @iscretion to you av regerds procedure end supervision. 

You asked that Aldo Leopold sesPexent the Society with regard to aspects 

cater nefal\and we were very glad that he was 

willing to so act. : 

I have necessarily, it e¥ems, hed to/function in thie matter not only 

with regard to the financing and, ty fore, with regard to termination 

date, but also have had to Waiatata proper relations between the Depart- 

nent of Intertor and ite Bureau of Indian Affaire, on the one hand, and 

the Society, on other, and reprecent the Society at legislative 

hearinge, at requested by the Secretary of Interior and the 

Commissioner/éf Indian Affaire. 

The Seere’ is under % pressure to settle the matter without 

further ado,\\es you tr and he is, naturally, interested in the 

selentific stiiies be completed at the earliest possible date. We, 

here, are truly % of the need of ample time ito properly con~ 

elude the sciontifie etudy and particulerly realise the importance of so 

doing in this case where so much capital has been made by the Bureau of 

Animal Industry and the Florida Livestock Sanitary Board of scientific 

reports whieh, in your judgnent, were inadequate in time or scope, or 

voth.



Mr, Herbert b. Stodderd othe 3/17/42 

Hest aceured that we, here, are wholly in sympathy with your desire to 
soo the matter through to a proper conolusion. 

From the @imancial stantpoint, a new situation has, as you recognise, 
developed, Onur Direwetors declted in mifewinter upon a drastic retrenchmont 
programas regerda expenditures, not only for the next : year decine i 
ning July 1st, bat for the balance of this current ff yeor. And I 
thay say that the total reductions applying to next year’) dudes’ are 
figured et in excene of $27,000 ant thove applying to balance of this 
fivoal year sre axpecte’ to total some $15,000. To trantlote theee 
inetructiona of the Board into actus) euch remlte 4 my little 
problems, 

Nothing precipitate will be done by us, T do not imow ig oon we 
will howhave « mesting of the Executive Committee, or + vat I 
ahnll bring this matter before euch a megfthEyensonably soon ant then 
be ino position to give yon specific apyia hh regard to the Sootetys 
continuing to finenee the oroject te of6h conoYieion ae you have recom 
nanted, the DMreetcre attenting eol/A y/AAX be fully informed on 
to the considerations invelwed pr oy taking action. 

fo transeript of the late February heart: ia Wechington has yet beon 
receive by mo, although I wae aeenred by Cokteeseann Rocere' secretary 
thet euch would be sent me for possible correction prior to report of 
the hearing being printed; he at@mi.thet it might be three weeke or eo 
before the tranceript woul Tle. Mo doubt, MA Komarek will 
receive such trenoript A. 

A 

John 'f. Raker 
2. Rxeoutive Director 

eet 46 Leopold
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C/ lew i guh, 
March 17th, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your letter with regard to recent correspondence 

between me and Herbert Stoddard. I am wholly in agreement with 
you as to your conclusions. 

If, by chance, in writing as I did to Stoddard, I overstepped ‘ 

the bounds of propriety in the circumstance, especially as 
regards your relationship to the matter, I hasten to apologize. 

I have not yet had time to carefully consider all of the content 
of Stoddard's reply to my letter and Komarek's memo, attached 
thereto. In my letter to Stoddard I was not attempting to 
criticize or appraise but rather trying to convey to him for 

his possible guidance impressions that I gained in my talks 
with John Collier and Secretary Ickes, as well as at the 
Congressional hearing. 

And by the way, Gongress has-not yet finally overriden us. 
I spent two days last week in Washington at John Collier's 
earnest request, taking steps to block Senate action on the 
rider to the Agricultural Appropriations Bill. I think it 

may have been effective and, in any event, Jo llier seems 
deeply appreciative. \ 

ee NA _ 
John H. Baker 

JHB: mjc Executive Director
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' 424 University Farm Place 
March 13, 1942 

Mr. John H. Baker 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear John: 

I feel a little uncomfortable about the tone of the redent 

correspondence in the deer case. Now that Congress has 

over-ridden us it seems to me more than ever important that 

we preserve complete harmony on our side of the fence. 

It is my impression that Roy Komarek on the field end of the 

job has done extraordinarily well, considering the turn of 
events, both biological and human. I don't doubt that 
Ba Komarek's showing at the hearing leaves something to be 

desired. Be that as it may, I doubt whether anything is to 
be gained by further correspondence on the contrachtal 
obligations of the cooperating parties, providing a mtually 

satisfactory plan of winding up the job is now in sight. 

What I am trying to say is that unless you or Herbert Stoddard 
feel strongly compelled to continue the appraisal of 
performance, I sugzest we center attention on making the most 
of the remaining funds and time, 

I am writing this letter because my function as intermediary 
for the Audubon Society would be made very mch more difficult 
by a continuation of the recent discussions. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



March 9, 1942 

Me, John H. faker 
Fational, jticuben Society, 
1 Fifth Avenue, 
New York city 

Dear Mre Bakers 

Please pardon Geley in answering lengthy letters 
of February 19th and 26th, which has be by our office bee 
ing extremely busy getting out storm sais for several 

: large preserves heresbeouts, in time to use for I Tax purposese 

In the first pine. we h (ef Gane dered my memorandum of 
April 29, 19i2 the vasis upon wt pt the bud was undertaken by us 
and we have followed it as ele as proved qeeentenms I will 
quote telow a few “key" sentondag to apt course we havs and 
are taking, and to Indicate what ee considered the obligations 
ef the Audubon Society and_o Stes bes 

On Page 3, we/state thigh the plan of action "should be 
sufficiently elastic to follow, as far &s is desirable, the 
leads that will devélop during!/the course of the field work." 
This is what hae bedn done. 

on sie imeeaph: "We believe that statistical~ 
ty signi numbera 0: rrestial mammals, reptiles, and 
birds wil ve to examined from sections of heavy fnown 
infects th the ve ticksessstand ie oie to controlled 
experiments as woll fore it can be sefely assumed that none 
of these atures rv than deer act as hoste for thia tick." 
Prom this » At seonee that thia tnvestigation was 
started one years too late, for the moat careful field 
work, both off and on the Reservatton, has failed to reveal any 
sections of "heavy tick infection", Likewise, it has preven 
impowsi@ie to get any fever ticks for the experimental breode 
ing and other experimental work planned. We do not believe 
that heavy killing of vertebrate wildlife could be justified 
when no heavily infected areas could be located. We would not 
want to be a party to such killing and don't believe the Audue 
von Society would either. ‘ 

On Page 5, we states"We feel that plans should be laid 
Bo ee ee oe etree ane Zeer etter stele nesdquerters 
dete et! And further: “As this poriod drawa to a close, 

3 continuance should be decided on the basis of 

Amportance of the unfinished work".



Mrs John He Saker -2- Mareh 9, 192 

To start with, we do not feel that our year of study is up 
until mideTune. However, we realize ey thet eonditions have 
changed in a way that will affect all individuale and organizations, 
sinee thie work was undertaken, and that we all will have to face 
these new conditions and de the best we can under the elroumstences 
eonfronting us. ‘ 

Roy Komarek wante to terminate his field work as soon as seems 
wise and go into the Army, und the Audubon Society seems apprehen« 
sive as to financing an extended atudy and also wanta to close ae 
out in the near future. As fay as the main objectives are concerns . 
perhaps it would be as well to terminate the regular Tield work 

along in June or early July, as we have been vnab @ to losate any 
areas of heavy (or even light) fever tick infection, and have been 
unable to get any tick breeding stock for the exp ental programe 
Hence, there seema no necessity to examine a largé series of suse 
pected or possible host animals, or to atéampt od corduct the exe 
periments mentioned, 

We have besn pinning our hope y 2 ae ermining whether any 
spots of tick infection occur on thie” Re: yyation on the cattle put 
ine Sd Komarek's art neh I am euclosing, clearly out- 
lines the delays and diffieults racexper mced there; while what can 
be avcouplished in the future by W xisthod is, of course, somewhat uncertain, If an ample number of are put on the Reservation 
and properly handled by the “fnd@ten Sey ee, an oceasional cheelring by either 3 Komarak or eeeit ‘toe dod swe have any rubber thah can be used on such extend fA/and erue)iing trips) might give us the ine 
formation ene ie: Whether t je are or are not any areas of 
fever tick infection on the Reserygtion. Fe feel that thia should 
be given a fair trial. 

We have esived tm from the Indian Service (as well 
aa read in t anita re) that both branches of Congress have 
authorized will the Seminole deer, If this killing ace 
tually s and is don the Reservation, as secus likely, 
it might be thing/ for the cause of conservation to have a 
= seientif el like Roy Kowarek as observer on the : 

facts of should become clear, but will likely be lost 
in the absence of such an observer, 

My idea from the start in this deer = tick matter has been to 
get a competent and reliable field man on the job and let him work 
the matter out with such assistance as we could give him from this 
end. I feel that our selection of Roy Komarek igs more than justi«e 
fied a way he hag conducted the job, and I, personally, an 
more & satisfied, both with the man and what he has accomplished. 
I never expected that we could complete an all-inclusive investigae tion that should take three or four years in one year, or that we eoulé get fifty thousand dollars’ worth of research for two or three. Perhaps some of those interested in this atudy, due to lack of exe 
perience in studies of this sort, have been a bat over-optimistie



Besson He Baker > March 9, 29h2 

as to what can be accomplished by one man in one yeer in such surroundingse I consider it quite a feat for a man to stay on the 
job anc take it as Roy Komarek has done in this land of bugs, mud 
and water, gathering notea and data whenever and wherever oppore 
tunity presented, and I think you should make a serious attempt to 
finance him till he, himself, feels that he has gone ag far as 
worth while and practical under prevailing conditions. 

We feel there will be a worth while report on the whole mate 
ter in the offing when the study is concluded, ther the study 
takes the course that was at a ones and a for or note Lepieal sonenuaony ar fr oy vosanas’2e"oarey'td ae eon Sola conclusion, er for po: ? Geeeee acne alt Gs Losers. — ' 

We do not feel that the Audubon cnet has t fully sold 
itself te the sportemen, conservatic ptee outa eople of the 

er. as the organization best q Ba] \to sponser and conduct guch wildlife Seen is nd Ay yeen confronted with this feeling on many occasions dy ng the 5 study, when we were 
put on the defensive because the Sdoelety financing thie deer « tiek study, We have done all possh) © combat this feeling and 
think 1t might be good pol ar the Society to ase thia study 
through if at all possib 

We would like to £ transopipt of the recent Hearing, and Sd Komarek is wondering pot yet received the galley 
proof for correcting. 

With bes hig am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS 1p 
oak Herbert L. Stoddard, 
c/o Dr. Leopold Director 

Roy Komarek
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#eVORANDUM OW MR. BAKER'S LUTTOR OF PENRUARY 

26, 1942 to Ur. Stoddard 

RPE IG Es 

Mr. Baker ant has misunderstood me in | that 

the neseensey cone ee te an te oe « What T 

éid aay was % Roy expected the investigeti be at auch a 

sakek thet he could go into the Army; after whibh a periodic check= 

every few nonthe by Ks Stoddard or myself a finish it. Ali 

thie isin the supposition that no tic found in an ao- 

tive dipping campalgn--to be executed. have had suffici«- 

ent rete with Mr. Baker and Cozi Gellier, ine 

sisting a could not be a short-$omm tyvesatigatd and we surely 

coma nape be cunghete we fis 1 phase’ arlier than the Be Ae ie 

es months. Apparently the Indian Service has f 

wart’ @ promise of a shorte gation to use as a lever. 

against hurried legislation; ant can foo their viewpoint, of course. 

In reference to 4. Bake: fourth paregraphe I know all 

four of us have felt exp . aay a exo<that we are not interested 

simply in @ local protiéms in feat, I ed to tentity further a8 
the hearing in Washingfon simply becax . oe earned from : 

the opposition that if\had bee & grudge fight, with no holds bere ; 

ved, between various tiveaus ang /the Tndian Service, and that the 
BILL had be inthp=buresd Proposition-sand for this reason we 

had no inte be 2 exduse is, simply, thet we refuse to al- 
low wild lifoto be the goat of future interebureau fighte. From 
what I was ble to gather, this fight did not berin with the Semi- 
nole deer, Hut with fipst idea of reorganisation of the Departe 
went of ture putting various bureaue of thet Department 

inte the % Interior, I feel that neither we or the 

Audubon Seeie er in such grutige fighte, Uvidence was 

presented thet were simply lies, but I eould not get up and publice 
7 label them as such. There alse was a grest deal of ents as 

11 be noted a perusal of the Record of the hearing--such 
as Dr. Applewhite's answer to Mr. Baker as to how often the cattle 
were eereee whereupon the former answered that they were "“sheeked 

frequéntly". The truth of the matter (but it was confidential) was 
that the cattle have not been dipped for 16 months. In the statement 
by bre A eg 9 thet the cattle in the Tooseanatehee had not been 
fed he either lied or was renee for { faced him after the 
hearing and told him we had definite information thet they were fea 

on cottonseed cake, fe disagreed, but one of hia colleagues backed 

me up and said [ wae right. St 35g 60 She beeing Dek goatee >” 

this stage, I felt our plens had best not be brought in front of
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such a groupe After all, we are scientific investigators--not 
detectives, However, from a strictly conservation angle, this 
whole fight, and particularly this hearing, will make an’ excel- 
lent text for a final report showing how ifttie consideration 
wildlife gota. 4 

As to the various questions “ir. Baker asks. ff fecl thease 
are due simply te his being uninformed. We have followed  striet 
— of allowing wory little tnformetion to get out. We had it 
Clearly understood at the very beginning that it waa not necessary 
to keep informed efther tir. Saker or anyone alee. There were seve 
eral reasons for thia, as we have put on record before. Another 
reason not in the record is that, when we begen this investigation, 
we did not know how far the Audubon Society would go. 

Now as to the questions in details ; 

1. In the reports he has received, Mr. Baker not find 
mention of the observations or stu the Hes- 
ervation., However, I can assure him the been in 
Collier and Hendry coumties and pb even t er off from 
the Reservation and visited Toagahab and other places. 
in fact, most of December was’ spent \in work away from the 

: Reservations ; 

2. Mrs Baker has not been furndeh at of hosts that have ; 
been examined, though a feir Bakiple have been examinede In 
one of our discussion re deat teu that there should be no 
intensive killing of othod aL ba\yntil we found definite- 
ae ticks occypred on the Re atione Parasite infec= 

ons are quite likely to be) jooalined or spotty) hones 
one might take thanjesands of pammale or birds wi it finde 
ing any fever tic! te\and atiZy/ not have scientific evidence 
that the t bon on these animale, for there may 
be no fe in thet-particuler aroas tr we mentioned 
a i ries of male —_ killed wo would be subject 
te on om by conservationists--and a good many Audu- 

boni te 

3- There alao has good reason for not examining a large 
number of m we went on the Reservation we were 
faced with the same problem the Indian Service and the Be A. 
I. would have faced--that is, if we killed many desr we 
would lose the cooperation of the Indians, and without such 

/ eooperation I doubt if this study could have gone on except 
at tremendous expense. I was surprised how gps Roy won 
the — of the indians so that he was even able to kill 
deer. re is also another gga: Hm more deer s not been 
taken, although a secon ones proper way to get a 
large number of deer i. a dogs, bub using dogs would have 
driven the deer off the Reservation into the hands of the 
Be Ae te Algo, it is not so simple to kill deer in that sece 
tion. ‘The &. Ae I<. puts two men in a camp with dogs and they 
are required to get a minimum of two deer a month--and in cer- 
tain seasons they do not even do this. We know of one (con=
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fidentieal) case where deer ears were talen and held for 
another month's quota. Dr. Yalley's live traps have not : 
worked well in that mre I think Yr. Saker is correct 
in his romark that we had better be on guard as to state- 
ments to Soe et alone to cattlemen. The statement 
Mie. Turne d@ and read inte the record is simply that 
Roy would not be satisfied that fever ticks did not cecur 
on the Reservation until cattle were kept ganged up on the 
western part of the Reservhtion. We back him fully in thie. 
The B, Ae Ie average in checking or releasing an area from 
ticks is, as previously steted, 22 months. 

Se Ini connection with the legality of introducing cattle onto 
the Reservation. In answer to questions of one of the Yon» 
gresenen, 1 stated (and it should be in the Peoc a) that I 
asked Drs xnapp whet information we needed abt whe steps 
we would have to take to introduce cattle without breaking 
any lawa; that there hed been so much misinfpymation and 
lawbreaking that we did not want to by ay\lews. {I am 
sure I put those last few words into “‘the-Resard). ire 
Knapp replied that all necessary was for Koy bee Dre Tabb 
and get a permite As you will note the Record, Dre Knapp 
oe ta “eon Cleese oo wer found b an 
ef the “higher-ups” (whose n i prefdr not to mention 
that those steps were legaly wut tha Ahe error came in the 
way the cattle were handled, {hie Aghe individual slso a» 
gured me that, for all practical surposes, our cattle on the 
Reservation would not jfeoparciae the program. Statements 
like these are what Gok ded. wy nok to testify, for at the 
game time Mre Baker/ ye havikg m axzument about this partie 
cular point, I was /yeing assuphd by one of the parties con- 
cerned thet we were (not Jeoparc vy There 4 program! T sould 
have violated confiden ny testified, but that fen't our 
way of doing things, Also, many untruthe had flown about: 
thet I thought tt wiaer-to_héld my peace, for the individual 
I assailed ould have sald he did not tell me what T said he 
@ideeand/7 had no proof, The following wight help show Mr, 
Baker sa of the difffienlties we have had with the [nélan 
Services 

(a) Quoting rom Roy's letter of Sete 1942: "This morn- 
ing I roe th Pote, at hia request, to look over the 
dipping vat which may be difficult to repair. ie went 
over to the barn and about the time he had saddled one 
of the horges Billie Roberta came over and advised that 
he was going to look after the cows and take Jimle 
Rector with hime Pete told him that since there were 
only three saddles he would have to go alone. Billie 
then got mad, slammed + oe at the gate on the grounds 
fhe buekakin tore his bridle all to hell and pitched 
and bueked around the lot for several minutes. The red 
horee snapped his bridle reins and with the white nag 
busted loose for a faireye-well around the corral. This 
was a new experience for Pete, so he got Stanley, who did 
and said little. It all wound up by Billie getting his
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own way and two saddles, We had two horses but had 
te alternate riding one bare-back, That, “yore 
little on is how things are done on the Sig Cypresa Reservation," 

(OJ. We requested that the indian Service put cattle on the Reservation in October, but this was not done through November and December and even work on corrals was hap- hasard. i finally lost pati¢nee and wrote Hr, Collier we could go no further wiless cattle were put ons Ape parently, he had beon under the impression that things were moving faster than aa Were and, after receiving my letter, got in touch with someone down there. Things had been going so slowly that = came here to go over the situation with us. While he w. gone they sud- denly got the urge to get those cattle throw them on the Reservations It had beon pial derstood that they were not to be pat on without being prea- ent and thet they were to be di being put on. In short, they dumped the eatile on in gard of our wishes and instructions, with th holding not fine ished, and the At ping vat not-fIxed, The rintende ent seemed to feo we wory gt \tp seb as covhande and when at got back down Onis foane the cattle rune ning all over the Reser ee YONG one seemed to know mach about theme Fortuna LY ete Townsend, a cowhand, was friendly to Roy and hat ena job with the Indian Service. Had 1t notbeen fox im I am afraid the ene tire herd of eattLe 5b ad ould have been somewhere else but on th Serpvation. But Pete Townsend could not stand the cont¥rucus friebton among Reservation persone nel and quit. (After the tPale and tribulations we have had (particular me ¥ keep peace with the vartoug factions md \B 4 ation I can readily ses . the Li Janktary Board lost patience and why re is oh misunderstanding as to whether or not the indida Service a tO cooperate. 

We have t ali that this friction waa none of our ousig ness and Long we could continue our work Roy has tried to keep in with various indian Service officlala. f went into thoroughly with Comaissioner Collier. f ' presume thet much has gone on abtedating this investigation about which Mr. Collier inew nothinge As I told him, it ia none of my business who is to blame; all we are interested in is the results. Therefore, Mr. Baker can perhaps see why T aid not want to testify when the discussion about putting cattle on the Reservation came up, Tor we made a mistake in not realizing that this had become a grudge fight and that we could not trust doctors Knapp and seen tens te to tell us the whole truth, even though we requested it, 
6. Mr. Collicr ts wronge The cattle have not been ai pped«-not at frequent intervals or even onee.s Me surely didnit get that information fram Roy or us, as we have soptes of all COR
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respondence has had with Mr. Gollier, Perhaps Mr. Baker Will realize i wes not inclined to make any statements One way or another about thig. 

Shit ob da SSM HERE . 

aud 18 Le peoage catectanaes nk Of he emmamte wy lire Baker, and it i perhaps unfortunate thet wo have not kept more ote ee however, I feel we were detailed to make the ee on in our own way-not to get inte Indien Service bate OBe 

Deteds; March 6, 19k2 

Be V 
Assistant
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March 9th, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed please find a copy of John Collier's memorandum of E 

March 7th. I telephoned him this morning to say that Guy 

merson, who is now in Washington with the Netional Red Cross, 

ffnows the personnel of the Appropriations Committee well, 

especially Chairman Carter Glass of the Senate Appropriations 

Committee, and that he will, doubtless, be glad to speak to 

them about this matter. 

A clipping has come in from the Orlando, Florida paper quoting 

Chief Mohler of the Bureau of Animal Industry with reference 

to the "Audubon Society" and its investigation: 

"I would not be surprised if they know what cattle 

fever ticks are. The great trouble with the people 

opposing us is that they consider the ticks on rabbits, 

dogs, snakes and turtles to be the same as cattle 

ticks but they are not." 

Sinéerely yours, 

ii 
Mi 
VYULA 

John H. Baker ; 

JHB: mjc Executive Director
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UNITED STATES 5 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Office of Indian Affairs, 

Washington, D. C. 

March 7, 1942 

MEMORANDUM concerning the Slaughter of the Seminole Deer: 

The Bureau of Animal Industry, through an ex parte 

presentation before the House Committee on ‘dnpceelas ions, secured 

the insertion into the Agricultural Supply Bill of a legislative 

rider providing in effect for the slaughter of the Seminole Deer 

in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida. The Depart- 

, ment of the Interior had no notification of the hearing and was 

not heard. The House adopted a general rule that no point of order 

could be entertained against anything that might be in the Agricultural 

. Supply Bill. The House yesterday adopted the rider in question. 

' There seems to be no likelihood, or prospect " 

at all, that the Senate will reject the language that the House has 

put into this bill. 

The above information probably means that i 

legislatively speaking, the case is closed. It is still hoped that 

the research work of the Audubon Society may go forward for its yield to 

the science of ecology. You will be supplied more information when we 

have it. John Collier 

, ; Commissioner
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42h University Farm Place 
March 4, 1942 

Mr. John H. Baker 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear John: 

When the two Komarek boys visited with me here at Christmas time, 
I was struck by the fact that Roy speaks more quietly and with 
more force than Ed. I wish Herbert had sent Roy instead. 

I am not surprised that the Committee remained hostile, and I am 
keenly aware that I have been of mighty little use to you in 
connection with the project. To have made the trip at this season 
would have been virtually impossible for me as I can barely keep 
up with classes even without interruptions. It is often hard to 
give classes priority, but one has to give something priority. 

Iekes' blunder in handling the Florida congressman is hardly a 
surprise. You and I have both seen that sort of thing often enough. 
Yes, the democratic process is sometimes hard to keep patience with. 

This is a personal letter going nowhere else, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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ae York, February 26, 1942. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, i 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldot 

I am enclosing copy of my today's letter to Herbert Stoddard. For 

your ear, Imy say that I am not too happy about net result of this research 

project to date. I know I should not expect very much in one year. Although 

I think Ed Komarek's coming to the hearing was a valuable experience for hin 

his testimony was not well presented. I watched the members of the committee 

at the time. Ed did not hold their interest and did not get his points into 

their minds. I am sorry that Herbert Stoddard was unable to be there, and I 

am particularly sorry that you were not there. I did not learn of the time 

of the hearing until just before it took place and so did not wire you, feel- 

ing that it would be impossible for you to arrange to come on such short 

notice. 

It now remains to be seen what action the House Committee on Indian 

Affairs will take. At the conclusion of the morning's testimony yesterday, 

I would have bet ten to one that the committee would report the Pepper bill 

out favorably. All members present, except the Chairman, seemed to be in 

favor of the killing of the deer. Most of them, of course, are cattlemen 

from western states in which there are cattle as well as Indian reservations, 

and their general attitude I might summarize as wishing there were some way 

; in which they could exterminate the Indians. Mr. Collier seemed to feel 

that other members of the committee who did not take the trouble to attend 

are sympathetic with his viewpoint and that there would be a fair chance of 

defeating the bill on the floor of the House even if it were favorably re- 
ported out. I am not very sanguine about that. 

I felt a good deal better about the outlook after the afternoon pro- 

ceedings as representatives of the Live Stock Board and the cattlemen had 

a pretty uncomfortable time of it, and it looked to me as though some of 

the members of the committee gained a definite impression that there was 

more to be said on the other side than they had thought. 

My net impression of the hearing was that my faith in the democratic 

form of government was further undermined. 

I think I should add that there is in this situation this factor? 

at least one of the Florida Congressmen feels strongly that he and some of 

his Florida constituents particularly interested in this matter were rebuffed 

by Secretary Ickes when they wanted a conference with him personally about
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a year ago; they apparently did not consider a conference with the three ft 

Assistant Secretaries of the Interior an adequate substitute, and they have 

subsequently resented Secretary Ickes! attitudesand for that foolish rea- 

son have been unwilling to cooperate in any program entailing a biological 

: study and have tried to railroad legislation to force his hand. 

It reminds me of some of our New York "sportsmen" in connection 

with the wild bird plumage legislation, they being unwilling to argue the 

case on its merits but wishing to oppose our standpoint on the ground 

that they had not been consulted in the matter early enough. 

As ave 

' John H, Baker 
Executive Director 

Enclosure



February 26, 1942. 

Wr. Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Herbert Stoddards 

I was very glad that Sd Komarek was able to cone ‘or the hesring 

yesterday in Yashington. Quite aside from the value of his testimony, I 

think the oecasion will have been an interesting one to him and will have 

given hin some insight into the denoer a ocesses of government and the 

political complications involved in y particular controversy. 

I wrote you the other day 94 l/s an tee. reel 

financial necessity of our terminstaag ppaeamaee in connection with 

this project at the earliest feasiodedet and, preferably, not later than 

June 30th next, and asked for an expre: kar of your opinion. I talked 

somewhat with Bd Komarek about this yeste: BY» he seeming to think that 

the necessary conclusions might be drawn fro the availeble evidence by 

nid~summer, " PY asta. 

Apparently, Roy / omarek! s yenses have been running somewhat less 

than estimated, and to that extent bs uunately there may be some moneys 

availeble to pay his selery beyond aril 1st out of the amount budgeted by 
us for thie project on oe it would terminate April 1st. 

From the Soetety's point of view, the investigation is of far 

greater significsnce end import than if the problem related solely to the 

Seminole tion in Hendry County, Florida. We look upon the. 

particular on Pare 0 siege tenhtees tet ey hs tone 
problem to front al we sre naturally interested in assist- 
ing Ickes and \iir. Collier in the solution of their problem, we 

are much interes in the making available of reliable date and 

conelusions such questions as (1) whether the eliminetion of 
tropical feve: e may be best attained through exterminationof one 

or nore of the ether mammalian hosts, and (2) whether the southern part of 
; Hendry Gounty and, in particular, Collier County, Florida, or roughly compar~ 

able sub-marginal grazing areas for domestic live-stock,may be managed to 

greater public benefit by production thereon of wildlife. In other words, 

we are priuarily interested in the application of the problem on the Seminole 

Indien Reservation to relationships of wild animals end the best public use 

of lands anywhere, 

Please understand that nothing I now say is to be construed as in 

any way critical of the progren or reports in this particular undertaking 

to dete. I shall simply try to bring out some of the points which it seems 

to me desirable to emphasize at this junctures
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(1) I don't find in the reports to date any appreciable mention 
of observations or studies made outside the boundaries of the Seminole 

Indian Reservation, I would have supposed - although you know best - that 
some such observations would be desirable under the circumstences, 

(2) I find little mention in the reports to date of observations 
as to ticks on other mammalian hosts than deer. I d have supposed that 

more of that kind of study would have been made by ° 

* 

(3) It does not seem to me that the number of deer examined is 
great enough to be impressive, I think that Bd Ko) testified yesterday 

that he understood that about ten deer had been exam: by Roy. I gather 
that Dr, Bailey's live traps for deer are n too well. 

(4) I venture to suggest that some discreet word from you to Roy 
Komarek as to being perhaps a little more careful as to what he says to 

people down there may be in order. bas Remark is stimulated by converse- 
tion I had yesterday with tir. Dave Tyyher, esident of the Florida Cattle- 

men's Association, who has recently/p 2en on)} he Indian Reservation with 

Roy. I do not recall at the nomen) what if/was that Mr. Turner told me Roy 

had said to him, but I got the inéeessio wat the time that the statements 
might well be used against Roy by th pi Stock Sanitary Board or BAI. 

(5) There were statements made BK the hearing by Dr. Knapp, I be- 
lieve, and perhaps also by Dr. Applewhite, Buggesting that the importation 

of the 150 cattle into th e Enddan Reservation recently had not been properly 

legalized, Evidently Bd-Komarek was not in a position to make any categor- 

deal statements on thi sand 80 cep quiet. The impression I gained was 

that, while the oblig tion to comply} with the necessary legal requirements 

was certainly that of “a Bureau off/Indian Affairs, it might have been wise 
for Roy to make very ste that the//natter was legally handled,with evidence 
of such legal handling h\writ ings 

(6) Wr, Collier testified that these 150 cattle were being dipped 
regularly at intervals. Dr. Knapp testified thet that was not so. 
Mr, Collier/Ahen stated that, if Dr. Knapp were correct, he, Mir, Collier, 
had been informed. did not say whether by his superintendent, Mr. 
Hill, or Roy or by + Ed was apparently uncertain as to just what 
had trans d and so was not inclined to make any statement. Mr, Turner 
stated fla that eattle had not been dipped; that so many of them 
had gotten Reservation or could not easily be rounded up because 
they we re. young calves that only 131 were Chute inspected without 
dipping; end that the equipment for dipping had not been completed by 
the Indian Service. ly guess is that My. Turner knew what he was talking 

about. 

Although Bd Komarek will undoubtedly relate the following to you, 

I will put it down for the record as I recollect its 

It was claimed that at least 15 head of the 150 cattle had gotten 
out of the Reservation as the result of a tree falling on the fence; that 
immediately thereafter the Cattlemen's Association had hired fence riders 
at some cost to prevent any further leakage of cattle from the Reservation 
into the surrounding area, Although I think thet the placing of fence
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riders on this fence by the Cattlemen's Association was purely a campaign 

matter, it does seem to me that the Indian Service would want to take such 

steps through furnishing its own riders or otherwise, se~s to make certain 
that there is no further leakage of cattle from the Reservation, 

Mir, Turner stated that a fair percentage of the deer that had been 

flushed by dogs just south of the southwest border the Reservation had 

escaped into the Reservation as evidenced by the f thet a number of the 

dogs had been captured by representatives of the In Service or the : 

Indians within the boundaries of the Reservation wheri¢e they had gone after 

the deer. I suppose the purpose of this statement wap to indicate that, : 

inasmuch as many of the deer south of the Reservat: supposed to be 

ticky, it would follow that tropicel fever found within the 

boundaries of the Reservation if the search were adequate» I gather that 

there is a section of fence still to be constructed along the southwestern 

border of the Reservation; that it may not have been finished because of 

high water conditions at that point. ‘ 

I gathered the impression fp6m some/bf the members of the committee 
at yesterday's heering that they jyd been A hown ears of deer with tropical 

fever ticks, which they were toidbad beg taken within the boundaries of 

the Reservation, but I do not rec Len” testimony to that effect being 

offered at the hearing. I certainly would not put it beyond the Live Stock 

Sanitary Boord or, particularly, the Gattigmen's Association to deliberately 
plant tropical fever ticks within the boundaries of the Reservation end then 

offer to assist Roy in hi iss earch for such ticks and proceed to find them 

where planted; this in #fder to Rxeak down resistance to the killing of the 

deer within the boundarfes, \ 

Mr. Turner told\me in pri is conversation yesterday that the quaran- 

tine fence had fallen a te (the popts having rotted off) at 2 point directly 
north of the Reservation Snd_thst’ the thousands of head of cattle south of 

the quarantine fence in the area near the Reservation were not being dipped 

more frequently than once a year, if that often, I had opportunity during 

the aftern k for the privilege of asking questions of Mr, Turner 

when he wa tifying, and so asked him whether it was not so that he had 

; made those/particular Statements to me, Just prior to his testimony, Dr. 
Knapp had \parried every) attempt to get him to state how often those cattle 

were being\\lippeds uld hedge by saying "frequently," or something to 

that effect\hut re. to be pinned down, What I think I succeeded in bring- 

ing out was 0 that free secess for cattle through the broken quarantine 

fence supposed to be kept up by the cattlemen is available for quarantined 

cattle into areas frequented by unquarentined cattle in tick-free designated 

areas; yet, while not taking any steps to prevent that leakage or risk of 

infeetion and while not getting excited about its potentialities, the cattle- 

men are making a big to-do about preventing leakage of cattle from the Indian 
Reservation into the area surrounding the Reservation where thousands of 

head of cattle dipped not more frequently than once a year and presumably 

in contact with ticky deer are ellowed to roam. Dr. Empp and his associates 

were not successful in explaining why these thousands of head of cattle had 

been allowed to graze south of the quarantine fence in violation of state law. 

I can think of nothing else to report at the moment, No doubt, Bd
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Komarek will give you a full account, ( 

Ever — . 

John H, Baker 
Executive Director 

Copy to Prof, Aldo Leopold 

THBes g
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February 19, 1942 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
fhervood Plantation 
Thomacville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert Stoddard: 

Where do we stand a2 regerde completion of the tick-deer research 

Lo aga T have been so continuously fo in connection 

wild bird plumage campaign mat lawly thet I have ecorcely 

had time to rend in-coming . ))/% tmow that. ae far as 

the Warhington situntion Ls f Committee on 

lettin Afvaiine sate SS ioe © ng iy/a week: or ten days, as 

goon ac Comal Collier gots & present trip . snd 

Mr. Collier reporte that the indiae’ are thot the Committee will 

report out the Pepper bill. I shell inly strive to bo present 

at amr ouch hearing and moke ae affective statemont ao 1 oon. 

As soon as T tmow the ip etait “Rat for ench henring, I propose to 

commnitate with you sf Aléo a, to whom I am sending a copy 

of thie letter, ond whether it\\would be poselble for either, or 

voth, of you to attend| the hearing nt make your ovn statements. - 
T kmow that what both Of you woul, have to say would carry creat 

weight ont be moet helpts 

{he impression I get from euch letters as 1 have recently received 

’ from Roy ant othere, would infionte that termination of 

the field work by April 1, of originally planned and hoped 

for, woul geom dowkt . 

In view the war tions an& the chances thet our membership 

ant tor may fall off, pine the fact that wo are 

operating Aah deficit, our Directors heave taken such ¢ 

action we are enrrently putting inte effect a sub- 

stantial program for economy in expen‘itures during this coming 

tuelve month, and I know that the Board would not be at all 

} sympathetic with a farther approprintion for continuation of the 

tickedeer research project. On the other hand, ve are not people 

\
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to otart something an@é not eee tt through to a proper conclusion, 
What, if anything, can ve fone to speed up termination on a aatia~ 
featory varie? 

I have been asked by the American Mammlogiets Scelety to address 
ite annual meeting here in New York City during the first week in 
wath a aman wae I have replied that I would be ; 

: to do ao, although it i unlikely that I will be a position 
to present any conelustone. I have in mind tracing historical 
development of the controversy anf the way in which Andubon 
Society heceme involved, oto. If either you, or Aldo 14. are 

a ee comer or I think it would be to have 

a one of you report on the project rather than I. If I an at, 
thon, I ghall need te. have some up-to-tate statement from you not 
later than the last week of March that would give mo tent 
information that it might be practien? to ined 
in mr adfrese at the meeting. | 

ly 

[ 
John theo 

SRarnje : Rxeoutive Director 
sot Profeneor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Fara 
Madison, Visconsin ,
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Seminole Indien Reservation % 
: Temokelee, Florida 

February S, 1942 

Mee Yard Shepard 
Office of Indien Affaire 
Reaching ton, js Ve ; 

bear tire Shopards ' i 

; Pear of blood poisoning from an infeeted finger hae me out of 
Givoulation temporerily and bee unavoidably deleyed reply to 
yours of January 14 which wae forwarded to Ago 

i T am returning the map you sont me and have indicated the 
information you requested. ‘che yension of te 
quarantine fence ie approximate. it CAPER UNG: & wap of 7 : 
County showing in lerger esale pletion} the hexervation : 
and the state gaue refuge ard Ai notee whieh may be 
of intersat ww yotte : } 

fance the ran Tange 1 ae vy T failed te elaborate. 
T eoea to have, @ bebit Ap airs Qe ee that T had in wind 
ie thies the ‘ig Cypybpel: © inte the lower portion of Ne 

: Rendry County and By t line wits the open . 
— oountey which ‘ie The etate quarantine fence a 
i voughly follows : y originally operated ae an 
electric } : would keep deer fren aoving H 
nor theord tig Gj Ag you know thie failede It : A: 
sccurred 7o/me thet estate fence was taproperly located in thet 
it te ae tO of the Swemp and thet if it originelly ie 
hed been ted far te the north through open preirle country P 
this open have conetituted e natural barrier beyond 
ete ly renge due to the absence of heavy 
roTuge leen tion could heve bowm more omelly patrolled 
ani mainteined and would hove been cheaper te conctruete Mow, if % 

. the only obetecle to declering o pert of Fendry Jounty tick-free ie 
ee oe oe eet aaa o 

‘Tine i be eotebliched against deer, thie seened worthy of rae 
investigetion. Howver, efter I returned te the leservation | ik 

agein greeped the wignificanee of the fact thet the deer provlen o 
involves certain husan relationships which ere ae leportent, or more tae 

. feportant than the biological. sny attempt at thie late stage of bai 
the game, to eet up e now quarantine Line would, I am confident, y cs 
moet with failures Cattle prices are high, the range in the so-called Ae 
quarantine aren axounte to considerable ani to use local parlance : ‘ 
the cowen want to “get shut of this tick business". ’ oe 

. ; Sineerely yours, ae



Seminele Indien Reservation j 
Tnmokaloes, Moktds 
Febuary 5, 19h2 

Mire John Collier, Commissioner i 
Office of Indien Affairs 
Hieshington, De Ge 

Dear Mire Colliers 

Your letter of January 14 enclosing copy of your lettpy te Mrs M411 
sent to my Thomasville address wee forwarded to me ago, A 
atubborn infegtion in two of my fingers neceositating|q trip te Mt. lyere 
caused considerable deley in ay replys 

After disquseing with Mire “All ay auggo to suend law | 
to declare « part of Hendry County thoyfeegr! feel now it ehould 
be dropped. Such an amendment nt Aig LL with local commen 
who range cattle south of the & and additional eftagenian 
wight result. — 4 

we F4ll and I have attempted to o © eteers to renge on the ‘ 
Reservation but thus far Pay Ne led. Local cownen have 
elther sold noet off theiy’ptere~a have Uicient range to handle 
their herds. It io od \ Mw cattle in the western 
part of the Reserve f necessary fences can be erected. 
bry woather continues poveible in the not too distant i 

future. \ 

Yesterday, / i. ranging the aix-section pasture at 
: hea Oecamber 11, 1941 were chute inepected. Teke in 

general wef? not and after careful examination only 152 
apecinons te fever=ticks were found. ‘Ticks eollected 

Y consisted % enti ef the genua Ixodes, a haralese species. ay 

ee Sincerely yours, ‘ 

ft John Collisr 
fe be Stoddard 
Alda Leopold Rey Komarek ; 

John fe Baker 2 
We. Be S422 : 

i { i a pi
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Jenuary 10, 1942 ny 

Mir. John, Collier, Comwnissioner ; 

Office of Indian Affake ; 

jeshington, De Os } 

bear Mr. Colliers 

Reference is here made to ay wire of January 5 sent to y from Madison, 

Wieeonsin while in conference with Profeesor Aldo Leopold nd ay brother t 

we Ve Komereks Hy 

.  A@ @ Fesult of this and later discussion wi + Herbert Le ddard it wae i 

"agreed thet the existence of cattle south Apt tate quera! fence 

constituted etrong evidence in our fe veatigetion now in 

progress does not jeopardize the buregt ndustry's tick eradication 

program. To elaborate: 

1) Prior to the extension of th r reduction program into Collier 

County all livestock was remo 2 thie ty and the lower portion of 

| Wendry Gountys Subsequent) aN erdedto as the state quarantine fence, ‘ 

wee erected reaching from hf sangrase the Mvergledes to the Gulf of Wexico, — 

. south of which Livestock not pernitts d entry. Laws were passed to enforce 

| this quarantine line, fe: riders pa py led it and inspectors were stationed i 

| ( at all road crossings to in erect deer Ach hunters hed killed in the querantine 

| areas, However, n-the-~2 ot yours Ap enforcement of thie quarantine line i 

was dropped, cay permits 6 range south of it end during this hunting r 

aeecon at leask/ deer killed south of it were not inepected when they were taken 

out of the qui fever tfc houting before the venave containing a record of ‘ 

the Seminole r- fever hearing before the senate Vommittee on Indian 

i Affaire, Or. MekKellar « ¢ that hie lest record showed 12,285 head of cattle 

were in Collier Seu ty, A/ascune this is a recent record, If se, there sre 

: thet aany head imGTTier Vounty in viclation of a state law which to may \ 

; Iknowledce hea not been repenled. There are well over 2,000 head of cattle in ¥ 
; Hendry County south ef the state quarantine fence ranging lands adjacent to the ‘ 

; Reservation which are also there contrary to stete law, This raises the 

L question + If the presence of all theae cattle in the quarantine sree for at 

‘least’ a year or more have not jeopardized the BAI's tick eradication program 

; by what conceivable means could this progrem be jeopardized if they were allowed | 

: to roam among the deer for another six months or 6 year? If the tick problem 

was 80 seute, why were the cattle allowed to trespass into the quarantine are i 

‘ in violetion of state law? F 

‘ 2) Oattle now in the so-called quarantine area have never been i 

' subjected to an active dipping program (dipping at leday intervals) since = ie 

; they have been ranging south of the querantine fence. All thet is required ‘ 

\ is thet cattle be dipped end inspected once « yesr OF before they are removed see. 

* Lae 
“i 

- ‘ uae
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from the quarantine area. To the best of my knowledge no fever=ticke have | 

been reported from these cattle in many months. 4 

3) As has been pointed out before, we cannot regard the attempts i: 

made to eradicate ticks on deer in MeGrory's pasture in Orange County ae a i 

scientific experiment, not only because drought stricken, unacclimated cattle i 

were used but because they were fed prpared cow feed to keep them from . 

starving. If fever ticke should appear on cattle on the Reservation it is i 

proposed to conduct a similar experiment using thoroughly acclimated, native ' 

cattle. d i 

4) Until it can be demonstrated without question thet a large 

number of deer, native to the United States, can be obteined which will 4 

survive in the Big Cypress Swamp under an extremely serious insect problem 

every possible effort must be made to preserve the remaining deer. 

jl 5) A few weeks ago I entered into a discussiqn with the County 

Agent in LaBelle, Hendry Jounty seat and there was no teking the fact 

that he and the local cattlemen were much perturbed o the failure of the 

responsible authorities to enforce quarantine s along the state 

quarantine fence. &naxtunxeRzxkazfastxtkxk All 0 nty north of 

this fence (which comprises most of the county) ie, I un nd, for all 

( practical purposes tick-free but because / pping progr: by lew, is 

handled on a county-wide basis this hf Ne \county cannot be declared 

tick-free. This, it would seem, is why 2 local cattlemen and they 

have ample grounds for discontent. h op + this county-wide law 

be emended to permit declaration of (/igndry Vounty tick-free even 

if it necessitated the conetruction o foxher fence along the present 

quarantine fence to properly cat in the quarantine area? Thie 

would no doubt reduce u “ maatile p Ure es 

In view of the fact that, \rtunate in obtaining splendid cooperation 

from individuals of varib ireetly or indirectly concerned with 

the deer-fever tick contnroy yi their confidence, I do not think { 

it would be wise eubat bboy | Ho/ above information under my neme. This 

information ¢ aced reser ‘ad by formulating questions in advance 

80 worded as draw out such facts during the hearings. 

: In reply tolyoure of J S$ I om pleased to have your slent on the killing 

of one hun deer. cattle were placed on the Reservation ae I wes 

returning to dquar from an extended marsh buggy trip and I should 

have liked to dipped before they came in, merely as research 

"precaution. They aré being held, temporarily, in a six-section pasture 

and Mr. Hill was advised not to move them to other parte of the Reservation 

until they had been dipped. 

You are right in your assumption that five or six hundred head of cattle would 

enable us to make a quicker findings I recall, now, that my brother in his 

correspondence referred to the 150 head since funds were available for thés 

number end we were anxious to get cattle on the Reservation ae soon as possible. 

A check could probably be made with such a reduced number but the project 

‘ would require considerably more time. If additional cattle cannot be purchased 

the only alternative is to permit local cowen to range their cattle on the f 

Reservation. ‘This, however, may not be advisable from your standpoint. 

the carrying capacity of big Uypress cow range is locally figured at about 

if 7
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twenty acres per cow. I am not enough of » cownan to eveluate the pasturage 
! on the Reservation but even if it were not as good as range ferther north | 

and aseuming the carrying capacity was e cow per thirty acres, the Kessrvation h | 

could handle a thousand head. ‘The difficulty in using only 150 head of 

cattle roaming at large over 55 sections of land is that they ere apt to 

pack up on the more favorable parts of the renge and good distribution 

would not be obtained. ‘hey would have to be confined to smaller areas. i 

This would amount to running the eame experiment over about four times to 
cover the entire Reservation. , 

vith best wishes, T am 

Sinderely yours! : ; 

ce 
He le Stoddard Roy Komerek 

4ldo Leopold 
John He. Beker 

% 

P. Ss Oopies of the Colliafvand H& f Avareantine laws will } 
go forward to you as ne Weyer ve copied. 

etal
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Thomasville, Georgia. 

Dear Dr, Komareks 

I hasten to reply to yours of December Si: 

(1) 1 certainly would not favor killing one hundred deer. 
if you 444 kill them and found no fever ticks, 2 believe that the pressure 
groups would go right on the way they are going. Indeed, some of them would 
press the harder, in the measure that their case was weakened. by new facts. 

(2) It is our understanding that the cattle are now on the 
Reservation, or rather in process of being put there without waiting for 
the completion of the fenee, ‘Such has been our instruction. 

4e for the number of cattle, I assume that it is in your mind, that 
the five or six bundred head would enable you to imske a quicker finding. 
It is my recollection, although I have not gone into the record, thet the 
emaller aumber was the aumber suggested by you at an earlier date, 

QUBRY: Could the range support five or six hundred head of cattle? 

i believe we will have difficulty in finding the moncy to substentielly 
inerease the number shove one hundred and fifty. I should like to have you 
inform us a little more fully upon this line of thought. 

I om interested in the last poragraph of your letter. I had assumed 
that there vere not any cattle in the so-called quarantined area, 

i shall be eager to hear from you more fully. 

Sincerely yours, 

cc Mr, John H, Esker Jonn Coles Astaire 
Mr. Aldo Leopold a Commissioner of Indian 
Dr. Herbert il. Stoddard. 
Seminole Agency Commissioner ) 

Fe 8. We are ready to complete the fencing as soon as weather permits. 
Meanwhile, we have employed herders to keep the cattle within bounds. J.C.
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NIGHT LETTER SENT BY ROY KOMAREK ON JANUARY 5, 1942 

Mr. John Collier, Commissioner 

Office of Indian Affairs 

Washington, D. C. 

Have information which may be important in hearings to be 

forwarded end of week. If meanwhile Pepper Bill comes 

before House wire me Thomasville, Georgia. 

Roy Komarek
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September 30, 1943 

Mr, Otto C. Doering 
aa North Michigan Avenue 

cago, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Doering: 

Mrs, Max Schmidt told me recently of her educational work for 

forestry, end of her search for someone to head up the organization 

"Forests" through which she is working. She has also been in 

touch with Jay Darling. 

Jay and I voth thought of you as possibly willing to head up 

this organization . I have in mind your last visit here, when 

you were casting about for some way to shake conservation out of 

its state of "innocuous desuetude". 

I want to make clear just what I am certifying to you. 

I am certifying, without reservation, the intelligence, skill, 

and earnestness of Mrs. Schmidt. I have no reason to doubt that 

her group shares these attributes, but I don't know them, 

te Es, I am not certifying the desperate need for active public consideration 

of the atrocities exaggerated by the war demand for timber. 

I am not certifying any particular program for remedial action, 

My own view is that the states mst and should regulate cutting 

on vrivate land; that if they fail to do so vigorously, federal. 

regulation and/or ownership will inevitably follow, I fear, though, 

that the states will dally with the job. 

With kind personal regards, 

; Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Mr. Aberg 
Mr. Darling 
Mrs. Schmidt
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Milwaukee, Wis. 

Sept. 22, 19436 ; 

Prof. Aldo Leapold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was sorry I missed you when you left, but I wes 

very thankful for the opportunity we had to talk over some of the 

things that had been on my mind for a long time. q 

Since I returned home I have learned of some things 

I think you should know. However, before I go into these I should 

like to mention a letter I just received from a member of my committee. 

I shall quote the last paragraph. It is his conclusion after talking 

with a business man on the train and in many ways sums up the falacy 

of both state and federal mistakes as to their attitude toward the 

public.--Quote: "I therefore wish to point out several things that any 

Department of I & H should do to change the private citizens’ sentiment. 

First it must rigorously debunk all flase advertising which is flaring 

up at such an amazing rate at present about the forest practices, tree 

farms, and other farsighted things being done by timber operators on 

paper, but not on the ground. Second, they must more rigorously point 

out what conservation officers can and cannot do; and third, strenuously 

call for pene A RCP RE forest destruction in the interest of all of the 

people. Foresters are going to be the goats if our timber is danger- 

ously depleted. They many now be the source of all evil in the minds 

of those who oppose the regulation of private timber cutting, but they 

have less to fear from this source than from John Q. Public himself." 

The incident of the National Lumbermans Association 

bulletins gives me some consolation. I had felt that if the Conservation 

Dept. allowed itself to be used as & distribution center for their 

propaganda it had degenerated to the point that the public could place 

little faith in its sincerity of purpose. So many things in the past 

few years have pointed to a tendency of the department to lean toward 

Lumber capitol interests that I have lost mucy of the confidence I had 

felt in them. J 

Consolidated pulp ye#ard@sindicate the conditions in 

the woods. I have watched these stock yards for the past few years, 

if the new shipments tell a true tale of the woods supply ( and Hurst 

assured me that it was the best he could buy) then woods conditions 

are deplorable, and 77 wherever 7 turn in State Gonder it tog Depts. 

the cry is for more time to educate the operators--for what? When 

the woods of Wisconsin are stripped what good will education do us 

or the people dependent upon them for a living? 

-l- 

“FORESTS" 1S A NATION-WIDE ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE PRODUCTION OF WOOD 

FOR WAR AND PEACE WITH OUT DEVISTATING FORESTS OR THE LAND ON WHICH THEY GROW.



I think I mentioned that something was afoot in the County 

Forests. I have tried to get the information firsthand but it is 

impossible. I thought I had it in this clipping (enclosed) but I 

called up the person who tipped me off and he said no that was only 

one isolated case, and that he thinks the others are above board but 

dangerous from the pepnpsse of cutting practices. He says the only 

thing he can tell me is that certain large companies are negotiating 

with counties all over the state for county forest lands. He has 

been asked by private citizens and in some instances county board 

members to ask for a check on the contracts to make sure that cutting 

will be done in such a manner that the lands will be kept in good 

condition. He is unable to do this because of the expense involved. 

It seems to me that this is the obligation of the Conser- 

vation Commission. The public has built up these forests and is 

entitled to a guarantee that such lands shall not again be devastated. 

I am told that Mr. Wilson has the needed information. I believe that 

the public is entitled to an open appraisal of this whole transaction. 

I am sure that much confidence of the people could be restored to the 

department if this was made public. 

The department and conservation will suffer an awful blow 

if after this war is over we find that devastation of our forest 
resources was alleved under the false guise of patriotism. 

I have tried to find the weak point in the whole forest 

setup and have come to the conclusion that at least the most outstanding 

is the eternal friction between State and Federal departments. (Let 

me say here the Lumbermen do much to encourage this, I have listened 

in on some of the badgering) How this is to be overcome none of us 

know. From my observations the State department is to close to the 

woods operators. The Federal department too much under the whip of 

the N.L.A. It's one grand mess. It seems to me our only hope is 

enlightening the public. How is this to be done? Who is to undertake 

it? “Forests” perhaps. 

Has it ever occurred to you as you travel from group to 

group, thet our young people are fed the idea that our departments 

are without fault. We talk good citizenship and yet none of us dare 

stand up and point out the faults of this or that department for fear 

of losing the ground we have gained for conservation. This fact was 

mentioned to me by one of the young yet themselves. She believes 

that the only way to clear up some of the existing conditions is to 

jaform the people themselves. She feels that the depurtments ere 

exaulted before youmg people to the point that they have explicit 

faith in them, and that it is not heaity for a democracy to allow its 

young people to develop such impressions. She feels that if this goes 

on, that as these young people grow older and close their minds to 

changing conditions (as older people do) that it will result in 

repetitio t i k 1 j ' i 
it toys pe alces Ayosli'an well a6 Feast tat beGhBpk wpa" WbStber a 

what I am driving at. I wonder how Mr. MeNeel feels about this. 
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Would you be willing to write Mr. Doering as soon as is 

convenient. I am writing him today and believe a letter from you 

might be a great help. 

My first thought after reading "Land-use and Democracy" 

was that I should have received this sooner. Then after thinking 

it over I was glad I had not, because the precess of elimination 

of ideas in my own mind has brought me around to your way of 

thinking in many respects, though in a rather confused sense of 

mind. Your article served to clarify my own thoughts to a certain 

extent. It is not convincing to be handed anothers conclusions 

until a person has been able to detect the flaws in theiro#ippesed 

convictions. 

You and Prof. Wehrwein have given me much to think about. 

I only wish I might have had an opportunity to discuss these things 

with both of you long ago. 

A copy of "Land-use and Democracy” should be placed in the 

hands of every school superintendent. and principle in the state. I 

believe they are ripe for such material. We are face to face with 

a revolution in education and the sooner the city schools realize 

their responsibility in education from the consumer angle the better. 

Perhaps this letter may indicate a confused frame of mind-- 

if it does I am not surprised. I am rather groping for the new 

approach to this conservation problem as many others are doing. 

However, unprecedented demands upon the woods resource 

only enhance my conviction that some form of Federal Regulation is 

absolutely essential. 

I hed a long talk with Lyle Watts yesterday and I find him 

to be so like Mr. Price that it would be hard not to place condifence 

in him both as chief of the Service and as a democratic citizen. 

I shall be very glad to accept the invitation to visit 

with you and Mrs. Leopold some evening when I am in Madison and Max 

and I would like to extend a similar invitation. 

Sincerely CS Lb itl 

Dy pias. plea. hs oo nae he uy af Sen PGI Jats, tr Bey ae Jae Fi 
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FOUNDATION FOR THE STUDY OF CYCLES 

ier RIVERSIDE, CONNECTICUT 

Office of the Director 

October 7, 1949 

Dear Associate: 

Last Saturday, in Washington, D. C., I was re-reading 

our Chairman's address of welcome to the members of the First Inter- 

national Conference on Biological Cycles. This conference, which 

wes held at Matamek, in Canada, in 1931, marks the origin of the 

Foundation for the Study of Cycles, for, as you doubtless know, the 

Foundation is merely a reorganization and expansion of the Permanent 

Committee set up at Matamek. 

In this address is a paragraph which not only set the 

tone for the Matamek Conference but has served to guide the Founda- 

tion ever since it took formal shape. I quote it below: 

"While one of the purposes of this Conference is the 

consideration of the fluctuations which are the cause 

of the present economic depression in this region so 

far as it is due to a diminished bounty from nature in 

fur-bearers, food game and fish, the primary goal of 

our investigations and discussions should, in my opinion, 

cover the wider range of world-wide biological conditions. 

We can only express the hope that it may be possible 

for us to widen our knowledge of fluctuations, to uncover 

further traces of principles of periodicity, to search 

for grounds and causes, and to establish a comparative 

record of facts already recognized or which come to the 

surface in the course of this Conference. It is at 

the same time a justifiable hope that the information 

so gained may pave the way for a steady advance which 

in time may allow the prediction of the periods of 

fluctuation, thus aiding the economic life of peoples, 

the stabilizing of certain industries, and the conserva- 

tion of our natural resources." 

The way in which these early hopes have been realized 

to date is outlined in a brief memorandum in regard to the Founda- 

tion which I wrote two or three weeks ago for another purpose, but 

which you might like to read as a sequel to our Chairman's words 

of eighteen years ago. It is enclosed herewith. 

Cordially yours, 

Edward R. Dewey 

Director,



NOT FOR PUBLICATION 

MEMORANDUM 

About 3000 scientists, the world over, have devoted part of their ener- 

gies to the study of rhythmic fluctuation. Usually these studies have been merely 

incidental to their main field of interest. Thus, a mammalogist, interest in mink, 

let us say, or in game preservation, might write a paper on the rhythmic cycles 

in the abundance of wild life; a geologist might notice that every so many years 

thicker layers of sedimentary rock were deposited; an economist might observe a 

tendency for the ups and downs of prices or production also to come at reasonably 

regular time intervals. All in all, workers in about thirty-six different branches 

of natural and social science have concerned themselves with rhythm. 

One reason for their interest is a very practical one, When we have 

regularity we have predictability. If mice, for example, tend to be much more 

numerous at four year intervals, as they are in Eastern United States, mous 

plagues can be forecast and preventive measures can be taken by the farmers and 

others concerned. If grouse tend to die out at six year intervals, as they do 

in Scotland, game conservetion measures can be taken in advance of the decline; 

conversely, unlimited shooting can be permitted at times of abundence. And if 

any of the ups and downs of business tend to come at reasonably regular time 

intervals, a lmowledge of this fact can be used to help stabilize the business 

cycles. 

A second reason for the interest of scientists in rhythmic fluctuation 

is the challenge posed by behavior of this sort. Why do things behave this wey? 

At present in most instances, no one Imows. And unsolved mysteries are one of 

the forces that drive scientists forward. 

The third reason for scientific interest in rhythm is the hope that the 

rhythms themselves may help provide the answer to the very questions they pose. 

For example, if Canadian lynx have a cycle of abundance of 9 2/3 years, as they 

do, it may throw light on the cause of this cycle when Professor Huntington of 

Yale discovers a 9 2/3 year cycle in the abundance of ozone, with peaks and val- 

leys in the abundance of ozone coming a little ahead of corresponding peaks and 

valleys in the abundance of lynx. Perhaps excess of ozone in the air causes in- 

crease in the reproductivity of the lynx. Or perhaps both ozone abundance and 

the reproductivity of lynx are influenced by some third factor. 

As yet no one Imows the answer, but an interchange of knowledge of cycle 

length and cycle timing gives hints which can be obtained in no other way-~- 

hints which, when run down and verified, should throw a great deal of light on 

the problems of many uspects of science. These hints could never arise out of 

the work of any one discipline, These hints can logically be expected to come 

only from a central clearing house, which keeps track of cyclic research every- : 
where and itself conducts research into rhythmic behavior where such research is 

necessary to fill in the gaps. 

It was the need for such a clearing house and such cycle research that 
lay behind the creation, in 1940, of the Foundation for the Study of Cycles--- 
anon profit scientific and educational institution located at Riverside, 
Connecticut, 

ohn



In the nine years of its existence the Foundation has justified the 

faith of its founders many fold. For example, the Foundation has placed side 

by side the work of C, N. Anderson of. the Bell Telephone Laboratories, who dis- 

covered a 14,8-year wave in sunspots with alternate cycles reversed; the work of 

F,. A. Pearson of Cornell, who discovered a rhythm of seemingly this exact length 

in the price of pepper.and in the purchasing power of beef cattle; the work of 

A. E. Douglass of the University of Arizona who finds what seems to be the same 

rhythm in the alternate thickness and thinness of tree rings; and the work of 

D. D. Miner of the Chemical Bank of New York who discovered what seems to be a 

14.8-year rhythm in interest rates. When this has been done, the Foundation dis- 

covers not only that the weves seem to be of exactly the same length, put that 

the crests of the Anderson and Pearson and tree ring waves come at the same time. 

Another exemple has to do with a 17 3/4-yoar wave discovered by the 

Foundation in tree rings, cotton prices, the sales of a large industrial concern, 

and sunspots with alternate cycles reversed. Here again, in all instances, not 

only are the lengths the same but the crests come at about the same time. 

A third example is the 54 year rhythm discovered by Sir William Beveridge 

in British wheat prices throughout the past 300 years and observed by N. D. 

Kondratieff in French rente and English consols, in wages, and in the production 

of coal, pig iron, and lead in England, and in prices in France, England, and the 

United States, The Foundation has extended Beveridge's work back for an addition- 

al 500 years and has also found average waves of this length in Arizona tree 

rings back for 848 years. 

A fourth example has to do with an 18 1/3-year rhythm discovered by 

Anderson in sunspots with alternate cycles reversed, by H. P, Gillette in the 

alternate thickness and thinness of rock strata, and by Roy Wenzlick in the 

national index of real estate transfers and in marriages per 100,000 adult males 

in St. Louis. Professor Pearson has observed a rhythm of about this length in 

building construction and many other aspects of our economy including wheat 

acreage in New York, pig iron production, loans and discounts, and railroad stock 

prices. The Foundation itself has discovered this rhythm in the sales of a large 

industrial company and the sales of a large public utility. As far as known, 

all crests come at about the same time. 

Our fifth example has to do with the 4i-month rhythm so general in 

American industry and prices and found by Huntington in the variations of atmos- 

pheric electricity. 

Sixth, Huntington also discovered a 9 2/3-year rhythm in the abundance 

of ozone and in the incidence of human heart disease in north eastern United 

States which corresponds with the rhythm in the abundance of lynx, martin, mink, 

and muskrat in Cenade as found by Charles Elton of Oxford. 

And, even at the risk of laboring the point, I shall give a seventh 

example, A 6-year rhythm, first discovered by Chapin Hoskins in lard prices and 

in the sales of a large industrial concern, has been discovered by the Foundation 

in the production of rayon, in the production of automobiles, in barometeric 

pressure at New York, in cotton prices and cotton production, in the sales of 

some 25 of our leading corporations (but not in the sales of certain others) and 

in sunspots with alternate cycles reversed. It also seems to be present in tree 

rings in Arizona for the last 848 years, which is as far back as the figures have 

been studied, 
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Now what this all adds up to is the suggestion that perhaps in our 

environment are forces that up to now have been as unsuspected as were germs 

in the days before Pasteur. The fact that we have rhythms that seem to have 

the same leugth in different phenomena suggests the possibility of a common 

cause. The fact that for any given wave length the crests and lows all corres- 

pond in timing fortifies the suggestion. The fact that these waves are present 

both on the sun and on earth suggests the possibility that these forces may 

arise in the sun, or may arise in space and effect both the sun and ourselves. 

Tf such forces do exist---and who can doubt the possibility when one 

goes many unrelated things fluctuating with rhythm’ of common lenth all going up 

and down together--- the implications are enormous. When the laws governing 

these behaviors have been worked out it should be possible to throw light on the 

coming of epedemics, on future weather conditions, on the future abundance of 

wild life and on the future run-off of streams and watersheds. More important, 

if these forces affect human beings, as they seem to, we find ourselves at the 

very core of the problem of depressions. In other words, if depressions are not 

caused by business men, as the mass of the people believe, but are the result of 

natural physical environmental forces, the making of such facts kmown is a public 

service of the highest order. 

Perhaps the race between individualism and collectivism as a way of life 

may hinge upon a more complete lmowledge of rhythmic cycles, so that depressions 

can be understood and controlled. Who knows? 

In addition to drawing together the cycle work of many fields, in its 

nine years of existence, the Foundation has published a Directory of workers in 

this field; has published the first of thirty-six sections of a digest of ell 

work in the field; has compiled a bibliography and established a library; has 

prepared the material from which the director and a co-author were able to write 

a book (Cycles---The Science of Prediction) and has published about thirty re- 

prints of material in regard to cycles, believed to be of general interest. In 

addition, it has a great deal of research work, conducted at considerable expense, 

which will eventually be put in shape for publication, and issued in the form of 

reports. It is believed that the ultimate publication and dissemination of these 

reports will be of important scientific and practical value in helping to solve 

some of our nation's most pressing problems. 

Thus, in these and in other ways, the Foundation has helped to draw 

together the work of many of the scientists who are concerned in one way or 

another with rhythm. It is hoped that from such coordination there will come 

results of benefit to all mankind. 

~3-
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FOUNDATION FOR THE STUDY OF CYCLES 

400 WEST 1/18TH STREET 

i NEW YORK 

March 6, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

On my return from several days absence, I find a 
copy of the letter Professor Himtington wrote you on 

February 2. My secretary has already sent the little in- 

formal talk on rhythmic behavior that he referred to and 

a copy of a directory we issued a auple of years ago 

listing some of the people who have contributed to this 

subject. Your name, of course, is included. 

I have been hoping for sane time to get to 

Madison and certain other places in the Middle West, but 
so far I have not fond it possible to do so, 

I promise myself the pleasure of calling upon 

you if and when I to get out and hope that you, on your 

part, will get in touch with me if anything should bring 

you to New York. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 

ERD: dbr
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March 15, 1943 

Professor Ellsworth Huntington 
Yale Universi ty 
Hendrie Hall, 165 Elm Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Professor Huntington: 

I appreciate your writing me. Mr. Dewey has meanwhile sent me the Foundation literature. 

Paul Urrington, of Iowa State College, and I are just publishing a paper which will, I think, make a ¢ Contribution toward the nechanism of animal cycles. I will see that a reprint reaches you and also Mr. Dewey. 
I am going to take the liberty of calling your attention to the following situation, Rowan is extremely anxious to make censuses and Collect other factual data during the impending cyclic decline in Alberta. {I need not explain to you his Competence to do this work, nor his utter lack of financial resources. I tried to get him a little support fron the American Wildlife Institute, but did not succeed. Ig there any chance that your organization could give him a small temporary lift, or can you think of any other fund that might do so? I think a few hundred dollars would go a long way. As you know, western Canada is nearly a blank as far as the accumulation of sound data goes, save only for Hilton's questionnaires. 

T hope you have lookea at Hlton's book. I have a great admiration for it. On the chance that it has escaped your attention, I an giving you the reference. 

Elton, Charles. Voles, mice and lemmings. Oxford University Presa. Bisleea toro



YALE UNIVERSITY 
HENDRIE HALL, 165 ELM STREET 
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 

ELLSWORTH HUNTINGTON 

February 2, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I will ask Mr. Dewey to send you a copy of his paper on 
rhythmic behavior, and also a copy of the Directory of 
Cyclic Workers. I think you must have received onein the 
past, for you are included in it. So are all tle others 
who were at Matamek. 

It was very pleasant to hear from youe I remember with 
great pleasure the days when we were together at Matamek. 
I wish I could see Rowan again as well as the others. Your 
wildlife volume and his’ work on migrations furnish meterial : 
which I value greatly. : 

Yours sincerely, 

SOoper eth H tay hn 
Ellsworth Huntington 

EH/1h
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June 7, 1948 

Mr. Aldo Lepold 
42) University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Lepold: 

We have made a study of the conditions which have developed and : 
it becomes expedient to postpone our plans for a special meeting of 
the Board of Directors of the Friends of the Land which we had called 
for June 24-25 in Columbus, Ohio. The national political conventions, 
other national meetings, college graduations and vacations are making 
such a demand upon the time of many of our directors that it is appa- 
rent that we shall not find it possible to have a majority of our 
members presente 

Therefore, President Paul Bestor has instructed the National 
Offices to notify other members of the Board that the meeting is here= 
by postponed until a more suitable date can be determined. This letter 
will serve as the official notice of the postponemente 

We trust that even though the Board meeting will not be held that 
every member of the Board finding it possible will attend the Nutrition 

Conference at Athens, Ohioe A strong program has been arranged as you 
will find in the program which is being mailed to every members 

Regretting the postponement of the meeting but trusting you may 
attend the conference at Athens on June 26=27, I remain 
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April 20, 1948 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed you will find your official membership card for the 

coming yeare Your cooperation is helping to make possible 

the expansion of our Society and you may rest assured it is : 

deeply appreciated by all of our officerse 

We are planning during the coming year to hold our annual 

meeting and a conservation forum in connection with the mid- 

year meeting of the Board of Directors; to offer again the 

annual conference on conservation, nutrition and health at 

Athens, Ohio; to sponsor or co-sponsor as many regional meet— 

ings as it is humanly possible for our list of speakers to . 

serve. ile take great pride in the fact that we are helping 

to make a gréat many city folks aware of how much their 

future depends upon the proper use of our land and watero * 

The membership of our Society has made a gain of over fifty 

per cent during the past year, but it is still not as large 

as is necessary for our efficient operation. Now that the 

war is over we must greatly increase our membership rollo 

Won't you yourself invite some one of your friends to join 

us?. Also you can help indirectly by sending the names and ad- 

dresses of people who you think might be prospective members. 

Friends of the Land is an organization whose effectiveness 

depends upon a full participation in its program of every one 

of its members. You are urged, therefore, to send in sugges- 

tions, contributions to THE LAND or The Land Letters and to 
attend one or several of our national and regional meetingse 

Re eee Very sincerely yours, 

THE LAND | tt A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE ti 

ee ee 

ee | Ollie E. Fink 
een A i Executive Secretary 

Winte, W467 OF 'sbjk 
‘THE END OF “THE FARM” 1 

4 uous snosms } 
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FIRST MILWAUKEE MEETING 

A non-partisan, non-profit association or- 

ganized to support, increase and unify all 

efforts for the wise use of Rain, Soil and 

all living products of field, stream and 

forest to the end that Man himself may 

best be served, now and through the years 

; to come. 

PORES CCE HAN Ay alooNy AG 

Louis Cromield 

* 6:30 P.M. 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23 

1944 

FERN ROOM e@ PFISTER HOTEL © MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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WEED UNGERS@DeAy Yeo For oBGRUUMASR Ye? od 

DINNER 

6:30 P. M. 

SPEAKER © Louis Bromfield 

SUBJECT + Saccag This Laud of Ours" 

Loucs Bromfield ... farmer, Pulitzer prize-winning au- 

thor of The Green Bay Tree, Early Autumn, Possession, The 

Rains Came, Mrs. Parkington . . . of fourth generation of his 

family to till the rich Mohican Valley near Mansfield, Ohio . . . 

has lived in New York State, rural France and spent years in India 

. .. has even done time in Hollywood . . . champion of the 

cause of Agriculture and Conservation . . . first vice-president, 

Friends of the Land.



ee ee eee 

Why We FRIENDS OF THE LAND? 
On May 11, 1934, horrible dust storm swept 350 million tons of topsoil 

off the Great Plains states. (It takes Nature 4oo years to build a single 

inch of top soil on the land.) In the devastating Ohio River flood of 

January 1937, more than 500 lives were lost, a million Americans were 

forced to flee their homes, millions of tons of valuable topsoil were 

carried away, and more than 500 million dollars in property damage 

was inflicted. These are but two epic examples of the terrible havoc 

which natural forces have wreaked on our greatest heritage — the Land. 

Some 800 million of America’s farm acres have already been gullied 

into total or partial ruin. Less than one-fifth of our virgin forest lands 

are left. Since the West was settled, erosion is estimated to have cost us 

at least $10 billion in soil blown or washed away and gone forever. 

Dust storms, floods, droughts, forest fires, exhausted land, polluted 

streams, extinct or depleted wild life, dwindling store houses of natural 

resources . . . these dismal and frightening realities have made the nation 

Conservation-conscious in recent years. Many agencies and individuals 

are and have been devoting themselves to Conservation’s cause. Each 

of these, however, has been working on the separate and_ special 

phases of Conservation, in which each group or individual is most vitally 

concerned. The hunter and fisherman are interested in a more abundant 

wild life; the forester appeals to those who love the woods; the farmer 

speaks in terms of contour, strip-cropping, terracing, check dams, and 

grass waterways. 

These and all other Conservationists have their common interest in the 

Soil. The wealth of all of us comes from the Land. And even as the 

War America is waging now, is Total War, so must Conservation be 

Total Conservation. There is need for all of us, therefore, to band to- 

gether in mutual understanding of all of Conservation’s ramifying as- 

pects. The Friends of the Land is an association designed to integrate 

into an over-all picture, each and every phase of Conservation, and to 

provide for the masses of men a comprehensive respect for the irre- 

vocable trinity of Rain, Soil and Man in their eternal relationship.



Wo RE THE FRIENDS OF THE LAND? 
The membership of the Friends of the Land is made up of farmers, 

bankers, foresters, industrialists, labor leaders, journalists, physicians, 

judicators, lawyers, scientists, educators, students—all striving together 

for the good of the Land they love so well—to bring the nation to a 

realization of the tragic consequences that are sure to follow if America 

persists in a policy of mismanagement of her natural, renewable 

resources. 

What 00 THE FRIENDS OF THE LAND DO? 
In full cooperation with the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, the U. S. 

Forest Service and many other government and private agencies, the 

Friends of the Land protect the national welfare by encouraging the 
wisest use of our Land and Water resources. The association proposes 

to foster investigation and research in the science of Land and Water 

use; to assemble information pointing to the economic and social need 
for safeguarding field, stream and forest and controlling headwaters, and 

to promote educational and legislative measures directed at attainment 

of all Conservation’s objectives. 

Conferences are held annually in important centers and it is through 
these meetings that a most creditable part of the association’s inspira- 

tional and educational program is implemented. At these sessions, the 

thinking of the most distinguished authorities in the various, yet related 

fields of Conservation, is brought together in clear, concise form for 

the people’s understanding. 

AWow ARE THE FRIENDS OF THE LAND 

FINANCIALLY SUPPORTED? 

All the work of the ‘association, its quarterly publication, “The Land,” 

edited by Russell Lord, and its news service, “The Land Letters,” are 

supported by popular subscription. Your aid and cooperation is so- 

licited for this educational program of utmost importance to every 

American.
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ORGANIZATION SPONSORS 

Feperatep GARDEN CLuBs oF WISCONSIN 

GarvEN CLUB or AMERICA 

Hoarv’s DaryMAN 4 

Mirwavker Farmers Ciup 

‘Wisconsin AGRICULTURIST 

* 

PRVEN DS OF ODE (LAND 

MILWAUKEE COMMITTEE 

Mr. E, L. Arkins Mrs Atrrep J. KieckHEerer Mrs. M. J. Scumirr 

Mr. Arrour Davison Mk. F. G. Loyp Mk. C. O. Wanvic 

Mr. A. C. Frepier Mr. Stoney Matuisen Mr. Homer WinitAms 

* 

MEETING SPONSORS 

Mrs. O. H. Burgermeister Mr. W. H. Kieckhefer Mrs. Sylvia Roecker 

Mr. Norman M. Chester Mr. Philip G. Kinzer Mr. Owen Rowlands 

Mr. C. F. Claflin Mrs. Edward F.LaBudde Mrs. Irving Seaman 

Mrs. Donald C. Cottrell | Mr, Aldo Leopold Mrs. Roy H. Sewell 

Mrs. Martin A. Fladoes = Mr. Herman W. Ladish Mr. Harry M. Stratton 

Mr. Edwin A. Gallun Mr. Gavin W. McKerrow Mr. Frank Taylor 

Mr. Walter Geist Mr. Mitchell Mackie Mr. R. H. Thurwachter 

Mr. Howard E.Greene Mr. Herman Merker Mrs. Albert F. Toepfer 

Mr. L, D. Harkrider Mr. Cyrus L. Philipp ' Mr. Henry F. Vogt 

Mr. Rudolf Hokanson Mr. Fred Pabst Mr. Frank L. Weyenberg 

Mr, Paul A. Pratt ‘
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Friends of The Land 
A NON-PROFIT, NON-PARTISAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF SOIL, RAIN AND MAN 

ONE SOUTH FOURTH STREET 

Ct@ LUM BUS ot 8 Ose Se 

November 18, 1943 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Zoologist 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have the pleasure of informing you that at 
~the last meeting of the Friends of The Land 
in Chicago you were elected an honorary member 
in recognition of your distinguished service 
to the cause of conservation. 

Very truly yours, 

FRIENDS OF THE LAND 

BY Gon athan Péter 
] 

Jonathan Forman, M.D. 
JF:E Executive Vice-President
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424 University Farm Place 
November 19, 1941 

Mr. Morris L. Cooke, President 
Friends of the Land 
1721 Bye Street 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Cooke: 

I appreciate your special invitation to the November 2h 
meeting, and I need hardly tell you how mech I would 
like to be there. It is, however, impossible for me 
to make the trip, both on financial grounds, and 
because I have a new course starting this week, which 
leaves me without any time at all. 

All I can do is to assure you of my hearty and contimped 
interest in the welfare of the venture. is 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management
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@ THE HAY-ADAMS HOUSE Quine were Hp 

WASHINGTON,D.C. “COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED” 

November 18, 1941 

Dear Sir: 

I very much hope that you can attend an important board meeting 
of Friends of The Land, to lay plans for our second year of publication 
and action, to be held at the Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C., November 24, 
Monday. 

We shall start at a 1:00 o'clock luncheon and plan to remain in 
session the greater part of the afternoon. : 

Approaching the end of the first year of active operation, we 
are in somewhat better shape than when we started. Our meetings and pub- 

lications have aroused a warm and wide support. Our operations are still, 
however, too limited and the time has come to make such reorganization as 
may be necessary to really hit our stride as a Society, and exert our 

growing influence over the whole country. I want your judgment about cer- 
tain new operations concerning advertising and membership which will be 
ready for discussion. 

We have, as you know, no funds to defray traveling expenses, 
and I realize that attending this meeting may involve some degree of 
sacrifice for you. However, do come if you possibly can. 

We have started something really vital and it is now our respon- 

sibility to get it into action in a larger way. wi Ue 

Will you be so good as to write or wire me whether you will 
attend the meeting, so that we may know how many places to lay for the 
luncheon. 

Veyy sincerely ig” 

To t ze Pelee 
Friends of The Land 

ik Aldo Leopold 1721 Eye Street, 
24 University Farm Place Washington, D. C. 

Madison, Wisconsin
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F y Bucyrus, Ohio, 
y i June 215 1941. 

rt Prof. Mike Leopold, : 
e University of Wisconsin, 

i Madison, Wis. 

. p Dear Prof. Leopold: 

x The organization known as Friends of the 
Land is having a summer field meeting here Ohio which 

XR starts off with a day in Columbus on July (18, followed by 
Be two days in the field. For the afternoon of the 16th it is 

g f hoped to have several speakers who will talk briefly and in- 
e formally with the idea in each case of bringing out points 

oi ~, which will appeal to, and capture the support of, leaders in 
S business who are going to be present. 

) Clapp of the Forest Service, and Bennett of Soil 
Conservation are to be among the speakers, and we are very 
anxious to have you also. 

q I realize that to come to Ohio at this season of 
the year may entail some sacrifice, but I can assure you that 
there will be a great opportunity of doing good, and that your 

s collaboration will be greatly appreciated. 

Louis Bromfield and Stuart Chase are going to talk 
at a dinner in the evening, and both are taking an active in- 

terest in the meeting. ; 

I will appreciate word from you at your earliest 
convenience since I shall have to be absent from the State 
from the 28th of this month to the 5th of July. I suggest 

you mail your answer to me at Oberlin. a 

x With all good wishes, I remain 

j Very truly yours, 

# P. B. Sears. . 

N.B. I think it would be much appreciated if you could 
emphasise the relationship of water to conservation 

> Since Ohio is gravely concerned about the drop in the 
water table. 

; P.B.S.



424 University Farm Place 
September 30, 1940 

Mr. Morris L. Gooke 
c/o Friends of the Land 
710 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mr. Cooke: 

I almost passed up the chance to read your "fotal Conservation." 

You know, the usual task of clearing desk. 

It's a masterly job and very well written. This is the sort 

of thing that should come out in our prospective journal, "Land." 

If you get it into print, will you please send me a separate? 

Unless you've already done so, also please send the present 

mimeograph to: 

Geo. S. Wehrwein, Agricultural Hall, University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

ad. BR. Whitaker, Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn. 

L. B. Pfankuchen, South Hall, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Horace Fries, Bascom Hall, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Rudolf Bennitt, Wildlife Conservation Bldg., University 

of Missouri, Columbis, Mo. 

Doubtless you have sent one to Jay Darling. 

I take issue with you on one point. You assume, by implication 

at least, that the "total" job can be done without rebuilding Homo sapiens, 

or, to put it conversely, by government initiative alone. I do not 

Delieve it can. I doubt whether it is true that "the steps to be taken 

(vy the $.C.S.) might effect virtually complete stabilization of the 

agricultural lands of the United States." The steps are toward this end, 

wut they will not reach it until we have a new kind of farmer, banker, 

voter, consumer, etc. This is the real “blind alley" which all planners 

of conservation overlook. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42k University Farm Place 
July 10, 1940 

Mr. Gharles ¥. Gollier 
Executive Director 
Friends of the Land 
710 Denrike Building 
Washington, 2D. ¢. 

Dear Charles: ' 

In reply to your letter of July 2, there can be no 
question that the organization is made wore, rather than 
less, necessary by reason of the war conditions. This, 
however, is logic and the public is not logical. 

I favor alternative No. 1 if it can be carried out 
financially, and I further believe that the publication 
should be devoted to those aspects of land which other 
organizations and other publications are not developing. 

Incidentally, I have a paper which may illustrate 
what I mean by the neglected aspects of land. Should 
Russell Lord care to look at it, I will probably have it 
in at least rough draft form within a month or two. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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duly 2, 1940 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The enclosed memorandum, relative to a joint meet- 

ing of the Executive and Finance Committees to be held on 

July 12, is self-explanatory. 

I hope that you will give careful thought to the 

problems which it poses and let me have your suggestions prior 

to the meeting, in the event that you cannot be present. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Charles W. Collier 
Executive Director - 
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MEMORANDUM TO THS THISTRES OF FRIENDS OF THY LAND 

We are holding a joint meeting of the Exeoutive and Finance Comnittees, 
ag well as such other trustecs as oan get here, in this office, 2 Ps Me, Friday, 
duly 12, The society mst make some grucial decisions on which we are most 
enléis to have your thought and advice, 

The decisions to be made are related to the effest of the war crisis 
on our Society. it has become abundantly clear thet the prevailing war psy~ 
chology is making it difficult to obtain members, and is enusing individuals of 
means to hesitate in making caeulttments to ald activities not immediately re- 
lated to the war. It is evident that we may have to make some revisions in our | 
plang. 

Briefly, thie is the situation: by cutting all possible corners and 
redueing our activities to a minimm consistant with employment of Mr. Russell 
Lord ani publication of our magasine, THE LAND, we ean get by for the remninier 
of this year if we ean raise about $20,000 to cover capital and organisation 
expensese Personally, I believe that this fund can be raised. On the other 
hand, some of our trustees are so impressed with the severity of the war orisis 
and the constantly inereasing demanis which they believe it will make upon the 
attention and funis of people of means, that they question this belief. Under 
the eiroumstances, we can decide to proceed in any one of three ways: 

le Proceed with the eaployment of Russell Lord and publication of 
our magazine, on the assuaption that we can raise $20,000 regognize 

a4, AA to heh ha 8 eA will qu ROTTS EG: ation i 

2e Dewide to aoe the publication of our magazine and hold 
the staff for reminder of this year to the Exeortive Director 
and one or tro clerical people. On this basis, your Executive 
Director would devote his time to raising the necessary capital 
funds required to insure a full program during 1941, and he would 
aleo keep the orgenization alive by mailing out occasional bulletins 
to ite mmbers. This procedure would probably invelve the halting 
of our present membership drive, aud notification to our members 
that their memberships are extended by the amount of any delay in 
starting publication of our magazine. 

Se We ean decide to go into hibernation for the duration of the 
war orisias This would involve the cessation of all expenditures, 
my temporary return to Government employment, and notification to our monibers that all memberships are extended for the duration of 
the war crisis, after which the orgenization will resume its 
activities, 

My personal feeling is that we should attempt sourse mumber one and 
all work together to raise those funds requisite to the success of our society. 
Our osuse is too important to the long welfare of our country to be peraitted 
to pine away for lack of the comparatively small amount which is needed, If 
course number one is not possible, 1 am in favor of course number tro,



ihe 
HENO RARDUM TO ALL TRUSTEES OF FRIGNDS OF THES LAND 

I hope that you will find it possible to attend the meeting, If 
you cannot get here, won't you let me have your comments on our situation 
in writing prior to the meeting? Won't you let me lmow: 

1) Whieh course you feel we should adopt? 

: 2) Im the event that you favor either course 
number 1 or 2, to what extent do you believe 
it will be possible for us to raise some 
of the needed capital funds from individuals 
in your area? 

CHARLES W. COLLIER 
EXBCUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Cre /ab



42h University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mr. Charles ¥. Collier 
Friends of the Land 
710 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Gharles: 

Your letter of June 12 was my first intimation that Friends of the 
Land might attempt to become a mass membership organization with local chapters, 
affiliates, etc. 

I am strongly opposed to such a program. I expressed my approval of 
the original idea because I assumed Friends of the Land was attempting to do 
the brain work which the mass membership organizations have not done. I still 
approve Friends of the Land undertaking this function, and of course a publicae 
tion is the main means to this end. I am skeptical, though, about branching 
into mags membership for two reasons: first, there is a chanee that the Wildlife 
Federation and the Izaak Walton League and other similar mase groups may perform 
this function in whole or in part, and second, beceute the burden of carrying a 
mass membership would interfere with the thinking job which I think is our main 
function. 

Friends of the Land of course needs financial support, but 2 mass 
menbership scheme entails costs ae well es promising revemnes. I think there 
are many potential contributors who would rather help pay for brain work than help 
pay for a mobilization of voters. Why shouldn't our principal function be to feed 
out materials on land to the mass membership organizations rather than compete 
with them in a membership drive? 

As to affiliated groups, I think Priends of the lend could get an 
income from them in consideration of its services in feeding out information and 
ideas. 

I may, of course, be wrong in the above views, and my views may be 
colored by an initial misunderstanding. 

With best regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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dune 12, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There has been so much to do, and we have been so short of steno- 
graphic help due to our initial lack of funds, that I have not been able to 
keep you informed as fully as I would like to have done about the progress 
and problems of our society. 

As a matter of fact, because of other obligations, I was not able 
to really get the initial activities of our society under way until about the 
first of May, although prior to that time, it was possible to place a good 
deal of the legal machinery in running order. 

During Mey the principal task has been to assemble lists of pros- 
pective members and contributors and to get into operation the process of 

sending out membership letters. 

We have also obtained bids on the publication of our magazine, THE 
LAND, obtained office equipment and some stenographic help. 

Fortunately, bids for THE LAND have come in considerably below the 
preliminary printer estimates. As a result, it is anticipated that the 
society will reach the break-even point on an income expense basis sometime 
during 1941. This does not help our situation much this year, however, be- 
cause we will only be publishing four copies of the magazine plus a reviewer's 
copy in July. 

It is expected that Russell Lord will be able to come with us on 
a full time basis on or about the first of July in order to edit our publica- 
tion. In the meantime, he has been actively busy in assembling material for 
the first issue. Our plan is to get out towards the end of July what is 
called a “reviewer's edition". This will be the September issue complete ex- 
cept for the advertisements. Advertising space will be left blank. This 
reviewer's issue will be used to solicit advertising. The same text will be 
reprinted in the September issue, but with the advertisements included. There- 
after our magazine will come out each month. It will have a minimum of sixty- 
four pages, be profusely illustrated and I am sure will greatly interest all 
of our memberse
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Now, of course, it has been necessary to give very careful study to 
the financial and membership prospects of our society. This study has now 
been completed and is set forth in the enclosed folder in very brief summar- 
ized form, which I believe you will be interested in looking through. 

On our membership drive, which is only now getting fully under way, 
we are using the procedure of sending to each prospect what appears to be an 
individual personally signed letter. These letters, of course, are actually 
turned out by a multigraph process with the name and address typed in. We 
have found a way, however, of carrying this out so that to 99% of the recip- 
ients the letter will be indistinguishable from a personally written letter. 
Fach letter is actually signed. 

We are starting in by circularizing those groups where it scons 40" 
we will get the largest percentage of responses. These, of course, are the 
employees of the Federal Services, such as the Soil Conservation Service, the 
Forest Service, the Division of Grazing, the Farm Security Administration, the 
Biological Survey, etc. Letters to all of the employees of these Services 
have been prepared and are now in process of being personalized and mailed. 
In the case of the Soil Conservation Service, all the mailings have been made 
and returns are beginning to tirckle in. 

The next group which we are planning to approach are the employees 
of the state agencies engaged in agricultural and conservational activities, 
the employees of Soil Conservation Districts, members of other conservation 
societies, etc. 

The chart on page 3 of the financial folder enclosed indicates the 
rate at which we anticipate our membership may grow. The folder also shows 

that if we are to succeed in financing the society during its first year, we 
must raise about $41,432 over and above anticipated receipts from $5 member- 
ships and advertising. As of today, we have found twenty-nine Life Members. 

4 A new one comes along every few days, but obviously we are going to have to 
broaden this type of membership very greatly if we are to find the funds which 
we need. 

Now there is one way of obtaining funds on which your advice would 
be helpful. We have had considerable discussion of the possibility of setting 
up an "Organization Membership" at graded rates ranging from $25 to $50 to 
$100 per year. Under this arrangement, Chambers of Commerce, Rotary clubs, 
local conservation groups, etc., would be enabled to participate in the work 
of the society. If you have definite ideas as to whether or not this approach 
will be worthwhile, won't you let me know? 

There is another problem on which your thought would be useful. We 
have already received a number of requests from local groups for the e stablish- 
ment of local chapters or affiliates. I believe that in the near future the 
Beard of Trustees will need definitely to determine the methods and conditions 
of setting up affiliated organizations or local chapters. Our lawyer is now 
carefully investigating the legal situation in various states to determine the 
limitations on the procedure. In the meantime it seems to me that there are 
several possibilities, each of which will be applicable under certain circum- 
stances. I outline these below:
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Mr. Aldo Leopold June 12, 1940 

I. Creation of state or local branches or chapters to operate 

under the by-laws of Friends of the Land. tack group would 

retain say $1 of the $5 annual membership fee, in order to 

finance its local activities. 

2. State or local associated organizations - these would operate 

under their own by-laws but would have objectives common to those 

of Friends of the Land. Such organizations might associate them- 

selves by vote of the trustees of both organizations. Friends of 

the Land would extend a special membership rate to members of 

associated organizations but all members of the associate would 

not necessarily be members in our society. 

3. State or national affiliated organizations - these would 

be organizations which by resolution would endorse the pro- 

gram of our society. There would be no expenditure of funds 
or special membership fees involved. 

I would appreciate any comments which you might care to make on the 

above suggestions or any alternative suggestions which you might be able to 

offer. 

There is still another decision which must soon be made. I am leav- 

ing today for Portland to attend a meeting of the Commission on Education and 

Resources. This is a joint committee of the National Education Association 

and the Progressive Education Association and is financed with Rockefeller 

money given through the General Education Board. The object of this Commis- 

sion is to increase the teaching of conservation in our schools. Theyare 
paying my way out to Portland in order to save our society this expense. 

Now one matter which I plan to discuss with the Commission is the 
question of how we can get our magazine, THE LAND, into the libraries and 
classrooms of the schools in America. One important element will be the 
question of priice. It is apparent that $5 per year is more than school 
libraries or teachers will pay. We think it would be worthwhile considering 
the possibility of a special rate of $3 for libraries and §2 for teachers and 
students. These rates would probably be sufficient to cover the cost of 
printing and mailing THE LAND and the cost of getting the subscriptions. How- 
ever, they would not contribute much to our editorial or other overhead costs. 
On the other hand, by increasing our circulation, advertising revenue would 

be increased. 

Of course, one of the most important problems which we face is 

that of finding activities for our members which will enable them actively to 
assist the society and will hold their interests. Mr. Cooke has written or 
is writing to you asking for advice in this connection. © 

I will send you a report of the results of the Portland meeting. 

Very sincerely yours, 

leg CN 
rlesS W. Collier ee 

Executive Director 
This letter was dictated by Mr. Collier just before he left for Portland, and 
consequently was not signed by eee 5



424 University Farm Place 
May 28, 1940 

Mr. Morris Llewellyn Cooke, President 
Friends of the Land 
710 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Mr. Goole: 

You are right about the need of individual jobs for individual 

members, but of course their individual capacity will vary so greatly 

that no standardiged list of Jobs would seem to be feasible. 

One idea that drop into my head right away 1s to examine the 
sufficiency of the land courses in local educational institutions. There, 
however, we immediately tun into the inadequacy of labels. This is the 

game difficulty which the “conservation education" people have encountered. 

Everybody Glaims to be setting the world on fire in conservation education, 

whereas not one state in ten has anything of value. it would seem possible, 

though, to gather a group in each state which collectively might render a 

eritical judgment on the sufficiency of land education. 

Another job which would really be feasible is to furnish matertals 

for self-education of members. There are, for example, a definite group 

of modern publications without which no one can understand the land problem. 

It would not be impossible to list them as a challenge to members. Tour 

aifficulty, of course, will be the same as all other organizations: the 

members will want to educate everybody else, but many will be unwilling 
to study themselves. 

One little stunt that grew up of its own accord on our campus 

here might be worth a trial elsewhere. We have a faculty group representing 

land economics, law, philosophy, agronomy, and wildlife which meets quietly 

and is slowly attempting a synthesis of these fields as bearing on land con~ 

servation. ach is finding with surprise a well-developed body of thought 

in the other fields heretofore unfamiliar to hin. 

This little list is certainly not final and certainly not formal, 

but if it is the kind of thing you could use, I could probably carry it 

much further. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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May 18, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am writing to you as one of the colleagues associated 

with me in the work of Friends of the Land to ask your advice 

about an important problem which faces our society. 

It has been proven to my satisfaction that many associa- 

tions devoted to public causes become lifeless and languish 

in public esteem largely because individual members are given 

nothing to do -- except pay dues. 

As a phase of our organizational program I want to think 

out and list as many types as possible of activities which 

might be carried on by our membership as individuals or self- 

determined local groups. 

In order to get as much variety and originality as 

possible into this invitation to action I am sending this 

letter to a few of our trustees and sponsors asking for 

suggestions. Please do not attempt anything final or formal. 

But do write me promptly whatever -- if anything -- occurs to 

you as promising. Thank you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Mn dS <Eame Laye SUI» 

Morris Llewellyn Cooke 
President 

MLC:d1
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SUMMARY OF PURPOSES 

{ ( 

FRIENDS OF THE LAND 

Friends of the Land is a non-profit, non-partisan society to support, 

increase and to a greater degree unify, all efforts for the conservation 

of soil, rain and all the living products, especially Man, Its activities 

include the publication of a monthly magazine, THE LAND; the assembling of 

information regarding the need for conserving land and water resources; 

fostering investigation into the science of soil and water conservation; 

encouraging the practice of conservation by individuals, groups, states, 

the Federal Government; fostering the participation of youth and espe- 

cially unemployed youth in a moral equivalent of war against wastage of 

soil and water; maintaining a clearing house of information on conservation 

in foreign countries, and many other activities designed to promote a bet- 

ter relationship between people and the land. 

The society is tax exempt and in the opinion of counsel donations 

thereto may be deducted from personal income for tax purposes. 

Annual membership in the Society is five dollars, and includes sub- 

scription to THE LAND. Speciel rates will probably be extended to libraries 

and schools. 

; THE LAND 

THE LAND is a monthly magazine to be published by Friends of the Land. 

It will deal humanly with the problems and victories in all fields of con- 

servation in this and other countries. It will be the only magazine dealing 

comprehensively with those problems which revolve about the need for 

conserving our basic land resources, and the relationship of people to the 

land. 

The subscription price of THE LAND will be $2.50 which will be included 
as part of the annual cost of membership in Fricnds of the Land. 

The circulation of THE LAND will include farmers, bankers, state offi- 

cials, Federal officials and technicians dealing with programs on the land, 

CCC camps, libraries, teachers, schools and the general public. During 

1941 it is expectcd to have an average minimum circulation of 15,000 and to 

become self-sustaining. During 1942 its average circulation is expected to 

be at least 25,000 and the balance sheet will show a substantial surplus. A 

detailed breakdown of this circulation is shown by the chart on the next page,
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
of 

THE LAND 

1. ALLOCATION OF EXPENSE. (For the purposes of postal regulations and tax 

exemptions, it is necessary to cllocate income and expense as between 

the Socicty and the Magazine.) 

THE LAND is to be published by Fricnds of the Land, Its sub- 

scriptions arc included as part of membership ducs of the parent socicty. 

For this rcason, personnel seeking members for the parcnt socicty are 

also finding subscribers for THE LAND. Therefore, in analysing costs, 

salarics and cxpenses must be appropriatcly allocated. 

In allocating costs ané income as between THE LAND and the 

genoral purposcs of the socicty, the following assumptions have been made: 

: 1. All solerics in the office of the cditor are allocatcd to 

THE LAND, cxcept that the salarics of the bookkceper, and 

business and advertising manager are allocated 1/2 to the 

’ Socicty during 1940, and 1/3 to the Society thereafter. 

2. During 1940, salarics in the office of the Exccutive Director 

arc allocatcd 50% to THE LAND and 50% to the Socicty, since 

his activity during this yoar is largcly dovotcd to finding 

members and subscribers. During 1941 and thereafter, these 

salarics arc allocated 1/3 to TEE LAND and 2/3 to the 
Socicty, execpt for the ficld representative whose salary 

will continuc on « 50-50 basis. 

3. Othcr exponscs: 

PEt vee ucla tickle ss wollbeiindas seeks ce ansproporulonun bo lsalaries 

Tolophone and telographsssececosnvece ts ” i i 
DUPE TCG bis aleled sees ole Wb el vislele(ss sais ule 6 sic os iy " " 

Misecllancous Printing and Duplicating.. # " i 

POSLARC cae ccc eae sncnee eas ehoe ees wunee eee © n 

Advertising and Promotionsesessccscscscee iu . # 

PON CD Walae Vpieigal e's Wo Veicla Walp cd beige vega nes " n io 
Wordage,Printing ond Mailing THE LAND...100% to THE LAND 

DU PMOHUs Usbalso cee vote \ cscs ve veleeeeproporuLonal to salaricg 

Annucl Conforonec costs......see+eeee+++l100% to the Society 

2. ALLOCATION OF INCOME 

THE LAND Socicty 

(95.00 Subseribing Memberships 62.50 $2.50 

$3.00 Library Subseriptions 2.50 150 

Contributing, Sustaining, Life 
and Patron Memberships 2.50" Remainder 

{ 

#2,50 cach year, 

A summary of cstimatcd costs and income is given on the next page.



ESTIMATED COST AND INCOME OF 
5 

THE LAND and FRIENDS OF THE LAND 

The Socict; 

1940 1941 1942 

Coate ae tac biibuil se eee au ea eqet) weep adls 12 75 ale 

TROOMO, vices scossoeedosvecceues (Dyleys ody 000 50 ,500 

DeFVEds or SUPPLUS sc... eewnnes dbgdoe 5.959 22,584 

"Tho Land" 

Gosteecsdsaie’ercceiasccesqaouveoos lls - CiyGle 80 Bet 

THGOMCVUUealias duns da eeeeamiuan \Oyoogt  Seseeue eg o00 

Doftett or Surnlusy.. sciences BOs250 (25.129 17,676 

"Tho Land" and the Socicty Combined 

Gaeta yields ch ea dele occn¢ueeno0b 5402 1) Goylonr LOS y7K0) 

THAGNCs peheeedasstebuceed viene 14,0007 24,000) 149,000 

Doficit or Surplusis......¢s--. 41,432 9,150 40,260 

i dctailed breakdown of the sbove figurcs is found 

en the next page. 

#Excludcs memborshive ond contributions of over $5 per 
year per member.



By "THE LAND" and the Socicty Combined 

If the Socicty is to opcratc on a sound financial basis, its 

income from annual memberships and a¢vertising must be supplemented 

in the amount of 541,432 during 1940, and $19,150 during 1941. 

During 1942 no subsidy will be necded. 

If largor cmounts of assistance could be obtaincd, membership 

fees could be reduecd and circulation of the magazine incrcascd 

more rapidly. To reduce membership rates by $1.00 por ycar would 

require an additional 36,000 during 1940 and $15,000 during 1941. 

A 62.00 reduction in ratcs would require $12,000 in 1940 and 

430,000 in 1941. This would make possible 2 rogular membership 

rate of $3.00, ond a library cnd school and special farmer rate 

of $1.00, which would be in line with ratcs charged by similar 

mogazincs of large circulation. Of course, the carly introduction 

of thosc lower rates would accelerate the inercase in our cireula- 

tion so 2s to reduce the actual cost but the procise cffcct cannot 

be accurcatcly calculated.



BUDGET - THE LAND ond FRIENDS OF THE LAND - 1940-1942 

The Socicty 

EXPENSES 1940 1941 1942 

Staff and Clerical Salarics oly ie 515,240 $17 ,307 
Rent 458 960 1,200 
Telephone and Telegraph 150 393 367 
Expendable Supplics 150 333 367 

Misc. Printing & Duplicating 1,800 2,166 2,166 
Postage 1,110 1,457 1,467 
Ldvertising and Promotion 550 687 567 
Travel 500 2,042 2,042 

Equipiacnt 1,745 3a2 293 
Annucl Mccting 2,000 — 23000 _ 2,000 

OLS,219 Se ak 627,916 

INGOLUE : 
Subscribing Momborships ©2.50 %5,000 (1) $30,000 (4) $47,500 (7) 
Library Memberships @ .50 157 (2) _1,500 (5) __3,000 (8) 

5 G7 231,500 250, 500 

DEFICIT OR SURPLUS (D) GlLgts2 aes eels) 9224554 

(1) 5,000 for 4 months (6) 10 p,p. @ 1,500 
(2) 1,000 for 4 months (7) 19,000 mcombcrships 

(3) 6p.p. for 4 mod. © 125. por p. (8) 6,000 library naemberships 
(4) 12,000 incmberships (9) 20 p.p. @ 1,600 
(5) 3,000 memberships (library) 

pH LAND" 

EXPENSES 1940 1941 1942 

Stoff ond Clerical Salarics $18,105 5349240 “38,833 

Rent 1,092 1,920 2,400 
Telephone and Telograph 350 667 133 
Expendable Supplics 350 667 733 
Mise, Printing & Duplicating 4,200 Ay 33h 4,334 

Postage 2,590 24932 2,933 
Acvertising & Promotion 950 15032 44293 
Travel 1,400 2,856 2,858 
Printing & Mailing "THE LAND" 6,000 18,000 25,000 

Equipment 4,075 667 667 
$39,113 $67,519 (780 824 

INCOME 

Subseribing Mombcrships ©2.50 5G00' (1) 30,000) (4). 27,500 (7) 
Library Memberships @2.50 633 (2) 7,500 (5) 15,000 (8) 

_ 3,000 (3) 15,000 (6) 36,000 (9) 
2 8,633 {252500 29S , 500 

DEFICIT OR SURPLUS (D) $30,280 (0) £25,119 £17,876



BUDGET - "TUE LAND" ond the Socicty, Combincd - 1940-1942 

\ 

EXPENSE 1940 1941 1942 

Staff and Clerical Salarics $25,851 $49,480 $56,140 

Rent 1,540 2,680 3,600 
Telephone and Telegraph 500 1,000 1,100 

Expendable Supplics 500 1,000 1,100 
Mise, Printing & Duplicating 6,000 6,500 6,500 

Postage 3,100 4,,400 4,400 

Advertising & Promotion 1,500 2,000 2,000 

Travel 2,000 4,900 4,900 
Printing & Mailing "THE LAND" 4,000 16,000 26,000 
Equipment 5,821 1,000 1,000 
Special National Mcectings 2,000 2,000 DOO 

555432 $93,160 §10€ ,740 

INCOME 

Subseribing Miomberships @5,00 “10,000 (1) $60,000 (4) $95,000 (7) 

Library Mcmborships @3.200 1,000 (2) 9,000 (5) 16,000 (8) 

Advertising 3,000 (3) 15,000 (5) __ 35,000 (9) 
214,000 364,000 STL9 ,000 

DEFICIT OR SURPLUS (D)) GAley 32 (dD) & 9160 ¥ 40 250 

(1) 6,000 for 4 months 
(2) 1,000 for 4 months 
(3) S p.p. for 4 mos. © 125. per p. 

(4) 12,000 memberships 

(5) 3,000 library memberships 
(6) 10 p.p. @ 1,500 
(7) 19,000 memberships 
(S) 6,000 Library memberships 
(9) 20 p.p. @ 1,600 per p. 
(D) Deficit
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4oh University Farm Place 
; April 25, 1940 

Mr. Charles W. Collier 
Friends of the Land 
710 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. C. * 

Dear Charles: 

I am glad to send you my membership herewith, and I can 
readily appreciate the load which must be on your shoulders right 
at this stage. However, I am afraid that I myself lack the time — 
to take on any other duties in connection with the organization, 
and I am particularly not in a position to recommend it as an adver- 
tising medium to the ammunition people. The eccunection there would 
appear too temous to a business man to warrant placing the matter 
before them as something to their advantage. 

I am afraid I cannot very well guess what kind of a quota- 
tion you want for your prospectus, and I would rather not write a 
special letter for the purpose because I have too slight a knowledge 
of the plans of the organization. Remember I know nothing about it 
except your brief program and my personal acquaintance with two of 
the officers. I like the idea, but I have no critical judgment on 
the ways and means which have been adopted to execute it. You have 
my Various writings and, as I said before, are at liberty to quote 

: any of them. I have made no headway with my new manuscript, which 
I imegine would contain suitable quotations, so it is of no immediate 
use to you. Should you have any use for it in combing over the pub- 
lished papers, I am sending yu a publication list with marked items 
that might be worth looking at. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

enol Professor of Wildlife Management



i ORGANIZING CHAIRMAN 
PRESIDENT 

MorRRIs LLEWELLYN COOKE » + + «FRIENDS OF THE LAND “""* 
RGANIZING SECRETARY 

VICE-PRESIDENTS FOR SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION CHARLES W. COLLIER 
AN INCORPORATED, NON-PROFIT MEMBERSHIP SOCIETY 

kw ow kw yale) 
ORGANIZING OFFICES DENRIKE BUILDING 

* WASHINGTON, D. C. 
¥ TELEPHONE, DISTRICT 5943; IF NO ANSWER, CALL CHESTNUT O500 

x 

* 

* 

i April 18, 1910. 
* 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
* University of Wisconsin, y 
- Madison, Wisconsin. 

* Dear Aldo: 

* By now you will have received copies of all of the material 
DIRECTORS covering our organization meeting, election of officers, etc. etc. 

- The organization now faces two critical problems. It must 
~ quickly find many thousands of members, and it must raise during 
* 19.0 a total of about $43,000 over and above anticipated receipts 
* from $5 per year memberships. 
* 

* We, of course, hope to find many of our members among the 
groups who are interested in wildlife management and we are as- 

* sembling various types of mailing lists for use in reaching these 
se individuals. In this connection, we are hoping to use the quota- 
* tion about which I wrote to you at en earlier date. You very 
* kindly replied to my former letter, setting forth a possible 
% quotation from your so~called "Presidential Address" to the wild- 
5 life society. I feel, however, that this particuler quotation 

does not specifically tie in the program of Friends of the Land 
* to the extent which would be most effective. For this reason I 
* am wondering whether you would not write us a special letter 
x which we can quote, stating why you believe that the program of 
* Friends of the Land will result in great benefits to wildlife 
‘ and should receive the support of all who are interested in the 

ie ecological aspects of this great sector of the conservation prob- 
lem. 

* 

* On the matter of finances, we of course hope to find a 
* few individuals who will give us large contributions, but I doubt 
+ very much if we can raise all of the needed funds in this way. 
i For this reason, we are hoping to find a few hundred individuals 

who will be willing to become life Members. A life membership 
a costs $100, payable in installments to suit the convenience of the 
% member. It carries with it full membership privileges for life, 
* and in addition, a life subscription to our magazine, THE LAND, 
* 

* 

* 

x 

(over)
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oe 

I know that you have a great many other obligations and you 
can be sure that we will fully understand if you feel that you can 
do no more than become a regular annual member. If, on the other 
hand, you feel that you could afford to do so, it would be extreme- 
ly helpful if you could join with us on the larger basis. Inci-+ 
dentally, whatever contribution you make is deductible from your 
income for tax purposes. Also, the life membership really repre- 
sents an ultimate economy (assuming, of course, that you come of 
long-lived stock). I am enclosing an application blenk for your 
use. 

I know that from time to time you will be talking with other 
individuals who would be interested in joining Friends of the Land. 
Accordingly, I am sending you in a few days, under separate cover, 
our literature and membership appliction blanks which you can use 
in any proselytizing that you find it convenient to do. If you 
can pin any of them down for life memberships, or even to become 
Patrons, we of course would be only too delighted. 

One of the problems on which you can probably be of help 
relates to obtaining advertisements from the sporting arms and 
munitions manufacturers and perhaps the fishing supply houses. 
I should think these groups would have a vital interest in sup- 
porting Friends of the land, since the wiiversal application of 
conservation principles would enormously increase the supply of 
wildlife and hence the sale of hunting and fishing supplies, We 
would greatly appreciate your advice on how to approach these 
groups, whom to get in touch with, etc. Perhaps in some instances 
your personal contacts are sufficiently close that a direct let- 
ter from you would be of great help. 

With warm personal regards, . 

cs SMe Dee Legtl Gr te? 

Charles W. Collier, 
CWC sAVC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

Enclosure



424 University Farm Place 
Mareh 27, 1940 

Mr. Charles W. Collier 
312 Nenrike Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Charles: 

Prof. J. R. Whitaker of our Geography Department, who 
beginning next fall will be on the faculty of Peabody College, 
Nashville, Tennessee, is very mch interested in Priends of 
the lend. Whitaker and I worked together on a lot of local 
attempts te put the land question on the map, and I have a 
great deal of confidence in him personally and in his approach 

‘ to conservation questions. If you need « contact in the 
Tennessee region, and I assume you very well may, I would 

strongly suggest Whitaker as an excellent man for you to get 
acquainted with. 

He has a paper in manuscript on the history of the 
conservation idea among geographers that I consider extra good, 
and when you reach the publication stags you might want to 
inquire about his plans for bringing it out. It was an eye~ 
opener to me to find how many of our supporedly "new" ideas 
are really a hundred or two hundred years old. 

Sincerely yours, 

} Aide Leopold 

{ Professor of Wildlife Management 

' j / 
f } } 

| / 
ft t



March 27, 1940 

Prof. dg. R. Whitaker 
Science Hall 

Dear Whitaker: 

I know very little about Friends of the Land 
except that I have confidence in several of the people 
who are starting it, and I am convinced that ao other 
organization has ever gotten down into the grass roots 
on the land question. 

I aw taking the liberty of writing Charles 
Sollier of your new location and your interest in the 
organization. I certain agree with you that es are in 
a@ strategic position to contribute to this subject. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

eopold 
Professor SP" wtialife Management



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

March 25,1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
ee of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Wisconsin State Journal carried a note in the 
Sunday issue regarding the new society, "Friends of the Land." 
I am writing to congratulate you on your part in founding 
this organization, and to offer my services if you see any 
way in which I can be of help. 

Pertinent to any part I might have in the furthering 
of the work of Friends of the Land is the fact that my new 
location at Peabody Collegé,Nashvilie,Tenn., will enable me 
to focus my own work and that of my students (Peabody is 
mainly a graduate college) on the geography of the South 
in particular and of the United States in general. Moreover, 
the College looks with great favor on the Conservation Movement. 

Don't recall whether I told you that Bennitt gave us a 
splendid lecture at the meeting of the National Council of 
Geography Teachers in Chicago in December. 

Sincerely, 

J.R.Whitaker



PRESIDENT 
ORGANIZING CHAIRMAN i! 

Mo 0. . FRENDC OF Tee LAND. 9 
ORGANIZING SECRETARY 

VICE-PRESIDENTS FOR SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION Cuakies W. Cove 

AN INCORPORATED, NON-PROFIT MEMBERSHIP SOCIETY 

ee oe 
ORGANIZING OFFICES 312 DENRIKE BUILDING 

* WASHINGTON, D. C. 

¥ TELEPHONE, DISTRICT 5943; IF NO ANSWER, CALL CHESTNUT 0500 

* 

* March 26, 1940. 

* 

* 
Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

eee University of Wisconsin, 
* “Madison, Wisconsin. V 

* Dear Dr, Leopold: 

* 

The organization meeting of Friends of the Land was 

* highly successful, and we will send you a full and detailed * 

DIRECTORS report in a few days, as soon as it can be prepared and mimeo- 

graphed. The meeting unanimously elected you as one of the 

. Vice Presidents. The remaining Trustees and officers who were 

* elected are set forth on the attached sheet, as is a summary 

* of the resolutions voted. 

: c In the meantime, it is necessary to go through a cer- 

tain amount of legal rigmarole under the laws of the District 

% of Columbia, in order to validate the actions taken at the or- 

x ganization meeting. For this purpose, we will need to have 

* proxies from at least 21 of the members of the Board of Trus- 

* tees, of which you are an ex-officio member. Therefore, it 

* would be greatly appreciated if you could sign the attached 

ea proxy forms, have them witnessed, and return them to me by 

air mail. 
x 

% Sincerely yours, 
‘ a 

* (pies CAL) 
* 
x Charles W. Collier, 

“ 4xecutive Director. 

* Enclosures 

* 
x CWC/LEP 

* 

* 

* 
. ‘ 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

(over)



ACTION TAKEN AT ORGANIZATION MEETING 

"PRIENDS OF THE LAND" 

Washington, D. C., March 22-25, 1940 

1. The President, Vice Presidents, Trustees and other officers 

elected are listed on the attached sheet 

2. By-Laws were adopted, copies of which will be distributed as 

soon as they have been mimeographed 

3. The President was authorized to appoint 3 incorporators to 

take certain legal steps required under the laws of the 

District of Columbia 

4. <A budget was adopted 

5. The non-quorum meeting of the Board of Trustees immediately 

following the organization meeting delegated authority to 

the Executive Committee and the President to conduct the 

business of the society in the interim between meetings of 

the full Board of Trustees, to employ personnel, make neces- 

sary expenditures, adopt corporate seal, establish require- 

ments for bonds, appoint a Treasurer, and do all other things 

necessary to place the society in legal operation. 

Under the laws of the District of Columbia, all of 

the above actions must be validated by certain prescribed 

actions which must be taken by the incorporators at a first 
technically official meeting of the Board of Trustees, for 
which proxies are required.



OFFICERS, VICE PRESIDENTS, AND TRUSTEES OF FRIENDS OF THE LAND ELECTED AT THE 
ORGANIZING MEETING, MARCH 23, 1940, WARDMAN PARK HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C. ; 

1 year term 2 year term 5 year term 

Vice President: Vice President: Vice President: 

D. P. Fabrick - Montana David K. E. Bruce - Va. J. S. Apperson - N.Y. 

F. S. Hurd - Oklahoma Jd. E. Noll - Missouri 0. U. Habberstad - Minn. 

Trustees: Trustees: Trustees: 

Dr. Geo. H. Hocke - Calif. James H. Causey - Colo. Isaiah Bowman - Md. 

M. O. Ryan - N.D. J. J. Boatman - Iowa Glenn E. Dill - Okla. 
Miss Harlean James - D. C. Vv. C. Marshall - Texas J. Ross Hanahan - S&S. C. 

E. H. Kizer - Wash. E. B. MacNaughton - Ore, Wheeler McMillen - Penna. 

Robert Lusk - S&S D. Huston Thompson - D. C. Guy T. Woolford - Ga. 
Will G. Metz - Wyoming George M. Corlett - Colo. Robert Sterling Yard - D. C. 

4 year term 5 year term 

Vice President: Vice President; PRESIDENT: 

George A. Condra - Nebr. J. N. Darling - Iowa Morris Llewellyn Cooke - Penna. 

Aldo Leopold - Wisconsin Charles E. Holzer - Ohio 

Trustees: Trustees: EDITOR: 

J. F. Jackson, Ga. Dr. George P. Clements - Calif. Russell Lord - Md. 
Bryce C Browning - Ohio Stuart Chase - Conn. 
J. Russell Smith - Va. Dr. O. S. Worden - Mont. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 
Robert J. Smith - Texas Vaughn Flemnery - Md. ; 
Rexford G. Tugwell - N. Y. Alma Davis - Ariz. Charles Collier - Va. 
Gifford H. Stone - Colo. Victor Weybright - N. Y.



OFFICERS, VICE PRESIDENTS, AND TRUSTEES OF FRIENDS OF THE LAND, 

Elected at the Organization Meeting, March 22-23, 19,0 

Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D, C, 

OFFICERS 

PRESIDENT EDITOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Morris Llewellyn Cooke Russell Lord Charles W, Collier 

VICE PRESIDENTS 

i_year term 2 year term 3 year term 
D. P, Fabrick — Mont. J, B. Noll — Missouri J. S, Apperson - New York 

F. 5, Hurd - Oklahoma 0, U. Habberstad —- Minn, 

i, year term 5 year term 
George A, Condra — Neb. J, N, Darling - Iowa 

Aldo Leopold - Wisconsin Charles E, Holzer — Ohio ; 

TRUSTEES 

i_year term 2 year term 3_year_term 
George H. Hecke — Calif. J, J. Boatman — Iowa Isaiah Bowman - Maryland 

Miss Harlean James - D.C. James H, Causey — Colo. Glenn E, Dill - Oklahoma 

B. H. Kizer —- Washington George M, Corlett - Colo. J. Ross Hanahan - S, C. 

Robert Lusk - 5, Dakota Vv, C, Marshall - Texas Wheeler McMillen - Pa. : 

Will G. Metz — Wyoming E. B, MacNeughton — Ore. T, Guy Woolford — Ga, 

M. O. Ryan - N. Dakota Huston Thompson - D, Q, Robert S, Yard - D. C, | 

4 year term 5 year term 
Bryce C. Browning — Ohio Stuart Chase — Connecticut 

J. F. Jackson — Georgia George P, Clements - Calif. 

J. Russell Smith — Pa. Alma Davis - Arizona 

Robert J, Smith — Texas Vaughn Flannery — Maryland } 

Clifford H. Stone — Colo, 0. S. Warden — Montana 

Rexford G, Tugwell — N.Y, Victor Weybright - New York 

SPONSORS 

(See Next Page)



SPONSORS 

Robert A, Allen -— Nevada David D. Long ~ Georgia 
C. L. Alsberg - California Edward Avery McIlhenny — Louisiana 
W. C. Bailey - Tennessee Archibald MacLeish ~ D. C. 
John H, Baker — New York Otto T, Malliery — Pennsylvania 
Charles E, Beard — New York K,..W, Marett ~ South Carolina 
Barry Bingham — Kentucky ’ John C, Merriam - D, ¢G, 
Remsen D, Bird — California 3 A, B, Miller - California 
U, B, Blalock - N. Carolina a Theodore Monke — North Dakota 
David K. E, Bruce — Virginia 5 Frank E, Mullen — New York 
Thomas D, Campbell ~ Montana Miss Anne Mumford - California 
Will W. Campbell - Arkansas Robert C, Murphy - New York 
Frederick P, Champ ~ Utah ' Richard Neuberger — Oregon 
George T. Cochran - Oregon , J, K, Newman — Pennsylvania 
Mrs. Mabel C. Costigan - Colo. James G, Patton ~ Colorado : 
Walter S. Cothran ~ Georgia Donaid Culross Peattie - Calif, 
David Cushman Coyle - D, GC. ~ Clarence Poe — North Carolina 
Jonathan Daniels - N, Carolina Charles Redd -— Utah 
J. C. Derieux - S, Carolina Erle H, Reid — Wyoming 
Robert L. Duffus - Connecticut John H, Reisner - New York 
Paul Dunn ~ Utah Mrs. John Rogers, Jr. — New York 
C. A, Dykstra — Wisconsin H, M. Raseberry ~ Kentucky 
J. J. Edwards — Washington W. Carson Ryan - New York 
Albert Einstein — New Jersey Carl Saver ~ California 
Edwin R, Embree - Illinois E, F, Seattergood - California 
Samuel S. Fels — Pennsylvania Paul Sears — Ohio 
John M, Fouts — Texas Alfred Stieglitz — New York 
P. H. Glatfelter - Penna. Russell M, Story - California 
P, Hetherton — Washington Raymond Gram Swing — New York 
John E, Hill — Texas G, 0, Taylor — Louisiana 
T. C. Holy — Ohio Wilbur K. Thomes — Pennsylvania 
Gene A, Howe ~ Texas J, W, Turrentine - D, C, 
Frank Hussey - Maine Rupert B, Vance — North Carolina 
Thomas Jesse Jones — New York Peter Vischer - New York 
Paul Kellogg — New York W, W. Waymack - Iowa 
I. N. Knutson — Wisconsin Kendall Weisiger - Georgia 
Grover Cleveland Ladner — Pa, William P. Wharton —~ Massachusetts 
Oliver La Farge — New York Russell Wiggins - Minnesota 
Fiorello H, LaGuardia —- N. Y. Robert E, Wood - Illinois 
A, Frank Lever - S, Carolina C. M, Yerrington — Montana 

Dr. Robert Redfield ~ Illinois
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‘tit. 0,4 UAwthele I - Name! ee 

The name of the society shall be "Friends of the Land.". 

“ypucty > Artiele IT --Objecta ss ns ant 

The particular business and object of the society is to promote 
the welfare of man through encouraging: the: conservation and: best! use of 
land and water resources,, ameliorating the effects of drought. and pre- 
venting the destruction of the land by wind and water erosion, the de- 
pletion of forest, grass, and other native cover, the siltation of 
reservoirs, waterways. and.harbors, the exheustion of: underground and 
surface water. supplies,: the raising. of. flood levels,: and the depletion 

of wildlife resources. The society intends to foster investigation, 
research, and. experimentation in the science of -land: and weter' conser— 
vation; to assemble, information regarding: the: economic-and social need .~ 

for protecting our lands and waters; to encourage the practice: of land - 

and water conservation by individuals, cooperative groups and public 

agencles, and to, promote. educational, legislative, and other measures 

tending to. the accomplishment ofthese: objects; to carry. on: eduestional .. 

projects, including.the publication of es. magazine and’ other literature © 

for the education.of the public.as to, the meaning: and importance: of: 

land.end water conservation.and. for, the dissemination of & knowledge of — 

conservation in its various branches; to-cooperate-with regionel, Stete 

or local societies for the wise use end conservation of ‘lend and water 

end with other organizations interested in problems relating to conser- 

vation of: these .resources;.to establish and,maintain: a library; to.ec- 

quire by purchase,. gift, device, bequest or:otherwise, and in trust or 

otherwise, property, real end personal, :and to erect and maintaini such 

buildings as may be necessary or advisable in the promotion of these: 

objects; and in general to do and perform all things necessary to fur- 

ther the foregoing objects. 

wk sh . Article III + Members..end Dues <= : Er pac 

Seetion 1,. ‘Any person or organization may become e membersof 93. °. 

the society, subject to.such ¢mditions as may be-preseribed by: the sleet 

Board of Trustees,: upon his or its epplicetion for membership being ap- - 

proved by the Executive Director. — hae i peers 

Section 2,. .There shell be six classes of-membersi:;. 1. 

(1) Honorary. Members, who shall be such individuals, as neal: 

: may be elected by the Board of Trustees in recognition of f 

outstanding.servicg in. the conservation of soil, weter and. | i 

related natural resources; a ' her ; ; ce



coors 

(2) Patrons, who shall be individuals or organizations 
who shall contribute One Thousand: Dollars, or more; 

(3) Life Members, who shall be individuals or organiza-— 
tions who shall contribute to: the funds of the society at 
least One Hundred Dollars at one time or in such install- 
ments as. the Trustees may approve;. - _- es : 

(4) Susteining Members, who shall be individuals or or~ 
ganizations who shall.pey:annuel dues-of Twenty-five 
Dollars; 

(5) Contributing Members,, who: shall.be individuels or 
_ , orgenizetions.who.shal] pay annyal dues.of.Ten.Dollers}: : 

TONG cab oral Neato bres Ende we Bost edt pete Lay 

_ (6) Subseribing Nembers,.,who ‘shall. be individuals: or 
-, organizations whe. shall.pay annual.dues-of Five Dollars..: — - 

Whip Te MeN it Shine wee laos aie (y Sera 
.., Section 3. . Honorary-Members, Patrons;-and Life Members shall be - 

exempt from, the “payment of .emual..dues and.shall -receive the society's: ~' 
MASA INC R LOD Ae ee eins son ain ee ae ae ne 

’ Sey Ge RNANNE Raye PER Ca Cue eee aot Fe ua 
"Section 4. Dues for.thé :ensuing-twelve months shall be payable .- 

when an application..for membership is approved and ‘annually thereafter, 
The membership. of: all, those im arrears ,for threo. months shall automati--- 
cally ceas¢,. The. Executive, Director, ;jhoweyer,:.may-in his discretion °' 
remit the dues of.any member and:he may, isubject to-the prior approval |: 
of ‘the Board of Trustees, establish term.rates for members who desire | - 
to pay dues two, three, or five. years. in advance. ae PIB H me 

.- Section 5. All members, other ‘than, Honorery-Members geehall, be: / 
entitled to one vote .cach atthe meetings of the society, the vote. to - 
be cast in accordance with the provisions, of :the ‘by-laws; end eligible 
to BOUAFOLELGG EN ONel ne ke one uae eden cen “eS nH; a tes i 

Article IV — Affiliated Organizations 

The Board of Trustees..may.-by:-resolutiion designate as orgeniza— 
tions affiliated with this society such regional, stete, or local so- 
cieties. for. land. and water. conservation, and, such: ether: organizations 
active in promoting. the conservation of. soil, water, and related natu-° 
ral resources as,,in the judgnont. of, the,Board,: may be desirable in - 
furtherance of the common objects of the society:and of the organiza~ 
tions desirous of affiliation, In carrying out the objects of this 
section, the Board. of. Trustees may issue charters or licenses to local 
societies or branches empowering them during the life of said charter 
or license to use. the name of the society and to eollect funds within 
their localities for use of the: society, .and: may: preseribe restrictions, 
covenants, snd. conditions of generel or particuler application to:af- 
filiated organizations, and may withdraw at.any time any charter or 
license which has been issued.
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nope hp Article V.— International Activities < Coa Wun Fete 

The Board of Trustees may devote a reasonable part of the reve- 
nues of the society to the promotion of: international: understanding: of {” > 
the need for conserving land and water resources and to the encourage- 

ment of programs for conservation .of. these resourcesthroughout: the {53 
world, For these purposes the Board may accept donations in trust or 

otherwise earmarked, for specific. activities in promoting the conserva- ; 
tion of natural resources. in foreign. countries, may,.appoint from. among‘. 
the membership of: the society. or elsewhere such. advisory or other. com--; 
mittees to deal with international aspects of: land. and water, conserve- . 
tion as it may deem wise, and may also appoint foreign correspondents 
or edvisors located in various countries, throughout the,world... |. ft) 

+. Artdele Vie Bonrdof, Trustees: 66 oe 0 ast 
oie i ee A ae IE he Ga ot Ti, 

Section 1...The Board of. Trustees shall: consist of thirty: elected 
members who shall. serve without, compensation, end,.in.addition,: the «.%) 
President, Vice Presidents, Executive Director, end Editor,) who if: not: --, 
otherwise elected ta.the, Board, shall servo. as.members:.of the Boerd ex. ° 
officiis. The term of office of. each. elected member of. the Board. of . ; 
Trustees shall be five years, provided that the members elected: at: thes. 
orgenization meeting of the society shell be clessificd into five classes 
so that the term of one,class,shall. expire at.the end of: each calendar «>: 
year, the term of.the first. ¢lass.to expire.on December 31, 19h]... The 
Board shall have the direction end manegement of the effairs of the so- 

ciety and the control over,and disposition of.its funds-and property, |. 
Any officer or employee,who shall be: mtrusted with funds or property. ':.. 
of the society may..be required to execute a bond for the,;faithful dis- »., 
charge of his duties, in, such amount.end with such surety as the Board. . 
may determine, the expense of such bond to be paid, by the society, All: 
members of the society, except Honorary Members, shall be eligible to 
serve as Trustees. “in i t cha aca sa Laem EN OK Sh 

Section 2, A majority of the Board present in .person or by : 
proxy et any mecting shall constitute e quorum for the transaction of 
business, a . ‘ Mahe ee. Shep ite } : eye 

Section 3. Meetings of the Board of Trustees may be held.either , 
at the office of the society in Washington, D, C., or at such other 
place in the United-Stetes os the President. may designate., ;Mectings. of. >, 
the Board shall be held upon not less than five days' notice whenever . 
called by the President, and must be celled by the President on written 
request by ten members of the Board; provided that. the first: meeting: of) ; 
the Trustees elected: at the organization meeting of: the incorporators.. .;; 
of the society shall be held at 312 Denrike Building, in Weshington,~ —.; » 

D. C., on the 5th day of April, 19,0, at 2 o'clock p.m., and no notice 
shall be required for such first mecting, ah Nene igen ye Cy
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Section , Thé Board of Trustees’ shall have power, in addition 
to any powers thet mey be,derived from the powers herein givens. 

(ay 76 ‘condict! the’ budiinees she Gfradve" of the’ society. * 
(2), #6 appotht, Whe" Preshdent! of Une bookbey 

"BY" Te create dr" change. Classes ‘of nanbership' dnd to bro- | 
“Vvide the qualifications therefor, to vary those quelifice@ 
tiohs from time to timé, end in its discretion, to reject) 
(Buy, BRPLicat ion Fox MEMUGRENL Der: es Got MME cde 9 1. a, crest 

(;) To remove fromthe membérship rolls of thé sociéty for “| 
any cause that it may deem sufficient, any member whose con- 
tinued mombership is, in.its judgment, detrimental to the 
best interests of the’ soviety;' provided,’ that’ such member 

: shall have boen notified in writing Py the Executive. Direc- . 
tor at least twowieks in advance of the meeting at: whitch ~~ , 
ection shell be takén, bid thet ‘this member shell heve'an’ = 7 | 
opportunity to be hétrd in person befote p reguler mecting’ = | 

of the. Boerd of Trustecs, _ Any person thus removed from. ci 
_ the rolls shel] Gerge fortindth to. exercise any of the 
ca ePbebes SttAGhed, LO MemberShI Ds, | a0 howe eer aie 

3 : : BS Ee SORT Cr bam en ane ee es te] AS SSL OR A ‘ : We 

C Cayeate fia for thé. renéinder’ of. the year. eny ‘elective rae 
. office which becomes vacant during the totrse of any year. 1 

(6) To copoint! tnd onply tn| Bkeitive Dikeetor, af 
_ Editor, and évich other employces as it may deem netessary, = =. 

.. ond to delegete the appointing end employing function to. . 
_ the President or. the Executive Director subject: to such |”. 
‘limite tions ¢s. the’ Bonrd’ my Ee ae ie oy 

(7) To delegete the powers end duties of any offitér to” : 
any.other officer, agent, or Trustee, of the society for... 

_ony recson, that,may scem sufficient.to the Board, 

(8) To euthorize the payment of treveling expenses when, ~~ i 
_ -in the opinion of the Board, this will, edvence the welfere 

of the society. | ae labia eae eee ee ee ale Pa he oO 

(9) To determine +11 matters’ relbting tothe. Prbuichtion a. i. 
Bb DAMA CAMO ee a4. 2-| hank (en eee MINT, Baits atic: (cs - er 

p alguien) To provide &, suitable seal,’ containing thé’ nrme of has 
the society, which, scl. sls] be in. charge of the, Ekecu- ~~ 

eR CO cay ks, VRE WG Wak, Gps cay 

(11) To exercise 211 powers’ thet inay be exébeista by the ~~ ek 
society, subject to the provisions of the stztutes of the 
United States, the statutes of the District of Colunbia, 
the certificete of incorporation, and the by—lews.
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t pf 
.. Article VII +: The Vice Presidents 

There shall be ten Vice, Presidents,.who shall serve without 
compensation, elected by the members of the society, whose terms of 
office shall be five years, provided that the Vice Presidents elected 
at the organization meeting of the society.,shall be classified into 
five classes so that the term of one class shall expire at the end of 
each calendar year, the term of the first class to expire on December 
31, 1941, One of the Vice Presidents shall be designated by the Board ~ 
of ‘Trustees as First Vice President, .and.one as Second Vice President, 

: Le ge : mie 
. Article VIII ~ The.,President . : ' 

The President, who shall serve without compensation, shall be 
appointed by the Board of Trustees and his term of office shall be és 
two years, provided the term of office of the first President shall 
expire on December 31, 1912, He shall be the chairman of the Board 
of Trustees and shall preside at all meetings of the society, The 
President shall be ex-officio a member of all committees, He shall 
perform the duties incident to his office and such other duties es 
the Board of Trustees may from time to time assign to hin, 

During the absence of the President, at any mesting of the Board 
of Trustees, the First Vice President ‘shall be the presiding officer. 
In the absence of the First Vice President, the Second Vice President 
shall preside, end in the absence of the Second Vice President, the man- 
bers present shall select a presiding officer, 

The President, subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees, 

may designate such representatives, of the society in various portions 

of the United Stetes, ond under such conditions as to compensation or 

payment of traveling expense, as he shall deem wise and desirable in 

furtherance of the objects of the society. 

Article IX ~ The Treasurer 

The Treasurer shall be appointed by the President, and his term 

of office shell coincide with thet of the President, He shell have the 

custody of the funds of the society, shall countersign all checks, shell 

perform such other duties in comection with the finances of the society 

as the Boerd of Trustees pay order, and shell present to the Board of 

Trustees at their first meeting each year a statement showing the re- 

ceipts end disbursements of the society for the preceding year and its 

assets end liabilities. The annual financial report for any calendar 

year shall be printed in an issue of the society magezine published not 

later than the month of March following, or otherwise suitably made 
available to the members of the society, es the Bosrd of Trustees may 

determine, ; ;
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The President msy. appoint an Assistent Treasurer to countersign 

checks on behalf of the Treasurer, or during’ any vacancy in thet of- 

fice, end’ to perform such: other duties in connection with the finances 

of the society as; the Board of Trustees may ‘require, - i 

ho Sie oh F: Article X = The Executive Director SL aging 

Phe. Executive Director “shell, be the mane ging officer of. the : 

sociéty, ‘shall. keep the minutes of cll meetings of the society and of 

the Board of Trustees, shall have the’ custody of the seal’ of the’ soci- 

ety and of 211 documents, books and collections, shall sign all checks, 

shall conduct the correspondence of the society not otherwise provided 

for, shell keep a list of the members’ of the ‘society with their ad- 

dressts,: ‘shall, notify members, of the society and of the Board of 

Trustees of the time end placé of, sll meetings, and shell perform such 

other duties es the Board.of Trustees or thé President moy require or . 

delegate-to. him. i HME. "he ; ees 

Article XI - The Editor Beale ; sa 

The Board shell appoint an ‘Rat'tor who, subject to the epprovel 

of the Board of Trustees, end in cooperstion with the President and ~ 

the Executive Director, shell: have imediete responsibility for the 

editorial policy of the magazine published by the society, : 

Article XII - Conmittees re 

Section 1. Executive Conmittee. The President may sppoint five 

or more members of the Board of Trustees to ect as én, Executive Commit— 

tee, which shall have and exercise such powers during the intervals be- 

tween the meetings of the Boerd as the Boerd may delegate to it. 

Section 2. Finence Committee. The President mey appoint three 

or more members of the Board of Trustees to act ss @ Finance Committee 

in edvising the Executive Director énd- Treasurer with reference to fi- 

nencial matters, end to exercise whetever powers are conferred upon it } 

by the Board of Trustees. ‘ pee a sae ees 

ri) poo Section: 3s, 52he Presideit may appoint such other committees from 

time to time as he mey deem necessary to facilitate the handling of 

society affairs. tae ‘ 3 Lae 

Fesat! Article. X1IT ‘- Elections : ets 

Section 1, The President shell snnually select 2 Committee on 

Elections, consisting of not less then five membérs of the Board of 

Trustees. The names of the members of the Committee on Elections shall 

be published in an issue of the megezine not later then the month of 

October, or otherwise made known to the members of the society not



later than the middle of October of each year. Suggestions for nomina- 
tions for Trustee or Vice President of the society for election at the 
next annual election may be submitted to the Committee on Elections by 
any member of the society. Nominations for such Trustees or Vice Presi- 
dents may be made by nominating petitions signed by not less than 
twenty-five members of the Society. All suggestions and nominetions 
should be addressed to the Committee on Elections at the main office of 
the society and shell not be valid unless received by the Committee on 
or before November 1, The Committee on Elections shall nominete a cendi- 
dete for each Trustee or Vice President to be elected at the next ennval 
election of the society. The candidates nomineted by the Committee on 
Elections, together with the nemes of those nominated by nominating veti- 
tions submitted by members, shall be published in the December issue of 
the magazine, or otherwise suitably made known to the members in December, 
with the nemes of members of the society making the nominations appended 
to the nomination of any such cendidates, and a brief biography of each 
nominee. The Executive Director of the society shall cause « ballot to 
be prepared containing the names of all candidates nomineted by the Com 
mittee on Elections and by any group of twenty-five or more members of 
the society as hereinbefore provided, end shall include such bellots in 
the December issue of the magezine or shall mail them to s11 members of 
the society having the right to vote; not later then December 15. The 
members of the society, except Honorery Members, shall elect the Trustees 
and Vice Presidents by mailing to the Executive Director in sufficient 
time to be received on or before December 31, a marked ballot, Every 
ballot shall be accompanied by the name end address of the member sub- 
nitting it, which shall sppesr on the ballot or in an accompanying 
envelope. The bellots shall be counted by three tellers appointed by 
the Committee on Elections, who shell decide any question <s to the 
ballots submitted end who shell officially certify the total vote cast, 
A plurality of the ballots cast shall be sufficient for election. 

Section 2, Any vacancy occurring emong the Trustees, or Vice 
Presidents, may be filled for the remainder of the year by the Board of { 
Trustees by bellot at their next meeting after the occurrence of such 
vacancy, but at the next annual election such office shall be filled by 
election by the members in each case for the unexpired term of the 
Trsutee or Vice President whose position has become vacant. 

Section 3. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article, it 
shall not be necessary to hold elections in the fall of 19h0, and the 
officers elected at the orgenizetion meeting shall hold office until j 
December 31, 190, and thereafter shall continue to hold office 2s . 
though elected for terms commencing January ay VOL1, 

Article XIV ~ Meetings 

Section 1, An annual meeting of the members of the society shall 
be held in Washington, D, C., or at such other plece, on such date end 
at such hour as the Board of Trustees shall determine.
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Section 2. Special meetings of the members of the society may 
be called at any time by the Board of Trustees. 

Section 3, Notice of the annual meeting, end of any special 
meeting, shall be published in the magazine of the society or other- 
wise suitably given to the members at least. three weeks before the date 

fixed for the meeting, : 

Section, The presence of thirty members of the society in 
person or by proxy at any annual or special meeting shell constitute 
a quorum. ; 

Article XV ~ Amendments 

These By-Laws may be amended or repealed st any meeting of the 
society by an affirmative vote of not less then thirty members, present 
in person or by proxy, and at any meeting of the Board of Trustees by 
an affirmetive vote of not less then a majority of such Board of Trus— 
tees present in person or by proxy; provided that notice of the inten~ 
tion to make such changes, together with e notification of the substance 
of the changes proposed shell be given, in case of a call for proposed 
action at a meeting of the society to each member thereof, or in tle 
case of a proposal for action at a meeting of the Board of Trustees to 
each Trustee, by notice published in the magazine of the society or 
mailed to him or her at his or her Post Office address es it shall ap- 
pear on the records of the society et least twenty days before the day 
of the meeting,
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List iof Those Present During Tal ae 

All, or Part of the Meeting “eee ght 

Ballard, Edward B. : os Corlett, George Me cre le ; 

National Parks Association “ Tri-State Water Authdrity eos 
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oe aaa Bakersfield, California “°° 
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SA Oe eee Planerty, Robert: | ‘ay tits Mae mala 
Cavanaugh, Colonel ree New York City . it. etal 
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+ oN ees e Flaherty, (Mrs,) Robert : 

Chase, Stuart «’ ‘ ei New York City +4) Seah bye 
Connecticut + tr Gea if “3 mabe 

Flannery, Vaughn ; 

Clemen, R. A. oa Young & Rubicam Spee te SG 

District of Columbia : New York City MGT 

Coal, Bess reheat Comes Fouts, John M. Sac er ht 
National Economics Planning Trinity River Improvement Association 

f Association Texas fi 
Washington, D. Co.» danedy cated Aa a 

: 3 Goodwin, Harold, Jr. Het 3 
Collier, Charles ited Philadelphia, Pesnsylvania 

Virginia ‘ t 
hae eee Graham, (Mrs.) John, Jr. 

Collingwood, G. He ; Pennsylvania we Te We 

American Forestry Association s : ‘ Ba 

Washington, D. CG .- iets eeee le De , i a 
ops Doylestown, Pennsylvania 

Cooke, Morris Llewellyn Bid 

Pennsylvania ; 4 chica eieny) Hee les lO. Uae) : 
Pre othe cobain National Reclamation Association 

Cooke, (Mrs.) Morris Llewellyn Washington, D.C... 
Pennsylvania Cede hake tad
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Harvey, Frank Ryan, M. 0. 
Easton, Pennsylvania Greater North Dakota Association 

Fargo, North Dakota 
Jackson, Je Fe 

Georgia : Sears, Paul B, 
; i ! ; Oberlin, Ohio : 

Johnson, Gerald W. 0a ae . t 
The Baltimore Sun E Seybold, Leo i 

Baltimore, Maryland Washington, D, C. 

Jordan, Alan” : Smith, Alfred Merritt 1 
Ohio Valley Conservation and Flood Carson City, Novada 

Control Congress i x ( as 

Portsmouth, Ohio :, > Smith, J. Russell : 
a Lica ea aie New York 

Letts, Captain Harry G. te lies bond 
Montana Stevenson, Markeley : al 
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Long, David D. Baars Architects 
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The meeting’ was: called to order by Mr. Morris’ Llewellyn Cooke -- who made 

the following statement: --«°.-.:; j Senet nate eee ce 

The negotiations, conversations, and conferences that lead up to this © 

meeting began about 6 years ago. Three or four months ago an informal organiz— 

ing committee was established, and began to think of the things that would have 
to be done by this gathering that we have today, I can't say. too ‘emphatically — 

that we want you to feel that whatever has been done in the way of preparation, , 

working up of by-laws and suggestions as to the people who might sit on the ~ 

, Boatd of Directors and etcs, are open to your full consideration and amendment 

insofar as you think it wise. . In other words,we will not be a bit offended if 
you say differently. i : as nea ie Shes 

: I want to express personally the hope that we will not attach too much’ © 

importance to questions of organization and machinery..and that we will try to” ° 

extract from ourselves and from people that we contact the ideas’ that will make ~ 

this organization something that will stand out as a useful agency of American 

Society. ny ‘ : als ; 4 

Now I need not sell to this group the idea of the importance of what we’ 

are starting in to do. « I realize that-most. of you are more familiar with the ' 

problem than I am, and I have had some opportunity. of observing the dégradations 

of our land's soils due to erosion.» I believe that in everything that we do, 

we should express the idea of conservation to the thinking:men and women of our 

communities ‘who’ do not appreciate the seriousness of this situation as well as 
we do ourselves. oo : beans Wate aaa ae 

Another thing that I want to emphasize is that. this organization stands 

entirely clear of the Government. Naturally we are in sympathy with’ our Govern 

ment. and we want to cooperate with it in every possible way, but the animating 

idea is to create an agency that will supplement the Government, but will stand 

clear and give impartial consideration to what the Government and other societies 
and agencies are doing. sie 

I would like to mention a recent book which I read by a French aviator. 

"Wind, Sand and Stars." Those who are interested in conservation may, well read 

it because this hero operating up in the air all over the world has ‘been able to 

make quite an original observation on the status of soil in the differerit coun- 

r tries he. has crossed. +! Pease : : e 

The particular thought that comes into my. mind at the moment is that what 

, the world needs more today than aything else is courage. This author interprets 

courage not as a bravery but as a sense of responsibility and he gives instance 

after instance whore aviators have been up against it, at loss and in various 

predicaments. He says that the thing which has been important where they have 

been saved has not been bravery, but a keen sense of responsibility. Responsi- 

bility to their friends, their government, and to society as a whole, That is 

the thing that has pulled them through, and he sights an example of a man who 

loves a piece of property that he has nurtured through his years. Then on his 

death bed he wonders who is going to prune these trees with which he has worked 

so diligently. He does not want to "go ‘on" because he doesn't quite seem 

satisfied that there is somone who will take cane of his trees as He did.
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Now it seems to me that this problem is simply a question of our under— 
standing our need and that we are to accept our share of the responsibility of 
putting it over, increasing the number of people who are rendering services in 
this field and gradually reaching a stage of civilization under which the wast- 

age of soil and water is not, increasing week by weék; year by year, and decade 
by decade. So far. I have not’ been challenged when I say that in 75 years to 

100 years we will not haye,a rural nation if we do'not stop this wastage. We 
have 25 years to lick the problems It is better to do it gradually than let 

the conditions get worse. It is our responsibility. ibaa Ne 

_.'' Weare here to try to implement this objectives’ I now turn the meet. _ 7] 
ing over to you ‘and between ‘now and the lunch hour, we should try to hear from 
every one heres We invite suggestions and wish for you to point out any dan- ] 
gers that we might encounter, which represent your own personal ideas and situa- 
tions that ‘you see in your own part of the country. Now I will be very glad to 
hear from anyone. First, however, as a basis of discussion, I will read aloud 
the tentative objectives set forth in the pamphlet which you have all read: 

"We could promote the conservation of land and water resources in the 
United States of America by: | ; + Uthat oun ; 

"y, “Assembling infdrmation regarding ‘the: ‘economic, industrial and social 
need for ‘Gonserving our larid ‘and waters; placing before the people of the country 
various issues and'problems in land and water eonservation; and forwarding in the 
interests: of the public, ‘specific policies ‘ofconservation, 

"2, Encourage the organization of affiliated regional and local groups. 

/ "3, Preparing’ and making available to ‘our membership and to the general 
public a monthly magazine, THE LAND, and”other literature. on the technique, 
importance, and significance ‘of land and water conservation, and recommending to 
our ‘members suitable litorature prepared by other organizations, operating in 

special fields. Ee eee eae le ; 

"4s. Fostering investigation, exploration, research and experimentation 
into the science of soil and water conservation, and recognizing achievements 
in this field by clecting outstanding scientists as ‘honorary members of the 

society, or by special awards.: eee 

"5, Encouraging and furthering the practice of land and water conserva- 1 

tion by individuals, cooperative groups, States and subdivisions thereof, and 

the Federal Government, and promoting legislative’ measures and the efficient and 4 
economical usé: of public funds in furtherance thereof. 

"6, Recognizing outstanding accomplishments in land and water conserva 
tion by farmers, scil conservation districts and other local groups, by suitable 

citations and‘ awards. 7) ca tae id 

"7 Promoting’ inclusion’ in the curricula of our educational systems of 

courses on the significance’ and techniqtc of land and water conservation. 

"8, Fostering the participation of’ the youth and youth organizations 
and especially unemployed youth, in a ‘moral equivalent of war against wastage ~ 

of soil and water, d
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"9, Cooperating with other organizations interested in the conservation 

of trees, grass, wildlife and people in promoting common objectives. 

"10, Convening periodical conferences in various parts of the country 
to obtain wider recognition that soil wastage threatens our institutions, 

‘We could promete the conservation of land and water resources in this 

and foreign lands by: 

"lL, Appointing in each foreign country a "correspondent" (without pay) 
for the exchange of information. 

"2, Maintaining a clearing house of information on conservation in 
foreign countries, and from time to time publishing a survey of foreign activi- 

ties in this field. 

"3. Encouraging the establishment in this and in foreign countrics of 
private organizations for the furtherance cf conservation. 

"4. Furthering the adoption of courses on conservation by educational 
institutions throughout the world, and the granting of traveling fellowships to 
foreign officials and students for the study of conservation, 

"5, Advising foreign governments on methods cf establishing programs 

for land and water conservation. 

"6, Assisting foreign mission and educational organizations in incor- 
porating programs for land and water conservation as a major objective of their 
work with foreign pecples. 

"7, At an appropriate time calling a World Conservation Congress." 

This gives us a pretty wide ficld and a number of opportunities for ex- 
pressing ourselves and being active in a number of different directions. With 
that body of thought before us we can begin to get the discussion going. z 
wonder if Mr. Noll of Missouri will say a word to use 

? Je Ee Noll: 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. You know I am from Missouri and 
t anyone from Missouri is not suppesed to talk, but should be shown. I made this 

long trip out here because I am particularly interested in soil conservation. 

After traveling through the middle west and up to Pigeon River on the 
north, I sometimes wonder if we are going to stay an agricultural nation. We 
are convinced something has to be done to prevent soil erosion, This land has 

not only got to support the present gencration, but the future generations. We 
are not going to be here long, but we have to see that the support of the future 
generations is guaranteed. JI would like to tell this organization what has 
happened in my locality some future time, I would like to give a report later 
after I have had an opportunity to talk with a few others from my general leca- 

tion.
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Will Ge Metz: (Wyoming). |. 

I wanted to just say’ this without trying to make any speech at.akl, we 
thought maybe those who were decent enough to have gone through some of the war 
on drought, notably Mr. Cooke and those who have been writing on the subject, 
like Mr. Lord, might really appreciate and welcome some support from.us. We 
have come from the west to enter into a discussion of this‘character. ~ This : 

i meeting is starting something today which I feel is going to leave some’ real : 
footprints. is 

f We live with the problem of soil and water wastage every day, and are 
alive to the necessity for organizing to solve the problem. ©I:don't know very 
much about soil or water conservation. I am-just learning now that there is a 

great deal to this besides theory and study, We haven't put very much into. 

PLS gs “ i. 6 Fes r 3
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practice. If we can contribute anything from out in our part of the country, 

we are going to try and do it. 

There are several men from my neighborhood who are here... When I say... 

my neighborhood, I mean from the west and middle west, Colorado, Oklahoma, ‘+... =. 

Missouri . 4 : be 

‘I have been impressed with the evident thought and work which has gone °°" 

into the preparations for this meeting, and the broad scope of ate proposed 7 | 

objectives. « ae sil eis Dede Sale oe 

I want to compliment Mr, Russell Lord for writing TO HOLD THIS SOIL, os 

one of the best, if not the best, contribution I have ever seen about the’sube*- °° * 

ject for which we are holding this meeting. I thought enough of it to run, : 

through it to see how many figures I could find to. disagree with, and then sent fe 

it to my boy and told him to throw away the stuff I'd been giving him because = 

here was something with color and background, and probably the best thing on © | : 

this subject I had come across. sie ‘ : aaa . : 

With that kind of an opening remark from the intermountain states, I 

will turn the floor over to others. Thank you, Mr. Cooke, 

Mrs J. Js Boatman (Iowa): 

I live on a farm, and have never known anything else but farming. I 

am still doing that jobs I know the ins and outs and ups and downs of farm 

ing, mostly downs, I am vitally interested in this proposed organization, 

otherwise I could not have left my work to come to this meeting. 

I was born and raised in a large family on a poor farm in Iowa, In 

this state we have a lot of very poor land, in spite of the fact that we claim 

to have 25 percent of the Grade A land in the United States. We have some 

wonderful soil, land where there is 20 to 24 inches of black topsoil; flat land 

which won't wash away, We also have rugged land from which, under the care we 

have been giving it -- maltreating it -- a lot of the topsoil has slipped off. 

We have had, especially in the central section, about 16 inches of topsoil. 

Over large areas that topsoil is nearly gone, and we can see the bare spots 

showing that about 16 inches of good topsoil is gone. 

We do have good topsoil that can be made to produce, but it takes care , 

and expense, Those who have topsoil realize something must be done. When I 

was 15 years old I remember having to harvest a crop of corn in my section, it 

was yielding 65 bushels an acre, and our swales and sloughs formed the right 

kind of ditches where a ditch belonged, About a year ago I rented some of 

that land with ditches 20 to 25 feet in depth, land which will never be farmed 

again, it is only pasture land, with deep gullies between the ditches. In 

these 40 years that land is gone, and that is a very short time, 

I look upon my land as not being mine, knowing that when I am gone it 

is going to pass on to future generations, I have felt a responsibility to 

the generations that are to follow me, In some way or another I wonder why. 

I have loved the land. Possibly that is one of the things that would help us 

to take care of the land and make it better, rather than let it become worse. 

I remember hearing Director Stevenson lecture on a trip he took to Europe. He 

said he had visited countries which had been farmed for 4,000 years and were
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still very productive. He stated why it was. That the land was still pro- 

ductive because ,the farmers would carry on their. backs from the forest bags of 

leaves to deposit on that soil and keep it good. They did it because they ; 

loved their land, partly because their existence depended on it and partly be- 

cause it was a custom handed down for generations... ’ 

In the United States we have taken good land, used it, worn it out, tt 

and gone to other new and good land. That can't be done any..longer. .. We 

have in certain sections, and especially in my state, land that will always' be 

- good because it can't wash away. It may be cropped out,. but the elements can 

be returned by fertilizer and crop rotations ~ You can. go. out and ‘fertilize : 

hillsides but unless you have proper cover crops you can.lose the soil almost 

, overnight, Those are the places to which we must give some thought. ‘ 

A movement of this kind is of much greater importance than many of us 

realize}! If something can be done to cause people, to become conscious of the 

condition as it exists in our great United States and our farm country, if — 

something ‘can be done to spread a' realization of the condition and get folks: to 

do the things that are going to be necessary to save this soil, then the trips 

we have made in here will not be in-vain. I am glad to have some small part 

i in this meeting. When I was invited to attend this meeting I agreed to come 

in regardless of the cost. JI feel that I will ‘get much more from this mecting 

than I can contribute. ie te 

Frank Raab: (Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board) b ie i 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. I. just learned of the. meeting i 

after arriving in Washington half an hour ago. I -might inform you that I have 

been interested in conservation work for about 15 years. We. all admit we have 

the problem and it is our duty to solve it. We should combat the soil and 

water wastage that is undermining.our country. We mst deal with it through- 

out the United States. Our civilization is threatened. — I am glad to offer 

any assistance I may to you, and will offer more later. — f aN 

Mr. John M. Fouts: (Secretary, Trinity River Conservation District, Texas) 

Mr. Chairman, after being advised of the fact that this grcup was to 

‘ meet and the purpose behind the meeting, the first thing that popped into my | 

mind was that this was another organization somebody's going to have to finances 

Then I began to wonder if there was a need for a national scil and water. con- 

i servation organization. I reviewed the field and found there isn't another. 

There are'the National Rivers and Harbors Congress, the Great Mississippi. Val- 

ley Association, and many other active groups but there is no organization { 

tuned in on the modern need for soil and water conservation. 

Now, in crder to bring that idea before you, I will have to explain my 

own trouble in Texas. We have the Trinity Improvement Association that is 

sponsoring a complete soil and water ccnservation program in that small water— 

shed. "We not only want to conserve and save our soil and water but-we want 
to utilize it properly and to the maximum extent, So we established an organ- 

ization to sponsor 2 complete soil and water program in that watershed embrac- 

ing about 17,000 square miles. Within that small area is about one-fourth of 

the wealth of the state of Texas. ' In other werds, those two cities of Dallas 

and Ft. Worth were built because that was the heart of the best farming land jin 

Texas. In other words, the soil built those two cities. Abcut one million



and a half people live in that’ valley. Wo have lost approximately one-feurth 

of our ‘topsoil to date. The small citics that suppert ‘Dallas-arid’Fts:Worth . 

are beginning to slip and.this, .in turn, affects the big cities. So. the: busi- 

ness interests of Dallas and.Ft., Worth, thought we had better do something. about 

the situation. if ae OED. Ne PSEC Wil SSMU aga 

In 1937 we, put up our, own money and got into this problem. At that 

time we found Congress had passed, the, Qmnibus Flood Contrel Act, making possi- 

ble a complete study and carrying out of a complete soil’ and water conservation. ; 

program in drainage and watershed areas. . It ‘called for ‘studies ‘by army: ‘engi- 

neers, the Department of. Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service ‘and the Forest ‘ 

Service. Up to today, -I. don't think there has been ‘a complete watershed pro- 

gram worked out, with construction started under that act,’ which was:passed ~~ 

about in 1936. I think there are three or four surveys practically: complete, i 

but no actual work yet under way. 1 find here in Washington that the people 

of the nation are not properly.informed regarding the value ‘of ‘spending federal 

money to carry: out the program in these watersheds. “ “They“dén't ‘know GROUgR es 6. 

about it.to say to their Senators.and Congressmen that ‘they ‘want ‘the ‘programs, (0: " 

to tellithem to get the money.to carry them oft.) , 0 0 iGEM bare 

‘ We need first, an-organization that. can carry on an- intelligent y Gducds: : 

tional program throughout. the nation, | Second, we need to dé what we'might #c0 ci 

term a loving work right here in Washington. Third, ‘we need to see the prow i" 

gram is financed and kept moving. If you look at the agricuature’ appropria-’ s °° 

tions you will find little money for soil conservation, The Soil Conservation 

Service appropriation was badly cut, and the land utilization program was. prace o: 

tically eliminated. : The.members,of Congress who did that didn't know the value 

of soil: and water conservation, and the people back. home didn't’ know it or they 

would have impressed it, upon.the Congress. Salinas, ae Wei ean MG, oo ca Meee ae a ; 

_. We need an crganization for two ‘purposes: ‘An intensified educational ; 

program throughout the nation, and a*strong organization in Washington..to see... . 

that we get necessary funds and that they are appropriated every year. yelb will 

take many years to do the job arid we need an organization Which.can give-perma- 

nent support.to this work, . ai 

Bryce Browning: (Secretary, Muskingum Conservancy District, Ohio)” ARES ie 

_otw Mrs Cooke, friends of, the land, I was: greatly: impressed with the, state; ; 

ment that Mr. Boatman made'a few minutes ago when he: spoke-of loving the land.” 

Not very.long ago. a representative of the Japanese government, visited our pro- af 

ject,,in. Ohio. and after ‘going over the: project and discussing it with me, he, made | 1 

this interesting remark: "Mr. Browning, your! trouble in the United: States is. 

that your people don't love the land. ' We in Japan will-spend: hundreds. and... Ai 

hundreds of dollars td preserve soil that might only have a value of: one. hundred . 

dollars. when we are through with it. That is because we love the land." We — 

in Ohio have: recently succeed¢dd in getting some 45 million dollars for a flood 

control project. . Before’ the project was gémpleted the works themselves were . . 

threatened with eroding.soil, becatise the soil of eastern and southeastern..Ohio 

is.moving off so.rapidly. We knew cities were ‘dependent ‘upon the agricultural 

business, and we realized that unless crosien is controlled.we might ‘say we have 

wasted that amount of money for flood edntrol, -.Since that:time we have been 

doing everything we could to arouse interest: in ‘that ‘district, in preserving the 

soil --, that which we have left ~-_ and ‘putiding 4t backiups 323 sui o0 0:
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Because of our gréat interest in preserving that section of Ohio, we 
are intensely interested in the program being considered today... I feel may— . 
be this is about the most important moment in the lives of many.of us because 
if we can have'a part in creating an organization to do this, job, I feel | ; 

future generations will have a lot to thank us for. We in this country are 
up and dow. A few years ago people didn't know. about. conservation. People 
now in the upturn believe they invented the idea. . : ete. iad ' 

Just recently in a national publication I read an article to the ef-— 
. fect that we have licked the problems of soil conservation,. that we are pro-. 

ducing more than we need. When I read that sort of thing. it frightens me 
because I redlize how wrong that’ statement is. I want; to tell you that in 
Ohio we are ready to do anything in the world to help this. program. We think 
you and your people are supporting a splendid program, and we pledge our wiole— 
hearted cooperation in anything that may be done here today. I feel everyone 

of us today should have a solemn feeling about this because of the great need 
and the .great opportunity which is beforé us. : MPa te : § ) 

P. A. Waring: § (Pennsylvahia) 2 agra ; oF " 

’ .L would like to say in beginning that there: have been a: number of. men 
from the west speaking about the necessity of: soil. conservation.and I, as a 

farmer, also would like to say that we here in the east at one time thought . 

there was no conservation problem. But we now see that.we have a very serious 
problem also. Many of my neighbors, many of the men I speak to in. my own \ 
neighborhood. say soil erosion only exists in Nebraska and Georgia.. They, don't 
realize. that although we do follow good practices, we too have a serious prob- 
lem... If I can speak for the farmers of the eastern’ seaboard, I can see: we. must 
do something about the problem, and we want to make our contribution to your 
work. Y ; ‘ 

: At my home we have a little watershed. At the bottom of a hill we be- 
gan: to realize we were getting a large amount of soils . I began to yell and. 
look. out. for somebody to help me out, as I lived at: the bottom of the hill, so 
I.went to someone who could advise me how to get in touch with the Soil .Conser— 
vation Service... Since that time we have had a small watershed of about 900 

acres mapped and we have now a project to put:on that 900 acres all of the 
measures known. The Soil Conservation: Service has been very helpful, , It has 

f been a cooperative job and that, to me, is the most important part of the. con- 
servation work. But it. ¢an'tt be done by the government services:or the: farmers 
alone. The farmer realizes it is a job for himself, his neighbor and his 

f .government, to.do together. If the farmers can do anything, we want.to find it 
out. When they came they put’ a soil auger on my bottom land and went through 
12, inches of subsoil before they came to topsoil,’ We can!t do it alone, it is 
too big.a job, but we can do it if we’ cooperate, ! 

David Long: (Georgia) cs 

‘I remember that in 1912 it was my fortunate assignment to make a soil 
survey in the Georgia county in which are located: the famous Providence Caves. 
I am pleased that these giant gullies have been:given so much publicity, as I 
was one of the first to photograph them. I believe that every erosion pro- 
ject has a picture of those Providence Caves. :
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It was fortunate at that particular time that I knew two people who 

lived on that particular farm on which these famous gullies started. They 

were started by a drip off the roof of a barn and then gradually developed 

into great chasms which have destroyed a major part of the county. : : 

- Now I believe that this problem on which Mr. Cooke has ‘invited me to : 

talk is one in which we are all vitally concerned. .We must encourage our- ; 

selves to do the things needed to’ protect our land, but we have to keep in 

mind that before we can solve any problem we. have :to..know ‘that’ problem. Our 

little fari is! protected: with the modern terraces, .but the farm across the 3 : 

road is not. I claim that as an American citizen-that I,am. doing my parte’ §: % 

But it would be a selfish idea fot mé..to think.only-of my own. farm... ‘There- 

fore, I'wish to cooperate with this group here today: in ‘erder:to rise above ~ * ; 

selfish interest. ~ a Libnead he 8 ria ieee. ek Bescon : 

Like all great movements, societies, organizations and-religious ‘or ‘ 

social orders we must realize that there isa time when’ some:people must amake 5 

a sacrifice, go to efforts and expensé and be devoted to a cause which is 

above their own selfish ideas. Therefore, I like the.word loyalty whi¢h.is. 0... 

defined as a "devotion to a cause greater than ourselves." Another phase of 

this question, is the need for a fellowship of kindred spirits. who are’ willing 

to sacrifice that the other man might know .and take action, . I.think that all‘ 

of you have made some personal sacrifice to come.to this meeting... It: was not 

my idea to come here and be away from home at Easter time. ;. We, had-planned at 
home to do certain things at Faster and then this. meeting was, called... It meant ‘ 

a personal sacrifice. The Company for which’ I am working at. home-has. other 
places to spend the expense money’ which’ paid my way.up here, but, they realize. 

that this movement is.so greatly needed that it is worthy. of the.sacrifice. In 

other words, we are all loyal and devoted to a dase that. must be above our » 
selfish interests... ‘- ; ee cy ‘ 

What is it that we hope to do? We are called upon to.get. that other 

man, that other fellow, conscious of the problem and to-regard the wastage of 

land or any other natural resource as a threat to our national welfare. . To» 
get that consciousness we must approach this, other person... That means.public 

appeal, That means understanding of the working of the minds of these other 

people. So in the first place I believe that if.we are to help and promote 

this idea that we must have:an objective and an alluring name and title, a high 

model which will interest this other man, this other woman, in.the work and in 
the line of thought. which we believe to bée tiue and ‘correct.:- “ 

Now what can. be done? .-Who’can help in this? I know that it would be 

a worthwhile effort if my Company wrote to. the farmers on our mailing list urg- 

ing but not scolding them, about the project of this. organization and fostering 
the thought that they open their mérids and ears. ta the teaching: and preaching 

of the scientists who know more than they or I do about this idea. It would 

be a help if you could bring a consciousness to those other people. How many 

concerns, institutions, public utilities, railroad companies and others have 

an opportunity to promote soil and water conservation?:.. I.do not know,.but it 

is really for us to think.out such problems, such public appeals, for us’ to 
know the working of human. minds to. give ‘them such facts that we can sell this 

idea to other people. As other spéakers have said, that cannot be done in a 

daye : tc ‘ee cyte ; :
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Ever since the Soil Conservation Service has been organized it has 

been fine to hear these men speak of the wonderful work that has been done 
on the land. But when somebody ‘comes and says that during the past 5:years 

you have lost 30 customers in one township, in one county, that makes all 

promotion managers sit up and take notice. Then when we multiply this by 

the business of the other counties we are beginning to see the great loss re- { 
ferred to. It affects not only our work, but hardware dealers, and hardware 
manufacturers when that farm is abandoned. Thirty in one township —- that. - 
means reduced sales in that area of lots, hardware and other things concerned 

‘ in the building and development of the country. It is necessary to bring to 
the attention of the sales managers of the United States. the seriousness of oe 
the changing conditions of their sales territory by loss of soils. Depletion 

’ and abandonment of land necessitates the regrouping and moving factories from . 

one section to another. Sometimes it is necessary to go over 50 miles from , 
our factory to the region we are selling because the soil became depleted and 

people are moving away from there every year. : 

F. 0. Hagie: (Secretary, National Reclamation Association) . 

° A gentleman from Arkansas came to see me in my office a few days ago 
and we were discussing water problems in Arkansas. We have a combination 
flood and erosion problem, he said. We have too much water one time and then 
too, little another time. He said we have no water law in my state and I am 
coming inito talk with you about water laws in the west and see if you can give 
me a place where I might find a water law. The only law that is in effect.in 
our state is a court decree —— that water is a common enemy and that every man 
is free to fight it in his own way. So much for Arkansas. 

West of the hundredth meridian water is our greatest need, water is 
life itself, because our rainfall averages from 3 inches annually to 10 or 15 
inches annually. As you all know.who come from the East it requires from 30 
to 36 inches to grow a crop. Our problem is to conserve the water in the. 
streams and from the snow in back of reservoirs and spread it out over the 
land. Because of that I think possibly the people in the west are more con— 
servation minded than those in the east. We have been irrigating our lands .. 
from the earliest days of the settlement of the West. “ui 

First it was done individually and after a while small streams were | 
. used. Then in later years the conservation problem became too great to be 

handled by individuals, and the Government stepped in. Government reservoirs 
were established by the Reservoir Act in 1902. Today there are 50,000 homes 

‘ in the West that depend wholly upon irrigated lands, and Federal irrigation 
projects, and for every farm home we find about 3 in the city and towns depen- 
dent upon irrigation. You will find the West very much interested in a pro- 
gram of conservation of both soil and water. You will find that the West has. 
already accomplished a great deal. ‘ 

Stuart Chase: (Connecticut) Sie 

I have a tennis court but I am not a farmer. I have a vegetable farm 
and flower garden and orchard, I am the only one who takes care of the tennis 
court. It is, as you know, a level piece of ground, standard size, is 120 

feet by 60 feet and that tennis court has two sizes of crushed rock under it. 
Then on top of that is mative clay. That tennis court was built with.a very 
slight grade so that the water that falls on it will wash into a trough on the
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side. As you know who play on the tennis courts, it is pretty flat, otherwise 
you can't play. We had quite a storm last October, It was a local storm and 
about 3 or 4 inches of rain came dom. After that rain storm I went around to 
the trough and I took four wheelbarrows of clay from it that had washed off in 
a few hourts time. ; : ie a 

I think that gives you in a very unique way a view of how, if land is 
left unprotected, erosion can work. It paralyzed me to see the amount of top “ 
clay that had come off and when you extend: that tennis court idea to hundreds A 

of millions of plowed acres,.the picture is-pretty horrifying. i ‘ 

In New England we shad a hurricane, then.a flood, and a few weeks ago an © 
ice storm, That ice storm was the worst for a long time. . Every blade of 
grass, every seed of the cedar trees was coated. from an ich to two inches with : 
ice. Boughs and twigs were broken every which way. . Asa result thé editor 
of the local paper said we should parade the streets with placards "Nature is ; 
Unfair to New England." But as a result of the hurricane, ice storm and flood, 
the New England comminity is getting very much: alive to the: question of protect— 
ing our natural resources, When you,take the fine old elms and then note what 
happened to them and the vitalness of repairing them before the bectle gets to 
work on them (which will -be again very sheen you have an area that is ready 
to go on a program like this. It is a matter of saving the natural resources. “ 

We'are creatures of this, carth and we have to protect that, environment. 
I feel ‘that there is a great-deal.to do. You can work a large dégroc through 
garden clubs, I was speaking on conservation at a meeting in Buffalo which, . 
was especially lead by a garden club. They get excited when anything happens 

to their flowers ahd trees. I think we have to draw on. all these resources. 
We should get the. people who have touched on. this general subject and bring them 
into this picture, and I Imow it can be done. 4... LL 8 4 

At this point the meeting adjourned for lunch. The meeting reconvened . 
at 1:45 pem. ’ tata $ ; . 

Mr. Morris L. Cooke: : : ‘ j ety 

I think that at this point, and before we resume this morning's discus— 
sion, I will announce the personnel of the committees that will go into session : 

as soon as wo adjourn. : ee : : 

First is the Committee on Nominations. © It happens that this committice ’ 
that: I am going to appoint on nominations has on it five people who have express— 
ed their willingness to serve as directors, but they naturally would hesitate to 
report their owm names,.so I am going to ask somebody here to authorize the 
secretary to cast. a;:vote for these five, as follows: 

Russell Lord 5 year term — 
Je Russell Smith 4 year term 
Guy T. Woolford 3 year term 
Huston Thompson 2 year term 
Will G. Metz 1 year term : i 

I am going to ask, if it appeals to you, to instruct the committce to 
report’ their own names, I see.that Mr. Thompson will be absent, so J suggest 
that. Mr. Symington sit with the committee,. It would also be helpful if Mr.' 

Hagie would advise with the committee on nemes from the West. :
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It was moved and seconded and unanimously voted that the committee re- 

port their ovm names as trustees. . 5 ’ : 

Mr. Cooke: ‘eldiant 

The Nominations Committce ‘should nominate 30 Directors and 10 Vice” ‘ 

Presidents, who together will be 40 who will vote on the Board of. Trustees. : 

That, however, is only tentative, and subject to the recommendations of the 

By-Laws Committee. 2 : , : 

» The, By-Laws Committee will be as follows: 
Markeley Stevenson, Chairman i 7 

, «(Qi Klip: COLLIER 
Bryce C. Browning ; 
J. Je Boatman 

«§ ; Robert S. Yard : 

The Finance and Budget Committee is as follows: igi 

. °, Stuart Chase i i Bite : 
Vaughn Flannery ; ; i \ 

Je E. Noll 
: ’ D. D, Long lea Abe ies 

: Morris L. Cooke, Chairman srerearninreces een 

I am going to ask Mr. J. Fe Jackson to act as chairman of those “who 

are left in the hall, to discuss possible lines of action. The other three 

committees are largely machinery and we'd be glad to have some discussion at ; 

this stage of specific things we can doe Among the suggestions we would like ; 

you to consider the proposal to have a large gathering, probably here in Wash— ‘ 

ington later in the year and probably after election, similar to the Wildlife 

Conference held here two or three years ago and again recently. Mr. Collicr 

thought that later in the year, probably after the election is over, we might 

look forward to having an equally intcresting gathering of people devoted to 

soil and water conservation. : \ 

Let us now continue with our general discussion. 

G. T. Woolford: (Head, Georgia Department of Forestry) : 

I didn't come to talk, I came to learn. I think it is a very interest- 

ing meeting. I would like to add my approval to what Mr. Metz said this morn- 

; ing, that you have done a wonderful thing in drawing up a group of principles, 

on which men from all over the country dan got together and solve their problem. 

The Chairman referred this morning to water problems being different, in 

different areas. With regard to water, some try to get rid of it and some try 

to keep it.- Some have 8 inches of rainfall and we have 52. | Our problem is to 

get rid of it because we know nature won't. The problems are very different. . 

I remember one time at‘a committee meeting of the YU. S. Chamber of Commerce we 

were discussing forestry. The gentleman sitting at my side was from the wost 

and our viewpoints didn't agrec at all. Finally he leaned over and said: "J 

begin to see now what ‘you're talking about. You're talking about trees and 

timber." I asked him what he was talking about and he said: "I'm talking 

about brush and shrubs." F
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There is a great difference between our problems. We put a great deal 

of time into forestry in the south. We have tried out various types of agri~~" |; 

culture, and.we are trying to find other things. I think to get together and ~ 

discuss our problems is one of the real features of this organization, this... 

group, because we can learn much from each other, learn many things. that. are 

new, many things that are wrong. If I might be permitted to tell this, we were 

very much interested in the old Capper report of 1920. The report was written’: 

by the Forest Service and they said that within 10 years the United! States would: 

be importing naval stores, from where they didn't say. North Carolina’and ~~." 

South Carolina would be practically finished. Georgia and Alabama would last , 

eight years. That is, in ten years we were going to be through. Here it is 

fourteen years and our state is furnishing one-third of the naval stores of the 

entire world and our sister state is furnishing-another third, making two-thirds ' 

of the entire naval stores of the world. -. bi cute 

We have to sift these figures and ideas carefully to see what the truth 

might be. We have to sift them all out and we can do it very wonderfully in a 

group of this kind. I am very happy to be here, ‘I'\ait enjoying the meeting very 

much and I hope in time to come we will know each other better because in know 

ing each other better we will know each other's problems better. 

Bryce.C. Browning: (Secretary, Muskihgum Conservancy District, Ohio) 

_. ' Mr.’ Chairman,. friends,.I feel a little bit» embarrassed in trying to 

speak about my own project because I live so close ‘td it. One of the gentle- 

men this morning made the remark there was a difference of interests over the 

country, that we in the east hadn't, so ‘much interest:tin water. My friends 

from Ohio all agree with me that out in Ohio we are"beginning to understand how 

important “water*is. ie ae \ 

eet 4! eS Te ey 

Our Ohio paper carried.a story a few weeks ago that some of the northern 

counties were paying seven cents a gallon for water, it has become so scarce. 

In many instances our farmers had to sell their cattle and sheep to the limit in 

order to get by with the ‘available water supply. I think we in the east are 

becoming aware of the water problem. We in the Muskingum area have 14 reser- 

voirs basically for flood: centrol purposes, but they also provide for water con~ 

servation. One of my Ohio friends comes from thé sowthern part of the state. 

They have been drawing from the sweet water so heavily recently that the wells 

are becoming’ filled.with salt. 2.0.0 eae 

We in Ohio when we ‘heard about the’ proposal for such an organization as 

this, urged emphasis on water conservation. In Olio, where we are supposed to 

have so much water, we are confronted with serious water shortages. We have 

many, many inquiries right now from our people in'that district asking what we 

can do to stipplement their present water supply. "I feel this organization, at 

this meeting while it is being set up, should emphasis strongly the idea of 

water conservation, because. basically it is a part*of soil conservation and in 

Ohio will have a much greater appeal.than soil’ conservation. By emphasizing 

the idea of conserving water,: we will have, a better chance of conserving the 

soil. Iwill be happy if:some of, you men here will’ stop’over in Ohio on your 

way back to your homes, and allow us to show you dir problem. You can see, 

our project. Only by working together ‘can we liék this problem and by working 

together we can do it. oe : é
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Will G,. Metz: (Wyoming) f ‘i Hn ; 

Mr. Cooke and folks, I am now going to paint a very serious picture. 
The: intermountain states, Wyoming, Colorado, North and South Dakota, Montana, 
Utah, Idaho, Arizona, New Mexico, and to a slight extent the Texas Panhandle, 

if and eastern Washington, Oregon and California have one problem in common, that 

of the stoppage of what I have termed "flash runoff." SER 

The problem we have is that of stopping this sudden runoff from melt- 
ing snow water or rainfall. We do not have the problem of saving the initial 

; fertility of the soil to the extent which you have it in the East. We in the 
West do.not, in general, have the fine, heavy, rich loams which you have in 
the Corn Belt and farther east. We have a dry, arid, or semiarid condition. 

; Giving you Wyoming as an illustration: The headwaters of nearly every 
important western river, whether it runs ‘to the Mississippi or to the west , 
coast, originates in Wyoming. he problems on these watersheds, in Colorado, 
Montana, Idaho, Utah are all about the same. The water originating at the 
headwaters has a habit of running downhill very fast, so where we have too’much 
water for a brief period each year, we then have all of our small ranches at 
the foot of each one of these small mountain streams suffering-from a: shortage... 
of water during the farming season. | ’ 

a These small ranches do not raise competitive crops. . A great deal ‘has 
been said on the edstern seaboard, on the poorest information,’ to the effect 
that our people were raising crops which would add to the already burdened sur- 
pluses of the country and more money should not be spent for irrigation, To 
the largest extent imaginable, our people are bound up with stock raising. 
They are not farmers in the true sense; their farming operations are a side is— 
sue to. the business of stock raising, — : * A 

.. The water originating in our mountains runs off‘in the spring after a’: 
sudden downpour .and must be controlled at the headwaters, ‘The solution of our 
soil conservation problem is directly tied up with how well or poorly we are” 
going to build storage reservoirs of somé kind or another on all of these small 
streams. This is the first problem we have to contend with in the whole west, 
because, we are initially a stock raising people. 4 : een 

Our_country runs from 3 to 10 or 15 inches of rainfall. My rainfall 
: is about 123 inches, and has to be supplemented by irrigation if we are to suc~ 

ceed. ; : 

I was glad to hear the remarks of Mr. Browming from Ohio who mentioned 

the need of water conservation.as one of the real problems that should be faced 
by this group. The prevention of soil erosion and the loss of fertility in 
our country is not vital’ unless it be coupled with suitable water storage; 

' ‘I think if T could paint the picture briefly I would be better under— 
stood. If we conSider our country as a stock raising country, we must stabi- 
lize our economy by the development of small storage projects, and we must also 
reclaim through an agency such as the Bureau of Reclamation the great unclaimed 
desert areas which are productive but have nothing at all at the present time, } 
The whole thing. starts from the top of the mountain with storage, a small stop 
gap reservoir plant of some sort, the preservation of forest and grass; insofar 
as we provide small watering’ places for stock in that country we preserve a
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better grass structure, There are thousands of illustrations in that country, 
right now of lack of water having caused too much overgrazing with its ¢hain-*-:-*' 

of following evils. ia 

_The coupling of water storage in+small quantities and in large quanti- : 
ties, comes as our first step in soil conservation in the West, . Then if we. . 
do a good job of supporting that kind of a program in the intermountain states, ; 
we have at the same time prevented soil erosion in those states and along the 
main streams and we have accomplished what we have to do. We must begin at. 
the top of the mountain.: * a ‘ . 

The word reclamation should not be used improperly. © There’ are. two 
kinds of things which we should do out there. We should maintain and support, . 
everything which the Bureau of Reclamation is attempting to do in developing ~ ‘ 
the arid sections of that country. We should do that, But I think I will 

have made my point improperly if I don't make it clear that we should’also sup~. 
port the development of the small storage projects by the thousands. The two E 
go hand in hand and are vital to the west, but one should not be supported at 
the cost of the other. ' i ; : NG: ; 

Markeley Stevenson: ‘ 4 : age ake 

This whole thing is really new to me. I knew nothing about the meet- 
ing until a few days ago. It seems to me that while there are any number of 
specialized societies and arganizations, friends of the fish, birds, animals, .. 
trees, and whatnot, there is nevertheless an urgent need for a general organi- 
zation built around land and water which will support’ all of these objectives, | 

To deal with the landscape as a whole, I take it, is the purpose of the — 
Friends of the Land, I think that this has been brought out by speakers who ee 
presented the problem earlier, showing their interest in soil conservation, 
water conservation, etc., and along with these goes the preservation of the |. 
vegetation, forests, and so forth. I feel sure that, as you know, landscape 
architecture is the only profession so far as I know that is solely concerned 2 
with the design of the land as a whole. The: organization of the landscape 3 
wouldn't-be based on any one particular element of the landscape, and for Gite"). 
reason it seems to me, (and I shall certainly do everything that I.can) I } 
should interest all the members of my profession: and the Society of Landscape 
Architects as an organization in this work, I think that it is most worth- 
while. i : : perertiois EAN «oes ‘ 

J. E. Noll: (Missouri) i 

I would like to take just a little of your time to tell you what a ‘ 
little club in a little commercial town way out in Missouri has done, and what ... 
part they have taken in the development of agriculture, soil conservation and . 
water conservation. . We have a little Chamber of Commerce. It is only a 
little Chamber of Commerce since we only have a little town. Sometimes we. . 
have a hundred members, but more often we have only about 50, © ‘i : 

We have a strictly agricultural country. We-have no mines or oil : 
wells, and all the wealth which is to be made has to be made from agriculture. : 
So we thought probably that: we could best serve our town’ by helping agriculture 
which would, in turn, help the commercial people. We held a corn show. We. 
gave 200 dollars for the best hundred ears of corn. Fifty dollars for the
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best 50 ears, and ten dollars for the best 10 ears. All the corn became the 

property of the club and was later sold at an auction sale. We*had corn ‘from 
all over, the United States, i : eres ye 

At ‘the end of the show we sold at that auction sale 125-ear lots and © 
we figured since it was the best corn available that we were helping increase : 

the quality of our corn. ° Ree , { : eee : j 

Then we started to work with the Extension Service. In 1915 they 
i found a little alfalfa down on the creek. No other land was sweet: enough. a 

We had a meeting and we called ‘it the Alfalfa Meeting. . Then later we changed ~*~ 
it into the Agriculture Institute. Our Chamber of Commerce ‘cooperated. The’, : 

, County: Clerk invited us and gave us a banquet... From 1915 we went: on arid. they * ip 
changed the name a number of times. ‘The’ only. thing they told us about at i 
that time was to plant more. We should put more nitrogen-inithe ground to: . 
raise more. But'the water’washed the soil away, so the nitrogen didn't:'work 

very well. , 

In 1916 we decided a little lime and fertilizer would help and we ac- i 
complished a little there, but in 1929 something else happened. . Up to this ; 
time nothing. was said about erosion, ‘ Three men came through north Missouri ~~ 
looking for. a place to establish an experimental soil: erosion farm. I was Ns 
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce then (still am). The County Clerk came 
to me and told me about them, I didn't know anything. about soil erosion and . ‘ 
I thought it was political.’ Herbert Hoover was President and Arthur Hyde : 
was Secretary of Agriculture. I said this is just a political job and’ they ~ 
are going to try to save their faces, — what is the use of doing. anything? : 
Finally they came back the second’time. The man who was to show them around 
wasn't there so I did. The community had to furnish the farm for two ‘years 
gratis. A farm of 240 acres was needed. I picked out.two which weren't so | 
good and we went to town and began to talk. , ve ae, i . k 

The more they talked to me the more interested I became. Finally I °° 
said that I was interested in it, and if we could. finda farm that would * ' ; 
qualify would they locate here. Yes, they would.,.. Just tell: me what kind of 
farm you are looking for. A large description. Hard surface road, well im : 
proved farm, principally good soil, some crops on slopes up to 16 percent and 
a field on which they could build terraces half a.mile long... There were only ; 
two hard surface roads in the county. There was a farm just about suitable,: — : 
but no terrace a half mile long. We looked it over... One of these men with a 
lot of endurance to roam around would bow down and take up the soil. The other 
two men would just look. id le m a 

The first man (Louis Jones) said, "This comes closer to suiting me than 
any we have seen." H. H. Bennett said, "No it is probably not ‘quite right." ; 
The third man was Dr. Miller from the soils department of the University of 
Missouri. Mr. Bennett said, "Is this farm available?" Yes, In about two... ‘ 
weeks a couple of engineers came to make a contour survey of that farm. I : 
want to say to you that it was only 10 percent of the people:in’Missouri that ° 
gave soil erosion any thought at that tite. "The Government has a lot-of |~ 
money, let them pay for it." — Ue Tre eager ‘ 

They moved in and started some things. .. Started to tear the ground up, 
etc. A friend of mine who was agdinst the idea tried to stop the proceedings, 
but I said perhaps it would prove satisfactory, Today that man has a farm all 
terraced.
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They found out in one year én that land that 60 avres-of-corn lafid fost 
aver 90.tons per acre of-soirs. : : ; Fe nah gS 

Then they put in another plot of land and divided it into two parts, .. 

one close pasture and one medium planted. ‘In;this plot there was about three 

acres. ‘They put measuring devices on each ‘half. They found out thst the run- 

off from the close pasture was three times as mich as off the plot that was... 

medium planted.. .We had, always known that if you didn't tuyn in too carly‘in. . 
the spring, you will.have more grass section. The reason why is that the 

grasses held the: water... wt: ae ee ee ao ica 

' After about three years they thought they knew enough abcut erosion con- 
trol and wanted to: find cut, if it would work cut ina larger way.''' They. estab- |: 
lished a watershed..of 155,000 acres. ‘In 1935 we had quite .a Lot of ‘rainfall.in. : 3 
the first six months. They built terraces, and tock land out ‘of cultivation ; 

and furnished seed. We went from soil’ erosion to rain.gages. ‘Rainfall abcut 
the same. <A lot of this work has to be educational. Even the university: .... 
people wouldn't believe it. .- ; tae 

About three years ago. Mrs Ralph Budd said he was never so surprised in 
his life as to.see ‘what was happening to the soil, . .He “wanted his ‘company to. - 
run soil conservation excursions, several trains, not. buses, The last Zephyr . . 
conservation train ran,on.the’ 2lst of November :and.there were 157° farmers on. ..: 
that train. . They had come nearly 200 miles to sec this farm. ee art 

“Tchad five.men in my care. I asked one of them if he thought he got , 
paid for his trip and he answered yes’he had:learned mcre on soil’ erosion on 
that farm in an -houn-and.a half in that afternoon than he eculd léarn' in a life 

time on his own: farms... So.it has gone én frém one,thing to anothere 6 0000. 

A man who was a combination director cf a bank. and farmer kept fighting. 
our experimental farm. , The Government was spending tco much money and he tried 
to prevent it.’ “But about four years ago I had in a carload of about 20 tons of 
phosphate ‘and he decided tc buy four tons. The year before last’ he bought some 
lime, and last year -he.built some terraces, ‘so that he could farm on:a-contour, 
If it has taken.10:years tc convince that man, above the average intelligence, 
how long is it going to:take to convince”the. average.man?. It will bo a long. 

time, but it will be worth while.’ Bee oahh hey suds att 

People-have come from all over ‘the United.States and the world to see 7 
this farm. As I sec it, the work ‘boing done for the. Svil Conservation Service 
is going to be worth more to agriculture than all the rest of the werk trying 

to be done and all.the rest.of the methcds combined that the Gcvernment and . 
other people are doing... It is. gcing.te be'a big job. . We have only touched 
the surface now, .. I want to got into this work in both scil, and water conser— 
vation aspects because beth are impcrtant, because. if. you get’ the absorption of 
water you prevent the erosion of scil. © ‘ ei Feb 

Russell Lord: :- pests ; i ss ‘ieee i ig 

A magazine that is any good is a growth. oats grows from the response 

of its readers —- letters, pictures, field nctes, articles and advertisements. 
I have: no’ rigid ideas as to what THE LAND should. contain. I distrust magazine 
formula. You start. cff with 4 formuls or-set ideas, and, it may seem to go all 
right at first; but unless there is growth, aliveness, responsiveness to chang- 
ing events afield, pretty soon you find yourself flogging a dead horse. A
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magazine built to response is a live magazine; it reacts to living ;stimula; and 
it grows. Q 

As a guiding principle, then, I hold that THE LAND should be a magazine 
.that takes its form from the ground up, not from Washington down, . -This can be 
true from the very first. What you have said, and are saying, at this meeting 
should shape, and already has shaped, the first issue. Not only the words you 
say, but the sentiment that you share and exhibit, give us our keynote. 

"Friends of the Land: A non-profit, non-partisan association for the 
conservation of soil, rain and Man."': I spell Man with a capital M, and under- 

q score it when I think of ‘a guiding editorial policy for THE LAND. Conserva— 
tion is a human thing, dealing in relationships’ between all things living. The 
final crop that binds all our interests together is the human crop. The final 
crop is the people, and the spirit of the people. ‘ 

We speak of co-ordination; but it is only a word on paper if we do not 

come to conservation with an understanding of the essential unity of soil, air, 
water, birds, streams and people; and with that sentiment which has been ex 
pressed at this meeting so often and so variously: love of the land. If we 
do not get that feeling inte our-paper, our paper will be dead., We will get 
it in, and have a live paper. i : 

We have a great story to trace and to tell, month by month, in this 

magazine. I think it is the greatest, the most absorbing story of this age. 
Certainly it is an assignment of absorbing human interest, to push through 
imagined segments and barriers, to speak straight in human terms, from the 
ground up, of conservation as a whole. It has been said here this morning 
that we are thinking, in this society, in terms of the whole landscape. We 
are; of the whole living landscape. When-you look at it this way, at the soil, 
and streams and clouds and crops and game and people, as a living, going con- 
cern, then conservation becomes a living principle, and a live subject. 

A man need not get sloppy about it, and the even relation of fact is 
better as a rule than preaching; but we must recognize that the thing that 
binds us in a fellowship is a quiet, deep sentiment —- love of the land. All 
conservation begins with that; and to deepen and spread such a sentiment is our 
first job. Years ago, in France, I heard them tell of a Gascon peasant who 
picked up a handful of soil from the furrow and cried, "Behold what is in my 

| hand. It is France]" I have used that story often. We want to get that 
. kind of feeling about America in our magazine. ' 

We can exert an appeal that will reach not only country people, lay and 
professional, but city people, too. We can reveal the relationship between 

. good soil and good clean water.and the very life of the country and the race. 
We can bring the soil home to them in plain nglish that is good writing be— 

cause the people who write it are moved to the very depths of their being to 
sit down and say something in our paper. Some of these people will be profes- 
sional people, technicians,’ ethers will be business men and farmers. We may 
even let some professional’writers write for us, provided they are really. burst— 
ing with something to say.’ | ‘ }
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This is all pretty general. It has to be, at first. But we have, 

through the kindness of Mr. Vaughn Flannery, a definite idea as to what the 

paper will look like; and we begin to have some idea of what the first issue 

will contains Here are two dumties of THE LAND, in two Sizes, that we have , 

worked up. Nearly every one seems to prefer the smaller format; I do, myself. 

It is not, you will see, as small as THE READER'S DIGEST, nor yet as big as 

TIME; but a convenient and sensible book-size, in between. It falls into four 

sections; gives great ease and elasticity of makeup; avoids jump-lines and turn— 

to-page-sq-and-so annoyances, and gives the advertiser a break without turning 

over the book to advertisers. It is a fine professional job of layout that Mr. . 

Flennery has done for us. Both the text and the illustrations will have simpli- 

city, directness, liveliness and dignity. ..,..., : : \ ’ 

The ‘four ‘quartos are so planned that the, magazine opens with field notes, 

correspondence and shep talk; then comes a quarto of ‘articles with photographs : 

that fall as the text requires; third, there is a quarto carrying review material; 

and fourth, in the closing quarto advertising and more intimate miscellany. TI 

should, I think, include in this closing qiarto, as rapidly as we can do the 

necessary groundwork, a crisp and thoroughgoing guide to contemporary articles, 

papers and.books. (both. private and governinental) on every, phase of agriculture 

and conservations So much stuff comes out there is hardly a way to keep track 

of it; I think we can work-out a way; and perforin here eae program notes per- 

haps.as clear and interesting as‘the Guide to ‘Plays ‘in THE NEW. YORKER,) a service 

really needed. We can perhaps supplement this service, as. a ‘Sqciety, by supply- 

ing to members photostats or reprints of articles. There‘is a wealth of this 

material which only an outfit with a Washington office can get at. ‘ 

What we ought to do, if we can work it, is get out a first issue, dated, 

say, September, and get-.it out. in advance, say, in July. ' It is unsatisfactory 

to deseribe an unborn magazine; better get it born, and show what we have. 

As one of the leading articles fer the first issue, I think we may have : 

an account called WITH FLAHERTY AFIELD, Robert Flaherty, the man who has done 

such great documentary, films. as Nanook of the North and Man of Aran, has been 

since last summer, filming the face of the United States. I have been working 

with him some on the picture. The picture, like our paper, will be called THE 

LAND. ees pal IN oe 

Flaherty, had not been in this’ country for seven years when we brought him 

over from England last summer, The whole country was a surprise and a revela- : 

tion tc him; and he has not only made magnificent shots, but formed interesting 

impressions. The article, if we have it, will tell how he works and what he 

saw from Maine to Texas, and up to.Oregon. He saw, for one thing, ‘privation 

springing from soil displacement and human displacement which he says is worse 

than any privation he saw in the far North, on the rocky isle of Aran, or in 

India. Conservation is surely a live and vital stery, as Bob Flaherty’ sees it, 4 

and films it. His picture will be of great aid in our work. , 

The ‘thing now to'do is to get going. If we are going to find and hold - 

an audience as wide and general, in time, as THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, f 

or HARPER'S reach today, we must put out a geod job from the first. Certainly 

we have the theme and the material to interest a wide audience, in time. If we 

can have a reasonable degree of backing at.first —— a néderate underwriting of 

necessary deficits as we start -- I feel sure that we have the makings of a 

magazine that can stand on its own legs as a business venture in two years or 

less; and contribute thereafter substantially to the support of wider activities 

of the Society,
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M. 0. Ryan: (Greater North Dakota Association, NeDe) 

Mr. Cooke, we feel you were partly responsible for focusing the atten 

tion of the world on our condition. We hope through your generous efforts “in 

bringing this group together today we may help to remedy the black eye you gave 

us in the Great Plains Drought Committee Report. f 

It is true we were the seat of the drought ‘country. — The people of the 

state themselves just learned to be conscious of a certain trusteeship they 

: have in that geography and that surface soil. If you foresaw any situation 

under our present setup.as big as that drought problem, Ill eat it. 

' We turned to the War Department and they had no interest in us. ‘ We 

turned to the Reclamation Bureau and they told us we were east of the one 

hundredth meridian. We turned to the S.C.S. to help us plant some alfalfa to "~~ 

help us check our wind erosion. We turned to this and thet agency for some 

type of leadership. and guidance’ in ‘bringing into play some of the things we had. 

learned from that drought. There wasn't any single place ‘to make a beginning. 

The Federal agencies combined spent up to three hundred fifty million dollars 

to help us but we still haven't been able to make any beginning on that problem. 

Partisanship has no place in-a problem of that character. We can look across 

into Canada and see them doing things we haven't done ‘or been able to do. It is 

a challenge: to us. « ae : 4 

‘I say to you, Mr. ‘Chairman, you mentioned a ‘survey made of the wells. 

They receded 15 to 17 feet, even in Minnesota, and when you go below them the | i 

scientists tell us we are using the artesian supply faster than it is being re- 

charged by the surface flow. When enough rain isn't falling on ‘the surface it 

gives a big problem, We hope the gentlemen with the ideas that brought these 

men together will not only help the soil and water program but that you will 

help define a national. land policy, a work which is so sensible and helps so 4 

much to revive the morale of our people. » } ' : 

George M. Corlett: (Colorado): Bees. tus f pik 

We are on. the rooftree of the nation in: Coloradé. » We have rivers run- 

ning in seven different directions and T think we have all of the problems these © 

other gentlemen have mentioned. ‘ 

I am from the Ric Grande Valley, which has about 750,000 acres of irri- 

gated land. We have had a long, hard pull for a great many years on account 

f of differences we have had with New Mexico and Texas. ‘We now have a tri-state 

compact dewn there, the federal government’ and the three states expended about 

half a million dollars on a survey of the upper Ric Grande basin. That hes 

given us a large amount of information. i ; 

During this dry cycle, out.in castern Colorado we have lest a great deal 

of our soil from wind erosion.  -But for agriculture we are absolutely dependent 

upon water, it is our fundamental asset.” On good Land we have communities and 

good citizens, on poor land they ‘are a liability, but good land is not good with- 

cut a regulated water supply. es ‘ i es ay i 

We have a very serious pumping problem north: of ‘Monte’ Vista in the Rio 

Grande Valley. We have spent about a million dollars on pumps in the’ last 

several years, We find out we are pumping about 150 thousand acre fect per
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year out of subsoil which is being recharged at the rate of only 60,000 acre 

feet per year. If we don't get further supplementation by reservoir storage 

or if we have a few dry years we will be in a bad situation. We are very « 

interested in conservation and will be very glad to assist. Soil erosion is 

teken care of on irrigated areas to a large extent, but is a serious menace to. 

rangé lands. t Bits snten 

Due to overgrazing, we have some badly eroded areas. I think we have 

all:the preblems and we will be very glad to cocperate in every Way we can. I 

thought this’ was to ‘be a contact organization between the agencies and the 4 

people who are on the land. After the statements this morning and after listen- ; 

ing to this program, I think the idea is good and if the objective is what I 

think it is, we will be glad te cooperate in every way we cane 

Je Te Detwiler: (University of Western Ontario, Canada) 

Tc come down here from Ontario to talk conservation in the United States, 

particularly: in Washington, is like carrying coal to Newcastle. I feel you have 

derie so much here, it little behooves us-to bring our story to youe 

-- We have a feeling conservation is good, but we have no commission, no 

organization.in the government. We have some little organizations like the 

Ontario.Conservation and Reforestation Association which takes in all the arable 

part of Ontario. The areas are divided into zones. We hold public meetings. 

We have gotten as far as reforestation. We have the feeling’ reforestation is a 

panacea and will cure everything. The different governmental departments: have 

taken a hand in it, they have seen something in it. The fish and game people 

see something in its © The Department cf Forestry believe it is the background * 

of Conservation. . : ‘ i 

. I have been attending conservation meetings under various names, wild- 

life, etc. phat go toward conservation. One thing has disappointed me, and I 

am not criimaing. We seem to be talking about farmers all the time. I feel 

it is not the farmers, I feel the object should be to make the world a better 

place to live in and this was the least stressed point at all. . The man who 

wrote Genesis knew that wasn't sufficient. You have to lay special- emphasis on 

man, but we are hearing nothing on it. 

I think we should do more about that. Why are we doing this? To make 

a better place to live in. ; 

j We read all the reports of the governmental and state agencies, We feel 

you have a lot of information and we envy you. The first thing we must have is ‘ 

information. We can't talk in platitudes. Get your information. We have 

been so impressed that we have rather felt or wondered why you wanted to organize 

a society. I see why now. You want to humanize it, to make the people con- 

scious of what they needs I believe governments have only a few functions, one 

‘is.to pass legislation and regulations. The best kind of government comes from 

‘the people. I think an organization like this can find out the facts and bring 

them home and humanize it, that is my great plea. I have enjoyed the spiritual 

touch of this meeting. Somebody mentioned service, and I think that is a won- 

derful thing. JI think the greatest service man can give is to serve his fellow 

men, to hand it down to posterity. The supreme happiness comes when there is no 

need for credit. I am sold on conservation, but it isn't Things, it is Man. I 

think service is the true essence of Conservations
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Roland Curran: (Central Valley Project Association, California) 

A The Central Valley of California is approximately "500 miles long’ and 50 
miles wide. | The water in the lower. two-thirds, of the valley’ is abcut one-third 
of the flow that: comes’ins In the northern end ‘of ‘the alley’ two-thirds falls 

_ and one-third ‘is under Leptin iing? fen One Site ae ate: 2, HEE EY, 

: The pionéers scttled along the river coufseé' aiid thé 'stroaris and devolop- 
ed land readily accessible to a water supply.” ‘Raiti falls from December to the 
end of April, theri we'get'no more water,. Where it ‘falts’onthe mountain as 

: snow, that is dur'water supply.and it needs. to ‘be regulated.. °The-lands along 
the strearis had to be regulated on minimum annual flow.’’ Somné' ‘years there was a 
surplus, other years shortages... Qther. pioneers. developed water, There was an 
abundance cf water, aS there was a high.water. table, “* Théy' Started with centri- 
fugal pumpings The more fertile: lands were higher pp and as the deep well 
pumps were developed those lands were brought into, produttion “and for years there 

_ Was no appreciable lessening in-water supply until a inan here and there would 
find there was no wateY in ‘his well... The wells wére deepened, the pump was 
changed or they'd get ancther motor. This didn't’ oceur“until the area was well” 
populated. From the stage of maximum utilization at one time, which was 175,000 

acres, the land has now returned to its desert condition in many parts. 

Some projects are now under construction, but ’Like allconservation pro- 
jects they progress slowly. Any one inflividual carnottake:credit for that 
project. Today the project is under construction by the Burceu of Reclamation, 
at an estimated cost of 170 million dollars. It is a true conservation project 
and will fulfill a multiple purpcse. It will control the Sacramento River. 
The great Shasta dam wili regulate the flow of that river and restcre navigation 
far up that stream; it will keep a stcady volume cf water going into San Fran- 
ecisec Bay which will prevent the backing up of salt water into the cultivated 
areas, It will. furnish water to industrial areas around the Bay and give them 
an adequate supply of sweet, fresh water, It will take care cof the farm lands. 

fo the south they are building the Friant dam and from that water will 
be delivered to the Bakersficld area to supplement the supply that has grown so 
small. Then toward Madera, a length of 41 miles, tc protect the developments 

that already exist. 

The power generator of Shasta dam is expected to pay for at least half 
the cost of the project. The project at present is like all others at the pre- 
sent time, suffering from a sudden wave of cuts in funds, Congress and the 
administration seem to be struck with the idea we must cut down cn everything. 
They scem to be confining their attention almost exclusively te and locking to- 
ward national defense. I think our greatest national defense is the secial 
and economic welfare of our country. We were hopeful they would go ahead and 
build this project as rapidly as geod engineering would justify. With the 
development of these projects, it is the greatest contribution in the west to- 
ward conservation we cculd have. 

The conditions described in the book GRAPES OF WRATH are resented by 
some of cur people at home. But the bock focused attention upon one of the 
great problems we have to consider and have had, the migrant problem. I think 
the picture of this country floundering around tc take care of a half million 
families is a tragic commentary on our failure to conserve cur natural resources,
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We believe that the government should give adequate attention to reclamation and 

conservation, particularly water conservation in'the Great Plains‘and the South, 

and keep those people on their own lands where they'd like to make their homes. 

I think much commercial farming is gone for a long time. I think this depres- 

sion has driven a lot of silly notions out of a lot of people's minds that be~- 

yond making a good living they have got to go out and build up huge fortunes. 

If they can get enough to build a home and make a living they will be happier. 

You can't begin to get around this problem. If we could find adequate and 

fertile lands for them to farm in a small way you'd probably write off two-thirds 

of the migrants. Give them security, a house, some crops, a COWe ; 

© ete 

_ This organization is starting 'off.in splendid shape because aside from 
conservation of our ordinary resources, the’ speakers: have, stressed the point i 

that is the most important thing we: have. to.consider in our country. that is 

Man. You have to give them their’ self-respect; “ As man mst have more than. 
- place to pitch a tent, he needs guiddnce’and alittle help. The least we can ~ 

do is stress the most important thing — whichis’ taking. care of our pcople. 

At this point the general meetingadjourned and the committees: appointed 

by the Chairman went into sessions, cul GL) emai aes Ba) Cal 

: t Pee
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Qn Friday evening at 7:50 perms, there was a buffet supper, following: 

which the moving: pictures, The Plow That Broke the Plains" and "The River," 

were shown, Bobh.of these pictures were made. by Pare Lorentz. . : 

Saturday, March 23s.- ae Di, 1 ties age S ee ee « 

“Mr, Cooke called the meeting at 10:45 a.m., and’ ‘then asked Mr¢ Alan , 
Jordan to make a statement. Pe see : 

Alen Jordan: (Ohio Valley Conservation and Flodd dontrol Congress). ©. 

; ay In 1933. Dr. Holzer organized the, Ohio Valley Conservation’ and, Flood 
Control. Congress. At that time thore was) no existing policy of flood control. 
The first job that they worked’ on wag storing the weter in the District. In 

the last 50 years there have been 50 floods that have done’ some damage in the 
Ohio Valley. One billion dollars worth of property, lost and 1,000 people 

drowned. So we have an interest and we fool that ‘the ‘protection of lives and 
property of people is one of the most important projects tht we’ can all take 

. care of in the flood control acts in tho United States ond establishing a policy 
of flood control, The Flood Control Act of 1956 ostablished a now land mark 

“in this Field as it géve congressional rccogtition’ tothe nocessity for upstream 
engineering as an essential part of flood control. The Department of Agricul- 
ture was made responsible for soil conservetion and runoff retardation on the 

wetersheds on which floods are to be controlled. 

In 1937, $500,000 was turned over +0, Agriculture from the flood control 
appropriation for surveyse. In 1938, four, thillion ‘dollars was made available 

to Agriculture for works of improvement and ‘construction in addition to $3,000,000 

in the same act for further surveys. Throe million dollars was/egain appro= 
priated in 1939 to carry on the survey part of Agrioulturo'ts program, The total 
of six million five hundred thousand dollars has hoon allocated to the Depart- 

mont of Agriculture for surveys and plens under which they can cooperate with 

flood control and 4 million dollars for improvoment == 211 by means of upstream 

engineoring and.mcasures of proper land uses... 9, ion ; 

In 1937 Congress authorized five hundred forty million dollars s year to 
go for flood control work wider the army engineers. Congress “gave them 60 mil- 

: lion dollars in 1937, first apnropriction, im 138 seventy-two million, '39 one 
_ hundred thirty-three million. The army engineers ‘have prepared and built an 

2 ~" organization to spend one hundred end thirty-three million dollars per year, and 
now this year Congress slashed the appropriation and the budget was cut to 

. seventy million, about one-half that the army enginecrs have built up an organi- 

zetion to go ahead with. We are trying to get 25 million dollars additional. 
‘* In the hope of raising that we went before the House Committec end weren't sble 

to get it, but now we’are going before the Senate Committee. 

The army engineers have built up 4 wonderful organization. One percent 
only is, army engingers, the rest. (99 porcent) are civil enginoers, If the ap- 

* “propriation is reducéd to 70 million dollars they"will have to discharge one 
half of their employees and thon perhaps in another your Congress will give thom 

’ 183 million dollars and the army could never build up the organization to the 

point thet it is nowe So we are very much interostod in building up this parti- 

cular organization. : ide a ut raat eset
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Mr. Cooke, . ; ee Rasch ial PORE arte 

There is a tremendous problem ahead,.of Friends “6 the Land. ~ Strides 53: 

there is no definite organization in the esountry that dc ‘especially active im «. - 
this field, we probably should confine our activities to those reasonably 

directly related to the conservation of land and water, I hope that as we 

get our fect on the ground and feel our own territory firmly under. foob ‘that-:n«: 

we cen go out and be interested in. some of these. things that, have an ultimate ~~~” 
interest in our work. Py Tae ae ak 

Glenn 5. Dill: (OkLshoma) : ee RN gl ae bent ate ' 

. . At the present time there are 33 operating soil conservation districts 7 

in Oklahome. The state has about 40 million acres of which’ a Tittle freee: . 

million acres are included in districts. Georgia-is the ‘only ‘state With inde: 

acres in districts. AE ee yaaa re? Bs fond ae 

’ What is:the principal. handicap of these districts? ~ It is ‘Lack“of 2% ae 

technics] assistance. SPAN ei aera ire eves ete! 

What. kind of people are needed for!-technigal- assistance? * Péopxe' $6 go! ° 
out «in the field end work with the farmers: to >help them with their problems and °: 

make up their farm lands and things of that matures), 7. 7 Beane! ! 

Mr. Cooke: LPS iy AS Oe ill RRC RRR REA ine 

The encouragement of technical assistance to Soil Conservation Districts 
clearly fais definitely within the field of this;organization. ‘As ‘sodn as we 

get on our feet we should support this provision. for assistance for people who: - 

have shown willingness to help themselves: save,.the, land. "If the government... 
goes ia and then disappearé’Very little:is-apt,to happens (°° 0 288 8 le a: 

Moris Burge: (American Association on Indim, Affairs al 2 ee ie ake 1 if 

I think the interest that our organization has in this organization is. 

very clear. We are dealing with an Indian population entirely rural, dépen—" 

dent upon the land and in most cases the Land: is inadequate to make a living 

for the people. The Indians:are living in -a.Mmited area with very*little 

chance of extending it. In the past years that.land. has, been badly mishandled: | 

and only recently the realization of the need for conservation has ecme to," 

light. All the people are located cn reservations. and the, land supports reugh~ 

ly half of the people. The unfortunate idea of: some.well meaning but misguided 

individuals is that rain will come and help and there will, be no need to cut 

down the number of livestock to avoid overgrazing. | Our organization's work ‘is 
similar to that proposed for Friends of. the Land, but in a more limited ficld,— 
We look forward to cooperating with you wholeheartedly, 9 

+ Mr. Cooke: — nie ee eee es 

Now it is up tous, We have undertaken.a great’ job, ‘in a ‘great catise, 
It is a cause that has moved the hearts::and minds of, men for ‘centuries -—- this 

thought of "a good land; a land‘of brooks of water, of fountains and depths that 

spring out of the valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley, of vines and! 

fig trees, etc." And there is also the thought that in Such a land, and only 

in such a land, well-tended, plain men can attain to human becurity, ease ‘and
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dignity, "Then they‘ shal sit, each man, under his own vine, and under his fig 4 
tree; and none shall make them afraid." ; 

- : But simply to speak and dream of such a land does not get us anywhere. 

..We have evidence of that. . You will recall in that brief anthology which we 

sent out along with the manifesto calling this meeting, we had American voices 

saying the ‘same’ things we have been saying at this meeting; and that..some of 
sthese friends of the land spoke more than two hundred years ago. They are dead; 
but the thought, the spirit, the understanding which lived in these early Ameri~- 
cans — Washington, Jefferson, Patrick Henry —- are not dead. © Through the magic 

of print they join our councils. They speak to us in our own terms; they talk 
about things we know about; they give us ideas we can use; and a new impulse to 

f go on with the fight and do the job. We friends of the land are the living in- 

heritors of their vision and aim, 

Now the time has come to act, and to act largely. It is a job in which 
we can, and mst, interest everybody. Wherever we live, on naked earth, or in 
offices and apartments reared high over pavements, we all depend on soil and 
water for a living. And our country is badly, very badly, hurt. We must get 
to work, change our ways, enlarge the general understanding of these vital mat- 

ters. And we do not have much time. 

Our country is like. a man well gone with cancer or tuberculosis. We 
have hardly a quarter-century in which to train the personnel, readjust the 
general attitude toward land use, and shake off a general, threatening and im 
minent decadence of soil and man. 

Decaderice is a nasty word. But we see plain signs of,it now, And we 
see these signs not only in worn, Old World countries; we see them here. 

The soil moves, and is thinned and weakened. The plants there sag and 
wilt. The animals that eat those plants go weak in the bones, and wilt. The 
people, there and elsewhere, who eat those decadent plants and animals wilt. 
They go stale, lifeless, hopeless. And so does the spirit of the people. 

We can see this happening. We know how to stop it, and make this land 

secure, rich and beautiful. Now is the time to start, 

: We need some money to start with. We are starting to raise this money 
here and now. That is the real way to justify ourselves with ourselves, I am 
going to ask Mr. Collier to see that the cards which have been prepared are dis- 
tributed. You may not feel like signing them right away. You may not feel 
you want to join right now, but think it over. 

Doubtless you are in contact with people of means, business organizations. 
There are two ways in which you can help. (1) Say a man wants to give us 100 

. dollars. Frankly, we would rather have him give us 20 subscriptions, the names 
of 20 individuals at 5 dollars cach. He. may not want to take that trouble, but 
if we can get our hands on 20 people to whom we can send our magazine we think 
before long that person will become a confirmed reader, or a very large percent 
will. (2) You can help, again, by taking advertising in the magazine. We 
have thought about a hundred dollars a page. That price, if anything, is too 
low, experts tell us. We will have a rate card soon,
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You have three ways of helping the magazine: © (1). Individual membership; 

(2) get friends who want to give more than 5 dollars give memberships for the 

‘extra amount; (3) teke space in. the, magazine. 

; Mr. Collier suggests that we’ should state the fact’ that. the Finance Com 

_ mittee Trustees haw come to.the conclusion that we are taking.a large responsi- 

bility. We are starting in not to play, but to acconiplish’a big job. The means 

“ef your project can. be discovered if’ you work hard enough... We are to do this 

thing in the only way worth doing it... It means mecbing what,.seems a big job. 

We know it-is a great task we have undertaken but''we know it.ean be done. 

ee We are going to give it the’ best possible tiyy bub-we want you indivi- 

duals to be sympathetic with us and try to get areas of: activity going. Get : 

.. neighbors, county groups that can help themselves ‘to help this. agency. 

Mr. Cooke: (continuing) eit is a ee ‘a “iia een ETS 

I shall now read the report ‘of. the ‘Finaneé Committee s ; 

Prior to the meeting a statement was worked <out as to our probable ex- 

penses and income for the remainder of 1940 andthe’ following years 1941, and 

1942. We have a master sheet on top which shows these divided up by items and 

then we have subsidiary sheets in.which the details ef each of these items of 

the top sheet are worked out. Naturally there is a good deal of gamble and 

guessing connected with anything like this,: wit before: we made any definite 

estimations we consulted experts along this’ line. (Mr. Cooke then read the esti- 

mated ‘budgets ) ne : alan 
. Vie 1940-1942 Budget is shawn on "page OOF ea hi 

This estimate was discussed in considerable detail by the members of our 

committee and we decided that this was about as gocd a:guess as could be made for 

‘the meeting of our problem. Bits TERE ARB Ri I 4 : 

Now I see that a motion has been fade’ and seconded that we should approve 

the budget recommended by the Finance Committee. Is there any discussion? 

Now for que stions and discussion. Of course, if there isn't a discus— 

sion, I am ready for calls for questions, Question on the adoption of this 

budget has been called. ; ; Te eas 

The budget was adopted unanimously. Bio Dae : 

Report of By-Laws Committee:. , sci i ‘ 3] ioe 

. ; On behalf of. the By-Laws Comittee ‘ ‘Mtr.’ Browning proceeded,to read aloud 

the proposed By-Laws. When reading the section relating to membership fees, Mr. 

Browning stated, "The committee, feels it would be: advisable to reduce the sub- 

soribing memberships to $3 as soon as financially: possible." 

Mr. Cooke: tae ohh gare eNe : 

Your committce, in order to get it before the meeting, recommends the 

adoption of these by~laws?
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BUDGET - FRIENDS OF THE LAND ~ 1940-1942 
Adopted: at Organization Meeting, aoe ) 

March 22-23,°1940s > -2::.... 

a 1940 - 1941 ioe" 
EXPENSES ; OMe tape Free ies T 

Staff and Clerical Salaries $27,839 $50,120 $56,640 

Rent (992042: 3,840... 4,5 800 
f Telephone and Telegraph 500 1,000 1,100 

Expendable Supplies 500 1,000 1,100 

Mise. Printing & Duplicating 3,500 4,000 4,000 

Postage t FG dalle ice lag DOO), 2300 2,800. . 
Advertising and Promotion ... . ©, 1,500 “i: 2,000 ' 2,000") | 
Travel e000 3 AyGOD 4,900 
Printing & Mailing THE LAND 10,000 45,000 755000 s+ 

Equipment 74572 1,000 1,000 

SR i he’ | aes SE a 

INCOME ‘eas Oe ass a ee 

Memberships @ $5: 6,000 for 4 inos, $10,000 60,000 (1). 95,000 (4) 
Library Subs. @ $3: 1,000 for 4.mos. ‘+. 1,000 * 900 .(2) “28,000 (5) 

Advertising: 6 pp. @ $100 for 4,mos. —_ 25400. 22,000 Coa : 36,000 (6) 

135400) BLOG” aa ya9 

DEFICIT TO BE MET $43,831 $34,260 $ 44340 

(1) 12,000 Memberships ; eS Rates ils che a : ye, 
(2) 3,000 Library Subseriptions : 

| (3) 10 pp. @ $1, 200 
(4) 19,000 Memberships eh ; 
(5) , 6,000 Library Subscriptions : Gen) ae . : 
(6) “20 pp. @ $1,800 - ape Mtge.
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Mr. Browning: 

Yes, the comnittee recomiends their adoption, 

Mr. Cooke: . 

You have heard.’ Mre Browming's motion, is there a second for it? 

The motion was seconded. i : 

Mr. Cooke: ; ; ‘ 

-It- has been moved and seconded that these by-laws be adopted. It is now 

open for discussion as the conference may desire. 

Mr. Metz: « A 

My: statement yesterday was received withcut anyone leaving the room, so 

I am going to make another. On page 4, section 4, relating to the removal of 

members, delegates authcrity to not less than three memberse I think it would 

be a very pocr thing if this society, which is altruistic and self-supporting, 

which is a good example of democracy, should attempt that particular provision. 

I have in mind, for some reason known to threo members that I should be deomed 

inadequate, that I might be excluded, that I might be deprived of a right to ap- 

peal, that I might not like myself to be tHrown out. Great heads of institu- 

tions might be removed and it might occur to me, but seriously I think we ought 

to discuss that a moment. ' 

Mr. Cocke: 

Is that a formal condition? 

Mr. Collier: 

It's a regular part of many by-laws. 

Mr.e Mota: 4 

I think it should be the prerogative of any socicty to decide who can be j 

a member, but I also think the member should be heard. It is net commen to a 

good many other socicties, it may be in somo well-formed societies. 

Mr. Cooke: 

I can give you anything you want to know about ite 

Mr. Metz: 

I just propose one suggestion right there, that Section 4-of Article 6 be 

amended.
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Mr. Browning: 

Do you suggest that it be stricken out entirely? ae 

Mr. Metz: nae 

I suggest the elimination of the last sentence. ee 

Mr. Collier: Dea lac a 

Shall we re-word it to read as follows: To remove from the membership 

rolls of the society for any cause-that it ‘may dee sufficient, .any member whose 

: continued membership is, in.its judgment, ~détrimental to the.best interests of 

the society; provided, .that first such member’shall: be giyen..an: opportunity to 
be heard. | oe ie ae my deine ea cry Si ara) oe a : 

This will remove the authority to'delegate ‘authority to three members ‘ 
so the whole board of trustees would be required to act. ae 

Mr. Meta: A ae #14 Ponca gs te oth 

I think the amendment should state: To remove, etc.---- provided, that 
such member shall have been notified in writing by the executive director. at 

least two weeks in advance of the meeting at which action shall be taken and 

provided, further, this member shall ‘have had an' opportunity to be-heard in per- 

son before a regular meeting of the board of trusteese.; |: ae pte 

Mr. Cooke: - ree - 

i Is that agreeable to you, Mr. Browming?’° 9 fess gen mde? 

Mr. Broming: Pacha Se UE wean oe re eyes ; 

Yes, by way of explanation, I think the group appreciates the fact that 

the form had to be studied and copied largely from forms already developed by 

other organizations.. That is pretty much a stock clause and was put in because 

of that. , 4 GN ae Me epee EO BE eae Go 

| Mr. Cooke: ia a take uy is 

You agree it was arbitrary? Ree y aceeeae es tras nb ; 

Mr. Browning: : 

Yes. inet Wi A ao OAS Bes Egi ag 

Mr. Cooke: j Puente wet, ve a 

Will you make the motion? Pe 

Mr. Browning: 2B : eee 

I move the adoption of the amendment. f



Mr. Boatman: * pelpe erator 

I second the motion. s Enters pee 

Mr. Cooke: as 

All in favor say Nayee” “Tk 4s so ordered) é 

Mr. Ryan: ‘peers od 

There is one thing I would ‘Like to inqiire abolt',” Someone-has done a 

lot of work and prepared a set. of by-laws which ell of us willbe able to rally 

around in great. form. I don't want ‘to, be provincial: ‘either, “bat in our state : 

we have had the toughest time to get the soil conservation program underway be- 

cause so many other active programs did not entail proper principles of land . 

_use. The first sentence should contain reference to use of the land. 

Mr. Collier: BETA O10 SUPINE 18h Boa el es Bi ei aos ocr Tei a 

Would you want to amend that to tpropertor ‘best! use? 2A 

Yes. | With the word ‘best! use ‘inc orporated ‘into’ the “first sentenced of 

the by-laws, it would be a tremendous help to us. in North Dakota <0 

Mr. Corlett: 

I want to support that gentleman on that theory. Our principal inter- 

est in Colorado is to conserve water. "It appears to me that the word "best" 

use should be added to the word "conservation" pretty much all through the ob- 

jective clause of the by-laws. 7 ae aera. 

‘YVirw Cooke: oO Gd SS hs TRS AS Slee Gt 

The principal business and ‘objects of the society is to promote the wel- 

fare of man through the conservation and best use of land and water resources, 

and prevent the destruction of the land by wind and water erosion, etc, : 

It is moved and secondede ee Pa acs Riese cn gy 

Mr, yan: 

It would be my plea that the idea be carried out throughout thé by-laws. 

The particular business and objectives of the society is to promote the welfare 

of man through the encouragement of conservation and best use of land and water 

resources. ere te 

Mrs Corlett: Nae hi 2S if 

And it should be changed wherever appropriate. aoe a
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Mr. Cocke: iy: Haase Etat se: : ; ‘ 

Will the former motion include the same idea in proper places throughout 

the by-laws? ‘ ‘ : : 

Mr. Browning: Tate ee inicio 8 

That is acceptable to the committee. Ce 4 

: Ti Have a suggestion. The word "proxies" is “used ‘ond I) think they are a 
: bad thing in any organization because it tends. to, concentrate all the authority 

in the hands of two or three people, because others might; be indifferent or unable 4 
te attend “the meetings. "Proxies" should be strickén out and'the’ statement made 
that "those present constitute a quorum." ~~ eee 

Mr. Cocke: Reet Las os 

The drafting of a document of this ‘kind is ‘a téehnical thing and we have 
had a review by several District lawyers. Mr. Collier reminds me that the laws 
of the District require a majority. I think the petiple who~Livé-around here 

_ want to be very sympathetic with. these living at,a great distance, because it is 
hard to ask-men’who live. ata great. distance to-come., inte Weshington to attend 
meetings. I am sure we will follow.a. good precedent. .. &.don' want to press 
the point, but I rather hope you will let it stay,” ~ ; i 

I am only offering it as a thought. ne ie 

Mr. Cooke: Pettis MAE gee 

The laws of the District are very severe on corporations. 

Mr. Flannery: Whee ii 

: The plan would be illegal if the proxiés weré Gliminsteds They are a 
legal right of the absentee voter and we couldn't change it without changing the 

law. sel EE nS imc 

Mrs Collingwood: an et ees 

I expect my questions were all answered, but may I,ask in the matter of 
meetings, is it so stated that they shall be held in any“speeiffie.place, as in 
Washington, -or.will you have the advantage of.many, educaticnal sccieties of hav— 

ing meetings at: various places throughout the United States?. . 

Mr. Cooke: Pile eaidns : 

That is taken care ofs. ears sae
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Mr. Collingwood: . 

Would that be meetings of the society as a whole or of the Board.of.  . 

Trustees? . 

Mre Browming: 
f 

That is meetings of the society as a whole. lees ‘ 

Mr Collingwood: ' ; ; 

That covers the question because it does seem to me that in a society ae 

whose principal purpose is edueation there should be the opportunity of holding 

meetings, at strategic points throughout the country. - That brings up another 4 

question with regard to the use of proxies. To be more specific with regard - 

to annual elections, wil] the annual elections be by letter ballot or would they 

be by only those attending the meetings or by sending proxies? i 

Mr. Collier: 

By letter ballot. | : 

Mr. Collingwood: : : Bie é 

There are two other points. The duties and responsibilities of “the 
vice-presidents.. Is it to be understood that the vice-presidents are ex officio 

members of the Board of Trustees? _ : 

Mr. Cooke: 

They are full voting members of the Board of Trustees. 

Mr, Collingwood: 

They are not separate and distinct? ; py 

Mr. Collier: 

They are part of the Board of Trustees. | 

"Mrs Collingwood: ee 

There is one other point. Is the treasurer a member of the Board of ; 

Trustees? ine oe tf 

Mre Collier: . ‘ “ 

No, he is not. It is an onerous task and we thought it better to have 

an official in a bank who would not be interested in the policy of the society. 

Mr. Collingwood: Litem’. 3 

I might say there is a little advantage in having the treasurer a member 

of the Board of Trustees because he would be a resident of Washington and there 

may be difficulty in so large a body in having a legal quorum and sometimes a
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treasurer who was a legal resident of Washington might be worth thinking about 
so he could be called in to make the meeting legal. and. form a ,quorume 9 |» 

Mr. Cooke: i ii PE SANDS at 

I fully agree with you that it would be desirable if we could find the 
right man for the job. Here in Washington it is usually someone.in a bank 
designated by the board, who, in turn, appoints an assistant. Sasa 

Mre ‘Ryan: : Cee wet ities, 

- I would like to advance one more thought. . I am sure your sympathies 
would be with me in this one further proposal. In the first section of the 
by-laws you set forth a half dozen different exigencies. that might: bring damage, 

. I'd like to appeal’ to you to name drought because it. certainly. brings serious 
exigencies. 7 ; ees hima a pein ride Ta ees 

“Mr. Browning: ned i! ‘ of me eee ; ‘ it dughediias gith) cath! 

But we speak of preventing these things. We cannot prevent, drought. 

Mre Je Re Smith: Pt anids ey tice 

I think the suggestion is taken care of in the first senbene@e 2°) oh 

Mr. Ryan: pie Aye 

You get my point. I would like to see it covered in there y 30a) cs 

Mr. Curran: " eM fein: ey Gah Aceh rh eat 

I think drought should be included. he Ba i cael ek gets i 

Mr. Flannery: * ; i : RR ae ORE Ae ae 

When you have wind and no water you have a drought... ee 

Mr. Collier: de les a oh Rae ‘de oe Lis homie die 

Just the drought itself doesn't destroy the land, 1 suggest. including 
) the amelioration of drought as one of our objectives. Is that agrecable to the 

group? i yas qi {Bot a ee FT 

Mr. Fouts: 

I don't sce a bit of use of having the word drought in theres 

Mr. Cooke: ® : 3 ioe ‘ este a 

Personally, I'd rather have the word outs “Will thoge wanting if put in 
put up their hands?. All those wanting it left out shold;up-theirihands, Those 

+ who wish drought included are in thé majority end it is so ordered, 

The by-laws ‘arc anionded to include the ‘anclioration of. drought. >} Now, 
all those in favor’ of adopting the by-laws as given here say "aye." (Unanimous 
"ayed!), (The by-laws as adopted are attached to the end of this transcript.)
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Mra Cooke: (continuing) 

I want to call attention to the fact that this is drafted in such a way 
_ that those who pay us money get tax exemption. 

-- Mrs Collier: ‘ a 

The membership dues of the society are classed as gifts, and as such are 
deductible. 

Mr. Cooke: s , ; f 

: : > I would like two motions, one to authorize the president to be authoriz— i 
ed to designate three citizens of the District of Columbia to act as incorpora-— 
tors of the society next Monday. Under the laws of the District this must be 
donee Those incorporators designated by the president are authorized to vali- 

- date the actions which we take here tcday. ‘ 

. Mrs Stevenson: 5 * : 

(Makes motion) : fa Mey 

Mr. ‘Flannery: ‘ 

I second it. 

Mr. Cooke: : i sh jd ; 

The president to be designated teday shall have the authority to appoint 
three incorporators who as soon as possible will go to the proper office in the 
District, incorporate the society and then validate such actions as we have taken 
here teday. Is there any discussion? All in favor say "aye." (Unanimous 
ayes.) eee oeci 

One more motion. We will have a meeting of the Board of Trustees this 
afternoon. If it is your pleasure, I'd like to have these incorporators 

: authorized to validate such actions as may be taken at the non quorum meeting of 
the Board of Trustees this afternoons _ 

It was moved, seconded, voted, and so ordered. 

Mr. Cooke: 4 Ge o 

We will now have the report of the Nominations Committee. 

Report of the Nominations Committee: alt ae 

; Mr.‘d. Russell Smith read the following report on behalf of the committee. 

In the selection of proposed Trustces and Vice Presidents, an attempt was 
4 made to find people who represent different parts of the country so as to extend 

: _ the activity over a large part of the United States, : ‘
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The committee nominees for Vice President and Trustees are as follows: 

lLyear term 4 : 3 year term (continued ) 

Vice President meee sis, ti) 2... uae 

De P, Fabrick~ Monte 209 2 oy J+)! Isaiah Bowman < Md : 
F..S. Hurd — Okla, : Glenn E, Dill - Okla. 

J. Ross Hanahan.- 5.06.3... +. 
; Trustees: Me ic cat. ‘Wheeler Mcliillen - Pa. 

T. Guy Woolford - Ga. 
Dr. George H, Hecke — Calif. Robert Sterling Yard - D. Oa: 

; M. O. Ryan —- N. De ane 
Miss Harlean James —- D. C. 4 year berm. 3)... PON sen ' 
B. H. Kizer — Wash. een Ayia 3 Pr eee es aes WG 
Robert Lusk - S. D. 4 1 “ue Wiee! President.) 800k: faveicst 
Will G. Metz -— Wyo. Ak WBA a foes sb “geabinerd 

; George A. Condra - Nebr. 
2 year term Aldo Leopold - Wis. 

Vice President ella ye (ieee 

David Ke. E. Bruce — Vae Je F. Jackson - Ga. Hits teenie : 
Je E. Noll — Mo. Bryce C. Browning - Ohio 

Je Russell Smith - Pa.. oy helferees 
Trustees: BR, . Robert J. Smith - Texas .- 2.255 - 

i engi : Rexford Gs Tugwell - N.Y... ve 
James H. Causey ~ Colo. - Chivrordify: stone = Coloset “ah te) or 
Jq Je Boatman ~ Towa 5. : 3 wea Ea: Ye omaiaige 
V. . Marshall - Texas _. Suyear-term™ pee aa 
E. B. MacNaughton — Ore. ‘ : 
Huston Thompson —- Colo. and D.C. Vice President Pe De ‘ 

George M, Corlett - Colo. ie 
J. N. Darling - Iowa. «105, sxi-: 

3 year term ah é ‘Charles E. Holzer - Ohio... «-.: 

Vice President a : Trustees: ae i 

: Je S. Apperson — N.Y. Dr. George P, Clements .-. Califs 
O. U. Habberstad - Minn, ( Stuart Chase - Conn, 

i 0. S. Warden — Mont. 
Vaughn Flannery - Md. en 

Alma Davis - Ariz. 
Victor Weybright — N.Y. eS 

Owing to. the fact that. there might be some in this list who- might: find 
they are unable to serve,-we have made up.a list of alternates in. addition to 
those the Nominating Committee reeomnendeds SRN al Tae des hE 

Erle H, Reid’ - Wyo; - oe John Wy Haw = Minne on gen ce 
Marshall N. Dana Ore. -: Evan We Hall} Se Deo: y ats 
Donald Symington - Md, *: °. BE. B. Duncan’ - Minn, 

me Oliver S, Wallop — Wyo.
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Mr. Cooke: © : ; r 

You have heard the report of the Nominating Committee as to Vice: Presi- . 

dents —- 10 of them -- and Trustees -- 30 of them. What is your pleasure? 

The motion was‘made and seconded that the report of: the Nominating Com- 

mittee be accepted in appreciation of the fine selections and passed by acclama- 

tion. ae ie yh 

At this point Mrs Bryce C. Browsing took the Chair, ; 4 

a3 ‘ . a a : é ‘ 

Js Russel] Smith: scat wvilibadield oN. ay" eine 

It is not directly the work of the Nominating Committee to elect the. 

President, bit on behalf of the committee I move that this meeting instruct the 

Board of Trustees’ to the effect that Morris Llewellyn Cooke of Pennsylvania be 

selected as President.’ ” f ; a ee 

The motion was seconded and passed with applausee 
. ‘ : Benue ae ay = dlp Z 

Will G. Metz: ‘i vi . 

We realize that wée-have no official power to designate an Executive 

Director or Editor but on behalf of the members of the Nominating Committee, act— 

ing in the absence of Mr. Lord, I move that this meeting instruct the Board of 

Trustees that in addition to sélecting. Mr. Cooke, whom we have violently support— 

ed for President, Mr. Russell Lord should be selected as Editor and Mr. Charles 

Collier as Executive Director. me oe yh OF j ‘ is 

Bryce C. Browning: a ae 

The By-Laws designate that the selection of the President, Editor and 

Executive Director are the responsibility of the Board. Is there.a/motion .that 

the Board be instructed to select these three names for these three positions? 

The motion was made and seconded, and passed unanimously. 

Mr. Cooke: fF oa ee Ber : 

I certainly appreciate the nice spirit that you have shown toward me, and 

with a Board such as we have it ought to be possible to do great things. Insofar 

as I am able to aid this enterprise you will have my best efforts. I am inter- 

ested in helping to do a big thinge I am confident that with the support we 

have felt during these organizing weeks and the months we have tapped public 

opinion of individuals and groups in different parts -of the country that if we 

do our part in the administration aspect (you have sat in with us these few days), 

we can render to our country one of the greatest services that any group has 

rendered. To this I dedicate such of my pewers and time as may be available.
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Mre Collier: 

I just hope that I am the best person for the particular job that I am 
called upon te dos The work of owr society is the subject that I am interested 
in and with which I have worked for many yearsé «My heart and soul will be in 
the services which I shail hope to render to ‘the: society. : 

Mrs Cooke: Brae wae ea ition 

The meeting now stands adjourned. We will ‘meet: ain the Dragon Room for - 

‘ luncheon, after which there will be some speeches. “We will .also’ project. Robert 
Flaherty's picture, "Man of Aren," Bienes EN ans Wome 

b At 12:30 the meeting reconvened for luncheon, following which there’ were. 
a number of brief speeches, and the moving picturc,~lifan of Aran," was shown, 

The speakérs were.as follows: _ ab. ak ai nee 

' Stuart Chase | Lae ae: ane, © PRBS Bae gh x 2 dic trey ea aie 

J. N. Darling (message was"read) 9 7 or Oe 
The Honorable’ Joshua Lee =i eS ee tai. CE ele ae 
Paul Sears: (714 *a7 argh eae ements hed SAP ARE ER i 
Harry Slattery Ce ita gg RO EE a ci 

: . Je Russell Smith a ioe a eee 
Rexford. Ge Tugwelk 0 Se | eee, ae: 

A partial transcript was obtained of some of’ ‘the speeches, which follows: 

Remarks by Stuart Chase: ‘ ae “f : Is ee he j oe 3 f 

' We Americans are always expecting. new wonders to save uss : There ‘has 

been ground. for that expectation in the past,... For three generations an ap~ 
parently limitless wealth of unspoiled soil, water, game. and mincrals was spread 
before us. We grabbed and used it groedily, like children at a feast. 

‘Now we know that our resources are.not limitless. Already.we are run- 
ning short of good soil. We know now that we must bend our best brains, will j 

f and energy to make restitution for the wrong .we shave done, and to ‘develop our re- 
sources ancl. : nore PO NR LS rs rte 

We shall need reséarch men, . techniekans and hhusbandmen on the land who 
are as skilled, in their way, as clectricians, power enginéersy surgeons, indus— 
trial chemists and airplanc-makers. ~ We can do wonders if we ‘put our minds to | 
it. But we can not expect. to, produce some’ minon'inew wonder, and then lay off, 
and count on that to save us. a yee At a 

I think ‘immediately, in this connection, of proposals to’ grow crops in 
mineral-water, without any soil at all. Certain rare erops in. time.may be pro- 

i duced this way, possibly; but it is the extreme of folly to suppose that without 
good soil mankind can survive. No real sciéntist advances any such claim, But 
there is a general Sunday-supplement attitude that again, without taking thought, 
we stand facing new frontiers for exploitation, opened by the*magic. of chemistry; 
and that, now as in the past, we can surge right on, hell-te-leather, without 

taking stock, or taking thought. ae I
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Nature always comes into the equation ‘at ‘base. . Science cannot save us : 

this reckoning. | Science can help us meet it, only if it recognizes basic 

realities, and the unified order.of enduring life. |: F egneon 

We are creatures of this earth, and so are a part of all our prairies, 

mountains, rivers and cloudse Unless we feel this dependence we may know all 

the calculus and all the Talmd, but have not learned the first lesson of liv . : 

ing on this earth. e; : + eg eae ane : ae 

Message from J. Ne ("Ding") Darling « 

TO "FRIENDS OF THE LAND": fe ae Wee Saat ate 

We have already more conservation organizations than we have conservation. 

They have failed in the past because of general habit-of bird specialists talk- 

ing only to bird conservationists, Forestry Experts talking only to those who 

are tree conscious, soil technicians talking to those interested in land, and 

water conservationists, if any, talking in terms of: hydraulic. power and urban 

uses to people whose chief interest lies in exploitation of natural resources 

rather than balanced management. es y 

There is still a great need for organization in ‘the ‘field of conserva— 

tion. May the "Friends of the Land" succeed, where ‘the others have failed, in 

arousing ‘an apathetic and self-satisfied nation to a realization of the tragic 

consequences which are certain to follow the continued debauchery, and ignorant 

mismanagement of our continental resources. ie 

No nation was ever more criminally wasteful and no people were ever 

more heédless of its consequences, | te) ; Soe: 

No subject is more vital to our “national welfare. than an intelligent 

and comprehensive national conservation policy. ::It:.is more important than the 

political bickerings of either major party, for cértain it is that the best of 

theories of government, socjology, and economics break down when natural re- 

sources are exhausted and pull the. standards of Living down with them. 

Europe is furnishing us a conspicuous objéet. lesson ‘dn this most dis 
couraging period of modern civilization when international covenants are worth- 

less and the whole world has turned to international brigandry over thé posses- 

sion of sufficient natural. resources to sustain their swollen populations. 

We will be worse than stupid if in this country we do not take warning 

and intelligently conserve our own natural resources before the. margin of our 

human distress gets too wide to handle. rye 

"Grapes of Wrath" need not. ‘have been written.if "Friends of the Land" 

had been successfully organized a.Hundréd years ago and this nation had heeded 

its mesb’age, * Een : eaten at 

_ Needless to say, I fervently hope for your success and will do all in my 
power to aid you. ne ee i Pao one Ss 

Never more sincerely, A eae 

JAY N. DARLING.
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Remarks by Senator Joshua Lee, of Oklahoma: es aude ; : 

You see, Oklahoma was settled in 1889 and hasn't been settled since. We 

have all types of country out there in the eastern part-of. the state. ~ We shave 

the Cookson hills. Though you think of us as a prairie state, we produce more 

different kinds of hardwood than all Europe combinede: i. . mt eli 

One time we had a flood control convention in Oklahoma City, so I got 

interested in soil conservation and flood control. We finally decided we want— 

ed to keep some of that water that falls down.there and those of us up here got 

the government to help'us build a couple of damse...0 -.fn.0% 8) 3% 

I grew up ona ranch in western Oklahoma and. I got the scéil,in-my blood 

and I suppose it will always be,there, I haye-a moderns. up-to-date, well 

’ mortgaged plaee in western Oklahoma and I. have tried every kind of éontract with 

my farmers, partners, every kind of contract .from.share-eropper to a full- fledg- 

ed partner and it 211 amounted to the fact that if.thera:wes any ‘profit my part— 

ner got half of it and if there was any loss I gotsall ef ite . I know ‘farming 

and I have tried to contribute something to farmer legislation but I know farmers 
who have made a go of it. They are, of course, the stronger ones, - 

There is joy in a job well done. I have heard the fellows try to tell 

farmers how to make two blades of grass grow. where only one ‘grew before, 3" 

Now my friclds, I am, though, seriously, greatly interested in the fu- 

ture of agriculture and in the future of the nation itself and that future de- 

pends in my opinion on the maintaining of the fertility of the seil.: Inthe 

past year we have had a tremendous erosion on two things -- men and soil, I 

was on a covered wagon that first broke the sod of Oklahoma... I.saw our neigh- 

bors as they ploughed up that’sod. Then at the end of the week we would meet 

for a gathering at the community church every Sunday morning. © The women would 

go inside and the mon would squat. around outside the building and talk, I'd 

sit and listen, and then they told how they had planted maize, corn and how they 

had dug down to see how it was sprouting. Each Sunday would mark one week more 

growing of that crop and it got into my system that that was something worth- 
while, that that was fundamental to the future of America,.: [tb means not: only 
the security of our life but of cur form of government. ‘ : : 

; Our people do not listen to isms except under circumstances of miscrys : 

Communism is a germ that strikes when a person is in a rundown condition. You 

' let a man be happy and communism falls on deaf ecars....The type :cf..civilizaticn, 

the type of political economy, depends on the soil., Mon-and soil are the two 

neeéssary requirements for a great nation. . You show mé aicommnity where the 
people do not own their property and I'l] show you a community that is run down 

at the heels. You show me a community where they don't;-owm their, property and 

Itll show you a commmity that has soil depletion... Today:62.2 percent of ‘the 

farmers in Oklahoma de not cwn their preperty. In eastern Oklahoma they are 

farming hogbacks, as they call it, the land is so thin. There are four things 

that have caused them te lose their farms. The homestead’ tax; high interest 

rates; low farm prices; and depleted yield resulting from, loss of soil fertility. 

Part of our problem, in Oklahoma at least, is the runoff of moisture 

that should be conserved. We have enough rain, in my opinion, te raise good 

crops if we can save it. For fear I am trespassing on the time of other 

speakers, I merely want to say that if we want to keep our system of the private
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ownership of property, and we do, then'wo must provide methods whereby more 

people can-own farms. Every year for the past five years, 40,000 more farmers 

have changed from the status of farm owners to the status of tenants and share- 

croppers, and started the trek dowm the highway with the Joad family. How much 

patriotism can we engender in the hearts of men who have lost their moorings? 

They have no stake in the game. “If you want’ our people to say "This is mine, 

my native land," let them own some of it. If you want them to sing "My country 

ttis of the, --- etc." then hélp themto maintain it.and to owm some of those 
rills. Cae get 26: CO pi i 

Our program of soil consérvation is breaking down on unowned farms, You f 
let them be prospective owners and the fertility of that soil has a different 

meaning for'them. If you want to “answer communism with the best answer America ‘ 

gan give, then lct us start a back-to-the-earth program. Put people .on the 

pavement and they starve. Put ‘them’on the land and they live. I voted for re- 

livf measures because they were necessary at the time, with the hope that they 

would enable us to return to a program that was permanent. When a man tills ; 

his ow soil he is twice fed by it.*°. In addition to the fruit it produces there 

is a spiritual manner that makes him a nuch better man. When a man leans up 

against his own tree, you cannot expect him to plan the destruction of his ow 

country. eg ; ‘ 

- Now I know that dur time”is somewhat brief, so I'd better end this ~ 

speech — but before I do -- I wish to express my whole-hearted sympathy for the 

work which your wonderful new society ‘is proposing to do. ° 

Remarks by J. Russell Smith: ; 

IS THE UNITED STATES TO BE ONLY. A FLASH IN THE PAN? 

' Gala fornia says she has a hundred thousand "Okies" -- homeless wanderers 

from Oklahoma, and California also claims a hundred thousand "Arkies," -- home- 

less wanderers frem Arkansas. f i ; 

These are the ripe fruits of a misfit agriculture that resulted from the 

unintelligent application of European agriculture in a lend where it really did 

not fit. Much of the agriculture practiced by the European peoples in the 

United States fits about as well asthe beavers! dam did when it was built across . 

the corner of the library by using chair legs, firewood and books. . 

When Europeans came to America the new home suited the European man, it ‘ 

suited European animals, it suited the Buropean crop plants, but the American 

additions to the Huropean agriculture have proven most destructive. 

European agriculture was‘the agriculture of small grains, wheat, barley, 

rye, oats, clover and pastures -- grasses all, plants that held the earth with 

myriad roots. i 

eo" In América the European people have plowed up the hillsides and planted 

three soil destroyers; namely, corn, cotton, tobaccc. Unlike the European 

small grains those plants stand far apart, require the ground between them to be 

repeatedly plowed, the perfect preparation for erosions i
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Then comes the next misfit, the thunder storm, Northwestern Europe, 
from which we eame, is a land of light rainfall and gentle rains, It may rain 
a hundred days a year in London but the total rainfall is only 23 inches, In 

an automobile I eriss-crossed England, Wales, Scotland, Denmark, Germany, : 

Switzerland, France, and in the journey I saw only one gully, It-was about 
knee deep, and its sides and bottom were grassed over, 

In the American Corn Belt, the American Cotton Belt, the American Tobac— 
co Belt, the rain comes in summer thunder showers at the rate of 2539 45, Be 
even 6 inches an hour. When this falls on cultivated corn fields, cotton 

; fields, tobacco fields, ruin is the natural result. According to our Soil Sur- 
i vey we have ruined already in the last fifty years far more land than Japan uses 

7 to support her population of 60 million people. We mst make our farming fit 

A the land. Otherwise the United States promises to be but a flash in the pan of 
history. 

That is the problem facing America today. It cannot wait. 

Remarks by Rexford Ge Tugwell: (Chairman, New York City Planning Commission) 

There is something wrong with any man who does not spend part of his 
life serving far and fundamental causes. That is the least contribution he 
can afford, to the immortality of his culture. It is, indeed, this sense of 
participation in a continuum which distinguishes civilized men from savages -—- 
prehistoric or contemporary. 

It is a peculiarity of the race that there should be this paradox at the 
center of human struggle: that our immediate superiority over the beasts, which 
comes from clever exploitation of the earth, should so often result in long-run 
disaster. The evidence of inineral wastage, of timber slaughter, of soil losses 
by wind, and water, and, of course of human exploitation, raise irrepressibly 
the question whether after all we can establish for the race such a permanent 
superiority as will insure survival. 

The only chance we have to do so, it seems to me, is by encouraging in 
ourselves and in others those traits and activities which find satisfaction in 
the prospect of permanency. For this satisfaction does exist. Its strength ‘ 
is known by every malefactor who has felt the reformer's anger; by every waster 
whom the conservationist has punished. Too often the exhaustion of these senti- 
ments has been proportioned to their violence and they have not lasted. No 
organization has been built upon the wholly appropriate base. 

It is proposed here to eschew blame and fury, but rather to enlist the 
lasting resources of quiet determination we know to exist, There is growing 
among men a will to prevent the baser members of our race from shaping the fu- 
ture for our sons. We mean to add to the riches they may inherit; and we mean 
to prevent their being stolen for private advantage now. 

# # #
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42h University Farm Place 
March 12, 1940 

Mr. Charles W. Collier 
312 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Charles: 

The following summary of my impending “presidential address" 
to the Wildlife Society is as near as I can come to your request to boil 
down the wildlife-land relationship to a paragraph. Should you want the 
context, I can send it. 

"In this little list of unanswered problems and dilemmas there 
lies concesled, but I hope not undiscovered, a story of almost romantic 
expansion in professional responsibilities. 

"Our profession began with the job of producing something to 
shoot. However important this may seem to us, it is not very important 
in the minds of emancipated moderns who no longer feel soil between their 
toes. 

"We found we could not produce much to shoot until landowners 
changed their ways of using land, and they in turn could not change their 
ways until their teachers, bankers, customers and trespassers changed 
their ideas about what land was for. To change ideas about what land is for 
is to change ideas about what anything is for. 

"Thus we started to move a straw, and end up with the job of 
moving a mountain. * 

You may find better (and longer) statements in my older papers. 
Not knowing just what flavor you want to give this collection, I can't very 
woll make a final selection. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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PRESIOENE MoRRIs LLEWELLYN COOKE . + » + FRIENDS OF THE LAND“: 
VICE-PRESIDENTS FOR SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION Caksime wocetlion 

AN INCORPORATED, NON-PROFIT MEMBERSHIP SOCIETY 

* * * * 
ORGANIZING OFFICES 312 DENRIKE BUILDING 

* WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TELEPHONE, DISTRICT 5943; IF NO ANSWER, CALL CHESTNUT O500 

* 

x 

* 
* March 4, 1910. 

x 
¥ Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

2), University Farm Place, 
* Madison, Wisconsin. 

* Dear Aldo: 
* 

Thanks for the information about the "Friends of Our 
ii Native Landscape". My personal feeling is that they are too 
DIRECTORS local and little known to embarrass us in the use of the name 
: "Friends of the Land", if the organization meeting should de- 
i cide that this is the best name. 

* I wonder if you could do us an additional favor? As 
* quickly as possible after the organization meeting, we will 
* be writing to several thousand people interested in one or 
* another phase of wildlife conservation, including birds, fish 

and mammals. We will wish to prepare a special letter for 
. these individuals explaining the significance of the program 
x of "Friends of the Land" in relation to wildlife and asking 
* for their support. In this connection, it would be exceed- 
x ingly helpful if we could insert a paragraph which would be a 

i. quotation from a statement of yours, setting forth in the 
i beautiful manner in which you always write, the very essential 
My interrelationships between wildlife, plants, soils and people. 

* Perhaps you have already written, in letter or published 
* form, such a paragraph which would be suitable for our use. 
de It could be as long as two-thirds of a typewritten page. Bet- 
* ter still, of course, would be a letter from you to Morris L. 

Cooke, stating these thoughts in connection with the work 
* specifically of "Friends of the Land", 
* 

* Sincerely yours, 
* 

3 ve 

x Charles W. Collier, 
* . Organizing Secretary, 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

(over)



4a University Farm Place 
February 29, 1940 

Mr. John H. Baker 
National Association of Audubon Societies 
1006 Fifth Aveme 
New York, W. Y. 

Dear John: 

Charles Collier has asked me to give you my 
opinion of the proposed new organization, "Friends of the Land." 

My acquaintance is limited to a personel acquaintance 
with Charles Collier, whom I regard as a deep and sound thinker 
on questions of land ecology. Morris Cooke I know less well, but 
have a high regard for his writings. I have consented to appear 
on their advisory board because I think some aggressive over-all 
organization dealing with land e@ology is needed, and the older 
organizations which have made gestures toward becoming such a 
body have not gotten there. 

I hope to see you at the coming Conference. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Same letter to Robert Cushman Murphy 

F. 6. Walcott 
Jay N. Darling
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* February 26, 19,0. 

* 

x 

. Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
* 42h University Farm Place, 
* Madison, Wisconsin. 

* Dear Aldo: 
DIRECTORS 

Thanks so much for your letter of February 20th. I under- 
e stand that you have already been sent the six copies of the prospec- 
* tus. 
Me 

* We are certainly delighted that you are willing to serve on 
* our Board of Directors. I did not really anticipate that you would 

actually be able to come to the organization meeting since it is a 
* long way from Wisconsin, but I was sure that you would be there with 

hs us in spirit. Incidentally, please give me a ring when you are here 
* at the Wildlife Conference, We would love to have you come out to 
¥ dinner, Nina has just produced a third child —- a girl -- and is now 
# home from the hospital so that the household is again running in a 

i. somewhat orderly fashion. 

~ We are, of course, asking Carl Sauer to participate. 
* 

* You could be of great assistance to us if you would write 
* three letters: one of them to Dr. Robert C. Murphy, one to Mr. 

‘*. John H. Baker, and one to Senator Frederic C. Walcott, indicating 
that you approve of our proposed organization and hope that they 

* will be willing to serve in the capacities of sponsors or directors 
* as may be worked out at the organization meeting. 
x 
x I saw Dr. Murphy in New York the other day. He appeared to 

ie be very sympathetic and anxious to participate. He indicated that 
ie at the next meeting of your Executive Committee he will take up the 

question of whether the National Association of Audubon Socities 
& will be willing for him to participate in our new organization, 

x He also suggested that Mr. Baker should attend the organization 
* meeting and participate in the organization. A copy of my letter 
* to Mr, Baker is enclosed. 
* 

* 

x 
* 

(over)
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In the case of Mr. Walcott, the contact is being made by Mr. 
Morris L. Cooke, Mr. Walcott at the present moment being on his way 
back from Guatemala where he has been traveling with Mr. Cooke's 
brother-in-law. 

These individuals have such a high regard for your opinions 
in this type of matter that a note from you would go far towards 
persuading them. 

It would also be very helpful if you would drop a note to 
Ding Darling along the same lines. I have written him, inviting 
him to become a director, 

As far as fiat reform is concerned, it seems to me that 
"Friends of the Land" will, of course, be in favor of democratic 
procedures. I certainly hope that we will manage to keep out of 
such controversies as those over jurisdiction which rage between 
the Interior and Agriculture Departments and between Agriculture 
and the States. My personal feeling would be that we should press 
for those things that need to be done without being too much con- 
cerned with detailed mechanisms of administration. 

The ecological "quotes" were collected by Russell Lord, who 
also did most of the writing of the announcement. Mr. Lord has 
agreed to become Editor of our proposed magazine, should he be 
chosen for this purpose by the Board of Directors, I think that 
he is probably the best-qualified person in the country to turn 
out a magazine which will have both a very high literary quality 
and the proper ecological point of view. 

With kindest regards, 

Charles W. Collier, 
Organizing Secretary, 

P. S, I have never before heard of "Friends of Our Native Landscape" 
and would appreciate a lead which will enable me to find out 
who and what they are, 
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February 26, 190, 

Mr. John H, Baker, : 
Executive Director, 
National Association of 

Audubon Societies, 
1006 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City. 

My dear Mr, Baker‘ 

Dr. H. H. Bennett has just told me about your letter to him 
of February 15th and suggested that I clarify some of your questions. 

Last Tuesday I was in New York and had a long talk with Dr. 
Robert C. Murphy and invited him on behalf of the Organising Commit- 
tee to attend our organization meeting and, if possible, to become 
one of our sponsors, The directors, of course, will not be nominated 
or elected until the organization meeting, and we will certainly wish 
to have the Netional Association of Audubon Socitties represented by 
means of one or more directorships. I know that this is what Mr. 
Cooke had in mind, 

Dr. Murphy seemed to be very sympathetic to the proposed or- 
ganization and indicated that he would present to the next meeting 
of your Executive Committee the question of the Association's will- 
ingness to have him represent them on "Friends of the Land". He did 
not believe that he would be able to attend our organization meet- 
ing and suggested that you attend in his place since your expected 
to be back from your trip by that time. 

We of course warmly invite you to come to the meeting and hope 
that you, as well as Dr. Murphy, will serve at least as one of our ; 
sponsors. 

Another member of the Association who has agreed to become a 
sponsor or director, whichever should seem desirable as a result of 
the organization meeting, is Aldo Leopold, who has been in construc- 
tive touch with the idea of forming "Friends of the Land" for several 
years. We are also inviting Frederic C. Walcott to participate in 
the organization meeting and to become either a sponsor or director.
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It would be very helpful to us in preparing plans for the or- 
ganization meeting if you could let me have the answers to the fol- 

lowing questions: 

1. Will you be able to attend the organization meeting 
(which will be held March 22-23 at the Wardman 
Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.)? 

2. Would you be willing to serve as a sponsor of the 
organization, your name to appear on our letter- 

head? 

For your use, I am enclosing several copies of our announce- 

ment. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Charles W. Collier, 
Organizing Secretary. 

P. S. I am having sent to you under separate cover a copy of Mr. 
Russell Lord's "fo Hold This Soil" which gives the best 
available account of one important phase of land and water 
conservation in the United States. I think you will also 
enjoy reading "Vanishing Lands" by R. 0. Whyte and G. V. 

: Jacks, This book was originally published in England un- 
der the title "The Rape of the Farth" and gives a dramatic 
and thoughtful analysis of the economic and historic effect 
of continued wastage of land and water resources on the 
fate of the civilized world, The American edition was pub- 
lished in 1939 by the Doubleday—Doran Company. Unfortu- . 
nately, I do not have available a copy which I can send to 
you. ; 

CWO sAVG



42h University Parm Place 
February 20, 1940 

Mr. Ghavles ¥. Gollier 
Triends of the Land 
312 Denrike Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Charles: 

That's the best collection of ecological "quotes" I 
have seen. 

I can't be there March 22-23. One or two classes per 
day at this season, and nobody to pass the buck te. It will be 
all I can do to make the Wildlife Conference for a few days. 

If, despite this, you want me on the Board, I'11 be 
glad to be there. 

I have read Russell Lord's book (and liked it), but not 
Whyte and Jacks. 

Your most potent ally in the list of quotes is, I think, 
Carl Sauer. fry to get him in. 

I take it for granted that this group will not make the 
mistake of relying on fiat reform. ‘That will have to be threshed 
out, of course. 

Attached are two papers you may not have seen. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. Not so sure I like the name. Too close to "Friends of Our 
Native Landscape," who carry a connotation quite different from yours. 

P.S.S. Can you send me six copies of the prospectus? 
A.L.
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* 
{ February 13, 1940. 

* 

* Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

* Madison, Wisconsin. 

* 
Dear Aldo: 

* 

* The trip which I made to the West 4 years ago to explore the 
possibilities of starting a private organization built around land 

piREcTORS ‘and water conservation, has at last borne fruit. (You will remember 
* that we discussed this when I came to see you in Madison.) I have 
¥ temporarily at least left the Department of Agriculture and am now , 

im working with Mr. Morris L. Cooke in an effort to get such an organi- 
zation established and under way by early summer. Our plan is to 

. hold the organization meeting in Washington, D. C. on March 22-23 
* at which time the name and by-laws of the organization will be 
* worked out, directors elected and the organization formally launched. 
* 

* Briefly, the purpose of the organization will be to engage in a 
widespread educational effort on behalf of conserving our soil, water 

* and related natural resources. The organization will have a national 
* membership and provision for regional or local affiliates. At the 
x proper time, it will also promote international interest in land and 
* water conservation with the thought that the preservation of these 
* resources should be a common denominator to the efforts of all politi- 
S cal systems and creeds, and in the long view far transcends in impor- 

tance many of the problems over which the world is now convulsed. 
* Some of the "foundations" have already indicated an intense interest 
* in the international activities and will probably be willing to fur- 

* nish substantial financial aid. 

. We plan to publish a monthly magazine of the highest literary 
quality. Mr. Russell Lord has agreed to become the editor. He is 

- probably the best qualified man in the country to handle this job. 
* Several of us are hoping that Mr. Cooke will become the first Presi- 
* dent, although he has not as yet expressed his willingness to accept 

® this responsibility. In my opinion he would be ideal because of his 
a long-time association with conservation movements, his wide contacts, 
¥ and his high administrative ability. There is enclosed a pamphlet 

outlining the activities of our proposed organization in greater 
% detail. I hope that you will have time to read it carefully. 
* 

x 

x 
* 

(over)
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Between now and the middle of March, our problem is to get in 
touch with approximately 150 individuals who will become the directors 
and sponsors of the new organization. We have assembled an excellent 
list of outstanding individuals, representing all shades of geographi- 
cal, political, economic and specialized conservation interests. With- 
out exception, all of those with whom the problem has been discussed ; 
have reacted enthusiastically and expressed their willingness to parti- 
cipate actively in the work of the organization. 

We are hoping that you will agree to serve as one of our 30 or 
40 directors and that you will be able to attemi the meeting on March 
22-23. Your name and assistance will be invaluable. 

So that we can perfect our plans, could you let me have the 
answers to the following questions? 

1. Will you be able to attend the organization meeting? 
2. Whether or not you can attend the meeting, will you be 

willing to serve as one of our directors? 
3. How do you react to the tentative name? It has been 

selected from dozens which have been proposed, with 
the idea of avoiding any suggestion of conflict 
with other organizations and of getting away from 
the triteness and long-winded character of such names 
as "The American Society for Conservation of Soil and 
Water Resources", etc. and at the same time of sug- 
gesting that we will deal with the whole complex of 
problems involved in conserving land resources. 

With best personal regards, C 

Charles W, Collier, - fF 
Organizing Secretary. Pg 

P.S. In the thought that it will interest you, if you have aot already 
seen it, I am having sent under separate cover, ea ae 
"To Hold This Soil", I think you will also be interes in read- 

ing "Vanishing Lands" by R, O.,Whyte and G...V..Jackse This book 
was originally published in land under the title "The Rape of 
the Earth" and gives a ae and thoughtful analysis of the 
economic and historic effect of continued wastage of land and water 
resources on the fate of the civilized world. The /merican edition 
was published in 1939 by the Doubleday-Doran Company. Unfortunately, 
I do not have available a copy which I can send to you. 
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FOR SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 

THE COVER 

I. A Brief Anthology 

THE INSERT 

Il. Evidence of the Need 

Ill. A Statement of Purpose 

LA Brief Anthology a ae 
IE WESTERN LAND-SPOILERS KNEW WHEN OUR SOILS ARE GONE, we, too, 

1728 how eastern land-skinners had skinned their must go unless we find some way to feed on 

THE SOIL we passed over this day was land to death, they would not go on doing just Ta, rock, or its equivalent. . oe: The key lies 

very good. Charming valleys bring forth like the same thing. But they won’t know, and, of — 17 due control of the water which falls on each 

the land of Egypt. Grass grows as high as a course, won’t do. ... This is the land of acre. - - - The solution . . . essentially solves 

Piavon Lomebacle andi thee riecrsmrolledawnmimcu ics: the whole train of problems running from farm 

their waters to the sea as clear as crystal. Happy SoLon RosINson, Boeke and from crop production to naviga- 

will be the people destined for so wholesome a Writing of Mississippi. pom 
situation, where they may live to the fullness THomas C. CHAMBERLIN, 
of their days with much content and gaiety Before a White House Conference 

of heart. 1872 of Governors. 

Coronet Witt Byro II, GRASS IS THE FORGIVENESS OF 
Surveying the Dan River Valley, Virginia. NUASHUIR hers) constant benedicno im ae 1911 

cum pi Forests decay, harvests perish, flowers vanish, THE GRASS ROOTS which formerly held 
1777 but grass is immortal. . . . Its tenacious fibers the soil together are decayed and gone, and 

SINCE THE ACHIEVEMENT of our in- hold the earth in place and prevent its soluble now when loosened by the plow the soil is easily 

dependence he is the greatest patriot who stops  CoMponents from washing into the wasting sea. drifted and blown away. 
the most gullies. SENATOR JOHN J. INGALLS, Dr. A. M. TEN Eyck, 

Patrick HENRY, Of Kansas. Of Kansas. 

Before the Virginia Assembly. 
1905 1915 

ca THE PRESERVATION of the food-giving WE COME OUT OF THE EARTH, and 
WE RUIN THE LANDS that are already value of the soil as used by civilized man de- we have a right to the use of its materials; and 

cleared and either cut down more wood, if we pends on the efficiency of the means by which _ there is no danger of crass materialism if we 

have it, or emigrate into the western country. he keeps the passage of the soil to the sea at a recognize the original materials as divine. . . . 
... A half, a third, or even a fourth of what rate no greater than that at which it is restored We are not to look for our permanent civiliza- 

land we mangle, well wrought and properly by the decay in the materials on which it rests. tion to rest on any species of robber economy. 
dressed, would produce more than the whole NATHANIEL SOUTHGATE SHALER, Liperty Hype BalLey, 
under our system of management; yet such is Manvand the Barth. The Holy Earth. ‘ 

the force of habit, that we cannot depart from 

tt 1907 1920 
GeEorGE WASHINGTON, 

In his Letters. TO SKIN AND EXHAUST the land will THE INSTINCT that we all feel about 
result in undermining the days of our children. good land is sound; perhaps it is a latent feeling 

1813 ne GREER OGRE that only from good land can a robust stock of 
” men come forth, and one need not go far to 

WE NOW PLOW HORIZONTALLY fol- Ina Message to Congress. verify this. . . . I have seen cattle deteriorate 
lowing the curvature of the hills and hollows on in poor country. . . . 

dead level, however crooked the lines may be. 1908 How cheerfully our young men went into 
Every furrow thus acts as a reservoir to receive a great war for posterity’s sake; how languidly 
and retain the waters; . . . scarcely an ounce THE NOBLEST TASK that confronts us they hear of this more terrible enemy, insidi- 
of soil is now carried off... . In point of all today is to leave this country unspotted in ous, undramatic, draining the nation’s blood, 
beauty nothing can exceed that of the waving honor, and unexhausted in resources... . I the soil—the body of the soil itself—away to 

lines and rows winding along the face of the conceive this task to partake of the highest the sea. 
hills and valleys. spirit of patriotism. ARTHUR J. Mason, 

THOMAS JEFFERSON, Girrorp PINcHoT, Engineer, writing pamphlets about 
In a letter to Charles W. Peale. The World’s Work, May, 1908. flat” land in Illinois.
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I GREW on... the old prairie which we 

feared and loved, and conquered. . . . : 

Beautiful little brooks, so clear... . The : ; ° z 

fisherman’s heart seemed to shake the neighbor- f “a 

hood. . . . We saw no reason for not killing as e e = a earn ah 

many prairie chickens as we could, so in winter - 3 once RoMaME ere eet > > 2 

we trapped them by the thousands. . . . I have - Z ‘ 

not heard a bobolink’s song for thirty years. satin OO aye ee 

It has passed with the little clear brooks and . oe ys - 

the flights of clamoring wild fowl and all the . x ‘ 

primitive wildness and beauty and sternness of rs = pe ee tae wee 

the prairie. a A ee et ‘ KS heen <— 
HERBERT QuICK, ; : ogi se rd as anil @ we at ve 

One Man’s Life. 4 . wag re a Re een, oe 
— Cee SS saan Mee Os ONG AM Ge 

1933 =. te a Fe el [3 een Ss a = 
WE HAVE JUST BEGUN to think of this ae Ss i oe aA ty es, 

whole country as a good farmer thinks of his re » ‘ oe of 50 
= ea. te 7 Ps ve satis = ee a ae farm. We have at last been forced to plan. ca mi Pa Se im a Dae 

Henry A. WaLtace, : 0 SE er ae & a Bos 3 . 
mS ie b a 7 NS eS - Aes 

Secretary of Agriculture in a wired Co eA ea ee Ue a a i. oat. E 
2 $ | galas = ; ON Ld 7 “ 

message to Western Governors, em tars Ne — ee ey ee 2 

November 28, 1933. ee A ge > ea a oc a “at oa 4 
uh, 4 Yee rt a Ps fee ek meres Se 

IN CHANGING OUR PATTERN of waded i : Te SS Te, a ay 

basic crop production, we have set upon a x M3 Fhe Se SE aa Ke al ! 

process which is bound to alter our entire agri- ee Ne a e es B Pe ae ey ~ te 
cultural structure; and I think it may go be- Noted a Ee, ee. B Soe et age mbes 

yond that and lead in time to a rational resettle- i. %, ee << ee ise 4 ie ‘ Be ag Kae i Me ak a 

ment of America. ’ % > es ag ss ; pg Satan) - 
YS aN ws zi f Pe AN. OA ek - 

Rexrorp Guy TuGwWELL, Sy, : 8 a 4 : eS % a aS. ao aS 

Assistant Secretary, in a radio 
talk, August 6, 1933. AN ALL BUT CATASTROPHIC DEGRADATION OF SOIL AND MAN 

1934 1936 (and), probably less—than:-—twenty—years~in——— 

MPTEIOUGEL there ds ae eet no earely ce IF YOU GREW UP HERE, as I did, and which to build up the technique, to recruit the 

ae ae y pene aes Poa ae so Wea'e fighting personnel, and, most difficult of all, 
cured beginning, even, in the salvaging of love this country, it cuts you to the heart. h he arcana milli € people 

“nature” in the United States—what a chance! T. S. Bure, ae aa i atiru 2 ap Ae me yy 

. .. The future of the planet itself, and of Of the U. S. Soil Conservation a a o ke = Se ee : ie aie ae 
mankind through distant hundreds of thou- Service, interviewed in South Carolina. ee SE eee ee eee een 

sands of years, is concretely dependent on the — eC ; 
task now being begun. WORLD WAR PRICES said, “Plow!” The . Morris L. Coox: a 

fomncerarest Government said, “Plow!” ‘The farmers plowed Engineer, before a Senate Committee. 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, these rolling hills of Davis County, on the . 
August 1, 1934. Missouri border, for wheat and corn. “Food THE COLLAPSE of the plantation sys- 

a will win the war,” the posters said. tem leaves in its wake depleted soil, shoddy 
1935 Woodland was hacked away. Grass was livestock, crude agricultural practices, crippled 

THE FABRIC OF HUMAN LIEE has been plowed under. The hills washed. The water- institutions, a defeated and impoverished people. 

woven on earthen looms. It everywhere smells table fell. Springs went dry. Game went dry acd the boll weevil, the sedge, after the 
of the clay. . . . Howsoever high the spirit of and died. Now thousands of acres have been sedge, the silent redeeming pines; and from 

man may soar . . . it is on (the stomach) that abandoned and the tax situation is catastrophic. pines back to cotton. . . = 

humanity, like an army, ever must advance. J. N. (“Dino”) Daruine, ea Ca us stopped es Be 
HB Interviewed at Des Moines. Mary’s, a rural negro school in north Green 

oe bi ve. by of B A Councy, Georgia, to find it cold and bare. 

mLOUIOR TEI) a; Haris. IS THIS THE SORT OF COUNTRY w These words, well written, were on the black- 
> > - ve a 

THERE IS REALLY no returning to places want to leave behind us, to be our monument oar 
and people you remember from your youth. ... or history? Ravaged land, wasted forests, Opened School, October 15, 1934. 

co my time this part of the country has empty oil wells, and a people starved, stunted, closed School, December a 1934, 

Sree = ignorant and savage. Why do we do it? What Lord Teach us to Pray! 
We men who have allowed this soil to be strange insanity is driving us to destroy our- ARTHUR F, Raper, 

swept from under us and from under our chil- eels? A Preface to Peasantry. 

dren at such a bewildering rate have a good Davin CusHMAN Cove, 

deal to answer for. We didn’t know any better. Waste. BLOWN OUT—baked out—and broke... 

But we do now. nothing to stay for . . . nothing to hope for. 

Hucu H. BENNETT, OUR COUNTRY is... like a man well tee Homeless, penniless and bewildered they 

Chief of the U. S. Soil Conserva- gone with cancer or tuberculosis. . . . With joined the great army of the highways. 
tion Service, talking to his old continuance of the manner in which the soil Pare Lorentz, 
neighbors back home, in North is now being squandered (we have), less than From the sound-track of The Plow 

Carolina. a hundred years of virile national existence That Broke the Plains. y



———<_" a ae WHEN A PIECE OF LAND BEGINS TO 
quant: Bina § ae GO DEAD, unproductive, as ours has, its ills 

pe Hasta 5 ad are not separate or simple but infinitely linked. 
eG... Soil, air, water and 1 e all of Ss ————— Soil, air, protoplasm are all of a 

a A ets or 
SE i a we ea a part. . . . Wounded farm land cannot be par- 

aes “> iP a a iti and eons ; sialists ae —— A DA 2 ai titioned off and considered by various specialists 
a — he a o aw with special cures as a problem exclusively agri- 

ee — “ ag, ee Se, . SS  ——_« | 
Reg Oe ght a Russet Lorp, 

See a SS ad i To Hold This Soil. 
een — oneea — Xe ‘a alee 

eS EN OE oie POOR LAND makes poor people—poor 
re ee sepia at pg selh aca people make poor land. 
- a Wer 5 Pare Lorentz, 

el In the sound-track of The River. 
ie = aa . i 

- = _ Ca ae ARDENTLY AS I HAVE SCANNED the 
" : | E §| writings of Europe’s half-pint Napoleons I find 

a dad Se oe but one undoubted truth uttered between the 
bw | Bod + ae = a two of them. Each has said in effect, “It takes 

a Pak ( ’ ee i ron : a. oi eal i a rich land to oo oe tee IVEY: 

" a ee \ om : —— ar time you see a dust cloud, or a muddy stream, 
fg ae ) a oe, 4 “Ray ed a field scarred by erosion or a channel choked 

ei Oh F 3 ig with silt you are witnessing the passing of 
a 2 ee ~t American democracy. ... The crop called 

: - ma ao y* pag ; = il ie. | . Man can wither like any other. 

eos Pe ile = a. a le a STERLING NortH, 
 O , < ae | ee Cg i. he ae In The Chicago Daily News, 
meg an —_ 4 EE : A . 

a: fo. . ee - an as cee Sate <, October 19, 1938. 
tg me 3 a ce “dl "4 
rll ne Ea PT oa ud fl eon" ‘! GIVEN ONE OF THE richest and most 

cain te me es a gal ‘ tk gn beautiful lands on Earth to tend, we have taken 
be ty ae “>. » shamefully poor f it... . How can a : a p shamefully poor care o; ow c 
i —— people work themselves into such a squirm of 

WE NEED NEW PATTERNS OF CULTURE TO SAVE THE LAND patriotism when some misguided schoolchild 
refuses to salute the flag, this land’s symbol, yet 

1937 of the-United States. They—are—not_without countenance and join ina continual defacement _ 
arallela and destruction of the body of the land itself? TOO LONG awe haverrcloned tounere parallel in other parts of the world, but nowhere y 

- aie else has the drama of soil destruction been Russet Lorp, 
sources in terms of illusion. Money, even gold, : 
: : : . played so swiftly and on so great a stage. Bebold Our Land. 
is but a metrical device . . . not the substance 

of wealth. Our capital is the accumulation of poUEERD Woopine RosINson, WHAT WE NEED NOW even more than 
material and energy with which we can work. Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, : <I i ie 

2 _e . Tees 7 books is some graphically conceived micro- 
Soil, water, minerals, vegetables and animal University College of North Wales, z - : 

: ae : i her E. i photographic film showing soil movements, 
life—these are the basis of our existence and Bangor, in Mother Earth or Letters ee : 2 
the measure of our future. on Soil, a book published in London. under stress of water and wind, with the time 

2 . elements indicated, so that millions of people 
Paut B. Sears, i . . who never read books and know nothing of 
This is Our World. LACK OF OPPORTUNITY is a sin- farming can see deceptive sheet erosion actually 

oie whether = - eee ‘a the city taking place... . 
. . slums, or poverty of the eroded hillsides. . . . GaNIGe Deruine 

WE ARE REACHING the interesting mo- The inner discovery of a New World will not Bulleti J the Massach ap 
ment in our history when we shall have to be the task of navigators. wai of Cee ese geS 
choose between the spirit which tolerates Duck- Audubon Society, December, 1938. 

Maury Maverick, 
towns, tolerates Banks of Tennessee, tolerates . . 

: js iene In A Maverick American. 1939 
the mine villages where men sell their wives— 
and the spirit which wars on these things to BESIDES BUILDING WARSHIPS and 
the end, wars on them at any cost in incon- 1938 airplanes, we must, through united and demo- 

venience to the more lucky members of society. cratic and vigorous action, build up the nation’s 
Firnsern Acan, WE KNOW of scarcely any record of de- natural resources and keep them continuously 

Pursuit of Happiness structive exploitation in all the span of human and fully productive. 

: mA existence until we enter the period of modern FERDINAND SILcox, 
history, when transatlantic expansion of Euro- Chief of the Forest Service, 

THE AFFAIRS OF THE SOIL may not pean commerce, people, and governments, takes July 11, 1939. 

have the strange magnificence of the outer uni- place. Then begins what may well be the 

verse or the curiosity of the inner recesses of tragic, rather than the great age of man. We WHY DO WE NOT TEACH CONSER- 
the atom; but they touch our daily lives most have glorified this period in terms of a romantic VATION in our schools? Is the waste and 

intimately. So I commend them to your notice view of colonization and of the frontier. There pillage and threatened physical destruction of 
and ask your indulgence for the homeliness of is a dark obverse to the picture, which we have our country less important than the names of 
my story. ... regarded scarcely at all. State capitals? 

I propose in this letter (Chapter XVI, en- Carv O. SAuER, Harotp L. Ickes, 

titled Corruptio Optima Pessima) to tell you Geographer, Journal of Farm Secretary of the Interior, 
something of the tragic happenings to the soil Economics, November. in an address, February 27, 1939.



I AM A CREATURE of this earth, and so 1940 What we need first of all is a set of ideas 

a part of these prairies, these mountains, rivers I CAN SEE NO REASON for a conserva- that will command our allegiance over partisan, 
and clouds. Unless I feel this dependence, I Coninrorermiivconiennaresic ache freee class and regional considerations, a campaign 
may know all the calculus and all the Talmud, ete icant canoe onion of peaceful conquest within our own borders. 

but I have not learned the first lesson of living stteame to make the hele a In a genuine and coordinated campaign of con- 
i stre’ power to run the factories ; 

an GN Cd if the resultant industry reduces the status and servations) ORE that touches ORT ENCHY: phase of 
Sruart CHASE, d ar Par end a qn uch life from the enrichment of soil to the enrich- 

I Believe. estroys the eae of the indivi ae . uC. 1s a f h Ss d ‘ I Tf I 

not conservation, but the most frightful sort anene Of Auman opportunities and, talents; 1 tee 

IF WE DO NOT ALLOW a democratic of dissipation. that we have such a cause. 
government to do the things which need to be E. B. Wuire, A start has been made, a good start. Our 

done and hand down to our children a de- Harper’s Magazine, February, 1940. agricultural, our civilization, can be made per- 
teriorated nation, their legacy will be not a manent. We begin to understand how. We 
legacy of poverty amidst plenty, but a legacy IF WE MEAN TO GAIN and to retain have a country worth defending. What other 

of poverty amidst poverty. healthful living in pleasant communities for peoples fight for, we have. There is no better 
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, ourselves, our children and our fellow citizens, country anywhere. Let us defend it. . . . 

May 22, 1939. then we must reckon with the new hot dog The war for survival which needs most 
: . stand suddenly erected and noisily operating in Concern us now is not in Europe and not in 

cae ee ee sae our midst, with the old swimming hole being Asia, but on the ground at our feet. 

drought years are us. We can’t start again. polluted by the new factories being ee Henry A. Wattace, 

The bitterness we sold to the junk man—he ee vse ene dust go ee Sue Survey-Graphic, February, 1940. 

got it all right, but we have it still. And when physically impossible. eee we live in big 

the owner men told us to go, Cee us; and ce ae ee oe we OUR TASK is immense. We have to turn 

when the tractor hit the house, that’s us until shacks into houses; we have to turn barren 

we're dead. ALBERT MAYER, arteries of traffic into parkways; we have to 
JoHN STEINBECK, Survey-Graphic, February, 1940. return wastelands, cutover lands, eroded lands 

The Grapes of Wrath. into grass covered fields or forest covered 

DAMAGE TO THE LAND is important FOR A LONG TIME the essential unity of slopes. We have to take valleys as large as that 

nly, because dt damagesithe lives of people and - cn ere eeece eo eee When of the Inland Empire in Washington, by means 
ie 2 h i ican Savinelecil and a farmer in upland Maryland abuses his land he of great dams, irrigation works and power 

aa ae not an er in iteclf; it is aap Pe helping to smother oyster bars of the plants, as great as the Grand Coulee, we have 

1 ns to the end of better living and Bay with slime. Many fine oyster beds have to alter the possibilities for human occupation. 
seem te been destroyed and the process continues. ... | We have to take our socially eroded lands— 
a are = oo. ee Land, water and minerals, trees, fish and ani- our run-down factory districts, our blighted 

To ee Can College mals, ore all Dene of the property of Maryland, urban areas, our over-expanded metropolises— 
ASCOTIRH ONT DPE TER O o>: and it is astonishing how often the protection of and turn them into productive-communities. 

one depends upon the protection of some, or all, el 
THE PLAIN TRUTH is that Americans, of the others. ; . . ‘ ‘ 

as a people, have never learned to love the land Geratp W. JoHNson, ee coe baa ae = read 

and rome gard 1cjas anon Gunny Tega Baltimore Evening Sun, iigharsy when only the dreamers will turn out to 

eae Es January el, 1220. be practical men. 

ONE OF THE MOST CURIOUS CON- LITERALLY, AND OBVIOUSLY a curse ee eD 
TRADICTIONS in the American character is is laid on soil repeatedly burnt over. Life, Survey-Graphic, February, 1940. 

our utter failure to see the connection between along with the soil and cover, becomes each 
the word conservative and the word conserva- year thinner, less robust, less rewarding, more THE AMERICAN cannot live effectively 

tion. hazardous. or decently without a vision: when the vision 

Paut B. Sears, There is nothing mysterious or other- fails his whole system collapses. His new vision, 
Science and the New Landscape, worldly about the process. It is simply that his new future, his new Project will of neces- 

Harper's Magazine, July, 1939. you blast and disturb a natural continuity of sity be different from the old, both internally 
THE GOVERNMENT is spending billions growth and renewal; a marvellously delicate and externally, But unless the American is 

5 Ales 2 xa : . extinct, a Project there will be. . . . 
for defense against the possibility of alien ene- interplay of living forces which, undisturbed, i : 

mies, but protection from the evergrowing ene- keep a piece of land intact and rich; the people If the dream » reborn, UE USE have some 
mies within our borders, the destroyers of soil, it supports, secure. of the characteristics of maturity: it must relate 

has been inadequate. In one case we act vigor- From Forest Outings, a forthcoming the present to the future in a realistic avon 
ously because propaganda stirs our imagination, publication by Thirty Members of ee demand a certain amount of planning and 

while in the other we neglect real menaces, be- The U. S. Forest Service. sacrifice. aaa So long as he is an American, 

cause few laymen visualize or understand the American will be an idealist. But there is 
them: WE LIVE IN A NEW WORLD. We are 2° reason under the sun why he should always 

J. K. Newman, less compelled to travel in specific channels by = "°™41N 2 wildman, 
A New National Enter prise, hard material fact than is the case of any other Tue Eprrors or Fortung, 

November, 1939. place on earth... . February, 1940. 

A Proposed Non-Profit Association for 
Conservation of Soil, Rain, and Man 

ORGANIZING OFFICES: 312 DENRIKE BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, D. C.



FRIENDS OF THE ment is felt in the open country. But soon, as yields and 
trade fall off, it is also felt in the towns. 

LAND Any land is all of one body. If one part is skinned, bared 
to the beat of the weather, wounded, not only the winds 
spread the trouble, dramatically, but the surface veins and 

A non-profit association for the conservation arteries of the nation, its streams and rivers, bear ill. Soiled 
of soil, rain and Man water depletes soil, exhausts underground and surface water 

supplies, raises flood levels, dispossesses shore and upland birds 
and animals from their accustomed haunts, chokes game-fish, 

rE Evidence of the Need diminishes shoreline seafood, clogs harbors, and stops with 
grit and boulders the purr of dynamos. 

. . « A good land ; a land of brooks of water, of fountains Eroded soil is soil in some part dead, devitalized. Soil 
and depths that spring out of the valleys and bills; a land of debility, soon repeated in nutritive deficiencies, spreads 
wheat and barley, of vines and fig trees and pomegranates;  undernourishment. Evidence on this point is far from com- 
4 land of olive oil and honey. . . . Here thou shalt eat bread plete; but the trend of accumulating findings is unmistak- 
without scarceness; thou shalt not lack anything. . . . able. If the soil does not have it in it, plants that grow there 

Deuteronomy, 8, 7-9. do not; nor do the animals that eat those plants; nor the 
people throughout a country who eat those plants and ani- 

The waters wear the stones; thou washest away the things mals. Soil debility soon removes ae lime from = 
that grow out of the dust of the earth; and thou destroyest ae fy ae fhe ee oe agen eee sation 
the hope of man... . If my land cry against me, or that oodstream, and leads to a devitalized society. 
the furrows thereof likewise complain . . . let thistles grow We, too, are all of one body. We all live on, or from, the 
instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley. The words _ soil. 
of Job are ended. No matter which political party gains ascendancy as the 

The Book of Job. years go by; whether the swing be from middle Left to far 
Right, or to the farther Left; whether we remain at peace or 

1T IS AN OLD STORY, often repeated in the time of 8° to war again, this fact-will remain: so long-as we keep on 

Man. We have talked a lot about it in this country lately. scrubbing off, blowing off, killing off our topsoil, business We have barely begun to do something about it in a large, and social conditions in this country will remain fundament- 

sensible and connected way. ally unsound. 

The need to do more is urgent. The record is plain. Over 

vast areas we stand confronted with defaced landscapes, de- 

pleted water supplies, grave dislocations in the hydrologic Hr A Statement of Purpose 
cycle, and an all but catastrophic degradation of soil and 
Non. WE THEREFORE NOW INTEND to organize and to 

Ave Have: bury anv lind.) We a teiudy mactiok evel bring quickly into action a non-profit association or society 
; ia age a : : to support, increase and, to a greater degree, unify, all efforts in the plain implication that land laid to waste will not sup- feet ti f soil, cas a alliche ling d 
port that measure of individual freedom and those constantly oa alee Se ee ee 
higher standards of living which we as Americans have been Pee 
led to expect. We intend first to work with friends of conservation, both 

~ lay and professional, here in this country, and later with like- Down our streams every year go enormous quantities of inded d Benin 
plant food elements—nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash that ae eee 
might have produced bread, meat, milk, and garments. This With the conservation idea advancing to a wider outlook 
huge loss represents only part of the annual erosion bill, 24 more practical techniques of research and husbandry; 
Erosion not only removes plant nutrients; it carries away at With conservation becoming, in effect, a working philosophy 
one disastrous stroke the available plant food, the material 0 reconcile the ways of Man and Nature—the time is right 
from which plant food is made, the micro-organisms that for such a society to form and act. 
aid in the manufacture of available plant nutrients, the min- The brief anthology which serves as the jacket for this 
eral matter that holds these organic and inorganic materials— —<ircular indicates the trend; and in some part, the need. 
the whole body of the soil. The need is imminent. Much of the civilized world is 

Soil misuse makes people poor. Soil displacement is fol- at war again, sick at heart and weary. Even this far removed 
lowed by human displacement. The first shock of displace- from the main centers of pressure on soil and humans, we feel,



and shall continue to feel, the strain and tension. A war- districts and other local groups, by suitable citations 

time psychology fixes attention on devices of slaughter and and awards. 

destruction. It diverts human effort and ingenuity from 7. Promoting inclusion in the curricula of our educa- 

studies and devices to perpetuate the source values of human- tional systems of courses on the significance and 
kind technique of land and water conservation. 

i feeudeet ’ 4 d k 8. Fostering the participation of the youth and youth 
All friends of conservation need now to move and spea organizations and especially unemployed youth, in a 

out together as never before. moral equivalent of war against wastage of soil and 

Whether your principal personal interest be in soil, grass, Water. 

trees, songbirds, game, flowers, livestock, landscape or out- 9. oe with hws ee i. 
‘ : the conservation of trees, grass, wildli 

door recreation; and whatever your occupation—farmer, y E » Sr ass, € and people 
ay : : in promoting common objectives. 

banker, forester, agrostologist, journalist, anthropologist, ‘ il A : 
los h ent hee ante set all ve 10. Convening periodical conferences in various parts of 

ecologist, teacher, student, or w. the country to obtain wider recognition that soil 
together for the good of the land. wastage threatens our institutions. 

i 1 the one sug- : 
The atin under which we work might be the one sug We could promote the conservation of land and water 

gested in this circular: Friends of the Land. Or perhaps resources in this and foreign lands by: 

Society of the Land. Or, again, The Conservation Society. 
as : : cc 

This and other points, major and minor, will be submitted for 1 Appointing in each foreign country a correspond- 
a : ; : ent” (without pay) for the exchange of informa- 

determination to a larger founding group, here being cir- ae 

cularized. ae : : . 
2. Maintaining a clearing house of information on con- 

An organization meeting will be held in Washington, servation in foreign countries, and from time to 
D. C., on March 22 and 23, 1940. A program, and further time publishing a survey of foreign activities in this 

details will be sent to any one who writes, expressing interest. field. 
; ts: . : 3. Encouragin e establish: i i i - The purpose here is to indicate in barest outline what : ging th spent in this and in for ; : idd eign countries of private organizations for the 

Such’ a socievyecould Co: furtherance of conservation. 

We could promote the conservation of land and water 4. Furthering the adoption of courses on conservation 
resources in the United States of America by: by educational institutions throughout the world, 

cal’ : : oe and the granting of traveling fellowships to foreign 
1. Assembling information regarding the Sees. a officials and students for the study of conservation. 

strial and social need for conserving our land an be : du : § 5. Advising foreign governments on methods of estab- waters; placing before the people of the country lishi : 
: . ; ishing programs for land and water conservation. various issues and problems in land and water con- aie ' as ; : 

servation; and forwarding in the interests of the 6. Assisting foreign mission and educational organiza- 
public, specific policies of conservation. Hons in incorporating programs for land and water 

oot ' . conservation as a major objective of their work with 2. Encourage the organization of affiliated regional and am 
oreign peoples. 

local groups. oe : . Hi World ; é ; . . At an appropriate time calling a World Conserva- 3. Preparing and making available to our membership ne Cae 8 
and to the general public a monthly magazine, THE ‘ 

LAND, and other literature on the technique, im- These and other possibilities will be examined at the organ- 

portance, ed eee land and ae con- ization meeting in Washington, March 22-23 at the Ward- 
r a members suit- : seine 

Se pveron, ape eccommencme. +0 Curie es man Park Hotel. A tentative Constitution and By-laws 
able literature prepared by other organizations, d . ‘ll be di and ‘sed. Dj 
operating in special fields, now under preparation will be discussed and revised. Direc- 

ee oe : tors will be elected. We hope to have the organization and 
4. Fostering investigation, exploration, research and. ine. TH D 4 b 1 

experimentation into the science of soil and water 18 Magazine, E LAND, under way by July. 
conservation izi i nts in this , and recognizing achieveme ts in € Morris LLEWELLYN Cooke, 
field by electing outstanding scientists as honorary soe : 

: : Organizing Chairman. 
members of the society, or by special awards. 

5. Encouraging and furthering the practice of land Bryce C. BRowNING, 
a rvation by individuals, cooperative 
and water conse on eye duals, P CuHartes E. Hoizer, 
groups, States and subdivisions thereof, and the 
Federal Government, and promoting legislative Russet Lorp, 
measures and the efficient and economical use of 
public funds in furtherance thereof. Cuarces W. CoLuier, 

6. Recognizing outstanding accomplishments in land : Organizing Secretary, 
and water conservation by farmers, soil conservation 312 Denrike Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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Hoot. (RUSS Eu 

1 LANGDON 

MADISON 3, WIS. 

August 28, 1947 

My dear Aldo, 

I have not yet gotten back to where I can 
use my right hand, but I have recovered to the point 
where I can do a little work and for the last few 
days pulled together the material which I heve for 
the Getaways list for 1945-14. I find that I have 
the text for the following articles: 

1945 - John Curtiss on Haiti 
November 17 - Art Hebsler on Germany 
December 15 - Cmdr. Bruce Wright, RCN 
1946-17 
November 7 - GarWer and Russell on South 

America by Air 
December 17 - Charles Bradley Clothing 

for Aleutian Trips 
January 2, 1947 - Bill Schorger - Fur 

Trading in Early Wisconsin 
April 4 - Meeting with the Arboretum 

Also we expect to use the memorial 
statement and picture of Charles Brown and also 
Philds statement with reference to Sam Chase. 

The family thinks that the picture of Howard 
Weiss and Sam on a canoe trip is the best one that they 
can find, so I guess we will have to use this picture 
over again. 

Assuming that your material records all the 
meetings and dates, can you interpolate those concerning 
which I have no record. It is always slow to get the 
boys to turn in this material unless it is done 
immediately after the meeting. I should like to get 
this data as soon as possible so that I can have the 
log prepared for delivery early this fall. 

Best regards. 
Pincenene Ary (C ph 

‘Prof. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise 
Madison, Wisconsin
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dune 19. 1947 

ie. 3. Aooxte f 
iol ny Bena 
Madison, Waconin 7 

ie. Charles Dradley 
3859 Yakom: Rond ; 
itedigon, Yacohsin 

Rear friendas 

tue to the rush of the second semeater the Gotemy 
Giub Gia not bave ite Masi meeting, and henes did 
not eleet offieere or got new monbers for the coming 
year. Regge ds rod lygdlan yh stl «yphcllney dpa 
nominating committee, ond alao to oygest « giate 
of now members to be presented to the elub and 
voted upon at the firet nooting next autum,. 

Donn Ruggell wishes to withdeaw ac Serihe for 
reageng of health, although I think he will 
umlartaise to complete the leg to date. fo 
noed, therefore, a nominstien for feribe ant 
also « nemination for Gookee, Dean Rugeell has 
sugseated that Lester might be willing and able 

j to apoume hoth officos., 1 don't want te tie 
your hands, but if thie suggestion is sseeptable 
you night want to agk Lester and find out. 

Pedagogies: ough A rg nyienondndanilia Aig 
tale on any sic ghould be younger men. The 
trouble with the club now ia too many gray 
haive ant crenky Joints. 

T wll appreciate it very much {f you will under 
tale those two jobs. 

: After I have your ropert T will qutalt it to the 
nenbere for a letter ballot on officers ac that 
sonebody may be in the soddie next fall. 

With best regards, 

Yours sinterely, 

ALAM Aldo Leopold 
Signed in He. Leopold's 
abgente to avedd delay.



June 15, 1947 

De 2. % Sale } 

West Shorewood Hilla 
Medigon, ‘lsaconsin 

Dear Joe: 

Doan Hi. L. Ruseell, Kennedy Mamor, ie anxious to 
obtada a good informal snapshot of Sam Chase for 

use in the log of the detamy Olub, of which 
Som, ag you know, was a nomber, This an 
ig to be used in conjunstion with a very ft 
obituary vritten % Fadio Bick. I onmure te - 
ma that you might have such a emapshot ox know 
where to got one. If ao, would you kindly 
tend 1% to Daan Rngeeli? 

With personal regards, 

Yours singerely, 

AL PM Aldea Leopelt 

Signed in My. Leopold's 
absente to avoid delay.
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Receubor 18, 1946 : 

Professor Raymond J. Roark 
115 Mueation~Tnginsering Zlig. 

A. W, Schorger 
1015 2, Yashington ove. 
Metison, 74 sconcfn 

W1 you act as a mrbership committee for Getaways? 

You wi11 recall the motion passed at the Decexber 17 

meeting after Chuck Bradley sd Jim Garver were elected, 

As for as I knov, one or tro additional members are 

about the aarimm (unless total active membership is 

to be inersesad, we heave no mash instruction). ’ 

' Tt may be proper for me to suggest that youn 

men are needed to counterbalance the prevailing age 

of present members, 

Yours sincerely, 

Gookee se 

‘ AleRL 

ii



| 
GETAWAYS 

Second meeting - Tuesday, December 19, 1946 <= 6:00 

The Madison Club 

Charles Bradley - "Mountain Troops in Aleutians" 

Please phone your reservations before Wednesday noon, December 11, 

to Aldo Leopold, B. 580, Extension 239.



, Sent out Now. 2, (ees 
‘ 

j 

Gumawars 

ting ~ Ladies invited ~ Thursday, November 7, 6130 

at Kennedy Manor Dining Rooma 

No. 1 Langdon Street 

Kagry Tusgoll and Juss R. Garver on "Cizmumevigating South | America". (Iu iusbtyated.) 

Floase phone your reservations before Tuesaday noon to 
Aldo Leopold, 3. 980, drandh 239
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GETAWAYS GUESTS Arb GUESTS 

Potter, Howard Harry Bullis Dickson, J.E. 

: McCabe, Robert A. 

Rosenberry, Marvin B. ’ i 

i Butzen, Tom 

Schorger, A.W. 
Hasler, Arthur JohnNeess 

Lester, C.B Walker 

‘ McCaffrey, M.E. William G. 

Leopold, Aldo Kaeser 

§ Gallistell, Albert 

Neff, EE. : i 
‘ Longnecker, William 

Buck, Philo . f and guest , 

Ray Roark and guest ; 

Jackson, Joseph 4.J.Marschall 
Almon R, Meek : 

Eager, Le 3 

Fiedler, Albert ; 
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ROSTER OF THE GETAWAYS (1939) THE «%S-<% ‘ Be 
CETAWANS 2) ee 

Ra 3 Sse 4 Bemem tn “A eh LD) 
H#, C, Bradley 1919 To, ee 2 
C, E, Brown 195% Ps AZ AC os 

Geo. Bryan 192) 

Philo Buck 1931 pases el ecto e 

A, C, Fiedler, Milwaukee 1936 een i 

R, J. Kieckhefer, Milwaukee 1936 . 

J, . Jackson 1924 aS 
C, B. Lester 1922 : 

Aldo Leopold 1929 
E, E, Nerf 1936 is 

Howard I, Potter, Chicago 1937 

Ray Roark 192k 

Ele Boe 1919 es 
H, L. Russell 1919 me 

‘ “. B. Rosenberry ag 19 

E, J, B, Schubring LOL 

F, EZ, Turneaure 1919 

W. HL Twenhofel 1923 e 
Howard F, Weiss 1919 Ee 

x 
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24-27 ee 

Sect CITAWAYS 8) 
The February meeting PT : 

of the Clan gave the Getaways ae Ki } 

7 
a dose of much appreciated a ( _? p By 

ae KE AF 14 Ri 

doctrine. All of us have Beh, AA ii 

(Pe eet 
disliked the coming of pea- ow Gy Eh Ie eee | 

nut and popcorn stands and pea ile nn 
SSS 

the building of great mum- ua ’ 

\& bers of resorts in the midst 

of nature's temples. Mr. : 

Aldo Leopold of the United States Forest Products Laboratory has given oa 

much thought to this problem and advocates that Wilderness Recreation 

Areas should be maintained. The Clan is of the same opinion. 

-380- a 
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THE CONSERVATION OF WILDERNESS CLIAWAYS « ae ees 
RECREATION ARZAS >” Be : } a q : 

There has been a yy i | e 
rapid shrinkage in both the sang M 

' : GLa sti | met and size of the re See pled! | : 
maining areas suitable for = eee 

wilderness recreation, es- ie 

pecially since the initiation : : : 
of the good roads movement 

and the wholesale financing of roads for recreational purposes. ' ‘ 

Economic need for the utilization of the resources has not been ; ; : 

the usual reason for this shrinkege. In the Southwest, for instance, : ee 
there were six large areas in 1910, of which only one remains to-day. a 

Of the five which have been opened, only two have been opened be— 5 

cause of the need for timber. 
: 2 

With regard to the provision of facilities, there are two a 

kinds of recreation: (1) the kind that tends to be self perpetuating . j 
under the operation of economic laws, and (2) the kind that tends to os Le 
disappear under the operation of economic lews. All ordinary sports ay : 

and even fishing and hunting, are of the first kind. Wilderness re- es 
pt: creation, such as canoe end pack trips, are of the second. So far, # : 

all governmental provisions for the conservation of recreation facil- as 

ities have dealt with the first kind, whereas the real need for govern— : : 

mental intervention is actually in the second. 
ee 

~381~ Ee aS



i The comparative social value of the two kinds of recreation 

may be summarized as follows: The first is imitative, competitive, 

gregarious, and suitable for mass enjoyment. The second is in- 

} dividual, solitary, noncompetitive, and less suitable for mss en- 

t joyment. It also tends to become expensive when suitable areas 

| are too distant from centers of population. This handicap, how- 

wt ever, could be overcome by the proper distribution of suitable 

areas. In general, wilderness recreation is qualitatively a better 

i! antidote for an industrialized societythan is the first class. a 

I On the other hand, only a minority are inclined to desire it. In 

view of its qualitative value, however, that minority should be 

| provided for at least in peopertion to its relative weight in the 

‘ population. It seems illogical that all of the land area and all 

of the funds should be devoted to the self-perpetuating types. 

1 \ While there is a legitimate place for all degrees of 

ti wilderness in any national recreation program, it is the extreme de~ 

j gree of large wilderness areas that especially needs governmental 

; provision. Such provision could be made by the designation of suit- 

" able large areas in the National Forests and National Parks, and 

I the exclusion of roads, hotels, summer homes, and like improvements 

Hy from such areas. Trails, telephone lines, lookout towers, and other 

improvements necessary for their patrol and protection should not be 

an excluded. 

| Wilderness areas have been tentatively set aside within the 

i Gile and Superior National Forests and in a few other cases. 

| ~382— 
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Fee ple. e 
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THY «ar ; 
The timber productive capac~ GETAWAYS si 

Ro EAS | 
ity of the National forests would not f vo } es 

PEEP [eh 
be materially lowered by a well select- cay YW nas 14 

Le Wh ! 
ed system of wilderness areas for the es oi s f a 

peeks — i Ht 
| reason that the poorest sites would be aw ALE* SAN 

foe ee ! } iz ATT Reece 

chosen. ‘the economic situation in- Sane ee ei 

beccipene iT Lane ate 
dicates that forestry will be intensi- ee eee 

fied on the better sites rather than 

extensified over all sites. This is 

analagous to the tendency in agriculture, where the economic trend is 

toward intensification on the better lands. In agriculture the reason 

for this trend is over-competition. In forestry the reason is the 

competition of substitute materials. 

Wilderness areas lixe the superior exist merely on paper un~ ' 

til the numeous alienations are cleaned up by the process of exchange. 

Even arees like the Gila are in grave danger until the Government owns 

i all the land. 

Partial utilization of resources within wilderness areas is 

often possible. On the superior, for instance the timber can be taken 

out over the lakes, while on the Gila grazing does not necessitate roads. 

Wilderness areas constitute a reversal of the normal economic 

process and an assertion of the national as egainst the local interest. 

The reversal is not more radical, however, than in the case of a city 

park where local interests are subordinated to the general welfare and 

the economic process reversed, often on very valuable land. 

-385—



= ! A national system of wilderness areas should include at least 

f i; one area in each of the western States possessing suitable locations 

\ on National Forests or National parks, one area in the Lake States, 

\ one in the Ozarks, one in the coastal swamps on the Gulf of Mexico. 

i Mere public acquiescence in such a program will never get 

ij anywhere because of the normal pressure of economic development and 

i 
| the above-normal pressure of recreational wildcatting. An aggressive 

‘ 

i public movement in favor of such a system is necessary to its success— 

3 \ ful establishment. 
! 

- 

| 
{i Aldo Leopold 

\| 
ah February 17, 1927 
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Soreword THE ee 
ies 

< - CETAWAYS OHA 
The Getavays got away for PPT 

a 7 8 <= Sf ew 

the year 1950-51 on Cotober 18 . VP / fa) 
Ys 7 

with Cookee Major George Bryan oe Ly Bs 
a C A Fa 

at the helm end officiating for Be “1 Sy A 
fs 

“i és oi : 2 tC Sj \——— a 4 
the first meeting with a des- Le ol eee 

eee Mey 
ate jens Ste pe a Se 

eription of his travels with beset alee gts aka 
ee = ‘ ae . ae eae Sn pk SES RTE a 

Jimmie Welton and Matty Methevs 

on the South Pork of the Plathead River in Montane. The 

Major hed meny good pictures, told some good stories, 

and enunciated some excellent philosophy. ‘The Clan 
: 

assembled for the meeting in the Card Room of the 

University Club, Present were Bryan, Bradley, Roark, 

Rosenberry, Russell, Schubring, end Twenhofel. Tne 

Lord only mows where the rest of them were. It was 

= supposed thet Weiss end Leopold were meking bows and 

aos arrows to kill the winter's meat. Guests were Charles 

("Chink") Bradley, D. He Kipp, and EH. 5. Stafford. 

Bryan wes to have told all about the trip for the Guide 

Post, but the Scribe, after requesting until he was 

tired, was unable to get George in motion, and he did 

not have sufficient information of his own to make it up. 

Thus, the Getaways must forego the pleasure of reading 

detailed information of the Flathead River country. 

-52%=



Foreword Thy a” Wty Nfs 
— hE 3 CETAWAYS 234 

mm, ONE nance Aa ye ota a code? 
The Januery. mecting ox tne , ce I 

¥ — p i } 

Getaways was held i the Gril Le ) § 
reteways was held in the Grill LZ? ‘65 a 

. ; a ie 4 Y. Bi 

Room of the Medison Club at 6:50 ee Ly eh 

ae hk y a RP. ll. on the evening of saturday, Phas =$-Z4 fat 

ee Ses 
January 17. iiembers present FE eal Nee i 

OD Neg Re tice er gay” MeL 

were Bradley, Bryan, Lester, paging ae eee Ra 
Sl ee _ Ee ee aes ‘ 

a . = = b= a oa | 

Roerk, Russell, Rosenberry, 

: Turneaure, Ewenhofel, and Ieiss. Schubring, Jackson, 5 

and Leopold were absent. Leopold was scheduled to \ 

“"—" speak, but his wife had a dimer party for him. Wo 

5 one knew where Schubring and Jackson were. Guests 

were Doctors Greene end Weff and Professors Maurer 

, 
ana Waitbeck. Hal Bradley's father-in-law, lic. Charles 

é Crane, pinch hit for Aldo. He told charming stories \ 

: » : ne wr Bs . + 1 ! 

! : in ea charming manner for two hours. he stated that no i 

rj nation around the Pacific need worry about its neighbors. 

5 The pressure is removed from China. Germany, Britein, 

France, and Russia are not bothering Chine noWe Japan 

lost billions in a@efletion after the armistice, and the 

military clique in Japan is gone. “he China boycot was 

very effectivee The generation now ruling China is high 

i class, @11 educated in western universities, men in tne 

| prime of lite, well trained, dovbts if any government 

‘ 558 
3 

“290 

‘ 

é 
: 3 
i i 

=
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poveword Til, : at : 

re CETAWAYS 25h 
The Debruary meeting of tne Ca APS 

= i 
o , Pe 

Getaweys took place in tne Grill +\y a { i | 

= J 7 a | 

a Room of the Medison Club et 6:50 wP) ae, Lv i 

B “ A shee ESB 

Pp. Ue, Saturday, sebruary el. pats, “hed <i 

(sh IH { 
an a A LZ q ha aes 

. Aldo Leopold wes scheduled +o FOE man eee \ 

— oo Bee ee Lo i 
ghee Sa) 

‘ Becles aes Ther Rat KN Sen Sages 4 

telk on the subject, "The Sv0- gon Saad pelican 
SD err 

' 
. 5 aa bee EE " 

. lution of Conservation Policics.” 
i" 

; But Aldo did not Show upe He was sick with the flu. 

: @nis is the second time Aldo hes renigged. ‘The first { 

2 

! 

¢ time his wife was giving 4 party for him. This time 

" he was giving a party for the flu pugs. ‘het will it 

; be the next tine he is scheduled? 

ri Members present were Bryen, Jackson, Lester, Roark, 

a Russell, Twenhofel, end ieiss.e Guests were Paul Kelle- 

‘ ter, Director or the Jisconsin Conservation Comaission, ‘ 

As tr zAy - \ 2 : = Nt * : 

a “| ur. John Bronek, assemblymen from antigo end Chairmen of 

gx. the Comaittee of the Legislature on Conservation, and 
i 

y i ae Se Gee ' = a : 

#. Professor J. G. lioores As vefore said, Leopold wes sick 

#e-. with the flu; Ross, the gveat exponent of birth control, y 

was seeing nis son, Lester, married; Turneaure neg ail 

his teeth out end wes in hiding; nobody mew where pradley, 

Rosenberry, and Schubring were. Some of the Getaways 

. seem to be retting old, since they stay at home so much
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GUIDE POS] HO-RUAGING Jl Tasbs. cz THEY Soe 4 
ie Th 

mi GEOLOGIC. BAS? 8 RSH : 

Ns i ; i oe x Pe fr PE) 
fhe first ‘anizals that might ao, ly bel 

a A ag a A oy wo LA a 

neve served for food were such eee EG i Bey 
; OOK fs 

=.s ; roe ANZ Be 4] 
Mhines as teilobites snd braechio- aS a. Ss things as trilobites and bracnio fs Bg EH 

noéSe Tater there evolved in PS Ee Nae z eee pa Gorge tS gen 
RE ReAENR eRe get eee : 

the Ovéovicien the gient cepnalo- 2 
fe - LOSCLL asd to tess bisee Se SS aS y 

pods, end in the Silurian these 

yielded the rule of the vaters to fishes. Hunting 

trilobites and brachiopods could hardly nave been 

designeted as sport, and e stone or stick--the latter 

not obtainable--would heve been the best weapon. 

Go catch the siant cephalopods a boat would have been 

necessary, bus such could not have been constructed, 

as there was nothing out of which it could have. been 

meade. ne fish might nave been caught with a pole, ; 

ang there were poles in the Silurien. It was first 

in the Devonian that a lend animal might have been — 

hunteé, end Howard and Aldo could have then gone forth t 

—, 
oe with their tresty pows and arrows and have bagged a 

With their: trustz7 bows Gud ehlon. Ssh om BBeCa 

fet, slimy, hideously-aprearing ampnibian. tater on 

in the Eennsylvanian andi Permian periods great bags of 

liserds might have been obtainee. In’the liesogoie era 

the reptiles becenes cignts with mazimun dimensions of 
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50 to 75 feet Long and 15 to 20 feet high. Zhe bows 

eng arvows ox our doushty hunters would heve been 

of Little aveil agninst such monsters, and unless 

they had been provided with niga power migles the 

giant reptiles would nave pursuec their brainless 

ways wndisturbea by the little arrows, and: vor such 

monsters as Pyranosaurus sex only small cannon 

would have suzZiced for stopping. Hed one bagged 

, the giant Dinlodocus with weight o¥ 60 to 40 tons 

these vould have been meat fox months and even D 

years providing the meat was not eaten the wey 

Ross eats venison. | 

i But the dominence of the great reptiles wanec, 

and Guring the Vertiary the mannals blossomec into 

theiy climax, ang the tertiary lands of america 

end also the rest of the world became tne homes of 

nyriads of this race, and tnere were herds of ninto- 

theres, titanotheres,. amblypods, pigs six feet hizh, 

end muuerous other maumels. ileat eaters would then 

nave been in their Zeaven, eas it wes tne tine of 

the culhination of manialian Life; and Aldo and 

———— 7 ae a : 

Howard with theiz bows and arrows, Rosenberry with 

legal decisions, Bud with his eloquence, snd Lester 

with his boos vould heve gone little vo have arrestea 

ui 

"i eam TNC a a PE



Seher-tooth Erem masing 4 THY WS 8 woh 
: = ee AS 

at 

meal Of teem umiecs Kay ad Ca ee 4 

the Major had epvearec with * sa f ht 
a / fe 

Es - ‘ t a et + 5 é their trusty eiziles to serve Cs LY &s 7 SS 
ae r te} Fay 

es the reroes to reseue. =A a 
ered WY ZZ A pit (ase 

Titi a CAT ee eat aA LS | ee 
WIth SO Inuch meet ard such et fe er 

ep hatee) eliagaAS d ba is ieee 
nerbi i OR il on 

large nerbivorous macsials pag a Sorel ee Ne See 
- a res 

. Es aA Geran NEA © a 
the Dean woula nave nea & 

hard tine mexing one blade of grass grow where two : 

hed grow berore. 

But then cane the greet Ice Ave, and most of : 

the giant mamaals went the way of life, and man : 

during this frigid period rose to some degree of 

intelligence ené proceeded to use ea part of the 

"standing room" which Soss:seems to be afraid he 

WLLL ultimately exhaust. lian huntec the cave bear, 

the mammoth, the mastodon, and other manuals ané 

wes himself eaten by saber-tooth ticers and otner j 

carnivores. Caves were his home, wherein ne livec, 

aieé, and uccayed unless his contemporaries tossed 

him ont of the cave on death, or he was driven forth 

by some savare GC&rnivoree 

ie He UYvenhofel 

BEE 
-voU" 

oes 

a



Buck also reports the following THE SS by : 
nN 

talks but is unable to list the cates, CAVA S oh 
wie ie : 4: 

Twenhofel - A Geological Story of the , [y kid 
Ly & 

Beginnings of Life. aor! 6 4 ? 7 
PA “ts We : 

Mrs, Allen, with Bud Jackson, on = a Ed 
ES. % lps y 

A Montana Ranch, Se 
ss BE men, NI) barameteemd igre 2 teed 

George Bryan on Peru and the Andes pea einai ST Beer 
Buck on Himalayan Trip. 

Union Pacific Representative on the South West Canyons. 

Bradley and Son on a Ski Trip in the High Sierras. 

Schubring - Round the World with e Cine Camera. 

> lLeopola - Forestry in Germany. 

LOG OF THE GETAWAYS RESUMED 

SOCIOLOGY AMONG THE AUSTRALIANS, EH. A. ROSS 

OCTOBER 22, 1938 

= Ross opened the first meeting of the year by an account 

of his recent travels in the Down-under-country of the an- 

tivodes, Australia. 

On the basis of 107 days spent in Australia, going 

about in four different states and contacting 500-600 

worth while persons, I venture to make a few generaliza- 

tions: 

Although the country is about the same size as our 

country, it differs greatly. Imagine this country with 

no tillage west of Cincinnati and worthless desert all 
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relaxed to. quaff a little ale, to THY : oot hy , 

tell stories of ski experiences, and GETAWAYS 2) a 

(ri FEA to sing. Seven nationalities we ee aD) 
LY /-\ | i 

were, with songs in every tongue - / | ee 

. they were mostly familiar to us all. a) oy ipo 
Bok AZ * 

Skiers seem to be a gregarious and CaS =— H ee 
Ronee nba Pe 

an international bunch. They don't Powe ee oes. 

understand nationalism nearly so well bos eeeememrecd Ee 

as they do comraderie. Perhaps that is one of the great iT a 

values of skiing. Certainly it is one of the great gifts \ ie 

of a trip through wild snow country, like the Norwegian ' a 

Jotunhein. : | f 

IV. FEBRUARY MEETING i 

So many of the members were away this month that ¥ { 
= t 

Cookee Buck was unable to drum up enough acceptances for ee 

a meeting. Prof. J. H. Mathews was to give a talk but a ; 

oe: rain check was issued. 48 

! ee 

V. MARCH MEETING | i 

— The Cookee had promises from Leopold that he would . ; ae 

take this evening's program but at the last moment Leopold \ 

wae called to Washington by Colonel Cruse of the United 

States Army to consider the defense program on the Panama ae 

Caneel. It was-up to the Cookee to provide an emergency 

Progran and also the grub. He was unable to meet the emer- ee 

Fency but did not fail to provide the latter. A gab-fest 
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Aldo Leopold and his South West THO «SeXy 

The Delta of the Colorado River, CNA = AY : 

south of the Border, in 1920 when visit~ a A 1 

ed by Aldo was a primitive wilderness. a iy # 

ra, od Fy The canoe trip he described was the an SAGAN oh 

first to be taken in this untracked oa ect 

wilderness which was first visited beceare ata ie 

by the famous Spanish explorer, Omer 

Coronado. The muddy Colorado with its heavy load of silt 4 

splits into an indefinite number of channels, many of which I 

are lost in the sand and mudflats. This makes navigation } 

treacherous and dangerous. Game was very abundant. Quail 

could be found under every bush; doves lived on the seeds 

‘ of wild melons which grew in abundance. This abundance of : 

t bird life furnished food for Jaguars, 'coons and other ; 

carnivores. The party found a number of rare birds but only 

one human being - a bootlegger who was the go-between the 

f rum runner sloops and the Arizona border. ’ 

Ray Hoark Completes the Evening 

: From a bear hunt near Hazleton, British Columbia, to 

' grouse and ducks in the prairie providence of Saskatchewan 

where he also found sandhill cranes in great abundance and 

the introduced Hungarian partridges to the deep south for 

quail. Ray has a way of putting his finger down on the map 

' at will and deciding that this is a good place to hunt. i 

| With no further provision than a railroad ticket he lands a 
|: 

| f - 769 - 
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FOURTH MESTING OF THE GETAWAYS THY «S-<% a 

February 20, 1943 CNA 

Aldo Leopold * x, | 4 

The Excess Deer Problem —| / BY 

In about 1910 the Kaibab deer . one 

herd in Arizona began to pyramid its Ss oa Ss 

numders. Beginning in 1917, seven suc- —————s 

cessive investigators warned that the 

herd must be reduced, or disaster would ‘ 

follow. Nothing was done. In 1924-1926, when the herd had 

increased fron a few thousand to 100,000 deer, two hard winters 

killed 60,000 deer by starvation. By 1939 the herd had starved 

down to a tenth of its yeak level, and the range had lost from 

- half to nearly all of its stock of palatable winter foods. 

1 This was the first of a series of deer irruptions which 

have since swept over parts of Fennsylvania, North Carolina, 

x: Michigan, Orezon, Utah, New Mexico, California, Texas, and : 

now Wisconsin. A few of these outbreaks have been partially 

controlled but in most cases action was "too little and too 

late" to save more than a fraction of the carrying capacity 

of the deer ranges. 

&1k in many states ere irrupting in the same manner as 

deer. 

Deer winter on "browse" of woody plants. Excess deer 

exterminate the nutritious browse species, which are then 

Teplaced by non-nutritious growths. It takes decades for an ; 
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overbrowsed range to recovere Forest reproduction and forest 

plantinzs become impossible on an overstocked deer range. : 

Artificial feeding is no remedy because the deer continue : 

to browse, regardless of how much they are fed artificially. : 

Feeding deer is thus different from feeding game birds, for 2 

game birds winter on seeds or buds. The natural supply of * 

seeds or buds is not affected by artificial feeding. " 

Deer irruptions were unknown before the advent of preda- ‘' 

tor control, refuges, buck-laws, and good law-enforcement. . 

Deer irruptions are unknown today in those parts of Mexico a = 

and Canada where these factors do not exist in combination. * 

It is probable that these factors collectively are the cause “e 

of irrupticns. 
‘eG 

In humid regions extensive losgings, followed by fire- . 

control, likewise predispose deer ranges to irruption. The : - 

present irruptions in wisconsin and Michigan are aggravated “-_ 

by the closure of tree crowns dating from fire-control systems ‘ 

started about 1930. They are further aggravated by current . 

loggings which provide winter food, in the form of felled = | 

trees, on ranges which have already lost their nutritious oe 

undergrowth. . 

Starvation of deer means not only loss of future carrying | 

capacity for deer, but also loss of visor and size in deer 

through malnutrition. 

The only remedy for an irrupiing herd is the prompt 

} removal of antlerless deer, and the suspension of wolf and 

cougar control in the wilder portions of the deer range. 

= Most states beset by excess deer nevertheless continue to 

~816— q 
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offer wolf and cougar bounties, and even to employ paid hun- 

ters. Their plea is: "let the rifles do the trimming", but 

history shows that it takes five or more years for the public 

to recoznize a deer emergency. A wolf or cougar recognizes 

congesticn at one whiff. It is the old story of prevention vs. 

cures 

There is a dangerous tendency, accidental or otherwise, 

for news of deer outbreaks to be suppressed. Thus parts of 

Uteh and parts of eastern Oreson have been devastated by deer 

in recent years, but no account has appeared in conservation 

periodicals or technical journals. sor waive their predator- 

control policies been appreciably modified, despite the fact 

that the tragic Kaibab lies barely over the horizon. 

In some thinly-populated states, endowed with a rich 

browse range and hence a high natural carrying capacity, there 

are actually not enoush hunters to hold down an irrupting deer 

herd without a radical change in bag limits and sex-restric- 

tions, plus the maintenance of reasonable pressure by preda- 

_. tors. Stockmen in such states, when they insist on stringent 

predator-control, find themselves astride the other and sharper | 

horn of an ecological dilemma: devastation of the ranges by 

deer. 
| 

Excess deer and elk are quietly but effectively destroy- 

ing public wilderness areas. The sequence is: (1) establish 

& wilderness area, and tell the ,ublic that the area is for- } 

ever reserved for wilderness recreation; (2) remove the wolves 

and cougars in the interest of game and livestock; (3) split 

the wilderness area with a new road to give hunters access 
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to irrupting deer or elk. This sequence first operated on 

the Gila Wilderness Area in New hiexico; it is now splitting 

the Salmon River Wilderness in Idaho. ‘ 

Deer and elk differ radically from most other species of i 

wildlife in that they lack social intolerance. Most congested 

populations disperse by their own internal pressure long before ; 

they starve; deer and elk in winter quarters would rather 

starve than move. Predators originally performed for deer and 

elk the function of dispersal which most other species perform 

for themselves. When we elect to remove deer and elk predators, 

we automatically assume responsibility for performing their if 

job. We have failed to do this, because we have failed to 

realize that they had a job. | 

Notes 

This problem has become so imminent in this state 
that the Conservation Commission appointed a citizen's 
committee in the winter of 1943 to examine the physical 
situation in the northern part of the state. Over 1200 
dead deer were found, victims of starvation or diseases 
caused by malnutrition. Appended is the report of this 
committee. 

Report of the Citizen's Deer Committee 
to the 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

June 1943 

Summary 

1. The Wisconsin deer herd has increased beyond its 
a winter food supply, and is beginning to starve 

during hard winters like 1942-43, 

2. The degree of over-population varies; not all local- 
ities are in critical condition, but critical spots 

’ are increasing. 

3. Starvation so far kills mainly fawns. Their stomachs 
are full of food, but not good food. 
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4, The good winter food plants are being eaten out, 

are unable to reproduce, and are being replaced 

by plants of inferior value. 

5. Artificial feeding does not relieve the pressure 

on good food plants. 

6. The herd should be reduced to the carrying capacity 

of the sood winter foods. 

7. The sooner this is done, the more ;00d food plants 

will be salvaged, and the more deer can be carried 

in the future. 

8. If the herd is not shot down, it will starve down. 

Further starvation means further depletion of food 4 

plants, and this means a very small herd for decades 
to comes ; . 

9. Reducing the herd means reducing antlerless deer. 

= 
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SECOND MEETING OF THE GETAWAYS A Pp 

I LA pa 

November 20, 1943 Cn YS PN 

Joint Meeting with Arboretum 2 i) 

Comnit tee 
i 

| Y FE d 

$ | Pi 
Our newly elected Cookee, Bill Ph AZM Ze | 

Ce = Hh 
Schorger, sprung a novel program on Bee ee ; 

the Getaways when he announced that raw eee 
Lhe —— cree ST eae 

the November meeting of the clan would 

be held at the Madison Club in connection with the Arboretum 

Committee of the University. Fourteen of our membership were in 

: attendance to hear the annual reports of the University group as 

to what work had been done the past season. 

% ? Robert McCabe, the biologist of the Arboretum, gave an exhi- 

bition of Longenecker's Kodachrome slides of the prairie and wood 

: flowers now growing on the Arboretum. Efforts are being made to 

reestablish plant associations of the native flora of the Wisconsin 

a prairies wnaich now under farming practices have almost entirely 

disappeared. , 

> Aldo Leopold gave the most interesting results that have been 

found as a result of five years study on the survival of ring- 

) necked pheasants which were planted in the Arboretun several years 

AZO. 

It appears from the trapping records that the individual birds 

of this species do not survive more than about three years. Occa- 

sional individuals may persist for about five years. The “turn 

over" period of the hen pheasant is somewhat longer than that of 

the cocks. Apparently there is but very little migration of this 
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: species from where they are hatched to outside areas. An interest- \ 

‘ ing obsorvation is that the bursa, which is a blind sac emptying ‘ 

Pe. in the cloaca, gradually shrinks with age, so that the age of the 4 

ir bird can be checked by this method. Leopold says this same method \ 

iF can be used with domesticated fowls. Q 

} Prof. Arthur Hasler, the fish man at the University, recounted 

" the studies now being made on the relative rate of growth of fish 

‘, in overcrowded areas. The ability to reduce these studies to 

a fully controlled conditions by the use of individually controlled =~ 

bi ponds imparts a degree of accuracy to this work that has far sur- 

: passed results cbtained by accumulated observations. 

y The near exhaustion of minnows in many of the streams in the 

\ more populcus regions of the state has led to a study on methods ¢ 

‘of propagating bait of this character that is hoped may be-of 

po practical application. 

a > Robert McCabe followed with a report covering the efforts 

} boing made to establish a tamarack association near the Teal Pond; 

, trapping mice and rabbits which have been found so destructive to 

\ shrub and tree plants; and the census taken of song birds found 

: in this bird refuge. 

: These studies are contributing materially to a botter under- ¢ 

standing of the basic ecological relations of the fauna and flora 

; of this area that is kept in its original native condition. The 

4 conservation of this native life in a closely protected area so 

Y close to the city is an educational movement that will bo increas- 

i ingly appreciated as time goes on. 

| The Cookee expressed the desire of the club that we might 

| again meet with this group next year. 
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FIFTH MESTING OF THE GETAWAYS a pets Bi at 
WAYS 22s 

March 20, 1945 “Gee H 

Cr ee A) 

The Heidelberg Hofprau was willing [ HM 

to take us in provided we would ensure —=~ HH | 

oS Poke — fn Bis 
at least 15 acceptances. With the | 

three guests of Philo Buck and Hal Maa eee 

Bradley, we had 18, and a very unusual DNA eae 

: program. Our energetic cookee, Leon 

ie Cole had succeeded in getting his 

E friend, Dr. Adolph Murie of the Federal Fish and Wild Life 

: Service to loan us his exceptionally fine Kodachrome film, 

entitled the “Wolves of Mt. McKinley Park in Alaska." Murie had 

= been sent to Alaska to study the problem of prey and predator as | 

[ observed in the decline of the white or Dall's sheep and wnat 

F effect the wolves of this region had on this phenomenon. The 

film dealt with the intimate history of a family of wolves and 

their relation to such wild life in the Park as the caribou, 

mountain sheep and the smaller mammalian life of the region. 

Yurie spent the major part of three years in this study and his 

conclusions are embraced in a comprehensive bulletin of the 

C federal service which appeared in 1944. The illustrative material 

was taken from the point of view of the naturalist rather than 

the casual photographic traveler and was therefcre correspondingly 

more entertaining anc instructive. . 

The clan also had the benefit of an exceedingly entertaining 

‘> comnent by Aldo Leopold whose keen analytic mind on wild life 

added much to the enjoyment of the occasion.. 
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@ The Wolves of Mt. McKinley 

7 With application to Wisconsin Conservation Problems 

fe py Aldo Leopold : 

: Adolph Murie was sent to Denali (Mt. McKinley) to answer the 

question: “Are wolves destroying the mountain sheep herd?" He 

found that in 1940 wolves were getting only a few lambs and old 

j broken-toothed sheep, whereas a decade previous, when sheep had 

/ overgrazed their range and overflowed into smooth topography, 

i much heavier mortality from wolves had prevailed. In short, he 

found wolf predation on sheep to be automatically adjusted to the 

sheep herd: when sheep became too numerous those on smooth hills 

e were vulnerable and the wolves trimmed them down; when sheep 

| : became scarce they inhabited only the rougher terrain and hence 

were secure. 

; Similar compensatory mechanisms are being discovered in 

many other predator-prey relationships. Failure to appreciate 

this fact may lead to serious errors in conservation policy. 

| For example: Wisconsin has now re-enacted a wolf bounty, 

} despite the fact that there are probably less than 50 timber 

wolves left in the state. A recent increase in coyotes, with E 

® heavy loss in sheep and other livestock, practically forced this 

action. Yet the continuance of the bounty might extirpate the 

timber wolf. This, in turn, might injure the ultimate welfare 

‘ of the deer herd, which in 1942 had outstripped its supply of 

winter food, and had to be reduced by an open season on does. 

In the wolf-deer relationship, the wolf tends not only to 

trim down excess numbers, but also to improve distribution by 
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breaking up « congestions. Deer herds subjected to normal preda- 

tion never overtax their food supply, and deer “irruptions" are 

| still unknown in Mexico and Canada. Irruptive behavior began = 

with federal extirpation of wolves and cougars in 1915. In Europe 

deer troubles likewise followed the removal of predators. 

_ Artificial feeding is no remedy for excess deer, becauss deer q 

do not stop eating natural browse when fed on hay and grain. On 

the contrary, the drain on natural foods is increased by artificial 

feeding. The end result of prolonged artificial feeding of deer 

! is to pauperize the herd and to eliminate those woody plants which 

‘ yield nutritious browse. These good food plants are then replaced 

by worthless ones. Meanwhile the deer deteriorate through mal- 

| nutrition; it has been proved by experimental tests that deer do 

not maintain their weight on any winter ration devoid of good co 

browse. 
: 

These prey-predator-food relationships are not understood 

py the public. Many conscientious citizens are indignant over 

the reduction of the Wisconsin deer herd, and now claim that "the 

remnant is being fed to the wolves". They do not realize that 

wolves occur in only eight of thirty-five deer counties, and that 

there is only one wolf for each 2,000 deer hunters. They assume 

that good deer hunting camot exist on the same terrain with ( 

wolves, whereas history shows the contrary: in fact, Seton esti- 

mates thet in Pennsylvania a wolf per two square miles existed at ; 

the time of the best deer hunting. 

For these reasons, the publication of authoritative prey- 

predator studies, like tnat now given us by Murie, is of great 

importance to sound conservation. 
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TO ALDO LEOPOLD 

(to be inscribed on the Arboretum monument ) 

"The groves wera God's first temples." 

They were also man's first home. 

Their varied folk were man's first companions. 

Nature was man's firsi book: to read, to 

understand, to reversi.ce, and in this day 

to preserve. To this end Aldo Leopold devoted 

his lifet to teach others to read, to under- 

stand, to love, and to preserve."
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Foreword and All of It ; f es 

The March meeting of the Getaways i: oe Wether CV a 

was held at the Madison Club on the evening fez td 4 pee = | = 

of Saturday, the sixteenth. Those present (h er 

aH hiimnn) Ffye Ss oe 
oS 

were Bradley, Jackson, Lester, Bryan, 
y . Pane 

CsA ae ae 

Roark, Russell, Stevens, Turneaure, Twenhofe J ay “ie ar Vee 

Per ; tw ‘ae 

aud Weiss. Rosenberry, Schubring, Ross, roy ell s f- . as 

—— Po 

and Vinje were absent. Guests were Presiden 
Bek Won , =e ; 

A. W. Thatcher of the Massachusetts Agricultaral College, Professor Pl a Bad 

‘ ‘ aes 

BE. B. Fred, Assemblyman J, W. Carow, Professor E. B. McGilvray, C. Be ; oes 

Bs 

—> Steward, and Also Leopold. 
ae 

: 
|g 

The talk was given by Professor R- Linton of the University. He 4 = 

: was scheduled to talk on Madagascare He talked of the Maya country of . ie 

Mexico and Central America. A great civilization flourished there— : : ee 
ee 

seemingly impossible at present, as the region is under water during the ; Be ; 

: 

ee 

reiny seasons, Covered with a dense forest, the forest divided into ‘aes 

vertical zones. Mosses and other low plants at base, up to about 15 - a3 

feet wild plantains end thorns, 25 to 60 feet shade loving trees end ae 

palms. Jumgle yoof about 150 feet high with gap of 50 feet below which ae 

is bridged by the lianes. Trees covered with parasitic plants and in- es 

habitea by specialized animals end birds. Abore the jungle roof are a 

aifferent animals and birds and many butterflies. The jungle roof is so : oe 

dense that the ruins are not visible from above. The jungie roof blooms Si ee 
: oe 

in February, end the flowers of the trees are supplemented by those of ae 

im 

a 

the parasitic orchids and lianes. The sight is extremely beautiful. } ae 
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Foreword THe a 
| GETAWAYS 84 : 

The Getaweys began tae seconé Ca : j 4 

déecade o£ their history in Cctober, Yo i 4 
fb 

1929. Since the clen’s inception ) Ri; 
; oe | Va 1! is 

the years have passec with hevpy p Ae Hi7 fh 

see —i 
: éays, enud “happy days are here Bat aa See Ls 

Dt Se eS 
ecein” and may they thus extend ae OR ae 

into future years. Luring the 

pest year, as in cther years, the clan has essembleaé on 

‘the third Seturdey evening of each month to feast ana 

hear, to tell and be tolé@ of tales of brook and dale, 

of hill and velley, of mountains end the sea, of peoples 

| strange, end of the life ov regions near end fer. 

The clen ended the yeer with one more member than 

ar it began, lir, Aldo Leopold being elected at the tine 

of the April Meeting. Attendance at most of the meetings 

hes been excellent, but a couple of the Getaways must 

be getting o14, or acquiring new responsibilities, as 

their faces heve been too frequently missing from the 

Getewey board and councils. It is hoped thet succeeding 

meetings will be graced by their presence. heir continue. 

ebsence me lead to their peing Yozgotten and this woulda 

not be well for the Getavwa;s. ‘The clan hes not Yorgotven 

the Getowey, Judge Vinje, whose passing in 1929 hes leit 
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ee 

Forevwo7re y SSB 4 ‘ ae Frieaececiann oneanena: ot : eae GETAWAYS i =e 
@ne Maveh meeting of tne Getavays Cx a ia oe 

i pe FO ee 
3 ei . at 5 Ye if ) ees 

wes neld ev 6:50 BP. Ll. on Saturday, . - YL f- Es eg 

ai of eg . 
the titteenth. Whe meeting was held IO A nA = 

i _— Pat a 
for the purpose of nearing Howard phd = fo ae Eye - & Bowe Ph, ACE in| ae 

ahoer Sa 2 
Weiss and =ldo Leopold tell the Fee ee Sr ee oe, 

inside history of e conbinetion bapa Pe aE De 
2a ca 

acre Sie 2 gh SSE PRT EEE gee 
rigle and bov-and-ezrow hunt for eS 

blecx tail deer end wild turkey on the West Hori of the as 

Gila River in New Mexico. xs1ldo took Howard and his vitle oa 

elong in order to be on the safe side. He nad sone doubts pi 

as to his ability to kill game With his arrows, and ne ae 

did vent some venison. <Aldéo's bag wes zero. Howard's pet 

bag wes cero. In the hunt they saw some scores of deer x ot 

: énd more wild turirey. Whe reason they cbtaineé no ganc as 

was because Howard always waited for Aldo to shoot, and — | 3g 
1 Sages 

efter aldo snot the gene was nc Longer there. Both Aldo ae 
= . * a 

and Eoward stated the season was so ary thet they ravely a 

can; mear enough to tne game to get a shot. as tne ie 

ee 
veracity of each of these men is not debetable, we ust : ee 

believe it was ewfully ary. Instead of juicy venison eo 

steaks, they ate bacon end sour dough. heir story, . 

nevertheless, was a fine one, and Aldo showed his archery ' is . 

: x ae 
tacile, told how and rom what woods it is Sade, anc gave ie 

~o1U0- eee
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Getavays presert were bryen, Jacison, Lester, Roark, ~ 
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GUIDE PCSis TO hall sosatbsni G WAY 643 Rie 

Pct antl S aS a 
HUNTING GROUIS Rn YEE a 

2 ee rk f ee 

CA EW . 
rs = ays ” Be 

Aldo Leopold and I left Medison 2 ee pe 3 re 

: 

= Ls & 
4 2 

November 5, 1927, and returned ra it. = cid = 
A ty by ae 

Ban — 1 Zn | = 
November 25, this gave us eleven Geet Si oe 

ae a 
é . Erp ees Reta a 

days in camp. Our aestination was Ba es Se ee Mee “ah 

Ate ee p nate ae 50 egg as ee 
i the middle fork of the Gila River De = 

on the Datil National Forest of New liexico near Canyon oe 

Creex. ile took the train to Albuquerque, stage to Socoro, Vic 

train to liazdalena, automobile to N-Bar ranch, a trip of oe 

112 miles over tne St. Augustine plains, then peck horses : 

down Snow Greek and tne miadle york ov tne Gila to the E 

ola Flying V rencn, a distance of about fifteen miles. ss 

@he cost of the trip incluaing {2b.0U big game license : 

was about 3300.00 i 

Magdalena is the Forest Service heedquarters. lir. beat 

Lee Hirby, tne supervisor, is a fine man from whon complete f 

intormation cen be obtained. ae 

The road over Ste sugustine piuins is extremely rough, ae 

this delayeé our journey, so thet when e large boulder Bil 

loomed up before the needlignts oF our car we discovered e 

thet we hed peen travelling dowa a creek bottom instead “8 

ot the road, tne two being equally smootn except for tne ; 

boulaer. After a night's rest in the N-Ber cabin, horses ; 

aoL2- ie



oe 

were lassoeé by the Mexican in cnarge, anda we packed Ro 1 

gowm the canyon to camp which was pitched besiége a ‘ 

water eress spring in a canyon 6U0 feet deep. Saw : : | 

plenty of fine trour in the streen. ; § 4 

Up by moonlight on Hovernber LU and nit the treil ae. 4 

- long before sun-up. We climbed canyons back of cap) 4 

. and ound deer among alligator junipers, one or vhich fee - 
rode i 

almost van me dowm, too small to shoot. On the way ely i i: 

pack headed up middle torx of Gila, ran into ten acer, 4 

feeding in the bottom, but could see no horns. parmmeas + q 

overtook us and we splashed through boulders and wnken aa @ 

of the Gila until nine at night. It appeared a seontnge | 
i ae = 4 

ly endless maze of box cenyons and p-turns blanxeted in oe 4 

pithy aavimess. Jumped numerous deer on the wey out, 2% 

but all we iar “see" was a snort as they disappeared. ae : 
’ ‘Fea | 

Too tired to eat so rolled into our blankets stomachs . - 

empty. Whe next morning we spent doing chores around : % 

camp and smoothing out pruises from the aay before. O02 ae 

Clear Creek we discovered innumerable signs of deer and Es 

turkey, and this proved to be our best hunting ground. ie . 

Had a wonderful shot at a large gobbler one evening end . 

missed, but saw over forty turkeys take to the air at a 

once, a signt never to be forgotten. Aldo fired into wel 

flock with his arrow, but only ceptured a juniper tree. 4 . 

-blo- 4 E 
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Tools muen vounding witn tae rocx Bete pe 

' rl nise a Ee a» < ies 
ates Se de) 

5 ao 

x una caisel berore we could ex ak eS es ae 

: tricete tne arrow and again made “7k ae {7 Fi Bes 

vr Cae 

camp by moonlight. Aldo nad a ie i RK ee 

ay 
c 3 ‘nd naa 

" > Tore: ” 5 BONS — 7 Ly feos: Re 

good snot at a deex on hovembez 15 Potty - L ZK I & 

ei eae pale de ser pera ees S75 ieee = 
ana insists trat he struck iv in Beers bron See = 

tne shoulaer. We waited a half Re Ga poe 

nour Yor tne animel zo aie during eee 

; wnien period we both hed the “oneaest recollections or. et 

un Liver Yor brevkfast as the bacon was getting pretty bedly i iS : 

ae depleted by this time. #4 most diligent search, nowever, . Pe 

/ failed to reveal amy ceer ov Liver, so it wes beens ena Ne 

: becon with copious sour dovgn ror the rest ox the trip. Bas 

_ tie sew on tne trip during our ten céys in camp 96 turxeys, "s Be 

-. 92 mule and white teil aeer, squirrels and Mearns gquvait Ee 

“" yeve quite abundant, rabbits were plentirul and we Sav ae 

eee, one LOX. ’ pt 
Wigs 

rae 

at he country where we hunvea was acout 6000 feet = 

: elevation, sharply cut with jasgea innumerable canyons Es 

““ ané gulenes which made the travel extremely difricult, 5 rs 

: especially at nignt when you came to the edge of a box % 

: canyon and were faced with a sheer dzop o# LOO to DOU = 

: eet. 
. 

fhe forests were largely western yellow pine, Lerge 2 
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: a ae 
: eee * 

trees, open pers-Lixe Yornetione some of tne Hee = x 

+ alt « : 

covered with wonderful old junipers and certéin slopes. : a 

‘tous sir oak 

studded with serub opak.e It was emong the ouk mie te ne 

gic wabekerer es 2 

that the deer were particularly fond or Yeeding. piel ; “2 33 

de 4 ~: t : 

Ghe weather was most invigorating. At night the: a kt = 
sce Ew « z 

See 

= yeter in our bucket woula ireeze to & depth of threes. a 
. Akt heee «Ls 

#ourths of an inch, but in tie aaytime tne. wara amne st = 

. 
RTE oa 

y : a4 Aton 

woulda enable us to hunt in our BVD'S.- I never saz ores: : al 

ciearer atmosphere taan on these mesus, tne sters balng oc ~ 2: 

. 
PAS Ms hag eee ae 

: sr 3 fz eos © an} © shy Be ES Fx 

g@irectly on the horizon end shining With @ prillienoy th? ee ci 

‘ 
: 

gee eye ere? 

A 

ath Sade en e 

tnat wes,new to mee , (Se ease 
i ope MES AE 

oF oe eng 2 ‘ ALT Ree FS 

. ; We learned much.or tne habits of deer in the canjon.. x 

country of Wew Mexico ana I can strongly recommend to:rs':32 é a 

: . A : pl eg Pee oe 

' . anyone interested in an adventure oF this kind the ‘courtesy. = 

ee . a Tae 

‘ : we visited as you will not be disturbed by oteer hunters.” - 2 
Voy Sy LUNE ge 

a aes z A pp Sap EAS > 

: and you will see practically no cviaeuces whatever of AR ree i 
Pt ae ee eee 

i ‘ = : cg ‘ Weal F ES 

civilization, nothing bus Litéle norse trails nere and po yo"" v 

. 
: . 

Ae « oe 

i eoenuencrs eri MORES Se Be Sieg io 
tnere scattered througnous tne virgin TOLeste ; ‘ES e 

eee errr Ot RE & 

s ‘ yaa aa eet if 2 TET age ae 
| #t the conclusion or (ess talic lir. Leopold ex~’s- iF + S 

f plained to the nembers how to make archery equipment 9) e = s 

; . aR es - 

ane demonstrated the tine points of DOWS end arrowSe °,- Bes Bi 

Howard Weiss. yop epee } 
ot SR 

: liarch 15, 1950- yop Re g 
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Foreword et al. T . og " aes 

GL TAWAYS 28a oS 
mn away mot aaa eS yD a Sot hh a 

The Getavays met at 0:50 PF. i. ge Are a 
3 a 

in the Grill room of the Madison . LP, | By) be 
e A) te a 

Club on Seturuay, April ly. Pres- ce LY @A (ae 

ent were bredley, Jackson, Lester, Pay ABH Ad i 

Ko es ce 
Ross, Russell, Gwennovel, Veiss, Bin Sibesp_ Larose ee 

sR Sy Mate, of 

and lire Porter Butts, & guest. Ree STE aati ee 

y a he had HES pecarcgreerae i a 

——) Aléo Leopola was elected @ member ie 

ox the clan. George Bryen was elected cookee tor tne Sie, 

coning years, or until he becomes too old to be or any ae 
« 

use. The scribe was reelected. «A rule was passed, ; A 

amnuelly assessing each member three dollars to derray if 

expenses Yor stationary, stamps, costs of dinners for ! : 

epeaker guests, picnics, etc. Roark's ebsence was b 

noteworthy, but tne explanation was fortncoming that ee 

‘ it ned recently been announced tnat ne was going to oe 

take unto nimselt e wize. Whe prize of the evening < 

was contributed by Jacxson, who somenow had secured 5 

&n abundance o¢ venison steaks. Ross ate three whole ; 

steaks, each weighing about a pound. ‘his done, ne : 

seid he wished to take a Look at tnose wnicn were lett. : 

He aid more than loox. He placed a fourth large steak ig 

on his plate, and that vollowed tne owner tnaree. Bue ‘ 

Jackson stated that ne was convinced that Ross hea cs 

-plob- 5 
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FIRST LOG OF THE CETATAYS CrESWAYS Si, 
POA 

October 21, 1933 (po EPI 

A eer 
The Cookee had an interesting Nv 

spread for our first meeting that ee J EY 

the weather man spoiled. ‘Twennie Boe ee 

had been working hard this summer po Ge Sad 

to build a fireplace on the banks Pd pene ees 

.of Lake Wingra and it was intended that our first meeting 

would be held in the open as the program involved the con- 

— > sideration of the new Arboretum and Wild Life Refuge that 

is to be established in the Lake Yingra area, Hal had 

steaks already for a broil, but a chili fall rain drove 

us back to the Grill Room of the Madison Club. 

Pleven members and four guests gathered around the 

boara for the first complete picture that has yet been . 

drawn of the dream that intrigued our old friend, Mike 

Olbrich for so many years. : 

Charlie Broyn gave us the Indian lore of Dead Lake 

with its spirit stones and springs of good and bad water. i 

Following the story of the prehistoric monuments came 

Bud Jackson who had combed thoroughly the records of the 

Park and Pleasure Drive Association and iWikets papers. 

= This is the first effort to record the history of 4 move- 

ment which has ultimately led to final culmination in 

— 649 -
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‘ tnis new movement. 

oe The future possibilities of accomplishment were set 

me forth by Aldo Leopold, who, in charge of Game Management 

at the University, as a phase of Conservation, will have 

\ jurisdiction over the new refuge. 

- The presentation of the past, present and future of 

¥ this new development gave the Getaways a most interesting 

_ and entertaining send off for the new year. 

o INDIAN HISTORY OF LAKE WINGRA = 

ee Charles £. Brown 

= The name given to Lake Yingra by the Yinnebago, the 

Indian inhabitants of its shores when the first white set- 

i tlers came to Madison, in 1837, was Ki-chunk-och-hep-er-— 

rah, nemuing "water where the turtle emerges". The nane 

es Yeen-gra, or duck which the lake now bears, wes obtained 

: by a settler from Joe Pelkie, a half-breed. the lake was 

S also known as Dead Lake because of an early belief that 

* : it had no outlet. , 

— The water area of the lake is much greater to-day 

z than it was when the settlers came, it having at that 

ae time large beds of wild rice and marsh along much of its 

; 4 shore line. This lake was a favorite haunt of the Yinne- 

we bago who had villages and camping places at different 

Bee places on its banks. One of these camp grounds was on 

ae the present site of Henry Vilas Park. Here the Indians | 

wa = 650 - | 
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Professor Cyrus Thomas, Dr. A, B. THE : > =a Nal = 

Stout and others have investigated CNet : 

other mounds in recent years. i wie ) : 

In Indian days game was a ) bl : 

plentiful in the forests of Lake ee A 

: EE : 

Wingra and in the region about Lore ee : 

it. Elk, deer and bear came to ee 

the springs or the lake bank to drink . — 

Muskrats were very abundant in the marshes. Fish were 

speared in the lake. A dugout canoe used by one of the 

Indien fishermen is preserved in the State Historical A 

Museum. Several others are reported to be sunk in the : : 

marl bottom at the western end of the lake. ; 

In 1906 and 1908, the Yisconsin Archeological Society ; 

began investigations of the Indian history and remains : 

of Lake Wingra, a report on this subject being printed a 

and circulated. in i913. € 

| HISTORICAL RESUME REGARDING FOUNDATION F 

Vay ” ARBORETUM PROJEOT ot 

"Bud" Jackson has been the prime mover in keeping FE 

alive the Arboretum project that was the "apple" of Mike ; 

Olbrichts eye. After Mike's death, this project Languish- s 

- ¢d for want of someone who would keep the issue pefore 2 

the Regents until definite action was taken. Now that 

= 1655 = ;



a the object has been actually realized, it is well that 

3 Bud took the time to bring together all of the pertinent 

| historical data. In the years to come, Mike Olbrich will 

4 be appreciated as a worthy eumeedaar to that other bene- 

factor of the city, Jonn it. Olin, who was the chief pro- 

3a ' motor of the parks progran. 

‘ As the historical data collected by Colonel Jackson 

eon is too voluminous here +o be recorded, reference is made 

4 to its presentation to the Getaways, with the exnectation 

€ that the article will be published elsewhere. a 

WILD LIFE MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR ARBORETUM 

; of Aldo Leopold, the newly appointed chief of wild life 

a conservation work in the University, by virtue of his 

position will have the general direction of the develop- 

fo ment of the Arboretum. Aldo gave us an interesting fore- 

| ease of some of the problems that it is hoped can be 

‘ : carried into execution in the near future. The full text 

of this plan is shortly to appear as @ University pub-— 

- lication so will not be detailed here. 

f 

| 

Soe. 
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THIRD MEUTING OF CBTAVAYS THE #%S-<erX a 

January 17, 1942 Ca ey 

Symposium of the Porcupines* = Ra ee 

7 EK : 

5 | LA Bis ; 

Owing to the holidays it was not prac- ae AL 4 Fe 

ticable to hold a December meeting of the (7% Bee ey 
[CSF At — i= ‘ 

. mae . f : ora oe 4 ( 

Clan. Falling in line with the current Saar oe ee E 

pamnen Solee 
note of the times, Cookee Bryan errenged [Bela eee ey: 

for a symposium. leven members and six guests met around the ae 

festive board. "Bud" hoarsely telephoned the Cookee in the dead * 

of night that he had a bad cold; that the doctor had ordered him as 

to bed with a bottle. It was not specifically determined whether : 

the contents of the bottle were to be applied externally or in- t Es 

ternally. 

Hal Bradley was major domo for the Porcupines. Twennie gave oe 

a summary statement of the geological history of the area, cover- ee, 

ing something over a billion years, during which time at least = 

three mountain areas had been evolved and eroded. The present Rae 

Porecupines are the roots of the last series. = 

; Explanation was given of the striking beaches which stand Fe 

at varying levels above the present surface level of Lake Superior. by: 

These were formed at di*ferent periods during the Clacial Bpoch. e Pi 

—> Aldo followed with a plea for the maintenance of virrin areas, es 

_ which are even in our relatively young country, fast being wiped ee 

out. Destruction of the forest cover breaks the cycle in nature. Ss 

-786- oS



ay He pointed out very vividly the difficulty there is in restor- 

ie ing conditions even on cut-over areas. Reference was made par- 

z ticularly to the changes in the soil and in the microflora and 

. fauna brought about by deforestation. 

¥ Fhil Miles then showed movies made in the Porcupines in 

: October when the autumnal coloring of the maples was at its 

5 best. 

; Hal Bradley switched the scene to winter conditions, em- 

; bracing views mde by him during two separate trips on skis 

peee to a cabin in the wilderness. ? 

el Dave Bradley closed the meeting with further movies of : 

ng his recent honeymoon trip in the dead of winter when they en- 

} countered a temperature of twenty-five degrees below zero. 

; ; Hal Bradley brought forth a request that all of the members sign 

, a round robin letter to be forwarded to Washington asking for 

ae federal purchase of the Forcupine area to save what is left of 

i 1 the forest. : 

g Fi 
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First Shanty Trip | 

Schedule: Left Madison 5 P.M. Dec. 26, 1930. Arr. Chicaxo 9 P.M, St.louls | 

& A.M., Doniphan 3 P.M, shanty 5:30 P.M. Dec. 2le Rigged shanty morning | E 

Dec. 28, hunted all other days to Jan. 2 except Dec. 31, which we spent | 
| 

gigging fish. | 

: Personnel: Ray Roark, Captain; Howard Weiss, Chief Dove-hunter; Andrew | 

Brooka, Starker Leopold, Aldo Leopold. : ‘| 

Dogs: (1) Ray's Tuck; prainiest and most stylish covey-finder in the Ozarks. 

(2) Ozark Ripley's Spec: covers the rest of the township, but hasn't 

time to hold a single or find e dead bird. i 

(3) Leopold's Flick: Professor Tmeritus specializing on close-in stuff. } 

Ae to cockleburrs, the chief self-cleaner in captivity. r 

(4) Bryant's "Old Blue": a hound of mixed ancestry who wouldn't stay \ 

- home. Specializes in flushing singles ahead of the setters, and | 

chasing swamp rabbits in every canebreake 
' 

Quail. All through southern Illinois ané Missouri this year is rated as a ‘ 

crop failure. Nevertheless Andrew Brooks says the ground near our shanty / 

has at least 50 per cent of a nomual crop. I suspect that many of them are | 

/ old birds, the evidence being the extreme difficulty of dead kills, and the | 

“high cock ratio. 
\ 

The coveys were noticeably localized on ragweed, which made a fair i 

i growth on the richer bottoms, and still bore plenty of sound seed. Little 

corn was found in the crops, and no acorns, partridze pea, or trefoil. One 

covey seemed to be gathered under a hackberry tree but we missed the birds | 

necessary to prove they had been feeding there. 
y 

:
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| | 
i 

i 
i 

Doves contained corn only, which indicates that the quail could have 

found corn if they preferred it. ‘ 

ALL coveys found are plotted on the map nailed on the inside of the 

front door. Covies re-found are not entered. Andrew Brooks estimates that oz 

we found 90 per cent of the coveys within the arsa covered. In subsequent | 

years thig map will furnish a sound basis fort i 

‘ (a) Comparing population density as patween poor and good years. 

(b) Arriving at pooulation for this year (add 104 to coveys found, 

maltiply by 10, and divide by area). . | 

(ce) Comparing size of covies in good and poor years. | 

We failed to tally the size of each covey, but we found no shells or 

other evidence that there had been any previous shooting. Oar total kill | 

was about 22% of the population, estimating 10 birds per covey. ‘We all 

agreed that none of the coveys found ran over 15 and some were as low as & 

birds. 

Rabbits. The first cottontail killed proved, when skinned, to have "boils" | - 

so we ate none. Andrew and Ray think there were more rabbits than in 

previous years on nearby ground. Swamp rabbits are more numerous than | 

; cottontailse : 

= Doveg. ‘These were found only in the larger pottomland cornfields and were 

eating corn altogether. They were very fat but not very good eating. 

Waterfowl. Andrew says there had been 100 snipe in the wet meadow near the 

shanty, but all had left. ‘there had also been ducks using Peoples Lake 

and Old River, but we saw none except a few smail flocks flying to some un- 

mown point up the river. 

The River wag exceedingly clear, hence all the natives were busy gigging. 

Pish were easily visible for the entire depth of a gigging pole, or about 14 

j
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| 

or 15 feet. Nr. Miller took us out and gigged 2 small wall-eyss or 

"California Jack-Salmon" but the wind came up and spoiled further operations. | 

| 

2 
i 
| 

: 
i 
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’ 
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Birds Seen i 

Cardinal - abundant Barred Owl - one found dead | 

Chicadee - a few Horned Owl ~ one | i 

Bluebird - common Sereech Owl - one found dead, 

: evidently caught by i 

Brown Cresper - 1 horned owl | 

" Titmouse - a few Long Bar Owl (7) - one 

Carolina Wren ~- a few . 

White Throated Sparrow - a few , | 

Field Sparrow - abundant | 

dunco - a few 
| 

Red-bellied Sapsucker ~ common | 

Flicker - abundant 
4 

Meadowlark ~ abundant | | 

Hairy Woodpecker - a fow : | 

Pileated Woodpecker ~ common 
| 

Bluejay - common 
| 

Killdeer - 2 or 3 : 

Kingfisher - 2 or 3 | 

Mockingbird - common 
. 

: Robin - one big flock 

Dove ~ a few big flocks on corn : 

Mallard - a few 

Crow - not very common i i 

Sharpshin - one* an 

Sparrowhawic - one 
| 

Redshoulder = one 
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: Game Killed & Seen - First Shanty Trip 

Date %_ Killed : Seen 2eCr foe 
3 3 Quail Cottontail; Sw. Rab. : Doves ¢ Quail sCottontail: Sw. Rabe :Doves: Ducks: 
: s Cocks : Heng : Total : : : :Covies: Birds: ;: : 3 : a ee pes COV AE RTBi dss 

: 3 : t t : t : t : t : : 
Dec. 23: eer eras we 1: Ome Ohaus sl wt : ; 7° 5 : : 

: 3 : : : : z : : : : : : 
29: Tes oat elt at at Orn: ot Sim: a : 220 2: 10 + 

: oa t : : : : teas : : : ‘ 
ZO al eS eed O11: Oo: Qo% 3: 4: : : O: 8: 

: : : : t : : 2 “ : in : noe: : : 

ate Pine Se Oe eS ee ce ee ge et 
. Jan. 1: Bet ecu: 7: 30 Vegy: 2 127s: 8 : a : :100 : : 

: : : : : : : 2g 2 > : - : : : 
ORES: oe Sars el: Oa: 1 3 bs) 26 08 : = : = 350): : , 

Total : $8 Fis 22a: 60: 6: 2 : 17: «28 «6: 280: 30 3 30 165 219 3 

10 = estimated cripples 30 = estimated unfound 
& lost birds 310 = estimated population 

16%= total loss 7O = kill & loss 
22%= per cent kill & loss 
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SEVENTH MEETING OF THE GETAWAYS (ape YS 8A ehaty e 
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An unusually large attendance | LJ : i 

of the club was had tonight, with PAC 

pan hase | f Philo Buck as Cookee, and Profe Be Seg Ey 
Scere pea eck SE aE ee Me q & 
RCSA ee atahd ares i 

Einar Haugen as Guest Spealmre Ob ec eee) E 

Art Benner had a business friend, P 

Sr. Francisco Bastos from Sao Paulo, E 

Brazil, and his father-in-law, Mr. . 

A. Je Marschall of this city as his guestée ¥ 

Bud Jackson reported for his sub-committee on the an 

Leopold project for a plaque in the University Arboretum 3 

7 in memory of Aldo. x 

Professor Haugen, during the year, was liaison officer . 

on Cultural Relations between Norway and this country and ' 

had an unusual opportunity of getting a close«up point of if 

view of the situations If 

NORWAY SINCE THE WAR . 
Professor winar Haugen, Guest Speaker | Y 

Before the war the Norwegians had a reputation of : 

ii being unable to agree about political problems, but this ‘€ 

has been markedly changed by the war. The foundation for E 

3 the present political situation was laid by a fouremen F 

committee appointed by the Underground leadership in 1944 : 

zs ~1001< E



AN APPEAL FROM HAL BRADIEY ¢ 4: . e 

; In the field of wh jderness conservation two types : 

“of problems present iaucatyeee One is the threat of 3 

: raids from without Such orgenizations an o5s National : 

f Parks service and the Forest Service, set up to conserve e 

wilderness areas» The other ‘comes ron within the or- : 

i ganizations ‘themselves, usually in the form of overs E 

; * > developments Tas ce i : 

: ; Cee os tee attempted raid on the Olympic National Park 1s § 

; : an ecuiie of the first type of threat . “ghe jumber ine Ee 

i “terests adjacent to the Park covet the strip of virgin — : 

; : rain forest which was set within the Park boundaries in bs 

i order to retain it as a specimen of what once covered the ¥ 

2 ‘whole west slope of the peninsula. Publicity and an we , - 

: aroused genasrvationl st fight defeated the effort, and S 

Secretary Krug refused to alter the ‘poudarye ine e 

b :. "tn the National Foresta the Mt. San Gorgonio battle 7 

1 is another example of a raid from obaides Commercial is 

i interests were pushing “strongly for the Forest Service : 

i. to open the boundaries of the San Gorgonio Primitive i 

i: Area for thes development of a commercial ski resorte E 

— __ Before the ‘project had time to be jr esented to the : 

E i. general public - the owners - the Service hed decided E 

E _ favorably. The Sierra Club together with, alerted na- F 

J ; tional orga izations like the Viilderness Socletys put y E 

e t~ ste . . ; ff | E 

oe: -1010- f. , b
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destroyed natural resources in our westward sweep = E 

including the Sioux: Their only mistdés was that they loved i 

their lands, tneir freedom and their way of life = and were ie 

wi lling to fight and die for it. It will be d monument to . us 

: our maukish sentimentality; our belief that the biggest , . 

: things are therefore the best; our immature taste; our will Ne 

ingness to-approve the destruction of a beautiful mountain Ms 

in order that future ages might have full evidence of the : : 

j fact that we broke: a solemn treaty with the original owners. i 

- The approval of this gargantuan project hangs now in i 

‘'the balance. It is up-to the Secretary of Agriculture, va 

.- Cherles Branndne If anyone would.like to register his ; 

: “preference for mountains as they come, now is the time to i 

. votes Once the decision to go ahead is given, it will be ne 3 

; far more difficult to halt proceedings. Secretary Brannan i. 

4s the man to write toe A delay of a’ year or moré will 4 

| give us a chance to publicize’ the proposal widely. Levi & 

: give the owners a chance to hear both sides and register je 

their reactions, It will perhaps stop the creation of a e 

: precedent for mountain carving before the craze gots Ls 

: really under waye , re e 

’ : I mologize (not tao sincerely) for trying: to get help cs 

: from the Getaway Club. However, this group comes close to x 

being the only conservation group the city of Madison can rei 

5 boast of. I think we all know what Aldo's reaction would as 

“§ a be, A letter to Brannan from each member will certainly aM 

‘ be of significances ; Pet : s 

! a 

mus Uiowe: ein ee : U 
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WILLIAM T. HORNADAY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, INC. 
121 EAST 64TH STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 

Director's West Coast office August 15, 1948 HON. netic. acon rene 
PORTLAND HOTEL a ALBERT S. ALLEN, Secretary PORTLAND 5, OREGON 

JOHN RIPLEY FORBES, Director 

Gentlemen: 

We take pleasure in enclosing the second report of progress of the 'Jilliam T, Horna- 
day Memorial Foundation covering the period April 1945 to April 1948, This will 
bring our friends and supporters completely up to date on our progress and develop- 
ment, The President and Director of our various projects have written their own 
reports and given us their frank reactions as regards the Hornaday Foundation's 
assistance and leadership in making their individual museun possible, We have also 
covered in this report the numerous activities which are being sponsored by our 
organization, 

During this four year period we have been very fortunate in receiving nation-wide 
recognition through the press on our efforts to bring to the nation's thousands of 
children a splendid children's musoum program, Such magazines as Life, Readers! 
Digest, Pic, Nademoiselle, the i,E,A,Journal, Recreation lNagazine, Nature Magazine 
and numerous others have featured articles about our work, Je are enclosing a re- 
print of tho most recent of theso articles which appeared in the Readers! Digest 
for December, 1947, fecling that this story, in tho event you have not seon it before, 
might be of special interest to you, 

This work has becn so successful that we are now undertaking to raise an operation 
fund of $130,000 which will support our activitios ovor a five-year period, thereby 
climinating the practice of conducting a yearly fund-roising drive, May we stress 
that you give your carnest considcration toward making a pledge cither for our five- 
year fund or on a yearly basis to help us raise adequate funds with which to carry 
on this fine work, 

We sincerely hope that some of you will consider a life menbership contribution of f 
five hundred dollars or more, If you are not able to do this, porhaps you could 
pledge one of the smaller annual contributions every year during the next five yoars. 
It is frankly the support of many small. givers that will liclp make this work pos~ 
sible and open new horizons to many thousends of children throughout the United 
States, 

If the Board of Directors of cach nusoun receiving this report would give considcra- 
tion toward making « ten-doflar contribution to our efforts, it would do much to 
further this fino work and make a nuscun possible in a community that at this tine 
does not have one, 

We do hope that all of you, regardless of whether you contribute to this work or not 
will write and let us know what you think of our report and activities over the past 
four-year period, 

Sincerely yours, ; 

FREDERIC C, WALCOTT, Prosident 

John Ripley Forbes, Director 

oo “Open Wide to Youth All Gateways to Nature’ — WILLIAM T. HORNADAY
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oa A Living Tribute 
= CU 

WILLIAM TEMPLE HORNADAY 
1854 - 1937 ‘ 

Mindful of the lifelong endeavor of the late Dr. Hornaday, friend of childhood, to “Open wide to youth all 

gateways to nature,” the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation will perpetuate the memory of that great 

naturalist, conservationist and museologist. It aims to promote his principles through children’s museums. 

For thirty years Dr. Hornaday was director of the New York Zoological Society. He has said that this was the 
greatest effort of his life. Retiring as director emeritus, he organized and administered the Permanent Wild Life 

Protection Fund. He is best known as one of the outstanding conservationists of his day. 

Dr. Hornaday wrote successfully and industriously for half a century. His books, any one of which is interest- 

ing reading today, are on many subjects—natural history, travel and exploration, hunting and collecting, national 

welfare and the defense of wild life. 

Recognition came early to William T. Hornaday, who was given honorary degrees from the University of 
Pittsburgh in 1907, from Yale in 1917 and from his own Iowa State College in 1923. Gold medals were presented 

to Dr. Hornaday for his distinguished service to the field of conservation from the Government of the Republic of 

France, the British Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, the Royal Zoological Society of Antwerp, the New 

York Zoological Society, the Camp-Fire Club of America and Outdoor Magazine, and a silver medal was received 

from the National Acclimation Society of France. From Belgium he received the Cross of the Order of the Crown. 
An unusual tribute came from his college in Iowa when, in 1926, the Iowa State College and the Iowa Conserva- 
tion Association erected on the campus of the college a stone tribute, ‘for his contributions to zoology and conser- | 

vation which have been of immeasurable benefit to America.” In 1938 the United States Board of Geographical 
Names designated a mountain overlooking the Bison Range in Yellowstone National Park as MouNT HORNADAY. 
During this same year the establishment of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation was instigated as a liv- 
ing memorial to Dr. Hornaday. In 1944 the Foundation was incorporated under the laws of the State of New York. 

& @ ed @ & & @ se S @ 

FROM CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION 
OF 

WILLIAM T. HORNADAY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED 
Pursuant to the Membership Corporation Laws of the State of New York 

1. The name of the corporation is: 

WILLIAM T. HORNADAY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED 

F 2. The purposes for which it is formed are: 

(a) To perpetuate the memory of the late William T. Hornaday through the establishment of this corporation 
as a living memorial for the benefit of children and others. 

(b) To initiate, institute, organize, conduct, carry on, exhibit and promote, alone or in conjunction or cooper- 
ation with other similar foundations or organizations, or national, state, municipal or private conservation 

organizations, museums, zoological institutions, and scientific or educational institutions or bodies, a program, 

programs or series of programs, or projects for bringing about a better understanding and appreciation by 
children and others of wild life, nature, and the world in which they live, the natural sciences, the social sciences 

and history, the culture and development of other times and lands and their people, regardless of race, color or 

creed and of the different habits, customs and mores of such people and times.
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Report of the President : 

DR. CARL E. GUTHE 1945-1947 

Following the incorporation of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation, Inc., in 1944, it was my 
privilege to serve as President of the Board of Trustees for two years, from June, 1945 to June, 1947. This was 
definitely the period of organization. Policies were discussed and formulated, and procedures were established to 
implement the objectives for which the Foundation was created. The degree of success attained by these labors is 
demonstrated by the progress recorded elsewhere in this report. 

The principal objective of the Foundation is to encourage the establishment of Children’s Museums through- 
out the country. The Director was authorized to proceed with this undertaking, with the understanding that the 
Foundation would sponsor the new museums, and render such assistance as it could until each museum became 
self-supporting. During 1945-1947, twelve such museums were created, the majority of which are now self- 
supporting. 

In order to assist in this undertaking a colored motion picture was prepared showing the Foundation’s activ- 
ities. The Board of Trustees also authorized the formation of the Hornaday Foundation Film Library, as a facility 
available to these new museums. 

The Director was fortunate in securing the assistance of a number of museums that gave to the Foundation 
groups of specimens for distribution to the newly organized Children’s Museums. The American Museum of 
Natural History made the largest and most valuable donation of this nature. 

The funds used to support the work of the Foundation came from many sources usually in relatively small 
amounts. However, special recognition is accorded Arthur Newton Pack, without whose substantial help the 

Foundation could not have carried out its Vai ee for 1946-47. The Director deserves full credit for his success 
in securing the necessary financial support for the Foundation. 

During these two formative years the problems connected with securing staff assistants and staff members for 
the new museums were difficult for the Director. Yet by the summer of 1947 he had been successful in building a 
competent staff organization and in finding museum workers for the museums sponsored by the Foundation. In 
one sense, this aspect of the Foundation’s activities during these two years culminated in the first Hornaday 
Foundation Museum Educator’s Conference held in Buffalo late in April of 1947. 

No report of this kind would be complete without an expression by the representative of the Board concern- 
ing the part played by the Director. Mr. Forbes’ indefatigable energy, exuberant enthusiasm, and unswerving de- 

. termination were responsible, in very large measure indeed, for such progress as was made during 1945-47 by the 
William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation. 

Cari E. GuTHE, 

HON. FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 1947-1948 

I am happy to have this opportunity to congratulate our Board of Trustees and Director, John Ripley Forbes, 
of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation on a most successful year of operation. It has been a privilege 
to have served as president of the Hornaday Foundation for I feel it is a significant work which is of great impor- 
tance to the conservation field. To educate youth toward a sound appreciation of our wild life and natural resources : 
with the result that they will grow up with a keen desire to preserve and protect that which we have passed on to 
them is in my opinion a vital step in the conservation program. This educational conservation program for youth 
carried on through the medium of the children’s museums is most important and much needed. 

With each of the new museums sponsored by the Foundation serving as a center for such activity, we see the 
value of the conservation program spreading its benefits over a wide territory as the Foundation grows and 
develops. This is the means of bringing countless benefits to the children of our country. Significant evidence 
of the development of this program are the project reports which follow my report. A number of these projects 
are already several years old at this time and have proved successful and are now self-supporting. This second 
report is proof of the achievement of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation. It is my sincere hope that 
this work will be carried on with an even greater degree of service to youth and as a result will be one of the most 
effective steps we have yet taken to aid the conservation movement in America. 

Freperic C. Wa.cort.



Report of the Director 

The William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation was organized in 1939 as a living memorial to Dr. William T. 
Hornaday, and was incorporated under the laws of New York State in 1944. The Foundation was established to “Open 
wide to youth all gateways to nature’ through the medium of the children’s museum. 

We have been very fortunate in having three outstanding leaders serve as Presidents of the Hornaday Foundation 
since its organization. Without their leadership, advice and active support the record of accomplishment would not have 
been possible. 

Arthur B. Carr, Director Emeritus of the Indianapolis Children’s Museum, was the Foundation’s first president. 
He brought to the leadership of the Foundation a keen understanding of the job ahead, for he was one of the pioneers 
in the establishment of the children’s museum movement in the United States. His leadership as president during the 
first formative days of the Foundation gave the Director and Trustees wise guidance and counsel. 

After the incorporation of the Foundation, Dr. Carl E. Guthe, one of this country’s top museum administrators and 

present Director of the New York State Museum, accepted the position as president of the Hornaday Foundation. Under 
his understanding and very capable leadership the Foundation started its program of daily operation and undertook to 
sponsor ten new children’s museums. Important policies were formulated during his administration and the Foundation 
is especially indebted to Dr. Guthe for his leadership in bringing about the present efficient business management during 
these rather hectic days when the Foundation was undergoing growing pains. 

In 1947 the Honorable Frederic C. Walcott succeeded to the presidency, bringing to our leadership one of the con- 
servation leaders of this nation. Senator Walcott, a close friend of Dr. Hornaday, was one of the original sponsors of 
the Foundation. His enthusiasm for the Hornaday Foundation has given us able leadership during a most important 
period in the life of the Foundation. 

No report could be complete without special mention being made of our deep appreciation and gratitude to Mrs. 
E. M. B. Naumburg for the many services which she has rendered the Foundation, having been active in its behalf since 
its inception. 

The first three projects of the Hornaday Foundation are adequately covered in the first annual report. Since that 
time eleven new museums have been established and their progress reports make up this Hornaday Foundation report. 
Most of the museums have been newly established by the Hornaday Foundation, but a number of them were reorganized 
from small projects. The Ogleby Institute project was postponed until a future date because the local sponsor did not 
have suitable housing and desired to have sponsorship at a future date. A demonstrational project was conducted for 
eight months in cooperation with a settlement house in Philadelphia. 

Providing the Foundation with adequate financial resources was one of the most important tasks facing the board 
and its director. Arthur Newton Pack of the American Nature Association during the past two years contributed 
$17,500 through the Charles Lathrop Pack trust. The Foundation has also received generous financial assistance from 

Laurance S. Rockefeller, Max C. Fleischmann, the New York Zoological Society, the Hanna Fund of Cleveland, Mortimer 
and Adelle Schiff Foundation, Mrs. Elsie M. B. Naumburg, E. Roland Harriman and Frederic C. Walcott. These donors 

all contribuated life memberships in excess of $500. Many others contributed annual amounts ranging from $5.00 to 

$250.00 and we wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge their support. A total of about $52,000 has been raised 
for support of the Foundation program since 1943 and some $244,900 has been raised locally for support of its projects. 

During the past two years a Foundation publication, ‘New Horizons’, has been published on a bi-monthly basis. 

Its chief purpose is to keep the membership and projects associated with the Foundation closely informed on the activ- 
ities and progress of the work. This publication was discontinued in 1948 but will be resumed in 1949. 

During the period of this report the Hornaday Foundation Director has traveled a total of 81,306 miles by automo- 
bile, train and plane, in carrying on the ever-growing activities over an increasingly wide area of the United States. 

The Foundation is very grateful to other museums for their splendid cooperation in providing surplus and dupli- 
cate museum material, and we have used this material to aid the new museums sponsored by the Foundation. Among 
the institutions whose contributions we wish to acknowledge are the Cabriello Marine Museum of San Pedro, California ; 
Alabama Museum of Natural History; the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara, California; the 
Bruce Museum in Greenwich, Connecticut; the Army Medical Museum of Washington, D. C.; the St. Joseph Museum 
in St. Joseph, Mo.; the Duluth Children’s Museum and Art Center, Duluth, Minn.; the Eastern Washington State His- 
torical Society at Spokane, Wash. ; the Iowa State Department of History and Archives, Des Moines, Iowa; the New 
York State Museum at Albany, New York; the Museum of Natural History, Springfield, Ill.; the Museum of Natural 
History, Lawrence, Kansas; the New Mexico Museum of Santa Fe, New Mexico; the Museum of Northern Arizona, 
Flagstaff; Ariz.; the Boston Museum of Science; the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, D. C.; and the Davenport 
Public Museum, at Davenport, Iowa. 

Especial appreciation is expressed to the American Museum of Natural History which has contributed to the Horna- 
day Foundation an extremely valuable collection of mounted specimens ranging in size from polar bears and mounted elk 
to chipmunks and raccoons. This collection is valued at well over $500,000 and has been distributed among the new 
museums sponsored by the Foundation. The Foundation is also deeply grateful to the Chicago Museum of Natural 
History which has contributed fine museum exhibits to the various projects sponsored by the Foundation, and to the 
Brooklyn Museum and Brooklyn Children’s Museum which jointly made available some very fine exhibit material. 

In conclusion, a five-year finance plan calls for the raising of $135,000 which will be used to finance a five-year pro- 

gram of operation. After five years’ operation of this new plan the Hornaday Foundation will, we believe, have been 
successful in raising an endowment which will eventually make the operation of the Foundation a permanent feature in 
the life of our country and assure its continuance without the necessity of yearly fund-raising drives. 

JOHN Ripley Fores.
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\ There are three stages in the financial life of each Hornaday Foundation project. 

d They are as follows: to secure financial support to enable the museum to open; after 

i the museum is open to assure the museum staff of adequate salary and provide for a 

museum maintenance fund; and finally to secure a future financial expansion for 

museum’s progress. 
It is the responsibility of the Foundation to find local sponsors to aid the local 

group which is interested in a children’s museum. This is essential to the project from 

a material point of view as well as giving them a sense of security. 

deer After the museum is open it is essential to secure enough funds to convince the 

Sa community that the museum is accepted. It is the job of the Board members to con- 

Lae tact individuals in the community. It is also they who solicit business firms for sub- 

4 stantial contributions. Civic organizations are other groups whose interest and sup- 

port must be aroused. 
Numerous civic organizations have been generous in supporting the projects. 

charlene Neen eselae oe runige oe Foremost among local organizations which have given generously is the Junior 

resident Mrs. red L. Roberts presenting Beis 2 Re SEAR DIVE a Tee ; = neers 
ailetl: te Eresident C) WeGilchrist of ihe Char: League. A total of $12,000 has been given three projects by local League chapters 

lotte Children’s Nature Museum. toward the support and development of the new children $s museums. Prominent 

51 ae : HEI among the local sponsors or contributors are the Kiwanis Club in Durham, the Junior 

a le ae . eh UTE) Chamber of Commerce at Nashville, the P. T. A. and Civitan Club in Jacksonville, 

( o _ aaa oie TE) i a the Rotary Club in Atlanta, and the Civitan Club of Wilsonville, Alabama. Another 

“tien! EY | ee ae @ 4 rE | ay group which has been effectively solicited is the children themselves. They have con- 

fe i ve $ Pt oa el bai tributed their dimes and quarters and haye become Junior Musum Members. Each 

\ 5 ee | Mee EM ii) project which has received Junior Memberships has provided a lapel button for each 

ee - 4 so | re Junior Member. 

S ths 2 e-) 2 a After the individual project has demonstrated its value to the community, it is 

a ¥ R cee . ei pro) : s 5 y 

| ae ay, 2s 6 ~~ then necessary to conduct a real campaign to raise money for a permanent home and 

— — “y ce an adequate staff. The people of Fort Worth proved their active interest. They voted 

Clana 4. oe a bond issue which will give the Fort Worth Children’s Museum $300,000 for a 

| =e , a a oR) permanent home of its own. 
ih u , The Foundation’s part is large in the financing of projects. The Director of the 

rie a gy! Foundation has gone to the aid of each project. He not only assists in organizing 

yh k . = a : drives, but also solicits large amounts from business firms and wealthy individuals. 
/ j i aa Ate if 1 yay 

/ ; ab a As has been stated before, the Hornaday Foundation does not give financial support. 

en . ay | Se Rather, it helps arouse the community’s interest in supporting its own museum, for 

ea Sad 2c eee ss when the museum is on its own feet it will be the community's 
en . . = 2. of eae “Lope 

eG a _ responsibility. 

Fort Worth, Texas. Board =f _ 7 a During the period of this report $244,900 has been raised 

members of Fort Worth _ 4 —- | locally in thirteen communities over nine states to finance the 

Children’s M i 5 : — y F ; : 
See ete n Sane ene at ‘ An y -___. development of the new museums sponsored by the Foundation. 
in soliciting and contrib- Str — f od 

uting financially toward we Ca. ty 7 

its support. . oe Pe 7 7 , oo 
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Atlanta, Georgia. Junior or ~\ yo AS 
Li President Mrs. [9 ™ a : Ls 
HUSHDSRVDMapreren: —. ay’ fi = y Portland, Oregon. Ralph B. Lloyd, California indus- 

jagl check 40" President th eg rh y trialist, presents block of Portland property on which 

Kendall: Welieer send yo a, O to build new museum, to J. C. Stevens, President of 
ne we —— _ i 

Director Kenneth M. Lewis c a 4 Oregon Museum Foundation. 

of the Fernbank Chil- : : Pie) ied 

dren's Nature Museum. tC Pe gs a th 
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: . , he Jacksonville, Florida. - a . Bin 
: a t ‘iY a) President of Junior . _ Ol 

. oat League Mrs. John H. - ‘ a )_. ee 

= / A, Bond Jr., presenting ’ ve | ee 

Po’ a 2 / i] check to President ae \ PG 

mf sn (| Angus Resborough of 4 . Se 
-) 298 i ™ \7 Jacksonville Chil- oe i fe ‘ 

a yo dren's Museum and ££ oe 1 . 
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=F “ mY Director John Ripley A : | 

| A a en Forbes of the Horna- se ; 4 7 Cd 
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e ‘ ‘ NASHVILLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 
CO RA, ee £ / pO AE ee eC 

BS 4 A vin a ne" 4 A ft 724 Second Avenue South, Nashville 3 Tennessee 

io el Pe hc bs ib VERNON SHARP, JR., President 
ge ee ee 2 WILLIAM G. HASSLER, Director 

, iiss ee hel ae DR. HARRY S. VAUGHN, Staff Associate 
ar f [2 Ree MISS EMILY COLVETTE, Curator of Education 

: 4 PHILBRICK M. CROUCH, Staff Preparator 
: - MRS. ANGELE L. CROUCH, Staff Artist 

2 : Report of the President 
a ke ee \ : a , ‘ ; i 

oe | After three years of operation, the Nashville Children’s Museum is 

beginning the expansion of its program to include the second floor of 
its lovely home. The inspiration for this very popular project came from 

2 S a John Ripley Forbes, Director of the William T. Hornaday Memorial 

oo on lected fem Foundation, while he was stationed in Nashville with the Army Air 

es SES YSery 3 i - Forces. In addition to being the source of inspiration, we are indebted to 

Le eo lf fh Mr. Forbes for his active participation in aiding with the solicitation of 
. [a on . initial funds and the location of adequate facilities, as well as the securing 

ee —— Ud of some extremely valuable exhibits for the Museum. The most outstand- 

= oe . _ ing of these came from the American Museum of Natural History con- 

. - ke -— FF sisting of a large number of valuable mammal habitat groups. Following 

1 ee 2 his release from the armed services, Mr. Forbes served as acting director 

ee ee for our museum until we secured the services of our present efficient 
alia : ae I 

4 spe : : director, William G. Hassler. ; 

m4 | Our Museum is still in the young stage; even so, we are having vis- 

| | itors at the rate of over 50,000 per year. The Museum is appreciated by 

. E i. . a Nashville and is today looked upon as being one of the more outstanding 

A ie . attractions of the city. 
we 8 Ped _ | Our appreciation of the Hornaday Foundation and its Director is 

i a ares genuine and continuing, and we sincerely hope that the Foundation will 

Le 5 be equally as successful in the launching of subsequent museums 
. * . > SeCti by | < throughout other sections of the country. VERNON SHARP, JR. 

i. § = 2 Report of the Director 
Ci ¥ eal ce the & ae 1T, 

| The first annual report of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foun- 

_ The children's own museum auditorium for lectures, dation briefly outlined the origin and beginning of the Nashville Chil- 
plays, movies and meetings. dren's Musedm: 

. Considerable time and personal assistance was also given by Mr. 

Forbes as Museum Consultant for the Foundation and as acting Director 

until the present director was appointed. Since then the Museum has expanded its program and staff considerably and now has a staff 

of 7 operating on a $35,000 a year budget. 

The Nashville Children’s Museum’s program breaks down into three main categories: The first includes class tours of the Museum 

. and special subject hours led by the staff members, talks given by the Museum staff in the schools and, of special importance, the visits 

to the children’s hospitals and homes in the city and visits by the children of the blind school to the museum. The second embraces 

nature, art, craft, history and garden clubs for various aged children, which meet regularly after school at the Museum. The third 

includes not only a constant attempt to attract and interest the general public, but also special activities such as monthly field trips, a 

series of five Audubon Screen Tours this past winter, and a monthly Family Music Hour on Sunday afternoons this spring, presented by 

different school choruses. 
The Museum’s steady growth has been made possible by the financial support of its members, together with funds from the city, 

city and county boards of education, the park board and the state historical society. The interest and active cooperation of the city news- 

| papers, public officials, civic organizations and the public in general, has also been of inestimable help. NVILLEAN GE csren. 
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JACKSONVILLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM, INC. 
1061 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville 4, Florida 

ARCHIE J. FREELS, President 

MISS MADALENE B. SAWYER, Director 

MISS SHIRLEY B. HOWARD, Associate Director 

Report of the President 

A nucleus museum had been in existence since 1935 with the 
museum open from one to three afternoons a week, and staffed by 
volunteers. SOF / RA i 24a 

The period from 1945 to 1948 has been an eventful one for the SOE, A : ao Ve 
Jacksonville Children’s Museum. The directors appealed to the Horn- Ee : ; a 
aday Foundation for aid and sponsorship. Mr. Forbes recommended 4 ‘pra om 
reorganization of the board of trustees, and set up a financial program ee, “ ae Ai Sie 
and was able to interest the Junior League and other civic organizations a “1 i Bee tee 
in supporting the museum. “GR nn eh hd Re 3 

During the winter and spring of 1945-46, Miss Miriam Evans of the ue y= — ae é oe! 
Hornaday Foundation staff acted as director, operating the museum on a ea — in ‘i i i Ba Cee | | Ba cc 

daily basis. Bes | UR rm 1 eo eee 
In 1945 Mr. Angus Rosborough was elected president of the museum ee i ee pee oe 

and under his guidance the museum increased its financial and educa- i } : | . i 

tional program. The Junior League provided financial support as well as anette | 2 a Veeas 
volunteer help in the museum. ~ ot, ay Cog 

In 1946, through the efforts of the Hornaday Foundation we secured Bees gee A 
two trained museum workers, Miss Madalene B. Sawyer and Miss Shirley Se oe Oo cai oae P 
B. Howard. Under their direction the museum has come to be a real live oe Sse ta ee eh Salitics 
moving organization and the educational program has moved steadily pin cto ormnn ee cc: ee eat ra 
forward. nate am 

In February, 1947, Mr. Archie J. Freels was elected president to suc- 

ceed Mr. Rosborough. The museum was further expanded with the addi- 
tion of new exhibits and again the Hornaday Foundation helped by send- ii 
ing Mr. John D. Smith, the Foundation Preparator to Jacksonville to : ; oe 
prepare several habitat groups and mount a collection of birds for the : — j a 

project. = a 8 

In June 1947, due to the reactivation of the National Guard, the fs 5 | bo 
museum was forced to vacate its quarters in the Duval County Armory. bt : | a 

A large colonial house was found to be suitable for the museum's = | | 
new home and a drive was held in September 1947 to raise the funds for | li i 
the down payment. Through Mr. Forbes’ dynamic organizing ability and rae a ©) 
enthusiasm, the drive was successfully concluded and purchase of the a Lat La ee bf (ily 
building was arranged. LA q ™* 

The museum moved into its new home and after three months of ea ¥ 
feverish endeavor, opened on March 4, 1948 with more than 5,000 chil- Be aN # ’ : r 
dren and adults visiting in its first 45 days. a Lz i ey Vj 

ARCHIE J. FREELS. - | Uivvs i 4 
. | i \ ee a 

Report of the Director ke d . ie J | 

The Jacksonville Children’s Museum is housed in a large three story : ee = sb | 
frame building in a residential section of the city on the St. Johns River. " 
The first floor of the Museum is devoted mainly to the Natural History 
of Florida. The three main rooms are “Florida Yesterday,” ‘Florida 
Today” and “Florida Tomorrow.” The exhibits in these rooms are of a 
changing nature. “Florida Today’ has natural history exhibits. “Florida 
Yesterday” depicts the story of Florida in the Pleistocene Age, and “Flo- . =—sé—sSsSeeses—~—sesSE 
rida Tomorrow” is a conservation room. —=—<iOistsistsr!hrrUrCO 

The second floor of the museum has an exhibit room furnished as an ‘ — i... Gs, 
Early American sitting room and its main hall has changing exhibits of Y 7: * #};+|»}§ 3 
Children’s art oe fo _ 

School classes come daily for discussion on natural history subjects, on ae AL we . a - 
social science and history. Craft groups meet after school on four after- a ees ya oe . a Fi 
noons each week and motion pictures are shown every afternoon. Sat- ae 2 bd - £S 
urdays at 2:00 there is a special program of motion pictures or a speaker.  }. " war | , a = ~ 
We hope to continue the Sunday musical hours sponsored by the Junior ~~ | =. | Ce 
Musicals. An exhibits club of Junior High boys and girls will meet two ad. . ie oT) F - 
days a week to learn exhibit technique and collect in the field for museum 3 \ rN SoC —— 

erate. “S| So S== 
We are grateful to our numerous volunteers, especially to the twenty- fo £ ae = 

i F . ec i Fp ee. | meee, seven Junior League volunteers who have given a total of fifty-four —S Wy We og LS 
hours’ service each week, the Jacksonville Art Club and numerous indi- 8 ‘ A a 
vidual persons who offer their services. oa ey so f 

MADALENE B, SAWYER. _ 7 vy es Yi



Exhibit cases in the Geneva Museum located in the library. 

, ee SG GENEVA COUNTY CHILDREN’S 
: oe > «hes MUSEUM ASSOCIATION 
— a ua — Geneva, Alabama 
SS | | / | yl 7 of Geneva County Public Schools, Sponsor 

nC Dam 620} i) a oF The first project attempted by the Foundation was the Geneva 
: i D2. i >» ie | County Children’s Museum. It received cooperation from local civic 
an | > F. if Ve) Se | leaders and members of the school board and faculty. Its origin and 

oo Fr ee beginning are outlined in the First Report of the William T. Horn- 
ee Dos } iw aday Memorial Foundation. 

ot _ . In 1943 the project was organized to serve Geneva County. There 
Ly af are thirty-one schools, eleven for colored children, covering an area 

5 | | } of 140 square miles. 

t | | It was on Sergeant Forbes’ day off from the Army that he visited 
| e i 6 Ga schools and presented an hour’s program of educational movies, games 

_ ; and a display of exhibits. Each program was integrated with classroom 
— 2 subjects with the emphasis on nature and from there branching out 

Ao _ into history and social science. Every school was visited in this manner 
4 LS = about once in ten weeks. It was the first venture of its kind in the rural 
_.. . — schools, and its success was particularly marked in view of the fact 

that Sergeant Forbes could devote only one day a week to this work. 
% Geneva County Colored Museum, branch of the Geneva Museum. : z 5 

The entire program was financed by the Hornaday Foundation, 
a: _————— the films being obtained from the University of Georgia. The museum 
Ce eee 2 material was given the Geneva County Children’s Museums by the 
i _ ee : Hornaday Foundation who received it from sixteen different museums 

<i 4 throughout the country. The lower floor of the library in Geneva was 
: ff 4 used for the children’s museum. In the town of Slocomb, a new com- 
1 +x munity building, constructed by the students, became the center of the 
ee a 7 e Slocomb Children’s Museum. And in the Slocomb colored section, a 
ee Fe ey oS] museum was begun in one of the school annexes for the colored chil- 

| ae i aay | _—< dren of Geneva County. 

Cees eer y. _ eo On March 1, 1944, Miss Ada Nevill became full-time Curator of 
We | = Fi ee : : a ; : Rees i ; 
ae aa bee | a the Geneva County Children’s Museum Association, Supervisor of 

wa  — fae a 2 a a the Visual Education of the Geneva County Schools and Field Repre- 

3 Bia. ee 4 a —_— . sentative of the Hornaday Foundation. The program now was able to 
ap rn — EE | expand to nearby communities and to operate on a daily basis. The 

Es oe ‘ — = ee traveling museum program conducted by the new curator was the 

A LOOM focal point of the museum program in Geneva County. This visual 
ee ait BR Sis = eRe ee Fo educational program, designed for children, reached all ages of 

: PEAR CMC One Rh Ges rae oes After a successful demonstration period of two years, the Horn- 
: ; RES a OL eS hee aday Foundation prepared to turn the project over to local sponsor- 

hg ORE EGE : ship. But at the request of the local sponsors, the Hornaday Founda- 
3 a i : tion agreed to continue one more year of sponsorship. 

| Just about this time Life magazine carried a picture story on the 
\ Slocomb Children's Museum, branch of the Geneva Museum, with project at Geneva which had a very bad reaction from the community. 

Heinncsy beurdatlen sbiela: suverviser: Many people of Geneva County felt the article adversely criticized the 
a Semmes dt community, and due to public opinion in the community the museum 
a ee. to Ss board dissolved its relationship with the Hornaday Foundation to 
aera es — / proceed with its own plans. The Foundation was as surprised as Life 
—— — ee Co | 4) at this violent reaction, for it received numerous letters from south- 

os ; ee a 0 ern communities commenting favorably on the Life story and asking 
eens ] se | aan for similar projects in their communities. One new project at Wilson- 

}- A F a a “a a ville, Alabama, came about as a direct result of this story. 

+ incon — C ' As 1 | The Traveling Museum program to rural schools was given up, 
Es shisee — _ 2 / aoe but the school department in Geneva obtained visual education equip- 
a ee : > a gaa 8 ment and is carrying on a program of its own. The Geneva County 
a a 7 a A aaa — Children’s Museum located in the library, was moved and is now 

pe } 4 “ a : L oe _ located in a school building in the town of Geneva. While the present 

= i a= il A -. ie program does not adhere to the original program, rural children have 
a it ' : ae il a ——— benefited from the Hornaday Foundation’s first project. 

Py A) | 
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HOLTVILLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM SS 
Deatsville, Alabama g ne 2 yee —— aren 

C. E. MERRITT, Director ‘ 18 fe im Ae ll 

Report of the Director cmc " 1 coe 

On July 5, 1944, E. C. Merritt, a member of the faculty of the Holtville High e ec. 2 ae 
School, met with John R. Forbes, Director of the William T. Hornaday Memorial — | Bi ag E 
Foundation, in Nashville, Tennessee. As a result of this conference an agreement eee, ee m 
was reached whereby the Hornaday Foundation was to sponsor a museum at the 
Holtville High School, The Hornaday Foundation furnished equipment for the 
museum and provided a museum consultant for a period of one year. Miss Ada 
Neville, who at that time was curator of the Geneva County Children’s Museum, 

Geneva, Alabama, visited the project to direct plans and organizations as museum 
consultant and the Foundation Director made a number of trips as consultant after Miss Neville accepted a new position. The Foundation 
furnished plans for the interior of the museums and design of cases. 

From time to time the Hornaday Foundation supplied needed exhibic material. The Alabama Museum of Natural History, University 
of Alabama, presented the museum with a number of objects and they have promised other material. Included in the exhibits is social science 
material. Customs of the Brazilians are explained through many articles brought back from Brazil by a local family. 

Plans have been made for an expanded program. Musical programs, art exhibits, motion pictures, lectures, field trips, and exhibits of 
local crafts and other materials will be given from time to time. 

This museum is operated entirely by volunteers, teachers and students of the Holtville School, who are interested in museum work, It 
is hoped that in the near future the services of a full-time director can be secured. 

E. C. Merritt. 

LLL eS MT LN TA TE ET EO YE BE EASES YI ISA SSE SE NSA ET 

Report of the Chairman 

In July of 1947 the William T. Hornaday Memorial 
Foundation inaugurated a small rural children’s museum in 
Shelby County, Alabama. Their first donation consisted of 
forty-five beautifully mounted birds, common to the Ala- 
bama hillsides. They were installed in temporary quarters SHELBY COUNTY CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 
in the auditorium of the Wilsonville school. Wilsonville, Alabama 

Mr. John Ripley Forbes, Director of the Foundation, came MRS. KENNETH N. GOULD, Chairman 
and by his enthusiastic lectures, aided in organizing the mu- 
seum. All the communities of the county are to be brought 
into this program. The local Civitan Club of Wilsonville, 
rented an old Presbyterian church and gave it to the museum 
to house its collection. The Wilsonville P. T. A. gave a case 4S 5 PRT aia i aR ST ONT ERS DS 
for birds, and the 4-H Club held a king and queen contest aE Pe ke eet SA es on ie 
and gave, from the proceeds, five butterfly display cases. yr . » nets | " a Pe eae 

There are twenty-three white schools and ten negro schools b J rn OS ng, Se S <i 
in the county to which this program will be taken. The é im sf RE i ark eae 
county has a varied occupational distribution ; a college town, CT ge a eg a \ A Ds 
a cotton mill town, a large coal mining region and a rural ae x. 2) yp Shag ayy 
area. All will receive the mobile exhibitions. ie be ee eae 

Present plans call for sending a local college graduate to eae bo] oe ge a ae “Fs RE 
attend the Buffalo Museum of Science on a scholarship from 0g fe hee Re 2 
the Hornaday Foundation. This training will qualify the stu- a ase Se a a i 
dent for the directorship of our project. ‘ at * eer = 7 ee 

After several club lectures through the county and the Tt mes BO od 
showing of the Foundation film on the museum, a summer : a Te a | | oo ° 
program has been made. Each town, of five districts, is to = 2 | ee i a =i oe LC % q raf: 

have one day a week “museum day.” At this time a movie tpt eee - | . |= (=e 2 bs +8 
from the Foundation Film Library at Atlanta will be shown, aa = ae ie a 
a field trip under the supervision of Prof. Stanley Gould, will is ve ee oe ee he See ait 

be held and a museum exhibit with specimens from the ae (Ge 
Foundation collections will be used in a “story hour,” games, ee Sl 
etc., will end up the afternoon. With this summer program zee atime 
we hope to have a fine introduction to the communities for Patt ei 
the fall work. Mrs. KENNETH N. GouLD.
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ee ae FERNBANK CHILDREN’S NATURE MUSEUM 

—_— ’ oe ae a ig E 849 Clifton Road, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia 

"16a: i i} KENDALL WEISIGER, President 
. Tes ‘ : ag ee KENNETH M. LEWIS, Director 

eet ee 
i ee 7 R t +} ; 

— a : pe Report of the President 

_ — 2 A Ne In 1945 John Ripley Forbes, Director of the Hornaday Foundation, was 
Z : ce Ps ——— <n n John Ripley Forbes, Director of the Hornaday Foundation, was 

i ee! ee Fs approached by members of the Fernbank Forest Association which spon- | 

Sale Sai aa ss sored the seventy acres on the outskirts of Atlanta. The Forest was held in | 

F Past oe me i a % ne _* A trust for educational and scientific purposes. 

ge’ ; Bes fs OO ta se i at Mr. Forbes brought about a reorganization of the Board members and 

ees Bae oe! as Fy a i the Hornaday Foundation served at sponsor to a new museum project. The 

ay Bs Go hey PI job was to set up a children’s museum and utilize, to the best, an extensive 

eS j ya hs a , ne bs ae seventy acre tract of forest. 
j is oy ae ia A : ; . : ~ 

eer i 4 The Foundation Director served as Executive Director of Fernbank 

_ i were : Children’s Nature Museum for eight months, and located its present direc- 
gee. ; : 8 pl 5 

: pen | tor, Mr. Kenneth M. Lewis. The museum was fortunate in securing Mr. 

en a ! Lewis, formerly of the staff of the American Museum of Natural History 
Heme at rater and for eight years in charge of the Trailside Zoology Museum at Bear 

Me ! Mountain Park, After the director arrived, the museum operated on a dail 
Nature Museum. ; : 7 : 

/ basis, and has expanded in every direction, Mr. Lewis has done an excellent 

3 ) job building the project into an outstanding children’s museum. 

—_— a Exhibits were secured by the Hornaday Foundation for the Fernbank 
coe yy : ? Y, ay 2 

—_— / 7 Children’s Museum and have been attractively set up. The Atlanta Junior 

_  ~=— League presented the Fernbank Children’s Nature Museum with a gift of 

—_ Ch — _ $1,000 to be used in the construction of its first exhibit hall. The Preparator 

: <= | of the Hornaday Foundation spent two months working on nine dioramas 

rr—“OOCO——r—CC for the Georgia Hall of Natural History. Early in the Museum’s history a 
ol a live museum came about and is today one of the most popular features in a 

Cn \ growing program 

. — \ [| oo. 0h Considerable office equipment, motion picture equipment and museum 

- se ~~) (& eC material was loaned the project by the Foundation for an indefinite period. 
ame oo 4 _ 2a PEO) y 

A A vy | > . . Fund raising is an important phase in the work at the museum, and 
rr Ut—“‘ CC _ -— =——(‘<OPD”s”tis 3 ae ; ; I : : Se 

: a o ‘( - _ — | Mr. Forbes, on his various trips to Atlanta, assisted the museum in raising 

ce 0606UlU . rr  ~=—r—sBse funds locally in support of the project. Funds were contributed by various 
a > CC . ._ a; Eu un Meee) y 

J he a - : —rti‘<“CO_S—S i civic organizations, numerous individuals and firms. 

_ ee KENDALL WEISIGER. 

; _ Le __. Report of the l irector 

\ A ¢ ae The Fernbank Children’s Nature Museum is housed in a large stone 

i _. id ! structure in the center of Fernbank Forest. The property consists of seventy 

\ a Georgia Hall of acres and has three additional buildings which will be developed as the 

bas Natural History. museum’s program expands. 

! Fernbank is open to everyone. It offers a primeval forest, wildlife sanc- 

! tuary, nature trails, wild flower garden, fern garden, children’s barn theater, 

Ag various day and overnight campsites: In the museum itself there are craft ee 7, 8 I us 
art 7 NOM ‘A ( workshops, photographic laboratory, nature study training center, gallery 

_. aN NA ‘ of natural history, motion picture hall, a library of nature books and the 

‘ Prt ay AN, WA Sak Hornaday Film Library. An amplifying system has been installed and the 

ers ead Tae a | Ae) ha ie, museum will have music all day and be able to make special announcements 

Wie , Xe Vi Bie As heed all over the museum at any time. 
lle RR ARS RR ALS RS UE SR Na i Pe , Geis 

er ok Ny WANA! ba Aan 5 we ‘ ' School visits to the museum are an important part of the activities car- 

we Si AWA Ni ey mm ee ooo : ried on by the institution. This is a nature museum, and being in the south 

a Li aN Ny \ any en oN ai Pay we have as many outdoor activities as possible. Most outstanding among the | 

VN RR SRN Me A ae interior exhibits is the Georgia Hall of Natural History, live museum and | 
oN ARE Se VA SA ah re oo) 8 : y: a 

VA EAA VAS A sc eee) gallery of nature paintings. Outdoors is the Barnyard Zoo which was devel- 
Ve AEE ARAN Oe aR Cp ie cea kane ie ae i : i : i 

a NO EVA ee 5 oped in order that Atlanta children who are unacquainted with domestic | 

Aww ae a cr So asians 1s AA animals may make friends with them here. Numerous trails are developed | 

A OES a. 3 i Lea tee through the woods and are equipped with modern, educational signs. One 
=) ae: Sena be Zoe rs igs fone os 8 Sis auEP Pes : ; ae 

1 eee ait. tee ae of the many trails in the forest is being designed especially for the blind. | 
Kon’ Nel See 2S Sees y ig desigi y 

Bere cam 4 9 Ee Pe ae In 1947 the museum presented a week's course for Campfire Girl and 
BA orcad] eet eT RE ype ee - : : ; : j ‘i 
ee. La bt aes Be er 3 pee Girl Scout leaders in nature recreation leadership. A Day Camp with a daily | 

hon aa ae oe ana eee ee 8 is eee attendance of 200 Camp Fire Girls and Girl Scouts followed the nature 
Pir Bee ee Pp 3 : uh: Sy ¢ 

ae el x ig aoe recreation course. Special appreciation is due the Junior League volunteers 

eee we 2 ace sake 26S aa and others for their assistance with the museum program. 

Viera re ae =a 7 
ine ae ! KENNETH M. Lewis. 
ees ' 
a Outdoor activities of © 

primary importance — 
atthe Fernbank = 

Museum,
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s ae | ae om 
—— | eo THE DURHAM CHILDREN’S MUSEUM » ce & JERS 

2500 Club Boulevard, Durham, North Carolina even operant a 9 — 
CHARLES H. LIVENGOOD, JR., President lo : | | a 
MRS. MARTHA G. SWASEY, Director , ics Ee a a 
MRS. MARILYN B. BARNES, Assistant P| i ae a 

Report of the President maaan va ae ae — 
ce ae ee The Children s Museum program was brought to Durham early in 1946 fe Heine of Durham children's Museum. Se 

through the combined efforts of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Founda- eee pee ee 
tion, the City Recreation Department and a small but active group of inter- wae eee aera terete : . 
ested citizens. The Foundation Director, Mr. John Ripley Forbes, made several 

planning visits to Durham at the invitation of the City Recreation Director and 
a demonstration program was promptly inaugurated. 

During its formative period, the Children’s Museum was given the use of a city-owned building in Northgate Park. The Hornaday 
Foundation rendered invaluable aid to the new undertaking by furnishing a full-time director to the Museum, and providing her salary for the 
demonstration period of some seven months. 

During the summer of 1946, the Museum carried on a constantly expanding program of activities. The Museum played a major role 
in the program of the Summer Day Camps which were instituted by the City Recreation Department under the sponsorship of one of the 
men’s civic clubs. 

In November of 1946 a membership drive was staged, with the cooperation and advice of the Hornaday Foundation Director. By the 
Spring of 1947 attendance at the Museum had reached an all-time high. Special emphasis was placed on service to orphans, blind children 
and other handicapped groups, and programs of cooperation were worked out with Scout leaders, school authorities and Sunday School 
teachers. 

Encouraged by assurance of community support, the Museum Assocation undertook a program of physical expansion and on November 
1, 1947, the Association officially opened its enlarged museum and offices in the Hillandale section, in a building made available by the Dur- 
ham Foundation, on the opposite side of town from Northgate Park. The Northgate building was retained as a branch museum for which 
the Hornaday Foundation had undertaken to provide additional exhibits. We believe that the Children’s Museum has made a large and 
permanent place for itself in Durham. CHARLES H. LiveNcoon, Jr. 

LPs #3 be! 

Report of the Director ’ 4 

On November 1, 1947, a large eight-room museum was opened to the : | AS Mj ‘ 
public and a very active year-round program became possible. A program is —: ES ae 
also carried forward in the Northgate Children’s Nature Museum Branch : ‘ XQ a, —~ . 
during oe summer. ante IS Cf )) ne « re 

Until the large home of the museum was opened, the activities were ~~», # ie. ‘ 
carried on in the Northgate Children’s Nature Museum, located in North- : ~ A \ 
gate Park. This museum was set up and operated by Miss Miriam Evans, sie » E — 
Hornaday Foundation consultant, who served as curator. During this time sa fs Oi 
various children’s clubs were conducted, a school program operated, educa- » 4 a pare cea eo 
tional films shown to children and adults and field trips conducted. During ue 
the summer the Recreation Department sent bus loads of children to North- m4 fs , a : 
gate to take part in its activities. we ke % é te: 

Both museums have attractive and up to date exhibits, one interesting fe a ee ome Peg BSR SAE ENE 
one being a collection of birds presented by the Hornaday Foundation. Both ee Twins admire Ossy the possum on a field trip from 
museums feature live museums. The main museum has a reading table with eh Cees EUU sees Mulan coe ae 
books furnished by the public library as well as a club room and workshop. aati = eee Soe 

School classes and all youth organizations visit the museum and are con- a os i Bx ue Se et 
ducted on tours through the building. A program of after-school club activ- a: Eee —s s x . es Pe se, * 
ities is open to all children every week day. The clubs at the main museum Pes eRe Re ae EL bees J are art club, craft club, explorers’ club, nature study club, bird study club ay Bak, pt ee “ = Ee 
and a nursery club on Saturday morning. The Northgate Trailside museum a Noo ——_ i -. Y bere 
conducts junior and senior nature study clubs. Saturday afternoons feature Sg eee Sa oe 
movies, treasure hunts and talks by visiting authorities. Sunday afternoon is ae = : Ba. | ae Pes . 
open house with informal talks. | |e = Ja oe f i Bee ‘ 1 i ge a Ae tS Paes 

A Bell & Howell motion picture projector was loaned to us for a period ia Bd 2 if. ee 
of one year by the Hornaday Foundation. We are now purchasing a projector eee ae daa) ee a e \S 
of our own and half of its cost will be met by the Hornaday Foundation. dee es 4 Ay : 

Before the establishment of the new museum headquarters, the director “ a! ae ae 
of the Hornaday Foundation visited Durham and went oyer the plans offer- S oe 7 re ing constructive criticism, advice and exhibits which could be made avail- ee OL 
able when needed. — See | t : 

MartTHA G. Swasey. - ee 
ee watt’ = ee a cs 

mp a all ees os 

So SES aa ce RED Ze eg EP CS ea a a a ae. pos: 
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a rE |i CHARLOTTE CHILDREN’S NATURE MUSEUM 
— | : E | - 325 North Cecil Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 
- if FF C. W. GILCHRIST, President 

tf Y be | co RUSSELL PETERSON, Director 

a= . ax ~*~ = - Report of the President 

_ ‘ ” a: o Lt In the summer of 1946 a group of citizens met to give serious thought 

ko ly. ; . ps to the matter of recreation of a cultural aspect to the community's children. 

: iy | > Yi ad a = i. After considering the problem from many different angles, this group 
ieEirwy VY. wy i tL Et. felt that one approach would be a children’s museum where there would not 

| Lapa a 1 . only be recreation available but instruction as well. It was decided to in- 
ft bon Bos fe } = vestigate this type of project in other cities. They looked thoroughly into 

Pw * 6, a the matter and found that several cities have made an outstanding 
ipeerar sis z success of this type of project, and that in every case the motivating factor 

in the establishment of these children’s nature museums was the William T. 
Hornaday Memorial Foundation. This Foundation was approached and Mr. 
John Ripley Forbes, its director, made several visits to Charlotte and inspired 
this group and other groups in the community to go ahead with the project. He 

outlined the procedure for us to follow and it was his advice and enthusiastic cooperation that made our museum 
possible. Russell Peterson, a young G. I. who possesses a genuine love of nature, an interest in science and a love 

for children, was secured for the museum’s director. Through the offices of Mr. Forbes, Mr. Peterson was sent to 
visit museums in a number of eastern cities the kind we wished to start. The Hornaday Foundation paid his ex- 
penses for several months. Mr. Peterson returned to Charlotte and went to work to get a museum started. 

Property was secured from the City of Charlotte on an indefinite lease. Money was raised both from an appro- _ 
priation from the city and from contributions from the public and most particularly from the Junior League. @| 

Mr. Peterson has given the community a museum which is a little jewel. The bulk of the material on exhibit 4 
was contributed by the Hornaday Foundation and a minor part by the American Museum of Natural History. Mr. a 
Forbes has contributed his advice and assistance throughout the brief history of the museum. One of the most help- “4 
ful gifts from the Foundation is a Bell & Howell projector which is in constant use. ; 

The museum has a board of directors of twenty members who are enthusiastic and conscientious about its oper- . 
| ation. The Museum operates six days a week and classes are conducted four days a week. We believe that this 7 

museum will fill a very definite need in the juvenile life of Charlotte. As time goes by it will prove itself to be an ‘ 
' indispensable institution. — 

C. W. Gitcurisr. Ze : 7 

yo) 
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ROCK HILL CHILDREN’S MUSEUM se 
Rock Hill, South Carolina Report of the Chairman “i i j 

MRS. JOSEPHINE B. SNYPP, Chairman 3 

Our interest in children’s museums stemmed from an article in a 1946 issue of the Junior League | 
Magazine written by John Ripley Forbes, Director of the Hornaday Foundation. We wrote the Foundation for * 
information regarding the possibility of a children’s museum in the Rock Hill community and also wrote the chil- t ae 
dren’s museums in the towns mentioned in literature published by the Hornaday Foundation in order to get addi- Le 
tional operational experience and information. We were so encouraged by the progress reports from these projects a 
that we decided to go forward with our own project. The Recreational Commission appointed a committee to work 
with the Junior Welfare League on this project. 

Mr. Forbes, Director of the Hornaday Foundation, visited Rock Hill to speak to civic leaders and to show the Foundation’s film 
“Exploring a New World.” He consulted with Board members, and looked over possible sites for the building. Official sponsorship 
by the Foundation was granted early in 1947. 

In December Miss Sawyer, Director of the Jacksonville Children’s Museum, represented the Hornaday Foundation at Rock Hill 
by coming to speak to many organizations in order to give them first hand information of the work ahead in organizing a children’s 

| museum as well as an active and constructive program to be carried on. : ' 
| There is a Board of nine people consist- 

SE eee ees ‘ ing of six men and three women, includ- 
| ——rt—“—~—~—~—~—~—~—~—O—~———C ing two League members. The League has 
, : (x xy i : pledged itself to give $2,500 to help the 
| : sl) ( \ yo museum become established and $1,000 
a ——,—.—r—<‘(_ist;s RQ . 0 each year for five years thereafter. 

ee : : : - : | Ak i () - \ : Early in 1948 we received $15,000 from 
ee _ se of _{ : q - fp. ‘ the York County delegation to be used for 
oe SS a el fC, a museum building. The Hornaday Foun- 

a5 com Her hy] | Je is dation furnished architect's plans and the 
ee HL (| lee —— | = ry | museum material will be furnished from 
So —— a ae local sources as well as from the Hornaday 

— .r,rtti<“‘OCOSOCOC*CS Foundation. | 
ROCK WILL CHILDRENS NATURE MUSEUM ROCK LIILL souru canoLINA JosEPHINE B. SNypP. | 
WALTER GORDON | —rt~—“‘i~—~—~s~—srs~—~s~s~—~—~—~—<i“C‘ CWS 
Beg Te ov. 
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THE DELTA CHILDREN’S NATURE fF -- t 
MUSEUM [| 

Orangeburg, South Carolina ae Lt SS 

MRS. L, M. LEWIS, Chairman | pe - — 
“Sh nanarannncanins .iec| Be : : 

After almost three years of hard struggle on the part of ol | iH] i HUGHES oe : 
the Deltas of Orangeburg, our children’s museum is well on Go 1 BULL ULULUUUL + acitan : 

The Negro schools have few science subjects for study in "3 a ee Fe Oo * 

their classrooms, and the museum is helping to fill this need. ee ‘ 

| By appointment the classes may come and study, using mu- en. ey 
seum objects and the special movies on natural history and : co (sean sts — 

| other eee The adults also enjoy the exhibits and pro- sl | Le : 
grams and it is fast becoming a community center for all a4 ee 
ses : =a | Li CN a 

The Hornaday Foundation, in organizing the Delta Chil- cag Fi Bee eee 
dren’s Museum coaaion at the ractioat of the Alpha Tau pi dg Sy BO ead: . ae. . oN 
Sigma Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority of this city, yy a > £ as Meee My ‘f 4 re Ge j 
has furthered the cause of education and rendered a great Ac G el cum aie YI “s oe i . 

service to a grateful people. The very ae 7 OO . pe ‘Us " 
large and fine supply of museum exhib- | - ee se We. » | am “4 we v ) 
its which they have sent us is a source 2 a , a Y | Weert A ¢ 
of never-ending enjoyment to all who : = A etl rye : 
come and come again. The new 16mm ee Pee wm Terie 8 : 
Bell & Howell motion picture projector seorrety ener innerse ons Sere 

F “gi which the Foundation gave us will com- ! Architect's plans for future home. 
D > plete our equipment for which our joy j Present home of Delta Children's Museum, 

: f we is unbounded. i : 

~~ 4 Without the help and encouragement of Mr. John R. Forbes who served as our Museum Consultant, we 
SS Coe could never have succeeded in launching our wonderful project. We are utterly unable to express our grati- 

: hy : tude to him for his untiring efforts in our behalf. 

AN . Funds, much needed, come in slowly but we have faith and courage and shall “Keep on, keeping on,” 
my, | me until we attain our heart’s desire, which is a well equipped properly staffed and modernly housed children’s 

me NG a museum, perfect in every detail. Too much credit cannot be given the Foundation for its wonderful work. 

\) Ro Mrs, L. M. Lewis. 

om 2 cate 7 
j J 

4 WHITMELL CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 
4 y Whitmell Farm-Life School 5 Fath 

- Whitmell, Virginia Re rt t} ai 

MRS. F. C. BEVERLEY, Chairman 

On a visit to Holtville Consolidated School, Alabama, a member of the Whitmell faculty learned of the 

? - a unusual work of the Hornaday Foundation and of its interest in rural children and an appeal was made to 
oi the Foundation. 

The William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation has given an impetus to the Whitmell Museum. 
While the school has been ‘museum conscious’? for many years, through John Ripley Forbes and the 

William T. Hornaday Foundation new vistas of service have opened up. The school will not be content until ample space is secured 
for a real museum. At present the school corridors are filled with exhibit cases. The Hornaday Foundation presented our museum 
with a beautiful collection of some 35 mounted birds. a aa 

Whitmell does not look upon its collection as a storehouse for curiosities, but 4 Ce = ings 
| is alert to use these collections to meet the educational and cultural needs of the ae ad e 

community. ae Bos meen - 
Seven standing committees were appointed at a two day pre-school confer- “XN in 3 a 

ence. One of the most important was the School Museum Committee. They made 6a \ — a a | Py : 

the following recommendations: appoint three faculty directors; appoint three <a P Ti wm | a 
student directors; encourage the development of home room museums; each =e | eS. 
teacher to give at least one museum lesson per term; use freely the exhibit case on ag ai BX 4 y oy 
wheels in order to keep new collections before groups; journalism class to get out au pres gs! PX> + t ag 

a booklet on museum materials; work toward securing a room or building to house P| <r oils | - a ee 
the museum. i phag fs r) a ; fy BD. HO Pe 

“Peace Through Understanding” should be the goal of every school. Letter eS nae i$ hg 2 ‘i | EA) | J 
writing to children of other countries started a ball rolling at Whitmell that has rl a = I 
become a snow ball of international friendship. With the letter writing, there has os a! Fs A "| 

been an exchange of gifts typical of the life of the country. These gifts have ‘2 a io 
become a part of the school museum, rea miro an 

Mrs. F. C. BEVERLEY. ae: 
ae a Ne 

Section of museum exhibits belonging to Whitmell 
Children’s Museum. a
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Pe) le PRL 7 THE FORT T ” bivksrameran, a ae Sy / WORTH CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 
‘tl Ae | hee &. ‘Se jig 1306 Summit, Fort Worth, Texas 

Fea G vy a ih \ i EVA: COMPTON, President 

¢, he / ; iy s MISS BLLA J. SMIUH. Recording Secretary 
Sal a) F i MRS. ANNE H. WEBB, Director 

. @ > J MISS LULU PARKER, Supervisor 
‘ ;, el : MISS EVELYN MOORE, Assistant 

& * io e - Ny re iy : Report of the President and Director 

& Sy ya iP Ni 2 Although the museum was founded in 1938, its work up to 1945 was largely 
A — al Mi promotional and exploratory. The museum was opened in temporary and inade- 
2 — ea = quate quarters on the second floor of the De Zavala Elementary School in 1945. 
i 5 : ie Miss Lulu Parker, retired principal and a far-seeing leader was in charge. Miss 

tac = a Ella J. Smith, and other administrative women of education worked tirelessly 

toward getting a building for the new museum, and during 1945 the citizens of 
Fort Worth voted a bond issue of $300,000 for the construction of a suitable 

children’s museum building. 
Soon after the museum was established in the De Zavala School — early in 

1946 — Mr. John Ripley Forbes, Director of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation, was invited to visit Fort Worth and to advise 
the Board on a more complete organization of the museum and its collections. Sponsorship by the Hornaday Foundation was brought about. 

In October, 1947, Mr. Forbes spent two weeks not only as technical adviser to the museum but also in the capacity of enthusiastic friend— 
one who could create interest among many citizens not yet aware of the young institution and its possibilities for service. Deaf ears began to 

hear under the impact of his sincere enthusiasm for the children’s museum idea, and the roll of supporters showed a marked increase. A 

reorganization and strengthening of the Board of Directors resulted in an organization more representative of the leadership of Fort Worth 
and the place of the museum in the minds of the general public was enlarged. 

i hdl re eee iy tn OO RR ae ane ree 

ae igh ~~) RS so ae 

uN” eee 
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i Ms See ee, ae ee 

Large, spacious home of Fort Worth Children’s Museum. 

This visit of Mr. Forbes was followed by a city-wide campaign for a maintenance fund and within a few weeks over $30,000 had been 

raised, all by volunteer help. Members of the Junior League, The Provarsu Club, and almost the entire administrative and teaching force of 
the public school as well as many prominent business men gave valuable help. Meanwhile, the small collections of birds and animals was 
increased by many gifts from large museums arranged by the Hornaday Foundation. 

While Mr. Forbes was so generously serving as consultant and donor, the little museum was moved from quarters in the De Zavala 
School to the present site, 1306 Summit Avenue. The Hornaday Foundation took charge of moving the collections and installing them in the 
new home. The museum was officially opened in these new quarters on November 8, 1947, with a reception attended by representatives of 

all the many departments of the city’s life, and a host of friends. 
Meanwhile plans for the permanent museum, drawn up in 1946, were studied by Mr. Forbes and many suggestions and changes were 

recommended by him and incorporated into the plans as they now stand. 
In its new quarters the museum has carried forward an active weekly schedule of story telling hours, stamp collectors meetings, garden- 

ing groups, a drawing class, nature study, handicrafts and Sunday afternoon musical programs provided by the schools. Groups from most of 
the schools in the city with teachers and parents make frequent visits to the museum. 

In October, Miss Evelyn Moore, was called to the museum as museum assistant to Miss Parker who continued to direct the program, 

installation and activities of the museum. In April a permanent director, Mrs. Anne H. Webb, formerly supervisor of the Division of 
Museum Extension of the Boston 

sien Museum of Fine Arts, was in- 

: ae vited to join the staff and plans 
. _ are now under way to establish 

the various activities under group 
: = leaders and to complete the or- 

=), — ganization of the museum staff. 

~<a a a * E. A. CoMPTON. 
Re a fr ; a. - . ANNE H. Wess. a3 es kee os 3 A 25 a ated 

S Raper ‘ger arr) he ! BS ieeals, Uh os - mlm “THEE aS | : 4 Been BL et Pgwlt IEE) azb LE eerelT aia 
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a —_——  h Fa ; a ~ OREGON MUSEUM FOUNDATION, INC. 
y 4 ee =< a Temporary Headquarters, 

pera hag ee - Portland Hotel, Portland, Oregon 
wag 4 J. C. STEVENS, President 

pe ne JOHN RIPLEY FORBES, Director 

President of Museum Foundation with Report of the President and Director 
Board Member, Mayor-elect Dorothy Mc- 

SIE QO LC The Oregon Museum Foundations, Inc., plans to erect a modern museum of 
science and industry for the City of Portland and the State of Oregon which will 

ultimately cost upwards of a million dollars. A drive to raise $350,000 to build the first unit of the museum is being conducted. 

Thousands of valuable exhibits are in storage throughout the city awaiting placement in the new museum. Many local private collections 
of great value have been presented to the museum and will be turned over to it as soon as the building is ready. The first section of the million 
dollar modern museum of science and industry will house the following: 

The science wing will include the Finley Bird Hall which will pay tribute to the outstanding achievements of William L. and Irene 
Finley in the nature and conservation field. This hall will have a complete collection of the birds found within the limits of the state. It will 
also feature beautiful habitat groups of outstanding native birds. A spacious study collection room for a private collection of some 14,000 birds 
of Oregon will round out the facilities of this hall. 

A second hall will feature mammals of Oregon and will have the splendid collection of elk, prong-horned antelope, mountain sheep, 
and other animals valued at about $100,000 presented to the museum by the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation of New York City 
and formerly on display at New York's famous American Museum of Natural History. 

A third hall will be devoted to geology, paleontology, and will have some of the most remarkable private collections in the United States. 
A fine science library and office for the Audubon Society, the Agate & Mineral Society and Geological Society will complete the hall. 

The function of the industrial wing will be to tell industry's story to the people. It demonstrates the basic laws of pure science — those 
foundation stones upon which our mode of life is erected. It shows in unique and understandable ways, through the use of three dimensional, 
activated presentation, the utilization of the laws of industry. As science discovers the laws of nature, industry applies them to the needs of 
man. Large and small industrial organizations will tell their story of scientific and technological development which is the essence of their 
existence. 

The children’s museum wing will feature the junior education department of the museum in which a large program on behalf of the 
city’s youth will be carried forward. In this wing will be a small auditorium with seating capacity for 350 children. A room known as the live 
museum will house many types of common live animals ; and 
a number of club rooms for program activities will complete 2 — i Ss — 
this wing of the building. School classes will visit the mu- | met 
seum daily for tour of exhibits, educational movies and [= 9 | | | MRAMRT ait 
lectures. |. 

A traveling loan exhibit department will furnish mu- —_ i L—FsFrlCOCO 2 eo 
seum exhibit material to schools throughout city and state. i _ be i it _ i ‘a ‘em 

An educational f; ilm. library will provide schools with - i £ oS ee 
the best possible visual-aid materials. _ __ 8 . . 8 oe 

Mr. Ralph B. Lloyd, California industrialist, has given . i 8 - Fee \ _ = [2 « a 
the Foundation a block of property for its new building, has _ | ae a : : _— . = 
agreed to furnish preliminary architectural plans and has |) 2 . OF ee a at 
made available the use of a large house for a temporary ig uP To He . 
museum. The museum will open in the fall and will serve 1 | Re a: “el ao 
as the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry until the * ae : i : aS 

new building is constructed. os : ta \ - a | _ 

Dr. J.C. SrEvENs. Bo yr rr CC; 
JouN Riptey Fores. “ee ee ert 

=, ae it ‘ N, = . 

E Mountain sheep part of valuable mammal collection pee Le 
; given Oregon Museum by Hornaday Foundation. es 4
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so rr HORNADA FILM LIBRARY 
Ee | -. 7, 849 CliftoMRoad, N. E, 
i ¢ a _ a dine Atlanta 6, Georgia 

eg ee Pose b ae gS ae vip oe My ae Ope KENNETH M. LEW&S, Director a? 4 an - tg 4 “a 
C Oe cE a be 3 0 * 

¥ Ce ¥ + % ee ; i i -{ ‘ “ve ( u LD a Tc is not necessary to quote any platitude&gbout the value of Pictures, 
— e (. eieam Je : whegher films or still. We all, in this professio& know how vital they are > Sok =} 3 : : ee * s ae. A 4 for te®laing and putting across complex ideas. 

os i: wt By ve xg MY _, Pr Shei See 2 a Be me | ee, The Hofagday Film Library was instituted co give free distribtion 
i 9 ee f - a « of motion pictUPesfilms, slides and still pictures to Ayildren’s museutps. <e F \| _* Letotinn, ‘tees oe , : Si t # Our budget is limif@dyand our stock of films still onlin the hundréds 

J = but we are beginning to%expand. We have all the equipment necessary, 
, a titler, a movie editor, spli@@yg, cameras, etc., and are rapNly acquiring 

. the technical knowledge necessar¥fgr a film library. 
gy en ee ape We started with about three hun@ed reels of European Film, all of 

iL . - le which we must edit and title in English. Seme of the films are absolutel = 8 
) af RE we a superb and cover almost every conceivable stject. We have purchased \ 
; | ta: hl ee various sound color films on a variety of nature SWajects and are getting ' 

} “anne Bla $ oo. ta more Ws*famds permit. : 
> a ae 5 ‘ty tS Pe We are sending the fiims out in kits which each museutagnay keep, a 

Ll | \S aw oy Lh i le month, We will notify the“fHtseums beforehand of what film\they will 
) iT ew oN wii ; he” es receive so they may incorporate them Mtheig programs. This enablesth¢ v (Ja _ ees py TAY ANCE Bros : y 

ree. ir y : Pi a museum to dispense with the red tape and expél8@eagailed to insure dil 
aoe eg ay pa Pe ey ye . adequate supply of films over an extended period, as most Tms.can offly, 
a \ oe t 7 yes be borrowed for a day or two and the expressing or mailing back fd ) 4 iF ete. ee a” 5 y I & Fo Ce eae Y ~ sD eee 3 forth is bothersome. 

) 72] m= | eer Our film strips, though not as interesting as movies, are most aie 
< BS » Pa" << Ls a structive and easier to store than slides. 
i 44 Me 4 Ko We are starting to frame pictures in simple, naturglawe6t, and these 

7 a — AF cd e r packed in containers, will be sent as loan exhibit® collections of repro® 
; = Ct Pee wg ductions of Louis Agasiz Fuertes’ bisdfrawings, Athos Mengafoni’s 

—<— oo - © paintings, charts, diagrams, etc., will be included in these exhibits. 
os 8 — aa Pm The Hornaday Film Library also intends to make its oy films, hese 

) 5 will be produced at its headquarters in Atlanta and wilPbe instgffctional 
5 films, mostly on crafts and museum work techniqué® Scenarig$ in mind 

| are one on Nature Trails showing different type® of labelsgfnd methods 
: ' aoa rH f 5 of marking, what to do and what not to do, bOW to discoyfage vandalisph, 

: i how to build properly designed animal cafes, turtle po@fs, snake pits, Atc. LY] pery 8 , 5 
ana : I The possibilities are unlimited. We know whag@an be done frogh the CY ennai on P = ° 2 : : Po, - ; 7 fine example set by the Film ¥ibrary of thg@American Musgfim of 

’ ae : a " ee Natural History and the other large museugg§and various stay educa- 
> “dd a ad a LLL os 7 tion departments and we hope to becomegfiKe these and reac all chil- 
or Rs um 8 3 y ns | dren’s museums throughout the countryg# the not too distagf future. oe \ Ps r 

ne. ae aes “i Ca i , met ‘ »! i OE KENNETH M. wis. ( \- iv i: tier Se ee 

es a al a, ene EXPLORIN@ A NEW WORLD ) 9 - } — : : se big 4 | PT, san |e As the Hornaday Foug@Mation program grew, it hgfame apparenf that 
Ne => | a motion picture portrayifig a children’s museum wild be of real service 

‘ yk to communities interested in organizing childreng§/ museums. 
_ ; ~ The Foundation secured the services of a prgfessional motio@picture 

) - ra : = photographer, and The Nashville Children’s Mfuseum was chggen to be 
filmed. Its physical plant, personnel and cougdéless activities an@Jnow pic- 

/ MN tured in an excellent colored film entitled “BXploring a New AW orld.” 
, i 2 iv Pe 4 The picture opens with a view of theffrge building whfi@h serves as 
- sts ar * the home of the Nashville Children’s Museum. Entering #he museum, 
zz. ee - a 6 : we see attractive and colorful exhibitg§~We see how the @Aildren come 

fs ny. into the museum after school and tak@)parc in museum agéfities. A typi- 
ye ae fp oe cal school visit was illustrated fronffthe time the childg@p got out of a 

ee a ae \ ; school bus until they left the my§€um. Field trips wpe also pictured 
dl wer. hl \ s which showed children out in the4Woods and fields on @#museum-directed ey a : ; 

i E«t G \ \ 7h trip. 

.- FF _ “Exploring a New World has been one of the gipst effective means 
) si SEs of enlisting financial support and arousing genuingyenthusiasm toward 

: ¢ i supporting children’s museums. 
) ' ie) cs s 4 , Toad JOHN RipLey Forbes, Diector, 

q ) = = Se : William T. Hornaday Menfprial Foundation. - y df 

ec bit J 

eta
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ee 4 . d mei 
a one o . ee The entire set-up of children’s museums naturally focuses on the child, Ae : 4 ce ; a nes chi TE IE ee co ie oe and the Hornaday Foupdation projects do all they can in approaching the 

. eo ees handicapped child ag#Well as the normal child. The Touch and [gel Tours 
/ _ A Prin wea A are aimed towagdéfeaching the handicapped children. F 

. ia Po ee Blind g@lses are encouraged to come to the gag®@tim. The children sit 
; 2 8 Pee 4 at a tabl€ and discuss a subject, let us say _big@®” Mounted birds are passed 

— Pe FU argéfnd the table and the children feel glg@feet and understand why webbed 
~~. -F =f feet are necessary on some birdsggelfPy feel the beaks and discover why the 

: >» Ul FE woodpecker’s beak is so stggsand chisel-like and why the pelican has its 
Ye > Ree... 7 JA i. ££ long flat bill and tremendous throat pouch. 
ee Sk F rrtsti—“(“‘( : : : oe Cs fe Oy bs Multiply the study of birds by innumerable. 
= = a’ cfs Fc ge ee ‘ other subjects, and it is clear howugesineke 

3 SS llrmrlrtrt—~—~—™ the blind child “see” a neyygss@Pd Unique is 
Dm aX — : the nature trail bemm@tonstructed in Atlanta 

_ le | so with teaibet@As in Braille, 
_— «4 .—c(i ... Fy ... To those children unable to come to the 

sé eal oo L 7. a ‘aft : museum, the museum goes to them. Crippled 

A Z _ ‘ Ai a Blind boy djg€overing sizeof a \ fo)) aR 
mounted Alephant’s jeénail. fe CY O ae CP 

} Z e m4 Director of Hornaday Foundation i oe 7 es entertains handicappeckssiildnen: 
4 “ay he withemus@0M exhibits from Fort 

: s y is Ss Z Worth Children’s Museum, 

ea mage \ , ‘ f — @ Y 

: / es | eet . 

) eI a £ - . a 

i i *<) 4 

an rf 

= .. 

children’s holes, and hospital wards afeyyisited and here we try to make the Chikd forget - - 
his discomfort\by providing an interestin§®program of educational movies, and exit Director of Nashville Chil- 
material which the children may handle. These@aldren are given new interests and hobbies. oren See er fete 
Throughout the year there are hundreds of such cons from the museums and it is mia Rgae ications coin ee 
apparent what the Qravel Tours mean to many unfoftypate children. The Travel Tours stories, nf@@igg and live ex- se 
not only reach handi@pped children, but also include vist§to orphanages and schools and hibits. . : ca 

other organizations. } . 

Staff members transpoi the live ani- 
mals to the crippled childrefijs homes and teem 
hospitals, which are receivedwith great . rl ns | | si ae 
glee by the youngsters. The afimals are Je i _ | 
allowed recesses or else their Wdmirers | <7 yer 2 i : | 
might lQve them to an early death, The i DL ee nN ~~ wi: 

i . by 5 : — 4 oS . 
blind children, too, make friendsQwith en vA =e ry ae _ us 
the anim@ls on their visits to the Wu- e wo ° Mag . é i 

seums. It i the Foundation’s desire in tM : Aq _ Oo Ps (yy. 
future to e§tablish a Traveling Children’S a gS i. |. ») —— 
Museum to§visit the blind and crippled So ge _ Ce ra 
children in§ various sections of the J -. oe : fF ba oe ae j 
country. \} / \ fp I Ne —. —- . 

These Tough and Travel Tours of the e » a y = os 

museums standjput above all others. They MY \mnagi +g he a te, 
bring more sati§faction and pleasure to a . HF je Ae 2 a 

i o ae a = ee ae — i... = | those who parti@ipate, and the extra ef- _ - ., iT a Sr. : 
fort and preparation become a privilege. fy wri x iy a rein - 
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Delegates to Museum Educators’ Conference on steps of Buffalo Museum of Science, 
meeting place of the Conference. 

ce | qa Bes | “ ey 
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Po “4 PS Be 

4 a 4 we ORN LY FOUNDATIC( M EUM 

{ om or ’ 4 L\ TORS’ CONFERENC 

(s ‘ a wt 
wl b ps a, i 
ee ye A This conference was held at the Buffalo Museum of 

ea R eo « Science, Buffalo, New York, April 25 and 26, 1947. The two 

NY i / days were spent in discussing and hunting solutions for 

a various problems of children’s museums. Fifty-four museum 
A aa 

on. ee educators came from all over the country and presented 
id Z i 

| { é papers at the conference. 

SS. om . - : 
ae /) a Seven papers were presented on the first question 

ae | 4 « eee ne Saenioue aan; hildren’ 
ee \ . How Trained Leadership for an Expanding Children’s 

, : Museum Program Can Be Provided.” The second question 

Richard C. Potter, Director of Worcester Museum of was ‘Techniques to Meet Our Expanding Needs,” and seven 
Natural History; Miss Margaret Brayton, Director of a te ets Recher Wour cakes ore 
Deireli ‘Children's Museurt John Ripley Rerbess Direes papers were presented on this subject. Four speakers pre- 

tor of Hornaday Foundation; and Dr. E. Laurence sented papers on the third question — Ideas and Reports 
Palmer, Professor of Nature and Science Education, s ae eee, Na cy 
Coriell University. of Progress on the Education and Recreation of Youth 

Through the Museum Field.” The closing question discussed 

Beamer kero . was “Organization for Growth and Development of Chil- 

Sie a 
- oll A committee was appointed to formulate recommenda- 

_ -.. ite — tions on educational standards to be required of applicants 

[| fra © 1 &-F Se on the field of museum work. These recommendations were 

a ee Le _ _ presented in the form of a resolution which was approved 

Ne A] - q after discussion and it was then decided to forward it to the 
- VV % _— = : ‘ : ¢ 
| Le i oe coming meeting of the American Association of Museums. 

(| . FF | Delegates to the Conference gained much knowledge and 

~~ * es . . inspiration through exchanging ideas and a discussion of 

Sy | ee. lO problems common to all. 
ef aay 

e , = c 

Mrs. Josephine O'Hara, Director of Palo Alto Junior 
Museum; Ellsworth Jaeger, Curator of Education at 
Buffalo Museum of Science and Miss Mabel S. Wing, 
Director of Duluth Children’s Museum.



Tours of the museum are important parts of the school 
activities, Trained staff members offer recreational teach- 
ing through attractive displays in the museums. The 
Director of the Nashville Children’s Museum guides a 
group of children through the museum. 

Ome.) hULFUmU One of the primary aims of the we it ee E  — o ; fi i Ww Clk — museum projects is to cooperate 
| i i; oo zi ees : 

AO, i A i _ with the schools of the surround- 

3 |. Sse ing area, to assist them and aug- 

Ah fal, _ i | | ment their facilities in teaching 

é c - A | £ — e . - natural science, social science, his- 
; hat .. : . tory and art. The museums con- 

Ja o£ a / . re a tain vast storehouses of treasures 

TCAAAMALALYS i 4 bg . i which are made available to 

‘ | Ne Y a | schools. School groups come by 
} . Pee ya _ $ ; : 
ij \ no rd . : appointment — for these guided 

[SL SL Ee " ty . Ve ved , ( tours. Traveling loans and edu- 
Yo 4 A on _ cational films are important fea- 

- FF | #27 _ tures of school activities from the ee vA iB Os | 
eee ‘ Pd A re wy 7 museum projects. 
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Sa ae 4 
Traveling museums reach schools in “ e—llCOU ZOD Motion pictures play an important 
rural areas which otherwise would ivi ee role in museum school activities. 
be without the facilities of a museum. — — 5 mete tue — Movies are shown in the museum to 
This scene is taken in a rural school lo Ori‘ ss -— «= the school classes and are also taken 
served by the traveling museum from e eC” oe ee -~—=«S'-s tural schools, crippled children's 
Geneva, Alabama. At the present . ar é es “ ee. homes and other such institutions. 
time traveling museums are being or- ib | . ar Lo Grave and attentive is this Alabama 
ganized in the Shelby County Chil- oT , be < et . audience present at this movie which 
dren's Museum in Wilsonville, Ala- te es FTF bi | ea i highlights the visit of a traveling 
bama, and the Delta Children’s Mu- Se a | oe - = museum. 
seum in Orangeburg, South Carolina. y ae 7 yr i © 

_ | 4 Ae oo 

. =. 8% 

¥ Follow-up work is encouraged after a visit to the museum. i 
Classes may interpret their visits through paintings, stories, i 
ceramics or as they have in the Fort Worth Children’s Mu- 
seum, by constructing this small museum in their classroom.



Seta a S = 7 

a <a 

. . i 4 ri 2 

: } ig 

7 = = Ca c A modern museum's function is to teach children in their hours of lei- 
a ‘ We 7 7 \ sure. In this way the museum has a constructive role in preventing juvenile 

S | 7. <a delinquency, as well as providing children with numerous interests and 

££ G {an >) | ¢ i 4 hobbies. 

> ce - wy va During the school year these after school activities consist of clubs for 
Sn Se es , | 4 7 all age children, museum games and educational movies. 

= & i li ri a oe After school is out the summer programs are heavily scheduled. Here 

~~ —— .. SA cin again there are educational movies either daily or weekly. Clubs are very 

, oom, ; popular and are the most important function of the museum during this 
<3 i j ; : ay z 

; oO Sa i © : season. Too numerous to mention are all the varieties of clubs. However 

: : a * some interesting ones are the photography club, little theater club, junior 
\ a ae r p x sls < r 

} ie . a bird club, Indian club, junior scientists, sketch club, pet club, stamp club, 
' 4 9 trails c ipper ship c , — . sy nature trails club and clipper ship club. 

b : Ny We encourage the pre-school and primary child's first interests with ros I y 
Jacksonville Children's Museum—Under skilled lead- stories and cut-outs. Junior age children love exploring and collecting. Field 
ership children develop new hobbies, habits, skills, See | B : . . . 
etliitdesondianprectations: trips are the exploring outlet and correlated with the field trips is the col- 

lecting of specimens; consequently the children make their own scientific 

collections. Teen age children become caretakers of the live museums ; they 

ae establish advanced scientific clubs, art clubs and dramatic clubs, and in the 

oe a Nshville Children’s Museum have begun to publish their scientific museum 
‘3 2 y ; : ‘ Ss rT | 7 e magazine. We are well pleased with the response we are getting from the 

-———lUltCt“(<ire;:;é‘C eis ? 8 I g 
a © [yi Gi <2) ae teen age group for they are the hardest to reach. It is the policy of the 

Swe fu Lt = = : 
G4 NM mu! ie : a projects to let these young people lead the way for they are not to be led 
i | 4 Cen -es . 

i «= lO fe ~ _ by adult standards. Instructors and staff stay behind them ready to help 

aS Ks UN A bh when needed. We realize that there are many types of children and have 
ee | found that there must be a flexibility and variation in all programs and 

| : activities. 
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Nashville Children’s Museum — Learning A Awe ar .lCUfml RE CL 
can be so much fun at the museum! A A (; eo he ee he Sel ae “treasure hunt" ends with a description of x @S jive 7 1 ie 
arrow heads by Chief Eagle Feather, nine- Re 2 OW a Te ie” ie 
ty-year-old Cherokee Indian. eo) le Ze Fs va 

Pr en ie ie Fae Bs Pe ee ay i ra 3 

— «i ii\.i  * Si eC : 2 
Jacksonville Children's Museum — Junior | ee SA, 8 Philadelphia Museum Club—Spatter print- 
league volunteers give valuable assist- . Aas UU ing leaves involves a world of questions 
ance. A “story hour” is an important role ) » A A Prose and answers relating to trees and other 
in the museum's activities for young ‘“y eo One. PR hl plant life. 
museum-goers. : © 7 | ~~ ] ar: @ | oe oo. os i tas 

seceacemall =) =) oy eel r ~ To © 
mm gy, a PT? oN iS 

. RN 4 Nashville Children’s Museum | net! J 
a _ . Ne / —Junior scientists learn to i ea ogee? b: I 

Se a \. | care for the common wild hd J ae Pe! / 
ae: ae : @ { animals who are residents : = - ~. “ae 

ae WR of the live museum. ke meee. = AE = 
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Tied Pee ct a Jacksonville Children’s Museum — Sponsored field trips to city parks 

/ f i Tis 1 ae) and more distant places offer ideal opportunities to study nature and 
Th “4s Be og / conservation. 

ae |) oe ae ) a Se ee ee a ae 4 fo i. oP. . a a ae ga Pw ; 
iliac eines poi g ast ces : ee ee , ao oo ee pe | ee 

A young bird is returned to its nest by a - 5 fos ide S Boas ou 

junior naturalist on a nature field trip. kei Re a i ee ae 
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Nature or field trips are among the most popular activities in "aaa By a. : vo (tf. d 
: : a ler ae _ pt fl ae : 

the children’s museum program. There is a real opportunity for aa m7. i ie, - 

children to learn about nature under qualified people who leac peel 2s a rr Ff 4 _ Se 

rips ie = ClO CULL DP OA dll such trips. vee = "4 Fi =e _ ae ae 
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Field trips open wide to | \ ee 
youth all gateways to | / 2a ae a 

nature. VY Bea - 
ete So EN : j PU ae 
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5 Bie Philadelphia Museum Club—On field trip 
ers & j fo nee children collect fresh water 

; ee i life and build their own aquarium. 
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Sr Nashville Children’s Museum—Mrs. i, 

: lee Philbrick M. Crouch, Staff Artist, : - TT 
: a completes Indian diorama. : oo | 

4 i Jacksonville Children's Museum — —— ee ee ~ 
a ; Miss Shirley Howard prepares buf- oe LR > a 

a5 _ oa » ry 7 + falo exhibit for attractive museum iC ‘a : bus \ 28 Bes % 
oe oS -" 7 f Sas display. hae Oh “op i 

oo ie a.” eI a res. & St > 

_ an 7] a : t a [oes Nashville Children's Museum—Mrs. Par ih Yo & 4 ‘N 
ki eh A We a ee Sylvia Brockner tells about coyote Paes we 9 4 AN 
— ie Cee tt ed exhibit, taxidermy done by William y: § & . =. N 
.. @ Y Vie. lu hUhUCUCUCU T. Hornaday. Exhibits secured from ' ge | ae, \. a a 
ee. F> | pod v4 _— Smithsonian Institution for the — ee arate Serres " 
8 ~ at t — - LP << Nashville Children’s Museum. - 

ne a. oe <t John Ripley Forbes, Director of Ls , 4 
Ae i an Hornaday Foundation, and Miss wir / ell. {ica eae a | Emily Colvette, Curator of Education a ; 
-—. \ = witli | at Nashville Children's Museum, ae . 
|. = os unpack mammal exhibits presented “he ie * : 
i | ~ 4 | the Nashville museum by the Horn- Ey} ya 
i a_i = aday Foundation, who received -_— A > 
a ee a them from the American Museum of ii se 

fae |. | Nashville Children’s Museum—Phil- a ay UY .,lrr—r—O—C—~i—O~i<“C(‘<‘ CO!!! brick Crouch installing bird habitat - hee 
ot = ce - 7a Pay’ ._. 

. NIle €:  .— « Dr, Harry S. Vaughn, Staff Associ- —— a Bes . 2 Fr 2) ye oo hClUwe ate of the Nashville Children’s Mu- — nn geal aur * 
: A = ip gE, ‘yf et S seum, lool:s over private collections aoe ay _ . 
. - ™ . fF «, in anticipation of securing for the ane ——_ > fa 

‘ iy . a i FE rrr— i> . .. 
te Ld, tj —_ fa wee Atlanta, Georgia — John D. Smith, 

oe od if ey 7 Foundation Preparator, paints a 
ets ore a ma | swamp scene in Georgia Hall of 
AL bs : oN P ia ‘ We 4 Natural History. 
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1. The most popular exhibits at the zs _ it oe !)hCUlU 
various projects are the live exhib- sii, © a ge 4 oo . 
its. Fernbank's domestic zoo pro- . o 7s a. — 
vides recreation as well as educa- “ fot he in tl 

te tion. The kids are held by a Junior fh hl, Pa a 

( ~~ oe -. 
: 1 = . 2. With special emphasis placed on the >» 4 . oF oe v et ee > live animals in the museum projects ~~ on - it % . 7 a | many friendships are made with : ad “ce eee Mo a a animals heretofore unknown to os & g ‘ Pr? 48 a8 a é some children, Here a junior mu- - x, . *s ak ee seum member makes friends with 2. eo . 4 Me 4 enti, a Sir Launcelot, a broad-winged hawk F & : P ~~  4 ae , AS who is very tame and well trained. _ . - eee —— ; . ee 
ete fT ee 3. Making friends with animals is the yo Sk yq ed a 

; bs 4 ao. first step toward appreciation of “  . ‘ 
ae 4 oe nature. Miss Miriam Evans, former Se 

 _— Curator of the Jacksonville Chil- “ 
. = 7 ey A 4 i dren's Museum, introduces. Dicky —— ; 
» * “ay os the squirrel to a young museum wd 

: " 3 2. a eS : “a _— 
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4 ; 7 2 4. Learning to set up and maintain an a ae ee | is =. ~~ /. aquarium is a project for the Ex- —— -' Y | 
~ fw ‘i perimental Museum Club in Phila~ | Ss i i 
ra a Pe : ee delphia. ‘ a Fe a i a) 4 — ee 7 Ae 

Tt lye f = oo gd bs frees ULC ae >, 5. The raccoon is collaring Nashville's Ny sol mee) : : 1 - r : Se ney ‘ i young scientist who is president of Le te a : / dq: : 
be me F/ ee 4 Li the Children’s Museum Junior Soci- y , eS crm? _ *, San a ig 3 : (P a eX ety of Natural History and was a ery ey, “np | | emer 4 > *. 1947 winner of the Westinghouse ae fee se af CA\4/ ; a asin Lr Science Scholarship. a one Nom 0) ed 

ee Ba ~~ = — rs o Z ms oi a y lt : oe” : ‘ a > d Soe a. 4) ae 6, Children learn that snakes are “5 * ms 4 — 2 se ~ Ne man’s friends. The live museum is a ke Es or be 
ena eS great aid in the museum's nature wees a Po 

a ee ye study and conservation program. es 

|. Cc 7. Bill Wynne; a Fernbank Childrens =) os ~~ fs ; a Fai Museum guide, introduces Martha | «© 4. ; MEA _ 2 oor 2 | Pa Fountain, Campfire girl, to Chanel == a _ 
- fay ” No. 5, the pet skunk. | done a ie | 
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Treasurer’s Report 

The financial statements of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation Inc., are presented herewith, The Balance Sheet 
as of March 31, 1948 shows the financial position of the Foundation as of that date, the close of the fiscal year. The Statement of 
Income and Expense includes the combined figures for the Foundation’s general activities and film library. In addition to the 
Grants to Museums Sponsored by the Foundation of $5,414.09 during the period January 1, 1946 to March 31, 1948, the Foun- 
dation loaned $3,224.19 to sponsored museums during the same period to meet financial needs in organizing the museums. The 
loans were subsequently repaid to the Foundation. 

The financial records have been audited by George K. Watson & Co., Certified Public Accountants for the period January 
1, 1946 to March 31, 1947 and by John T. Pasquill, Public Accountant for the period April 1, 1947 to March 31, 1948. The audit 
reports are on file in the Foundation’s office and are available on request. 

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES 
January 1, 1946 to March 31, 1948 

Fifteen Month Twelve Month Combined 
Period Period Period 

Jan. 1, 1946 to April 1, 1947 to Jan. 1, 1946 to 
INCOME: March 31, 1947 March 31, 1948 March 31, 1948 

Contributions: 
SCR lisa ni hamante ar tebe wrtrnre, aU ccelire teat green e's elere aieieielalee! Ise 20;20 9000. $ 15,390.00 $ 35,645.00 
Bileamiibrary a crene re ein use crunch siete a valde sencare soe 800.00 Ba INS 800.00 

Lia tepestee crc: isis rametres ies aie oiaciee onto sia aaie peisieln\slecoinisicrets! afersehe 51> Sialpceioxerale 3.75 

TOTAL INGOMEs.: cae te tc civicess pocieusGsaulicsme pense 21,098.75. $ 15,390.00 $ 36,448.75 

EXPENSES: 

Grants to Museums Sponsored by Foundation.................00e00.. $2,842.23 $ 2,571.86 $ 5,414.09 | 
Salaries sAdministrative dndcOitice: stam, <a sonny. Oheale tel aie paises 7,188.52 4,933.18 12,121.70 
Tel cele pee ete a uO ae Spent a a eke Mi sa 3,916.22 2,466.29 6,382.51 
Postage and E cpressi yer se ecern aks ce os ie ice since iwi cts cine are 257.23 201.03 458.26 
Melephone andi diclestaphe ccisurshine at sola sas sie's sale cgs wietleesias 245.08 281.92 527.00 
Mice mBq uipilen ty ye tie ieee ciara teccieehys oreo sce oe som lore a eevee ep sealer 918.83 238.05 1,156.88 
Office Expense, Supplies, Moving Office, etc...............seeeee ee eee 207.23 450.17 657.40 
Dues, American Association of Museums............0..00eeceee nee ee es alctstcione 20.00 20.00 
Repal and AGcOuatM De Pees Gt! al cco ntts 9.0 ceric riety ais OU EMM Cale ci SDD 253.10 253.42 506.52 
PLOENTday1 Cont erence Bx PeNsGc sm vor ieia is wsiecos sieiere Heenan el enig sic 100.00 60.56 160.56 
New Horizons Publication, Reprints, €tc....... 5. ..0..50.0ses sees eens 1,084.52 576.22 1,660.74 
Photograpnie Wu pie heres vss g aisic'sicies's ale oialstaoriniawleieve vise sylvia e's 608.84 711.67 1,320.51 
Motion Picture Films Produced, Purchased, Rented, etc..............--- 850.49 766.36 1,616.85 

TOTAL EXPENSESK ico tacad coir oes oolngie see S Oso am tem SLO A229 $ 13,530.73 $ 32,003.02 
EXGESS:of Incomerover: Pxpenses. <</.s)/s else ssisinave pte wes Bae i 2,586.46 1,859.27 $ 4,445.73 

BALANCE SHEET 

March 31, 1948 2 

ASSETS LIABILITIES 
CasH 
In Banks: 

Geheral Funds ci5s0cernt as ae cess) $4,081 97 EMPLOYEES PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
Film Library Funds ..:.....0s000s. +++ 4.10 Federal and State 

Aree I ay Withheld fceden anc 47.2 oval, Gash isk oa eee $4,086.07 eo al eon a 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Loans Receivable from Museums 
Sponsored by Foundation........... $ 87.35 

Accounts Receivable, other ............ 126.08 Funps AVAILABLE 

: eRe General Bund esc. os ose see ee OLD 
Total Accounts Receivable............. 213.43 Eiidbeary Bund eee es 129.10 

ADVANCES TO JOHN RIPLEY FORBES —— 
Revolving Fund for Travel Expenses... . 238.36 Total Funds Availables.c.ae. .. < 4,490.59 

$4,537.86 $4,537.86 

STATEMENT OF FUNDS AVAILABLE 

‘ January 1, 1946 to March 31, 1948 
ADDITIONS 

Ue Balance lanuary ols v1 946 ci. So case awaits hie cat arcropiesc sists Sic vijeieer eae EER, ABO 

Excess of Income over Expenses for period January 1, 1946 to March 31, 1948.... 4,445.73 

Balances March <3 liek 945) nrg ss sue sure ar efaler tke rele Stedeces' sis cic Miele a inane ae ated eee: UR OOO. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ALBERT S. ALLEN, Treasurer.
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The story of John Ripley Forbes and his nation- 

m x wide chain of animal museums for children 
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9 He Opens Nature’s Gateways 

Condensed from The Christian Science Monitor 

Temple Fielding 

|: HAS TAKEN John Ripley Forbes and world-famous naturalist. Dr. 

17 years to repay his debt of Hornaday received him gravely. 

gratitude to one of America’s great As one scientist to another, the boy 

scientists. In doing so, he has builta and the elderly zoologist exchanged 

coast-to-coast chain of free chil- their views. The gentleness, the kind- 

dren’s museums and has revolution- ness, the keen interest of the dis- 

ized museum practice. Now no tinguished man inspired the boy to 

hamlet is too small and no slum is make natural history his career. 

too dense to echo a child’s joyous A year later Forbes opened a mu- 

squeals as he fondles a live opossum seu in his father’s attic and invited 

or sits entranced by nature movies. his new friend to inspect it. Dr. 

7 All this started when Johnny Hornaday spent an hour examining 

Forbes, then a 14-year-old Boy the exhibits; when he came down- 

Scout, went on a hike through the © stairs, he said, “Mrs. Forbes, I came 

woods near Stamford, Conn. He dis- to see a boy’s collection, but I have 

covered a frog that had just swal- ‘seen a scientific museum. Your son is 

lowed a firefly. The insect glowed a born curator.” 

brightly through the membranes of Hornaday persuaded the Bruce 

the frog’s stomach. John took this Museum of nearby Greenwich to 

spectacular exhibit to his neighbor, turn over a section of its basement 

Dr. William T. Hornaday, director to the youngster, who devoted his 

of the New York Zoological Park spare time to enlarging this “mu- 

Copyright 1947, The Christian Science Pub. Society, 1 Norway St., Boston 15, Mass. 
(The Christian Science Monitor, October 25,'47)



HE OPENS NATURE’S GATEWAYS 

seum within a museum.” Later the collection of Indian relics. In four 
‘collection was transferred to a shed months his educational program was 

in a Stamford park. Youngsters reaching 1000 children a week. 
flocked there to play with tame por- Dr. Hornaday died that year. 
cupines and skunks, to see stuffed Forbes wanted a living memorial for 
animals, to take country hikes. his great mentor. With the enthusi- 

After graduation from Bowdoin astic support of prominent friends 
College, young Forbes set out to or- and admirers of the late scientist, the 
ganize a larger project — for chil- William T. Hornaday Memorial 
dren anly. A Stamford Museum As- Foundation was formed and Forbes 
sociation was formed, with Dr. worked out a plan to bring exhibits 
Hornaday its honorary president. into slum districts and rural areas. 
Forbes rented three rooms in a Then war was declared. Forbes 
bank building. Stamford attics were enlisted in the Medical Section of 
scoured for stuffed birds, butterflies the Air Corps and was ordered to 
and other specimens. Napier Field, Alabama — and found 

This humble project, with Forbes the opportunity he sought. 
as curator at $20 a week, started a It was his first look at the rural 
new trend in museums for children. South. The needs of the children 
Gone were the somber hush, ‘the for- shocked him. He telephoned a 
bidding glass cases. By 1937 his ex- cinema library in Washington to 
hibits were drawing record crowds. rush him two reels of natural- 

Then Forbes heard that a philan- _ history film. On his day off, he bor- 
thropist had willed a 74-room man- rowed a GI projector and took a bus 
sion to Kansas City for use as a to Geneva, a village 4o miles away. 
museum — but not a penny was He showed his pictures to the 
available to remodel or stock it. school children, took them on a na- ’ 
Forbes borrowed $100 and climbed _ ture walk, then sat down in a hastily 
into his car. “I’ve come to work,” he called meeting of school leaders to 
told the startled president of the map out a campaign for the future. 
new museum association in Kansas Before the week was out, he had 
City. “‘T’ll raise the money, set up a_ written to 20 museums, asking for 
first-class museum, open a children’s discarded or duplicate exhibits. 
program, and go without pay until Specimens began to arrive from all 
you can afford me.” over the country. For 18 months 

In a whirlwind subscription cam- Forbes spent all his free time on this 
| paign, young Forbes, a stranger, per- first Hornaday Foundation project, 

sonally raised $25,000. He begged, covering 40 rural schools in a 140- 
borrowed — or, on rare occasions, mile area. It was a thrill for the chil- 
purchased — 160,000 specimens, in- dren, and for Forbes. He had never 
cluding a whale, a buffalo, extinct seen such enthusiasm, such hunger 
birds, fossils, and an outstanding for knowledge.



THE READER'S DIGEST 

In 1943 he was transferred to their plans. Soon a model children’s 
Tennessee. On his second day in museum, the last word in scientific 
Nashville he visited the State Mu- construction, will open its doors ina 
seum. It was crowded, untidy, an- brand-new $300,000 building. 
tiquated. Within a week Forbes had Atlanta, Ga., has a 7o-acre plot 
called on 15 prominent citizens. and three old museum buildings. 
In remarkably short order, private Fogbes revitalized the project, and 
subscriptions totaled $15,000. A now hundreds of Girl and Boy 
building to house a children’s mu- Scouts use the grounds for camping, 
seum was found in an older section learning handicrafts and outdoor 
of the city. lore. 

Forbes got a three-day pass and At present Forbes is organizing 
flew to New York in search of speci- his newest installation in Portland, 
mens. The American Museum of Ore. Fifty-three other cities, towns 
Natural History, responding beyond and villages have requested his serv- 
his wildest dreams, sent three large ices within the past year. 
vans of displays. The Smithsonian Forbes and the Foundation’s 
Institution sent several hundred Board of Trustees do not make all- 
pounds of fauna, including a pair of expense grants. Instead they try to 
huge coyotes. (The date on the arouse a community interest that 
faded label of this exhibit was 1884; will assure continuation of the proj- 
the animals had been shot and ect. Their first function is to serve 
mounted by William T. Hornaday.), as consulting experts — to organize, 
‘When word of Forbes’ activities to furnish exhibits, equipment, per- 

reached Jacksonville, Fla., a com- sonnel, and sufficient funds for a fly- 
mittee of citizens asked him to reor- ing start. When the museum is 
ganize their floundering establish- thoroughly organized, the elders 
ment. It took him exactly 12 days to stirred up, and the children practi- 
make a complete survey, install his cally breaking down the doors to 
plan and hire a director. Later Holt- _ see it, the Foundation moves on. 
ville, Ala., requested its own Foun- During the past 18 months Forbes 
dation branch. Shortly thereafter has traveled 63,000 miles to spread 
the Army gave Forbes his honorable the wonders of nature before Amer- 
discharge. In his spare time he had _ ica’s youth. The Hornaday Founda- 
built five museums from the ground _ tion now has on display more than 
up. Now he could spread his gospel 1,000,000 separate exhibits. It is a 
to millions of youngsters. new era in natural-history educa- 

Fort Worth, Texas, approached tion. John Ripley Forbes has paid 
him. The city fathers had planned a__ off his debt to Dr. William T. Hor- 
bond issue for a museum-building naday, the great scientist who ever 
program. Kindled by his enthusiasm, preached “Open Wide to Youth All 
they included achildren’s museum in Gateways to Nature.”
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‘ALDO LEOPOLD University of Wisconsin 
AUSTIN H. MacCORMICK 
FAIRFIELD OSBORNE 424 University Ferm Place 
MRS. MARIE BANKHEAD OWEN : : 
ARTHUR NEWTON PACK Madison, Wisconsin 

DR, ARTHUR C. PARKER 
EDWARD A. PREBLE 
MRS. CLYDE H. PORTER Dear Mr. Leopold: 
LAURENCE S. ROCKEFELLER 
ae SOs ROOSEVELT 

EDMUND. SEYMOUR I appreciate your good letter of December 16th, 
DR. HENRY C. SHETRONE g 
DR, WILLIAM G. VINAL 
BON Pepe I know you are very busy as all of us are these days so it 

OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES did not surprise me to much that you had teen unable to read 

Oe great gente weoumn our New Horizon bulletins. I hope you may find time to do 
ee eae or this for I think in reading them you will find the answer 
Cerro ieee, xtoerican Museum CF to the v-rious questions you have sent me. I nobice that Natural History q J : 

MCompton Advertising “Co... Y. city you are to be at the con ng 12th North American Wild Life 
Y F 5 * 1d oti 9 } } {ti ae eo Conference and rather than take your time by writing you, 

ee) Peas I am going to suggest that you and I have a talk at the con- 
Eee ae tne: Buttala atueeam of ference for I am going to make an effort to be present at 

‘HUR B. CARR his i i i We ARTEUR 5. CARE this important meeting. I shall be in Fort Jorth from ; 
Indianapolis Children’s Museum Janua 15th to February 15th in connection with our children's 

DR. MARGARET MEAD 
Associate Curator of Ethnology museum and will take time off to attend the coming conference, me 
Department of Anthropology * - 
American Museum of Natural History I will comment briéfly, however, on the three questions which 

MRS. JOHN H. JACKSON 
Former Director of Children's Museum you asked me and we can talk about them at more length when I 
of Boston 

INCE KING see ou 
Seiteanor of Community Creanization, von 

nian wnstsoD 
President American Nature Asociation The opportunity in 12 states is the setting up of thirteen 

a Difector Osborne Aav'n,, N.Y. City children's museums to bring to children in all of these 
COUNSEL places an appreciation of wild life through a program of 

COL. EDMUND RUFFIN BECKWITH field trips, children's clubs, and other activities carried 
STAFF on through the medium of a children's museum program. By 

1OEN Riey ECue oe Ui ae Goamutent. vhs mevhod, we feel we are not only reaching our youngsters 
SONNE A ee oaieee Mussun Conmint wien @ love and understanding of wild life but we are also 
EN eet eee aera) helping them to grwo into citizens who will not only understand 

but love wild life and have a sincere desire to conserve and 

protect our natural resources. 

On Point #2, who teaches and prepares the material, each children's museum which we are 
setting up depends on its museum staff. In the case of the Nashville Children's Museum 
which we are setting up, our Director is William G. Hassler, for eight years a member of 
the American Museum of Natural History staff. Aft Atlanta, we have Kenneth M, Lewis, for 
eight years associ&ted with the Bear Mountain Treilside Museums and at Jacksonville, 
Florida, we have Miss Madeline B. Sawyer, for ten years on the staff of the Boston 
Children's Museum. I feel these three leaders in the museum field are very well qualified 

to teach and prepare material which will give the many thousands of children taking part 
in the activities of the museums the best sort of nature education possible, 

Open Wide To Youth All Gateways to Nature — Witr1am T. Hornapay
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, Mr. Aldo Leopold January 13, 1947 

Point #3--you have asked for a sample or two and I rather imag*ne you are referring to 

gome of the children's cames, publications, plans for field trips, etc., which are 

arried on by our various museums. If you have time to look into these (I note you 

have not had time to look at New Horizons) I will be glad to ask our staff in several 

of our museums to send you some of this information (I do not feel it is fair to you or 

them unless you feel you are able to give enough time to study and look over this 

material, to send it to you). I, furthermore, feel if you would take the time to read 

New Horizons you would probably answer your questions very effectively. 

I am looking forward to talking with you in the coming Wild Life Conference because 

your letter more than any other I have received has shown me how important it is that 

our work be brought before specialisits, such as yourself, who, if I may venature an 

observation, are at work in such a highly specialized field, they are not always able 

to see the other fellow's work which may have a great deal of bearing on their own field. 

Looking forward to seeins you in Texas, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Uh Kees, id Uy “eu cnts 
e ws 

“ John Ripley Forbes 
Director 

JRF:DAL
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Mr, John Ripley Porbee 
“wm. J. Hornaday Memorial Foundation, Inc, 
122 Bast 64th “treet \ 
New York, New York os ae 

Dear Mr. Forbes: 

i I mst admit I have not had time, and likely will not 
have time to read “Hew Horizona.” (That io my fealt, of 
coursa,) I had gathered the impression that the wildlife 
education wrk was vory incidental. If I am wrong, I want 
to find 1t out. 

i May I ask you to tell me in a seatence eacht 

1. Just what is the “Opportunity in 12 states?" Is it 
field work? 

2, Who teaches or prepares the uterials? 

%. Can I see a sample or twof 

There is no need for you to stop here on my account. 
Frenkly, all University people are snowed under. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold yo 
MN 

SL: BL \ 

ect Mr, day Darling \
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JOHN KIERAN University of Wisconsin 
ALDO LEOPOLD A ; 
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MRS. MARIE BANKHEAD OWEN Department of Wild Life Management 
ARTHUR NEWTON PACK 5 RS s 7 7 

DR. BH. LAURENCE PALMER 424 University Farm Place 
DR. ARTHUR C. PARKER eats : : . 

EDWARD A. PREBLE Madison, Wisconsin 
MRS. CLYDE H. PORTER 
LAURENCE 8S. ROCKEFELLER 

MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT 

CARL RUNGIUS Dear Dr. Leopold: 
EDMUND SEYMOUR 

BE, Watiase Gund 
HON. FREDERIC C. WALCOTT I must say your letter simply astounds me. How 

OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES it is humanly possible for a conservationist of 

DR, CARL B. GUTHE, President your calibre to read even one copy of our publica- 
ate Museum : ; ; : 

MRS. B. M. B, NAUMBERG, Vice-tres tion, New Horizons, and be able to write mé@ "I 

ereries Cuctiien Museu of originally consented to serve because I inferred 

HUBERT R. DOERING, Treasurer that some connection existed with the wild life 

IGG RIPLEY FORBES, Boo'y and Director field but I am unable to see that connection" is 

pean Dee oe beyond my comprehension. I have already received 

COP NGH onite Hurtaio Maseam of from other sponsors, trustees and friends of the 

REC oe 8) OAnE Foundation letters of congratulation on the re- 

Fee re catinven's, Mussdim markable work which we are doing and any number 

Oe Gasser or amuinoloay of these people are especially thrilled with the 

Ce ee ee esl “lstary conservation work going forward under our direc- 

MRS. JOHN H. JACKSON tion 

Former Director of Children’s Museum e 

of Boston 
CLARENCE KING er Grenntaation, , se é nak P r < 

Now York School of Social Work If you will look at Volume 3 of New horizons, you 
BIGGAR ee en Weare: Awesiation will Tind an editorial which I have written under 

Oe ci the title "Conservation for the Future. In this 

GouNeI editorial, I quote Hdward A. Preble as followss 

COL, EDMUND RUFFIN BECKWITH “For many years I have been convinced that the 

STAFF most effective means of forwarding the conserva- 

JOHN RIPLEY FORBES, Director | ; tion of our natural resources and especially of 
. HAS| fe Consult: : ae . * 4 : 

WILLIAM G HARCUDE, Visual Sus Cuueen our wild birds and animals, is by teaching our 
MISS MIRIAM L, EVANS, Rural Museum Consultant SUA ss eae goes err ee, 

JOHN D. SMITH, Preparator young people appreciation of nature. One of the 
earliest enthusiasms of a child is his love for 

living creatures, With this interest already implanted in the pupil, 

it is easy, by well directed effort to guide his actions along lines 

that, through life, will add to his joy and strengthen his influence, 

for the perpetuation of the organisms that have so benefited him. 

Such lessons are a pleasure, rather than a task to the child." 

It seems to me that Mr. Preble's very appropriate words sum up very 

effectively what we are doing in our present outstanding program. 

The conservation of wild life, as I see it, can never be limited to 

the establishment of bird sanctuaries, the obtaining of necessary 

legislation to protect wild life and the strict enforcement of ex- 

isting game laws. If all of this is to be of any value, we have to 

Open Wide To Youth All Gateways to Nature — Witi1am T. Hornapay
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Dr. Aldo Leopold - December 9, 1946 f 

educate our future generation on the importance of continuing ‘ 

the gains which have been made by such leaders as Dr. Hornaday, 7 

J. Derling, yourself and other outstanding men in the field. 

How you, a leeder in the field of consergation education, could 

go through our issues of New Horizons and not catch the significance 

of our conservation work leaves me absolutely baffled. If you will . i 

put glance at any page in the four issues which we sent you, you 4 

will see abundant evidence of the Foundation's work to provide 

children in twelve different states with a wonderful opportunity 

y for nature education. By educating children through the medium of 

children's museums in nature study, we are building a future genera- 

tion who will be conservation minded because they love and appreciate 

: their rich heritage of wild life. I feel absolutely confident in i 

saying that Arthar Newton Pack would never have made the generous Ba 

contribution to our budget through the Charles Lathrop Pack Trust 

which he has if he did not believe that we were doing a truly great 

job in the conservation and wild life field. I have just called on 

high in Santa Fe and showed him a movie of our work and received yay 

assurances of continued financial support for 1947, I know I can 

say that lr. Pack is more than enthusiastic about the tremendous 

; value of what we are doing» i 

Please believe me when I say I appreciate no end that you have written 

me as frankly as you have and I hope you will accept this letter in ie 

the saue spirit. I do not know why you have failed to see the con- 

nection with wild life after looking through New Horizons. This is ; 

an unique criticism that 1 have received from no one else and 1 

know I am at fault in part for not having kept you better informed, 

However, I am carrying so large a burden thet it is with only the Wes] 

greatest difficulty that I-can even keep up with our rapidly growing 

program. Next year I hope to have more help and will keep in touch , 

with the sponsors, advisors and trustees of the Foundation at’ regular” 

intervals and I also hope to call on various of you for advice and i 

\ assistance. I hope you will consent to remain on our Board because 

I assure you that the work we are doing is far more than a social m4 

program and, while it definitely has great importance in the social, 

field, our big aim is to do our utmost to raise a future generation 

who. will be truly conservation minded. 

I will be more than delighted to go into this matter in greater detail 

in the event my letter does not help to clear up the doubts in your 

mind. ; 

I am sending a copy of my reply to your, letter to Mr. Darling in view I 

of the fact that he received a copy of your letter. I have not yet p 

heard from Wr. Darling this year and I am looking forward to a letter 

from him in the near future. r 

Unless I hear to the contrary, I would like to have you continue to : 

serve as a member of our Board of Advisors and I hope it will be 

possibd 1e for me to visit with yqu shortly after the first of the i 

' ‘ 

‘ " : ¥ 

; Has
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Dr. Aldo Leopold December 9, 1946 : 

year, show you our film and give you some first-hand information 

which will, I am sure, clear up any doubts you may still have about 

: the merits of our work in the field of wild life. 

Very truly yours, 

John Ripley Yorbes 
\ Director 

JRF: DAL : 

CO: Mr. J. Darling ‘ ,
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OM, Og (SoundSeriber disc from 
Captiva, Florida) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Wisconsin University 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo --- 

They may put us down as revolutionary trouble- 

makers but I followed your line of thought and also the objections 

which you made to the carrying on of extensive installations and 

what seems to me must be rather expensive projects without any 

reference to the so-called sponsors and advisors, and asked them 

to remove my name if that was to be the general policy. 

I don't know what these little children's 

museums will ever amount to, but it seems to me that the money 

might be much better spent in some established method of conserva— 

tion education. 

I never did think that the Hornaday Memorial 

Foundation was in good hands. It was accepted as a sort of senti- 

mental gesture to Hornaday and I hoped it would amount to something 

but am convinced that this bunch now in charge have very little 

practical experience with the extension of conservation education. 

It was nice to have a line from you and to 

know that you are still finding valid objection to the uncoordinated 

and often misdirected multiple services carrying the conservation 

banner. That multiplying of the agencies which attempt to repre- 

sent the cause which you and I have tried to serve disturbs me more 

than anything else about it. I don't know what to think of our old 

Wildlife Institute. So far as I can detect it has no program for 

the future and I am a little disappointed that Gabrielson should 

have accepted the Presidency and put forth no more excuse for the 

existence of that organization than is apparent in their present 

statement of future activities. 

Best regards. 

As ever sincerely, 

D:S 
Ene (



O J. N. DARLING 

7 
Captiva, Florida 

transcribed in 
Des Moines, Iowa 

. December 7, 1946 

Mr. John Ripley Forbes 
Hornaday Memorial Foundation 
121 East 64th Street 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Forbes: 

I was a little surprised to find 
from the contents of the recent issue of your House 
Organ "New Horizons" that the projects fathered by ; 
the Hornaday Foundation had gone so extensively into 
a rather new experimental field without any word to 
the so-called sponsors and advisors. I am not sure 
that there is any criticism to be made of the pro- 
jects which you have set up but I think it would be 
very wise, if you care for the membership on your 
Board of Sponsors and Advisors, that we be taken 
into your confidence, to some extent, at least, 
concerning the type and location of such rather ex- 
pensive installations. I'm not trying to be critical, 
I just could hardly understand the process by which 
you had arrived at a decision to use the money of the 
Hornaday Foundation without any reference to the men 
whose names you carry on your letterhead. Either we 
should be of some service and in on the congultations 
or else our names should be removed. 

Yours very truly, 

J. N. DARLING 

D:8



Movember 21, 1946 

Dr. John Ripley Forbes, Director ; 
Wilidem T, Hornaday Memorial Foundation, Ine. 
121 Bast 46th Street 
Now York City, HN. ¥. 

Deax Dr. Forboas 

“ew Horizons" convinces me that the Foundation is working in a 

field in which I lack expert knowledge, hence I doubt the propriety 
of my serving on your board. As « citisen I am of course deeply 
interested in your social work, tut I do not pretend competences to 

judge ite morit. Hence I am a misfit on your board, 

 suneerniy meseennes b> were ‘are’ E eats G can tee eames 
existed with the wildlife field, buat I am unable to seo the connection. 

; Wildlife is of course a part of our oulture, hence its conservation 
ie bagie to any social betterment, tut this is no more tmo of your 
segnent than of a thousand others. 

T am putting this bluntly because 4% seems to mo a disservice to 
sore oer Oe oy Mikasa I oka sehen Hy silence 

the past reflects thie same dilemma, I would welcome your views. 
I em sending a copy of this to Jay Darlings 

Thank you for writing me. I don't want to be arbitrary, I've told 
you before that I owe a great debt to Dr. Hornaday, and I will do 
anything I em competent to do, tut I dislike pretending competence = 
in » field in which I ama tyro. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 

oo J.N. Darling
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DR. ARTHUR A. ALLEN 
DR. ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS 
DR. WILLIAM BEEBE 

DR. THORNTON W. BURGESS 
WILLIAM H. CARR 
HAROLD T, CLARK 
ARTHUR STERRY COGGESHALL 
LAURENCE VAIL COLEMAN 
J. N. DARLING 
DR. HENRY FIELD 
WILLIAM L. FINLEY 
DR. CLYDE FISHER 
foee Ne GALLUP 

a Solas of de 
eo ee BRE LAURENCE Painter aged ta Wisconsin 

; UR C. PAR adison, Wisconsin 
MRS, CLYDE H. PORTER 
LAURENCE 8. ROCKEFELLER 

eo Soo avale Deer Mr. Leopold: 

Si ae Some time ago I wrot a be s > iN 
HON. FREDERIC C. WALCOTT me ago " vrote and asked you to serve as a 

ae sponsor and advisor for the William T. Hornaday 
wl eee ane Memorial Foundation. You greciously accepted 

arbirector of New York State Museum this position end from time to time when I have 
Eben Ampoclate, Department ot called on various members of the Boerd of Sponsors 
aetiee end Advisors, I have received advice hel 

HUBERT R. DOERING, ‘Treasurer ee si : or iS 2s 
scGomunton, Aawertising Co..'N. Y. City but I have not ssked very much of you as I know 

Y A 2 Di Former Director of Kansas City you are all very busy. 
ruseum 

“President of the Batiste Museum of I know you will #11 be thrilled with the rather clence . 4 4 2 M , > 

ARTHUR B. CARR unicue progress which the Foundstion has made 
er eee EG ional Mase during the past year and this letter is being 

Seta Saebrlagy sent to you as a sort of a half-yeer report, and 
qAinerican Museum of Natural History ait is my sincere hope that, upon receipt of this, 
Sopra Ota ca Children’s Museum I will heve » prompt acknowledgement. I especially 

please of otmeniy Oraniaton, or ba pe pil Ao oben suggestions on what 
ew York School of Social Worl we have done during the first year 

Presiden! Lin beeui Natics Adcsiation i 
AUSTIN H, MacCORMICK 

= 

Director Osborne Ass'n, N. ¥. City I am enclosing three copies of NEW HORIZONS, a bi- 
COUNSEL monthly vubliestion, which from now on will reach 

COL. EDMUND RUFFIN BECKWITH you °-s it comes out, es well as a monthly news 

«call, Sgcaeey Le reset sheet, and in this way you will all be kept up 
ES, 

WILLIAM G. HASSLER, Visual Alds Consultant tO Gate on developments, 
KENNETH M. LEWIS, Trailside Museum Consultant 
eee cae ey ens: Burel Museum Consultant 

ae Due to the greet shortage of trained personnel, 

your director must still cerry the greatest part 
of the load single handed and when we ere oper- 
ating ss we are in ten different states, this is 
some assignment. Mr. Hassler, our new director at 
Nashville, Mr. Lewis, our new director at Atlanta, 
and Miss Evans, our new director at Durham, are 

Open Wide To Youth All Gateways to Nature — Witt1am T. Hornapay
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Mr. Aldo Leopold November 6, 1946 

going to help me as much as possible, but their hands 

are well-filled with the responsbility of directing 
their rapidly growing museums, It is my hope that next 
year we shall have at least two full time workers who 
will assist the Director, but until then I mst ask you 
to be patient if I do not keep in touch with you as well 
as I should, and I know you will all be delighted with 
the progress we are making. 

Looking forward to hearing from you, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

John Ripley Forbes 
Director 

JRF: DAL 
Encs.



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Widlife Management Hevenber 16, 1938 

Mr. John Ripley Forbes 
27 Washington Aveme 
Stamford, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Forbes: 

Thank you for your explanation of the Hornaday 
memorial. ; 

It sppears to me perfectly sound except that 
that execution of the idea will require both brains and 
funds, and it is not likely that the board of sponsors, no 

matter what their calibre, can be sure of a worthy execution, 

I realize that this is looking somewhat into the 
future, but I will appreciate your keeping me posted as 
detailed plans develop. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management ;



) 
} 
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JOHN RIPLEY FORBES 
27 WASHINGTON AVENUE 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

November 14, 1958 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for your cordial letter and I em very 
glad you will honor us by serving on our sponsor committee 
and rest assured that I will keep you thoroughly posted 
on every step of the project as it is being organized. 

Dr. Hornaday's homestead at Stamford, Connecticut 
where he conducted his ardent campaign in his later years 
for conservation, known as the Anchorage, will be known 
as the Hornaday Children's Museum and its program carried 
on locally for the benefit of Stemford and nearby towns 
will be similar to the program carried on at a regular 
Children's Museum. 

A section of the museum will be set aside and e 
exhibit will be built up and arrenged dealing with Dr. 
Hornaday's brillient career and toward this end many of his 
personal effects, medals, trophies from his many expeditions, 
library and other effects pertaining to his life will be 
set up. 

It is eminently fitting to have this valuable 
information on Dr. Hornaday available in his home et 
Stamford and Stamford's nearness to New York City, where 
Dr. Hornaday's great work with the New York Zoological 
Society took place,makes this location an easy one to 
reach and it will undoubtedly be a scene of interest in the 
years to come. 

Very briefly this is a physical side of the museum. 
As you know Dr. Hornedey was the type of man who detested and 
to put in his own words would undoubtedly haunt the person 
who raised a statue, or granite monument to his memory. A 
living memorial, such es we are about to create end one 

which is going to have so much effect on children end young 
people would certainly have his full endorsement were he 
alive today. 4 

The most important purposes of the William fT. 
Hornadey memorial fund wil] be two-fold. 

First; from the museum a carefully worked out 
program will be sponsored. This main purpose being to 
rovide children and youn eople with an, appreciation 

gonservation. F The necessity; as you will eeiou tently
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JOHN RIPLEY FORBES 
27 WASHINGTON AVENUE 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

Mr. Leopold -2- November 14, 1958 

agree, of educating children and young people to the 

need for and en understanding of conservation is highly 

essential in view of the fact that our wild life and natural 

resources are to be some day in their hands. 

This program will be worked at only in cooperation 

with men like yourself, 'Ding' Darling and others and I 

realize must be done with great care if it is going to be 

effective and not add to the present state of confusion 

which, as 'Ding' Darling puts it, exists with various 

organizations contributing toward sort of chaos in which 

we have got to bring order to accomplish an end. 

The second purpose which will be sponsored from 
the museum will be the promoting and aiding of the 
establishing of other Children's Museums in needy areas 
of|/ our larger industrial cities. The aiding will not 
be in a financial way, but one or more members of the 
staff will be available to aid people in ereas where 
Children's Museums are desirable,in bringing about its 
organization. As you can see the Children's Museum 
field and conservation education among youth go hand in 
hand. 

I trust this answers your inguiry regarding the 
proposed museum. If there is any point unanswered, for 
I know I have made this possibly vaguely brief I will be 
glad to go into it in more deteil. 

Meny thanks for your support end rest assured 
I will keep in touch with you about the verious steps in 
our organization. 

Very truly yours, 

: | 
nn Riplgy Forbes. 

JRF3s



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Bevesher 7, 1938 

Mr. John Ripley Forbes 
27 Washington Aveme 
Stamford, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Forbes: 

I have a great admiration for Dr. Hornaday, and I 
attach great importance to his work as a necessary link in the 
sequence of events in the conservation movement. I am very 
glad, therefore, to serve on your sponsoring committee, but I 
would like to be kept thoroughly posted as to the manner in 
which the project is being organized. When you get around to 

i it, please let me know just what the proposed mseum would con- 
tain and what it would try to do. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



JOHN RIPLEY FORBES 
27 WASHINGTON AVENUE 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

November 1, 1958 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A number of friends and admirers of the late Dr. William T. Horna- 
day, are organizing a Memorial Fund in his name, which is to serve 
three rather unique purposes. First, to convert his home at Stam- 
ford, Connecticut, into a Children's Museum, bearing his name. 

A section of the Museum will be set aside to commemorate his color- 
ful life and great achievements. 

The fund itself will have two main purposes. First, to promote 
the extension of Children's Museums throughout the country, es- 
pecially in the slum areas of our large industrial cities, a lo- 
cation where work of this sort is desperately needed. Secondly, 
to promote a conservation program for children and young people, 
a need which has been advocated by conservationists for sometime. 
(You can't teach an old dog new tricks.) 

For your information, Fairfield Osborn, Dr. Clyde Fisher, Dr. Roy 
Chapman Andrews, and Dr. William Beebe are among those who have 
already signified their approval of this project and their willing- 
ness to serve as sponsors of the William T. Hornaday Memorial Fund. 
I sincerely hope I may have the pleasure of adding your name to 
this list of thirty, and let me assure you at this time that by be- 
ing a sponsor, you will not assume any obligations that will 
necessitate attending meetings, etc. 

I realize that you are very busy and would find it impossible to 
actively aid the project. I shall, however, ask your advice occasion- 
ally, and I sincerely hope you may find it possible to join with us 
in this worthy effort. 

I am sure the Hornaday family would be especially pleased to have you 
among the sponsors of this project to commemorate the great work of 
Dr. Hornaday. For the sake of your time, I will not elaborate in 
great length on the subject, but it will be a pleasure to answer ques- 
tions or tell you more about this if it is not clear. 

I hope I may have the pleasure of hearing from you shortly and ob- 
taining your support as a sponsor for this work. 

Very. truly yours, 

John Ripley we 

jrf ms



JOHN RIPLEY FORBES 
27 WASHINGTON AVENUE 

STAMFORD, CONN. 

November 1, 1958 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

November lst., I wrote you regarding my plans 
for the William T. Hornaday memorial and have been looking 
forward to your acceptance as a sponsor for the memorial 
fund. 

Let me assure you that assuming such responsibility 
will in no way take your time or put you in line for either 
financial responsibility, other responsibilities, or the 
attendance of meetings. 

Admirers of Dr. Hornaday have already given me 
their support as sponsors and some of these people are 
in California, New Mexico and Florida. Thais is far more 
than a local matter and I sincerely hope that you will 
feel free to join with us in this very worthy effort. 

Fairfield Osborn, Dr. William Beebe, Dr. Roy 
Chapman Andrews and Arthur Newton Pack are among the 
sponsors who have signified their approval and willing- 
ness to serve. 

In view of the fact that I have but three more 
people to hear from, to whom I have written, I would 
greatly appreciate your views on this matter. I am 
holding up the organizing of the project to have the 
privilege of your support and I sincerely look forward 
to your acceptance. 

Very truly yours, 

John ee 

JRF:s
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FOUNDATION SPONSORS TEN DR. CARL E. GUTHE IS ELECTED © 
CHILDREN’S MUSEUMS FOR 1946 PRESIDENT OF FOUNDATION 

Sponsorship of ten children’s museuth projects is perhaps Dr. Carl E. Guthe, Director of the New York State Mu- 

the highlight of the 1946 program of the Hornaday Founda- eum was elected President of the William T. Hornaday 

pons) theyeperations) 2 { the Foundation will cover more Memorial Foundation at the last annual meeting held in the 

than ten states with visits and survey for future projects S i ie, i 

taking the staff into additional territory. portsmen’s Library of the American Museum of Natural 

History in New York City. Dr. Guthe is second President 

Duruam, NortH CAROLINA of the Hornaday Foundation succeeding Arthur B. Carr, 

Through the cooperation of the Recreation Department Director Emeritus of the Indianapolis Children’s Museum, 

officials of the City of Durham, North Carolina, arrange- who served as President of the Foundation from 1942 to 

ments have been made for the Foundation to sponsor a chil- 1945 

dren’s museum for this city. Organization of this project Th F ate ! ee 

will take place in March and the Foundation will assist city ie oundation is most fortunate in having one of our 

officials and civic leaders in developing a park area into a most outstanding museum leaders as its President for Dr. 

bird sanctuary and children’s museum. Many civic organiza- Guthe brings to the Presidency of the Foundation a wealth 

’ : y y OES 8 y 

tions will assist as local sponsors. Museum material for the of museum experience in both the administration and scien- 

new museum will be furnished by the Foundation. tific fields and the Foundation should go far under his direc- 

i tion. Dr. Guthe is former Director of Museums at the 

ORANGEBURG, SouTH CAROLINA University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and is now Director 

The Foundations’ first traveling children’s museum for of the New York State Museum and a trustee of the Ameri- 

mountain children is soon to be organized in the mountain can Association of Museums. 

region of South Carolina. Local sponsorship will be made a 

possible by the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority of the State 

College. Funds are already being raised locally for support ARTHUR B. CARR PAID TRIBUTE BY 

of the work and exhibit material will be supplied by the FOUNDATION TRUSEES 

Foundation. During the Fall the Foundation will make = bo ; A : j 

plans to organize the project and set it in daily operation. a a ee rae of ie 

Headquarters for the traveling museum will be at Orange- H aeons: Ras caret 1942 2 1945 

burg, South Carolina, and the work will be carried on ornaday Foundation, having served irom. 2 ; 

throughout the entire county Mr. Carr, one of the pioneers of the children’s museum field, 

SOUS: oy and leader for many years of the third children’s museum 

i Z established in the nation at Indianapolis, became first Presi- 

Wee BV EBGUNIS a : lb dent of the Hornaday Foundation in 1942. His choice was 

_ Another rural project 1s now. being organized and will be a happy one for his long experience in the field of children’s 

in operation this Fall at ayy hitmell, Virginia, with head- museum work made him a valuable leader and his advice, 

quarters in the Whitmell Farm Life School. The Founda- counsel and leadership have meant much in the progress 

tion will assist this work with the gift of museum material, of the Foundation during the critical war years. The resig- 

and advice of anne consul taal tle Children’ nation of Mr. Carr was accepted by the board with the great- 

This project will be much like the Holtville ildren’s est reluctance and a motion was passed that a resolution be 

Museum project established by the Foundation at Deatsville, sent Mr. Carr expressing the board's appreciation for his 

Ala. 
valued services during the formative years of the Foun- 

dation. 

PoRTLAND, OREGON 

Arrangements are underway with the Recreation Officials 

and the Junior League of Portland, Oregon, for sponsorship MISS MIRIAM L. EVANS JOINS 

by the Foundation of a Junior Recreation Museum for this FOUNDATION STAFF 

city. Present plans call for finance drive for the project 2 a 

this Fall under the leadership of the Foundation. Museum Miss Miriam L. Evans, formerly on the staff of Cleveland 

material will be furnished in part by the Foundation and Museum of Natural History, joined the Foundation Staff fe 

plans for other aid for the museum project will take place Field Consultant in October, 1945, and was pe the 

this Spring. 
Jacksonville Children's Museum project as Acting Director 

for six months. Miss Evans was active in_the trailside 

museum program at Cleveland working under Dr, Arthur B. 

WILSOR vine, LORS ; Williams, Director of Education, and has a splendid back- 

_Establishment of a small children’ museum at Wilson- ground for her new work. A very active children’s program 

ville, Ala., is now under way. Suitable quarters have been is already under way at Jacksonville under the direction of 

(Continued on page 6) Miss Evans.
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NEW HORIZONS BLIND CHILDREN EXPLORE A NEW WORLD IN 
NASHVILLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 
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WILLIAM T. HORNADAY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION Ee 

JOHN RIPLEY FORBES, Editor o 
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U Miss Miriam Evans Field Consultant ive King Snake (King George II) and huge Elephant Tooth 

Se ORR ate eerie AUN Ae ey ae ae are but a few of the thrilling exhibits which the blind children 
enjoy handling on their visits to this popular children’s museum. 

SS Miss Emily Colvette, assistant curator in the Education Depart- 

et EDITORIAL *o ment, introduces King George to the children. 

SE Children in the city visit their children’s museum and 
i u “Explore a New World” while in rural areas a traveling 

New Horizons for Your Child children’s museum brings “New Horizons” to rural children 
By JOHN RIPLEY FORBES : and gives them many opportunities and privileges which the 

Director, William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation city children receive from this popular children’s museum 
We hear much about the coming atomic age and its many program. — : : 

advancements, yet in many parts of this great and rich land e he children s museum is perhaps one of the strongest 

ignorance and poverty still control and hold back the destiny aids yet devised to help the schools all over this nation. A 
of our coming generation. Rural areas in the South and children’s museum in your community be it urban or rural 
great distances of the far west are an almost unexplored will provide a means of visual education which will strength- 
field for social and educational work. Such modern educa- en the entire school, social and recreational program for 

tion aids as motion pictures, music appreciation by radio the youth in your community. f : 

to the class room, demonstration by exhibits, progressive The children’s museum program gives education and cul- 

educational games, etc., which children in our city schools cational agencies added strength in the fight against indif- 
have enjoyed for years are almost unknown in such regions. ference to education, general maladjustment and juvenile 

With the coming of the traveling children’s museum a new delinquency. A ° 
horizon opens for many a rural youngster and it will not It is the duty of all of us interested in the welfare of our 
be long before the rural child like the youngster in the children to make possible the development of a children’s 
big city can have the same advantages of a modern education, museum or children’s museum program in your community. 

Large numbers of our cities, especially the smaller ones, We must all get behind the nation wide effort to broaden 
do not have the good fortune of having a children’s museum the horizons of our children regardless if they live in the 

for the benefit of their younger generation. These museums city or country. Our future rests upon our children and it 
are now being established in many sections of the country is our responsiblity to see that they have the best if we are 
as social and educational workers realize that they can be to achieve an atomic age which will bring security, happi- 
the answer to many of the problems which face our chil- ness and a better life to the people of our ONE WORLD. 
dren today, far removed from the old fashioned museum, The sacrifices of our young men to make this kind of a world 
with its. morgue. like atmosphere, its long and boring possible must not be in vain. A new horizon for children 
labels on. crowded.and ponderous exhibits, the new children’s all over the world must be our goal. The children’s mu- 
museum is designed to attract, appeal and satisfy the needs seum movement can contribute much to the world of tomor- 

of its young patrons. Cases are bright and attractive and row, we dare not fail. 

the program of this museum is a continued source of fun a 
and exploration. Games, children’s clubs, outdoor activities, M 
exciting and. popular lectures, movies, children’s plays, ex- A CO MENDABLE PROGRESSION 
hibits which are alive, exhibits which may be handied, all In retrospect, much satisfaction comes with a realization of 
these are but a few of the surprises which the modern progress gained in establishing the worthy program of the 
children’s museum has in store for its young visitors. (Continued on page 6)
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NASHVILLE CHILDREN’S MUSEUM ITEMS OF INTEREST 
REPORTS OUTSTANDING PROGRESS Arthur Newton Pack, president of the American Nature 

Association, and Austin H. MacCormick, director of the 
Drecident of a ay bare een Osborn Association, and consultant for the War Depart- 

ment, have been appointed trustees by President Carl E. 
Under the inspiration and initiative supplied by John Guthe to fill two vacancies on the board. 

Ripley Forbes, Director of the William T. Hornaday Me- ———o——_ 

morial Foundation, the Nashville Children’s Museum was _ John Ripley Forbes, director of the Hornaday Founda- 

inaugurated during June, 1944. The organizational meeting tion, is to be a speaker at the tenth annual Recreation Con- 

was held at George Peabody College in Nashville and the ena Pa on March 15th. He will also 

official sponsorship by the William T. Hornaday Foundation ; 

Digsee cocpica. and tecopiized, A Kodachrome 16 mm. motion picture of the activities 
The potentialities of such a fascinating thought as sup- of the Hornaday Foundation is now under preparation. This 

plying worthwhile inspirational recreation for the children film will be used widely to aid in promoting new children’s 

received immediate approval in Nashville. The initial stages museums throughout the United States. 
of the development of the Nashville museum were carried ui . eS ‘ 

forward with as much foresight and long range planning as __ The es of the Board of Trustees will be held 
i 3 in the Sportsmen’s Library of the American Museum of 

possible. In fact, through the experience that had been Natural History on Friday afternoon, March 29th, at 

gained by the Foundation the attempt was made to establish 2:00 p.m. 

this project on an ambitious scale from the outset in keeping ——o——$— 
with the cultural background and appreciation for superior _Laurence S. Rockefeller and John M. Schiff have become 

institutions for which Nashville has long been recognized. life members of the William T. Hornaday’ Memorial Foun- 
- 5 5 dation. Their generous contribution at this important time 

A carefully selected Board of Trustees, including edu- is greatly appreciated, 
cators, scientists, business men, and public-spirited individ- 

uals was brought into the project at the outset. In addition ; oF f 

to this a welfare charter was taken out and the trustees im- Nashville Children’s M fuseum has been accepted by both the 
mediately set up the frame-work capable of administering a nie oS Senne and the alte we have 
broad and ambitious program even to the point anticipat- Sts oe te . pe ei a ci alae oudgere 
ing an ultimate substantial endowment. The City of Nash- wore fae oe eerie fe ane f y launching cia ae 

ville approached the Museum Association and agreed to lease a i ene ene “y is ney’ Se see 
to us for a period of fifty years at one dollar per year a Ce eager oa 
beautiful and historically significant building located in a 
section of the city where the museum could perform its best ALABAMA CHILDREN THRILL TO TRAVELING 
work. CHILDREN’S MUSICAL PROGRAM 

From the outset attempts were made to closely affiliate 
the Children’s Museum with both the county and city boards 
of education, the Nashville Park Commission, and other sim- 
ilar agencies which would logically be interested in the work a ‘ 
we are inaugurating. Through the enthusiastic help of a m4 
very limited number of Nashville citizens we have raised a 7 a P< = po 
total amount in excess of $30,000. Included in this are vy : — | 7 
twenty-five individuals who have contributed from $500 up. _ | P | oe fa 
The school children have entered into the program very Ce a NS ” J a 
enthusiastically and at present we have 3,823 junior mem- a (23 Las | 
bers who are paying twenty-five cents per year for their ne “oy 3 eos (2. 
memberships. : fi tA iy on ~ : 4 . f - 

During all of these formative stages the Foundation has -— ye : Vas — oe 4 = 
rendered very valuable assistance in numerous phases of our ee = y Ap eT cag 3g 
growth, such as financial drives, acquisition of exhibits, and fe cy 4 fo 4 =. 
lay-out of our museum building, along with the acquisition Co Ps aly wt. Ss OO 
of our staff which now includes four people. Ri _ \ @ ee i Pe A 

It becomes obvious that with the launching of such an “e = | 46 ee . a 
ambitious project our museum would be in need of profes- CO | le Z No 
sional advice and counsel beyond the regular one year plan he, - | | y 7 
of the Foundation. In view of this circumstance, we re- é- e . — i ul 

quested additional assistance for a second year and at this nese Po 
time the Director of the Foundation is with us for a per- a 
iod of several months serving as acting director until our per- Alabama youngsters receive real treat from motion pictures 
manent staff can be selected and properly coordinated. We and traveling exhibits of the Hornaday Foundation sponsored 
now feel that with the enthusiasm and spirit with which the traveling children’s museum in Alabama.
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WILLIAM T. HORNADAY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION 

LATE DR. WILLIAM T. HORNADAY 
ARTHUR B. CARR, Director Emeritus of Indianapolis Children’s Museum, President of WTHMF, 1942-1945 

Inspired by the remarkable and widespread growth of As a prelude to this first bulletin, may I briefly recount 
Pp y : P y y 

the Children’s Museum movement, and mindful of the life- the historical background of the present organization? The 

long endeavor of the late Dr. William Temple Hornaday, idea of a “living memorial” to the late Dr. William Temple 
gs ; is I 

friend of childhood, to “Open Wide to Youth All Gate- Hornaday was the conception of John Ripley Forbes, Cura- 

ways to Nature,” the Sponsors and Trustees of the Wil- tor of the Stamford Natural History Museum, of which 

liam T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation will perpetuate the noted naturalist was Honorary President, the project 

the memory of that great naturalist, conservationist and being brought to the attention of Dr. Hornaday’s friends 

museologist and promote his principles through the estab- and admirers, following his death in 1937. As a result, the 

lishment of a living memorial in the form of a foundation William T. Hornaday Memorial Fund was formed, with 

for the benefit of children. headquarters in New York, and later in Boston, Massa- 

The object and purposes of the Foundation, as stated in chusetts, and Kansas City, Missouri, when Mr. Forbes’ 

its Constitution, are as follows: interests were transferred to those cities. During this time, 

To organize in cooperation with national conservation 1939 and 1940, the organization evidenced growing strength, 

organizations and scientific institutions a program for chile and an appreciation of its importance and possibilities. The 

dren which will bring about a better understanding and year 1941 brought a complete reorganization, with a change 

appreciation of wild life and the world in which they live. of name to the William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation, 

The base of this program will deal with the natural sciences, with added sponsors, advisors and directorate, composed 

represented by those things which make up the world a of distinguished persons in the museum field and in public 

which we live. This program will also embrace the field life. The careful discernment of the enlarged group brought 

of social science and history, bringing to the child an ap- the planning of an active program which it seemed must of 

preciation of the culture of people in other lands, whose necessity be temporarily static due to the arrival of war, 

habits and customs are so unlike their own. and consequent entrance of the Foundation’s Director, Mr. 

The object of the Foundation will be carried out through Forbes, into the Ce plates NY purcrees ; 

the promotion and organization of “Children’s Museums” With a critical situation facing our home front and with 

or children’s museum programs in areas where the great- Juvenile Delinquency reaching an all time high the trustees 

est aoe ae) be oe: (nee i eae ae Ore of the Hornaday Foundation decided to set an active pro- 
anized in rural areas in the form of a traveling children’s : : 4 echOr 3 ; 
ps and in eity areas through the ee ERE ere gram into operation. The Director devoted all his free 

children’s museum. time from army duties to the supervision of a most extensive 

The promotion of the “children’s museum” idea will program. ‘Throughout the war an active program was 

be carried on by a staff of the Foundation, while the or- carried forward and the Foundation’s First Annual Report 

ganization of the museums or museum programs will be covering the years 1943 and 1944 was published showing 

carried forward by trained organizers known as field rep- establishment of five new children’s museums. Organization 

resentatives. When the Foundation has established a chil- of additional projects was underway in 1945 and the release 

dren’s museum or museum program and placed it on a from active duty in the Air Forces of the Foundation’s 

firm foundation, the project will be turned over to the Director in the fall of 1945 made possible a much larger 

local sponsors and carried on by them. program for 1946. At the time of this our first bulletin 

Th famili ih ih he B Peak some ten children’s museums are now being sponsored 
ose familiar with the program of the oston, Broo! e by the Hornaday Foundation for 1946, 

lyn and Indianapolis Children’s Museums, or those in other a i 

parts of the country, know of the vital importance of such In summarizing the results of the operation of the Founda- 

institutions in the lives of their thousands of youthful tion, it would seem that there is complete justification for 

members and visitors will appreciate the accepted chal- the worthy program, and unquestioned wisdom in having 

lenge of the Foundation to provide healthy, wholesome accepted the challenge. The numerous inquiries from widely 

activities and educational facilities which will make for distributed areas show evidence of increasing interest and 

cultural and moral uplift and aid in offsetting menacing appreciation of the Foundation’s object and purposes, and 

present-day juvenile problems. f a spreading of the community urge to provide museum 

The personnel of its Sponsors and Advisors, nationally privileges for the children. 

known museists, educators, social workers and others, lon, There could be no more fitting memorial to Dr. Hornada: 
: : ; s e e oa yi 

observers of and friendly toward the Children’s Museum than the splendid program of the William T. Hornaday 

Concept, and of its Board of Trustees, instills confidence Memorial Foundation to establish children’s museums, and 
nee : : : 4 

in and assures the success of the Foundation’s extensive none that would have pleased him more could he have lived 

program. to see the work begun.
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DR. WILLIAM T. HORNADAY, DEFENDER OF WILD LIFE 
JOHN RIPLEY FORBES, Former Director of Kansas City Museum and Director of William T. Hornaday 

Memorial Foundation 

Dr. William Temple Hornaday, a man who in unselfish Dr. Hornaday is perhaps best known as the man who has 

service in the conservation of wild life, especially that of pro! ably done more than any other single man to save wild 

North American, easily stands out in high relief above all his life from extinction. During his last 38 years he ardently 
contemporaries, passed away March 6, 1987, at his home in and unselfishly gave all that was possible for one man to 
Stamford, Connecticut. give for the protection of wild life. No one proved more 

William T. Hornaday was born December 1, 1854, near successful in the struggle for Jegal protection in the halls 

Plainfield, Indiana, and soon moved to a farm in south- of both State and Federal legislatures and in the columns 
central Iowa, where he of the press. Loud, vehement, and at times savage, has been 

_ early developed his love his voice when outrages on wild life were being perpetrated, : 
— os and enthusiasm for na- and - prober for detailed facts and figures has unearthed 
a a ture study and the out- more facts to substantiate his views than has «is diligent zoologist. 
. abot las. Pieteateced In 1913 he organized tne Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund 

: ~~ - \ Mees e of $105,060, the income of which he administered without salary 
ol Oskaloosa College and until his death. This extraordinary fund has exerted a wide 

. _ : a year later went to and peverul Pees ar even tor geass yRniy tye yeare for 
Clr ~ aailega e better protection o e wi ife of the world. ut for 

CC Towa State College, the timely work of a band of enthusiasts, among whom no one 
te oo where, in his own was more helpful and influential than Dr. Hornaday, the present 

ee words, “I found my- status of the bison, the fur seal and our migratory birds would 
~ self.’ At the age of be much more serious than it is. Our Vanishing Wild Life and 
> | ECan ey ttach 1 30 Years’ War for Wild Life tell the vivid story of a gallant 
2 ‘We: y neat pad ; ed man’s struggle to save our priceless heritage. 

: S SF to. Ward a N atur al As a writer, Dr. Hornaday for 50 years wrote industriously 
: Science Establishment and successfully on natural history, travel and exploration, 

at Rochester, and dur- hunting and collecting, national welfare and the defense of wild 
ing this time collected life, and published some 20 books during his lifetime. 

: : natural history material Recognition came early to William Ds, Hornaday, who was 
ae Ward's ia Blond given honorary degrees from the University of Pittsburgh in 

WILLIAM TEMPLE HORNADAY e as in ‘a, 1907, from Yale in 1917, and from his own Iowa State College 
1854-1937 the West Indies and in 1923. Gold medals were presented to Dr. Hornaday for his 

northern South Ameri- distinguished service to the field of conservation from the 

ca. It was high tribute to young Hornaday, then only Severmens - te BepUrHe et tee dy foveal Society 
at iB i se peace Faas. or the Protection o: irds, the Royal Zoological Society o 

ea ae he ogee oe been ee ee: Antwerp, the New York Zoological Society, the Gann tire 

to collect all manner o vertebrate material rom elephants Club of America and Outdoor Magazine, and a silver medal 

down, to fill their many orders from various museums, and was received from the National Acclimatation Society of France. 

on this mission he traveled for two years collecting widely Brom Belgian he Eyce red the oe of ue pres es the Crosn. 
é : ae JGa pent E ne 0: e most unusual tributes came from his college in Iowa 
a India, Gays ae ig ee = DEO: pee when, in 1926, the Iowa State College and the Iowa Conserva- 
his return he married Miss Josephine Chamberlain of Battle tion Association erected on the campus of the college a stone 
Creek, Michigan. “Empress Josephine,” as Dr. Hornaday tribute, “for his contributions to zoology and conservation which 

and his friends admiringly called her, was always a source heya been of amnmesurene boneny oe Just after 
anne ae : Ne i is death a greateful government named one of the most beau- 

of great inspiration us the beatae a ae oe tiful mountains in Yellowstone National Park, MOUNT HORN- 
been more devoted through their long life together. 0 ADAY. On December 2, 1938, the U. S. Board of Geographical 
his family, Dr. Hornaday was intensely devoted, and when Names, under signature of the Secretary of the Interior, named 

they could all gather under his roof, his happiness was a mountain about 9,900 feet high on the divide between Soda 
complete Butte Creek and Sough Creek, at the head of Plateua Creek in 

a ‘ nea x i a ie Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, “Mount Hornaday,” in 
ns F rom 1882 to 1890, William T. Hornaday was Chief honor of Dr. William T. Hornaday, zoologist, author and con- 
Taxidermist at the United States National Museum, and servationist, and it is most appropriate that this beautiful 

during his regime the art made great strides. Due largely mountain overlooks the Yellowstone Bison range, During this 

to his agitation and promotion, a National Zoological Park same year establishment of the William T. Hornaday Memorial 
Retirees ca th ani ‘fal d Dr A Foundation as a living memorial to Dr. Hornaday resulted, 

was established in the nations capital, an Romane, and in 1944 was incorporated under the laws of the State of 
having drawn up its original plans, served as its superin- New York. 
tendent. Government action resulted in a change of plans William T. Hornaday was always vitally interested in our 
and Dr. Hornaday resigned rather than be responsible, having youth and many a famous man owes his start to the help, y resigi a ‘esponsible, g youth nany a 3 P: 
served two years with the Nation Zoological Park. Leav- nba res And qusbina tion of thal grea sal atiehy oe people 
: SnaES 5 S need a y Dr. lay, who was never 
ing government service in 1890, he engaged in private too busy to see and help those who came to his office. In his 
business at Buffalo, New York, until 1896. ; own words, “Open Wide to Youth All Gateways to Nature,” 

In 1896 William T. Hornaday was called from private Dr. Hornaday stressed his conviction of the great importance of ) I , A 
business to develop for New York City a zoological park the early cua don of our youth, both for hele erat pened and 

; : ‘ : as our most logical means of aiding conservation. is there- 
suitable to represent a great nation and what Dr. Hornaday fore most appropriate that friends and admirers of the late 
called “the greatest effort of my life. Under his direction William T. Hornaday should establish in his memory the 

the New York Zoological Park grew until it became one William T. Hornaday Memorial Foundation, with its broad pur- 

of the most extensive municipal collections in the world. He ea of pieine youn a keeping alive cus ory cea that 
Fi 3 tag . ae illiam T. Hornaday felt were so vital. Dr. Hornaday, a 

remained es Director for thirty years and retired 25 director strong advocate for the “living” memorial, were he alive today, 
emeritus in 1926 to devote the rest of his life to the would be highly pleased by the splendid memorial which bears 
interest closest to his heart, the conservation of wild life. his name.
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FOUNDATION SPONSORS TEN COYOTE GROUP MOUNTED BY WILLIAM T. 
(Continued from page 1) HORNADAY PRESENTED TO FOUNDATION BY 

located and necessary exhibit material is being furnished by THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
the Foundation. Local sponsorship is by the PTA of Wil- PP ee 
sonville. Plans call for the establishment of a rural traveling : - a - ~~ 

children’s museum to serve the rural white and colored > 1 age EC 

schools over a wide area. This will be the second such proj- be a | 

ect established by the Foundation in Alabama and the third / | - 
children’s museum project organized by the Foundation in : | A ” " 

Alabama. . Ler Pd Log 4 

WHEELING, WEsT VIRGINIA CS . > ‘ — boos 2 a 

Establishment of a new children’s museum for Wheeling, . EY Gy Oi na ON eC a. 
West Virginia under local sponsorship of the Oglebay R HUGS A) ‘ 8 | ae 
Institute will take place this fall. The Foundation will aid in " * a - . tL 1g | . _. . ~~ | 

the development of this new museum. through gifts of i oo A) ae . A Oo 
museum material, and through aid and advice in converting a 8 oo 7 — ee x S 2 is a 

downtown Wheeling home from private residence to chil- : - ne A ee 
dren’s museum. Assistance will also be extended in the devel- .,. + = 
opment of a trailside museum in beautiful Oglebay Park. -, #«. — 

JACKSONVILLE, , FLoRIDA : — 7 is Rea ee 
The reorganization of the Jacksonville Children’s Museum Me WoW, Brochner, Cutatuns otjiadne: lonrau.N aiylle cul: 

Association took place in October under the sponsorship dienis > Museums (els -auQue coyote groups at the Nashville 
of the Foundation assisted by the Jacksonville Children’s Children’s Museum. 
Museum Association and the Jacksonville Junior League. TRU ee a) Goan, |) (aaa aes eee Sere aaa 
Miss Miriam Evans field consultant for the Foundation is other year of assistance, which has been granted. The 
serving as Acting Director until a new director is employed Foundation director has agreed to serve as acting director 
in June, The. first step in the reorganization was the of the Nashville Children’s Museum until a new director 
development of a daily program to take the place of the takes office the end of May. The administration of the 
Saturday program of the past year. Exhibits were in- Foundation is going forward with temporary quarters at 
creased and a live museum program introduced. A member- Nashville. 
ship drive under direction of the Foundation will take place Other projects are now under consideration for 1947 
in May. and the Director and staff are giving all encouragement and 
Fort Wortu, TExas advice possible to those communities which we can not give 

ae : ay = formal help to until next year. The development of ten 
__ Re organization of the Fort Worth Children’s Museum children’s Pie projects Curing 1946 is a mo extensive 
is now under way with sponsorship of the Foundation aoe program and is all the Foundation is able to take care of 
sisted by the Council of Administration Women in Educa- during this year ' 
tion (Founder of the present museum) taking place in i 
January. The program of the former organization confined 
to the summer months in the past will soon be operating A COMMENDABLE PROGRESSION 
on daily schedule. The Foundation is providing technical (Continued from page 1) 
aid and advice to assist local architects in the design and 
development of a new $300,000 building which will in the Hornaday Foundation despite wartime handicaps. Its suc- 
near future house the children’s museum, A member- cessful operation has been noteworthy. Encouragement in 

ship drive under direction of the Foundation takes place the development and support of one active children’s mu- 
this Fall. seum would have been a distinct contribution. 

s With intimate knowledge of the fast-widening scope of 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA interest in the Children’s Museum Movement, and in the 

The reorganization and sponsorship of a third children’s acceptance of the Foundation’s plan, we clearly envision 
museum:is now underway in Atlanta, Georgia. The Fern- the long chain of such junior institutions which link by link 
bank Forest Association responsible for the present project will stretch throughout the land, a vital force for the better- 
and other civic organizations are serving as local sponsors. ment of youth. 
Museum material for the new Children’s Nature Museum The Hornaday Memorial march of progress through the 
is being furnished by the Hornaday Foundation. <A field years ahead will faithfully reflect the ideals and purposes 
consultant for the Foundation will set a daily program in of the eminent naturalist, and fully justify the trust of its 
operation until a Director is found to take charge of the sponsors and supporters. 2 
new project. Respectfully submitted, 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE ArtTHuR B. Carr 

The Nashville Children’s Museum (largest project of the Director Emeritus of Indianapolis Children’s Museum 
Foundation and now in its second year) has asked for an- President of Hornaday Foundation—1942-1945
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JACKSONVILLE JUNIOR LEAGUE SPONSORS SATURDAY FORT WORTH CHILDREN’S MUSEUM SPONSORS 
MORNING FIELD TRIPS FOR JACKSONVILLE SCHOOL ROOM MUSEUMS 

CHILDREN’S MUSEUM ey bra. ee 

es oS eo ee ‘ _ 4 ee. — : ; Lc 2 , sige age ee e 2 _ ®t FS lf eee Sor ee ie ee. oe 

ee om ge ee ee ae ary _ eo » FF 

— @ : : | gat 7. ay 

Be ad em Proud youngsters of the second grade at South Hi Mount 
Young city dwellers at Jacksonville, Fla., become junior explor- school have their own children’s museum night in the center 
ers of the great outdoors under able direction of Miss Miriam of the classroom. Exhibits in their school room museum cover 
L. Evans, field consultant for the Hornaday Foundation, Sat- many subjects and all children take an active part in its urday morning expedition into the woods and fields’ prove Wiktand minveléniwent . 

most popular. Bro aug ce PIKGRY 

‘ PICTURES OF PROGRESS 
A RURAL CHILD IN ALABAMA SEES NEW HORIZONS JUNIOR SCIENTISTS AT JACKSONVILLE CHILDREN’S 

THROUGH THE PROGRAM OF THE TRAVELING MUSEUM AT WORK IN THEIR CLUB ROOM 
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM Sc EE Sees 

Fa | Ot 4 aS 3 Br ey a ° FC | 9 i Ce é 

eee fare hk a as 6U6UCc el rlC ; 
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ANY is Meee ke ge NE ie : 

Ue ey EN Mi ea : Pe ee 

BCU Nite oh oe fi Eh ae A Berd Ne Xe ere hs Ay y ee K Ne Ahan AL oy le vd rts oo _ 
aad a a i Liha Oe Df ey iS tsrt—es—eSU tee av eee =| SR oes ft I 

a bei EPS es eas gee Le ec ean e es Se j rf o — * “a 4 

RL Se Se ee eee GILG - - boas) Tad dates fg hee a Rey are 8 i Pg — -— Ue 

Vier et secs css A ea ee Se 
NRC ee Meee en Fen a a ee NY <4 
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Pe ROC A Ea at | wie GF =. es 
BL ee A Nae hg Tait eS A 
oe pes on Ni Bret Bete apy we E ° oe ee 

Rie eo fie) Shee 
' s — é The Junior Scientists of the Jacksonville Children’s Museum 

A ; ; are busy with many interesting projects under the direction of 
2 field tips to explore the wonders of nature, motion pictures Miss Miriam L. Evans, acting director of the museum. A fine of native lore and colorful exhibits are all part of the traveling insect and butterfly collection is now under preparation by 

children’s museum program. these young scientists.
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Picture of the Month 

New Horizons will feature on the cover of each issue 

of its publication a photo we shall call “Picture of the 

Month.” 

With the activities of the Foundation extending into ten 

different states, we are obtaining a good number of most 

attractive and colorful pictures of our popular activities 

with children throughout the country. 

Because our readers are not fortunate enough to see at 

first hand many of the thrilling and exciting activities 

which we are bringing to children all over the country, 

New Horizons will endeavor through its photographs, and 

especially its Picture of the Month to capture the true 

spirit of our popular and appealing program. 

For our first picture of the month, we have chosen a 

young lady with the interesting name of Bobby Jo Tay- 

lor, who is a regular visitor at our Children’s Museum in 

Jacksonville, Fla. Bobby Jo, like many other boys and 

girls, finds the live museum a very popular activity. I am 

sure you will all agree with us that this photograph of 

starry eyed Bobby Jo Taylor hugging Cleo, the rabbit, is 

not only a lovely picture, but shows how very much our 

children love their program. 

Next month, we will take you to Nashville, Tenn., where 

our cover picture will feature the great delight registered 

by a littie blind boy as he explores a new world through 

popular program of the Nashville Children’s Museum.
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Nov. 18, 1937 

Dr. William F, Harris, Jr. 
15410 Windmill Point Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Harris: 

T have read the Huron Mt. papers and part of the book, 
and believe I now have a clearer outline of the problem, 

I think I can see that the club has three alternatives open. 

oto I think your conservation committee shows enough grasp of 
problem to devise policies and land treatments with the kind of 

incidental advice which you have already obtained. ‘What the risk of 
mistakes would be is hard for me to Judge. It might be low or high. 
If you decide to out some timber, you could get good selective logging 
by turning the thing over to a good private forestry firm such as 
Banzhaf & Watson, Milwaukee. 

oe You could go one step further and have a wildlife mamger 
a forester draw up a development plan. I fear, though, that your 

problem is sufficiently unexplored that even the best consultants would 
have a hard time setting down a plan all at once. I suspect that the 
job is one of slow and continuous feeling out, oach successive step 
being guided by actual observations on the preceding step. Accordingly 
I do not have much confidence in alternative No. 2 and would almost 
rather see you try No. 1. 

ee eee The third alternative is to engage consultants who 
main’ representatives on the area, at least during certain 

critical periods, to execute treatments and policies and currently 
observe the results. By using graduate students, the cost need not be 
high, and by using Michigan institutions to the extent that they are 
available, the consulting fees need not be high. Once we have gone this 
far, however, a rather pretty opportunity presents itself to have your 
venture guide not merely your internal operations, but also to serve as 
a@ proving ground for similar lands elsewhere in the region. In other 
words, the club could become an experiment station or research station 
in which your own problems are slowly worked out but with an eye to 
analogous problems elsewhere. Then dy publishing findings 1t is con- 
ceivable that the club might play a very important role in the develop- 
ment of conservation practice, especially in the synthesis of forestry, 
wildlife management, and lendscape esthetics. Plan No. 3 might cost 
little more than Phan No. 2.



I think my possible usefulness to you would be first of 

all in making a wise choice as between these three alternatives. 

I am the most interested in No. 3, but I am not at all eure that I 

would recommend it to you with confidence after I had looked at the 

ground. If you selected No. 3, I could be of use to you in suggesting 

the best insitutions, and should it seem desirable to count on me 
for the wildlife end,in furnishing a student. 

I think I could get some sort of preliminary notion in a 

week or ten days. I am not trying to build up consulting work, wut 
in such work as I have undertaken my fee hae been $40 per day, field 
time. Your problem happens to interest me particularly, and should 

you see your way clear to go ahead, I would like to do the preliminary 

work next June. 

I would like to have you there while my examination is under 

way. My conclusions might take new and unexpected turns soon after 

arrival, and in any event I would necessarily lean heavily on you in 

questions of history and club policy. 

I am returning the papers to you and the book to Kent. 

I might went to borrow them later for more intensive examination 

should the project go through. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 

P. S, The pheasant reference is as follows: The of 

as 2 Sa eh 
cut State Board of Fisheries and Game, Hartford, 

Comnecticut. An abbreviated form appeared under the title 

pabszaled Theasante, in American Wildlife, Vol. 26, No. 1, 

> 1937, pp. 10-21. ae



WILLIAM P. HARRIS, JR. 

GROSSE POINTE PARK, MICHIGAN 

November 16, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin: 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

It was a great pleasure to have been at the meeting in 
Madison last week and to have had a talk with yous I think from 
our conversation and memorandum you have, you have a pretty good 
idea regarding the aims and attitude of the group of members of 
the Huron Mountain Club which I am representing toward the kind 
of wild life management and research program which we hope to 

establish. 

I° know that you could be of great service to us if you 
would come over to the Club next spring or summer, and after looke 
ing the place over give us your opinion on how we could best 
proceed to manage the area in order to make the best use of our 
forests for silva-culture, wild life end the unique aesthetic 
values which the place offerse There is also the question of the 
suitability of the use of our area as a laboratory for wild life 

research to be considered. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you could let me know 
if you could make us a visit for consultation and what it would 
cost, so that I could submit this information to the group who 
are interested in this matter. 

Sincerely yours, : 

af i / 

WPH-S ee 

{
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Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics, 

( University of Wisconsin, 
.Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of May 2 is received in Mr. Zon's 
absence so I shall attempt to answer it. 

The lighter types of cuttings in northern hardwoods 
have worked out somewhat better than the heavier ones in 

; our experiments in the Upper Peninsula. I am enclosing a 
reprint from the Journal of Forestry and a copy of a manu- 
script based on our work in Michigan which summarize the 
technical findings. The references cited in these papers 
pretty well cover what has been written on the subject. 

_I doubt if the Station would be in a position this 
season to undertake any cooperdtive work of the kind you 
have in mind. Banzhaf and Watson are still in business 
and I feel quite sure they are well posted on selective 
logging. Whether or not you get someone to assist you, 
why don't you stop off at our Upper Peninsula Experimental 
Forest at Dukes, 22 miles east of Marquette, and see our 
work. I'm sure you would find it of interest and you can 
there see on the ground how the different methods of cuttirg 
have worked out. Mr. John R. Neetzel of our staff is in 
charge and would be glad to show you around almost any 
time if you would give him a little advance notice of when 
you are coming. 

I talked over the wild life aspect of selective 
cutting with Aldous. He feels that you will have any 
references of literature that he has since your library 
is no doubt more extensive. He thought that the suggestions 
given by Gabrielson in the Journal of Forestry of February 

1936 might be applicable. I gather that the main point 
of this paper was that it would be much better to log from 

encs.



Professor Aldo Leopold 

several centers and thus scatter the cuttings, rather than 

to have all cuttings contiguous. We expect to apply this 

principle on our experimental forest where we have a well- 

developed road system. Whether it could be applied on the 

Huron Mountain club property depends of course on trans- 

portation facilities. 

Just what the forest types are on this property we 

do not know. In case there is mature cedar present that 

is above the reach of deer, it may be advantageous to carry 

on light selective cuttings of these trees during the period 

of year when browse for deer is scarce. Scattered cuttings 

on a small scale would make food available when most needed 

with the least amount of wastage. Where such cuttings will 

not justify the construction of logging roads or trucking 

operations, the timber could be piled off the ground and 

left to accumulate for several years until quantities and 

market conditions justify removal. 

Since you ask for Mr. Zon's personal advice I shall 

make it a point to bring this correspondence to his attention 

when he returns from Washington in a couple of weeks. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAPHAEL ZON, Director 

PUG 
By 

Acting 

—De



Reprinted from Journat or Forestry 

Vol. XXXV, No. 4, April, 1937 

APPLICABILITY OF THE SELECTION METHOD IN NORTHERN 
HARDWOODS 

By F. H. EYRE anp J. R. NEETZEL 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station
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APPLICABILITY OF THE SELECTION METHOD IN NORTHERN 
HARDWOODS" 

By F. H. EYRE anp J. R. NEETZEL 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station 

Selective logging has been widely advocated for many forest types during the past 
several years, sometimes without due regard to the silvicultural applicability of the 
method. This article, based on carefully conducted cutting experiments in mature 
northern hardwoods, presents the reaction of the forest to the selective method as 

well as to clear cutting : 

¢ NHE pros and cons of selective log- mile) and a market existed for chemical 

ging in northern hardwoods in the wood, mine timbers, and ties as well as 
Lake States based on mill-scale data saw logs, has made it possible to dis- 

giving the returns from cutting small- and pose of almost any kind of material. 
large-sized logs, have been more or less Therefore, all degrees of cutting were 
thoroughly discussed verbally and on pa- tried. These ranged from an absolute 
per during the past ten years. In all of clear cutting (of everything, including 
the published articles, however, growth cordwood), to a light selective cutting 
and silvicultural behavior of the stands which removed only one-quarter of the 
were either assumed or founded on exten- merchantable saw-timber. | Observations 
sive surveys of cut-over areas. No real were also carried out on a virgin tract in 
selective cuttings were available from order to provide a comparison with the 
which intelligent conclusions could be  cut-over areas. 
drawn. Or were there commercial cut- The logging, carried on during eight 
tings with adequate records and descrip- different years, was done under contract 
tions of the stand before and after log- by local farmer-loggers who used their 
ging, let alone data on growth of the farm horses and equipment for woods 
residual trees. work. Because they had no investment 

Consequently, the Lake States Forest in permanent logging improvements such 
Experiment Station began in 1926 to ob- as camps and railroads to liquidate, they 
tain reliable information on growth, mor- were able to “bid-in” the light selective 
tality, and reproduction of such stands cuttings at no increase in cost over those 

under selective cutting by actual trial. An operations on the tract where all the 
excellent tract? of land was provided by merchantable trees were cut. 
the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company in The logs removed from the selective 
Marquette County, Mich., and arrange- cuttings brought from $16 to $31 per 
ments were made with the Company thousand board feet loaded on cars which 
through a cooperative agreement to test gave a return for stumpage and _ profit 
out any method desired by means of ex- from $5.45 to $19.57 per M log scale. 
perimental cuttings. An additional return was received in each 

The fact that the area was readily ac- case from chemical wood. The lowest 
cessible, (the average haul to the rail- return from saw-logs ($5.45 per M) came 
road was somewhat greater than one in 1930 when the selling price of lumber 

‘Acknowledgment is made of the large contribution to this study by E. L. Mowat who estab- 
lished the greater part of these cutting experiments; to R. H. Blythe, Jr., who assisted with the 
computations; and to Raphael Zon under whose direction the entire project has been carried out. 

*This area of 640 acres has been enlarged through purchase to 4,800 acres and is now known 
as the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, which is operated as a branch of the Lake States 
Forest Experiment Station. 
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was on the down grade, but while a rela- drained soil, would seem to be slightly 
tively high contract rate for logging still better for tree growth than the Trenary 
prevailed. The highest price was ob- sandy loam, but both produce good hard- 
tained in 1926. wood timber. An attempt was made to 

Eleven different contiguous cuttings separate the data for these two soil types 
have now been made totaling over 220 but no significant differences could be 
acres. On each cutting unit one or more determined either in height of trees or 
permanent sample plots have been estab- volume growth. Therefore, no segrega- 
lished to furnish information on growth, tion was made. 
mortality, and reproduction. Five-year 
records, now available for eight cutting Cutting MerHops 
units varying in size from 5 to 30 acres, 
provide ap ears for this report. 4 The methods applied on the first eight 

cutting units were as follows: 
Descisnion anise Le Clear cutting. Everything merchant. 

able, including saw-logs, mine timbers, 
Before the cuttings were started the tie cuts, and cordwood was cut and re- 

stand was practically virgin in character. moved from the area. 
An extremely light cutting during the 2. Twelve-inch diameter limit. This 
period 1906-10 had removed some of the was a clear cutting of all saw-log timber 
large elm and basswood but apparently corresponding closely to a commercial 
did little to disturb the natural condition overation where chemical wood is not 
of the forest. The stand at the time these _ utilized. 
cuttings began was largely overmature, 3. Seventy per cent selection. This 
but contained trees of all ages from seed- heavy selection cutting left only a scat- 
lings to veterans of 360 years. Although tered stand of valuable trees. Emphasis 
there was a great range in age, the bulk was placed on spacing rather than condi- 
of the saw-log timber was well over 200 tion of the residual trees. 
years old. 4. Overmature and defective. All de 

Sugar maple comprised about 80 per fective and overmature trees were re- 

cent of the number of trees and over 85 moved, irrespective of size or spacing. 
per cent of the volume before cutting. The residual stand consisted only of ex- 
Yellow birch was second in importance ceptionally well formed, thrifty trees. 
while American elm, basswood, ironwood, 5. Heavy improvement. This was a 
and balsam fir were found occasionally. moderately heavy cutting of the over- 
Hemlock and beech were practically ab- mature and defective trees, irrespective 

sent. of size or spacing. 
The site was comparatively good. The 6. Group selection. Groups of trees 

average dominant tree attained a height covering areas from one-tenth to one- 
of 90 to 100 feet. After deducting one- half acre were clear cut and a very light 
third for cull there was still an average salvage cut made in the remaining stand. 
of 10,500 board feet per acre. 7. Twenty-two inch diameter limit. 

Two types of soil are represented in Only the very largest and most mature 
the plots covered in this report, Chatham trees were removed. These were mostly 
loam and Trenary sandy loam.? The lat- over 22 inches in diameter. About one- 
ter varies from sandy loam to loam, fourth of the volume came from trees be- 

some of which contains considerable low that size, but only 5 per cent below 
gravel. The Chatham loam, a well 18 inches d.b.h. : 

*Veatch, J. O. and L. R. Schoenmann. Description of the soil types on the Upper Penin- 
sula Experimental Forest. Manuscript report. 1929.
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8. Light improvement. An extremely of a greater supply of seed (there were 
light cutting was made of mature and de- more yellow birch seed trees present on 
fective trees, regardless of diameter. this area than on some of the other cut- 

9. Virgin. This stand was retained in tings) than to any intrinsic benefit from 
a virgin condition for comparison with the method itself. 

the cutting plots. In the various lighter cuttings the ad- 
In all of the cuttings, trees marked to yance reproduction of sugar maple made 

be left but later broken in logging, were good growth following logging; in the 
utilized and considered as trees cut. All heavier cuttings, although the advance 
material cut and not suitable for logs, tie growth of maple survived, there was some 
cuts, or mine timbers, was worked up into tendency for brush species to develop. A 
chemical wood. The computations of dense growth of herbaceous weeds such 
stand, cut, and growth, however, are en- as fireweed and goldenrod, as well as the 
tirely on the basis of saw-timber. shrubs, elderberry, and raspberry came in 

quickly on much of the 12-inch diameter 
REPRODUCTION limit and clear-cut areas. The competi- 

To obtain satisfactory reproduction on tion which they furnished was detrimental 

the areas treated in these experiments, to the growth of tree species for a year 
was not at all difficult; in fact, reproduc- or so but at the end of five years, sugar 

tion was adequate before cutting took maple had become the dominant vege- 
place. A study of advance reproduction — tation. 
on a representative area indicated the Red maple and aspen, which are so 
presence of 24,700 seedlings per acre commonly found on commercially clear- 
over one year old and less than one and_ cut areas throughout the Upper Peninsula, 
one-half inches in diameter. Sugar ma- did not seed-in on the cutting areas un- 
ple made up 99 per cent of this total. der consideration, with the single excep- 
Other species were much less common tion of the 70 per cent selection method. 
and the desirable yellow birch was prac- On this particular area a combination ot 

tically absent in the advance reproduction. favorable weather and the presence of 
Some of the mixed species seeded-in after abundant seed blown in from a distance, 
logging but sugar maple still makes up brought about the establishment of many 
by far the greater part of the reproduc- aspen seedlings. The lack of aspen and 
tion on all areas. Many of the smaller red maple reproduction on the clear-cut 

seedlings were cut off in the course of area where it would ordinarily be ex- 
the logging operation but immediately pected is perhaps due, not so much to 
came up as seedling-sprouts, a very de- the lack of a favorable seed bed and 
sirable type of reproduction. All areas environment for these inferior species, as 
were found to be well stocked five years to the lack of seed trees in the immediate 
after logging no matter what degree of vicinity. The clear-cut area is only five 
cutting was used. acres in extent and is surrounded by 

Theoretically, the group-selection meth- fairly large bodies of lightly cut or vir- 
od in which definite openings were made, gin hardwood forest where sugar maple 
should have tended to encourage the seed- far outnumbers all other species. The 
ing-in of yellow birch, an intolerant spe- fact that red maple seed trees were prac- 
cies which rarely becomes established in tically eliminated in all the cutting opera- 
virgin stands. In this cutting method tions, no doubt, largely explains its ab- 
more yellow birch seedlings actually did sence in the reproduction. 
appear than in other methods but this The opinion has frequently been ex- 
may have been due more to the presence pressed that reproduction developing un-
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der a selection system is apt to be crooked. Volume growth was from 98 to 245 
No evidence of this was noticed in these board feet per acre per year (Table 2) 
cuttings, perhaps because of the fact that depending on the degree of cutting. In 
even light selective cuttings tend to be stands from which one-fourth to one-third 
group-wise in character and the seedlings of the original volume was removed, 
usually develop fairly freely in small about 245 board feet per acre over and 
openings. above losses was produced annually. 

Where half to two-thirds of the stand was 
GrowTH Fottowine Currinc cut, the growth amounted to about 160 

The cutover (stands onathes base cet board feet, but where 90 per cent was 

sample-plot measurements, responded _re- removed, the growth was less than 100 
markably well to the opening up of the board feet per acre each Bes These 
forest by making an increase in volume, figures agree rather closely with previous 

diameter, and even height growth. All growth data determined by pete 
trees even those in the virgin area, con- studies made by Zon and Scholz in stands 
tinued to grow somewhat in height. But accidentally” logged selectively. 
height growth on trees over 18 or 20 The net annual growth in the uncut 
inches in diameter does not add to mer- forest was computed to be 191 board feet. 
chantable volume in board feet since the Although this determination may appear 
tops of such trees have already split up be contrary to the general belief that 
into many large branches and a fixed mer- growth in uncut forests balances mortal- 

chantable height is developed. Additional ity, it should be kept in mind that this 
height growth in the topmost branches, #8 @ small tract. Mortality through wind- 
therefore, means little in the form of in- fall, decadence, etc., in a virgin forest is 
creased volume in board feet. apt to be concentrated in certain localities 

Diameter growth, on the other hand, and not evenly distributed. This is es- 

is of utmést significance in selective log- pecially true for a period as short as five 
ging and contributes directly to the vol- Years. Moreover, there is Doe ey of find- 
ume of merchantable timber produced. ing out how much invisible decay is 
The measurements showed that the diam- taking place in a stand such as this. The 
eter growth generally increased with the principle that growth balances mortality, 
degree of cutting. This tendency was therefore, should be applied only to 
greatest in the smallest diameter classes large forest tracts. 
(Table 1). The problem of decay and cull, how- 

Taste 1 
ANNUAL DIAMETER GROWTH BY SIZE GROUPS 

Diameter breast high 
Method of cutting 2-7 8-14 15andup Average 

inches inches inches inches 
1. Clear cutting Sees nee aaa -230 fk er -230 
2. 12-inch diameter limit ss eaed -260 21 ae -250 
3. 70 per cent selection Proce -160 157 152 158 
4. Overmature and defective 1. -181 170 +132 -176 
5.. Heavy improvement ..... 182 135) 129 -165 
Gi teroupe election, |. el ssn amen eh Weel Sala. 2094 -100 105 098 
7. 22-inch diameter limit... 11 -161 -161 -126 
Si Lighbs waproventent..2 5 23 e135 153 130 

‘Zon, Raphael, and H. F. Scholz. How fast do northern hardwoods grow? Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Research Bull. 88. 1929.
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ever, is not only limited to the virgin on 50 acres of virgin forest. All trees 
stands, but is also of significance in the that were dead at that time were clearly 

determination of growth in stands selec- marked so that they would not be con- 
tively cut. In the growth calculations fused with trees which died subsequently. 
all volume in trees which were wind- Each spring this procedure was repeated 
thrown or which died from other causes and the new cutting units added to the 
was deducted even though in accessible summary. 

areas many such trees could have been The average mortality on the basis of 
salvaged. No deductions, however, were these records for all selective cuttings, 
made for cull. Although trees from vir- in which less than two-thirds of the vol- 
gin stands in Upper Michigan frequently ume was removed, with the exception of 
contain 15 to 30 per cent cull, those left the group-selection and 70 per cent selec- 

after selective cutting should contain con- tion methods, was found to be 29 board 

siderably less defective material. But feet or less than one-half of one per cent 

how much less Soe Cee apo the of the residual stand. In the group-selec- 
basis of the information at hand. By tion and 70 per cent cuttings the method 

careful marking it should be possible to ysed did not permit removal of many of 

eliminate the greater part, but not all, the defective trees, and the annual loss 
of the defective trees in the first cut. To was respectively 71 and 63 board feet 

cut them all’ would result in too drastic per year. Even this was only a fraction 

eo of the loss on the virgin areas where the 
average annual mortality amounted to 140 

Mortauity Arter Curtine board feet per acre per year or almost 

Because some doubt had been ex- one per cent. 
pressed that mortality in northern hard- Considering all cuttings, over half the 
woods due to. windfall and natural deca- mortality was due to trees being broken 

dence might be so great after selective by the wind; about one-third of the trees 

logging as to exceed the annual growth lost were uprooted, and less than one- 

thus making such cutting entirely im- fifth died standing. The breakage factor, 

practicable, a special study was made therefore, is the chief one to be reckoned 

of this question. with. Since breakage took place on trees 

Beginning in 1929, a complete (100 having weak spots and defects such as 

per cent) tally was made of all dead burls, it is apparent that this is a point 

trees, not only on the sample plots but deserving of careful attention in marking. 

over the entire cutting areas as well, and It is evident from the mortality study 

ma Taste 2 
AVERAGE NET ANNUAL VOLUME GROWTH PER ACRE’ FOR 5-YEAR PERIOD 

Per cent of Growth Basis 

Method of cutting saw-timber Tn Tn (Area of sample 
removed bd. ft. percent plots in acres) 

(om Gleat | cutie. =e mn ete 00 0 0 2.0 

9) IZinch diameter limit _=-- 0 98 6.2 2.0 

3. .70 per cent selection. 68 110 24 4.0 

4. Overmature and defective... 62 160 3.1 2.0 

5. Heavy improvement 1... 46 163 22 2.0 

6.- Group selection j.22.. sc eG 106 1.0 4.0 

Wooo inoh. | diatheter)s eee. eee gee ne 245 2.2 4.0 

6, pbiont improvement ee ee 235 22 1.0 

Oi Vitein eas ee ee AO 191 12 2.0 

1Windfall and other losses deducted, but no deduction for cull. Board-foot volumes computed 
on basis of Scribner rule for all trees over 9.5 inches d.b.h.
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and from the growth data presented that acre per year, this volume would be re- 
mortality, while always present, does not placed in about 20 years. 
constitute a serious handicap to selective Such growth, in either case, could be 
logging in the type of forest covered by obtained only through good working 

this study. On the contrary, selective practice and would not be applicable to 
logging, if properly carried out, can be stands which have been “high-graded” 
the means of decreasing mortality and for the better material or to stands where 

increasing growth by taking out in the the cull trees have not been removed. 
first cutting, trees that are most likely to The lighter the individual cuttings can be, 
succumb in the course of the next 15- based upon sound silvicultural practice, 
20 years. For this reason such methods the greater will be the volume growth 
as the group-selection when applied to and the shorter the cutting cycle. 
old-growth stands and others which do 
not allow the marker an opportunity to SUMMARY 

ceca Ep oe tase poor Hi Tees ars - 1. Growth following experimental selec- effective than a single-tree selection. In .. . 2 5 ; a : tive cuttings in northern hardwoods in young thrifty stands the group-selection M. C Mich aE 
method might possibly have more ap- atquetie “bounty, Mich, xenged trom lication; 160 to 245 board feet per acre per year 

(after deducting for mortality) where 

APPLICATION oF ResuLTS To Manacement {'0™ one-third to feo Anes cl is etaet 
was left in good growing trees, but only 

The determination of the degree of cut- 98 board feet per acre per year where 
ting to use in the management of any 90 per cent of the volume was cut. This 
given tract of northern hardwood timber emphatically points out the necessity for 
in the Lake States depends not only on leaving an adequate growing stock of 
the volume per acre and the condition thrifty trees in order to obtain the max- 
of the stand, but also upon the ultimate imum growth in board feet. 
aim in management. Assuming that sus- 2. Mortality, on the average, for selec- 
tained yield is desired, it will be neces- tive cuttings of the single-tree type was 
sary to postpone the second cut until the 29 board feet per acre per year. It was 
residual stand has replaced by growth two and one-half times greater on cuttings 
the volume removed at the first cut. where spacing or a group arrangement 

This principle may be illustrated by was emphasized and insufficient attention 
considering two separate types of cuttings given to removal of defective material. It 
described in this paper. The overmature was highest of all in the virgin forest. 
and defective cutting is an example of a_ Selective logging can be made the means 
silviculturally sound but fairly heavy of decreasing loss through natural causes 
cutting method where two-thirds of the by judicious selection of defective and 
volume was removed. The net growth overmature trees. A single-tree selection 
was about 160 board feet per acre per which permits removal of defective and 
year, which would require a cutting cycle mature trees regardless of spacing, gave ~ 
of 50 to 55 years for replacement of the the best results. 
volume removed. On the other hand, the 3. Reproduction of sugar maple was 
22-inch diameter limit cutting, also good abundant before cutting and made good 
from the silvicultural standpoint, removed growth after the stand was opened up. 
29 per cent of the original volume. At the Few weed species appeared after logging 
present growth rate of 245 board feet per except on the heavily cut areas.
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PRACTICAL CUTTING METHODS FOR NORTHERN HARDWOODS 

By " 

: Francis H. Hyre and John R. Neetzel 

Importance of the Northern Hardwood Forest ; 

: It has been many decades since the heyday of lumbering 

in Michigen, and today vast areas which once were saw-timber 

forests are covered by reproduction and second growth of one 

' kind or another. Yet even today such part of the original 

lumber industry of the State that remains is not dependent 

on second growth but is still largely engaged in cutting old- 

growth foreste There are still nearly two million acres of 

old-growth saw timber in Michigan, making up about 10 percent 

of the total forest land area of the State (1). This timber 

is 85 percent hardwood and hemlock. Any immediate hope for 

. permanent sustained-yield forestry in Michigan is, therefore, 

bound up in the fate of the northern hardwood foreste 

The perpetuation of the lumber industry of Michigan 

is dependent on the prolengision of the life of this old- 

growth forest until second growth can come into merchantable 

size. Before auch an aim can be achieved and permanent 

forestry put into effect, it is necessary to work out . 

rational cutting methods and these in turn must have wide 

application in the management of forest propertiese



Foresters and timberland owners, therefore, should 

be interested in the timber cutting investigations of the 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station carried out in coopera- 

tion with the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company at Dukes in the 

Upper Peninsula of Michigan. It is the purpose of this 

paper to point. out some of the conclusions that can be drawn 

from ten years' experience in conducting cutting experiments 

in the old-growth northern hardwood forest type. 

What the Northern Hardwoods Are Like 

Extent 

The northern hardwood forest of the Lake States 

originally covered a far greater area than it does today. 

In pioneer days it extended from southeastern Michigan to 

central Minnesotae Today the type is very much restrictede 

Since hardwoods occur on the better soils, large areas have 

been converted into farm landse This is especially true in 

the southern part of the region where climatic conditions are 

more favorable for agriculture. Additional large areas have 

been cut and burned and are now in various stages of regenera- 

tion so that today the commercial forest is confined almost 

entirely to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and northern 

Wisconsine 
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Composition 

A variety of species, mostly those tolerant to shade, 

normally composes the northern hardwood forest, among them 

sugar maple, yellow birch, hemlock, beech, basswood, and 

elm, to mention the more important. The proportion of each 

species changes somewhat from place to place (2)- Im the 

western part of the Upper Peninsula, basswood makes up 2 

percent of the stand, in the Lower Peninsula 8 percent, and 

in Minnesota 38 percent. Yellow birch shows the opposite 

trend, with 12 percent in the Upper Peninsula, 1 percent 

in lower Michigan, and almost none in Minnesota. There is 

also more hemlock in upper Michigan; in Minnesota this species 

is almost absent. Beech is prominent in lower Michigan, and 

in the eastern part of the Upper Peninsula, but of little 

relative importance farther west. Sugar maple, however, 

is well represented throughout the complete range of the 

northern hardwoods and is the predominant tree of the type. 

Condition 

The forest is old--200 years and upwards-- and silvi- 

culturally overmaturee Despite the fact that many areas 

were lightly culled for white pine, elm, and basswood years 

ago, the forest is essentially in a virgin condition. ‘There 

is consequently much overmature and defective timber within 

the typee 

~Sien



Volumes and Size Classes ; 

Timber volumes usually range from 6 to 14 thousand 

feet per acre, depending on stocking, site quality, and 

amount of defect present. Although individual trees of 

some species up to 36 inches are commonly found, with 

occasional trees of yellow birch or hemlock up to 4 feet 

in diameter, the average tree is about 18 inches in sizee 

There is also a fair representation of trees in the 

smaller classes (Table 1) and almost always a good 

stocking of hardwood seedlings growing under the canopy 

of the older treese 

whi



Table 1.--Stand Table - Per Acre2/ 
(Based on 240 Acres) 

Debehe Number of trees Basal area 
(Inches ) (Bas fo.) 

5 1765 20555 
6 13.4 26626 
< 10.6 20830 
8 8e7 500356 
9 8ol } 30580 
a 70d 30978 
ah 700 40620 
a2 6.9 50416 
13 6e4. 5-901 
14 605 6.948 . 
15 508 Toll? 
16 508 8.097 
Ly 5e0 7880 
18 407 80305 
19 402 8.270 
20 306 70855 
21 209 6.974 
22 207 70128 
23 203 62636 
24 1.9 50970 
25 Le 50797 
26 1.3 42797 
27 120 30980 
28 7 20996 
29 6 - 20754 
50 5 2-455 
31 04 20096 
Oe oe, 02 1.118 
33 02 1.188 
34 el «650 
35 eal. 0668 
36 el 2707 

133.0 144.706 

a/ Data from Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, 
Dukes, Marquette County, Michigan. 
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The character of the hardwood forest is perhaps best 

delineated by a consideration of the basal area distribution 

by diameter classese Figure 1 gives this for three different 

stands, one each from Marquette County, Michigan, from 

Ontonagon County, Michigan, and from Shawano County, “isconsine 

It is nothing short of amazing to see the close similarity of 

this forest in these widely separated localitiese This leads 

to the conclusion that principles of silviculture worked out 

in one locality have application elsewhere despite the varia- 

tions in species and site that are almost certain to occur. 

Cutting Methods Used 

How should this forest be cut in order to get satis- 

factory reproduction and growth? ‘he possibilities are, of 

course, infinite and many methods have been tried, from 

absolute clear-cutting to a very light selection with varia- 

tions such as improvement cuttings, group selection, etce 

For simplification and because complete records are available 

for a 10-year period, this discussion will be limited to 

three cuttings: 

1. A light cutting (19 acres) where 29 percent of 

the merchantable saw timber was cut. Since the cut was 

limited mostly to the trees over 22 inches in diameter, 

only 24 percent of the basal area was removedes 

-6=
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2. A moderate cutting (10 acres) in which a definite 

effort was made to cut growth-stagnant and defective trees 

irrespective of size. This resulted in the removal of 62 

percent of the saw-log volume and 56 percent of the basal 

areae 

3. A heavy or “commercial” cut (5 acres) which 

resulted in the removal of about 90 percent of the saw- 

timber volume but only 81 percent of the basal areae 

Before cutting, the stand cut lightly had a net 

volume of approximately 10,400 feet B.M., the moderate cutting 

area 9,200 feet B.M., and the heavy cutting 10,400 feet B.Me 

A graphic picture of the effect of these cuttings 

in reducing the stand is given in Figures 2, 3, and 4. 

The three cuttings, differing considerably in degree, in- 

clude the range of practical possibilities in silviculturee 

Silvicultural Results 

ature ae cuttings have been under observa- 

tion for 10 years and the results of growth measurements 

are now availablee 
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Reproduction 

Reproduction has in all cases been adequate. In fact, 

seedlings in the form of advance growth were present in 

large numbers before cutting. As stated in an earlier paper 

by the authors (3), “a study of advance reproduction on a 

representative area indicated the presence of 24,'700 seed- 

lings per acre over one year old and less than one and one- 

half inches in diameter". Although many seedlings were cut 

off in the process of logging, these quickly sprouted back 

as seedling sprouts, a very desirable form of reproductione 

Sugar maple, prominent in the original stands, was still 

strongly represented in the reproduction following cutting 

: on the several areas. To obtain satisfactory regeneration, 

therefore, does not seem to be a difficult problem. 

Growth 

Growth of the residual stand following cutting 

varied markedly under the several methods of treatment. 

In Basal Area 

Increment in cubic feet is perhaps the best 

criterion of the vigor of a stande For small trees, however, 

it is difficult to calculate such growth. For this reason 

basal area growth or the growth of the cross-section of the 

whole stand at breast height (4$ feet above ground) has been 

used to picture what happened to the stand (Figures 2, 3, and 

4). Basal area growth for the 10 years was greatest on the 

moderate cutting (24 square feet), intermediate on the light 

cutting (21 square feet), and least of all (18 square feet) 

on the heavy cuttinge All stands thus showed a reasonable 

degree of vigore da-



In Board Feet 
When expressed in terms of board feet, however, 

: the order was changed (Table 2). The light cutting resulted 

in the best growth (226 board feet per acre per year), the 

moderate cutting second with 188 board feet, and the heavy 

cutting was again last with only 98 board feet per acre per 

years The growth determinations when separated into the two 

5-year periods indicate that there has been a slowing down 

in the rate of growth of the area cut lightly whereas that 

of the moderate cutting has more than held its owne The 

growth rate of the heavily cut area remained constant for 

both periods. 

By Size of Trees 
A consideration of the growth by size of tree 

is most enlightening. In the case of the light cutting it 

can be seen from Figures 2, 3, and 4 that the growth of the 

residual stand was almost all on large trees with some growth 

of saplings; in the moderate cutting the increment was dis- 

tributed among trees of a wider range in diameter. In the 

heavy cutting the growth of reproduction and saplings was 

greatest of all but the increment in board feet was limited 

to the smaller trees--those under 16 inches in diameter. 

=iL Se



Table 2--Net Increment Per Acre Per Year 

Method First Second Average 
5 Years 5 Years for 10 years 

Board feet Board feet Board feet Percent 

Light cutting 245 206 226 200 

Moderate cutting 165 211 188 506 

Heavy cutting 98 98 98 5e9 

ald



Quality Growth : 

These facts are of decided importance in terms 

of quality growth. On the basis of extensive mill scale 

studies carried on a number of years ago, a relationship 

between diameter of tree and value of the lumber per M feet ° 

has been carefully worked out (4). This work indicated a 

negative value for trees under 12 inches in diameter, a posi- 

tive value for 12-inch trees, and progressively higher values 

up to 25 inchese Applying these figures to trees 12 inches 

in size and larger, the growth per acre per year has been 

computed to be worth $4.25 for the light cutting, $2.67 for 

the moderate cutting, and $0.68 for the heavy cutting. 

The differences are further accentuated by the fact that the 

: value given for the heavy cutting is scarcely realizable 

since the stand is too light to warrant returning for a 

second cut within a reasonable period. Admitting that these 

figures may be somewhat changed today, it is perfectly clear 

that the light cutting has given much the best results in 

quality growthe 

-15=



The rate of value increase during the past decade 

is also of interest. As trees increase in diameter there 

is an automatic increase in value. This is brought out by 

a comparison of the percentage growth in board feet com- 

pared with that in dollars and centse Although the incre- 

ment in board feet was at the rate of 2 percent per annum 

for the light cutting, 56 percent for the moderate cutting, 

and 5.9 percent for the heavy cutting, in terms of value 

these figures were “stepped up"to 3e2 percent and 5e5 percent 

for the light and moderate cuttings respectively, but for 

the heavy cutting there was no realizable saw-log value. 

Practical Significance of Results in Management 

It is generally recognized that before forestry can 

be put into effect on any property, a sound system of silvi- 

culture and a determination of expected growth must be 

worked oute ‘These findings in turn must be fitted into the 

business structure of the property itself. 

“16<



Silvicultural Methods 

The experiments described bring out the silvicultural 

possibilities of northern hardwoodse The reaction to cutting 

has been most gratifyinge This forest is truly remarkable 

in its power to recuperate from cuttinge Reproduction is 

not difficult to obtain but more important, it is evident 

that a considerable degree of latitude may be employed in 

the choice of a cutting method, particularly with regard to 

sin degree of cutting. As already shown, very satisfactory 

results have been obtained with light and moderate selection 

cuttingse Even with a heavy cutting the productivity of the 

land, providing fire has been kept out, has not been destroyed, 

4 and the young growth of saplings is exceptionally vigorouse 

Cutting Cycle 

From the point of view of sustained-yiold management, 

the figures presented have considerable direct usee On the 

lightly cut area it should be possible to return for a second 

cut of approximately the same amount as the original in 15 

or 20 years; on the medium cutting in 25 to 50 years; but 

it would require at least 80 years and probably longer to 

build up a good stand on the heavily cut tracte 

-L7< 
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In the determination of the proper cutting cycle 

consideration must also be given to the retirement of a 

portion of the investment in tinber and improvementse 

How much to retire depends on the circumstances of the in- 

dividual owner, and the method of transportation used in 

logging. Where it is necessary to liquidate expensive im- 

provements such as a logging railroad, it is essential to 

take a heavier cut and plan on a longer cutting cycle than 

where truck logging is in use with full advantage being 

taken of county and state highways for the hauling of logse 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different 
Cutting Methods 

In deciding upon the degree of cutting ne use, there 

are many points to take into accounte A consideration of 

the advantages and disadvantages of each cutting method 

would, therefore, seem appropriate: 

Heavy Cutting 

Advantages 

1. The complete investment may be liquidated 

in one cute 

Re There will probably be a better mixture of 

species in the reproduction than under a 

light cuttinge 

«16= 
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Disadvantages 

1. ‘The growing stock is so depleted that the 

period of return for a second cut is greatly 

extendede 

2. The residual stand may be of little value 

at the time of the second cut due to stem 

sprouting and decay caused by logging 

damage to the boles and tops. 

3e Because the cutting cycle is very long, 

there is no opportunity of improving the 

quality of the growing stock by frequent 

/ cuttings 

4e The fire hazard following cutting is great ; 

pecause of a heavy accumulation of slash 

and the absence of shadeo 

5e Recreational values are largely destroyede 

Light Cutting 

; Advantages 

i le The most overmature timber can be removed 

in the shortest possible time, thus 

accelerating growth over the whole forest 

property at an earlier date than could be 

accomplished with a heavy cute . 

2. Frequent cuts are possible, thus permitting 

; opportunities for salvaging dead and defec- 

tive treese 

-19«



30 <A sufficient stand is left to warrant a 

second cut at any time in case of financial 

stringency. A heavy residual stand is, 

i therefore, good insurancee 

4. Growth in board feet is good and because it 

occurs on large trees is of high value. 

5e The fire hagard is kept to the minimum be- 

cause slash is light and the heavy residnal 

j stand prevents rapid drying out of the fuelse 

6« There is relatively little damage to the 

4 residual stand by loggingo 

7. Recreational values are preservedo 

Disadvantages 

1. Since the cutting is light it is possible to 

retire only a part of the investment in 

timber and improvementse 

2 The cutting may be too light te do a first- 

class job of silviculture in removing de- 

cadent treese — 

Moderate Cutting 

Advantages 

1. A good job of silviculture can be done under 

this method since the degree of cutting is 

heavy enough to insure removal of most of 

the defective treese 

2 Growth in volume and quality is reasonably 

goods 

i -20=



Se A large part of the investment may be retired. 

4. The fire hazard is not particularly high 

although higher than in the light cutting. 

Se Most of the recreational values are main- 

tained. - 

Disadvantages ; 

1. The cutting cycle is fairly long so that 

there is little opportunity to salvage lossese 

: Conclusion 

On the basis of cutting experiments observed for ten 

years, it has been shown that a selective type of cutting 

where from one third to two thirds of the stand is removed 

in the first operation is well adapted to the northern hard- 

wood foreste Such selection cuttings have resulted in good 

growth in volume of timber and in value of producte The 

increase in value has been at a higher rate than the growth 

in volumes Heavy cuttings of the "commercial" type where 

90 percent of the volume was removed have been unsatisfactory. 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 
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June 11, 1938 

Dr. William P. Harris, Jr. 
15410 Windmill Point Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

I am sending you Mr. Bell's copy of the report, to be 
forwarded to him, because I lack his address. 

Two other copies will follow next week, one for you and 
an extra for Mr. Bell. 

T am keeping one copy and am showing it to Kent. 

May I ask that you later show your copy to Carl Hubbs? 

I got back to a regular cyclone of petty duties, hence 
the delay. I greatly enjoyed my stay with you. Don't forget you 
have a standing invitation to come with me to my shack. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl



June 11,1938 

Mr. Laird Bell 
Huron Mountain Club 

Dear Mr. Bell: 

I enclose one copy of my report on the Huron Mountain 
property. Another copy will be sent you next week. 

In this preliminary report I have tried to sketch, and to 
illustrate by specific proposals, all of the values which I see in the 
Club property as it now stands. 

The next move is for the Club itself to decide what it wante 
to be and do. Once the decision is made, it will be easier for me, or 
any other consultant, to advise more specific policies with fewer "ifs 
and ands." 

Should any extension of Club holdings be undertaken, it is 
of course imperative that it be kept confidential to a small group, 
otherwise prices would become inflated. 

A statement of my time is attached. 

I appreciate this chance to become acquainted with so 

interesting a problem, and I hope that I may have the opportunity to 

discuss it with you in person. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 

encl



For consulting services, Buron Mountain Club, May 28- 

Tene 0, 6 bart OMB is ai aa 

Aldo Leopold



June 17,1938 

Dr. William P. Harris, Jr. 
15410 Windmill Point Drive 

. Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

The other two copies of the report are enclosed. 

All of the copies are still lacking the appendix 
enclosure on natural areas. I sent to the Heological Society 
for this enclogure, but they sent me the wrong one. I am 
sorry and will have to supply this material later. There is 
also lacking on page 21 a cost estimate for a weather station. 
I am writing Neetzel about this. 

I am glad the report pleased you. It did not please 
me particularly, because there are so many things I have in my 
mind that I could not get into it. As o rough picture of the 
kind of things to be considered, I think it will do. 

Yours sincerely, 

encl Aldo Leopold



WILLIAM P. HARRIS, JR. 

15410 WINDMILL POINT DRIVE 

June 16, 1938 

pr. Aldo jeopold 
1532 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

pear Aldo; 

I Was very glad to get your report 
which I have forwarded to wr. Bell. 

I think you have done a splendid 
job on this report and [I am sure that it will bear 
fruit in the near future. I will keep you informed 
on the progress that our group makes in the near 
future and will let you know when it will be best 
to have you make us another visit. 

I am enclosing some pictures that 
I took on our trip. [I am very much pleased with 
this new super-pan press film. You will notice 
that it has great latitude and reaches into the 
shadows better than anything I have ever seen. 

| After you left I got to working 
on that map of deer distribution in the winter 
and estimated that in December the deer had an 
approximate concentration of 25 deer to the square 
mile; by February 42 deer to the square mile, and 
in March 63 deer to the square mile. 

If you get any information from the 
Forest Products laboratory on preparation of museum 
specimens of woods, JI would appreciate having it. 

Thanks a lot for your invimtion to 
visit you. I hope I can come over to yadison next 

‘ fall. 

sinc ; 

y 4 i 

P. Harts, Jr. 

WPH; FC ;



42h University Parm Place 

Division of Game Management June 21, 1938 

Mr. Harry Ruhl 
Conservation Department 
Lansing, Michigan 

: 5 

The Huron Mountain Club recently retained me to look over their - 
eS Se T have made a preliminary — 

trip. 

One of the obvious possibilities is for the Club to contribute 
to the Michigan deer study. As you probably know, they have a light 
population on m range of low capacity (due to shade). They also have wolves. 

Cuttings are creeping up to their boundaries, which will of course 
inerease the canacity. They may themselves try some selective cutting on 
the edges of their land. 

"Your" wolf control is also oreeping up. 

The ragion, then, seems to be headed for high deer and low wolves, 
with a temporary rise in capacity. I need hardly point out to you the 
probable result. 

Why not try for once to prevent « headache instead of curing it? 
Wouldn't a cage of successful prevention be a valuable leason to the rest 
of Michigan? 

The Club doesn't want you to make a deer study for thems it wants 
to contribute to your deer study, and to the general concept of a rational 

handling of the deer-wolf+tinber question. ‘What say? 

In short, I'd like to: 

1. Have you and Bartlett look at the set-up. 

2. Talk with you and Bartlett as to what, whe, when, how. 

I will be up there again this August, date not set. Any chance 
to gee you on the ground? VYailing that, any chance of your being in these 
parte? 

Youre sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
cc Harris lav aiey Professor of Game Management 

Kent Tenney



P. 8. Did you ever see Lovejoy's letter of September 29 1933, to Bill Harris of aaron Wounded Saunt If not, you've missed the ‘best 
tingle *publicat: ever ou your . think 
agen Mountain queul $0 ate sipe te’ te chad Loveday toll ean te he 

five years ago. ; 

A.L.



BELL,BOYD & MARSHALL 

135 SOUTH LASALLE STREET 

CHICAGO 

June 18, 1928 

7 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I take pleasure 
in enclosing my check to your 
order for $240. I am looking 
forward with much interest to 
studying your report. 

re ee ey 

LB 
RD 

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 9 Wn cy 

FOREST SERVICE ace a 
LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION \) Qu" , x 

vil 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fits 

FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

AND REFER TO DUKES, MARQUETTE CO., MICH. 

R-LS June 30, 1938 
Z 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Reference is made to our recent discussion and your letter 
regarding the necessary meteorological instruments for establish- 
ing a station at the Huron Mountain Club. 

The following would be desirable: Estimated Cost 
1 Shentonn instrument shelter $ 20.00 
1 Maximum thermometer 7.00 
1 Minimum thermometer 7.00 
z Thermometer mounting 5.00 
1 Hygro-thermograph 75.00 
‘ Psychrometer with fan for operating 12.00 
1 Rain gauge 15.00 
1 Anemometer (4 cup) _ _85.00 

$ I66.00 

The hygro-thermograph could be elimated or replaced by a 
thermograph with a saving of perhaps $25. Also, during the past 
year or so several accurate low priced instruments have come on 

the market which may reduce the estimated cost. 

This equipment can be obtained from several companies, but 
suggest either of the following: 

Julien P. Friez & Sons 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Henry J. Green 
Brooklyn, New York 

The U. S. Weather Bureau, Lansing, Michigan, is interested 
in having cooperative observers record climatological data at 
different locations in the State and gladly furnish the equipment. 
Mr. H. N. Wills is in charge of this office and I suggest you write 
him for particulars.



A copy of this letter is being forwarded to J. A. Mitchell 

who is in charge of fire weather investigation work for our 

Station and he will no doubt be able to give you some helpful 

suggestions. 

I enjoyed your recent visit very much and hope you will stop 

later in the summer when you sre in the U. P. 

Very sincerely yours, 

\-John R. Af? 
Associate Silviculturist



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management July 2, 1938 

Dr. William P. Harris 
15410 Windmill Point Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bills 

I now have an estimate from Mr. Neetzel that the . 

an for meteorological instruments would come to about 

$166.00. You may insert this, if you care to, in the blank on 

page 21 of the report. 

I will not bring up any further detail until it is 
determined whether the general scheme of development meets with 

approval. 

I have a letter from Harry Ruhl stating that he can 

probably meet me at the Huron Mountain Club in August. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management



dugust 9, 1938 

Mr. Albert D. Farwell 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Farwell: 

I am glad to have your letter suggesting 
that I come up to Huron Mountain on the 18th. 

I am obliged to be in Manitoba the week 
beginning the 224, so with your approval I will alter 
your suggested date one day and arrive on the 17th. 
That will leave four days at the Glubd if you need them. 

I will bring my pictures and will be at your 
command for any talks which you may want. 

looking forward to seeing you again, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Copy to Dr. Kent Tenney 

August 9,1938 

Dr. Wm. PF, Harris, Jr. 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

I am glad to hear from you, and have also heard 
from Mrs. Dodge and Mr. Farwell. Mr. Farwell specifies 
“a week beginning August 18." I have engaged to visit my 
duck nesting study in Manitoba for the week beginning 
August 22,and doubt whether I can stay at Huron Mountain 
a full week in any event. I suggest, therefore, that I 
arrive on the 17th and stay until approximately the 20th. 
Unless I hear from you otherwise, I will plan accordingly. 

I am writing Harry Ruhl to see whether he can 
get there sometime between the 17th and the 20th. 

Looking forward to seeing you again, 

Yours sincersly, 

Aldo Leopold
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For Huron Mt. Club 
Le a 4ug. 18, 1938 

The Future of Huron Mountain 

Slide 

map "Events creep up." Slashings. Railroad. Roads. Resorts. Might 

affect in many ways. Atmosphere: intrusion by roads and on alienations. 

Condition of land: slashings, fire, deer. Condition of wildlife: 

wolves, otter, lake-run trout. "Let us alone" is a futile hope. Must 

shape events to your pattern, or be shaped to somebody else's. 

$12 How shape events? As a Club? Cards are stacked against large private 

Cr hon ) holdings, especially idle ones. Who else is interested in large idle 

holdings? Science. Natural allies: Universities, research groups, 

scientific foundations, scientific societies. 

Why and how? To understand used land, mst study unused, i.e., virgin. 

X-66 One example: Why the dust bowl? Bad farming? Over-graging? Drouth? 

Yes-~something deeper. (Black Death = something diagreed for breakfast. ) 

753 Why the dust bowl? Weaver - studies of prairie. No bowl when he started. 

751 Prairie flora - now nearly extinct. 100 species - used soil for 10-15'. 

749 Gramlated the soil. Alfalfa and wheat destroy this granulation, despite 

perfect care. 

869 Remedy: Put the soil back in prairie at intervals. How? Nursery. 

(nursery) 
If substantiated, economic value would buy a dozen universities. 

This is the paper game of conservation science. Back to our knitting. 

806 Science has learned this: Keep a virgin sample of every kind of 

(scenery) 
country. Study it. Soil, trees, flowers, water, animals. Don't wait 

for a need.
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es ) You have one of the few remaining samples of hemlock-hardwood country. 
stump 

Only change is taking out W.P. Practically virgin. (In nature there 

are degrees. ) + Bee 3 nA 4 Ss 

Does Science want Huron Mountain? Fallen down on too many predictions 

to be sure. You may have to prime the pump (not economic, scientific). 

i ) Now review some of the possible problems. Deer. Why yew on rock and 
yew 

nowhere else? "Shin tangle." 

801 Why browsing on striped maple? Why no young hemlock? 

Un 
803 Why all white cedar on shorelines primed up? Because these plants are 

"palatable" winter deer foods - apple pie. Scarce. Shade and deer 

pressure. 

We, Winter trail or "yard." 

W5 Pine near trail. 

956 Juniper and oak - difference in palatability. 

561 Pa. let deer increase until these foods exterminated. Runt deer. 

562 Deer on fair food. 

563 Deer on ideal food. Are your deer in danger of exterminating your foods? 

shy Yes. Slash allows abnormal survival. Will build up. 
(slash) 

9366 Winter feeding no remedy. Tried in Germany. Look at forest. Two things 

(feeder) 
to do: let in some light on edges (selective cutting). Study your deer. 

833 Mr. Ruhl already studying deer, but not in uncut timber. Cooperate. 

(salt) 
Trapping and marking. Wolves.
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fp Using wolves to trim the deer herd is a hard remedy, but not as 
dead ; 

deer) hard as starvation. 

We2 100,000 deer mst starve, be caught by wolves, or be shot to avoid 

spoiling their own range. 

W-6 The Raven is waiting to collect the penalties of our mismanagement. 

Botanical Studies. Sketch of possible work. 

197 Tree ring studies. Douglas. 

$19 Habitat studies. Show a botanist these pitcher plants on a log. 

810 Whole Canyon Lake a botanist's heaven. 

$13 Beach~plant studies. Tracing glacial lake by beach plants. 

823 Wildflower management. (Trillium. ) 

$22 Nodding trillium and bloodroot. 

852 Maple reproduction. What kills them? 

855 Maples sprouting in tractor lugs. 

856 Snow-damage studies. Melting from underneath. 

$21 (marigold) Whether or no science comes, study your own flowers.



Huron Mountain Club Aug. 18, 1938 

Summary of Recommendations 

Aldo Leopold 

1. Set aside the Mountain Lake basin as a "natural area" for scientific ~ 

research. Encourage scientific institutions to use it. 

2. Surround it by a buffer gone. This may be logged selectively to bring 
revenue, increase deer food, and diversify wild life. 

3. Start research on the animal life of the region, with special emphasis 

on the deer-wolf problen. 

4. Reverse the predator-control policy. Make the Club property, and if 
possible the region, an example of natural (as against artificialized) biological 
management. Make the property a refuge for threatened species, especially wolf, 
otter, fisher, marten, black bear, spruce hen, raven, duckhawk, bald eagle, Canada 

Jay. 

5. Exclude further roads; plant no more exotic species; tighten fire control. 

6. Encourage participation by members in scientific field work. Start a 
natural history library and museum. Start a weather station. Start biological 

record-keeping.



Aug. 24, 1938 

Mr. Albert D. Farwell 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Farwell: 

Bnclosed is a supplementary report on my trip. 

I also enclose copies of letters feeling out the 
possibilities of help from Mr. RuhlS the Forest Service, and 
Mr. Bradt’ 111 keep you posted on replies. 

I feel very much set up over the energetic and sicilifal 
work which you and your committees did since my first visit, and 
over the rate-of=spread of the new ideas among the members. It 
exceeds my expectations. 

Needless to say, I also heartily appreciate the personal 
welcome which I had from everybody. It makes my trips seem like 
pleasant vacations instead of jobs. 

I attach a statement of my time. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

enel Aldo Leopold 

° . . i



Huron Mountain Club = consulting work 

August 17, 18, 19, 20 - 4 days at $ho.... $260



Aug. 24, 1938 

Dr. Raphael Zon, Director 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Mr. Lyle Watts, Regional Forester 
U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

I address you jointly because I am uncertain as to whom this inquiry 

should go. 

The Huron Mountain Club has 15,000 acres of hemlock-hardwood west of 

Marquette, Michigan. I am acting as their advisor, and have recommended a land 

program which calls for: (1) blocking out the boundary, (2) reserving a central 

‘natural area" for scientific use, (3) selective logging on the exterior "buffer 

zone" to reduce the cost of the blocking out, and to increase carrying capacity. 

It is your demonstrations at Dukes which made the idea of selective 

logging acceptable. We are in touch with Mr. Neetzel. 

To execute this land program the Club needs a detailed technical service 

in a prospective series of small transactions. In each there will be timber to 

be selected, appraised, marked, and scaled, and cutting areas to be passed on. 

Cuttings will be on lands bought as well as on Club lands. 

In the course of the work, there will be opportunities for experiments 

in both timber and wildlife. I will not detail these now, but I am convinced they 

exist. 

I write to ask whether the Forest Service is prepared, through the device 

of "cooperative work" or otherwise, to render this kind of service to a private 

landowner. You will gather from the above that the service needed will be inter- 

mittent, that the "working plan" is already prepared as to its major outlines, but 

will have to be "built as we go" as to part of the detail. 

I take it that the prospect of bringing into existence a new kind of 

"demonstration" of private forestry will appeal to you, as it does to me. If you 

think the Forest Service can help us, please let me know whom I should see. If 

the service needed must be sought elsewhere, have you any suggestions? 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ca eaeebin Aldo Leopold 

Harris 
Neetzel 

(Dodge )



Sept. 2, 1938 

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs 
Institute for Fisheries Research 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

While at Huron Mountain recently I had © chance to get 

acquainted with Smith. He showed me a little of his work on the stream 

and I heart a good deal of the general impression that he is making on 

the people. I am happy to tell you that that impression is very favorable 

indeed, and I myself also had a very good impression of hin. 

The officers of the club have responded with a good deal of 

enthusiasm to my suggestion that the young people might actually partici- 

pate in sone of the scientific work by forming crews for some of the 
simpler technical operations. For instance, in my own field I see an 

opportunity for an annual rebbit drive and census on Huron Island, and for 

mapping the available popple near water in order to decide on the localities 

in which additional beaver might be established. For the present, however, 

there is no technical leadership available except Smith. 

The purpose of this letter is to broach to you the possibility 

of Smith devoting a amall portion of his time to such work whether it lies 

within the fish field or elsewhere. It would be understood, of course, 

thet to the extent that his time is diverted, the fish job as such would 

require a longer time for completion, but the officers of the Club assure 

me that the donors of the fish funds would probably de agreeable. I talked 

the idea over briefly with Smith and he seemed favorably inclined, although 
of course we both agreed that any such modification in his plans required 

your approval, 

We are particularly short on somebody to keep an eye on the 
deer tagging work by the club guards thie winter, end since Smith tells 
me he is going up anyhow for fish study purposes, it occurred to me that he 

might include the supervision of the deer tagging as one of his dutios. 

Will you let me know at your convenience your reaction to this 

suggestion? 

With best rogards, 

Yours sincerely, 

wh Aldo Leopold



Sept. 2, 1938 

Mr. G. W. Bradt 
Farm Game Management 
Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Bradt: 

Your beaver paper in the last Journal of Mammalogy has given 
rise to a lot of cerebration. 

I am doing some consulting work for the Huron Mountain Club. 
Poachers have renoved the beaver from a good many localities where at 
least a fow beaver could, according to your figures, probably be supported. 
President Farwell of the Club is mapping the available popple near water. 
I am inquiring on behalf of the Club whether you could, preferably before 
the end of this field season, make a brief visit to the Olubd grounds 
and select the locations ia which in your opinion new colonies might be 
established. Mr. Farwell's popple map would, I think, enable you to 
Size up the situation without great expenditure of tine. 

Gould I ask you to commmicate directly with Mr. Albert D. 
Farwell, Huron Mountain Glub, Huron Mountain, Michigan, as to whether and 
when you could make such an inspection? 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold



Sept. 2, 1938 

Mr. H. D. Ruhl 
Conservation Department 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Harry: 

Soon after our recent conference here I spent part of a week at Huron 
Mountain, during which time Mr. Stebler very kindly came over and we had an 
opportunity of showing him the ground and conferring with him. President Farwell 
of the Huron Mountain Club is sti11 anxious for you to come over in person for 
the same purpose. I told him you were anxious to do this and would doubtless get 
around to it. Meanwhile I would like to present for your approval the following 
items tentatively agreed on with Mr. Stebler subject to your 0.K, 

ea Because of the peculiar qualifications needed, it 
was deotacd te Bees ‘easible for the Club to take on | man by this winter for 
research work. It is hoped, however, to do so for next winter. Mr. Stebler 
offered, in order not to lose a year, to himself look over the winter conditions 
at the Club in the course of his regular winter trips, up to a total of perhaps 
two weeks time. Does this meet with your approval? 

Deer Tagging. It was decided that the Club guards could embark on a 
deer tagging program without further delay and that this work need not await the 
assignment of a research man. Stebler agreed to furnish designs for traps and 
algo tags. In addition he offered to look up for use by the Club, and also by the 
Department, the possibility of getting some company to put out a colored disk 
bearing a mmber for individual identification of deer. This would be used in 
addition to the metal tag, just as in birds we use a celluloid band in addition 
to a aluminum band. Does this meet with your approval? 

cole eae We looked over with Stebler some of the 
Cedar swamps in ee = winter and found that reproduction was coming in freely 
wherever small openings were made but none of it was getting above the snow, 
evidently because of deer pressure. An experiment was proposed in which a cedar 
swamp would be slightly opened and then surrounded by an electric fence during the 
period necessary for part of the reproduction to get beyond reach of deer. I 
believe the Club would be a good place for such an experiment. Would you be inter- 
ested in conducting it? ‘The technical observations could be made either by Stebler 
or by the man the Club intends to put on after next year. 

The Club officers as well as myself greatly appreciate Stebler's 
cooperative attitude and hope you will communicate to him as well as to us your 
views on the foregoing proposals. In the case of the cedar experiment you would, 
of course, want to see the ground before committing yourself. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold



Sept. 2, 1938 

Mr, Albert D. Farwell, President 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Farwell: 

My Letter of August 24, submitting my supplementary 
report, went forward to you during my absence in Canada. I am 
now sending you two additional copies of the report, also copies 
of my letters to Messrs. Ruhl, Bradt and Hubbs. 

I have had replies from Dr. Zon and Mr. Watts to my 
letter, both of which I enclose for your information. I gather 
that the Forest Service is available for general advisory services 
but not for specific executive services in connection with our land 
program. The fact that the Forest Service is cooperating with the 
Ford organization is news to me and gives me additional reassurance 
as to the quality of the services possibly obtainable from the Ford 
field organization, ‘The Huron Mountain buffer zone would logically 
be @ part of the Ford "working circle," which would make it seem more 
than ever preferable for the club to obtain its land and timber service 
through the Ford organization if possible. Gan I leave it to you 
and your committee to sound out this possibility? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



Sept. 16,1938 

Mr. Wm. P. Harris 
15410 Windmill Pt. Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

T have been on another field trip, which accounts for the delay in 
answering your letter of September 3. Probably Mr. Farwell handed you my 
letter to him which crossed in the mails with yours. 

T am as yet in doubt just how mech the Forest Service can do for 
us over and above the advisory services of Neetzel. it would take a trip to 
WAlwaukee to make sure. Unless you and Mr. Farwell definitely want me to 
make such @ trip, I shall not do so. From what I can see now, I think the 
Ford organization presents a better bet provided Mr. Ford is willing to let 
it function for the Club. We would, of course, still need Neetzel as a pre- 
cautionary check on its operations. 

You have doubtless received the letter from Bradt, saying we are 
too late to get him to look over our beaver problem this year. As to Stebler's 
help, the attached letter from Ruhl seems to approve everything except the 
cedar experiment. 

I have been doing a lot of thinking ebout wildlife research personnel 
for the Club. Several times I have been on the point of sending out an inquiry 
to appropriate institutions, but I have @ lingering doubt whether they would 
sense exactly what kind of a man we need. I further hesitate to propose any 
definite move of our own without knowing more about what Stebler has done so 
far and what he is likely to do in the future. I was mich pleased with Stebler's 
personality but puzzled as to his research ability. 

Gould you stop over here either on your return from the Club or during 
the football season for a futther conference? Mr. Farwell spoke of stopping 
over during the football season, and possibly we could get him, yourself and 
Kent Tenney together at that time. I think we could make a wiser decision now 
that the whole matter has simmered in our minds for a while. 

I am delighted, of course, that Mr. Bell has given assurance of at 
least part of the funds. 

I am sending copies of this letter to Mr. Farwell and to Kent. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



Guron Mountain Club 

Guron Mountain, Michigan 

Marquette County 

uti ye ig September 3, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Dear Aldo: 

Mr. Neetzel was here a few days ago and said that he 
had seen a copy of a reply to your letter to Zon stating the 
State and Private Forestry Division would be glad to cooperate. 
We have not heard from them direct as yet. 

Percy Dodge and myself finished our memorandum on 
the land question involving 120 pieces of land, totalling 27,000 
acres, We fee] that we now are ready to sit down with the State 
and Private Forestry Division and discuss the possibility of 
having them cruise some specific pieces and work up some deal 
whereby we can acquire some land by the selective cutting route. 
I have in mind 30 acres remaining uncut by Sharbinaw and an ad- 
joining uncut four 40's that this jobber is contemplating pur- 
chasing. This you will remember is part of the slashing which 
we visited this Spring with Mr. Perkins in the vicinity of the F 
skeet field. We would appreciate it if you could let us know 
the result of your inquiry and how we can get this matter started. 

Neetzel spoke of a man named Stade or Stott who would 
be the man to see. Percy Dodge has gone home and Albert Farwell 
will leave Tuesday. I will be here until the 17th and return 
on October 1 for a week or ten days. The man in charge of the 
State and Private Forestry will probably want to look the ground 
over and also have a conference with Albert Farwell and the Land 
Committee in Chicago on how far the forest service will go along 
and what the first deals will be to work out, 

In regard to the wildlife research program, we have 
discussed the possibility of enlisting the help of Stebler ana 
Brott, and we are anxious to have this under wey this winter. 
I have not heard from Ruhl as to the possibility of his visiting 

.us before I leave but I will be able to see him in Lansing when 
I return to Detroit. I take it from your letter that you have 
already taken this matter up with Ruhl and will let me know what 
he says. In regard to the scholarship plan, Mr. Bell has expressed 
his willingness to support such a program in part, verhaps two- 
thirds if other members or the Club would contribute one-third. 
The question of personnel for this job is now un to us. If you 

Lek have anyone in mind or feel that we should wait a year or two until 
just the right person is available, let me know from time to time 
of your views on this matter. 

” sthoerely sole -/(] i, fh 
WPH: ek M7 

iy ie



WILLIAM P. HARRIS. JR. 

15410 WINDMILL POINT DRIVE “ 

GROSSE POINTE PARK, MICHIGAN f 

September ly, 1938 

pr. Aldo Leopold 
1352 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

pear Aldo; 

I received your two letters this 
morning. J have just arrived from Huron yountain 

and have not had a chance to get to Jansing or 
Ann arbor to talk further about the work that 

Stebler might do for us. JI feel much the same 
way that you do about Stebler. He seems a nice i 
boy but what kind of a job he can do for us [I do 
not know. However, I think JR should go ahead 
and try to get him started this winter. jin regard 
to a permanent research man, J think this question 
can rest forthe prese until we can have another 
session with wr. in chicago. He will call 
the Board meeting some time this fall, and perhaps 
we can get you down later in Chicago to talk this 
over, 

Mr. Turner has returned from a shooting 
trip in gcotland and is more convinced than ever 
that predator control is the thing. We may have 
some trouble from him and other members of the 
Board, but [I think that can be overcomey 

In regard to the land and selective 

logging question, this will have to wait until we 
can get a meeting in Chicago. Percy Dodge and I 
will try to arrange this as soon as possible. we 
will try to work up a possible selective logging 
deal, and then see what the forest service can do 
for us. 

I hope to be able to stop in at ; 
Madison about Qctober 10th, and will tell you 

more about it then. 

since UH 

William P> a, JF ‘ 

WOH; F
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FARWELL,CHAPMAN & CO. 

208 SOUTHLASALLE STREET 

) CHICAGO 
RALPH CHARMAN es OE bora 
THEODORE E.SCHULTEJR. TELEPHONE STATE 9600 CHICAGO STOCK EXCHANGE 
KELLOGG LOGSDON 

JAMES M. HOWE Correspondent 
KENNETH W. HUME SPENCER TRASK & CO. 

NEW YORK ALBANY post 

September 19, 1938 ee i 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

1532 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: ; 

‘ I am sorry to be a little slow in 

replying to your letter of September 2nd, for which 

I thenk you very much. 

I have digested your supplemental 

reports together with the letters you wrote to Messrs. 

Ruhl, Bradt and Hubbs, and I am all prepared now to 

go before the board and make recommendations. Percy 
Dodge is doing some work incidental to our land problems 

with which I think you ere familiar, and as soon as he 

is finished with this work a will calla directors’ 
meeting, and hope to get the go ahead;’ and then I will 
write you further. 

You were very kind to suggest that 

Mrs. Farwell and I come up and look in on you and Mrs. 

Leopold some day. Perhaps we shall be able to do it, 

and we certainly should like to. I will see if we can 

not arrange a little motor trip up-there this Fall or 

possibly at the latest next Spring. We appreciate your 

thoughtfulness. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

CAT ying 

Geek © it 
ADF: NMcK



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management Gateher 5, 1938 

Dr. William P. Harris 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

Here is a letter from Stebler and my reply. If you fail 
to get the deer trap blueprint, let me know and I will send you mine. 

I can't help but think that the veto of the colored dise 
idea arises from inertia. In the bird field banding went on for a 
decade without colored markers, but now they are proving to be 

practicable and indispensable. Bvidently we shall have to await the 

time when we have our own man before proceeding with trials of the 
iden. Maybe the colored dise is not the right idea, but there mst 
be many other ways to attach marke. 

If Carl Hubbs should consent to some degree of winter 
supervision by Smith, I would suggest you put the colored marker 

idea up to him for experimentation. It might even be that Fred Dunham 

could himself evolve something worth a trial. It would tickle my sense 

of humor to have a woodeman succeed with what baffles the technicians. 

I am still hoping to see you here about Moniay. I also hope 

that Herbert lL. Stoddard will be here and will speak at my seminar 

Monday night. Tuesday I hope to go deer hunting with bow and arrow 

for the rest of the week. 

I do not know whether you are at Huron Mountain or in Detroit, 

go I am sending this letter to both addresses. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Oct. 14, 1938 

Dr. William P. Harris 
15410 Windmill Point Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

Mr. George Banzhaf of Banzhaf and Watson called on me yesterday. 
He wanted to inquire about the Huron Mountain set-up. 

I learned something which I did not know before, namely that the 
Dow Chemical Company permanently retains Banzhaf and Watson for their 
timber work, and Banzhaf and Watson have a technical man stationed at 
Marquette. Banzhaf says he is very good. The existence of this local rep= 
resentative might make it possible for Banzhaf and Watson to service Huron 
Mountain in its land and timber program without large charges for travel 
and overhead, which would otherwise be necessary. 

If you and Mr. Farwell are still planning to meet here sometime 
soon, I suggest it might be a good idea to let Banzhaf read my reports, 
which would give him the general background, and then meet with you and Mr. 
Farwell to talk over the possible services which his firm could render. 
This suggestion is made without knowledge of whether the services of the 
Ford organization have been asked for and what answer was received. It may 
be, of course, that you and Mr. Farwell already have something started there. 

I learned that Banzhaf is well acquainted with Neetzel and has a 
very high opinion of him. I gather that he would welcome Neetzel's advisory 
services even if the execution of the land plan were in his hands. 

Banzhaf agrees with me that while the Forest Service can help lay 
out a plan, it cannot execute that plan. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Farwell and wish that 
you or he would let me know your opinion of the above proposal. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent nepeniner 5. 108 

Mr. Percival Dodge 
Grosse Pointe 
Michigan 

Dear Perce: 

I think your committee has done a monumental 
jod. It is a satisfaction to know that the processes 
of land adjustment are now actually started. I'm also 
pleased with Mr. Johnson's helpful attitude. 

I am showing Kent Tenney the copy you sent me. 

Yes, I'11 be glad to meet you and Bill and 
Mr. Farwell in Chicago. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold



PERCIVAL DODGE 

GROSSE POINTE, MICHIGAN 

November 28, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

My, but Beth and I were pleased to have such a pleasant 
visit here in Detroit from Marie. We enjoyed her no end and I 
think she, too, had a good time visiting her friends. Frankly, 

I think that she was quite surprised to find how many friends she 
had in Detroit, not only among those who had been close to her 
during her life here, but also among those who were on the fringe 

of her acquaintanceship who had admired her tremendously both for 
herself and for the way she handled her trials and tribulations. 

A countless number of them went out of their way to do nice things 
for her, offering to have luncheons and dinners for her and to 
entertain her in every way possible. It was really all a grand 
tribute to Marie. 

After a great deal of struggling the land study of the 
Huron Mountain Club made by Bill Herris snd myself last summer 
has been completed and I am forwarding you a copy for your perusal 
and to keep in your files. 

Of course a lot of the dope included in the various 
memoranda, especially 2 and 3, is now out of date. At least it is 
good to have it on record. 

The Land Committee, as finally approved by the Board of 
Directors, is composed of Mr. Heberd, chairman, Henry Ford and 

myself. The others were dropped off for diplomatic reasons. It 
was felt that it would be a little bit too heavy a load for Mr. 
Hebard to carry if so many were attached to his committee the 
first year. 

This report is going to all the members of the Board and 
I think it will begin to make them give more serious consideration 

: to this land problem and the development of the Club property. 
At least it is a starting point and we hope that we will be able 
to make some progress in planning more definitely specific projects 
this winter and put them into operation at the latest this summer. 

I am hoping that Bill Harris and I can get over to Chicago 
this winter, perhaps in January or February, to meet with Al Far- 
well and I hope at that time you can arrange to come down to spend 
a few hours with us. i



ctl ' 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 11/28/38 

I really think that just map #3 alone will accomplish a 
great deal in stimulating the minds of our Board members and the 
other members of the Club. Frankly, I doubt whether they have 
any realization that they are not in full possession of Huron 
River and Pine River points. They all know about Zone #1 and 
Piece #23, but few of them realize the problem in Zone #2 around 
Trout Lake and I am quite positive that not more than one or two 
members realize that we do not own the timber around part of Howe 
and Rush Lakes. It all should stimulate their interest and out 
of it we hope that some concrete projects will be developed. 

I do hope you will make allowances for the fact that this 
study was done by a couple of amateurs on their holiday and that 
the major reason for it is to dimulate thinking. I would hate to 
turn the present study into your department as a basis for a thesis. 

My major reason for errors, both in the maps and in the 
statements, is the fact that I have been swamped by work ever since 
my return in getting ready for the Community Fund campaign which 
starts today, Monday, November 28, and also the fact that it has 
been almost impossible to get even a commercial map company to 
make correct copies of the originals, 

Copies of this study have gone to Mr. Perkins and of 
course Bill Harris besides the Board members. Also copies of the 
three maps with a special memorandum written by me and edited by 
Al Farwell has gone from the latter to Mr. Johnson. Also the 
major part of the report has gone to Mr. Ford including the 
memorandum regarding the zones and the three maps. 

Do let me have your comments on the study and the con- 
clusions that Bill and I have arrived at. 

With all good wishes to Mrs. Leopold and your good self, 

Sincerely yours, 

ye 

Percival Dodge” 

DK



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management December 8, 1938 

Mr. William P. Harris, Jr. 
15410 Windmill Pointe Drive 
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

Dear Bill: 

I am glad to have a word from you. 

Since I wrote you Perca Dodge sent me the comnittee 
report, which is certainly an excellent job. I can see now 
that with such @ cooperative attitude on the part of the Ford 
organization there might be less need for the services of 
Banzhaf and Watson. You understand, of course, that I am not 
pushing their case, but merely reminding the Club that their 
services are more available than I thought they were. 

Thanks very much for your invitation to stay with 
you during the conference. I have so many committee duties 
at the conference that it always is sort of 2 nightmare, and I 
am afraid I would make a very unsatisfactory guest. Surely, 
however, we should get in some conferences on the Huron Mountain 
situation. I would like to stay with you, but I really doubt 
whether it would be feasible or fair to you considering the 
hours I will have to keep. 

I am seeing Kent tonight and handing him the report 

of the land committee for reading. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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‘ah University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management ay oes Seay 

Mr. D. L. Hebard 

Coleraine Plantation 
Folkston, Georgia 

Dear Mr. Rebard: 

I am much pleased to hear from you and particularly 
appreciate your friendly letter. I had heard a great deal from 
Herbert Stoddard about your cooperative attitude in his quail 
management group, and of course at Huron Mountain I encountered 
the oxtremely diverse attitudes which you mention in your letter. 

Nothing would pleases me more than to have Herbert 
Stoddard visit Wuron Mountain and check up on the many probleus 
which confront the Buren Mountain Club. I am gure alec that he 
would get a great kick out of Just secing the country and ite 

. wildlife. Furthermore, the contact with a man like Stoddard 
would do more than anything else I can think of to bring about some 
commnity of viewpoint among the diverse people of the Huron 
Mountain Club. I think your idea of inviting Stedderd up there 
is a ten-strike, and I most heartily approve of it. I wish Dr. 
Hubbs could be there at the same time so that the fish menagement 
problems could be included in the discussion. 

I have been looking forward toe meeting you for a long 
time. Incidentally, I have hesrd of you through still ea third 
friend, Peggy Gale of Madison. 

Thanking you again for your letter, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Stoddard
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424 University Farm Place 
Mareh 

Division of Wildlife Management > 

Dr. Lee R. Dice, Director 
Laboratory of Vertebrate Genetics 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Dice: 

T am moh interested to hear about Manville. 
He sounds promising. I like the outline and the financial 
estimates seomed about right. 

In regard to the technical part of the outline, 

have you seen the report I prepared for the Huron Mountain 
Club last swomer? Mr. Harris has one to which you or Mr. Man- 

ville can refer when necessary. 

The question boils down, I think, to Manville's per- 

sonality and research ability, and these can be determined only 

by trial. (I have had to abandon the idea that I ¢an appraise 
a research man by talking in an office.) If his position can 
be set up with the definite understanding that it is probational 
up to next fall, I am ready to approve the venture. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Harris. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

LABORATORY OF VERTEBRATE GENETICS 

March 13, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Since talking with you in Detroit I have found a young men, 

Mr. Richard Manville, whom I consider a suitable candidate for the 

study of the wildlife problems of the Huron Mountain Club. Mr, 

Manville came to us over a year ago with a master's degree from 

the University of California where he worked primarily in proto- 

zoology, but took courses from Joseph Grinnell. He has been em- 

ployed the past few summers as an Assistant Naturalist at Acadia 

National Park. He has decided to work toward his doctor's degree 

in mammalogy and is at present studying with Dr. W. H. Burt. 

Mr. Manville is a very likeable young man who has a cheer- 

ful personality and who gets along exceptionally well with every- 

one. I consider him to have much ability. He has practically 

completed all of the course work required for his degree and 

therefore would be free to work in the field during the winter. 

Mr. Manville has not had very much field work, but we have 

arranged that he accompany Mr. Emmet Hooper, Assistant Curator of 

Mammals, on an expedition this spring to New Mexico. I believe 

that with this field work and his other training he would make a 

very suitable man to conduct the work at the Huron Mountain Club. 

He wishes to return this summer to Acadia National Park where he is 

under contract with the Park Service, but would be free to begin 

work in the fell at Huron Mountain Club. 

Dr. Burt, Mr, Harris, and i have dravm up the attached out- 

line of his proposed study, and we would be pleased to have such 

suggestions as you are willing to give. We should also like to 

have Mir, Manville, if he is selected for this work, send you 

copies, for your criticism, of his periodic reports. I would hope 

also, 2s we discussed previously, that Mr. Manville might be able 

to spend a short time working with you at the University of Wisconsin. 

Sincerely yours, 

| he RDuv 
L. Ro Dice 

LRD:B Director



PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECT ON ANIMAL LIFE OF THE HURON MOUNTAIN CLUB 

PROPERTY, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO DEER AND OTHER GAME SPECIES 

Personnel: A graduate student investigator from the University of 
Michigan can be asSigned to make the study and prepare a report. 
He will be working under the direct superivision of University of 
Michigan staff members. His report, in full or in part, may be 
submitted to his doctoral committee as thesis material. 

Time required for study: A period of at least two years should be 
spent on the project. It is suggested that approximately two-thirds 
of the time should be devoted to field studies and one-third in the 
laboratory working up materials, organizing data and preparing a 
report. 

Cost of project: The cost of the project is estimated at $1250 a 

year or $5500 for the two-year period. This amount will cover all 
expenditures for the investigator when he is not on Club property. 

: It will include his salary of $1000.00 a year and $250.00 a year 
for traveling expenses to and from the Huron Mountain Club property. 
In the course of the two years probably a dozen of these trips will 
be made; they will be more frequent during the second year when the 
work of organization will be done chiefly in Ann Arbor, but return 
trips to check details will be necessary. Laboratory space and 
library facilities will be furnished by the University of Michigan. 

Food and lodging is to be furnished by the Club when the in- 
vestigator is on its property making field studies. An arrangement 
which is satisfactory both to investigator and Club members should 
be worked out. 

It is understood that if needed, deer traps, boats,and other 
necessary equipment not available from the University, shall be 
furnished by the Club. 

Field of investigation: The end in view would be primarily to 
suggest a wildlife management program for the lands of the Huron 
Mountain Club. Emphasis would be placed on the animals having the 
greatest aesthetic and recreational value for members of the Club. 
If it should be desired at some time to convert all or part of this 
property into a wildlife preserve, suggestions as tohow this could 
best be accomplished would be forthcoming. 

Before any intelligent program can be outlined it will be 
necessary to make a general survey of the region, with a determination 
of the faunal and floral constituents and of the nature and extent 
of the habitats represented. This has been done already in part in 

“the aerial and timber surveys. The inter-relations between animals 
and plants and between animals of different kinds should be under- 
stood before any definite policy is adopted. It may not be possible 
to do all this in a matter of two years, but much valuable informa-— 
tion should be amassed in that time.



Some specific problems that might be investigated: 

1. Ecology of the deer 
a. Approximate population of deer on the area. 
b. Carrying capacity of the land, food available, evidence 

of overbrowsing. 
c. Effects of predation on deer. 
dad. Movements of deer on and off the Club property. 

2. Predator relationships 
a. Rpproximate number and kinds present. 
b. Effects on other species than deer. 

3. Status of other animals 
a. Porcupine forest relationships. 
b. Beaver and Otter, populations, inter-relationships, 

injurious or beneficial effects. 
c. Small game animals. 
d. Non-game species of aesthetic and recreational value.



Record of Richard H, Manville 

Born: Tuxedo Park, New York, November 20, 1910. 

Education: 

June 1924 Graduated from Tuxedo Grammar School. 
June 1928 Graduated from Tuxedo High School. 
June 1932 A.B., Dartmouth College, Zoology major. 
May 1935 M.A., University of California, Zoology major. 

Thesis: Post-embryonic changes in the 
; mandibles of termites. 

Feb. 1936 Entered University of Michigan. 

Employment: 

July - Aug. 1929 Nature Director, Merriewold Camp. 
July - Aug. 1930 Nature Director, Merriewold Camp. 

Aug. 1935 Field Biologist, Trailside Museum. 
Apr. - July 1936 Naturalist, Trailside Museum. 
July - Aug. 1936 Nature Director, Camp Man, Queens 

Council, Boy Scouts of America. 
Jan. — duly 1937 Clerk, National Bank of Tuxedo. 
July - Sep. 1937 Ranger-Naturalist, Acadia 

National Park. 

Other Experience: 

June - Aug. 1934 Attended Yosemite School of Field 
Natural History. 

1936 - 1938 Seoupmaster, Troop 1, Tuxedo Boy 
Scouts.
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” Cahveret Farn Place 

Division of Wildlife Management mae US, 190 

Mr. Albert D. Farwell 
Farwell, Chapman & Oo. 

208 South La Selle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Farwell: 

Mr. J, H. Stone, in cherge of private forestry in the 

Milwaukee district era's of the U. &. Porost Service, called 

on me yesterday and that his staff is drawing a forest manage- 

ment plan for the Fora lands near Euron Mountain, to be offered to 

Mr. Ford for possible edeption. He asked no if he could see my 

report. I phoned Kent Temey, and he and I agreed that the Club 

had many possible things to gain and nothing to lose by acceding 

to this request. Accordingly I loaned him ay Copy. If for any 

reason you regard this as bad policy, let me know. 

Mr. Stone suggested that after he had gone over the report 

he would like to talk with me and with the officers of the Club. 1f 

tola him I was sure the Club officers would be glad to do this. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

ESE) 
ADDRESS REPLY TO Ui PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER nia ae 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

P-Studies 
Michigan 
Ford Project July 12, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Reference is made to my letter of July 8. 

It has been necessary for Mr. Price to move his pro- 

posed visit to Upper Michigan up to the period July 19-22. 
He is plenning on meeting me at Ironwood on Wednesday, July 
19. 

Since it is necessary for me to leave tonite for 
Ironwood, where I will be for the rest of this week, please 
write me c/o Forest Supervisor, U.S.Forest Service, Ironwood, 
Michigan, if it will be possible to join us for a meeting with 
the Huron Mountain Club during the period July 19-22, rather 
then the period suggested in my previous letter. 

Please send a copy of your letter to the Forest Service 

office here also. 

Very truly yours, 

7: HERBERT STONE, : 
In Charge, Private Forestry, 

Division of State & Private Forestry 

JHS sF BL



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fits PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

P - Studies 
Michi gen July 8, 1939 

Ford Project 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Attached is your report on the Huron Mountain Club area which 

you so kindly let me have last month to review in connection with the 

preparation of a report on the Ford Motor Company's land. 

This report has been most interesting and helpful to us in the 

preparation of the Ford report, and we shall want to discuss the whole 

matter further with you at an opportune time. At present Mr. Stott, 

who has been writing the Ford report, is on leave and will not be back 

until about the 5th of August. On his return, I shall try to get in 

touch with you in connection with the report. 

In the meantime I have to be on the Ottawa Forest for the last 

half of July, and Mr. Price, our new Regional Forester, is planning to 

spend the period of July 25 to 28 with me reviewing the private forestry 

problem in that section. While I had hoped that it might be possible 

to more thoroughly discuss the tie-in between your report on the Huron 
Mountain Club and the Ford report before discussing the matter with the 
men at the Huron Mountain Club, I am wondering if it would not be an 
opportune time for lir. Price and myself to meet some of the Club offi- 
cers and obtain their reaction to some of your proposals, more parti- 
cularly the one dealing with cooperation with the Ford organizations 
Perhaps it might be possible for you to join us in such a conferences 
I would very much appreciate your advise on this suggestion and any 
comments you care to make, and how best such an arrangement might be made. 

Let me thank you again for your courtesy in arranging for us to 
see this report. I shall look forward to further discussions on this 

subject. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Y HERBERT sTonE, © 
In Charge, Private Forestry, 

Division of State & Private Forestry. 
Enclosure 
JHS: JK



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management July 14, 1939 

Mr. Albert D. Farwell 
Farwell, Chapman & Co. 
208 South La Salle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Parwells 

Mr. Jay Price, the new Regional Forester, and Mr. 
J. H. Stone of his staff have asked me for a meeting at the 
Huron Mountain Club July 19-22 to discuss cooperation between 
the Club, the Pord organization, and the Forest Service 

A copy of reply is attached. I would suggest that 
you wire Mr. Stone we Forest Supervisor, U. 5. Forest Service, 
Ironwood, Michigan, whether you or your representatives can engage 
for the proposed mooting. 

If you are out of town I hope that your secretary will 
wire you the substance of this letter, copy of which is also being 
sent you by mail at Huron Mountain. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
enc] Professor of Wildlife Management



hol University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management July 14, 1939 

ahs Sivek meron ° sor 
oe ion pane 
Tronwood, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

I have your letters of July 8 and July 12. 

the Huron Mountain Club has not said anything about 
wanting me to come up this summer, and I have now made too may 
engagements to pry loose during July. I hope, however, that while 

you are up there you and Mr. Price can get in touch with the Club 
officers. I doubt the necessity of my being present for they are 
well posted on the general possibilities of cooperation, and Mr. 
Nietzel could well act as the technical interpreter as to technical 
details. 

Accordingly I am writing Mr. Albert Farwell, president 
of the club, ans asking him to wire you direct whether he or his 
representatives can meot you at the during the period July 19-22. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Farwell



42h University Farm Place 
August 4, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Dr. William P. Harris, Jr. 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Bills 

I am mech interested in your account of Mr. Hebard's 
new view of Huron Mountain affairs. This is very encouraging. 
Stoddard thinks very highly of Hebard, and ever since I knew 
that I have felt that our program was handicapped as long as we 
failed to capture his interest. 

: It so happens that Stoddart is visiting in this region 
this week, and I imagine he might be induced to come up to Huron 
Mountain. If you can get him, I know that he would shed a lot 
of valuable light on the wildlife problems and everyone would . 
find him interesting. I have by this time got myself tied up in 
80 many engagements that I cannot offer to come along, but I know 
all of you would enjoy meeting Stoddard, and I would welcome his 
critical scrutiny of the wildlife plan. I have no doubt that he 
would think of a lot of new things. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Guron Mountain Club 

Guron Mountain, Michigan 

Marquette County 

Breight, Express and Telegrams 

Big Bay, Michigan July 31, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

‘ 
Dear Aldo: 

I thought I would drop vou a line to get you up to 
date on what has transpired here this summer in regard to our 
plan and to prepare you for what I hope will occur eventually. 

You probably remember my tgélling you about Mr. Hebard, 
our former president and chairman of our Land Committee, who 
was not here last summer. Mr. Hebard was sent our land report 
last winter and was not impressed, particularly in regard to 
selective logging. 

About ten days ago, Mr. Neitsel paid us a visit 
accompanied by Mr. Stone, the new head of the State and Private 
Forestry Division with headquarters at Milwaukee. These men 
had a long talk with Mr. Hebard and told him of the reeent 
survey they had made for the Ford Motor Car Company and what 
they had done for Sawyer Goodman of Wisconsin. Mr. Hebard was 
tremendously impressed and within a few davs went over to 
Wisconsin and had a long visit with Sawyer Goodman. He has 
returned quite a changed man and a great enthusiast for 
selective logging. Now things seem to be working out very 
well. He is anxious to have Mr. Stone of the State and Private 
Forestry Division come right in and make a survey for us. 
This seems to me an excellent plan and I hope we can carry it 
out. 

I believe I told you before that Mr. Hebard is a 
great admirer of Mr. Stoddard, whom he has employed on his 
plantetion in Georgia with most satisfactory results. Last 
winter Mr. Hebard wrote that he was very anxious to have Mr. 
Stoddard visit the place here and, if possible, get Dr. Aldo 
Leopold here at the same time. This Dr. Leopold, he has heard, 
is the greatest authority we could have on wild life and 
forestry. In fact, he is the Stoddard of the North. Since 
then he has read your report and is moré anxious than ever to 
make your acquaintance. It seems that he has written Mr. 
Stoddard and has urged him again to communicate with you to 
see if you could both be here together.



Dr. Aldo Leopold 
“25°. 7/S1 739 

: Mr. Farwell is still in Chicago, but will be here 
shortly and I hope by that time we will have heard from 
Stoddard and that arrangements can be made to have you both 

‘ here. : i 

2 As yet, we have no plan worked out for the immediate 
, future, but it would seem to me the logical thing to work ‘out 

a cooperative plan whereby we can utilize Mr. Manville's 
services beginning next September to work under the supervision 
of the State and Private Forestry Division with advisory help 
from you as well as that of Dr. Dice and Dr. Burt in making 
a proper survey here. 

; Hoping you are well and with best regards to Mrs. 
Leopold, I remain, 

Ul ao ao 

: WPH:er



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management September 6, 1939 

Dr. W. P. Harris, dr. 
Huron Mountain Club 
Huron Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Bills 

I am pleased to know that plans for Huron Mountain 

are making headway, and I would be much interested to help 
decide the details of the reserve area. I am not sure, 
though, that I could be of mch use as to the location of a 

. boundary, for this involves more information, forty by forty, 
than I possess. My only contribution would be on policy and 
objectives and methods of scientific development. 

I am just leaving for a month on a consulting job 
for the Soil Conservation Service, and may be pretty heavily ; 
tied up in October. I cannot promise to come until I am sure 
that I will have time to do so. When you have a date in mind, 
let me know. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Guron Mountain Club 

Guron Mountain, Michigan 

Marquette County 

Breight, Ex; nid Telegrams A de te, ie August 26, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a letter of Mr. Stone's to Pere Dodge 
which will explain much of what we have been doing this summer. 
In regard to Manville, at Mr. Stone's suggestion, I will try to 
arrange to have Manville meet with you and Mr. Stone and Mr. 
Hill in Milwaukee some time after September 1. Manville will 
communicate with you to arrange a date. 

The Board of Directors has approved much of the 
program of the land committee and they are quite enthusiastic 
about the prospects of forest management.and selective logging. 
Mr. Stone thought that the Club should decide the matter of 
policy regarding what areas should be left virgin and what 
areas can be used for selective logging. Personally, I feel 
that this question of policy must rest on a great deal of 
basic data which we do not have at present. I think that 
you, the forestry service and Manville can all be helpful in 
our determination of policy and securing this data. The Board 
of Directors, of course, look to you principally to help them 
decide this matter. 

Please let me know what you think of this program. 
I believe that it would also be helpful to have you meet with 
Manville, Dice or Burt, and myself here at the Club later on, 
perhaps in October. The Board of Directors has authorized the 
Club to stand the expense of such a meeting. 

“YE? AX 

W. Mee. Hh 

W.P:H/er 
Ene.



i COPY 

Letter from Mr. J. Herbert Stone, United States Forestry Service, 
161 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

August 18, 1939 

Dear Mr. Dodge: 

I want to thank you for your gracious hospitality to 
me during our stay at the Club, I had hoped to deliver my 
appreciation in person, but our job was brought to completion 
somewhat quicker than was anticipated and since I was already 
behind schedule it seemed best to push on this evening. 

Upon receipt of your land report, maps and photo- 
graphic copies of your timber estimates, we will proceed to ~ 
study your problem further and prepare a report for the Club. 
This report will be correlated with Professor Leopold's report, 
and before putting it in final form we will discuss it with 
him. In the meantime, we will send you the figures on our 
tally of the marked forty as soon as we have worked up and 
checked our volume figures. Offhand I think the cut will run 

a we - 45% of the total volume in trees 12" and over at a 
point 4%' above the ground. We marked about 600 trees for 

Neh e SEAL cutting 12" and up and left about 1550 trees 12" D.B.H. and up. 

The timber appeared to be of excellent quality and 
ae 29- T32y-ROW ura be good trading stock to buy better cutting practices 

on tract 74 as well as to obtain control of this land for the 
Club. 

' Please tell Mr, Harris we have in mind giving assistance 
to Mr. Mannville and I will write him further upon my return 
to Milwaukee. 

I plan to try to see Mr. Bush of the Cleveland Cliffs 
Company tomorrow to see how they are thinking in the way of 
better forest practices. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(signed) J. Herbert Stone.



yoy Sarena Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife lanagenent es 

My. George Banzhaf 
Banzhaf & Watson, Ine. 
622 North Water Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Banghaf': 

There have been active negotiations between the 
Huron Mountain Olub and Mr. Stone of the Forest Service. 
They asked me to sit in on a meeting, but I had other engage- 
ments and could not do so. I would suggest that you inquire 

: directly of Mr. Stone whether anything is opening up which 
might involve your services. My general picture is that the 
Forest Service may help the Huron Mountain Club draw a plan, 
but after it is drawn they will need somebody to execute it. 

With best regards, 

; Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



BANZHAF & WATSON, INC. 

PRODUCERS 622 NORTH WATER STREET GENERAL OrFice 

prises sea a MILWAUKEE Telarc: SAC? aGed 

FOREST CONSULTANTS September 22nd; 1939 HAnaaobe: Giguipady 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

This is just a follow-up letter for the purpose of 
inquiring whether the Huron Mountain matter has 
entirely lapsed; or whether things are just temporarily 
dormant. I am; as you know, very much interested in 
working on that proposition when it develops and I 
would appreciate hearing from you at your convenience. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours; 

4 
hu B & WATSOM, INC. 

Ge! 
George Banzhaf/C 7



keh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management October 18, 1939 

Mr. Richard H. Manville 
Huron Mountain 

; Michigan 

Dear Mr. Manville: 

I would, of course, be glad to confer with you whenever you 
think you have enough material to justify the trip. I am pretty badly 
snowed under and could not undertake any trips for the purpose at this 
time. 

When you come to Madison I would like to have Dr. Kent Tenney 
in on at least a part of our discussion, since he is just as much 
interested in Huron Mountain problems as we are. 

I would prefer not to get sewed up for a definite date, wt 
suggest that you send me a wire a day or two in advance, and I can give 

. you a reply confirming whether I will be here. Should Monday, October 23, 
suit you, I will be here, but I will be out of the office from 8 to 10 a.m. 
and in the evening I have a seminar. I would, of course, be glad to have 
you attend the seminar and meet my students. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Huron Mountain, Michigan 
October 14, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

As you undoubtedly lmow, I am undertaking a wildlife survey 
of the Huron Mountain Club property, to continue for the next 
two years. For a week now I have been getting acquainted with 
the country and its problems, in company with Mr. Harris, end 
Dr. Burt and Dr. Hooper, both of the Museum of Zoology in Ann 
Arbor. 

Each of these gentlemen feels - as do I - that a conference 
with you and with Mr. Stone as to our problems and how best to 
tackle them would be most valuable. The sooner it may be, the 
better, of course. I could see you at Madison, or both of you 
at any place you name. I shall let you name the time and place 
most convenient to you. Tentatively, Monday, October the 23, 
would suit me well - but please understand that any time would 
be equally satisfactory. 

I shell look forward to meeting you again - you probably 
do not remember me from former Wildlife Conferences. 

Yours very truly, 

Chek KMawill 
Richard H. Manville 

P.S. By the same mail I am sending Mr. Stone a letter 
similar to this one. 

ReHeM.



42k University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management. Cer Sh 

Mr. Deniel L. Hebard 
1500 Walnut Street Building 
Philadelphis, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Hebard: 

My statement that the Club had lacked a clearly defined land 

policy was intended as a criticism of the membership rather than of the 
officers. It seemed pretty clear to me that the Club had never threshed 
out the question of what it was there for, and certainly no set of officers 
could pursue a policy without a mandate from the members. I am note sure 
that the members have really made up their minds even at this time what 
they wish the club to be. I seized the opportunity to ley a general pro- 

: posal before them. Waturally I bent the proposal to cover the things I am 
interested in. 

My visits to the club were too short to allow me to check up on 
the Ford logging. I have no reason to doubt that your appraisal of it is 
correct. However, I did check up on the logging at Dukes and was pleased 
with it. I admit that my suggestion of teaming up with the Ford organization 
was premature in the sense that I had uot satisfied myself of the quality of 
their work. 

I am glad you share my impressions of Smith. I am anxious to meet 
Manville, and he is coming down here next week to talk over his plans. He 
was selected by Dr. Dice and I have no notion of what sort of fellow he is. 

I have just spent several days with Stodderd end came away with a 
conviction that he has been too modest about the conservation methods he has 
worked out for the Southeast. They are commonly regarded as applicable only 
to game preserves, but in my opinion he has developed principles which are 
equally applicable to lumber company holdings, national forests, and 911 other 
owners of coastal plain longleaf. It is a great satisfaction to me to know 
of your confidence in Stoddard. I of course am biased, for he is one of my 
e@losest personal friends. I am lecturing to my students Mondey on the 
Stoddard method of handling Southeastern pine lands. 

As you say, letters are inadequate as a means of talking over these 
questions. I was awfully sorry not to be able te come up last summer, and 
80 was Stoddard. We both had our hands too full to arrange a date at short 
notice. You may be assured, however, that I am as anxious as ever to meet you 
and to thoroughly discuss all these questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

/ Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



DANIEL L.HEBARD 

1500 WALNUT STREET BUILDING 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

October 18, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold = 

I have read several times your very interesting re- 
port on the Huron Mountain Club. The Club is now 
fifty years old. I have been a member for about 
twenty years. 

There are two statementsthat you make in your ree 
port regarding land policy that I feel to be er- 
roneous. In the first place, a Club buying land 
always has to pay more than an individual, and at 
the time each and every piece of land was bought 
by the Club more than the market price was paid 
for it at the time. Today, of course, the lands 
are worth a great deal more than was paid for them. 

The second statement you made is that there was 
lack of a clearly defined land policy. The Club 
bought lands exclusively to protect the fish, and 
incidentally, for scenic purposes. The policy 
has always been to acquire everything that was 
needed for that purpose and that purpose only, and 
inasmuch as the earliest members of the Club knew 
nothing whatever about timber and land they did a 
remarkably fine job in gathering up such a magni- 
ficent wilderness. A great deal of land had to 
be acquired that was not wanted in order to get 
what was wanted. 

The game, from a sportsman's standpoint,has always 
peen of minor interest to the Club members. 

The Club does not have and will not have any money 
for acquiring additional buffer areas, and the Ford



DANIEL L.HEBARD 

1500 WALNUT STREET BUILDING 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

nae 

Motor Company's so-called selective logging is 

a joke. Mr. Ford thinks he is doing selective 

logging. Instead of that he is butchering the 

woods. What I mean is the contractors are taking 

out the timber that is easy to take out, leaving 

the tops, and the U. S. Forest men tell me that it 

will be forty or fifty years before he could get 

another crop, whereas if there were proper selective 

logging done he would get another crop in fifteen 

years. 

It is impossible for me to write in a letter all 

that I would like to discuss with you and I am 

dreadfully sorry you could not get to the Club while 

I was there last summer. I do hope that next summer 

I will be able to go over the whole matter with you. 

Mr. Smith strikes me as being a most competent man 

and I believe we will make great progress under his 

direction in increasing our fish supply. Personally, 

you know I do not give a whoop in Hades about hawks, 

etc. However, I am running a plantation of about 

ten thousand acres in Southern Georgia and am doing 

every single and solitary thing that Mr. Stoddard tells 

me to do. In spite of rather heavy shooting, I can 

truthfully say that in eight years the game on my land 

has increased four or five fold. 

Mr. Stoddard is the only scientific man I have met who 

did not have a one track mind. He can see every side 

of a question and has a tremendous amount of common 

sense which, if you will permit me to say, is rare 

with specialists. 

Kindest regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

ere & K HbAaArA_
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koh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Geter, Soe 

Mr. Daniel L. Hebard : 
1500 Walnut Street Building 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Hebards 

I certainly share your liking for the Buron Mountain crowd 
despite the inconsistencies and confusions that we can both see in the 

group. 

Dick Menville, the new graduate student recently celected for 
Huron Mountain by Dr. Dice of Michigan, has just called on mo. I am 
mach relieved to tell you that my impression of him is favorable. Like 
Stoddard, he is quiet and entirely without bluff or bluster, and that is 

always the necessary starting point. Any student will, of course, be shy 

on the woodsuanship necessary to understand a problem like Huron Mountain, 

but I think we can be patient in this respect if we have the right human 
underpinnings. 

I have just returned from the Southeast, including a visit to 
Stodderd's place, and my outstanding impression is that Stodderd's method 
of handling coastal plain land is more than a game management technique. 

It is a conservation technique in the fullest sense, including forestry 

and erosion control, and I think the Southeastern states are in danger of 

making a serious error in regarding it as merely game management. 1! 

lectured to my students the other night on this subject, and you might be 

interested in the outline which I handed them. I of course do not pretend 

to understand all the details. I can, however, sense the fact that 
Stoddard, with the help of his cooperators, has developed something of 
large importance. 

Our correspondence increases my desire to know you personally. 

I hope you and Stoddard have some nice days afield and will remember that 
I wish I were along. ; 

As a matter of sporting news I might report that we have a high 
in Wisconsin this fall on ruffed grouse, prairie chickens and pheasants, 
and even quail are on their way up. I have not had such pleasurable dog 

: work since the last high of the cycle in 1934. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



DANIEL L.HEBARD 

1500 WALNUT STREET BUILDING 

PHILADELPHIA, PA, 

October 23, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold = 

Thanks for your good letter of October 20th. You 

are absolutely right. The members of the Club do 

not really know just what they do want. As I think 

I wrote you once before, they vary from people who 

would not give a darn if every tree and living thing 

were killed off provided the fishing was good, to 

people who object to killing even the skunks around 

the cabins. Not exactly an easy job to manage such 

an independent crowd, but after all is said and done, 

they are about the nicest lot of people I ever came 

in contact with. I think the man you are going 

to furnish for the wild life.forestry will be of 

great help. If he is anything like as good as Smith 

he can be of wonderful service to the Club. 

I was aware that you knew Mr. Stoddard, but did not 

know that he was a close personal friend. I am de- 

lighted to hear ite He is coming to visit me on 

November 19th, one day professionally and as many 

days shooting as he can spare. 

Now that I have got all the game I want on my lands, 

I am more interested in developing the forest than 

anything else. The deeper I go into it the more I 

find there is to this forestry problem. I bought 

a lot of lands especially for the timber and the 

lands I own grow timber very rapidly, and it is my 

aim now to make a beautiful, profitable forest and 

Mr. Stoddard is as good a forester as he is a game 

man and has had an everlasting lot to contend with. 

Of course, you know a great deal more about forestry 

than I could possibly know, but I could write you 

reams about my problem.



DANIEL L. HEBARD 
1500 WALNUT STREET BUILDING 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

eae 

Next summer I hope to have a chance to go over every= 

thing very thoroughly with you at the Huron Mountain 

Club. 

Regards. 

Yours Mey ead. 

DLH: AS



42k University Farm Place 
February 13, 1940 

Mr. Walter J. Heison 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
3174 Plankinton Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Heison: 

Richard H. Manville is working on the Huron Mountain 
Club under my advisory supervision. I heve no hesitation in 
recommending that he receive a collecting permit. I heartily 
agree with your desire to restrict such permits, and I am con- 
fident that he would also agree and that his use of the permit 
would be characterized by all possible moderation, particularly 
in collecting any species of rare or uncertain status. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO REGION No. 6 

GP - e MICHIGAN 

Scientific UNITED STATES wieesele 
Michigan DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR INDIANA 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY KENTUCKY 
ee eee WEST VIRGINIA 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

3174 PLANKINTON BUILDING 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

February 8, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs 

Mr. Richerd H. Manville, an employee of the Huron Mountain 
Club, Huron Mountein, Michigen, has applied to this Bureau for a 

scientific collecting permit to be used in connection with his 
wildlife survey of the properties of the Huron Mountain Club, in- 

cluding some 40,000 acres. 

Mr. Manville has given your name as a reference and we would 
greatly appreciate hearing from you concerning whether or not the 
issuence of a collecting permit would be warrented from a scientific 
viewpointe In case you do not already know, we are attempting to 
keep collecting permits to a minimum, although we are not anxious to 
refuse to issue such permits where their use will be an aid to the 
ceuse of wildlife conservation as a whole. It is understood from 
Mre Menville's application that ell specimens collected by him will 
be turned over to the Museum of Zoology at the University of Michigan. 

For your convenience in furnishing this information, we are 
enclosing « self-addressed frenked envelope which requires no postage. 

Very truly yours, 

De He Janzen 
Regional Director 

Welter J. Heison 
Acting 

Enclosure: 
Self-addressed franked envelope



keh University Farm Place 

Mr. J. Herbert Stone 
U. S&S. Forest Service 
Plankinton Building 

161 West Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Stone: ; 

I consider the timber report for Huron Mountain a very able job. 
The comments I am able to add are very few, and are directed more at the 
readers than the writers of the report. 

pe il. . This 

involves a question ” taste apet, Mane Paede, The 1 oe ye Tieett. if 
it were my land I would not have such zones, except perhaps in the sense 
of sparing extra fine specimens of trees. In my view what is justifiable 
in the back yard should also be good enough for the front yard. 

This is, of course, a different question from the interior 
“natural area", which is a deliberate reservation of unmodified forest. 

p. 14, eas in » It should perhaps be added that the 
deer may get the young ¢ an TS aoent above the snow. 

p> 19. Cut On $e de » This is important, 
and will take some a ate ge jena & 2s seine Club lodge this 
etrategic function very definitely in some particular person. 

Pp 21. + The alternatives open, as I see 
them, are to (a) ane a Seat tee, presumably a young one, as 
the budget will not carry a large salary; or (b) retain « consulting 
(part-time) forester who would furnish such employees as needed to carry 
out hie undertakings. The choice between (a) or (b) is partly a matter 
of costs, which can now be determined because the plan of operations is at 
hand. 

I am sending my copy of the report on to Dick Manville with the 
request that he express any points which may occur to him. I understand 
you will send the report to Mr. Farwell. I am sending thie letter to Mr. 
Farwell just to let him know I have seen it and heve a high opinion of the 
job you have done. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



P. S$. I doubt if it would be worth your while to come over to discuss 
the report. Should you nevertheless wish to do so, I would, of course, 
be glad to see you. I could not scare up any time until after March 20 
and before March 25. 

Ak. 

ec Manville 
Farwell 
Tenney



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Be Ree as 

FOREST SERVICE : sul 
NORTH CENTRAL REGION en Ti : 

ADDRESS REPLY TO PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO a MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

P 
COOPERATION March 5, 1940 

Huron Mountain Club 

: Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Attached is a copy of the rough draft of our proposed 
report on the possibilities of coordinated forest land manage- 
ment for the Huron Mountain Club. Besides the three maps which 
are attached to this report there is an appendix and a glossary 
of terms which will be included in the final draft. 

We are very anxious to get your comments and suggestions 
on this report. As you will note from the statement of objectives 
it is recognized that the management of this property for wildlife 
and recreation is paramounte We have attempted to prepare the 
recommendation’ presented in this report so that the timber manage~ 
ment prescribed is properly correlated and made to serve the pri- 
mary objective of management. , 

I feel that it would be desirable to discuss this report 
with you after you have had an opportunity to review it end I will 
be glad to come to Madison at your convenience for this purpose. 

Since we wish to have this report in the hands of the officers of 
the Huron Mountain Club by the lst of April, it would be appre 
ciated if such a conference could be arranged at an early date. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A. Ge HAMEL 
Assistant Regional Forester 

Division of State and Private Forestry. 

JHS/AT Zo HERBERT STONE, Aotinge 
Enclosuree



42h University Farm Place 
March 25, 1940 

Mr. Richard H. Manville 
Huron Mountain 
Michigan 

Dear Dick: : 

I am glad you find nothing seriously wrong with 

the Stone report, and I am particularly glad that you have 
had an interesting winter. 

Yos, I will be here in May. Hamerstrom will not 

be down here in Madison except for seminar, but he will be 

at Plainfield, and if you are traveling by car I would sug~ 

gest you stop there,and incidentally see the chickens boom. 

I will assume that if Stone wants me to show ay 

copy of the report to Lieyd Smith, he will write me to this 

effect. Perhaps he has a copy thet he can send him directly. 

I am sending Stone a copy of this letter. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Stone Professor of Wildlife Management



Huron Mountain, Michigen 
March 20, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Many thanks for sending me your copy of the rough draft of the 
. Forest Service report. It seems like a very thorough piece of work. I 

sent a few comments on to Mir. Stone, as per enclosed copy, and trust that 
the boys in Milwaukee will not feel that I am speaking out of turn. I 
also took the liberty of letting Mr. Perkins look over the report - hence 
the delay in returning it. He feels it is quite satisfactory. 

It has been an idyllic winter up here. Except for a couple 
weeks at Christmas time, and two days in February, I have been on the 
ground since I last saw you. You can well imagine the conifers bowed 
low with soft new snow, "the sharp and misty mornings... the long white 
afternoons, the twilight glow." And the sight of a deer bounding for 
cover, or a pair of golden-eyes fluttering up from the stream. In cruis- 
ing about, I have found thet skiis nearly double my daily range, but much 
of the time the snow has been such that snowshoes were imperative. And 
now the sun is high and warm, the crows are back, foxes are mating on the 
lakes, ravens are thinking of home-making, and bears and chipmunks are 
doubtless stirring in their sleep. I really am not trying to excite your 
envy, but am simply gloating over the things that will remain as memories 
in future years bent over a desk. 

At this time I shall not mention any technical findings - none of 
which are startling, however. Plan to get out a progress report soon, a 
copy of which I will send you on or about April 1. 

Sometime in May I hope to make a trip south. Plans are as yet 
rather nebulous. Will you be available at Madison during the first week 
or two of May, end might I talk things over with you then? And will Mr. 
Hammerstrom be there at that time? I should like him to check over some 
of the material in my scatological collection if he will. 

With kindest regards to you and your family. 

Sincerely, 

kil, Maurlh 

. Richard H. Manville



Huron Mountein, Michigan 
March 19, 1940 

- Mire Je Herbert Stone 
i Use S- Porest Service 

Plenkinton Building 
161 West Wisconsin Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

x have Jockin quue-aith mah Sbasedt We Seper® atueee Sov tie 

Huron Mountein Club end, although I an no forester, consider it a very 
complete and efficient job. whe Sehsewing Che: ae Se 

as a reflection on the quality of the I realize ties 

ae cin ch a tistenes from the even, amd hape 00 aubleipate gem of the 

points that may later be raised by Club members. 

All along the Salmon Trout River above the main road (See. 1, 
TSIN, REST) the timber management lands, as qutlined on map A» sneronce 
rather closely upon the stream. Personally 1 see no harm this; certainly 

Sood selective ewtting would not alter the land materially for wildlife. 

However, our fish investigator, Mire Lloyd Le Smith, might feel othorwise. 

I would suggest that you get his opinion « Museum of Zoology, University 
of Michigan, Am Arbor. 

On mp Ap four Surtton coi of Mematnin lake, (28 Of 2, Soe he 

T52N, RW; WE of NE, WW of NE, SE of Mi, all See. 6, i» R267) are 
. designated as timber manegemont lands. It is my feeling that the country 

= — 7 r snaccossibili . wWibésmnens os Che Chu poepedive aut Sn Nee else ims ty and 

small area, 1 should to see these four forties included in the 

reserved wilderness arene 

The length of Mountain Stream is one of the features of greatest 
aesthetic value on the Club landse Accordingly, it would seem to 

og et ee i ear ar eee Sy SOG 

29,5 R28", into reserved wilderness or buffer zones- 

pe 9 "Tate tye Gievtiaen wiite exten) fo he Suaeine ee 
habitet of deer." eedar swamps are a preferred winter habitat, 
but this winter I find that hemlock is a elese sevond in the Huron Mountains. 

Probably the meh greater extent of hemlock stands is one reason; another 

is certainly the heavy snow storm of last December 19 (the first of the 
season) which broke off many branches end bent low many hemlocks and maples 
for forage, where they have remained. In view of this, the statement (p- 8) 
that "The hemlock type «+. probably contributes the least amount of deer 

browse” may noed amendment. 

: 17 "A stable food supply means a stable deer herd.” Although 
your moaning, is cloar fron the contexts thie stateuont, te not, quite tue, 

factors than food and shelter help to determine populeticns. 

Pe 22, item Be Such a » although a vory modest one, has been 

propared shi is/now being shocked Ty ur, Satara with he recorde for the 
ae SF ee: sc. 

value it » of course, be kept up to date, as you ‘* 

A few minor diserepaneies in the Club boundary, I take it, are 

due to the fact that you have no eruise data for the plots concerned.



pe 2 

enough, Mrs plemed a trip over here on lest Wednesday : 
tan ttt, Chad cecal le cil acme oP tan ae I have since been in. 

touch with lr. MoKennan, who writes that the trip will be sttewpted again. 

If i. Elkins could eome along too at this time, so much the for all 
concerned. The Club is prepared to accommodate them both. 

i in to see sometime in » alt for a 

cotnene tt done won ee lean Wen oon 
With best regards to yourself, I am 

Yours very truly, 

Richard He Memvrille



a corr 

4olk University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Mr. J. Herbert Stone 
U. S. Forest Service 
Plankinton Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

Referring to your letter of March 28 to 
Dick Manville. 

Dick returned the report to me, but since I 
gather that you would prefer to have it back, I am 
forwarding it to you herewith. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Manville



1 uk 

P - COOPERATION 

Industrial Warch 28, 1940 
Haron Mountain Club 

Mr, Richard H, Manville 
Huron Mountain Club 
“7 "" Haven Mountain, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Menvilles 

Your letter of March 19 has been quite helpful to us in revising 
the report for the Huron Mountain Clube A number of your suggestions 
have been included in the revisions 

Ure Smith has reviewed the preliminary draft and has made several 
suggestions for improving the report, particularly with reference to the 
Salmon Trout River. “oth you and Mr. Smith suggest slight revisions in 
the boundaries of the natural reserved aren and the special wildlife 
reat. I believe the recommendations are sound and the Club will un« 
doubtedly provide for these suggestions by appropriate changos in the 
land use mape 

We have not changed the map because we do not intend that the 
land classifications as presented be considered as final, Instead the 
map merely illustrates a general scheme of classification for the Club 
property. I am sure you can appreciate the sketchy information that 
is at our disposal, Consequently to preseribe the type of use for each 
area would be impossible. Mr. Smith end yourself, together with the 
Club officers, should at an early date decide upon the final claesi fica- 
tion of the different land uses. 

When we transmit the report to Cluf officers our letter will 
point out that suggested changes in land classification have been recom- 
mended by you and ir, Smith, and that the plen should be carefully 
checked before any cutting is done. I believe the revised report makes 
this point clear.



deuase 6 forte aaah trnean eat, Sa sumer’ 0° tant yee might disouse it further with Mecsrs. Farly and » Being a rough draft, we would like to have it and the maps returned at your conven- fences, A copy of the final report will be sent to yous 

Thanking you for your helpful letter, I remain 

Very sincerely yours, 

fe Go HAMEL, 
Aesistent Regional Forester 

Divieion of State & Private Forestry 

By Jo HERBERT STONE, Aotings 

WEB ate 

ec: Prof, Aldo Leopold 

Be



424 University Farm Place 
April 9, 1940 

Mr. Richard H. Manville 
Huron Mountain 
Michigan 

Dear Dick: 

I read the report with great interest and think 
it represents an excellent start. 

In your mammal list on page 3 you mention wolverine 
with an asterisk. If you have dug out anything new about 
former occurrence, I would be interested to know what it is. 

I particularly hope that you will continue to 
gather otter droppings. The preliminary indications on their 
fish diet are very significant. 

I am disappointed that the wolves have not 
materialized. It almost looks as if they were nearly cleaned 
out. 

I am sending your report to Dr. Tenney, since I 
know that he will be interested in reading it, and I am asking 

=. him to return it to me when he is through with it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



PROGRESS REPORT 

Huron Mountain Club Wildlife Investigation 

October 5, 1939 = April 1, 1940 

eR ROR RO ROK 

This report summarizes the activities of the first six months of the in- 
vestigation, and is intended to include and replace the short report dated 
Jenuary 15, 1940. During these six months a few excursions were taken. On 
October 22-25 a trip was made to confer with several U. S. Forest Service men 
in Milwaukee, and with Professor Leopold in Madison. On December 11-12 a trip 
was made to see the selective cutting operations of the Copper Range Company 
near Houghton. From December 20 to January 3, time was taken for a visit in 
the East. January 4-9 were spent conferring with various individuals in Ann 
Arbor, and with several of the Conservation Department men in Lansing. Other- 
wise the time has been occupied, largely in the field, on the Club property. 

Area of observation: The "desirable boundary" of the Club lands, as 
recommended by Leopold, was chosen to include the area of observation. This 
embraces all or part of 69 sections, and covers some 41,000 acres. It is 
obviously a much more workable unit then the Club lands proper with their 
irregular boundary, all of which are included in ite Furthermore, it gives 
@ more accurate picture of actual wildlife conditions. 

Cover map: All of the above area will be cover-mapped. To date about 
one-third ts is completed, on a scale of two inches to the mile, with the 

cover types designated as follows: 

Northern Hardwoods - upland forest of hard maple, yellow birch, 
basswood, elm; scattered hemlock or white pine stands; 
understory of hard maple seedlings, or sometimes hemlock. 

Mixed Hardwoods and Softwoods - spruce, balsam fir, cedar, aspen 
and white birch on uplands; elm, soft maple, yellow birch, 
balm-of-Gilead and black ash on lowlands. 

Mixed Conifers - predominantly hemlock, some white or Norway 
pine; spruce, balsam fir and cedar more common along 
shores; scattered hard maple. 

Pioneer Hardwoods = aspen, white and yellow birch, red oak, pin 
cherry, hard and striped maple saplings; upland and low- 
lend, mostly deforested by burning or cutting. 

Pine - jack pine, Norway pine and/or white pine, in various 
stages of the succession; upland and lowland. 

Conifer Swamps - cedar, spruce, balsam fir, some hemlock, 
in deep peat swampse 

Swamps and Marshes - lowland areas of alder, willow, leather- 
leaf, cranberry; beaver swamps, swales. 

Rocky Outcrops - uplends with scattered pines or pioneer 
hardwoods, brush and shrubse 

Agricultural Land - open or partially cleared, meadows or 
cultivated. 

Timber map: From interviews with Oliver Morris end He E. Perkins, and 
from the Land Study, Timber Survey and Aerial Survey of the Club lands, data 
have been gathered on the condition of the forest as regards burning, cutting 

and clearing in the past. These have been indicated on a map, which is at 
present being checked by Mr. Hebard with his records of the cutting of pine 
around the turn of the century. ‘This map indicates plainly that the finest 

stends of virgin timber on the Club lands lie east of Mountain Lake and south 

of Trout Lake and Mount Homer. This tract is included in the "reserved area" 

of Leopold and, in part, in the “reserved wilderness area" of the forthcoming 
U. Se Forest Service report. ‘
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Research plots: Ten research plots, each being approximately 50 meters 
square (0.62 acre), have been located in different types of habitat on the 
Club lands. They have been under observation at intervals throughout the 
winter, and later in the season will be watched for nesting birds, trapped 
for mammals, and plotted in detail for vegetation. This should aid us in 
picturing the animal life as a whole on the Club lands, and in determining 
what life any particular area can support. The ten plots established are: 

Noe. 1. Pine plain. N Lower Pine Lake; 
WW of SW, 21, 52-28. 

Noe 2. Virgin hardwood. E Mountain Lake; 
. SE of SE, 30, 52-28. 

Noe 3. Virgin hemlock. SE Rush Lake; : 
: SW of SE, 19, 52-28. 

No. 4- Aspen and birch, N Middle Pine Lake; 
burned about 1900. SE of NW, 28, 52-28. 

Noe 5+ Pioneer hardwoods, SW Five Forks; 
clean cut 1930. SW of NW, 1, 51-28. 

No. 6. Conifer swamp. N Hans Jensen's; 
NW of SW, 17, 52-28. 

No. 7. Lowland swamp. Rush Lake Brook; 
NE of SW, 20, 52-28. 

Noe 8. Mixed virgin hard- 8 Oscar Webster's; 
; woods and conifers. NE of SE, 34, 52-28. 

Noe 9 Cranberry marshe N Club Farm; 
SW of NW, 27, 52-28. 

No. 10. Spruce swamp. S Lumberman's Bay; 
NW of NE, 1, 51-29. 

Meteorological data: Records have been kept of daily temperatures, weather 
conditions, a snow dépth. The past winter appears to have been less severe in 
the Huron Mountains than ordinarily. Snow first fell on October 13, but not 
until December 19 did it reach a depth of more than a few inches in the lowlands. 
The deepest snow, on the level (recorded on a gauge maintained by the Conservation 
Department at the Five Forks), was 21 inches on March 17 (47 inches were register- 
ed here on March 19, 1939)e On March 7 the snow was 34 inches deep at the M35 
cabin on the upper Salmon ‘rout River, as against 17 inches at the Five Forkse At 
the present writing (March 31) the snow is 16 inches deep at the Five Forks. 
Through the winter (October 1 = March 31) a total of 8462 inches of snow has fallen 
in the city of Marquette (U. S. Weather Bureau figures), which is probably somewhat 
less than fell in the Huron Mountainse The larger bodies of water first froze over 
about December 15; the maximum thickness of ice (on Lower Pine Lake) was 14 inches 
early in February. Temperatures during this period have ranged from -6° to 56° Fe 
The mean temperatures and extremes have been as follows: 

Huron Mountain Marquette 

October No records kept 44.4° Fe 2 5-77 
November 3604° Fe 23 - 54 36.3 23 = 62 
December 31-6 6 = 56 3002 4 = 57 
January 18.5 -6 = 35 17.6 -10 - 32 
February 2469 4 - 39 23el 4 = 35 

March 2564 -2 - 50. 22.8 * 4-47 * 

Enumeration of vertebrates: The following lists ine lude all gpecies of the 
Huron Mountains for Which records have thus far been made = either from actual 
observation, or from verbal or written reports in the case of recently extinct 
or rare formse In some cases the records are very meager; in others new dates 
of occurrence or other data are available. Of the total (112), eight (indicated 
by an asterisk) are not listed in "The Book of Huron Mountain," 1929. 

* Basic figures for March 30 and 31 are approximations.
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Mammals (42) 

Sorex c. cinereus Masked Shrew 
Sorex palustris hydrobadistes Water Shrew 
Blarina brevicauda talpoides Short-tailed Shrew 
Condylura cristata Star-nosed Mole 
Myotis 1. lucifugus Little Brown Bat 

* Myotis keenii septentrionalis Keen Bat 
Lasionycteris noctivagans Silver-haired Bat 
Eptesicus f. fuscus Big Brown Bat 
Ursus a- americanus Black Bear 
Procyon 1. lotor Raccoon 
Martes ae americana Pine Marten 
Martes pe pennanti Fisher 
Mustela vison mink Mink 
Mustela ce cicognani Bonaparte Weasel 

* Mustela frenata noveboracensis Bridled Weasel 
* Gulo luscus Wolverine 

Lutra ce canadensis Otter 
Mephitis hudsonica Skunk 
Taxidea te taxus Badger 

: Vulpes fulva Red Fox 
Canis 1. latrans Coyote 
Canis lycaon Timber Wolf 
Canis familiaris Domestic Dog 
Lynx ce canadensis Canada Lynx 
Lynx re rufus Wildcat 
Felis domestica ; Domestic Cat 
Marmote monax canadensis i Woodchuck 
Eutamias minimus jacksoni Lake Superior Chipmunk 

Temias striatus lysteri Lyster Chipmunk 
Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Red Squirrel 
Sciurus carolinensis leucotis Gray Squirrel 
Glaucomys sabrinus macrotis Flying Squirrel 
Castor canadensis michiganensis Beaver 
Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis White-footed Mouse 

Clethrionomys g- gapperi Red-backed Ifouse 
Microtus pe pennsylvanicus Meadow Mouse 
Ondetra ze zibethica Muskrat 
Mus me musculus House Mouse 
Zapus h. hudsonius Meadow Jumping Mouse 
Erethizon d. dorsatum Porcupine 
Lepus americanus phaeonotus Snowshoe Rabbit 

Odocoileus virginianus borealis White-tailed Deer 

Birds (64) 

Gavia immer elasson Lesser Loon i 

Colymbus auritus Horned Grebe 
Podilymbus pe podiceps Pied-billed Grebe 
Phalacrocorax ae auritus Double-crested Cormorant 
Ardea h. herodias Great Blue Heron 
Botaurus 1. lentiginosus American Bittern 

Branta ce canadensis Canada Goose 

Anas p- platyrhynchos Mallard 
Anas rubripes Black Duck 
Anas discors Blue-winged Teal 

Nyroca affinis Lesser Scaup Duck 

Bucephala clangula americana American Golden-eye 

Bucephala albeola Buffle-head 
* Melanitta fusca deglandi ? White-winged Scoter
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Lophodytes cucullatus Hooded Merganser 
Mergus mergeanser americanus American Merganser 
Mergus serrator Red-breasted Merganser 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus washington. Northern Bald Eagle 
Canachites canadensis canace 7? Canada Spruce Grouse 
Bonasa umbellus togata Canada Ruffed Grouse 

* Pedioecetes phasianellus campestris Sharp-tailed Grouse 
Capella delicata Wilson's Snipe 
Philohela minor Woodcock 

* Erolia alpina sakhalina Red-backed Sandpiper 
Larus delawarensis Ring-billed Gull 
Larus argentatus smithsonianus Herring Gull 

* Nyctea nyctea 7 Snowy Owl 
Strix ve varia Northern Barred Owl 
Megaceryle ae alcyon Belted Kingfisher 
Colaptes auratus luteus Northern Flicker 
Ceophloeus pileatus abieticola Pileated Woodpecker 
Sphyrepicus ve varius Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 
Dryobates ve villosus Hairy Woodpecker 
Dryobates pubescens medianus Downy Woodpecker 
Picoides arcticus Aretic 3-toed Woodpecker 
Otocoris ae alpestris Horned Lark 
Perisoreus ce canadensis Canada Jay 
Cyanocitta cristata bromia Blue Jay 
Corvus corax europhilus Southern Raven 
Corvus corone brachyrhynchos Eastern Crow r 
Penthestes ae atricapillus Black-capped Chickadee 

Sitta ce carolinensis White-breasted Nuthatch : 
Sitta c. canadensis Red=breasted Nuthatch 
Certhia familiaris americana Brown Creeper 
Namnus he hiemalis Winter Wren 
Turdus m- migratorius Eastern Robin 
Hylocichla guttata faxoni Hermit Thrush 
Regulus regulus satrapa Golden=crowned Kinglet 
Anthus spinoletta rubescens American Pipit 

* Passer de domesticus English Sparrow 

Euphagus carolinus Rusty Blackbird 

Carpodacus pe purpureus Purple Finch 
Pinicole enucleator leucura Pine Grosbeak 
Acenthis 1. linaria Common Redpoll 
Spinus p- pinus Pine Siskin 
Loxia curvirostra subspe Red Crossbill 
Loxia leucoptera - . White-winged Crossbill 
Passerculus sandwichensis savanna Savannah Sparrow 

: Junco he hyemalis Slate-colored Junco 
Spizella ae arborea free Sparrow 
Zonotrichia albicollis White-throated Sparrow 
Melospiza melodia subspe Song Sparrow 
Calcarius 1. lapponicus Lapland Longspur 
Plectrophenax ne nivalis Snow Bunting 

: Amphibiens and Reptiles (6) 

Bufo americanus American Toad 
Rana clamitans Green Frog 

Elaphe vulpine Pine Snake 
Thamophis se sirtalis Garter Snake 
Chelydra serpentine. Snapping Turtle 
Chrysemys bellii marginata Painted Turtle
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Memmals collected: The following mammals have been prepared as permanent 

museum specimens.- this collection will be augmented later in the season. 

2 Sorex ce cinereus Masked Shrew 

1 Condylura cristata Star-nosed Mole 

2 Mustela c- cicognani Bonaparte Weasel 

1 Mustela frenata noveboracensis Bridled Weasel 
1 Sciurus hudsonicus loquax Red Squirrel 
1 Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis White-footed Mouse 
4 Clethrionomys g- gapperi Red-backed Mouse 
3 Mus m musculus House Mouse 
2 Lepus americanus phaeonotus Snowshoe Rabbit 
1 Odocoileus virginianus borealis White-tailed Deer 

Birds banded: In co-operation with the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, 

Department of the Interior, the following birds have been live-trapped, banded 
for future identification, and released. This project will be continued : 

through the summer. 

7 Dryobates pubescens medianus Downy Woodpecker 

13 Penthestes a- atricapillus Black-capped Chickadee 

3 Sitta ce carolinensis White-breasted Nuthatch 

The deer herd: During the autwm months deer range over practically the 

entire area of observation (41,000 acres); with the coming of winter they move 

down from the uplands toward the shore of Lake Superior, where they find food, 

cover, and less snow to impede their movement. During the deepest snows their 

range is restricted to some 12,000 acres- They are concentrated, but do not 

yard as in many localities in the Upper Peninsula; travel is maintained over 

numerous well-worn trails, especially in areas of hemlock and cedare 

In the past several years various estimates have been made of the popul- 

ation of deer on the Club lands, as follows: 

1935-36 Emarson Tuttle, former Jre Club member 100 deer 

" Fred L. Dunham, former Club guide 250-300 a 

1936-37 " " 400 on 

1937-38 " " 500 wt 

1938-39 Adolph M. Stebler, Miche Conse Dept. 150-200 " 

It is admittedly difficult, if not impossible, for one man to make a reliable 

count of deer on ean extended rangee It is felt that the figures of Dunhan 

are much too high. During the past winter, the population of deer on the area 

would be estimated at about 200 individuals. 

A rather accurate tally was kept during the hunting season for deer 

(November 15-30), when 5,000 acres of the Club land, mostly in the region of 

the upper Salmon Trout River, were opened to the public on condition that 

they register with and report their kills to the wardene Within the area of 

observation there were 121 hunters, who took 33 deer. The deer were in good 

condition, averaging 154 pounds dressed weight (100-200), and 6.5 points 

(2-11). So far as kmown, no does or favms were shot. 

Much of the winter deer range is overbrowsed. A heavy snow storm of 

December, however, broke off and bent low many trees and saplings, which have 

been heavily utilized by the deer as forage. The following list records the 

winter deer foods in the Huron Mountains during the past winter, arranged in 

the order of their apparent relative importance:
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Species Parts eaten Avail- Palat- 
ability ability 

Eastern Hemlock, Tsuga canadensis Foliage and bark Common High 
White Cedar, Thuja occidentalis Foliage Mediun High 
Hard or Sugar Maple, Acer saccharum Winter buds Common High 
Striped Maple, Acer pennsylvanicun Winter buds Common High 
Balsem Fir, Abies balsamea Foliage and bark Medium Fair 
Soft or Red Maple, Acer rubrum Winter buds Mediun High 
Yellow Birch, Betula lutea Winter buds Common Fair 
Basswood, Tilia glabra Winter buds Medium Fair 
American Elm, Ulmus americana Winter buds Mediun High 
Common Alder, Alnus rugosa Winter buds Mediun Fair 
Mowmtain Maple, Acer spicatum Winter buds Rare High 
Jack Pine, Pinus banksiana Tips of needles Common Fair 

; Pin Cherry, Prunus pennsylvanica Winter buds Medium Fair 
Sweet Elderberry, Sambucus canadensis Buds and stems Mediun Fair 
Red Osier Dogwood, Cornus stolonifera Winter buds Mediun Fair 
Beaked Hazel, Corylus rostrata Winter buds Rare Fair 
Ironwood, Ostrya virginiana Winter buds Rare Fair 
Norway or Red Pine, Pinus resinosa Tips of needles Common Low 
White Pine, Pinus strobus Tips of needles Mediun Low 
Unidentified shrub Winter buds Mediun Low 
White Birch, Betula papyrifera Winter buds Common Low 
Bearberry, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Leaves Rare Fair 
Blueberry, Vaccinium pennsylvanicun Leaves and stems Rare Fair 
Leatherleaf, Chamaedaphne calyculata Leaves Rare Fair 
Wintergreen, Gaultheria procumbens Leaves Rare Fair 
Trailing Arbutus, Epigaea repens Leaves Rare Fair 
Moss, Sphagnum spe woccn- Rare Fair 
Lichen, Usnea spe concn Mediun Low 
Grasses om mee Rare Fair 
Foliose lichen omeen= Rare Low 
Cat-tail, Typha latifolia Down Rare Low 
Silk Moth, Samia cecropia? Cocoon Rare Low 

Alfalfa hay eeeene Local High 
Kitchen scraps onenn- Local High 

Beaver: No intensive study has yet been made of the beaver. It is thought 
thet there are probably at least 20 active colonies on the area at present. The 
past winter has been an easy one for them, with a late freeze-up and a thaw in 
mid-February which permitted them to come out for food. Apparently, however, 
they are hard pressed for food - besides aspen, white and yellow birch, alder, 
hard and soft maple, they have eaten black ash, elm, and even Norway pine. 

Ruffed grouse: Ruffed grouse in this country are expected to reach the peak 
of ther 10 year cycle of abundance in 1942 or 1943. There is at present only 
a fair population of them on the area, although local opinion is that they never 
do become excessively abundant. During the hunting season (October 1-20) some 20 
were shot on the Club land by some 7 hunters, but a satisfactory number remained 
to overwinter and breed. Their apparent scarcity this year is probably due, in 
part at least, to the severe flood of last June which may have destroyed many 
nests. Trees frequented for buds and browse during the past winter include aspen, 
white and yellow birch, hard maple, elm, hemlock and cedar.
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Predators: The numbers of wolves and coyotes reported by Dunham in former 
years seem preposterous this winter. No certain sign of wolf has been observed. 

A few coyotes have traveled the back country, but have scarcely touched on the 

deer territory. Bobcats also remain in the back coumtry, where they are scarce. 

Le Ne Jones, regional supervisor of the Michigan Conservation Department, reports 

that, for the entire Upper Peninsula, bounties were paid on 37 wolves in 1937, 

44 in 1938, about 15 in 1939, and (it is thought) none so far in 1940. Red fox 
are rather common in this area, but are no serious menace to deer. Certainly, 

the predators at present are not inimical to the deer herd. But one dead deer 

has so far been found, and it met its death from an automobile. 

A scatological collection is being made representing all the mammals on the 

area, in particular the predatory forms, from which it is hoped to obtain data 

on their feeding habits. It is of interest that, among the ten otter droppings 

| collected, only three apparently contain fish remains - trout in two, burbot and 

rock bass in one eache Crayfish and various insect larvae make up a large share 

of the contents. ‘There may be as many as three pairs of otter on the area. 

During the winter they are known to have cruised along the Salmon Trout, cliff, 

and Pine Rivers, Mountain Stream, Rush Lake Brook, and the River Sticks. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Richard H. Manville 

April 1, 1940 Investigator in Wildlife Research 

cc: Messrs. Bell, Burt, Gaige, Harris, Leopold.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

x ADDRESS REPLY TO fits} PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

P May 13, 1940 

COOPERATION 

Industrial 
Huron Mt. Club 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Reference is made to our letter of March 15. 

We are pleased to send you at this time a completed 

copy of our report entitled, "Possibilities of Coordinated 

Forest Land Management for the Huron Mountain Club". 

May I take this opportunity to thank you for your 

helpful suggestions in the preparation of our report. Copies 

are also being sent to Messrs. Smith and Manville. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A. Ge HAMEL 
Assistant Regional Forester 

Division of State and Private Forestry 

WEB/AT By: E. MURRAY BRIMER, Actinge 
Enclosuree



May 17, 1940 

r Dr. H. K. Tenney 
2110 Chadbourne Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Kent: 

My best prospect for the Huron Mountain opening is 

Bruce Stollberg, one of my students. He is interested, buthas 

another offer from a summer camp which he cannot hold off very 

long. 

I would like for you to look him over yourself before 

making your recommendation to the Club. He will be glad to call 

on you wherever and whenever you say. A phone message left at 
my office will reach hin. 

My own appraisal of Stollberg is as follows: In person- 

ality and physique he is just what you are locking for. In woods 

experience he is somewhat short, and he does not know the north 

woods, although he is a skillful field man in this region. He is 

not an expert camper but has done some, He handles boys with 

exceptional skill; in fact, he organized on his ow initiative 
a boys’ elub on the Riley game cooperative and has got them all 

keyed up about the game management work. His boys’ club this 

winter @id all the winter feeding and did it better than their 

fathers ever did. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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42% University Parm Place 
August 2, 1940 

Mr. D. L. Hebard 

Huron Mountain 
Marquette County 
Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hebard: 

I am pleased to hear from you, and I am especially interested 
in the stand of jack pine undergrown by Norway. 

i Gertainly it would be a good thing to release this Norway, but 
just how much of the jack pine to cut would depend on information which I 
do not have here. If the Norway stand is substantially complete and is 
@mall enough not to be wind-thrown, it would be well to take all the 
merchantable jack. If there are gaps in the Norway and if Norway seed 
trees are present, the jack should be cut so as to encourage filling the 
gaps. These deteile are hard for me to judge from a distance. Mr. Neetsel 
at the Dukes Station would know more about this than I and would doubtless 
be glad to give you an opinion. 

I do not remember the location of this jack pine stand in relation 
to the reserved areas set up in the selective cutting plan recently prepared 
for the club by the Forest Service. However, if it is on the reserved area, 
I think I would favor saving some of this small Norway by jack pine cutting. 

Have you gotten a¢quainted with Dick Manville, the new wildlife 
man? I think you will like him, and he might perhaps have some ideas as 
to the importance from & wildlife standpoint of either leaving or taking out 
the jack pine. 

It #0 happens that Herbert Stoddard is now in Wisconsin and I am | 
meeting him at my woods shack this evening. I will tell him I heard from 
you. His mother has been i11 and this is what called him north. I am glad 
your quail prospects are good. I had gathered the same impression from 
Herbert. 

With best regerda, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Wildlife Management 
Mr. Leopold's absence
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The present report is supplementary to the one dated April 1, 1940, 
and brings up to date the salient features of the investigation. Work will 
be continued in Ann arbor this winter, followed by a month or so of field 
work next spring. The project will terminate on August 1, 1942, soon after 
which date it is hoped the final report will be completed. 

List of vertebrates: As was to be expected, several additions and cor- 
rections have been made to the printed "Pocket List of the Vertebrates of 
the Huron Mountains, exclusive of the fishes," dated June 13, 1941. Further 
additions will doubtless be made in the future, especially among the birds. 
Breeding records have been noted for the following birds not so indicated in 
the list: 

Pied-billed grebe Eastern olive-sided flycatcher 
Blue-winged teal Northern blue jay 
Eastern goshawk House wren 
Great horned owl Eastern winter wren 
Arctic three-toed woodpecker Olive-backed thrush 
Least flycatcher Cedar waxwing 
Eastern wood pewee Myrtle warbler 

The duck hawk, listed as extinct locally, has reappeared, and bred, in the 
region. Five species of birds have been added to the list, chiefly through 
the observations of S. Morris Pell; one new mammal has been taken in the 
area. These new records are: 

Wilson's phalarope (Steganopus tricolor), probably summer resident: 
Gadwall (Chaulelasmus streperus). fall transient. 
Upland plover (Bartramia longicauda), fall transient. 
Greater yellow-legs (Tringa melanoleuca), fall transient. 
Pectoral sandpiper (Erolia melanotos), fall transient. 

Woodland jumping mouse (Napaeozapus insignis frutectanus). 

Birds banded: For the past two summers a special effort has been made 
to band juvenal gulls and cormorants at their nesting grounds on the Huron 
Islands. A few other birds have also been banded, on the mainland. In co- 
operation with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior, 
the following birés have so far been banded; 

5 Double-crested cormorant 904 Frat 
250 Herring gull moans ixo 

1 Chimney swift pic keg 
7 Northern downy woodpecker 

13 Barn swallow 
15 Bladk-capped chickadee 

3 White-breasted nuthatch 
3 Eastern robin 

Specimens collected: The following vertebrates have been preserved as 
permanent museum specimens. They include most of the local vertebrate fauna, 
with the exception of the birds. 

2 Newt or red eft 3 Wood frog 
6 Red-backed salamander 4 Green frog 
2 American toad 1 Pickerel frog 
5 Spring peeper > woes frog 
4 Common tree-toad 2 Mi frog
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2 Blue-tailed skink 2 Red-bellied snake 
5 Ring-necked snake 3 Garter snake 
3 Pine or fox snake 5 Western painted turtle 

1 American merganser 1 Northern blue jay 
1 Sora 2 Black-capped chickadee 
1 Yellow-billed cuckoo 2 White-breasted nuthatch 
1 Richardson's owl 2 Red-breasted nuthatch 
1 Saw-whet owl 1 Eastern robin 
1 Eastern nighthawk 6 Common redpoll 
1 Eastern hairy woodpecker 2 Northern pine siskin 
2 Northern downy woodpecker 7 Red crossbill 
1 Canada jay 7 White-winged crossbill 

2 Star-nosed mole 7 Red squirrel 
49 Masked shrew 1 Gray squirrel 

1 Water shrew 3 Flying squirrel 
24 Short-tailed shrew 3 Beaver 
10 Little brown bat 32 White-footed mouse 

1 Large brown bat 41 Red-backed mouse 
1 Mink 19 Meadow mouse 
4 Bonaparte weasel 1 Muskrat 
2 Bridled weasel 6 Meadow jumping mouse 
2 Red fox 1 Woodland jumping mouse 
1 Wildcat 3 House mouse 
3 Woodchuck 5 Porcupine 

23 Western chipmunk 5 Snowshoe rabbit 
6 Eastern chipmunk 2 White-tailed deer 

Small mammal study: Each of the research plots has been intensively 
live-trapped for three 5-day periods, making a grand total of 14,520 trap- 
nights for all eight plots. Animals caught were marked and released where 
taken, in nearly all cases. Altogether, 621 specimens of 12 species have 
been taken, as follows: 

1940 1941 Repeats * 

Sorex cinereus . . . « « « a5 50 0 
Blarina brevicauda .... 0 25 0 
Mustela cicognanii .... 0 I 0 
Eutamias minimus ..... 9 22 2 
Tamias striatus. . ...e. 8 18 i 
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus. . 0 a 0 
Glaucomys sabrinus .... 0 a 0 
Peromyscus maniculatus . . 67 283 20 
Clothrionomys gapperi. .. 18 89 2 
Microtus pennsylvanicus. . 0 41 0 
Zapus hudsonius .... 0 3 0 
Napaecozapus insignis . . 0 2 0 

7 50h 

* Originally marked in 1940, recaught in 1941. 

It is of interest that the greatest number of species (11) occurs on 
Plot No. 5 (cutover hardwoods); the greatest number of individuals in 
any 5-day period (48) on Plot No.8 {virgin hardwood and hemlock), and 
the least (3) on Plot No.7 (Black spruce swamp). Many things may be 
learned from this type of study; e.g. pupulation limits; correlation 
of papulation with cover type, season, species; territoriality and 
range of species and individuals; habits and behavior; longevity, 
mortality; breeding cycle; sex ratio; etc. None of the date collected 
have as yet been critically analyzed; data for Peromysous will undoubtedly 
be more significant than for any other species. Plot No. &, intention- 
ally located in a locality to be selectively logged this winter, will 
give an idea as to the effect of such cutting on the small mammal popu- 
lation.
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The deer herd: Thanks to the fine co-operation of the 91 persons 
who participated in the deer drive on August 19, we have a basis for 
estimating the total population of deer on the Club lands. The area 
driven was 480 acres (3/h square mile), and included cutover lands, swamps, 
and virgin hardwoods and hemlocks in approximately the same proportion as 
on the entire area. On these 480 acres, 16 deer were counted. On this 
basis, after deducting the areas of lakes and rocky mountain sides, there 
are some 350 deer on the Club-owned lands (13,165 acres), or 1250 on the 
area being investigated (41,050 acres). This represents a density of 21 
deer per square mile; 18 is the average throughout the Upper Peninsula in 
deer country. 

It is apparent that this population is more than the lands can sup- 
port. Long ago the ground hemlock, a favorite deer food, was depleted; 
white cedar, another favored species, is now badly overbrowsed. The 
result will be starvation of the deer during the winter unless the popula- 
tion is lowered; or else death from pneumonia or parasites, when their 
resistance is lowered (our deer at present are infected with lungworms and 
liver flukes, though not to a dangerous extent); as well as the ruination 
of all possible available foods. For this reason hunting is to be encour- 
aged; and the oppression of predators, coyotes and wolves particularly, 
should cease. For some years the Club has opened 5,000 acres of its lands 
along the Salmon Trout River to publie hunting. Hunters have registered 
with the Club guards, and have reported their kill. There have been no 
accidents, and no game law violations, as far as is known. In 1939, 121 
hunters killed 33 deer; in 1940, 142 hunters killed 53 deer.* This is 
decidedly a step in the right direction. It is an invaluable aid to public 
relations; and it helps to keep the deer within bounds. But even so, further 
reduction is necessary, for the deer is a hardy and prolific species. 

The Club lands have a definite potential carrying capacity for deer. 
At present, they are far below this capacity, and they will not return un- 
til the pressure is removed sufficiently for them to regenerate. Feeding 
the deer alfalfa hay does not increase the carrying capacity of the land-- 
it merely entices the deer to stay where conditions for them are far below 
the optimum. In fact, alfalfa hay alone probably would not carry a single 
deer through the winter alive. It is strongly recommended, therefore, that 
the practice of feeding the deer alfalfa hay be discontinued--thus saving 
the Club some 4.5 tons of hay, at $14.00 per ton, each winter. The practice 
of feeding kitchen scraps to the few tame deer that frequent the Club grounds 
is another matter, and may be continued if desired in order to attract such 
deer for aesthetic purposes, although it must be expected that some damage 
will result to ornamental trees and shrubs. 

* These figures are not only for Club-owned lands, but for adjacent 
property as well. 

Beaver: In the area investigated there were, the autumn of 1940, 18 
active colonies of beaver. Five beaver per colony is probably a safe 
figure. The available food supply (aspen, by preference) is low, and 
beavers have migrated off the Club lands from time to time. It would seem 
wise for the Club to judiciously trap some of the surplus, especially 
nuisance beaver (as along lower Pine River), thus defraying some of the 
wildlife expenses. 

It has not been adequately demonstrated that beaver, or their dams, 
are in any way detrimental to trout in such a stream as the Salmon Trout. 
The dams would almost certainly be washed out by the spring freshets; the 
ponds might well attract wood ducks, otter (temporarily), or other animals. 
And the beaver has an aesthetic value in such a place, where many people 
may easily visit it. It is said that there has been no better trout fish- 
ing in this country than at the Big Huron River, years ago, when there was 
a beaver dam beyond nearly every bend. It is suggested that the beaver be 
left unmolested in the Salmon Trout River for a few years; it is predicted 
that fishing will be no worse, if, indeed, it is not improved.
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Otter: The otter is a very wide-ranging species, and from time to time 
is seen on the property. Several persons were delighted, the past summer, 
to have fine views of otters on Club waters. Between June 20, 1938 and June 
30, 1941 thirteen otter droppings have been collected in the Huron Mountains. 
By bulk, they contain a great preponderance of crayfish remains. Twenty-two 
individual fish are represented; seven of these are trout. By species, the 
following foods are represented in the thirteen samples: 

Crayfish occurred in 5 samples 
Various insects . 25 * 
Trout . fo. § = 
Rock bass . eD © 
Suckers * ee # 
Minnows * Pe 2 ® 
Muddlers a Baa. % 
Yellow perch ~ Be ae x 
Burbot " Dome ® 
Other fish ® fk * 
Frog tt [eee n 

Salamander = 2 = 
Meadow mouse? " ea 9 
Unidentified mammal s nia " 

Ruffed grouse: The ruffed grouse is a cyclic species which fluctuates 
periodically in numbers. At intervals of approximately ten years, about 90% 
of the population dies off, from causes as yet undetermined. At present we 
are near the high point in the cycle. There were many coveys of grouse on 
the property during the past summer. With the onset of the hunting season, 
extremely wet weather has kept them under cover. To date, 19 have been taken 
in the vicinity by 9 people during the present open season. Advisable manage- 
ment measures would appear to be chiefly the improvement of food and cover. 
All of the Club property is tolerably good grouse country. The planting of 
white and alsike clover along roads and clearings, and the cutting of small 
openings in upland country, would probably improve conditions. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Richard H. Manville 
October 10, 1941 Investigator in Wildlife Research
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Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

May 9, 1942 

. Prof.’ Aldo Leopold 
#24 Univ. Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Enclosed herewith is a brief summary of the recommendations I 

am making in my report to the Club. I hope to see you soon, and 

have a chance to talk matters over in somewhat more detail. 

Mary end I plan to catch the ferry from Muskegon to Milweukee 

on Sunday, the 17th, and so will get to Medison sometime Monday 

morning. I trust you do not have classes and conferences all that 

day, for we must hurry on if I am to pick up all the loose ends 

pefore the army gets met 

All best wishes ~ 

hele our



aia Swmary of Recounondations 

To utilize to the fall the recreational, economic, scientific, and 

aesthetic values of the Huron Mountein Club property, various suggestions 

: have been made in the body of this report. The policy recomended hero» 

with, applying primarily to the wildlife, may now be briefly suumarized 

for ready reforence. A fuller discussion of all points will be found in 

earlier sections. 

Reserved areas. = Reserved areas of 9,545 acres (see iap 5) are 

advocated. These are designed for the preservetion of natural tracts of 

primitive forest for purposes of recreation, historical interest, and 

scientific study. No outting should be done on these areas; no further 

voods or improvements should be mades no hunting, trapping, poisoning, ssbkt aan 

artificial foeding, management practice, or other eontrol of the fauna, 

except for scientific study, should be permitted thereon. Rogistretion “ly fod 

of these tracts as “natural areas" with the Beologieal Society of America 

would stimulate research and help insure the integrity of the property; 

such registration is urged. 

Lend eocuisition. « To round out the reserved areas, develop buffer 

gones, fully protect the lakes ond streams, and congolidate the Club 

holdings the acquisition of 1,425 acres (see Map 3) is recommended. The 

’ possibilities of trading or selling cortein parcels of lend are discussed. 

Timber aisposel. = The writer conours in the recommendations made by 

the U. S Forest Service (1940), exeopt for a somewhat different design- 

ation of the “natural reserved area." All extensive cuttings should be 

of the selective typo, in a buffer zone surrounding, or anywhere outside 

of, the reserved areas. 

Fire protection. ~ The purchase of more and better fire-fighting 

equipment ig recommended. All cutting in the jack pines north of Pine 

Lake should be avoided. The utilizetion of ehenical wood and cordwood 

will lessen the slash menace, as will the burning of pine slash while
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snow is yet on the ground. Constent vigilence and extreme care in the 

use of fire are the best precautions. 

Deer, + The average of several deor drives over different sample 

areas will give a more accurete pieture of deer population. Reduction 

of the presext herd by inereased hunting on the part of Club nombers, . % vow 

employees, and the registered publie, and by the toleration of all iin 

predators, is advised. Its effect will probably be slight; legal action 

to pernit the shooting of does would be am advisable step. Carrying capa- 

ity may be improved by selective outting, prefefably late in the winter, 

with cluaps of hemlock and cedar left standings by cutting in cedar 

swamps, with subsequent fenoing to exolude the deer until the reproduction .,,t + 

is established; by scattered small euttings throughout the winter renge to ofee* 

furnish additional forage; and by the planting of native browse species, 

such es ecder and ground hemlock, with feneing until they become establish eo ; 

ed, Slash not otherwise utilized should be scattored and left, not heaped 

and burned, to furnish immediate food and to later protect seedlings. The 

discontinuance of artifieial feeding, exeept for a few deer in the inned~ 

inte vieinity of the Glub, is recomended, 

Beaver. - Accurate tallies of aspen stends to determine potential 

carrying oapecity, and studies of beaver=trout relationships on the Salmon tb A 

Trout River, are suggested. The harvesting of beaver from scattered wae 

localities over the Club lands is approved. WNuicsence-beaver, as on lower 

Pine River, should be controlled by livestrapping end transporting to a 

suitable unoccupied spots Rush end Ives Lakes are possibilities. Pending 

the results of further studics, no control is advised on the Selmon Trout, 

elthough it may be necessary on such smell tributary streams as Snake 

Greek and Spring Pond Creek. 

Grouse. - Habitat ean be enlarged and improved by selective cuttings 

by thinning of conifer swamps and dense second~growth hardwoods; by small 

spot clearings in the uplendss by planting clumps of conifers in stands of 

hardwoods lacking ground shelters; by plenting white and alsike clover in
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@learings and along old logging roads and skid treile; end by encourage 

ing mative plents thet retain their fruit ell winter, such es juniper, 

bearberry, wintergreen, ereeping suowberry, wild grape, ond Virginia 

erseper, The best enviromental improvements, however, will not prevent 

the severe cyclic fluctuetions in grouse populetion. During low years 

no hunting should be done; during most seasons present hunting pressure 

is too slight to be significent, and during high years hundreds may be 

shot. Grouse censuses should be run every few years to determine the 

stage of the eyele. Records should be kept of birds seen and bagged, 

diseased conditions, stomach contents, ete. 

Predators. - All native predators should be allowed to continue as 

a normal pert of the faumea; seerce forms, such as otter, wolf, and duck 

hewk, should be left conpletely unmolested. When necessary, ocomtrol 

should aim at removing offenders without killing them. Stomachs of all 

animels killed or found dead should be saved to determine food habits. 

Feral eats and dogs should be destroyed whenever possible. 

Research. ~ Selomtific rescerch ggbotany, forestry, and zoology 

should be encouraged by the Club. This, probably more than anything 

else, will convince outside agencies of the value of the Huron Mounteins 

remaining as they are, in private ownership. The problems aveileble for 

study are legion. A beginning hes already been made, no less than 25 

papers based on studies in the Huron Mountains, by 15 different authors, 

having been publisheds these include descriptions of eight new forms. 

The Glub might advance its cause by sponsoring, et no further expenses 

the publication of other papers of this neture as “Contributions from 

the Huron Mowntein Club," mmbered back to imelude, in chronological 

order, those previous papers.
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Pemuedns os te Annie, once mri 9G bee 
D. C., Department of State pakerade: Seger aes pp. illus. 1949. 

After study by the Pan American Union, the first international con- 

ference on conservation was held under the auspices of the United States 

government in 1948; 20 nations sent delegates and experts whose 111 pepers 

(in English) make uv the present volume. Eleven titles are on human popula- 

tion pressure and the productive capacity of the land, and 19 on land use 

and the social sciences. ‘These state the problems. For the most part, the 

remaining pavers look to solutions; 11 are on renewable resources and inter- ; 

national relations, 40 cover technolosical sata in hemisvhere conserva- i 

tion work, 16 are on education, and 16 are in a final section devoted to 

“naling conservation effective." This official breakdown is by no sniitee a ‘ 

completely accurate one, but it does sum up the scope of the eonference and 

the type of material in the Proceedings. ; 

Among the U.S. contributors are H. L. Shantz, H, H. Bennett, W. R. } 

Chapline, W. P, Cottam, N. B. Drury, B. R. Kalmbach, 0. J. Murie @. A. 

Swanson, C. C. Adame, J. V. K. Wagar, A. H. Carhart, H. J. Coolidge, I. ¥. 

Gabrielson, and 5S. F. Olson, all of whom are mown to many members of the 

Wildlife Society. Less well kmown to us are the leading agronomists, anthro- 

pologists, bankers, chemists, demogravhers, economists, engineers, foresters, 

geographers, historians, hydrologists, political scientists, and range mana- 

gers vhose comments and data broaden the horizon of this book and enrichen 

its nages for the reader. : 

A number of Latin Americans contributed pavers on original research in ‘ 

this Proceedings. Most of the authors, however, summarize ideas, experiences, 

problems, and techniques that -- for the most part -- are well known to :
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specialists. Perhaps nowhere, have so many of them been so compactly ex- 

pressed and with such authority. To Latin Americans, this book (in its 

Snanish edition) is bound to become a land mark in conservation; wildlife 

workers in North America will find in it useful, cogent, and stimulating 

summaries of problems encountered in related fields. Thus Chapline high- 

lights recent research on grazing management ani range reseeding, Kotok 

convincingly emphasizes the necessity for an ecological rather than 2 purely 

economic basis for silviculture, and Warne discusses the lezal and economic 

aspects of excessive use of ground waters in the United States. 

The Proceedings represent an interesting document at a time when writers 

about the future of renewable resources are being catalogued ss optimists, 

pessimists, realists, and the like. The Conference contained ita share of 

each. One finds in this volume the Honorable Harry S. Truman discussing 

the good-neighbor policy of the United States with these words: "If we ean 

Just continue that sort of feeling, there isn't any question of a doubt in 

my mind that our natural resources will meet the population's demand no 

matter what they may be." ‘This type of thinking was a rarity at the Denver 

Conference. (Tt is in fact no thinking at all.) At the onnosite extreme 

are Leonard Outhwaite's statement of the shocking conservation problem on 

Navajo lands in our own Southwest, and Pacheco and Mertines'« dramatic 

account of the devletion of natural resources in ©1 Salvador -- a mountainous 

country with the population density of India. 

However convenient it is to newemagazine thinkers, this classification 

of optimists and pessimists fails as a critical daswetottos of the recent 

divergences in conservation thinking. What we have today are, on the one 

hand, the convictions of some scientists that the future is not alarming
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becanse a sufficient knowledge of techniques now (or will soon) exist to 

place the world's use of natural resources on 4 sustained-yield basis and, 

on the other hand, the awareness of many conservationists that technological 

svecess must be preceded or aecomnanied by social, cultural and economic 

revolutions which in many countries assume a stupendous character. 

The conservation problem is thus not merely the management of some re- 

sources but the management of man himself. ‘This point is repeatedly driven 

home by various authors in the Proceedings. H. 1. Shirley. for instance, 

lists 11 technical obstacles to sustained-yield forestry -- and 22 social, 

politiesal, and econozic handicaps. It is the great merit of this book that 

these handicaps, or ones similar to them are analyzed by specialists ex- 

perienced on the study of human interrelationships. The Conference squarely 

faced the problem of population pressure, and in general documented the 

thesis propounded by Vogt in his Road to Survival. On the population score, 

4t did not offer solutions. In the matter of the effect of government 

stability on conservation programs, it also preserved a diplomatic silence. 

In spite of this, the book remains a fascinating one to read, The pavers 

give every apnresrance of having been smoothly elited, and my one regret is 

that the volume lacks a subject index.
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PROGRAM FOR THE INT#R-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON 
CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL 

RESOURCES 

A Preliminary Statement 

The human race depends for its existence on renewable natural resources 
--water, soil,forests, grasslands, and the complex biological web that unites 
them, makes it possible for them to exist, and maintains them in a balanced 
relationship, The available quantity of these natural resources is limited; 
in some areas, such as parts of the United States and the Argentine, the re— 
sources are very rich; in other areas they are extremely poor, The varying 
distribution ef natural resources has as a correlative a varying productive 

or carrying capacity for any given tract of land, Man has generally lest sight 
of this limited carrying capacity, through his ability to draw on natural re- 
sources in distant parts of the world or by developing exploitative techniques 
that make it possible temporarily to raise the crop of natural resources al- 
though, in the process, they are permanently reduced in value, or even wiped 
out. World populations have now increased until there are only about two 
acres—-less than one hectare--of productive land for each individual and, while 
the destructive practices mentioned above are daily causing these two acres to 
shrink, populations are mounting at the rate of about 50,000 peeple per day, 

The inter-relationships among the natural resources themselves are ex- 
tremely complex and unstable; the day-to-day value of a given resource is, 
furthermore, lessened or enhanced by a large number of factors such as histor- 
ical trends, economic systems, cultural patterns, etc., which place within 
man's power the control of resources. It will help to understand these dynamic 
inter-relationships if they are conceived in terms of a mathematical function 
in which the value of one resource varies with the value of other resources or 
the impact of other factors. For example, rich lands in Paraguay and eastern 
Bolivia have little current value to the human race because of the absence of 
transportation; and Brazil, which has been forced to burn coffee to maintain 
prices, is growing this coffee through the process of permanently destroying 
the topsoil on which it is produced. The productivity of lands in India is 
substantially lowered to support large numbers of cattle that, because of re- 
ligious convictions, cannot be killed to feed a population that is often faced 
with starvation, The high tobacco areas of Virginia and the Carolinas in the 
United States are being made into a biological desert to furnish cigarettes to 
the world and dividends to the North American tobacco industry. Because of the 
inescapable inter-relationships, consideration of the conservation of isolated 
natural resources almost invariably leads one to fallacious conclusions; and, 
because of the dynamic character of these constantly changing relationships, 
it is indispensable that space and time be not separated in attempting to plan 
a conservation program,
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SECTION I 

Human Populations and Productive Capacity of the Land 

1. Trends in human populations in tue Western Hemisphere and the pressure 

of populations on renewable resources; Industrialization; mechanization of 
ee ge re ee eer ra tee ne Teena : : 

agriculture; public health impravements; cultural attitudes toward children; 
current stages of education; and related matters. 

2. Trends in renewable resources in the Western Hemisphere and the causes 
responsible for these trends: Good and bad land-use practices; scientific ad- 
vances and limitations; free economic competition; land tenure systems, includ 
ing the ejido and other similar systems; and related matters, 

3. The relationships between living standards and renewable resources: 
The effect of an abundance or scarcity ae renewable resources on potential 
wealth, education, health, industrialization potentialities; and related 
matters. 

SECTION II 

Renewable Resources and International Relations 

1, The influence of the ratio between renewable resources and human 
populations, with respect to peace: The tendency of excess populations to 
expand beyond national borders; intra-national political instability and 
poverty, resulting at least in part from destruction of renewable resources; 
and related matters, 

2 Renewable resources and_international competition: "Dumping" of pro- 
ducts derived from renewable resources exploited on unsound bases; the problem 

of natienal management of renewable resources in a world economy of free com— 

petition; protection of small or technologically less-advanced nations against 

irresponsible exploitation of renewable resources by foreign capital; and re- 
lated matters, 

3. Renewable resources and international economic relations and inter- 
national credit: The relationships between the renewable resource base and 
international trade and international financing; and related matters, 

4, Renewable resources and the international tourist trade: Natural 
beauty as a tourist attraction; destruction of renewable resources through 

forest fires, soil erosion, despoliation of national parks, destruction of 
hunting and fishing, and their effect on the international tourist trade; and 
related matters.
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5. International cooperation as a means of conservation of renewable 

resources: Through treaties, agreements, policing, international technical 

cooperation; and related matters. 

SECTION IIL 

Land—-Use and the Social Sciences 

1. Renewable resources and History: The influence of topsoil loss on 

living standards, with the results shown in low educational standards, lower 

health standards, high crime rates, creation of "ghost towns", increasing 

public debt, etc; the extension of endemic malarial areas through the forma— 

tion of new swamps resulting from topsoil washed into coastal regions; the less 

of wealth, including water resources, wildlife and investments, through un- 

sound drainage of swamps and marshes; and related matters. 

2. Renewable resources and anthopology: The effect of destruction of 

renewable resources on pre-Columbian American populations; the effect of the 

urban-mindedness of the colonial Spaniard and the belief in inexhaustible re- 

sources of the North American settlers on development of land-use patterns; 

the influence of corn cultures on the land, especially under increasing pres- 

sures of rising populations; land deterioration through concentration of 

Indian populations on low-grade erodable soils; the effects of the milpa 

system of agriculture on the land; the effect of the transplantation of land- 

use concepts to new geographic areas; and related matters. 

3. Renewable resources and the Law: The responsibility of governments 

to protect society against the destruction of natural resources, whether in 

public or private ownership, including land-use regulation in the public inter 

est; basic standards upon which land taxation systems should be established, 

taking into consideration principally natural productivity; the obligations 

of the absentee owner; relationship between upstream and downstream control; 

liability in initiation of forest fires and erosion gullies; and related 

matters. 

4. Renewable resources and Economics; Their influence on industrial 

potentialities, on purchasing power and markets, and on long-term financing 

as in social security programs; the relation between agricultural industriali- 

zation and per capita incomes; the influence of industry on agricultural prac-— 

tices; and related matters. 

SECTION IV 

The Dynamics of Renewable Resources 

1. Water: Its relationship with other resources; the maintenance of 

adequate supplies, above and below ground; as a factor limiting human activi- 

ties and developments, either through floods or through inadequate supplies; 

the stabilization of the hydrologic cycle; protection of waters against civic 

and industrial pollution and siltation; and related matters.
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2. Soil: Its relationship with other resources; the adaptation of human 
land-use to types of soil and varying slopes in such a way as to maintain or 
increase existing soil resources; the most productive use to which soils may 
be put whether for production of food, timber, protection of watersheds, pro- 
duction of wildlife, maintenance of national park areas, etc,; an inventory of 
soils in terms of land-use capability, from the viewpoint of thickness, as well 
as of area, including degree of protection needed; the economics of soil con- 
servation, with special reference to free competition in world markets and the 
planning of land-use in the light of such competition; techniques of soil con- 
servation and improved land-use, including the problem of intra-national re- 
settlement, with respect to local geographic and cultural factors; and related 
matters. 

3. Forests and grazing lands: Their relationships with other resources 
--water, soil, wildlife, etc.; the multiple-use concept; the problem of main- 
taining sustained yield; the necessity of maintaining an equal balance between 
exploitation and conservation or even, where the land or water supply has been 
badly damaged, of giving precedence to conservation; the integration of con- 
servation of these areas into economic and industrial developments, such as 
growing demands by manufacturing on phreatic waters; hydroelectric develop- 
ments; the effects of burning on plant successions; and related matters, 

4, Terrestrial and aquatic fauna: Their relationship with other re- 
sources; utilization on a sustained-yield basis as in the case of game, fur 
hearers, and commercial fishes, or complete protection for esthetic, cultural ( 
and other purposes; prevention of waste in utilization of resources; the eco- 
nomics of depletion; the protection and restoration of habitats; the problems 
of predation, rodent control, pollution control, and maintenance of a sound 
faunal-floral balance; artificial propagation and transplantation of exotic 
species to overcome depletion and create new resources; the problems of con- 
trols on the destructive exploitation of the fauna; and related matters, 

5. Recreation: Its relationship with the land and associated resources; 
the recreational values of various types of land, ranging from cornfields that 
may supply pheasants to the hunter, to national parks and wilderness areas 
where man may find inspiration and instruction in unspoiled nature; the prob- 
lem of increasing qualitative use of the land and its resources through empha- 
sis on esthetic and other cultural aspects, as opposed to increasing quantita- 
tive use of recreational resources that, in general, tends to approach the in- 
dustrialized life that man is trying to get away from when he turns to the 
out-of-doors; and related matters, 

6, Ecological relationships: The unity of the environment, and the in- 
tegration of all its components; dynamic interdependence of climate (including 
microclimates), physiography, water, soil, flora, fauna and human life; 
biotic factors—-associations, successions, climaxes; ecological problems of 
the individual and the group, as related to conservation of renewable resources; 
ecological niches; food chains; limiting factors; population cycles and other 
fluctuations, and factors controlling them; and related matters.
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SECTION V 

Education in Conservation Dynamics 

1. The problem of making at least_an elementary understanding of man's 
place in his environment part of our culture throughout the hemisphere: The 

necessity for prompt and effective action; methods of educating illiterate 
populations, especially in rural areas; educational aspects of local land-use 

planning; visual education opportunities and methods; inter-American coopera- 

tion in conservation education; the use of citizens! organizations such as 
Boy Scouts, conservation associations, sportsmen's clubs, and labor unions, 
and governmental organizations such as armies, as channels for conservation 
education; the place of integraliy managed demonstration areas as educational 
units; the use of national parks and similar areas as educational devices; and 

related matters. 

2. Methods of interesting and informing leaders, both inside and outside 

government, regarding the importance of conservation of natural resources and 

the basic principles of human ecology: The opportunity--and responsibility— 
of the land-use scientist in presenting conservation material to such leaders; 
the problem of educational short-cuts to busy men; the possibility of indeperd~ 
ent science newsletters for national congresses; the education of scientific 
leaders in the integrated, ecological concept; and related matters, 

3. Long-range education on how to live harmoniously with the earth; 

Conservation dynamics in education, from the primary school to the university; 
the ethical and esthetic responsibilities of the specialized disciplines 
toward conservation, and the relation of these factors to engineering, medicirs, 
the law, history, economics, etc.; the problem of preparation of educational 
materials; land-use problems and non-Aristotelian logic; and related matters. 

SECTION VI 

Making Conservation Effective 

1. Government responsibility: Encouraging and utilizing independent pro- 
fessional evaluation of government conservation measures by scientists and con 
servation groups; research versus rule-of-thumb methods in renewable resource 
management; outstanding examples of success and failure; legislation versus 
discretionary control by technical departments; the necessity of long-term 
programs of research and management under government; law and treaty enforce- 
ments; and related matters. 

2. Private responsibility: The current role of the private citizen and 

the non-governmental organization; civic responsibility, under a democracy, to 
support conservation and contribute to the formulation of policy; coordination 
of non-governmental conservation efforts, nationally and internationally,
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through educational programs and through scientific, manufacturing, business, 

labor and other groups;: anc related matters. 

3. Application of scientific knowledge to action programs: The need of 

bridging the gap between the scientist and the technician, and the individual 

or group actually carrying out conservation practices on the land; the action 

of organizations of land users in cooperating with government programs; out- 

standing examples, and evaluations; and related matters. 

4e International action: Financing and the provision ef technical 

assistance; the impossibility, for small countries, to maintain adequate tech- 

( nical staffs, and means of overcoming this deficiency; methods of international 

cooperation through international organizations, and on a bilateral, regional 

or hemispheric basis; the possibility of low-interest conservation loans; the 

importance of increasing exchange and availability of technical and educational 

personnel and material; fellowships; and related matters. 

5. Hemispheric planning: The place of a plan in improving distribution 

and sustained-yield use of renewable resources; the need for an inventory of 

renewable resources; striking a balance in the use of renewable resources to 

establish the most economical utilization on a sustained-yield basis; the 

possibility of a Pan American Renewable Resources Board, to advise on conserva— 

tion and improved methods of utilization of the hemisphere's resources; and 

related matters. 
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

Denver, Colorado © September 7-20, 1948 

The Government of the United States, at the request of the Pan American Union, will serve as host to the 

Inter-American Conference on Conservation of Renewable Natural Resources, to be held at Denver, Colorado, 
from September 7-20, 1948. This Conference, the first international meeting of its kind on conservation, is for 

the purpose of considering problems involved in the conservation of renewable natural resources in the 

Americas, and to discuss recent technical developments on this subject. It is being organized pursuant to a 
resolution adopted at the Third Inter-American Conference on Agriculture held at Caracas, Venezuela, in 

July 1945. 

Among the problems to be discussed will be those arising out of deforestation, soil erosion, overgrazing, 
wildlife destruction, floods, and failing water supplies. In view of the importance of these problems, which 
are yearly growing more serious throughout the Hemisphere because of inadequate conservation practices, 
mounting populations, and attempts to raise living standards, it is anticipated that leading Government 
officials, scientists, and other interested groups from the entire Hemisphere will attend. 

The Conference will consist of a series of meetings to discuss conservation problems, together with field 
trips to study land management practices. The Delegates will have an opportunity to view at first hand soil 
conservation districts, forest and range experiment stations, the Rocky Mountain National Park, and other 
places of interest. Irrigation projects will be studied, along with their relationship to agriculture, grazing, 
and forestry practices on the land from which irrigation waters are derived. 

The working sessions of the Conference will be divided into Sections corresponding to the sections of the 
program. Outstanding leaders and professional men in the field of conservation will serve as Discussion 
Leaders for each of the six Sections and supervise the preparatory work for the Section. 

Although the Conference will be a technical one with no power to negotiate agreements, it will consider 

national and international action for the conservation of renewable natural resources and their optimum 
use on a sustained-yield basis. 

Warren Kelchner, Chief of the Division of International Conferences, Department of State, has been 

appointed Executive Vice President of the Conference, and William Vogt, Chief of the Conservation Section 
of the Pan American Union, Secretary General. An Organizing Committee composed of representatives of 
interested Government agencies has been established to formulate plans and coordinate arrangements for 
the Conference. An Advisory Committee, consisting of representatives of various organizations interested in 
conservation, is also being established. 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 779447
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April 16, 1948 

Mr. Willian Vogt 
Department of State 
1778 Pennsylvania Avene, H.%, 

Washington 25, D, C. 

Dear Bills 

I have your circular of April 13 asicing for 
a progress report from the subcommittee on 

conservation education. Since I was only 

notified of this a few wooks ago I have 
nothing to report except that I have done 
a little thinking. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ Abipm Aldo Leopold



INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

DENVER, COLORADO SEPTEMBER 7-20, 1948 

Department of State 

1778 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.1i. 
Washington 25, D.C. 
April 13, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

On April 21 I must present a report of the 
Program Subcomnittee--which means discussion leaders-- 
to the Organizing Comittee for the interAmerican 
conservation conference. Would you be good enough 
to drop me a brief note so that I may have it by the 

| 20th, as to progress made. 
Sater 

i With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

* William Vogt 
Secretary General



INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

DENVER, COLORADO SEPTEMBER 7-20, 1948 
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE \ =< 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. \ ] on 
WARREN KELCHNER, Chairman v 
WILLIAM VOGT, Secretary ‘ 

August 26, 1948 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management . 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

You have undoubtedly by this time received the form 
letter from the State Department. I want to send this 
hasty note to urge you to plan to arrive in Denver by the 
morning of the 6th in order that we may have preparatory 
meetings before the conference opens. 

I am assuming that Peggy is not coming with you, much 
as we should like to have her. If I*am wrong on this, 

: please wire me. 

Sincerely, 

; William Vogt 
Secretary 
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Oe > UNITED STATES 
mf y; DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

; \ rw Ra 2 AY OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

April 7, 1948, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

‘ 4d note that you and I are coworkers as Discussion Leaders 
for the Inter-American Conference on Conservation of Renewable 
Resources at Denver, Colorado, September 7 to 20, 1948. You are 
my first choice to prepare a paper under Paragraph 4, "terres- 
trial and acquatic fauna", or Paragraph 6, “ecological relation- 
ships", under Section IV of the agenda. I realize, however, that’ 
you will be very busy in your work as Discussion Leader; neverthe- 
less, if you could be persuaded to prepare such a paper, I would 
be extremely pleased to have you do so. If not, will you be so 
kind as to suggest the names of a couple of persons whom you think 
would do a creditable job on each of these topics. 

Please address me at 3283 Arcadia Place, N. We, Washington 
15, De Ce 

Sincerely yours, 

Clarence Le ae
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

DENVER, COLORADO SEPTEMBER 7-20, 1948 

Department of State 
1778 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 25, D.C. 
April 6, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: 

Because of overlapping interests in fields, it is possible 

that more than one of the discussion leaders will invite the 

same individual to prepare a paper for presentation at the inter- 

American conservation conference. Since the time available for 

papers is limited, it is important that no individual submit 

more than one, In sending out invitations, would you be good 

enough to indicate to the invitee this limitation? 

Sincerely, 

William Vogt 
Secretary General 
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

DENVER, COLORADO SEPTEMBER 7-20, 1948 

In reply refer to Department of State, 
I¢ 550.8 Inter-American 1778 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., 

Washington, D. C. 

MAR 2 4 1948 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am delighted to learn from your letter of March 16, 

1948, to the Secretary of State, that you will serve as a 

Discussion Leader in connection with the forthcoming Inter- 
American Conference on Conservation of Renewable Natural 
Resources. l 

You will, of course, wish to wrk closely with Mr. Vogt 
in the technical preparatory work of the Conference, 

I am forwarding under separate cover a small supply of 
Conference letterheads which you may wish to use. 

Please leme know at any time if there is any assistance 

which I can render. The Department greatly appreciates your 

Willingness to cooperate in this important undertaking. 

; Sincerely yours, 

Warren ‘pe i 

Chairman, Organizing Committee 

for the Conference, 
Chief, Division of 

Internati onal Conferences. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison 6, Wisconsin.
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
DENVER, COLORADO SEPTEMBER 7-20, 1948 

March 24, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

It was grand news that you will act as discussion leader 
at the Denver conference, not only because of its meaning in the 
conference itself, but as an indication of your improved health, 
I am sure that you will be:able to arrange your activities at the 

conference so that they will not be unduly taxing. It is probable 

that only about seven days will be actually devoted to papers, 
and we hope to limit the quantity by seeking quality, so that it 

will not be necessary to run concurrent sessions. We feel that. 

it is important that the economists and anthropologists become 

acquainted with the educational aspects--that the soils men see 

the hydrologic picture, etc. In other words, what we are trying 

t to do is to present an integrated picture of resources in relation 

to human use. 

The present plans call for six days in the field visiting 

forest research stations, soil conservation projects, irrigation 

projects, Rocky Mountain National Park, etc. I am sure that you 

could arrange your time, by omitting soms of the meetings or field 

trips, so that you would get considerable rest, However, if you 

want an alternate, of course you should have him, I am hoping 

of course that by September you will be restored to your usual 

good health. 

I enclose herewith a summary of correspondence with speakers 

in your own section and in the other five, in order that you may ‘ 

know who has been consulted with regard to papers. If you want 

more details about any of this correspondence, let us know, and 

we can send it to you. Papers are to be limited to 3000 words and 

20 minutes, and we should rather have the sessions too short than 

too long. You will note that only three people were actually 

requested to do papers in your section, and that of these Isaiah 

Bowman declined. Since he is now retiring from Johns Hopkins, he 

might be willing to contribute. My own opinion would be that if
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you could line up eight good people from the United States covering 
various phases of your section, the program would be filled out by 
unsolicited papers from the United States and from Latin America. 
Wilson Popenoe will probably represent Honduras in the conference. 

Papers from Latin America will be screened and translated in 
our office before they are sent to you. It may be necessary to 
inelude a certain number for political reasons, but we are planning 
to be very hard-boiled, and it is probable that a fair number of 
the papers will simply be read by title and subsequently published 
in the proceedings, The deadline on receiving papers is June 30, 
which leaves us relatively little time. 

We are at your service for any correspondence that we can 
handle for you, ‘ 

Actual organization of presentation of papers will not be 
possible until all of them are in. The suggested names are in no 
sense preclusive. You will certainly have other ideas as to good 
people to tell the educational story, 

I am also enclosing a copy of the agenda, in case you do not 
have one, 

We missed you very much in St. Louis, It was good to see 
Starker, though my visit with him was disappointingly brief. 

I am not yet certain as to whether or not I shall be at Osborn's 
meeting in May. I may have to be in South America, at that tim. 

I tried to raise some honest doubts concerning the invariable 
desirability of flood control at St. Louis. This seemed to come as 
quite a shock to most of the people present. Perhaps it is a line 
of thought that should be developed further. 

Hope to see you in New York. 

Sincerely, 

RUA 
William Vogt 

Ene (2) Secretary General
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ver IC 550.8 Inter-American 

‘the Secretary of State : 
Attu: John 3. Peurifoy 
Washington 25, 0. 6, 

Dear Sir: 

T am glad to accept the post as disougsion 
leader of tho edutational section at Denver , 
Septeuber 7-20, 

Yours sincerely, 

Abnpa Aldo Leopold 
Professor .



Maroh 16, 1948 

Mr. William Vogt 
Conservation Section 
Pan Amevigan Union 
Washington 6, D. ¢. 

Dear Balle 

I am, of course, atcepting the Jod os discussion 
leader of the section on education, wt I had 
better warn you privately that 1¢ 1s unlikely 

: that I can hold out for two weeky. ‘his 1s ny 
first intimation that the conference was a long 
one. At the present time I am having difficulty 
weathering one and one-helf daye on the Wisconsin 
Commission. It would seem, therefore, it would be 
a wise precaution for me to work out an alternate. 

I yemember our making ont 4 list of speckers, tat 
i would appreciate your sending me the List from 
which you are working, and what, 1% any, presarntory 
organization in expected on my part, I realize, of 
course, that all such things are best handled 

verbally, and I am hoping we enn have a talc at 
VYairfield Osbom's lay 7 meeting. 

My students tell me you took the river fixers for 
@ ride at St. Touts. IT an glad you dtd. 

Yours as ever, 

Alitpm Aldo Leopold



L. S, ROWE ; PEDRO DE ALBA 
Director GENERAL ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

THE PAN AMERICAN UNION, PAN AMERICAN UNION ARGENTINA GUATEMALA 
FOUNDED IN 1690, IS THE INTERNATIONAL BOLIVIA HAITI 

ORGANIZATION MAINTAINED BY THE BRAZIL HONDURAS 

TWENTY-ONE AMERICAN REPUBLICS TO ERICZ ene AKeRICS 

PROMOTE PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP AMONG Se sa f es 

THEM BY FOSTERING CLOSER POLITICAL, fe ee 7 ’ «et COLOMBIA NICARAGUA 

ECONOMIC, JURIDICAL, SOCIAL AND CUL~ eI AN ip A COSTA RICA PANAMA 

TURAL RELATIONS. IT IS THE CENTRAL ©) s Re) 4. CUBA PARAGUAY 

AGENCY OF THE INTER-AMERICAN SYS- N me a DOMINICAN PERU 

TEM, AND FUNCTIONS UNDER A GOVERN- 3k Eaunboe oe Pe lta 

ING BOARD COMPOSED OF A REPRESENT- 

ATIVE APPOINTED BY EACH GOVERNMENT. Sane PR OGaN 

WASHINGTON 6, D.C., U.S.A, VENEZUELA 

March 1, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42) University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: i 

Within a few days you will have an invitation from the Department 
of State to act as discussion leader of the section on education at our 
Denver meting. I know you will want to accept if you can, and write 
this letter to assure you that insofar as possible this office will 
carry the burden of work, You remember of course that we went over a 
list of names of possible speakers when I was in Madison a couple of 
years ago, and I believe that most of these have already been invited 
to contribute. Provided you still approve of such a list, invitations 
can be sent out again through this office. Any papers that come in in 
Spanish or Portuguese will be translated here and sent to you for 
evaluation. There should not be a great deal for you to do before you 
get to Denver, There, of course, you would have a tremendous and 
constructive influence on guiding the discussions. Simultaneous inter- 
preting will be provided, so that each participant may listen to each 
paper in his own language as it is presented, Not the least valuable 
result of this meeting should be the published proceedings in two 
languages. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

; William Vogt, Chief 
: Conservation Section
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In reply refer to March 5, 1948 
Ic 550.8 Inter-American ar : ate so tn emg . = 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Government of the United States, at the request 
of the Pan American Union, will serve as host to the 
Inter-American Conference on Conservation of Renewable 
Natural Resources, to be held at Denver, Colorado, from 
September 7 to 20, 1948. Official invitations have been 
extended to the Governments of the other American Republics. 
The Conference, which is being organized pursuant to a 
resolution adopted at the Third Inter-American Conference 
on Agriculture held at Caracas, Venezuela, in July 1945, 
will consider problems involved in the conservetion 6f 
renewable natural resources in the Americas and will hold 
discussions on recent technical developments in that field. 
The Department attaches considerable significance to this 
Meeting which, it is felt, will provide a notable opportunity 
to demonstrate the practical value of Inter-American 
cooperation in these endeavors. 

An Organizing Committee, composed of representatives of 
interested Government departments, has been established for 
the purpose of formulating plans and coordinating arrange- 
ments for the Conference. A list of the members of this 
Committee is enclosed. Dr. Warren Kelchner, Chief of the 
Division of International Conferences, Department of State, 
has been appointed Executive Vice President of the Confer- 
ence, and Mr. William Vogt, Chief of the Conservation Section 
of the Pan American Union, Secretary General. 

The Conference will be divided into Sections corres- 
ponding to the various sections of the Program as follows: 

Section I - Human Populations and Productive Capacity 
of the Land. 

Section II - Renewable Resources and International 
Relations. 

Section III - Land Use and the Social Sciences. 

Section IV... 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin.
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Section IV - The Dynamics of Renewable Resources. 
Section V- - Education in Conservation Dynamics. 
Section VI - Making Conservation Effective. 

The Organizing Committee, at a meeting held in the 
Department on February 18, 1948, considered a panel of 
persons of eminent professional standing who could best 

: act as Discussion Leaders for the various Sections. It 
gives me pleasure to inform you that the Committee was unani~ 
mous in its opinion that you are the best qualified leader 
to head Section V - Education in Conservation Dynamics. I 
hope that you will be able to accept the honor of serving as 
a Discussion Leader. You understand, of course, that you 
would have the opportunity to exercise your professional 
competence in this special field and you would head the dis- 
cussions of your Section. It is also hoped that you could 
personally encourage, insofar as possible, the preparation 
of outstanding papers for presentation at the Conference. 
In selecting candidates you may find it helpful to utilize 
information available to the Department concerning specific 
sources in Latin America. The duties, during the Conference, 
of the Discussion Leaders are outlined in Article 6 of the 
enclosed Rules and Regulations. 

It is expected that Chairmen of the various Sections 
will be elected at the opening session of the Conference, 
mainly from the visiting Latin American delegations. Obvi- 
ously the leadership in the substantive fields, however, both 
in the preparatory work and during the sessions of the 
Conference, will rest with the Discussion Leaders. 

For your information, we are also attaching a list of 
the proposed Discussion Leaders, a copy of the Program, and 
an outline of the purposes of the Conference. Considerable 
preliminary work has been done on lists of possible speakers. 
Mr. Vogt will be able to give you detailed information regard~ 
ing this phase of the preparations and will be glad to 
Collaborate closely with you. The Department will be glad to 
assist in transmitting correspondence with technical experts 
in the other American Republics if you so desire, 

Discussion Leaders will be officially designated, and 
travel and per diem expenses for attendance at the Conference 
and such other preliminary meetings as may be authorized will, of course, be defrayed by the Department. 

In order to insure coordination of the work of the various Sections, the Organizing Committee has deemed it desirable to establish a Program Committee composed of the Discussion Leaders and the Secretary General as Chairman. 

: I trust
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I trust that you will accept this invitation of the 
Department and of the Organizing Committee. I know that 
your participation in this important phase of the work of 
the Conference will contribute greatly to its success. 

Sincerely yours, 

: For the Secretary of State? 

ee Peurifpy 
sistant Secr y 

Enclosures? 

1. List of Members of : 
Organizing Committee. 

2. Rules and Regulations. 
° 5. List of Discussion Leaders. 

4. Program. 
5. Outline of Purposes of Conference, :
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; (Revised 3-1-48) 
INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION 

OF RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

Denver, Colorado - September 7, 1948 

OUTLINE OF PURPOSES OF THE CONFERENCE 

The Inter-American Conference on Conservation of Renewable 

’ Natural Resources will be a technical conference, rather than one 

empowered to negotiate agreements. However, it should be regarded 

as competent to make recommendations to the American Governments 

as to desirable national and international action for the conserva- 

tion of renewable natural resources, and their optimum use on a 

sustained-yield basis. 

To this end it is recommended that the discussions under each 

section heading be pointed toward: 

1, Establishing the overall conception of the need for and the 

nature of a conservation program for renewable natural resources, 

ih relation to the needs of expanding populations. 

2. Examining the problems of conservation in respect to each 

resource with due consideration of their inter-relationships in the 

total environment, and for the purpose of defining: 

3 a, Those upon which national action should be recommended, 

b. Those upon which international action among the 

American nations should be recommended, 

c, Those which the Conference might wish to bring to the 

attention of forthcoming international conferences on 

, resources, making suitable reco:mendations with respect 

to each, 

3, Exchanging practical technical information on the best 

treatment of the problems of conservation of each resource, through 

the medium of combined natural and social sciences, 

4. Suggesting the most practicable form of attack upon the con- 

servation problem *his hemisphere might take, through continuing 

cooperation, 

Division of International Conferences, i 

- Departmont of State.
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CONSERVATION OF RENEWABLE 
NATURAL RESOURCES, DENVER, COLORADO, SEPTEMBER 7~20, 1948 

MEMBERS OF ORGANIZING COMMITTER 

Chairman 
Warren Keichner, Chief, Division of International Con- 

ferences, Department’ of State. (Executive Vice- 
President of Conference) 

: Secretary 
William Vogt, Chief, Conservation Section, Pan American 

Union, (Secretary General of Conference) 
Assistant Secretary 

Henry F, Nichol, Division of International Conferences, 
Department of State 

Members 
Hugh H. Bennett, Chief, Soil Conservation Service, De- 

partment of Agriculture 
John B, Bennett, Director of Land Classification, Office 

of Land Utilization, Department of the Interior 
William C, Brister, Director of Food Supply Division, 

Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
Edward G, Cale, Associate Chief, International Resources 

Divisicn, Department of State 
Margaret Carter, Chief, Division of Public Liaison, ; 

Department of State 
Jo&é L. Colom, Chief, Division of Agricultural Cooperation 

Pan American Union : 
Harold J, Coolidge, National Research Council 
Joseph D. Coppock, Office of International Trade Perlicy, 

Department of State 
Earl R. Fogarty, Bureau of Reclamation, Department of 

the Interior 
Carl N. Gibboney, Office of International Trade, Depart- 

ment of Commerce 
Louis J. Halle, Special Assistant to Director nn Pan 

American Cooperation Affairs, Office of American 
Republics fffairs, Department of State 

W. V. Lambert, Administrator, Agricultural Research 
Administration, Department of Agriculture 

William Manger, Assistant Director, Pan American Union 
Lee Muck, Assistant to the Secretary in Charge of Land 

Utilization, Department of the Interior 
John C, Reed, Geological Survey, Department of the Interior * 
Fred J, Rossiter, Acting Director, Office of Foreign 

Agricultural Relations, Department of Agriculture 
lyle F, Watts, Chief, Forest Service, Department of 

Agriculture 
Mris V. Wells, Chief, Bureau of Agriculturai Economics, 

Department of Agriculture 
Alexander Wetmore, Secretary, Smithsonian Institution 
Ralph R. Will, Office of the Secretary, Department of 

“griculture 

Division of International Conferences 
; Department of State
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(2-17-48) 

INTER-AMERICAN CONFF RENCE ON 
CONSERV..TION OF RENEV ABLE N/ATURAL PESOURCES 

Denver, Colorado - September 7, 1948. 

NOMINATIONS FOR DISCUSSION LF ADERS é 

Section I - Human Populations and Productive Capacity of the Land 

i Robert Cook, Editor of Journal of Heredity. 

Section II - Renewable Resources and International Relations 

Ernest Holt, Soil Conservetion Service, 

Section Til - Land Use and the Social Sciences 

George Lundb@érg, Professor of Sociology, University of ! 
Washington, 

Alternate: Carl 0, Sauer, Professor of Geography, 

University of California. . 

Section IV - The Dynamics of Renewable Resources 

Clarence Forsling, Department of the Interior. 

Section V - Education in Conservation Dynamics 

Aldo Leopold, Professor of Wildlife Management, 

University of VYisconsin. 

Alternate: §S,. T. Dana, Dean of the School of 
Forestry, University of Michigan. 

Section VI - Making Conservation Effective 

Kenneth Reid, Executive Secretary of. the Izaac Walton Lcagucef America. 

Division of International Conferences, 
Department of Strte,. :
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INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON 
CONSERVATION OF RENEVABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 

Denver, Colorado - September 7,-1948. 

RULES _AND REGULATIONS 

Article 1, Participation. ‘ 

Persons officially participating in the Conference will be 
divided into the following categories: 

(a) Accredited Representatives of invited Governments (Chairman, - 
Delegates, Advisers, Officers and Staff). 

(b) Participants consisting of invited specialists and tech- 
nicians, and representatives of invited organizations, 

. (c) Members of the Secretariat. 

Article 2, Temporary President. 

é : The President of the United States of America shall designate 
the Temporary President of the Conference, who shall preside at the 
opening session and shall continue to preside until the Conference 
elects a Permanent President. 

Article 3. Executive Committee, : 

An Executive Committee composed of the Delegation Chairmen shall 
be set up under the chairmanship of the President of the Conference, 
This committee shall resolve questions regarding the organization 
of the Conference and its committees, and shall nominate the Permanent 
President of the Conference, the Vice President, and the chairmen of 
the Sections of the Conference. \ 

Axvticle 4, Permanent President, 

fhe <ormane::t President shall be elected by the Conference at 
the ¢de:.ing plenary session. His duties shall be as follows: 

(a) To preside at the meetings of the Conference, 

(b) To consede the floor in the order requested, 

(c) To dewids -cestions of crder raised during the discussions 
.2 the Conference, Nevesvheless, should any Delegate 

or
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or Member 60 request, the ruling made by the Chair shall be 

submitted to the Conference for decision by a majority vote. 

(a) To call for votes and to announce the result of each 

vote to the Conference, 

(e) To determine the order of business. 

(f) To prescribe all necessary measures for the maintenance 

of order and compliance with the rules of procedure, 

Article 5, Vice President, 

The Conference shall also elect at the opening session a Vice 

President who shall preside at plenary and other sessions in the 

absence of the President. hen acting as President, the powers and 

duties of the Vice President are the same as those listed above 

for the President. 

Article 6. Sections_of Conference. 

(a) The Conference shall be divided into Sections corresponding 

to the several sections of the Agenda. 

(b) A Chairman and Vice Chairmen of each Section shall be 

elected by the Conference on nomination from the Executive Committoe 

at the opening session, These Chairmen shall preside at the 

Working Sessions for their respective Sections, 

(c) A Discussion Leader for each Section shall be appointed 

in advance of the Conference by the Organizing Committee for the 

Conference, The Discussion Leader shall: 

(1) Prepare for the work of the Section in advance of the 
Conference, 

(2) Be prepared to provide technical advice to the Chairman 
of the Section, 

(3) Initiate and develop the discussion in the Section. 

(4) Draft resolutions arising out of the work of the 

respective sections. 

Aptiche' 7s
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Article 7, Executive Vice President. 

The Executive Vice President of the Conference shall be ap- 
pointed by the President of the United States and shall be 
responsible under the broad direction of the Secretary of State 

for the preparation for the Conference, and, during the sessions 
of the Conference, shall be responsible under the general direction 
of the President of the Conference for its operation and manage- 

ment, 

Article 8, Secretary General. 

The Secretary General of the Conference shall be appointed by 

the President of the United States, 

The duties of the Secretary General, under the general direction 
of the Executive Vice President, shall be: 

(a) To supervise the secretaries of the technical committces 
and to coordinate the work of the Committees, 

(b) To prepare, or cause to be prepared under his supervision, 
the minutes of the meetings of the Confercnce, and of the Committees 
and Sections in conformity with the notes the secretaries shall 
furnish him, 

(c) To distribute among the Committees the matters on which 

they are required to present reports, and place at the disposal of 

the Committees and Sections everything that may be necessary for 
the discharge of their duties, 

(d) To consult with the Delegates on substantive aspects 

of the program. 

(e) To supervise the publication of the proceedings of the 
Conference, 

(f) To arrange the scheduling of meetings. 

(g) To perform any other duties which the Conference or its 
President or Executive Vice President may assign to him. 

Article 9, Assistant Secretary General. 

An Assistant Secretary General, appointed by the Executive 
Vice President, shall assist the Secretary General in the performance 
of his duties, 

Article 10,
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Article 10, Credentials Committee. 

A Committee on Credentials composed of three members of 
Delegations and representing the Conference as a whole shall be 
elected by the Confcrence on nomination from the Executive Com- 
mittee, The Committee on Credentials shall examine and report 

. to the Conference on the credentials presented. 

Article 11, Resolutions Committee. 

A Committee on Resolutions, composed of not more than nine 
Members of Delegations, and representing the Conference as a whole, 

shall be elected by the Conference on nomination from the Executive 

Committee, The Committee on Resolutions shall review resolutions 
and decide whether and in what form they shall be submitted to 

the plenary session for consideration, 

Article 12, Other Committees. 

The Conference or the Fxecutive Committee may establish such 

other committees as may be necessary. 

Article 13. Voting. 

In the deliberations in the plenary sessions as well as in the 
committees, the Delegation of each republic represented at the 
Conference shall have but one vote, Votes shall be taken orally, 

unless any Delegate should request that they be taken otherwise, 
Decisions will be based on a majority vote. 

Article 14. Languages. 

English, Spanish, Portugucse, and French will be the official 
languages of the Conference, English and Spanish will be the 
working languages. 

Article 15. Papers, 

Papers relating to the program of the Conference may be sub- 
mit'-A fer presentation at the Conference, The following regula- 

tio... wi11 govern the submission of papers. 

(a)
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(a) All papers must be submitted to the Secretary General 
not later than June 30, 

(b) It will be the responsibility of the Organizing Com- 
mittee, or such subcommittee thereof which might be formed for 

this purpose, to edit, screen and select the papers which will 
be presented in full to the Conference. 

(c) All papers must be submitted in original and one copy. 

(ad) Papers for presentation shall be limited to 3,000 words. 
- Hovever, papers up to 6,000 words may be submitted to the committee 

for possible publication. 

(e) Each paper shall be accompanied by an abstract of not 
more than 300 words, 

(f) Papers and abstracts may be submitted in English, Spanish, 
Portuguese or French, 

(g) Authors who may be desirous of revising their papers 
subsequent to the Conference, must submit these revised papers 
not later than 10 days after the conclusion of the Conference, 

(h) Papers may be accompanied by illustrations and tabular 
material for purposes of clarifiention, It is urged that il- 
lustrations be limited in number, 

(i) In view of the desire to take full advantage of recent 

scientific progress, the. papers submi*ted should have special 
reference to the trend of recent development in the subjects con- 
cerned, and should include adequate bibliographies. 

(j) Papers presented to the Conference will be reproduced 
in both Spanish and English, 

(k) Papers subnitted will be published in the procecdings 
of the Conference either in full text, resume, or by title. 

. Article 16. Quorun. 

A majority of the states participating shall constitute a 
quorum in plenary sessions. 

frticle 17, j
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Article 17. Discussions. 

(a) Discussion meetings will be chaired by the Chairman 

for the section of the agenda. A technically qualified person 

designated by the Organizing Committee shall lead the discussion. 

(b) The Chairman of any session may give the floor to 
persons not Delegates or Members but who are particularly qualified 

to discuss the subject under consideration, 

Article 18, Resolutions. 

(a) All resolutions shall be presented in one of the official 
languages. 

(b) Resolutions shall be limited to projects which, in the 
opinion of the Resolutions Committee, can be undertaken within a 
reasonable period, 

(ec) If it is desired to offer a motion that applies to a 
question not appearing on the agenda, it must be presented in 

writing to the Chairman of the Section or to the Secretary General. 

(a) A121 resolutions pertaining to the agenda of any of the 
various Sections shall be presented in writing to the Chairman 

of that Section, 

(e) It is the duty of the Discussion Leader of each Section 
to draft resolutions arising out of the work of the Section. 

(f) No Resolution shall be acted upon in a plenary session 
until it has been acted upon by a working session and subsequently 
examined by the Resolutions Committee for conformity to the rules 

of the Conference and with a view to insuring uniformity of style. 
411 Resolutions shall be initially submitted in writing to the 
Secretary General for transmittal to the Resolutions Committee, 

which will refer them to the appropriate section of the Conference 

or to a plenary session, 

Article 19. Approval of and Amendments to the Rules, 

These Provisional Rules shall be approved in a plenary session 
o£ tho Conference and shall be subject to subsequent modification 
Sa Oya vous), Of 2/3 of the Conference, 

Division of International Conferences, 
Department of State, :
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February 17, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We have found it necessary to postpone until May, 1948, 
the First Inter-American Conference on Conservation of Renewable 
Natural Resources. In considering and discussing the post- 
ponement, I can assure you that an important factor in my mind 
was your inability to go this year. With the postponement 
until a year from May, I hope it will be possible for you to 
schedule attendance at the meeting and give us a paper, 

Have you seen the enclosed pamphlet? The carrying-capacity 
idea seems to be getting across even to the vital statisticians. 
With best regards to you and the family, 

Sincerely, 

William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section 

Ene
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Pebruary 14, 1947. 

Dear Dr. Huxley: 

Gur outual friend, trnst Mayr, has suggested that, since it was 
impossible for you to see me in the United Jtates, I write you con- 
cerning the conservation exhibits for the Scientific Section of the 
Mexican UNESCO meeting. Concha Homero James, thoroughly fauiliar 
with both Lotin american probleas and my work in the ares, has been 
anxious thet I get in contact with your exhibit committee, To save 
your time, I shali be as brief az possible in thin letter; if you 
want any parts of it expended, let me know, 

r Bight years of travel and investigation in Western Hemisphere 

countries have made appallingly clear the destruction of indispensable 
natural resowrces, nearly i. The hydrologic regime of every 

sarkgan Regetihia’ han bem badly diaieeebed te aad Ges, sith eaaahe 
resultant effects of soil erosion, deforestation, floods, overgrazing, 
destruction of wildlife, ete, A similar condition existe in much of 

Asia, Africa and Australia. Burepe cannet remain unconeerned since so 

non Of hay S60 Od ves ene met See See Se aes 
Without earth's capacity being reduced a 

rapid and secelefab ing rate though flue to weratondy end ve 
within the framework of, laws that are commonplace to 
most biologiste—even to seme econonists. 

Meanwhile populations have increased until there is well over one 
person per hectare of agricultural land, Demographers anticipate a 
ey ee ah eae De ene sumeeete ae ie eae 
century, ‘The sugeented drain on shr resources ¢an only mean re- 

duced living standards, and may very well be a contributing cause to 

new Lebensraum wars. 

dulien Huxley, Bequire, 
United Nations iducational, dclentific, and 

Cultural Organisation, 
19, Avenue Kleber, 
Paris 16, France.
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Control of both population increase and resource destruction lies, 
pdf emgpedlier getregrong Mor pengtibl sm yaya An action progrom, if it is 

te be sound, muet be basei on sclentifie research, Years of experience 
have sonvineed ae that the Lapleamtetiod of beth population control and 
resource conservation is imposaible without education, These considera 
tions bring the problea clearly within the purview of UNESGO, 

Population contrel is, of course, 4 possible source of heated dis- 
cussion. pine Needle prepa empire y Mette Ey Hor 
decrvas¢, are The neéd for is not likely 
to be dicputed, Around these facts, and the conservation need, a whale 
of an exhibit could be built. How it should be organized would depend 
on the resources of UNEICO and the cooperation available frou various 
governments. 

Mapa and grephu=—pletorial if possible--would be indispensable, 
They should show population densities in reapact to arable land, as 
opposed to sluple densities-per-square-mile, So far as possible they 
should show dynandle trends both of populations and resourses, Areal 
productivity in terus of calories, or dry weight of food, should also 
be shown. Food requireuents of national oo at a reasonable 
Caloric level should be show, aguinst national supplies, to 
eaphasize world intardependence-—and the gaps between need end satisfaebion. 

Othax should show the distribution of timber and grazing re~ 
wunpean walk Ceathied i tae thane ane Weng atghetans en a toneimeeriath 
basis. Maps of aread subject to ell erosion should be prepared and, if 

possible, historical maps showing what erosion has done to sueh ancient 
centers ofteiviliaation as eanerne Carthage, Greeee, the a cities, 

China, ote. etc, watersheds Jeet t major inundations should shown 
with, if possible, some indication of less of Life or wealth, and an 
indication of the condition of their uplands. Birds and mamuals extinct 
or nearing extinction should be pictured, with their former ranges, 

where possible, supa should be made showing Land classified aevording 
te use capabilities, in order to drive home to the delegates the exceeding~ 
ly sualippreportion of the earth suitable for agriculture, even with such 
advanced practicus ae contour plowing and strip-cropping. 

Almest equally Laportant would be an indication, on maps, of the areas 
frou which all this very Laportant information ie net available, If saps 
could be reproduced ag @ UNGHOO conservation atlas, after the meeting, 
they would be invaluable. 

Uther maps should show what is being dene—shere there are forestry, 
soil conservation, conservation education, national park, wildlife refuge, 
ete. prograns, and what is being spent on each of thea par capita, In the 
United States it is estimated that total expenditures aggregate about 
$1,000,000,000. In Latin Amerdea, with about the same population and twice 

‘ the aree-—and 4 mich sore dizticult geograpty——conservation expenditures 
probably do not run over one per cent this amount.
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It would be extremely helpful to show, on maps, the amounts per 
capita being spent on pure and applied research useful in conservation. 
Also, where adequate information is available on such fundamental 

redler: Mypanee es phanalne  oryrt sthare a 
indicater species, populations and food habits—even such 
elementary things as faunal lists, check-lists, etc., for various 
classes of animals, The area of the worjd where such information 
is unavailable for even insects would, I suspect, be startling. 

A good deal of thinking about such maps has already been done 
by Mr. 3. W. Boggs, of the United Spates Department of State. 

Photographs, films and diapositives should show land abuse, what 
can be done to correct it, and sound land management. Lspecially useful 
in this connection would be automatic projection of slides (available 
for many parte of the world) with interspersed, polyglot titles. These 
could run as many hours a day as seemed desirable. The United States 
Soil Conservation Service and the jlational Park Service have some mag- 
nificent exhibits that would probably be available, were funds to be 
had for shipping and handling. 

The efforts of Tansley, Elton, et al., to set up nature preserves 
in Great Britain, should be exhibited, if possible, to present to the 
delegates the idea of the importance of preserving, intact, typical 
associations. 

Publications on conservation, in all its aspects, should be given 
prominence, These should include reports on scientific research and 
exemples of educational material. Such things as the exceedingly 
successful leaflets and posters developed in the United States by the 
Gnergoncy Conservation Comittee and the National Audubon society, 
should be made available to delegates. A compendium of conservation 
of conservation laws would be useful. 

Finally, special exhibits should if possible be developed to drive 
home to delegates the complex and inescapable dependence of man on his 
physical environment. This, in my opinion, should be done not only to 
make Clear the bio-physical relationships, but to show the relationship 
to our entire cultural pattern—laws, history, medicine, engineering, 
economics, literature, art (could modern Greece produce a Phidias, a 
Sophocles?), philosophy, etc. 

This letter has, as is usual when I discuss conservation, turned 
out longer than I anticipated—and it is only a beginning. I hope it 
may be useful to you. 

Sincerely, 1 

William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section 

ey ee 
interest to the Division of social Sciences, and other sections of UNESCO,
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February 14, 1947 

Mr. William Vogt 
Conservation Section 
Pan American Union 
Washington 6, D.¢. 

Dear Bills 

I wrote that last letter under great pressure just before 
lea¥ing for the San Antonio meeting. ‘There is a slight 
chance of my getting to Yosemite if the date should 

happen to fall between the end of schook, May 15, and 
my previous engagement on Isle Royale, the date of which 
has not been set. In any case, I will try to do a paper 
and if Starker is at the meeting I would be pleased to 
have him give it for me. 

I thoroughly appreciate your difficulties and wish I had 
a free hand to second your efforts, 

Yours ag ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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THE PAN AMERICAN UNION, PAN AMERICAN UNION ARGENTINA GUATEMALA 
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Februay 3, 1947. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, . 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letterof January 30 was a great disappointment. It is 
aluost unthinkable to have such a conference as the one we are planning 
without you among the participantsp I realize, of course, that the 
invitation was sent out much later than it should have been, As a 
matter of fact I took it upon myself to send out invitations to about 
thirty important people because of the impossibility of getting the 
State Department to act. Formal invitations not only have not been 
sent out; the list of people to whom they are to be sent has not been 

i determined, Unfortunately government seems to work this way. 

If you cannot be with us I dohope you will be able to contribute 
a paper so that we may at least have your point of view included among 
the printed documents. 

Thanks for your comments on the Mexican paper. I was fortunate 
in having some ten months to work in Mexico where library facilities 
are much more nearly adequate than they are in most Latin American 
countries. This last year I had only two to three months per country 
and do not at all like the superficiality this imposes upon me. Actually, 
of course, the job in Mexico was more or less a Shotgun proposition. I 
am afraid that we are going to find that working this way is self- 
defeating, but with our limited resources and the demands being made 
upon them, I don't see any other way. One of the reasons I ain so much 
disappointed:at your not going to Yosemite is that I had hoped to have 
another chance to discuss some of these problems with you. 

Do let us have a paper if you can, 

ae i 

William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section
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January 28, 1946. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
42, University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

Your somewhat dismal but much appreciated letter of January 25 
was received this morning. Thank you especially for the point about 
the nutrient soil salts under semi-arid conditions, JI think, however, 
that overlooking this factor does not invalidate my contention; the 
Jewish utilization of the sub-soil is culturally very superior to that 
of the Arabian. 

Have you ever got hold of Korzybski's "Science and Sanity"? I'd 
like your reaction to it. 

You are, of course, correct in what you say about industrialism. 
I don't know how you would define ethic, but I am hopeful that horse 
sense may some day replace it as a limiting factor to preserve the 
permanence and stability of the land, even though there seems to be 

. little hope for saving its beauty. 

( hata alt I sent the same outline to one of our most distinguished geographers 
k ah ta buoy who writes, "Carrying capacity, or habituality is determined by the 

} human culture........It takes a brave man to say there is an absolute 
ceiling." This, coming from what is theoretically one of our most ad- 
vanced thinkers, is the most depressing experience I have had in months, 
It almost makes me subscribe to the last sentence in your letter. 

Where is Luna and what is he doing? What word is there of the rest 
of the family? Kindest regards to you all, 

Sincerely, ' 

ar 
William Vogt, Chief 

i Conservation Section
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January 21, 1946. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed herewith you will find a confidential memorandum 
containing my ideas on the background or general content of the 
forthcoming Inter-American Conservation Congress. This must not 
be given publicity since some of the points of view included will 
have to be handled with great tact if they are to be accepted for 
discussion in the Conference. 

However, I should greatly appreciate it if you would jot down 
any of your comments as to where you think I may have gone wrong 

: or have left things out. I am hoping that the character of the 
Conference will be such that it will give us opportunity for a free 
and completely frank discussion of some North American problems 
such as MVA, etc. 

Sincerely yours, 

William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section 

Enclosure :
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tA April 2, 1947 

Mr. Walter A. Gresh 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
828 Plymouth Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Walters h 
I heve your clreular on the prairie chicken confer- | 

n ence, and approve in general of your suggestions. 
i think en early mecting would be moh preferable 
and I approve of the lesser travel involved in two 

; neetings. 

From this state i would suggest that Irven Bogs 
and Billi Teeney attend, and by reason of his former 
works in this state, I suggest ¥. M. Hamergtron, Jr. 
of Fincimey, Michigan. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AlsPu ALDO LUOPOLD



UNITED STATLS FISi & WILDLIFE 
SERVICE 

826 Plymouth Bldg. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

: ; March 26, 1947 

FA - Field Conference 

SUBJECT: Proposed Prairie Chicken Conference. . 

Previous correspondence suggested a field conference ‘ 
at an early date. Up until now, I have.taken the position that p 
I would merely ‘start the ball roiling and act as a go-between. _ 
After reading various letters from you State men, it is quite 
clear that too many desire the meeting in their respective 
States. Furthermore, quite a few of the State administrators are 
faced with the difficulty in securing out-of-state travel. author- 
ity from the Governors of the States. We have all felt this 
growing difficulty in getting authority for out-of-state travel 
and should restrict such requests to the minimum and not put the. - 
administrator in any additional position of embarassment. 

In view of the above, I am proposing the following: 
a. that we have two conferences, One for the western half of 

the region and one for the eastern half. In the west: 
Oklahoma, Kansas’, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, 
Montana, and the Canadian Provinces meet together. 
In the east: Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Indiana, Illinois, and the Canadian Provinces that are close, 
have a second meeting. 

b. that careful notes be taken and transcribed for distribution 
te all. ais 

c. that anyone from the other section can feel free to attend 
the two meetings. . : 

d. that the suggested groupings of. states need not be rigid, but 
can follow any pattern agreed upon by the majority of you. 
For example, Missouri and Minnesota might prefer to meet with 
the prairie states. f i . 

e. that upon receipt of this, each'of you submit your ideas 
and suggestions. Incidently, there has been a strong feeling 
that any meeting be held later in the Summer rather than 
during the booming season. Pressing field work would prevent 
many from attending in. April. : 

f. that appropriate meeting places be suggested. 
g. That ‘each of you give thought. to the persons in your State that 

might attend and submit their names so that I can furnish them 
with the correspondence and plans of. the meetings. 

“ Sincerely yours, 

* : Bake Cr . Lheihe 

Le Walter A. Gresh 
‘'. Federal. Aid Inspector 

WAG/wag dient aves
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i Jamery 10, 1947 

Mr. Walter A. Gresh 

Vederal Aid Inspector 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
828 Plymouth Bldg. 
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Gresh: 

Thanks very mich for your letter and for the 
enclosures. I am especially glad that my suggestions 

do not strike you as confusing the program which 
you already have in hand. 

I also want te add that I am well aware that the 
proposed interstate project might be a disappoint~ 

ment unless exactly the right man could be found. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

; eG Hanerstrom



ADDRESS ONLY THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR REGION 3 
_ FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE UNITED STATES Tip 

AND REFER TO DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR NORTH DAKOTA 
PA-Conferenoes FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE SOUTH DAKOTA 

See NEBRASKA 
OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR MINNESOTA 

828 PLYMOUTH BUILDING IOWA 
MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINNESOTA MISSOURI 

WISCONSIN 

January 7, 1947 MICHIGAN 
ILLINOIS 
INDIANA 

Dre Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

The University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wiscons in 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 3lst relative to 
the possibility of an inter-state prairie-grouse project including 
the prairie Provinces of Canada. 

For some time I have been “cooking up" a grouse conference and 

am attempting to make it as democratic as possible insofar as leaving 

it up to the workers of the States in this Region to select the 
place of meeting. It appears that North Dakota is the most logical 
site for a conference, particularly since we have already considered 
the advisability of inviting the Provinces. It would be at this 

time that I was going to throw the suggestion out for a joint grouse 

project under Pittman-Robertson. In the meantime, I had hoped to 
be able to do some missionary work preliminary to the meeting and 
attempt to sell the idea to Messrs. Ruhl, Vanderwall, Blair, Lowe, 
Peterson, Gilbert, and any others who wanted to chip in on the deal 

within this Region. 

Naturally, I am tickled to death to hear your slant on the 

proposition and from here on out I shall include you in our corres- 

pondence dealing with the round robin discussion taking place relative 

to the time and place of mseting. I had originally talked of con- 

fining the field conference to the prairie chicken but find that 

we had better broaden our objectives due to the difficulty of getting 

out-of-state travel authority in so many States. 

There is a possibility that in early February Jim Coutts, 

Assistant “egional Inspector, might drop in to see you at which 

time you can discuss this in more detail. I am hoping that we can 

have everything worked out before the end of February so that the 

meeting can be scheduled for some time in April. At the moment we 

are pressed for stenographic assistance so I must forego furnishing 

you with previous correspondence on the subject, but I know Irv Buss 

will be more than happy to show you what has transpired to date and 

to which I would appreciate having your reactions. 

a, 

Welter A. Gresh 
Federal Aid Inspector
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“ 

PeS. I am quite embarrassed to discover that Irv Buss does not 

have the previous correspondence and accordingly, I have taken 

the time to make sdditional copies for both you and Irve This 

will give you everything that has transpired to dates 

; WeA-G. 

*



December 31, 1946 

TO: Levi Mohler, Roy Bach, William Barnes, Dr. Ammann, 
Dr. Douglass, Joe Davidson, Ed Carlson, and Jim 
Kimball. 

Further reference is made to my letters of December 
19 and 24 relative to a grouse "get together", In order 
to give you as much information as possible I think we 
shall continue relaying all possible information on the 
subject in order that you may: 

1. Have all possible information on hand. 

2. Have strong points and advantages of any loca- 
tion suggested for the meeting. 

30 Be enabled to vote in the final analysis for 
that meeting point that best suits your wishes. 

Please understand that neither Dr. G. A. Ammann or the 
State of Michigan is pressing for the meeting at Higgins 
Lake in that State, but you are herewith furnished with 
some additional items that will help you to decide which 
way we will go when the meeting is scheduled. Incident to 
this there will probably be forthcoming additional infore 
mation on the subject so you will have possibly several 
more weeks to make your individual decisions. But when 
the final analysis is made we will be governed by the major- 
ity of the individuals who plan to attend. 

These additional items ares 

1. Within 8 miles of the school there is "chicken" 
habitat typical of much of Northern Michigan, 
where Prairie Chickens were formerly quite abune 
dant. It is one of the few sites where Sharp- 
tails were successfully introduced in lower Mich. 

2. Two active Sharptail dancing grounds within 8 miles 
of school and at least one active Prairie Chicken 
booming ground within 16 miles.



3. Probability of seeing Prairie Chicken-Sharptail 
hybrid cocks perform at two different dancing 
grounds (8 and 25 miles). 

4, Probability of observin Sharptail cocks on a 
dancing ground (8 ies) that were banded (with 
both metal and colored bands) last winter and 
this winter. Last winter only adult cocks were 
trapped but if both adult and first-year cocks 
are trapped this winter they will be marked with 
different colors. All birds banded will be dis- 
tinguishable (from a blind) as to year, sex, and 
age when banded. 

5« Two fairly successful controlled fire areas (8 
and 15 miles distant) burned in the spring of 
1946, the principal objective of which was to 
delay the "closing in" of chicken habitat. 

6. Possibility of witnessing a controlled burn during 
the conference. 

7. kExcellent Ruffed Grouse habitat within easy access 
of the school but no special study or census areas. 

8. Possibility of observing courtship performance of 
Spruce Grouse (32) miles. 

The date best suited for seeing the above mentioned 
items would be between April 14th and 24th, Another thing, 
we hope to get the Hamerstroms to attend. 

Best wishes for the New Year and with hopes that I can 
see each and everyone of you a lot more in the new year than 
I was able to in the past year. 

Very truly yours, 

Walter A. Gresh 
Federal Aid Inspector 

«2m



December 24, 1946 

(This letter sent to: Levi Mohler, Bill Barnes, Dr. George 
Ammann, Dr. D. W. Douglass, Joe Davidson, Ed. Carlson, Roy 

N. Bach, Jim Kimball) 

Further reference is made to our discussion and thinking 
directed towards a grouse conference. I have at hand a recent 
letter from Roy Bach which I will quote the main features for your 
consideration and to which I would appreciate your early reactions. 
Roy thinks: 

’ 1. The conference should center around the pinnated grouse 
and should also include as secondary subjects, the other 
grouse. 

2. Bach thinks that they have the largest island of grouse 
on the North American Continent and furthermore, he 
believes the quantity exceeds any others. 

3. Both Manitoba and Saskatchewan would find interest in the 
future of this bird. 

Mr. Lowe, Bach's Commissioner, made a most worthwhile sug- 
gestion of inviting both of those provinces to the conference. 

4. Roy suggests the meeting at the booming period. 

Bach suggests meeting in North Dakota at or near New Rockford 
or, as an alternate, Jamestown. 

Please let me have your early reactions. 

Very truly yours, 

Walter A. Gresh 
Federal Aid Inspector



PA>Corferences 

December 19, 1946 

Mr. Levi Mohler, 

Game, Forestetion and Parks Commission, 
Lincoln 9, Nebraska ‘ 

Dear Levis 

Some time ago I had occasion to discuss with Dr. George Ammann 
. the question of a field conference on grouse (all species). At the 

time I agreed thoroughly with Ammann that there is so much to be said 
on the prairie chicken that we might better confine our conference to 

that particular species. On further thought, I am frankly scared to 
try to have too many of these field conferences. I think we had better 
take a chance on all the grouse andmaybe make the conference a little 
longer than be critieized and possibly barred from having further con- \ 
ferences on other game species. Accordingly, can we agree on having 

a field discussion and meeting on all grouse? That's the first question. 

Since Ammann is doing some experimental work with prairie chicken 
at or near Higgins Lake, Michigan, I felt that that would be a swell 
place to have the meeting some time in early spring. (I think April 
is the time that Ammann suggested). Attention has been called to the 
fact that since Michigan is on the eastern edge of the chicken and 
sharptail range, we might give consideration to a more centrally lo- 

cated plece for the meeting. This would be question 2 and after giving 
it proper thought, I would appreciate it if you would let me have your 
reactions. Please keep in mind that Jim Kimball, Roy Bach and yourself 

or alternates will have quite a bit of travel to reach Higgins Lake. 

; At the same time, each of these men would only be required to get as 

far as Minneapolis where travel from there on could be in a Federal | 

government car. 

You cen readily recognize the way my thinking is going, which 

is simply the fear of arousing too much antegonism by your respective 

Directors in getting too much out-of-state travel approval and we cer- 

tainly do notwwant to kill our chances of developing these field meetings. 

In summary, please consider what the meeting should embrace (just 

chickens or a larger group), and secondly, the time and place. The 

latter is necessary in order that the Michigan men can make proper 

4 arrangements through their educational Division which operates the 

Higgins Lake Game School. 

Very truly yours, 

Walter A. Gresh 
Federal Aid Inspector 

ces Bill Barnes, Dr.George Ammann, Dr. D. W. Douglass, Joe Davidson, 

Ed. Carlson, Roy N. Bach, Jim Kimball.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF MOOSE ON ISLE ROYALE 

SHAueR E. Aupous and Laurirs W. Krertine 

U. 8. Fish and Wildlife Service, St. Paul, Minnesota 

The tragic reduction of the Isle Royale moose herd from an over- 
‘ population during the early ’30’s to a mere remnant by 1936 has 

focused national attention on this problem. Like the Kaibab deer 
herd, this is another example where an animal population exceeded 
its food supply. Today we are more cognizant of these maladjust- 
ments and are better prepared to prevent them than in the past. 

With the responsibility of wildlife research on national parks now 
in the Fish and Wildlife Service, that organization initiated a study 
of the Isle Royale moose in the spring of 1944. It has been the respon- 
sibility of the authors to carry out that assignment. 

During the period from about 1929 to 1935 the moose on Isle 
Royale underwent a drastic reduction due to the effects of a depleted 
food supply. The term starvation is purposely avoided because it is 
merely the chief contributing factor to the cause of ultimate death. 
According to Murie (1934), the moose population was somewhere be- 
tween 1,000 and 3,000 in 1930 and he reported a seriously over- 
browsed condition over most of the island. How many moose were 
left on the island by 1935 is not known but the number perhaps did 
not exceed 200. By 1936 the carrying capacity for moose on the 
island had probably reached its lowest point. In addition to over- 
browsing, a great reduction of balsam fir browse was inflicted by the 
spruce bud worm. In 1936 fires burned over approximately one 
fourth of the island. These eliminated a large part of the browse 
supply for 2 or 3 years, but in the long run have been one of the 
greatest factors in permitting a comeback of the moose. Today the 
1936 burned area supplies more browse than the remainder of the 
island combined. 

The animals were at their lowest some time between 1935 and 1937 
and since then have been steadily increasing. This fact leads to the 
realization that a elose check must be kept on the population and the 

Reprinted from Transactions of the Eleventh North American Wildlife Conference, for the Year 1946. Published by the American Wildlife Institute, Investment Building, Washington, D, C.
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browse supply in order to avoid a repetition of moose wastage through 
an overpopulation and subsequent browse shortage. 

The problem has been approached by a study of the food situation 
in relation to the present population. A preliminary survey of the 
island was made in May of 1944 followed in September by an ap- 
praisal of the aquatic foods. In February 1945 an airplane census was 
made and in May a winter browse survey was completed. From these 
investigations a knowledge of the present moose situation has been 

obtained. 
The aerial count was made by the senior author and Park Ranger 

Karl Gilbert on February 5, 1945 from a Waco 5-passenger biplane 

equipped with skiis. A monoplane would have been better for this 
purpose but none was available. Hight parallel strips were flown ° 

lengthwise of the island at approximately 1-mile intervals and 300 to 
500 feet above the terrain (Figure 1). A 30 per cent coverage was 
accomplished and 122 moose were seen. The handicap of the lower 
wing in obstructing the visibility of one observer, coupled with seeing 
many fresh tracks but no moose, led us to attribute a 20 per cent error 
in the count. The outcome was an estimated 510 moose on the island 

and both observers feel that this was a conservative figure. 
During most of the winter the majority of the moose were concen- 

trated on the ridges and on the 1936 burn (Figures 1 and 2). This 
was clearly shown by the location of the animals from the plane and 
by the browsing pressure as indicated by our browse survey. 

Now let us analyze the browse situation in the spring of 1945 and 
see what might be expected if the herd continues to increase. The 
aquatic foods of the moose. have never fully recovered from their de- 
pletion at the time of the maximum population. A few waterlilies 
are present but they are being eaten about as fast as. they grow. The 
sedge mats are still broken up by wallowing animals, and pond weeds 

are quite scarce except in the deeper waters. 
The field data on browse utilization was obtained by appraising 689 

one-one-hundredth-acre plots in representative cover types on the 
island (Figure 2). The plots were spaced at 10-chain intervals and 
run in straight lines or parallel to trails. Where trails were followed 
the plots were taken far enough from the beaten path to avoid the ex- 

cessive browsing that is characteristic along all trails. This procedure 
gave an unbiased and random sampling of the island vegetation. 

The browse survey method used was the one developed by Aldous 
(1944) for deer browse surveys. The only change made was increase 

in the height of the browse line to 12 feet. 
The data were gathered from 17 areas on the island to give regional 

and habitat classification to the findings. This data has been sum- 

marized for the purpose of presenting an over-all picture of the
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browse situation on the island (Figure 8, Table 1). In these analyses 

the results from Passage and Smithwick Islands have been omitted 

because there was no recent evidence of moose habitation. During the 

course of these surveys the writers covered approximately 150 miles
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TABLE 1. THE WINTER FOOD OF MOOSE ON ISLE ROYALE 

| Island Mine Siskiwit 
Area Summary all Beaver Washington Huginnin Lake Desor Bay to & 

plots Island island Cove | _& Windigo Island Mine eo 

Basis [689 plots | 10plots |  12plots | 54 plots |  7Splots | 25 plots 8 
Avail- | In | Axel | In | Avail- | In [Ae In Avail- | In a In i 

able | diet | able | diet able | diet | able | diet able | diet | able | diet Z 
T. Aspen (Populus tremulotdes) csccecsescseesene B71 1659 nears lees Bae nie [a 818 I Dee 01) 04) 64 | 19.0 a 
2. Paper birch (Betula papyrifera) sen 9.8 | 14.9 | 12.5 6.2 TA 9.5 41 4.4 0.8 2.2 2.4 5.1 
8. Balsam fir (Abies balsamem) .s.rcserseseseeoes 8.6 | 13.6 | 15.0 | 15.1 16.1 | 29.0 | 10.5 | 16.2 1.3 4.9 21 3.8 7, 
4. Mountain ash (Sorbus americana) ...... 6.8 | 12.1 8.8 | 15.4 9.7 | 17.6 7.8 | 13.6 2.8 8.8 4.3 8.3 o 
5. Willow sp. (Satie spp.) sserescrcoecesseseseseenees 5.1 9.6 seeeee sevens 2.0 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.1 0.2 3.8 | 10.5 mz 
6. Red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera).. 5.6 8.3 1.2 3.1 1.0 6.9 41 5.9 0.3 O.1 | 14.7 | 24.2 a 
7. Ground hemlock (Taaus canadensis)........ 5.5 4.0 | 15.0 | 10.5 9.7 ia 6.4 2.2 1.3 0.3 11 estes q 
8. Juneberry (Amelanchier Bartramiana).... 2.2 2.9 3.8 9.2 access seeese 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.3 8.3 | 11.6 b> 
9. Fire cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica) ........ 2.5 2.7 1.2 3.1 12.7 | 27.0 3.7 5.9 0.6 1.3 2.4 2.7 

10. Sugar maple (Acer saccharum) ....e0- 7.0 2.7 seweee seoeee seseee sevens | Geese steone 54.2 | 58.1 6.2 8.6 5 
11. Beaked hazelnut (Oorylus cornuta).......... 4.0 2.5 eens sseeee esa seeeee 3.7 4.2 3.1 2.9 6.2 3.4 8 
12. Mountain maple (Acer spicatwm) ss 5.0 2.3 | 21.3 | 87.4 30.9 7.7 | 10.5 4.8 7.2 6.0 1.9 0.9 4 
13. Mountain alder (Alnus crispa) ses 2.4 1.7 sesene | eseeee osteee teeace | nesses sesso Seeeee\l fl oteaeseey Yunieetses, |) Seteree Q 
14. Sumac (Rhus glabra) ..ccsccsseesssssesseesseseve 0.5 1S. Gere | ete eee | gacae. Peeeeses|! seeree Sree | eaedsie ay oben asests > 
15. Balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera)...... 0.6 1.0 sees sevens sense econ 5.1 |] 11.6 east secon 3.8 1.3 4 
16. Highbush cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) 14 0.8 weseee | vases fated | sistas | Jusees Sevese seat A ease 0.3 weonee 
17. White cedar (Thuja oecidentalis) ...0...+ 5.8 0.7 7.5 seenee Bit ieivnne at LOed: 1.3 19.1 4.0 | 13.9 seseee 4 
18. Yellow birch (Betula luted) cesesereeseeseeer 0.8 0.6 stone seeeee steve: (eee 6.7 5.9 2.8 5.0 weseee | sseeee a 
19. Speckled alder (Alnus incana) seosssscss OD 108 jcc: Jeans Ken cece) Bd |i ak Be, aa | 458 | 0:6 & 
20. White pine (Pinus strobus) reserve 0.4 0.3 1.2 sevens Conave seeses 0.2 teeaee 0.1 deveee wesccte. il ebaebs e 
21, Honeysuckle (Lonicera canadensis)... 7.8 0.2 | 13.8 eeees 3.1 obese 6.2 0.2 11 0.1 1.6 sees 5 
22. Red maple (Acer rubrum) sescrrecerereeseereeee O21 0.2 seeeee seenee seven seveee sevens saves sesese sevens eeeeee sesee Ss 
23, Round leaf dogwood (Cornus rugosa)...... O01 0.1 sees | sevens Gee tees, | aneesn i cenvets 1.2 2.6 | csvove | cneeee 
24, Black ash (Frawinus migra) ...sssesesesree 0.4 0.1 seeeee soves ae ae eseeee evens 01 0.1 one seseee Q 
25. Black spruce (Picea mariana) cere 0.8 0.1 75 aeneee pecs shone nsenie eosese 0.5 fesvade 4.5 seed ee 
26. Red berried elder (Sambucus pubens) .... dia 1 Ot MDa) one Gi | eyes | aed | cass B8 | sBa fe vcd ake a 
27. Currant and gooseberry (Ribes spp.) ...... 0:0) Dr leaned ees See pared tee ectt| SAT een rae 
28. White spruce (Picea glauca) svessserrersee 2.2 AE: aeneee qeneee ABD cscs) 2.9 ‘seeeee 0.3 seeeee 8 1 os. 5 
29. Green ash (Fraxinus p. lanceolata) ........ Tr. seeeee seveee seeeee nvese svseee senses seeeee 0.1 sevens aeegee aaseve Ss 
80, Jack pine (Pinus banksiana) essere Gt Ore scosc- |i Tasaked. OTe sate MOUS as [Oat Estas Ben Os esse HS: Z 
31. Juniper (Juniperus c. depressa) were 0.9 sseaee ceases | seseee eat dsonse | abr deea AE PC idtcead Beaten, |). costed UGewane g 
BZ. Rose (OSG Sp.) srscereccesersceeersrveasserereesenere Tr, | ceseee | ssseee | seeene evesee! fi Vieevees | ssened\| pi Setene assess | saseee O51 idee 
33. Nine-bark (Physocarpus opulifolius)........ Gtr lateness et eee SU ARE Niet OL mitts BRA seco D Ttee MY ae 
84, Tamarack (Lara laricind) ...rsrseererererer De. | ssevees | evenes | vaesese cess sTesavea Mas Sree Mipsis eeepc entewseal asset Mimeerier NID tts



TABLE 1—Continued). THE WINTER FOOD OF MOOSE ON ISLE ROYALE x 
North Shore | ; Area Siskiwit North of Feldtman Houghton Wright Bay, Old Dock| Hay Point Hay Bay Tower Trail | Point Ridge Island 

Basis [25 plots | 2iplots | 27 plots | 40plots | 103plots | 40 plots 
Avail-| In| Avail- | In eal In | Avail-| In ee] In aa In 
able | diet_| able | diet | able | diet | able | diet | able | diet | able | diet 
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afoot over the island. A total of 40 moose were seen and all appeared 
to be in good physical condition. 

The browse survey.—An examination of the degree of utilization in 
the various areas studied show that the heaviest usage was in the 

brushy areas, ridges, and semi-open places. Mature hardwood and 
swampy areas were used rather lightly as the undergrowth was either 
scanty or of low palatability. 

A study of the browse data shows that the 12 top ranking winter 
foods in order of their importance to moose are: aspen, white birch, 
balsam fir, mountain ash, willow, red osier dogwood, ground hem- 

lock, juneberry, fire cherry, sugar maple, beaked hazelnut, and moun- 
tain maple. A total of 28 browse species were eaten but 6 additional 
ones were listed that had not been eaten in order to have a record of 
their occurrence. These may serve as browse index species when an 

increase of the moose population forces the animals to eat them (Ta- 
ble 1). 

The first 12 species referred to formed 92.5 per cent of the moose 

food during the winter period. These plants in general are both well 
distributed and palatable. Some of the less important food species 
are highly palatable but have poor distribution. Sumac is perhaps the 
best example of this latter group. It was browsed severely on every 
occasion but was found on only .7 per cent of the plots. On the other 

hand such species as honeysuckle, elderberry, and white cedar had 
good distribution but were eaten only occasionally. 

One of the best examples of moose effect on the ecology of Isle 
Royale is shown by the past and present status of ground hemlock. 
Adams (1909) stated that this species had luxuriant growth and was 
well distributed over the island where conditions were proper for its 
growth. Brown (1935) said that outlying islands, such as Passage, 

Smithwick, Mott and Wright, have abundant ground hemlock which 
has not been browsed. Murie (1934) says ‘‘this form is very abundant 
in the spruce and balsam forests. Practically everywhere as a result 
of browsing the branches are dead except for a few leaves near the 

roots. It cannot be longer considered a source of food on the island.’’ 
Today ground hemlock is still abundant on Passage and Smithwick 
Islands where no evidence of moose habitation has been found. On 

Mott and Wright Islands the hemlock is being rapidly depleted and 
will soon be as sparsely distributed as it now is on the main island. 
The dead twigs of this species referred to by Murie are mostly gone 

; and now only small fronds are present that have grown up since the 
past high population. However, there is a general distribution of the 
hemlock which, if left unbrowsed, would eventually form another 
dense growth over suitable parts of the island.
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Balsam fir is another species that has been greatly affected by moose 
browsing. Young growth is being kept down to the point that repro- 
duction cannot replace the mature stock that is left. Along the Rock 

Harbor trail small balsams up to 2 feet high are quite common but 
they have been kept at a low height by repeated browsing. One small 
tree a foot high was cut at the ground line and its annual rings ~ 
showed it to be 20 years old. It can safely be predicted that as long 
as a large moose population exists on the island it will never revert 
to a balsam forest as it was originally described. White spruce is fast 
replacing the balsam as it is rarely browsed. White cedar was heavily 

utilized during the past high population but apparently so only be- 
cause they were forced to eat it. In the present study white cedar 
formed 5.8 per cent of the available food but constituted only 0.7 per 

cent of that actually eaten. Unless the moose population again 
reaches a high peak, white cedar can be expected to increase on the 
island. Jack pine is showing good growth on some of the burned areas 
as it has a low palatability. No browsing on this species was observed. 
White pine within reach of moose is quite scarce but is heavily 
browsed when available. While it formed only 0.4 per cent of the 
available food it composed 0.3 per cent of the food eaten on the island. 
The dwarf junipers and black spruce are not influenced by moose: as 
the former were not found eaten and the latter was nipped only on 
rare occasions. 

Aspen is the number one winter food of the moose. It formed 16.9 
per cent of the diet but amounted to only 8.7 per cent of the available 
browse. This situation is not desirable as the consumption is in excess 
of the production. If this condition continues aspen will gradually 
form a much smaller part of the diet and reproduction will be kept 
in a brushy condition. This will not only affect the moose but will 
be a limiting factor on the beaver population of the island. The beaver 
are already hard pressed for aspen and are living largely on paper 
birch and this condition will exist as long as moose continue to retard 
aspen reproduction. Fallen aspen are being barked quite extensively 
by moose, but standing trees are not yet being barked to any extent. 
Cross sections of old scars on aspen showed that they had been eaten 
quite severely back about 1932. 

Paper birch is, the dominant species coming into the burns. Al- 
though the new growth is now 8 years old it is difficult to find birch 
higher than 5 feet. It made up 14.9 per cent of the winter food and 
9.8 per cent of the available food. While the spread between utiliza- 
tion and availability is quite high the good regenerative power of birch 
will permit such usage. However, heavier utilization is not recom- 
mended.
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Mountain ash ranks near the top on the palatability’ list of the 
moose. This species has good distribution over the island as it oc- 
eurred in 42.4 per cent of the plots. It formed 6.8 percent: of the 
available food but made up 12.1 per cent of the food eaten. This is 
not a good ratio, as mountain ash does not have the ability to with- 

"stand such heavy usage. In addition to heavy browsing, the bark of 
this species is being severely eaten. The consumption of both twigs 
and bark at the present rate will soon deplete this food supply to a 
mere fraction of its present value. 

Willows are an important item in the food of the moose but due to 
their spotty distribution they ranked fifth in the winter diet. They 
were found in 21.2 per cent of the plots, but formed only 5.1 per cent 
of the available food. Nine and six-tenths per cent of the food eaten 
was from this source. Here again the utilization is much higher than 
the availability and in time the willow will be killed back to a lesser 
production than at present. 

Red osier dogwood has spotty distribution but is generally heavily 
utilized. It formed 5.6 per cent of the available food and 8.3 per cent 
of that consumed. This species is holding up satisfactorily as the 
utilization is not excessive although heavier use is not desirable. An 
increase in this species cannot be expected because of its habitat re- 
quirements but it should about hold its own under the present degree 
of usage. 

Juneberry and fire cherry both have about the same distribution, 
usage, and availability. They formed 2.2 and 2.5 per cent, respective- 
ly, of the available food and made up 2.9 and 2.7 per cent of the food 
eaten. A little more browsing pressure was exerted on the juneberry. 
They are both taking about maximum utilization and will withstand 
very little additional pressure. 

Sugar maple was abundant on the southwestern end of the island 
from about Lake Desor to Washington Harbor. In that area it formed 
58.1 per cent of the food eaten and made up 54.2 per cent of the food 
available. In the over-all picture, however, it formed only 2.7 per cent 
of the food. Even though it played such an important part of the diet 
in the one area, it was nowhere heavily browsed. 

Beaked hazelnut was quite plentiful in some areas, but absent from 
others. In the aggregate it formed only 2.5 per cént of the food al- 
though 4 per cent of the available food was from this source. Only 
light to moderate utilization was encountered. 

Mountain maple had general distribution but was browsed on only 
moderately. This species is preferred to sugar maple but much less 
palatable than red maple. The latter had very pobr ‘distribution but 
in most cases was browsed heavily and the utilization was double'the 
availability.
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It ‘was of particular interest to note other decided preferences be- 
tween different species of the same genus. Mountain alder was util- 

ized quite heavily in some places and moderately in others, whereas 
speckled alder was eaten infrequently and to a very light degree. 

Balsam poplar was eaten heavily, yellow birch and roundleaved 
dogwood moderately, but their distribution was so poor that they are 

unimportant to moose except in very local areas. 
Black ash, green ash, currants and gooseberries were all poorly 

distributed and eaten only on rare occasions. No winter browsing was 
noted on raspberries and thimble berries although these species are 

quite abundant. 

ConcLUSIONS 

1. The present moose herd is preventing a satisfactory recovery of 
the aquatic food plants which were so severely depleted by the recent 

high population. 
2. Twenty-eight plants were found to be utilized during the winter, 

but 12 of these formed 95.5 per cent of the food eaten and of this 

number 6 formed 75.4 per cent. This clearly demonstrates that a few 
species are receiving most of the browsing pressure. In fact seven of 
these plants are being utilized in excess of their regenerative ability. 

3. An airplane census in the spring of 1945 showed that the moose 
herd had increased to approximately 500 animals. While figures on 

the actual number of moose is desirable, the real criterion is in the 
condition of the available browse regardless of the accuracy of the 
population estimates made. Both writers believe that the carrying 

capacity of Isle Royale has now been reached. 
4, If the moose herd continues to increase without some kind of a 

check, the plant sucession on the island will be influenced still more 
drastically by a moose made ecology. The resulting problem in wild- 
life management is being given consideration by the National Park 

Service. 
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DISCUSSION 

Limurenant A, K. ApAMs (Michigan): Is there any further transplanting of 
moose contemplated by the National Park Service at present from Isle Royale? 

Mr. Atpous: I'think Mr. Cahalane ‘can answer that better than I can, I don’t 
know of any: Seite
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VioE-CHAIRMAN CAHALANE: That question is a policy matter that can‘ be 
answered with finality only by the Secretary of the Interior. I shall be glad, how- 
ever, to discuss some aspects of the problem as it appears to me. 
+-In several instances, the National Park Service has instituted measures to re- 
duce the numbers of big game mammals in the national parks. Most of you are 

: familiar with our program to control the numbers of elk in Yellowstone, the elk 
and deer in the Estes Park region of Rocky Mountain National Park and the deer 
in Zion National Park. In each instance, careful investigation had proved con- 
clusively that the excessive populations of these animals had arisen as a result of 
inadequacies in the park boundaries and from man-caused alterations of original 
conditions. Among them were preemption of the ancestral winter range and 
removal of effective predatory enemies. In two instances, (Zion and Rocky 
Mountain National Parks) the animals were demonstrated to be causing profound 
and highly destructive changes in the vegetation of important scenic sections of 
the parks. Preservation of the plant life here was considered to be of such im- 
portance that it took precedence over other considerations, Zion Canyon particu- 
larly was classified as a ‘‘museum piece’’ or ‘‘sacred area,’’ and action was taken 
to restore and then to preserve a predetermined aspect of landscape. 
We do not find the same problems at Isle Royale. The fauna there seems to 

have evolved to its present stage without any major interference by man. Some 
attempts were made during the 1920’s to control predators (coyotes), but it is 
doubtful that the trapping which was done exerted any important or lasting in- 
fluence. Although man-caused fires and logging have wrought drastic changes in 
the forest cover during the past century, the shift from old-growth forest to 
shrubs has created conditions that are more, rather than less, favorable for the 
moose and many other species. Incidentally, it should be recognized that fires 
resulting from lightning strikes and other natural causes have occurred on the 
island ever since the Ice Age. 

There are no man-made restrictions of boundaries. Isle Royale is a biotic unit. 
About 45 miles long, it averages 8 or 9 miles wide. It is sufficiently large, there- 
fore, to support a considerable number of moose. The topography and cover is so 
diversified that year-long habitats are present. Essentially, there is little differ- 
ence in moose bioties between a large island and a continental range. On both, 
the species is limited by certain factors. On the island, the surrounding water is 
an effective barrier. In the case of the continent, the territorial range is cireum- 
scribed by an ocean shore, by climatic factors, by impassable mountain ranges, by 
the distribution of suitable cover or food, or by a combination of these or other 
circumstances. The difference between insular and continental ranges is one mere- 
ly of size. 

The moose and other wildlife species reached Isle Royale by natural means. 
With the exception of caribou (and possibly lynx), all species of the original 
fauna are still present. Apparently the moose have taken the place formerly occu- 

. pied by caribou. Considerable research hds not revealed that the wolf ever 
existed on the island. The Indians made visits to mine copper but did not estab- 
lish permanent homes. They feared the spirits that, they believed, dwelt there. 
The predation factor, therefore, seems to be unchanged. 

Finally, at Isle Royale, we are not faced by a need for preserving special 
**sacred areas.’? The park contains no scenic shrines. It is a fine wilderness 
area which has intrigued the imaginations of many persons. Because it has not. 
suffered the ‘‘vandalism of improvement,’’ it has remained that way. No roads 
interfere or mar the natural setting. Waterways and trails are the only means of 
travel. If man sets out to regulate Isle Royale, the wilderness character which 
was the reason for park establishment will be lost. 

It is important that the moose be retained as a prominent member of the Isle 
Royale fauna. We want to keep the snowshoe hare and other small animals 
whose abundance is affected by the upward and downward trends of the moose 
population. The species of plants which are eaten by these animals, which serve 
as cover for them, and which are enjoyable aesthetically to man, must also be
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conserved. We are appreciative, therefore, of the investigations which have just 

been described by Messrs. Aldous and Krefting. 

Can this conservation of floral and faunal species be accomplished without the 

intervention of man? There may be some observers who will paint a black picture 

of the effects of allowing the moose to stabilize by natural means. Dire results 

were predicted nearly 20 years ago when the species had reached an extremely 

high peak. The collapse came, as predicted. But the valley bottom was neither 

as deep nor as wide as had been feared. Even at the lowest ebb, moose could be 

found readily almost anywhere in the old haunts. Except possibly by comparison 

with the period of extreme abundance, Isle Royale continued to offer a real 

wildlife spectacle. 
These remarks may leave this audience with the impression that I for one have 

decided that the National Park Service should not undertake management of the 

Isle Royale moose herd. On the contrary, my mind is entirely open. I have tried 

merely to point out that a number of factors must be considered in following the 

legal precept that Isle Royale, its scenery, its natural and historic objects, and its 

wildlife must be retained in a natural condition for the enjoyment of present and 

future generations. It may be possible to accomplish this without human inter- 

vention. 

Mr. Ricuarp Pouce (New York): Through the continental range of the moose, 

the timber wolf almost needs a sanctuary today. 

Mr. CawALAne: The timber wolf certainly has very few sanctuaries; it could 

stand another. Isle Royale, it seems to me, might be a suitable place for the 

restocking of timber wolves, Perhaps the word ““restocking’’ would be wrong, 

because our research has not revealed any evidence that the wolf ever was able 

to cross the North Channel and get onto the island. 
Isle Royale has been known, of course, for 300 years. There are, however, very 

poor records, unless they exist in the files of the Hudson Bay Company, or possibly 

at McGill University. I haven’t been able to pursue that line of suggestion. I 2 

think there are some people who would like to see the wolf established on the 

island. Very likely some control of the wolf will be necessary if that is done, 
but it would keep us in complete possession of the facts.
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UNITED STATES os | 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY (5h) 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

June 6, 19h7. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

42h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

We have searched all nooks and cramies, as well as our col- ' 
lections of pamphlets, but Isle Royale as a Biotic Environment 
cannot be founde I do not recall ever having seen such a publi- 
catione If you locate a copy, I would be glad of the opportunity 
to read it. 

Sorry I cannot help in this instance. : : 

Sincerely, 

eae, 
: Victor H. Cahalane, 

Chief, Biology Divisions 

|CTORY 

uy 

Ss AND.



Dr. Victor Cahalane 
Wildlife Division 
National Park Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Tllinois 

Dear Viey 

I have tried to get from the Michigan Department 
of Conservation the following book: 4 ae 
Bee they reply that it is 
oul print, an find it not present in any 
of the camus libraries here, Does your office 
have an extra copy that you could lean me? 

Yours sincerely, 

AbsPM Alde Leopold
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SECRETARY ee PARKS AND RECREATION 

S. G. FONTANNA 

April 2, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 7 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of March 26 I am sorry 
to inform you that "Isle Royale as a Biotic Environment" is 
out of print and has been for a good many years. I am sure ; 
that you will find copies of it which you may refer to in 

ec the library of the University of Wisconsin. / 

a | Yours very truly, 

tt oe ee 
cor SNe ae 
ae ae GEOLOGICAL VEY DIVI, 
ad Y Dorothy L./Myers 

Geological’Secretary 
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Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am interested in the copy of Sig Olson's letter 

concerning your proposed study of Isle Royale. His remarks 

appear very sounde 

I, for one, would like to see wolves put on Isle 

Royale as an experiment. It may not work out right on m 

island, but as Sig says, they can readily ve eliminated if 

necessary. 

I am surppised that there are no chipmunks or squirrels. 

It is my feeling that if wolves are introduced, it would be wise 

to go slow on other carnivores. With a dearth of rodent species, 

there may be insufficient food for other fairly large carnivores. 

It is well to have a supply of rodents even for the wolf, A 

successful lynx population in addition, for example, may throw 

the whole thing out of balance and make the wolf pressure more 

drastic than we would like to have ite 

The fisher needs a sanctuary, however. It may be worth 

trying on Isle Royale. 

These are random thoughts, and bear in mind I have not 

been on Isle Royale--I only know of it through Adolph's work there. 

I am happy to know you are to look into it. 

Sincerely, 

O Lawa 
0. J. Murie
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Dr. Victor H. Cahalane ‘ 
137 South Patevia Aveme 
Batavia, Tllincis 

Dear Vics 

I was about to write you proposing a date for Isle 
Royale, but I have had a slight recurrence of my 
froe trouble. If have to straichten it out defore ; 
making another date, because I do not want to 

break the next one, 

i I am interested, of course, in the proposed book is 
on game manaals. [ do not think that Dill Hamilton, 
much ag, I admire his work, quite xeng the bell, henge 
my sewer is yes, there 1s mopportunity. Yf notioe 
thet Meld and Strean biclogy ia spreading mther 
than shriniding. Pennsylvania is now urging their 
hunters to do their own predator control, 

I hope to write you soon about the trip. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

AltPu Aldo Leopold



137 South Batavia Ave., 
Batavia, Illinois, 
May 2°, 1947. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your analysis of 
Olaus Murie. It will be very helpful in writing the 
article. About the latter, I am not as hopeful as 
you, but I shall do my best. 

Yes, I have read Olaus' "Down Logs." He 
gave me a reprint several years ago. I appreciate 
your offer to lend your copy. In this connection - 
Adolph told me that several pious neighbors of thet 
era were worried about Olaus' soul because he preferred 
to wander in the woods on Sundays rather than go to 
church. When they proposed to offer a prayer that he 
might become more "regular," the minister took Qlaus' 
side of the argument! 

I am glad to know that you may be able to ’ 
make the Isle Royale trip after all, and perhaps in 
the rather near future. It igs an interesting place, 
especially to a biologist with the research type of 
mind. Nature has had pretty much her own way there for 
three-quarters of a century. It is regrettable that we 
do not have a better running account of what has 
occurred throughout that time, instead of merely a 
couple of fragments. 

A publisher has asked me to do a book on the 
game mammals of North America. It might be an opportunity 
to provide a counter-irritant to the Field-and-Stream 
"biology" which most hunters absorb. Do you think there 
is a real need for another game book? 

Sincerely yours, 

Lie 
Victor H. Cahalane. ;
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Mr. Victor H. Gahalane } 
National Park Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois . 

Dear Vier 

I am now hoping to have an operation which will enable me to make the trip to 
Isle Royale later in the sumer, or perhaps even duns. I will keep you posted. 
Shaler Aldous was here yesterday and his account of the island greatly whetted 
ny curiosity. 

One of the misfortunes of my career is that I did not become personally acquainted 
with Olaus Murie until about three years ago, hence my off-hand statement must be 
very inadequate from the standpoint of factual data. 1% is my strong impression 
that his unique importance lies in the combination of sympathies and skills which 
he represents. 

First of ali he really imows the West. There are many others who really imow 
the West, but in getting to imow it they have ebandoned or sacrificed or perhaps 
never even acquired certain philisophical characteristics which I must lump as 
"intangibles". Secondly, and perhaps of no great importance, is the fact that 
Olaus Ha@*been 2 bureau man all his lige without becoming a bureaucrat. Thirdly, 
there ig his painting. I have always thought « wildlifer without some vehicle 
for esthetic expression is seriously lopsided.) Olaus not only paints, but he 
writes some beautiful prose on occasion. Did you read his Atlantic article 
"Down Logs"i If not, I will loan it to you. lastly, and this looms large in 
my mind, Olaus is rich in the woodsmanship which lies behind research. Herbert 
Stoddard is the other outstanding exemplar of this quality. 

The above is of course a stilted and akslytical deseription of something that 
is of such quality aa to defy analysie. i sense that you knew thia would be 
the case in asking me to write at all. 

I am pleased that you are doing this sketch, and there are not vexy many others 
to whom I would entrust the job with less anxiety. ’ 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALP Aldo Leopold



; UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY (5h) t 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE May 16, 19176 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
_ Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
42h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I regret to learn from your letter of May 9 that you are obliged 
to cancel the assignment to Isle Royales At the same time I am some- 
what relieved because your health comes first and one is not always 
able to take necessary precautions on an expedition to an area such as 
the Island. Many factors such as weather are completely beyond controle 

I trust that you are mending rapidly and will be able to make the 
trip laters If it can be done before Randolph Peterson leaves the Lake 
Superior region, I think we should try to arrange it. Pete might ac- 
quire some information on St. Ignace Island which would be of great 
interest in connection with Isle Royale. 

The copy of Sigurd Olson's letter of May 9 arrived this morning. 
i I hope he can follow up the ecological assignment. 

There is a tone of regret perhaps in Olson's reference to main- 
land species which are missing from Isle Royalee Perhaps that may be 
regarded as one of the interesting biological phenonena. connected 
with the Island and which has arisen from the long isolation of the 
Island faunae Most of the species which he mentioned just never have 

‘ been able to cross the 13 to 15 miles of water or (very rarely) open 

ice. The red squirrel, however, is present and is abundante 

I have been unable to find any historical reference that wolves 
ever occurred on the Island. Burt's "record" is extremely question= 
ablee Because of the adventurous nature of wolves it seems probable 
that they have existed there in times past although perhaps not in the 
past three centuries, In the North they do not hesitate to cross 
even wider stretches of open country and they may have traveled to 
Isle Royale in some remote winter when the North Channel froze over 

' solidlye 

I would be interested in any information which Mr. Olson may 
ICTORY| have in support of his statement that wolves will keep the beaver 
BUY downe 

ae ; 

STAMPS



It is doubtful that lynx would succeed were it reintroduced. 

Because of the moose, mowshoe hares are scarce on the main island. 

They are numerous on Passage Island some ten miles east of Isle 

Royale where moose have not been in recent decades. 

All this can be discussed much more satisfactorily when we get 

together 

I want to avoid bothering you unnecessarily, particularly at this 

time. However, if you can dictate to a stenographer, would it be 

possible for you to give me a few impressions of Olaus Murie as you 

have known him in the Wilderness Society work? I am trying to put 

together an article on the two Murie boys for Audubon Magazine. Some 

impressions by others are helpfule I would not quote you and if you 

could dictate a statement, it would not even need to be read over for 

purposes of polishing. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Shee 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

Biologiste



May 13, 1947 

Mr. Sigurd F. Olson 

Bly 
Minaecsota 

Dear Sigurd: 

I appreciate your thotightful: omalysis of the Isle 
Royale situation, and I am taking the liberty of 
having a copy made for Victor Calehane of the 
National Park Sertice. 

My trip has been deforred on account of illness, 
but I still hope to get up there later. If your 

travels ever bring you to Madison, I count on 
you to give me a ring. 

{ With personal regards, 

' Yours sincerely, 

ALsPu Aldo Leopold 

So
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424 University Farm Place } 1 
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Dear Aldo? 

I was happy to hear from you again to know that you are going to 

make an inspection for the National Park Service of moose~ beaver- 

wolf situation, I only wish it were possible to join you. 

Yes, it is true, I was appointed chairman of an Beological 
Committee "for the protection of carnivores in Isle Royale Nat. 
Park"back in 1936, I guess the appointment came about as a result 

of my wolf paper and the work I did for the U. 8, Indian Service 

, in 1936. I was asked by Bob Marshall to make a wild life and 

recreational survey of the reservations in the Lake Syates and 

that of course included Grand Portage. While there I did make a 
short trip over to Isle Royale to check up on a few things but . 

wasn't there long enough to really do anything worth while, 

The Committee planned on getting under way about the time the 

war broke out and then everyone became far too busy to think about 

it. To date we have done nothing and all I have in the way of data 

is a few scattered notes. As I read them now I find it hard to believe 

that there was such an unbalance of wild life types and I would want 

to recheck them to be sure. Most of the information was given me by 

local trappers, Indians and others as I had little time to make an 

exhaustive survey myself, 

According to my notebook when I was there, none of the following 

species were present: timber wolves, porkies, wolverines, skunks, fish 

bear, lynx. Weasel and mink were common as well as coyotes but most 

of the other and larger types were missing and had been missing since 

the early 1900s. I¢ that is true now, then here is a clue to what 

might be necessary in the way of introducing other typese 

Reading further, I find that the last caribou was killed about 1906, 

that there are no deer, no chipmunks or squirrels, that the moose 

even then were getting out of hand. 

We know that timber wolves will keep down the moose and we also know 

that they will keep the beaver down, All of the other predators mentiongd, 

the lynx, fisher, wolverine, coyote if present in sufficient numbers 

would keep down the numbers of beaver but planting them is out of 

the question because of the difficulty of developing a sufficiently 

large population to make it work and also because beaver are killed 

by them only occasionally, Timber wolves will kill any beaver found 

working away from water and should be as good a control agency there 

as with deer or moose. I don't think the Fisher would thrive on such 

a limited area as Isle Royale and in such close proximity to developments 

and the same applies to the Lynx, Whet must be remembered however is 

the fact that if squirrels and chipmunks are not present as my notes 

indicate, they will naturelly prey upon the most available source of 

food which might happen to be young beaver around the edges of ponds 

or in the aspen thickets nearby.



Aldo Leopold -23- 

: I would suggest making a planting of several pair of 

f timber wolves and see what happens, And if possible I 
would certainly like to see some fisher and lynx introduced 
as well just as an experiment, What is probably needed is | 
& bolstering of the the predatory side of the balance with 
enough variety of types so that in a few years we would have 
a chance to find out which might work best. Por swift 

results 1 would suggest a planting of timber wolves, 

I do not see any great danger in bringing in the wolves } 

with our modern methods of control, Snaring and poison 
and hunting them with planes in certainly keeping them 
down here in the Superior Area, A recent estimate is that 
at least 100 timber wolves have been killed here during the 
past winter, That is rather alarming because I feel we 
are killing off more than tge normal increase, but it does 

show that it is possible especially in a restricted area 
to keep them down and if necessary practically exterminate 

then. 

I would be much interested in your conclusions after you 

have made your survey. 

Kyndest regards. 

oer 

Gee 
Sigurd F, Olson 

P, S Am enclosing a reprint of my Wilderness article for 
the National Park Service in case you havn', rum across it.
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May 13, 1947 

Me. Chayles 3. Shevlin 
isle Royale Netional Parts 
Houghton, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Shevlin: . 

Thanks for your letter. 1 realize that you had 
thie trip all carefully planned, and I hated to 
break i$ up. 

IT am still having difficulty bat it is quite 
possible that I my be able to come up ot a 
later date. It will not be during May in any 
event. I will keep you posted. 

Yours sincerely, 

Als Pit Aldo Leopold 

ee: Victor Colchane
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UNITED STATES 
Re 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Be 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Isle Royale Netional Park 

Houghton, Michigan 

May 9, 1947 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just returned to this headquarters from Isle Royale 
and read with regret of your illness and the possibility that 
you may not be able to make the Isle Royale trip. If it developes 
that you are unable to go at the time now scheduled, I sincerely 
hope that you will be able to go at a later date. 

In view of the fact that the details of the proposed trip 
are being handled by this office, I should deeply appreciate it 
if you would keep me informed as to whether your physical con- 
dition will permit the trip as presently planned. As you know, 
several others beside Mr. Calahane plan to join the party and 
I shall want to keep them fully informed as to developments. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Ee phe LZ, 
Superi ntendent.
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Way 9, 1947 

Mr. Victor Cahalane 
Wildlife Division 
National Park Service 

ee Merchandise Mart 
$ Chicago #4, Illinois 

: Dear Vies 

' Mach to my regret, I have to back out of the Isle 
Royale trip. I am mending, bot have not gotten rid 
of my trouble. My linitations at this tine would 
disorganize the whole party. I dislike this very 

moh, and I realise fully that many others are 
involved. 

Hven should I shake off this business by the 22nd, . 
I have doctors orders to take a rest, and to go 

through a lot of rigmrole that I have had to 
postpone beeause of exons. 

I am sending a copy of this to Shevlin, and wigh 
you or he would tell Mx. Gole, who had kindly 
offered to ride me to Duluth. 

Yours as ever, 

ALSPu Aldo Leopold
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, UNITED STATES ig 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY (5h) 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

May 8, 1947. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, i i 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Aldo: 

I regret very much that you have been ill and hope you are well 
on the road to recovery. I will appreciate being informed regarding . 
your progress. You will, of course, write Charlie Shevlin as he mst 
inform Jim Cole and Randolph Peterson if our Isle Royale field work 
should be delayed. 

While we shall try to avoid hitting the ball too hard, I hope 
you won't hestiate to defer the trip if your recovery should be un-. 
duly slow. We shall have considerable hiking and we can expect chilly 
weather end some dampness. 

I am requesting the issuance of a travel order for you. It should ‘ 
i reach you in due course. Some latitude in the dates of travel is per- 

missible in case you should require this flexibility. 
* 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

wo 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

Biologist. 

Enclosure 33. 
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE : 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ADDRESS ONLY : (54) 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

f May 8, 1947. 

Mr. Randolph L. Peterson, 
Division of Mamnals, i 

Roy4l Ontario Museum of Zoology, 
Queen's Park et Bloor Street, 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 

Dear Petos 

T em glad to see by your letter of May 2 that you are still in~ 
terested in the Isle Royale wildlife investigation. You have doubte 
less received Superintendent Shevlin's letter of Mey 5 which gives 
you the necessary details concerning getting together with us. If 
you oan get transportation to Grand Portage, Minnesota, it might be 
simpler than « special trip by boat or air from Port Arthur. Of 
course, if you were to fly over you would get a much better compres 
hensive view of the Island than you are likely to obtain otherwise, : 

Your commen te ‘regarding St. Ignace Islend are interesting. 
Would you advise that some of us try to arrange to get up there fol+ 
lowing our work on Isle Royele? The distance by boat is not great 
and if Superintendent Shevlin has been able to obtain the vessel he 
has boen seeking, a trip by water would be simple. Unfortunately, 
the present Park Service boat is probably not sufficiently seaworthy 

‘ to make the voyage safely. \ 

I am looking forward to seeing you. 

Sincerely yours, 

(SGD) V, H. CAHALANE: 

Victor ll. Cahalane, 
- Biologist. 

ee: Mre Aldo ae . 
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Way 5, 1947 

Mr. Sigurd Olson 

Ay 
Minnesota 

Dear Sigurd: 

T have just learned that in 1936 you were chairmen 
of a committee of the Heological Society "for the 
protection of carnivores in Isle Royale National 
Park", 

The Park Service has asked me to join in an inspeo~ 
tion of Isle Royale beginning May 23, with particular 
reference to excess moose and excess beaver. If your 
committee assembled any data I would greatly apprec~ 
late having a look at it. I would especially like 
your personal views as to the feasibility of plant~ 
ing wolves. 

With personel regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Al:PM Aldo Leopold 

P. 8. What predator do you think would keep the 
beaver in hand? ft
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May 5» 1947 

Me. Ghawles B. Ghevida 
National, Park Serviee 
Isle Rognle National Paris 
loughten, Midhigan 

Dear Wr. Shevlin: 

I will de giad to go up to Duluth with lir. Cole 
oa the 22ni. 

i wrote Victor Cahalane yostorday that wr stetus 
ia uncertain by voneon of an illness, I will 
keep hin informed. I look forward to a chance 
of meeting you, 

Yours sincorely, 

AliPM Aldo Iwopold



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Isle Royale National Park 

Houghton, Michigan 

April 29, 1947 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wild Life Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is with further reference to the Isle Royale trip. I have 

just been advised by Regional Director Meriam that Biologist Cole is 

going to Duluth by car and would be glad to pick you up at Madison. 
This would mean, of course, that you would have to be ready to start 
the morning of May 22nd in order to get to Duluth the same night. 

This may upset your plans somewhat so I would appreciate it if 
you would let me kmow at your earliest convenience whether you prefer 
to go by train or with Biologist Cole. It makes no difference which- 

ever way you decide, but apparently Mr. Merriam thought you might enjoy 

the ride rather than going by railroad. 

Incidently, I am proposing that the party meet at the Holland 

Hotel. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mar. E. Shevlin, 

Superintendent.
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April 19, 1947 

Mr, Charles BE. Shevlin 
Isle Roynle National Park 
Houghton, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Shevlins 

T will be in Duluth the morning: of May 23, ready to go. 
Will you advise ne in the interin where we meet? 

Yours ainterd y, 

) /pm Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Isle Royale National Park 

Houghton, Michigan 

April 14, 1947 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 5, Wisconsine 

My dear Mre Leopold: 

Iwas glad to get your letter of April 9, and to learn that you would 
be able to start on the Isle Royale trip after May 20. Since several others 
including Vic Cahalane, Dre Hosley and Biologist Cole from the Region Two 
Office in Omaha and possibly Kenneth Reid will be included in the party, it 
is desirable that we set a definite date for meeting in Duluth. It is planned 
to have the party meet there and proceed to Grand Portage where a boat will be 
available for transportation to the park. 

After receipt of your letter, I wrote to the Regional Director in answer 
to his request for a specific date and suggested meeting in Duluth on the 
morning of May 23. This date, however, is subject to your approval and can 
be readily changed. 

I should appreciate it if you would advise me as to whether this plan 
is satisfactory for it is important to set a definite date in order that the 
travel of the several persons involved may be coordinated. I shall advise you 
further regarding the various details of the trip as soon as I have received 

your reply and have contacted the Regional Directore 

Sincerely yours, 

Kent Ee Salah a 

Superintendente
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April 9, 197 

My. Charles %. Shevlin 
Isle Royale National Pari 
Houghton, Michigan 

j Dear Mr. Shevlin: 

j I em glad to hear from you. Exams are not over 
here until May 20, hence I can not get to Isle 
Royale by May 16. I might have a few obliga- 
tions beyond May 20, but I will promise to 
start sometine that week. I would suggest a 

minimun of a week and 2 maxim of 10 days 
for éur trip. 

With best regards, i 

: Yours sincerely, 

/pn ALDO THOPORD 
(Siemed in Hr. leonold'ls 
abgence to avoid delay)



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK: SERVICE 

Isle Royale National Park 

Houghton, Michigan 

April 2, 1947 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison 5, Wisconsine : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Last fall you will recall that you had correspondence with Director Drury 
and Superintendent Baggley concerning inspection of wildlife problems at Isle 
Royale National Park. As a result you very kindly indicated your willingness 
to make a visit to the park this spring. 

The last few days the snow has been going fast up here and I have been 
giving some thought to the proposed trip. It is my suggestion that the 
inspection be made during the last half of May and as a start I should like 
to propose starting the week of May 18. By that time the ice will probably 
be out of all the harbors although we shall probably encounter some snow in 
placese I do not believe it would be practical to schedule an earlier date 
but there is no reason why the trip should not be made a week later if it is 
more convenient to youe 

Please let me know how this suggestion fits in with your plans? As soon 
as we have arrived at a satisfactory date, I shall write you further concerning 

travel etc. It would also be helpful if you would indicate approximately how 
long you will be able to devote to this inspection. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cah Ee Shevlin, : 

Superintendent.
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December 3, 1946 

Mr. Newton B, Drury 
U. 8. Dept, of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Chicago, 54, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Drury: 

Yes, I have definitely accepted the Isle Royale job, 
and I am glad to have you confirm the offer, I am 
delighted that Vick Cahalane will be on the trip. 
I, too, would prefer to work out the details later since 
I do not know all my obligations for next May. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

AL: RL



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS - 

November 29, 1946. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin. 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is my understanding that former Superintendent George Baggley 
of Isle Royale National Park, before his recent transfer to Boulder 
Dam Recreational Area, was in touch with you concerning an inspection 
of wildlife problems at Isle Royale. Apparently you indicated your 
willingness to make a visit to the park next spring. 

It would please me greatly if you would be able to make such a i 

trip, as a Collaborator of this Service, and give me your reactions. 
Superintendent Charles Shevlin would work out arrangements with you, 
and I would like to have Mr. Cahalane accompany you if possible. May 

would be the most favorable month, I believe. 

I shall hope to receive a favorable reply. Several weeks in 
advance of your trip, when plans have been worked out fully, this 
Office will issue the necessary travel order and transportetion re- 
quests. 

Sincereyy yours, 

Newton B. Drury, 

Director.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
SaMes #1 ADAMS, meron, vine Department of Wildlife Management, 

item re. aw 424 University Farm Place, 
on cnet mauvearen es Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

mecca, Dear Aldos 

toumeouennmn=s = I'm gorry you're having so much trouble with your eyes and can ap- 
SOHN © ERINGER. tasmorn rae oe preciate that under the circumstances you've got to attend to your 
weretenen roan see knitting and cut down outside engagements. 

SR ala coe In the melee at the Wildlife Conference in St. Louis - and it was 
Co more of a five ring circus than ever before - I never seemed to get 
OWANO mMiESTANG.srcon e time to talk to a lot of people I wanted to, with the result that I 

OR WB HOLTON. cer cont om never did meet Buss. I did manage to settle the program place that 
cee ato Sek ase cum Ll Wanted you to take by getting Mel Steen of the Missouri Conservation 
EARL JOLLY wenn Department. I know he can make a good presentation and with his ex- 
menanornucrenue = = perience with pheasants in the norgfh, and more lately with quail in 
rurnemewatt anecee? Missouri and unproductive pheasanfstocking there, I believe he should 

fees” doa good job. 
Won kine munorwaeceee I hope your eyes improve so that you may feel like coming to our Con 
panes ean hacen vention by the time it rolls around. 

Sm PouANO, IR aeeaaene =v Meantime, if it's not too much of a strain on your eyes, or you can 
Cwiowene get someone to read it to you, I think you will find the two enclosures, 
Benne ROULT, amon nro "Why the Rush?" and "The Sow's Children" very mich to the point. Copies 
GLC PCHNEE seaone have been sent to members of the Appropriation Committees of both houses, 

ae SIACEER, Bears coe to the OUTDOOR WRITERS and to a lot of others. Kindest personal regards, 

dase vont, coren mm fee 

Kenneth A. Reid, 
Executive Director. 

kex/the 
encls. 

DON'T FORGET THE TWENTY~SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION, APRIL 8, 9 AND 10, LASALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO



IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
31 N. State St. 

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

Bareh 13th, lg. 

Pe» lee By Alkalay, 

fan Soatahetny, atbetiie Gan Frencioas, 

Seer Dre Alkalays 

3 don?t vant to be writing Jew Yvery day tut I de want to give you a 
complete & slotere ae possible. n re 

Firat, te give « Little background, ogy Age AE A A 

intented te be on Aatiguation aesting ngainat’ Ste Fish eas MAlaliie” eee ce ee fe pee oly edhe he 
ab Ma my the formation ef what they termed a Hational 
siecle iit at tart te See eae Sy eee SS ee ee 

Sete oe ot Oe eae Gnade Ge Ul ius Moa ie 

euteome of tids meeting was th: formation of auch an inforsal ecvbsery 
comand ties conpesed of be ezscutive officers of abewt a desea national 
eoncorvation orgunisetions, including Peeks Uelimited onc toe Tease 
alton Leagues : 

Pele soaulttee not et the Wildlife Conferenes in 0%. Loulme do 1 emo 

; tied ep in another iapertent eenference ut the time, 1 delegsted B11 
Voigt te represent the Tenak Telton League, Milt written repert om 

ads ae iee cte cppenition ts Ste ant Adstwenten tho sheinan te Sead 

nat thio esition te the Meh and Nldiife Serves. 

fecther watter that I think deck buntera om the Pagifie acest shoud 

ceneiéer © 1ibtle move thereugilly ts the renifiestions of soning by 

SsStehapiden tthe Bfsotoatopt Het, 06k jour” setae" Ei "teafER 
het! Keeping with be hte sore age Liberal 

ae ee ies tires A fmeeye A yen erg hoordy ns yA 

cusatiens of diserieination end untairacss te the waterfowl. hunters 

ef ether Tiywayts These is a very real dengor that vnlose regeletions
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Beveh Lith, Lad, 

Drs be Be Alkalay, con tes 

flyseys ave hendied carefully, the vhele plan aay be wrochad 
Gace cas tuck Gay same Uae aeeaeaes ene 

A of ome Maat whieh aay ww far from at firet giance, 
engt be taken inbe ceibeaes te Ge calaeemis cnnine 
Se et least witli the desirable features of flyeny aduindetration 
can be totter waderstced and apprweiated ty the waterfowl hunters of 
fuovlon, it weold be most unwise for the Fish and Mildlife Servies 
to fume inte it headlong, 3 feel that they are pregressing toward 
thie ent etout as feet ac the ateeplance of the idea by waterfowl. 
bumtere ©21] permit, whieh orempts the oheervatios that itws beard 
om severn] ocessiona ~ ani wot fren tee Moh andl @ildlife Service 
eitver ~ that the greatest prebles in waterfeel mecagenent is manage 
img the *genne bome*, : 

Getting task te the eeeting in St, Leuds, I exowme that Okeke Gnliai~ 
tod wee repuesented at the consibtes meeting veferred to. at isast 
1 ste fir, Bartley end Sr, Roland Beery. : 

Sineerely, 

Rowmeth de 
nee aeilen 

kar / ts 

oat he te Game 
dom 6, 
a 

Soo | 
Ride 

ow Sta 8, Gebrieleon, ;
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March 3, 1946 

Mr, Kenneth A. Reid 

Teack Walton League of Anorien, Inc. 
31 North State Street 
Chieage g, Illinois 

Dear Ken: 

I have had one eye endangered and while I an now 
recovered from the operation I am sufficiently 
scared to make up my mind to avoid speeches or 
convention trips this soring. I feox therefor, 
that I mst very regretfully turn down your in~ 
Vitation to speak at the IVA. dust to show you 
that I am taking this seriously, I am algo passing 
up the St. Louis meeting. 

You of course are left faced with the question of 
who should do this speech, I suggest Irven Baas 
of the Wiseonsin Department. He has done more 
aotual research on survival of artificial pheasants 
than any other man in North America. | am sending 
you the work he did before the war, tut he has a 
Lot more. He is a good speaker, and would doubtless 

use pictures. You have probvebly mot Inv so ft need 
wih demietne ban sadnanititers If in doubt, Lools 
hin up st St. Louis. 

I geem always to be falling down on you, Ken. I 
om really sorry about it. 

. Yours ever, 

ALtpa Aldo Leopold
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NATIONAL DIRECTORS Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
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om Hb AMBSARY.comeeer. com Madison 6, Wisconsin. EgWino M, arte: stor or Om HAVILAM BABCOCK. coven, cov exe: Gh emnb i AUMOARTINER ores oe 
FRANK MRAGY oeoer cess Dear Aldo: Bune BAICKWER, norm cos CHARLES E BROUGHTON, tnmsvaan, om 

oe I'd like very much to have you take place on our National 
AUBERT M. BAY. wotuneron 9 ¢ Convention program on the subject of Artificial Propagation JOBEPH E DeMERS. ot som =o P ae coe i 

CLARENGEO. DUGGER, neces warns and Stocking of Game as a Means of Maintaining the Supply. 
TedW aceMOn cawtmeueancs This would be a 15-minute period beginning at 3:20 p.m., on wf eLeKEN, nono : i es i Bs 
Dr GEORGE B EUSTERNAN socneres, wn Friday, April 9, at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago. Our thoughts 

Toun © GREGORY. pacer, cour along this line are further amplified by a copy of a letter to 
LAWHEREE A Chee oer one Al Hazzard so there seems no need to make this a long one. Dr, HOWARD W. HEINE: corner: no DR. ARTHUR W. HENN. rinoceren Pu WAR NENNINGS,sqcrreane oe 
Alen MoDGDON mr me We certainly hope you can accept and will advise us at your W. 8. HOLTON: cnt enaue. wo 
Sec earliest convenience. 
E: DEWEY doHtreGH ainceren! stcinoce CARL JOHNSON, crteue cntreone 
Oe om COL coe ais Sincere Rieane eo KECK ucts TUDST ORGVER C. CAPREM, orsscra 
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

31 N. State St. 

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

February 18, 1948. 

Dr. A. S, Hazzard, Director, 5; : 
Institute for Fisheries Research, we 
University Museum Annex, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, ‘ 

Dear Al: 

I think the time has come, if not already overdue, for the Isaak 
Walton League of America,to take the lead in ® positive program 
for support of the factual findings from research as e guide to 
fish and game management programs, With this thought in mind, we 
have provided a 40-minute period on our program beginning at 3:05 

- on the afternoon of April 9 (our 1948 Convention at the La Salle 
Hotel) on a subject that might be headed, "Stocking vs. Environ 
mental Improvement for Wildlife", or, putting it another wey, “Is 
Restocking Justified?" This would be divided into two 15-minute 
periods, one for fish and one for game, with a 10-minute discussion 
period following. You've probably already guessed that we would 
like you to take thie 15-minute place on our program on the fisheries 
end. 

i think with the proper etart along this line cn our Netional Con 
vention program, the League can be of real service to state and 
federal agencies that want to do a good job of fish and game manage- 
ment but are often deterred by the barbershop biologists dominating 
the thinking of so many sportemen's groups whose concepteof the be- 
ginning and end of conservation is to raise and plant the maximum 
number or tonage of fish or game. 

I hope you ean do this, Al, and will adviee us at your earliest con 
venience, 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth A, Reid, 
Executive Director, 

‘
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January 8th, 1948. sit enn 

NAUREe Tae ro ete. Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
ee ee 424 University Farm Place, 

Seo Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Rataues= Dear Aldos CHARLES E, BROUGHTON, weseveas we 

CA URETON croton Note the copy of your letter of December 8th to Senator Arthur Capper 
ous beta ac us and Congressman Anton J. Johnson in which you have given the number of 
Glanenceo oucekR woos wom the Blatnik Bill in the House following the Ball-Thye identical Bill 
cri in the Senate. Anyway, I thought you might be interest in the slant 
Gn atonaes custemman =m I got from some leaders in Congress on this matter. Blatnik is a new 
Papillion Congressman and, whether rightly or wrongly, he is classed as a "red" 

bm. Mouame ii. sme: meen’ cor or "pink" and will not get the support of his colleagues. Therefore, 
WAR MERNINGS. worscre me I think, and have so advised our people, that we should press for the 
Pot yeoman am Senate Bill by Ball and fhye, for I'm convinced that a new Congressman 
BuoTaenan we oe branded as Blatnik is will get nowhere. 
EamL JONNGOW, a sou cccroene 

oe ee I'm sure you understand that I don't give a hoot whose Bill passes as Sua GROVEN €: LADNER, oasseeus on f ‘ ; OR. THOMAS H”LANGLOI, wmaey oe long as the job is done, but I'm trying to look at it from a realistic 
L pregoteehy only ol ares criinia standpoint. I talked with Senator Ball about the strategy of this 
CHARLES F manna nes name oe early in December and wrote both him and Thye yesterday after talking 
Se ANH SEMEN aoa with our State Secretary from Minnesota, George Laing. 
Dk. OLAUS J. MURIE, eoce, wrens Canc nomenen oes one 

ete sine Sincerely, 

DENNIE ROULT, ecnos exoroamas : 
CF Schnee wen tow enneth A. Reid, 
GUY SranrE ae nt me Executive Director. 
on) m erum rSpeeuliay hha 

Si rrotonneent kar/tk



November 10, 1947 

| | Mr. Kenneth A. Ret@ 
Izaak: Walton League of Amorica, Inc. 
31 North State Street | 

; Chicago 2, Illinois 

| Dear Kenneth: 

a I of course share your doubts about whether 
ee artificial propagation of srouse would be worth 

pees the cost. I wonder if Mr. Follett knows of the 
impending publication of Gardner _—* book by | 
the New York Conservation Department? Gardner 

- Gertainly went in for artificial propagation for 
ell it wes worth, and as far as I know he has 

bawsnay F290 a practical measure. 

If Mr. Follett has gome funds to be devoted to 
grouse conservation, my ides of spending then 
would be on findamental research to find out 
what is the grouse cycle. This would de $c 
pecially timely in view of the fact that‘Pittman- 

i Rebeebaon research nor the regular work of the 
! ¥ish and Wildlife Service seems to be paying any 

attention to the grouse cycle. 

With personal regards, 

i Yours sincerely, 

| Abspm Aldo Leopold 
i 

| |
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 424 University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

ree ieee ae im I SAR 

BURT RICKER wre we I've just had a letter from our old friend Richard E. Follett 
Seen bee. wanting a list of names from the League membership to circularize for 
FEA OARLING: oem ork membership in The Association for the Preservation of American Grouse, 
JOREPHE, GRMRRS. sou nit 1216 Dime Building, Detroit 26, Michigan. We were unable to comply 
Sonn'n eoniocn smn oe with this request because of the specific provision of the By-Laws for- 
We ELSKEN: rath am bidding our giving out lists of officers or members. 

eiematine, ro ace, I haven't seen Mr. Follett for perhaps a year but I saw quite 
BR: ARTHUR W HEWN, Dravonen, Po a lot of him when he was trying to work with the Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
wana man sve me vice for artificially raising the trumpeter swan in the Red Rock Lake 
SMMC toe refuge in Montana. During those visits he discussed the propagation of 
&. OrWey JonhaoN, mse now ruffed grouse which I understand he has done in a limited way in Michigan. 

Bee iter asin I know that Mr. Follett is very sincere in his beliefs but 
mamuncnaicnnnwss”” there's a question in my own mind as to whether the propagation of at 
PESEEH Rden one ual eea least the ruffed grouse is either practical or desirable. I have always 
ewis miu remaretma been of the opinion, in my own grouse hunting experience, that the hunter 

HON Kane MUN araar a= kill of the ruffed grouse was, with rare exceptions, not a major factor 
SVE GereNER an wan oe in the plenty or scarcity of ruffed grouse. Perhaps artificial propa- 
MERRY A PIERCE wn en gation might be justified to restore them to areas which they have become 
Woliemiace eae extinet and in which proper environment has returned, but beyond that I 
MOOREA onoct one question whether artificial propagation would produce any results, irres- 
Caine Fo 0et see pective of the cost, and furthermore if it might not invite an inferior 
Heian aii as hirocons on strain of birds that might eventually tend to reduce the grouse popula— 

Hal a eee tion. 

an pd eg The above represents merely a layman's questioning of a program 
DR. HA: WILSON cut cn, wo for your reaction, 1 Jove the ruffed grouse and would be delighted to 

see them increase, but have become very dubious about the effectiveness 

of most fish and game propagation programs. 

ce: W.8.Holton; ‘ 

Seth Gordon; Sincerx ? 
P.J.Hoffmasters 

HF. Harpers 

. C. Cottam. Kenneth A. Reid 

ser i kar/tk Executive Direotor.
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Cotober 16, 197 3 

lir. Kenneth A. Seid 
; Isak Walton League of Anorioa 

: 31 Horth State Strest S 
Ghieage 2, Tllinoia 

Bear Kenneth: 

I wolgome your proposal for «a series of articles 
on the predater iasue. I cannot undertake anything 
personally becouse I am just getting over an opera~ 
tion and I am working on s book, but the following : 
would eseur to me ae good prospects fren this par~ 
tievlar region. 

eect: Boat (Wiseonsin Conservation 
Department) has been gathering material on the 
impending extermination of the timber wolf fron 
northern Wisconsin, One of my students, Maniel 
Thompson end some other menbers of his crew have 
likewise been gathering data. I am hoping that 
Bill will write thie up in semi-selentific style 
for the Wisconsin Academy of Séiente, which hag 

designated hin as head of a wolf conmittes, tut 
he might also write it uw) in popular style for 
Outdoor Anerioa. 

Steve Richards, one of my former studente, now , ; 
working on fox regearch with the Wisconsin Con- wb wine 
servation bape gpniyee Bey and ultimately to have 5 { 
the makings of an ont popular article for _ 0 Gubdoor Anmvion on the fox question. Shere t5 
not yet an experienced writer, ean recom 
nend him to you without any reservation. If j 
you went to stay after him you might eventually 
get « Very original and worthwhile piece of 
work. 

With personal regards, 

Yours ag over, 

ALgPH Aldo Leopold
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NATIONAL DIRECTORS Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Rese esta i 424, University Farm Place, 

Se ec Madison 5, Wisconsin, coven gear eae ee Be Aenn BAneeEe Suse corns asin 
Flore Bult. doce coe Dear Aldo: 

MORRIS W.BURKE, neurone uy. A letter from Dr. Lewis E. Radcliffe on the subject of blind 

ER paRting: mene predator campaigns engaged in commonly by sportsmen's clubs 
TALBOTT DENMEAD, sarrmone, mariano and rarely by chapters of the Izaak Walton League, prompts me 

Sonn'8 eoice. ronan nn, one to ask your advice on this subject and even suggest the 
Goch A MACE ser excnice : 
Wat te WCSON cre wre wemenora possibility of your finding time to do a little article for 

WAGTERTENTRESS newacn ee OUTDOOR AMERICA, along this line, Closely allied with it is 

C5, HAFFNER, tun wae mote the predatory animal campaign of the Fish and Wildlife Service 

DR ARTHUR W- HEN, srveuten Pe which is largely forced on them by certain livestock interests 

OWARD R HIEBTAND. rn, of the West. The two might be combined in a treatise on the 
CLARENCE HUGHES mn area subject. 

aes.) If you are like I am, you will probebly hate to have a request 

peep aga geen of this sort when you are so swamped with other things, but 

sare owe ome if you could find the time and inclination we would certainly 

Mes menURT EY coun ae appreciate an article from you along this line. 
CHARLES F. bese (DRS MOINES, IOWA 

NON RARE MUNGT, quonmarenaes Sincerely yours, ie CLAUS 3, NORE ne eee 

poner ovale carci ke 

W tea egaatt | KAR: ad Kenneth A, Reid, 
SENN ROUET cetes deren Executive Director, W.E SANDERSON lar 
HOWARD SHILLING, suman me Gov STAs me ware 

Bald, hy BrURME wolcdarasse usu! e.c.: Radcliffe 

Be bu wibsoh sai toe) ob 
\ bd 

bee tte 
ob yi 4) . a 4 

\ a>



July 15, 1947 

Dr. M. M. Hargraves 
Rochester 
Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Hargraves: 

I entirely appreciate your idea and I think it is 
an excellent one. I am espe¢ially glad that you 
heve ‘Salvted Swift and Buss. Buss is one of ny 
students, and both are my personal friends, so 
that what they will have to say will not differ 
in any important degree to what I would say. 

I have had some trouble with my health and I 
am supposed to lay off of meetings for this 
sumer. I therefore cannot promise to attend 
your meeting, but should I feel able to at 
the moment, I will come over with Buse and 
Swift. I would prefer that you would not 
advertise my attendance. 

Wishing you suecess in your sdmirable venture, 

Youra sincerely, 

AL:Pu Aldo Leopold j 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absenee to avoid delay.
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moctEsteR July 10, 1947 creer teat 
» FRANE 

matcanucros Dr, Aldos Leopold eer 
w canver county University of Wisconsin OR. J. Re STURRE 
We ttiNONa Madison, Wisconsin Taye ran ca 

GRAND RAPIDS 

en MAGNEY Dear Dr. Leopold: 

JUDGE LEROY MATSON 

He He MCDOUGAL 
| RAT TSW As the years roll on it seems more obvious that a better understanding 

Ween of conservation fundamentels is necessary if we are to accomplish the 

cane MINNEAPoLis, «= work that you and I are interested in, I am writing this letter to you 

5 MAR as one professionally engaged in the biological sciences, and I am sure 

Ae BRING that you will lend a sympathetic ear to the program which I wish to out- 

echt RAUL MIDWAY line below. As president of the State Division of the Izaak Walton 

eRACWATONNA League I feel that our only hope for a constructive conservation program 

ieee lies in the education of the public in generel and the sportsmen in 

"NEW ULM particular, This education must include a knowledge of the fundamentals 

VALSTAUDER way dinvolved, With the sportsmen this should have particular emphasis on 

WINONA. geme management. It has seemed to me that the Izaak Walton League stands 

* SROCHMTER in a position to make life easier for the professional game technicians 

HAROLD PULKRABEK ana Qongervation Department's administrators by supplying such funde- 

Si touaeaina mental information. 

MMNMINNEAPOLIS. 
ORJ-R STURRE | = With this thought in mind, I am attempting to establish for the first 

St aWionien time "An Amateur Game Managers! Short Course". Thig, will be held in 

REE tope te Red Wing with the Red Wing Chapter acting as host for the occasion. The 

time will be Saturday and Sunday, August 16th and 17th. I plan to divide 

the course into 3 two-hour sessions, each speaker having 30 minutes and 

allowing a 30 minute session for questions. The first session will be 

Saturday morning at 10 o'clock and will be devoted to population and 

population studies, the second session will be Saturday afternoon begin- 

ning at 2:30 and will be devoted to habitat, while the third session 

will be Sunday morning and will go into the problems of actual manage- 

ment, Saturday evening we hope to have a barbecue or picnic on the 

large lawn by the river at the Chapter Cabin and have an evening speaker 

who will deliver a main address. The sessions have been time in this 

way so that a semi-vacation can be enjoyed with morning and evening fish- 

ing on the river - again with the Red Wing Chapter acting as host. We 

are charging a two dollar registration fee and trust that it will cover 

at least part of the expenses involved,



Dr. Aldos Leopold -2— July 10, 1947 

An innovation of this type may of course be a failure. On the other 

hand while the registration might be small for this first course, it 

very likely will be a success in that the information obteined will 

stir up the enthusiasm of the sportsmen to insure a bigger and a 

better short course in the future. Because so much hangs in the 

balance so far as am concerned in this first session, I have 

selected my prospective speakers with great care knowing that they 

will appreciate the importance of this technicians-sportsmen relation- 

ship and will prepare notes for a talk on their subject which will be 

carefully correlated to give a step by step picture of the situation. 

We will attempt to record these talks with the idea of mimeogrephing 

and distributing them at a later time. A copy will be returned to 

the speaker for editing before it is mimeographed. 

I have invited two members of the Wisconsin, Dept. of Conservation to take 
part in this program - one of them is Dr. Irven 0, Buss and the other 

is Dr. Ernest Swift. I would appreciate very much if you would con- 

sider being our featured speaker for Saturday evening. There are many 

of us who know of your activities and fully appreciate your national 

reputation, but never have had the honor of either meeting you or hear- 

ing you talk. I fully know that you could sum up all the objectives 

of this short course and be the highlight of our meeting. I would 

consider it a great personal satisfaction if I could get you to 

acquiesce in taking part in this program. I appreciate that there 

is a great demand for your time and that you undoubtedly are weary 

of such conferences as we propose, nevertheless I also know of your 

interest in teaching fundamentals and I am sure you would be willing 

to assist me if you are able. 

Sincere urs y 

AI Napeese 
Mock, ee MCD. 
President, Minn, Div, 

MMA: LLH/7-11
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Py IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 4 f fete e Gd tho 
La Salle Hotel we ff CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS Jeapelh 

April 20th, 1946 

Cector Charles ©. Adams 
; ; lee Souleverd 

jae a hee 

Deer Decter Adams: 

: Bete ee ot gther mutters haw prevented an earlier reply the cera tatter of the Sth, inviting the League te participate fe the organization of & Conservation Counell. fhe proposal werits ! Soest careful consideration. 03s theese exchange ar tenn’ be advanced im this countsy by « nesting minds, i Somnen prebd eases with © resultant better mutual understanding af should, ce ntens that might be attained through oush a counelin @ should, nowever, be extremely careful in the means adopted te attain that end. 

the idea of foraing « Setional Conservation Coune4] is net aew, v cernape at consulted in several previous efforts along | this line. pernap® & review of our coments on the proposal in in Meshing, .veu, Saree oF four of the organisations cith necdrearters 5 in Washington, wight be pertinent before commenting Specifically on the current proposal. fucorpte from ay letter of August 85th, 1941, on this former proposal for a Hatienal Conservation Cowell] are d attached for tais purpose. 
iq 

MAiie the current proposa) i not Sdentionl with the 194i Fr there are points of simi. and there are pitfalls i 
tte avedand te naa oe a 

Now, getting dow te the present proposal thers pould be a prevenes tee uits expected fron the participating orcanisations a Pees tay sunaih nenbership, getting together ten or three tines a year. vee agricus question in ay mind, havever, is how far aus vremnmett should attempt to go in funetioning as « counsil. i casken a 8s correct funstion te be that ef an open ferun fon the : Ae a mae of information amongst the partiespating or cant sntione, AS @ result of this proving of (And ideas, it might act in an advisory capacity to the individual anigations. Tn this way ‘



Doctor Charles C. Adame April 20th, 1945 6S 149 Sonning Bivd. 
Albany 3, lew York 

it might be considered at least as aiding in the No. 1 stated objective; namely, the development of leng range programs Zor conservation. Sow« 
ever, I om inclined to shy away from the lo. & objective, "initiation of Action to deal with Situations Requiring Immediate attention". That, I think, i¢ the function of the individual organi anttone forming the council | It would be perfectly proper for the efficers of the council to suggest ond advise the participating organizations on action that was needed, but T would be very much opposed to any arrangement that would contemplate the council] atteuptd to form policies and advocate them in the name of the council, speahing for the participating organisations. That 
principle has been tried and found wanting in several previous super- 
structure organisations. 

Ae a matter of fact, the idea of action by such # super-structu 
in its own mame as speaking for the participating organisations is, in 
my opinion, not sound; but, from the standpoint of the effect that could 
be obtained from such procedures, sven if all the participating organizati i were always in unanimous agreement, {t is much aore effective, for instance _ to have a dozen different organizations all ask their Congressmen for the same thing in their own name than to have one man make the request with 
the statesent that he represents these dozen different organizations. 

Bolling down this rather rambling ponent here is the 
picture I would draw of a National Conservation Gouncil te be of values 
(1) Provide the moune for closer cooperation and better understanding 
amongst the participating orgunizeations by having two to four neetings 
& year. At these meetings the representatives of the participating 
orgenizations could present astters of particular interest to thea and 
ask the support of the other participating organizations. As an expression 
of sentinent, these aatters might even be vetoed upon at the Council meeting 
and the reeult of such counei] action transaltted in the ware Se these 
neotings to the participating organizations. Such action, he » should 
be for the information of the member organiaations only, and not for public 
statements or direct follow-up action by the Council] itself as representing 
the participating orgemigetions. (2) Throughout the year the officers 
of the Counei] might properly call iaportant matters to the attention of 
the participating meaber organizations with the advice that auch and such 
& matter had received the approval of the Council Yembers at thelr meeting 
and recomnend to the individual participating organization that it take 
appropriate. action in its own name te further this objective. (3) The 
office of the Council aight to very good advantage function as Vashingten 
office of information as outlined in the attached Sopy. 

I delieve that, along these lines, o National Conservation 
Council could be of real value in furthering sound conservation abjectives 
but I think it vitally important that we completely avoid any ides of the 
Council attempting to formulate national policies with follow-up action in 
its own name as the overall representative of the participating organi gation,



| Deeter Charles ¢. Adams April 20th, 1946 “3 

In your outline it is proposed *It will endeavor to promete ite approved 
policies, usually acting indirectly through existing action groups". To 
cover my thoughts this would be worded a little differently about as 
follows: ‘It will endeaver to promote the policies approved by the 
participating organisations but always acting indirectly, through existing i 
action groups and net directly in the Council's name as representing a 

number of organizations.* We're not very far apart, but 1 feel so strongly 
the importance of these cautions that I've written at considerable zors 
length than at first contemplated. 

Siaeerely, 

Remmeth A. Keid 

Executive Director 

KARs me 
Enel. 

eo; ©. Hi. W. Tate 

P. Clement 
We frye 

Dr. Scott :



IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

La Salle Hotel f 
CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

Copy of letter written by Senneth A. Reid on August 25th, 1941 

"Let's start with two promises on which I believe we will all agree. | 
A closer and better coordinated cooperation amongst the various national | 
conservation organizations, asgoolations and sosities on commen objectives | 
is desirable; twoy a better moans for g otting information on current fs 
legislation, administrative policies and other factors affecting our i 
natural resource base to these organisations quickly and systemationlly 1 
is desirable, \ 

Now let's talk about the moans by which these objostives might be i 
best accomplished, Under Articole 3 of your proposal there would be Ni 
provided what would amount to an executive seoretary for the proposed fate, Ie 
eouncil supported by the various organisations eee — } 
4 provides for ratifiextion of the plan by the individual organisation 
and for an executive comaittes selested from the organigations prscume i 
ably to determine the policies of the couneil and guide its operations, 
I am in full accord with the apparant objectives and fully appreciate the \ 
need for an imprevement in the present working arrangements to secom- \\ 
plishing « more effective manner common conservation objectives in a une \\ 

ified land and water management programe ‘ \\ 

The means for accomplishing the desired objeetives as suggested in A 

your proposal is idealistic and unquestionably well meant, but T am ae 

going te be very frank, Dick, and say that I don"t believe it would work 
or that it would be advisable in the form proposed. It would in effect \ 

be a superstructure ever existing erganizations and in the light of recent \ 

years’ experience I am all through with having any part in building } 

sguperstructures over ourselves or other cruadedibies You know the 
elaborate and expensive efforta that have been made along that line in. 

recent years and how it has worked out or rather how it haa not worked 
out ag originally planned. “hile the setup of the council is, of course, 

along somewhat different Lines the basie principle involved is the same. 

Now Diok, I am going to try to paint for you the pleture of a some- 
what similar plan which would eliminate my objections, and I believe these 

obJestions are the game that would be voloed by others in other organ- 

igations, ag an alternate for your proposal. An provided in your Article 3, 
the vorlous organisations agreeing te partic! pate would select a suitable man, 

provide hin with an office and « atenographer, in “ashington, The duties 

of that office would be (1) to keep in daily touch with happenings on the 
Hill when Congress was in session and send promptly to the contributing 

organizations copies of all bills introdueed direotly affeoting our natural 

resources and keep the organiaations advised of the progress of these bills 

in their course through Congress:
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IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

La Salle Hotel : 
CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

: March ldth, 146 

Br. B. N. Orewford 
3161 Kavenwood Ave. 
Baltimore 13, ud. 

Dear ur. Crawford: 

Spas Sabb, keeene teen mane Sayenting ene ettiesto ot 
the Izask “alton League teward "The Grow", specifically with 
reference to "deliberate wanton destruction of the bird.® 

I havn't read the book to whieh you refer, so ay comments here 
Will have to be general. The Isaak “alten League hee never blindly 
advocated or approved so-called predatory canpai gna. We realise « 
that many sportamen,and some gaue departments, have been prone to 
Junp te conclusions; with the result that they seck to reduce or 
even exterminate a species that they believe to be a serious 
predator on the game that they sevk. Very often a bird or enimal 
that preys on game wpecies, occasionally may be a persistant and 
regular predator on another species that regularly preys on gane 
Species--with the result that the reduetion of the first predator 
brings about an increase of the intermediate one, and a decrease 
of the game, 

Se, we advise caution and factual knowledge before classing 
any species as an undesirable predator for drastic contrel methods. 

The Crow occupies « rather unusual position. while « wild, 
native bird, he increases as ann changes the environment from 
primitive to egricultural and he migrates into formerly unused 
territories as man disturbes the onvironsent. hile the Crow, - 
iike every other predater, has some good points and « place in 
the naturel sehene of things, the great Increase of the Crow in 
many sections--due to aan's disturbance of the environaent-<is 
unfavorable to the existance of other wild birds and animals.



re MU. Ne Crawford dereh 14th, 1946 Page <2 

We believe that contre] seagures on the Grow as « predator 
are generally justified. as a matter of fact, be is not only prolific, 
but a very wiee bird, and manages to survive in spite of mest intensive : 
control acegures. 

Swaning ap the matter, ay own Judgment would be that we need 
bave no worry about seriou: iuveads frea Crew predatory campaigns howe 
over ve fool about thetr advisability personally. The Crow is tee well 
able te take care of hinself. 

‘ Sinoerely, 

Kenneth A. Keid 

Sxecutive Oirester 

KAR sme 

eo + Crabbe 
Bolton ; 

Beott 

Leopold») 
' 

WOTE 1 don't know what's behind this letter--whether ur. Gawford is 

. voicing his ow opinion regarding the Crow, or merely reporting 

one that has come tc him. The reference he cites is pages 38 and 89, 

of the Encyclopedia, by G. Clyde Fisher. Would appreciate your 

conuents if you think ay statement to up, OFawford is out of order.
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Mareh 2, 1945 

Mr. Kenneth Reid 
TW Lede 
laSalle Hotel 
Chicago 2, Illinois 

Dear Kens 

I heartily sympathize with the new move in Oklahoma, and wish I could 

contribute to it, but I find myself so nearly buried that I am sure that 

I couldn't do it justice. I resolved some time ago to devote the entire 

: summer to the completion of my book, and unless I draw a hard and fast line, 

I know from experience that I will never get around to it. 

I know, of course, that this leaves you out on @ limb, and I am trying to 

hee Fe bees cee The best name I can think of is 
Verne Davison of the Soil Conservation Service, If you could borrow him 

for this purpose. He comes from Oklahoma and has a good grasp of administrative | 

and technical problems. 

There is something wrong in Oklahoma, at least as respecte research. First 

they fired Fred Baungartney and a few weeke later circulerized the country 

asking for the names of good research men. They recently published a 

rather ambitious wildlife survey, and in it either ignored, or did not 

know of, the existence of Verma Davison's important paper on Oklahoma 

prairie chickens. I can't make it out. 

Rven though it would omit the technical side, I have a hunch that Bill 

Aberg would be a good member of the trio. After all, they need only set 

up a good Commission with sense enough to hire competent technical help. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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February 27, 1945 ) ALDO LEOPOLD ’ 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

College of Aer. 
University of Wisconsin 

NAMI ONAL DIREGTORS Madison 5, Wisconsin 

EoWvaid m. apPLe ceo, men Dear Aldo: } 
OR. WR BAGLEY, outta, min, FRANK BARNES, Los anotten, eaur. q ; 
FRED BIERNANK, Oxconan, Iowa The attached will give you an outline of the proposal of our Oklahoma RUSSELL BINNING, venne auTe, no. i 
FRANKCBRADY, avameon, wenee Division, which during the past two years has come very much to the 
BURT BRICKNER, TiFFin, onM 

= + MAJOR OScaR BURKaRD, nome, new ore ORE in both sound organization buildup and sound conservation work. The Ge CONDO, waniuton one ee : : 
oN onRinGscenomesces"™ . Division has asked that I submit this proposal to you as well as to 

SOHN'P. DECK, wvomvearnse Pa. Seth Gordon and Tom Langlois whom they have suggested as the other members TALBOTT DENMEAD, emengor iu. ; 
MURL ORUBING, HILWaUKEE, wis, of the proposed survey. It is not just e wild dream, but the outcome of Gareuer DIBBLE, mavison, s. vo. i > 

Whiten Peres nonrotw va considerable spade work and preliminary study on the part of the Division. 
EARL GROMER, Lemna” OTTO GROSSMAN, anaos: io, " : 
Plein | copbentae alae As to time of such survey, I suggested that it might be rather difficult 
DR. A. W. HENN, PittsouraH, PA. 

2 . BILL mena on for you prior to the close of college some time in June. They hoped it 
PP Eee eons: oe might be done before that time, however. The Division, of course, expects 

BC HEWELL, havo nanos, bins. and is prepared to pay the expenses incident to such survey. What 
TEE EER Ee me ore renumeration might be required by you and the others over and above the 

RALPH LINGWALL PianoRcay, 8. 0. actual expense is a matter on which they would like your suggestions. 
$8: LOEKE, sation, wasp I gathered from the phone conversation from Jackson and Draper that the 
Be SCR UREA OST TaO wes. Division would be in a position to pay a modest compensation beyond the 
DR One, MILLESOM, pontuane, ont. actual expenses. HON. KARL E: MUNDT, wasminavon, 0. CARL NORGREN, oenvem cole 5.0, OCHSNER, ront masison, iowa i 
RENRY A: PERCE: wauanace, en. Will you give the matter some thought, Aldo, and let me know if you can 
wnrmwanmmcse”"” do it and, if so, your suggestions as to the time that would be most 
we UNcteeon ence” convenient. I am dropping a similar letter to Seth Gordon and Tom 
GroKGE W. SLOP, wantin our Langlois, with whom you may wish to communicate direct in working out 
VaLsmubenar rice," = aTangements : 
CHARLES F. STEWART, KoKomo, IND. 

AoWrerauns, hamoees wa 
aA SuTMERLANO nose cece All good wishes. 
RIES TUTTLE, DES moines, Iowa 

DROWH, A WALLACE wapniteevea, tvs: 
See eT nRIE eS hau Sincerely, HARRY WILLIAMS, oanvicie, it. cs 
yg ee ee at 

DAWA WRIGHT, SY, tonne hos Z ts 

(Kenneth A. Reid 
Executive Director 

kar*agm 

ec: Jackson Clement 
Draper Frye



IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
LA SALLE HOTEL 

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS 

February 27, 1945 

PROPOSED SURVEY OF GAME AND FISH ADMINISTRATION IN OKLAHOMA 

At a meeting of State Directors of the Oklahoma Division of the Izaak Walton 

League of America on February 25, 1945 at Tulsa, Oklahoma, it was determined 
to attempt a three-man survey of game and fish administration in Oklahoma, with 
the personnel of the three-man survey made up of outstanding administrators or 
scientists from other states. 

During the past year the Oklahoma Division has concentrated its efforts on revising 
the setup of the State Fish and Game Commission along the lines of the Model Code 
recommended by the Izaak Walton League, in order to get the Administration on an 
efficient, and as near as possible, non-political basis. Toward this end, the 
Oklahoma Division officers have had a number of conferences with the members of 
the present Commission, some of the legislators and the Governor. At the meeting 
on February 25, the Chairman of the Commission, Glade Kirkpatrick of the Guarantee 
Extract Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma, the Chief Warden, and several members of the 
Commission were present. According to my long-distance telephone report on this 
meeting from George Draper, President of the Oklahoma Division, and Bud Jackson, 
National Director of the League from Oklahoma, these state men were not only 
agreeable to having such a survey made, but were in favor of such a survey as a 
basis for the complete overhauling of the Oklahoma Fish and Game setup on 
approved lines. 

The suggestion of the Oklahoma officers for the personnel of this propesed 
three-man survey was as follows: 

Proféssor Aldo Leopold of Wisconsin 
Seth Gordon of Pennsylvania 
Tom Langlois of Ohio 

As the Oklahoma Division visualized the proposed survey, it would require about 
two weeks of these three gentlemen's time in Oklahoma to see and study the 
picture in order to get the necessary information on which to base their 
conclusions and recommendations. The Oklahoma Division expects and is prepared 
to pay the expenses of such a survey, and in addition would supply the personnel 
and the transportation in order to take the survey party around the State to see 
what should be seen. 

The above is an outline of the proposal of the Oklahoma Division as given to me 
over long-distance telephone, Sunday evening, February 25, 1945. 

Kenneth A. Reid 
Executive Director 

kartagm



Mr. Seth Gordon, Executive Director 

. Pennsylvania Game Commission 
Harrisburg, ”ennsylvania 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dr. Thomas H. Langlois 
Chief of Fish Management Section 
Division of Conservation & Natural ReSources 
Put-In-Bay, Ohio
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tir. Aldo 
Me. Arthur Newton Pack 
Mr. Walter Frye : 

Me. Burt Brickner 
Br. John ¥. Seott 

Gentlemens 
5 i 

At the Outdoor Writers! meeting et Columbus, I met and chatted j 
briefly with Vernon Certer, Supervisor of the Conservation . 
Depertment of Publie Schools, Zanesville, Ohio, whe gave me a 
copy of a suggested program for Cooperative Heseerch Project in a 
Conservation Education. He hag now written me stating: 

"We beve the supoort already of the state eduestion | 

department of Ohio, the Ohio Outdoor Writers, Ohio , 
Forestry Association, Ollie Fink, Louis Bromfield, | 
Bryce Browning of the tfuskingum Conservancy District | 
and others,* ii 

‘ 4} 

He then goes on to say: ( 

“Seeause of the broad view which your organization 
takes toward congervation there is ne group whose ih 

: support I more earnestly seck.* . 

4s to financing the projeet, he says: 

"We hope to interest, either industry, sueh es duPont, 
Remington, Weyerhauser Lumber, Allis-@halmers, 
NeCormick, cte., or an eduentional foundetion such | 
as Rockefeller or Carnegie." ; 

While Mr. Carter does not mention specifics ly the Friends of the 
Land, mention of a pergonal endorsevent by Ollie Fink and Louis 
Bromfield would suggest such sponsorship. 

4 
;
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With further reference to the Isaak Walton League, Mr. Carter sayss 
"I trust that you personally will give me a letter of endorsenent at your earliest Convenience, and thet Perhaps & resolution in favor of the proposed , sould be presented to the meeting of the League or its officers," 

Sincerely yours, 

Executive Director KARivle 

ee: Ward 
Finley 
Leopold 
Pack 
Frye 
Brickner 
Seott
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Mare® 3, 1944 

Ur. Vernon Carter 
Conservation Supervisor 
Zanesville Public Schools 
Zanesville, Ohio ; 

Dear Br, Carters 

Replying to yours of February 29th, I would not be at liberty, 
without first consulting with others, to give the endorsement 
of the Iseak Walton Leegue to your suggested program for « 
Gooperetive Research Projeet in Conservation Edueation. 

Personally, I heartily subseribe to your staterent of the need 
on the first page, but before commenting further, I shall seek 
the edvice of othere in the organization who are more con- 
versant with this particuler subject. 

In the meantime, so that there people may be nore fomiliar with 
the proposal, will you please send copies of your simeograph 
te the following: , 

Dr. Henry Baldwin Ward, 1201 West Nevada, Urbana, Dllinois 
Mr. Wm. L. Finley, Route 10, Portland, Oregon 
lr. Aldo Leopold, 424 University Farm Place, Madison, Wisconsin 
Wr. Arthur Newton Pack, Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico 
Wr. Walter Frye, Madison Hill, Yooster, Ohio 
Dr. John ¥. Seott, 1409 Garfield Street, Laramie, Wyoming 
Ur, Burt Brickner , Box 622, Tiffin, Ohio 

3 Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth 4, Reid — 
Executive Director 

KaRivle a 

ece Ward 
Finley 
Leopol 
Pack 

Frye 
Seott 
Brickner :
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FROM: NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
HOTEL LA SALLE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
CENTRAL 5855 

FOR RELEASE: JULY 24, 1943 

STATEMENT OF THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

ON THE JACKSON HOLE NATIONAL MONUMENT 

By Kenneth A, Reid,Executive Director 

On March 15, 1943, by presidential proclamation the Jackson Hole National 

Monument was created, Since then the press of the country has carried many 

stories, giving the public a highly distorted picture of the area and the factors 

involved, The Barrett Bill has been introduced to rescind the presidential pro- 

clamation, another, to take from the President authority to create national monu- 

ments by proclamation, and a rider placed in the Interior Department Appropri- 

ations Bill barring the use of any funds for administration of the Monument. 

The picture presented to the public through the press was that the federal 

government, through arbitrary and autocratic action, took away from the people of 

Wyoming 221,000 acres of land, inferring that the area in question was private 

land; that it dispossessed landowners of their lands and cancelled the leases 

of homesites and cottages on Forest lands; tht it removed cattle and withdrew 

the privileges of cattlemen to cross the area with their herds from winter to 

summer range; that it took great areas out of taxation, which would mean economic 

ruin of Teton County and western Wyoming; and that the people of Wyoming were 

practically unanimous in opposing the Monument. 

It is unfortunate that some of the well-known columnists who lent their pens 

to this vicious propaganda campaign did not familiarize themselves with the sub- 

ject before writing, Official ic abueg of the Secretary of Interior, the 

Director of the National Park Service, Ex-Governor Miller of Wyoming, and others, 

were available to them from the hearings on the Barrett Bill before the House 

Committee on Public Lands, had they chosen to read them, 

Here are a few pertinent facts from the of ficial testimony: 

--MORE-—- ;
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1) The creation of the Monument - does not take. away any land from any pri- 

vate landowner. The proclamation itself contains the following language: 

"Subject to all valid existing rights." : 

2) It did not cancel grazing leases, the privileges of moving cattle across 

the lands, cottage leases, or other special permits in existence at the 

time of the proclamation, The Secretary of Interior plainly stated that 

these would be continued under Park Service administration during the 

lifetime of the present permittees and their immediate piadidans 

3) The only transfers of lands occasioned by the creation of the Monument 

were from one federal bureau to another--99,000 acres from the U.. oy 

Forest Service and 39,000 acres from the U, Ss. Genierad fond Office to 

the U, S, National Park Service, All these tbnae were already in 

federal ownership. : : 

4) 33,000 acres, or 15% of the area, had been purchased by John ), 

Rockefeller, Jr, some fifteen years ago with the approval of the ©. 

National Park Service and the State of Wyoming for the express purpose 

of donating these lands to the federal government to provide an out- 

standing scenic and recreational area for the benefit of the whole 

American public and prevent the area from being exploited until the 

"Jackson Hole Plan," endorsed by the residents of the Hole to make this : 

a national recreational area, could be realized, ‘ 

5) Adding the Rockefeller lands to the 76% of land and water already in 

‘federal ownership, there remains in the entire 221,000 acres embraced 

within the Monument, only 7-1/4% in private ownership and 6/10 of 1% 

in state owrership. 

6) ‘The annual taxes on the Rockefeller lands amount to $9,000.00, This 

$9,000,00 is the potential loss in taxes that would bring "economic 

ruin" to Teton County and western Wyoming in the press reports, 

—MORE—
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; Considering these official.facts, the many dramatic stories about dispossess-~ 

ing the ranchers, ruining the cattle business, and taking upwards of 200,000 acres 

off the tax rolls, amount to nothing but hysterical or malicious bunk, 

The Izaak Walton League of America has more than an academic interest in 

this matter, In 1924 it purchased and later donated to the federal government 

2,000 acres of hay-lands in Jackson Hole for the Federal Elk Refuge. It believes 

the area embraced within the Monument has outstanding scenic, biologic and recre- 

ational values and that the consummation of the Jackson Hole Plan, to make a 

national recreational area for the enjoyment of all the people of the United 

States, represents the highest and best use of the area; and furthermore, that 

some unified federal management is essential to prevent private exploitation 

from ruining its public values, 

Within the League's field there are only two important questions involved: 

1) The inclusion of the Jackson Lake, which, unfortunately, some years 

ago had been made into an irrigation reservoir, 

2) Control of the Jackson Hole elk herd by the sportsman hunter, 

While we regret the undeniable fact that the natural beauty of Jackson Lake has 

been marred by an irrigation development, that fact cannot be undone » and we be- 
lieve the presence of this irrigation development within the area should not bar 
acceptance of the whole area when we consider its many other outstanding quali- 
ties, With regard to hunting, the Secretary of Interior has agreed to permit 
hunting in the Monument this year and negotiations are under way with the Fish 
and Wildlife Service aml the State of Wyoming for a permanent solution of this 
problem, which we believe can be satisfactorily reached, 

In view of all th facts and after a most careful study, the League be- 
lieves that th public interest will be best served by unified federal management 
of the area, such as will be accorded it by the National Park Service, and that 
purchase of the remaining 7-1/4% of private holdings and the nominal state hold- 
ings within the area should be made as rapidly as possible so that the area may 
fulfill its highest value to the American public. 

wtO=s 

July 22, .1943
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| ‘ La Salle Hotel 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

May 24, 1943 

' Mr. Fe C. Waleott, President 
4merican “ildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Senator Yaloott: 

dust getting around to making a few acknowledgments to 
letters that arrived in the pre-rush and during our National — 
convention. It was indeed a most successful one and I wish 
you could have been here. Paul Miller gave an excellent account 
of himself in pinch-hitting in the spot assigned to Dr. 

; Gabrielson. Hie was really an outstanding talk which was well 
ae received. 

ft 

You will reeall at our Yale Club meoting in December that 
the principle of making sewage treatnent for mnieipalities and 
public institutions wherever needed, a condition of eligibility 

’ for federal funds for other purposes in the post-war program 
was approved. Following up this principle our convention for+ 
mally and unanimously adopted resolution #5 attached. In our 

‘ wide distribution of this resolution Surgeon General Parran 
has raised @ point which I have covered in some detail in the 
attached copy. 

We sincerely believe that the potentialities for public 
good inherent in the prinoiple embedied in this venelehinn are 
so great that they merit the active support of every conserva~ 
tionist. Getting the principle adopted by government is a 

; matter of public and governmental education. ‘Therefore, we 
é hope that you and the American Wildlife Institute will do 

everything possible toward this end. I have written our m‘tual 
friend, General Wadhams, sending him this material and the re- 

‘f solution has also gone to every member of Congress. Inoidentally, 
& surprisingly good percentage of the replies from Congresemen 

4 and Senators have included favorable comments on this resolution. 

Sineerely yours, 

’ Kenneth A. Reid, Bxecutive Director 
Ry ,, SO Leopold, Miller



No, 5 WATER POLLUTION 

WHEREAS, the methods of satisfactory treatment for municipal 

sewage have long been well known, and 

WHEREAS, many municipalities pleading a lack of funds, have 

failed to accord proper, and in many cases, any 

treatment of municipal sewage, while at the same time 

accepting under various public works plans over a 

period of years, federal funds far in excess of those 

needed for SEWAGE treatment, applying them to less 

essential or luxury projects, while leaving their own 

sewage problems unsolved as a menace to public health 

and a menace to dovmstream communities, therefore 

BE IT RESOLVED: that in our planning for any post-war public 

works program that the following principle be adopted 

with respect to all municipal works and all public 

institutions involving federal or state participation 

or aid; namely, that unless and until a municipality or 

public institution having a water sewer system either 

has adequate sewage treatment facilities or bona fide 

; plans for aquiring such facilities, it shall not be 

eligible for federal or state funds for any other 

purpose. 

Adopted by 
21st Annusl Convention 
Izaak Walton League of America 
March 27, 1943 ‘
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' CHICAGO, ILL. May 20, 1943 

Dr. Thomas Parran, Surgeon General 

U. S. Public Health Service 

Federal Security Agency 

Washington, D. C,. 

Dear General Parran: 

With further reference to your letter of April 27 com— 

menting on Resolution #5 on Water Pollution, additional copy 

of which is attached for your convenience, I would like to 

bring out a few important thoughts behind this resolution for 

your further consideration, 

You advise that the Public Health Service is in agreement 

with the desire for pollution abatement motivating this document. 

However, you raise the point that in certain cases other projects 

such as hospital, health clinic, typhus fever control measures, 

etc, may be more urgently needed than sewage treatment construc- 

tion, and that for these reasons the Public Health Service could 

not take the position generally endorsing one type of health 

facility in preference to any others, 

As a background, you have perhaps noticed that the Izaak 

Walton League of America has made no effort during the present 

Congress either to introduce or actively support federal anti- 

pollution legislation. That course was determined not by any 

change in principles on our part, but in recognition of existing 

conditions and the necessity for all of us concentrating our 

efforts on measures for winning the war. 

The principle embodied in the resolution has been very 

carefully thought out so that it would be eminently fair to every- 

one and could by no stretch of the imagination even be accused of 

interfering with the war effort, We believe the adoption of that 

principle by the government in advance of any post-war public 

works program would result in greater correction of pollution 

with more widespread resultant public benefits than have been 

achieved in all previous efforts to correct this problem. There- 

fore, we believe it is worthy of cereful further consideration, 

and we are particularly desirous of having your sympathetic 

support for this principle, which support would be most helpful 

in gaining for it the desired acceptance officially.
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Referring to the points brought up in the last paragraph of your letter, 
we will agree that there may be individual cases where the construction of 
a hospital, health clinic or typhus fever control measures - or a municipal 
water sup»ly system or filtration plant - may be more important from the 
standpoint of the U, S, Public Health Service as a protection to human health, 
than the construction of a sewage treatment plant. We both, of course, 

' vealize that the implications of water pollution while often presenting a 
' definite human health problem, extend far beyond the field of human health 

involving the health of all life, many economic considerations, and the 
happiness and general welfare of the citizens, 

However, I believe there are two very important points which merit 
careful consideration in passing judgment on the policy embodied in the 
resolution: 

| (1) Municipalities and public institutions are perfectly free to con- 
} struct hospitals, health clinics, water supplies, etc, on their own 

i initiative, without federal financial assistance. If the resolution 
j stated that a sewage treatment plant, wherever it was lacking, must 

be the first works undertaken following the war, it would be open to 
very serious criticism; but it does not say that or make such pro- 
vision, It merely says that before federal or state funds are.secured 
for the construction of other projects, the municipality or the 
public institution must itself first have clean hands, or be de- 
finitely committed to washing them, 

(2) The basis of this resolution is not that we consider sewage treat- 
ment in all cases the most important thing, but rather that we 
recognize from a frank evaluation of human nature and the plain record 
of seven years of public works programs with federal finance assis- 
tance, that left to their own choice when severaldifferent works may 
be needed or desired, thesewage treatment plant will almost invariably 
be near the bottom of the preferential list, The common paradox of 
a state attempting to carry out provisions of anti-pollution legis- 
lation on its own books, against municipalities and industry, while 

| the state itself continues to be an offender by discharging into 
public waters untreated sewage from state hospitals and other state 

i institutions, is an illustration of the very real need for some 
additional urge for sewage treatment. 

e 

i If for instance, the need for a new water supoly system or filtration 
plant is sufficiently urgent, means will be found by the municipality 
or the public institution for getting these facilities - federal aid 
or no federal aid, Unfertunately, this is not the case with sewage 
treatment because the benefits accrue not to the municipality or the 
public institution which must build the plant, but to the downstream 
communities which suffer from such raw discharges, It is only human 
nature - and it is borne out abundantly by the record - that the ‘ 
governing bodies of municipalities and public institutions, if the 
matter is left entirely to their own choice, will again spend on 
other projects with a stronger local appeal, federal funds in excess 
of those required to do the whole job of domestic sewage treatment, 
unless some curb such as is provided in the resolution is adopted, 
with the result that sewage treatment at the end of another decade 
would still remain a continuing and unfinished problem,



Dr, Thomas Parran .. 3 

As a further illustration let us consider two towns on the same stream, 

- A upstream and B downstream, Under the last public works program B, at the 

instigation of some public spirited citizens or organizations such as the 

Izaak Walton League, installed a proper sewage treatment plant, A on the 

other hand, ignored the obvious public need for treatment of its own sewage 

while building a "Smith Memorial" or a "Brown Parkway," or perhaps even a 

water filtration plant for its own water supply. As a result B is still 

plagued with the raw sewage coming down from A, Under such a situation, 

which is a common one throughout the country, is there any fairness in 

permitting A to participate on an equal basis with B when a new public 

works program may be launched? We believe that is exactly what will happen 

and many A's throughout the country will continue to build more luxuries 

while ignoring their sewage treatment unless some curb, such as provided 

in the resolution, is adopted in advance of » new public works program, 

I apologize for the length of this letter, but we consider the subject i 

of such importance that it merits the fullest discussion and consideration, 

We firmly believe the broad public benefits resulting from the operation 

of the recommended policy would constitute an outstanding milestone in 

public betterment, As we see it, it would be a painless and eminently fair 

means of completing the large domestic job of sewage treatment within a 

very few years; and when that job was done the American public could then 

demand, with good grace because it had clean hands, that American industry 

really do something about its water pollution, / 

Finally, in the allocation of federal funds in the public works field, 

we believe the principle is sound to give preference to those projects 

which are of broad public, as contrasted with purely local benefit, and 

which by the very breadth and the indirect or intangible nature of their 

benefits to the public at large, do not stimulate local demand. 

Sewage treatment for municipalities and public institutions just 
about heads the list in this category. It is a long neglected field for 
correction and we believe the public will be much better served if the 
government adopts a policy of correcting such deficiencies of the past in 

advance of embarking in new fields of public works. 

: You can be of great assistance to the nation in bringing about this 
needed correction and we sincerely hope we may have your sympathetic sup- 

port for the principle under discussion, 

Sincerely yours, 

Kenneth A, Reid 
Executive Director 

KAR:HR



4a University Farm Place 
‘June 21, 1940 

Mr. Kenneth A.. Reid 
Izaak Walton League of America 
1167 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Kenneth: 

I am so loaded with promised writings that I cannot undertake 
the two papers you ask for in exactly the form you specify. However, 
the following plan may fit your purposes. 

Exotic Birds. I have two technical papers, one in press and 
the other one about to go to press. One measures the actual survival of 
planted pheasants as against wild pheasante. ‘The other summarizes the 
hunting yields on the Riley area from wild and planted pheasants. After 
these are out in technical form I could easily write a popular summary. 

Preiator seu: I have two papers, one in press and the 
other parti prepared, presenting actual data on the inefficiency of 
predator control. One gives ten years of history on the Prairie du Sas 
quail area and shows that quail levels have no relation to predator 
levels. The other gives ten years of history on the Arboretum and Riley 
pheasants, showing excellent pheasant stands developed from zero without 
predator control. Again, I could easily summarize these in popular form 
after they are out. 

In general, I simply haven't time any more to write generalized 
exhortations on these subjects, and I imagine you yourself would prefer 
specific measurements of results. If the above plan fits your need 
equally well, I could promise to carry 1t out for you some time during 
the coming year. 

With best regards, 

7 Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold P 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mr. Kenneth A. Reid 
Izaak Walton League of America 
1167 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Kenneth: 

I agree with you that we have too many organizations, 
but when the "Friends of the Land" idea popped up, I had to admit 
that none of the existing organi mations had really taken care of 
the broad idea of land conservation. I am afraid this is true of 
the Institute, the Federation, and the Izaak Walton League. In 
all three cases the trouble does not lie in the leadership, but 
rather in the rank and file, which is so far behind the times that 
they are not likely to catch up. Hence I had to admit thet a new 
organization devoted specifically to the land problem had a real 
Job ahead of it. 

You may be perfectly right that the personnel of the 
new organization contains some exploiters. I haven't been able to 
participate in their selections. 

I would like to talk this over with you sometime. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Sine ly yours, 

Kenneth A. Reid 

KAR/DM / Executive Secretary
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DR. HARRY W. LEARNER 
601 Lafayette Avenue 

Buffalo, New York 

June 6, 1940 

Mr. Charles W. Collier, Executive Director, 
Friends of the Land, 
710 Denrike Building 

Washington, D. C. j 

My dear Mr. Collier: 

I have read carefully your letter with its enclosed publication 
addressed to me at request of Miss Mabel James. I assure you I am deeply 
interested in any move that oan bring to the attention of the great mass 
of American people the need of conserving our natural resources. 

As I have been active in such a national organization for several 
years and have observed in that time the inauguration of numerous similar 
organizations, I feel that the time is approaching when somebody should 
start an organization to protect the American people from organizations, 
You in Washington have a very active group of conservationists working 
under the banner of Izaak Walton League of America. The results of their 
years of effort plainly snow that their ideals are identical with those of 
your organization, and I believe the cause of conservation would be better 
served if we would unite our efforts under a proven leadership rather than 
continuing the ever increasing number of organizations working toward a 
similar end, I once was told by a very successful business man that any 
opportunity one might have to enter any enterprise upon the ground floor 
you should weigh against that time of heat such as occurs with new mown 
hay. 

You are making a very imposing start with your organization and I 
admire your list of sponsors, but I greatly fear that you will have to 

_ pass through the same period of struggling as all other organizations have 
done, the Izaak Walton League being one of the few to survive such period, 
I strongly recommend it to you for yourself. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Harry W. Learner



424 University Farm Place 
May 10, 1940 

Mr. Kenneth A. Reid, General anager 
Igaak Walton League of America 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Kenneth: 

I do not regard Harmon as at fault. He can't 
buck the Reservations Commission. What we need is to sell 
the Qietico-Superior wilderness idea to the Commission. 
I heartily approve the special bill. 

I especially like your idea of choking resolutions 
which are merely wishful. The I.W.L.A.--and many others-- 
serves as an “emotional release" without getting anything 
done. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

} May 4, 1940 

L 
ACQUISITION - Superior 

Purchase 

? 
Kenneth A. Reid e 
General Manager 
Izaak Walton League of America 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Your letter of April 25 is received. 

It is true that the small parcel of lake frontage at the 

western end of Crooked Lake along the international boundary has 
transferred from the Oliver Iron Mining Company ownership to a 
private individual, who expects to construct a resort thereon. 

There has been considerable question by the National Forest Res- 
ervation Commission for some time concerning the legal rights of 
the Commission to approve for purchase lands under the Weeks Law 

having récreational values. One of the members of the Commission 

questioned this authority last srring and, as a result, an opinion 

was secured from the Solicitors of three of the Departments in - 

Washington and an opinion was finally seeured from the Attorney 
Gene ral which wo1ld indicate that recreational lands could be 

purchased if they had values for timber production and watershed 

protection. / 

Several of our cases involving recreational lands were 
turned down for purchase last summer and the policy in effect 

during the interim of this decision was that no recreational lands 
would be considered for purchase. Itwas during this period that 

the Oliver Iron Mining Company offered their lands on Crooked Lake 

and an option could have been secured, but it was necessary for us 

to reject it in view of the policy in effect. In the meantime, the 

Oliver Iron Mining Company had an o;portunity to sell these lands to 
a private individual and it was but natural that they proceeded to 

follow that course, since the price offered by the private individual 
was greatly in exeess of any price which we could possibly have 
offered for lands of this description.
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This office and the Supervisor's office in Duluth have 

made a coneerted effort, over the past six or eight years, to 

acquire privately-owned lands within the roadless area. The 

roadless area has been given highest priority in the Forest's 

purchase program. It is with a great deal of satisfaction that 

we are able to review the success of this policy, since thousands 

of acres of desirable lake frontage have been acquired and with- 

drawn from possible private development. Unfortunately, a few 

tracts still remain in private ownership and we fully expect that 

some development in the roadless area will be undertaken by private 

individuals because of our inability to acquire all of the private 

land within the area. 

There is some private land that could still be purchased 

within the roadless area if the present policies could be liberal- 

ized to permit the allowance of higher recreational values com- 

parable to that placed upon similar property by private individuals. 

It may be necessary to secure a separate appropriation, or an Act 

of Congress to permit purchases of this deseription, although, it 

is very possible that a liberal attitude on the part of the National 

Forest Reservation Commission woild make this possible without 

Congressional action. The National Forest Reservation Commission, 

however, is responsible for the disbursing of the funds set up for 

this purpose and naturally is cautious in the cases approved for 

purehase and endeavors to comply with the law as established by 

Congress. 

It is regretted that this particular tract passed toa 

private individual for private development, since it was an import- 

ant key tract and one which we had desired to purchase for a number 

of yearse 

I am very glad to have had this opportunity to explain the 

circumstances surrounding the case and if there is any information 

which I have not provided, I will appreciate being advised. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) R. U. Harmon 
Assistant Regional Forester 

Division of Reereation and Lands 

RUH: RK
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May 6, 1940 

Mr. Robert Sterling Yard 

1840 Mintwood Place 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Bobs 4 

Unfortunately Aldo Leopold was prevented by illness 
from attending our national convention. We missed him a 
great deal, for I was particularly anxious to have him as 
a guiding spirit in our little informal wilderness conference. 
There was no one there directly representing the Wilderness 
Society. 

The resolution on roads and wilderness was instigated 
by and largely written by myself. It is almost identical 
with the resolution I wrote for the convention two years ago 

and I feel that it truly voices the sentiment of the Izaak 
Walton League on this matter, 

The resolution on the third land classification was 
sponsored and written by the California Division, partly as 
a result of my article "Let Them Alone," which is enclosed. 
However, I did not personally sponsor this resolution;:in fact 
I opposed it because the solution of the problem and the 
attainment of the objective is not so easy as merely passing 
a resolution, I did succeed in getting the last seetion of 
the resolution deleted, which specifically ordered us to put 

a bill in Congress for the attainment of the objective. 

I think you know without me telling you, that if we eould 
wave a magio wand and aceomplish the intent of that third lag 
Classification resolution that I would be for it 100%. My 
question was concerning the mechaniogs for obtaining it. I am 
sending you an abridged report of the proceedings of the eonven-
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Robert Sterling Yard, May 6, 1940 

tion in whieh you will find an interesting footnote on this 

resolution, which was the result of my plea from the floor, 

My earnest prayer for future conventions is that there be 

fewer but better resolutions. To that end we are already working 
on the aprointment of the Resolutions Committee for the 1941 conven- 

tion and I am going to recommend the closing date for receipt of 

resolutions at least two weeks before the national convention and 
have every resolution run the gantlet of the ‘xeautive Board as 
well as the Resolutions Committee. If resolutions are to be considered 
by us as mandates for our course of action between conventions, I 
insist that they get more oareful consideration than they have in the 
usual convention rush, By having the Resolutions Committee appointed 
nine months in advance of the convention instead of about two months 
I think it will do muoh toward the accomplishment of that result. 

I am enclosing copy of letter just reaeived from R. U. Harmon 
relative to the purchase of a parcel of land at Curthid Falls by 
a private individual for a resort, That sort of procedure makes me 
redheaded and I think it is just another illustration of why we 
can't rely on our foresters to protect wilderness. 

Sincerely yours 

Kenneth A. Reid 

General Manager 

eos 
Leopold 

Kar/DM



IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

222 North Bank Drive 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

May 7, 1940 

Mr. Re. U. Harmon 
Assistant Regional Forester 

161 West Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Kr. Harmon: 

Thank you for your letter of May he 

It seems to mo that the advecates of wilderness and 

‘the whole wilderness program is at a distinet disadvantage 

as long ace there is any question about the legal right of 

the Habional Forest Reservation Commigaion to purchase 

lands because of their reoreational valuos, and obviously 

that weakness must be corrsoted if the wilderness program 

is to proceed. ; 

The purchase of the lami at the foot of Crooked Lake 

from the Ohiver Iron Mining Company for resort purposes is 

, indeed a sad blow. if our information is correot, it was 
only 40 or 50 acres, but it ie a key position and on» whieh 

will 60 more to mar the wildernsss charm of that region than 

many times that number of acres in private ownership at lesa 

vital locations. I wish that wo had been advised of this 

proposed purchase: I suspect that we might have raised the 

funds for ite purchase and donated it to the Government in 

order te protect this key tract fron private exploitation. 

1f you have the information will you please advise us 

the aeres invelved im this private purebase and the amount 

paid for them. alse will you please advise, as requested in 

our lotter of april ee whether the Forest Service bas a maxbeum 

purchase price per and whether the purchase of tho land from 

the Cliver Wining Company at western ond of Crooked Lake has 

been definitely completed. 
‘ Simeerely yours, 

oo 
Le: Olso 

<a " Sonat Kenneth As Reid 
Oberoi tear not on original General Manager 
Kak/ DM
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NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMBRICA 
1167 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

(Editorial comment will be appreciated) 

PRESERVATION OF RETUGE BECOMES NATIONAL ISSUE 

Efforts of conservationists to preserve and develop the Upper Mississippi 

Wildlife and Fish Refuge instead of having the Refuge damaged and destroyed thru 
fluctuating water levels, beoame a national issue at the Regional Conference of 
the Izaak Walton League of America, held at Winona, Minnesota, November 7. 

Kenneth A. Reid, general manager of the League, in his closing remarks 

pledged the national organization's support and stated that the League based its 

stand for protection of wildlife and aquatic values on the two following premises; 

(1) that Congress recognized these values when it passed the Upper Mississippi 
Refuge Act in 1924; (2) that when the nine-foot channel was under consideration 
the League withdrew its objection only after receiving what were deemed to be 

sufficient assurances from the War Department that stable water levels would be 
maintained, and that full protection and consideration would be given to wildlife 

and aquatio values. He asked, for the League, that the War Department respect 

the Act of Congress and fulfill its own promises. Realizing that they are also 

charged by Congress to maintain navigation in the Mississippi river, he requested 

the Army Engineer Corps to go as far as was permitted in protecting wildlife 

values. 

The all day meeting, attended by more than sixty, including Waltonians from 
Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois and Minnesota, experts from three divisions of the fede 

eral government directly connected with river management - War Department, Biolog- 

ical Survey, Bureau of Fisheries - ond representatives of the state conservation 

departments of the four mentioned states, clarified many points pertaining to the 
War Department's operating of the pools of the nine-foot channel between St. Paul, 

Minnesota, and St. Louis, Missouri, outstanding amoung which were; 

First - Lowering of pools will continue each year even after the channel 

has been completed. ! 

Second - Such lowering will cause to leave many land-locked pools, and the 

Bureau of Fisheries is unable to rescue fish in said pools in late fall and winter. 

Third - Upper Mississippi reservoir lakes in Minnesota, some 4,000 in number, 
have been drawn-down this year to lowest possible regulation level and such draw- 

down will be continued each year to avert spring floods in lower river channel. 

Fourth - Pools at Minneapolis and Hastings in Minnesota will be lowered two 

feet this year; Red Wing, Minnesota pool, three feet, and the dams at Dubuque and 

Guttenburg, Iowa, six feet, and there will be a tremendous loss of fish life in 

those areass
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Fifth + Dams at other points will only be adjusted to affect the water from 

six inches to two feet. 

Sixth - The Izaak Walton League of America will continue its fight for recog- 

nition of wildlife and aquatie values in the area and will seek congressional aotion 

if necessary, to assure such consideration. 

Colonel Maleolm Elliott, division chief of the Army Engineer Corps, St. Louis, 

pointed out that the need for lowering the pools in the lower part of the Refuge 

was to remove timber and buildings from pool areas. He assured the meeting that 

after the channel was completed every effort would be exercised to maintain the 

best levels possible for wildlife in accordance with the safe operation of the pools. 

‘Captain A. C. Matthews, engineer in the Rock fsland district, explained that each 

year after completion of the channel, a two-foot drop in levels would be required 

in the pools of his district because of ice conditions in the area. 

C. F. Culler, district supervisor, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, pointed out the 

losses of fish life that will ocour through the plans for lowering the levels as 

advanced by the War Department, and stated that the Bureau has no practical way of 

averting the loss. He asked that if lowering must be continued each year in the 

future, the draw-down be done on a gradual basis and a few weeks earlier than at 

present. No definite ossurunce was given on this point by the War Department repre- 

sentatives, except the promise they would endeavor to cooperate with other govern- 

mental agencies. : 

Ray C. Steele, U. S. Biological Survey, Superintendent of the Refuge, main- 

tained that minimum fluctuations were most desirable, but that a two-foot draw- 

down in upper two-thirds of the pools would be satisfactory. However, when queried | 

further by Judson L. Wicks. Minneapolis, a national director of the League, on the 

effect that the lowering of levels would have on wildlife, he acknowledged that 

"any fluctuation was bad but that a six-inch draw-down would be better than original 

conditions." 

C. R. Hallowell, Dubuque, an old time member of the League and many years a 

student of upper river conditions, insisted that there would be serious consequences 

to fish life in the lower refuge area with a six-foot drop at the Guttenburg dam. 

He said also that he failed to see "the practicability of dropping the water at 

this point to the extent of six feet in order to avoid the likelihood of damaging 

ice gorges and to economically facilitate the removal of the timber and buildings | 

salvaged." 

Outlining the League's campaign for the Wildlife Refuge, Mr. Wicks told about 

its battle against pollution in the river, against the channel until the War Dep- 

artment agreed to stable levels, and its interest today in the reoreational and 

spiritual values of the river, He urged that these values be preserved and devel- 

oped for the bonefit of all citizens of the United States. 

Some little discussion then developed over a definition of recreational values. 

The army engineers tried to give them a dollar and cents worth, which, however, did 

not get anywhere in the meeting, for as many of the Waltonians stated, and nicely
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- summed up ty Chairman Paul Clement, President of the Minnesota Division I.W.LeAeg 

"The League is not to be linked with the dollar sign. It is interested in the 

recreation values, in the wildlife and aquatic values of the river and these values 

are intangible." 

Mr. Reid, summarizing the action of the conference at its close, pointed out 

some of the fundamentals of conservation which must be abided by if our civilization 

is to continue. He made it very clear that the Izaak Walton League of America was 

going to continue to be a watch dog over the Refuge, and if any agency did not do 

the best possible for the Refuge, the nation would hear from the League. Said he, 

"With the fullest cooperation from the Army Engineer Corps which was promised at 

this meeting, I hope itmay be possible to preserve the altered aquatic values 

brought about by construction of the ninc-foot channel; but to do this navigation 

interests will have to make some sacrifice and not look upon the pools in the 

Refuge solely as sources of water for augmenting low stages in the lower river at 

the close of navigation in the upper river. If they will not cooperate, I think 

we should then go to Congress and demand that the truly public aquatic and recreat- 

{onal values involved be given the consideration that they deserve, and which 

Congress recognized in the Act of 1924." 

O. L. Kaupanger 

I.W.L.A. Fublicity Bureau 

; Coeesevessocese



42k University Farm Place 
November 20, 1939 

Mr. Kenneth Reid 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Kens 

Keuphanger has sent me the mimeograph on the November 7 
conference about the Upper Mississippi. 

I would say offhand that we were all pretty simple in not 

realizing to begin with that the pools would have little fleod control 
value unless lowered in anticipation of floods. ‘The Army camot 
deliver on flood control and stable water levels simultaneously. 

It seems to me to boil down to the question of waterfowl 
vs. fish. I do not know anything about fish, but I assume that the 
spring lowerings will be damaging to the fish resource. On the other 
hand, if the water remains low late enough to generate a growth of 
smartweed, the attractiveness in fall to waterfowl might be largely 
enhanced. 

I am not sure that this is the correct answer, but I am 
sure that it is a question of ecological diagnosis and that the 
diagnosis in one kind of wildlife might be quite different from that 
in another. : 

I have been urging Ray Steele of the U. S. Biological Survey 
for nearly ten years to undertake ecological studies on the Upper 
Mississippi Refuge. Now we need them and do not have them, and they 
will take years to execute. 

This comment is personal. I would be interested to talk 
the thing over with you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



1532 University Aveme 
January 26, 1937 ‘ 

Mr. 5, B, locke 

Izaak Walton League of America 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Barry: 

Thanks for sending me Mr. Horicins' letter and your reply. 

I think the argument about the duration of the experiments is 
more & matter of how they were described than any actual difference of opinion 
ag to the origin of the conclusions. I understand, I think, all the points 
Mr. Hoplcins makes as to where the conclusions came from, but when a document 
leaves the inference that they were developed by the company on its own 

demonstration areas, that document is properly challenged by a reviewer. 
My, Hoypicins probably fails to understand that we game muagers constantly 
challenge each others’ writings in this respect, and we are not “hopping upon" 
Western Cartridge any more than we hop upon each other. 

I most heartily agree with many of Mr, Hopkins’ incidental points, 
among them the neglect of photograyhic evidence by most technical research men, 

In my opinion, one of the weakest spots in the conservation movement 
is the custom of 100 per cent comnendatory reviews. Reviews lose their 
purpose when they become merely commendatory notices. If Mr, Hopkins will 
examine other reviews written by me, I think he will see that I have not 
singled him out for critical notice. Om the contrary, I have a distinetly 
friendly feeling toward hie efforts because, as I said, they are better than 
any of their predecessors, 

I enclose a copy for Mr. Hopkins should you care to send it to him, 
I hope I can get better acquainted with him and Mr, Hart. 

I am returning the correspondence, as you requested. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
o. Professor of Game Management 
ene
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1532 University Avenue 
August 2, 1937 

Mr, S, B, Locke 
Izaak Walton League of America 
Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Tilinois « 

Dear Barry? 

The news of your availability comes as a surprise and as 

a shock, However, I can pretty well guess the clireumstances, 

The openings that I can think of at this time are as follows: 

(1) Washington State College at Pullman wants @ combination 
teacher and research and field man, Address Prof, R. 1, Webster, Head, 

Department of Zoology, State College of Washington, Pullman, 

(2) Alabama wants a teacher of zoology and game management. 
Address Head of Department of Zoology? Alabama Polytechnical Institute, 
Auburn, Alabama. 

(3) The University of Maine at Orono wants a man to replace 
Swanson, ‘They may have filled the place, bot I have not heard of it. 
Address Prof. D, B, Demeritt, Department of Forestry, University of 

Maine, Orono, Maine, 

(4) The new Miseourd Commission wants a director. Address 
B, Sydney Stephens, Chairman, Conservation Commission, Columbia, 
Missouri, 

If you will let me lmow which of these you want to take up, 
I will be glad to second your motion, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management 

*Prof, J. M, Robinson
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RESTORE FOR POSTERITY , 

THE OUTDOOR AMERICA OF OUR 

ANCESTORS : 
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“The forest is the mother of the rivers’ —ANON 

HE IZAAK WALTON CONSERVATION FOUNDATION help to preserve in us the spirit of youth in that 

ye organized to carry on the work of con- fight against age, that all of us have to make from 

servation through the Izaak Walton League _ our birth.” 

of America as long as the League is a national The Izaak Walton League has at present 3000 

functioning organization devoted to these pur- Chapters in as many communities scattered 

poses. The Foundation will insure the continuity throughout the United States. Many of the mem- 

and expansion of the work the League is doing, bers who first came into the movement were fish- 

the essential importance of which cannot be over-  ermen and sportsmen, but it has gone far beyond 

estimated. that now. They became conservationists when 

Glenn Frank, the President of the University they realized what devastation had taken place in 

of Wisconsin, said in a recent address: connection with our out-of-doors. There is prob- 

“Conservation is a challenging movement that ably no country that has so ruthlessly destroyed 

sinks its roots into the whole of our social order. its forests and polluted its streams as has our own. 

Conservation is more than planting a few trees They became interested immediately in preserv- 

and protecting a few fish. It is something more ing such of our forests as were left and rebuilding 

than luring harassed men out of stuffy offices into those that had been destroyed. They determined 

the healing atmosphere of lake and woods. These _ to bring back the original purity of our waters and 

things are important—very important—but I sub- also to restore the flower, animal, bird, and fish 

mit that they are after all incidental aspects of life, without which so much pleasure of an esthetic 

conservation. To do no more than stimulate the and educational value must be sacrificed. When 

doing of these things is a very worthy venture. soon they realized that the result of their efforts 

The spiritual by-products of these incidental steps would benefit them comparatively little during 

in conservation are too precious to lose. their lifetime but that they were largely working 

“The man who builds a machine may know the for future generations of Americans, they then 

craftsman’s satisfaction with a job well done, but became wnselfish conservationists and drew others 

in some mystic way, a man who plants a tree be- into the movement who were not sportsmen at all 

comes a kind of partner with God, in a creative but who had the vision to see all of its possibilities. 

act, because you cannot build trees, all you can do They are now planting trees, purifying streams, 

is to preside at the mystery of their growth; and establishing breeding grounds, rest places and 

we know that a people that respects its out-of- refuges for our wild life; helping in local, state 

doors keeps contact with that eternally young and national conservation legislation, and preach- 

spirit of nature, which helps as nothing else can ing a code of ethics based upon good sportsman- 
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«| Freedom from her mountain height . .’’—DRAKE. 

ship which is in reality the good old rule, “Do Henri Dunant, who founded the Red Cross and 

unto others as you would that others do unto was responsible for the Red Cross Treaty of 

you.” Geneva, once said: ““Any ordinary man or woman, 

The following slogan of the League was endowed with the love of a neighbor and a little 

adopted at the first national convention in 1923: enthusiasm, can accomplish great things for hu- 

‘\Ve pledge ourselves to restore for posterity the manity.” 

outdoor America of our Ancestors.” The League is finding these people in every 

There are now more than 100,000 active mem- community—they have a kindly feeling for their 

bers of the Izaak Walton League. These mem- neighbors and they have a great deal of enthu- 

bers are carrying on all kinds of conservation siasm and they are accomplishing wonderful 

work and are exerting a more powerful influence _ things physically and spiritually for their country. 

on public opinion in conservation matters than They are trying to make 

any other force in America today. They are “A Better America for Americans and Better 

necessarily developing a higher standard of citi: Americans for America.” It is to this purpose 

zenship and deeper and more enduring love of that the Izaak Walton Conservation Foundation 

country. is devoted. 
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CALVIN COOLIDGE 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
October 9, 1924 

The Chairman of your Executive Committee, Mr. George E. Scott, has informed me of the 

nationwide effort which your organization proposes to make this Fall to increase its membership. 
It is my sincere wish that you may mect with a full measure of success. 

The Izaak Walton League, appealing to every lover of. the out-of-doors, has proved itself an 

effective educational force for intelligent conservation in this country. Ii gave me genuine satisfaction 

to sign the Bill enacted by the last Congress, in which your members were so deeply interested, pro- 

viding for the Upper Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge. While the establishment of this refuge 

is of peculiar interest to the contiguous states of Illinois, lowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, it is a national 

undertaking of value to the entire country. The estimates of funds which actually may be required to 

mect the administrative expenses and acquisition of lands incident to the establishment of this refuge 
will have my consideration in connection with the next Budget. 

I take pleasure in endorsing the efforts of your organization to stimulate a wider appreciation 

of, and participation in, the unexampled opportunities for outdoor recreation afforded by our country. ni 

Very truly yours, 
Carvin CooLipcE
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STATEMENT BY HERBERT HOOVER 

HONORARY PRESIDENT, 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

SINCE 1926 

THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE has become the greatest force in the country for the pro- 
: 

tection and development of opportunities for outdoor life. As our people increase in 

numbers and in leisure we must have stimulation to health, and above all the moral 

value that comes from association with nature. Every member of the League is a 

further soldicr in our ranks fighting an organised battle for this vital thing in the 

nation. 

Washington, December 15, 1926. : 
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Ir STANDS FOR A GREAT IDEA—something large and fine and generous and strong—the 

united and unselfish effort of American men and women, lovers of nature and outdoor 

sport, to conserve our country’s heritage of natural beauty and to protect her native i 

birds and beasts and fishes from wanton, wasteful extermination. This is a patriotic, 

humane, and it seems to me, religious purpose. God gave us this glorious land not to 

despoil and ruin, but to love and cherish, to keep beautiful and fruitful and full of 

attraction and opportunity for that open-air life which will help us and our children to 

ward off the dangers and discases of modern civilization. ._That is the object of the 

League, and that is why it must live. 

Dr. Henry vaAN DyKe 
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THE PURPOSE OF THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE AND THE 

IZAAK WALTON CONSERVATION FOUNDATION 

The Izaak Walton League was never in fancy stand with our own 

originally founded by a small group Riley “knee deep in June.” With- 

of devoted fishermen and Nature Mm out these contacts our youth can 

lovers, but the purpose of the or- not enter into the great legacies 

ganization later expanded to in- which our thinkers and spiritual 

clude the whole problem of con- leaders have bequeathed. 

servation of our national woods : ny 1 Today the League is operating 

and waters. Education of Ameri- a 4 A through 3,000 chapters, each com- 

cans to a true appreciation of the eo ee ears posed of folks living and believing 

consolations and inspirations of na- _—-- Yer | in the outdoors and serving their 

ture has become one of its chief Va Z ie ee Ay) communities and the future by 
aims. a a oe oe os their devotion. No part of Amer- 

Izaak Walton, the titular god- (A) [i 7 BW a? ney | ica is without men and women who 

father of the League, lives in popu- [| 9) 973 uae" Qa ed a os ; are moved by the appeal of the 

lar fancy because of his love of the |. ce sey 4 2 had om = @e) outdoors. No section of the coun- 

outdoors and the moral reflections a " piles Cal hee hari ko try is without possibility of access 

: to which his love of fishing gave an | 4) 3 (RS aug ee ee to the outdoors. One of the im- 

approach. Our 10,000,000 fisher- Vcr la a veo" a" ar ye mediate problems of the League is 

men and sportsmen in this country | aps: ey ae an 4 ai further to increase the number of 

make powerful supporters of the s po a rt San [> a) these chapter groups. The League 
League, for they know what de- an au, ee 4 offers its chapters and members an 

struction of forests, pollution of [ivi NK 7 SN ssi eg educational and spiritual quicken- 

streams and lakes, and shortsighted GotHery Anedian Fredy ing, for it gives to them the oppor- 

neglect means. They respond to tunity to have a part in the better- 

that appeal of nature which ment of their country. 

through the ages has made a deepening force for human The Izaak Walton Conservation Foundation was 

character. founded at the request of the Izaak Walton League in 

To lose or miss contact with the outdoors is to lose convention at Omaha on April 19, 1928—Lexington 

the very vital elements in the finest of our heritage. It Day. The judgment was recorded by the 500 delegates 

is to feel less the promise of “still waters” and “green present, representing organized groups in all parts of 

pastures” and is not to fully respond to the thought of _ the United States. The Foundation was brought into 

the desert brought to bloom like the rose of Sharon. being in order to insure the League financial support 

In literature it is to be denied more than a formal during expansion, and to give continuity and additional 

feeling for poetry and song, while a child so raised can _ force to its conservation program. : 
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“. . . . . Ihave found it to be a real truth, that the very sitting by the river's side is . . - 
the quietest and fittest place for contemplation . . .”—1ZAAK WALTON. 
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The Izaak Walton League opposes drainage projects which in jure natural resources without equivalent benefit to the public, and wages an aggressive campaign to eradicate pollution from inland and coastal waters. 

The Izaak Walton League is only a few years old, waters in the United States beyond anything heretofore 
but already its record is replete with accomplishments. attained, 
It has aroused the American people to the imperative 6. Promoted a “Save the Western Ducks Campaign,” need for the contructive conservation of our outdoor resulting in legislation for the reclamation of the Bear 
resources as they have never been aroused before. In River Marshes in Utah thereby saving from destruction 
a large sense, the outstanding achievements of the the main flight of western ducks. Similar legislation to League will always be those “community skirmishes” create a large permanent lake in the Cheyenne Bottoms 
which will not attract wide publicity because of their in Kansas is pending and will undoubtedly be passed 
very number but will reward the local Walton chapters by the next session of Congress. | with the unending gratitude of a neighborhood. It is 7. Helped materially in obtaining legislation for an 
possible to list, however, the following outstanding na- extensive national forest purchase program east of the | 
tional projects behind which every man, every chapter, Plains, and to establish a comprehensive nationwide and the executive council of the Izaak Walton League forest and wild life research program. 
have devoted tireless zeal: Fs rang 7 8. Cooperated in drafting and securing the enact- 

I. Setting age the upper eee ae a ment of flood control legislation to control the devastat- 
Refuge, Sry er On yer seo actes, devoted toxthe ing floods of the Mississippi and other rivers. preservation of wild life and to recreation. te pines , i ss In addition to the foregoing accomplishments, the na- 2. Saved the Jackson Hole elk herd by raising ,. Fale : bees re! tional organization has under way: $40,000, purchasing and maintaining 2,000 acres of hay- : : ¢ : : : ; a 1. Actively promoting a campaign to develop an in- lands, and focusing public attention upon the needs of ; 2 ‘ ; these denials ternational recreational area along the international 

3. Fathered and secured the enactment of federal >oundary in the Quetico-Superior pelon 
legislation to stop the marketing of black bass all over = The enactment of a five-year federal fisheries con- the United States. struction and development program benefiting every 

4. Saved the Superior National Forest as a wilder- Patt of the nation. 
ness area, the only area of its kind in the Middle West. 3. Vigorously opposing the destruction of such out- 

5. Inaugurated a nationwide anti-pollution campaign standing scenic assets ag the Great Falls of the Potomac 
of a scope never before attempted and which has al- near our National Capitol; the Cumberland Falls in ready resulted in accomplishments in purifying natural Kentucky; the Arkansas River flowing through the 12
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Royal Gorge in Colorado in the conviction that such grow northern Minnesota’s forests; secured the passage 

natural wonders are invaluable in their primal state. of a real anti-pollution law; waged a fight to save the 
4. Continuing the nationwide campaign to clean up Superior Forest as a wilderness area; established an 

all inland and coastal waters. angling license for both residents and non-residents to 
The twenty-six state divisions and more than three supply more funds for fish work; raised $25,000 in co- 

thousand chapters have established hundreds of game operation with other organizations for a statewide 
refuges, fish hatcheries, rearing ponds, lakes and game Hungarian partridge stocking campaign; established 

farms to produce more game and fish, public parks for many Hoover fish rearing ponds; and improved conser- 
recreational use, and have sponsored the enactment of vation conditions generally. 
up-to-date conservation legislation. Space does not per- Nesraska: Improved conservation laws decidedly ; 

mit the enumeration of the many accomplishments of promoted statewide tree-planting and clean-streams 
all the state divisions. é campaigns ; established many fish rearing ponds and in- 

Below are given twelve widely scattered examples:—  aygurated a statewide game refuge system to save the 
Froripa: Now endeavoring to stop the forest fire prairie chickens and other wild life. 

Ca; bo, assun ee pectect ue ae and New York: Responsible for a statewide awakening 

wild Howets; Protecting ilorida s)eatet rookertes IfOm © +o the need of clean <treams to protect public health and 
the plume hunters ; promoting the Hoover nursery pond <a . 

: conserve aquatic life; promoted extensive forest tree- 
plan to rear more fish. Established the first game and : : : Ma 

3 planting campaigns and a statewide system of wild life 
game fish department in the state and led the fight for ; 

: refuges; and prevented the enactment of unwise water 
better conservation laws. : dinplesiien 

Intino1s: Now has under way a campaign to elimi- ee ing ie nes pees 7 

nate pollution from all Illinois streams to protect pub- eee Fe eae oes ited the cuacauclt 
lic health and restore the state’s outdoor attractions, © legislation establishing the first game and fish depart- 
Secured the enactment of a modern fish and game code, ment; sponsored a statewide program of wild life ref- 

and legislation to promote forestry in the state. uges and fish rearing ponds; and materially improved 
InpiaANA: Fathered and secured the passage of a the outdoor facilities of the state. 

complete revision of Indiana’s conservation laws; now PENNSYLVANIA: Promoted an extensive public for- 
waging a campaign to clean up the streams and to estab- est purchase program; now waging an aggressive clean 
lish a state park in “The Limberlost.” streams campaign which will result in much better anti- 

Kansas: Fathered legislation to revamp and im- pollution legislation. Obtained increased funds for the 
prove conservation administration in Kansas; modern purchase of wild life refuges and fish hatcheries. 

laws to remove pollution from Kansas streams; and Soutu Dakota: Sponsored the enactment of an im- 

promoted successful statewide lake-building and tree- proved system of wild life administration; promoted 
planting campaigns. Now promoting a campaign to the fish rearing pond plan; and brought about much 

create a permanent lake and bird refuge of 20,000 acres improved relations between outdoor enthusiasts and 
in the Cheyenne Bottoms. tural residents. 

Micuican: Secured the enactment of modern forest Wisconsin: A new and thoroughly modern system 
legislation to regrow Michigan’s forests and curb the of conservation administration; modern legislation to 
forest fire menace ; inaugurated a statewide program of regrow Wisconsin’s forests and materially improve her 
fish rearing ponds and hatcheries; and pushing an ag- outdoor attractions; the restoration of the Horicon 
ae clean ae Saas Marshes containing 40,000 acres; a statewide system of 

INNESOTA: Sponsored the enactment of improved fish hatcheries and rearing ponds; and an advanced pro- 
conservation laws, especially modern legislation to re- gram to eliminate pollution. 

Paseo ss eae a . a 

De wee ae ot ba . Ps a : Af 
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Courtesy U. 8. Forest Service : 

Winter feeding of elk on the League’s Jackson Hole haylands. : 
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The Izaak Walton League gives its support encourag- NorsecK-ANTHONY Birp ReFuGE BILL 
ing legislation to safeguard and restore the outdoor as- (S. 1271—H. R. 5467) 
sets of America. Some of the bills now pending at Pes ABCOuaT 3 f “ id f 
Washington which the Izaak Walton League sponsors a Joviding Tor the crealion Of 4 navonwide system .o 
or actively supports are these: migratory bird refuges to comply with the treaty with 

; Canada and to protect and increase the migratory birds 
SHIPsTEAD-NEWTON SuPERIOR Forest BIL of North America, 

(S. 3913—H. R. 12780) 

To further safeguard the public interests and inaugu- ure FisHertes ProGraM 
rate a broad comprehensive plan which will ultimately (H.R. 13383) 
result in the joint development of 15,000 square miles : oe 
of a unique lakeland region as the first international A comprehensive five-year program authorizing ap- 
recreational and forest production area on this con- Pfptiations for construction and development of fed- nent eral hatcheries and research laboratories in thirty-three 

: states and Alaska. Passed by both the House and 
Hore-Curtis CHEYENNE Bortoms BILt Senate in the closing days of the first session of the 

(H.R. 7361—S. 4153) Seventieth Congress, but was not signed by the Presi- 
Appropriating $350,000 to make a permanent lake dent because the funds needed had not been budgeted 

and waterfowl refuge of 25,000 acres in the Cheyenne and appropriated. Will be introduced early in the next 
Bottoms in central Kansas. : session and its repassage is practically assured. 

_ Winter Jackson Hote ELK Haybtanps 
| Bit 

| BCH. R. 478) 
De a s ai | To appropriate $275,000 to connect the fe see arte Pprop: 75 
bs ee a ca a z sciiinn, >> present refuges and buy more haylands 

5 Pee en RM eee a | i ck Hole f he elk - a sin Jackson Hole for the elk as recom 
: ae. Meh Jee : ee mended by the Elk Commission. 

bias pried i See th See) CCAPrER-Z1HLMAN Potomac Fatts Bre 
R fi a e Ve as al 4 (S. 1280—H. R. 5760) 

ss q F To preserve the Great Falls of the Po- 
th jane ee A ay és ae Wits, sae tomac and surrounding territory near 
om a vagal! Laan Pe A Washington as part of the National 
any be Pee ; ee ae Capital’s public park system, and appro- 
Eye apn eek : es us priating not to exceed $4,000,000. 

ee i s ets ie Kiess SUSQUEHANNA River POLLUTION 
jae tet Bees fc ee aoa AND FLoop Controt Britt 
[Wiretap n SS fle te ado aa, H. R. 6919) 
[ae eee ae: Bae \ ieee ee ane ee et i ied (H. R. 6919 
ee ge anne eset a iat cP a soy a eae Parade, Directing the War Department to sur- 
Bone Poems seh : MGI cca SO vey and devise methods to eliminate pol- 
Courtesy U. S. Forest Service lution and control floods in the West 

The wanton destruction of the buffalo was one of the sensational Branch of 4 the Susquehanna River in 
disgraces incident to the development of our western country. Pennsylvania. 
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Rare indeed are the instances of individuals who have reached high places in public life, in a profession, 

or business, without the character foundation that comes from an appreciation of the out-of-doors. 

The local chapter is the real heart and force that ants at the local park. Also had an elaborate exhibit 

makes the national organization effective. The chap- of game birds at the last poultry show. 

ters actively carry on local conservation work such as Has liberated pheasants, Hungarian partridges and 

planting trees, protecting wild flowers, creating public rabbits for the benefit of the hunters of that locality. 

parks, establishing fish hatcheries, and rearing ponds, Has established an ideal public auto camping ground 

game farms, etc., clearing up pollution of their local for tourists which has been liberally patronized by tour- , 

waters, helping to pass state and national conservation ists from all over the United States and Canada. 

legislation. Many chapters already have achieved re- Has assisted in the organization of some twenty-five | 

markable results. They are all making sincere efforts chapters in its section of the state, has encouraged these | 

and are rapidly increasing in strength and influence. chapters in the more rural sections to establish wild life 

As an example of the force that an alert chapter can refuges to be set aside for a term of years against fish- | 

develop in its community, one outstanding case may be ing, hunting and trapping. 

cited. A chapter which is less Is fostering a more friendly 

than three years old— ; Ee Re ay feeling between the sportsman 

Has built up a membership of |iipamurng ae hs eee fa eee == and the farmer. 

gee ee ae a. bs rn, Sean : Has posted hundreds of signs 

as established a trout hatch- 99% hr GfK Rae in conspicuous places in woods 

ery in cooperation with the Fed- Jae PtH AEN ie and on streams urging outdoor 

eral Bureau of Fisheries with A fr. Pe 4 ig oe fe} enthusiasts to avoid carelessness 

capacity of 500,000 trout per year. § gras vai att ed ay Ba with fires in the woods and to re- 

‘ Has reforested a five-acre plot ees oy aa . gi a + fe > frain from illegal fishing. ; 

in the public park in cooperation [igeeSig Aue file: hd we Distributed almost 50,000 pieces 

with the Boy Scouts. ieee ey as i coe? ORE wr of valuable conservation educa- 

oe eee bag aia rs 2 ll ae ig = Hi , ee literature, posters and 

a Pee ay A ad, (he a pee = Stickers. 

plant an acre of trees on their ara 1% 4, eae U s Conducts a regular educational 

parents’ property, giving prizes A pen : ig! es Ve column in the daily papers. 

for the best acreage. ese e) Oe Pare i od ; % Holds monthly meetings the 

Has had appointed by the State Reae etait r x F deen first Wednesday in each month to 

Conservation Commission from eee cce? ‘i ee ae which the general public are in- 

its own membership, forty volun- Rea. ae Sa TS : vited—at which motion pictures 

teer game protectors. Kaas is u Pe vi Ses of parks, forests, fish and game 

Has cleaned up many of the Rea gpaes ye}! wy iY = Bey are shown. Each Monday noon 

polluted streams of the county. SY aN gn eee or See Mie holds a luncheon when the mem- 

Has distributed many thou- a ets e bers are privileged to listen to 

sands of brook, brown, rainbow —‘lilies and lady-smocks, . . culverkeys talks on various conservation sub- 

and lake trout, bass, white fish 4 cowslips, at and many other flowers, jects. 

and perch, in contiguous streams, °° cee he he i aesea that Issued a year book at a profit 

and this stocking will be contin- a ai kel ele ead ad that fie Ot oe? of $2,300 tothe Chapter, which 
1 a where the perfumes arising from the place 2: Recent He Ghent 

Ee ye blish make all dogs that hunt in it to fall off, recited briefly what the Wnapter 
las’ established a permanent and to lose their hottest scent.”—IZAaK has done, is doing and what it 

exhibit of all the species of pheas- — warrton, 1653. . hopes to accomplish in the future. 
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Courtesy Bureau of Biological Survey 

’ THE LEAGUE’S MAGAZINE 
66 +? OUTDOOR AMERICA 

OWNED AND PUBLISHED BY THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

Defender of Woods, Waters and Wild Life 

For the purpose of proclaiming the conservation cause AMERICA indicates how deep and wide is this outdoor ap- 
of the League and of teaching the highest type of outdoor peal. This list of names is more than endorsement. This 
ethics, the League publishes a monthly magazine, Ourpoor ~ type of service and sacrifice 1s the League. 
AMERICA. Every single member of the Izaak Walton League, every 

From the time of the first issue of the magazine when reader of the League’s magazine eager for the power, the 
the rallying call of its first printed word was sounded by progress and the success of the League’s great cause, can- 
Emerson Hough, the outdoor writers and artists of Amer- not but be deeply grateful to these outdoor-loving writers 
ica have contributed their magnificent bit. They have given and artists—these men and women who have given and are 
generously. They have given unselfishly. They have giving so much of their talent, so much of their minds and 
given of their best. spirits, their sympathy and labor, to help insure for all the 

The list of America’s most noted and best known writers future the great gift of America’s outdoors. 
who have contributed—absolutely without pay—to OuTpooR A list of some of these contributors follows. 

Emerson Houcu Turopore Dreiser Ropert Pace Lrncotn W. H. D. Koerner ; 
Dr. Henry vAN Dyke AvupuBon TYLER Nasu BuckINGHAM Cuarves Livincston Buti 
ZANE GREY WILLIAM SCHMEDTGEN Epison MarsHALL Frank B. Horrman 
Gene STratron-Porter Ler SturGEs Crartes Laturor Pack Ricard LeGALLienNE 
James OLIvER Curwoop RecinaLp WricHt KauFr- Horace LytLe Frank Kine 

Watter Pricuarp Eaton ay Forrest Crissey Sipney SMITH 
Ettis PARKER BUTLER Ozark Ripley Harotp T. PULSIFER Grover PAGE 

WittAM L. FIntey O. W. Sitit Grorce Parker Hotpen Wittiam BEEBE 
JouN Het, JR. Percy Couse Grorce Hespen Corsan Rex Beacu 
Rogert W. CHAMBERS Dr. James A. HENSHALL HALpORs T RGsrAN an Conve 
Irvin Cops Fiorence Grsson McCase ; a ae ' 
Hissin (rigs Downclion ea Kenneta Locxwoop Georce M. L. LABRANCHE 
Hasotp Bel Wercur Ben East Guy Von Scurivtz Mary Roserts RINEHART 

Axsert BiceELow PAINE Ottver Dennet Grover Frepertc VAN DE WATER Cartes Nevitte Buck 
Epwarp Breck Joun T. McCurcnron Harotp pe Poto Attce Hecan Rice 
Grorce ApE Van Campen HEILNER Witt1amM MacLeop Raine Tom WALLACE 
Ben Ames WILLIAMS Rosert H. Davis Everett E. Lowry Giuyas WILLIAMS 
SrruTHers Burt Putte KInsLeyY Frank Stick MacKrntay Kantor 

ENGLISH CONTRIBUTORS 
Sir Greorce Aston Dr. Josep Apams R. B. Marston 
Bric. Gen. Lrone, BANon H. T. SuHerincHamM G. E. M. Sxurs 

Viscount Grey oF FAaLtopon 

: RESTORE FOR POSTERITY 

THE OUTDOOR AMERICA OF , 

OUR ANCESTORS 
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Fl1G.8: FREQUENCY of CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

eB b+ 8S S18 Si hember of projectsy 

WML, Planting birds oreqgs 

MLL ULL LLL. Restocking Fish 

Rearing ponds 
SSSR Cane fefuges 

winter feeding game fd ene 
SSS eo ietion Campaigns Nate: Tuo a badly of com- 

: fact Aas tr 
WLU, Recreational Parks, public rept font ade id - 

atahe (2 werlirn, |Atauke, 
Ee forestation plantings | Oenol '2 nck encelinn ) 

= 13-3 
WIMMMUMA Hatcheries & producing ponds bir Ry anes ru 

Tied hoses : 

YUM, = Ornamental? landscape plantings 

QLYUTZ Fish Rescve. a ath hhh 
| Legend i 4 

SS Predator cam paighs | 
{ restrictive & restocking 

Ss Game food L cover plantings | Idea & miscellaneous. 
a | B® environmental contol 

YM volunteer law enforcement OF manoge ment tes’ 

WLLL educational speakers Te bo eee 

pa pollution control plants 

Willi Recreational parks? clubhouses for chapter 

Wilda Essay Contests & debates 
[ Wh = Exhsbits 
YMA Game farms Vik sed dala 

Nafure Sfu 
me Rough fish contro/ ee 4 5 ate 

YR Educational periodicals 
Ez Forest fire confro|- f 

YR Restoration of drained lakes 
be Fish refuges & spawning grovnds 

BE waterflow adjustments 
Te Arfificial lakes 

; Yh Bird census & banding 
Wh Rewards for convictions 

MOF ish ways & screens 
Za Public fishing grounds : | 

Yi. Anti- posting Campaigns 
Rg Predator bountres 7 tala Mdtebe profectron
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1 Mostly fair tonight and Wednes- ‘ i i Hi : 

Net Paid Ci 

day. Slightly colder tonight and 5 
z Yesterday _ 

along Lake Michigan Wednesday. c ea : i i ‘ ape ee 
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‘Cite I ll ‘Ulte Insull, 

| His L tis Lawyer, 
| Cuoningh 
Will Give Trio One More 

| Chance To 
Answer E 

Bare $40,000 Vote Fund ; 

Insull Admits Gift But Re- 
_ fuses To. Tell Who Got 
| Money 

| _ [By The Associated Press] 
}. WASHINGTON, D, C.—Contempt 
proceedings either in the senate or 
in the District of Columbia supreme cs 

{Thomas W. Cunningham, of Phila- 
delphia, treasurer of the Pennsyl- | 
vania Republican state committee. 

Samuel Insull, miulti-millionaire 
public utility operator of Chicago, 
and his personal attorney, Daniel J. 
Schuyler, face similar prosecution 
unless~they disclose next Saturday 
the names of the four men to whom 
Insull gave $40,000 for use in the 
Illinois primary last year. 

As soon as Insull and Schuyler ; 
have had their third opportunity to 
answer all questions propounded by 
the senate campaign funds commit- 
tee that inquisitorial body will make 
a report to the senate, recommend- 
ing a course of action. z 

Cunningham persisted upon his 
second appearance Monday in refus- 
ing to disclose the source of the 
$50,000 which he gave to the Vare- 
Beidleman combination ticket in the 
Pennsylvania primary last spring. 
He insisted this was a personal mat- 
ter which the committee had no 

| right to inquire into. 3 
Some members of the committee 

hold that the senate itself can take 
action directly against Cunningham 
by ordering him incarcerated by the 
sergeant-at-arms, Others hold to 
the view that the case should be re- 
ferred to the District of Columbia 
courts, | 4 
. The penalty prescribed by law for 
conviction on charges of contempt 
of the senate is a jail sentence of 

| from-one month to one year. 
| —_—«¢ 

| Admits Big Gift 
| WASHINGTON, D. C.—(Special) 
-——New sensations and mysieric. 
came out of the resumption of the 
injuiry into the Tllinois primary 

| seandal by the senate slush fund 
| committee Monday. 

Samuel Insull of Chicago, over- 
| lord of a $500,000,000 group. of pub- 
| lie utility corporations, and* his 
| ¢ounsel, Daniel J. Schuyler, disclos- 
| ed a $40,000 fund of mysterious dis- 

‘| position bringing the total Insull 
| primary expenditures up to $238,000 
but again defied the committee by 

— | refusing to tell to whom the $40,000 
was paid. 
~ , Mentions $190,000 Che 

: hes



% bot SUBETIAGTE MeEGNT NA BILL ; aay 

To repeal section 23.09; and to create a new section to be 

numbered section 23.09 of the statutes, relating to the creation of 

a state conserva tioncomission end the establishment of a system for 

the protection, development and use of forests, fish and game and other 

outdoor resources, and providing a penalty. 
The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate 

and assembly, do enact as fohlows: 

SECTION I. Section 23.09 of the statutes is repealed. 

SECTION 2. A new section is added to the statutes to be 

numbered and to read: 23.09 (1) The purpose of this section is to pro- 

vide an adequate and flexible system for the protection, development 

and use of forests, fish and game, lakes, streams, plant life, flowers 

and other outdoor resources in the state of Wisconsin. 
(2) To carry out the purpose of this act and other acts for 

like purposes, there is created a state conservation commission of six 

members, not more than two of whom shall be residents of the same 

congressional distriot. The members of said commission shali be 

appointed by the governor by and with the consent of the senate. The 

term of office for each member of the commission shall be six years, 

provided that of those first appointed two shall be appointed for two 

years, two for four years, and two for six years. The Commissioners z 

appointed shal be persons having nowledge of and interest in conserva~« 
tion.



eee 
— : (3) The members of the State conservation commission shall 

beceive no pay for their Services as members of the Commission, but 
shall be allowed their actual and necessary traveling expenses and 
Subsistence while absent from their homes in attendance upon meetings of the commission or in the discharge of their officiel duties. 

(4) the Commission? after having fully qualified shall 
without delay meet at the eCapitel in Madison, and organize by electing 
a Chairman and Secretary. Four members of Said commission shall con- canes ® Quorum for the transaction of business. Meetings shall be 8 Saiied Wy the chairman, oF on the request of any two members and may 

be held as often as necessary and at other places than the state 
capitol. : 

(5) The commission shaai keep its office in the state Capitol, and the superintendent of public property is directed to provide suitable rooms for that purpose, and to furnish the necessary furniture, Supplies, s Postage, staionery, equipment, printed forms, notices, special publica- ¥ tions, subject to the pYinting laws of the State, except guch material 
and supplies as must be purchased locally for the various hatcheries, 
parks, reserves, etc. Said commission may Sell equipment when such 
Sale in its judgment will be of advantage to the state. 

(6) The commission shel employ a conservation director who 
Shall continue in office at the Pleasure of the commission, and whose 
Salary shall be fixed by the commission. Said director shall be a 
person having executive ability and experience, special training and 
Skill in conservation work, and shall not be subject to the provisions 5. f Shepter 16 of the statutes. He shall he administrative head of ee the state conservation department, shall be Tesponsible to the commission . for the exeeution of its Policies; shall employ by and with the es
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of the commission such technical and administrative assistance as 

may be necessary for the execution of such policy, and shall exercise 

the powers of the commission in the interim of its meetings but sub- 

ordinate thereto, but shall not have authority te make rules and 

regulations. 

(7) The commission is hereby authorized to make such rules 

and regulations, inaugurate such studies, investigations end curveys, 
and establish such services as they may deem necessary to carry out 
the provisions and purposes of this act, and any violation of any 

provisions of this act or of any rules or regulation promulgated by 

the commission hall constitute a misdemeanor and be punished as 

hereinafter provided. The commission shall also have authority: 

(a) To close seasons on any species of game or fish in 

any specified locality or localities, when it shall find after inves- 

tigation end public hearing, that such action is reasonably necessary 

to secure the perpetuation of any species of game or fish, and the 

maintenance of an adequate supply thereof. The statutes governing 

such subjects shall continue in full force and effect, except as 

further zestrleted and limited by the rules end regulations promulgated 
by the commission, as herein provided. 

(b) To designate such localities as it shall find to be 

reasonably necessary to secure perpetuation of any spetkes of game 

or bird, and the maintenance of an adequate supply thereof, as game 

or bird refuges for the purpose of providing safe sanctuaries in which 

game or birds may rest and replené&h adjacent hunting grounds.
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(ec) To designate such localities as it shall find to be 

reasonably necessary to secure the perpetuation of any species of 

fish and the maintenance of an adequate supply thereof, as fish refuges 

for the purpose of providing safe sanctuaries im which fish may breed 

and replenish adjacent fishing waters. 

(4) fo acquire by purchase, condemnation, lease or agree- 

ment, and to receive by gift or devise, such lands or waters suitable 

for the purposes hereinafter enumerated, and to maintain the same for 

the said purposes. 

(1) For state forests for the purpose of growing timber, 

demonstrating forestry methods, protecting water sheds or providing 

public recreation. 

(2) For state parks for the purpose of preserving 

scenic or historical values or naturel wonders. 

(3) For public shooting, trapping or fishing grounds or 

waters for the purpose of providing areas in which any citizen may 

hunt, trap or fish. 

(4) For fish hatcheries and game farms. 

(5) For forest nurseries and experimental stations. 

(e) To extend and consolidate lands or waters suitable for 

the above purposes by exchange of other lands or waters under their 

supervision. 

(f) To capture, propagate, transport, sell or exchange sny 

species of game or fish needed for stocking or restocking any lands or 

waters of the state. 

(g) To establish and maintain ean efficient fire fighting 

system for the protection of forests. 

(h) To enter into cooperative agreements with persons, firms 

er corporations, or governmental agencies for purposes consistent
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with the purposes and provisions of this act. 

(1) To regulate camp fires and smoking in the woods at 

such times and in such designated localities, as it may find reasonably 

necessary to reduce the danger of destructive forest fires. 

(j) To regulate the burning of rubbish, slashings and 

marshes or other areas as it may find reasonably necessary to reduce 

the danger of destructive fires. 

(kx) fo conduct research in improved conservation methods, 

and to disseminate information to the residents of Wisconsin in scon- 

servation matters. 
(8) The commission is hereby authorized to and shall 

cooperate with the several state departments and officials in the 

(Yew, | conduct or matters in which the interests of the respective departments 
or officials overlap. 

(9) All rules and regulations of the commission shall be 

published tenet one» insti tor: three muscecctwe: west! in the 
official state newspaper, except in case of an emergency, when the 

commission shall give auch notice as it may deem feasible. 

(10) This section shall not be construed as authorizing 

the commission to change any penalty for violating eny game law or 

regulation, or change the emount of any license established by the 

legislature, or to extend any open season or bag limit on migratory > 

birds prescribed by federal law or regulations. 

(11) Any person violating any rule or regulation of the 

state conservation commission shall be punished by a fine of not less 

than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars or by 

imprisonment in the county jail for not exceeding six months, or by
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both such fine and imprisonment. 

i (12) All duties, liabilities, authority, powers, and 
privileges imposed or conferred by law upon the commissioner of 

\ conservation are hereby imposed and conferred upon the state conserve- 
' 10m commission created herein by section 23.09. 

(13)(a) The present conservation commissioner shall act 

[ as the conservation director provided for in subseection(6) of this 

| seotion until replaced by the commission. 
} (») All employes in the conservation commission hereby 

| abolished shall continue in service under the jurisdiction of the 
a - j State conservation commission created herein, subject to its power 

ie to make such changes as are desirable and legal. 

(e) The books, records, files and property of the conserva- 
tion commission hereby abolished shall be transferred to the state 
conservation commission created herein and shall have the same force 

‘and effect ac if said commission had not been abolished. 
\ (4) Any investigation or proceeding now pending which in 

\ any way affects the conservation commission hereby sbolished, shall be 
| continued in behalf of or against the conservation commission created 

\ herein. 
| (¢) The existing rules, orders and regulations of the con- 

servation commission hereby abolished shall continue to be the stendards, 
| orders and regulations of the conservation commission created herein. © 

i (2) The wmexpended appropriations ef the conservation comis- _ 
| sion hereby abolished are appropriated to and made available to the 
| conservation commission created herein. 

SECTION 3. This act shall take effect upon passage ond 
publication. : 

ee
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE. ON 

NATIONAL PROJECTS IN CONSERVATION 

To the Executive Committee of the j 
izaak Walton League of America: 

Your Committee on National Projects 
in Conservation respectfully reports as follows: 

‘ The League cannot effectively formulate or execute projects 

until it more effectively organizes its own internal affairs. This re- 

port, therefore, deals perforce with them, i 

The members of your committee, while yielding place to no man 

as loyal and enthusiastic Waltonians, hold the env iietee that the League 

is "on the wrong track." We do not pretend that we know exactly what to 

; do about it. A remedial program requires more time and more wisdom than 

is ours to command, All we can do is to offer a few examples to illus- 

trate the nature of our misgivings, and of our thoughts on the problem 

of future organization and policies, 

First of all, we believe that the League has been too solici- 

tous of being big and growing bigger. We submit that if the League were 

nbare sing the leadership in conservation affairs of which it is poten— 

tially capable, it need have no concern over either its size or its growth. 

Our problem is not so much to get new membership as to hold, educate, and 

activate those we already have, 

We hold that the function of our national officers is not so 

much to enthuse and inspire as to teach and instruct. If our members 

were getting instruction in how to become skillful conservationists, the 

inspiration would take care of itself,



We hold thet the same is true of Outdoor America. The average 

member must be instructed as well as entertained by reading it. We believe 

that Outdoor America trends to underestimate the mental calibre of the 

average Waltonian. 

In its preoccupation with artidicially promoting size and en- 

thusiasm, the League is not making satisfactory progress in coming to 

grips with the concrete conservation problems facing each local community. 

i ' (fhe pollution campaign is a partial exception to this rule). Oratory is 

a means of calling public attention to these problems, but once attention 

is gained and a chapter organized, its members need guidance, ‘atten tech- 

nical guidance, more than they need continued injections of moral fervor. 

Moral fervor automatically accompanies worth-while efforts to solve worth- 

while problems, 

As random examples to substantiate these generalized criticisms 

we cite the following: 

We have failed to point out to our members that the knowledge 

| necessary to execute many items of our program in many cases does not yet 

exist, and in no case is really edeuuates Hence the League has not been 

any great force for seeaeitiiah is cai cattaiaes research. Conserving the 

‘prairie chicken, the ruffed grouse, the muskellunge, the antelope, and the 

mountain sheep are samples of problems in which we cannot yet make even an 

intelligent guess as to what to do. - our chapters concerned with these 

species, urging their local universities to speed up research? 

We have failed to come to grips with the land issue. Thousands 

of Waltonians, following the natural preference of any American, are still 

hoping for the indefinite perpetuation of free shooting on farms. If it be 

true that this is a delusion, then the real chance for retaining democracy 

Qe



in sport--namely, public acquisition of public shooting grounds--is losing 

precious years in gaining popular support and physical and f iuaane’ head- 

We complain, and rightly, of politics in conservation departments, 

but have we come to grips with the question of starting some concrete moves 

to create a professional group of men so trained as to effectively replace : 

j them? Is it not true that the only real way to replace anything is to offer 

something better? 

We have come to realize the fundamental necessity of full-time ; 

state secretaries. What are we doing to help our present secretaries to be 

more effective, or to train competent material for states not yet provided? 

: Other organizations have realized long ago that trained men "do not grow on 

trees," and have organized training camps of schools for the purpose. Why 

not the Isaak Walton League? Such camps should be held out in the open, on 

special areas laid out to demonstrate what conservation looks like on the 

ground. Many universities are learning to meet such special needs for short— 

_ term training. Has any university been asked to meet our need? Would it not 

s strengthen the arm of those public-spirited Waltonians who are attempting to 

f finance the League if we told them specific things like this for which money 

is needed? 4 

It is clearer day by day that conservation , if practiced at all, 

must be practiced by those who own the land, Most of our land is owned by 

farmers and lumbermen. Whet proportion of farmers and lumbermen are in the 

inner councils of the League? Some, but not enough. Will we get even there 

if we intimate from the outset that the game and fish we want them to raise 

shall be ours free of charge? Would we not get more active farmers and lum- 

4 -3- i



men to help solve our problems if we recognized from the outset the econ~ 

omic law which says that whenever the demand for any commodity exceeds the 

supply, that commodity acquires a value, and those private persons who raise 

it are entitled to receive the market price? The state and the nation can 

and should raise free game and fish on a large scale, but it is futile to 

ask private landowners to do so. 

We offer these ceitib teen of the League in a kindly, not a carping 

spirit. We realize they are based on hindsight. We do not claim we could 

have furnished wiser guidance in the past. We are talking only of the future, 

We realize that the criticisms are not wholly true of each and every policy ‘ 

and each and every Division and Chapter. There is already a strong trend in 

the direction which we indicate; we simply urge that the trend be stronger, -—— 

that the executive committee take radical steps to put the League on a new 

track, We realize the intricacy and difficulty of guiding the change wisely, 

It requires much more mature deliberation than we have been able to give to 

this report. 

(Signed) WW. H. Moore. ‘ 

: C. W. Porter. 

‘ R. D. Jones. 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman,



April 16, 1948 

ir. Janes 4. Spindler 
Boni towed 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Spindler: 

Tom glad to hear from you ant I am aleo gind 
te tell you thet the Gomigelon had a mther 
thorough discussion of your clrenlar. 

It wag the uneiinous opinion of all four 
Gomiseioners present that our pollution beagd : 

has leaned tewarl tee much Lenity ond pationda 
and we have definitely told “M Schneeberger an the 
new chairman that ve would like to see hia lean 
the other way. I ic alae ouy opinion that the 
pollution board leeks ceeoutive personnel and 
we Will be glad to support any move to £111 these 
needs. The only point on which we disagree with 
the Longue is the replecament of Schneberser by i 
Headland. Hadland elreedy hoe more than a full 
time job, and I think whet the board needs is ' 
an eteoutive official Like him. On the other 
hand, we admit that our field men, in genernl, 
have nob given the board ae much information or 
ag mech cooperntion as they shovld and we have 

‘ asked Director Swift to remedy this difficulty. 

I noed hardly say that T heartily eomend and 
aporeve the League's contiming vighlanee on | 
this crestion and ite contimed ineiatence that 
headway mst be mde. se 

With personal regards, | 

.% s We Yours sincerely, coh \ 
ALi Aldo Leopold



The Pollution Committee of State Division of the ; 

Izaak Walton League held a meeting April 3rd, with i 

Governor Oscar A, Rennenehi, in his office at Madison, 

Present were Governor 0,A, Rennebohm, Ernest Swift, 

Conservation Department Director, L.F, Warrick, State 

Sanitary Engineer, State Board of Health, A.D, 

Sutherland, Division oestaees, Lee LaFontaine, 

President Fond du Lac Chapter, Steven Batovsky, 

member of Division Pollution Committee and J.E, 

Spindler, Chairman, 7 

The following recommendations have been made by the 

Izaak Walton Pollution Committee, to the Governor, 

copy of letter which is enclosed, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold: 

Your comment 
and suggestions will be greatly 

appreciated. 
/ PO ee 

regards. (As by ca tes 

; James/k. Spindler 
/ Manitowoe, Wis.
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Te Hon, Oscar A, Rennebohm 
+ Governor of Wisconsin 

i State Capitol 
TERMS EXPIRING 194% s : 
eee Madison, Wisconsin 

FOND DU LAC 

Sa Nicaten ip Dear Governor: 
FLORIAN STRADAL 

ann Relative to our meeting held in 
STEVENS POINT your office April Srd, we wish to suggest the 

MARRY CR NEIBED following: 

CAN ILWAUKER 5 m : y 
1, Pollution exists in this State because of 

* lack of enforcement of law, 

pepe ree 2, Public in general is disgusted and wish to 
APPLETON have pollution stopped. 

We vaNeViLLe ; ; 
Lee LAFONTAINE 3 State has adequate personnel, consisting of 
ee Se game wardens, and local members of health 
HORICON department to inform pollution committee of 

Dea ve all violations of law, 
WILLIAM P. ABERG 

eee 4, Pollution committee has full authority to 
ED MENGE : * 

MANITOWOC subpoena and make findings of facts and 
micnast. Kovac _ issue orders, 
H. C. RUNGE 

fee. : 5, The policy of the committee in the past has 
STEVENS POINT been to indicate to violators that they are’ 

MN ee polluting, and that they should not pollute, 
Cc. P. LARSON 

—— 6, Policy of committee has also been to interest 
CLARENCE SEARLES s 

WISCONSIN RAPIDS themselves in law enforcement only when there 
Re Srnnss _ is a public demand for action, 
CLARENCE JUNG 

ta ome 7, The Izaak Walton League will do all in its 
“BERLIN power to cooperate with existing agencies to 

s abate pollution, 

WM. R. CooK 
STEVENS POINT 

PAST PRESIDENT
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Hon, Oscar A, Rennebchm 

The State Committee of the Izaak Walton 
League submits the following recommendations: 

1, That the State Conservation Department put on 
the Pollution Committee its Chief Enforcement 
Officer, 

2. That the State Board of Health put upon that 
committee a member who is primarily interested 
in stopping pollution, 

5. That the pollution committee hold regular meetings 
throughout the State and subpoena all violators 
in that section to appear before it, 

4, That orders be issued directing all admitted’ 
violators to cease polluting on a given date, 

5, Where admissions are not obtained that proper 
- evidence bé gathered for a future procedure and 
conviction, 

6, That the Pollution Committee perform the duties 

imposed upon it by law, without public demand 
for action, 

7. Where pollution is anticipated, or is known will 
exist as a result of new industries, the pollution 
committee should require that adequate equipment 
be installed before operations begin, 

8, That the Conservation Commission shall-publish the 

names of the individuals, institutions, corpora-~ 
tions and officers responsible for pollution and 
that this shall be given the same publicity as 
given to violators of game and fish laws, 

9, Specimens of pollution evidence taken by con- 
servation department officers shall be accepted 
by Board of Health personnel for examination and 
report,



Os 

Hon, Oscar A, Rennebohm 

As an explanation of the foregoing, 
the public will respect law envorcement, Orders 
from the industrial commission are respected and 
obeyed, as well as orders of the sanitation depart-~- 
ment of the State Board of Health, and all other 
laws, ? 

Laxity of law enforcement leads to 
more violations, We believe the latter is primarily 
the cause of our state-wide pollution problem, We 
also believe that the publicity given to violators 
will be effective in stopping pollution problems, 

On behalf of the State Committee, I 
wish to express our sincere appreciation for your 
splendid cooperation and intérest to clean up the 
polluted waters in our State, 

Very truly yours, 

Pollution Committee of the 
: Wisconsin State Division 

Izaak Walton League 

James E, Spindler, Chairman 
Manitowoc, Wis, 

JES/f
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August 18, 1944 

Mr. Francis ¢. Buell 
I.W.LeA. 
542s Hackett Street 
Béloit, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Buell: i 

fhanks for your letter of August 15. I just want 

to make it clear that my wish to be dropped from 

the Board does not arise from any hesitancy to be 

f fully identified with the League, but wholly from 

lack of time to tend to my duties. i 

In other words, in my present capacity as Commissioner, 

I would like very much to be identified with the 

League if I had the time to earn my League position, 

‘ ut since I do not, it seems more honest not to 

claim the League directorship when I am not doing 

anything to earn it. 

: With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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CORRESPONDING SECRETARY August 15, 1944 
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1318 S. 20th St. { ON 
Manitowoc, Wis. (ove) 

3 espn rat Mr. Aldo Leopold 

ot eer 424 Farm Place 
Ce SUT Ene University of Wisconsin 

eae Madison, Wisconsin 
Dr. E. A. Francuer, Milwaukee 

fener ae Dear Mir. Leopold: 
Louis RADKE, Horicon 

Sige a. Gee Your recent letter asking that your name be removed 
A. D. SurHertan, Fond du Lac from among those of the officers of the Wisconsin Divi- 
See eerie nine sion of the Izaak Walton League of America was read and 
Dr. H. H. VoutznporF, Manitowoc Giscussed at a recent meeting of the directors at Fond - 
HLM. Warrcoms du Lac. We realize that your name appearing on the let- 
v Ea ter-head of the League might cause some embarrassment and 
Appleton difficulty in certain instances. 
Caan 

Da, J. W, Aes I think you realize that your name, as well as your 
Vee eae fellowship, experience, and advice, have meant a great 

Fond du Lac deal to those of us who have been privileged to deal with 
Bases oats you in any way. However, the directors have decided that 

H, L. Canrie.p they will respect your wishes and remove your name from 
tS aa among those of the officers if you will bear with us for 
Manitowoc another two months. Elections, as you kmow, are carried 

nateaucees out at the Fall Conference which will be held at Milwau- 
C,H, SrapF kee on November 4th of this year. Your successor will 
eon be elected at that time. If you will be kind enough to 
Sheboygan remain with us until that time, it will save us the trou- 

EA ae ble and expense of reprinting new stationary or of block- 
Cary, Broce. ing out your name on our present letterheads. 

ate! 

Ciaiioonala Rapids It is with extreme regret that we are complying with 
your wishes, and it is our hope that even though your name 
be removed, you will continue to be associated with the 
League in a non-official capacity. 

Sincerely, 

2 “eC, fa Grae C, 
Ho eid ge Francis G. Buell 

Re ere Ae , Secretary-Treasurer 
eet Wisconsin Division, I.W.L.A. 

= FCB:mb
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October 12, 1942. 

Aldo Leopold, 
c/o University of Wisconsin, ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You will be interested in the result of the vote on 
the proposed Resolution which is as follows: 

in Favor of 7 

In Favor of opposing Heil but 
not of the Resolution 3 

Against any political action 2 

Not voting or expressing an 
opinion 1 

Present but not voting 2 
(Runge Absent) 

In view of the foregoing, I would say that a subtential 
majority of our directors believe in entering this campaign in 
opposition to Julius P. Heil. Unless I hear objections to the 
contrary, I shall state when called upon that the State Division 
of the Izaak Walton League is opposed to the election of Julius 
FF. Baia, 

1 realize that a strenuous effort is made by Republican 

advisors of Mr. Heil that it is very unpopular for him to advo- 
cate sbolishing the Conservation Commission and appropriating 
the sportsmen's money for general purposes. His friends are 
trying to persuade Conservationists that this will not take 
plece. It is a fact that the Republican Convention at Wausau 
adopted a platform in which they stated they favored the present 
lew administering Conservation. The day after the platform was 
adopted, Julius P. Heil announced he would abolish the Commission. 
He has repeatedly so stated in the campaign. He can do this without
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Page 2. 

legislative action. That is, he can cause so much adverse 

criticism of the Commission to be stirred up and aroused 

without any foundation whatsoever that its usefulness 

will be destroyed. He hes already done this to a large 

degree. His method has been to refuse personnel for 

operation of the Conservation Department, to disapprove 

the purchase of lands recommended, to sneer at the enforce- 

ment of the law establishing a size for commercial fishermen 

so as to meke its enforcement unpopular. He has permitted 

the notorious Neenah men of wealth to go unpunished for the 

violation of the storage act for wild fowl and so on. As 

an Executive, he has powers for and can destroy the Conservea- 

tion progrem as we have known it. 

. dem sorry to say that some of our directors have 

acted on the advice of their local chapters rather than as 

directors of the Stete organization which in turn should advise 

the chapters of appropriate action. We as State Directors 

~ should have e broed view of Conservation affairs and should 

not be limited by personel influence or local opinion. I 

wish you would write your views on this subject frankly. 

With kind personal regards, 1 beg to remain, 

Yours truly, 

j Yl Li lib 
A. D. SUTHERLAND 

President. 

ADS/S
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Dr. HH, VoLLENDORF, MANITOWOC Isaak Walton? 

May 26, 1942. 

Aldo Leopold, 
d/o University of Wisconsin, 
Department of Agriculture, 
diadison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Inclosed you will find two copies of a letter sent to all 
sportsmen's groups, members of the Conservation Congress, and 
Izaak Walton League Chapters in Wisconsin. The Resolution was 
adopted after long deliberation. I would like to know that 

the directors of this state are one hundred percent in favor 

ef this Resolution. Would you be kind enough to write your 
name et the bottom of one copy and return it to me if your 

approve the Resolution, I should like to have our file 
complete. As your President, -J want to know that I am carry- 

ing out your wishes, 

As you undoubtedly know, the Governor challenged anyone 

to debate Conservation with him. I immediately replied and 

accepted his challenge offering to let him name the time and 

place for the debate. I further stated that if I did not have 

en acknowledgment of the letter setting forth the time and 
place I would know that he was bluffing. 

We are planning a June meeting of the Board of Directors 
to be held at my cottage at Winnebago Park on 

the Hast shore of Lake Winnebago, Saturday, 
dune 20,-for the afternoon and evening. We 
would like to have the wives of all officers 
and directors present. There will be entertain- 
ment for them. The meeting is called for the 
purpose of determing the program to be given 

at the next State meeting; the course we should 

follow in regard to Conservation Commission 
activities, and such other matters as you care 

to bring before the meeting. Will you be kind - 

enough to let me know that you will attend and



May 26, 1942. 

Page 2. se Ae 

that your wife will also come with you. I sincerely hope 7 
we will have a one hundred percent attendance. Conserva- 
tion in Wisconsin merits the earnest consideration of every 
officer of this league. 

i With kind personal regards, I beg to remain, 

Yours truly, 

Ae De soreiaie 
President. 

ADS/S : 
Bnce
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May 25, 1942 
The following resolution was adopted by the directors 

of the State Division of the Izaak Walton League, Saturday 

P. M., May 23, 1942, 

WHEREAS, the unprecedented, un-American action of the Conservation 
Commission in discharging H. W. MacKenzie without bringing charges and 

without a hearing, has and will disrupt a conservation program recognized 

as outstanding in the United States, 

AND WHEREAS, the Governor of Wisconsin has approved and condoned 
such action, 

AND WHEREAS, hundreds of thousands of the conservation-minded men 

and women and sportsmen of Wisconsin have a direct personal interest in 
the activities of the Conservation Commission, 

: -AND WHEREAS, this group of citizens demand fair play, 

AND WHEREAS, the Izaak Walton League of Wisconsin has consistently 
insisted upon a non-partisan administration of conservation affairs in Wis- ‘ 
consin, 

AND WHEREAS, the Izaak Walton League, in 1927, advocated and spon- 
sored a law creating a six-man non-political Conservation Commission in 

order to bring about a non-partisan administration of conservation, 

NOW THEREFORE be it resolved, that the dismissal, without charges and 
a hearing, of H. W. MacKenzie, a faithful public servant, who had at heart 
the impartial and fair administration of conservation in Wisconsin, be severely 
condemned. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Conservation Commission of Wis- 
consin take immediate steps to retract their action and present charges and 

hold a hearing in accordance with our American way of conducting public 
affairs, 

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that if such action be not prompily 
taken that the conservationists and sportsmen of the state be urged to unite 
in taking definite action to correct the deplorable condition now existing in 
the conservation affairs in Wisconsin. 

If you have any suggestions they will be greatly appreciated. 

Yours for fair play in conservation. 

A. D. SUTHERLAND, President
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heh University Farm Place 
May 26, 1942 

Mr. A. D. Sutherland 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Sutherland: 

I imagined when I got your wire that the meeting was to 
consider events at the capitol, and I have now received the 
resolution. 

The only thing I can add is to report a conversation with a 
close friend of Guido Rahr's, He stated explicityxy that 
Mr. Catlin would not be put in MacKenzie's place, and that 
the Commission was determined to make a good appointment, not 
a bad one. 

I hand this to you for what it is worth. I am convinced it 
Game directly from Rahr. 

One reason I couldn't come was that my daughter was making 
her first visit home after an absence of six months. I am 
sorry to again be remiss in my obligations, and I again 
urge you to fill my place with somebody who can be more active. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



Directors of wa 
Resolution «docted at « meeting of the State Division of the 

Izaak Walton Laugue -- May 23, 1942 

WHEREAS, the unprecedented un-American action of the Conservation 

N Commission in discharging H. %. MacKenzie, without bringing charges 

and without 4 hearing, has end will disrupt a conservation program 

recognized as cutstanding in the United Stutes. ‘ 

AND WHEREAS, é Governor of Wisconsin has approved snd condoned 

such action. 

AND WHEREA undreds of thousands of the conservation-minded men 

' and women “ond s ort smn isconsin have « direct persons] interest 

in S8#*2ER* the act — the Conservation Commission. 

AND WHEREAS, this group itizens demand fair-play. 

AND WHEREAS, the Seale Waive ig mace has consistently 

; insisted u-on a non-partisa nial ptepyson of conservation affairs 

in Wisconsin. ae easy \ 

AND WHEREAS, the Izaak Walton League, abs and 
} ‘ 

sconsored a law creating a six-man non litical /gonservation 
* sale 

commission in order to bring about a non-Dertiséin administration 

; of conservation. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the dismissal without charges 

and a hearing of H. W. MacKenzie, a faithful publie servant, who 

had at heart the impartial end fair administration of conservation 
? 

in Wisconsin, be serverely condemned. 

AND BE IT PURTHER RESOLVED, that the Conservation Commission of 

4 Wisconsin take immediate stecs to retract their action end present 

charges and hold a hearimg im accordance with our # merican way of 

conducting gwblic affairs,



=Re 

: AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that if such action be not promptly 

taken that theconservationists and sportsmen of the state be urged 

to unite in taking definite action to correct the deplorable ( 

political condition now existing in the enservation affairs in F 

W isconsin. 

| . 

cae
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4eh University Farm Place 
April 30, 1942 

\ | 

| 

Mr. A. D, Sutherland 
President, I. W. L. A. | 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Sutherland; 

I am afraid I have fallen down on you again. When your 
letter first arrived, I lacked time to attend to the 
matter, but by the time I got to it, Arbor Day had gone 
by. “Diane | 

I am keenly aware that my contributions to the I,¥.L.A. 
have been painfully close to zero, and I would mech prefer 

; to drop any official position which implies that the League 
can count on me for definite services. Naturally, I am 
always available and on call when time permits me to lend 
a@ hand. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, aa 

Aldo Leopold
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April 15, 1942. 

~ i 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, / 
University of Wisconsin, a 

Miadison, Wisconsin. / 

Dear Mr. Leopold: / 
/ 

By Proclamation, the Governor has set aside April 24, 
Friday, as Arbor Day. Our State Organization voted to have 

a Conservation Week commencing with Arbor Day. We would like 
to have every radio station in the state used for that purpose 
at some period during the day. Can you arrange for a period 
and a speaker to use W.H.A. and W.1.B.A.--preferably from 6:30 

to 7:30 in the evening? We find that radio stations are very 

willing to give time for this cause. J am counting on you and 
other directors to assist in making this a worthwhile event. 
I would like to know who will speak and when at the earliest 

possible date. It would be well to have the announcement 

made that the talk is given under the auspices of the State 

Division of the Izaak Walton League. Our program could be 

used in part during the talk. Particular stress should be 
made on the tree and its advantage from a Conservation point 
of view. This being Arbor Day, it is an excellent opportunity 

to do so. 

I appreciate your cooperation in making our State Division 

an active organization. 

With kind personal regards, I beg to remain, 

Your pain 

Ds; + SUTHERVAND 

President. 

ADS/S



424 University Farm Place 
April 22, 1942 

Mr, Kenneth Reid 
IW. LA. 

1167 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Ken: 

Mr. Sutherland is absolutely right in stating that he 
has had no cooperation from me in matters of organisa- 
tion, I have had considerable difficulty in maintaining 
even a semblance of cooperation on matters of policy. 
I would mech prefer that someone actually able to give 
time to organizational work serve in my capacity as 
director, and let me simply act as a private person 
on call when needed. 

I heartily sympathize with Sutherland in his predicament 
and think he has been very moderate indeed in not 
criticising harder and earlier. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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ie : Madison, Wisconsin : ie P by ae 

As SA Dear Bill: ee Pi eae ss $ Be ay 

a “yy! State President Sutherland has been bit ¢ritical © | ~~ 
4 .. dn some of his correspondence about the lack of coopera- ee 

‘ tion of the officers in’ Yisconsin, and has specifically: .° .. 

( : cited Madison with eight members, and one of them 4. OP eae Be 
if ‘ ‘National Director of the League; namely, yourself,- also ~~ i 

Tee : . beopold as Vice-President of the Wisconsin Division.: 

- { I am advising him that while organizational ability, > 
Gh ; is an important attribute of a National Director, it is — git 

not necessarily one that every National Director mist 
. as ee have, and we are very pleaged to have a number of National 4 

; Directors who have no inclination whatever toward organiza- ms 
: tion but do serve the League admirably along other lijes. é 

‘ . That, of course, goes for you ind Aldo. ; “f ae 

eed : at ee However, to make things a little smoother in Wisconsin, = - 
if you and Aldo will jot down the names of the few people ; 

; in Madison who ought to be members of the League but who be 
; are not. presently members, 1 will be glad to try my hand é 

by mail and then one of these days I will go up there, 

if we can get the group together for a little meeting, and . 
see if we can t get better representation in ™.dison. 

if we could find someone either in the existing member- 
ship or in the contemplated additions to the membership who ~~ 
had, some ability and inclination toward organization und ish 

. who would work with Sutherland, it would serve the dual 
purpose of eliminating one of his gripes and at the same 

‘ : time helping to build up phe Wisconsin membership. ; :
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42h University Farm Place 
December 8, 1941 

Mr. A. D. Sutherland 
Izaak Walton League 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Sutherland: 

I doubt whether I should accept a regular membership 
in the Pollution Committee for reasons given you verbally 
at Fond du lac. I am not in a position to attend committee 
meetings regularly, and I don't think you want any 
paper committees. On the other hand, I am willing to 

help out whenever I can, and do not need any appointment 
to urge me to do so. 

For example, I can't make the December 13 meeting because 
I have just lost half a week attending the Midwestern 
Wildlife Conference. Undoubtedly, that is the time and 
place when the Pollution Committee will get under way. 
I urge you, therefore, to replace me and to call on me 
for special service when needed and when I can attend. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Dec. 3, 1941. 

Eugene Wengert, 
Attorney at Law, --Chairman. 
231 West Wisconsin Avenue, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Herman Runge, 
Attorney at Law, 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin. 

Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Department of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Louis Radke, 
Horicon, Wisconsin. 

S. Ted Hitzler, 
Attorney at Law, 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 

Permit me to suggest to your Committee that the Theaters 
of Wisconsin may greatly welcome educational movies. I have 
conferred with William Ainsworth, President of the Wisconsin 
Theaters Association, who has an office near mine and he states 
that he will do all he possibly can to cooperate. We discussed 
the possibility of having a film made pertaining to pollution. 
This might be done through the cooperation of the State Board 
of Health and the Conservation Department. I understand now 
that the State Board of Health has slides and possibly 16 mn. 
movies. I feel quite certain that the National Organization 
would also cooperate. The use of films together with statewide 

publicity on a program which you might develop would be very 
effective in getting results. 

in the past, a great deal has been said about pollution. 
I think now is the time to take action. if the fault lies in 
legislation, a program for legislative action can be developed.
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if the fault lies with the enforcing agencies, perhaps publicity 
on this score would help. 

in Fond du Lac, we are confronted with the pollution of 
Lake Winnebago. Approximately four million gallons of raw 
sewage is going into the Lake each day. One half of this is 
industrial waste. Our local chapter has taken an active interest 
in the problem. Through strenuous efforts, we finally convinced 
the City Commission that they should employ engineers to tell 
what was wrong and how to correct the situation. This has been 
done. The State Board of Health has been cooperating. The 
City is now preparing its budget. The proposed budget contains 
no definite reference to remedying the situation. 

it seems to me that this is an excellent opportunity to 
study the situation at first hand. 

Two members of the City Commission of Fond du Lac have 
constantly and publicly referred to the fact that the State 
institutions, being the Northern Asylum at North Oshkosh, 
dumps raw sewage in the Lake. They also refer to the fact that 
the Tuberculosis Sanitarium near North Oshkosh controlled and 
operated by the Counties of Fond du Lac and Winnebago dump 
their raw sewage into the Lake. This is a deplorable situation. 
Undoubtedly such conditions as this exist throughout the State. 

Perhaps you would like to have a Committee Meeting in the 
near future. Information might be gathered before the meeting, 
particularly through the Conservation Department at Madison. lL 
might say this that the State Board of Health is interested in 
reducing the health hazard. That is, if the bacilli coli count 
is high in any sewage going into the public waters, they become 
interested. i think that is as far as they will go. In other 
words, the destruction of fish, etc., is not within their field. 
At least, I have been told that as far as the Fond du Lac 
situation is concerned that if the water is chlorinated that goes 
into the lake that would satisfy the State Board of Health. 
Let's see if something can't be done. 

With kind personal regards, I beg to remain, 

Yo res tfiull 
ADS/S a
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Aldo Leopold, 
Vice President, Wis. Div., 
Izaak Walton League of America, 
Madison, Wisonsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You and I have accepted an office with the State Division 
of the Leagues If we all pull together we can get results. This 
makes attendance et meetings a most important function. 

Our next meeting will be held at Stevens Point, Hotel 
Whiting, 6:00 P. M., December 13, 1941. 

“ The Board of Directors will meet immediately afterwards. 

The following will be considered: 

A. Shall we defend further the Conservation Commission? 

This is vital. Louis Radke is working hard 
gathering facts. His story of unfair attacks 
will surprise you, 

B. Do we favor public shooting grounds? 

T. G. Jenson, Superintendent of the Public 
Schools in Fond du Lac, will have a prepared 
talk. This should be a mjor topic. B. Jd. 
Husting, our U. S. Attorney, will assist in 
the discussion. 

C. Is the Carp program successful? 

Herman Berndt will lead in this discussion. 
It is a hot subject. He is an able leader 
and well qualified to tell us facts. 

If we take action, it should have the combined judgment of 

all of you entrusted to the leadership of our League.
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Will you be there? Please write me YES before December 
10th. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Call the officers in your area and see if you can't help. 
Wisconsin is lagging. Let's get going and have more than one 
thousand paid up before December 3lst. 

POLLUTION 

Bugene Wengert is Chairman of this Committee with Louis. 
Radke, Aldo Leopold, Herman Runge and &. Ted Hitzler. They 
should get results. Write them of conditions in your area and 
give them suggestions. ‘They need your help! 

COMMITTEES 
We went enthusiastic members to work on committees. Who 

do you suggest for (a) Fish; (b). Public Shooting Grounds; (c) 
to Defend the Commission Plan? 

Let's get new men into the field. They want the chance, 

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter. 1 will consider 
it a personal favor. As your new. President, 1 need your help. 

Yours for a better Izaak Walton League! 

Sincerely, / 

« B. SUTHERLAND 
President. 

ADS/S
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4e% University Farm Place 5 
September 18, 194h 

Mr. Herman C. Runge 
306-308 National Security Bldg. 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Runge: 

I think that fifty dollars is a very reasonable 
expenditure for the Armed Safety Program, and I 
favor it. 

I will be glad to represent the I.W.L.A. at the 
Madison meeting in case Bill Aberg can't. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management :
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Sept. 13th, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
September llth. 

The cost of the Armed Safety Program last year 
cost the State Division $50.00. It is recommended that the 
same amount be allotted this year. A number of letters were 
received, complimenting the Izaak Walton League for carrying 
on this campaign. I hope that the fatalities will take 
another slide this year, but I quite agree with you that there 
are a number of things which enter into the obtaining of good 
results, and the publicity, posters, etc., may help, but 
are not solely responsible for the good results obtained. 

If, in your opinion, the State Vivi n should not 
expend $50.00 for carrying out this program #hijs fall, please ; 
advise me. I will appreciate if you and Bifl Aberg will take 
eare of the League's interest in the annuaY meet ng of the 
Wisconsin Conservation League to be held aft Mad jon. 

With kindest regards, I remain, / 

Sincgrely y#urs, 

prey eah al nS ps J Ly 

rae t a 
President, WYsconsin Vivision 
Izaak Walton League of America



HERMAN C. RUNGE 

Sept. 12, 1941 

Mrss Frank Ke Quimby, : 
Executive Secretary, Wisconsin Conservation League, 
Park Hotel 
Madison, wis. 

Dear Mrs. Quimby: 

c This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
September 9th, inviting me to participate in eer rece at 
ten o'clock A. My Sunday, September 23th in the Slue Koom 

0) of the Park Hotel at Wadison, in connection with your annual 
convention, 

Mr. Louis fadke, president of the Wisconsin Con- 
P servation League has written me relative to this matter, and I 

have expressed to him my deep and sincere regret at my inability 
Y to be with you on that occasion. 

It is my understanding that Mr. Aberg will be present, 

and it was my suggestion to Mr. Radke that Mr. “berg act as the 

duly authorized representative of the Wisconsin “ivision of Izaak 
Walton League of America, and if, for any re&son, he is unable 

to act, then I would rea oc ie ‘Professor /Aldo Leopold would 

act as such duly authorized representative/of gtr organizations 

With all good wishes, and with Kind personal regards, 
I remain, 

Sincepely /yours, 

See 
President, Wi#eonsin Pivision, 
Izaak Walton League of America



424 University Form Place 
September 11, 1941 

Mr. Herman C. Runge 
306-308 National Security Building 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Runge: 

Murl Deusing has asked me to express to you my 
opinion of renewing the arms safety program. 
Needless to say, I am for it although I do not 
understand exactly what it will cost us. 

I rather question the mimeographed statement 
which claims the reduction in fatalities last 
year Pesubted fro: the campaign, Fatalities 
doubtless vary m year to year, and the reduc- 
tion might have been accidental. Such a degree 
of success would be almost too good to be true. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Deusing
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September 9, 1941 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

The question of an arms safety program has come up 
again. Last year we met with big success as the 
enclesed report will show. This year the Milwaukee 
Chapter would like to carry on the program again on 
a state wide basis. Would the State Division contribute 
again? Last year the State Division put in fifty 
dollars to the cause. The Izaak Walton League has 
received much praise for this work and has made many 
friends throughout the state. The move to start new 
chapters in the north will be made easier because the 
League has already made many friends among the deer 
hunters and others with last year's program in arms : 
safety. I am writing to the other members of the 
Executive Board and asking them to send their opinion 
on this problem to Herman Runge. Will vou do like- 
wise? 

Sincerely yours, 

Murl Deusing, Secretary



IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE 

1940 ARMS SAFETY CAMPAIGN REPORT 

Due to a late start the 1940 Arms Safety Campaign was directed 

principally at the big game season. The safety campaign was carried 

directly to the hunters by means of newspaper publicity and by leaf- 
lets and cloth posters furnished by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers! Institute. Leaflets and posters were distributed 
through the following channels: 

1. The Conservation Department distributed 1,200 posters 
through their game wardens in the deer counties. 

@e The Frankfurth Hardware Company distributed 600 posters 
and 27,000 leaflets through 500 retail outlets covering 
90 per cent of the hardware and sporting goods stores in 
Wisconsin. 

3.e Letters were sent out by the Izaak Walton League to all 
of the Conservation Congress members and to all the 
sportsmen's and conservation clubs and organizations in 

the deer counties, a total of 300 letters. Each letter 
contained 3 posters and 10 leaflets making a total of 
900 posters and 3,000 leaflets distributed by this means. 
Each of these letters contained a return card on which 
more posters and leaflets could be ordered. 55 of the 
Conservation Congress members and 37 of the sportsmen's 
organizations sent back these return cards. A total of 
&,680 posters and 16,798 leaflets were mailed out to fill 
these requests. 

4. Members of the Milwaukee Chapter distributed 200 posters 
and 2,000 leaflets. 

A total of 5,580 posters and 48,798 leaflets were distributed. 

Results of the 1940 Arms Safety Campaign are very gratifying. 
Fatalities in the big game season were reduced from 11 in 1939 to 7 
in 1940, a reduction of 36%e Non-fatal gun accidents in the big game 
season were reduced from £3 in 1939 to 13 in 1940, a reduction of 43%. 
Reductions are also noted for the small game season with fatal acci- 
dents reduced from 23 in 1939 to 19 in 1940, a reduction of 17%. Non- 
fatal accidents in the small game season were reduced from 86 in 1939 
to 64 in 1940, a reduction of 25%. The only part of the campaign that 
reached the small game hunters was through hewspaper publicity, posters 
and leaflets issued through the hardware and sporting goods dealers, 
and the local efforts of the Milwaukee Chaptere In the deer counties 
where local conservationists and Sportsmen cooperated in the campaign, 
the reduction in gun accidents was almost double, 

The Izaak Walton League wishes to take this opportunity to thank 
all of the agencies, organizations, newspapers, and individuals who 
contributed time, effort and funds to make the 1940 Arms Safety Campaign 
a succeSSe 

ARMS SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Robert Baldwin, Chairman 

Joe O'tneil Irwin Hamann 
John Keelan Ae Ne Besnah 
Ernst Gies Peter Dietrich
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April 21, 1941 

Dr, Harvey Vollendorf 
Corres, Secretary, Wis. Division, Izaak Walton League of America 
Manitowoe, Wisconsin 

Dear Harvey? 

Enclosed you will find a copy of a letter sent 
to MacKenzie today, which is self-explanatory, and I sincerely 
hope that we will have a few representatives from Several of the 
chapters at the much talked about Poinette Farm, 

Will you please see to it that a or of an 
appropriate resolution is sent to the Stevens Point chapter, The 
one that I had previously prepared apparently was lost in 
the shuffle. r 

It appears that the next skermish on the 
Pettigrew-Rahr appointments is scheduled for Friday, April 25, 
and although this is not an attack on the six man commission 
law, it may have some after-effect, and I do feel that it would 
be proper at this time to send a eopy of the motion endorsing the 

provisions of Section 23.09 of the Statutes, subsection 2, 
which provided: ry 

"To carry out the purpose of this section and 
. other acts for like purposes, there is created a state conserva~ 

tion commission of six members, three of whom shall be from the : 

territory north, and three from the territory south of a line 
running east and west through the south limits of the city of 

Stevens Point, The members of said commission shall be appointed 
by the governor by and with the advice and consent of the senate. 
The term of office for each member of the commission shall be six 
years; provided, that of those first appointed two shall be 
appointed for two years, two for four years, and two for six years. 
Thereafter and during February in each odd year, two members shall 
be likewise appointed and confirmed for a full term. The com 
missioners appointed shall be persons having knowledge of and 
interest in conservation,"
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; The fact that the vote was not only taken by 
rising, but the fact that the Wote was unanimous in favor of the 
League's “baby", namely, the six man conservation commission 
should be called to the attention of the members of the Senate 
so that there will be no question as to where the Wisconsin 
division of the Izaak Walton League stands, should any be thinking 
of tinkering and tampering with changing the number of commis- 
Sioners, Although the governor is not "in", so to speak, a copy 
of the motion should also be forwarded to him, 

I am writing Senator oy today, as it appears 
that he was not home over the week-end, and nape that by sending 
a copy of this letter to Appleton, Fond du Lac, Milwaukee and 
Madison, that contact be made with the senators from these several 
districts, so that this preliminary maneuvering will not be the 
beginning of crumbling and destroying the six man conservation . 
coumi sion. 

In thanking you at this time for your help 
and cooperation, I extend it by the to the members of 
these other chapters who are receiving a copy of this letter. 

With kindest peysonal pegards, I am, 

Singere OUTS, 

A Tk ati oe | 

. ) fo Hy 4 Sf A “ WA Pa 
We. Suet ' ae i 

4 Z 7 ele te blg ok ae Me Lay : 
a bees ee ? Pun a eel = - . e , 487, (ABP tenn 

fh acd gectgirt Ale whl Tihs dis HG oe ged |
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Yr, Murl Duesing, 1 dA 
810 We Yiscongin Aves, é \p 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Murls 

thie will acknowledge receipt of ee letter of 
is Yebruary ©Oth, This matter was called to ay a tion this 

morning for, as you were advised, I nad been at %t, Houis, 
attending the Regional Nesting ef the Oaited Otetes Confasedse 

O of Mayors. i 

if you will be kind enough te inform the Milwcukee 
Chapter that after all is seid and done, the ee as ‘that 

P the Governor is to wake the appointmentay "by and with the advice 
ane consent Geman Ceante’s and as far as the tro persons are 
concerned who have been named or mentioned, vist ee and Rah, 

Y 1 have ondeovored to obtain information as to the qualifications 
of these individuals, for the statute eet cee that 
the *coumLesioners appointed shall be persm.z @ knowledge of 
and interest im conservation," 

Of course we all realize that persons will disegree, 
not en whet the statute means but who is to judge a person ae to 
the gualifiestions of these individusis, for their intereat in 
conserva tion? ido Rehr is ond has been, for yours, a member of 
the Iuaak Welton % Ghother “ettigrey is or not, i have not 
been able to bat 1 believe that he is not a member of 
our orgenizetion. How I reslize Wek Staten sunslid ae nanan 
they are not, that of itself coer not «i ther fy oy diaqaalify 
ex Evel eleia & enubiochanee: bat we should give thorough con~ 

sideration to persons who for years have been members of our ore 
ganizations 

Perhaps you reeall that the name of Guido Rehr was 
submitted once before, but due te the fact that be lived in the 
territory south of a Line pete cae tae ae through the south 
limits of the oaty of Stevens “oint, and the appointment wae te be 
wade of & person Living north of that line, the name of Guide Ruhr 
hac to be withdrawn, end, perhaps, thet ozpleains why his name was 
gubmitted at thie tie, £ know of nothing of « disqualifying nature ,



HERMAN C. RUNGE 

#2 Murl Duesing 

as far as Guide Rahr is concerned, 

Now, as to Mr. “ettigrew, I have endeavored to get 
sone inforaation. It ts ny understanding that he has lived in 
Oconto ony most of his life, and is highly regarded and wer 

respected, am asking llr, Shannon, Vice-President of the Winnebago 

District to endeavor to get some information as to what experience 

and knowledge Mr. ere. has as far as conservation is concerned, 

and also what his past interest in conservation has been. In. this 

morning's mail I reeeived a letter from Mr. Shannon, and he says, 

in part: 

; "J am pleased that you did not tae the League 

mixed up with the Mark Catlin affair," 

I also réceived a letter from your President, in 

which he agreed that it was best that I did not attend the meeting 

of the Wisconsin Conservation 4eague at Medison. 

Our ee is no different than any other or+ 

ganization, and we might just as well be 100% frenk about this 

truth ~ ~ = the Wisconsin Division of Izaak falton honuee is no 

Cc stronger than the wembership of the local chapters, and, fom all. 

reports, fine progress is being made in rebuilding the se 

It is needless to kid ourselves that if we had a membership of 

O two or five or ten times the membership we presently enjoy, our 

organization would be more effective. However, I still believe 

that in matters of this kind, certain accomplishments should be 

P predicated upon cooperation and good will rather then predicated 

upon antagonism, threat and dissension, 

Your Milwaukee chapter is doing a nice job. Be 

Y sure that I was happy this morning to find that my good old friend 
A, De Sutherland was eleeted president of the Fond du Lae Chapter 

of the Igaak Walton League. Attorney Sutherland was a pest 

president of the former Fond du Lac Chapter and is returning to the 

fold, and especially as the president of that chapter, is encouraging 

and gratifying. dithads 

I am waiting for further reporte from the several 

vice presidents, for 1 know that each and every one of them is 

vitally interested in the i and suecess of the State Division, 

and the growth and strength of the ehapters comprising their 

repective districts, 1 hope to arrange 4 visit to the several 

districts some time after the spring conference which, from all 

indieations, 1s going to be highly sueecessful and instructive. 

I am herewith enclosing « néwepaper eheerang ot 

also a copy of a vosehyshon which was ss at the last Tuesday 

evening meeting @ the Yond du Lae chapter, Will you please return 

both of these when they have served their year and please inform 

the members of the Milwaukee chapter as follows:
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First. ‘The mombers of the Senate are giving serious 
ant thondugh eonsthametion 86 5 Sin suk) wat ee eer ere 

& member of the Conservation Coumiesion, and heve deferred uetion 
on the aatter of confirming or rejeeting the apoointoamts. 

i 

Seeond, The corporalls whieh gathered. at 
“saison under the titie of "Wisconsin irae sles", at 
ere Sentente 5 Oe an ae » consisted of 14 members on Sunday, 
rte, not, in ay opinion, give eny substantial sid, or make 
am in gont or wige approach fn solving the problem at hand, wie 
of havin Son who think and believe in conservation appointed to 
the sonnkogdame 

. Third, I have been in congtant toueh with the 
Governor's office, and have reason to believe that when the chips 
are counted and the battle ts over, conservation in the state of 
®isconsin will have won the battles 

I could go, into considerable detail as to the Fg 

and cons of the Governor’ s aatsie of Mr, os action, 
the ae and wherefores of the activities of Sr, dxekvon, the 

C executive seoretary of the Tiseonsin Conservation League, end also of 
our sutual friend Curly Redke, but that would shed no Light on the 
problem at hands 

O 4 In conclusion, theref it te my firm and honest 
epindon that contact be axde with ‘enaton, Getteksan and such other 

P senators ag your members are @sirous of spernads In the meantime, 
I will continue wy efforts with the Governor's office and the 
wesbers of the Senate, to the end that the proper eppointaents be 
guide in this matter, I have mo furthor a cee or recommendations 

¥ ta give to you @e a local Chapter, but 7 sree: Sr 
informed immediately as to any action thet you will take thie evening, 
and any suggestions that you may heave which may conflict with the 
course that I have gharted up to this tine for the State Division, 
and whet I say to you will apply with equal foree to the Vice-Pren« 
dents who are receiving & copy of this Lotter. 

Txere have been at leset _jinterrus tions since 
I started dictating this letter, denet SAE eee T unat Grep tine 
letter in the mail so you will have it for ‘se meotings there~ 
rate pleare exeuge the rambling and also the gracus mateo of 

With kindest regards to all of fou, I /renain, 
Fours, . 

Pine a | 
esident consin Mvision 

jae Wel “gague of Aneriea
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To Wy i —< 

; abet bie February 14, 1941 

Mr. Burl Duesing iy 

818 H, Wisconsin Ave. wey 

Dear Murl: ' 

I have sent, out a eons of the letter written 

to Gov. Hell under ~_ of February to the several Vice- 

Cc Presidents, that is, 1 sent a copy of the letter to Walter | 
Norington, Stevens “oint, with the request that he show the 
gang to Osear Weber, and also Dr. A, R. Cook, and I sent & copy 

© to Prof. Leopold, - te do not have 2 Vice-President in the LaCrosse, 

Hississippi River District, but we intend to fiji that vacancy : 
at the spring conference to be held at Stevens *oint. 

P i believe we should have a real attendance, if a 
the Governor See tree to be with us on Saturday afternoon 

and he committed hime much as 4t was possible to over the 
Y telephone grote therer efore I have requested that this arrange- 

ment that he is to be present be confirmed, 

'°  'Y em writing this letter to. re with the request 
that you get i. with Mr. Wengert, who is the Vice-President 
of the Kettle Moraine District, so thet he too will be entirely 

familiar with what is developing. — 

I had intended to go to Madison to attend this 
meeting tomorrow afternoon and Sunday. As the matter prescer 

stands, and, especially, in view of the eonversation I had wit 

Governor Heil over the telephone yesterday afternoon, I have changed 

my mind, fnless the Vice-Presidents and other persons who have 

served diligently and well as Yaltonians for the cause of conserva- f 

tion convinee me that I should attend what, in my opinion, will be k 

more of a show than a conference. Apparently this present situation i 

is being taken advantage of, to some extent at least, in pushing. 

the sale of these conservation seals, and the letter @ Hugh Juckson, 
Secretary of the Wisconsin Conservation League dated February 10, | 

if
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ye Murl Duesing 

1041, conclusively establishes this, when, in the eel] for ‘the 
necting, Hugh Toekson incorporates,’ among other ‘hinges 

| *hueh appreciated by this office would be your offorte to 
ep tain nattleaenha from as many of your stamp distributors as 

| PEPtRanageTattes PEekinaTasanta Atsaranote bart say 
sales are Srogressing setisfectoriiy.* 

te tiie lewent \any of you should decide to attend 
this meeting See eras one Rot be senatined as dizeouraging 
you from so foing. itis my. firm and honest opinion thet ‘unless. 
our State Division has control of \at, Mo sieuy sear the 
assurance that whatever ia being done is definitely going to be 

ta coneurieny nie ba vanione fas no place Se ibeuineantdy See 
kind of. pigs a ig ny ‘is going to be held over the weekends 

ee he ‘appreciate that some of ‘these individuals may 
sey thet you must) strike while the iron is hot and unless some | 

definite action is taken forthwith, it may be too late, 1 do not 
hold to thet belief, i know end you know, tiat our good friend 

Cc Bill Aberg, and at least one or two others ee Commission, will 
be able to, keep ee rere progr in this stete in’the right 
channel, ‘this idea of : Oe. inyone into the prepeet sien ‘that 
peed sh pene Maye egg that Con neeey De see ee tee tier et, ‘The 

O further fact thet the terms of ‘the ee Oak cantik , nob ‘ 

po donboe duly 2 algo, aposren thy, does not warrant 4 "1-£- 
P ca ateh-eany bang- a policy or program. % } ‘ 

| E wll be very Heppy indeed’ to obtain some kind of 
& report or some suggedtions or any remarks which, ins ‘opinion of 

Y ell those who. are ore & ye gt Letter which ape for the 

wapy dmtorye ye Ar Weare are ve pxapethy seats. 
ou: e y ‘al ; { yal & Bs eh etions: i 4 to ‘help é by . be ou" 3 

one anle te giye ta ee ! Matsa fartebes cae ax dnck (Level, neabers fs 
of the League in this state will, likewise, be reegiwed with gretitude 
and sppreeiation on my’ parte Wek th 

' ¥eth kindest personal regards, I [7 

Binop ‘y OUPSy 

President, Wigeonsin Division 
ce to Aldo ieese saak Yalton League of America 

 Ogsear Wel 

Begone ‘Winger 
Sosamn ty hemnit 
Dr. Hy H. Vollendorf |
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January 12, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
4ea4 Univ. Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Leopold, 

Want to thank you for your letter of January Sthe From a list furnished 
by Chicago office the following officers and chapters will give you 
the imformation desired. 

Albany Chapter 
Secy H. Me Whitcomb Pres. Prof. W. C. Kohl (no address given) 

Evansville, 
Secy. Secy R. J. Antes Pres. Dr. J.W. Ames (no address given) 

335 W. Main St. | 
} Medison, Pres. F. H. Runkel, Maple Bluff, Madison, Wis. | 

Secy. F. A. Schultz 
933 E. Johnson St. 

For Lake Mills we can only give you a 1940 reference Pres. Charles Kleist 
Secy Sam Kisow. 

Elections at this time of the year change set ups and at any time if you learn of changes would you be kind enough to notify me here. In building up our program imformation as to whether they hold regular meetings and upon what night they meet is invaluable data for this office. The chapter is sponsering a lecture by Prof. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. of Carleton College, a well known ornithologist, 
1600 feet of colored movies,*Birds That Haunt the Waterways! at the 
Lincoln High School Tuesday evening Jan. 2&th. Just mention this in 
case you know of anyone interested in seeing these pictures pronounced by Murl Deusing to be the finest set of pictures on birds in America 
today. Lecture and Pictures at 8. Prelecture entertainment 7-7.45. | 

When the year rolls eround I do hope we can show some results for the 
time and effort spent. From the membership report just out we note 
an increase of 171 with two new chapters functioning. Horicon showed 
an increase of 194 % and won the Hejde membership trophy. Sheboygan 
will be heard from in the near future as they are in the process of 
reorganizing now. We do need and appreciate your suppo he ho ky 

With kind regards, Drs E eo ; ;



( ( 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Members in es, oe ae 
Pop. Chapter 1/L/88-1/1/39-1/ 1/40-1/ 1/41 ee 

ue nv 
Albany 25 26 26 25 oe aks 

25267 Appleton 41 23 23 36 ow x 
23611 Beloit (Dead) 4 0 0 0 ov L 
29 Bradley 5 8 10 10 

1532 Cumberland (Dead) 1 0 0 0 
2269 — Evansville ——_———— 4-———- 4——- 4————" 3. 
26449 Fond du Lac i 1 0 63 
2214 Horicon 18 26 ag 46 

2725 Hudson (Dead) 10 0 0 0 
39614 le Crosse 20 30 46 75 
2007 ~Lake Mills ———— ao Oe a 

57899 Medison —_—————  -§ 1% 13 —— 11 ——11 

22963 Manitowoc 109 103 150 168 

Mercer 23 0 0 0 

578249 Milweukee 234 232 261 265 

1274 New Holstein(Dead) 14 9 0 0 
755 Prescott 8 7 11 1l 
39251 Sheboygan 1s 9 9 8 . 
13623 Stevens Point 74 119 94 92 

10613 Watertown 15 20 26 25 
17176 Waukesha (Dead) 20 12 0 oO 
23758 Veusau 24 19 12 Le 
8726 Wisconsin Rapids - - - 20 

6st «GS CECE
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WISCONSIN DIVISION 

DIRECTORS a" A 2 Beene 

were can Jzqak Walton League of America, 2222... 
ede DEFENDER OF WOODS,WATERS AND WILD LIFE eee 

TL WL WHICOM BC AUMANY Sl SECRETARY-TREASURER 
Fagny Newton iwnoxee fT mine ee 
See" Bm neuter 
Avena Rice: La cnoese oN CORRES. SECRETARY 

pr ell Al cuhandae wine as hehe a 

fo the Vieo-Presidents of Yisconsin Divinion, 
igaak Salton beague of America, 

Dear Srotherss 

at the oonmer Be danitowoc, held on December 
Lay 1040, Capt. Cy Pe » of LaCropse was elected Vice~ 
oo or eee Paver wa Leopold, of 
~“iigon wa glected Vieopresident of the Kandota ie triets 

Ee Ys Shennan, of Appleton, Viee~preaident of tha ae 
Sletriety; Gseur Weber, of “tevens Point, Yice-President 
the Misconsin fiver Listriet and Tugeme Vengert, of Milwaukee, 
Vice-president ef the Settle Moraine “istrict, 

I presume the game questions have gone thru your 
minds that have gone thra mine recently, vias 

(1) What are our duties ond what ean and should we 
do in exacting then? 

_» Ak) Waat partieglar prajecte will best £f1% into 
‘ our Chapter eo and be @ definite contribation to our 

conservation ‘ 
(2) When de the several Chapters meet and do they 

| have regular geetings at regular inbervala? 

ani so i could go on in asking ouestions similar 
to questions that you have been asking yourecif, it te ny 
uncerstaniding thet ail of you have been apprized of the fact 
that the Conservation Berdt ye 4 eine 4g no iengee a dream 
avi a hope, but 6 reality. JI sincerely hope tit L of the 

: Chapters oka fac their way clear, thre your leedership, to 
indulge to the fullest in ¢arrying forward thie projnet which, 
after ally ie « step in the right direetion of having the 
emiing generation beeame enthusiastic and interested in cone 
gervation oné these things in whieh we are so vitally interested, 

Will you be Kind enough te send mey at your earliest 
conveniunes, the naaes of the several ehapters in your district, 
when they meet, and how often they geet; what projects, if any, 
they are interested in; what your intentions are in cooperating



#2 

with the local chapters in your distract; whether, in your opinion, « district weoting could be held and would be 
advisable, ( suggest that 1t be after the spring conference,) 
and any other i gg that you may have, or any cuestiong 
that you may desire to agks 

" pel Bi ee aay ere I am seuretenet tytn 
apper tund y of helping carry out your work ag one of the 
Shendtreaivente of the tisconsis Division, tzaak Walton League 
of auerica, 

I will await your reply, and with kindest personal 
regards and best wishes, t reuain, ‘ y // 

BineeraLy you 

WS 

President, % gin “ivistion, 
izgsak Yaltoen gue of Averiea



yoy wire Farm Place 
denuary 8, 1941 

Mr. Harvey H. Vollendorf 
$11 York Street 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Vollendorf: 

Will you please send me the names of the officers at Albany, 

Bvansville, Lake Mills, and Madison? I will thea get to 
work, 

Please be assured that my remarks about "fundamentals" were 
not intended to be hypercritical. I simply hate to see such admir- 
able human energy spent on unimportant enterprises. You are 
quite right that nobody has defined fundamentals, I am not sure 
I can, but am willing to try. I can't be letter, that's sure. 

I heartily appreciate your situation, and hope we will have an 
early opportunity to discuss things in person. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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January 5, 1942 
t 

Mr Aldo Leopold, ‘ ' 
Madison, Wis. ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Thank you for your letter of December 26the From the Reference Data 
sheet sent you some time ago you will note that at present ‘your 
chapters include Albany, Evansville, Lake Mills, and Madison. s 
Of these chapters Albany and Madison seem to be the only chapters 
finctioning. There is a situation down in Beloit that needs investigatia 
in that they are using the name of Izaak Walton, have a very active 
chapter but at the same time are not paying dues. 

The past year has been & very busy one of getting our house in order. 
Thus far we have succeeded in getting two new chapters, a set of officers 
that are really working, a letter head, a new constitution (now on the 
press) and are anticipating a 300 increase in membership for the 
division a fact which will only be know when the report comes out 
from National Headquarters in a day or so. Ken Reid advised me he will 
send you a membership summary each month to keep you posted as to 
progress made for after all it is membership that really counts. 

t 

One of the biggest projects undertaken by the division will get under 
way in a few dayse It will make an excellent subject for discussion. 
Full details will be furnished you just as soon as we get the project 
Reset It was only approved yesterday and the story will break Mondaye viefly it is a conservation merit badge project for boy scouts. It 
has unlimited possibilites. The object is to interest young people in 
conservation. Chapters taking on the project mst set up a reward equal to paying 3 scouts three full weeks at camp or 6 half weeks. The 
provisions or requirements of the scouts are in the handbook for 
boyscouts-conservation metit badge requirements to which we hate added 
a few more requirements. The work covers one year. After all records 
are in a selection is made of the two hightst rating scouts and they 
are further rewarded by the Division with a Gold Honor Badge for lst 
place and a Silver Honor Badge for second place in each city where a Chapter of the Izask Walton League is functioning. The badges are paid 
for out of a fund made possible through the Hon. Charles E. Broughton 
Editor of the Sheboygan Press. In a letter received from Mr. Runge 
yesterday Mr. Broughton has further provided that the sum of $ 100.00 
be paid into the Div. each Jan. lst to take care of this project as 
an annual event.
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If you would see this desk you would think a cyclone hit it. There 

is a league functioning and all we need is just a little encouragemént 

py reports that the fellows will make an effort to help along. 

My time is extremely limited, your time flore so and yet deep down in 

your heart you just can't let go. The work is that way. Mr. Runge is 

taking hold in splendid fashion. He came up here last December with a 

portfolio loaded with correspondence, and that just froma few weeks 

in office. You need not be afraid to step out and say there is an 

Izaak Walton League for before the year is over you will find a real 

live state organization one of which you can be proud to have been 

a@ parte 

I don't know anything about conservation. Have only been in it a year 

and a half but that period has been so crowded with activity that x 

haven't had a chance to find oute You mention fundamentals Mr. Leopold 

I'd be pleased to know what they are. They game me a chapter here 

with 103 members and not enough money to make change at a dinner. 

To day we have pretty close to 170 members and enough money to carry 

us a whole year with out any effort. The chapter is the liveliest in 

Wisconsin. They have the spirtt which you seem to think is lacking 

elsewhere. We've given you two State Presidents Mr. Stangel and now " 

Mr. Runge. Both have been embued with this same spirit. Mr. Stangel 

has made a record. Mr. Runge will better that one. Now mr. Broughton 

also a member of this chapter gives you a further opportunity to again 

take the field in the interest of conservation. Mr. Runge is pledged 

to bawk the conservation commission 100% That ought to make you happy 

and willing to carry one I do hope you will give us a break for we 

have been accomplishing things that seem trivial right now but are 
so absolutely necessary tn the building of a firm foundation. 

Now I know I have taken up too mich of your time and mine too because 

there is a stack of correspondence here that mst be in the mail. 

The past week we set up two letter heads, pressnted a carefully 

prepared project 66 Mr. Broughton, proof read the constitution, 

and yesterday got out the 175 broadcast bulletin for the chapter, 
a two page affair. Guess that's activity for one guye 

Write again when you have time and be assured the league lives. 

| ll A y He Milling 
Cor. Sece ee
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WISCONSIN DIVISION IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE ; CONSERVATION MERE? BADGE PROJECT. 

The Hons Charles £. Brough ton Conservation Honor Badges i, 
CHAPTER REQUIREMENTS= 

i. Application for the Conservation Merit ae shall be made through the regular channels in the Scout Council of the community wherein thi yesies? ie in force, The Scout Council Executive shall furnish the pter Secretary a list of all scouts entered in the Conservation Project for Chapter awards as herein atated. 

2. BIME REQUIREMENTS~ 
Activities in Conservation shall cover a period of not less than one calendar yoargites 10) 

3+ Merit requirements must be passed upon by “Approved Counsellor. 
4, SeopE- 

For the initial introduction of this project the scope of the pro» jeot shall include = those communities in the state wherein an active chapter of the Izaak Walton pongee of the State of Wisconsin is ve te at and is Sanelaeh With the requirements ag to additional rewards for all scouts complet ng Conservation Merit Badge require- ments. 

5e-CONSERVATION MERIT BADGE PROJECTs= 
Each Chapter of the State Division entering or inaugerating The Boy Scout Conservation Merit Badge sytiset shall o2ll attention to the Scout Council of their city to the local chapter's project and make known their awards for services rendereed in Conservation. 

A Spriioation shail be made vy 211 scouts competing on regular forms of the Scout Council and for the requirements as laid dow in the Handbook for Boys, ise 
1. Know the prinoipar natural resources of his ey county and state, and give the essence of any Conservation laws ec Fee ng eee 
2, Know for his region the principal game birds, animals and fish, and the seasona during which they are protected, how they are protected, and what the results of protection. 3- Desoribe in detail one gome bird, animal and fish common in his locality, and tell its habits of living, feeding and rearing ite younge 
4. Present at least two photographs taken ” himself of some ' phase of conservation of natural resourees, and be able to describe thoroughly the conservation involved. 
5e Present evidence of having directly agsisted Conservation by some practical deed, such asa fighting a forest fire, checking erosion ; ao trees; helping restock streams with fish; posting or distributing Conservation notices; planting wild rice or other duck food; feeding birds in winter; atopping stream and river polution; winter game bird feeding. Scout may construet hie own fecder or borrow one Te constructed from the Igack Walton Leagues Note;- (a) Extra considerstion given Scout when Constructing his own feeder, 

b) Shelter for feed mat be ree ones for protections, @) All reports mst be in by anuary 15th. ad) Tabulated report of winter feeding should include 1. Picture of feeding stxtion, Date taken.
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DP, Brant Innottaw -99 ws “ane 

5 Whether constructed or loaned. 
Number of visits to feeder, ‘ ( 

2: Verification 7 Patrol Leader. ‘ 
« Date Reports filed. : 

7e Approximate amount of feed _ King, 

6. Know the Gonservation Laws in general of this state, 
7+ Attend an Izaak Walton League Meeting in his commnity and be 

pogrett tee with the officers of the local chapter. 
: &, CHAPTER REQUIR’ MENTS= 

Chapters of the Wisconsin Division Izaak Yalton League placing 
this yenjoe’ in force for the coming year shall notify the Scout 
Couneil Executive of their city of the awards available to that 
Council for scouts completing oll requirements and such rewards 
shall be not less than five for one half weeks allowance to camp 
for a period of one week plus © additional allowance per boy . 
scout, or award of three full weeks for three scouts plup 60¢ 5 
per vaend each » These awards are to be made by the loeel chapter 
and financed by the chapter. 

9 et complied with the above requirements, both by chapter and 
individual scout, the Boy Scout involved will ca pomnbinetie be 

pig en for a Gold Honor Badge for Fira$ Place in each city and 
a silver Honor 4 for second oo in compatition with other 

: scouts entered in this yy highest rated scout and second 
os! rated scout shall be determined and certified by a 

eetion committee which shall consist of (in each city) 
A. Merit Badge Counsellor 

F : B, Chapter President 
CG. Seout Council President 
BD. Scout Executive 3 
Ee Chapter Secretary. ; 

and the badges awarded to the same. ’ 

10. The Gold and Silver Honor Badges furnished by the Wisconsin 
Division Izaak Walton League through the curtesy of the Hon. Charles 
E. Broughton Conservation Foundation Fund, may be won only when the 
participants in Conservation Activities cover a period of one 
calender yeare 

(a) This is to be a permanent Foundation; $ 100.00 each ; 
year payable January lst. 

NOTES: (1) Credit for winter feeding of upland birds shell only 
be allowed when feeders have been in place for a period 
of two or more months. 
(2) Awards are to be made know ayt the annual Spring Confer- . 

e of the State Div. Izaak Walton League. 
’ Gy Those who work for thése honor badges are to be informed 

that in cor enes services thet have been rendered, the 
’ actual results that have been secomplished will be given 

greater consideration. Written reports, photographs, news= 
per clippings, serap books ete., are most desirenble, 

fs e Scout Hand Book for omy valuable suggestions) 
5 In case of any disput, final decision will be made by 

a especial committee appointed by the President of the Divisia 

Approved by the following committee appointed by Pres. Herman C. 
Runge at Orgenization Meeting in Manitowoc, Wie. Dec. 12, 1940 
Dr. H. H. Vollendorf, Chair. Eugene Thornhill, Scout Executive and ; 
Marvin VW. Fehrman, Directore f oe 

Approved by President Wis. Div. Hon. Herman C0. Runge. 
Approved by Hon. Charles E. Broughton, Editor Sheboygan Press. }
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December 22, 1940 deed cua 

Mr. Aldo Leopola, 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Mr. Leépold, 

At the meeting of the Board of Directors, duly called and working 
under the new constituion, Dec. 12th you were elected Vice President 
of the Mendota District. Kindly accept my congratulationse Delayed 
writing you in the hopes of using our new letter head but have 
been informed it will not be off the press for a few mor§ dayse 

Under aur new set up you will have the pleasant task of calling 
upon each of the chapters in your district at least once in the 
year. Over here we are still holding our thumbs that you will 
set a date to visit with our chapter. We are advising National 
Headquarters to send you the monthly report of membership in your 
district as an aid to keep abreast of the many challenges you 
can expect in the near future from the other districts. 

plens are being made to meet in Stevens Point some time in 
April- regular Spring Conferences Copies of the Constitution 
will soon be off the press and then we can go to town’s 

Just an old fashioned Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year. 

With king végerds, Z We yy Z y 

SE y H. Véllendorf, 
Cor. Sec. State Dive 

REGULAR MEETING 2nd THURSDAY EACH MONTH—LINCOLN PARK CABIN—6:30 P. M.
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New Soils Building 
October 29, 1934 

Mr, Louis Radke 
Horicon 
Wisconsin 

Dear Louis: 

I entirely agree with you that my inability to 
attend the meeting partially disqualifies me for any eritictem 
of the current program. Nevertheless it remains a fact tuat 
one's ability to get subseriptions depends on the care one 
uses in recommending them, and I am not yet convinced that the 
program for reviving the League is feasible, It too much re- 
senbles the former lines of attack, which history has proven 
to have been ineffective, My hunch is that the League has to 
get off on a new tangent somewhere, but I do not pretend to 
know just exactly what that tangent is, 

Can you use the attached reprint as stuffer material 
in your revival campaign? I sent Pranic Grease a quantity of 
this reprint and can furnish you more if you need it, 

: T hope to attend the next meeting, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

- Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.



Horicon, Wis, 
Oct.22,1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
‘ New Soils Building, : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: : 

Please pardon my delay in answering your letter of 
September 7th, advising me that you are not in accord with the 
program that was submitted to raise some funds for the League. 
The writer has been away a great deal of the time amd just got 
back from Syracuse, N.Y. I am leaving again today for Kansas 
City and it means I am pretty busy with my own affairs, However, 
I am very much disappointed in reviewing the contents of your letter 
when you say you are hesitant in going to your friends for additional 
subscriptions in the absence of a satisfactory program for reviving 
the League. 

This is the first reaction I have had against the proposal 
that was submitted to the League by me several momths ago in Milwaukee. 
You will remember that it was a three fold program and every Director 
and Officer of the League received one of them, These programs were 
very clear and to the point and I am quite certain that every Director 
and Officer had an opportunity to digest their contents. Program No.3 
touched on our future work and which covered everything that could 
possibly come up in the way of conservation activities. You have a 

, Complete set up of these programs and you will note by referring to 
program No. 2, or it might be incorporated in program No, 1, that 
nothing could be done in the way of future activities until the old 
indebtedness had been retired and some additional money raised. I 
have made appeals again and again to the Directors and Officers and 
suggested some kind of a program for raising money. 

At the Fond du Lac convention, whieh you attended December 
' 6th, 1935, I was elected President notwithstanding that I opposed this 

for personal reasons. You will also remember that the photograph was 
taken of all the officers and directors and you well also recall that I 
made it clear that each and everyone of you fellows would have to share 
in the responsibilities of the League. We also spointed a Finance 
Committee and that committee has not functioned other than sending out 
letters to the different Directors. Personally I am satisfied that 
had every director takem this list and gone out amd collected one dollar 
from 100 people, our future existance would have beem asswred. However 
this has not been done md for that reason I am advisimw you, as well 
as the rest of the Directors @ the League, failure will be charged up 
to you and others alike. In other wrds I certainly am not going to 
accept the responsibility. I happene& to be as busy as amyone else 
in the League amd up to the present time have spent some $50.00 out 

of my own money for postage since I took over the Presidency, You 
certainly cannot expect that the President is going to pay all the 
bills out of his own pocket and them be responsible for the future of 
the League, I cannot understand why you indicate there is no program. 
The program is there, but it requires mme finances to put it over,



in addition to raising enough money to pay off ow indebtedness. 

I am giving you my personal slamt in this matter 
as I have never shirked a responsibility in my life ad I dott ‘ 
intend to begin now. We mve had several Directors meetings 
in Milwaukee during the last four or five momths but tie most 
of you fellows didn't come. I have made personal sacrifices to 
get there, The last one we held was about a month ago and we 
didn't even have a quorum, I am writing Frank Graass today 
that we will call another one the early patt of November at which 
time I hope everyone will be presemt amd it will give us all an 
opportunity to get it off ow chest, 

LR/H
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ae Copy to Mr, Radtke \ 

New Soils im 
September 7, 1 

Mr, Louis King 
Wadhems O41 Company 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, King: 

I have your letter and I am glad to subseribe my own 
dollar, tut I have some hesitation in going to my friends for 
additional subseriptions in the absence of a satisfactory program 
for reviving the League. I do not feel that anything that has 
been proposed so far can revive it. On the other hand, I am 
convineed that the opportunity for an active and functional 
League is greater than it has ever been. Somehow or other, we 
fail to connect with the real things that are going on. 

I do not claim, of course, that I can write the League's 
ticket with any infallible wisdom, but I hope to be sble to 
point out at the proposed September meeting some of the things 

we ought to be taking a hand in, but are not. 

I feel obliged to hold my part of the petition until 
I have better assurance of what we are headed for. 

Yours sincerely, . 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AlL-vh



ff | Wadhams Oil Company 
A SOCONY-VACUUM COMPANY 

~ 
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August 28, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As Chairman of the Izaak 

Walton Finance Comuittee, I am today sending you a 

subscription list. I would like to have you call 

on your fellow Waltonians and ask for a donation 

of $1.00 to defray the indebtedness and operating 

expenses of the League. 

I understand that we are 

planning a directors’ meeting to be held in Milwau- 

kee the latter part of September. I would like to 

have this list returned to me either before this 

time or at the meeting. 

Your support in this drive 

will be greatly appreciated. 

Yours-wery truly, ese 

Lf ‘ 4 

Chairman, a 
Izaak Walton Finance Committee 

LK: RC
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Henry C. Kuohn, President Jan 27,1933 
Wiseconsin Trask Walton Leacue 
Milwankea Yiee 

Dear Henry: 

I heave your circular to the diveators of Jan 25,raicing 
the question of whether we showld protest the confirmation of 
General Inuell. 

I do not kmow him well,imt I think there is probably 
mach mibstance to the contention that he had no pre-existing interest 
in conservation. I am thoroughly convinced that there are other 
available men with a much greater interest and with just as mach 
ability. 

I do not believe,however that 1t is wise policy for 
the league te formally protest or approve the selection of individuals 
for the Comnission,sxcept perhaps ia very flagrant cases. My reason 
for thinking thus is not a destre to avoid a fight,but rather thet : 
it does not get us anyshere. Unless and until we persuade the ffovernors 
of Wisconsin that the Commission should contain ouky wen of a certain 
quality, the protesting of one man leads only to the selection of 
another of the same Icind,or perhaps vorse. 

The Teague has never had the confidence of any governor, 
or no governor has ha? ours ~ either way you wont to put it. As long 
2s this condition prevails, there is only a slin chance of appointments 

« Yeprogenting our viewpoint, regardless of how often we protest. 

If I may express a personal opuion, ee situation 
is the @irect outcome of the fact that since Bill was pasigfthe 
Conservation Movement in Wisconsin has never had a procram,an] we 
camot complain if somebody else has stepped in an’ tried to write 
one. They have not succected,but neithef did we. 

Was there a recent “rectors meeting at Horicon? I 
heard nothing about it, 

Yours Sincerely 

Aldo Leopold



Tan, 25th, 10%, 
Mee Osear, Yeber, Stevens Point, 
Mitte Me TePs Abera, Medieon, e 
Mre Teds Roam, Kau Claire, ‘ 
Mire TW. Fe ROrges, Milwaukee, 
Mre CoPs Guller, Lacrovee, 

Vitit. Jado Leopolé Madioon, ; 
ure Loule Krug, Jonesville. t 

Gentleneni~ 

Vice President Louis Redke and 1 had quite a discussion leet Monday 
night following the meeting held at Horieon, relative to the advis+ 
eee of the Izack Walton Leacue of Wiseonsin going on record 
against the confirmation of Mr, on the Conservation Commiasion. 
Mr. Radke and I agreed that such o letter chould be sent to the 
Governer promptly «+ subject of course to nee areas of the majority 
of the Directors. a oe on tomes, Soy oe ey I uve drawn up 
and I would like to have your approvs oe Sieeerrenes oe Stara Deas 
if possible. If you feel thet this Letter be worded different~ 
ly, please send me your suggestions. 

it io my aeereeeae that while Mrs Immell has been penetneet on 
the Conservation selon by R=e-Governor Larollette that his cppetuts. 
ment hag never been confirmed and that 1¢ will heve to go to the pre 
Legislature for confirmation within twenty days after the time the 
Legislature coavenee, I am aleo <iven to understand thet Mr.Jnmell 
is not erage Oe harmony with the majority of the present Conservation 
Commission; ‘% he appears to heve ore 3 limited interest in xine 
Conservation and thet his «nowledge of this subject alee appears to be 
limi ted. ‘ ; 

If 1 em correctly informed tur. ivmell ie apposed to the Izask Yalton 
Leagues, Sueh be the case we have nothing aed es by coming out into 
the open by entation hime if the Governor recomend bis confirme< 
tion and he ig definitely appointed he might become a more valuable man 
to the Commiesion and to the State when he hag knowledge of the fact 
that we are watching him. 

Mey I have your perunt opinion by return mail, ae i would Like to get 
this letter off the Governor lomiect of sourse to the directors 
approval} aot later than ‘riday of this weeks 

Yours truly, 

nOK "MA Oger



January 25, 1935. 

Honorable Albert G. Schmedemann, 
Governor State of Wisconsin, 
State Capitel Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Honorable Sir: 

As State President of the Izaak Walton League, representing 
thousands of members throughout the entire state, and comprised 
of both men and women, I wish to register our protest against 
the confirmation of Ralph M. Immell as a member of the State 
Conservation Commission. ; 

In our judgment, Mr. Immell has never shomsufficient interest 
in the conservation movement to qualify him as a member of the 
Commission as required by law under section 23.09 (2) of the 
Wisconsin Statutes. We believe that there are many able, 
conservation-minded men in the State of Wisconsin who are 
eminently qualified for this position. 

The Izaak Walton League is a non-partisan, non-political 
organization which is not interested in fostering the appoint- 
ment of any particular individual, but it is ihtensely interest- 
ed in carrying out the purposes of the ac&é which it sponsored 
and created. 

May I respectfully urge that you give this matter your careful 
and serious consideration that the future welfare and best in- 
terests of the State of Wisconsin may be served. 

I shall appreciate your reply at your earliest convenience. 

Very truly yours, 

President of the state 
Igaek Walton League.
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WISCONSIN DIVISION 

= Jasob Miltun Legquent 
OFFICE OF SEC.-TREAS. 2 

FRANK N. GRAASS DEFENDER OF Woops. WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

STURGEON BAY. Wis. 
STURGEON BAY, WIS. 

©. L. WEBER, PRESIDENT > RaAMHear @ zo 

eravens POINT, wis. December 8, 1952 

Vice PRESIDENTS 
LOUIS RADKE, HORICON Waal ] Te id 

CLYDE B. TERRELL. osHKosH a nf Al cdo aeOP O10 
©. L. THORNTON, FOND 0U Lac 905 University Avenue, 
AUGUST LUTZE, SHEBOYGAN Mani i »OnsSi 
SENATOR GEO. BLANCHARD. Madison, wisconsin 

EDGERTON 
H. W. STOREY. MILWAUKEE Ke ‘3 

ED. W. SHANNON, APPLETON Dear Aldo; 
Cc. F. CULLER. LA CROSSE 

Bee veiee : Your letter of December 6th has been received 

HAROLD PUGH. RACINE and in reply wish to state that the proposal at 

WM. F. BORGES. MILWAUKEE Sheboygan was tha act ¢ 1% " re eae . 

LOUIS KRUG. JANESVILLE SN eee e each one of the seven directors 
forward to me $175.00 which would be to pay up our 

DIRECTORS FOR TWO YEARS sutstanding indebtedness. In return for this $175.00 
ALDO LEOPOLD, MADISON > would i s We - ry 4 J e ee mh a 

Seen Mase Tree ine we V oul 1 issue each one of the directors our note 

HERMAN c. BERNDT. FonD oucac fOr that amount to be taken up as funds come in. 

pIRECTORS FOR ONE YEAR : " 3 Sgr te ee aaa : 
dae fara ace tease = Up to the present time Harold Pugh and 

Bre: Menearrerenes Naveas Terrell are the only ones that have sent me a check 
m l* Al and +f r 7 + +. + 

G. BEAM. BAU CLAIRE and if you ehoose to do this I shall hold the check 

until I find out what the balance of them are going 
Mi = gs es ‘ NZ 2 “ 7 oe SED 

to do as 1 do not think it would be,fair to you 

coming in at this time if the Wizadee of them do not 
carry the proposition out. 

William Mauthe told Weber that he-would donate 
Puta a Ar Ac ~ 2 jf & S 

another $100.00 as the last $100.00 on our indebtedness 
that is. when we got it paid up. 

Sincerely A/ours 

: y 
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THIS IS LOFT DRIED RAG CONTENT PAPER MADE IN STEVENS POINT 

BY WHITING-PLOVER PAPER CO.
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Dee. 16, 1932 

Mr. Frank Graass 
Sturgeon Bay : 
Wisconsin 

Dear frank: 

On ‘reconsideration of ‘the ‘matter of going on 
; “the I.W.ieA. note, I have concluded that I had better 

hedge on the offer which I made on the spur of the moment. 

I have had only an occasional short-time job 
; since last April, and I am so nearly down to bedrock 

that it would be an injustice to my family to go through 

with this proposition. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



OLD HORICON MARSH 
Victim of Indiscriminate Drainage 

(A\Walton Appreciation) 

Gently the thorns were prest, 
The nets drawn craftily; 
Till wan and spent the spirit sank 
As a Goddess might 
In supplicating majesty: 
And the throb of life sped out 
And left her there low-walled between, 

Her groves and meadow-lands,. 
All still she lay, 
And still the marge, 
That once was plumed with mallard wings: 
And still the lute, the marsh-wren blew 

Across the dawn; 
And dim the light, from the 
Far blue grail of night 
That once in drippling ripples lay, é 
Upon her breast; ; 
And still the Rock, that bravely bore 
And mourning o'er the intersecting wounds 

Poured out its soul, 
Then folly's gold rang merrily, 
Till on memory's mystic shore 
The luring prospect drifts, 
And fades away, 
And then the full and grateful hour- 
When solemn justice 
Spoke the high decree; 
“Arise fair Horicon and recreated be!" _ Zs 
ee Tren Che CeeD WAere D1 tri k. 
Something stirred- and leaped. 
And thou, eternal nature's law, 
Build with old Rock's silty spoils 
The isle and blue lagoon. 
Recall again the mallard and the coot; 
Give to Big Lake and Molsen's Bay 
The muskrat and the mink, 
And mark with waving rice : 
The dear old Skirmish Line, 
Restore the queen of misty veils 
Sublimed in sacrifice; 
And raise again for her 
The sun-lit summits of her throne, 
That shining lay low-walled between, 
Her groves and meadow-lands. 
For her no solemn cypress 

Guards the flowing form: 
Henceforth her robe of dawn and light 

: Is thine; and thine the quiet veils 
The moon-beams tangle 
In her hair: and thine 
Her waving wilderness, 
And the stars that softly float 
Upon her pools; and thine 
Her calmy bays 

And all her veins of blue, 
The sea-like waves of spring



Are flowing thru; and thine 
The votive love, that trembling 
Sounds the autumn blast 
That stills her rooted-kin;. and 
Under thy enchanted spell, 
Seeks the snowy breast 

And drows'd, lay down to dream 
‘Neath phantom months. 
And thou old Commonwealth, 
That bann'd the poison-dews of greed; 
Deal fair with those 
Who all un-knowing, 
Suffered most. 
And thou old Horicon- Walton men and citizen, 
And visioned women of the State; 
And the leader of ye all- 
Salute the Victory! But know, 
That though thy Goddess wear 
The flag's blue flower, 
And in her hair the stars- 
Yet avarice is near, For 
Indifference is the shade 
That hardens greed, 
And her stone eyes 
Are never closed, 
Look to thyself old Horicon; 
If thou wouldst have 
A\marsh-land paradise; where 

i eee. ae 

Fills the glade, and hear 

Long silent sounds- the 
Call of drake and splash of wing; : 
The aerial song of snipe in spring: 
If forever this dream you'd hold, 
Guard with your heart- The Horicon!



Copy. ; 

February 8, 1930. 

Mr. Charles Broughton, : 

Editor & Publisher, 

Sheboygan Press, 

Sheboygan, Wisconsin. 

Dear Charlie: 

THis bit of prose is inscribed to you. Sincerity 

may be its only merit, but it was written in honor of 

your outstanding devotion to the reclamation of forty 

thousand acres of Horicon's lakes and loveliness that 

greed had bled away. 

I would have you accept it, because you refuse to 

regard as an imperative of progress, that ideahs and 

the dream-images of the race be overthrown, or that 

life must harden to meet a new condition. 

Because you do not believe it necessary for men to 

cross the span of life with no influence set at interest 

or monolith within the deed, to enrich the needs of 

memory; for service is something we leave to them and 

Your courage, tenacity and vision prevailed; 

heartening the Walton League, as it strove to help its 

Chapter in the most prolonged and memorable pattle for 

public rights in the history of modern conservation. 

The victory is won- a victory, that gives to the 

people one of the richest material and spiritual de- 

posits in outdoor values, to be found in America. 

Always, dear friend, 

Sincerely 

SHERMAN BROWN
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: Will the Conservation Bill work? 

The Legislative dunevnce at the Isaac Walton League 

on 

Many doubts are expressed avout the probable 

efficacy of the Conservation Bill (Senate Bill No. 1). 

These begin with such questions as whetler real services 

ean be obtained from unpaid commissioners, aml end with 

the question of whether any kind of legislation can hasten 

the adoption of conservation practice. : 

fre Isaac Walton League has no theoretical answers 

to these questions, It merely points to the fact that simi- 

lar measures have worked in other states, and that no dis- } 

similar masures have ever worked satisfactorily for any 

. worth wh ile period of times 

Take the question, for instance, as to whe tre »/ amr? °o2" 

eid commissioners will really contribute their services("i pub Pay. 

Pennsylvania, the Game Commission has had only 26 changes of 

membership in thirty years, and the commissioners regard ill+ 

ness or death as the only satisfactory excuses for non-attendance 

at meetings. In New Mexico the members of its commission have 

included federal judges, leaders in rariching and agriculture, 

banking and business, ‘he Isaac Walton League believes that 

whe rever keen public interest exists, servicés of high grade 

men to act as commissioners can be obtained without pay if 

they are asked for, Without public interest services of such 

men could not be obtained even with paye



Another question is whether, even though a high grade 

commission be obtained in the first instance, its quality can be ‘ 

maintained in the face of gradual political encroachments, Here 

again the Isaac Walton League points out that there is no keen 

political competition for unpaid jobs, and that Pennsylvania has 

maintained the quality of her commission for thirty years, and 

New Mexico for eight. It admits that no form of public body is 

proof against deterioration of personnel, but that the form pro- 

i posed is as nearly proof 2s experience has so far devised, 

The question has also been raised as to whether the 

phenomenal come-back of the Pennsylvania game supply has been 

really accomplished by her Game Commission, or has merely coe . 

ineided accidentally with its activities, The Isaac Walton 

Teague points out that it is the wniversal belief of Pennsylvania 

sportsmen that this come-back was brought avout principally by 

her refuge system, and history proves that this system was ore 

ganized and executed by the commission acting cooperatively with 

local conservation bodies, 

The Isaac Walton League specifically warns the public 

that neither its bill nor any other bill Constitutes a guaranty 

of accomplishment. If the bill should pass but the wrong kind 

of men be chosen as commissioners,-the plan would fail. If the 

right commissioners were chosen but they made a poor selection 

of executive officers, the plan would fail, If the right execu- 

tive officers were chosen but the public should suddenly lose 

its, interest in conservation, the plan would fail. Subject to 

these risks, which are inherent in any measure, the Isaac Walton



League believes that the present bill will come as near to 

making for a genuine accomplishment as any measure so far 

devised in any state, 

~ 
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What does Conservation need, investigation or execution? 

The Legislative eciietead ae the Isaac Walton League 

There is a persistent tendency in Wisconsin to con- 

fuse the necessity of investigating conservation policies, with 

the necessity of creating machinery for executing policies al- 

ready alopted. The 1925 Legislature, for instance, initiated 

several investigitions, which are now duly concluded and ree 

ported on, What good are they while the Conservation Depart= 

ment remains hamstrung by instability, lack of public onnfidence, 

ack of regulatory powers, and a11 the other handicaps that 

attend political control of a technical public service? 

The Isaac Walton League believes that no investigation, 

no matter how thorough, no legislative tinkering, no matter 

how conscientious, and no appropriations, no matter how 

generous, Gan vitally improve conditions in this state without 

a ralical improvement in the Conservation Department itself, 

tt further believes that no improvement in the Department ite : 

self is worth while wless there is reasonable assurance of 

continuity through a long period of years, 

: The League's Conservation Bill aims to provide these 

two essentials, The League is not opposed to legislative in- ; 

vestigations; it is opposed to any and all measures which tend 

to obseure the main issue of creating a competent conservation 

Department. It believes that Wisconsin is like a corporation 

solemnly examining the minutia of future policies, but neglect- 

ing to construct a plant, or hire a competent personnel,
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Does the Conservation Bill Confer 
"Legislative Powers"? 

Legislative dunad weed et the Isaac Walton League ; 

One of the principle arguments advanced against 

the Conservation Bill (Senate Bill No. 1) is that it creates 

an wmpaid commission of citizen conservationists, and clothes 

that commission with regulatory powers wnich are in effect 

legislative powers, the exercise of which deprives the leg- 

islature of its constitutional prerogatives, am subjects 

the private citizen to arbitrary and unreasonable restric~ 

tions. 

This criticism is correct in that certain powers i 

heretofore exercised either by the legislature or not at all, 

are conferred upon the proposed commission. These powers in- 

elude the minor adjustment of lawful seasons and methods of 

taking game and fish, the initiation of minor enterprises, 

such as, refuges, forest nurseries, experiments, research : 

work, anl the like. 

The question is not whether these powers are being 

taken away from the legislature, but whether they belong to 

the legislature in the first place. 

Governor Smith of New York has recently pointed out 

that 25 per cent of the time, effort, aml expense invested in : 

New York's legislative sessions was given over to trivial 

conservation legislation, so local in character as not to re-



quire the attention of the legislature at all ari so tech=- 

nical in nature as to disqualify the: average legislatar for 

handling it. Governor Smith recomnends frankly timt all 

such mtters would be better haniled, more promptly handled, 

and mush more cheaply handled as functions of a regulatory 

technical commission, rather than as functions of a non- 

technical legislatwe. 

The figures for Wisconsin, in so far as they are 

known to the Isaac Walton League present an even stronger 

case for the regulatory method than those cited by Governor 

Smith for New York, The Izaac Walton League does not wish 

to deprive the Wisconsin Legislatwe of authority to con- 

sider conservation policies. It does want to clear away the 

petty detail so that the Conservation Department will have an 

opportunity to initiate actwl conservation policies, and so 

that the Legislature will have time to consider them. 

For the Legislatwe to sagely debate a change in the 

opeh season on muskrats in a certain county would be nearly 

equivalent to its sagely debating the weessity of a scarlet 

fever quarantine in a backwoods village. In the Health De- 

yartment, and in its other technical departments, Wisconsin 

‘ has learned to delegate these matters to technical bodies. 

The Isaac Walton League now proposes the same thing for 

conservation work. : 

It, likewise, challenges the opponents of the Con- 

servation Bill to cite a single state which has made a sus- 

tained success in conservation work without the delegation 

aia |<



of regulatory powers to a technical conservation vody. Few 

states have been suceessful so far in conservation leader= 

ship, and in every single instance of suceess they have 

employed the regulatory method, 

There is, of course, a border line between legisla- 

' tion and regulation, the proper location of which is debatable, 

If the border line defined by the Conservation Bill is wmsatis- 

factory it then becomes the obligation of erities to define a 

better one rather than to @ondemn the whole bill. 

4 There has ‘been Griticism of the bill on the grounds 

that delegating regulatory powers involves risk of abuse. ‘this 

is trues ‘the probability of abuse is slight if good men are : 

selected ani the public interest in conservation remains great. 

If poor men are selected, or if the public should lose interest, 

‘or if the Commissioners are too much inclined to represent 

their particular districts as distinguished from the state as 

& whole, the probability of abuse is great, Right now the con- 

ditions are all agiinst abuse, ani the Isa.c¢ Walton League 

believes the risk worth taking. No really constructive con= _ 

servation policy will ever be inaugurated without giving 

somebody large authority and risking its possible misuse, 

~Se ;



the Conservation S111 and Game Hefuges, 

the Legislative Saamnisan oa the Isaac Walton League 

ooee 

One of the most potent new devices for creating a 

game supply is the game refugee If Wisconsin is to conserve 

her game she must use this device, Unler what conditions is 

this device likely to be used effectively? 

Dozens of states have tried to create a game refuge 

system and their success has varied from zero to 100 per cent, 

In Pennsylvania it is universally acknowledged that game 

refuges have been the principal cause of her successful 

restoration of a game supply. Many other states have created 

many refuges without any appreciable results, What factors 

account for the difference? The game refuge is tm mny respects . 

like a farm in that it requires a long process of skillful 

adjustment before it produces profitable crops. ‘the New Mexico 

flame Commission, for instance, established a series of game 

: refuges for deer eight years ago, In spite of the fact that 

the boundaries mmdikiifsaw laid out vy skillful mn, well acquainte 

ed with local conditions, it was found after several years \ 

trial that a part of the refugesembraced territory inhsbited * 

only by does during the hunting season, and the refore “be haa 

no effeot in protecting the bucks which are the only deer : 

that gan be legally hunted, Im other cases refuges origimilly : 

laid out to protect both deer and turkey were found to be ‘ 

unattractive to either the one species or the other and new y



| territory had to be taken in ind o1d territory eliminated to 

protect both, In other words a successful game refuge system 

. - requires careful sekection in the first instance, ami continuity — 

of effort for many years after the initial selection. 

The fact that legislatures are not usually able to 

select the right lands for refuges is indicated by the fuct 

that legislative game refuges have, as a rule, been failures. 

Only technical commissions endowed with powers to select thets y 

| own lands have been a success. Many legislatures, especially 

in the West, have attempted to themselves mke the gradwl ad-~ 

Justments of refuges dictated by experience. In these cases the 

boundaries of the refuge have been kicked about as a political 

football, and have proved so unstable that the game never learns 

where they are. : 

A successful refuge system likewise demands conscientious 

patrol to exclude hunters, ani also control of predatory animals 

which naturally congregate where the game congregates. Unstable 

Conservation Departments have an inherent tendency to do patrol 

on paper rather than on the ground. Stable Conservation vepart- 

ments, on the other hand, know that their refuges can not be a 

success unless the work is done on the ground as well as on 

paper. They have the incentive necessary to accomplishment. 

ake
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The Conservation Bill and kesearch, 

By 

The Legislative Committee of the Isaac Walton League 

One of the most important factors ‘of suc cessful 

gonservation work his been the least emphasized in the 

discussions of the Conservation B111 (Semate 8111, No.l). 

this factor is research in improved conservation methods, 

fhe Conservation Bill specifically authorizes the proposed 

( commission to conduct such research, No research worthy 

of the mame has ever been conducted by any politically 

constituted conservation demrtmnt. 

: Such departments usually do not even use the ree 

sults of research conducted by other institutions. A 

forcible exanple is found in studies of the microscopic 

plant and animal life of lakes conducted for years past 

by the University of Wisconsin, The results of these 

stulies are constantly accumulating and are vital to suc- 

cessful fish culture, and to a successful remedy for polhtion. 

xix Wis consin's politically constituted Conservation Ve- 

partment ever used these results? There is nothing to 

indicate that tttey know of their existence, ; 

Research in forestry, in fish and game mnagement, 

and in purification of waters is just as vital to successful 

conservation as is research in better seeds, better cows, 

and better fertilizers to suéeessful agriculture. In fact 

it is more vital, The farmer by dint of hard lebor can at



least partly offset the handicap of bad methods, The conserva- 

tion manager is almost entirely dependent on good methods to 

accomplish any results at all. 

Research for better methods of forestry has been 

started in the Lake States through the initiative of the 

Federal Government. . Research in fish culture has made a 

small start, as has also research in stream purification. 

Research. in game management is nonexistent in the Lake States. 

In none of these things, however, has the State Conservation 

Department of Wisconsin taken any appreciable part, and in 

few of them has it even displayed an interest. It is unreason- 

able to expect that any group of officers whose tenure of office 

may end tomorrow to have any interest in a line of work whose ; 

operations are me ,sured in decades, ‘the thing to do is to 

create a department shose members continue in office as long 

as they deliver results. only such a department can be expect=- 

ed to use research as an implement of progress. 

f eRe :



4 Rough Outline of An Organic Act 

for 

Conservation in Wisconsin. 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this act is to provide an 

adequabe and flexible systea for the protection, development, 

and use of forests, fish, game, and other outdoor resources in 

the state of Wisconsin. . 

| 2. State Conservation Commission. To carry out the 
purpose of this act and other acts for like purposes, there 

is hereby created a State Conservation Commission of three 

members, not more then two of whom shall be of the same 

political party at the time of appointment. The members of 

said commission shall be appointed by the Governor, by ané 

with the advice ané consent of the Senate. The term of office 

for each member of the commission shall be six years, provided, 

that of those first appointed one shall be appointed for two 

years; one for four years; and one for six years. 

: 3. The members of the State Game Commission shall receive 

no pay for their services as members of the commission, but 

shall be allowed their actual and necessary traveling expenses 

ani subsistence while absent from their homes in attendance 

upon meetings of the commission or in the discharge of their 

official duties. 

4. Conservation lanager. The Commission shall employ — 

a Conservation Manager who shall continue in office at the 

pleasure of the Commission, at a salary not to exeecd 9 per



| annum, and said manager shall be a person having experience, 

special training, and skill in conservation works He shall be 

) administrative head of the State Conservation Department, shall 

be responsible to the Commission for the execution of its policies, 

shall employ such technical and administrative assistance as may be 

necessary for the execution of such policies, and shall exercise tle 

powers of the Commission in the interim of its meetings, but sub- 

ordinate thereto. 

5. Powerse The Commission is hereby aithorized to make such ! 

rules and regulations and establish such service as they may deem 

. hecessary to carry out the provisions and purposes of this act, ani : 

any violation of the provisions of this act, or of any rules and 

regulations so promulgated by the Commission thereunder, shall con- : 

stitute a misdemeanor and shall be punished by (add penalty clause). 

The Commission bhall have authority: 

(a) To declare open or closed seasons on any species of 

game or fish in any specified locality or localities, and to establish 

bag limits, size limits, rest days, or other conditions governing the 

taking of game or fish during any such open season. 

(vo) 0 establish gewe or bird refuges for the purpose of 

providing safe sanctuaries in which game or birds may breed or 

rest and replenish adjacent hunting grounds, 

(ec) To establish fish refuges for the purpose of providing 

safe sanctuaries in which fish my breed and replenish adjacent 

fishing waters. | 

' (@) fo establish state forests for the purpose of growing 

timber, demonstrating forestry methods, protecting watersheds, or 

providing public recreation, 
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(e) To establish state parks for the purpose of 

preserving scenic or historical values or natural wonders. 

(f) To establish public shooting ani fishing grounds 

for the purpose of providing areas in which any citizen may 

hunt or fish. 

{g) To establish fish hatcheries and game farms. : 

(h) To establish forest murseries or experimental 

stations. 

(1) To purchase lands for refuges, forests, parks, 

public shooting and fishing grounds, fish hatcheries or game 

farus, forest nurseries or experimental stations, where 

suitable state lands do not exist. , 

(j) To receive by gift or bequest, in the name and 

on behalf of the State of Wisconsin, lands suitable for the 

above purposes or any other purpose consistent with purposes . 

' and provisions of this act. : 

(x) fo extend and consolidate lands suitable for the 

above purposes by exchange (add suitable provisions). 

(1) To propagate, capture, purchase, transport, sell, 

or exchange any species of game or fish needed for re-stocking 

any lands or streams of the State. : 

(m) %o prohibit all hunting and to regulate campfires 

and smoking in the woods in periods of extreme fire danger, 

at such times and places as may be necessary to reduce the 

@anger of destructive forest fires. 
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(n) To enter into cooperative agreement with persons, 

firms, corporations, or governmental agencies for purposes con- 

sistent with the purposes and provisions of this act. 

(o) To conduct research in improved conservation methods. 

(p) To establish closed seasons for brush burning. 

6 Advertisement. (Prescribe period of legal public 

notice and manner of advertising the exercise of above powers.) 

%. Limitation of Powers. This act shail not be construed 

as authorizing the Commission to change any penalty for violating 

any geome law or regulation, or change the amount or effect of any 

license established by the Legislature, or to extend any open season 

or bag limit on migratory birds prescribed by federal law or regula- 

_ tions. i 
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DIGEST OF THE CONSERVATION BILL 

A mew commission is created, consisting of six 

S men who “shall receive no pay for their services as members 

of the commission." They shall be persons having knowledge 

of an interest ‘in conservation, and shall be appointed for 

_ terms of six years, except the first commissioners appointed, 

who shall serve: two for six, two for four and two for two 

years. They shall be appointed by and with the advice and 

consent of the Senate, three from the northern half of the 

state, and three from the southern half of the state. Four 

are required for a quorum to transact business. 

The Commission employsa conservation director to 

serve at the pleasure of the Commission, at a salary to be 

fixed by it. Such director must be a person "having 

executive ability and experience, special training and 

skill in conservation work" and is not subject to Civil 

Service, Such director is administrative head of the Con- 

servation Department, but does not have authority to make 

rules and regulations. 

The commission is given broad powers, including 

authority: 

To close seasons, where upon investigation 
and public hearing, such action is found neces- 
sary to secure the perpetuation of any species 
of game or fish. 

To designate localities for refuges for 
fish and game. 
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To acquire lands and waters for forestry 
purposes, state parks, public shooting grounds, 
fish hatcheries and game farms, nurseries and 
experimental stations. 

To capture, propagate and transport game 
or fish for stocking. 

To establish fire fighting systems and fire 
_ prevention systems, and to regulate camp fires 
and smoking in the woods in order to reduce forest 
fires; also to regulate the burning of rubbish, 
slashings and marshings. 

To conduct research and disseminate informa- 
tion in conservation matters, and to cooperate 
with other departments and officials in such 
matters. 

The Commission created, cannot vary any statute 

passed by the Legislature, with reference to seasons, 

penalties, or bag limits, except to further restrict, 

shorten or close a season. It cannot extend or enlarge 

the terms of a statute passed by the Legislature. Its 

authority to acquire property is, of course, limited to 

such appropriations as the “Legislature sees fit to make. ‘ 

This form of organization has been tried in other 

states, and has been successful. It is founded upon the 

theory that conservation must have continuity of purpose 

and policy, and freedom from interference by political 

control or manipulation. No Governor in any one term of 

office can appoint more than two commissioners, and the 

experience of Pennsylvania has shown that in thirty years, 

only twenty-four men have served on a similar commission. 
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No salary is paid the commissioners because they 

are expected to be of the caliber which is willing to devote — 

time and energy to state and civic enterprises without hope 

of monetary reward. The commissioners direct the policies 

of conservation in the state. The responsibility for exe- 

cuting conservation policies is centered in the paid and 

trained director, He becomes, in effect, the General 

Manager of the Department, and the Commissioners constitute 

its Board of Directors. 
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Will the Conservation Bill encourage private initiative? 

- The Legislative éesutxian of the Isaac Walton League 

: One of the fundamental misconceptions with regard to 

the Conservation Bill (Senate Bill, No. 1) is that it contemplates 

gaddling the State Government to the entire job of rebuilding 

Wisconsin's outdoor resourcess t 

The Isaac Walton League believes that the State can and 

should assume a much lirger share of this job that it has done in 

the past, but it considers that these direct state activities are 

‘ merely the beginning and not the end of the conservation problem, 

It is universally admitted, for instince, that uncone 

trolled forest fires are the biggest obstacle to forestry in the 

Take States, Since fires spread from one man's land to another, 

it is obvious that the state must maintain a fire department for 

the same. reason that cities must maintain one because fires spread 

_ from one house to another, It does not follow that the city's 

“auty ends with putting out fires. very modern fire department 

is engaged in educating private citizens to maintain their 

: premises and alter their habits in such @ way that fires will 

not occur, The State Conservation Department has a parallel duty 

in educating, leading, and helping private timber land owners to 

keep their premises in such a condition anil to alter publics 

habits in such a way that fires will not occur. In fact its 

function of leadership of private enterprise is even more 

pronounced in the problem of forest fire control than it is in 

city fire control. The fundamental basis of forest fire control



on lanis of mixed ownership is the organization of fires associae 

tions. Many other states, especially in the orthwest, are fifteen 

years ahead of Wisconsin in this regard, but their experience 

demonstrates conclusively that no effective fire association was 

i ever built in « ean or twoe Moreover few effective fire associa= 

tions have been built without the active leadership of public 

officers. How much leadership in organizing fire eontrol can 

Wisconsin expect when her conservation officials eannot hope to : 

make even a good beginning before a political overturn either 

changes the policies under which they work or deprives them of 

their positions? 

: It is universally admitted that ill-adjusted taxation 

is the greatest obstacle to forestry in the Lake States. Devis- 

ing a forest tax system that is just to all interests is @ come 

plex and difficult job, in which Wisconsin his a right to look 

to he? Conservation vepartment for technical leadership. How 

much really sound leadership on such a question oan be expected 

from 2 politically constituted department in which techni cally 

trained men are the exception, not the rule? 

An almost untouched field for stimulating private in- 

itiative in conservation through good public leadership is 

presented on the farms of Wisconsin.e n attempt is being made 

$0 Greate, by public leadership, eonditions favorable to forestry 

on farms, but in game and fish conservation and in other forms 

of vegreational development there has been no attempt worthy of 

the name, Both the farmer and the general public in search of 

recreation are increasingly perplexed by their relationships to 

each otiier. They are not cooperating as they should in conserva- 

we



tion developments, This situation presents an opportunity for 

leadership, which a competent Conservation Department might 

seize upon, but which short-life political department can not 

even sees. 

Of all the states in the Mion, Wisconsin is perhaps 

the most notable example of public leadership in the agriculture 

al field, yet we no longer construe Wisconsin's Azricultuml 

- @ollege or other manifestations of public leadership as an 

attempt to take away the farmers! job of planting corn, Exe 

perience in the agricultural field has shown that competent publics 

leadership oan greatly serve private enterprise by conducting 

: research, helping shape legislation, disseminating information, 

and removing the obstacles which stand in the way of private 

accomplishment. The Isaae Walton League looks upon the Conserva- 

tion Bill as an organic act initiating a leadership in conservae 

tion work similar to that already exerted in the agricultural 

field, i 
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; Ten Pointe About Coneervation in Wieconsin and Bill 4048 Now Before the Legislature = 3/22/27 

gueetion Answer Reasons 
1. What is our firet need? A strong non-partisan Conservation Jepartment. Beonuse a lave are no good without somebody to 

enforce them. 
i Because elaborate policies are no good without some=- 

body to execute them. 
Because appropriations sre of little avail without 

somebody to spend them wisely. 
. Because even popular interest is ineffective without 

official leadership. 

2. Why is Bill 404s the best way to get a Bill 404s embodies the only plan that has ' Wobody hes suggested a better plan. 
strong Gonservation Department? worked elsewhere - the Pennsylvania Plan. 

3. What is the meat of Bill 4o4s? It sete up a non=ncrtisan unpaid Commission Responsibility for reeulte must carry with it authority 
empowered tos to hire and fire the men charged with getting results. 

i 1) Hire competent execoutives and experts. Minor adjustments to meet seasonal end local conditions 
2) Make regulations. must be made promptly to be effective. 
3) Otherwise administer fish, game and This includes refuges, fire control, stste forests, and 

forest_resources. parke, etc. 

4%, Does Bill 404s deprive the Legislature It dees not. It simply relieves the Legislature The Legislature etill “holds the pursestrings" for all 
of its authority? of petty detail. conservation work. 

5. Will unpaid Commissioners work? Yes, Penneylvenia's unpeid Commissioners never mice a meet= 
: ing except for illness or death. 

6. Will the quality of the Commissioners Not if populer interest in conservation continues Pennsylvania has maintained a ~_ grede personnel for 
deteriorate? and the Governor selects good men. 20 years, and New Wexico for & years. Federal Judges, 

and leaders in the professions, in business, snd in 
ranching end agriculture predominate. 

7. Does the recent disruption of Pennsylvania's No. It proves the need for 4s, The Forestry Department wae not under the Commission, 
Forestry Department cast a doubt on the but wee separate ond subject to political overturns. 
workability of 404s? d That ie why it was disrupted, 

6. Will 404s be financed by the general No. The Conservation Department is self-supporting. Its 
taxation? income will incresse with better law enforcement 

: and more productive resources. 

9. Why doee not 404s deal in detail with forest Because these things cannot be legislated These matters are mere frille until some responsible 
fires, forest taxes, game refuges, open into existence. body is crested to cive them force and effect. 

: seasons, etc.? 

10. Who is behind the plan embodied in 404s? The Izaak Walton Leacue, ' 
The Federated Womens Clubs. ; 
The American Legion, 
The League of Municipolities. 
The Rotary Clubs. 
The Kiwanie Clubs. 
The Wisconsin Game & Fish Protective Association.
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WISCONSIN FORESTS |ARE DISAPPEARING 

There now remains in Wisconsin only about 2,000,000 acres of mature 
forests. This forest area has an estimated stand of 13,000,000 M. board 
feet of sawtimber. It is being cut at the rate of nearly one billion board 
feet a year, and this rate is gradually decreasing. Under present methods 
the lumber industry in the State will have declined to one-half its present 
proportion in the next ten years and in twenty years will be practically 
gone. There are about 3,000,000 acres of young timber suitable for har- 
vesting pulpwood, and there is an estimated stand of pulpwood of approxi- 
mately 31,000,000 cords. This pulpwood is being harvested at an ever 
increasing rate. Already it exceeds a million cords a year. In twenty-five 
years under present methods, we will have exhausted our pulpwood supply. 
This means that without reforestation, Wisconsin will, in the next twenty 
or twenty-five years lose industries employing 116,081 persons, with a total 
investment of $422,169,133 and a total value of products of $463,069,249 
annually. These figures are taken from the United States Census of Manu- 
factures and include sawmills, planing mills, sash and door factories, 
pulp and paper mills, furniture factories and other wood using industries 
which are dependent upon Wisconsin forests for their raw material. If 
Wisconsin’s forests are allowed to disappear, these industries will gravitate 
to other forest regions. 

WISCONSIN FORESTS CAN BE PERPETUATED 

Trees grow. The forest is already a crop and under proper economic 
conditions forest resources can be harvested without destroying the forest. 
Under favorable economic conditions trees can be planted on idle land and 
the future forest resources of the State may be increased, and the indu- 
stries dependent on the forest may not only be retained for Wisconsin, but 
these industries may be increased and extended into the northern cities of 
the State with the same attendant industrial prosperity as is now enjoyed 
by the cities in the southern part of the State, and the use of land for grow- 
ing trees will solve the delinquent tax problem now so acute in the northern 
counties. The perpetuating of forests now existing and the growing of 
new forests is dependent upon adequate fire protection and reasonable 
methods of taxation, and the purpose of the forest crop bill is to induce 
land owners to perpetuate the forest resources of Wisconsin by partially 
deferring the tax on forest lands until the forest crop is harvested. This 
is being done successfully in twenty-two states. It is not the purpose of 
the bill to reduce the tax on forest land except where these taxes may be 
found excessive in comparison with other taxable property. 

The amount of the tax on forest land that is deferred, is advanced to 
the local taxing unit from the general fund of the State and the State is 
reimbursed from the yield tax. It is impossible to accurately forecast the 
amount of tax that the general fund will be called on to advance each year 
to the local taxing district, and it is impossible to assert that the 10% yield 
tax levied when the forest crop is harvested will equal the amount of tax 
advanced to the local taxing unit from the general fund. It can be defi- 
nitely asserted, however, that the total future tax revenue, local and State, 
will be enormously increased by the passage of this tax measure. 
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EFFECT ON FUTURE TAX REVENUE 

In estimating the future tax revenues growing out of this bill, the tax 
on the actual forest area is but one item in the calculation. The proposition 
is to tax the forest land on the basis of its yield in forest products, but the 
forest products produced under this measure are themselves the basis of 
additional forest industry, and if this bill accomplishes its economic pur- 
pose in maintaining the forest lands of Wisconsin in productivity, it will 
also maintain the forest industries of the State in profitable operation. This 
means that the $422,000,000 invested in real estate, buildings, machinery 
and inventories of the forest industries of the State will be perpetuated 
through future years, and this means the perpetuation of assessments of 
real and personal property taxes on these properties, and a tax revenue to 
the local taxing district and the State which would be lost if we allow our 
forests to be cut without provision for reforestation. 

The forest crop taxation bill, if it is successful in developing the future 
growth of timber in Wisconsin, will provide a future source of tax revenue 
from the income tax. The entire value of the growth of commercial forest 
products, less the actual cost of planting and privately sustained fire pro- 
tection, is income; furthermore the profits derived from the manufacture 
of these future forest products (which this bill will create) is income and 
subject to income tax. Furthermore the salaries and wages paid to the 
116,000 employes of forest products industries in Wisconsin are also largely 
subject to income tax. These employes of the forest industries and their 
families and the merchants and professional men they support, aggregate 
at least one million population. This means from 150,000 to 200,000 auto- 
mobiles purchased and operated by the revenues from forest industries, 
and the State will obtain the automobile tax and the gasoline tax involved. 

The purpose of the Forest Crop Tax Bill is to perpetuate the forests of 
Wisconsin by placing an annual tax on the forest land and exempting the 
forest crop from tax until it is harvested. This exemption, however, does 
not extend to the inheritance taxes which are a considerable source of 
revenue to the State. If the owner of forest land bearing valuable stand 
of growing timber dies, the true value of the timber stand is included in 
the appraisal of his estate and subject to Wisconsin inheritance tax. This 
is an important item when it is considered that it takes from thirty to ninety 
years for the individual trees to grow to maturity. If the forest land is 
owned by a corporation, the same amount of inheritance tax is assessed °° 
because the value of the growing timber is included in the appraisal of the 
corporation’s assets in determining the value of the stock in the deceased 
estate. ‘ 

The reason that it is important economically to perpetuate the forest 
lies in the fact that the forest products are the basis of Wisconsin’s forest 
industries which would gravitate to other forest regions if Wisconsin 
allowed its forests to disappear, and the millions of dollars invested in 
forest industry is also an important source of inheritance tax revenue which 
would be lost if the forests disappear. It is therefore evident that if the 
Forest Crop Tax Bill succeeds in developing Wisconsin’s forests, it will 
develop and maintain through future years vitally important sources of 
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local and general tax revenues. In this it is parallel to the tax revenue 
derived by the Federal Government from import tariffs. If the tariff were 
devised purely as a direct taxing measure without reference to its im- 
portant bearing on protection of American industries, the paradox would 
be that the lower the tariff rate within certain limits, the greater would be 
the revenue produced from the tariff.. It follows that the greater amount 
of relief in taxation that can be accorded to the forest crop, the greater the 
amount of revenue that can be obtained from its direct taxation, and in- 
finitely greater will be the revenue from the taxation of the forest industries 
it sustains. 

IMMEDIATE EFFECT ON TAX REVENUE 

I have called attention to the future direct and secondary tax revenues 
growing out of this measure for the purpose of establishing the proper 
background to an analysis of the direct and immediate effects on tax 
revenue arising from the changes in the taxing system created by this act. 
I will now ask you to consider the present taxing situation with respect to 
forest areas in the State. There are said to be some two million acres of 
cutover land in Wisconsin delinquent for taxes. In every county in the 
State there is some of the poorer land that has been abandoned for farming 
and in every county of the State there is a delinquent tax roll. In the 
northern counties of the State this deligquent tax roll has assumed alarming 
proportions, well known and seriously pondered by every member of the 
Legislature. In the northern counties of the State where there is little or 
no industry but a meager agricultural development, the remaining stands 
of virgin timber must bear the entire burden of the local taxes for schools, 
roads and administration. The taxes on timber have increased 300% in 
the past ten years. This increased tax with the prospect of further increase 
if no relief is provided is forcing the too rapid cutting of this remaining 
timber. Sound forest management would enable the forest owner to 
harvest forest products by selective cutting in a manner that would not 
destroy nor even damage the future productivity of the forest, but the high 
and increasing tax on timber compels him to practice logging under clean 
cutting which converts the taxable forest land into untaxable cutover land 
and many of the towns in the northern counties of the State have lost 
almost their entire tax revenue by this process, and are practically bank- 
rupt. It is this situation which the Forest Crop Bill proposes to remedy. 
It says to the owner of the forest: We will enable you to practice selective 

* cutting so as to maintain the forest growth by relieving you from the tax 
on the trees that you leave in the forest and taxing you 10% of the stump- 
age value of the trees that you cut, and we will assess you an annual tax of 
only toc per acre. This is what we say in this act to the timber owner. 
This is what has been said to the timber owners in twenty-two States with 
the result that in these twenty-two States their future forests and future 
forest industries are assured. 

This means in tax relief to the timber owner that instead of paying 8c 
or gc per M. Ft. of sawtimber per annum on all his standing timber, he is 
assessed 4oc to 80c per M. Ft. on the sawtimber that he cuts. This relieves 
him of the pressure of cutting his timber as fast as he can so as to escape 
the annual tax assessed to him at a steadily increasing rate, and enables him 
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to take care of the growing timber because he does not have to pay any 
tax on it (excepting inheritance tax) till he can cut it profitably and then 
he will have the money to pay the yield tax. Nevertheless the Forest Crop 
Bill does not exempt the owner of forest land from taxes on the land. He 
must pay I0c per acre per year, whereas under the present tax law when 
he cuts off the forest from his land, he ceases to pay any tax at all on the 
land as it is worthless. 

EFFECT ON LOCAL TAXING DISTRICT 

How does this bill affect the local taxing district? The proposition is 
that the State out of the general fund reimburses the local taxing district 
the full amount of the taxes levied on the forest crop land over and above 
the roc actually levied on the owner. This does not mean that the State 
Treasury is open to the rapacity of the local taxing district. 

As the new constitutional amendment allows timber resources to be 
classified and as this bill proposes to tax forest resources when the products 
are marketed, and as this bill provides that the Tax Commission shall have, 
with respect to this class of property, all the powers of supervision of as- 
sessments provided by law, the local taxing authority must assess the forest 
lands on the basis of their true value and as forest lands are naturally 
lands which cannot be employed in the more profitable uses of agriculture, 
the value of such land is dependent upon the value of the forest crop it can 
grow. Forestry data as to timber growth and stumpage values would in- 
dicate that the value of land used in growing forest crops would be about 
on the average of $2.00 per acre, varying from a practical mean of 50c 
per acre to a maximum in the best forest land most favorably situated near 
the market of $5.00 per acre. These valuations would mean that in many 
taxing districts, the assessment multiplied by the tax rate would produce 
an annual tax varying from 1oc to possibly 30c per acre. The local taxing 
district would suffer to some extent in this change of taxing method, but 
the decrease in revenue would not be immediate but gradual for the virgin 
forest timber stand would not be entered under the act until its first selec- 
tive cutting had been made and until then would continue to pay the present 
local assessment. The difference would be that instead of a completely 
destructive cutting which would take the forest entirely off the local tax 
roll, there would be a selective cutting which would allow the forest to re- 
main and the land it occupies would still continue to pay the land tax of 
from 10c to 30c per acre, the State reimbursing the local tax district for 
the difference between Ioc per acre per annum and the actual tax as deter- 
mined by the assessment of the land multiplied by the tax rate. But the 
future revenue of the local taxing district would be permanently assured 
and it would necessarily determine its budget for future years on this 
assured basis. 

EFFECT ON STATE GENERAL FUND 

How will this Forest Crop Tax Bill affect the State funds? The State 
must reimburse the local tax district for the difference between roc per 
acre per annum and the assessed value of the land so taxed multiplied by 
the local tax rate. If we assume an assessment of $4.00 per acre and a tax 
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rate of 6%, we obtain an annual tax per acre of 24c. This is probably 
higher than the average tax on all of the cutover land in the northern part 
of the State. By using this average we obtain a rate of 14c per acre to be 
advanced by the State to the local taxing unit. The State of Alabama was 
the pioneer in forest crop taxation and their tax law has the same rates as 
the present tax bill, that is roc per acre and a 10%yield tax. Alabama is 
preeminently a forest state, just as the State of Wisconsin is. The tax 
law has been in force about ten years and there is now not quite 300,000 
acres of land entered under its provisions. This would mean that if we 
are equally successful in Wisconsin, we will have 300,000 acres under forest 
management and under the provisions of the proposed bill in ten years. 
This would mean probably that about 30,000 acres a year would be entered 
under the act. This would mean that for the year 1929 we could expect 
30,000 acres at 14c per acre, or $4,200.00 to represent the total amount the 
State would have to advance to local taxing districts. By ten years this 
annual amount would reach $42,000, but during the ten years, some of the 
forest crop land would be subject to selective cutting and the State Trea- 
sury would begin to receive reimbursements from the yield tax. This is a 
fair statement of the drain on the State Treasury, and even if the act is 
much more successful in Wisconsin than in other states and the response 
to it is much more immediate, there could not possibly be enough land 
entered under the act, after being certified by the Conservation Commission 
with the necessary hearings, to create an annual drain on the State Trea- 
sury of more than $50,000 before substantial reimbursement would come 
from the yield tax. It is difficult to make accurate estimates of the amount 
of reimbursement that will be derived through the yield tax, but it is 
directly proportional to an amount of tax that the State is called upon to 
advance to the local taxing district, because the local assessment of timber 
land is based upon the stumpage values that this land can be counted on to 
produce ; consequently, the entire problem is within the control of the Tax 
Commission through its supervisory powers over local assessments. 

Land that could be assessed $4.00 per acre for growing timber would 
be presumed to grow 250 feet of sawlog timber per acre per annum, or one- 
half cord of pulpwood per acre per annum. Figuring ten years growth 
we would have a yield of 2500 feet of sawlog timber or 5 cords of spruce 
pulp. Figuring $6.00 per M. Ft. stumpage and $3.00 per cord for spruce 
pulp, the stumpage value thus obtained would be $15.00, and 10% would 
be $1.50 which would reimburse the State in the amount of $1.50 for ten 
annual advances of 14c or $1.40. Of course this is provided that fire is 

kept out of the timber, and this calculation is made on land with a fairly 
full stock of growing trees. If cutover land on which there is very little 
growth is entered under this act, it would take possibly thirty years to de- 

velop a forest on which cutting could begin. Such land could not reason- 

ably be assessed at more then $2.00 per acre and on this assessment there 

would be little, if any, advance to the local taxing district, but the State 

will get its yield tax whether it has had to advance any part of the local 
tax or not. 

It is the plain intention of this act and it is capable of being so admin- 
istered by the Conservation Commission and Tax Commission, that it will 
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deal fairly with the local taxing district ; in this way it will create future 

tax revenue for the local district by fostering the growth of timber. It 

will maintain present tax revenue to the local district through advances 

from the State on such a basis that the State will be reimbursed through =~ 

the 10% yield tax, this adjustment being reached by the determination of 

the local assessment per acre. 

Under the provisions of this act mature timber may be entered and it 

is hoped that mature timber will be entered under the act, but this could 

only be timber that the owner did not expect to cut for at least ten years, 

because within that period the yield tax would exceed the aggregate of the 

present annual taxes, nor could such timber land be entered under the act 

to the benefit of the owner unless he expects to practice selective cutting 

and maintain the annual growth, for destructive cutting under this act 

means a yield tax of 10% of the entire forest stand. Therefore the only 

standing timber that could profitably be entered under the act would be 

standing timber that is destined for forest management which means that 

during each five year period the mature trees must be removed to permit 

the growth of the younger timber. If these trees are not removed their 

decay is rapid and as soon as decay sets in, they must be removed by the 

owner or they will be blown down and lost to him. 

CONCLUSION 

As the bill provides that the general fund is to be reimbursed for ad- 

vances to local taxing districts through the yield tax, the State becomes 

directly interested in the successful growing of the forest crop, at the 

harvesting of which the yield tax is collected. The functions of the Con- 

servation Commission will necessarily be enlarged; its advice will be 

sought. The County Agents have already been charged with disseminating 

forestry information. The State will have a direct financial interest in 

preventing fire destruction. 

Finally, considering the secondary sources of tax revenue incidental 

to perpetuation of the forests above referred to, especially taking into con- 

sideration that the forest crop when harvested is subject not only to yield 

tax, but to income tax, and that by the law of averages, constantly subject 

to inheritance tax, and that the industries dependent on the forest are also 

subject to these taxes out of which the State gets its share, and considering 

the control of entry and assessment of forest lands under this act as exer- 

cised by the Conservation Commission and the Tax Commission, not only 

are the State funds protected and their replenishment assured, but in this 

measure more than in any possible measure the legislature can enact is the 

future wealth of the State permanently assured, and whatever the shifts 

of burden in its tax laws future legislatures may deem wise, one of the 

chief ultimate bases of tax revenue is the wealth created by the State’s 

natural resources. 

JOHN B. CHASE, 
Senator 2nd District, 

State of Wisconsin. 
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Address at State Convention 
Isaak Yealton League, Green . 
Bay, October 15, 1925. . 

PORESTRY IN WISCONSIN 
By 

; Aldo Leopold : 

The Is@ak Walton League of Wisconsin hes clearly ex- 

pressed its determination that the forests of this state shall 

be given an opportunity to grow tp instead of burn up. 

We have heard some very interesting discussions on 

how this change shall be brought about - on what practical ways 

and means shall be used to accomplish forest conservation on 

the ground. as 

It seems to me thet I detect in these discussions an 

impression these practical ways and means are e matter of pi- 

_ neering in new fields of knowledge - that Wisconsin will have 

to work out for hergzelf the whole forestry problem from the 

bottom up. : ‘ 

Of course this is partly true, but on the other hand, 

we must not forget that there has already accumulated in other 

regions, which have worked while we idled, a large body of sk#11 

and & large mass of experience which we had just as well use. 

For instence, Mr. Leuning mentioned the use of water pumps and ~ 

their phenomenal success in suppressing forest fires. Wany of 

the states, and also canada, have been developing. water pumps 

for the last five years and have learned pretty well where, how, 

and when they can be used, In fact, the whole subject of equip- 

ment for fire control hes become almost 4 profession in itself.
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The respective functions of aircraft and Lookout towers, the 

utility of telephones as ageinst wireless, the design of fire- a 

; fighting tools and fire-detection instruments have 411 been given 

years of study by skilled men, and their conclusions ere st our 

adisposel. The Forest Products Laboratory has developed an in- 

strument for measuring the moisture content (and hence the in- 

flammibility) of forest duff, and in the West they have developed 

special] instruments for measuring the atmospheric enndstions. 

which produce severe fires. Tlans for organizing men end mate- 

rial, expressed in fire manuels end fire plens, would fill this 

whole building if they were all stacked together. We should not 

forget that all this accumulated experience is at our disposal 

and much of it is applicable to our Wisconsin probleme 

One of our fundamental fire problems in Wisconsin is 

how to organize fire control on lands of mixed owership in such 

@ way that each omer will pay his fair share of the combined 

job. Our State Conservation Department is now wrestling with 

this proposition. "hy wouldn't it be a good thing for them to 

send & man out West where this problem has been solved many 

times and pick up the benefit of what our predecessors have 

learned by costly experience? . : 

Somebody asked today what it would cost to accomplish 

real fire control in this state. 1 have not been here long - 

encugh te have & positive opinion, but here are some figures 

which are interesting: In the Southwest where I had charge of 2 

forest fire control on some 22,000,000 acres during a period 

=2=



of five years, the average cost per acre per year was two cents, 

and by this expenditure fires were controlled so that they burned 

ever only one-three hundredth of the totel forest area each year. 

I do not know the costs per acre per year for Wisconsin, but I 

gether they are somewhere in the neighborhood of five cents; and 

for this expenditure, fires are controlled sco thet about one- 

fiftieth of the forest area burns over yearly. ‘hese Wisconsin 

figures ure only a rough estimate but they seem te indicate that 

‘for twice the expense we get one-sixth the result in Wisconsin, 

as compared with the Southwest. of course, conditions are dif- 

ferent, but not so different as some might suppose. 

‘ There is another question of practical ways and means 

on which, it seems to me, some confusion exists. Who is to tell 

us whet to do in order to control forest fires in this state? 

, Let us compare Wisconsin to a corporation owning 

11,000,000 acres of idle forest land. Who would the corporation 

turn te for advice as te what to do te contrel fire on this area? 

Surely there can be but one answer: They would hire a skilled 

executive and expect him to lay a plan before the board of ai- 

rectors. ‘They would certainly not expect the stockholders (citi- 

zens) te come forward with e plan, now would the board of direc} 

tors (Legislature) presume te build e plan for themselves. Yet 

I am not at 411 sure bat what some of our members are expecting 

this League to write a forest policy for this stete, and it was 

2 pretty evident that some expected the Legislature to do so. 

~ i 

A.



Such expectations indicate a mighty deficient under- 

standing, not only of the size of the undertaking but of good : 

organization methods. : F 

Our job as citizens, and the Legislature's job as Leg 

islators, is to create the conditions in our state government 

which will get a forest policy writton by skilled men hired for 

the purpose. ‘To create those conditions is job enoughe We are 

& long way from those conditions now, due to cur own leck of 

skill in orgenizing our corporation. We say to our conservation 

officers that we want them to run our conservation business. We 

tell them that whether they make good or not, they will probably 

be fired at the next change in administration. For & man who 

hes initiative and skill we pay the same salary es for & man who 

hes not, and it is an excessively small selary at that. Any cor- 

E poration would laugh at the methods we use in orgénizing our con- 

servation business. ‘The blame for the present condition should 

attach strictly to the voters, who have failed.to reelize that 

conservation is a technical service requiring high grade tech- 

nical leadership with long tenure of cffice, emple regulatory 

powers, adequéte sélary, and generous funds to work with. 

eee 5
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Constitution and By—Laws 
of the 

Kumlien Club 

Article I : 

The name of this organization 1s The Kumlien Club. 

Article IL 

The priuary ubjectives of this club are the increage and dis-— 

semination of ornithological information. Specifically these 

ebjectives shall be to hold meetings of ornithologists and other 

naturalists at regular intervals for discussion; to foster coopera- 

tion among naturalists in carrying out investigations; to discuss, 

review, and report on natural history topics; and to hear and get 

acquainted with such outside naturalists as visit the club from 

time to time. 

Article IIT 

The members of this club shall be persons who have demonstrated 

an abiding interest and knowledge of ornithology or some other 

natural history svecialty. 

Article IV : \ ; 

‘ The officers of this Club shall be a President, Vice-President, 

Secretary, and Treasurer. The four officers together with three 

Active Members elected at large shall constitute the Council, 

The Council shall govern the activities of the Club. 

Article V 

Amendments to this Constituticn require the avvroval by vote 

of three-fourths cf the voting memters present at a stated regular 

meeting having a quor um present. Copies of the propesed amendments 

shall be mailed to all voting members and read at a stated regular 

meeting peter 0 being submitted te a vote, 

ue !
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By-Laws 

Article I. Members 

Sec. 1: Active members shall be limited to residents of Dane 

County, and students registered in the University of Wisconsin, 

Madison. Members ceasing to reside in Dane County shall become cor- 

responding members. Upon payment of annual dues any corresponding 

member shall have the right to vote at any meeting he shall attend. 

Article II. Officers 

Sec. 1. The President shall preside at the meetings of the 

Club and of the Council, and shall appoint all Committees, 

Sec. 2, The Vice-President shall perform the duties of the 

President in his absence, and shall act as Program Chairman. 

Sec. 3. The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings 

of the Club and of the Council; shall nctify all Active Members, 

as well as those Corresponding Members so requesting, the time, pur- 

pose, and place of meetings; and shall notify all members-elect of 

election to the Club. 

Sec. 4, The Treasurer shall collect the dues from Members 

and shall have charge of all funds belonging to the Club, He shall 

make no disbursements without authorization by the Council. At the 

annual meeting he shall present an audited rerort. 

Sec. 5: The Council will transact all routine and financial 

business of the Club that is necessary between scheduled meetings 

with the exception of the election of officers and members. They 

shall consider more important actions of she Club and present recom 

mendations on such matters to the members for astion. The Council 

shall present the names of persons nomineted for membership with 

recommendations.
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Article III. Committees 

Sec. 1. There shall be a Nominating Committee which shall pre- 

gent nominations for Officers and Councilors at the Annual Meeting 

of the Club. The Secretary shall be considered as a member ex 

officio of this committee. 

Article IV. Elections 

Sec. 1. Elections shall be by ballzt. Except as otherwise pro- 

vided in this Article, Officers shail be elected for a term of one 

year and Councilors for aterm of three years. 

Sec. 2. Nominations for Active Members shall be presented in 

writing, shall state the qualifications of the candidate, and shall 

be presented to the Secretary at least three weeks prior to the 

regular meeting at which the balloting will take place. Election 

to Active Membership requires the affirmative vote of at least three- 

fourths of the voting Members present. 

Sec. 3. The Nominating Committee at the annuel meeting shall 

present nominations for four officers and the Council Member whose 

term expires. The election of an Officer or Councilor requires the 

affirmative vote of at least three-fourths of the voting Members 

present. Officers and Councilors may succeed themselves. 

Sec. 4. At the time of the adoption of this Constitution and 

these By-Laws, three Councilors shail be elected, one to serve for 

one year, one for two years, and one for three years, the time elap- 

sing between the aioption and the next Annual Meeting being con= 

sidered as one year. A vacancy in the Council shall be filled by an 

election held at a regular meeting of tre Cluc.



Article V. Fees 

Sec. 1. An annual membership fee of one dollar shall be paid 

by active members. The fee is due and payable in October. Cor- 

responding members may pay the annual fee but it is not required. 

Sec. 2. No Active Member one year in arrears for dues shall 

vote or hold office. 

Sec. 3. Any Member two years in arrears for dues shall be 

dropped from the roll of members, providing that he has been twice 

notified by the Treasurer of his arrears, and that his attention 

has been called to this By-Law. 

Article VI, Meetings 

Sec. 1. The regular stated meetings of the Club shall be held 

monthly October to June, inclusive. The Annual Meeting shall be 

held in June. 

Sec. 2. Special meetings may be called by the President with 

the approval of three additional Members of the Council. 

Sec. 3. Ten voting Members shall constitute a quorum for a 

business meeting. 

Sec. 4, Four Members of the Council shall constitute a quorum, 

Article VII. Amendments 

Amendments to these By-Laws shall require the affirmative vote 

of at least three-fourths of the voting Members present at a stated 

regular meeting attended by a quorum, All amendments to be valid 

shall be mailed to Members, with notice of the regular meeting at 

which they are to de acted upon, at least two weeks prior to the 

stated meeting.



Augaat 6, 1937 

Mr. John 3, Main, President 
The Kumlien Club 
110 Yast Main Street 
Madigon, Wisconsin 

Dear John: 

The "Project Committees," consisting of Schorger, Noland and myself have 
now met and I here attempt to summarise our conclusions. 

University Press 

Noland I are to see Dean Fred to offer him the good offices of the Club 
in keeping in touch with ornithological work which might merit consideration 
by the University Press, Example Schorger's work on the Passenger Pigeon. 
(It occurred to me later that the work of Gromme, Schorger, and others on a 

“Birds of Wisconsin” might also be broached, tut the committee did not pase 
on this.) If Dean Fred appears favorably disposed, then the committee is to 
get’ in touch with the new editor of the Press. j 

Qynithologies) Work in the University 

It wae agreed that it would do no harm to again remind Dean Fred of the 

University's lack of courses and research in ornithology. The prospect of 
appropriations for such work ‘seems slim, tut by keeping the subject alive it 

ig not impossible that private gifts might eventually cover the needed personnel, 

Sensus Ares 

Anderson has not yet compiled the figures on his 1937 census of the Eagle 
Heights area. We believe, however, that this project should be contimed. 
fhe job now is to find o successor for Anderson. 

After the Club is sure this one area is a going concern, then it might be 

well to add enother census area in process of overgrazing and agricultural 
“elean-up." From the conservation standpoint the losses in bird fauna due to 
agricultural processes is especially important. 

Migration Data 

This project again dependa on finding « menber willing and able to push i 
it. Some of the new members might present possibilities. 

Yor the Committee, 

oo A. W ““Aide Leopold, Ohairman 
it B: Noland
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Coa Sy ae 

Mr. Frank White 
208 North Murray Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. White: eA 2c 

The membership committees of the Mumlien\Club 
has asked me to inquire about your probable ability to 
participate in club activities. 

We all understand and appreciate the reasons 
for your non-participation thie year. If, however, the - 
same situation will probably continue, does it not raise 
® question? We have, as you know, a limited membership, 
with several worthy young ornithologists who would be 
stimulated and encouraged by admission to the Club. I 
would appreciate having your opinion about the matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Yor the Membership Committee 

The-Kumlien Club 

ec Main 
Sehorger 
Wright
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Hessibhe Gieien Giub Sneakers 

I will welcome comments from proposed speakers on additions to 
or modifications of this list, also preferred month and any other infor 
mation whieh will help us make a good schedule. You may seribble your 
coments below. 

Aldo Leopold 

R. BH. Pough. Sdeshehing: tive Revive in Millinery Plumage. * 

Lloyd Shinners. “Marly Natural History York in the Milwaukee Region. * 

Frences Hamerstrom and Leon Cole. "The Wren-ligg Study." 

W. S. Feeng. "The Arboretum Woodcock Study." 

eg Irven 0. Buss. "Further Studies of the Upland Plover in Wisconsin. # 

f. M. Sperry. “Arboretum Banding Studies." 

¢ "Hawk Randings by the Milwaukee Group. " 
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Possible Sie Speakers 

I will welcome comments from propesed speakers on additions to or 
modifications of this list, also preferred month and any other information 
which will help us make a good schedule. You may scribble your comments 
below. 

Alde Leopold 

R. EH. Pough. “Combating the Revival in Millinery Plumage." 

Cae Shinners. “Marly Natural History Work in the Milwaukee Region." 

/ Frances Hamerstrom and Leon Cole. “The Wren-leg Stay." 

j W. S. Feeney. "fhe Arboretum Woodcock Study. # 

| Irven 0. Buss. “Further Studies of the Upland Plover in Wisconsin." 

T. M. Sperry. “Arboretum Banding Studies." 

\ 0. J. Gromme. “Hawk Bandings by the Milwaukee Group." 
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cae AA SO Sas. 3 
I will welcome comments from proposed speakers on additions to . 

or modifications of this list, also preferred month and any other infor- 
mation which will help us make a good schedule. You may scribble your 
comments below. 

Aldo Leopold 

R. H. Pough. “Combating the Revival in Millinery Plumage. “ 

: Lloyd Shinners. "Marly Natural History Work in the Milwaukee Region." 

Frances Hamerstrom and Leon Oole. “The Wren-ligg Study." 

W. S. Feengy. "The Arboretum Woodeock Study." 

Irven 0. Buss. “Further Studies of the Upland Plover in Wisconsin." 

f, M. Sperry. “Arboretum Banding Studies.” Oo uflrabhy Girt oy May, 

0. J. Gromme. “Hawk Bandings by the Milwaukee Group." 
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Possible aa ee Speakers 

I will welcome comments from proposed speakers on additions to or 
modifications of this list, also preferred month and any other information 
which will help us make a good schedule. You may scribble your comments 
below. ‘ 

Aldo Leopold 

R. H. Pough. "Combating the Revival in Millinery Plumage." 

Lloyd Shinners. "Early Natural History Work in the Milwaukee Region." 

Frances Hamerstrom and Leon Cole. "The Wren-Egg Study." 

: W. S. Feeney. "The Arboretum Woodcock Study." 

Irven 0. Buss. "Further Studies of the Upland Plover in Wisconsin." 

T. M. Sperry. “Arboretum Banding Studies." 

0. J. Gromme. "Hawk Bandings by the Milwaukee Group." 
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Duck Census for Spring of 1941 

cesceerscssessed@an M, Koslilc 

As a continuation of John Main's annual spring duck census in the Madison 

vicinity, Irven Buss, Elton Bussewitz, and I undertook a similar study on April 
17, 1941. We followed the route used by Mr. Main and in every way tried to carry 

out the census in accordance with his standards. Our findings are listed below. 

411 locations are in Dane County: 

Mud Lake (Section 11, Township 6 North, Range 10 Hast) 

187 Lesser Scaup 
58 Baldpates 

16 Blue-winged Teal 
10 Mallards 

9 Green-winged Teal 
8 Ring-necked Ducks 
6 Black Ducks. 
2 Buffleheads 
2 Gedwalls 

390 Coots 

Lake Kegonsa (Section 13, T. 6 N., R. 10 B.) 

3 Mallards 
1 Baldpate 

169 Coots | 
41 Cormorants | 

lladay's Point (Section 23, 1. 6 N., R. 10 @.) 

1 American Merganser 

Hook Leke (Section 29, T. 6 N., R. 10 2B.) 

75 Mallards 
7 Fintails 
28 Blue-winged Teal 

23 Ring-necked Ducks 

15 Baldpates 

7 Lesser Scaup 

6 Black Ducks 
2 Shovellers 

1 Bofflehead 

110 Coots
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Barney Lake (Section 34, Township 6 North, 
Range 9 Hast) 

41 Ring-necked Ducks 
12 Lesser Scaup 

‘ 8 Blue-winged Teal 
8 Baldpetes 

3 Redheads 
2 Mallards 

48 Canada Geese 

Pot Hole west of leke Barney (Section 33, 1. 6 N., R. 9 E) 

39 Baldpates 
25 Blue-winged Teal 

15 Lesser Scaup 
2 Shovellers 
2 Mallards 

Hammersly's Marsh (Section 31, 7. 7 N., R. 9 E.) 

25 Blue-winged Teal 

25 Ring-necked Ducks 

10 Shovellers ! 
4 Baldpates 
4 Mallards 
1 Bufflehead u 

23 Coots 

Verona Pond (Section 32, 1. 7 N., R. 9 BE.) 

82 Lesser Scaup 
16 Blue-winged Teal 

; 2 Mallards 

: Dunn's Marsh (Section 6, T. 6 N., R. 9 5.) 

59 Baldpates 
1l Blue-winged Teal 

4 Mallards 
2 Lesser Scaup 

25 Coots
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As a summary, we found on the present census 13 species of ducks for a 
total of 935 individuals, as follows: 

305 Lesser Scaup 
184 Baldpates 
127 Blue-winged Teal 
102 Mallards 
97 Ring-necked Ducks 
75 Pintails 
14 Shovellers 
12 Black Ducks 

9 Green-winged Teal 
4 Buffleheads 

: 3 Redheads 
2 Gadwells 
1 American Merganser 

Totals for other waterfowl seen on this trip include: 

717 Coots 

48 Canada Geese 
41 Cormorants 

In addition to the waterfowl listed above, we also saw the following 
species: 

Ioeon Mourning Dove Starling 
Horned Grebe Kingfisher English Sparrow 
Pied-billed Grebe Flicker Eastern Meadowlark 
Great Blue Heron Fhoebe Western Meadowlark 
American Bittern Horned Lark Red-winged Blackbird 
Red-Tailed Hewi Tree Swallow Rusty Blackbird 
Marsh Hawk Barn Swallow Bronzed Grackle 
Sparrow Havwic Purple Martin Cowbird 
Bob-white Blue Jay Red-eyed Towhee 
Ring-necked Pheasant Crow Savannah Sparrow 
Killdeer Black-capped Chickadee Vesper Sperrow 
Wilson's Snipe Woite-breasted Nuthatch Field Sparrow 
Greater Yellow-legs Robin Fox Sparrow 
Lesser Yellow-legs Bluebird Swamp Sparrow 
Herring Gull Ruby~crowned Kinglet Song Sparrow



Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
Nov. 81, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Univers oy of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr- Leopold: 

Glad to hear from you and look over “7 draft for 
presentation of the status of rare species to the Conservation 
Commission. I think it is a very good idea and you know I 
want to be one of the active supporters for management of these 
neglected species. 

As suggested in my attached substitute for your last 
prtceree. I think it oe be best as a starter to remove ~ 
lavor of sarcasm, but if our agreeable methods are taken lightly 

we could be more emphatic later. 

Best Regards, 

; We Se Feeney
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at The State of Wisconsin 
Sate CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Babcock, Wisconsin 
December 2, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place ‘ 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have read the Kumlien Club Rare Species memorandum 

to the Wisconsin Conservetion Commission and am glad that 

the status of rare species has again been brought to the 

Commission's attention. Without almost continual reminders 

the fete of rare species is seldom considered. 

On a few minor points of technique I do not entirely 

agree with your statementof the situation. For your information 

I have outlined these, 

1. So far as I know sandhill cranes are not esdversely 

affected by roads, directly. In fact, most of the 

erane strongholds in Wisconsin are well supplied 

with roads. I believe it is better policy not to 

! insist on elimination of roads in proposed sandhill 

crane management areas. Elimination of hunting 

is of far sreater importance, but is probably beyond 

our reach. I believe a crane management area might easily 

be left open for deer hunting which ordinarily occurs 

after most or almost all the cranes have gone south. 

2. The otter is decreasiig, no doubt, but some otter 

will continue to be taken in connection with other 

trapping despite enactment of closed seasons. Thés 

is particulerly true in areas open to beaver trapping. 

I believe there are a number of practical difriculties 

to securing an effective closed seascn on other. 

3, While I agree that timber wolves do exert some 

control upon deer and that lynx do likewise on snowe- 

shoe rabbits, I believe our arguments for the preser- 

vation of these two predators should be based outright 

on the plea that they are worth seving for themselves. 

I can scarcely conceive of Wisconsin puilding up timber i 

wolves and lynx to the point that appreciable control 

of deer or rabbits occurs, even very locally. In ithe 

case of deer, the argument is especially weak since 

wolves are non-selective as to sex and age. For these 

reasons, basing a plea for the preservation of large



predators upon economics is apt, I fear, to arouse 

controversy tending to shunt attenticn from the 
main points: at issue, My own belief is that almost 
all predator-prey relationship arguments will command 
ineressed respect and influence through soft-pedalling 
economic aspects and playing up the intrinsic, esthetic 
and wild values of the predators themselves. 

I may be wrong on this but I find if I try to 

convinee people that a timber wolf is worth saving 
because it eats deer I get nowhere, or even lose ground. 
If I say to the same people that timber wolves are worth 
saving because they are timber wolves and as such are 
an asset to wild Wisconsin Iget, at least, a better 
reception. JI am convinced that our psychology has been 
wrong on predator propaganda in the past. 

If and when I get my "How To Increase Game" book 
published I have a whole chapter on this general 
subject, especially stressing the failure of the economic 

argument. 

I am sure you will find these comments of interest 
and will realize that they are offered constructively 
for the good of the cause. 

With best wishes, 

Yours very truly, 

4) a2 men. 

Wallace Grange 
Game Biologist, Grouse
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From: Kumlien Ornithological Club dup Kaaers 

fo: Wisconsin Conservation Commission Bring Pp bisfers yt Keane. mit 

Subject: Rare Species 

STATUS OF RARE SPECIES 

oe The Spruce Grouse is about to be extirpated from Wisconsin. The 

- trouble lies in pulp and post cuttings in the remaining swamps. 

A few are also shot by ruffed grouse hunters. The state should 

; acquire a few of the riestiine habitats and protect them from cutting 

and hunting. 

The Peregrine Falcon or duckhawk is about to disappear from Wisconsin i 

as a breeding bird. Shooting and collecting at the eyries is the 

weak point. Meny eyries have nearby farmers who, for a small yearly 

fee, would be glad to act as custodians. 

: The Sandhill Crane is increasing, but the breeding pairs are 

nevertheless dangerously low in numbers. Most of the breeding grounds 

\ are poor marshes already in state or county ownership, or obtainable 

at a reasonable price. One trouble is shooting by sharpteil aad 

prairie chicken hunters. By deer hunting season the cranes are 

gone, so deer hunting could be allowed. What is needed is a few 

crane and grouse refuges, plus a custodian system where public sequisitions 

is not feasible. 

The Otter is probably shrinking, and is certainly so scarce that it 

should be closed yearlong. 

The Timber Wolf is approaching extirpation, and the state county is 

accelerating the process. In agricultural regions wolves cannot be
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retained, but in non-agricultural regions the wolf should be retained 

for exactly the same reason as other threatened species. 

In addition to this esthetic value, wolves hould be retained 

in hat-narindl Sih regions as a tool for managing deer. The state 

land plan should set up definite zones, within which a specified wolf 

population level is to be maintained. Wolf populations below that 

level should receive total protection; populations above that level 

(when there are any) should be trimmed down. 

The lynx is extirpated or nearly so. The isla is parallel to the 

wolf problem In the non-agricultural counties the “lynx is valuable 

esthetically, and is needed as a control for snowshoe hares. Lynx 

populations should be managed as already suggested for wolves. — : 

Discussion 

Wolf and lynx management is a logical part of the forestry 

program. It is absured for the state to plant forests with one handy 

and destroy the natural mechanisms for deer and rabbit control with 

the other. 

Ways and Means 

Pittman-Robertson funds are the key to those problems requiring 

adjustments of land ownership. The availability of these funds makes 

it possible for the Commission to formulate and execute a rare~species 

program. 

The technical personnel now available from Pittman-Robertson 

funds is competent to work out the details of the measures here : 

proposed. ; : . 

We think that the Commission realizes that conservation concerns
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naturalists as well as sportsmen. A well-rounded wildlife program 

mast deal with all wildlife species according to their status, whether 

it be falcons or pheasants. We commend this rare-species program to 

your attention, and will be interested to know what your policy on 

rare species is to be. 

eccentricities 

Committee on Rare Species



4oh University Farm Place 
December 8, 1941 

Mr. Wallace Grange 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

I appreciate your taking the trouble to give me detailed 

comments on the rare species memo. May I ask you for the 
following additional details? 

Cranes. I agree that the elimination of carly season 
hunting is important on the. fallogathering grounds, but 
I had the impression that most of our breeding ranges 
are not fall gathering grounds. Thus, Pilot Knob Marsh 
is both a breeding area and a gathering ground, but the 
Jackson County areas are only breeding areas. Am I 
correct in making this distinction? 

Wolves and eae You do not know how thoroughly I agree 
with you that it is bad to use economic arguments where 
only esthetic ones really hold water. I really believe, 
however, that wolves can be used in suffictatt numbers 
to constitute a deer control. If you do not agree, I'd 
like to talk the question sometime. In any event, I will 

insert the other argument. 

A partial revksion is attached. 

; With best regards, 

p Ld 

five (Mm Je p bak Aldo Leopold 
yur | a } ow 

pre
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hea The State of Wisconsin 
econ 
LG CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
a 

Babcock, Wisconsin 
December 15, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place ; 

Madison, Wistonsin 

i Dear Aldo: 

I have read the revised copy of your memorandum on "Status 
of Rare Species”. I believe it should accomplish the purpose. 

There are some reports of ao stopping in 

Jackson County during migration but seems pas question that | 

it is not the kind of gathering ground noted in Adams and other 

counties. : 

I shall be glad to talk with you about wolves and lynx as 

a possible deer control. 

I plan to come down to hear Cleveland Grant and to see his 

pictures on January 12. The 13th should,accordingly, be 

satisfactory for the seminar date. If you do not feel that 

repetition on the prairie chicken material will be out of place, 

I shall be glad to stick to that topic. I prefer to discuss 

the subject generally without. attempting to go into too much 

detail on the more limited cycle material. 

With best wishes, 

Yours very ye 
_doaemace : i 

Wallace Grange 

f Game Biologist, Grouse
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COPY 

4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

May 27, 1943 

Mr. Irven Buss 
President, Kumlien Club 
1626 Jefferson St. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Irv: 

Your nominating committee recommends for president 

N. R. Barger, for secretary-treasurer Robert McCabe. 

This is with the understanding that Walter Scott 

would not be available for president. We asked him 

and he said he preferred not to be nominated. You 

may wish to also ask him. 

In order to save time, I am sending this directly 
with copies to Leon Cole and Sam Robbins. Should 

I have misinterpreted their wishes, I hope they will 

let you or me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

cee Cole 
Robbins
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May 4, 1945 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 
1015 Rast Washington Aveme 
Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

I know you are busy, and hence I am suggesting that we cut 

some corners on the matter of the nominating committee for 
Kumlien. After consulting McCabe, Mossman, and Wolfe, 

1 make the following suggestions for your consideration: 

Yor president: Dr. H. W. Mossman 
Yor seoretary-treasurers Dr. Harold R. Wolfe 

Proposed new members ares 

Mrs. Margaret Bergseng, Mle pared Court, Medison § 

, Mr. Prank Beyer, ai Keyes Aveme, ene 

Mre. H. RB. Mnglish, 1722 Chadbourne Avenue, gon 5 

Mise Virginia Kiesel, 1 Iangdon Street, Madison ; 

Mrs. lyle Sowlg, 3718 Rose Street, Madison 

Mr. James Zimmerman, 2114 Yan Hise Aveme, Madison 5 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold '
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\oh University Farm Place 
‘ 

Mr. Irven Buss 
2120 Yest Lawn 
Msdisen, Wisconsin 

Dear Irv: 

Leon Cole ani I recomend: 

(1) that you confirm who is the membership 
sommittes of Kumlien. 

(2) that this committee go over the lists to 
recommend new members and also to recommend 
possible associate members of the A. 0, U. 
at one and the same time. 

(3) that Welter Scott, if not on the membership 
Committee, should sit with this meeting to 
advise about possible A. 0, U, members 
throughout Wisconsis. 

, Yours ag ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

oc Cole 

(



Ornithology in the University of Wisconsin 

The University has no course in ornithology. 

The course once given was dropped, probably as part of the general 

trend toward laboratory science. i 

The Kumlien Club hettaces the time is ripe for the University to again 

become ‘the center of a new and vigorous ornithological activity. It believes, ft 

however, that the thing now needed differs materially from the "natural history" 

of former days. This report attempts to analyze the situation. t 

is There a Demand for Ornithology? The new law making teaching of 

conservation compulsory in all Wisconsin schools has given rise to an insistent 

demand from school teactiers for teaching materials, and for courses whereby 

they can enlarge their qualifications to teach. The University cannot meet 

this demand. ‘ 3 

Students have submitted petitions for a course in ornithology. 

’ A faculty committee submitted, through the Science Inquiry, a recommen- 

dation for a "Chair of Ornithology and Mammalogy." 

The strongest evidence, however, is in our opinion the growing vigor and 

) quality of amateur ornithological research in this state. 

Why Is There No Course? It is important for all to realize that ornithology 

was crowded out by demands for other work which were greater than the funds oe 

carrying other work. | : 

While we believe a change in emphasis is now due, we do not believe that 

a structure decades in building can be slashed for the sake of a new venture. 

; It ia bapivin, therefore, that a new venture in teaching ornithology 

should be suitably financed. The existing teaching load is so heavy that new ‘i 

courses without new funds might become perfunctory, and do more harm than good.



What Kind of Course Is Needed? ‘There is a strong and, we believe, 

fallajcous tendency for universities to rush into the training of large 

numbers of professionals in many fields where general citizen intelligence 

is worse needed. This was conspicuously true of forestry, and now is coming 

to be true of wildlife management and erosion control. : 

Whatever else is done in ornithology, we believe the first need is for 

* gourses suitable for the prospective eltizen who wishes to make ornithology 

an avocation. The important thing is to enrich his personal existence, and to 

strengthen public policy by his superior intelligence and sympathy, and his 

superior critical faculties. ' ee 

On the other hand, vitality in teaching, at least in this field, is closely 

associated with research output by the teacher. It is necessary then for the 

University's ornithological activity to span a wide intellectual bracket. We 

have no faith in teaching by a man who hag not helped create his subject matter. 

lastly, we are convinced that the present interest is not so much in birds 

as such, but rather in birds in their vitel relationship to other animals, to 

plants, to land and land-use, and to sina In short, the present demand 

4s for etological research, ecological teaching, and ecological conservation 

policies. If this prognosis is correct, it matters a great deal what kind of 

ornithological enterprise is undertaken, and how it is geared up to other parts 

of the university. Certainly there should be the closest possible integration 

with all the earth sciences and all ficlds of land-use. 

Instruction in ornithology should obviously be partly field instruction, d 

and mst experiment with birds as well as merely identifying them The 

University Arboretum thus becomes a vital need in any teaching program.
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We belleve the first need is for courses suitable 

for the future citizen who wishes to make ornithology an 

avocation. The important thing is to enrich his life, and 

at the same time enable him to guide public policy by his _ 

better knowledge and understandingo 

We believe that the present interest is not only 

in birds as such. It is in birds in relation to other 

animals, to plants, to land, and to peoplee In short, 

a course in ornithology sere gear into all the other 

sciences that have to do with land useo 

beebhy y -we-whek-te-sbress-she-Lumense -va tue thet 

Would -2eeRue -bo-eNen-2 course -LA-havhag-bheo Uae versd by 

‘nore bun-Pight —at -hand -a5 -8n-eutdeors-Laboretesyeo= bt 

Wwould-effer-a~-preoving-speund -fox-¢00lesheshk-onporanensa 

that -hes-prebabhs-ne-eguek-Sn-bats -OOUnbE¥s 

Instruction of this kind must be based on personal i 

field experience. On the other hand, vitality in teaching, 

at least in this field, must be closely associated with 

research. We would have little confidence in the teaching 

of this subject by anyone who had not helped to create 

his own subject mattero 

Lastly, we wish to stress the immense value that 

would accre to such a course in having the University 

Arboretum right at hand as an outdoors laboratorye It 

would offer a proving ground for ecological experiments 

that has probably no equal in this coutryo 

2 Cider bia ied Oe if frente ge 
7 so a an rite a



KUMLIEN CLUB 

Members = Active 

Madison or 
Name Home address Tel. business address Tel. 

Barger, N. Re 132 Lathrop B-3541 
Buss, Irven 0. 1004 Garfield St. F-65684 812 State Office B, 0-486 
Bussewitz, Elton E. 760 Main St., 

Watertown 
Cole, L. J. 1903 Rowley Ave. Be4566 Genetics Bldg. U=266 
Cuthbert, N. 1919 Commonwealth Ave. 
Elder, William H. 1530 University Ave. G-4180 Biology Bldg. 
Halazon, George C. 143 67th Street, 323 Few 

Milwaukee 
Hanson, Harold C. 1016 Garfield Street F-8189 424 U. Farm Place U=239 
Hochbaum H. Albert Delta Duck Station, 

Manitoba, Canada 
Kozlik, Frank 1337 Jenifer Street F-4183 812 State Office B. (0-486 
Leopold, Aldo 2222 Van Hise Ave. F-36835 424 U. Farm Place U=239 
Leopold, Carl 2222 Van Hise Ave. F=3683 
Mossman, He. We 1707 Jefferson St. B-2376 417 Science Hall U-193 
Noland, Lowell E. 1723 Summit Avenue F-950 Biology Bldg. 
Robbins, Samuel D. 40 Centre Avenue, 1713 Chadbourne Ave. F-1761 

Belmont, Mass. 
Scott, Walter E. Mendota Beach Hts. Oakwood 812 State Office B. C-486 

; 120312 
Shinners, Lloyd H. 1412 N. Broadway, 207 North Brooks F-7947 

Milwaukee 

Sowls, Lyle 317 W. Mifflin St. B-2375 424 U. Farm Place U-239 
Sperry Theodore University Park Sp.14 .B-4179 
Stevenson, R. S. 1530 University Ave. G-4180 Biology Bldg. 
Wallner, Alfred Watertown Bashford, Tripp Hall Bash.5122 
Zimmerman, F. R. 525 E. Mifflin St. F-7459 812 State Office Be (C-486 

Members - Alumni 

Memes ke resent eddreee a6 Date ict Leaving i 
Adamson, R. K. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio Feb. 1941 
Anderson, Harry University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 1939 
Black, C. T. Rose Lake Exp. Sta., Bast Lansing, Mich. April 1939 
Curtis, John T, University of Wisconsin, Biology Bldg. 
Feeney, W. S. 808 E. Worden Ave., Ladysmith, Wis. Oct. 1940 
Frey, D. G. June 1940 
Gigstead, Gilbert K, Tamarac Refuge, Detroit Lakes, Minn. June, 1935 
Gundlach, John J. Neenah, Wisconsin June 1935 
Hamerstrom, Mr. and Edwin S. George Reserve, Pinckney, Mich. Feb. 1941 

Mrs. F. N. 
Hawkins, A. S. 219 Nat. Hist. Bldg., Urbana, I11l. 1939 
Leopold, Starker Westplains, Mo. 
Main, Jackson T,. University of Minnesota, Mpls., Minn. Sept. 1940 
Raesch, Gilbert 0. Museum of Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis. June 1936 
Wade, Douglas University of Mo., Columbia, Mo. 1938 

Wing, Leonard W. Washington St. Col., Pullman, Washington 
Wright, Philip L. Montana State University, Missoula, Mont. Sept. 1939 

I0B/5-8-41
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Madison Lakes Hist c 
Lake Mendota Lake Monona 

Winter Closed Opened | Winter Closed Opened 
1851-52... .5.45-3- 2 Dec. 13 Mar. 25 

1852-532. - wsie cance ess April 5) 1852-53. 00 tD otc. o 
1853-54...1.....4... Dec. 27 1858-54. .0000000011 Dec. 21 

eon isd ee ccae, a TEBEIDS ila soceese ts 
1855-56.....5........Dec. 18 April 14) 1855-561.).2.1°5.1/1iDec. 18 April 14 
1856-57... .2.........Dec. 6 May (61 1856-57..............Dec. 4 May 4 
1857-58... .......2...Nov. 25 Mar. 26) 1857-58°.2.220220.0 1 Nov. 23 Mar. 22 
1858+59.....,.....-..Dec, 8 Mar. 14) 1858-59... ...........Dee. 11 Mar. 15 
1859-60........+00+«-Dec. 7 Mar. 26) 1859-60.....:.°......Dec. 6 Mar. 26 
1860-61............,.Dec. 14 April 10) 1860-61. .22.3.253...Dec. 2 April 10 

,| 1861-62..............Dec. 2 April 13] 1861-62..00.0000152/ Dee. 1 April. 13 
1862-63. ..0.20215... Dec. 26 Avril 9 | 1862-63) .........1)) Dec. 7 April 5 

-}1863-64..........4..- Dec, 18 April 21) 1863-64002 0........ Dee. 11 April 20 
-| 1864-65..............Dec. 8 April 5/1864-65..............Dec. 9 April 5 

1 1865-66... .creeee. DEC. 18 April 20 | 1965-66..............Dec. 14 April 18 
)) 1866-67..............Dec. 13 April 30/ 1866-67... 52/1211!) /Dec. 12 April 19 
[aser-ea: <2 SLIT iec: 12 Mar, 31|1867-68. 2292 012.511 [Decl 14 “Mar, 31 
1868-69..............Dec. 10 April 16/ 1268-69. -.1......... Dec. 10 April 15 

| 2869-70....,.....22.... Dec, 2 April 12/ 1869-70... ...........Nov. 24 April 11 
[EBUOsTL. cis scnvie.ov-Deen 2d April 2|1g70-71...1.101.121) Dee. 22 April 1 
SMU ESEd henge se: Teel ae April 23] 18712790) 001) 000221) Nov. 30 April 20 
EBT2TS 0 as 8s oie eve NOV. OO. April 23) 1872-73. 2........... Nov, 28 April 18 

-| 1873-74......|,..+.... Nov. 29 April 14) 4373-74... 0 .......... Nov. 29 April 14 
| 1874-75. .......++.-+-Dec, 10 April 15/ 1974-75. 22 ......0... Dec. 12 April 14 
"|1875-76.......'.......dan, 10 April 10) 1875-76..............Jan. 10 April 10 
PISTSHTE Ga ae ok DEG 8 April 17) 1876-77") .0..:.......Dec. 5 April 16 
|1877-78. 00.0... l.c. Jan. 6 Mar, 9/1977078....2. 101011] Jan. 6 Mar. 9 
1 IBTB=79. 0.6... ee ese DOC. 21 April 12] 1878-79... .21.2.1..) Dec. 16 April 10 
¥1B79-80......4.+40%--DeC. 17 Mar. 25/1879-80....@........Dec. 16 Mar. 18 
1880-81. 000220000. Nov. 23 May 3/1880-81..............Nov. 22 May 1 
‘|ERBIARIA os; co buses ogame Mar. 21) 18g1-82°.2012.3!)1)Jan! 1 Mar. 19 
1882-83...2..........Dee. 10 April 13) 1g82-83.1211)212111) Dac. 7 April 13 
1883-84,..>.....,....Dec, 18 April 15] 1883-84. / 27111315222 /Dee. 17 April 15 
1884-85..............Dec. 17 April 20/ 1984-85 0... 2.....2.. Dee. 17 April 17 
1885-86..5....040000.-Dec. 12 April 19) 1885-86) 00015 00.50.1 Dec. 7 April 17 
1886-87. .............Dec. 5 April 15] 1886-87... ............Dec. 5 April 15 
1887-88... .....2.....Dec. 24 April 15) 3897-887 1.2122121). | Nov. 28 April 3 
1888-89..........+...Jan, 2 Mar. 31) 1888-89-21. ........ Dec. 29 Mar. 26 
1889-90..0...20......Jan. 14 Mar. 30|1889-90...7.121.12. dan! 14 Mar. 29 
1890-91..............Dec, 26 ap 16) 1890-91..............Dec. 24 aa 16 
1891-92 0.205020 22....Dec. 27 pril 2| 1991-927... 22212.2). Dec. 27 pril 1 
1892-03. ....0..0e00s, Dec. 16 April. 7 yg99-03 0) co Gani Dec. 11 April 7 
1893-94. 2202002250. Dec. 4 Mar. 15|3g93-94....12..2121. Dec. 2 Mar. 11 
1894-05..............De¢. 28 April 8] 1994-95 ..............Dec. 25 April 3 
1895-96.........-....Jdan. 6 April 5)g95-96...2222.1251))Dee. 4 April 1 

|| 1896-97........+...., Dec. 21 April 10) 1898-97... 02 ..2..... Dee. 3 April 5 
1897-98. 2501202112) Dee. 17 Mar. 27|1897-98.........11...Dee: 15 Mar. 26 

+| 1898-99. 2.5. 152... DEG. 9 April 18) 1898-99. 7032 01.1.) Dec. 7 April 15 
1899-00. 20005002215) Dec. 27 April 17|1899-00'17/72:.11!)/Dec. 25 April 16 

*}1900-01.....0.0......Dec. 25 = April 11] 4990-01....222727.1. Dec. 14. Avril 11 & 
1901-02.............-Dec. 15. Mar. 30) 3901-02... ..2.52')) Dec. 14 Mar. 27 

5] 2902-08 30S Se320 bees a5 Mar. 24/1992-03 22.21.1211). Dee! 26 Mar. 21 
1903-04.........0... Dee. 13 April 17) 1903-04. ..2522..21.) Nov. 27 April 15 

(1904-05..0050.0..5..Dee. 14) April 1/j994-05 1712772112). "Dec. 13 ‘April 3 
}1905-06. 2.00.20... Jam. 1 April 8/1905-06..1257..212!) Dec. 14 ‘April 8 
1906-07... 2.20.11... Dec. 20 Mar. 24|1906-07........1..1. Dee. @ Mar. 24 
1907-08. 00.0. 55+.06.dam, 1 Mar. 24/ 1907-08. ..221......1 Dee. 11 ‘Mar. 26 

|] 1908-09. .............Dec. 22 Avril 71 1908-09. 02000 )1 150 /Dee. 9 April 6 
1909-10..............Dec, 18 Mar. 26) 1909-10) 7) 3..5251) Dec. 18 Mar. 24 
1910-11052 26.. 00055. Dec, 9 Mar. 20|1910-11...°...2252.) Dec. 8 Mar. 21 
1911-12. Sil Dee. 28°" April 14)4517219 07222201210) Dee. 18 ‘April 9 
[2912-13500 coc es Dec, 24 April 2/}919-13.01070211.72) Dee. 19 April 2 
1913-14..............Jan. 12 April 10] 1913-14) 275275722052 /Dee. 27 April 2 
TQIA-15,.. .7ep 8s vo coeDee, 16.» *) Abril 10|t974-15.. 127.05.) Dec. 15 April 9 
1915-16........44.-+-Dec. 28 April 8) 1915-16 2.20200 011)) Dee! 15 April 4 
IDIG-17-siocteebose. Dec, Je)! April 12 agfaci7. \. 2! 2.08). Dec. 16. Apri 12 
POUTHIG§- Las. 62 Leg Dees AT April 5| 7917-18. 021220111.) /Dee. 8 ‘April 4 
WIR) s, cuccds sean, & Mar. 26|918-19....12...'.): Dec. 27 Mar. 20 
1919-20. 2302.22.02... Dec. 9 Mar. 281191990. 1.1..12:°'. Dee. 3 Mar. 28 
1920-21...,..-.....+.Dec. 25 Mar. 31/j999-91.0.10 2.01111) /Dec! 21 Mar. 16 
I9gteeR ye. e, cashs.e eC. 25 Mar. 31| 1991-93 7.272.112. ){ec. 19 Mar. 25 
1922-23........+.+-+-Dec. 16 April 20) 1999-93. 01°. 12111111 Dee. 13 April 19 
1928-24. Jicsce. 6.000 Jan. April 14] }993-94° 71 0'7!1'0!1' Dee. 1 April 13 
1924-25...,....-...+-Dec. 19 April 3) 1924-25 00000 000)51 Dee. 14 Mar. 27 
1925-26. .........+.--Dec, 16 = Avril 19} 1995-96 12.0112.111) Dec. 10 Aprii 15 1926-27..00 20.0.0... Dec. 6 Mar. 19] ;99¢-97. 0727111. \Dec. 5 Mar. 5 
1927-28. ......++.+,..Dec. 17 April Liqoa7-28. 000.01 TLI Ti Dec. 9 Mar. 26 
1928-29............+,Dec. 28 Mar. 27) 1928-20. -1 2. 21..11,..Dec. 21 Mar. 27 1929-30. .........2,..Dec, 3 Mar. 27|1999-30..17.7..172! "Dec. 3 Mar. 16 
1930-31......+.++-+,-Dec, 16 Mar. 24) j930-31 70001011011) \Dec. 16 | “Mar, 24 
1931-32.......+...-..Jan. 30 ADU 1931-82 ions ee dake oda 30) Mar. 30 1932-33100 0 030 50.4...Dec. 10 April 4) 1999-33. 172121... Dee. 10 Mar. 27 
1933-34.............-Dec. 25 Mar. 26) 1933-34. 722075550!) ) Dee. 13 Mar, 26 
1934-35...202.0.1.. Dec. 24 Mar. 28] 1934-35. 011.111.1212 'Dec. 20 Mar. 28 
OBESE cise y baie « one # DBC 20 Mar, 30| 1935-36..117°110170) ‘Dee. 11 Mar. 27 
1936... -se+er sees. Dec, 7 PG 301 1988 osc. ong es eD) Dec. 30 1936-37. .2.206200... Jan. 5 April 13] j936-37. 011.001 1ili logan. $ April 12 
1937-38....+5.++++4.-Dec. 7 BAe PAN 0GT BB. sesso oh Dect Mar. 22 
1938-39.,............Dec. 28 April 4) 7938-3902 50..110121; Dee. 19; “Mar. 31 1OBPERN he, sess dks ee April 161 3930-40.. (7003.72. "peclat . ¢ Apri il 
1940-41............,.Dec. 14 = April 11) qogo-g1 020020010). Dec: 3 April 9 
1941-42. ..,....+...+.dan. 3 Mar, 28) 1041-49000. 001 100.1. Dec. 29 Mar. 24 
1942-43........+.4,..Dec. 7 Apri 2 9049-4301... 0,0 dese DOC. a Mar., 31 1943-44..00000..11, Dec. 16 Ror Biagagoag e722 7T? pao saa ‘Mar! 24 
1944-45. 120. .0..... Dec. 18 Mar. 20|1944-45°1'111°11111'/Dee. 18 Mar. 17 
1945-46.............. Dec, 13 Mar. 21/ 3945-46. 91111221111) 'Dee, 12 Mar. 21 
1946-47..........0+..Dec. 19 April 10|j946-47. 77722525222) /Dee. 18 April 5 
1947-48. ,............Dec, 9 April 3) 1947-48. ..111..1111.{Dee. 9 Mar. 26 
Pepeay ert ts yes ea Ree | tee cos ott ee: ae Mar, 26 

50 +s sererees Dec. 1949-50. 2002030552). "Dee. 15 Apri 
Average.............Dec. 19 April 6] average. |! 1111/1)! / Dec. 14 April 5
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T ued Cane 

September 30, 1946 

Me. W. We. Cargill 

Lake Mendota Association 
220 Rast Washington Aveme 

Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

I will be glad to serve on the Technical Council 

ag outlined in your letter of September 25. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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LAKE MENDOTA ASSOCIATION we 
ot 

220 EAST WASHINGTON AVENUE 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

Sevtember 25, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: } 

The Lake Mendota Association has been organized. 
The versonnel of the Board of Directors and Officers 
is outlined on one of the enclosed sheets. I think you 
are sufficiently familiar with the yurvoses of the 
organization to make it unnecessary to dwell on that 
question, It is clear that if the Association fails to 
take full advantage of all of the available knowledge in 
its immediate efforts to abate the nuisances of the last 
three years, or to help to extend the limits of that 
knowledge through research and experiment, it will not 
be discharging its obligation. 

At_a meeting attended by many of those people t4 
whom this letter is addressed, it was suggested that those 
persons, plus some others who for one reason or another 
were unable to attend, constitute a technical council. 
Dr. Schneberger suggested that committees be set uo and 
that each committee formulate a proposed plan for its 
aspect of the problem, and that the whole group meet again 
to formulate a broad over-all program. 

This suggestion seemed eminently worthwhile, and 
the Executive Committee has directed me to write to ask, 
first, if you will be willing to serve as a member of the 
Technical Council, which when organized and underway would 
scarcely have to meet oftener than once or twice a year, and 
whether you will participate actively on a committee, or 
committees, as indicated an the attached list. It would be 
greatly appreciated if you would either call or write 
advising of your attitude in the matter.
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The liets of individuals as drawn on the various committees ars merely suggestions on our part, made in the hope of initiating an effective ana working organization. The Committee has no aversion to other arrangements if some feel such action should be taken. ‘It is scarcely fair to ask too much of any one individual, although some are obviously eminently qualified to serve on all of the committees. It is also clear that some of the committees could readily be fractionized, and perhaps that should be done, but in the interests of effecting a starting, these suggestions are enclosed. 

The Executive Committee feels that each committee should select its own Chairman, and hopes that these committees may start to function so that the broed outlines of financial requirements may be apparent before November lst in order that there May be revorts of financial needs to the budget committees of the various governmental units which operate about that time. 

Very truly yours, 

LAKE may! aya D 

ae kh ang 

William W. Cargill 
President 

WWC/1h
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WHILE fERHAPS SOME OVERLAPPING MAY BE APPARENT BETWEEN 

THESE PROPOSED COMMITTEES, IT IS HOPED THAT AT THE OUTSET 

THE MERE TITLES WILL BE SUFFICIENTLY SUGGESTIVE OF FUNCTION : 

TO PEXMIT FORMATIVE CONSIDERATION AND LATER ACTION. 

RESEARCH STEERING COMMITTER 
(Prebably should cover vilst vlant and 

: laboratory activity. ) 

Dr. Baldwin 
Dr. Elvehjem 
Dr. Sarles 
Dr. Stovell 

INSPECTION AND TESTING 

Dr. Kanneberg 
Dr. Neupert 
Mr. Lord 

‘ Mr. Warrick 

WILD LIFE COMMITTEE 

Dr. Hasler 
Dr, Leopold 
Dr. Schneberger 
Representative of 

Fishermen's League 

SOIL EROSION CONTROL AND DREDGING 

Dr. Bohstedt 
Mr, Densmore 
Dr. Lenz y 
Dr. .Teuog 

WEED CUTTING AND CHEMICAL TREATMENT 

Mr. Aberg 
Dr. Bartsch 
Dr. Domagalla 
Mr. Harrington 
Dr. Mackin 
Dr. Sarles 
Dr. Woodburn



LAKE MENDOTA ASSOCIATION 

Executive Committee 

Prot a. 08 Holt 
Mr. Roy L. Straus 
Mr. Ralph Axley 
Mr, Frenklin Ven Sant 
Mr, William W, Cargill 

Officers 

President - William W. Cargill 
Vice President -— Be O) Halt 
Secretary - Edw. J. Owens 
Treasurer - J. H, Coe



LAKE MENDOTA ASSOCIATION 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Mr, Deane Adams ~ Village of Maple Bluff Board of Trustees 

Mr. Ralph Axley - Attorney (who has gratuitously done all 
the organizational legal work) 

Mr. L. M. Basford - President Fishermen's League 

Mr. W. W. Cargill 

| Mr, Carl Felton = Chairman Dane County Board “a 

Mr. Del Forsberg - Town of Westport 

Dr. Frank Holt - University of Wisconsin 

Honorable F. Halsey Kraege- Meyor City of Madicon 

Mri Hugh Oldenberg - Village of Shorewood Hills Board of Trustees 

Capt. L. K. Pollard - U.S.N. (Ret. ) 

Mr. Oscar Rennebohm - Lt. Governor- State of Wisconsin 

Mri I, T. Severance - Town of Madison 

Mr. Roy L. Straus — Alderman, City of Madison 

Mr. F. A. Van Sant - Chairman, Membership Drive 

Vacancy = for appointee from Town of Middleton not yet, received
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